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EDITORIAL

THE EFFECTS OF PEACE.
The joy of the Allied Peoples over the siguing of the

peace treaty has doubtless beeu somewhat dimmed by

the mail}' delays and lengthy discussions that have

taken place since the conference has been working on

this important document. The business world has had

plenty of opportunity to consider the possible and

probable effects of the treaty and the lack of any

marked reaction one way or the other on the New York
stock exchange seems to indicate that the business

world had pretty well made up its mind some time ago.

The signing of the treaty simply puts the seal of

completion on the enormous task that the representa-

tives of the warring nations have had in hand for the

past six months. The completion of this work just be-

fore Canada's Dominion Day suggests a new siginifi-

eance to Canadians in the sacrifice they have made
with the result of insuring the future of the Dominion

against such designs as the German people would cer-

tainly have executed had they not been stopped on

the Mame.
The first thought that comes into many minds is,

of course, to wonder what effect the actual assurance

of peace will have on one's particular business. There

are many angles from which to view this matter. As

far as domestic conditions are concerned the signing

of the treaty brings our attention once more to the

furnishing of the home market with supplies that have

been side-tracked for nearly five years or whose pro-

duction has given way to the manufacture of muni-

tions. The rearrangement of manufacturing conditions

involves also the re-establishment of the returning

military forces in civil occupations. Happily this work

is going forward rapidly and both the returning sol-

dier and the ex-munition maker is for the most part

re-established in peaceable occupations. The agricul-

tural season will absorb many more than are now em-

ployed in it if they have an inclination to engage in

this line of work. The domestic and foreign demand

for much of our manufactured product calls for con-

tinued effort. The production of such commodities

and additional equipment for the production of some

of them means still greater opportunities for employ-

ment in the manufacture of goods and machinery. The

reconstruction of Europe and the feeding of many

people whose agriculture has been .sadly deranged calls

for enormous quantities of exports so that there is a

very urgent demand on our sources of supply and a

particularly heavy burden is laid on shipping facilities.

It seems quite likely that the portion of the treaty

I^M^^i^l^KI^^I^^^^

which will have the most far-reaching effect on the

world's commercial future is the part which provides
for a fairer treatment of the laboring man than he

has beeu accorded in the past. International wage
standards will do more for establishing fair and uni-

form prices than any tariff could possibly do and will

tend to put the costs of production on a more uniform
basis. With Canada's enoi-mous grain fields and with
the capacitj- for producing more than enough meat for

home consumption it would seem that efforts to main-

tain maximum food production should be the basis

for putting our workmen in a position to compete on
most favorable terms with those of any other countr}-.

This, of course, will also necessitate maximum produc-

tion per individual in manufactured goods as well and
continual attention to the quality of the product. It

is certainly a hopeful sign when we can look forward
to the end of the exploitation of labor for excessive

profits in one country and the excuse for high tariffs

and exorbitant prices in another.

The reduction of armaments, both as regards ma-
terial and men will not only relieve populations from

taxation that serves no useful purpose but will also

release many producers from being a public burden

and permit them to be helpful producers, thus reduc-

ing still more the individual .share of maintaining for-

mer military establishments.

After December 25th, June 28th is certainly THE
DAY in the histor.v of this good old world.

A PECULIAR SITUATION.
The signing of the peace treaty brings about a

peculiar situation in the paper industry of Canada.

This event automatically ends the life of the War
Pleasures Act, under which the Order-in-Council was

issued which established the office of the paper con-

troller and resulted in the present price of $69 per

ton for newsprint sold by Canadian mills to Can
adian consumers. The war situation also resulted in

the establishment of the price of $75 per ton for

newsprint in the United States as the figure

recognized by the Government and agreed to by pro-

ducers and consumers. Now that the banns are lifted

we find the strange condition of affairs where a paper

mill in Canada may be selling paper on one side of an

imaginary line for $69 a ton, when it might sell the

very same product on the other side of the line for

$75. This, of course, is perfectly satisfactory to the

user of the paper on the Canadian side of the line, but

the consumer on the American side no doubt contin;ios
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to look with envy ou his Caiiadiau confrere. If the

Canadian producer raises bis price it is quite easy to

predict the effect on the Canadian publisher, and if ho

does not raise his price he is quite likely to be labeled

either a philanthropist or an idiot. There may be some

who will think that it is sufficiently sound business

sense to let well enough alone and allow present prices

to run ou for a time unless it is quite certain that the

figure does not provide a sufficient return to instire

adequate interest on investment and satisfactory wages

to workmen. The situation is as delicate as it is

l>eculiar and n solution of it that will make for har-

mony and mutual understanding between the pro-

ducer and consumer of newsprint will be a great bene-

fit to the future of our industrj-. We are just on the

turning point of relations between the manufacturer

of newsprint and the publisher of the newspaper.

These relations have been sadly strained during the

past two years and at one time there was even the

beginning of a break. Fortunately that time is passed

and now it is to be sincerely hoped that neither side

will attempt to take an unfair advantage of the other

but that both, realizing that the life of each depends

on the profitable existence of the other, will so rule

their actions as to briag about the establishment of an

understanding and good feeling that is absolutely

necessarv to the continued success of both.

THE EIGHT HOUR DAY IN FFRANCE.
On the 23rd of April a law Was enacted in France

for the establishment in manufacturing and otlier

business of a working day of not more than eight

hours for workers of either sex and all ages. Not only

is the work day limited to eight hours, but there is also

a limit of 48 hours per week or an equivalent. The

law further provides that there shall be no reduction

in wages on account of the reduction in hours.

"La Papeterie" predicts a very considerable de-

rangement in the organization of the paper mills in

France, and in other industries which require continu-

ous operation. At the present time the mills are oper-

ated on two shifts of twelve hours each and it is stated

a change of hours will be difficult both because of

the economic results due to an increase of 50 per cent,

in the element of wages, but also on account of the

difficulty in obtaining sufficient skilled labor for the

operation of the mills.

After mentioning the division of the day into three

eight hour periods and referring to the inconvenience

of changing shifts at night, particularly in winter, our

contemporary outlines another scheme. There would

be three shifts each working 12 hours. The first

would begin Monday morning at 6 and work till 6 p.m..

when the second would begin and continue for 12

hours, being relieved by the 3rd, which would work
until six on Tuesday evening. Then the first would

take up the work and the cycle would be repeated.

In this wav each shift would work a total of 48 hours.

half of which would be in the tlay time and half at

night. A possible difficulty here is pointed out in the

opportunity for workmen to do other work in their

free time instead of resting, so that the object of the

law would be partly defeated, in so far as it is an at-

tempt to maintain labor at the highest point of

efficiency by substituting a short period of concen-

trated effort rather than an extended period of lower

efficiency. There is also some question raised as to

the effect of the law in making it more tlifficult for

France to compete with foreign paper makers.

France seems to be in difficulties, also in the matter

of transportation facilities. It was stated in the

Chamber of Deputies on May 9th that there were

1,100 empty cars at Grenoble and that shipments were

suspended, while trains of empty cars went in all direc-

tions. The Minister of Transportation said the num-

ber of loaded cars handled daily was 31,000 in Febru-

ary, and 37,000 the first of Maj', as compared with

60,000 in July, 1914. Transport by water is equally

disrupted and quite insufficient.

The mountains of pulp at Rouen have for the most

part been shipped out by rail or water, but in the

long months of storage, much has been lost, either

actuallv or in value because of damage.

WELCOME LA PAPETERIE.
"La Papeterie," which is now 41 years old, went to

war in 1914 and consequently has not been seen in

our offices and libraries for nearly five years. Lhomme
& Arg}-, publishers of this excellent journal, have re-

sumed publication after an interruption of 58 months.

We read that the war has dealt very severely with

them since all of their plates, stocks of paper, etc.,

that were at Chauny were stolen by the Germans and

the establishment sacked.

We congratulate our contemporary for its part in

the war and for its ability to recover so rapidly and

we wish our friends every success in the continuance

of their publication.

An article on the Paper Industry in the devastated

parts of France and Belgium contains an estimate of

damage to paper, board and printing establishments

amounting to 500,000,000 francs for material (equip-

ment), 50,000,000 for raw material and supplies and

150,000,000 loss of production (six years), a total of

700,000,000 francs. The damage is given in con.sider-

able detail in the article, and a perusal of it does not

foster any thought that the peace terms have been

too severe on the Germans.

A Western educator proposes making the study

of French compulsory, in high schools, even if it is

necessary to reduce Latin to the position of an op-

tional course. He should apply his idea to elemen-

tary schools and make the study of French compul-

sork' for every child in Canada. The course is equally

desirable in French speaking communities.
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Decay in Wooden Mill Roofs
By R. J. BLAIR, Pathologist, Forest Product

Laboratories of Canada, Montreal.
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Mr. Blair spoke to the editor some time ago of his

intention to prepare an article along the lines of the

one which follows, and an arrangement was made
for the publication of this in both the CANADIAN
TEXTILE JOURNAL and the PULP & PAPER
MAGAZINE OF CANADA. It has already appeared
in the former. While Mr. Blair's work and inves-

tigation has been particularly in regard to the roofs

in the textile establishments he has paid some at-

tention as well to similar conditions in pulp and pa-

per mills. In many cases the conditions are almost

exactly parallel in the two industries, although for

different reasons. In the textile indu.stry a certain

amount of humidity is necessary to get the best re-

sults from certain operations. In the Pulp and Paper
industry large quantities of water are used in the

process, and in the primary manufacturing opera-
tions large amounts of moisture are evaporated from
the paper. This moist air, contrary to popular concep-
tion, is lighter than dry air, and consequently col-

lects at the highest parts of the room or building.

As in many cases the roof forms the ceiling of the
room in which the paper machines are located, and
particularly in Canada, where the average tempera-
ture either of the air or by reason of accumulated
snow, produces a temperature in the region of the
roof below the dew-point, it is only reasonable to

expect a large condensation of moisture on the cold

surface. The very serious effect of such condensa-
tion because of the fungus growth which it encour-
ages, is well brought out by the author of this article,

and he has also pointed out the natural remedy and
explained how and why improvement in conditions
is to be obtained.

In mentioning the subject of this article to a num-
ber of paper mill men the editor was surprised to

note the extent to which this very trouble is met with
in our industry. In spite of increasing use of con-
crete for roofing and flooring, an industry which is

so closely associated with the forest and the produc-
tion of lumber will continue to use a large amount o^
timber in roof con.struction and the importance of

Mr. Blair's ob.servations and suggestions will find
many applications.

« # *

THE LOSS IS PREVENTABLE.
In mil] buildings of a type where the air is held at

a high relative humidity, the question of decay of
planks in the roofs has assumed considerable import-
ance. During the pa.st few years an acute stage of the

problem has been reached in the cotton mills through-
out New England, and it seems that a thoroughly sound
plank roof of a weave .shed which has seen eight years

service is a rare exception. Of 24 such roofs recently

examined by the writer, only two exceptions were
found, and these were very small roofs forming less

than one per cent of the total area of more than 47
acres examined.

A combination of several conditions is responsible for

this unfortunate state of affairs. The trouble from de-

cay has become prevalent since the sawtooth roof has

been generally adopted for weaving sheds, but it is not

the result of this construction. Under the same mill

conditions decay is just as liable to take place in a
monitor or flat roof. Some of the fault is due to an
inferior grade of lumber which has been on the market
during the past fifteen years, while the changed condi-

tions of manufacture, resulting in the maintenance of a

higher relative humidity in the weave shed, have also

played a part.

In some of the mills it has been found neces.sary to re-

place all of the roof-planks after no more than 8 or 9

years' service. In others only parts .such as flat places,

or the valleys at the bases of the sawteeth, have need-

ed renewal. In one of the mills visited, planks, which
had been on a flat part only four years, were being re-

placed. When a renewal of decayed planks is made
and no precautions are taken to prevent a recurrence
of the trouble, the chances are that the new roof will

rot out in less time than the old one on account of in-

fection remaining in the rafters or beams.

This article is an attempt to show that this loss may
be materially reduced, or avoided, if certain precautions

are taken when building the roof and in earing for it

afterwards.

What Makes Wood Decay f

Wood is a complex organic substance closely related

chemically to the carbo-hydrates: cellvilose, starch and
sugar. On this account it is spoiled or rotted in much
the same way a.s the latter materials where spoilage is

brought about by the action of lowly organized living

plants .such as bacteria, yeasts or moulds. As long as

these substances are kept really dry they remain in good

condition, but, with certain amounts of moisture in

them, deterioration at once sets in. In just the same
way there are numerous kinds of wood-destroying

fungi which can bring about the decay of wood. For-

tunately only a few of them are able to attack the planks

in a paper mill roof. The.se fungi are plants which

are organized in much the same way as yeasts or moulds.

They are able to take the complex organic compounds
of which wood is formed and break them down into the

simpler substances, thus bringing aboiit its destruction.

The active part of a fungus plant consists of a great

number of fine, branching filaments which are smaller

than single cotton fibres.

These filaments penetrate the wood in all directions,

pierce its fibres and dissolve away parts of them. In

this way the wood is weakened and what remains is

changed in such a way that when exposed to the air it

becomes brittle, cracking up into small blocks. A
plank which has reached this stage is of little use in a

roof.

Moisture Permits Decay.

Before one of these fungus plants can begin to grow
within a roof-plank, a certain amount of water must

be present in the wood. A fungus plant is no mor"
able to grow without moisture than a potato plant is

able to grow in dust-dry soil which remains in that

condition. In these roofs the moisture necessary to

decay the wood is absorbed from the air of the room,
and as soon as the amount required by the fungus has
been taken up, the planks are certain to begin to rot.

Wood is such a substance that it absorbs different

amounts of moisture according to the varyinrj degrees
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of humidity to which it is exposed. The exact humidity

at which wood absorbs enouprh moisture to commence

to decay is not known, but if lies at sonic point above

70 per cent. This figure varies for the different fungi.

as well as for the various kiiuls and grades of timber

which may be used, but in all cases it is so closely de-

fined that a difference of one or two degrees in tem-

perature may prove the deciding factor as to whether

a fungus will grow or not. Any cooling of the air

about the roof should be avoided, for, when the air is

cooled, the relative humidity rises and the wood can

then take more moisture. Tlie winter season is thus an

important condition in regard to the grovvtli of fungi

in roofs, but its influence can be overcome to a great

extent by the correct arrangement of tlie heating sys-

tem as will be explained later.

Dangerous Fungi.

It seems that there are four principal varieties of

fungi which are responsible for the decay of roofs.

These are Lentodium tigrinum, Lcnzites trnheum.

Fames officinalis and Poria xantlia. One is able to

distinguish the variety by an examination of the fruit-

ing-body. When the fungus plant has reached a cer-

tain stage of maturity a fruiting-body is formed. This

is a growth which corresponds to the flower and fruit

of the green plants. These gruitiug-bodies, often known
as toad-stools, are found near cracks in the planks, or

may even appear between different planks.

The Lfntcdiion plants (Fig. 1) are pale yellowish in

Fig, l.--Fruitiiig-bodit's of L> ntmln' ,ii luinntnn found
growing from cracks between roof-planks at val-

ley of a sawtooth roof, (i/^ actual size.)

color and umi)i-ella shaped, consisting of a central stem

and a circular caji at the top. A series of plates called

gills are found on the under side radiating from the

central stem to the edges of the cap as in the edible

nuishroom. The Lnuitrs plants (Pig. 2) are without

any stem. They are of varying shades of brown and
occur in the form of shelves, discs or extended flat

growths closely attached to the planks. The under

side is often found to be divided into narrow folds

nuich like the gills in Lentodium. except that they arc

less regular. The fniiting-body of the I'oria (Fig. 3)

is a flat gi-owtli, white in color througho\it. A care-

ful examination of the underside shows the presence of

numerous small round pores. Tlie fruitiiig-bodies of

the Fames (Fig. 4) are irregulai- lumps witli ])ore areas

here and there on the surface.

lioofs Which Decdi/.

"When it was found that a roof made of a single thick-

ness of planks rotted out in a short time, it was thought

it would be more durable if made with an air space for

heat-insulating purposes. Double roofs weiv therefore

devised with air spaces either underneath the plaid<s or

outside of them, the extra layer being as a rule % or 1

inch tongued-and-grooved sheathing. Experience has

shown that the soi't of an air space wliicli has been used

was of no value in a roof for the purjiose intended.

In most cases it was a ])ositive disadvantage, because

moisture entered this space and encouraged the growth

of fungi. The planks have been .ioined together in va-

rious ways,—with splines, with dowel pins or simpiv

tongued-and-grooved. The result has been the s;une in

every ease; there was decay sooner or later. Different

directions in which the planks were laid h;ivc been

tried, but it did not matter whether they run np wnd

down the slant or jiarallel with i1. Decay took iilace

in any case.

Southern Pine has been used in a great many of

these roofs, but when it was found that it rotted .some

thought that perhaps the fault lay with the pine, so

they used spruce instead. However, it has been found

that a spruce roof is no less liable to decay than one

of pine. It needs to be borne in mind, however, that in

any one species of wood there are different srrades.

:i!id that n"der n--nid napir mill conditions anv ("rade

is apt to sive out in time. Excellent all-heart three-

inch South Pine roofs have lasted from fifteen to

twenty years in Massachusetts with relative humidities

maintained at from 70 to 75 per cent, while light sappy
]iine is hardly worth putting on at all, unless given a

Itreservative treatment.

(lood snruce lasts much longer than the yellow pine

usually obtainable.

E.rpJanation of the Trouble.

The decay in a roof where moisture <'ondenses in cold

weather is easily explained. The colder the weather
tlie more the moisture is condensed. The cold roof

nlanks act in the same way as any cold object placed

in n warm moist atmosphere; a thin layer of air next to

It is chilled below the dew-point so that some of the

moisture is condensed on its surface. When water
foi'ins on the under-surface of a roof some of it is tak-

en np by the wood while the rest drains away and fin-

allv drips to the floor. The moist wood is then an ideal

place for fune-us growth. Such a condition is bad from
two points of view. Decay is certain to take place in

the wood, and moisture dropping from the roof may in-

jure any goods upon which it falls.
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Fig. 2.—Fruiting-Ijodics of Lenzites trahcum from roof-

lihuiks in a .sawtooth roof. (I/2 ai^'tual .size.)

It is not necessary, however, for moisture to he con-

densed on the roof-planks in order for them to decay.

Even when the layer of air next the roof is at a tem-

perature above its dew-point, sufficient moisture may
he taken in by the wood when near the dew-point for

funorus to develop. In such eases the decay is found to

be at the upper surface where the wood is ne.xt the (

tarred paper, or where it lies on a beam and remains

cold. The wood is porous and the interior spaces are

filled with moi.st air. At some depth in the plank this

enclosed air is therefore chilled to its dew-jioint. Iden-

tical conditions are then set up as in the roof where
moisture is condensed on the under side, except that

the action is confined to a certain layer of the plank.

Decav will be found only in that inner layer of the

wood, because the warm side of the plank is a little ton

dry to rot.

Requirement!! for a Good Roof.

To L'ive satisfaction it is necessary that a jiap'-r mil

roof fulfil two conditions. It must not decay and mois-

ture must not condense on its under side. A roof may li''

rendered immune to decay by giving the planks a ]irc^

servative treatment. A jireservative is a poison with

which the wood is imnregnated, thus rendering fungn--

^rowth impo.ssible. However, we have seen that ver\-

often the inner .side of the planks does not decay and

any preservative used in this layer is an outlay which

yields no return. There is also the objection that creo-

sote oil, the preservative most often used, leaves the

wood in an unsatisfactory condition lor pjiinting. As
the lumber market is to-day, it is almost impossible for
the mills to buy the treated timber for roofs, and if they
desire to use preserved planks they are forced to treat
the timber themselves.

A Safe Roof.
A roof whicli will not decay and will also avoid coh-

deusatiou troubles is made of two thicknesses of plank,
separated by three layers of mopped tarred paper. The
regular tar and gravel finish is applied over all.

The paper separating the layers of plank prevents
the moist air of the room from reaching the cold upper
layer of the roof so that no condensation takes place.
Select high-grade material is used for the inner layer.
This is the warm side of the roof and is safe from' de-
cay. The upper thickness of plank is used for heat in-
sulating purposes only, so that strength is of no im-
portance and planks of a very inferior quality may be
cliosen. This layer comes within the cold part of the
i-oof and to prevent its decay it should be given a pre-
servative treatment. As the mill owner probably has
to do the preserving himself he gets planks containing
as much sapwood as possible because sapwood is more
easily penetrated by the preservatice. For a preser-
vative, creosote oil is most commonly used. A tank is
fitted up so that the oil in it may" be heated to boil-
ing. The planks are then placed in the tank, immersed
in the oil and are boiled in it for a day. After the
boiling the planks are allowed to cool in the oil. Green
;ind unseasoned wood should be allowed to air-season
Mioronghly before treating since the drier the wood
:ii'- lii-Mi r tlir i.cii.'tiMfiiin scnuvd.

•3. — Encrusting fruiting-body of Poria xantha
found on under-side of plank in flat roof in a
weaveshed. (1/2 actual size.)
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A Safe Roof Conserves Heat.

The double plauk roof has the additional advantajie

over tlie thinner roof in that the heat loss is not so great"

and less heatinir is reijuired to maintain the interior

at the proper temperature.

Various insulating materials, sueh as hair-felt or

corkboard, are sometimes used beneath the tarred pa-

per of a roof. Their insulating power may be destroy-

ed entirely if moisture is allowed to reaeh them. To

prevent this, at least three layers of mopped tarred

paper should be laid before adding the insulating cov-

ering. This will eliminate all possibility of the felt

or cork-board becoming wet and it will thereby retain

its insulating properties.

The extra plank layer for insulation has the advan-

tage over these other insulators in that it gives a firmer

upper surface to the roof. For the amount of insula-

tion obtained the cost is also less.

Keep the Roof Planks Warm.

The arrangement of the heating system in the paper

mill appears to have a much more important bearing

upon the subject of decay in the roof than has hitherto

been realized. In a roof which is well heated in some

places and allowed to remain cold in others, the cold

parts rot out in a short time. The warm roof has a

much longer life than the roof without sueh protection.

To get the most efficient heating effect on the roof with

any given supply of heat it is neeessai-y to arrange the

.system in a different way from that which is usual. In

many mills th€ banks of heating pipes have been placed

directly beneath the windows in the sawtooth roofs.

This is a bad practice, because a large amount of heat

leaving the pijics is immediately lost through the glass.

Another plan, better because it secures a more uni-

form distribution of the heat, is to place more than half

of the heating i)iiies beneath the valley in the .sawtooth.

With this arrangement the heated air warms the lower

part of the roof before reaching the window at the

peak. The value of a more even distribution of heat

was .shown very clearly in one of the roofs examined.

A single sawtooth in a weave room was still in good

condition after fifteen years' service. The other saw-

teeth had all been renewed. The good sawtooth had

as many heating pipes under the low part of the valley

as it had beneath the windows, while all of the other

sawteeth were heated only under the windows. Be-

neath a flat part along one side of the same weaveshed

a bank of heating pipes had been placed for only half

its length. Where the roof was heated it was in good

condition, but where it had not been heated the planks

had fallen in.

Flat places at the end of the sawteeth or along the

sides of a mill are to be avoided as much a.s possible.

These strips are often narrow and iinheated or have

insufficient heating pipes. Invariably they decay more
rapidly than the slanting part of the roof. In two
mills where this had happened matters have been im-

proved bv extending the sawteeth to the side of the

mill.

Recommendations for Roofs.

1. During cold weather a roof needs to be kept
warm ; if it gets cold there is danger of rotting taking

place.

2. The heating .system should be so arranged that

the heat is evenly distributed to all parts of the roof.

In a sawtooth roof the greater part of the heating is

best placed under the lower part of the slant.

3. Flat parts of roofs decay more quickly than
slanted parts, because snow lodges there and keeps them
cold. Very often the flats have less heating applied

than the slants, whereas they actually require more.

-i. Less heating will be required to keep the roof

warm if it is made thicker at the start. A safe roof

consists of two thicknesses of plank separated by mop-
ped, tarred paper, the upper plank being treated with

a preservative.

5. Roof ventilator in a weaveshed are best omitted

altogether. Decay usually starts in the planks around
them before other parts of the roof ar attacked.

6. If drain pipes from the roof have to pass through

a room where the air is very moist they .should be in-

sulated as if they were steam pipes. Otherwise, they

cool an area of wood in the roof and cause it to rot.

X. 4.—White ,irregular, lump-like fruitiug-bodies of

Fomes officinalis found growing in beams in a

weaveshed roof. (1/2 actual size.)

An interesting paper on Forest Engineering was read

at a recent meeting of the Sault Ste. Marie branch
of the Engineering Institute of Canada, by W. F. V.

Atkinson, forester for the Spanish River Pulp and
Paper Co. He spoke of the valuable work of the

Forest Products Laboratories in extending the uses of

woods and explained how the forester has many duties

that affect both his principals and the public, as in the

matters of stream flow and the perpetuation of the

forest.
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for the exhaustive ami very valuable doeumeiit, which

was adopted, and it was decided tliat the committee

should be continued in office.

It was further decided that the Assoeiation mem-

bers pledjre themselves to use the report for tiie pur-

pose of comparison with their own estimate during

the year 1 !)!!•, and to send to the Secretary of the

Association anv sujr-restions for the revision of the

report ; and also that the Cost Committee be empow-

ered to use their judgrment as to the distribution of

the report amongr paper box manufacturers, who are

not members of the Association. It was further re-

solved that the Trade Customs as proposed by the

Cost Committee be recommended to members for

adoption.

Another resolution carried was that the estimating

forms for solid boxes and folding boxes as proposed

by the Cost Committee be adopted and supplies there-

of be sent by the Secretary to the members. For

their able and untiring efforts in preparin^r the re-

port the members of the Cost Committee wore cor-

diallv thanked.

William C. Jephcott, late of the Dominion Paper

Box Co., Limited, Toronto, enjoys the distinction of

being the first gentleman elected to Honorary Mem-

bership in the Association, and a letter was read from

him expressing his thanks for the honor. A letter was

also read from H. A. Dickie, Secretary of the Folding

Box Manufacturers" Association of the United States

expressing his thanks for an invitation to attend the

convention and regretting his inability to be present.

Permanent Tariff Board Favored.

One of the most important resolutions passed at the

convention was the following in regard tn the Cana-

dian Customs Tariff.

Whereas demands are made at freiiuent intervals

by various sections of the Canadian people for radi-

cal changes in the Canadian Customs Tariff, and

Whereas sucli demands prevent the determination

of the settled policy that is necessary for the devel-

opment of industry and trades, and cause depression

in business, unemployment and imperil invested capi-

tal, and
Whereas it is of vital importance that all industry

should have reasonable assurance of .stable conditions

which will not be adversely and .suddenly disturbed

by unexpected and imperfectly considered tariff leg-

islation.

Therefore be it resolved that the Canadian Paper

Box Manufacturers' Association in Annual Meeting

assembled at Montreal, on June 24th, 1919. respect-

fully urge the Dominion Government to appoint a

permanent tariff board, acting in an advisory ca-

pacity to the Government, which will make a scienti-

fic study of the Canadian Customs Tariff, and the

tariffs of other countries with whose products Cana-

dian producers are forced to compete, familiarize

itself with costs of production at home and abroad,

investigate the nature and probably nalional effect

of all requests for tariff changes, and endeavor to

frame a tariff that will serve the best interest of

Canada, and thus assure the harmonious and all-

round development of the countr,v.

Those Who Were in Attendance.

The following members of the Association were in

attendance at the fourth annual convention :

—

W. P. Bennett, representing Rndd Paper Box Co..

Ltd.. Toronto.

Art. Harries—Canada Paper Box Co., Ltd.. Mont-
real.

P. F. Howell—.1. C. Wilson, Limited, Mdiitrral.

S. J. Frame—Sec.-Treas., Can. Paper liox ^lakers

Association, Toronto.

.1. A. Moi.san—The Standard Paper \',o\ Co., Ltd.,

.Montreal.

John H. Forsman—C. H. Korsman ( H.. N.Y.

J. H. Lefebvre—The King Pajier l">ox to., Ltd.

J. H. Gledhill—National Gum & Mico Co., N.Y.

Duncan H. McDermid—.Somervilh' Paper Box Co..

London.
E. (t. Cook- -Samuel H. Parry, Koi-hester.

Marshall Hayward—'•Tiie Shears." Lafayette. Ind.

.\. (i. Gzowski—Canada Boxi)oard Co.. hid., ilont-

real.

Thomas J. Allen—Paper Sales. Ltd.. Tor<uito.

Thos. H. Lacey—London, Paper Box Co.. I>iondon.

Jas. Logie—Canada Boxboard Co.. 'I'oronto.

J. H. Sangster—Page Printing & Binding Co., Sher-

brooke.

Geo. Turnbull—Gait Paper Box Co.,

C. T. Reid—Charles Heid & Co.. [Liniilton.

W. J. Hood—Gummed Papers, Ltd.. Brampton.
B. Sproule—Collett-Sproiile, Toronto.
F. B. Smith— A. D. Shoup Co., Ltd., Toronto.

W. T. Miller—The Miller Bros. Co.. Ltd.

John T. Robinson—Tohn T. Rol)iiisoii Co.. Hyde
Park, Mass.

J. L. Constantineau—The King Pajier Box Co.. Ltd.

C. Winter Brown—The B. F. Brown Paper Box Co.,

St. John.
W. J. Hampel—Hanipel Paper Box Co., Brantford,

Out.

C. B. Pearsall—M. D. Knowlton Co.. Rochester.
A. M. Claffee—IM. D. Knowlton Co., Bosfon.

R. Tresidder—National Paper (!oods Co.. Hamil-
ton.

T. H. Sear—Toronto Type Foundry Co., Jlontreal.

David Brown—The J. L. Morrison Co., Toronte.
D. F. Robertson—Northumbeilanil Pa|)er and Elec-

tric Co.,

W. E. Frankish—The Empire Pai)er Box Co., Ltd.
C. De Wolf Reid—Montreal.
H. M. Niven—Rudd Paper Box Co.. Ltd.. Toronto.
Alfred Jephcott—Dominion Paper Box (n.. Ltd..

Toronto.

J. S. Czowski—Canada Boxboard Co.. Ltd.. ^Vfent

real.

James T. Venable.s—Montreal.
R. H. Bryon—Brompton Pulp & Paper Co.. Ltd.
J. X. Hutchison—Dominion Envelope & Cai'lna Cn

Toronto.

FOREIGN LANGUAGE BULLETINS.
Members oecasionally su<riit'si ih.ir the National

Safet.v Council print bulletins in foreign languages to

reach the non-English-speaking worker. The large
number of dialects that would have to be included, to
give equal service to all the membership, makes this

impracticable. One member has solved tliis prolilem in

the following simple manner:
"1 have had the National Safety Council bulletins

translated into Polish, as we have a number of Polish
employees in our plant," he writes. "I get one of the
men in the plant to give me a translation of it. Then
I have the translation copied on the typewriter. I

put the diacritical marks on with a pen and paste the
translation at the bottom of the bulletin. It has pro-

duced good results with us."

Of course, the most satisfactory solution is to induce
all employees to learn English.
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An Early Canadian Groundwood Mill

Throujjh the courtesy of J>. 0. lioot, of Hydraulic
Machinery Co.. Frank Powell, of the News Pulp &
Paper Co., and John Ford, of Portneuf, we are able

to pre.seut a few items that will be of considerable
historic interest to the pulp and paper makers of Can-
ada. This has to do with the old p:roundwood mill

at St. Raymond, Que., which is now in the posses-

sion of the News Pulp & Paper Co., although it is

not at the present time in use.

The story goes back to 1878 or thereabouts, when
the first hydraulic grinder was built liy Moise Briere
at Portneuf. According to Mr. Ford. Louis DuPont
wasi using a grinder in which the ]iressure was exert-

chiue will weigh about 7,000 lbs. If you wish to have
it much lighter we can make it like the one at Port-
neuf at a lower price."
The drawing which accompanied this tender is the

one shown on this page, and bears the date 1887. Ac-
cording to Mr. Ford's notebook work was begun on
July 18th, 1888, and the mill started the following
May. The grinders were not of the model shown
because the firm that undertook to build this type
were unable to carry out their contract, and it was
necessary for Mr. Ford to get grinders of the Du Pont
model from Carrier & Laine, of Levis, who had ac-

quired the rights of manufacture. A picture of this

old installation is shown in the photograph. The
stones were 48" in diameter and about 18" across
the face. There were three pockets and a pressure

Old Pulp Mill at

ed by means of a pulley and weight, but this did not

give satisfaction, and Mr. Ford's father, Joseph Ford,

conceived the idea of using hydraulic pressure. Du
Pont and Briere tried it at once and managed to

grind wood after a fashion. In 1880 John Ford built

the first hydraulic grinder that was a success. It

was a two pocket grinder like that shown in the il-

lustration, which is taken from an old drawing. This

was started up in a mill at Glenford on the St. Anne
River, below St. Raymond, in October, 1880. At-

tached to the drawing is an estimate of the cost,

which, translated, reads as follows: "A machine as

described with three boxes and one stone 48" x 16",

the price will be $700.00 on board boat or the cars

at Quebec. With two boxes only $545.00. The ma-

St. Raymond.

of about 40 lbs. per square inch on the wood was used.

The power for each grinder was about 200 HP., and

the output about two tons per day for each stone.

The stones ran on vertical shafts, and the wood was

dropped vertically into the pockets. The mill was

started with three grinders, which were installed by

John Ford in what was an old grist mill on the Que-

bec and Lake St. John Rly., for Thomas L. Jackson.

Thomas Logan, of Sherbrooke, an uncle of Mr. Jack-

son, financed the transaction. Mr. Ford has in his

possession the contract under which he equipped and

operated the mill and has also a certificate of ful-

filment given him by Mr. Jackson.

It seems probable that the old Du Pont mill re-

ferred to was the first groundwood mill in Canada.

It is fortunate that Mr. Ford kept accurate notes of

his work, and it would be a great thing for the in-

dustry if we could have a few other personal recol-

lections of this kind regarding the early mills of

Canada.

Mill at Portneuf, where Du Pont iiiade his first

groundwood by hydraulic grinder. The First Grinder Using Hydraulic Pressure.
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Woodlands Section Saw Hydroplane Demonstration

The summer meeting of the Woodlands Section of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association which took

place at the provincial nursery at Berthier and
Grand 'Mere last week was marked by an incident

unique in the historj^ of such gatherings in Canada.

For the first time a convention was privileged to wit-

ness a demonstration of the handling of a hydroplane

in action, and all who saw it were impressed with

its possibilities as an additional link in the means of

protecting our forests against fire.

The summer meeting was unique in another way,

that is, it was distinctly an open air demonstration

meeting. Members of the Woodlands Section from
Western, Northern and Eastern Ontario, from all

parts of Quebec as well as from New Brunswick, met
at the provincial nurseries at BertKer in. time for

luncheon last Wednesday, June 25th. The Dept. of

Lands and Forests, who were the hosts of the Sec-

tion, furnished an elaborate and abundant luncheon
of delicious things, which were heartily enjoyed by
the hungry visitors. A fine bright day added to the

pleasure of inspecting the nurseries. These were es-

tablished in 1908 by the Hon. Mr. Turgeon. who was
then Minister of Lands & Forests. From a very mod-
est beginning, consisting in the fall of the first year
of some 200,000 plants of white pine, Scotch pine,

Norway spruce, European larch, etc., the nursery

has grown until now there are more than 4,000,000

trees growing, and it is soon expected that it will be
possible to ship from two to three million plants a

year. Shipments of continually growing size have
been made since the nursery started, and as a result

of its work trees have been planted by individuals,

colleges and municipalities, besides quite large at-

tempts at reforestation by the department and by
timber using concerns.

The visitor to the nursery is struck with the great
variety as well as the large number of trees that are

being grown, both hard and soft woods and at all

ages from one year to ten years. In addition to the

young growth and artificial plantings there is a sec-

tion of some 25 acres of the original wood that was
on the propertj- when it was taken over by the De-
partment, and experiments and demonstrations are

conducted on this .section sc as to get data on ac-

tual woods conditions. So fa. nothing has been pub-
lished on the progress of this work, and it is to be
hoped that there will soon be a report in print of

the information derived from this bit of investigation.

In conducting the party about the premises Mr.
Piche, the chief forester for Quebec, gave much valu-

able information in regard to species and conditions

of growth and the impromptu discussions among the
members of the party furnished an interesting and
helpful part of the program.

After a tour of the nurseries a short meeting was
held in the dining room of the pavilion, and an inter-

esting address of welcome was made by Hon. Jules

Allard, Minister of Lands & Forests for Quebec, and
Mr. Piche followed with a paper on Reforestation

Problems, which will be published in an early num-
ber of the Pulp & Paper Magazine. Mr. Keman,
chairman of the Section, presided and kept the at-

tention of the delesates focused nn the pr^ibleir"; in

hand. Mr. Piche 's paper was followed by a brief

discussion to which Ellwood Wilson, of the Lauren-

tide Co., and F. W. Reed, of the U. S. Forest Service,

were the principal contributors.

The principal point discussed was the matter of

disposing of slash, and it seemed from the remarks

that it would be necessary to adopt a different plan

of administering forest affairs than the present

diameter limit for control of cutting. It seems that

so far this plan has been a failure, as it was founded
on a misunderstanding of conditions. When the

diameter limit was established it was believed that

a second cut could be made, and that in the mean-
time the trees left from the first cutting would in-

crease rapidly in growth. The trees that are left

are not young trees that will grow up, but old stunt-

ed growth that remain small. As Mr. Wilson said,

"We cannot afford, after 50 years, to establish camps
to cut only lYo cords per acre." By cutting clean

under proper regulation we would get good natural

reforestation. Although this might not be as uni-

Hydroplane loaned by Government to St. Maurice

Forest Protective Association for demonstration

work in locating forest fires.

form or of as good selection as artificial reforestation

would produce, yet the extra cost of the latter might

amount to more than the extra benefit.

It was further shown that clean cutting is the pre-

requisite to satisfactory disposal of slash, and it was
further pointed out by Mr. Wilson and emphasized

by others that slash must be disposed of if we are to

make headway in forest protection, both from fire

and other enemies. With three or four feet of debris

on the ground it is impossible to do anything when
a fire gets started. These slash beds were not so dan-

gerous when small areas were logged over, but now
large areas are being cut, and these are becoming
contiguous. This means that when a fire starts it is

a bigger fire and kills timber, seed and soil and makes
fire fighting continually more costly. There is no
other way that fires can be stopped. It will cost

more to produce lumber and pulpwood if the slash is

burned, but by requiring it of everybody makes it

fair to all.

Mr. W. G. Power emphasized the advantage of

clean cutting in connection with .slash disposal, and
drew further attention to the losses from blown down
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timber, where scattered trees are left rather uupro-

tected. Mr. Power added that he had beeu experi-

lueutiug on, reproduction of burned over land at a

cost of $23 per acre, and hoped to get some experi-

mental results and useful data.

ilr. Ixeed outlined methods of the U. S. Govern-

ment in selling stumpage which is disposed of on con-

ditions determined by a careful survey, and investiga-

tion of the timber limit in question. He showed that

in a North Carolina limit of hard wood the cost of

lopping was 25c. per 1,000 on 25,000,000 feet. He

raised the question whether this .tti.OOO which was

allowed the licensee for lopping would not have pro-

duced better results if put into extra forest protec-

tion. Mr. Reed said that in cutting spruce timber he

preferred to have it cut clean.

Some of the delegates departed in automobiles

and others took the train for Three Rivers, eating

dinner on the way. At Three Rivers two special

sleepers were attached to the train for Grand 'Mere,

which was reached about 9.30, and the party spent

the night in the cars. Thursday morning was wet

and dreary, but in spite of a sprinkle nearly every-

one tramped over the plantation at Grand 'Mere and

across the golf links, after a very satisfactory break-

fast at Laurentide Inn.

Toward noon the party returned to the cars, which

were taken to the Laurentide nurseries, and refor-

ested area at Proulx, where an excellent layout was

inspected. The Laurentide Company planted 912,000

seedlings this year, and will be in a position to plant

over a million annually from their seed beds. A
considerable variety of pulpwood trees were seen in

excellent condition. The plantings of Scotch pine

that were made several years ago are showing ex-

cellent growth, and even show quite a difference

over their appearance last year.

The climax of the meeting was the hydroplane de-

monstration at Lac Tortue, where Mr. Graham and

his mechanic, Mr. Kehre, favored the delegates with

an exhibition of how a hydroplane behaves on a rainy

day. The party had nearly finished a bountiful lunch

served from the company's lumber camp table equip-

ment, and consisting of a most varied menu, from

pea-soup to Frontenac, and just as chairman Kernan

was trying to call the meeting to order for the re-

port of the committee on resolutions a whirr was

heard on the lake, and there was an immediate scram-

ble to find points from which the hydroplane could

be watched. Mr. Graham took the flying boat down
the lake with the wind for perhaps half a mile slow-

ly, then coming quickly about the propeller whizzed

more rapidly and presently someone cried, "She's

clear." Mr. Graham then brought his craft grace-

fully with the mind and sailed round in huge circles

so as to pass twice over the heads of the delegates

at an elevation of about 200 feet. He then brought

the boat to the surface of the water with scarcely a

splash, and finally brought her up to the buoy as

cleverly and easily as one would manipulate a motor

boat. The meeting then beat a hasty retreat to the

ears, for there was barely time to make connections

for the homeward bound train at Grand 'Mere, and
the growing storm was not conducive to loitering.

Mr. Kernan 's persistence finally succeeded in get-

ting a meeting under way on the train, and the re-

port of the committee on resolutions which follows

was adopted amid great enthusiasm. Hon. Jules Al-

lard replied in a few appropriate sentences to the ref-

erence made to his department and the 2.15 train was
held at Ci rand "Mere until the special Pullmans could

be attached, and thus ended what was declared the

most successful meeting of foresters and woodsmen
ever held in Canada. The opportunities for discuss-

ing actual cases on the spot were fully appreciated

and taken advantage of.

The resolutions are as follows:

Resolved, that in the opinion of this meeting cer-

tain changes in the regulations of lauds and forests

governing the cutting of timber on Crown Lands are

essential to the preservation and perpetuation of the

forests, and it is respectfully requested that the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Pulp and Paper Association

appoint a committee to co-operate with the existing

committee of the Province of Quebec Limit Holders'

Association in waiting upon the Government with a

view to urging upon it the necessity of an early re-

vision of these regulations to meet present day con-

ditions.

Resolved, that this meeting takes the opportunity

of expressing its gratitude to the Government of the

Provinces of Quebec, and The Hon. Jules Allard,

ilinister of Lands and Forests, for the invaluable

work in organizing the preservation and perpetua-

tion of the forests in this province, and in view of

the vital nature of this organization in the interests

of the future welfare of this Province that it is urged
bj' this meeting on the Government, to preserve its

present status in order to insure the various prob-

lems being brought to a satisfactory conclusion.

Resolved, that a cordial vote of thanks be tendered
the Government of the Province of Quebec and The
Honorable Jules Allard, Minister of Lands and For-

ests, for the hospitable manner in which this meeting
has been received at the Government tree nurseries

at Berthier, and this meeting begs to record its ap-

preciation of the high honor conferred upon it bj' the

presence of Hon. Jules Allard.

Resolved, that the hearty thanks of this meeting
was tendered to Mr. G. C. Piche, Chief of the For-
estry Service, and his assistants for their courtesy
and attention to the welfare of those attending this

meeting.

Resolved, that the sincere thanks of this meeting
be hereby tendered the Laurentide Company for the

hospitable manner with which they have received
the delegates to this meeting, and we wish to enregis-

ter our deep appreciation of Mr. Ellwood Wilson's
successful efforts to provide instruction and enter-

tainment for us.

Committee on Resolutions,

J. P. MacLAURIN,
JAS. M. WALKER,
W. G. POWER.
J. M. DALTON.

BATES IS BACK.
E. S. Bates, of Bates & Bates, Montreal, is back

from a trip to England. He was prevented from get-

tinug to France because of finding so much business
in England, ilr. Bates has already resumed his visits

to the pulp and paper mills, gathering in orders for
the well-known Bates & Innes felts.

The Canadian Barking Drum Company has just re-

ceived a contract for another American barking drum
for the Lake Superior Paper Co.. making the 16th
drum for this concern.
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British Regulations as to the Importa-

tion of Paper
For those interested in British trade and possibly

not familiar with the latest regulations, the following
is given out by the Board of Trade, Paper Import
Restrictions Department, 23 Buekinsrham Gate, Lon-
don, S.W.I.

From May 1st the importation of paper and manu-
factures thereof is prohibited except under license,

save that no licenses are required for the importation
fi-om the British Empire of Paper and manufactures
thereof produced in the British Empire. The condi-
tions under which licenses will lie issued are as follows

:

1. Writing or Printing Paper and other papers not
included in Clauses 2 to 6. Import licenses will only
be is.sued for qualities or descriptions falling within
this category, provided that the Board of Trade is

satisfied that such qualities or descriptions of Imperial
manufacture cannot be obtained in sufficient quanti-

ties within the British Empire and, or that the prices

demanded for such qualities or descriptions are un-

reasonable.

2. Newsprint, Glazed or Unglazed. In reels or sheets

(not containing more than 30 per cent. Chemical Pulp.'i

Import Licenses will be issu:'d in this category to

the extent of 25 per cent, of the purchases after this

date of paper of the same descriptions produced in

the British Empire.
If the Board of Trade is satisfied that such

qualities- or descriptions of Imperial manufac-
ture cannot be obtained in sufficient quantities

within the British Empire and, or that the prices

demanded for such qualities or descriptions are

unreasonable, it may issue licenses in excess of

25 per cent.

3. Paper or Cardboard, Printed or Coated. By print-

ed paper is meant paper printed only with designs or

background and suitable for further printing. Coated
paper includes carbon but excludes sensitized photo-

graphic paper.

Import licenses will be issued in this category to the

extent of 20 per cent, of the purchases after this date

of paper of the same descriptions produced in the

British Empire.
If the Board of Trade is satisfied that such

^ qualities or descriptions of Imperial manufacture

cannot be obtained in sufficient quantities within

the British Empire and, or that the prices de-

manded for such qualities or descriptions are un-

reasonable it may issue licenses in excess of the

20 per cent.

4. Printed matter. Printed forms. Writing Paper

with Printed Headings, Calendars, Showeards, Picture

postcards, Christmas and Greeting cards, and other

color and lithographic printing (except as described

in Clause 3) including Children's Toy Books (consis1>

ing in regard to cover and contents of one-third or

more of lithographic or other color printing) will be

totally prohibited. Licenses may, however, be granted

for small quantities of stationery, etc., for use in

branch offices of foreign firms not intended for re-

sale, and may also be granted in special cases for small

quantities of other articles in this clause.

Other Printed Matter such as books, newspapers,

periodicals, catalogues, price lists, and music, publish-

ed in foreign countries, authors' typewritten and print-

be imported without license from all sources,

ed proofs, and legal and commercial documents may

5. Wrapping and Packing Paper. Important licenses

will be issued in this eategoi-y to the extent of 25 per
cent, of the purchases after this date of paper of
the same description produced in the British Empire.

If the Board of Trade is satisfied that such
qualities or descriptions of Imperial manufacture
cannot be obtained in sufficient quantities within
the British Empire, and, or that the prices demand-
ed for such qualities or descriptions are unreason-
able, it ma.y issue additional licenses in excess of

the 25 per cent
6. Cardboard. Including Strawboard, Millboard,

Leather-board, Wood Pulp Board, and other Board, ex-

cepting other Pulp Board, Ivorj^ Board and Paste
Board. Minimum substance of Strawboards, 25 by 30
inches—4 ounces per sheet, other grades 20 by 25
inches—4 ounces per sheet.

Import licenses will be issued in this category to

the extent of 25 per cent, of the purchases a'ter this

date of Cardboard of the same descriptions produced
within the British Empire.

If the Board of Trade is satisfied that such
qualities or descriptions of Imperial manuf "ture

cannot be obtained in sufficient quantities vit •"':

the British Empire and, or that the pi-.^s de-

manded for such qualities or descriptions are un-
reasonable, it may issue licenses in excess of the
25 per cent.

7. Applicants for licenses for the importation of for-

eign paper must produce invoices proving, to the

satisfaction of the Board of Trade, their purchases
within the British Empire, together with copies of

their orders showing the date of such purchases.

8. Whei'e the applicants have not purchased their

supplies obtained within the Empire direct from a mill

and desire to obtain their foreign supplies through an-

other supplier, or to import direct, they must also

submit a certificate from their suppliers, to the effect

that the supplies in question have been purchased by
such suppliers direct from a mill within the British

Empire.

9. Where a purchaser from a merchant desires to

purchase any foreign supplies to which he is entitled

under these regulations, he must claim such supplies

or the corresponding certificate at the time of his

original or qualifying purchase.

10. The Board of Trade will also grant licenses to

import supplies already purchased from sources with-

out the Briti.sh Empire provided that the orders were

given and accepted prior to the 16th April, 1919. If

ordered after that date and before the date of pub-

lication of this notice the tonnage will be licensed,

but is deduetable from any other import license to

which the applicant may eventually be entitled.

11. During the existence of these import restrictions,

it is a condition that all paper manufacturers, mer-

chants, and importers in Great Britain and Ireland

must, if prices be not mutually agreed, supply cus-

tomers at prices to be determined by the Board of

Trade. In default thereof, and provided that the

Board of Trade be satisfied that supplies cannot, under

proper conditions, be obtained from other Imperial

sources, the Board of Trade will issue an import

license to the customer.

12. The term "Paper" used in these regulations

includes all kinds of writing and printing paper,

printed paper hanging)',, other printed or coated

papers (except sensitized photographic paper) wrap-

ping or packing paper, insulating paper, abrasive
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liajH'r, filter paper aud filter pulp, strawboard. mill-

boaril. wood pulp board, or uuperforated wood pulp:
and Ml.eilicr printed or otherwise, paper bags, en-

velopes, antl nianufaetured stationery, boxes and car-

tons of i)aper, or cardboard; and manufactures of

])aper and cardboard in which paper or cardboard
is the predominant material; all printed matter in-

eluded in Clause 4 and all other kinds of paper not
specified herein, but excluding pictures aud drawings
executed by hand, prints, engravings, photographs,
maps, plans, diagrams, and charts.

13. LiceiLses will be granted subject to the condition
that licensees comply with the regulations and re-

(piirements of the Board of Trade. Licenses cannot
be transferred except with the consent of the Board
of Trade ; they cannot be bought or sold, and are
subject to "withdrawal at any time.

No importatiiiu from Countries without the British
Empire must be made "n-ithout first procuring a license.

Listructions are given at the end hereof covering
eases where the licensee purchases through another
importer foreign supplies to be cleared upon the license

of the licensee.

14. Licenses issued by the Controller of Paper are
hereby cancelled.

Applications for licenses should be made to The
Secretary, Board of Trade, Paper Import Restrictions
Department, 23 Buckingham Gate, S.W.I.
Instructions as to the Clearance Through H. M. Cus-

toms of Pap3r, Etc., by Persons Other
Than the License Holder.

Wliere bills of lading are in the name of the license

holder a representative or agent of the license holder
may effect clearance as heretofore.

If the bills of lading are not in the name of the
license holder, he mu.st request the Board of Trade in

writing, to authorize the tise of this license by his

agent or supplier. The application must contain :

—

1. The name of the person to whom the authority is

to be issued which must correspond with that on the
bill of lading.

-. Weight and description of the goods; i.e., news-
print, paper or cardboard, printed or coated, wrapping
and packing paper, cardboard.

3. A declaration that the whole of the tonnage to

be cleared is for the account of the license holder,

4. The date on which the goods were purchased. If

not purchased before the date of shipment a permit
will be refused.

The application should be sent through the person
for whom the authority is desired, and must be en-

dorsed b}' a declaration on the part of the latter that

he has contracted to supgly the license holder with
the goods stated.

ANOTHER ACCroENT REDUCTION RECORD.
As a result of energetic, well organized safety work,

the accident freqtteney at the Mare Island Navy Yard.
California, has steadily decreased. The rate for last

December was 75 per cent, below that of September,
1917. This remarkable reduction was accomplished
in the face of an increase of nearly 100 per cent, in the

number of employees.

It is desirable to locate the shafting and machinery
so that belts shall run off from each other in opposite

directions, as this arrangement will relieve the bear-
ings from the friction that would result where the
I'clts all pull one way on the shaft.

U. S. IMPORTS OF NEWSPRINT FELL OFF.
The prini'i|)al reasons fur lost time were lack of

lai)or, lack of orders and repairs. Other reasons in-

clude lack of material, lack of power, etc. The total
time lost iu April was 250,057 machine hours, as com-
pared with 197,550 for May.

Stocks of newsprint, paperboard, wrapping and bag
paper decreased during the month of May. Stocks of
all other grades increased. Stocks of all grades re-

ported by manufacturers at the end of May amoimted
to 291,247 tons including the stocks at terminal and
delivery points. In addition to these stocks, jobbers
and publishers reported newsprint stocks aggregating
174,591 tons.

Ratio of Stocks to Average Production.
Comparing tlic stocks on hand at tlie domestic mills

on May 31st with tlicir average daily production based
tipon the weekly and monthly reports for the 12
months' period ended March 31, 1919, the figures
show that:

Newsprint mill stocks equal slightly more than 6

days' average output.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 13
days' average output.

Paperboard mill stocks equal slightly less than 10
days' average output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more than
31 days" average output.
Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 10

days' average output.

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 32
days' average output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 22

days' average output.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than
20 days' average output.

Felts and building paper mill stocks equal slightly

less than 11 days' average output.

]Miscellaneotis paper mill stocks slightly more than
28 days' average output.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades equal slightly

less than 15 days' average output.

Relation of the various grades of paper to total pro-

duction for May, 1919, shows the distribution to be

as follows: Newsprint, 22 per cent.; book paper, 16

per cent. ; paperboard, 32 per cent. ; wrapping, 12 per
cent. : bag, 2 per cent. ; fine, 5 per cent. ; tissue, 2 per
cent. ; hanging, 1 per cent. ; felts and building, 5 per

cent.; specialties (ii.e.s.), 3 per cent. Total produc-
tion, 100 per cent.

Newsprint is the only grade of which the United
States is a heavy importer. Practically all of this ton-

nage is imported from Canada. The value of the ex-

ports of newsprint in April, 1919, amounted to slightly

more than $750,000 as compared with imports of more
than $3,000,000.

Book paper and fine paper are the principal grades

exported, the combined value of the two amounting to

more than two and one-half million dollars for April,

1919.

Book paper to the amount of $6,393 was imported
in April, 1919, as against none for April. 1918.

The value of the total imports of all grades was
practically the same for April, 1919, as for April. 1918.

The value of the total exports, however, for April, 1919,

was more than twice the value of the exports for April,

1918, and exceeded the imports by more than two mil-

lion dollars.—Federal Trade Commission.
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Technical Section

BRING THE T. S. LADIES.

HiH-aiiso of the especially pleasant eireuiustanees ot

the trip planned for the summer meeting of the Tech-

nical Section, it is expected that a number of mem-

bers will wish to bring their wives with them. Ihe

Secretary quotes in the program a verse from day:

'•Aiid when a lady's in the case,

Of course all other things give place."

This is not entirely true, as a very interesting busi-

ness .session will be held on the boat, and the mam
object of the meeting, an inspection of the excellent

pulp, paper and board mills of Price Bros., & Co., at

Kenogami, is an event not to be easily passed up by

any one. Every member should make a special effort

to attend.

Send in your reply and cash imnicdiatcly to be

syre of a berth.

The program reads:

—

Leave Montreal. Monday, July 28th, steamej

••Montreal, from Canada Steamships Co. wharf, 7

pm. ,,

Leave Quebec, Tuesday, July 2!ttli, steamer '•Mur-

rav Bay," 8 a.m.

Arrive Chieoutimi, Wednesday, July 30th, accord-

ing to tide (Wednesday morning), a to 8 a.m.

By rail from Chieoutimi to mills at Kenogami.

Visit to plant as guests of Messrs. Price Bros, and

Companv, Limited.

By rail (Wednesday night) from Kenogami to St.

Alphonse. Sleep on board steamer.

Leave St. Alphonse, Thursday, July 31st. 7 a.m.

Arrive Quebec, Thursday, July 31st, 9 p.m.

Arrive Montreal on steamer, Friday, August 1st,

9.30 a.m.

Rate from Montreal—Chieoutimi and return, in-

cluding meals and berth, $26.75.

Rate from Quebec—Chieoutimi and return, includ-

ing meals and berth, $15.75.

Please return enclosed card to the Association with

money order for the amount of the ticket required,

made' payable to Canada Steamships Company.

To enable proper accommodation to be provided,

replies must be received on or before 10th July.

1919.

Program of Business Session to be held on the boat

between Quebec and Chieoutimi:

Reports of Committees.

Paper by Mr. 0. P. Bryant: The Requirements and

Development of the Laboratory in connection with

Paper-Mill Operation.

Paper by Mr. G. Meerbergen on Export Packing.

Informal Discussion.

Chieoutimi is the head of navigation of the Sague-

nay. The Chieoutimi River here joins the Saguenay.

From Lake Kenogami, seventeen miles from Chieou-

timi. this river falls 486 feet.

Charmingly situated on a hill, Chieoutimi seems to

form a little world of its own. Its name seems to

be appropriate, meaning in Montagnais dialect, "Un
to here it is deep." Chieoutimi was one of the earliest

Jesuit missions, and a great fur-trading centre.

Capes Trinity and Eternity, about midway between
Chieoutimi and Tadousac. They are on the south

side, and 1,800 feet in height, and face one another

with a small bay intervening. Trinity is the more

westerly of the two, and, while one •mountain, it has

three elevations, as seen from the Saguenay, hence

its name, and as you gaze up its unbroken steep, it

appears as if it might fall over and crush the steamer.

From the capes to Tadousac the scenery is of the

grandest possible description.

The entrance to the Saguenay is guarded on the

west by Point aux Bouleau and on the eastern side

by Point aux Vaches. We land at Tadousac, and the

trip tlirough this mighty cataclysm of nature is over.

Its stupendous depths of a mile and a lialf in places

indicates no ordinary cliannel— rather a great rift,

the result of glacial action, wliicli the waters were
compelled to fill before they could find further vent.

NEW MEMBERS.
It is a pleasure to announce the election to I lie

Technical Section of the following as student mem-
lie rs :

C. G. Malcolm. Esq., Price Bros. & Co., Kenogami.
Que.: G. H. Lafoiitaine, Esq., Rolland Paper Co., Mont
Holland, Que.: R. T. Wynne Roberts. Es(|., Don Val-

ley Paper Mills, Don Mills Road. Toronto, Out.: W.
C. Munro, Esq., Price Bros., & Co.. Kenogami, Que.;

John Buss, Esq.. Wayagamack Pulp & Paper Co.,

64 St. Julie St.. Three Rivers, Que.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
R-5. Census of Pulp and Paper Industry, 1917.

—

Pulp ami Paper. 17, Xo. '20, p. 46;i. ]919,—R. C.

R-7. Making men like their jobs. R. B. Wolf.—Pulp
& Paper Ma-azim-. 17. Xo. 3. p. .-):") (1919^.—R.C.

R-9. Tariffs demanded by the French paper indus-

try. (Les tarifs douaniers reclames par I'industrie

francaise du papier). J. Micol de Portemont, La Pa-
pier, 22, p. 104. 1919.—A discussion of the situation of

the French paper industry and an explanation of why
a high protective tariff is required to enable it to tide

over the crisis brought about b.v the war.—A. P.-C.

R-12. . Cost of Swredish newsprint in France. fLe
Papier-journal en France.) Le Papier, 22, p. Ill, 1919.

—A discussion of the causes which have enormously
increased the price of Swedish newsprint in France

:

increased cost of raw materials and labor, scarcity of

raw materials, high freight and insurance rates, fre-

quent fluctuations in the rate of exchange : followed
by a discussion of the means to be taken to reduce
the price.—A. P.-C.

A Turn for the Worse.—W. M. Aiken thought he
would relieve his "Buddy" on the night shift a few
minutes early, so he started to work without chang-
ing his clothes, intending to put on his overalls a

little later. In three minutes his coat tail had caught
on the winder shaft and Aiken was whirled around.
Fortunately, he was not killed. You may not be so
lucky. You can buy a new suit, but not an arm or a

life. Never wear loose or flowing garments when
working near moving machinery, and don't have pro-
jecting .set screws and such danger traps on your ma-
chine.
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Xotices have been sent to the Canadian paper

trade by the Canadian Reconstruction Association,

which has been urging the development of the home
market and making appeals for the purchase of Made
in Canada. This summer the Association will conduct

a special poster campaign in cities and towns through-

out the whole of the Dominioji. To supplement this

there has been issued a series of twelve colored pic-

torial cards, which are designed for direct circula-

tion to purchasers and employees. Canadian manufac-

turers are being urged to give adequate circulation to

these cards in business letters, pay envelopes, pay
cheques and general distribution. There is room on

the cards for the printing of the firm's name or trade

mark. The headquarters of the Royal Cana<lian Recon-

struction Association are at 1204 Royal P.aiik Build-

ing, Toronto.

A new paper jobbing firm will start business in

Toronto next week at 104 Front street east, handling

all lines of wrapping paper, paper bags, and twines.

The firm's name will be Cameron and Fraser, being
composed of W. A. Cameron, who has been for sev-

eral years on the travelling staff of Walter Woods
and Co., Hamilton, and Alex Fraser, who has been
with Kilgour Bros., Toronto. Both men are well and
favorably known to the trade, and will carry a com-
plete and representative stock.

E. G. R. Clarke, who has been with the Canadian
Expeditionary Corps to Siberia, has returned to To-

ronto, and his many friends in the pajier trade are

pleased to welcome him back. For some years he

was manager of the Toronto branch of the National
Paper Co., and later was with the Specialty Bag Pa-
per Co., representing that organization on the road.

Supplementary letters patent have been granted
l)y the Province of Quebec changing the name of

The Saguenay Power Company to that of the Sague-
na.v Pulp & Power Co., and granting additional pow-
ers of manufacturing pulp and paper, and all ar-

ticles in the making of which wood, pulp and pa-

per may be utilized; to manufacture lime, bricks and
to work quarries and to lease houses for and to em-
ploj-ees, etc. The capital stock has been increased
from !i<3,000,000 to .^9,000,000. The chief place of

business of the Corporation will be in Jrontreal in-

stead of Chicoutimi. Que.

A charter has been granted to the iSt. Maurice Val-
ley Chronicle Co., Limited, with headquarters at

Three Rivers, Que., and a capital stock of .$49, .500.

to carry on a general printing, publishing, lithograph-
ing and other business. The incorporators are C. K.
Stewart and Arthur Gelinas, of Three Rivers.

In the recent Quebec Provincial Election H. Bier-

mans, general manager of the Belgo-Canadian Pulp
& Paper Co., Shawinigan Falls, Que., contested the
riding as an Independant candidate in St. Maurice,
against Geo. Delisle, Liberal, and Dr. Dufre.sne, Con-
servative. Mr. Delisle Avas the successful candidate.
It was a close decision.

Miss Beatrice Maud Tobin, youngest daughter of

Edmund W. Tobin, M.P., vice-president of The
Brompton Pulp & Paper Company, and a well-known
lumberman, was married recently to Joseph Omer
Asselin of Quebec, formerly of Sherbrooke. The
ceremony was quietly celebrated at Bromptonville.
Mr. Asselin and bride will reside in Quebec City.

The big plant of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills

Co. at Mill Creek, B.C., has closed down because of

conditions caused by the Vancouver strike. It has
been found impossible to get the large product out
on account of lack of shipping facilities, and thus
300 men have been thrown out of employment, al-

though it is not expected the shut down will last

more than a few days. The Whalen Company found
it would be impossible to keep going owing to the

congested condition of their warehouses, and made
an arrangement with the Britannia Mining Company,
whose mines are situated only a few miles from Mill
Creek, to take as many of the men as desired to go.

Quite a number took advantage of the offer, and
those who did were told that they were at liberty

to remain in their houses rent free during the period
of the shut down.

R. W. McLellan, of Fredericton, N..B, secretary
of the New Brunswick Lumbermen's Association, who
recently returned from an extended business trip
to Great Britain and Ireland, states that conferences
which were held in New York on Oiis return, have
convinced him that the pulp and paper business is

now in that condition which means there is no pros-
pect of advancing prices or even a return to last
year's figures. The pulp and paper industry must
await a return to something nearer normal condi-
tions before its future can be accurately forecasted.
"The Sanitary and Heating Journal," which was

launched in Toronto a few months ago, has been tak-
en over by the manager, Edwin Xewsome, who has
opened an office at 100 King St. West, and will issue
the publication twice a month under the direction
of the Xewsome Publishing Co.
Burnside Robinson, financial editor of the Mail

and Empire, Toronto, a former well known Ottawa
and ilontreal newspaper man, and a son of C.
Blackett Robinson, the veteran publisher of Ottawa,
has joined the ranks of the benedicts, being married
on June 28 in the Church of the Reedem, to Mi.ss
Ethel Sara Louise, daughter of the late Edward L.
Piper, Farnham Ave., Toronto. Mr. Robinson and
bride left on an extended trip to the Coast, and on
their return will reside in Farnham Ave., Toronto.
A charter has been granted to the Frontier Col-

lege, which has been established since 1900. The
principal is Alfred Fitzpatrick, and the head office 67
Yonge street, Toronto. The Frontier College under-
takes reading and other instructional work among
the employees of lumbering, pulp wood, mining and
other camps. Further extension plans are under way.

A. D. Huff, formerly traffic manager of the Cana-
dian Export Paper Co., Montreal, has been appointed
traffic manager of the Riordon Sales Co., Limited
Montreal, and has entered upon his new duties.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, June 30.—So far as the general market

conditions are concerned, there is not much change,

and there are no alterations in prices to report. The

general trade situation so far as Toronto itself is af-

fected, has been badly hit by the street car men's

strike, and the usual amount of buying has fallen

off. It is not expected that business will resume its

normal activity for another week or so, owing to

Tuesday, which is Dominion Day, being a holiday,

while the labor trouble will not be adjusted for a fetv

days yet, according to present indications. In the

province, however, there has been a good demand,
and travellers report the past was a satisfactory one.

Buying in all lines is going on freelj", and a god sum-

mer turnover is expected. June has been a satisfac-

tory month, and wholesalers and mills have little to

complain of. There is a good demand for newsprint,

and stocks have been reduced considerably. In all

lines of paper the period of hesitation which prevailed

for many weeks, is now pretty well a thing of the

past, and since the Peace Treaty has been signed and
the budget brought down by the Federal Government
and the tariff changes announced, a feeling of steadi-

ness and confidence is prevailing.

It is thought that the worst of labor troubles in

most cities are now over, and that, within a few
weeks, at the most, the general spirit of restlessness,

which has eharac^terized industrial workers, will be

numbered among past events. Business is growing
more stable each week, and mills continue to report

business good. American travellers for paper manu-
facturers have ceased coming to Canada to look for

orders at cut prices, their plants getting busy at

home, where the domestic demand has been increas-

ing all the while.

Another evidence of the faith in the future is wit-

nessed by the launching of a number of new trade
journals, no less than five appearing in various fields

in the Dominion during the past few weeks. Shipping
is improving all the time, and now that the majority
of the soldiers are home from Europe, more vessels

should be available for transport. The number of

foreign inquiries increases all the while, and Canada

is being looked to for paper .stocks of all kinds. The
sulphite market is strengthening and orders are much
more plentiful than a few weeks ago. Cheaper pa-

per cannot be looked for in Canada, as most of the

mills have made substantial advances recently to

their employees. This, along with added expense of

production, means that present values will hold. There

is only one thing which would lend inducement to a

lowering of quotations, and that is if a slump comes
and just now there is no evidence of anything in

this direction. Export business will in all probability

take care of any surplus production.

All the paper and pulp companies continue to pay
their regular dividends, and there is an active demand
for any stocks that are offering. Canada is doing
its share in getting after foreign business, and the

fact that trade commissioners of the Dominion, who
are located in South Africa, New Zealand, China,

Australia, England and other countries are now on

their way to Ottawa to confer with manufacturers, is

a hopeful sign that opportunity will be afforded to

cater to the markets of these countries, as the "mis-
sionaries" will have a vast amount of information to

place before the pulp and paper manufacturers and
others.

There is a lively demand for kraft paper, and a

number of the mills have booked satisfactory orders

for overseas business. Toilet and tissue mills are

rushed to the limit, and are weeks behind in their de-

liveries. Wrapping paper plants are also active, and
so are paper box factories. The market for ground-
wood pulp remains the same, and water conditions

are still good, the recent rains having caused the

streams, which had begun to dry up owing to the

hot weather, to have a normal flow. The announce-
ment that genuine vegetable parchment papers will

soon be made in Canada is another evidence of the

expansion of the trade. There is a fair demand for

pulpwood and it looks as if there will be an abund-
ance of labor this fall to undertake cutting opera-

tions.

Survej'ing the field generally, it is pointed out that

the world never had such need of great (juantities

of paper as it has to-day, and new school l)ooks will

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^"^'^murray hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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he issued, new histories written, and new geographies NEW YORK MARKETS,
printed, while the use of paper eontaiuers for ail New York. .Juue L'S.—Bu.siness of consistently good
lines of goods is extending all the while. Bread wrap- volume has been transacted in the various grades of
ping is likely to come into general use. and then two paper this week, and the market has continued to

of the largest religious denominations in Canada work into a stronger position from every point of
have issued new hymn books. Opportunities are larg- view, technically and otherwise. Demand from con-
er and broader than ever. Export business is inereas- suming sources has been well maintained, and. in

ing all the while, and in every direction there is some instances, has undergone further expansion,
scope for enlargement and expansion. Prices on the whole have been little altered but they

Mills are preparing to make extensions and plan.s, 'Y^
''haracteri/.ed by a distinctly firmer tone and in-

which were laid aside during the period of the war.
tl'<^«<""'s "'-e t'\at advancement is brewing in quota-

are once more coming out. Attention is being direct- J'«»',
"" '",''">" '""^^^ "^ I'^P^'"- ^'"Pliasis continues to

ed to the future as never before, and in the advertis- ''^ P'^'^'^'.^ ''>" ">anufacturers on the increa-sing cost of

ing field there have been verv encouraging returns. P™duction. and developments are such as to bear out

All special editions of trade and class journals have ^''^ contentions of mill men that it is costing them

shown a gratifying gain over previous efforts, and ™'-'"^ ''"'' ^'" '^'^'
*,°

'"anntacture their product. In

publicity agencies report a large number of new ac-
^'"*^ connection can be mentioned the increase in wages

counts.
"

Every issue of each magazine, whether Am- granted its employees by the International Paper

ericau or Canadian, shows an increased number of
Company which will increase the payroll of the corn-

pages. This all means larger tonnage in consumption. Pf"-''
'^>' "I"vards of $1,000,000 per annum, and also

and the usual editions of papers .show gains from ^^'^ -^^"^ni rise in prices on rags and other kinds of

ten to twentv-five per cent, in the number of readinsr
™''' material. Under the cirenmstances, it is not sur-

pages over those of a year ago. Another evidence Pnsing that manufacturers are so intent on receiving

of the trend of the times is that American .supply and *"'^ quoted prices when entering into commitments

equipment houses are opening offices in Canada, and at present.

want to be on the ground floor, in the big bu.si-
Probably the .strongest end of the market still lies

ness that is coming. On the whole the outlook is
'" '"'"k papers. Most nulls making this class of paper

most encoura<»in". are sold so far ahead that they are refusing to accept
further orders, and buyers are experiencing no little

The rag and paper stock market is active, and in difficulty in filling their wants. Coated book papers
most lines of cuttings there has been an advance in especially are in demand, and leading producers re-

price. Soft white shavings and magazine stock are fnse to quote. It can safely be stated that the current
in steady requisition, and in the former there has production of book paper of practically all grades is

been an advance of fifteen cents, and in the latter ^ye]] above normal for this time of the year, and in-

thirty-five cents. All other grades are quiet, al- dications are that mills will be kept humming through-
though expected to pick up at any time because all out the summer months.
classes of mills are gradually becoming busier. Box Activity in fine papers also is steadily expanding.
board, writing and book plants for the most part, and and prices are looking upward. Writing mills with
specialty mills are favored with plenty of orders. fp-tv exceptions are running at greater capacity than
There is a better demand for all grades of new cot- for manv months and are shipping out the bulk of
toil rags, and American cmisumers are looking for their product almost as quickly as it becomes avail-
stock. There has been a considerable .iump in roof- able. Tissues are fii-m and moving in a consistent man-
ing stock, and it seems that the to)) has not yet been „er. while business with the coarse paper mills is on
reached. t]ie increase.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. Newsprint is firmly quoted and is still being ab-

sorbed in large tonnage by consumers. As an illus

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $3.35 tration of the heavy consumption of newsprint at

No. 1 soft white .shavings $3.15 prespnt in the States may be cited a record edition
White Blanks $1.10 of 40 pages printed by one of the New York morning
Heavy Ledger Stock $2.00 newspapers one day this week. The paper was so thick
No. 1 magazine $1.65 that it greatly resembled a Sunday i.ssue. Very little

No. 1 book stock $1.25 newsprint is being offered in the open market, due to
No. 1 manilas .

." $1^65 the fact that most mills have their hands full in keep-
No. 1 print manila 70c ing contract customers supplied.
Folded news 70c The board market is gradually improving but busi-
Over issue, news 80c ness continues to be below a par with that passing in
Kraft $2.50 the various grades of paper. ^lills as a rule are oper-
No. 1 clean mixed papers 55e. atine on a restricted scale, beinsr unable to secure snf-
No. 1 shirt cuttings 11—III/2 ficient orders to warrant full time operation, vet de-
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 10— IOI/2 mand is expending and the probabilities are the mar-
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings SVoC ket will bpcnme much more active within the next few
No. 1 blue overall ciittings 8c. weeks w-hen box makers commence laying in fall

Bleached shoe clip 9c stocks.
White cotton hosiery cuttings 12c Gronndwood.—The market for g^ound^vood pulp
Light colored hosiery cuttings 9c. has strengthened to a perceptible degree during the
New^hght flannelette cuttings 8i4e. past few days, and quotations have been advanced.
No. _ white shirt cuttings Si/^c Grinders in common are now refusing to enter into
City thirds and blues (repacked), No. 1 4c. encraorempnts for sizable auantities of pulp at less than
Flock and satmettes $2.30 .*27 per ton at the producing mill, while numerous
Tailor Rags .$2.00 mannfactnrers are quoting $28 for pulp of jirime
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quality for prompt delivery. Consiilerablc talk is lioani

in the trade apropos of the probabilities of a serious

drought later iu the sununer, and griuders appear to

be conserving their supplies with greater care than

they have been recently wont to exercise.

Chemical Pulp.—Business in chemical wood pulp has

quieted down a bit during the current week. Demand
from consuming quarters has not been quite so pro

nouneed as was in evidence in the several pr^'ceding

weeks, yet the tone of the market has ruled firm and
prices luive been maintained. Dealers and importers

view the lighter call for supplies as nothing more than

a natural sequence to the increased buying by paper

mills recently, and anticipate a resumption of demand
of similar proportions to that lately prevailing in the

near future. ISoda juilp has been readily sought and
prices have moved up a peg. Sales have been recorded

at $90 to $95 per ton at the pulp mill and most sellers

have been in.sistent on the higher figure for spot lots.

Newsprint sulphite continues iu good demand and
prices are .strongly maintained at a range of $65 to

$70 at the jiroducing point. Domestic bleached sul-

phite is selling at 5.00 to 6.00 cents a pound, depending

on the quality of the pulp and the amount involved.

while domestic easy bleaching is moving in a steady

maimer at an average price of 4.50 cents at the mill.

Importers of Scandinavian pulps are effecting a

comparatively good trade. Consiimers here are re-

luctant to meet the prices asked by shippers on the

other side, but through a process of making counter

offers, import houses are managing to arrange quite

a number of transactions, as Scandinavian manufac-
turers display a willingness to meet buyers half way
iu the matter of price.

-A strong market exists for paper-making
rags and trade activity has shoAvn no let up this week.
JNIills have continued to place orders for large amoimts
of material with regularity and the chief complaint
heard among dealers is the difficulty experienced in

locating all the stock needed to cover their commit-
ments to consumers. Repacked thirds and blues are

selling freely at 4.75 to 5.00 cents a pound delivered

mills, while rough packing of the same grade of rag;.

commands aboiit half a cent less. White rags are be

ing readily absorbed by writing paper manufacturers,

and sales are reported at varying prices, quotation

;

being depenc'ert in a large measure at present on the

quality of the packing concerned. No. 1 repacked
white rags have sold at as high as 9.50 cents at the

mill, while, on the other hand, some lots of rags of

this classification, but of [looror ((uality have been ob-

tained, by consumers at around 7.00 to 7.50 cents.

Roofing stock is firm and actively in demand. Local

dealers quote at a basis of about $45 jier ton for No. 1

(lacking, although in the West, producers in numerous
instances are demanding $50 and are declining to sell

for less. New cuttings of practically all kinds are

uHiving freely and at high prices. No. 1 white shirt

cuttings have sold at 18.50 cents per pouiul at the

mill.

Old Paper.—Most descriptions of old pai)er are mov-
ing into consuming channels in fairly large volume,

and such changes as have occurred in prices this week
have been in an upward direction. Demand has cen-

tered largely on book stock, soft white shavings and
folded newspapers, and packers of these grades have
had little trouble in finding a ready outlet for all the

supply they have had to offer. No. 1 heavy books and
magazines have sold freely at around 1.80 cents f.o.b.

New York, and the movement of this grade out of

New York has been of such large proportions re-

cently that the market hereabouts is very nearly

cleaned up of unsold accumulations, with the obvious

result that dealers are insisting on higher prices when
accepting new orders. No. 1 soft white shavings are

fetching 3.25 to 3.50 cents New York in sales to mills

and very little supply is now to be had at the lower

level. Hard white shavings, on the other hand, are

noticeably neglected by manufacturers and only oc-

casional sales are recorded, at a price basis of between
4.25 and 4.50 cents f.o.b. New York. Flat folded news,
packed according to specification, is selling at an

average price of $12 a ton New York, while No. 1

mixed paper is quoted at around $10. Kraft paper
is sought in moderate volume, with quotations rang-

ing from 2.10 to 2.25 cents a pound.
Bagging and Rope.—Further advancement in prices

on old rope has occurred and mills are now granting
beyond 5.00 cents per pound at the point of .ship-

ment for No. 1 Manila rope. Demand continues brisk

in spite of comparatively heavy arrivals of foreign

rope, and dealers are disposing of stocks as soon as

they are accinniilated. Strings also are in demand and
quotably firm at between 2.25 and 2.50 cents f.o.b.

New York. Scrap bagging is moving in a consistent

manner though in restricted quantities, with mills pay
ing in the neighborhood of 2.50 cents New York for

No. 1 packing. Roofing bagging is in relatively bet

ter call than No. 1 scrap and comniands proportion-

ately higher prices, sales being recorded at 2.00 cents

f.o.b. New York.
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THE NEW FEDERAL CHILD LABOR LAW IN THE
UNITED STATES.

In June, 1918, the United States Supreme Court
declared the Federal Child Labor Law of September,
1916, to be unconstitutional. Iiumediately following

this decision steps were taken towards the framing of

a new law that wouhl accomplish the ends aimed at by
the law now invalid, but in a manner that would not

conflict with the limitations imposed by the constitu-

tion. A plan was eventually adopted which provided
for levying taxes on the protlucts of child labor offer-

ed for shipment in interstate commerce. This provisiou

was incorporated in the act to provide revenue, ami
approved on Febuary 24, 1919. The main features of

the new law have been suuunarized officially as

follows

:

"This amendment imposes a tax of 10 per cent, on
the net profits from the operation of (a) any mine
or quarry situated in the United States in which chil-

dren under the age of 16 years have been employed or

liermitted to work during any portion of the taxable

year; or (b) any mill, cannery, workshop, factory, or

manufacturing establishment situated in the Ignited

States in which children under the age of 14 years hav;?

been employed or permitted to work, or children be

tween the ages of 14 and 16 years have been employed
or permitted to work more than eight hours in any
day or more than six days in any week, or after the

hour of 7 o'clock p.m. or before the hour of 6 o'clock

a.m., during any portion of the taxable j-ear. Such
tax is not to apply in the case of an employer relying

in good faith upon an employment certificate issued

under regulations prescribed by a board composed of

the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Labor,
and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue ; nor in

the case of an emploj^er who satisfies the Secretary
of the Treasury that his employment of a child under
the prescribed ages was due to an hone.st mistake of

fact as to the age of such child."

Plans for the enforcement of the law are now prac-
tically completed. Being a tax lueasure its adminis-
tration must rest with the Secretary of the Treasury,
and there is being formed accordingly in the Bureau
of Internal Revenue a division to be known as the

Child Labor Tax Division. The Secretary of Labor,
however, is represented on a board to make regula-

tions as to certificates, etc., and has authority to make
inspections of mines, factories, etc. In this way there

will be a link between the new division and the Chil-

dren's Bureau of the Department of Labor.

The new law became effective on April 25 and after

that date, employment of one child for one day in

conflict with its provisions will, according to an official

announcement, subject the employer's business to a

tax of 10 per cent, of the net profits for the taxable

vear.

The Brown Company, of Portland. Me., who have
pulp mills at Berlin, N.B., and La Tuque, P.Q., are a

party to a dispute with Procter & Gamble (ivory soap)

over the validity of a patent for hydrogenating oils,

a process used in the manufacture of lard substit\ites

making use of waste hydrogen from electrolytic bleach

manufacture.
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EDITORIAL
^^^M

m
IE

THE UNFATHOMABLE MIND OF PARLIAMENT.

The interierence with the Pulp aud Paper Industry

of Canada bj" the Government, a step taken under the

War Measures Aet, has apparently passed from the

realm of Orders-in-Couneil, made in an emergency, to

the field of parliamentary politics. Concisely stated,

government control of newsprint is extended until

peace is declared. The signing of the treaty has no

effect on the ease. Instead of making every

effort to get this industry back on a normal basis, as

is being done with other lines of business, the people

on Parliament Hill are exerting themselves to stretch

the period of control and restraint of this industry

to the very last limit. Up to this time the plea of

the publishers to have the paper makers prevented

from doing business along lines followed by all other

businesses has been satisfied by the orders of the

-Paper Controller, appointed under the War Measures

Act. Now that the war is really over and business is

supposed to revert to a normal state we find Parlia-

ment taking a hand and passing an Act "to pro-

vide for the completion after the declaration of peace

of work begun and the final determination of matters

pending before the Commissioner and Controller of

Paper and the Paper Control Tribunal, or either of

them, at the date of such declaration."

A legal opinion is that "the effect of this Aet will

be to relieve the paper manufacturers of government

control of prices and distribution of newsprint from

and after the date of the declaration of Peace, when-

ever that may be."

Nobody knoAvs how long it will take before, all the

nations involved in the war get around to ratifying the

Peace Treaty. It may be months before some popular

governments get through discussing aud finally adopt-

ing it. In the meantime the Pulp and Paper Industry

is not justified in proceeding in a broad way with

developments in capacity and improvements in plant

that are urgently needed. Many fine trade oppor-

timities have been passed up because mills have been

discouraged from making extensions that would now

enable them to take advantage of splendid openings

n the export field. Other lines of business are ex-

panding and publishers are deriving an increasing

revenue from the constantly growing amount of ad-

vertising. Newspapers are certainly no smaller than

they have been and some are distinctly larger. Yet

it brings no advantage to the paper manufacturer,

who is still saddled, not merely with the burdens of

war times but also the ability of the press to get

political action that is becoming a very important
business asset. We mean that a direct gift of the

difference between what paper is worth and the gov-

ernment regulated price is not to be sneezed at.

The fixed selling price was set entirely on the as-

sumption that the newspapers of Canada would have
^one to the wall if they had been obliged to follow

business principles in their relations with paper-

makers as they did with metal and ink men. The truth

of their statement was never investigated. A price

was set without any reference to cost of production

or provision for profit—to the manufacturer. An im-

mediate dispute arose, which by Act of Parliament is

now to be continued. Some people think Canada has

had war enough, yet here is a definite effort to pro-

long its effects.

Playing Both Ends.

Other lines of business have been investigated b.r

committees and commissions. The "H. C. of L." com-
mittee reported to the House of Commons last Satur-

day night. Press dispatches from Ottawa read: "The
committee considered the possibility of effecting some
relief either by fixing a price or by placing an em-

bargo on the export of foodstuffs. After careful con-

sideration the committee arrived at the conclusion

that to do either of these things would result in most

disastrous effects, because 'any effort on the part of

the Government or Parliampnt at price fixing here or

at attempting reductions in sale prices which the

farmers are receiving, would only intensify the pre-

sent difficult situation for the reason that it would
tend to dry up the sources of supply by directing the

productive energy of those now engaged in this in-

dustry into other channels; on the other hand,' were

the Government to place an embargo upon exports of

any class of foodstuffs it would not only have the same

effect, but the policy would be unsound on economic

lines.'
"

Let us compare the ease of the farmer with that of

the manufacturer. In regard to foodstuffs the com-

mittee finds that neither a fixed price nor an embargo
is advisable—for farmers. Yet in the paper industry,

the same government that received this report and

advice has placed an arbitrary price on newsprint, and

has placed an embargo on a percentage of the produc-

tion of our paper mills and holds over the head of the

paper maker the threat of a complete embargo if ther?

is any failure to comply with all the hampering regu-

lations of control which should have ended with the

King's Proclamation of a day of thanksgiving for

;he conclusion of the Peace Treaty.
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A daily paper heads the paragraph just quoted

"Fixed Prices Disastrous." There in uo doubt about

it, fixed prices have had exactly the effect on the paper

industry that the committee predicts for the farmers.

Tlie price of wheat was fixed, it is true, but it was

fixed with the intention of giving the producer a pro-

fit, without any consideration of who was to pay it,

or how. And the sale of the product was guaranteed.

On the other hand, the fixing of the paper price con-

sidered only the consumer. The matter of profit to the

producer was of no momient. The manufacturer had

to fight for a right to live. Any farmer in Canada

can sell ever.v pig and grain of wheat he owns any-

where in the world he pleases. The paper maker is

told just what he may export and he is obliged to sell

in Canada for six dollars less per ton than his product

will bring across the line.

Naturally, the paper industry did not expand and ai

the words of the committee this price fixing has com-

paratively dried up the source of supply, because pro-

duction has not developed in proportion to demands

A beginning is being made now in construction that

should already be producing paper, and in some cas:s

would have been doing so, except for interference

England and other countries want newsprint and we
can't supply the demand. If a level headed committee

had reported on the situation two years ago there

would be a different state of affairs to-day.

Is the committee's report actuated entirely by a de-

sire to aid the common consumer of corned beef and

cabbage or is there an inclination to put a thumb in

the farmer's pie and complacently repeat Jack Horn-

er's eulogy of himself? Certainly the producer of

foodstuffs has no complaint to make of the Govern-

ment's attitude and lack of action. Neither has the

publisher any fault to find with the contribution of $6

a ton on his newsprint—ad infinitem—by the manu-

facturer, but a favor of the Government. Labor legis-

lation, too, has been entirely in favor of the em-

ployee; not that he does not deserve all he gets, but

that such acts should bear the stamp "for value re-

ceived." There are some obligations on the other

side, and should be recognized and made enforceable.

It is one thing to drive nails in a wooden Hindenburg,

but quite another to stick pins in a vital member of

a business structure, with his hands tied, and expect

him to be enthusiastic about trying to enlarge and

improve his part of public service.

It is very seldom that two such diametrically op-

posite results have come from the same sitting of a

governing body as the act to continue the restriction

of the newsprint industry and the report of the com-

mittee on the cost of the necessities of life that such

restriction—fixed price and embargo, is unsound on

economic lines. Surely we have found the fountain

tiiat giveth both salt water and sweet. (See also

page 554.)

EVERYBODY SUFFERS.
Forest fires are raging in Alberta and have again

broken out in Ontario. Large amounts of timber have

already been destroyed in Quebec and New Brunswick.

So far British Columbia has not figured in fire news.

There may be a tendency for the man in Montreal to

say that the Alberta fire does not affect him, or for

the man in Winnipeg to think the destruction of pulp-

wood in Quebec is none of his concern. That is fals2

reasoning, if reasoning it be. Every fire affects every

person in Canada—and elsewhere, for that matter. It

means a higher cost of lumber, houses, rent, furniture,

paper, cardboard and the articles in or about which

they are used. The destruction of the raw material

means less work for Canadians now and in the future,

;ind it means industries perinauontly crippled.

The cost of the care of the forest and its protection

is insiginificant in comparison with the burden on the

nation which is the result of forest fires. If the

public can only be impressed with the effect on eacli

individual of the destruction of timber, there would
be more c^re taken in regard to conduct in the woods
and more attention by parliaments to the problem of

preserving the forest.

COBWEBS.
No intimation has j-et been received as to when the

Paper Control Tribunal will hand down a judgment
in the matters now before them on appeal.

Last week we printed a review of the recently

adopted Federal Child Labor Law of the United States.

This was taken from "The Labor Gazette."

It was observed that the baggage men at Grand 'Mere

handled trunks and suitcases with exceptional care.

Some one was mean enough to remark that they were

accustomed to receiving breakables.

R. A. Mclnnis, manager of the Al)itibi mill and

"Little Father" of Iroquois Falls, is also father of a

baby girl. Congratulations!

A medical inspection of insane asylums in one of

our provinces stated that the principal causes of insan-

ity are alcohol, syphilis, and heredity. And they are

all preventable : by prohibition, health education and

the suppression of vice, segregation of mentally de-

ficient and prohibiting marriage among defectives.

Welcome to the Brown Bulletin, the attractive com-

pany paper of the Brown Corporation, Berlin Mills,

N.H., and La Tuque, Que. The first issue is full of in-

structive ma'tter as well as interesting notes of the

three mills. Our congratulations to the editor and his

staff and best wishes for increasing service and

si^cess.
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Notes on Reforestation in Quebec
l>y O. C. PICHE, Chief of the Forest Service, Quebec.

As an introduction to his remarks on Reforestation,

Mr. Piche outlined briefly the origin and develop-

ment of the Nurseries at Berthierville, P.Q., which
had been carefully inspected by the visitors immedi-
ately after lunch. In fact, one party kept Mr. Piche

so long in the woodlot, explaining interesting things,

that the meeting was a little delayed. His introduc-

tion described the character of the work of the Nur-
series, and the variety and number of seedings avail-

able now, and indicated that the probable capacity

would, before many years, be 10 million or more an-

nually, instead of 2 or 3 million at present.

There was no doubt of our welcome at the Provincial

Nurseries, even without these signs.

Mr. Piche continued:—^Having briefly described the

work done at the Nursery, we must now consider the

question of a progressive policy of reforestation for

this Province. It is rather surprising that in a coun-

try as rich in forests as ours, it should be necessary

to discuss this point, but those who have travelled

somewhat through the country have been surprised

to see how quickly the forest has disappeared from
the shores of the St. Lawrence, and also how the cost

of lumber and pulpwood has steadily increased. First

of all we must admit that the plantations require so

many decades to produce results that it will prevent

many persons from investigating part of theii' money
in this operation. Yet in Europe many of the old

families have retained their rank through the rev-

enues that they derive in the management of forests

planted by their ancestors.

There is no reason why farmers, large corporations,

the towns and the Government should not consider

this matter in a broad way. There is no use in hiding

the truth : there are in this province millions of acres

of land that have been empoverished either by impro-

per cultivation or by wasteful lumbering, whilst oth-

ers have been ruined by repeated fires. According to

the Census Reports there would be about three mil-

lion acres of such lands owned by private people

here that would require immediate reforestation. It

is certain that upon the- timber limits there is also a

certain quantity, but as we have no definite survey
of same we can only say that its area is very large,

perhaps equivalent to that of the private lands.

Why Should We Plant the Waste Lands?
The reasons that would induce us to plant the

lands not fit for cultivation would be the following:
1—To establish a forest cover on these lands so that

they may be again put into value and rendered pro-

ductive of revenue

;

2—To prevent, as in the case of shifting sands, the

devastation of the adjoining lands;
3—To increase the amount of timber per acre in

the woodlots or timber limits. The studies made of

cut-over lands show that in numerous sections the
stock left is very low, and if we consider the forest

as capital it will naturally take many years before
the compound interest accruing each year by the an-
nual growth of the tree will form a sufficient amount
of timber to pay the expenses of lumbering the tract
another time.

4—It will be necessary, in many cases, to introduce
new species in the forest, especially in the glades,
which will increase its wealth;

5.—To i)rotect the headwaters of .streams. It is a
well known fact that the forest has a great power to
retain the moisture and regulate thereby the seepage
and run-off;

6—To shelter the basins of water works. It is not
necessary for me to insist upon the good qualities of
the water that is found in the gentle streams shadow-
ed by trees in comparison to the poor water found
in the ugly brooks running in the open

;

7—To furnish the necessary supply of timber for
the farmers, and also for the lumbermen, pulp mak-
ers and others dependent on this material. The in-

creased development of the lumbering industries, es-
peeially that of pulp and paper mills, has produced

A few of the transplants at Berthierville. The large
pine is 10 years old. There is a beautiful view across
the St. Lawrence.

such a big demand upon the forest that we can see,

within a relatively short time, some of the companies
having either to reduce their production or to pur-
chase new timber holdings. Owing to the enormous
amount of capital invested, the industry must neces-
sarily seek for a continuous supply of their raw ma-
terial.

8.—The ownership of waste lands by a private own-
er is such a burden that, too often, they are aban-
doned and fall to the charge of the rural municipal-
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ity. whereas if they were stoeked with trees they

would have a sufficient future value to induce the

owner to pay his taxes.

Does it Pay to Replant?

There has been yet no eomplete survey made of

the plantations made in Canada, as many of these

plantations are either too young or of too small a

size, or made exclusively for experimental purposes.

Therefore we are compelled to seek our information

from other sources. For example, according to a book-

let on "The Older Plantations in Massachusetts," a

plantation made by John Tingwick, of white and

Mr. Piche is proud of his trees. Note this year's growth

of 15" on this spruce. A typical demonstration and dis-

cussion group.

Scotch pines, has produced in thirty-eight years from

10,000 to 17,000 feet per acre. Those made fifty-five

years ago, on the property now held by the Misses

Daws and Hobert. have produced trees running from

6 to 17 inches in diameter, and the yield was estim-

ated at 43,000 feet per acre. As you see, the.se results

are very good : the tabulation of all these various in-

ventories has enabled the Forest S^ervice of Massa-

chusetts to publish au estimate of the future produc-

tion of white pine, and we find that this, on an aver-

age quality of soil, will be as follows -.

At the end of 25 years . . 32.800 feet board -measure

At the end of 50 years . . 46. .500 feet board measure

At the end of 60 years . . 53.200 feet board measure
It will be interesting to know what will be the fin-

ancial return of this investment, and a good forester

could not induce anyone to plant without saying what
will be the idtimate results of the Avoi-k. In the above

eases the forester has first taken into account the

value of the land, calculated at four dollars per acre,

and which naturally must pay a rental : then comes
the expenses of planting, which were estimated at

seven dollars per acre : the taxes must be paid as well

as the annual charges of maintenance and protection

against fires. Then, all the money spent at the start

and afterwards must necessarily pay «< rate of inter-

est, which was calculated at five per cent. We find

that, after deducting all these expenses from the gross

returns of the sale of the timber produced, the plan-

tations would give the following net profits:

At the end of 30 years ^ 24 . 85 per acre

At the end of 40 years $1 02 . 57 per acre

At the end of 50 years $248.50 per acre

At the end of 60 years $ 90.17 per acre

But if the rate of interest was 6 per cent instead

of five, the financial i-etnrns would be as follows:

After 30 years, a loss of $ 4.44 per acre

After 40 years a profit of $115.76 per acre

After 50 years a profit of .$151,117 per acre

After 60 years a loss of $114.30 per acre

It will be seen by all these examples that the best

time to cut a white pine plantation would be when
it has reached the age of about fifty j-ears, that is,

when the annual increment in volume will begin to

diminish.

Of course the pulp and paper makers are more in-

terested in the question of spruce plantations. Here

I must say that we have no positive American nor

Canadian data on this subject, and we must use the

European figures: they are also very satisfactory.

We find that, on an average quality of soil and local-

ity, a spruce plantation may produce the following

quantities of timber. Taking all the material over

three inches in diameter at the small end:

At the end of 30 years 6,700 feet b.in.

per acre.

At the end of 40 years 21,600 feet b.m.

per acre.

At the end of 50 yeai's 36,700 feet b.m.

per acre.

.\t the end of 60 years 50,600 feel l).iii.

per acre.

In admitting that these figures could not yet be ob-

tained in this Province, we can. by reducing them, saj'

by one-third, arrive at good conclusions:

as after 20 years the stand would furnish 7 cords

per acre.

or 11 cords

or 35 cords

or 61 cords

or S5 cords

This European larch is 10 years old, 3" diameter, and
12'high—the tall man is 6' 2". This tree is quite immune
to ordinary insect enemies.

as after 40 years the stand would furnish 20 cords

per acre,

as after 50 years the stand would furnish 36 cords

per acre,

as after 60 years the stand would furnish 50 cords

per acre.
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Those who have had the chance to see the national

forests of France and Germany will admit with me
that these figures are not exaggerated, because every
spot of these forests is devoted entirely to the pro-

duction of trees, and of good trees, whereas in this

country the good trees will only form, too often, an
insignificant proportion of the stand, the remainder
being occupied by swamps, inferior species or blanks.

It would be therefore of capital importance for the

future operators to be assured that instead of culling

as we do now from four to ten cords per acre, they
could find from twenty-five to fifty cords after an
interval of thirty to fifty years. I need not empha-
size the effect that such a yield per acre would have
on the cost price of lumber; and also on the value of

the forest property.

Who Must Do the Reforestation?
Owing to the fact that no iiraetical returns can be

expected before at least thirty years after the plan-

tation, it re(|uires therefore continuity or almost per-

manency in the possession of the property to be re-

fi)rcstc(l. Till' problem is easily solved as regards the

A group of iiot;ihl<s uniting at Berthier Junction—read-
ing from the left— I*. G. Owen, secretary of nearly every-
thing in tlie forest protection line in Quebec; W. G.
Power, past chairman of the Woodlands Section; "Bob"
Kernan, present chairmnii: .1. J[. Swaine, Dominion Ento-

mologist.

private lands; it will be a sound and profitable in-

vestment for the farmer, the towns and the corpora-

tions owing some private lands not fit for cultivation

to go into this business, as they will do a national

work and also create an excellent and steady source

of revenue for themselves.

Rut when we come to tlic ((ucstion of reforesting

the titnberlands leased from the Government the prob-

lem is more complex. Though T have studied it for a

long while. I have not yet come to a satisfactory con-

clusion. Will it be better for the Government to do
this work exclusively or should they rather allow or

comnel the limit holder to do it for and by hiuiself,

or should both co-operate in the plantation? The lat-

ter alternative may be tlie more logical siiicc the Gov-
ernment owns the soil and keeps the title of the pro-

perty ;ind might therefore furnish all the planting
material required, and also the technical direction tn

do the work, Avhereas the limit holder would d'^fray

the expenses of replanting.

Someone has raised the iuiiiortant question : '"Would
the limit holder continue to pay the gronml rent on
the parts of his limits that have been reforested?" T

think he should continue to do so. if he wants to re-

tain his lease, but T believe that his share of expense.

that is the cost of planting, should be kept separate
and returned to him as a deduction on the stumpage
charges either at the moment of, the plantation or
with the accrued interest of say three or four per
cent, when the trees planted will have reached ma-
turity. This plan is not altogether satisfactory to me,
and I just present it as a basis for discussion rather
than as a remedy to the difficulty. (There was not
time for a discussion of this point at the meeting, but
the columns of the Pulp and Paper Magazine are open
to those who have opinions to express. An airing of
ideas would help solve the problem.—Ed.)
Measures to Encourage and Promote Reforestation.
The first measure to adopt for the welfare of the

plantations is unquestionably to give them a satisfac-
tory protection against fires. It would be ridiculous
to make a plantation on a tract that would not be
easily reached and defended against forest fires. We
must carry on further the policy of protection again.st
fore-st fires : we have already done a good deal in that
direction, but we find that much of our forests is

still running aw,iy in smoke, and this spring we have
bad several big fires in the Lake St. John and the
St. Maurice districts; mo.st of them being caused di-

rectly by the railways. Nobody can dispute that fact,
as we have secured complete evidence in each case
establishing that the railway engines have been the
cause of two large fires, one at Vandry and the other
at Timbrel!, on the Transcontinental Railway. 1 firm-
ly believe that we cannot allow our forest wealth to
be depleted in such a manner, and the time has come
to see that each engine travelling through a forested
district will bunj something else than coal or wood.
We have water powers in abundance, and we should
study the electrification of the railways in the for-
ested regions. Someone will say that this may be too
expensive, but it will be less expensive than the burn-
ing of fifty square miles of timber limits per year,
and, besides, we will be thereby developing our nat-
ural resources and diminishing at the same time our
dependency upon our neighbors for coal. If we can-
not electrify the locomotives, we coidd have them
burn oil, as is done in the Adirondacks, and as it was
done with success by the contractors who built the La
Loutre Dam. Anyhow, the railways will have to burn
something else than coal or wood, and I hope the
Pulp and Paper A.ssociation will support any move-
ment in this direction.

Many fires may be attributed to the poachers, the
fishermen and hunters. Nobody should be allowed
to roam at will in the forest. We should make it a
close jiroperty and oblige everyone to have a permit
before entering in same.
More organization should be made. It is much eas-

ier to prevent an ill than to cure it, and this is espe-
cially true of forest fires. We should have more pa-
trols, telephone lines connecting all depots and obser-
vatory towers, etc.

To facilitate the work of the hydroplane .service
which is beinsr inaugurated, we should establish in
connection with the Geodetic Survey more lookout
stations.

Much has been done by the different Protective
Associations which are doing splendidly, but we
must complete our protective .service so that the fire
danger will be eliminated totally; and then we can
safely plant, but not before.

Tn regard to private lands, an imporl^mt point is

that of the taxes. The valuation o!" the |)ro|)ertios
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reforested should not be modified just after trees

have been set, A law should be enacted, as early

as possible, to protect the citizens who have the cour-

age to do reforestation against the unjust raising of

the land valuation, and thereby of their taxes. I hold

that, for at least thirty years, the first valuation of

the laud planted should not be modified; the ap-

praisal could take place to deteruiine then the actual

value of the forest crop separately from that of the

soil, and this valuation shoud stand for one decade

at east. The ideal would be to repeat these apprais-

als at each interval of ten years after the first per-

iod has elapsed.

I think the time has coine for the Government to

exercise a full control over the wood working estab-

lishments in this Province, as we find too often saw-
mills being located in a locality where there is not
enough wood to justify their appearance. Naturallj'

Smiling, in spite of the rain, F. A. Sabbaton, shows how
spruce grows on forest land at Grand'Mere. A neighbor-
ing tree made a growth of 30" this year—John Stadler
measured it,

the mill owner, to obtain his raw material, must get
it at the expense of the adjoining limits, and this is

the beginning of the timber speculation of which we
have suffered so much. All the wood working es-

tablishments in the province should be licensed and
compelled each year to obtain a permit to operate.
The Government will then be in position to deter-
mine if they have enough timber lands to justify their
operating, and to prevent enlargements when there
is no supply of materials in sight.

Up to the present we have found the lumbermen
of this Province ready to co-operate heartily with
the Government in all the reforms made bv the ad-
ministration. Our Province can boast with justice
ot havinsr made gr^at prosress througn this co-opera-
tion. Now that thp lumber industry in this Province
is in a rather .stable state of equilibrium we can look
ahead and adopt a definite policy of rpforestation and
of management of our forests. "We should cause

those who waste their forest through bad lumbering
to replant their holdings at their own expen.se, while

those who have done all what thej' could should be

helped to the fullest extent. We should endeavor
to make every acre of waste land and of timber land
to produce the fullest quantity of timber possible.

We can make this Province the largest timber pro-

ducer in the world, not only in luml)er, but also and
especiall.v in pulp and paper products, and I am sure

that with the spirit, the energy and the co-operation

of all we will undoubtedly realize our ambition.

(Except for the picture of Mr. Sabbaton, the illus-

trations were taken at the Nurseries. The British &
Colonial Press, IMontreal, also have a group picture

taken at Laurentide Tnn, the measurement of a 30"

growth of white spruce. Tlon. .liilcs AUard, and
others).

FINANCIAL INTERESTS BEHIND WHALEN CO.
As was ex])ected at the time of his elec-tion. the ap-

pointment of Sir George Bur.v as President and Ghief

Executive of the Whalen Pulp & Paper Mills, Lim-

ited, Vancouver, has been followed by other changes

in the Company's Board.

At a meeting of the Board of Directors recently

held in Montreal, there were newl.v elected to the

Board, Mr. T. W. Killam. President of Royal Securi-

ties Corporation, Ltd., Mr. W. N. Ilurlbut, of the Geo.

H. Mead Co. of Da.vton, Ohio, and Mr. Alexander
Smith, President of Peabod.v, Ilonteling & Co.. of Chi-

cago.

M. N. Ilurlbut was associated for many years with
the Backus paper interests, and more lately with the

Spanish River Pulp & Paper Company. The Mead
organization, of which Mr. Hurlbut is an executive

head, has established an excellent reputation in Can-
ada by its very able management of the Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Company and its subsidiaries.

Alexander Smith has won an excellent reputation
in Canadian industrial circles through the successful

handling of the financing and organization of the

Abitibi Power & Paper Company, Limited.

I. W. Killam, as President of Royal Securities
Corporation, is chief executive of an organization
which has to its credit in former years the financing
of such companies as Canada Cement Company and
Steel Company of Canada, and which has been of

late prominentl.v identified with Canadian pulp and
paper financing on a large scale, and the initial fin-

ancing of such companies as Price Bros. & Co., Abiti-
bi Power & Paper Co., Brompton Pulp and Paper Co.,
Eraser Companies, Limited, and many others.

It is felt that the new appointments to the Whalen
Board will give the Company the benefit of the suc-
cessful experience and financial backing of the
strongest interests in the Canadian pulp and paper
field.

Dn connection with the changes in the Whalen
Board, it is believed that negotiations are practically
completed for financing to put the Whalen Company
in a position to develop most extensively the .succe.s.s-

ful export business which the company has carried on
for many years to the Orient, and will further place
the company in a position of having over a million
dollars of net liquid as.sets (working capital) estab-
lishing it in a very strong position with regard to
the handling of its already established business and
the development of other fields.
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Errors in Testing Pulp
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Section of the Society

of Chemical Industry on March 11, James Strachan,
analytical and advising chemist to the Donside Paper
Company, Aberdeen, read a paper on the origin of
errors in the testing of woodpulps for air-drj^ content,
of which the following abstract is quoted from World 's

Paper Trade Review

:

The introductory portion of this paper dealt with
previous contributions to the subject of woodpulp test-

ing, including the important papers by Lester in Eng-
land, and Little in America. Sindall has dealt with
the measurement of probable errors in a mathematical
interpretation of results, but the object of the present
paper is to indicate the probable origin of such errors.

The adoption of official methods of sampling,
recognized by both pulpmakers and pulp users, has not
led to the uniformity of results expected and the de-

gree of accuracy attained in pulp tests is largely a

matter of personal skill on the part of the chemist.

Errors may be attributed to two main causes. First,

variations in distribution of moisture, and second,
variations in conditions of testing.

Shortages of pulp involve errors on the part of the

testing department in pulp mills, and their chief cause,

in the author's experience, is inefficient methods of

drying the samples. This frequently arises from a

desire for efficiency, in the testing of too many sam-

ples, with the result that the time of drying allocated

to each sample is limited bj' production. When the

pulp comes along damp production is increased, and
when under these conditions, longer time is necessary

to drj' the samples, the time available is really shorter.

Remedies for overcoming such occurrences are sug-

gested.

Specific errors in carrj-ing out pulp tests are divided

into three sections.

(1) Errors in Selection of Bales—Shortages chiefly

occur in irregular pulp and the accuracy of tests de-

pends on proper selection of the bales. Examples are

given of mistakes made in methods of selection, and

the errors arising in consequence. Serious errors fre-

quently arise in selecting bales from pulp which has

been exposed to atmospheric influences. This is shown
by references to tests made on such parcels before and

after exposure, and the source of error is indicated.

(2) Errors in Drawing Samples.—The author gives

his opinion based on experience of various methods

of sampling. Errors in this department arise more

from lack of judgment than transgression of the mathe-

matical theory of sampling.

Samples are cut to equal size in all official methods,

but in irregular pulps, which are the chief cause of

shortages, it is frequently necessary to vary the size

of samples in individual bales.

The theory of pulp sampling as laid down by Lester,

Griffin and Sindall is discussed from this point of

viek and the inatheinatioal basis for varying the size

of sample shown by examples from actual practice.

(3) Errors in Moisture Estimation.—The chief errors

occurring here are rather surprising and are due chief-

ly to bad design of drying ovens. A standard oven is

almost as great a necessity as a standard method of

sampling.
Examples are given of errors arising from under-

drying in various types of ovens and the origin of these

errors.

The question of temperature of drj'ing is very fully

gone into and a resume given of the conflicting opinions
of chemists in Europe and America on this subject.
The error arising from drying at 100° Cent, until
weight is constant may be quite appreciable and some-
times very large in badly designed ovens. Working
with commercial test-ovens on samples weighing 1 to
2 kilos, it is essential to dry at a higher temperature
than 100° Cent, to get accurate results. Reasons for
this are full}' indicated.

SAFEGUARDING THE BUYER OF SAFEGUARDS.
Many employers have been grievously disappointed

when maclime guards, goggles, or other protective de-
vices, purchased at considerable expense, have failed
to yield the expected results. Such an experience is

always discouraging, and sometimes prevents further
progress in safety work.

If a safeguard fails to give satisfaction, the reason
may be

:

(1) Because the device is improperly designed or con-
structed, or

(2) Because the device is not suitable for the par-
ticular use to which it is put, although suitable
for other uses, or

(3) Because the foreman or workman is either un-
willing or does not understand how to use
the device.

The third of these can be overcome by explanation
and discipline. Here the experience of other employ-
ers is often helpful.

The second of these causes means that a mistake was
made in buying a. safeguard not suited to the work.
Guards for saws, power presses and other machines
are often satisfactory for one type of operation but
not for others. The experience of other Council mem-
bers will often be helpful on this point also.

The first point mentioned above is often difficult

for the average employer to detect. Machine guards,

goggles, shoes, or other safeguards may be made of

improper material or may be so designed that thej' will

not furnish the needed protection—and such defects

may be quite invisible to the purchaser, who can make
only a superficial examination. To test safety devices

properly requires special apparatus and men experi-

enced in this work.
Underwriters' Laboratories, Chicago, whose label on

fire protective and fire fighting equipment is known
throughout the country, has since 1916 been giving a

similar inspection and label service for accident pre-

vention equipment. The Laboratories are organized

and maintained for the purpose of drawing up standard
specifications for inspecting, testing and labeling pro-

tective, devices, and the fair and impartial character

of their decisions is guaranteed by the right of appeal

to the U. S. Bureau of Standards. The label of Under-
writers' Laboratories means that, in the opinion of the
Laboratories, backed up by a board of consulting ex-'

perts, the device is properly designated and constructed

to perform the service for which it has been ap-

proved.

The purchaser must still, of course, determine wheth-

er such device is suitable for the particular work which
he desires to protect — and must then see that the

device is properly used.—National Safety Council.

Sadler & Haworth, belting manufacturers have is-

sued an attractive leaflet with ai)propriate sentiments

in verse and prose, coniraemoratincr the coming of

Peace.
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WOOD PULP REVIEW FOR MAY.

In connection with the Federal Trade (.'onimission's

current statistics on the paper industry, a summary

of the monthly reports required from manufacturers

of wood pulp and other kinds of pulp used in paper

making is issued. The table shows the kind of pulp,

the stocks and production for the month. Loss of

production is shown by giving the idle machine time

reported by each company for each kind of pulp.

The following is a tabulation of the production,

pulp used by the company producing it, shipments

to outside concerns, and stocks of finished pulp, m
tons of 2,000 pounds on an air dry basT* for May,

liMII. for the operating mills.

Finished Pulp—Tons—Air Dry Basis.

Kind of I'ulp '-^ "H^ l o ^^ .

K ill III M
Groundwood pulp . . 162 175.026 144,146 192,351

Sulphite, news grade 62 28,346 52,740 26,433

Sulphite, bleached . 31 16.320 39,994 16,452

Sulphite, each bleach-

ing S 2.930 6,421 2.919

Sulphite. Mitseher-

lich 7 2,450 6,363 2,278

Sulphate pulp .... 22 7,091 12,848 8.487

Soda pulp 28 9,620 30,539 9.033

Other than wood
pxilp 7 65 1.016 98

Total for all grades . . 241.848 294.067 258,051

Average 269.412 173,868

Total stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills on

:May 31 amounted to 258,051 tons. Stocks of news

grade sulphite, ea.sy bleaching sulphite, Mitseherlich

sulphite and soda pulp decreased during the month.

There was an increase during the month in the stocks

of groundwood. bleached sulphite, sulphate and

"other than wood pulp."
Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic pulp

mills at the end of the month with their average daily

production based on the 9-raonths" period ended April

30, 1919, the figures show that

:

Groundwood mill stocks equal slightly less than 44

days' average output.

News grade sulphite mill stocks equal slightly less

than 12 days' average output.

Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal slightly le.ss

than 11 days' average output.

Easy bleaching sulphite mill sotcks equal slightly

more than 11 days' average output.

Mitseherlich sulphite mill stocks equal slightly

more than 9 days' average output.

Sulphate mill stocks equal slightly less than 18

days" average output.

Soda pulp mill stocks equal slightly more than 8

days' average output.

Mill stocks of "other than wood pulp" equal

-lightly less than 3 days" average output.

Total mill stocks of all grades equal slightly less

than 25 days' average output.

Loss of Production.

The number of grinders and digesters .showing lost

time during the month of May in operating mills was
1.106. These figures do not include the machines

in three mills that were not in operation during May
on account of lack of labor, lack of orders, repairs

and other reasons, chiefly lack of material and water

conditions. The total number of hours lost for these

reasons was, respeetively, 45,130: 24.244; 63,375 and

96,108, a total of 22,857, as compared with 168,741

in April.

Total hours lost in May, by classes of product :

—

Groundwood pulp, 163,574; sulphite, news grade, 31,-

170; sulphite, bleached, 6,443; sulphite, easy bleach-

ing, 917; sulphite, Mitseherlich, 3,220; sulphate pulp,

6,744; soda pulp, 14,741, and other than wood pulp,

2,048.

Groundwood mills lost 37,434 hours for lack of la-

bor, 3,024 for lack of orders, 50,204 for repairs, and
72,913, which includes 40,867 hours, due to low water

and other water conditions, for other reasons.

CONSTRUCTION NEWS.
Ha ! Ha ! Bay will present a greatly improved ap-

pearance with the new .'|;400,000 concrete wharf for

which the contract has been awarded to the J. T.

White Engineering Co. It is also understood that 50

new residences are to be built for La Societe de Con-

struction Ouvriere, Chicoutimi.

Announcement was made in this magazine som<^

time ago that a sulphate pulp mill would be built at

Bear River, N.S., by Clarke Bros. A block of the new
securities of this company was recently offered the

public and it is reported that work has already begun
on the pulp mill, sawmill, machine shop, etc. The
company is already a large manufacturer of lumber

products.

The Heaver Wood Fibre announces that their En-

gineering Department has plans under way for the

expenditure of two and one-half millions of dollars

between now and February 1st, in the expansion of the

Thorold plant and in building a duplicate of the Ot-

tawa plant to take care of increased Canadian and

export business.

Considerable interest is aroused by the advertise-

ment which appears on another page, stating that

sealed tenders will be received uj) to and including

July 20 for the building of a 150-ton pulp and paper

mill at Donnacona, Que., and also for a fully equipped

power plant, to develop 5,000 horsepower, on Jacques

Cartier River. Plans are on view in Toronto. (See

page 568.)

A NEAR-FATAL FALL.
An accident occurred Saturday, June 28, at the

Ontario paper-mill, which might well have terminated

a most promising young life. It seems that George

Sinnett, jr., employed in the office of the company,

climbed up to see a man who was working on repairs

to the roof, as nearly as can be learned on an errand

of his own. Just how it happened no one knows, for

he was unobserved until found below unconscious,

having fallen about forty feet. His head was injured,

and one arm broken. He was ru.shed to the hospital,

where he is receiving every care. An X-ray examina-

tion is being made to determine the extent of his

injury.

TRAINS TO MURRAY BAY.
The first regular daily train service over the new

line of the Quebec and Saguenay will be inaugurated

on July 14 next. The trains will run daily as far as

^lurrav Bav.
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British Trade News
(From Our London Correspondent.)

London, June 30, 1919.
After an absence of nearly five years in Prance

and Belgium I have returned to renew my acquaint-
ance, through the "Pulp & Paper Magazine,"' with
the paper and pulp men of Canada. As a preliminary
set-off I would advise all business men in the Do-
minion to study the few Avords which Edward Lloyd,
one of the keenest and most level-headed men in Lon-
don to-da,v, addressed to a meeting of his company.
His words sum up the facts that the British mill-

OA\aier will have to face in the near future. Before
the war paper mill owners in Canada contended that

the.v received a better price for their mill products
across the border in the States than they could ever
realize in the English market. Some of them told me
that the cost of freightage was against them and there

was less trouble in shipping to their neighbors. One
of the reasons why a low price was offered in the Eng-
lish market was the enormous iiu])ortation of German
]iaper and Norwegian newsprint. What is the position

to-day? Germany is out of the market, and will be

for a long time to come. Norwegian mills are running
to keep up stocks and half are closed down of the

total in the country and paper buyers are looking ro

Canada, in fact, some of them have crossed to see if

they cannot make regular connections. . That is how
matters stand to-day I Throughout the United King-

dom newspapers have been and are increasing in size

—in other words they are going back to their pre-

war days. (Censorship is abolished and curtailment of

paper is at an end, so that in the big printing houses

and in all the newspaper offices the cry is "more
paper" and it must be found.

Canada's Fine Chance.

There is also a stronger desire now to deal with

Canada in paper and pulp than in 1914. Up to 1914

Canadian trade with the United Kingdom in pulp and

newsprint was gradually going uji and it is to be hoped
that out of the great demand that is sure to spring

up here in the near future Canadians will lose no time

in booking contracts. Paper mills in the United King-

dom are in a poor way of working at present owing to

the coal trouble and the labor questions and the out-

look is not promising, particularly when one studies

the cost of production and raw materials. But there

is bound to he an awakening in the industry and then

the Canadian pulp manufacturer will have to be ready

to show his hand in chemical pulps. The market is

in a position now for pulp makers in Canada to give

it some attention. If there are government barriers

to impede the importation of pulps into England

—

and there are a few I know of^they must be tackled

ai once because of the leniency of the Government

to-day in anything that is Canadian. It is an oppor-

tunity that must not be lost and pulp and paper men

must assert themselves with the same visor as the

labor party has exercised in Canada and England in

calling for their improved conditions. German3^ is

out of the market, Norway is dormant and there is a

demand creeping along gradually which nuist not be

lost sight of. The war also killed several papers in

the United Kingdom. Every week one sees a new

one springing up since Februan- and the outlook is

very rosy from a paper mill and pulp mill point of

view.

Position of British Paper Mills.

The market for pulp is not so very satisfactory and
it cannot be expected to be so considering the vicissi-

tudes of the paper indu.stry. Importations are, how-
every, slightly increasing and everything augurs well
for the near future. Wet mechanical pulp received
greater attention during the past two months than
chemical and there were considerable enquiries and
buying in a small way. The Norwegians who have
always largely shared with Sweden the English trade
with Scandinavia, are experiencing difficulty with
freightage and of course shipping is scarce with
them. Prices consequently in Scandinavia depend on
the freight question.

With every prospect of the British paper industry
showing aetivit.y within the next couple of months,
the British pulp market requires careful studying.
Paper mills are being licked into their pre-war shape
and with the demobilization of the army labor is slowly
finding its wa.v back to them, so that buyers of pulp
will shortly begin to look round for new contracts.
Norwa.v is at present doing most of the trade with

England and Scotland. Good qualitv sulphite is

£36 IDs to £37 15s ; news grade sulphite £23 to £24 10s
f.o.b., and wet pulp £8 to £8 5s.

I am told that during the recent military operations
in Russia many of the large forests were destroyed
by fire. If this is so the pulp market in the future will

not receive much assistance from Russians.

Chemical Trade Distressed.

Turning to the chemical industry, there is no need
for me to mince matters about it, as the whole trade
of the country is doing badly. One sees on every side

a want of confidence and stocks are accumulating
and manufacturers are l.ving low to see what policy the

Government will take up when the Peace Conference
finishes up with the Germans. There is, however,
a good time in store for the chemical industry and it

is feared that the demand will considerably exceed the

supply on the export side. As regards dyestuffs, the

Government are now undertaking the purchase of for-

eign dyestuffs on behalf of consumers, but this course

has not given satisfaction to legitimate traders, who
experienced the greatest difficulty in carrying on dur-

ing the past 5 years.

Ammonia Alkali is exchanging hands at £6 5s to

£6 7s 6d per ton, free on rail at works, and Bleaehinar
Powder is quoted lower than it was two weeks aso,

export standing at £16 5s to £18 per ton. Canstie
Soda has been in demand lately and prices have be-

come firm, 70 to 72 per cent, ranges un to £22 per ton.

76 per cent, about £24 5s and 60 to 62 ner cent. £19
to £20 per ton. Alum for expoi't is £19 to £19 IDs

per ton. From an inteiwiew I have had with one or

two fairly large chemical mannfacturers. I gathered
that as soon as things got on the turn there would be
a ru.sh for chemicals and prices may rise as a conse-

quence.

Edward Lloyd's Advice.

T was present at the 29th annual meetiii<x of Edward
Tiloyd. Limited, and the President of the Company
(Mr. EdAvard Lloyd") stated that the dividend to be

paid was at the rate of llVi per cent, on the ordinar>^

share.s^the same as in 1918—and they proposed to

carry fonvard £52,690. The profits for the years

show an increase of £26.404 over 1917 and £25,578

more than those of 1913. The increased profit on
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pre-war results represented 6I4 per eent. on addi-

tional capital employed in the business, whieh amount-
ed to £400,000.

Dealing with the company's interests in Norway.
Mr. Lloyd mentioned that owing to the frrowinor value

of water power for the generation of electricity, and
to the low rate of exchange prevailing with Norway
in 1918, the company was able to dispose of the prop-

erty at Honefos on very favorable terms and the pro-

ceeds of the sale had been invested in British War
Bonds, which would leave the money available for

further developments in other directions when a fav-

orable opportunity occurred. As in the case of the sale

of the Vittingfos pmperty in 1916, they had retained

a 14 years lease of the Honefos pulp mill so that they
might be able to rely on a continued supply of higli-

class pulp for some years to come.
Mr. Lloyd has always been a great advocate of the

3-shift system in mills and he had something to say
on the subject. Meetings have taken place between
the employers and employees of the paper-making in-

dustry, he remarked, and the 3-shift s.vstem appeared
to him to be the only means whereby the higher re-

muneration of labor in paper mills could be perma-
nently maintained without sacrificing the interests

of the consumers. He gladly welcomed the new order
and trusted it would brinsr to the workers a high
standard of living. This, of course, would greatly in-

crease the cost of production and it was obvious that

unless a large part of the increased cost could be

counter-balanced by a larger production and great

efficiency, nobod.v would be any better off than be-

fore. It was, therefore, up to the captains of industry,

no less than to their lieutenants, to re-examine everv
item in their cost of production and transport, with
a view to the introduction of still more scientifif

methods into every department of mainifactnre and
into the handline of raw materials Rud of thp finished

product. To make such measures fully effective it was
absolutely necessary for the employees to co-operafp

with the employers in attaining the utmost economy
and efficiency.

Prom Cannon to Calenders.

The war havine helped to put an end to some of the

ramifications of Krupn. nf Essen, it is now reported in

London that the old firm nf srnn makers have decided

to give up the idea of producine any more artillerv

pieces and will devote attention to the production o*'

papermaking machinerv. The news comes from neutral

sources and it is stated that Krupn's for their purpos"^

have acquired from the firm of Karl Schuermann,
of Dusseldorf. all rights for the manufacture of all

kinds of machines required in the paper industry. The
new move on Kmpp's part will, of course, take up
only a small portion of their works. They arp com-
pelled to do something in this way with the British

troops at their door, and the next great nuestion to

be considered is the market. So far as France and
England are concerned the Germans will not havo a

look in for some years to come and I would advise

Canadian makers of machinery to keen a clos» eye on
the British market as things will besin to move now
that peace has become a matter of history.

Some British Dividends.

Messrs. "Waterlow and Sons, who ar» extensive print-

ers in London and big consum^i-s of paners of all

kinds, are paying an interim dividend of 214 per cent,

on the deferred ordinary shares, as compared with S

per i-ent In^t year. The Sun" Paper ?klill Co., Ltd., of

Feniscowles, are paying an interim dividend at the

rate of 15 per cent, and are adding 2s 6d per share

bonus for the half .vear ended ilay last. Brunner,
Mond & Co., Ltd., the well-known chemical producers,

iu their report for the year ending March last, state

that the balance at credit of profit and loss on the

.vear's working is .£1,012,081. The total amount now
carried forward is £1,129,151. It is proposed to in-

crease the nominal capital of the companv from £10,-

000,000 to £15,000,000. Sir Alfred Mond is still giving

his services to the government in the public works de-

partment, which controls government buildings and tli"

housing of staffs, etc.

THEY SELL MORE THAN THEY BUY.
A letter recently received froui the Bureau of

Commerce and Industry at ilanila, indicates that the

Philippine Islands are in the fortunate c(niditioii of

exporting more than they import. The letter states

that the population of these i.slands is approximately
eleven million, nearly 50 per cent greater than the

population of Canada, and that total exports, which
is an index of the bu.ving power, is more than 270
million pesos, while the importations amount to 197

million pesos (a peso etpials 50c. American mone.v.)

The most important nf the imports as far as Can-
ada is concerned with the value in pesos for 1018 were
as follows:

Cotton and its manufacture 58,016,844

Iron and steel and their manufacture . . . 24.507,970

Wheat flour 6,033.528

Fish and fish products 5.212.350

Fibers, vegetable and textile 4.724.325

Paper and its manufactures 4.171.064

Chemicals, drugs, dyes and medicines . . 3,341.434

Wood and manufactures of 1.772,346

Books and other printed matter 1,211,292

None of the exports are immediately of interest to

the pulp and paper industry, but the.v contribute to

other industries, wliieh furnish the paper mill with
some of its raw materials. The following will be of

interest

:

Hemp 116.383,100

Cordage 1.733,968

Knotted hemp 1.578.869

NO AEROPLANES YET FOR PRIVATE CONTROL
The Hathurst Lumber Co., Limited, of Bathurst.

N.B., sa.v that the.v have not, as reported, made ;inv
arrangements for patrolline their forests by aeroplanes
They do not consider this subiect has been properh-
worked out as .vet. They believe that during th"
experimental staees the matter will have to be handled
in some way under Government patronage. With re-

snect to the demand for sulnhite and sulphate puln
the company declare that it is improving rapidly and
prospects are that the trade will soon be back again
good and strong, as at present nearly all the paper
mills in Canada and United States are quite active

and are in the market for raw material.

The Kyro Rivers Improvement Co. of Port Arthur.

Ont.. is makine zood progress with their contract for

8 000 cords of pulpwood for the Detroit SulpViifp Fibre

Co. The first shipment was made ^lay 20 and the last

one. consisting of 1.900 cords taken liv the steamer
Green and two barges, brings the total shipped to the

prespiit to 5.000 cords.
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Hydrated Fibre for Papermaking

In practice the mercerising process consists in ap-

plj'ing an aciueous solution of caustic soda of 15 to

17.5 per cent. NaHO at ordinar^y temperatures. The
effect is rapid, and it may be said that at strengths

caustic soda is diminished below 15 per cent: with

lyes of 12.5 per cent, to 10.5 per cent, the diminution

effect is rapid, and it maj' be said that at strengths

below 12.5 per cent, caustic soda solution has no sub-

stantial mercerising effect. Thus cotton or cotton

fabric treated with an alkali lye of 9 per cent caustic

soda is not sensibly affected in the direction of mer-

cerisation.

P^or the production of alkali-cellulose in the syn-

thesis of water soluble cellulose derivatives (by subse-

quent action of carbon disulphide) as described in the

('rcss and Bevan Specification No. 8700 of 1892, it is

known that the cellulose must be taken to the stage

of full mercerisation and therefore the fibrous cel-

lulose must be treated with a lye containing the

equivalent of upwards of 15.0 per cent. Alkali-cel-

lulose for industrial production of viscose, which im-

jjlies complete conversion to water soluble derivatives

in the subsequent reaction, is prepared by treating

air-dry eelulose with caustic soda lye of 17 per cent,

and pressing the product sothat the fibrous mass re-

tains lye amounting to three times the weight of the

cellulose, inclusive of absorbed alkali. On the other

band, when a less concentrated lye is used the foi*-

mation of soluble derivatives on subsequent or simul-

taneous treatment with carbon disulphide is increas-

ingly imperfect. Thus when cotton or other cellu-

lose is uniformly impregnated with lye of 9 per cent,

in the proportion of twice the weight of the fibre, and
then exposed to carbon disulphide, only a small frac-

tion of the material is converted into water soluble

derivatives.

The attendant formation of water insoluble xan-

thates is also fractional in amount. But, as Cross and
Bevan have now discovered and patented (126,174)

fundamental reaction occurs, and the cellulose is pro-

foundlj' modified. The new charactertistics are evi-

denced ill further reaction with water; structural

changes in the fibre are developed, with large in-

crease of diameter, and thickening of the cell wall,

and in the mass there are visible effects of hydration.
The fibrons mass swells considerably, and retains a

very much increased percentage of water, after hav-
ing been pressed or centrifuged. The fibres, how-
ever, though much distended, remain free, and may
be readily and quickly washed free from excess of

alkali, and the small proportion of soluble cellulose

compounds. For subsequent removal of residual al-

kali and decomposition of fractional residues of water
insoluble xanthates, a treatment with dilute acid may
be desirable.

It is this fully hydrated condition of the cellulose

and the implied corresponding plasticity of the sub-

stance, which gives rise to the novel technical re-

sults of the present invention, which consists in modi-
fying the cellulose for subsequent full hydration by
treatment of the celhdose with alkali lye of a

strength between 6 and 11 per cent, and simultaneous-
ly or subsequently, with carbon disulphide.

As an example of the treatment, raw cotton fibre

may be impregnated with twice its weight of caustic

. soda, or 9 per cent, strength and introduced a closed

chamber together with carbon disulphide amounting

to say 15 per cent, of the weight of the original fibre.

After a period of six to ten hours, at the ordinary

temperature, the mass is transferred to a convenient

apparatus, in which the product is now washed with

water at ordinary temperature for removal and re-

covery of alkali and to determine or develop the ef-

fects of hydration.

The structural modifications produced in the cot-

ton fibre and the changes accompanying the swelling

of the fibre generally resemble those produced by sal-

ine solvents of cellulose in the earlier stages of ac-

tion, that is mainly in the thickening by swelling of

the cell wall. A more special effect is the exaggera-
tion of the central canal defined by symmetrical sinu-

ous outlines. In extreme treatment a definite con-

tinuous spiral appears in the mass of swollen fibre

substance. This development of the ultimate spiral

differentiations of the external tissues of the cotton

is more marked if the jireparatory treatment with al-

kali is carried out at a higher temperature, sav 80°

to 90° ('.

The hydration effects are enhanced by increasing
the projiortion of alkali to fibre in the first stage of

treatment, for instance by using an amount of caustic

soda solution equal to 2.5 or 3.0 times the weight of

the fibre. The effects may also be controlled by vary-
ing the temperature of the alkali solution, the action

of the latter in determining hydration effects being
greater the lower the temperature: on the other hand,
raising the temperature alters the structural charac-
teristics of the hydrated product, and particularly in

the sense that when formed into a mass or in sheets

and subjected to pressure it yields a parchment-like
material.

The finally reverted air dry product generally re-

tains 10 to 11 per cent, of moisture as compared with
the 6 to 7 per cent, normal to the raw cotton fibre

which is correlative with a general increased dyeint;-

capacity.

Instead of washing with water the material which
has been attacked bj- carbon disulphide, it may be

washed with a strong solution of a neutral alkali salt,

for instance brine, to remove excess of alkali; the hy-
dration effect is thus suspended and can be subse-

quently produced by treatment with water. This
brine treatment is useful in connection with the re-

covery of the alkali, which is thereby obtained in more
concentrated state, as it is in furnishing a product
which can be subsequently hydrated by washing awaj'
the brine.

For the purposes of this invention the term "fib-
rous cellulose" includes the well-known industrial

forms of cellulose—cotton, flax, hemp, esparto, wood-
cellulose, etc. Also, raw cottons which contain only
small proportions of alkali soluble constituents ; oth-

erwise, as in the case of flax, it is advantageous to

operate on the alkali-scoured material ; also papermak-
ers' half stuff, or pulps in the bleached or unbleached
state, in which they retain residues of non-cellulose

components.

The invention ma.y also be applied to compound
celluloses of the type of jute fibre, in treating which
the upper limit of concentration of the alkali used
in the preliminarj^ treatment is required.

In regard to the technical uses of the product it is

to be noted that the hydration effects gives the ne-

cessary paper making quality, and are independent.
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tlicrefore. of aiiv liyilratioii effects such as produced

in the ordinary lloUander or beater. Therefore, also

fihrous cellulose of any length of fibre may be

brou'.'ht into the state necessary for wet manipula-

tion with conservation of len<rth. Ileuee, fine felted

sheets say of !•') <rrammes per square metre of area can

be produced, showinjr considerable adhesion in the

final reverted state.

The hydrated fibre in admixture with ordinary

pajier making cellulose, that is, as is mixed fibre, pro-

duces its proportionate effect, and it is characteristic

of tlie reversion that in the final form the fibre re-

tains elasticity and bulk.—Paper Making.

PROVISIONS OF THE NEWSPRINT ACT.

The clauses of the Act, which is referred to on the

editorial page of this issue (after the enacting clause)

are as follows

:

1—The powers, jurisdiction and authority of the

Commissioner and Controller of Paper are hereby eon-

firmed and extended to such an extent as may be ne-

cessary to enable said Commissioner and Controller

to fully complete all work and investigations begun

bv him luider the provisions of tlie Order in Council

of April 16th. 1917. (P.S. 1059), the Order iu Coun-

cil of April 16th, 1917 (P.C. 1060). the Order in Coun-

cil of April 21st, 1917 (P.C. 1109), and the Order in

Council of November 3rd. 1917 (P.C. 3122) prior to

the declaration of peace, and to determine all ques-

tions and to make all necessary orders with respect

to matters begun by or coming befoi-e nim prior to

the declaration of peace.

2.—The powers, jurisdiction and authority of the

Pajier Control Tribunal under the Order in Council

of September 16th. 1918 (P.C. 2270). are hereby con-

firmed and extended to such extent as may be neces-

sary to enable such Paper Control Tribunal to finally

determine after the declaration of peace all matters

pending before and not finally determined by it up-

on the date of such declaration; and the powers, jur-

isdiction and authority of said Tribunal are further

extended to such extent as may be necessary to en-

able it to hear and finally determine all matters and
questions brought before it subsequent to the declara-

tion of peace on appeal from any act done by or or-

der or decision of the Commissioner and Controller

nnder the provisions of section one of this Act.
3—Except for the purpose of finally completing

all matters undertaken and determining all questions

arising prior to the declaration of peace, the powers,
authority and jurisdiction of said Commissioner and
Controller of Paper and of said Paper Control Tri-

bunal shall cease upon the declaration of Peace.

LARGE SULPHITE AND GROUNDWOOD MILL
PROPOSED.

The Pulp & Paper Magazine is advised that a tem-
porary office has been opened at Room 4, 163yo Church
St.. Toronto, Ont., by Arthiir Sande, an engineer
who is interested in the location and erection of a pulp
mill for groundwood and sulphite pulp, which would
produce 500 tons daily.

'Mr. Sande is said to be representing Chicago in-

terests with unlimited funds, and that he is at pres-
ent in touch with the owners of large timber limits
in Quebec. It is under.stood that, if arrangements pro-
ceed satisfactorily, construction will be started at
once.

JAPANESE PAPER ON A YANKEE MACHINE.

Referring to conditions in Japan from which inter-

esting country he has just returned, Mr. F. N. Huyck
writes: Capt. James L. Braman. secretary of our com-

pany, and I went to Japan to meet the paper manu-
facturers, with whom we have been doing business for

twenty-five years. We visited a good many of the

large plants and met officers and directors of most

of the important pay)er numufacturing concerns.

The Japanese paper industry has grown very rapid-

ly and several new paper machines were being installed

while we were there. Business was dull just then be-

cause of large amounts of paper imported during the

war and a temporary falling off in paper buying. I

was told at that time immediate orders were consum-

ing about 60 per cent, of the production of the mills.

Since our return I have received word that business

is improving quite rapidl,y.

We were much interested in a pajier which is called

Japanese paper, manufactured in large quantities on

Yankee machines and used as cheap writing paper and

for various other purposes. It could not be used with

a pen or pencil but is adapted to the u.se of the Japan-

ese brush, with which most of the writing is done.

We saw many kinds of paper being manufactured

and believe at the present time Japanese paper mills

are equipped to make all qualities — from the lightes:

tissues to the heaviest boards. The consumption of

paper in Japan is increasing very steadily and while

the present installation of machines may make ,\

temporary over-production, the paper manufacturers

do not feel that this will be more than temporary rJS

they believe the increased consumption will rapidly

take the whole production of all qualities.

It is understood that plans are developing iu a vei-y

satisfactory way for F. C. Huyck factory at Arnprior.

Ont., where paper makers' felts and jackets will l>c

made in the near future. Canadian business in this

line is growing.

SAFETY SUGGESTIONS.
1. When approaching tracks look to the right and

left before crossing.

2. When entering a dark place to repair, inspect,

or oil machinery, turn on a light or take a lantern

with you.

3. Don't thrown boards on the ground with the nails

pointing upward. Such boards should always be

promptly removed and safely disposed of.

4. 5s^ever work on a log, raft or boat in front of the

dam when any gate is opened. Only those who have
been drawn into the swift and powerful current know
how dangerous this is and how easily and quickly a

serious accident can occur.

5. Be careful about piling pulp for storage and

especially when loading it on trucks. A serious acci-

dent occurred this summer when a truckload of pulp

fell on a workman, breaking one of his legs in two
places, because the pnlp did not contain the right kind

of "binders" and not enough of them.

6. When opening high pressure steam valves, do it

slowly to prevent a sudden strain or hammer on fit-

tings.

7. When starting machinery- always give a loud

alarm if the entire machine is not plainly visible to

you.

8. Don't fail to wear your goggles where needed.
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Australian Paper Making
Because of the importance of Australia as a market

for Canadian paper, the progress of attempts to make
pulp from their own forests is of interest to Cana-

dian producers. The following article from "The
Times Trade Supplement" is a good review of what
has been accomplished, and what is likely to be the

lines of future progress.

Practically the whole of the paper used in Austra-

lia at present is imported, and a considerable num-
ber of investigations and inquiries have been made
Mnth a view to finding some suitable raw material in

Australia from which paper can be manufactured in

large quantities. The importance of this matter and
the possibilities of establishing the industry in Aus-
tralia can be gauged by the fact that the annual im-

ports of paper into Australia are valued at no less

than £1,800,000.

The whole question has received the attention of

the Commonwealth Institute of Science and Indus-

try, which has issued a bulletin written by Mr. Gerald
Lightfoot, summarising all the available information

on the suitability of Australian raw materials for

pulping purposes, and giving the results of some in-

vestigations of much interest and importance which
have been carried out by the Institute.

The question is of special importance at the pres-

ent time in view of the fact that during recent years

there has been a serious shortage throughout the

world in the supplies of raw material for paper mak-
ing. The devastation of forest areas for wood-pulp
has become so serious that in various countries sys-

tematic planting of suitable trees has been uiulertak-

en. Relief from this .source, however, cannot be ex-

pected for 40 or 50 years, when wood-pulp species

])lnnte(l now will be ready for harvesting. When Aus-

tralia looks ahead it will see a large increase in popu-
lation, and a shortage of paper-making materials in

other parts of the world from which it now draws its

supplies.

The only thorough investigation into the suitabil-

ity of Australian timbers for pulping purposes of

which the results have so far been completed and
published is that made by Mr. II. E. Surface, consult-

ing engineer at the U. S. America Forest Products
Laboratory, for the Government of Tasmania, in 1915.

The . investigation was limited to four species, viz..

myrtle (or beech), swamp gum, blue-gum, and stringy-

bark. Mr. Surface concluded that the utilisation of

these trees for pulping purposes in Tasmania is not

a feasible business proposition. He has, however, in

formed the Institute of Science and Industry that he

considers that there is quite a possibilit.v of building
u)i the wood-pulp industry in Australia through the

use of native woods other than those reported on
by him, and he urges that a thorough survey be made
of Australia's paper-making resources. If suitable

native woods are not forthcoming, he considers that

attention should be given to the question of planting

suitable trees.

Roth the New South Wales and Victoria Govern-
ments have sent samples of native trees to paper
mills abroad for tests as to their pulping qualities.

Mountain gum was sent from New South Wales to

Canada, but the results of the test are not yet avail-

able. Samples of both mountain a.sh- and silver-top

were sent from Victoria to Norwav. but thev were

tested ouly for mechanical-pulp, for which purpose
they were found unsuitable.

Results are given in the "Bulletin" of some very
interesting experiments carried out in France on the

pulping qualities of young Australian eucalyptus,
some of which give excellent results In the manu-
facture of paper-pulp.

If the reports received are confirmed, the cultiva-

tion of pure forests of certain species of eucalyptus
for pulping purposes may prove to be practicable

eommerciall}^ while there may already be in exist-

ence forests of immature trees which could be used
coramerciall.v for paper-pulp.

Pulping of Karri Trees.

Results of much interest and value have been ob-

tained from experiments which are being carried out

by Mr. L. H. Boas. Technical School. Perth. W.A., on
the pulping qualities of karri trees. The experiments
show that the yield of pulp is satisfactory, the best

results being obtained from trees about eight .vears

old. It is not improbable that even mature karri can

be used to make a satisfactory paper, and this may
offer a partial solution of the problem of utilising

the enormous quantities of waste karri at the saw-
mills in Western Australia.

Reports received from experts regarding the pos-

sibility of cultivating spruce as a crop in Australia
indicate that that tree does not grow rapidly under
Australian conditions. It is possible, however, that

spruce might be profitably grown for pulping in the

mountainous parts of Victoria and Tasmania. The
Victoria Forests Department intends to plant experi-

mental trees on the high plains.

Tests on the pulping qualities of a number of Aus-
tralian grasses, rushes, sedges, and other plants have
been carried out for the Institute of Science and In-

dustry through the kindness of the Australian Paper
Mills Co., Ltd., Melbourne, by the company's chemist,

Mr. A. E. Clarke. The following were found to be
unsuitable for paper-making: Button bog rush, awned
saw sedge, Queensland hemp, saltbush, spinifex grass,

and the inner parts of the stems of the zamia palm.
Blady grass, or lalang, which is ove of the com-

monest grasses in Northern Australia, and which also

occurs in Papua, Java, and the Malay Archipelago, is

favorably reported on, and is being used for pulping
purposes on a small scale at Cairns. Queensland.
Marram grass, which has been planted on about

5.700 acres of coastal land in Australia, chiefly at

Fort Fairy, Victoria, has also been reported on fa-

vorably by British authorities. The Australian Pa-
per Mills Co. has, however, found that the grass
suffers from various disadvantages. It is doubtful
whether, under Australian conditions, the harvesting
of the grass could be effected sufficiently cheaply to

enable it to be used profitably for pulping purposes.
Prickly pear has been investigated for its pulping

qualities by authorities both in England and Austra-
lia. The results show clearly that this material can-

not be profitably converted into paper-pulp.

The information given in the Bulletin is of much
interest and value, and affords an illustration of the
valuable work which the Institute of Science and In-

dustry will be able to carry out for the development
of Australian industries, when it is pro voided with la-

boratories of its own and thus enabled to carry out
the .s.vstematic and comprehensive experiments which
are necessary before many of these important prob-
lems can be solved.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
Among the interesting papers read during the busi-

ness sessions of the Teehuioal Association at Buffalo,

that of Dr. Acree on ''The Destruction of Wood a-id

Pulp in Storage by Fungi and Bacteria," was m; le

the subject for a discussion that led to the introduc-

tion and adoption of a resolution urging upon Congress
the need for passing legislation that will devise and
put into application methods of control. According
to Dr. Acree who bases his estimates upon replies to a

questionnaire sent to a list of pulp manufacturers,
between 5 and 10 per cent, of wood is destroyed in

storage as a result of fungi and bacteria, and between
10 and 20 per cent, on an average and sometimes as

high as 50 per cent, loss in strength of the pulp results

from this growth. Paper manufacturers in the United

States lose between $5,000,000 and $10,000,000 an-

nually from this source, said Dr. Acree. If this con-

dition could be done away with, and 95 per cent, of it

might be avoided, paper manufacturers would then be

able to make pulp with less wood, less bleach and in ad-

dition store pulp indefinitely and sell the excess power
they would have, thus adding further and materially

to their profits. Prof. Ralph H. McKee told of the

results of experiments carried on at the plant of the

Hammermill Paper Company at Erie, Pa., which led

him to discover a means whereby a gallon of alcohol

may be recovered from every 100 gallons of sulphite

waste. The biisiness of the meeting was concluded

after it had been decided to hold the fall meeting of

the association in Chicago. 111., during the same week
in September in which the American Chemical Society

will hold its semi-annual gathering.

In deciding the ease brought by the Michigan Paper
Mills Traffic Association against the New York Cen-

tral and other railroads seeking removal of alleged

discrimination, the Interstate Commerce Commission
has declared that rates on paper throughout the trunk
line territory must be reversed to make them conform
to a definite and uniform basis. Defendants were al-

lowed forty-five days to propose a revised schedule

that will eliminate the inequalities disclosed by the

evidence. ''It is definitely established," the commis-
sion said, "that many of the rates on paper in the

East have been made by the carriers largely for the

purpose of permitting mills on their lines to compete
in certain markets with other mills more favorably

located.

U. S. PULP AND PAPER MAKERS PROMISE
EMPLOYMENT.

The American Pulp and Paper Association has noti-

fied the War Department that it pledges itself, for all

its members, to take back every employee who left

the industry to enter the Military or Naval service of

the United States.

The Association has appointed a special committee
of five, whose business it is to see to it that this pledge
is carried out. Pressure will be brought by other
members of the Association on any of their number
who prove recalcitrant. In addition, the committee
has requested the War Department to give it the

names and addresses of any soldiers and sailors wlio
entered the service from the paper industry and whn
have been unable to find employment.
Commenting on this action. Colonel Arthur Wooils.

assistant to the Secretary of War. and charged witli

dealing with the employment situation, has issued the
following statement

:

"Many big business organizations have taken the

same action as that taken by the American Pulp and
Paper Association. If every industry in the country
would do the same, our work would be greatly sim-

plified. If every employer in the country will just

pledge himself to take back all of his employees who
went into the service there will be very little unem-
ployment among discharged soldiers and sailors."

U. S. IMPORTS OF PAPER STOCK.
Imports of paper making rags during April. 1919.

amounted to 760.204 pounds valued at $li'>.0r)6. an in-

crease in quantity of 144 per cent, compared with
:U1.096 pounds valued at $10,893 for the same month
in 1918. The arrivals for the ten months eiuling April.

1919, equaled 3.029,553 pounds valued at $158,858. a

decrease in bulk of 85 per cent, compared with 19.-

709,478 pounds vahied at $471,926 for the correspond-

ing period ending April. 1917. and a decrease of 93

per cent, compared with 40,871.795 pounds valued at

$1,019,292 for the corresponding period ending April,

1916.

FOREST SURVEY BY AEROPLANE.
New York, July 7.—An airplane expedition to as-

certain the value of the woodpulp resources of Labra-

dor sailed from New York to-night for Nova Scotia.

The party of 40 is headed by Captain Daniel Owens,

who served two years with the British Air Forces. It

is planned to take aerial photographs of all the large

forests, and from these calculate the value of the

woodpulp. Four airplanes are to be used in the under-

taking. By this method it will take about six weeks
what would ordinarily require n or 6 years.

BRITISH COLUMBIA MARKET.
One of the large wliolesale paper dealers in Van-

couver states that .just as soon as strike conditions in

the west get down to a settled condition that there

will be a very fine business in all lines of paper in

British Columbia. This does not apply to any one

line, but to all lines.

Kraft paper will be in demand now for fall deliv-

ery to the large frozen fish packing firms.

Vancouver should be a large shipper for trans-Pa-

cific trade. This port is the logical port for Cana-

dian shippers to the Antipodes, and the Oriental mar-

ket.

Remember, however, before going after this line

of business that every precaution should be taken to

find out just what the requirements of this trade

are, and also how these shipments should be packed.

This last is most important to all shippers to the for-

eign market, and cannot be too strongly impressed on
those going after this class of trade.
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Technical Section

PROGRESS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
WORK.

At the meeting' of the Technical Association of the

Pulp and Paper Industry, held in Buffalo last month,

the joint effort of that Association and the Techni-

cal Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion to produce a suitable textbixjk on pulp and pa-

per manufacture received considerable attention.

R. S. Kellogfi:, secretary of the Joint Executive Com-
mittee, reviewed the progress tiiat has been made in

collecting from the American mills. He explained

that the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association at the

last annual meeting had voted $5,000 this year, and
would do the same next year, assessing each mill on

a pro-rata basis. The American mills are not so

closely organized, and must be canvassed individual-

ly. Local mill associations have interested them-
selves in the matter and half of the .'|>20,000 expecteil

of the American mills has been raised already, on

the two years spread basis. There seems no doubt
about easily raising the $30,000 estimated as the ex-

pense of preparing the nianuscrijit for the work.

What the Books Will Contain.

J. N. Stephenson, who has been engaged by the

Committee to act as editor of the work, gave an out-

line of the scope of the textbooks. He said:

The first joint meeting of the two committees on

vocational education, representing Canada and the

United States, met in this city last Septemiier. The
joint executive committee was formed to proceed
with the preparation of a set of textbooks which would
represent modern practice on the American continent
and to further proceed with arrangements for the

publication and distribution of these books. It was
decided that the books should include instruction in

what we might call the prerequisites of arithmetic,

elementary chemistry, physics, mechanics, hydraulics
and electricity. I may say that the authorship of all

of those preliminary papers is provided for; some of

them—two of them—are practically finished, and an-

other is one-third comjileted. That will form the first

volume. I may say that the total will be four vol-

umes, including altogether about 2,000 pages.

The second volume will take up the manufacture
of pulps and be divided into eight sections. The au-

thorship for most of those is also provided for and
work is going forward on a number of them. The
third volume will liegin with the lu-eparation of fibers

in the paper mill, other than woodpulp, and carry that

through the operation of the paper machine. A num-
ber of those sections are also provided for and work
on some of them has also been carried forward to a

considerable extent.

The fourth volume will carry the manufacture from
the paper machine. The finishing portions will in-

clude tub-sized papers and any i^articular kinks in

our most important specialties. It will also include

the testing of paper, laboratory equipment and a sec-

tion of general mill equipment, such as pumps, steam
apparatus, recording and other instruments, regula-

tors, mill repairs and things of that kind, power trans-

mission and so on; and a chaijtcr on tra(le customs.

including a sub-chapter on mill organizations, show-
ing the functions of the different departments; so
that a man in one branch of the work would realize
the dependence on his good work of the results in

some other department ; and finally there will l)e an
appendix, including a dictionary of papers, with their
peculiarities and uses, and some general information
and some usual—and perhaps unusual—tables.

At the present time we may confidently look for-

ward to the completion of the manuscript for at least
half of this work by October 1, and the rest of it will
come along as the convenience of some of our very
busy men, who have consented to give cneir time to
the preparation of the work, permits them to do so.

The matter of issuing the textbook is another pro-
position aiul depends not only on ourselves, as far as
our ability to i)rovide the manuscript goes, but also
on the desires and practice of the publishers, in re-

gard to what they consider and know to be the best
practice; and that, I believe, will be treated carefully
by the chairman of your committee.

I may say that our plan in connection with this
work is to have the manuscript prepared and submit-
ted in duplicate form, a number of copies of each
paper being submitted and distributed among a few
of the men who are easy to get at and who have a
reputation for promptness, to look them over and
make corrections where they see errors have crept in,

to make suggestions where omissions have been made,
and to bring the work, in that way, up to the present
day; and to include any little kinks that a particular
individual may be aware of. that the author may
never have heard of. We trust that whenever any of
you are called upon to review any of this work, that
you will do so with goodwill. We also trust that any
of you who are familiar with any particular phase of
work that may be carried on in your mills, or any
particular procedure that may not be generally
known, but may be beneficial, will submit informa-
tion on that to the editor, who will be glad to com-
municate it to the author of the section to which it

applies.

PROPOSED PLAN FOR FUTURE PROGRESS.
If the textbooks are to be of real value they must

be studied by the men and bovs in the pulp and
paper mills, offices and warehouses. George Car-
ruthers. Chairman of the Joint Educational Commit-
tee of the Vocatioiuil Educational Cummittees of the
Pulp and Paper Industry has given a lot of deep
thought to this matter of distributing the books, and
inspiring a desire to study. He was called on by
President Hatch and gav£ an interesting account of
the progress of committee work. He said that the
prospect of soon having a thoroughly practical .set of
textbooks was good. He outlined a plan which had
been proposed of gettuig young papermakers inter-
ested in the course, saying:
We all know that once these books are in the hands

of a young papermaker, the tendency is for him to
look at the books in a superficial sort of way, put
them up on the shelf and say: "That is a mightv good
course and I am going to read it sometime."
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Now, it has beeu proposeil that we appoint an edu-

cational director. This educational director will have

a stenographer assistant, preferably a woman who

has had a collefre traininjr. that would make her coni-

peteut to correct preliminary papers. The j)apers from

the various students will be sent to this clearinjr sta-

tion. They will be corrected and returned to the stu-

dent, when a certificate of progress would tie given

to him.

After we come to lectures on beating, the papers

will be sent to the educational director on beating

and be marked by him and returned to the student.

Now, the advantage of that system is, that we
would not have to carry an expensive staff. It has

been estimated tliat there may be about forty pa-

pers in this course, and the selling and instruction

would cost about $1 a paper: that is, to give the pro-

per kind of instruction, the correction and instruction

which would be in keeping with the dignity of the in-

dustry. In order to reduce the expense of collection

it is proposed to have the student sign an order on

his firm. The firm would deduct so much a month
—it is thought desiral)le to divide it up—and for

ward it to the educational director, who. in turn,

would pass out a certain amount of money to the man
who corrects the papers. There are men in the indus-

try who would be glad to correct those paj^ers for,

say, twentj'-five cents a paper—a nominal amount

—

but I mention this to show that in getting out these

textbooks we must have a follow-up .system : and it

will be the duty of the educational director to send

out inspirational letters to the men wlio are not mak-
ing good progress. If a man grows indifferent, v:-;

shall perhaps send him a letter and tell him that we
expect to have another paper for him in ten days:

that we are greatly interested in his progress and will

be glad to assist him if he desires us to do so.

The consideration of this phase of the problem
brings the Education Committee of the Technical

Section back to their first line of work, the encour-

agement of facilities for mill men to study their own
business. This matter may be brougiit up at the

summer meeting of the Section the last of this month.

NEW MEMBERS.
Prospects for a future supply of Canadian tech-

nical men are improving since the Technical Section

established a connecting link between the school and
the mill. Another group of young men who are a-et-

ting practical experience this summer have been elect-

ed to student membership in the Technical Section.

May they all increase hi wisdom and enthusiasm and
in satisfaction at havinsr chosen to link un vith the

Pulp and Paper Industry—if they are of the stuff

that stiesk and makes good. The following are the

newest members: W. G. ^losher. D G. Macken-'if and
r. H. 0. Crowe, all at Dryden Pulp and Paper Co..

Drvden, Ont.
George William Charters, of the Laurentide Co.,

Grand 'Mere. P.Q.. is the latest addition to member-
ship in the Technical Section. A hearty welcome to

him. .—
TECHNICAL SECTION TRIP $26 75 NOT $28 75
An unfortunate error occurred in printins the ren'\'

cards regarding the intention of meinbers to take ni

the Slimmer meeting at Keno^'aini. The price of th°
round trip from Montreal is $26.7.t as announced last

week in this magazine and not $28.75 as printed on
the cards.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-3. Bagasse for papermaking. -1. 11. Wallace. Pa-

l)cr Mill. 42, No. 24, page 54 u 11)19).—Satisfactory

printing jiapers can be made, but the difficulties in

the way of successful commercial operation are that

bagasse is jn-oduced tluring only part of the year,

and deteriorjites rapidly on storage, and that it fur-

nishes an important jiart of the fuel used in sugar

mills.— H. C.

A-6. Analysis of coal. Pulp and Paper Magazine,

17, No. L'l. 1.. 4s:i, (191!)i. No. 22, p. 508 (UnO).—The
standard nu'tliods of the technical section of the C.

P. & P. A. arc given.—R. C.

K-7. The Griley-Unkle Pulp Extracior. Pulp & Pa-

per .Magazine. 17, No. 25, p. 596 (1919). A series of

114 inch holes is bored in front of the hood of the

roll of the broke beater in such a position that the

finished stock is forced through and the rest held back.

—K.C.

CHEMICAL LABORATORY AT SHAWINIGAN
FALLS.

A well-equipped scientific workshop, where the

chief chemist of the Belgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper

Co. and his assistants keep proper track of the qual-

ity of raw materials and control of manufacturing
processes. It is work of this kind that Avill keep
Canadian products at the head of the list.

PULPING EXTRACTED YELLOW PINE CHIPS.
At the present time large quantities of extracted

yellow pine chips are produced in the distillation of

turpentine and the solvent extraction of pine oil and
rosin. These chips are utilized for fuel at the extrac-

tion plant and any excess over fuel requirements is a

complete waste.

That such chips can be made into a fair grade of

pulp which is suitable for making kraft paper or con-

tainer board has been demonstrated by recent experi-

ments at the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison,
Wisconsin.
Only the largest size of chips should be used in order

to avoid dust, shives, and small chips which consume
chemicals and yield only a small percentage of pulp.

The wood should be chipped at the extraction plant

into the largest sized pieces compatible with proper
extraction. Proper screening of the extracted chips

before pulping will be a decided help. It is also im-

portant not to tender or burn the chips in the pre-

liminary steam distillation process.—U. S. Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratories "Technical Notes."
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A^l^H
Elihu Stewart, of Toronto, vice-president of the

SiH-uee Falls Pulp and Paper Co., who intend erecting

a hundred and fifty ton newsprint mill at Kapuskas-
iug, Ont., left last week for British Columbia on a

business trip in connection with the Canada Timber
and Lands Co., of which he is managing director. He
will visit a number of pulp and paper plants on the

coast.

S. P. Duncan, of Toronto, secretary-treasurer of the

Provincial Paper Mills Co., spent the past week on a

business trip to Port Arthur, and reports that the

Port Arthur Pulp and Paper Co. are very busy at the

present time and everything in connection with the
plant is running smoothly.

F. A. Ritchie, of Ritchie and Ramsay, coated paper
manufacturers, Toronto, who has been spending a few
days with his wife and family at Kenuebunk Beach,
]\Iaine, has returned home.

S. A. Mundy, of Bradford, Pa., President of the

Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Co., spent a few days in

Toronto last week in connection, with the affairs of

the company. It is understood that members of the

staff of George F. Hardy, of New York, who has the

plans in hand for the new pulp and paper mills at

Kapuskasing, are making a survey of the Kapuskasing
river from Spruce Falls to Chapleau, Ont., a distance of

one hundred and fifty miles, with the view to erecting

a larger concrete dam at the mill site than was origin-

ally intended. The dam will be big enough to furnish

the necessary power for a plant of 250 tons cajiacity

instead of 150 tons as at first contemplated, and thus

the company will be in a position to take care of future

additions.

Henry A. Donahue, sales manager of the gununed
paper department of the Ideal Coated Paper Co.,

Brookfield, IMass., spent a few days in Toronto last

week on business.

W. H. Sheriff, of the Hodge-Sheriff Paper Co., Tor-

onto, spent the past week in Montreal, where he met

Mrs. Sherriff, who has come over from England to

take up her residence in Toronto.

George E. Challes, of Toronto, sales manager of the

Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., who some time ago sold

his house on Rusholme Road, Toronto, has purchased

an attractive new residence at 14 Wellwood Ave.,

Cherry Gardens, Toronto, and has moved into his new
abode.

Charles V. Syrett, managing director of the Victoria

Paper and Twine Co., Toronto, accompanied by Mrs.

Syrett, sailed this week from Montreal, on the "Minne-

dosa" and will spend a couple of months in the Old

Country on business and pleasure. During his absence

his duties will be looked after by L. E. Charles, sales

manager of the Victoria Paper and Twine Co.

Major J. T. Stirrett, former editor of "Industrial

Canada," Toronto, who went overseas in January,

1916, and was on active service, has since his return

a few months ago, been appointed general secretary of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association. At the re-

cent annual meeting of the C. M. A. in Toronto, "W. A.

Craick, who was acting editor of "Industrial Can-
ada" during the absence of Major Stirrett, was ap-
pointed editor of that publication and will shortly
assume full charge. Mr. Craick has for a number of
years been connected with the "Financial Post," of

Toronto.

W. P. Bennett, President of the Rudd Paper Box
Co., Toronto, who was elected President of the Can-
adian Paper Box Manufacturers' Association at the
recent annual meeting in Montreal, has returned to

Toronto after spending a pleasant holiday in the
New England states. He is receiving the congratula-
tions of many friends in the trade on his elevation to

the position of presiding officer.

The many friends of W. N. Hurlbut, formerly of Tor-
onto and now assistant to George H. Mead, President
of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Dayton,
Ohio, will congratulate him on his election as a direc-

tor of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills, of Vancouver.
Mr. Hurlbut 's advancement in the pulp and paper
world has been rapid and well deserved. j.

Dr. B. E. Fernow, Dean of the Faculty of Forestry, ^y
Toronto University, who has just retired from that

position, has been connected with Toronto University
for the past twelve years and was relieved of duty at

his own request, owing to the fact that for some tima

his health has not been of the best. Dr. Fernow will

return to the United States and as soon as his health

improves will continue his work in authorship. He
is the author of a number of notable productions deal-

ing with forestry and kindred subjects. So far as

Canada is concerned he prides himself on the work
which he has promoted in the Commission of Con-

servation and on the success of the graduates in the

Faculty of Forestry.

Lieut.-Col. John A. Cooper, commanding officer of

the 198th (Buffs) Battalion, who has spent several

years overseas, has returned to Toronto. Previous to

entering the army. Col. Cooper was editor of the Can-

adian Courier, Toronto, and for some years was secre-

tary of the Canadian Press Association, of which
organization he is also a past president.

A charter has been granted to the Niagara Wall
Paper Co., Limited, with headquarters at Niagara

Falls, Out., with a capital stock of $40,000. The pro-

visional directors are T. M. Updegraff, B. D. Fuller,

and A. W. Gray.
Among those, whose names are prominently men-

tioned as Chairman of the 'new Court of Commerce, to

be created by legislation for the curbing of rapacious

traders, is R. A. Pringle, K.C., paper controller and at

the present time government counsel on the Cost of

Living Committee of House of Commons.

The "Rideau Record" and the "News," of Smith's

Falls, Ont., have been amalgamated and will be issued <

semi-monthly as the "Record News. " G. F. McKim,
editor of the "Rideau Record," and Harry Sutton,

who has been connected with the paper for over thirty

years, are the proprietors of the new merger.

H. S. Laughlin, who has entered upon his new duties
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as chief forester for the J. B. Siuiwhall Co., Chatham,
X.B., has been aequaintinjr himself witli the differt iit

refrioiis of the company's limits and will carry out n

five per cent cruise of the ninety square miles of the

lioldin^s of the company on the Tahtisintac rivt r. Two
cniisin^ parties will be employed.

\i. H. MfCreath, assistant business nninatrer of th.>

Toronto Star, with which paper he has been identified

for the past thirteen years, has retired and will be

identified with a large .steel company, which he has

induced to locate in (Joderich.

The Rollaud Paper I'o., Limited, of Montreal, have

issued a neat leaflet, entitled "'Facts concerning Can-

ada's Production of Paper. '" The company .state the

first mill to make finished high grade bond and writ-

ing papers was built by them in 18S2 at St. Jerome,

Que., on the Xorth river and that the mill was

equipped to produce a loft-dried and tub-sized paper

of the highest order and immediately specialized in all

rag paper which was water-marked. In 1^<S^) this paper

captured the gold medal at Antwerp, in 1S9'S the gold

medal at Chicago, and in 1900 the Grand Prix at Paris.

In 1912 the Northern Mills Co.. of Mont Holland. Que.,

were taken over by the RoUand Paper Co., which en-

abled the company to increase production and make

a complete line of bond and writing papers. The

firm's announcement makes a strong plea for the

use of Canadian-made papers.

Carl Riordon, of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co.,

Montreal, who has completed his work on the Royal

Commission on Industrial Relations, has gone to his

summer home at Cache Lake, Que., where he will spend

a holiday.

Martin Leverty. who for twenty-eight years was

a member of the staf fof the Canadian Bank of Com-

merce, being manager of the stationery department,

died this week, aged 56 years.

The firm of Booker and McKechnie, is carrying on

business as Sales Engineers at 28.") Beaver Hall Hill.

Montreal. Mr. McKechnie is a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Toronto. Faculty of Applied Science, 1909,

and an Associate Member of the Engineering Insti-

tute of Canada. Among the lines represented by

Booker & McKechnie that are of interest to the Pulp

and Paper Industry are the products of the United

States Gypsum Company—Pyrobar Roof Tiles. Pyro-

bar is particularly adapted to the roofing of paper

mills, since owing to the splendid insulating qualities

of the gypsum, this style of roof reduces condensation

and sweating to a minimum. The pyrobar. because of

its low conductivity maintains a temperature at the

underside of the roof, the same as the average tem-

perature in the room. This feature will no doubt be

much appreciated by mill owners.

NEW POSITION FOR H. R. MacMILLAN.
H. R. MacMillan, who was in the aeronautical .sup-

plies department of the Imperial Munitions Board
during the war, and is widely known in forestry cir-

cles, has been appointed representative of the British

Timber Buyer in Western Canada, with offices in

Vancouver, B.C. He was recently on a trip to New
York, Philadelphia, Montreal and Ottawa looking in-

to shipping and other conditions. Mr. Macilillan was
formerly chief forester for British Columbia.

ALBERTA FORESTS BURNING UP.
Calgary. July S.—The big forest fire ajiproaching

Calgary down the Elbow river on the West, was about
two miles from the western edge of the Sarcec Reserve
Moiulay. and the services of all men on the reserve
were commandeered, but so far they have been unable
to Imlt the steady progress of the flames.

The Sheep Creek di.strict, where tremendous dam-
age has been done to timber by the big fire raging
there for weeks, also experienced another bad day on
Monday. The flames jumped across the Lynx Creek
several times, but in each instance the fire fighters

were able to hold them. This fire is now moving down
the Xorth Fork of Sheep Creek.

Xo late reports have been received from the big

fire west of Morley, which jumped the Ghost river on
Sunday. The last reports were that this fire was
spreading badly.

The big fire in the Porcupine hills which was started
i)y lightning has now been under control for about
ten days. It is estimated that between fifteen and
eighteen million feet of timber were destroyed in this

one fire alone.

The big fire on the Clearwater river between tli?

Red Deer and Saskatchewan rivers, yesterday jumped
the Clearwater river, aiui is now eating into the north
part of the Bow river reserve.

Situation is Serious in Ontario.

Cobalt, Ont.. July 8.—After a few days respite from
bush fires, following the rain of last Friday, smoki'

clouds are beginning to fill the Xorthern Ontario
sky again. On the Elk Lake branch of the T. and N.

O. where the rainfall was very light, the situation is

still serious and reports from Earlton tell of continual

fights to save settlers' farms from fire. One man
had his roothouse, three feet underground destroyed.

but so far as is known here no buildings have yet

been burned although the fire crept as close as 20

feet in some instances.

It is declared the bush from the main line of the

railway east of Elk Lake is burning, and advices from
north of Englehart say smoke clouds are visible at

different places.

The two fires behind Haileybury are again flariuir

up. but no damage is reported yet. Rain is urgently
needed, but the weather this evening did not point in

that direction.

A lot of Birnam Wood outdid Shakespeare, and
went clear to France.

PRICE BROS. ERECTING NEW UNIT.
Judgment has been delivered in the case of Price

Bros. & Co.. of Quebec, against whom information was
laid sometime ago for operating one of their paper
plants at Kenogami on Sunday. The Court of Ap-
peal rendered judgment against the company on th"

question of Sunday labor on June 27th. and Price

Bros, are now considering the advisability of carry-

ing the matter to a higher tribunal.

The installation of a further unit at the company's
paper mill at Kenogami is proceeding satisfactorilv

and it is expected that it will be in operation abour

December. The high scale of wages prevailing and th''

excessive cost of all camp material is bound, in ^h-^

opinion of Price Bros., to rai.se the price of wood.

The company are building a new and thoroughly up
to date saw mill at ilatane. Que., which will be ready

for next season's cut.

Go to Kenogami, July 28.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, July 7, 1919.—Market conditions general-

ly continue good, and all the mills are well employed.

The number of inquiries from abroad is coming in

steadily, but one cloud on the horizon is the announce-

ment that the British Ministry of Shipping has de-

cided to take 70 per cent of cargo space next month,

leaving only 30 per cnt for eommercal purposes. It

was thought that the release of vessels, now used as

transports for Canadian troops, woud materially im-

prove the situation, and that space, which has been

commandeered by the fTOvernment, would in a few
days be partly released, but it appears that such is not

to be the case. The Canadian Pulp and Paper Asso-

ciation are u.s'ing all their influence and power to se-

cure more adequate accommodation for shipping, but
progress so far has not been very encouraging.

The price on coated papers of all kinds has been

advanced in the east by half a cent, and it is ex-

pected that the Ontario mills will follow suit in a few
days. The aseeiision is caused l>v the increase in the

price for raw stock, and naturally the coating plants

must get more for the finished product. The coated

paper business is keeping up well, and one company
is considerng erecting an extension to its plant and
installing two double coaters. Paper box makers are

all busy, and so are board mills and prices on the other

side of the line hjve been withdrawn, but the Cana-
dian quotations continue the same as they have been
for the past few weeks, although liable to change, it

is said in an upward direction, at any moment.

Owing to the advance of ten to fifteen dollars a ton

on bleached sulphite, it is expected that, in the near
future, there will be m raise on all grades of paper in-

to the manufacture of which blpach<>d sulphite enters.

Unbleached, it is rumored, is also due for an increase

at no distant date. The revival of the paner business

on the other side of the line, where nearlv all mills

are from six weeks to two months behind in their or-

ders, is causing a better demand for puln. and the mar-
ket is getting more active all the while. Bleached

sulphite is now quoted at the mill from $110 to $115,

easy bleaching at $85 to $87.50, and news sulphite at

$65 to $70.

It seems that one factor after another is affecting

the wholesale paper business in Toronto. During the

past twelve days it was the strike of the street car

men, and this week it is the action of the teamsters.,

The strike means that no shipments of freight can be

delivered to the local railway sheds nor can the in-

coming freight be delivered from the sheds to the con-

signee. The men are demanding a recognition of the

union, a 44 hour week, and the following wage scale

:

Single teamsters, $25 ; double teamsters, $26 ; and mo-
tor truck drivers $27 per week.

Another bolt from the blue has been the action of

parliament in extending the powers and jurisdiction

of the Paper Controller after the signing of the Peace
Treaty, and also extending the authority of the Pa-

per Tribunal. Canada is the second largest pulp and
paper producing country in the world, but if the ar-

bitrary course and meddlesome policy of the authori-

ties at Ottawa are to be continued ad infinitum, there

will be no expansion or development of the industry.

The debate aroused much interest in the Commons,
and, in projecting jurisdiction after the declaration

of peace, it appears as if the government must be hav-

ing an eye to an election in the future, and wants
the press to be favorable to the Unionist cause. The
long drawn out proceedings, if they were not so inimi-

cal to the interest of the manufacturers, would savor
of farce comedy and the question is asked when all

this balderdash regarding the impecunious publishers

is going to end. For nearly three years now super-

vision has held sway, and the manufacturers think

that it is high time the law of supply and demand
was reverted to. Big propositions are being held up,
and there are many Canadians out of employment who
could find work in erecting new mills and in supply
houses, but no progressive steps will be taken by the
large companies until the industry is freed from the
incubus of government control. Speaking of the sit-

uation, a leading manufacturer remarked this week:

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones
fo^/^ murray hill. NEW YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-
bleached. We are

always in the mar-
ket.
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ll used to be said that the railways and the manu- tors. A number of paper mills have accepted this

lacturers owned the •rovermnent, and had all unfavor- unique offer, for which no charjjfe is made for the ser-

able legislation throttled or manipulated in their in- vice.

terest. How times have changed! Who control and Pulp Prices,

operate the authorities to-day at Ottaw^a? There is F.O.B. Mill.

only one answer, and that is the farmers and the press. Groundwood pulp $28.00 to .$30.00

both of which bodies can get nearly anything they Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to $70.00

ask for. To say, as has the Minister of Finance, that Sulphite, easy bleaching $85.00 to .$87.50

if the government had not taken action many pub- Sulphite bleached $105.00 to $115.00

lishers would have been put out of business by reason Sulphate $80.00 to $85.00

of the high price of newsprint is an insult to the in-

telligence of those who have given the problem any NEW YORK MARKETS.
serious thought." ^'c'«" Vork. July ,).—Increasing strciifrth in prices

The continued interference with the newsprint in- and a steady expansion of activity have been the out-

du.stry by the Federal Government comes at a par- standing characteristics of the paper market this

ticularly inopportune time, just when export is loom- week. Consumers and jobbers in all parts of the

ing up auspiciously, and signs are multiplying on all country have been active buyers, and the movement

sides that labor, transportation and other troubles of supplies out of producing centres has undergone

will soon be over, and the world markets open to the further growth until now there is by far a larger

Dominion. The mills will have to get more for their business being done in practically every grade of

product in the near future as wages are constantly paper than at any time since the signing of the ar-

going up. the price of pulp ascending and the cost of mistice. With the coming of peace and the regain-

living aviating all the while. One M.P. charged that iug of confidence in the stability of prices, coupled

the paper manufacturers of Canada had been com- with the expansioji of requirements as a result of in-

pelled to supply newsprint to publishers at less than crea.sed activity in other lines of commerce, buyers

cost, and he alleged that the press of the Dominion of paper are operating in th > market with more free-

had been profiting with the money of the Canadian dom and are showing little reluctance in meeting the

newsprint producers. prices asked.

The various pulp and paper companies have been One of the main sources of increased activity is

notified by the Canadian War Board that from now the growth in demand from exporters of paper,

on the car situation will become more acute, and the Freight conditions are at last becoming imtanglcd,

shortage will reach the extreme point about the mid- shipping rates are dropping and foreitrn consumers

die of next fall. It is pointed out that any situation are coming into the market for larsrer amounts of na-

alonc these lines which may come about, will be arae- per, so that export firms are effectinir more sales

liorated if all concerns will continue the policy of than they possibly ever have before. New markets in

placing the maximum load in each ear. In regard to South America and elsewhere are being repeatedly

the export situation the outlook is slowly improvuig. opened up. and signs are not wanting that a goodly

and more pulp is going overseas than for some time. nercentage of the business now being secured is go-

As soon as Mr. Dawe of the Canadian Pulp and Pa- ing to be retained even after Euronean manufactur-

per Association, reaches England, he will have an op- ers are in a position to be more of a factor in the

portunity to size up matters, and will send interest- trade. Paper mills in the United States are devoting

ing reports from time to time on general conditions a great deal more attention to foreign business than

and market arrangements as they appear to him on they ever deigned tn in the past. Representatives

the other side of the water. have been sent abroad to study market conditions in

Although the United States has reverted to two the various countries that buy from America, and

cent postage on general letters, and one cent on drop efforts are being furthered in various directions to

letters, there is not much hope of Canada doing the build up an export tradp that will be lasting,

same, according to an announcement made in the Newsprint is moving into con.sumin? channels in a

Commons last Aveek by Premier Borden. He stated steady wav, and in sroo'l volume. Publishers are re-

that the matter was entirely a question of taxation, neatedly finding it necessary to come into the mar-
which would have to be taken up in connection with ket for supplies to aucment their contract deliver-

the budget, which is interpreted to mean that there ies. so that the demand for spot .shipments is quite

will be no reduction until the next session of the active. Prices are .stronar. and the lack of usual sur-

House. plus stocks seems sufficient to keep quotations at

Reports received from the Ea.stern States intimate least at present levels for some time to come.
iiat there has been a decided falling off in the rain- The market for book paners is exceedingl.v firm,

tall, and the indications that the water in the Black Most mills, and especially those making coated book
River district will soon be very low. This may mean papers, are sold so far ahead that they are disinclined

hat a number of grinders will be unable to operate, to enter into further commitments, and orders are

lid will further tend to strengthen the market for consequently being refused. ^lanufacturers with
-Toundwood pulp, in which the demand of late has few or no exceptions are operating their machines
onsiderably improved, and quotations are somewhat at capacity, and are .shipping out their nroduction
.(.'her during the past few weeks than they have been. about as soon as it becomes available. Prices are
One enterprising firm, which is the maKer of fibre strong and tending higher.

id other roofings, have sent out notices to the trade Fine papers are moving in larsrer amounts and at

lat they will make an expert examination of any firm prices. The sharp increase in raw material
:oof at their own expense, and absolutelv without ob- costs has the expected influence on quotations on the
!'_'ation on the part of the inquirei". and this concern finished product, ai-d manufacturers are frequently

' even in the business of being roofing contrae- turnin;? down orders unless securing the advance in
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prices demanded. Many mills have withdrawn their

cheaper lines of bond and ledfrer papers, havinjr found

that they cannot profitably produce these {Trades.

This of course is resultinp: in more demand for the

higher-priced pi-ades. Tissues are firm and in jrood

demand. Wrapping papers are moving in increased

volume, and at stronger prices. Quotations on bag

papers have been sharply advanced, chiefly as a rea-

son of the increased cost of raw material.

Boards are in moderate demand, but activity in

this end of the market is still below a par with that

in the various grades of paper. Boxmakers are still

holding off to an extent in covering their fall re-

quirements, and the majority of mills arc looking for

business. Prices are maintained, however, and the

rising cost of paper stock seems aboul to be followed

with an advance in prices on boards.

GROUNDWOOD.—The market for mechanically

ground wood rules firm, and business of fair propor

tions has been done this week. Newsprint manufac-

turers are coming into the market off and on for

spot lots of pulp to augment their contract supplies,

while other buyers are operating in normal fashion,

absorbing comparatively large amounts of fibre.

Prices range between $27 and -tSQ per ton at the

grinding mill for No. 1 pulp of all-spruce variety,

with reports heard of occasional sales at as high as

$30.

CHEillCAL PULP — Demand from consuming

quarters of chemical pulp is fairly active, and prices

continue on the uptrend. Paper manufacturers are

still pursuing a policy of limiting their purchases to

tonnages directly needed, but the requirements of the

average mill are increasing to such an extent that it is

compelled to buy larger amounts of raw material.

Business in foreign pulp is steadily expanding. This

is partially due to the fact that demand for special

grades of finished paper is on the increase, while,

too, the ability to get Scandinavian pulp at .slightly

lower prices than hitherto has brought more consum-
ers in this country into the market as above. Pro-

ducers on the other side ask firm prices, but import-

ers, through a process of counter offers at recessions

from the figures named in cables, are managing to

effect purchases at lower prices. Foreign unbleach-

ed sulphite is being obtained at 4.25 to 4.75 cents a

pound landed here, while bleached sulphite is being
bought at 7.50 cents, easy bleaching sulphite at 5.00

to 5.25 cents, and Scandinavian kraft pulp at around
4.00 cents.

RAGS.—The rag market rules firm and active. De-

mand for roofing rags is clearly the prevailing fea-

ture, and the broad expansion of buying this week

has caused i)rices to advance sharply. It is understood

that felt paper mills have orders for large amounts

of their product for shipment to Europe, and this ac-

counts for the brisk call for rags suitable for this

jjurpose. No. 1 roofing rags are now selling at 3.00

cents a pound at the point of shipment, while No. 2

stock is fetching between 2.70 and 2.80 cents, with

dealers and packers experiencing difficulty in fill-

ing all the demaiul emanating from mill sources,

'i'hirds and blues are moving in a consistent manner,

and at firm quotations. Writing aiul blotting paper

manufacturers are eager buyers, and are meeting the

prices asked without reluctance. Repacked blues are

fuoted at around 4.25 cents a pound f.o.b.. New York,

with choice country packing selling up to 4.59 cents.

White rags are firm and in good call. Sto<d<ings are

(piotably higher at 3.75 to 4.00 c'.'uts, while cotton

batting, quilts and similar grades are being freely

absorbed at rising prices.

PAPER STOCK.—Business of comparatively broad

proportions has been transacted this week in waste

paper. Demand has centred largely on soft shav-

ings, books and magazines and kraft paper, but the

low grades, as used by box lioard plants, have also

been in good demand, and hive moved \ip a bit in

price. No. 1 soft white shavi'^gs have sold at 3.50

cents per pound f.o.b. New York, and dealers are

now hesitant in booking further orders at this basis

owing to the difficulty in inducing packers to sell at

the prices previously ruling. Heavy flat stock of No.
1 quality has sold freely at 1.80 to 1.90 cents New
York, while No. 1 kraft has easily commanded
around 2.40 cents a. pound. Folded newspapers are

now quoted at arrange of 65 to 70 cents per 100 lbs.

f.o.b. New York, and No. 1 mixed paper at 50 to 55
cents. The strike of collectors and sorters in New
York has materially reduced the available supply of

old paper and has necessitated buyers seeking a

greater amount of material in other cities. The reduc-

tion in output has naturally had a strengthening ef-

fect on values as well.

ROPE AND BAGGING.—Quotations on old Man-
ila rope have again advanced and buyers seeking
stock this week have found very little to be had at

less than 5.50 cents a pound f.o.b. New York. De-
mand is brisk and dealers in most cases report being
sold ahead. Strings are firmly quoted and are in

good call. Scrap bagging is sought in fairlv large

quantities at a price basis of about 2.50 cents a pound
at the .shipping point.

We manufacture Horizontal Return Tubulars, Vertical Tubular and Locomotive Type Bailers also Smoke Stacks,
Breechings, Steel Tanks and Steel Plate Work of every description. Send us your inquiries.

ENGINEERING AND MACHINE WORKS OF CANADA, LIMITED
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

Eastern Sales Office.-- HaU Machinery Co.. Sherbrooke. Que.
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THE "PENNSYLVANIA DESERT," ONCE A
FOREST.

Gifford Pinchot is the author of an interesting bul-

letin on Pennsylvania's forests. As forester for the

United States government in the Roosevelt admin-

istration Mr. Pinehot was a zealot in conservation.

Six million acres in this state, he cites, are impossible

of cultivation. Thej- are too rough and stony and pro-

duce nothing. A million acres of this land is owned
by the state. Fires are ruining both private and state-

owned land, he claims, and the legislature, he holds,

is largely to blame. There are some extremely inter-

esting things in what he says about what he terms

"the Pennsvlvania desert."

"The Pennsylvania desert," he says, "is costing our

people twice as much as it costs to run the state. The
taxes every year are only half the burden forest de-

struction lays on the people. We use in Penns3'lvania

about 2,300",000,000 feet of lumber each year. We
might grow nearly all of it at home, on what is now
the 'Pennsylvania desert.' But we let the fires run
instead. So we paid for freight on lumber brought into

the state in 1914 the tidy sum of $12,800,000 and in 1918

certainly over .$20,000,000 and probably $2.5,000,000.

This freight bill grows every year. We certainly paid

another $2.5.000.000 for the 1,700,000,000 feet of lumber
imported apart from the freight. Then the state de-

partment of forestry estimates the loss of wages due

to forest destruction and the closing or removal of wood
working industries $20,000,000 more. Then there is the

loss from floods, the loss to the business men of the

state, the loss of population driven to other states to

find employment in lumbering, the loss of fish and
game, the loss of siuumer resort business and other
losses, which combined we may very conservatively

place at $15,000,000 a jear. The direct damage from
fire is the smallest of all—probably less than lialf a

million — because outside of farmers' woodlots there

is so little valuable timber left to bum. Taking it all

together, we are well within the truth in estimating

that the 'Pennsylvania desert' keeps out of the pockets
of our people, and puts into their cost of living, not
less than $80,000,000 every year, or twice as much as

the yearly cost of our state government, and doubt-

less three times the cost of buying the 'i^nnsylvania
desert.' On the otherside, Pennsylvania has "specifi-

cally appropriated for forest fire protection, during
the last six years, less than $30,000 per year for the

entire forest area of the state, or less than a quarter

of a cent, per acre, in an ineffective effort to stop

this gigantic loss. It has been like trying to put out

a burning building with water in a spoon."

But how few people realize that the damage to the

country does not end with the destruction of timber.

Canada is beginning to look on the problem in a broad
way, but only beginning. A big work lies ahead that

requires the attention of every Canadian.

SHIPMENTS OF COAL RESUMED.
The U. S. War Trade Board announce that ship-

ments of coal may now be made from all parts on tlic

Atlantic seaboard, and that the Collectors of Customs
have been notified to disregard the provision contain-

ed in export licenses already issued to the effect that

shipment must be made from Philadelphia or ports

south thereof.
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Avoid Delays in Getting
Your Electrical Equipment

Anything in your electrical specifications—anything in equip-

ment from a dynamo or generator down to the smallest lamp

—

we are now in a position to supply. Save the time and worry that

ordinarily comes in ordering these goods by laying your needs

before us.

Glance at the list below and let us help you in your require-

ments.

GROUSE HINDS COMPANY—
Condulets, Safety Panels,

Cabinets, Locomotive Condulets,
Imperial Projectors and Reflectors.

CONDUITS CO., LIMITED—
Galvaduct and Loricated
Conduit, Couplings and Elbows.

CAN. LACO PHILLIPS COMPANY—
Tiuigsten and Nitrogen Lamps.

DUNCAN ELECTEICAL CO., LIMITED—
Electrical Light Wiring Devices.

DEVOE ELECTRIC SWITCH COMPANY—
Knife Switches, Panel Boards,
Fonned Steel Boxes, Switch Boards.

HARVEY HUBBELL COMPANY—
Electric Wiring Devices.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.—
New Code Enclosed Fuses and Cut-outs.

TIDEMAN ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY—
Bells and Buzzers.

R. E. T. PRINGLE—
Knife Fuse.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO, HAMILTON,

WINDSOR, WINNIPEG, SASKATOON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA.
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EDITORIAL ^

A SIGNIFICANT TELEGRAM.
"British mills decide ou tliree-toiir sj'stem. " These

are the seven significant words cabled by A. L. Dawe
last Saturday to the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion. It is not stated how many mills have adopted this

system nor whether the action is taken voluntarily, or

because of a demand from the workmen, or because of

government action. The eight hour day, which of

course means three tours, is in force in France and

Italy also. In the former it is required by law. There

are .still mills on this continent, and not all in Mexico,

where the 12 hour shift is in force.

This change in working conditions on the other side

is bound to have a profound effect on the future of the

whole paper industry and even on international trade.

The question of hours is inseparable from a considera-

tion of wages and there is no possibility under the pre-

sent circumstances of having any reduction in the

wages paid in general manufacturing. This means that

the labor cost of English, French and Italian mills is

increased approximately fifty per cent. It is true

that their wages are low, as will be .seen on another

page, but their production in most if not all cases is far

less per man and many of their raw materials are very

high. Ground wood for instance, in Italy is about $120

per ton and coal is practically unobtainable. Of course,

the present is far from a normal time, but the Italian's

$2 per day and the Englishman's $3 does not relieve

the burden of another man for every two employed

on the management of the mills for their tour labor.

Another big factor in production cost in England is

the announcement just made of an increase of $1.50 per

ton in the price of coal. This naturally means a high-

er cost for every material that goes into the manufac-

ture of paper. These increases in manufacturing costs

will be a serious handicap to the British paper maker,

especially in foreign markets, when he competes with

Scandinavia, Germany, Belgium, Canada and the

United States. His home market is protected by the

lion at the gate, but there is a limit even to the extent

that the Board of Trade can lay on restrictions. The

consumer must be reckoned with as well as the pro-

ducer.

It seems to us unlikely that some high grade book

and writing papers are in much danger from Canadian

and American products, but there does seem a better

chance for our news, wrappings, and wood-fibre book

and bond papers.

Nobody expected the Germans to make the signing of

the Peace treaty an occasion for a national holiday.

NO OUTSIDE INFLUENCE.
The organizations of pulp and paper mill workers

are too well qualified to rule their own house to care

for much dictation from outsiders. The rather general

distribution among labor organizations of an element

that has been striving for what has been termed One

Big Union has brought home to union labor a consid-

eration of the reasons for and advantages of separate

unions for individual industries. The proponents of the

One Big Union seem to want to saddle all labor organ-

izations with the obligation to join in the sympathetic

strike. Their attempt to force matters in Winnipeg and

other Canadian cities, disrupt all business, endanger

the health and lives of citizens and obtain unlawful

control of the government, has opened the eyes of the

honest and sensible majority of trade unionists to the

serious dangers of a nation-wide or international ad-

herence to such a doctrine. It is largely to the credit

of the level-headed members of the unions that the sym-

pathetic strike movement petered out. Some of the rea-

sons why such a movement cannot and will not be sup-

ported by intelligent labor are contained in the follow-

ing quotation from the organ of the International Bro-

therhood of Papermakers:

From some sources the thought is advanced of one big

Union. The word itself spells easy, as only three let-

ters are used in the spelling of "big," and theoretical-

ly it might appeal to some; we say theoretically with

due consideration as to its full meaning and drawing
the distinction between theory and principle. In prin-

ciple we are inclined to believe that the theory expound-
ed of one big Union is doomed to failure. Supposing
for example that in a paper mill town in which a min-

ority of the wage earners are employed in paper mills

and the majority of the workers are employed in other

industries—does the average paper maker today feel

that he wants to go into a meeting and be out-voted by
barbers, carpenters, clerks, laborers and others?

While we are not opposed to an Industrial Union which

would take in all employees in any given industry, we
have not forgotten, however, that when this principle

was in effect that a number of the Local Unions seceded

from the International Union. While we are not opposed

to the principle of an Industrial Union we do feel, how-
ever, that the initiative for an Industrial Union should

come from that class of workers employed in paper and
pulp mills that at one time came under the jurisdiction

of the International Brotherhood of Paper Makers and
seceded therefrom. On the question of one big Union
we positively dissent, and I think in this that we voice

the sentiments of the average paper maker—that he is

not willing to turn over to others that may be in the ma-
jority the right to say the conditions under which he
or she might sell their labor.

There is nothing particularly new in the thought of

one big Union, as under the old .system of the Knights
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of Labor they iidvoeatccl one Union, its membership was

composed of "all wage earners whether molders, madiiii-

ists, earpenters, barbers, bartenders, waiters, elerks, and

others, and the average paper make today is not willing

to eoneede that men ontslde of the paper niakiug in-

dustry should nuiko rubs and regidations under whieh

he would work. We believe the average paper nuiker

wants, and will insist upon, a voiee in the making of

eonditions under whieh he will laboi-. We believe the

average paper maker when making an agreement in-

tends to live up to it and will not allow others that may

not be members of tlie Organization to vote or foree

them to strike if they have agreed to eertain conditions

acceptable to thcni. We are (|uite confident that the av-

erage paper maker wants results and he has pass-

ed the age of subjection to wild dreams and

theories that in language may sound big but in practice

are impossible of achievement, so plainly speaking we

ar.> opposed to the theory so far advocated of one big

Union, but are not oppo.sed to the principle of an Li-

dustrial Union i)roviding the employees in the Paper

Making Industry so decide.

IT IS WORTH IT.

Two of the most iniiiortant tiucstions that we have

to ai'swer, and two that present themselves with aston-

ishing frequency are: What does it cost? and, Is it

worth it? Both of these questions arise in connection

with meetings of the Technical Section. They are, per-

haps, the most important factors in determining

whether a member will attend, especially in connection

with the meetinnr this month. The program of the

meeting and outline of the summer trip has been pub-

lished in the Technical Section of this magazine and

has been sent to all members. There should have been

more replies and more of them should have .said "yes."

Perhaps the second question has not been sufficiently

considered. The first is answered by the time-table

and the ticket agent. The second affects both the mill

and the man who attends the meeting. There is no

question of the worth of the trip to the superintendents

and technical men of newsprint mills and sulphite

plants. Engineers and chemists are not the whole show

in the Technical Section meetings. One of their prin-

cipal advantages is the oppoi-tunity for them to meet

superintendents and mffnagers and each get a better

appreciation of the problems of the other. This, of

course, can not be fully accomplished by the addresses

that must be arranged beforehand, nor yet from the

discussions that follow, but the personal remarks from

friendly conversation gives one the benefit of the ex-

perience of others. The suggestions made and gath-

ered in this way go far toward making our industry the

success it is today and the extension of these oppor-

tunities will be an important factor in developments of

the future.

The hospitality of Price Bros. & Co., in entertaining

the Section at their mills and the courtesy of the Ha

!

Ha ! Bay Sulphite Co., in extending an invitation, to

visit their mill are important marks in the growth of

the idea that progress is made by being open-minded.

At Ha! Ha! Bay (St. Alphon.se) is one of the newest

pulp mills in Canada. High grade, easy bleaching sul-

l)hitc is produced. Price Bros, are noted for having

one of the finest newsprint mills in Canada—and no

other country has better. Considerable imiirovcmcnt'^

in the plant have just been nunlc. ,\ new digester was

finished a few W'eeks ago, aiul thirc will soon be in-

stalled another one of those Walnislcy wonders. Be-

hind all this is a fine forward-looking organization. A

visit to such plants is an inspiration that means dollars

to your company and satisfaction to yourself. Don't

miss it

!

We have not said anything about the program of pa-

pers and discussions planned for the business session to

be held on the boat. This in itself is a novelty. The

topics are of interest and importance. Price Bros, are

sending a delegation down to escort the party from

Quebec.

What does it cost? $26. Tf) return li'ip from Mont-

real.

Is it worth it? It certainly is.

"Can I afford it?" you say. You can't affoi'd to

miss it. It will refresh both mind and body. Wii'c

your intentions to the Association office, or you will

not get a berth. You must also remit the i)rice of the

ticket.

COBWEBS.
Why not take everything else the ex-Kaiser has and

leave him his life, to be lived in exile? It is of no

use to anvbodv.

Advices from England intimate that there is a good

field in France and Britain for Canadian pulp and

liaper machinery.

"Chemists qualified" read a newspaper headline.

Imagine our feelings on learning the reference was to

an examination in pharmacy.

Bleachers, attention ! Better save up that hydrogen

from the electrolytic cells to supply the trans-Atlantic

airships. Another wa^te put to use.

Does President Wilson's veto of the bill abolishing

the idea of daylight saving foretell another such comedy

of error as took place in Ottawa last spring?

The Pulp and Paper Association trade mark will

soon be recognized by British customs officers as a card

of introduction. Our goods are all the trade mark
stands for. Merchandise must be marked "Made in

Canada."

Welcome rains put out the forest fires in Ontario.

But the rain will not rebuild those settler's cabins, nor

return their possessions, nor restore the timber that

sheltered them from winter winds and provided work
and a source of income.
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Destruction of Wood and Pulp by Fungi and Bacteria
By PKOl-'. S. F. AGREE, New York State College of Forestry.

One of the most important subjects, from the Can-
adian point of view, that was discussed at the sum-
mer meeting of the Technical Association of the Pulp
and Paper Industrj^ at Buffalo on June 12, was the

address of Prof. Acree. Notes on a preliminarj- in-

vestigation of a similar nature, by W. A. McCubbiu,
of the Canadian Laboratory, were printed in the Pulp
& Paper Magazine for May 15. The present contri-

bution indicates the monetary value of applying sci-

entific knowledge to the industry. It would not be

surprising if investigation shows the need of going to

the forest and cleaning out the weeds and rubbish,

the dead, infected timber and the slash.

Afternoon Session, Thursday, June 12.

Work of this kind is conclusive of the wide field of

scientific research in the pulp and paper industry.

Each mill cannot have a trained pathologist, but there

is no excuse for not being able to appreciate his ser-

vices.

Destructive Action of Fungi on Pulpwood.

Professor Acree spoke without notes but illustrated

his subject with charts, showing the extent of loss in

wood and pulp from the development of fungi and
bacteria. He explained the action of fungi on cellu-

lose and other constituents of wood, and demonstrat-

ed the seriousness of the situation. This version of

his address is taken from the stenographic report,

as published in "Paper," the organ of the Technical

Association.

Pointing to charts on the wall. Professor Acree

said:

We attacked the problem in two ways. First we
took some badly rotted wood and we analyzed it and
the sound wood to see the result. In the first case

we have spruce (indicating charts on board.) We
have in this first table a grouping of the constituents

of wood, just roughly, in two groups, pentosan and
methyl pentosan. In the sound wood we have 14.88

of methyl pentosan, in the rotted wood 11.18 : oS9c of

the cellulose content in the sound wood, and only

41.71 per cent—weight per cent this is—cellulose,

partly destroyed, 20 per cent of lignin, 20 per cent

of the wood partly destroyed.

Now, let us see what we get on the equal volume
basis. That is the real basis we have to take to see

how much cellulose is destroyed in a given block of

wood. Now, on that basis we find the following: out

of 14 per cent pentosan there is only 3 per cent left

:

out of the 58 per cent of cellulose in the original block

of wood only 13 per cent is left. A great part of the

cellulose has been destroyed. Out of the 27 per cent

of lignin only 6.74: 75 per cent of the wood has dis-

appeared—practically 75 per cent. Those figures will

vary depending on the length of time the rot has

developed; but that illustrates what the fungus does

in destroying wood. In a block of sound wood .vou- will

get 58 per cent of its weight as cellulose. If it is rot-

ted y©u will get only 13 or 14 per cent. There is a

loss to you, then, in that wood.

Let us take a sample of the wood to see what the

fungus can do. In the sound wood we have 28 per

cent of pentosan and methyl pentosan. On the dry-

weight basis only 23 per cent and on the equal-vol-

ume basis only 9 ; in other words, 9 out of 28 left,

practically 19 out of 28—two-thirds destroyed. Your
cellulose made up 58 per cent of the original sound

wood. It makes up 48 per cent of the weight left af-

ter rotted, M'hich means practically 20 per cent of the

origiiial celulose left; 30 per cent out of the fifty has

been destroyed. The same holds good for lignin. The
20 comes down to 8 in the rotten wood ; 62 per cent of

that wood practically has been destroyed by fungus.

. Now, here is a table giving a little more of the de-

tails of these analyses in that we divide up the so-

called groups into the things which are extracted by
alkali, cold or heat, the acid hydrolj'sis and methoxyl
group, and so forth. Now, here is the original sound

wood with a gravity which we will call I. Now, the

following figures were obtained at two, six and twelve

months. This bottom figure is the ratio of the sound
to the rotted wood. In two months the ratio of sound
wood to rotted wood is 1.4. This means that prac-

tically one-third of that wood has disappeared in that

short time. There (indicating) it is 1.5 for six months.

At the end of the year practically half your wood is

gone in this particular experiment. Now, these ex-

periments were carried out under conditions which
were similar to the wood pile found in nature : so that

we believe that the laboratory experiments corres-

pond very closely with what I have shown you above

as to the conditions found in nature itself when you
take the rotted material and analyze it.

Now, take the cellulose. Original wood contains

54 per cent, you will see, of cellulose ; after two
months 36 per cent of the cellulose only is left; six

months 33 ; twelve months 26 ; half of the cellulose

has been destroyed by fungi in that time in the rot-

ting of the wood. The cellulose is the main thing

you are after, and you are losing a valuable product

there.

Now, in the next table we have nearly the same con-

ditions. We will not go into these tables too much in

detail because we haven't time. Here is the analysis

of the spruce which we rotted under the conditions

found in nature ; in the original wood we have 58 per

cent; then only 41 per cent; then 13 per cent here (in-

dicating) on the equal-volume basis; in other words,

practically 14, we will call it—14 per cent out of your
58 is left. The remainder has been destroyed by the

action of these fungi. I could go through these other

constituents in the same wav- The methoxyl group,

which sives wood alcohol, has been destroyed to 75

per cent of the original amount present; the acetic

acid which we get under the term "acid hydrolysis"

has been destroyed to the extent of 80 per cent. The
cellulose has been destroyed to the e-s'tent of 76 per

cent of the amount present originally; the meth.vl

pentosan 65 per cent, the pentosan 77 per cent. Now,
things are formed from those, that are partly gases

and they are partly material soluble in alkali and so

forth : so these materials which are formed from the

cellulose increase in amount and we have an incr°ase

in these figures (indicating) ; in th^ hot water solu-

ble 146 per cent. That means in the end you have
146 per cent more than you had originally; so it in-
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creases up this list with the exception of one or two

things. In other words, the uiethoxyl group was de-

stroyed by these fungi, the valuable materials which

you will probably use both as cellulose and as mater-

ials from the liquors. They are all destroyed to the

extent of 60 or 70 per cent, depending upon the

length of time that the rotting takes place.

After the wood is brought into the yard it stays

there a given length of time, and is rotting part of

that time, depending upon where it is infected. At

one place in your yard more rotting will take place

than at others. At one place you may not get so much
fungi and at the other parts of the plant you will have

a great deal of rotting, as the men have told me by

letter and by word of mouth.

This wood, if you are going to make groundwood
pulp out of it, is ground up, and some of these fungi

go along with this ground pulp, which goes into the

pulp and you put it in the storage, and under certain

conditions of storage the fungus acts very vigorously.

Some of your mills are storing pulp under conditions

which are not favorable to fungi, and you do not

have much loss. In the lap you will have a black or red

spot appear. The spot is brought about by the action

of both bacteria and fungi. You can look at a lap

like that and see the discoloration, which is chiefly

red. Another is black. These little photographs will

show. For instance. No. 1, a lap of woodpulp: No. 2

is a photograph of the same kind of pulp, made at

the same mill ; but which has rotted through storage

;

and those two go along side by side.

Now, you will notice a red circle along one of those

red spots. A little statement on tliere will tell you
that this next photograph is an enlargement of a lit-

tle black spot in the red circle, and j-ou can see this

much better than j^ou can in that photograph. Those
little black spots are fungi, shown here in a very
large photograph. These are the little solerotia that
grow into the pulp (indicating). You can see just
what these black spots look like when you magnify
them highly, and you can see they are the fungi de-
stroying your pulp in storage.

Now, very few of these fungi have been identified
and studied. It is a comparatively new field. The
United States division of Forests and Pathology has
gone as far as it can in these studies, but has not been
able to go very far into the habits of these fungi to
any great extent. Those diseases, however, are de-
stroying your pulp not only in weight but in the
strength and color, and so forth, with which some of
you are thoroughly familiar.

Now, I have here two .sheets of paper, one made
from sound pulp from a given company. This yellow
sheet was made from some pulp which did not look
very bad. It does not have very many black spots
on it, and does not look bad. But the strength test
on these .shows that the pulp there (indicating) is

.several times as strong as this partially rotted pulp.
You can pass these around and see the color, strength,
etc.

In other words, genetlmen, you cannot tell from
the number of spots on that infected pulp just what
that strength is gains to be because the pulp is rot-
ted and srives colorless, or white, indication.s, and
you get the red substance. So it is the red plus
something else that grives you the undesirable things
and that verv great decrease in strength.
"We carried out these experiments ourselves in

company with one of the large companies, whose name

I will not luciitiuii. Wc wanted further to see what
the real status of this thing was in the industry. We
sent out questionnaires to find out what they con-

sidered the magnitude of the losses due to this rot-

ting. The answers were astounding. The reports

come back to us in a large majority of the cases, that

so far as they are abk> to determine, they lose from 5

to 10 per cent of the wood through the rotting; that

is, there is a decrease in the pulp from the wood of

") to 10 per cent through that rot; but even after the

pulp is made, that groundwood pulp will lose in

strength, through decomposition caused by the fungi

and bacteria, from 10 to 20 per cent very easily, and
some firms have reported 50 per cent loss in strength

of their pulp. That simply means, gentlemen, that

you have to use that much more to get a good strength

in the paper.

The consensus of opinion, then, is that from 10 to

20 per cent of the strength of your ground wood pulp

is lost through this. That means an annual loss to

your industry of from five to ten million dollars. If

not a little bit more. Some of the men figure even
more than that ; but you see that that is a very large

loss through these diseases.

Now, these diseases can be controlled by the pro-

per sanitary methods developed by the plant or the

forest pathologists, the men who are used to working
with these fungi and bacteria that destroy these cel-

lulose materials. This red rust we started to work
on recently and we found that we can actually make a

culture of it. We cannot culture all of these fungi

because we do not know how yet. You probably
know that it is why the "blister rust," which has
come into this country recently, cannot be cultured,

because we do not know the methods; and the gov-
ernment has said that the man who learns to culture

this rust will have a name forever.

Now, we cannot culture all these and know how
they grow under the best conditions and prevent that
growth; but this red rust ^ve find we can culture.

Here is a little dish in which we have grown some of

the red rust on some of the pulp, and you can see the
little red spot in there, which is very distinct. You
see that has been growing for some time. Now, here
is another that has not been growing so long; but
you will see those dark spots beginning to appear;
in other words, the red nist is actually growing here
on this, and in a little while it will be a darker red,

just like that one spot you saw there.

Work has been carried on to .see if we cannot find
conditions under which we can prevent the growth
of wood-de.stroying fungi. There are a number of
these fungi—four or five or six—that we know de-
stroy cellulose and cellulose materials under certain
conditions, and we have been trying to learn the na-
ture and habits under which they grow, to see if we
can prevent them: and we have found in some work
which will be published in the near future, but whieli
has not vet been released for publication, that by
comparatively simple chemical treatment we can in-

hibit the growth of these fungi and prevent the de-
struction of these cellulose materials. We believe
that these conditions which prevent the growth of
the fungi are so simple that they can be applied to
the nulp in storage, so that yon will larsrely prevent
the losses in this pnlp. for example, bv these fungi.

Funds Needed to Tnvestip-ate the Disease.
Professor Acree clo.sed his talk hv statin? that the

Bureau of Plant Industry of the United States Tie
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partmeut of Agriculture was keenly alive to the
necessity of cheeking the ravages of the fungi and
bacteria that attack wood, but there are no funds
available. If an appropriation could be obtained an
inspector could be sent to the mills to inspect wood
piles and stored pulp; take specimens and deter-
mine the nature of the bacteria and show millowners
how to prevent losses from this source.

Summary of Professor Acree's Statement.
Professor Acree's argument may be summaried as

follows

:

The wood and pulp become infected with cellulose-

destroying fungi and bacteria, which rot or destroy
75 per cent of the cellulose, pentoses and other consti-

tuents. Chemical analyses of the wood before and
after it is acted upon show that the same kind of

changes are produced by pure cultures of fungi un-
der laboratory conditions similar to those in the
plants. Strength tests on paper made from uninfect-

ed pulp, and from the .same pulp after it is attacked,

by "red rot," show that the infected pulp may have
less than 2.5 per cent of its original strength. This
"red rot" has now been grown artificially on ground
wood pulp. Photographs have been taken of fungi
causing the rot in the stored pulp. A questionnaire

has brought out that several million dollars are lost

annually through these losses in wood pulp and in

power. Congress and the States api)ropriate annual-
Iv about $.5,000,000 for fio-htina' crop diseases and
losses caused by bacteria, fungi and insects. It is

urged that the puln and pacer industrv take con-

certed action to secure legislation bv Consrress and
the interested States smrl necessarv annr-onriRtio'is. to

studv the nature and habits o^' the funwi and bacteria
""niainnr t}ip decav of nnlni^ond and wnodnnln and tn

devise and put into application the nrnner rrietbnd of

"on+rol

T^i's^iiSSioTi of Prpfps^or Af.Tf^'f Afl^lrpRC!

'Diaoncsinn rif Pro*''»««or A proe '<5 adf]r"'^s iirns invit-

ed bv i\ia Phair and O. T, E. Weber innnired rrbether
the frn"! or red rust ori.<?irated in th.^ v\'ood itself or

made its appearance later thronch some development
in tb" nnlr) and whether their rrowth was traceable

to the i>elliilose or constituents of the puIp or to the
vntr>r nscd ip the manufacturing process.

Professor Acree renlied hv saving tha+ the fungi
sometimes were found first in the wood and in other
odcips tbe bacteria. Sometimes thev are found side hv
«'Vlo The fungi and bacteria e-^isted on the cellu-

lose <iii(l thev could be classed as cellnlose-destroving

fupci.

As t-- 'he M-ater. in some cases a "iven water was
*o".-.<1 +0 '•of:-|j-fl or alto'»'»th»r nrevc+ the o'ro'wth of

*iinnr; but ill cnme distriets +he riqrtienlar water was
'iiii^rl in nW} tboir (rron'tb As tn Ti-rvir) gtoraofo nnn-
.-Ji + ions? it IT-dS fonnfl +bn+ some flT-Tfl rrreii' V»nc+ in

tinthi ^^^^oa o^irl Others i'l i^-'loc nf Irv-i— i. or,n -+i— -^ti'oii

*....,n;.,-> +bi ^afJnUo nc*^""- 0.1/1 V.ol,Uo of *Tii r^ori-

^U^r. -i^^fnr.-. <-*-.,.+ ;n>r O" 1 "Till nf ^-•'^.^-.^,^, n*-"-^ ™ ^^l^^ni

Tbi -^.V^iiccion r.loso,1 T.M-+11 tb-i orl'N.^+;^.i 1" o .-,c-^l.i.

+ ;r>v. o<jlri'iin' +bo "federal rtovernmniit +o anni-onriatn
,.1 ,^,,..^i_ *oo nnn tr, tbn i'v,irosf,"„.i + ;o.i -^f +bis prob-

lem.
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POWER FOR NORTHERN ONTARIO.
For years past the full development of the nat-

ural resources of the Thunder Bay District, on the
north shore of Lake Superior, has been more or less
hindered by the lack of power for industries. The
pulp and paper trade has especially felt this hind-
rance, which has resulted in the compulsory exporta-
tion of much pulpwood in the raw state which might
well have been handled through all its stages in the
immediate district. Now, however, this lack of power
is being remedied. The development being made by
the Hydro-Eleetric Power Commission of Ontario on
the Nipigon River is fraught with great possibilities
to the pulp and paper industry. The preliminary
work was begun last summer, and the construction
work is now well under way. It is announced that
the first delivery of power for industrial purposes
will be made early in 1920.

The pulpwood resources of the Nipigon district
are practically immea.surable. In the adjacent Town-
ships of Nipigon and Booth it is estimated that there
are about 500.000 cords, while east and west of these
townships are large tracts of splendid pulpwood coun-
^rv. Near at hand are the two large timber limits of
Black Sturgeon River and Pic River, the one cover-
ing: 930 snuare miles, and the other 1.400 souare miles.
A great deal of this country has never even been
properly cruised, but the wealth of the region from
a timber point of view is indisputable.

For some years past there have been considerable
annual .shipments of pulpwood from Nipigon, most
of it going across Lake Superior to feed mills in the
Ignited States. The output from the Nipigon harbor
this summer will, by a conservative estimate, be about
25,000 cords.

The town of Nipigon, with its magnificent harbor,
is only twelve miles from the site of the new power
plant, and will therefore have easily available an am-
ple and cheap source of power. The harbor is well
sheltered, with good access to the main body of Lake
Superior, and will accommodate any of the freight-
ers which sail the great lakes. The "railway facilities
include two trans-continental lines — C. P. R. and
^ N. R.—the main line of both of which pass through
Nipigon. A branch line now being constructed by
the C. N. R. will connect up with the T. C. R. north
of Lake Nipigon, while the C. P. R. are contemplat-
ing a cut-off which will give closer access to Winni-
peg, with Nipigon as the connecting point.

On several occasions Nipigon has served as the
port of entry for the railway enterprises of the re-
gion. To-day it is a little village of two hundred
population, but the advent of power bids fair ^
work great changes, and to convert it into one of the
most important .shipping and industrial centres of
Northern Ontario. An energetic campaign is being
promoted by the Nipigon Industrial Commission, with
a view to informing the public of the facts of the
<-ase, and of pushing forward the development of the
natural resources of the district.

A,.^^,it:,in Utli-. J-ii-c* .lotion t- "I*;"- +I1- T,«ar,,.o

"' 'V^qtions' n"x-nnqiit Tf they oriyT' in alnbabetical

order, the United States will be very near the last.

Forest fires destroyed more than 300 acres of Crown
timber in New Brunswick and 30 million feet of tim-
ber in Alberta. Many other fires are reported through-
out the Dominion. Who pays the piper? The people
of Canada, you and I.
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Transportation Information
Prepay Freight to Save Exchange.

The situation rejrariliiig availalilc space on oeean

boats is still disappointing to Cauailian exporters. The
British Ministry of Shipping is again requisitioning

7{)''t of the space, leaving onlv 30'; for eonimereial

freight.

Canadian lines resumed on the 1st of July the

practice of i.ssuing through bills of lading to foreign

destinations, as was announced in this magazine a few
weeks ago. I'nder the new arrangement all inland

charges must be prepaid the same as lieretofore, but
ocean charges may go forward collect. The bills of

lading, however, are being stamped with the following
clause

:

"When freight and charges are payable on ar-

rival of goods at destination in exchange for De-
livery Order, the amount to be paid in Sterling
is to be computed at current rate of exchange for
which Ranker's short-sight bills New York on
London can be bought on the day the vessel is

entered at Customs House at port or discharge."
This means of course, that the current rate of ex-

change will be added to ^he already high oeean freight
rates, and arrangements will no doubt be made by
many of the exporters to prepay both the inland and
ocean frci-rht charges in order tn save the exchange.

No Drop in Demurrage—Cars Scarce.
Tbe Board of Railway Commissioners, at its sittings

at Ottawa on .Tulv t^tb, declined to take any action to-
wards reducing the prc^sent car demurrage rates.
The Board poiiitcd out that the action of the T'nited

States Government in prohibitinjr tbe export of grain
of Canadian origin via U.S. Atlantic Seaboard ports,
would mean that a great many cars will be required to
haul the grain to the Canadian seaboard. It was stated
that heretofore 62'; of the grain exported from Canada
moved to Buffalo, principally by boat from the head of
the Lakes. Owing to the action of the United States
Government, most of this grain will now have to movem cars from either the head of the Lakes or Georgian
Bay and Lake Huron ports. Indications are therefore
that Canadian .shippers will have to contend with a
severe car shortage during the coming fall and winter.
Canadian lines have already placed embargoes prevent-
ing the loading of their ears to U.S. points, which means
that the pulp and paper mills will have to depend al-
mast entirely upon American owned cars to take care
of their shipments to points in the United States—G. P. R.

"THE TWELVE BIG PRINCIPLES."
The value of time
The success of perseverance
The pleasure of working
The dignity of simplicity
The worth of character
The power of kindness
The influence of example
The Obligation of duty
The wisdom of economy
The virtue of patience
The improvement of talent
The joy of originating.—Selected.

The basis of happiness—a good night 's sleep, a hard
day's worlc. three good meals, and a cheerful home.

WHY HARMONY PREVAILS AT GRAND MERE.
The parish priest is the sole arbitrator in cases of

disputes between the company and its men, repre.senta
tives of the Laurentide Company and its employees
told the Industrial Relations Commissions at a hearing
at Grand 'Mere last month. The witnesses who gave
evidence were George Cahoon, Jr., who testified on
behalf of the company owning the mill, Joseph Des
laurier, a carpenter, V. J. Gauthier, for the employees,
and Father LaPleches, who decides the dis|)utes.

;Mr. Cahoon said that the company employed 1,700
men. By a raise since given the minimum salary
paid would be .^.S.iiO a day. The men had received a

fifty per cent, increase since 1914 and the increase in

the cost of living in Grand 'Mere had not gone up so

rapidly. The company itself owned seventy houses,
which it rented to employees on six per cent, of the
cost. Clubs for athletics and amusements were also

maintained. After a strike over ten years ago, when
its men belonged to the International Union of Paper
^lakers, it was decided to run an open shop, leaving
to Father LaFleche the right to decide on disputes
the men and the company could not settle themselves.
The company maintained a housewives' league and
it kept tab on the cost of living. The men's wages
were raised to meet the increasing cost of living from
time to time.

The wage and hour schedules of the company's men
were, Mr. Cahoon said, the same as the union demand-
ed. The employees did not work the eight hour day,
but preferred the nine hour day, which meant more
money.

Mr. Deslaurier said all the employes of the mill were
satisfied. He himself had worked for the company
for thirty-one years. He belonged to the International

Union of carpenters ten years ago, but did not bother
about it any more.

Mr. Gauthier said he worked eight hours. Nobod.v

in the plant would listen to any labor leader who tried

to organize a union.

Priest's Statement.

Father LaFleehes said that every time he had asked
for something from the company for the men they
got it. he considered their claims very carefullv and
not entitled to. He thought the men were well paid

he never asked for something he felt the men wer^*

and stated that any man who could not live on $3.50 a

day in Grand '^lere must behave badly. Since the

International Union disappeared from Grand 'Mere
everybody lived in absolute harmony.
Asked the question by a commissioner. Father La-

Fleehes said that ^Fr. Cahoon was not a Roman Cath-
olic.

Donnacona is in a similar position in regard to union
labor. On the other band there are many mills in Can-
ada and the United States with strong locals where
harmony and eo-operation is quite as marked. Th^-

peace of the community depends on the spirit of

the men and the management. The only cure-all for

labor troubles mutual confidence and intelligent eo-

operation.

The sale of Union Bag & Paper Co. 's shares in New
York last week at 90 was interesting to many Cana-

dians, since that eom]iany owns I'l per cent of the stock

of the St. Maurice Paper Co., at Cap. ^ladeleine and

uses the sulphate pulp made in their mill.
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Notes on the Cooking of Rags
By C. NEGRI.

For the cooking of rags we have at our disposal

three agents—namely: sodium carbonate (soda ash),

caustic soda and lime. In order to render an accur-

ate judgment on the merits and drawbacks of each

agent it is necessary to know what happens during
the cooking process when employing either one of

them.

The carbonate forms with the fat.s, the resins and
the oils, water-soluble soaps and serves to eliminate

the animal albumin and the sizings. It has but a fee-

ble action on the colors and inerusting substances. It

is therefore well suited to white linen and cotton.

The caustic soda has a more energetic action than

the carbonate and removes all inerusting substances,

forming water-soluble compounds. It eliminates the

oils, the fats, the glues, albumin, the sizings and part

of the colors, and it is therefore advisable for semi-

white rags, cordage, etc.

The lime attacks the increasing substances, but dis-

solves them only in part; with the starch, albumin,
the oils, the fats and the resins it forms water-insolu-

ble precipitates which cling tenaciously to the fibres,

from which it is impossible to remove them even
by means of prolonged washing. This drawback re-

acts detrimentally in the bleaching operation, for the

precipitates mentioned form a kind of an impervious

coating on the fibres and in consequence of it the

bleaching agent does not come in direct contact with
them. Moreover, the presence of lime soap interferes

witli the prompt absorption of the ink and the lesser

consumption of resins in papers made with soda cook-

ed rags must be taken into account of the economical
consideration. However, the lime is very well adapt-

ed for the decomposition of numerous coloring stuffs.

It is notorious that the fibre is attacked by the lime,

while the soda gives a much better pulp. Thus, in

order to obtain a good grade of bibulous paper, the

absolute absence of calcareous soap is imperative. So,

too, for cigarette paper, because its combustion would
give off a most disagreeable smell. The solubility

ratio for lime is: 1:800 in cold water; 1:1,500 in boil-

ing water; 1:1,800 when cooking at a temperature of

134° Cent.

From this it will be remarked that lime is more
soluble in cold than in boiling water. Supposing
then, that a boiler is charged with 10 quintals (1,000

lb.) of rags, 8 per cent of lime (80 kilos or 176 lb.)

and 10,000 liters (2,641 gals.) of water, the quantity

of lime coming into action is

10,000

= 51/2

1,800

kilos (12 lb.) When the 5% kilos are partially ex-

hausted, new quantities, taken from the remaining

74.5 kilos pass into the solution. The employ of an

excess of lime is therefore luiwarranted, except

when the amount of water for the solution can also

be increased.

Taking up now the economical consideration, T re-

call the experiments of Herman Schultz, which have

'Translated for Paper from L'Tndustria della Carta,

xxii, 4, p. 47

brought out that when 6 per cent of lime is used, the

operating cost is limited to 30 centimes per quintal

(100 lb.) of rags, while the equivalent amount of

caustic soda holding 75 per cent of Na^O (sodium ox-

ide) would bring the cost to Lire 1 05 and to Lire

0.90 (a Lire l^ 19.3 cents) when using 298 percent Sol-

vay soda. As a matter of fact, the economy is but ap-

parent, because, as I have already stated, there are

other considerations—namely : the better quality of

fiber obtained, the lesser consui^ption of calcunn hy-
pochlorite or any other bleaching agent, and the

smaller quantity of rosin to be used in order to ob-

tain a good sizing.

By preparing the caustic soda oneself, an economj'
of 20 per cent on the selling price can be realized.

To this end it is sufficient to mix sodium carbonate,
30 to 60 per cent with previously wetted lime. The
sodium hydroxide passes into solution, while a deposit
settles at the bottom, composed of the calcium car-

bonate that was formed, as follows:

Na,C03+Ca(OH)3=CaC03+2NaOH
The precipitate is washed and the lixivium is util-

ized for new solutions.

In most paper mills they attempt to simplify the
operation by pouring the carbonate and the lime at

the same time in the boilers. It has been proved, how-
ever, that the calcium carbonate that is formed, set-

tles on the fibres from which it is afterwards very
difficult to remove, and this has later on a repercus
sion on the bleaching process. If this is done with
sulphuric acid, these particles are to a certain extent
absorbed; on the other hand, if the rags are soiled
with oils or fats, instead of soda soap, lime soap is

formed, which is insoluble and strongly adheres to
the fabric.

As to the temperature to be adopted for cooking rags
the only thing is to follow the practice closely, be-
cause the theory has not yet given us well defined
standards. The influence of temperature on the
strength of the fibre is very great. It is well known
that with the Mitscherlich method the temperature of
128°, corresponding to 21/2 atmospheres, is not ex-
ceeded and the fibre obtained is much stronger than
that from the Ritter-Kellner method, operating at
149°. For the coarse-fibered rags, therefore, 128°
must never be exceeded. Multiplying the pressure by
the cooking time and dividing by the number of at-
mospheres that are to be adopted for the new cooking,
an approximate basis can be obtained for the dura-
tion of the new operation. For instance, if it w^s
customary to cook at 3 atmospheres for seven hours,
and the pressure is to be reduced to 11/2 atmospheres^
how long must the operation last?

3x7
= 14 hours

1.5

On the yield and the quality of the pulp, in addi-
tion to the kind of alkaline detergent or cleaning
agent, the heating intensity and duration, a certain
influence is also exercised by the more or less totaJ
expulsion of the air from the digesters, i.e., the even-
tual transformation into oxyeellulose.

In the paper industry all the limes prepared from
dolomitic limestone should be excluded, because the
magnesia it contains, being completely in.soluble is
but a useless ballast.

To sum up, I shall state that it is difficult to fix in
a thoroughly definite manner the various percent-
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ages, the kind of leaching agent, the duration and

the operating intensity for every grade of rags. Up

cause all this varies from plant to plant; however,

it is possible to set down some general rules.

Lime should be used only for low priced rags, and

for the colored ones.

On the contrary, soda is aiiited for white rags, new

cuttings containing sizes, for the semi-white rags, for

imper and oil- or grease-soiled materials, in short, for

any stuff that is to l>e turned into pulp for fine or

middling papers.

From the economical standpoint, tiic material pric;^

of the agent employed must not be taken into account

alone, but also all the advantages and the yield which

such a substance could offer.

I had occasion to perform some experiments in two

of the most important Italian paper mills during th

one year of practice 1 engaged in before 1 attended

the school of Prof. Cav. Camillo Levi. Without dwell-

ing on the particulars, from a justifiable reserve, I

may say, however, to have determined that the differ

ence in" price between the use of lime and that of soda

is very small, and that it is financially compensatetl

by the better (luality of the fiber that is obtained by

cooking with soda. On the other hand, a very active

vigilance is required by the producer of middlinji

pulps, in order that the economy in the bleaching may
be i>ro|H'rly attained.

CONFER WITH MR. BALLANTYNE.
On July 11th, representatives of the pulp and pa-

per industry waited upon the Hon. C. C. Ballantyne.

Minister of Marine and Fisheries, in Montreal, and

discussed with him the possibility of getting addi-

tional freight space at reasonable rates for pulp ana

paper shipped from Canada to Great Britain. The

Minister explained the situation and said that he wa-

unable to hold out any promise of immediate better-

ment. He said, however, that while the Government "s

mei chant marine was entirely within the control of

Mr. D. B. Hanna, and that the Government would un-

der no circumstances attempt to interfere with Mr.

Hanna 's operation of the ships, he would, if given

proper data, take up the ease of the Canadian pulp

and paper exporters with Mr. Hanna, with a view to

meeting our requirements.

The Minister asked the delegation to supply the

following information:

(a) Names of companies with pulp or paper to ex-

port;

(b) Quantitj^ readv for shipment and where locat-

ed;

(e) What rate shippers, having in mind the present

scarcity of tonnage, the high rates prevailing and the

fact that for every ton of space available several

times the amount of freight is offered, are prepared
to pay.

It was immediately found that there is ready and
waiting for shipment, from Montreal and other east-

ern points, 12,000 tons of groundwood, 1,000 tons of

sulphite and 4,000 to ."i.OOO tons of newsprint and
board. The Minister was informed of the rates that
shippers could afford.

While the British Government has a very tight

grasp of most of the shipping space from Canadian
ports and does not seem disposed to release it, there
is hope that some outlet can be arranged for pulp and
paper that consumers on the other side are anxious
to get.

R. S. WALDIE, IMPEillAL BANK DIRECTOR.
K. S. Waldic, recently elected a director of the lin-

jierial Bank of Caiuula, is vicc-iiresident of the \'ie-

toria Harbor Lumber Company; president and manag-
ing director of the Toronto Pa])cr Mfg. Co., and vice-

president of the Magnatetwan Tanning & Electric

Company, Ltd. He was born at Burlington, Out., in

1887, and was educated at Upper Canada College,

Toronto University, and at Osgoode Hall. He began

the practise of law with Meredith. Cameron & Wal-

die, Toronto, in 1903.

SAFETY WORK PROGRESSING IN NORTH.
A. P. Costiganc, Safety Engineer of tlic Ontario I'ulp

and Paper Makers' Association. Toronto, returned Vc-

eently from holding a series of successful Safety rallies

in Sault Ste. Marie, Espanola, Sturgeon Falls. an<l

Dryden. The pictures entitled "The House that -Tack

Built,'" and "Careless America" were sliown at all

these points and the attendance in each centre was very

large. Mr. Costigane delivered brief but insti'uetive

addresses to the employees of the mills and their fami-

lies, and reports that much interest is being taken in

the work.

At Port Arthur it was not possible to hold a Safety

rally in a local theatre, owing to the fact that ne ci i.ld

not be secured. There is only one moving picture i) 'ce

in the city and the proprietor would not lease is , ace

of amusement for love or money. At Espano'a and
Sturgeon Falls the children of the public and separate

school were present in large numbers and took much
interest in the film, "The House that Jack Built." The
Spanish River News, which is published at the Soo, is

following up the good work done by Mr. Costigane. be-

holding a "Safety First Essay Contest," for which
prizes are being offered to those in the Fourth, Third
and Second Classes, the competition being oyion only to

children of employees of the Spanish River Pajier Mills

at the Soo, Espanola and Sturgeon Falls.

'Sir. Costigane left this week for Iroquois Falls and
Smooth Rock Falls, where he will hold further Safety
Rallies and moving picture exhibits. He has moved his

office in the Dominion Bank Building, Toronto, from
306 to 305 on the same floor. After his return 'i-om the

North, Mr. Costigane and family will spend a holiday
on Lake Simcoe near Barrie.
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Encouraging Progress with Prepara-

tion of Textbooks
The Secretary of the Joint Executive Committee is

sending to individual subscribei-s to the Textbook Fund,
a report of progress. Canadian contributions were
made as a part of the budget of the Association and
paid by regular assessment. They, too, will be interest-

ed in the editor's report. Considering the size of the
effort and that work could not actually start till late

in February (although preliminary organization was
accomplished) the progress made seems very encour-
aging.

The following is a brief statement by the editor of

the present status of preparations for the material to

be used in the text book which is to be published under
the auspices of the Technical Association of the Pulp
and Paper Industry and of the Technical Section of the

Canadian Pulp & Paper Association.

Scope of the Worl-.—This has been outlined in the

Technical journals and has been distributed in pamph-
let form by the Secretary to the gentlemen on the ex-

ecutive committee on Vocational Education. It will

consist of 4 .'olumes each approximately of 500 pages,

which will cover the topics as mentioned in the follow-

ing paragraphs, which will also give the name of the

author and the approximate number of pages for each

section.

Volume I. Preliminary Instruction :

Arithmetic by J. J. Clark, Scranton, Pa., about 150

pages, practically finished.

Mathematical applications (mensuration, special

problems, etc.) about 100 pages, by J. J. Clark, prac-

tically completed.

Elementary Chemistry by T. L. Crossley, about 100

pages, more than one-third completed.

Elementary physics, about 60 pages, by E. J. Gra-

ham. Hawkes])ury, Out.

]Mechanics & Hydraulics, about 60 pages, by E. J.

Graham.
Elementarv Electricity, about 60 pages, by J. S. Rid-

dile. Grand 'Mere, P.Q."

Volume 2. Preparation of Pulps.

Preface : Outline of the character of the work and a

brief summary of pulp history.

Introduction. Importance of wood. Lopping oper-

ations, etc. Distribution and properties of wood. Other

substances for pulp making: partly prepared. Section

1, Wood Preparation, about 32 pages. Section 2. Me-

chanical Pulp. 48 pages. Section 3, Sulphite Pulp, 96

pages, by B. Johnsen, Erie, Pa. Section 4, Soda Pulp,

by A. b! Larchar, Old Town, Me., 96 pages, jiartly pre-

pared. Section 5, Sulphate Pulp, 48 pages, by Elis

Olssen, West Point, Va. Section 6, Treatment of Pulp.

48 paees, by J. 0. Mason, Grand Mere, P.Q. Section

7, Bleaching of Pulp, 32 pages, by H. H. Hanson, un-

der way. Section 8, Analysis and Testing of Raw Ma-

terials and Pulp, 64 pages, by Max Cline. practically

finished.

Volume 3. Munufacturincj of Paper:

Preface: Scope of the Volume and the brief history

of Paper Making.
Introduction : Fibres and materials other than wood.

and their sources by Howard Atterbury, N.Y.

Section 9, Preparation of Rag and other Fibres, 96

pages by E. C. Tucker, Holyoke, Mass.

Section 10, Treatment of Waste Papers, about 48
pages.

Section 11, Beating and Mixing, 96 pages, by A. B.

Green, Erie, Pa., well under way.
Section 12, Engine Sizing, 32 pages, by J. A. DeCew.

New York.
Section 13, Coloring, 32 pages by Otto Kre.ss, Madi-

son, Wis.

Section 14, Loading, 16 pages.

Section 15, Paper Making Machines, 175 pages, by
J. W. Brassington, Wilmington, Del.

Volume 4. Manufacture of Paper (Continned) :

Tub Sized Papers, 16 pages by R. 0. Harper, Housa-
tonic, Mass., under way.

Section 17. Finishing Operations, 48 pages, H. J.

Guild, Bangor, Me.
Section 18, Special papers on Boards, 48 pages by

separate authors.

Section 19, Paper Testing, 64 pages, by F. C. Clark,
Holyoke, Mass.

Section 20, Laboratory Equipment, 16 pages.
Section 21, General Mill Equipment, 90 pages.
Section 22, Trade Cu.stoms and Mill Organization, 48

pages.

Section 23, Dictionary of papers, tables, etc.

Special effort is being made to produce the work in

logical order, and it is hoped that the preliminary sec-

tions will be ready for use by the end of the year. It

must be borne in mind that a very large work is be-

ing attempted and that unavoidable delay's are bound
to occur, and that the rate of preparation depends to

considerable extent upon the ability of busy men to

get time for the preparation of their contributions.

It will be especially helpful to the committee if the
members of our Technical organizations and all others
I'onnected with the industry who are in any position to

do so will co-operate by sending in suggestions to the
editor that would tend to make the work more com-
plete and up-to-date. This applies particularly to mills

where a process, perhaps for the first time, or where
a particular piece of equipment has been found to he
of special benefit, and where some wrinkle in improv-
ing the daily routine of mill work has been found
specially satisfactory.

Such things as washing felts, cleaning wires, lubri-

cating machinery, moving materials, wrapping, loading
and .shipping, and such matters may contain .just the
points that are needed to round out the treatment of

a particular subject and the editor will be glad to pass
on an.v such information to the author of the section to

which it applies.

Another manner in which the industry could do it-

self a service as well as assisting the committee, is by
sending in practical questions in regard to machines
and processes and their operation and also of numeri-
cal examples which apply to any of the many phases
of the industry.

An.v such co-operation and suggestions will be very
greatl.v appreciated.

^fr. William Hill, an employee of the Port Arthur
Pulp and Pajier compan.v, suffered the loss of the bot-

tom jiart of his left foot, when it was caught by a cir-

cular saw at the plant. Hill was rushed to St. tfoseph's

hospital by the police patrol, and was attended by a
local physician.
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Wages in England and Italy

Paper Mill Wages in England.

United States Consul General W. .Stanley Hollis, re-

ported recently from London as follows:

The secretary of the Employers' Federation of Pa-

permakers has advised this offiee tliat the rates if

vvajres paid in paper mills in this country vary consid-

erably, aeeording to the class of paper made and tlie

situation of the mills, and that there is no rceosnized

standard for any partieidar occupation. The federa-

tion is on the point of conipletinfr neprotiations with the

Paper Workers' Unions refjardin*; hours and wapes, by

which adult workers will receive an advance in wages

of 2 cents an hour. The working hours of the mills will

also be fixed from 6 a.m. Monday to 2.30 p.m. Sunday.

The average wages at present paid for a week of 60

hours in different sections of the federation are given

below, the conversions having been made to United

States currency at the rate of ^-iSii to the pound ster-

ling:

North. South. Scot,

section, section, section.

Machinemen and beatermen $18.87 $18.7:^ $15.65

Other classes 12.22 13.54 10.90

Word has .just come by cable that the British mills

have adopted the 8-hour system, but it may be safely

assumed that the wage of the individual worker will

not be any less on that account, although no additional

increa.ses have been noted.

High Prices and Low Wages in Italy.

Wage conditions in Italy, as well as prices of some
material are given in correspondence from Ing. L.

Burgo. of Cartiera de Verzuolo, Verzuolo, Italy

:

"I enclose a list of average prices for raw material

and wages paid in this section of the country, which
is a leading paper centre in Italy : please note that an

8-hour working day is in full force throughout Italian

paper mills, since the first of May. The scale of wages
may be changed slightly in the forthcoming final agree-

ments with the labor representatives.

The labor problem makes now imperative a more
strict accounting than it has now been the rule with us

in the past, and thus we hope to be able to cope with
the situation.

I would say that the war it.self has not damaged our
industry as much as the after-war difficulties, particu-

larly in regard to transportation difficulties. A.s you
certainly know, we are dependent on foreign coal and
the international situation weighs hard on our coal sup-

plies, both for quantity and quality in a way that we
are inclined to resent as unfair. We have now under
construction a hydro-electric plant for about 20,000
H.P.. and that will help some, though coal is coal, when
all is said and done, and we have got to use quite a

lot of it.

So while the whole country is pushing ahead with
water power developments, our main problem now is.

what it has always been, to have coal and ships and to

become internationally independent eno'igh to get coal

and ships for something less than a Mediterranean
birthright.

'

'

The prices of some important materials and of la-

bor is as follows:

I'er 00 kilos.

Lire.

Lime 3

—

t

Kosiu 140—160
Felts 35—45
Wins (square meter) 40—60

Sulphite pulp, bleached 120—130
Ciround wood 75—80
Alum 65—70

100 kilos — 220.46 lbs. One lire = 1!).3 cents. Multiply

the number of lire per 100 kilos i)y .086 to get cents

per pound, approximately.

Wa{ies.

Machinemen and Heaters foremen 11 lire a day of 8 hi-s.

Beaters 8 "'

Labourers 7 " " "
Women . 5

A Sharp Contrast.

In Canadian and American mills where union labor

is em])loyed, wages arc practically uniform for the same
conditions of employment. Here, too, the 3-tour sy.s-

tem prevails, altliougli some non-union plants still ad-

here to the anti(|uate(l 12-hour shift. In France the

8-hour day is a re<iuirement by law and apparently this

is also true in Italy. The wages paid in a typical, up-

to-date newsprint mill are shown in the following table.

It will be seen that maximum production by such high-

ly paid labor is necessary to insure a sale for Canadian
jjaper in the foreign market

:

Boss machine tenders -^1.17 per hour
Machine tenders .!)7

Hack tenders .80 '

'

Third hand 62yt
"

Fourth hand 50 "

Fifth hand ' 46
Broke hustler .45 "'

Oilers 47

Cleaners .43 "'

Beater engineers .69 '

'

Beatermen .46

These men are working on wide, fast machines, while

the Italians have appareuth' no machine over 135".

The next widest is in the mill of our correspondent and
is 108". Their four machines make 250-300 tons of

news and wrapping per week, while the Canadian mill

referred to, with two machines, each about 164", makes
more than 600 tons per week.

FOREST BURNING IN CENTRAL IDAHO.

Boise, Idaho, Julj- 15.—The forest fire which has been
raging for three weeks in the Yellow Pine di.striet of

the Thunder Mountain section, in Central Idaho, threat-

ens to equal in destruction the great fires which swept
Western Montana, and Northern Idaho in 1910, when
great lo.ss of life resulted.

The fire has wiped out six square miles of timber,
and has done serious damage over an equal area. One
hundred and twenty-five million feet of lumber was an
estimate made today by forestry officials of the loss so
far.

If the Americans burn up their western forests as

successfully as Canadians are burning theirs, the future
of the pulp and paper industry will be in some en-
lightened country like Korea, Siberia or Russia.
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Textbook Coihmitt^ \«^anb^^i^s&an£^
'^TTh?' editor «iga»ed by the Joint Execiitive Committ«e
Off' tJre Vocational IMueation Committees presents the
following outlines of sweral sections of .the. Textbook
on-'F'iilp and Paper M*an*ifaeture, whieh is bein o; pre-
pared.' Similar syiibi>ses of other sections will be pub-
lished as they are received from the authors. ' What is

^antecl isa carefut' review of the topics here presented
and suggestions for their improvement, especially by
the practical man, superintendent, boss machine-tejider,
beaterman, head-cook, grinder-room foreman, etc, as
the case may require. If some point is left out, say .,o.

If you have some information that may be of service to
the author of any section, send it in to be passed along
or give the editor a chance to put the author in touch
with you. Your help is not only appreciated, but it is

needed.

Correspondence may be addressed to J. N. Steplien-

son, Garden City Pre.ss, Ste. Anne de Bellevue, Que.

OUTLINE OF SECTION ON SODA PULP.
I.

Introductory.

1.—Brief outline of the Soda Process for making
wood pulp.

2.^Flow sheet or diagram showing the course of the

materials through the different stages of the

manufacturing and recovery operations.

3.—Distribution of mills. Wood used. Size chips,

etc.

II.

Preparing Cooking Liquor
1.—^Materials:

a—Soda Ash (Electrolytic Caustic).

b—Lime.
3—Water.

2.—Tanks.
3.—Pumps.
4.—-Piping and Drains.
5.—What takes place when Soda Ash and Lime are

boiled together.

6.—-Liquor Room Practice (Bath system).

a. Handling tanks (continuous system).

b. Boiling (filtration system).

c. Settling.

d. Pumping off.

e. Making weak liquors or "washes."
f. Getting rid of "mud" or sludge.

g. Storage of digester liquor.

7.—Questions and answers.

III.

The Cooking Process in a Soda Pulp Mill.

1.—Arrangement of digester room.
2.—Styles of Digesters.

a. Riveted and Welded.
b. Vertical Stationary.

c. Horizontal Revolving.

d. Double shell digesters.

3.—-Ways of heating Contents.

a. Direct heating.

b. Injector circulation.

c. Pump circulation.

4.—Preventing waste of heat from the digester.

5.—Blow pits, valves, gauges, thermometers.
6.—Digester operation.

;j- • a. Filling (mention size of ships).

b. Steaming (mention .any variation *S Wood
species.) .aiiOiiqiOfcoii. io iu:ii>jc.\d,

c. Relieving. -sahoiiO ggoo::'! to Jfoi'tS

d. Blowing. ..t;:.; '.

e. Preparing for the following uook.
7.—Questions and answers. - - - -' .-

IV.'- ^- -'': ^c ^-0,{^"'^

How Soda Pulp is Washed.—PliBTpbse-of Washing.
1.—Tanks. .M„d io a-fiiiRsl

3:—Piping. • loi n?ijr"!r-

4.—Pulp canals or sluices.

5.—Operation of washing room. "Fire" and
"Slow" stock. (Reason for using minimum
waters.)

6.—Questions and answers.

V.
The Evaporator Room and what is done in it.

1.—Why "Black liquor" is boiled down.
2.—Arrangement of Evaporator room.
3.—Style of Evaporators.
4.—Evaporator room practice.
5.—Questions and Answers.

VI.
Burning and Leaching Black Ash.

1.—^The Rotary Reclaiming Furnace.
a. Other types which have been used,

2.—Reason for Burning Black Ash.
3.—Rotary Room Practice.
4.—The leaching operation.
5.—Questions and Answers.

VII.
The Laboratory of a Soda Mill.

1.—How the laboratory helps.

2.—Testing caustic liquors.

3.—Testing Pulp for Moisture (and color.)
4.—General remarks.

VII.
1.—Recovery of lime from caustic sludge.
2.—^Some by-products that are or may be recovered.

BLEACHING OF PULP.
Theory of Bleaching of Chemical Pulp.
Composition of Bleach.

Reactions.

Chemistry of Bleaching of Pulp.
Control of Bleaching.

Effect of Quantity of Bleach.
Effect of Bleach Concentration.
Effect of Temperature.
Effect of Time.
Effect of Efficiency of Mixing,

Manufacture of Bleach.
Dry Bleach.

Manufacture of Chlorine (very brief mention.)
Absorption of Chlorine by Lime.
Strength of Bleach (Usual analysis.)

Basis of Selling.

Preparation of Bleach Solution from Dry Bleach.
Electrolytic Bleach

—

The Chlorine—Caustir. Soda Cell.

Chemistry of Process.

Diaphragm Cells

—

Townsend,
Allen-Moore,
Nelson, etc.

Mercury Cels,

Kastner and Kellner,
Whiting, etc.

Absorption of Chlorine in Milk of Lime.
,
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Preparation of Lime.

Systems of Absorptions.

Effect of Excess Chlorine.

Effect of Temperature.

Settling of Liquors.

Hypochlorite Cells.

Analysis of Bleach and Bleach Liquor.

Available Chlorine Determinations.

Measuring and Testing of Liquors.

The Bleaching Operation for Sulphite and Soda

Pulp.

Preparation of Stock for Bleaching.

Methods of Washing Stock.

Effect of Bleach Consumption.

Bleaching Systems.

Continuous Systems.

Charge System.

Bellmcr System.

Control of Operation.

Agitation.

Heating.

Stock Consistency.

Washing of Bleached Stock.

Use of Anti-Chlor.

Other Methods of Bleaching.

Use of Chlorine.

Advantages and Disadvantages.

Shipments.
Bleaching with Sulphur Dioxide.

Testing of Bleached Pulp.

Strength.

Color.

Oxy-Cellulose.

Resistant Cellulose.

Bleaching of Sulphate Stock.

Bleaching of Ground Wood.
Bleaching of Rags.

Bleaching of Old Papers.

Bleach Consumption.
Kind of Wood Used.
Length and Harshness of Cook.

Efficiency of Bleaching.

Consumption by Soda, Sulphite, Rags, etc.

Hazards.

Special Machines: Harper, Edwardes Attachment;

Yankee Machine; General Data.

Cylinder Machines: \'ats. Moulds, Control of Dryers,

Drv End of Cylinder Machines; General Data.

BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF SECTION ON PAPER
MACHINES.

Wet Part: Introductory: Stuff Chests; Sand Traps
Stuff Chest to Flow Box; Head Boxes
Screens, flat and rotary; Fourdinier Part
Rolls, Breast, Table, Wire, Dandy; Suction
Boxes ; Couches, press and suction ; Clothing,

wire and jackets; General Data.
Press Parts: Press Rolls; Felt, stretch and guide rolls.

Suction Boxes and Felt Whippers. Weights
and Levers. First, Second and Third Presses.

Smoothing Presses. Felt and Wire Marks. Turn-
ing and Washing Felts; General Data.

Dryer Parts: Cylinder, Causes of Trouble, Dangers,
Steam Joints, Dippers, Syphons; Circulating
Steam Devices; Steam Regulators; Felt; Gen-
eral Data.

Dry End: Calenders. Reels, Slitters and Winders;
General Data.

Paper Machine Drives: Variable and Constant Speed
Shafts; Marshal Drive, Ferguson Drive, Rope
Drive, Prime Movers. Engines. Turbines, Mo-
tors, Speed Changes and Speed Ratios; Gen-
eral Data.

OUTLINE FOR THE SECTION ON TUB SIZING.

1.—Tub sizing materials are glue, animal size,

starch and casein.

(a) Define glue, give source of supply and
physical and i-liemical properties.

(b) Define animal size, give source of supply and
chemical properties.

(c) Define starch, give source of supply and phy-

sical and chemical properties.

(d) Define casein, give source of supply and phj'^-

sical and chemical properties.

2.—Preparation of animal size from hides.

(a) Define glue stock.

(b) Physical and chemical state of hides before

coming to the mill.

(c) First operation at mill (soaking for 24 hours.)

(d) Wa.shed for twelve hours.

(e) Heated at 10 deg. for twelve hours and

drawn off.

f) Heated at 185 deg. for twelve hours and
drawn off.

(g) Heated at 190 deg. for tAvelve hours and
drawn off.

(Also includes description of apparatus used.)

3.—Preparation of starch.

4.—Preparation of casein.

5.—Description of size tub.

6.—Theorj' of tub sizing.

(a) Material soaks into pores of the paper, fills

them up, and coats over surface, leaving a film

giving

(1) Ink resistance,

(3) Smooth surface,

(8) Leathery feel,

(4) Strength of paper.

(b) Depending on

(1) Concentration of solution.

(2) Kind of solution used.
7.—Different methods of tub sizing.

(a) Once through in regular fashion.

(b) Wet winding,

(c) Up and down in one size tub.

(d) Double sizing.

8.—Effect of moisture on paper while going into

size tub.

(a) A bone dry .sheet takes less sizing than a wet
sheet.

(b) Much moisture is very good, but it produces
slack edges and buckled sheets.

9.—Strength increase of paper because of sizing.

(a) Strength increase of paper when using
starch, glue, animal size, or half starch and half

glue.

10.—When to use glue, animal size, starch or casein.

11.—Effect of temperatures of size in tub on paper.
(a) Penetrates more easily when size is hot.

(1) Temperature 120 deg.-130 deg. F. is normal.
12.—Effect of beater time on tub sizing.

(a) Stuff a long time in the beater requires less

surface sizing.

(b) Free stuff takes more tub sizing than slow
stuff.

13.—Effect of engine size on tub sizing.

(a) More rosin size in beater requires paper to
take less size in tub.
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14.—Sizing changes color of the paper depending
on

(a) Quality,

(b) Quantity,

(c) Strength,

(d) Color
Of the material used in the tub.

15.—Animal size troubles,

(a) Fermentation

(1) Corrected by alum, formaldehyde or zinc

sulphate.

(b) Grease in animal size.

(1) Makes uneven surface.

(c) Uniformity.

(d) Specific gravity increases as water in size

goe.s off as steam.

Starch troubles,

Same as above except for grease.

Casein troubles.

Same as (a).

16.—Which needs more tub sizing, rag or wood?
(a) Under the same rosin and beating conditions
rag takes more tub sizing than wood pulp.

(b) The sizing varies according to the quality
of the wQpd used.

(c) Also varies according to engine sizing and
beating time.

17.—^Surface sizing tests.

(a) Ink test with steel pen.

(b) Tongueing.
(e) Test for starch.

(d) Test for animal size and glue.

(e) Test for casein.

(f) Ink bath. Strips of paper floating on ink.

(Covered in greater detail under "Paper Testing."")

18.—Analvsis of glue, animal size, starch and casein.

(a) Glue.

(1) Physical properties.

(2) "Viscosity.

(3) Specific gravity.

(4) Gel.

(b) Starch.

(1) Physical properties.

(c) Casein.

(1) Physical properties.

(Covered in greater detail under "Analysis and
Testing of Materials.")
Would like more information on casein, who is us-

ing it, and for what purpose.

A NEW COLOR FOR PAPER MAKING.
A new dye recently announced by the National Ari

line and Chemical Company, Inc., Cotton Blue B, is

acid blue that will especially interest the silk dyer,

the paper manufacturer, and the ink maker. It will

also take the place of a blue for laundry purposes, for-

merly used.

Cotton Blue B can be employed for the bright blue

shade required on cotton yam, where the question .o":

fastness to washing does not enter into first considera-

tion. Other uses for cotton are restricted to twine, and
fabric of this character.

As a special dye for paper, it lends itself very well

for use in the blueing of bond paper and other high

grade papers, for which nrdinarj^ types of basic blues

do not have sufficient brightness.

Half tones were first printed in newspapers in

1894, by the Boston Journal.

Lack of Tonnage no Fault of Gov^t

Mention is made on another page of this issue

of the hearing given to a delegation of pulp and pa-

per men by Hon. C. C. Ballantyne, Minister of Mar-
ine and Fisheries. In view of fundamental import-

ance of favorable shipping facilities for conduct of

our overseas business and its indirect effect on the

whole industry, the following remarks of Mr. J. A.

Bothwell, president of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association, will have special interest.

"Criticism of the Canadian Government because
there is insufficient shipping to get Canadian pulp and
paper products to the European market is hardly
justified by the facts of the situation," said Mr. J.

A. Bothwell, when asked what grounds there were
for holding the Government responsible for tl;^ diffi-

culties which the industry is having in getting its

goods into the overseas market. "The pulp and paper
industry is certainly greatly hampered by the lack
of ships and by the abnormal freight charges for such
space as is available, but in that respect it is no bet-

ter and no worse off than other Canadian exporting
industries.

Government Sympathetic.

"The Government,"" continued Mr. Bothwell, "has,
through the Hon. Mr. Ballantyne, given a very sym-
pathetic hearing to our case, and has promised to do
everything possible to relieve our situation, and I

believe it will carry out its promi.se. The difficulty
arises from the fact that Great Britain controls prac-
tically all Canadian shipping, except such as is own-
ed by the Canadian Government, which is almost a
negligible amount at present. Canadian vessel own-
ers placed their ships under the British registry dur-
ing the war in order to enjoy the protection of the
British Government, and to meet other war condi-
tions. So far all efforts to have some or all of the
ships restored to the Canadian registry have failed.
"The British Government wants the ships for its

own u.se, and the Canadian Government, as Mr. Bal-
lantyne frankly told our delegation, is powerless in
the matter. The salvation of Canada's commerce, as
the Minister also said, lies in building up a Canadian
merchant marine, and that will take a considerable
time to accomplish. The Government expects to have
20 ships in commission this year, and 50 within two
or three years' time, but shippers fear that by that
time their present market opportunity will have van-
ished. Other countries than Canada will have seized
upon the trade that this country might have secured
had we the facilities at present for securing it.

Not Farsighted Enough.
"The trouble with us Canadians is that we didn't

look far enough ahead, and begin building ships early
enough, and in large numbers. That was probably
due to the fact that we had our hands full in carrying
on the war, and besides had neither the men nor the
means, even if we had had the vision, to enter upon
an extensive shipbuilding program at a time when all
concerned were concentrated upon the war effort.
But if we didn't have these things other countries,
much more sorely pressed than ours, did, and to-day
they are the ones that stand to benefit chiefly by re-
construction.

"But if the pulp and paper men understand the
difficulties of the Government, and are not inclined
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trouT)Tei!: we,' iievertlieless; realize- 'itial thg sUufttli

is ojie oi.very great hardship for our iudnstry, as well

as a arawhaekto Caiuulian tratle expausipu. In our

own industry we are I'looded with ijiquiries from

Europe for quotations on pulp and paper products

of almost ^ very grade. The Minister, pf. Marine and

Ki^ihgries, when iiiquiriug mXo thfl. situation, asked

us for spetnt'lc inforinatiou as to. what amounts of

pulp and paper we had ready for export, where the

shipments were loeated. their destination and the

amount the shippers would be williuir to pay for ocean

freijjlits, having in mind all the circumstances at pres-

ent surrounding ocean freight traffic. We were able

to give him some information of this character, such

as the fact that one Quebec producer of ground wood

pulp has over 12,000 tons of pulp lying upon the

docks waiting for ships to carry it to England, where

it has a market, and has tried in vain for months to

.secure the necessary accommodation, but the real sit-

uation is that the producers are afraid to make con-

tracts with the Briti.sh buyer.s, because of the uncer-

tainty as to being able to make delivery. Some, how-

ever, are taking orders and are running the chance of

being able to get the necessary cargo space.

High Freight Rates.

•'The high freight rates are also an adverse factor

in the situation," said Mr. Bothwell. "There is a dif-

ferential of between .-(iS and .'{ilO a ton against Cana-

dian pulp and paper laid down in the United King-

dom, as compared with the same cla.ss of products ex-

ported thence from the Scandinavian countries, our

I'liief competitors for the trade. "We understand,

too, that American pulp and paper are going overseas

with a similar advantage in rates as compared with

our own. But this again is a situation difficult to

remedy, since we are told that for every ton of cargo

space available at any Canadian port from two to six

times the amount of merchandise is offered. The Gov-

ernment tells us that when its .ships are ready for

business, profits on their operation will be made sec-

ondary to the question of Canadian trade expansion.

This sounds like good policy, but its benefits are too

far distant in the future to have any appreciable ef-

fect upon our present situation.

"Another thing that militates against Canadian
foreign trade expansion is the fact that there are

so few things that Canada wants to import from
abroad, comparatively speaking. We are practically

producing all of our own foodstuffs and the greater

part of our requirements in manufactured goods. Bvit

ships that leave our ports laden with Canadian goods
cannot be expected to come here empty. There has

to be reciprocity in trade. A striking instance of

this relates to the supply of print paper and pulp
now going to Australia. There is no reason why Can-

ada should not supply these commodities, except again

the lack of ships; but, as a matter of fact, since the

war stopped Scandinavia has been supplying Austra-
lia's needs of these things, taking Australian wheat
in exchange. Australia has three years' crop of wheat
stored up ready for the market, of which she must
get rid. Canada, of course, isn't a wheat buying
country, and we. cannot trade our pulp and paper
•^r.r wheat."

Greneral Outlook.
Asked as to the general outlook for this year's pulp

and paper export business. Mr. Bothwell said:

"Our .\meriean market contirups firm, with a verv

Strong demand. The market for' kraft and -otJifer

grades of wrai)ping paper, which slowed up consid-

erably when the war stopped, probably in the mis-

taken expectation of a slump in prices, has iirmed up

to such an extent of late that the kraft mills .some

time since withdrew all quotations, and find some

difficulty in filling orders. The market for newsprint

is also strong, and some producers fear a runaway
market may develop this fall, which they would very

much deplore, as a stabilized market is the best for

all concerned. The American demand for pulp is bet-

ter than normal. A statement, however, printed a

day or two ago, that this year's exports of Canadian
pulp would amount to $190,000,000 in value is some-

what exaggerated. Last year, Canada exported pulps

of all grades to the value of $34,706,771. We may
show an increase over that this year, but we have

to count upon competition with the European produc-

ers, which was non-existent last year. At any rate,

prices show no indication of falling, nor will they so

long as the present high price of labor, freight and
raw materials keeps up.

"Another mis.statement going around that needs

correction, is that the British paper mills are practic-

ally out of business, and that it will take them two or

three years to get back to normal producton.

British MUls on 3 Tours.

"Our special representative in London cables that

the British mills have gone to the three-tour system,

which means that they are operating 24 hours a day,

with three shifts of workmen. At that rate it will

take them but a very short time to overtake any
shortage that may exist, and anj' foreign-made paper
that gets into England will have to show good cause

for doing so. The imperial preference, you may be

sure, will not be allowed to operate to the detriment
of British manufacturers and British workmen, and
there is no reason why it should. Great Britain is

under even more of a necessity than we are to keep
her industries alive, and "to keep as much of her
money as possible from leaving the country.

"These, however, are all good reasons why Cana-
dian exporting industries, such as pulp and paper
manufacturing, should receive every possible encour-
agement at home, and why special efforts should be
put forth to enable them to maintain and increase

their foothold in the overseas market." concluded
Mr. Bothwell.

MACHINERY "WANTED IN FRANCE.
The following inquiry from Edouard Hery, 16 Rue

du Roeher, Paris, will interest many of our readers
and advertisers. Replies may be sent direct to Paris,

or through the Pulp and Paper Magazine. There are
other openings also

:

"Dear Sir,—We actually receive a great number
of inquiries for various machines, such as:

Envelope making machines,
Bag and sachet making machines,
Machines to make folding cardboard boxes and

tubes.

Machines to make corrugated cardboard.
Machines to make toilet paper rolls.

Wire stitching machines,
Gumming machines,
Bindery machinery, etc.

We shoiild feel obliged to you if you would give
us addresses of some firms interested in the export
of their material."
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UMTED STATES AOTES
The Arnold bill, imposing increases of nearly 400

per cent on income, recently passed by the Wisconsin
State Senate, met with overwhelming defeat when it

came to a vote in the Assembly. The measure was
solidly opposed by practicall.y every commercial or-

ganization in the State, led by paper manufacturers
and other representatives of the paper industry. It

was asserted by those protesting against the bill that

the effect of its enactment would have been to drive

many manufacturing institutions from the State.

Producers of chemicals look upon recently placed

orders for bleaching materials in large quantities by
paper mills as a hopeful sign. They report greater ac-

tivity and firmer prices in chemicals, and see in the

demand of the paper mills prospects of an early re-

turn to normal business conditions.

A ten acre tract of land located near the Drainage
Canal on the Chicago River has just been acquired by
the Mendelson Brothers Paper Stock Company, of

Chicago, who plan to erect immediately upon part of

this site a large modern warehouse. $400,000 will be

needed to build this structure, which will contain

about 200,000 square feet of floor space. According
to present plans, this building should be ready for

occupancy by November 1. The remainder of the land
will be improved by the Mendelsons in the near fu-

ture to take care of their paper and paper product
lines, plans for which are now being formulated.

When all the projected improvements have been made
it is expected that in the neighborhood of $2,000,000

will have been expended. The Mendelson interests

and connections are large operators in paper stock

and paper mill .supplies, having a large plant in St.

Louis and connections in all the larger cities of the

country.

The International Paper Company has declared its

regular quarterly dividend of one and one half per

cent on the preferred capital stock, pavable July 15,

1919.

While a number of paper manufacturers are un-

derstood to have signified their intention to comply
with the requirements of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion in connection with the so-called misbranding
ease, it is not at all unlikely that many of the larger

concerns will hold out and fight the case before the

commission. A stipulation to the effect that they
will not use certain terms, against the use of which
the Trade Commission is opposed, may be signed with-

in the next few weeks by those manufacturers who
are in favor of a settlement in line with the commis-
sion's suggestions. It is said that the commission is

being asked to withdraw its objections to the use of

the word "bond." Other terms brought out at the

recent hearing, which will no doubt be insisted upon
by the commission, are believed to he acceptable to

the manufacturers.
The St. Regis Paper Company's mill at Deferist.

N.Y.. recently established new records for produc-
ti_pn in a single day. On Tuesday, July 1st, a grand
total of 170 tons of paper was run over the mill's four

big machines. This record was almost reached on
two other days of the same week, when 167 tons were
rolled off.

Jacob de Juliu, president of the Commercial Mis-

sion of the Government of Finland, and president of

the Finnish Cellulose IManufacturers' Union, who is

visiting the United States in connection with the mis-

sions' work of furthering the commercial relationship

between Finland and the United States, at the same
time seeking to build up a market in America for Fin-

land's surplus pulp, gave a dinner last week to rep-

resentative men of the paper industry. Mr. de Julin

gave interesting details of the Finnish pulp industry,

and explained that it is the intention of the Finnish
pulp manufacturers to export their product to the

United States through a representative whom they
plan to send, so that American paper manufacturers
can deal directly with them, and will not need to de-

pend on the services of an importer or middleman, A
paper on "The Cure for Bolshevism," was read by
Hans Lagerloef, president of the Lagerloef Trading
Company, a personal friend of Mr. de Julin. Mr.
Lagerloef gave an account of Finland's affliction

with this maladj', and described as the only effective

cure one entailing a "major operation." In short, it

is Mr, Lagerloef 's idea that Bolshevism cannot be
overcome by mere temporizing, but should be wiped
out by resort to force, as was done in Finland.
According to recent consular advices, Sweden's pa-

per making industry suffered severely during the
war period on account of the great scarcity of chemi-
cals u.sed in the manufacturing process. The latter
became almost unobtainable, while the prices ad-
vanced beyond reason ; this was particularly true of
sulphur. In 1916 the paper mills formed a combina-
tion which bound the members to the strictest ac-
countability and provided for a high fine when any
manufacturer sold below the fixed rates. This led to
a further increase. The cost of labor has gone up ma-
terially, while the supply is les.sened. The paper mills
and the banks, which hold large quantities of their
notes, declare that the prevailing prices are justified
by cost of production.

After a lull of several months the paper manufac-
turers and exporters report a steadily increasing de-
mand for American paper from foreign markets. With
the exception of England, where the embargo placed
on American paper and adverse exchange rates have
seriously interfered with the export trade, the de-
mand is fast approaching normal, and recently .sev-

eral of the mills have notified their customers that
they have withdrawn their price list, indicating that
they have a sufficient number of orders on hand to
keep them busy for some time to come.
The first suit to be begun by the Chemical Founda-

tion, Inc., to protect its patent right under the 4,500
once German owned dye, chemical and drug formu-
lae, sold to the Foundation by the Alien Property
Custodian, under an executive order approved by the
President, has been in.stituted in the United States
District Court against the Anglo-French Drug Co.,
to stop the importation of Arsphenimine, on the
ground that such importations con.stitute an infringe-
ment of the patent held. It is the purpo.se of the
foundation to protect in every way its rights under
the aptent acquired, and no effort or expen.se will be
spared in the present litigation, it is said.
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Technical Section

ANOTHER INVITATION.

Members of the Tei-huical Section and their friemP*

have been looking forward with jrreat pleasure ni an-

ticipation of the visit to the mills of Price Bros. & Co..

at Kenotranii and Joiuiuiere. When they learned that

the partv would take the boat for the return journey

at St \lphonse. the Hal Ila! Bay Sulphite Company

extended a cordial invitation to visit their fine uew

sulphite mill. They will also entertain the party at

supper before the boat leaves. It is without question

the finest trip ever planned by the Technical Sec-

tion and everv member should make a special effort

to attend Tt"will be necessary to send a money or-

der with vour application—$27.05 if you sail from

Montreal, 'and $16.00 if you sail from Quebec. These

are total boat expensces, and include war tax.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-3 Production of esparto in Northern Africa.

(L'alfa, sa proiuction en Afrique du Nord.) -T. :\Iicol

de Poi-tcmont, Le Papier. 22, p. 13.^,. I910.-Of the

AV"-^^ million hectares of esparto producmsr land m
Al"-eria. 1.200.000 at most are leased out. and of these

onfy 7-8,000,000 are really used. If the whole of the

esparto area were properlv utilized the annual Al-

<Terian production would be increased from 100.000

t^o 500.000 tons, and Tunis would yield about 150.000

tons anually. 90 per cent of the production is used

bv Ensrlish" mills.—A. P.-C.

'A-14. Testing tarred paper. (Essais des cartons

pour toitures.) Papierfabrikant, Nov. 22, 1919.

throu-h Le Papier, 22, p. 149, 1919.—The following

determinations should be made: (1) Thickness; (2)

Resistance to folding: (3) per cent tar and bitumen:

(4) Absorption: (5) Impermeability. fl) By mean?

of a micrometer. (2) By carefully folding strips 5-6

cm. by 20 cm. over wires 20. 15. 10. 5. and 2 mm. diam..

and observing the folds with a magnifying glass. A
strip is also folded back and forth without any wire,

noting when it breaks, which should not be before

the 3rd or 4tli time. (3) By dissolving in chloroform,

filtering, evaporating, and weighing, (i) By deter-

mining the weight absorbed in 24 hours by a piece

completely immersed in water in such a way that it

does not "touch bottom. This .should not be over 15

per cent, and in good quality paper is about 5-7 per

cent. (5) By noting the time taken by a column of

25 cm. pf. water to force its way through one thick-

ness of the paper. The water should not appear on

the under surface before 4-5 weeks.—A. P.-C.

E-2. Adhesive from waste sulfite liquor. W. H.

Dickerson. T\S. 1.290,117, Jan. 7.—An adhesive suit-

able for use in road building, making sand cores, and

for other purposes, is produced by concentrating

waste sulfite liquor in vacuo, and during the concen-

tration adding CaCO, in somewhat less amount than

that which would be required for complete neutraliza-

tion of the acid in the liquor.

E-5. Mixed process for obtaining chemical pulp.

(Traitement mixte des matieres vegetales en vue de

separer la cellulose des autres matieres.) French pat-

ent No. 490,167 garnted to'Tellulose et Papiers. " Le

Papier, 22, p. 153, 1919.—The essential feature of the

process consists in interriiiitiiig tlic ciieiiiical treat-

ment before comi)letioii. crushing the partially cook-

ed material in a suitable crusher, and then finishing

the cooking. It is claimed the time of treatment is

thereby reduced and the treatment is rendered more
thnroiigh and efficient.—A. P.-C.

K-4. Notes on the cleaning and washing of rags.

(Observations sur le lessivage des chiffons et du lav-

age qui doit y succeder.) K. ArnouUl. Le Papier, 22,

p. 129, 1919.—The process of cleaning rags must be

adapted to the quality of the rags and to the proper-

ties it is desired to give them. Some classes of rags

do not require any cleaning, but these are verv few,

and on the whole they do not give satisfactory results

on the machine. A thorough cleaning, if properl.v

conducted, yields a material which is more easily and
tlioroiighly washed, shredded, bleached and refined.

The paiier made from it is also stronger owing to the

better felting properties of the fibres on the machine.

The 3 factors to be taken into consideration are: (1)

The amount of alkali per 100 kilos of rags; (2) The
temperature at which the cleansing is to be carried

out :
(3") The length of time of the treatment. Treat-

ment with lime alone, under a pressure of 4-4.5 kilos,

decolorises the rags, destroys any wool which may
be present, and softens the ligneous matter. Treat-
ment with soda ash removes grease and dissolves al-

buminoid and pectose matters, gums, etc. Caustic al-

kali is more energetic in its action, and should be

used only when absolutely necessary, as it acts on the
fibres themselves, entails greater wear of the wash-
ers, and is liable to cause dangerous bums. The
washing of the cleaned stock requires as much care
as the cleaning, and is often improperly carried out.

After all the steam has escaped, the alkali .should be
gradually withdrawn, clean water being added at the
same time with continuous agitation. This prevents
the reprecipitation on the fibres of much of the in-

crusting matter, which has been dissolved during
cleansing, but which is insoluble in cold water—
A. P.-C.

K-6. The recovery of waste paraffined paper by
extraction with volatile solvents. Otto Kress and L.
F. Hawley. J. Tnd. Eng. Chem.. 11, 227-9 (1919).—
"Waste pariffined paper was extracted with gasoline
in a small intermittent extractor, the amount of sol-

vent and paper being varied in different runs. Two
extractions were made on each charge of paper, the
amount of solvent and paper being varied in differ-
ent runs. Two extractions were made on each charge
of paper, the amount of solvent u.sed in the .second
extraction being equal to the amount drained off from
the first. Using 20 gallons of gasoline (b. 90-140°)
at one application per 7 pounds of paper, the paraf-
fin retained by the paper amounted to- 0.21 per cent
based on the extracted paper. losing 8 gallons of
gasoline per 20 pounds of paper, the paraffin retained
was 3.40 per cent. With a large, well designed ex-
traction system it should be possible to get even bet-
ter results with less solvent.— (Chem. Abs.)
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The C'arswell Co., Jjimited, mamit'actnrers of law

books and statiouery, Torouto, have removed from
19 Duncan street to larger and moi-e commodious
premises in a new, concrete building at the corner of

Adelaide street west and York streets, Toronto.

William G. Imrie, of Toronto, a widely known ad-

vertising man and brother of John M. Imrie, manager
of the Canadian Press Association, has joined the

ranks of the benedicts. He was married to Miss Mar-
ion Stark, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. Quesnel,

Grace St., Toronto. Mr. Imrie and bride have re-

turned from a wedding trip to New York and Provi-

dence, and have taken up residence on Laurier Ave.
The late Robert Kilgour, of Kilgour Bros., manu-

facturers of paper boxes and paper boxes, Toronto,

who died on December 3rd last, left an estate of

$362,836. A probate of his will has just been issued,

and an income of $10,000 a year is provided for his

widow, who also gets an insurance of $44,953, and a

life interest in the realty. Each of the sons, William
Ashley and Robert Cecil Kilgour receives $30,000.

Various Missions and the Bible Training Institute

are bequeathed several thousand dollars. The late

Mr. Kilgour held stock in the Canada Box Board Co.

to the extent of $68,510, and also considerable stock
in the Carter-Crume Co., the American Sales Book
Co., and the Pacific-Burt Co., as well as other con-

cerns.

A charter has been granted to the Riordon Annex
Housing Co., Limited, with headquarters at Hawkes-
bury, Ont., and a capital stock of $50,000. Another
organization which has just been incorporated is Pre-

mier Paper Products, Limited, Sarnia, Ont., wth a

capital stock of $50,000.

H. G. Schanche, who has been appointed chief for-

ester of the Abitibi Power and Paper Co., Iroquois

Falls, Ont., has selected a site for a Forest Nursery,
and the clearing and preparation of the same is now
in progress. The output of the nursery will be made
to satisfy the demands of the reforestation program
of the Forestry Department. Mr. Schanche will leave

.shortly on an extended trip over the limits of the

company in order to gain first hand knowledge of the

same, following which a working plan will be drawn
up for the surveying and mapping of the holdings. A
regeneration survey on virgin and cut-over areas is

at present being carried on within the limits of the

company. This work is under the supervision of Dr.

C. D. Howe, of Toronto, and is similar to the investi-

gations of a like nature recently conducted by him on
the limits of the Laurentide and Riordon companies.
John W. Haraux, representing Whiting-Patterson

Co., Inc., wholesale paper and envelope dealers. New
York, was in Montreal last week calling upon the

trade.

S. F. Duncan, of Toronto, sec.-treas. of the Provin-

cial Paper Mills Co., and family, are spending a vaca-

tion of the Wawa Hotel. Lake of Bays.

E. R. Mosher, of New York, representing the In-

terstate Pulp and Paper Co., Inc., whoses pecialty is

|)aper and boards of every description, was in Mont-
real last week on business.

James A. Cook, who has been a member of the

staff of Brown Bros., manufacturing stationers and
wholesale paper dealers, Toronto, for the past forty

.rears, and his son, James' P. Cook, who has been with
the same firm for a score of 3-ears, have left to en-

gage in a s imilar line of business on their own behalf.

A pleasant function took place at the warehouse,
when Mr. Cook, Sr., was presented by the factory
staff with a beautiful cabinet of silver and by the

warehouse employees with a handsome easy chair as

a mark of appreciation. Mr. Cook, Jr., was given a
silver service on the same occasion, as a tangible ex-

pression of personal regard.
William C. Jephcott, late of the Dominion Paper

Box Co., Toronto, who enjo.ys the distinction of be-

ing elected the first Hon. Member of the Canadian
Box Manufacturers' Association, accompanied by his

wife and Miss Kathleen Jephcott. left recently on a
trip to England.

C. E. Nicely, of Toronto, assistant sales manager
of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., spent the past week
at his home in South Bend, Ind., where he attended
the weddug of his sister.

A. M. Huestis, of Toronto, Canadian representa-
tive of the Kalbfleisch Corporation of New York, ac-

companied by Mrs. and Miss Huestis, have been
spending a vacation at Alexander Bay.

La Reine Lumber Co., Limited, of Quebec City,
has been incorporated to manufacture and deal in

lumber, timber, pulp and wood product.s, and to take
over as a going concern the manufacturing business
of Welford, Laliberte & Frere, St. Remi, Que. The
capital stock is $49,000.

In connection with the recent outbreaks of forest
fires in Northern Ontario, some of which have, it is

alleged, been started by settlers burning slash with-
out first obtaining a permit. They will be prosecut-
ed by the Department of Lands, Forests and Mines.
It is interesting to note that the Ontario Criminal
Code has been amended by the Legislature. Personal
negligence in connection with fire risks now is a seri-

ous offence. When an authorized fire officer recom-
mends reasonable alterations for safeguarding life

of property in connection w tiha saw mill or yard
in which logs or lumber are held, and the alterations
have not been made within thirty days after svicli

notice, the owner or person controlling the property-
will be liable to a fine not to exceed $1,000 or impris-
onment not to exceed six months, or both.

The olde.st printer in Canada died in Kingston, Ont.,
during the past week. He was John Smith, who for
many years conducted a job office in that city, and
for some years was foreman of the news room "of the
New York World. The late Mr. Smith, who was born
in Kingston, was 78 years old. The honor of being
the oldest typo in Canada is now claimed by Samuel
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Keid of the Kingston Whig staff, \vho is in his 78th

year, and started to learn the art in the Whig of-

fice on Julv 12th, just 61 years ago.

James Muir, formerly a luemher of the Boari. ot

Control, of Ottawa, and a widely known ','anadian

newspaper man. has i)urehased the Gazette, of Al

raonte Ont.. while the Advocate, of Trenton, (int..

has been bought bv V. A. Statia. late of the Dufferin

Post, of Orangeville, Out., and Thomas .Tarivtt. lato

of the Toronto Telegram staff.

Two new publications have recently been launched

in Ontario. Thcv are the Northern Canoeist, issued

in Gananoque. of which F. G. Baker is editor, and

which will devote special attention to the Northeri,

Division of the American Canoe Association, and

the Retail Merchants' Globe, Toronto, which will

come out once a month in the interest of the retail

trade of the province. Claude Sanigan, formerly in

charge of the Globe bureau in London, Ont.. is the

edito'r of the latter publication.

The "Canadian Boy"' Magazine, which was estab-

lished in St. John. N.B.. by Percy Gib.son. has been

purchased bv the Dominion Council of the Boy Scouts"

Association "of Canada as its organ. The services of

Mr. Gibson have been secured, and he has been added

to the Council, and will look after the publicity work

of the Boy Scouts' Association, making his headquar-

ters in Toronto.

John M. Imrie, manager of the Canadian Press As-

sociation. Toronto, and family, are spending the holi-

days at the Elgin House, Muskoka.

Major-General Sir David Watson, commander of

the Fourth Canadian Division, recently returned

home after an absence of nearly five years, and was

warmly greeted by the citizens of Quebec, and also

tendered a civic reception. General Watson is the

publisher and managing director of the Quebec Chron-

icle.

Mrs. Peter Henderson, ^Montreal, passed away re-

cently after a protracted illness, in her ,seventy-.sec-

ond year. Besides her husband she leaves two daugh-

ters, and two sons, one of whom is James R. Hender-

son, business manager of the Gazette Printing Co.,

Montreal.

Stainton, Downey & Evis. Limited, have been grant

ed a charter with headquarters in Toronto, and a

capital stock of $100,000, to conduct the business

of stationers, printers, publishers, electrotypers. etc.,

and to manufacture envelopes, paper bags, boxes,

cardboard, books, novelties, etc. The incorporators

are Wm. H. Stainton, Chas. H. Downey, Sidney A.

Evis, Arthur B. Dalby and Chas. E. Doust. all of To

ronto.

According to announcement made by ^Ir. George

F. Henderson, K.C., at Ottawa this week, it is under-

stood that the American Barking Drum Company has

notified several Canadian paper manufacturers that

it intends to bring action against the William Ham-
ilton Company, Ltd.. of Peterboro. Ont.. for infringe-

ment of patent rights. The "Guettler" patents are

concerned. The action, if it really goes to the courts,

would doubtless taket he form of an in.iunction to re-

strain the Hamilton Company from making use of the

patents it is alleged to have infringed upon. No writ

was issued in the Exchequer Court at Ottawa up to

Tuesday this week.

July 17, 191!)

THE SURVEY OF ONTARIO WOODS.
Roland D. Craig, of the Commission of Conserva-

tion, Ottawa, and staff, are now at work making a

.survey of the timber wealth of Ontario. It is ex-

pected that the job will occupy about three years. The

province will be divided into five drainage areas, con-

sisting of the southern portion of Ontario, the Ot-

tawa Valley, the Georgian Bay district, the Lake Su-

perior region and the north. The survey, when com-

pleted, will not only furnish a reliable estimate of

present standing timber and pulp wood in the prov-

ince, its location, distribution of species, etc., but data

and maps will be supplied showing the area covered

by the forests, the area suitable for agriculture, the

waste lands and the areas which should be dfvoted

to tlie production of forests.

This basic information, which has never previou.s-

ly been available, will afford some concrete facts re-

lating to the timber resources of Ontario. While no

attempt will be made to cruise the whole province,

since a large proportion of the timber is in private

holdings, for which the holders have detailed eruise.s,

reconnais.sance work will be undertaken to supplement

the detailed work that has already been carried out.

by private interests.

The Ontario Government has assured the Commis-
sion of Conservation of the fullest measure of sym-

pathy and co-operation, and all the figures or other

information of a confidential character, which may
be given to the Commission, will be treated as such,

and will be used only for the purpose of enumeration

and in arriving at the desired results.

Mr. Craig, who is a graduate of Cornell University,

with the degree of Forest Engineer, has had a wide
experience and insight into .such work, and has for

a long time been attached to the Commission of Con-

servation. He recently completed a valuable and com-
prehensive survey of the province of British Colum-
bia forests, the details of which have been published

and are in great demand.

L/'

EXTENDING PAPER COATING PLANT.
Work was begun this week on an extension to the

finishing room of the coated paper plant at George-
town, Ont., of the Provincial Paper [Mills Co. The
addition will be 80 x 90 feet, one storey high, with
l)asement, while a similar extension is being erected
to the color room, 40 x 80 feet. The new structures
are being built of concrete blocks, and steel trusses,

and the work is being carried out for the company
under the direction of W. J. Tremble. It is expect-
ed that construction will be completed by the end of
September, and the extra room will result in in-

creasing the output of the plant, which is very busy
at the present time. It is probable at a later date new
equipment will be added, but this has not yet been
decided upon.
An interesting case was tried in Toronto recently

when the Manufacturers Press, Limited, brought suit
against H. A. Hancock. The latter signed a contract
by which he was to receive encyclopaedias into which
he could pa.ste informative articles. He did not like
the books and sent them back. The Manufacturers'
Press then brought suit to recover the price of the
same. Judgment was given for the latter, and the
books will be returned to Hancock, whom the Court
advised not to .sign contracts unless he intended to
stand by them.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, July 17.—The inidsuminiT period has now

.set in in the paper busiue.s.s, and while the mills report

that orders are coming in quite freely, jobbers state

that business is seasonably quiet, and a large number
of the staffs of the various wholesale concerns are

enjoying holidays. Another factor, which has inter-

fered with the trade in Toronto, lia.s been the embargo
placed by the railways on all incoming freight con-

signed to Toronto and suburban points. Both the

G. T. R. and the C. P. R. have notified the traffic de-

partment of the Board of Trade to this effect. Pro-
vision has, however, been made to exempt an.y firms

from the embargo, where they will undertake to do
their own cartage from the railway sheds. Freight
agents along the lines have been notified of the names
of the firms free from the embargo, and outside ship-

ments accepted for local consignees. A number of

wholesale houses are among the exempted concerns.

The strike of the carters still continues, and there is

no present indication of a settlement.

There is a brisk demand for newsprint, and all the

mills are busy. Book and writing mills also report

a good business. It is reported that newsprint is

growing scarcer all the while, and that an advance
may be expected in the near future, owing to recent

raises in wages and increasing overhead costs. Coat-
ing paper plants, wax paper plants, toilet and tissue

mills are all very active, and exi)ect to continue so

right through the summer.
The market for groundwood is getting better all

the while, and prices are now considerably firmer
than the.v have been for a long period. Sulphite pulp
continues in steady requisition. There is still a vig-

orous agitation, on the part of the pulp men especi-

ally, to secure better transportation facilities so far

as meeting the foreign demand is concerned. A depu-
tation recently waited upon Hon. C. C. Ballant.vne,

Minister of Marine, in connection with the difficult.v

being experienced, and the members were told that
the Government could not afford any immediate re-

lief. The ^Minister stated that the Dominion Govern-
ment could not influence the British Government to

relax the restrictions, which it has placed upon all

tonnage under British charter. Mr. Ballantyne point-

ed out that by the end of 1919 the Government would

own and operate twenty ships, and that by the close

of 1920 fifty would be available.

Provincial Charter Required.

Another interesting matter to pulp and paper firms

is whether a company operating under a federal char-

ter can be required by law to take out a provincial

charter. The Supreme Court of Canada has just

handed down a judgment on this long drawn out ques-

tion deciding in favor of the provinces, which means
that a Dominion company can be compelled to bring

itself under a provincial companies act as a condition

of carrying on business in the provinces. The effect

of the decision appears to be to make a Dominion
charter valueless for practical purposes in those pro-

vinces which require such companies to take out a

provincial license. The decision would appear to ap-

ply to all classes of companies. The provinces requir-

ing provincial licensing are Ontario, Manitoba, Sas-

katchewan, British Columbia and New Brunswick.

There has been only one change in paper prices dur-

ing the past week, and that is an advance of half a

cent on drug wrap, which is now selling at nine cents

instead of eight and a half; snow white has been ad-

vanced from nine and a half cents to ten cents.

It is interesting to record that extensions are go-

ing on in a number of mills, and that one coating

paper company is extending its plant, while an addi-

tion is being built to the sulphite mill of the Spanish

River Pulp and Pajier Co. at the Soo, and a new roof

placed on the machine room. At Espanola, the com-

pany are erecting a number of new houses for their

employees, while two new schools are being put up
and an extension is being made to the machine room
for the installation of another paper machine, which
will considerably increase the output of newsprint.

Paper companies in Canada importing Bristol

board, who have in the past imported stock with the

grain running the short way of the sheet, have been

notified that it T-ould be more convenient for the

makers to make thi^ stock with the grain running th°

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones'"^* murray hill, new YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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Ion"- wav of the sheet. Customers have been asked every clay reports are heard regardiiif? the withdrawal

if it would be acceptable to them if stock with grain of this or that niill from the market. Some manufac-

runnin" the Ion" wav, is on hand to .ship same in- turers, particularly those making newsprint aud book

stead o"f stock with g'rain the short way. papers, are said to have their entire output for the re-

The new trade-mark of the Canadian Pulp and Pa- uiaiiuler of the year contracted for, and naturally

per Association is now becoming quite well known, such advices are creating concern among consumers

and members of the Association have been asked to and jobbers and causing them to exert greater ef-

see that lettcHieads are printed or embossed with forts to cover their probable forward requirements,

the insin-nia as well as invoices and other literature Every factor in the market appears to lend weight

ffoin.' to" the public Firms are also urged to have the to the opinion generally held by traders that demand

de.si<^n on all thier labels, and on everv package and is going to continue bri.sk for some months to come,

everv roll of paper that leaves the mill. It is distinct- and that prices arc destined to go higher. Raw ma-

Iv a" Canadian device, and mav be used on all pack- terial of practically every description is mounting

a.'es of pulp and paper. " i" ,^'0^* a"^''. '" '""^^ instances, there are no percep-

Reports of pulp and paper companies presented tible indications that any kind of papermaking mater-

durin" the past few davs show satisfactorv earning,> ial is going to be cheaper m the near future. Added

and business in all .spheres of the pulp and paper to this is the question of labor. Paper manufactur-

arena is now steadv Practically everv branch is on ers are now paying higher wages to their employees

a normal basis, and there has been a revival of de- than ever before, and, contrary to the belief of some

mand in everv line. The question of future prices is a ^^tudents of economic conditions, there seems scant

live one and a number of advances mav be looked likelihood that the wage scale in the paper industry

for in the not far distant future, according to re "r •" other industries will undergo reduction for a

, long time. Hather, the wind appears to be blowing

^"xhe Montreal Envelope Co.. 4 St. Antoine St., Mont- i" P"st the opposite direction, and many Avho base

real are doing some clever advertising in the press, their opinion on existmg facts instead of on theories

calling attention to the fine quality of their work, P'-^^'^t that labor will become even costlier,

either printed or plain, aud stating they are specializ- Consumers of paper evidently believing that

in" in time saving window envelopes. The company's P''"^e-^ O" Paper as well as on all other commodities

publicity is effective and educative in that it draws are on high levels to remain for an indefinite period,

the attention of business men to the wisdom and de- f^ consequently placmg orders with almost careless

sirabilitv of using good envelopes, which have a direct
freedom, their policy in this respect presumably be-

bcaring'on good business and favorably influences '"^ prompted by fear that if they permit their ra-

the mind of the buver. An attractive envelope creates
quirements to go unfil ed that when they ultimately

a favorable impression on the receiver, whereas the
"'"^ '» "^'"'^ of paper they wil not be able to secure

cheap, flimsy soH, often find their way into the waste "^^essary supplies. Jobbers likewise are stocking up

paper basket without being opened. The company in
with apparen disregard to prevailing prices. This in

Viestion is setting a .splendid example to many manu- '^^.^1^ '« w•^;!^ "'"'""?
i 7 '^' ".=^"tf"^"<'^ ^l

facturers of stationery who are endeavoring to get P^'^f"
.^'^h Jobbers and dealers haMiig high-priced

their ciLstomers to make use of quality goods, now stocks of paper on hand, even though demand shou d

that the war is over, and the necessity character of f^f
off, every effort will be made by the man m

material is felt. The propaganda campaign is right
^<'*""^<"" ^^'^ manufacturer and the user of paper to

in line with that in augurated some time ago by the P^^J^"^ ^'P'
'.''''>''' .^^^-^.t^"" '" P"^'"^-

, ,.

Canadian Pulp and Paper A.ssociation, which sent out
Newsprint is moving in a steady way, and at firm

1, 1 1 1 1 1 ii, e prices. Ihe maioritv of mills have about all they can
to printers, wholesale papers, dealers and others tor \.» , , ,

" « "m mcN Lan

wide distribution to patrons a well worded and
attend to in supplyiiv^ contract cu.stomer.s. with the

forceful leaflet headed: "Why send your goods to Tt . rli T^'n 7u-' '"'l'''^
"^ experienc-

market dressed like a slouch?''
"^" "°

^'«^f
t'-°"'^^^ .'" f^'.''"?, ^^eir wants. Book

Pulo Prices
papers are strong and m active demand. Some manu-

FOB Mill
facturers, having contracted for their production for

Groundwood pulp $28.0o' to .$30.00 f'!Tj;
™°"'''' "'^\"^^-

^'T
"'"'"''^ ^'"'"

.?",
™''^'/

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to .$70.00 l?' VJZ T "i '^'r^^'l'''' 'If
^°'"P^"<"'^ \^.

«^^k

Sulphite, easy bleaching 85.00 to $87.00 ^f,,
fP^':,,'^"'"""^ rather than the paper seeking a

Sulphite bleached ... $110.00 to $115.00 ^ "r
'

si.<^ ll, ' "* v ' ™ '"'^ "'' '°^?^* !°

Sulphate $80.00 to .$8,5.00 3' Z.l .n l' T ' yappings are moving m
' good tonnage and at steady quotations.

NEW YORK MARKFTS .
^^'

^u"'^ V^'^ has sfrengthened. and .$40 per

., ^ -
NEW YOKK MARKETS. ton is about the lowest figure quoted now on plainNew York, July 12.—From all directions reports chip board, whereas most producers are insistent on

have been received this week tellmg of mcreasmg higher prices. Bosmakers are coming in the market
activity and firmness m every branch of the paper to cover their fall requirements and mills are there
mdustry. Demand from consuming sources shows fore experiencing a much better demand
no abatement, and manufacturers and dealers are 0ROT-\DWOOD. — The Toundwood market dis
kept busily engaged m filling the wants of their cus- plays a stronger undertone than has been evident in
tomers. Mills m the great ma.iority of cases are sold some months. This is due to the fact that demand
so far ahead that they are now either withdrawing has gradually expanded until now mills are .shinnin"
entirely from the market or else are refusing to enter virtually their entire output about as soon as it be^
into further engagements unless buyers are satisfied comes available. Many grinders still have .surDlus
to let prices and deliveries remain open questions un- stocks, accumulated some time a^o on hand but thev
td they are m a position to specify dates for ship- are carefully conserving these supplies as 'a reservements and what shall be paid for the goods. Almost to tide them over the dry .season so that for the pr7s
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Buy Pulp and Paper for Export

Quotations Solicited,
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ent thev cut little or no ficrurc in the market. Quota-

tions range from $28 to $30 per ton at the produeni.^'

plant in the East, an.l reports are heard of sellers

asking beyond $30 in some eases.

CHEMICAL PULP.—The market situation in chem-

ical wood pulp remains firm, but without especial

feature. Demand is of moderately broad proi>ortions

and domestic nuunifaeturers as a rule are occasioned

no trouble in finding an outlet for the great bulk of

their pulp, notwithstanding the policy of consumers

in limiting their orders to amounts for which they

have immediate need. Producers seem equally as un-

willing to enter into long-term engagements as are

buyers, so that this phase of the situation has no

worth, while influence on values because manufac-

turers are not pressing buyers to broaden their op-

erations. Foreign pulp is being absorbed in fairly

large amounts, and there is little question that more

business is passing in Scandinavian fibre than at any

time since prior to the war. Prices on the other side

are now nearer to a parity with those ruling on do-

mestic pulps, which, of course, makes for increased

activity in trading.

RAGS.—The rag market is in a very strong posi-

tion. Business in the low grades as consumed by roof-

ing felt mills has approximated proportions this week

bordering on a boom, and prices have advanced sharp-

ly under the increased movement of supplies into con-

suminsr channels. No. 1 roofing rasrs have been sold

at as high as 3.25 cents a pound f.o.b. New York, and

predictions are now being made by dealers that a

$70-per-ton market will be reached before the end of

the month. Packers and dealers are booking orders

with caution, claimins that never before have thev

encountered so much difficulty in replacing the stock

sold. While much of the talk concerning a shortage

of raes can be discounted, it nevertheless remains

true that collections all over the country have been

litrhter this spring than in many years, and unless

iRrger amounts of material are soon forthcoming from

abroad, there seems no way of halting the upward
movement of prices. Thirds and blues continue to bp

frpelv sought at 4.25 to 4.75 cents a nound New York,
depending on the nacking. and white rags are mov-

ing steadilv toward mills at a price basis of around 7

cents for No. 1 repacked whites. Stockings are firm-

Iv nuoted at 3.75 to 4.00 cents New York, and new
white shirt cuttings of No. 1 quality at 14.00 to 14.50

cents.

;R MAGAZINE -Inly 17. llti:)

PAPER STOCK.—Trading in old papers has been

fairly lively during the current week, and prices are

firmly maintained with slight advancement recorded

iu several grades. The steady call for soft white

shavings from mills has run ])rices up to a minimum
of 3.50 cents per pound f.o.b. New York for No. 1

packing, while kraft paper is (pioted at higher levels

of 2.40 to 2.50 cents New York, iiooks and maga-

zines rule quotably steady, although demand from

manufacturers have been devoid of the snap that was

in evidence a short while ago. The market has been

pretty well cleaned out of books, and the probabili-

ties are values will be maintained until more stock ac-

cumulates Folded news is .selling at 65 to 70 cents

per 100 iiounds f.o.b. New York, and No. 1 mixed pa-

])er at 55 to 60 cents.

BAGGING AND ROPE.—Quota! ioi's on scrap bag-

ging are higher, dealers now being insistent on at

least 2.60 cents a pound for No. 1 packing at the

point of shipment. Gunny is also a bit firmer in

price, .sales being reported at 3.25 cents New York.

Roofing bagging is easily the strongest item in the

market, and specification packing is freely fetching

2.40 to 2.50 cents a pound New York in sales to con-

sumers. Old rope is steady at a quotational range of

5.50 to 5.75 cents f.o.b. New York for No. 1 Manila

rope.

JAPS EXPORT CANADIAN PULP.
Paper making in Japan is confined principally to

the lower grades. The high-grade paper such as art

paper, bonds, and ledger paper, as well as special

lines are not manufactured to any great extent.

The following figures show countries to which pa-

per is exported by Japan

:

Yen, 1!)1,S. Yen. 1916.

China 9,575,972 4,687,426

Kwantung Province . . . 2.972,503 1.333,103

Hong Kong 2,039,982 723,130

Briti.sh India 3.866.633 602.557

Straits Settlements .... 1.077.765 163,675

Asiatic Russia 914,303 1,086.119

Great Britain 204,802 220,768

United States .529,482 316.589

Australia 1.025..552 216.280

Other Countries 6,261,806 434.391

Last year about 75 per cent of the paper pulp im-

ported by Japan was supplied by Canada ; it is to be
supposed that a great deal of this was re-exported in

the form of paper.

NORDLING, MACE & CO.,
PARIS, 11, Rue de la Pepiniere,

Telegrams: "NORDKEL."

WOOD PULP AGENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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Loading coal into truck with

a Scoop Conve-yor saves labor

and permits of more deliveries

per day. The Scoop on the

feeding end of the machine

can be pushed or buried right

into the coal pile making it

possible to simply scrape the

coal onto the carrying belt, in-
stead of lifting it up by
shovelfuls into the feeding
hoppers fitted to ordinary
conveyors.

I'nloading coal from hopper

bottom cars with a Scoop Con-
veyor saves the construction

of u track hopper or pit. To
unload a car the scoop end of

the machine is pushed under
the hopper doors and the ma-
terial is carriea away by the

belt as fast as it flows

through. Cars can thus be un-
loaded quickly and with a
minimum of labor at any
point along the track.

The Scoop Conveyor is an original, distinctive

and serviceable labor-saving machine for storing,

reclaiming and transferring material, for loading

and unloading cars, trucks and wagons.

DOES THE WORK OF
FROM 6 TO 12 MEN

and keeps equipment moving. Eliminates much

shovel and wheelbarrow work. Enables men to work

faster and easier. Does three to five days work

in one.

Our 1919 model, the result of experience, stand-

ardization and quantity production embodies life-

prolonging and service-giving improvements. Mads

in six different sizes. Prices from $390 to $770.

Complete, with Electric Motor or Gasoline Engine.

OVER 1,000 USERS
and about one-half of our sales are "repeat orders."

Illustrated literature showing the wide range of

application of the Scoop Conveyor mailed upon

request.

PORTABLE MACHINERY CO.,

PASSAIC, N.J.
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BUILDING HOMES TO BURN UP.

The reci'iit strioiis fins in Xorthcrii Ontario, when

the homes of several settlers wore destroyed and i holo-

caust similar to that of 1916, prevented only by the

timely fall of heavy rains, is causing mueh dis Mission

in lumbering, papermaking and government eirele-i.

There is no man who understands eonditions in the

North better than ]\Ir. William Henderson, of Toronto,

who for many years has been superintendent of the

Shantymen's Christian Association and lias carried on

tlie work of the organization in all the lumber, logging

and pulpwood camps in that part of Ontario.

Speaking to the Pulp and Paper Ma<juzine, he stated

that the character of the homes of the settlers, which

are for the most part only frame shacks, has much to

do with inviting the fire fiend and tliat it is simply

folly to think that in a hot dry summer, any number

of fire wardens can prevent the spread of the flames.

Mr. Henderson declared that unless the slash was burn-

ed every winter and wide clearings made around the

various homes, settlers in the forest would be in con-

stant peril. He added that in certain districts that are

open for homesteading the chief inducement to take up

land is the revenue to be derived by cutting and selling

the pulpwood on it, and this brings in the French-Can-

adians by the hundreds. They are good bushmen and

do well as long as the wood lasts, but have not mueh
idea of real farming, so that hot summer weather finds

them away from home working in some saw mill or con-

struction camp while the wife and children live by
themselves among the stumps.

Mr. Henderson asserted that he walked one day from
Matheson to a camp on the Abitibi river some twenty-

si.\ miles cast. Until he came within eight miles of the

river t.ierc was nothing hut a wilderness of burnt trees.

Among these trees up to about ten miles from Matheson
were the little homes of the settlers, in some cass quite

close together, but none far from the burnt timber, get-

ting drier year by year, and with each year's added
undergrowth to make it more dangerous. Wlion the

great fire of 1916 occurred it was in this district that

had been ]ireviously Inirned over, that the flames raged

most fiercely and where most of the lives were lost—in

all about three liuiulred. He stated that much of the

timber, being only blackened outside, was .still valuable

as pulp wood, and many thousands of cords in the past

three years have been cut and sold at good prices, thus

making a good living for the settlers.

Ml'. Henderson told of how the early frosts prove

fatal to most field crops and remarked that in view of

the history of the past it is not to be wondered at that

there is no great rush of settlers in certain districts. The
one sure crop—until the fire comes— is the pulpwood,

and consequently settlers will not take up the lots in the

bush with all the risks entailed by living there. They
go on the fine cleared lands that the fire has already

travelled over.

BROMPTON DOING WELL.
Largely because of their ability to use their own

pulp in their own paper mills, and because of the di-

versity of their production. Lumber figured to the

extent of 12,000,000 feet in the output of the com-

pany. For the first six months of the present fiscal

year the net earnings are nearly twice the common
stock dividends. The new machine will add 17,000

tons of newsprint a year to the source of income.

GKHCIMIED
MONTREAL, QUE.

EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.

New York

San Francisco

Chicago

New Orleans

Tokyo

Kobe

Havana

Lima

Valparaiso

Caracas

Kingston

London
Liverpool
Paris

Genoa
Barcelona
Calcutta

Colombo
Shanghai
Rio de Janeiro
Santos
Buenos Aires
Batavia
Singapore
Petrograd

Representatives.

South Africa
New Zealand
Australia

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — UN-
BLEACHED PULP — KRAFT PULP —

GROUND WOOD PULP

KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PING — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS — BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS —
COATED BOOK & BOARD.

GLASSINE — GREASEPROOF — VEGE-
TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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MATTAGAMI

PULP & PAPER CO., LIIHIITED

BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

Sp«ciaUs«lii

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 4l8t Street New York, N.Y.
Established 18M
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BATES & BATES OPEN TORONTO OFFICE.

Tile din-uiiij,' of a Toroiitu nl'tirc ^ 1(1 Wrlliii-rtoii

Street East is aiiiiouiu-id by Messrs. liates & Bates,

sales ajrents of Bates Felts. They now have a eonsider-

ably increased produetion of felts to handle and with

the increased demand consider this ste]) Meeessar\ to

handle the Ontario and Western business efficiently.

Bates & Bates are represented in British (."olumbia by

Messrs. Brake. Creedon & Company, of Vancouver, and

in the Maritime Provinces by Jlr. V. A. Barnwell, of

Pietoii. The or<ranization is a live one. and si)ares no

expense or effort to jrive the paper indnsti'y every jios-

sible encouraprement to use their lines, and I'spi'cially

endeavoni- to sell satisfaetorv service.

WHALEN COMPANY EXPANDING.
As was intimated a few days a<ro when announce-

ment was made of stronjr additions to the Board of

Directors of Whalen Pidji and Paper Mills, Limited,

new financinir for the British (Olumbia pulp and i)aper

enterprise was at that time in jirocess of negotiation.

It is understood that Royal Securities Corporation,

Limited, and Peabody, Hon<rhtelinnr & Co., of Chica-ro.

have underwritten approximately $l.r)00.000 of 6"c

First ^lortorage and Kcfundino; Jlortgatre Serial Cold

Bonds of the Whalen Company. The Bonds mature

serially from 1921 to 1984 and are secured by specific

mortgage on the plants and jiroperties of the Whalen
Company exceeding in value .$10,400,000, more than

four times the total $3,500,000 bonds outstanding, in-

eluding the new issue. The purpose of the financing is

to provide for the refunding of large expenditures

made by the company during the past few years on its

three mills, and to provide approximately $1,200,000

of working capital for the profitable expansion, under

the energetic management of Sir George Bury, of its

rapidly growing export lumber and pulp and paper

business with the American jMiddle West, the Pacific

Coast, Japan and the Orient.

It is interesting to note that the W^halen Company
with its production of 54,000 tons per annum from
three operating mills ranks as the second largest pro-

ducer in Canada of high grade sulphite.

STANDARD APRON CONVEYORS.
We have just received the Jeffrey JIfg. Co.'s copy

of new catalog No. 258 on Standard Apron Convey-
ers, which is now ready for distribution to the trade.

This catalog contains 75 pages, devoted to installa-

tions showing Standard Steel and Wood Apron Con-

veyers in service in various industries, specifications,

general dimensions and other important d.ita of vital

interest to the purchaser.

These conveyers, both of steel and wood flights,

are so arranged in this book that not only the engin-

eer, hut the layman, who is more or less unfamiliar
with conveying machinery, can easily select a con-

veyer which will completely meet his requirements.
There are no confusing tables to contend with. There

are some important notes to aid the purchaser in se-

lecting a conveyer.

This catalog will be of special advantage to the

purchaser as he will save the time and expense here-

tofore required in making drawings and layouts tor
hi? own particular needs.

ECHOES OF DOMINION DAY.
Irocpiois Kails is a \\iiiiiei\ town. .\ delegation of

athletes and others went to the celebration at Xew Ijis-

keard and nearly eleaneil the slate. The band won the

.$100.00 prize, t he fire department came away with the

large silver eui) donated for the ladder race and also

look awa.v with them the third for the hose and reel

]-ace.

The ba.seball team, comjiosed entirely of lro(iuois

Falls bona fide residents and employees of the Abitibi,

won from a team composed of the ]Mck of several muni-

cipalities. Before the i)rize allotted for the team win-

ning the baseball games is settled upon a game is neces-

sary with Timmins.

At Grand 'Mere.

(Irand ]\Iere eombined the celebration of Dominion

Day with a rousing welcome to the returnrd soldiers of

the Laurentian town and a touching tribute to those

who gave their lives in the cause. A special 16-page is-

sue of Le Digesteiir commemorates the big event. It is

]ii'inted on magazine stock and cari'ies four columns to

the page, two in French and two in English. A list

gives the names of the 24 men who died in khaki, the 254

who enlisted from Grand M^re, and the eleven who won

military decorations. It would take a lot of space to

tell all about the parade, of which there are some ex-

cellent pictu)-es, and the recent marriage of Mr. Ell-

wood Wilson's daughter, Caroline, to Mr. Earle Spaf-

fortl, of which there is also an excellent i)icture, and a

lot of other interesting things and other interesting

pictures. There are two jjages crowded with accounts

of the sports. The editor saw an entry for one contest.

It was written on a small piece of cardboard, and read,

"Boy for the pie. Under 12.'" Unfortunately there

were only 12 pieces for 35 contestants, so the gore was

limited as to distribution. Some very creditable per-

formances are recorded for the various athletic events.

U. S, JUDGES SIT AGAIN.
The Circuit Judges of New York, who sat as arbi-

trators in the case of the American NeM'spaper Pub-
lishers" Association against newsprint manufactur-
ers in the appeal from the prices fixed by the Fed-
eral Trade Commission, have granted an application

for new hearing asked for by the publishers to re-

view the supplemental findings of the Federal Trade
Commission of Oct. IS, 1918, and prices e.stablished

therebj' which the publishers claim are unjust and
unreasonable. The judges have set October 6, 1919,

as the date on which they will listen to arguments on
the application.

Why didn't the Minneapolis Tribune biiild their

paper mill in Minnesota?

AN IMITATION.
."We Welcome Fair Competition"' is the title of

a circular just issued by the Portable Machinery Co..

Passaic, N.J., manufacturers of the Scoop Conveyor. It

briefly describes how one concern has copied and is

trying to market an imitation of the Scoop Conveyor.
As there is suit now pending for infringement of

rights, the circular warns possible cu.stomers of port-

able conveyors against purchasing the imitation.
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Avoid Delays in Getting

Your Electrical Equipment
Anything in your electrical specifications—anything in equip-

ment from a dynamo or generator down to the smallest lamp

—

we are now in a position to supply. Save the time and worry that

ordinarily comes in ordering these goods by laying your needs

before us.

Glance at the list below and let us help you in your require-

ments.

GROUSE HINDS COMPANY—
Condulets, Safety Panels,

Cabinets, Locomotive Condulets,

Imperial Projectors and Reflectors.

CONDUITS CO., LIMITED—
Galvaduct and Loricated
Conduit, Couplings and Elbows.

CAN. LACO PHILLIPS COMPANY—
Timgsten and Nitrogen Lamps.

DUNCAN ELECTRICAL CO., LIMITED—
Electrical Light Wiring Devices.

DEVOE ELECTRIC SWITCH COMPANY—
Knife Switches, Panel Boards,
Formed Steel Boxes, Switch Boards.

HARVEY HUBBELL COMPANY—
Electric Wiring Devices.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.—
New Code Enclosed Fuses and Cut-outs.

TIDEMAN ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY—
Bells and Buzzers.

R. E. T. PRINGLE—
Knife Fuse.

TheCanadianFairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO, HAMILTON,

WINDSOR, WINNIPEG, SASKATOON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA.
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EDITORIAL

ENGINEERS AT OTTAWA.
One of the happiest memories of the war, oue of the

most gratifying, is the way the engineers got into the

game and put organized common-sense at the disposal

of the Government. This was done in such an effective

manner that a number of things that were quite im-

j)Ossible (before the war) were accomplished with sat-

isfaction and success. Engineers have a way of doing

a lot of effective thinking which leads to efficient and

energetic action. They don't talk much, as a rule, but

they manage to saw a lot of wood.

A number of engineers rendered conspicuous service

to the Government and people of Canada in the last

five years and it occurs to us to wonder and to inquire

why it is that they are only called in under stress of

unusual circumstances. How much better for the eoun-

. try if the men at the top could see the advantage of

having an engineer at the head of a department whose

work is largely of an engineering nature. It would

seem almost that the principal qualification is to be a

politician. A good engineer is likely to fall down on

this specification. He is too busy minding his own

business and getting results, for the people he serves.

That last may be true also of politicians who serves

other than the people.

It is not our intention to discredit the high-minded,

cleanhanded public servants at our capitals, who have

done their best. It is our plea that the big engineers

who have shown their willingness and capacity for serv-

ing the people be kept at it. The .job of developing our

country along right lines is bigger now than it ever

wa.s. Construction and reconstruction in many fields

requires an engineer's mind to direct it right. Among
the.se we might mention public works, railroads, mines

and forests.

Now is the time to build the engineers into the Gov-

ernment. Pick them for abilitv, not servility.

EDUCATION, TECHNICAL AND OTHERWISE.
During the last few days tlie newspapers have an-

nounced that oue of the important subjects to be con-

sidered by the Provincial Premiers when they gather

in Ottawa in September will be the matter of technical

education and the distribution and application of the

million dollars a year that is to be appropriated by the

Federal Government. This money is to be divided ac-

cording to population among the various provinces and

to be used solely for the furtherance of opportunities for

technical education under certain restrictions imposed

by the Federal Government. There seems to be no pro-

vision in the bill for the training of teachers for this

important movement. It was the lack of teachers and

accommodation that made it necessary for the Fisher

Bill in England to provide for a gradual development

of the idea instead of endeavouring to e.stablish a com-

plete working technical school organization without the

necessary and tedious building of a satisfactory found-

ation of teachers and equipment.

This program for technical education throughout

Canada and the generous support of the Federal Gov-

ernment is not, however, to be found fault with for

what it lacks so much as to be encouraged and develop-

ed on the basis of the good things that it includes and
provides for. A few of our more progressive cities and
towns have already made an effort to provide technical

education for their young people as far as their means
will permit and it is hoped that the Federal grant will

not only serve to establish the movement already start-

ed more firmly on its feet, but that it will serve as an
incentive for similar action on the part of a vast num-
ber of other communities whose prosperity will always

depend upon the ability of its people to make things,

and whose initiative is a bit weak. The knowledge that

he can actually do something and do it right is one of

the greatest assets that a boy can have, or a girl either.

This suggests the very great need of including the edu-

cation of girls as well as of boys in a technical education

program. It is hoped that in adapting educational

opportunities to the industrial work of the community
the organizers will not overlook the positions that girls

occupy in industry and the positions that they will

soon or eventually occupy in the home life, which is

quite as important as the other.

There is such a thing as an unbalanced education and
while it is by no means so serious as the lack of any
educational training yet its possibility should be con-

sidered, and especially at this time when there is a ten-

dency to over-emphasize the technical, the material and
the industrial. Education has two main objects, to

train the student to make a living and to prepare him
to take his place alongside of his fellows as a respon-

sible citizen, capable and ready to take his share of the

burden for the civic and social organization and ad-

vancement of his community, province and nation.

Technical educational advantages are proposed primar-

ily for the advantage of those who cannot afford to ac-

quire a college or university education, but who need
in a concentrated and practical form such training as

will fit them at a comparatively early age to take their

places as efficient and intelligent wage earners in the

industrial world.

The more well-to-do, whether they have ambition or
not, and the poor man's son who has ambition and
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ability will not be satisfied with the limits of the tech-

nical school or the common school. The former, per-

haps for social reasons, and the other, unquestionably

because of his determination to succeed, will go to the

collefie and university to complete their educational

training. The one fully as much as the other needs

more than a technical or univeraity education. Both

need to know the economics of industry and enough

social anatomy to discover whether his heart is in the

right place. As we have observed the curricula of

schools and colleges, the present day instruction is pain-

fully lacking in any apparent intention of leading the

mind of the student in such lines as will cause him to

Ihink out intelligently and sympathetically his relation

aiul responsibility to his community. The communit>

may be his schoolmates and neighbors, his teacher and

the town policeman and the other municipal officers,

it may be his family, or it may be the people with whom

he works on Saturday and vacations, and later on about

300 days a year, and it may and should extend to the

consideration of his relations to the Provincial and

Federal Government and even beyond that into the

wide world of industrial and political connections.

It is getting to be a trite remark that business troiibles

as well as others start with misunderstandings. This is

certainly true, but though the remark is often repeated

v.e find little attempt to remove the chance for so many

misunderstandings by endeavouring to train and teach

the student from early days to consider his relations

to those with whom he comes in contact and to inspire

him with a sense of his responsibility for conditions

under which he lives, and the responsibility for co-

operating and doing his share in improving the condi-

tions in his community.

Realizing that work along this line is of fundamental

importance to the future of the Dominion of Canada

both politically and industrially a number of men re-

presenting such business and technical organizations as

the Canadian Mining Institute, the Canadian Fisheries

Association, Canadian Textile Institute, the Pulp and

Paper Association, the Society of Chemical Industry,

the Engineering Institute of Canada, the Commission

of Conservation, etc.,- met in Ottawa about a year ago

and appointed a small committee to draw up some de-

finite suggestions for the improvement of educational

methods along these lines. It was the good fortune as

well as the difficult task of the editor to represent the

pulp and paper industry on this committee and to act

as its secretary. After long and careful consideration

the following memorial was finally drawn up. This has

already been heartily approved by a number of im-

portant organizations and it has been laid before the

membership of
,
the Pulp and Paper Association for an

expression of their opinion. It can hardly be conceived

that such a body of men who are known to have the

best interest of the Dominion at heart could fail to ex-

press their approval of such a program for forwarding

the already general movement toward improving the

education of Canadian youth. It is the plan of the

committee to organize local delegations representing

the organizations that approve this memorial for the

purpose of presenting it in person to the educational

authorities of the various provinces and to the proper

Minister of the Federal Government. This is one of

the mast important subjects that has been brought to

the attention of the members of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association and the very serious and immediate

attention to it is warranted by the swift current that is

now flowing in the direction of better homes, better

schools, better citizenship and a better nation. Now is

the time to start things and keep them going in the

right direction.

The Memorial.

Sir,—A committee representing the Canadian Mining
Institute, the Engineering Institute of Canada, the

Canadian Textile Institute, the Canadian Manufactur-
ers' Association, and other industrial, educational and
technical bodies as ennumerated, below has had under
consideration for a year the pressing necessity for im-

provements in the education of Canadian children and
youth in the direction of bettor training for citizen-

sliip and the general upbuilding of character. It is

doubtless known to j'ou that this subject is under earn-

est discussion throughout Canada by various organiza-

tions; all of which have so strongly felt the need for

some change in our methods of education, that they
have pa.ssed resolutions asking for various things in-

cluding more technical education, more attention to

the practical needs of our people, a better training for

citizenship, etc. The Committee mentioned above has

held a number of meetings and discussed the sub-

ject thoroughly. The conclusions reached may be sum-
marized as follows.

1. It is of vital importance for the development of

a Canadian nationality with high ideals, and efficient

performance, that there .should be an early and thor-

ough training for citizenship in all schools throughout
the Dominion. To be effective this training must be
based upon the ordinary activities and occupations of

the children and young people. The success of this me-
thod is well shown by the Boy Scout movement. Any
attempt to teach the abstract principles of citizenship

and moral conduct solely through text-books, notes, or

lectures is sure to be futile. Children do not under-
stand the abstract, but must be appealed to by the con-

crete. Fair play, honest dealing, courage, responsi-

bility, co-operation, service, thoroughness and thrift

can be inculcated in connection with games, gardening,

carpentering, sewing, and other practical occupations,

and also in the covirse of reading, and other lessons deal-

ing with subjects in which children are interested.

2. The committee are of the opinion that compul-
sory education should be universal throughout Canada
up to the age of 14 years at least. They beg to point

out that illiteracy even in a minor degree is a great

handicap, reducing the productive efficiency of the

population, and tending towards the kind of degener-

acy of which there are now painful examples in a num-
ber of the provinces. Illiteracy is a danger in another
respect. It prevents that education of the people,

which would be invahiable in any great crisis such as

that at present exemplified in Russia. The masses in

Russia cannot be reached because they cannot read. It

is thus impossible to influence them as an educated
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populace can be influenced. They are an easy prey
to demagogues. The question should also be considered
whether some form of continuation education should
not be compulsory for a further period of two or more
years.

3. The best system is bound to fail in the hands of
teachers who themselves may be undeveloped, and in-

sufficiently educated in the direction required. To se-

cure the desired results it will be necessary to pay the
teachers larger salaries in order to make it worth while
for the best men and women to devote themselves to the
profession. It will also be necessary to give these
teachers a better kind of training than they at present
receive. This implies an overhauling 'of the various
types of schools for training teachers and incidentally
paying better salaries there.

4. Improvements in text-books would be advisable
to make them interesting and more closely related to

the natural knowledge and the ordinary activities and
occupation of children and parents. This would open
up the opportunities for character building and for the
training in citizenship referred to in section 1. There
.should also be prepared text-books of special character
such as those lately published by the United States

Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Education, and en-

titled, "Lessons in Community and National Life."
The committee feels that in the reading and other books
used in the schools great care should be taken that the

selection of readings and examples be within the appre-
hension of the pupils and that they include subjects of

every day life.

5. The nature of the instruction should be such as

to interest the children more deeply in the things

around them and to give them clear ideas of Canadian
citizenship and its responsibilities. The character of

the illustrations used in teaching should be varied ac-

cording to the activities of the commu.nity. In other

words, the school room should be adapted to the inter-

ests of the comnuinity. The text-books should be sup-

plemented by exhibits of manufactured articles, farm
products, etc., and by excursions and lessons outside of

the classroom. Schools should be provided in all cases

with libraries, selected in part to fit the occupations of

the people of the district.

6. The rural schools present special problems. Ow-
ing to scattered settlements in many parts of Canada
it is very difficult to organize good schools. In the case

of settled country a solution may be found in consolid-

ation of small inefficient schools on well known plans,

but in the s.ystematic and scientific planning of new
settlements the school needs of the eommvmity should

be carefully pro^^ded for. The committee has also

reached the conclusion that larger school units are ad-

vi.sable and where possible the municipality should be

the unit for school purposes.

All of which is respectfiill.y submitted with the ur-

gent request that this matter be given serious atten-

tion and remedial action undertaken.

Chairman
Secretary

Names of Representatives of Organiza-

tions and Industries.

Grand Mere has a person properly addressed as 0.

Lord.

COBWEBS.
The last issue of the American Forestrj' is a special

number in commemoration of the services of the Am-
erican Forestry Regiment. On reading of the wonder-
full accomplishments of the woodsmen and seeing the

photographs of their activities it almost makes one wish

there would be another war so one could get into it.

"We would respectfully call the attention of the Gov-

ernment of Canada and the Newspaper Section of the

Canadian Press Association that London recently went
into hysterics over the celebration of signing of the

peace treaty. Perhaps that doesn't signify anything
to Canada, which has so far been considered a part of

the Empire, but so far as the application of the great

event to the release of one single industry from the

shackles of Orders-in-Council and bills of Parliament
is concerned, must be considered apart from the Em-
pire and not affected by anything that happened in

Versailles or London. How long, Lord, how long?

It is breaking out of the cocoon that gives the but-

terfly the strength to fly. Buckling down to this work
before us, as individuals and as a nation, will give us
the strength to meet the future.

From the statement that juvenile crime is appro.xi-

mately proportional to the lack of playgrounds, it

would seem advisable to build the town about the child-

ren 's playground, instead of the city hall or the fac-

tory. Honest manhood and pure womanhood is worth
far more to the country than taxable property.

'''Winnipeg is still "engaged" with the municipal pa-

''per mill idea. "Wait till they are married and have

lived with it awhile.

THE NEW EMPLOYEE.
Do you remember when you were a new employee?

Perhaps it was not so long ago. Every workman here
was a new employee once. Didn't everything seem
strange to you at that time—the plant—the machinery—the men? Perhaps there was one man in the De-
partment who greeted you with a smile and occasionally
gave you a "tip" on how to do your work more easily.
At noon this same man told you how to "check out,"
and showed you the best place to eat your lunch. And
at night he showed you the best way to the street.

You learned to like this man and to look to him
for any information you needed about you work. And
if he told you that a certain job was dangerous, you
paid more attention than if a safety inspector had
told you about it.

In these days when a large number of new employees
are coming into the plant, every old employee has a
great opportunity, and a duty to perform toward these
men. Treat them a« you would like to be treated if you
were in their place. Show them where they are likely
to get hurt, and set a good example by being careful
yourself.

It has been said that a new employee is as dangerous
as un vmguarded machine, because he is likely through
lack of knowledge of his new surroundings, to injure
others as well as himself. This is true until the new
man has been made to realize the dangers of his work.
The sooner you help him realize this, the sooner will he
and you be safe from accidents.—Courtesy of Corn Pro-
ducts Refining Co.
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Utilization of Waste Sulphite Liquor

By B.TAKNE JOHNSEN and U. W. HOVEY, Forest

Products Laboratories of Canada, Montreal.

It is more or less commonly thought that the work

of a laboratory staff is to mess around witli ehemicals,

test-tubes and various materials till something hap-

pens—or fails to happen. There is a much broader

field of work than that, and an excellent example of

another important line of service is the accomplish-

ment of two members of the staff of the Forest Pro-

ducts Laboratory of Canada of a difficult piece of

literary research. Science is said to be organized

common .sense, and the laboratories believe the motto

can well be reversed on the basis that it is common

sense to organize all the science available before tack-

ling a proposition. With this in mind, they collected,

assembled, translated, abstracted and classified all

the available literature on the subject of the "Utili-

zation of Waste Sulphite Liquor."' and the result is

Bulletin No. 66 of the Forestry Branch, Department

of the Interior.

The bulletin contains 195 pages, and the abstracts

of articles, books and patents are grouped under ap-

propriate chapter headings in chronological order.

The introductions to these chapters so well epitomize

the information in the abstracts and so well indicate

the possibilities in a number of important directions

that it seems decidedly worth while to give this im-

portant subject and this fine contribution to its lit-

erature what publicity we may, by reprinting a large

part of these paragraphs. To those in whom an in-

terest is aroused, we would say that the bulletin can

be obtained from the Forestry Branch, Ottawa, for 50

cents.

A few typographical errors will be found in the bul-

letin, but a technical man will not be bothered with a

misplaced parenthesis in the formula for calcium bi-

sulphite.

Let lis skip the table of equivalent values of foreign

units of weight, measure and coinage, for the present,

and begin with the Preface, in which the authors ex-

plain the reason for their work.

Preface.

The efforts in the direction of eliminating industrial

waste by proper utilization of the raw material have in

recent years drawn much attention to the ultillzatioii

of the waste liquor from the manufacture of sulphite

pulp. In Canada very little progress has been made
towards the solution of this problem, and no doubt

one of the reasons for this is the lack of information

with regard to what has already been accomplished

along these lines. This is very natiiral when we con-

sider that the data on this subject are distributed over

an enormous field of literature, especially foreign lit-

erature. It is the object of this piiblication to eon-

dense all available information into a form in which it

will be of the greatest usefulness to the industry as

well as to those who wish to go into research work.
In 1910 M. Muller published a book in German "Die

Literatnr der Sulfitablauge.'" which contained refer-

ences to German literature on this subject and on al-

lie<:l problems. A continuation of this work iip to the
end of 1913 was published by ^luller in 1914. and both
these publications have been of great service in the

preparation of this bulletin. (Considering that much
of the literature referred to is not available at the

present time, and that most of the articles are only

directly available at the large libraries, the most im-

portant abstracts have been made as complete as pos-

sible. The information has been conveniently arrang-

ed in chapters.according to the nature of the recover-

ed products, and a short discussion has been added in

the form of an introduction to each of the more im-

portant chapters.

In these discussions valuable information obtained

from the various industries and from special authori-

ties has been used, for which the authors wish to ex-

press their thanks. Acknowledgment is due to Prof.

J. A. McRae, of Queen's University, who made a pre-

liminai-y survey of a portion of this literature in the

summer of 1915. The writers are also indebted to

Mr. O. F. Bryant, chief of the Division of Pulp and
Paper of the Forest Products Laboratories, for valu-

able assistance rendered in the preparation of this

bulletin, and also to Mr. C. B. Thorne, of the Riordon
Company, and Mr. G. F. Steele, of the Canadian Ex-
port Paper Company, for the loan of files of technical

journals.

Introduction.

The Canadian sulphite pulp industry consumed in

1016, 728,000 cords of pulpwood ('see Forestry Branch
Bulletin No. 62 B: Pulnwood. 1016). At least oiic-lialf

of the dry weight of this wood or considerably more
than 1,000 tons of wood substance, therefore, was con-

tained in the waste sulphite liquor which was dis-

charged every dav from the mills as a u.seless waste.

This figure is sufficient to show how significant it is

for all wood-pulp producing countries to eliminate this

waste of material by turning the valuable organic pro-

ducts contained in the liriuor into valuable products.

That the importance of a proper utilization of the

^'•aste liquor has been fully recognized is shown by
the great number of references contained in this pub-
lication, the author register of which contains approx-
imately 350 names of persons who have reported offi-

cially on this subject. But in snitp of the large

amount of work that has already been carried out in

connection with this question and notwithstanding
the fact that a few processes for the ultilization of

waste sulphite liquor have gained industrial import-
ance in some countries, the problem is far from be-

ing solved. It can not be considered to be solved be-

fore a process or a combination of processes is estab-

lished which will utilize all the substances in the li-

quor so that products will be derived therefrom in an
economical way and in a quantity and nualitv which
will enable them to compete with present products on
the market.

The first difficultv in complete utilization of the li-

nuor is presented bv the fact that onlv about 40 per
cput. of the total liauor will drain off from the pulp
without special arrangements for forced draining, and
evpp with such onuipnuMit it would probalilv he diffi-

cult to recover more than 60 per cent. The remain-
ing portions niqst be removed by water, which mean.s
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a further dilution aud therefore an appreciable in-

crease of the volume, requiring large-sized apparatus

for handling.

It is of great interest, therefore, to prevent a fur-

ther dilution of the already very dilute liquor, as most
of the processes of utilization call for a concentration

of the liquor to a certain density. The fact that the

economy of many of these processes largely depends
upon the cost of evaporation, as the 10 tons of liquor

obtained per ton of pulp contain only 11 to 12 per

cent, of solid substances, has made the question of

evaporation one of the most important in the discus-

sion of the waste sulphite liquor problem. Under
"Evaporation" (p. 162 of the bulletin), references

have been made to the various methods of evapora-

tion which are as a rule carried out in connection

with the simultaneous recovery of sulphurous acid,

but it may be of interest here to point out a few prin-

ciples of removing the excess of water, which are

now in the foreground of the discussion of this point.

One of the processes of concentration consists of atom-
izing the liquor at 100° C, which then in that form
is mixed with the hot flue gases at about 270° C. The
flue gases are thereby assumed to be cooled down to

about 180° C, at which temperature one cubic metre
of the gases should be capable of taking up and carry-

ing off 1,000 grams of water. The suitability of this

principle for sulphite liquors is apparently not suffi-

ciently known to be reported on here.

A new evaporator has recently been built by Soder-
lund-Boberg. which is claimed to give a most efficient

utilization of the heat. The idea of this evaporator
is to compress slightly the vapors from the liquor,

whereby the temperature of these is raised a few de-

crees and the heat from the compressed warm steam
can be used for the evaporation of further quantities

of liquor. Finally, it is worth mentioninsr the removal
of water by freezing as suggested bv Oman for the

Scandinavian countries with their comparatively
cheap water power. The economv of this progress

has not been reported on in detail.

Among the processes for ultilization of waste sul-

phite liquor only a few are of immediate practical in-

terest to Canada. The manufacture of tanning mater-
ials is one of these. The processes of manufactur-
ing have alreadv been reported on. and also the suit-

ability of this material for tannin? purposes. Tt will

onlv be meiitionpd here that ransidn imnorts tannin

extracts from sulphite liquor, at a price ranging from
three-quarters of a cent to one cert per pound, which
are used to a lar?e extent in Canad'''" +annoripc in ih"

preparation of pertain leathers, cbieflv solo Ipather

The use of sulphite waste liauor as a road and dust

binder and as a binder for powdered niatprials such

as peat would seem to be of importanp° tn Panada.
The manufacture of ethvl alcohol from waste sul

phite liquor is discussed on pasre 106. and th" calcul

ations. which are based upon the pxppripppp of oporat-

insr sulphite spirit plants rrivp a manufap+nrinp' cost of

liO.lSB to •'|!0.32 per Tmnerial p-allon. whiph !s ponsider-

ably less than the cost of production of alpohol from

erain. This has been stntpd bv Rrecker fhi .J Tnd-

Eng. Chem.. vol 9 (1917^. p. 612). for 1916 to be

about $0.48 per Imperial "-allon. 90 per pent spirit in

the United States, and has bcpp estimated somewhat

higher for Canada Cabout ^O 60 ) Thp nuiin nuestion is

therefore, whether there is a sufficient market for

this alcohol which without special purification contain'-

certain impurities, especially methyl alcohol (about 3

per cent.) Recent investigations by the United States
Geological Survey (1912) reported on in the United
States Bulletin No. 392, and also experiments made
in Europe, prove that the alcohol can be used with
great advantage for motive power. United States Bul-
letin No. 392 contains details of this point and in Hagg-
lund's book on Alcohol from Waste Sulphite Liquor,
referred to on page 122, an interesting discus.sion of
this problem is contained. (A full translation can be had
from the Pulp and Paper Magazine for 25 cents.) It

has been found that in motors of special construction
a very efficient utilization of heat is obtained. This
is at least the case with stationary motors of low-

speed (not above 300 revolutions per minute) which
can give a heat efficiency of 33 per cent, in the case
of spirit motors, while the heat efficiency in benzine
motors as a rule is about 23 per cent. This good re

suit is obtained only when the compression ratio of 10
to 1 is used in the alcohol motor again.st 4 to 1 with
the benzine motor and when cooling water of a suitable
temperature, namely about 100° C, is u.sed. But this

special alcohol motor with high compression cannot
be used for high speed motors in vehicles, and it is a

decided drawback that the alcohol motor cannot be
used for benzine, without alterations. The usual ben
zinc motor can, however, be operated with alcohol

if slight alterations are made with the carburetting
device in order to obtain the most favorable propor-
tion of the air-alcohol mixture. The efficiency is con-

siderably increased if the air is preheated by utilizing

the heat in the exhaust of the motor. One disadvan-

tage is presented in regard to the starting of the

motor with alcohol or the usual alcohol-benzol mix-

ture. It is necessar.y in this case to start the motor
with benzine before using the alcohol, which makes
two containers and two carburettors necessary.

Canada produced in the calendar year 1916, 7.5 mil-

lion gallons of crude petroleum valued at $392,300.

The imports of crude and refined petroleum were abouf
290 million gallons valued at about $14,000,000. It can

be seen that Canada is dependent on foreign sources

for her supplies of petroleum and petroleum products.

Tn 1916 the imports of refined and illuminating oils

amounted to over 8,000,000 arallons valued at $540,000

and during the same year 18,000,000 gallons of traso-

line were imported. If industrial alcohol could be

produced economically in Canada it would mean a sav-

insr in imports of over .$4,000,000.

On the basis of a manufacturinsr cost of .$0,185 to

i*0.32 per Imperial gallon for 100 per cent, alcohol

from waste sulphite liquor there ought to be some
hope, if suitable markets and legislation were provid-

ed, to introduce, this alcohol for industrial purposes

The total production of alcohol from waste sulphite

I'ouor would be about 3.320.000 gallons of absolute

nlcohol. which would assist in freeinff Canada from de-

p»ndenee on foreign sources as well as iitilize a waste

product.

The manufacture of alcohol from waste sulphite

liquor does not solve thp waste liquor problem com-
pletely as only about 15-20 per cent, of tlip total solid

of the liquor is utilized. But the residual Honor from
the alpobol process jnay be made useful bv employing
one of the othpr nrocp.ssps. for instaucp in producing
binding material, fup). or using the dry substances for
;i„i,i,.nptive distillation.

The use of waste sulphite liquor products for "attle

•'ood has not 'given very satisfactorv results, and as a

fertilizer the waste liquor has only :u] indirect' value.
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as it contains the chiiM cht>mii-als required of a good

fertilizer, namely nitropreii and phosphate, in very

small quantity. It may, however, be useful in mix-

ture with other products such as cyanamide, and maj'

improve a soil poor in humus on account of its organic-

substances which form a good medium for the growth

of nitrogen-fixing bacteria.

As a mordant the .sulphite lignin or more correctly

the substances precipitated by albumin or gelatin or

salted out with sulphate or chloride of sodium, have

been proposed luider names such as lignosin and lig-

norosin. Of theoretical interest, but still without any

practical value, are the condensation products with

aromatic amines and the preparation of azo-dyes by

coupling aromatic di-azo compounds with lignin sul-

phonic acid or its salts, obtained from waste sulphite

liquor.

Recently it was suggested that sulphur dyestuffs

might be prepared by heating sulphonic acids or sul-

phonates with alkali sulphides or other sulphur-con-

taining substances, dissolving the product in water

and precipitating with acid, but all the attempts in

producing dyestuffs from the waste sulphite liquor are

still limited to laboratory experiments.

The precipitation of organic siibstances at liigh

temperature and pressure as suggested by Strehlenert,

for use as a fuel or for destructive distillation, is prob-

ably, in the present form, not of immediate interest

to Canada, but the development of this very interest-

ing process should be followed with the greatest in-

terest by the sulphite pulp manufacturers. It is evi-

dent from the facts collected in this publication that

only very few of the proposed processes have reached

any industrial importance and that there is an immense

field open for scientific investigation and practical

application before the problem is solved.

A research laboratory has recently been established

in Sweden for the purpose of investigating the waste

sulphite liquor problem. This laboratory will carry on

research on the more important problems connected

with the utilization of the waste liquor and will en-

deavor to work out new methods for its utilization.

Composition.

Considering the importance of an exact knowledge

of the raw materials used in any chemical process, it

is surprising that the great sulphite industry reached

such a point of perfection before the nature of the

chief raw material, the wood, had been thoroughly

investigated. The development of special methods for

wood analysis in the last few years has allowed a

more intimate study of the constitution of the woods

and much important infonnation has been secured re-

garding the characteristics of various species. How-
ever our knowledge of the exact composition of the

woods used in the sulphite pulp industry and, there-

fore, of the details of the cooking process is still too

limited to permit of any definite conclusions with re-

gard to the apparently very complicated composition of

the waste sulphite liquor. On the other hand consider-

able work has been done by the most able investigators

to determine the nature of the substances present in

the waste liquor. The results of these investigations,

which date back to the early years of this industrv,

not only furnish a valuable material for a better mider-

standing of the cooking process as well as of the

chemical characteristics of the wood but they are also

of the greatest importance in the discussion of the

value of certain processes for utilization of the waste

sulphite liquor.

The chief CDHstitucnts of European spruce wood are
according to Klasou :

—
Cellulose about 'lO i)er cent.

Cariiohydrates " 13 "
Lignin " 30 "
Protein " 0.7 "
Rosin and fat " 3.3 "

These figures no doubt give an excellent idea of
the nature of the average wood material employed in

European mills. Rut there is less uniformity in this

raw material on the American Continent, due to the
employment of different species such as black, red,

and white spruce, balsam fir, hemlock, etc., which
vary considerably with regard to their chemical com-
position.

The following table contains average values for the
ordinary Canadian pulp woods:

—

Cellulose. IjlRnin. Resin. Pento.san.
% % % %

White spruce .... .55 2fi 1.0 11
Black spruce .... 55 26 0.75 11
Balsam fir .51 29 1..50 11
Hemlock 49 26 1.75 12

The cellulose is determined by treating the wood,
after removal of resins, with acetic acid in glycerin

followed by the usual chlorination method, as suggest-

ed by Cross and Bevan. This cellulose is not abso-

lutely identical with cotton cellulose, as it still gives

the furfural reaction due to the presence of substances
which are apparently so intimately attached to the

cellulose that they can not be removed without partlv

destroying the cellulose itself and are not removed
even at the hish temperature and pressure prevailing in

the sulphite digester. In fact, it has been found that

the amount of furfural-yielding substances in the cel-

lulose residue after chlorination treatment corresponds
to that of a high-grade sulphite pulp, about 70 per cent.

of the total of these substances present in the wood be-

ing removed in the cooking process as well as by this

method of cellulose determinations. As the other im-
nurities. chiefly lignin in both eases, can be completely
dissolved out. the figures given for cellulose may be
regarded as correct values for nulp obtainable. The
liffnin is determined by dissolving out all the other
substances with 72 per cent, sulphuric acid after the

resins have been removed. The values for pentosans
are calculated from the yield of furfural from th^

orisrinal wood, making allowance for those substances

still remaining in the cellulose residue which gives th'^

furfural reaction. This, of course, is not absolutely

correct, as part of the furfural may be traced back to

other substances such as pentosps. furfuroids, etc., but

there is no reason to believe that there is much varia-

tion in these substances in the different species as'th"

furfural yield is nractically the same in all these woods.

Assuming Klason's value of 0.7 per cent, protein for

these woods we obtain a good idea of their chief con-

stituents. It must be remembered that the values

ffiven in the table are bv no means absolute for all

trees of the same species. It has been found that

the cellulose content varies in the same tree with the

distance from the ground and that in white spruce tw,-)

simples taken at a distance of 48 feet apart show a

difference in cellulos° of as much as 4 n°r cent. There

are also slight variations in the resrin content of differ-

ent parts of the same tree. The lignin content seems

to increase with the distance from the ground, but

not in proportion to the decrease in cellulose. The

remainder of non-cellulose substances in the wood rep-
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resents chiefly lower carbohydrates which are easily
hydrol.yzed and can be partially dissolved out with
boiling water. The nature of these substances has not
been sufficiently studied although they are apparentl.y
of great importance, furnishing as it seems the chief
raw material for the fermentable sugar in the waste
liquor. Sehorger (J. Ind. Eng. (Jhem., vol. 9 (1917).

p. 554) found that the coniferous woods contain ap-
preciable quantities of mannan and discovered in one
white .spruce as much as 7 per cent, of this sugar.
Klason. however, found onl}' 2.5 per cent, mannose,
but 7.9 per cent, glucose and 1.3 per cent, galactose.

It was mentioned above that high-grade sulphite pulps

contain very little or no ligniu, that, further, a large

proportion of the furfural-yielding substances and oth-

er lower carbohydrates are removed by hydrolysis in

the cooking process. The resins and fats are only in-

completely removed. It is therefore possible by means
of these analytical data to form an opinion regarding

the substances that may be expected in the waste liquor,

but the quantity of these substances will naturally

depend on mauy factors such as the species, the size

of the wood, and cooking conditions such as condensa-

tion, relieving, temperature, and pressure. The quan-

tity of fermentable sugar especially may depend largely

on the last two factors, and must evidently be regarded

as the residue of sugar present in the wood or formed

at an early stage of the cooking process. Great dif-

ferences would therefore be expected in liquors from

Ritter-Kellner cooks as compared with those obtained

by the Mitscherlich process, due to the higher pressure

and temperature in the former. The variations in

method of cooking by the Ritter-Kellner process may
also account for the variations in the results arrived

at by diffei-ent investigators.

Another point which seems to be of import-

ance is that the liquor may change a good deal

when left standing for a considerable period. As the

liquors in most cases must be used immediately after

the end of the cook the analysis of the fresh waste

liquor will be of most interest.

During the process of cooking, liquor as well as gas

is relieved from time to time. In this way large quan-

tities of sulphurous acid escape and are recovered by

special apparatus and retured to the acid system. Be-

sides sulphurous acid the vapors also contain other

volatile products, which can be condensed in special

apparatus and purified. Bergstrom found that the

condensate thus obtained at a certain period of the

eook, amounting to 400-600 litres per ton of pulp (79^

120 gallons per short ton), contains, besides about 100

orants (0 22 pound) of sulphurous acid, 5-5.5 grams of

methvl alcohol per litre, which is equivalent to about

'? 6 kilograms per ton of pulp or 5.2 pounds per short

ton The oil which floats on the top of the condensate

is a complex mixture consisting largely ot cymene

and containing a small quantity of furfural and a solid

terpene alcohol. „ , j ^

The crude alcohol obtained from the condensate

contains acetone, acetaldehyde, and other substances

such as traces of acetic and formic acids, but the al-

cohol can easily be purified. From the oil cymol can

readilv be produced in a pure state and furfural may

be obtained in small quantities and Punfied.

Onlv about one-third of the total methyl alcohol

formed in the cooking process is present m the con-

densed vapors. The quantity of methyl alcohol as well

as of the other substances depends mainly upon the

method of relieving and the temperature and pressure,

Tt he time of blowing. Therefore, most of these vola-

tile substances can be found in the waste liquor in
greater or less amounts, depending upon the method
of cooking. For example it has been found that the
furfural content of the Ritter-Kellner liquor is coa-
siderably higher than in the Mitscherlich liquor; in
fact, the difference is so great that it may serve as a
qualitative reaction for the identification of these
liquors.

The waste liquor, which has a specific gravity of

about 1.05 and gives an acid reaction, contains about
12 per cent organic and 1-1.5 per cent inorganic sub-
stances. The dry residue, in other words, contains 10-

15 per cent, of ash. Of the 3-10 per cent, of sulphur
present in the liquor only 2 per cent, remains in the

ash mainly as CaSO^ and CaS, as most of it escapes

as SO., when the liquor is heated. There is always a

small quantity of sulphurous acid in the liquor in the

free form and loosely combined with sugar, so that it

may be removed to a large extent by heating with or

without the addition of an acid. Besides sulphurous
acid the liquor also contains small quantities of sul-

phuric acid, acetic and formic acids, oxalic acid, and
traces of citric acid. Among the other substances de-

tected in small quantities in the waste sulphite liquor,

according to Tollens and Lindsey, are vanillin, iden-

tified by the odor test, and succinic and protocatechuic

acid identified by their decomposition products, pyr-

role and pyrocatechin. In the rectification of alcohol

from the waste liquor a reddish-brown oil separates out

from which Klason and Segerfelt recovered optically

inactive borneol similar to that obtained by treating

turpentine with sulphuric acid. The borneol may be

formed in the digestion process from bornyl acetate

(or a similar ester) originally present in the volatile

oils of the wood.

Cross and Bevan discovered that when glue is added

to the waste liquor a precipitate is obtained which

is soluble in alkali or sulphites and which may serve

as a substitute for rosin size, since the solution may
be precipitated by aluminium sulphate. This be-

havior towards animal glue has been regarded as a

reaction of tannin compounds, but it is claimed by the

tannin industry that if tannin is present at all it must

be in a very small quantity.

The carbohydrates and the lignin are the sources

of the most important constituents of the waste liquor,

namely, the sugars and the calcium salt of the ligno-

sulphonic acid.

The liquor gives the reaction of carbohydrates, re-

duces Fehling's solution strongly and also dyestuffs

and chromium salts. Further, it gives an osazone

precipitate with phenyl hydrazine and yields furfural

on distillation with hydrochloric acid. Krause, who
studied the sugars in the liquor from a Mitscherlich

cook (indirect cooking) and from a Ritter-Kellner

cook (direct cooking), obtained the following results:

Ritter-

Kellner. Mitscherlich.

% %

Total sugars 1.47 1.48

Pentoses 0.41 0.47

Mannose 0.48 0.48

Galactose 0.01 0.01

Fructose 0.25 0.28

Dextrose trace

More recently Klason has published some results

of his investigations of the sugars present in a Ritter-

Kellner liquor which differ considerably from those
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arrived at by Kranse, as is shown in the following

table:—
%

Mannose . 526

Balactose 0.279

Glucose 1 . 65

Arabinose 0.90

Although the t'eniientable sugars represent only a

very small percentage of the organic substances in the

waste liquor they form the raw material for the most

promising processes for its utilization at the present

time, namely the production of alcohol. By far the

greater proportion of the solid matter in the liquor

is present as a ligniii-calcium compound, tlie liguin sub-

stance of the wood combining with the sulphurous acid

during the cooking process to form sulphonic acids.

The calcium compound of these sulphonic acids may
be precipitated from the concentrated liquor by al-

cohol, or by sodium chloride or magnesium sulphate.

Concentrated mineral acids and lead acetate also pre-

cipitate the salt. The purification of the salt, how-

ever, is very difficult as it does not crystallize from

its solutions. The compounds obtained by precipita-

tion have been analyzed by various investigators and
formulae for the salt and for liguin-sulphonic acid,

as well as for lignin, have been deduced from the re-

sults obtained. The most important investigations on

this subject have been carried out by Klason, and the

interesting results of these investigations will be

found in the literature, especially his book "Beitrage

Zur Kenutniss der Chemischen Zusammensetzung der

Fiehtenholzes" ("Contribution to the Knowledge of

the Chemical Composition of Spruce Wood.") Klason

succeeded in separating in a high state of purity the

barium salt of the lignin-sulphonic acid in the follo'\\-

ing manner: The liquor was concentrated in vacuo

till nearly dry and the residue dissolved, by which

means part of the gypsum and sulphite were separated

out. The liquor was then neutralized with calcium

carbonate and crystallized calcium chloride was added

as long as it went into solution, in which manner a

thick precipitate was formed. The liquor and pre-

cipitate were then boiled for 3 hours, after which the

precipitate was separated out and washed with alcohol.

In this way only about one-half of the calcium salts

of the liquor was obtained. In order to transform this

salt into a barium salt, sulphuric acid was added in a

quantity corresponding to the amount of lime present.

The liquor was then concentrated at ordinary temper-

ature to a thick consistency, whereupon alcohol was

added. The gypsum was separated out and the alcohol

evaporated off at ordinary temperature. The liquid

was then diluted with water and neutralized with bar-

ium hydrate, the amount required having been previ

ously determined by titration. As it is usually dif

ficuit to filter the liquid, alcohol was carefully added

until a precipitate was ,iust formed. Before the addi

tion of alcohol the liquor was allowed to stand till all

barium sulphate formed had settled. The barium ligno

sulphonate was precipitated from the clear solution hy

the addition of alcohol. According to Klason the an-

alysis of this salt points to the formula Ci„H„0ivS3a,
and accordingly the lignin must have the composition

C.„H4„0,j—2CH,+0) : the lignin represents chiefly a

-:,U has been found to be at least 6,000, the formula

liiay be (C^oH^^O,,),;. It has been mentioned above

that only about one-half of the lignin-calcium com-

pound is precipitated from the waste liquor. Prom

the high methoxy content of the precipitate and that
of the wood, KlasoTi concludes that there is a second
lignin in admixture with the first, with no, or at least

a very low methoxy content and a higher hydroxyl
content, and has suggested the formula CagHssOu
lC,.Jlj..O,,—2(11,4-0) ; the lignin represents chiefly a
coiulensation product of coniferyl alcohol and hydrox.y
coniferyl alcohol, the groups apparently having thr

same position as in gallic acid, namely, 1, 3, 4, and 5.

In the formation of the sulphonic-acid salt in the
cooking process it is stated that two molecules of SO^
i'.re atlded to the lignin, forming a sulphonic acid.

Besides this the lignin can combine with two more SO^
molecules one of which is very loosely attached so that

it nuiy be ])artially titrated with iodine at ordinar.v

temperature, whereas the second molecule is more
closely combined but can be separated quantitatively

by evaporation and the addition of barium chloride to

the liquor. Klason therefore assumes that the lignin

complex has three ethylene bounds, two of which bring
about the intimate addition of two SO. molecules form-
ing lignin sulphonic acid, the third group binding SO^,

more loosel.v. The fourth SOn molecule is attached
to an active carbonyl (aldehyde or ketone group) so

loosely that the sulphurous acid can be separated from
it at ordinary- temperature. The formula for lignin

which Klason has proposed is meant to represent a

summary of facts concerning the reactions of the lig-

nin compound, and must be confirmed by future exact

analytical investigations. It has, however, as Schwal-
lie remarks, "an advantage which should not be

under-valued, namely that Klason 's speculations give

a splendid working hypothesis for the sulphite cook-

ing process, for which it is really intended."

Wichelhaits has given the following table of the

quantitative composition of a waste sulphite liquor :-

Grams per litre

Drv residue 82.8350

a) organic 68.3440

b) inorganic 14.4910
H.SO, 3.4340

S6„ combined 5.8420

SO, free 2.5600

CI 0.0240

SiO, 0.0024

FeA and AlA 0.0102

Cab 7.1760

MgO 0.0040

Alkalies 0.0192

Specific gravity 1.0390

Reaction Aeid
Concerning the nature of the organic substances

Klason has given the following summary of the waste

products calculated on one metric ton of pulp:

—

Liquor Liquor Liquor Liquor
I. II. I. II.

Pounds Pounds
Kilo- Kilo- per Short per Short

grams. grams. Ton. Ton.

Lignin 644 600 1,287 1,200

Carbohydrates 311 325 622 650

Proteins 15.5 15 31 30

Sulphurous aeid combin-

ed with the lignin.. 235 200 470 400

Lime 102 90 204 280

1,380 1,260

(To be Continued.)

2,760 2,520
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The Private History of a Drier Felt.

(Prom an article by W. G. Christile, of John
Christie Co., Toronto, in the Spanish River

News.)
We have no record of when these felts were first

used on paper machines, or who was responsible for

the construction of same, but the manufacture of

these felts ha.s, v.e believe, progressed in much the

same manner as the manufacture of paper. Several
years ago, when paper machines were made in very
narrow widths as compared to the mammoth ma-
chines of to-day, and when they were operated at

much lower rates of speed, a Dryer Felt was built

along much lighter lines. As wider and faster run-

ning paper machines were used, it was found neces-

sary to construct Dryer Felts in much heavier
weights, but the principal of construction, outside of

the many improvements which have been made in the

various machines used in the manufacture of Cotton
Dryer Felts, is very much the same as that employed
years ago.

The title of "Felt," as applied to this cotton fabric,

does not correctly represent the texture of the cloth,

as a felt proper is usually a matted, rather than a

woven fabric, while a Cotton Dryer Felt is a plain

weave cotton duck of an exceptionally heavy con-

struction as compared with the usual range of woven
cotton goods. This fabric, has, however, been called

a Dryer Felt for so long that its name will probably
never be changed and for the purpose of this small

.sketch we shall so designate it.

These cotton felts are manufactured only from a

good grade of American-grown white ?otton and
siioiild contain a staple of not less than an inch long if

the strength of the fabric is to be maintained. The
raw cotton is received at the mill in much the same
manner as other grades of raw materials used in the

manufacture of merchandise. It is packed in com-
pressed bales averaging 500 pounds in weight.

In the first process, a number of these bales are

opened and the contents thoroughly mixed. This

process is called, "Opening and Beating," and in

addition to eliminating any sand, dirt or foreign mat-

ter that might be in the raw cotton, it also averages

any variation of color, staple, etc., and at the same
time disintegrates the compact masses of fibre into

a fluffy roll of cotton. This is then gathered by a

machine into a roll or "Lap," which is subject to a

carding process to remove all short and immature fi-

bres and other objectionable materials which might
have passed the beating process.

The carding and subsequent processes also arrange

the now clean, individual fibres in a more or less

parallel fashion into a soft rope-like form which is

called roving, and is further prepared on machines

which strengthen the rope-like formation and at the

same time .suojects it to a twisting operation form-

ing the basis of the yarn. The yarn is next produced

by putting the roving through the spinning process

in which the single yarn is made by a further draw-

ing out operation and twisting at a very high rate of

speed as the finished yarn is wound on the bobbins.

In order to produce plied yarns, these bobbins of

single yarns are twisted together in multipV and the

resulting finished yam form.s the basis of Warp and
Filling, which the heavy looms weave into the fabric

commonly called Cotton Dryer Felt.

The looms on which these goods are woven are of

a very heavy type, necessary to stand the strain of

taking out the stretch in the thousands of yarn ends
forming the warp, and to produce an even, firmly

made, finished piece of goods. After the felt is tak-

en from the loom, it is subjected to a careful inspec-

tion for any defects of manufacture and after being
passed is packed in burlap for shipment.

A Dryer Felt made as above will not deteriorate in

strength or quality for a long time, if given proper
care. It should always be stored in a dry place, as

dampness will cause mildew and subsequent rotting

of the material.

In your letter, you have asked us to give you some
of the abuses a Dryer Pelt is often subjected to. These
should be well known to all paper mill men, but we
would like to enlarge on one or two points that af-

fect the life of a Cotton Dryer Felt. Great care
should be taken in handling these felts especially af-

ter the burlap covering has been removed, and when
they are being placed on machines. They should be
applied evenly so that no wrinkles may be developd.
It is needless to dwell on the damage and delay
caused by a wrinkled felt. No acids of any kind
should be allowed to come in contact with these felts

as these are most deadlv in a cotton fabric.

DIRECTORY OF CANADIAN CHEMICAL
INDUSTRIES.

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics has just issued

a Directory of the Chemical Industries in Canada, list-

ing the names, addre.s.ses and products of nearly five

hundred Canadian firms manufacturing chemicals, or

other products in which the processes used are essen-

tially dependent upon the agency of chemical change.

This publication will undoubtedly fill a long felt

want and should be of considerable value to the gen-
eral public as well as to the trade. It has come to be
a well accepted truth that scientific progress is essen-

tial to the true development and material welfare of

any country, and in Canada, where many of our natural
resources are as yet almost unknown, the importance
of laying sound foundations cannot be over-estimated.

Some of the possibilities of industrial chemical develop-
ment were made apparent by the remarkable accom-
plishments along these lines in Canada during the war,
and consequently popular sentiment now favours the

idea that this country should, to a large extent, bo freed
from dependence upon other countries for our chemi-
cal needs. In order that this idea might be guided along
well advised lines, it was essential that a survey of our
chemical industries should be made, and the bulletin

now referred to represents the first phase of this work.

The Directory is in two divisions: (1) an alphabeti-
cal list of the various concerns, the head office address
of each, tosother with a detailed list of their products,
including in the latter chemicals and products result-
ing from chemical processes; (2) a list alphabetically
arranged of the chemical products manufactured in
Canada showing the names of the various firms en-
gaged in their manufacture. Two errors are noted:
Dominion Paper Co. make .sulphate pulp, and Provin-
cial Paper Hills, soda pulp.

The Directory has been published in a limited edi-
tion, and as a great number of requests for copies have
already been received, it is probable that the available
supply will soon be taken up. Requests from those in-
terested should be addressed to the Dominion Bureau
of Statistics, Ottawa.
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Expect Big China Clay Trade With
U. S. and Canada

The iK'c-oinpaii\ iii>r pliotoirrapli was taken outside

the registered offices of tlie Associated China Clays,

Ltd., at their last meetin;:. a mansion known as the

"Old House.'' at St. Austell.

Before the war a considerable business w-as done

with Russia, but since that country has been in such a

turmoil that market for clay has vanished and the mar-

kets of Finland. Scandinavia, and also Italy are not

as fjood as they were. Germany before she went to

war was a prreat consumer and for years had purchased

considerably over a quarter million sterling: of clay

from Cornwall. The one brifrht factor, however, ha.s

been the trade with Canada and the Fnited States of

America—and now the war is over, with better ship-

ninsr facilities, a frreat increase is expected by those

vitallv associated with the industrv. The national de-

mands for shippinjr have severely hindered the pro-

LM-ess of tlie Cornish China clav trade with Canada and

the Ignited States, and no doubt the tremendous in-

crease in wafres and coal more than doubled in cost

have had an effect in raisins the cost of production

to the detriment of our oversea business. However,

the powers of the Associated China Clavs. Ltd.. are

wide and comprehensive. Xot only are the selling

prices fixed but shippiu"- facilities are resrnlated and

a Purchasing Board or Department is suQ-apsted as an

establishment which should be a ^reat benefit to the

producers and consumers as a whole. The "Cartelle"

is veiy fortunate in having one other excellent com-

bination, and that is within its circle of management,
and the manner in which the affairs have been ad-

ministered has given the utmost satisfaction to all

concerned.

The Hon. H. D 'McLaren M.P.. O.B.E.. proprietor of

the McLaren China Clav "Works, and a distinguished

representative of Messrs. H D. Pochin i^ Co.. Ltd..

of ilanchester. has been chosen ^Ir. Higman's succes-

sor as chairman, and a gentleman of such wide eom-
niei'cial experience shoidd prove a great acquisition

to the association and industry generally. The manag-
ing directors arc ]\rr. T. Mcdland Stoeker, Mr. J.

S Levering and Mr. J. W. Iligman, and the secretary
is Mr. Samuel I'.enson, who is also the secretary to the
.Ti int National Industrial Council.

Reading from left to right: Front row: Messrs. J.

Rogers, .I.P., (J. Rogers & Co; (2) T. JFedland Stock-
cr. J.P. (Engli.sh China Clays. Titd., ,Ioint Managing
Director: (3) .loliii W. Higman, J. P.. Joint JIanaging
Director; (4) The Hon. U. D. McLaren, M.P., O.B.E.,

Chairman of the Associated China Clays, Ltd.; (5)

Roginald I\Iartin (Chairman English China Clays,

Ltd.), Vice-Chairman of the Associated: (6) J. S. Lov-
eriiig (John Lovering & Co.), Managing Director of

the Associated; (7) Walter Sessions (Eiiglish China
Clays, Ltd.) ; Vice-Chairman of the Associated. Sec-

ond row: Messrs. H. S. Hancock, D.C. (Candlcdown
China Clay Works); James Perry, D.C. (The Rurthy
Cliina Clay Works and Messrs. Dyer & Daisy) ; Hart
Xicholls, Jr. (The North Goonbarrow and others)

;

John Lovering, J.P. (Messrs. Jo^n Lovering & Co.,

St. Austell) ; Wilfred Sessions (The >lelbur China Clay
Works) : J. Fletcher Pagen (The Bodelva and Lantern
China Clay Works) : Richard J. Varcop (The Goonvcan:
!',nd the St. Dennis and Parkindillack China Clay
Works) : W. Rose. J.P. (Messrs. North and Rose) :

Captain S. J. Dyer (Treviscoe, China Clay Works and
Messrs. Singleton & Birch) ; E. J. Hancock (Mid-

Cornwall China Clay Works), a Director of the As-

.sociated China Clays, Ltd.: T. Martin (Single Rose

China Clay Works) ; Robert Varcoe (The Bloomdale
China Clay Works) : John Hooper (Anchor China Clay
Syndicate) : J. V. Rowe (Great Wheal Prosper China

Clay and Stone Works) ; Captain L. S. Peters (Messrs.

Parkvn «& Peter.s"). Back row: Messrs. W. Wedlake
(St. Austell China Clay Works, Ltd.~l : J. Hoyle (Man-

chester China Clay Co.. Ltd.") : Samuel Benson, Secre-

tary of the Associated China Clays Co., Ltd., and
Spcretarv of the Joint National Industrial Council.

iiid Directors of China Clays, in Front of "The Old House," St. Austell.
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Transportation Information

To Relieve Car Shortage.

A recput article in the Pulp and Paper Magazine
referred to the possibility of a shortage of ears for
the movement of pulp and paper to U. S. points.
Some mills have already commenced to experience

this shortage, and the matter was taken up with the
Canadian Railway War Board. They advise that, while
it is true the U. S. Lines have a large number of Can-
adian railway ears in their possession the Railway Ad-
ministration at Washington is being urged to return
same. In addition to this, orders have been placed by
the Canadian Railway War Board with the United
States Administration calling for delivery of 260 empty
U. S. owned box ears per day to Canadian Lines in

Eastern territory to protect the loading for U. S.

points. The Washington authorities have promised to

use every effort to meet this requirement, and no
doubt the pulp and paper manufacturers will be able

to obtain from the railways their proper share of these

cars.

This situation emphasizes the need of continuing to

load ears to the limit ami to load and unload with ut-

most despatch.

Line

July

Cas-

Steamer Sailings From Montreal.

The Canadian Paeifie Railway issues a weekly list

of proposed sailings from Montreal. This information

will assLst anyone contemplating an ocean shipment.

Following are the published dates, which are subject

to change without notice :

—

To Liverpool.—Canada, White Star-Dominion Line,

about August 6 ; Scandinavian, C.P.O.S. Line, about

August 7; Minuedosa, C.P.O.S. Line, about August 8;

Metagama, C.P.O.S. Line, about Augvist 15.

To London.—Montezuma, C.P.O.S.-Furness Line

(C.P.O.S.), about July 30; Mendip Range, C.P.O.S.-

Furness Line (Furness), about July 30; Verbania,

Cunard Line, about July 31 ; Scotian, C.P.O.S. Line,

about August 6.

To Antwerp.—War Beryl, C.P.O.S.-Furness

(C.P.O.S.), about July 29.

To Glasgow.—Holbrook, C.P.O.S. Line, about

26; Saturnia, Anchor-Don. Line, about August 13;

Sandra, Aneiior-Don Line, about August 19.

To Avonmouth Dock (Bristol).—Turcomam, Domin-
ion Line, about July 31.

To Manchester.— Manchester Corporation, jManches-

ter Liners, about August 7; Manchester Hero, Manches-

ter Linei's, about August 17; Manchester Divilion, Man-
chester Liners, about August 30.

To Leith.—Cairn Gowan, Thomson Line, about Aug-

ust 8.

To Dunstan.—Cairnvalona. Thomson Line, about

Aug. 2.

To Dublin.—Ramore Head, Head Line, aliout July

30: Lord Antrim, Head Line, about Aug. 10.

To Belfast.—Fanad Head, Head Line, about July

26; Milmore Head, Head Line, about Aug. 8.

To St. Nazaire (France).—C'ape Corso, Can. -French

Line, about Aug. 15.

To Havre (France).—F>ilbstcr, Canadian Trans-At-

lantii|ue Line, about July 26; Lord Dufferin, Do., about

Aug. 1 ; California, Do., about Aug. 7.

To Buenos Aires and Monte Video.—Canadian Seig-

neur, Can. Govt. Mcr. Marine, Ltd., about July 30;

Clan Skene, Houston Lines, about Aug. 15.

To Australasian Ports (Melboniiie, Sydney, Auck-
land, Wellington, Lyttleton and Dunedin, Port Chalm-
ers).—Wangaratta, New Zealand Shipping Co., about
Aug. 15.

To Barbados and Trinidad.—Canadian Recruit, Can.
Govt. Merchant Marine, Ltd., about Aug. 5.

To Charlottetown, St. Johns, Nfld.—A Steamer, Gulf
of St. Lawrence Shipping & Trading Co., about Aug. 8.

P. S. Melvin, export freight agent, Board of Trade
Building, Montreal.

In addition to the boats shown on the above sail-

ing list, it is said that a considerable number of steam-
ers being built on the Upper Lakes for the U. S. Ship-
ping Board, are coming down at the rate of from two to
six boats per week and loading at Montreal, prin-
cipally for the United Kingdom.
The British Ministry is still reserving space equival-

ent to 70 per cent., and more on all regular liners

for their own use, leaving only a small percentage
available for commercial freight. The boats of the U.
S. Shipping Board, however, are being filled, it is

understood, with commercial freight, and bookings can
be arranged through McLean, Kennedy and Company,
Montreal.

So far as can be ascertained the rates being applied
on these boats are the same as charged commercial
freight on regular liners, which are at present to the
United Kingdom $1.50 per 100 pounds or 75c per cubic
foot ; to Antwerp 65c per cubic foot. France from
•t25 to $28 per ton weight or mea.surement, ship's op-

tion. The prevailing ocean rates at New York quoted
by the U. S. Shipping Board are : the United Kingdom
$1 per 100 pounds, or 50c per cubic foot; Belgium and
France $1.25 per 100 pounds or 60c per cubic foot.

THE ENDLESS FELT.
A chain is as strong as its weakest link; and it is the

weak link that retards production. Likewise with the

press felt, the speed at which it can be run efficiently

depends in large measure on its openness, that is, the

ability to get the water through, and a felt is as open
as the seam or join. The join is the weak link. The
filling up and felting of the join causes more felt

trouble than any other factor in these days of fast run-

ning machines.

This filling up of the seam is easily explainable.

The joined felt is woven so that the two ends must be

joined by hand. The ends are taken out for a few inches

and the warp threads are interwoven. To obtain the

neepssary strength this operation must be done with
jnuch care. But in all cases this part of the felt must
necessarily be closer than the rest, and if opportunity

offers at all will felt and fill up faster than the rest

of the felt, in whieh case trouble ensues.

To overcome this obvious fault, a few felt manufac-
turers have for some time been weaving their felts end-

less, thereby obviating all possibility of seam troidJe.

Seam trouble is usually present on the wet-fe'ts of fast-

running news machines, and on felts for fine papers,

so that it has been on these that the manufacturers have
direeted their efforts. So much success has been obtain
ed that the machine tender has come to show a vew
pronounced preference for the endl&ss felt. In addi-

tion to obviating seam trouble, the endless felt gives

longer life. rc([uires less washing, and will stand more
pressure than the joined felt thereby recpiiring less

steam on the dryer. Altogether, it is a forward step on
the part of the felt maker.—Contributed by Bates &
Innes, Limited, felt manufacturers.
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CANADA S FORESTS WARRANT LARGER STAFF
AT FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORIES.

The Forest Proiiuets Laboralorii'S ol Caiuula. ut

Montreal, have received a visit recently from Mr, I. 11.

Jioas, of Perth, Western Australia.

Mr Boas stated he was making a tour of the civil-

ized world on behalf of the Government of the Aus-

tralian Commonthwealth. for the purpose of learn-

iiio' wliat other countries are doing to secure the proper

utTlization of forest products, with the object in view

of instituting laboratories similar to the Purest Pro-

duct Laboratories of Canada, located at Montreal, and

the laboratories of the same name of the United States

Government situated at Madison. Wis.

The first visits made by Mr. Boas were along the

Pacific Coast. While in Vancouver. B.C.. he studied

the work as carried on there by the Forest Products

Laboratories of Canada, Vancouver Branch, and also

investigated lumbering operations along the coast.

After passing through the western provinces he spent

some time at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratories at

Aladison Wis., looking into the various methods and

processes in use there. He stated he was struck with

the progressive way in which the various projects re-

lative to forestry were dealt with, and in comparing

the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada at Mont-

real with those at Madison, he wondered why Can-

ada with the third largest forest resources in the

world should be receiving such little general and Gov-

ernment support. He noticed at iladison there were

350 ei"pl"vees. many scientifically trained men, all

delvino- into the most vital problems in connection with

the utilization of forest products whereas at the Mont-

real laboratories there were only about 30 employees.

He found various comparisons of great value and

hoped to learn from the shortcomings and mistakes

that have been made an dare now being made with

regard to the administration of the laboratories in Can-

ada and the United States, so that these will not be

repeated in Australia, where he will soon establish a

Poorest Products Laboratory.

In discussing the apparent lack of interest the Can-

a:]ian Government were evincing in the research work

apprrtaining to the utilization of forest products, he

said:

"I hope that your arovernment will see tit to so

strengthen your laboratory that it can carrj- on the

fine work it has begun, in a more complete way than

is now possible. A Government of a country with

such vast forest wealth as Canada possesses cannot

spend money more wisely than in scientific researoh

snd investigating the many and various problems con-

nected with this great asset."

"If I have learned ov^ thin? fullv durinjr my visit

-a America, it is that scientific work°rs are awakening
1 t>i" fr\"t that thev can demand more than has hither-

to been T'^nted them. n.n'T that th- Ir^i'linT business

T»ipn are wide av-ako to this and ar" showing it hv

•^pir keenness to offer large salaries to attract tech-

cal men to their staffs. Unless t>"^ Government

awakens to the necessitv of keeping mr^n at the labor-

atories for lone rieriod"? the work undertaken must

seriously suffer. I am going hack to Australia to im-

•.'°ss this fnllv on my Government, for scientific work

nst he carried through, nnintermnted bv a continu-

is change of s+aff. and thpre is only one way of keen-

:£' an efficient staff an-l that is bv Tnakin<» n salary

...v-. ;,, i-<>oniri"' -f-i+Ti t>>" -vrTTPR rvaid hv other indus-

trir^ oTin-ilovin? technically trained men."

Another fact that made an impression on the visitor

was the importance of publicity in keeping up an in-

terest in the work of the laboratories and in making
their services most useful to the country. He was not
of this opinion when he left Australia, but stated that
he was fully convinced of the necessity for providing
for this phase of the work.
When it is remembered how small the present forest

resources of Australia are in comparison with those
of Canada it says much for the enterprise and fore-

sight of the Commonwealth Government in sending
an investigator around the world as a preliminary to

establishing a scientific research institution to inves-

gate forest utilization problems. Mr. Boas also spent
some time at the various government branches at

Washington, D.C., and Canadian pulp and paper mills

adjacent to Montreal.
After leaving Canada ^Ir. Boas proceeded to Eu-

rope, Great Britain and France, to collect all informa-
tion obtainable bearing on the subject of wood utiliza-

tion in all its various complexities so that he will know
what has been done all over the world.

COLOR IN NEWSPRINT PAPER.
By GEO ERSKIX. Grand 'Mere, P.Q.

Newspaper is generally referred to as white by the
casual observer. While there are wide variations in

the ordinarily accepted white shades, a true white
such as seen in bleached fabrics presents a wide dif-

ference to even the "whitest" newsprint paper. Com-
pared with a true bleached white the average news
is quite blue, in fact, it is actually a "Blue-White."
The materials used in making paper in their natural
state, unbleached, produce a dull yellowish shade. To
overcome this undesireable feature, blue and red dyes
are usually employed, although dyes that might be re-

ferred to as Violet Blues when used alone produce a
very attractive so-called white.

To fully appreciate the reference to Violet Blues
one must understand the relationship between the var-

ious colors. This is illustrated in the "Spectrum," or

in other words the decomposition of a ray of white
light passed through a glass prism. Not only is the

direction of the white ray changed, but it suffers dis-

persion. The picture obtained—the spectrum—if ex-

amined minutely will show the following colors, not

sharply separated, but merging into one another, in

the order named ; Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green, Yellow.

Orange, Red.
From the foregoing it may be seen that a blue dye

while producing a shade that is actually a blue might
be over towards the greenish side of the blue range.

Such dyes require reds to counteract the greenish

tinge. The various blue dyes produce various shades

of blue from greenish to violet blues. As the resulting

shades creep over to the violet or indigo side of the

blue range less red is necessarj-. When the shade pro-

duced is violet to indigo then a green or greenish

blue is necessary to counteract the reddish tmge. The
Violet Blue above referred to is a dye which produces

a shade about half-way between the middle of the blue

line and the point where the blue merges into an
indigo. This shade is the most attractive so-called

white .shade in newsprint paper. With such dyes the

quantity necessary may be easily regulated to per-

fectly counteract the natural color of the stock and
produce a sheet .which unless compared directly with

a true bleached white would be universally accepted

as white paper.
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
George King, formerly a salesman for the Gatti-Mc-

Quade Company of New York City, dealers in paper
stock and paper makers' snpplies, has been made the

defendant in a damage suit now being tried in the

Superior Court at Springfield, Mass., in which the

Gatti- McQuade Comjjany seeks $110,000 damage from
Mr. King for the latter 's alleged failure to live up to

the terms of an agreement he entered into with this

firm. The paper jobbing company claims it put Mr.
King on its payroll at a salary of $10,000 a year on a

contract runninsr five years. It is also asserted by the

plaintiff company that the salesman who is regarded as

an expert in his line, that of selling rags and similar

paper-making materials, had successfully built up a

large and profitable business for P. Garvin. Inc., of

Holyoke, IMass., dealers in like lines, and that he was
engaged in view of the fact that he was considered the

ablest salesman in and about Holyoke. Through Mr.
King's failure to live up to the terms of his contract,

the Gatti-^IcQuade Company claims a loss of approxi-

mately $20,000 over and above the salaiy of the defen-

dant during the period of emi)]oymi'nt, which was cov-

ered by the agreement of April,' 1919, to March, 1924.

Michigan and northern Indiana paper mill superin-

tendents entered the organization of the American Pulp
and Paper Mill Superintendents' Association when at a

recent meeting held at Kalamazoo, Michigan, a branch
of the association representing the latter State was
formed. Edward T. A. Coughlin, superintendent of

the Monarch Paper Company's coating division, is

chairman of the new branch ; Luther A, Parker, super-

intendent of the Imperial Division of the Bryant Pa-

per Company, is vice-chairman, and George H. Poun-
tain, general superintendent of the Monarch Paper
Company, is secretary-treasurer. The organization was
launched about two months ago by superintendents re-

presenting nearly all the mills in the Wisconsin dis-

trict who organized the initial branch at Appleton,

Wis.

New York paper houses seem at the present time very

much in need of good paper and pulp salesmen, both

for the cit.v territory and on the road. There are open-

ings for such men at quite a few of the city's big paper

concerns.

The American Paper Mills Corporation, recently in-

corporated in New York State with a capital stock of

$100,000 fully paid in, has just opened its offices at 38

Park Row and warehouse at 295-1309 Lafayette Street.

New York City, and its head, M. H. Freimark, former-

ly connected with the Beekman Card and Paper Com-
pany, announces that the new company is now ready

for business. It will carry complete lines of coated,

book, litho., bond and writing papers; post-cards, coat-

ed blanks, etc. Associated with Mr. Feimark as secre-

tary of the company is Louis J. Samalman, who is well

known to the trade as an auditor and credit man.

The dye hearings before the Ways and Means Com-
mittee of the House of Representatives came to an end
la.stweek with a summing up of the industry's situa-

tion, as viewed b.y the American dye manufacturers, by
Joseph H. Choate, Jr., general counsel for the Chemi-

cal Foundation. Whether the American industry
should be protected and by what means are the ques-

tions which the committee must decide, said Mr. Choate.
Favorable action by the committee to the request for a
licensing commission i"s confidently expected. Ju.st

when the conunittee's report will be made is not known.
Present indications are that the committee as a whole
is in favor of protecting the industry.

A new schedule of wage demands has been presented
to the manufacturers by the paper workers of Holyoke,
Mass., and vicinity. This schedule was formulated after

a committee representing the workers had studied the
reports of wages paid elsewhere throughout the coun-
try. An increase of 25 per cent is asked for all tour
workers. This increase, say the spokesmen for the
workers, though apparently large, will do no more than
bring the wages of the paper makers of the Holyoke
vicinity up to a par with what is paid in other parts
of the country. Preliminary conferences with the
manufacturers looking to an adjustment of the matter
were held last week.

Through a recently effected re-organization the Van
Gorder ruling establishment of R. R. Van Gorder at

Kalamazoo, Michigan, has become the VanGorder
Company with a capital of $50,000. The re-organized
concern is to engage in the manufacture and sale of
tablets and stationary, and it is to continue doing a
general trade of commercial ruling. Mr. Van Gorder
decided to form a corporation and increase the capital
of the undertaking so as to properly take care of the
large growth of his business in ruling contracts. His
products are sent out regularly in carload lots to many
of the leading commercial centres of the country. The
new concern will operate in the ruling company's plant.
The officers of the Van Gorder Company are as fol-

lows: President, R. R. Van Gorder; \ice-president A.
C. Barley ; treasurer, George Putt, and secretarv, Frank
M. Blair.

The mills of the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company
at Nekoosa and Port Edwards, Wis., are still closed,

and the strike situation, which had its inception in a
walkout of the men on June 23, remains unchanged.
The strikers still insist upon the acceptance of their de-
mands which call for an eight-hour day ; a 5 per cent in-

crease in wages with time and one-half overtime ; the
right of collective bargaining and the right to organize
without interference. Company officials have refused
to recognize the strike committee as a union committee
and have dealt with it only as a shop committee. No
compromises have been made by the company on any
of the demands. It has offered, however, to submit the
differences to a board of arbitration if no agreement
can be reached through the discussion by committees
representing the employes and the management.

HOLYOKE SHUTDOWN AUGUST 3.

Notices have been sent out by the Holyoke Water
Power Company that the annual shutting of the head
gates to the company's canals would take place at 6
a.m. August 3, and that water should be let into the
canals the morning of August 7.
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Technical Section

STILL GROWING.
The acting see-ietary aunoimces two new members

elected to the Teehuieal Section. They are Albert

G. Durgin, and B. J. Waters, both with ISpauish River

Pulp Jt Paper Mills, Sault Ste. Marie. Out.

PULP AND PAPER EXHIBITS PLANNED FOR
T. A. P. P. I. MEETING IN SEPTEMBER.

A local committee has been formed in Chicago to

arrange for the Fall Meeting of the Technical Ab-

.sociatiou of the pulp and paper industry in connection

with the Fifth National Exposition of Chemical In-

dustries at the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory
during the week of September 22.

Thomas II. Savery, jr., of 1630 Republic Building,

Chicago, presided at a meeting of the committee held

in his office at which Charles F. Roth, one of the man-

agers of the exposition, was present. The meeting was

called by James L. Carey, another Chicago member

of T. A." P. P. I., who has been active in arranging

preliminary details.

Among the matters discussed at the meeting were

hotel accommodations, dates of meeting and head-

quarters at the exposition. It was decided to occupy

as headquarters, the space at the exposition donated

by the management. This is Booth No. 237, near

the entrance to the conference room where all meet-

ings will be held. The local committee will arrange

for attendants in the booth and for registration. It

was deemed inadvisable to select any particular hotel

as headquarters, seeing that the hotels and the As-

sociation of Commerce promise ample accommodations,

during the week of meeting, as well as because T. A.

P. P. I. headquarters will be at the exposition, admis-

sion to which will be free to members who show their

badges or other credentials. The meeting rooms in

the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory, where the

National Exposition of Chemical Industries will be

held, will be sufficient to accommodate the members

of T. A. P. P. 1. and any committee meetings that may

be necessary.

Propose Visit to Madison.

Details of the proposed trip from Chicago to the

Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., have

not vet been arranged, but it is likely that a night

train will be provided so that members can spend

the entire day of Friday, September 26, in Madison,

inspecting the laboratories and the State University.

The Forest Products Laboratory will have an m-

teresting exhibit at the exposition in which will be

shown the work that has been done on raw materials,

products and by-products. Prominent among the ex-

hibits will be the results of the pulp and paper in-

vestigations of the laboratory, the manufacture of

ethyl alcohol from wood waste and sulphite waste

liquor, increased production of acetate of lime in hard-

wood distillation and naval stores investigation. In

connection with this exhibit it is likely that an effort

will be made to develop interest in the relation of

national forest administration of waterpower, timber

and other resources to general industrial develop-

ment in neighboring regions.

.\t tlie headquarters of T. A. P. 1'. I. m the exposi-
tion building, it is planned to make au exhibit showing
the processes from wood to paper with a related chart
illustrative of the steps in the operations upon which
may be placed sketches or photographs of the ma-
cliiuery used.

A generous invitation has been received by the local

committee to visit the plant of Sears, Roebuck & Com-
pany to be the guests of the company for luncheon
on one of the days of meeting. The local committee of

arrangements has this invitation under consideration,

and if it is accepted, as it is believed it will be, mem-
bers will be asked to notify the committee promptly
of their intention to attend.

A large attendance of western members is expected

at the Fall fleeting, and it is hoped that an equal

number of members from the east will be present.

The meeting will open at the Conference room in the

Ciiliseum, Chicago, on Wednesday, September 24.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

K-6. Regeneration of waste paper. (Procede et ap-

pareillage pour la regeneration des vleux papiers.)

French patent No. 490,150 granted to the "" Union

iraucaise des Papeteries. "' Le Papier, 22, p. 152, 1919.

—The paper is treated with a suitable amount of

water, preferably hot, in a tank provided with agita-

tors and knives to reduce it to a pulp. It is then

v/ashed with water alone on a metal screen inclined

at a suitable angle to the horizontal. The water, be-

ing added in several portions, makes the pulp travel

down the screen, and by the time it reaches the bot-

tom it is completely freed from ink.—A. P.-C.

K-10. Gelatin sizing. (Procede pour le collage en
pate a la gelatine). German patent No. 306,688, class

.JO e. group 2, Le Papier. 22, p. 155, 1919.—Gelatin, in

the form of a .jelly, is added to the pulp in the beater,

there being sufficient affinity between the fibres and
the gelatin to ensure perfect sizing on the paper ma-
chine. Formaldehyde or chrome alum may be added
to harden the gelatin.—A. P.-C.

L-4. Cardboard boxes for canned goods. (Boites de
conserves en carton). Papierfabrikant. Nov. 8. 1918,

through Le Papier. 22, p. 149. 1919.—Experiments
made in Norway have solved the problem from a

mechanical point of view : but after a time the boxes
rot inside. Experiments are being carried out where-
b -^ the waterproofing substance is incorporated with
the pulp itself, and the results seem promising.

—

R-0. The paper industry in Ireland. (L 'Industrie

du papier en Irlande.) Le Papier, 22, p. 136, 1919.

—

The removal of the duties on paper in 1861 proved a

he;.vy blow to the English and Irish paper industries,

from which the latter never fully recovered owing
to lack of capital to tide over the transition period.
The greatest handicaps at present are the high price
of coal and high freight rates. These might be over-
come by the use of peat both in the mills and by the
railroads. A mill in the South of Ireland has just
completed the installation of the necessary equipment
to make pulp from straw.—A. P.-G.
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Holidays for workers ia the pulp and paper industry

appear to have been quite general last Saturday. Some
towns had parades, speeches and fireworks and others

observed a period of silent rejoicing while some went
about their business as usual.

The Bathurst town council has been allotted by the

government of New Brunswick $80,000 under the pro-

visions of the "Housing Act, 1919."

J. Ti. Rue. who served as captain in the Ordnance divi-

sion of the U.S. Army and is now connected with the

Mead Pulp and Paper Co., is detailed to special work
at Fraser Company's mill at Edmunston, N.B. Mr.

Rue was formerly professor of Chemical Ensineerinsr

at the University of Michigan and was in charsre of the

graduate courses in paper making .subsidized by the

mills in that state. Some fine work was done under
his direction on the evaluation of clays.

Tn two days, five machine tenders at Price Bros.

succeeded in runnine' their machines for eiorht hours

without a break. This ousrht to bring a remark from
Donnacona. Brother McKee thinks he has the record-

breakiiisr machines and crews.

The sulphate mill of the New Brunswick Sulphate

Fibre Co.. at Millerton, is closed and several emplovees

have moved away. There has ben a slump in sulphat"

puln. biit thintrs are lookino; bri.Thter now.

The wood room at Kenosrami handled 1,000 cords of

wood durinsr the last week in June. A considerable

amount was from short 10-ft. lengths of green wood,

very difficult to bark. There is now more wood at the

grinder room than when they shut down for the winter,

and more wood in the yard than ever known before at

this time of the year, all due to good operations in the

spring.

"Water conditions are the lowest in many years, and
unfortunately a dry season is looked for. The flow

dropped to 600-ft. on June 16th.

Paper production for June wa.s four to five tons

more than it was in June, 1918, and the proportion of

sulphite .slightly lower.

The Jonquiere paper macliine is producing something

like 40 tons per day.

The Campbell Lumber Co., Ltd., manufacturers of

groundwood pulp, contemplate enlarging their plant

at Weymouth, N.S.

The new agreement of the International Paper Co.

with the unions will add about $1,000,000 annually

to the pav roll. The contract is effective for one year

from Mav 11, 1919.

Mills Lost Time.

Heavil.v increased loss of time, as the result of in-

dustrial disputes, was registered during June. There

were in existence at some time or other during the

month 80 strikes .involving 89,917 work people and re-

sulting in a loss of about 1.445, 021 working days, as

compared with 84 strikes, 77,688 work people and 893

816 working davs in May, 1919; and 32 strikes, 11,888

work people and 46,941 working days in June, 1918.

VANCOUVER ITEMS.
Beaver Cove Lumber and Pulp Company.

Owing to the strike in different sections of the coun-
try and dela.y in getting machinery, this company will

not be able to .start operations before the latter part of

August. The final delay being caused by the strike in
Vancouver which held up a shipment of about 400 tons
of machinery which went up to the plant last week on
a special scow. A large evaporator was also held up
on one of the .ships in town owing to the strike. From
now on every effort will be made to finish tlie plant
so that operations may begin at the earliest po.ssible

moment.
Vancouver Strike.

The strike in Vancouver lasted exactly one month
and without doubt it was a good thing for all the manu-
facturing plants on the coast that it ended wlien it did
as .supplies were getting pretty low. Although most of
the companies had laid in a supply of food to last for
some time there were other supplies needed, and the
steamers were carrying nothing in the way of freight
but food. As it is, the plants are getting their sup-
plies at the present time, and from now on matters will
progress along the right channels.

From the point of view of results there is no doubt
that the strike here brought most decided results, but
not to the laboring man. On the other hand the "Red"
or radical element have received a set-back that will

take them a long time to overcome. The Internationals
of most of the Unions did not countenance the strike
and the result has been that the 0. B. U. idea will not
progress for a long time to come if it ever does with
the right thinking members of the unions. This state-
ment applies to all unions. At the present time there
is a decided break with the chances that most of the
unions will eliminate the radicals and the more conserv-
ative members will use every endeavor to carry on their
different unions in the best interests of their members.

It is well to note that what is known as the great
third party and, by the way, this party has been taken
into consideration to a very small extent by the radical
element, has taken a hand in the proceedings in the Ex-
ecutive of the Citizens' League and as a result there
was no tie-up in any of the public utilities. From the
inception of the strike the Mayor had the assurance that
the Citizens' League was right behind him in every
move to carry on public utilities, preserve law and order
and see that the people did not want for the essentials.
As soon as the street car men struck the streets of Van-
couver thronged with jitneys and although the fare fig-
ured out 8e a day extra in the city limits, at the .same
time it meant transportation to and from work for ev-
eryone. The threat was then made that if the jitneys
v.-ere not taken off, the telephones would stop, but the
Mayor and City Council would not agree to take the
jitneys off. The telephone operators struck, but plans
had already been made and although the electrical
workers were out so that any telephone which went out
of commission could not be used, at the same time ser-
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vice was K.'pi up, and the busiiu'ss sot-tioii did not no-

tice any changre in tlie servico oxt-ept that at the hofrin-

ninji it was a littlo slower tlian usual.

From the beiiinninfr, the strike eonmiittee whieli was

under the leadership of the "Red" element found that

the.v were up against somethinjr they did not fifrure on.

anii that was the Citizens' Leafrue. orjianized for the

jiurpose of earryin-r on publii- utilities at all eosts. Tiie

.strike is what Vancouver and British Colunil)ia had

been exjjeetinf; for .some time, and every business man
ill the eity is {jlad that it has eomi' and {rone, and every-

body is now lookiuf; foi-ward to larfrer busiiu>.ss than

ever for this Province and every firm is fjcoing: ahead

with the idea that there will be no more serious .strikes

for some time to come.

Rainy River Pulp and Paper Company.

Without f-'oinjr into details as regards the eourt pro-

ceedings in eonneetion with the above named plant, it

may be stated that without doubt, in faet it is a prae-

tieal certainty, the re-organizatiou along the lines of

jn-oper nmnagement will take place in connection with

this plant, and that as soon as matters are settled it will

again be a going concern.

The debenture holders have been given leave by Mr.

Justice ^lurphy to offer the plant for sale, the creditors

to be given the chance to take over or buy up the plant

if they wish. Mr. Ernest Walker, the receiver, values

the plant in his affidavit at ^^nO.OOO.OO under present

conditions.

PROSPERITY AHEAD FOR PAPER MILLS.

Predicting that a free market for iiewsi)rint will pre-

vail in the United States by October next, Hayden.

Stone and Co. of Boston, refer to the general situa-

tion as affecting the market for this product, particu-

larly with reference to the operation of the Interaa-

tional Paper Co. In view of the fact that Canadian

mills are interested to a very large extent in the Am-
erican market, the remarks of this brokerage house

merit attention. They say:

"For .several years the price of newsprint has been

fixed by the Federal Trade Commission. While this

policy of Government price regulation has really satis-

fied no one. either the newspapers or the newsprint pro-

ducers, it has had one very imjiortant result. The

various investigations and studies of cost of production

which the Federal Trade Commission has made have

tended to establish the claims of the mills for higher

prices for their product. For years the cost of news-

print has been a constant bone of contention between

the producer and the bu^^er and as the chief prodiieer.

International Paper has been subject to a great variety

of attack and abuse.

But the Federal Trade Commission which has cer-

tainly had no bias in favor of the manufacturer has

from time to time permitted increases in the selling

price of newsprint. In all it has a.ssented to increases

which by successive steps have advanced the price from
3.10 cents per pound to 8.751/4 cents, which is the pre-

sent level.

As a matter of fact, the so-called "outside market"
for newsprint is even now above 3.75i/t cents per
ound. It is believed that in October, if a free mar-

i prevails, the price of newsprint will advance eon-

lerably. based on the purely natural operation of the
>• of supply and demand.
Some trade authorities would not be surju-iscd at a 4-

nt level. Whatever the new price level proves to be

it will affect net earnings of International Paper in the

last (luarter of 191!1 and will almost assiiredly be the

basis for the renewal of U'liO contracts, most of which

conu^ uj) for revision in December or January.

While a price of 4 cents for newsprint sounds alti-

tudinous. compared with the pre-war levels of 2'/, and
2io cents, it is worth noting that the newspapers of

practically every city in the country are now charging

two cents and in many cases more Higher cost pai)er

and labor have put the 1-eent i>aper almost out of busi-

ness.

But perhaps one of the most interesting situ.ilioiis is

the fact that the papers of the larger cities are today

extremely prosperous. For several months their adver-

tising has been running at record figures. One expla-

nation of this is the income and excess i)rofits taxes.

Many corporations — manufacturers. distributors,

wholesalers—figure that advertising costs them only 30

or 40 per cent of what they actually pay the papers. In

other words, if they did not spend this money in ndver-

tising they would be obliged to i)ay 60 or 70 per cent

of it to the Government for taxes. The tax law, is

therefore, an ally of newspaper advertising and in-

directl.v of International Paper 1)y making the burdiMi

of higli cost newsprint less grievous to bear.

Very little has been made of the fact that interna-

tional Paper's $20,000,000 common stock has been t!on-

sistently strong for six months. It has at times actual-

ly gone against the nuirket. In February it sold as high

as 48% and its recent advance has attracted very little

attention.

The strength in Paper common measures in a broad

wa.v the excellent results of the three years to Decem-

ber 31, 1918, and the probability of another good year

in 1919. It also measures the possibility of initial com-

mon dividends in 1920. While only a possibility, there

has been consistent buying of Paper common for

months by interests who were willing to bide their time.

In four years the compan.v has re.juvenated itself fin-

anciallv. It has reduced bonded debt from $115,252,-

000 to" $7,189,000, a cut of $8,063,000. It has .swelled

working capital from $8,935,605 to $16,249,795, a gain

of $7,314,190, or 81 per cent. It has also cleaned up 34

per cent of arrears in preferred dividends, with the

issuance of but $2,317,976 additional ]ireferred stock.

FILTER PAPER MADE IN .MASSACHUSETTS
For many years an excellent (jualit.v of filter ))a-

ver for qualitative chemical anal.vsis has been made
in this country, but that known as quantitative pa-

per, for exact analytical work, was imported chiefl.v

from German.v and Sweden, until the war began.

Then English manufacturers and subsequentl.v those

oF France and Japan developed quantitative paper and
supplied the American market. Of late a paper of

unusual merit and eveness of grade for exact chemical
work has been produced in the industrial research

'aboratory of Arthur D. Little, Inc.. of Cambridge,
^lass., who are about to make both the pulp and the

paper in their establishment. It is washed, as is cus-

tomary, with h.vdrochloric and h.vdrofluoric acids, and
to assure the extreme measure of purit.v and absence
of ash, it is manufactured with distilled water for

which a large .still has been erected. It will soon be
put on the market.

An idle rumor alw-ays gains currency, w'hicli is more
Thau can be said of an idle man.
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NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, July 19.—Demand I'ur praetieally all

jinides of paper eontiimes bri.sk, and the market this

week has been equally as firm as previously, while
activity has been of broad proportions. Consumers are
rlaeing' orders with freedom and jobbers and manu-
facturers are kept busily engaged in caring for all of
their customers. Prices on every kind of paper are
firm and the tendency is still strongly upward. Indi-
cations are that the top levels are .vet to be reached,
and manufacturers contend that with production costs
constantly increasing, they must necessarily advance
prices on their product.

Exporters report a steadily broadening demand for

American paper from foreign markets. According to

authorities in the trade, both Japan and Australia are
again displaying interest in our paper market. Aus-
tralian importers were somewhat overbought at the

time of the armistice and for several months no new
orders were placed. This condition has cleared up
during the past two months, however, and frequent
inquiries are now coming from the Commonwealth.
The South American countries, with the exception of

Chile, are placing numerous orders in this market,
and exporters are reported to be doing the best busi-

ness they have done in years with Cuba, especiall.v

in the cheaper grades of wrapping papers. Chile is

not buying here to any extent because of the fact

that there is not .vet an.v broad demand for her nitrates.

The trade with Argentina and Brazil has improved con-

sistently and some orders have been placed bv Mexican
firms.

Mills with few exceptions are turning nut their full

capacity and are shipping their product about as soon

as it becomes available. Newsprint is moving steadilv

into consuming channels at firm prices. Some manu-
facturers are sold up for the balance of the .vear and
are therefore not in a position to consider furthei'

business. Those mills having newsprint to sell for

spot deliver.v are securing almost any price within

reason, so great is the demand from transient buyers.

News in rolls to the transient trade is freely fetching

4.25 cents a pound, while sheets are selling at 5 cents
and side runs at 4 cents.

Wrapping and other coarse i)apers are in much bet
ter demand than in a long time. Consumers are in-

crea.sing the volume of their orders and jobbers are
buying not onl.v to cover commitments to customers
but also for stock. Prices are hardening and pur-
cha.sers are being compelled to i)ay top market figure.-,

to get supplies. Tissues are fii;miy quoted and are in
good demand Fine papers are steadily increasing m
activity and mills are constantly advancing prices on
:he va'-'ons "-r-odes of hon^^s. liii"i' --r} Ipcli'ers. Mer-
chants are buyinsr writing: papers freely, and indica-
tions are that a arood portion of the supply being ab-
sorbed from manufacturers is beinor placed in stock,
which can be taken as a reflection of the belief among
jobbers that prices are going higher.
Book papers are in a very .strong position. The

majority of mills are out of the market as sellers,

being sold ahead for so long a time that they are un-
willin'r to enter into further engagements. Prices on
book papers are firm and tetidencv decidedl.v upward
Machine finished book is quoted at about 8 cents a
pound and spot lots are difficult to secure. Coated
book is quoted at 9.50 to 10 cents.

The board market is on the mend. Boxmakers are
purchasing in greater volume and the average mill is

booking more business than at any time this year
Prices arp looking up and advances have been scored
in some instances. Plain chip board, which a short
while ago was onoted at $37.50 to .$40 per ton. is now
held at $45. while news is priced at $50 to $55, a ris-^

of about $5 jier ton.

Ground Wood.—The market for mechanical pulp
rules firm and trade activit.v is on the increase. Grind-
ers are disposing of the bulk of their current output
nlniost as auicklv as it is available for shipment, and
buyers are experiencing a great deal more trouble in

placing orders than in many months. Prices are

strengtheniii'1'. and $30 per ton at the producing point

is a quotation freouentlv nauipd now. although most
of the s'lbs '-^ing made are at between $28 and $29

Cliemical Pulp.—Demand for chemical woodpulp is

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones ^^^^smurray hill, new YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be

convinced.
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gradually expaiuliuj; and tin- market is in a more aetive

l)ositi(in than sinee tlie si<;iiiii<r of the arniistiee. Con-

sumers are placing orders with refrularity, and the

movement of pulp is closely approachin;? normal, with

indications pointing; to a further frrowth in busines.;.

Prices are firmin? and some niamifacturers are ad-

A'^ancinjr their quotations. Newsprint sulphite of domes-
tic origin is selling freely at $6;") to $70 a ton. while

domestic easy bleaching is firmly held at ii'8.') to $95
and domestic bleached sulphite at $10:1 to $115 a ton.

Pomestic soda pulp is freely sought and spot lots

are strongly priced at around $90 at the pulp mill.

Activity in foreign pulp also is increasing. Paper
mills here are buying in larger volume and arrivals

are beginning to reflect the increased volume of orders
placed with Scandinavian i)roducers during the past

month. Prices range about a basis of 7.25 cents for

bleached sulphite, $90 for unbleached sulphite and
$80 for kraft.

Rags.—After running steadily upward in price for a

month or longer, the uptrend in roofing rags came
suddenly to a halt this week, when a good many felt

manufacturers dropped out of the market as buyers.

Prices have adopted an exactly opposite trend, and
during the course of the week have declined from $5 to

$6 per ton, owing to the lighter demand from con-

sumers. Where No. 1 roofing stock sold last week
at 3.25 cents per pound at the point of shipment, 3

cents has been about the best price obtainable this

week, and some mills have refused to pay even this

much. Other grades have ruled quotably steady

though demand for them has also sagged to an extent.

Whites and blues are uot as easily salable as they

have been, but dealers and packers have held these

grades with greater firmness than they have roofing

material with the result values have been nominall.\'

maintained. Repacked thirds and blues are quoted

at 4.50 to 5 cents a pound f.o.b. New York, depending
on the packing, while white rags are held at a basis

of about 7 cents for No. 1 repacked whites New York.

Paper Stock.—Business of a steady character has

passed in old paper this week, and no important

changes in prices have occurred. Demand has been
fair but not of sufficiently broad volume to affect

quotations. The tendency of values has been upward,
however, and any alterations that have developed have

been in a forward direction. Books and magazines

have sold at 1.90 to 2 cents a pound f.o.b.. New York,

and have been readily salable to Eastern mills. Shav-

ings are quoted at ranges of 3.50 to 3.75 cents per

pound New York for No. 1 soft whites and from 4.25

to 4.50 cents for No. 1 hard white shavings. Folded

news is moving in a consistent manner at 65 to 70

cents per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York, and No. 1

mixed papers are selling at 55 to 60 cents. Kraft

and manila papers are in moderate demand and arc

moving at firm quotations.

Bagging and Rope. — An even tenor has charac-

terized the tone of the market for scrap burlap bagging
this week, and business of fair magnitude has been

done at a price basis of around 2.75 cents a pound for

No. 1 scrap. Old rope is firm and moving steadily,

with dealers reporting sales at 5.75 to 6.00 cents a

pound f.o.b. New York, with most of the business done

at the loAver figure.

HOW TO FIGURE FREIGHT ON PULP.
The following letter to the editor shows how essen-

tial is common, cvcry-day aritlinictic in the pulii and
paper industry. This may be an isolated and cxcej)-

tional case, but there may be others:

Dear Sir:—Will you kindly advise the standard me-
thod employed in arriving at the proportion of freight

chargeable to the shippers in the case of a sale of pulp
made at a jirice f.o.b. pulp mill on a basis of 809{ dry,
when the pulp contains a greater iicrccntage of mois-
ture 1

Take for exami)le: A carload shipincut coniHins 80,-

000 lbs. wet pulp, 50% dry, or 40,()()() lbs. air dry
weight.

Some consignees work out the problem this way: Dry
weight 40,000 lbs. On the basis of 80% dry, the wet
weight would have been 50,000 lbs.; the wet weight
shipped was 80,000 lbs—difference chargeable to ship-

per 30,000 lbs., at whatever the rate of freight may be.

Others, modestly (and we think rightly) claim the
difference in percentage between 50 and 80, or 30%,
making the proportion of freight i)avablc hv the ship-

per only 24,000 lbs.

To see who is right, the simplest way is to take our
correspondent's own figures. To get the 24,000 lbs. he
would charge to the shipper he has taken the differ-

ence between the percentage of air dry pulp contained
in the shipment, 50%, and the percentage that should
have been there, 80% and gets 30%, the difference in

air dry content. He then takes the wet weight of the

.shipment as his basis and multiplies by 30%, which
gives 24,000 lbs., or the excess water, the freight on
which is to be borne by the shipper. If this figure is

correct, the remainder of the shipment (80,000— 24,-

000 lbs.) should be SO^f air dry. But if we multiply
56.000 by 80% we get 44,800 lbs. and shipper says he
delivered only 40,000 lbs., air dry. Obviously the

.shipper is wrong, but is the consignee right ?

If the car contained 80,000 lbs. of pulp, of which
50% was air dry fibre, the air dry weight was of course

40.000 lbs. The agreement called for a shipment con-

taining 80% air dry pulp and 20%. water. To find the

weight of such a shipment we divide the air dry weight

bv the percentage it is supposed to contain, in this case

80% (or .80) and get 50,000 lbs. This is the weight on
which freight should be paid by consignee because 80%i

of 50,000 is 40,000 lbs., the weight of air dry pulp he
really got. The difference between 50,000 and 80,000
is the basis of freight charged to shipper. We must use
actual weights.

All aboard for Chicoutimi, Kenogami and Ha! Ha!
Bay. Res3rvations possible by wire.

BROWN HEADS CONDENSER CONCERN.
At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Wheel-

er Condenser and Engineering Co., Cateret, N.J.,

on July 8th, Mr. J. J. Brown, formerly Vice-President

and General Manager was elected President, succeeding
Charles W. Wheeler, recently deceased. Mr. H. S.

Brown, of 50 Congress St., Boston, was elected Vice-

President. He has been associated with the Power Spe-
cialty Co., Ill Broadway, New York City, for the past
15 years. Among other products of this well known
company are : natural forced draft cooling towers

;

centrifugal pumps; vacuum pumps—patented steam
jet, turbo, dry rotative, and Wlieeler-Edwards

; jet con-
densers; heaters; exhaust relief valves; vacuum pans;
and single multiple effect evaporators.

At this writing, in the condenser department, 16

condensers of approximately 50,000 sq. ft. cooling sur-

face are being made.
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Buy Pulp and Paper for Export

Quotations Solicited.
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ELIS OLSSON WITH PULP AND PAPER MILL
ACCESSORIES.

The pulp aud paj^er niauufacturcrs in Canada and
the United States are laiily well acquainted with Elis

Olssou as a technical man in connection with the

manufacture' of sulphate pulp. He has been on this

side of the Atlantic since 1906 and most of the time

has been connected with the Hroiiiptou Pulp & Paper

("o., at East Angrus, Que., comiujj over here from Swed-

en after considerable mill experience on the other

side. In speaking of J. A. Bothwell, of the Brompton
Co.. under whose projrressive management Mr. Olssou

worked for thirteen years. Mr. Olsson referred to

Elis Olsson.

him as a man who wants to do thing.s and generally

does and that when he believes in a man he backs him
up to the limit. This policy has spelled success for

him and his concern.

Mr. Olsson says that the sulphate mill was more or

less a favorite with Mr. Bothwell, and needed all the

nursing it could get. As a result of the attention

it received this part of the concern has grown strong,

but will never be made really beautiful. Mr. Olsson

left the Brompton concern last year to take a position

with the Chesapeake Corporation in Virginia, which
operates a sulphate mill and board mill, and has great

prospects of becoming a first class plant.

Believing that it would be a good thing for an ex-

perienced mill man to go into the machinery end and
help look out for the mill men from the outside of

the business Mr. Olsson, while retaining connection

with the Chesapeake Corp., is now the prime mover of

the Pulp and Paper Mill Accessories, Ltd., Shaugh-

nessy Bldg., Montreal. With Mr. Olsson is Mr. G.

Hallberg, who has had considerable experience in sul-

phite manufacture, as well as others experienced in the

manufacture of the products for which the new con-

cern will sell equipment. It is with the belief that

they are equipped to sell service as well as material

that this company was organized.

Mr. Olsson says they have some mightj' good things

to sell, among which is the P. A. P. A. screen sj'stem,

which was designed in the United States by Spangeu-

berg for American and Canadian mills. The designer

moved back to the Old Country and has built a consid-

erable number of them there, where the screen has

proved a great success. Mr. Olsson had previously

been consulted in the building of some of the best

sulphate mills on this side and they have proved to

lie successful in operation aud good money makers.
This line of work is also being followed by the new
coucern aud in their consultiug work are closely af-

filiated with Europe's best engineers in the chemical
pulp line, antl they also have some very good connec-
tions on this side.

The etlitor hail a very interesting visit with Mr.
Olsson and found him very enthusiastic over the pros-

pects of his screeuiug system and the future of his new
concern.

WELFARE WORK.
The dislike which iiKins employers feel for "Welfare

Work" has resulted from a thoughtless or careless ap-

plication of the idea, as well as from the misuse of the

term. Welfare work is really nothing more than the

attempt of a corporation to renew, by means of a special

department, the frieudlj' personal interest which for-

merly existed between master and servants. It may
seem impossible that a special department can carry

out this idea, but experience has proved that it can.

The thought that welfare work should be left to each
department in the plant has proved impracticable,

because each department is but a unit of a larger

organization, and the demand upon each unit for co-

ordination of efforts aud for production has changed
the relation between superintendents or foremen and
workmen into that of simply fellow-workmen, with

no opportunitj' for the pleasant, close personal relations

of employer aud employee which existed in the small-

er organizations of fifty or seventy-five years ago.

This has been intensified by the size of the organiza-

tions, the size of cities, and the distances involved. The
only solution then is the Welfare Department (call it

by whatever name you choose—some like Employees'

Service Department) under the guidance of a man or

woman of experience, broad understanding and human
sympathy, empowered to truly represeut the employer

aud not restricted by departmental jealousy and in-

dividual likes and dislikes.

Think it over! The leading industrial organizations

of the world have organized such departments and

many Governmental bodies have definitely approved

them.

BUDWORM KILLING N. B. FIR TREES.

Frederictou, N.B., July 15.
—"There is hardly a

green young fir standing in the big woods of Ne\\

Brunswick, that has not been killed by the worm
which infested this province four years ago," said

Charles Cremiu, one of New Brunswick's best known
guides, this morning. "And the food situation for

moose and other big game of the country is most cri-

tical.'"

Mr. Cremiu said that not only had tne young fir

trees been almost completely decimated, but lumber-

men had also reported manj' spruce were being killed,

too. At Long Lake on the Tobique River many spruce

trees had been almost completely destroyed, and both

large and small trees were being rotted so as to be

rendered almost unfit for profitable manufacture af-

ter being cut. The insect which has caused the

scourge is a small white miller which lays eggs in

the soft buds in the spring. From these eggs a web is

formed over the tender part of the bough, killing its

growth.

The small fir trees which form the principal food
for moose on the ridges have proven the easiest prey
for the pest. It is difficult to combat the trouble.
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MATTAGAMI

PULP & PAPER CO., LIIHIITED

BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

SpeeiallMln

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 41st Street New York, N.Y.
Established ISM
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CHINA THINKS CANADA PART OF U.S.

Vancouver.—'"Canadian firms who want to sell

goods in China must give Cliina what she wants, not

what we want to give her," said Charles S. Meek of

Charles S. Meek & Company, Ltd., Vancouver, on his

return from a three months' tour of the Orient, made
especially to size up trade po.ssibilities. Mr. Meek says

he was never more impressed in his life than when he
saw the big possibilities the East offers for trade, and
so close to Vancouver.

^Ir. ilcek dejilored the fact that so many Canadian
firms are endeavoring to break into Chinese markets
through United States agents. "The people of the

great centres across the Pacific do not know there is a

Canada, or if they do, they attach about as much im-

portance to it as we do to the area within the Ar.-tic

circle," said ilr. Meek. "Canada is part of the United
States when you come to talk to the man in the street,

and the reason is that for everj' trade advocate Can-
ada has in the Orient there are thousands of ;aen whose
business houses are located in the United States. Now
is the time for the Canadian to sell his goods in China.
China is a logical market and now is the time for Can-
ada to nmuld her Pacific trade."
Mr. ]\Ieek expressed regret that the Canadian Trade

Commissioner is located in a little office in an out-of-

the-way place. This is especially regrettable, he said,

because the British Commercial attache and his staff
has done much to establish a bond of confidence be-

tween the British and Chinese in all commercial deal-

ings and is anxious to foster trade within the Empire.
Canada could benefit greatly by the pioneering of the
British authorities, in Mr. Meek's opinion. He states

that he was one of the first Canadian general export

men to visit many centres, and that merchants when
they knew why he was there came in numbei's to talk

with him about liandling Canadian goods.
Mr. Meek also visited Japan, Korea and the Philip-

pines, and was a sliort time at Vladivostok. He looks
for no important trade developments with Japan and
Canada, but says Japan is buying great quantities of
machinery in various markets, and will in a .short time
endeavor to flood China and other markets with her
goods.

LOOKING FOR MACHINERY CONNECTIONS.
Edouard Ilery, l(j Hue du Kochcr, Paris, wlio rc])-

resents manufacturers of paper and pulp mill machiu-
erj- is sending Mr. Mary to look up new connections
on this side. He is expected next week and firms seek-
ing representation in France may communicate with
him through the Pulp and Paper Magazine. There
seems to be an especially good field for pulp mill
equipment and for the manufacture and conversion of
paper and board.

VULCAN IRON WORKS, VANCOUVER, B.C.,

MANUFACTURING PULP AND
PAPER MACHINERY.

The Vuk-an Iron Works. Industrial Island, Van-
couver, B.C., are western agents and manufacturers
of the Swenson Evaporator and their pulp mill equip-
ment. They are also manufacturing a digestor of which
we shall be publishing more detailed information
later on.

This firm is one of the livest and most up-to-date
manufacturing firms in its particular line in Van-
couver.

6IIIIGE & CO., L M TED

MONTREAL, QUE.
EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.

New York

San Francisco

Chicago

New Orleans

Tokyo

Kobe

Havana

Lima

Valparaiso

Caracas

Kingston

London
Liverpool
Paris

Genoa
Barcelona
Calcutta

Colombo
Shanghai
Rio de Janeiro
Santos
Buenos Aires
Batavia
Singapore
Petrograd

Representatives.

South Africa
New Zealand
Australia

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — UN-
BLEACHED PULP — KRAFT PULP —

GROUND WOOD PULP

KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PIKG — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS — BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS —
COATED BOOK & BOARD.

GLASSINE — GREASEPROOF — VEGE-
TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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PULP AND PAPER
are two of Canada's basic products.

You can share in the success of a con-

cern of over 40 years standing by in-

vesting in

Clarke Brothers, Limited
7% First Mortgage Bonds

Carrying a 20% Stock Bonus

Entire output for ten years of new
30-ton-a-day sulphate pulp mill con-

tracted for by Ironsides Board Corpor-

ation, Norwich, Conn., at a guaranteed
minimum profit, ensuring the retire-

ment of bonds within life of contract.

Bonds mature serially April 1, 1921,

to April 1, 1930, eliminating necessity

for sinking fund and increasing margin
of safety from year to year. Stock

bonus gives share in surplus profits.

May be purchased on the Partial Pay-
ment Plan.

Gmham.Saitsoit ^ (?INVESTMENT BANKER? V/
Members Toronto Stock Exchange

85 Bay Street, Toronto
Phone Main 388

J. H. A. Acer & To., I imited

Sun Life Building,

MONTREAL
Strong, Easy Bleaching, Mitscherlich

and Bleached Sulphite, Kraft and
Groundwood Pulps, Kratt

Paper—Cardboard.

Export Agents for:

—

Laurentide Company, Limited, Grand 'Mere, P.Q.—"News" Sulphite—Groundwood.

Macleod Pulp Company, Limited, Liverpool, N.S.
—Groundwood.

Dryden Pulp & Paper Co., Limited, Dryden, Ont.
—Extra Strong Kraft—Kraft Paper.

E. B. Eddy Company, Limited, Hull, P.Q.

—Mitscherlich Sulphite.

Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Limited, Iroquois
Falls, Ont.

—Sulphite—Groundwood.

Please mention Pulp & Paper Magazine of Canada.

BUY YOUR
STEAM COAL

NOW
Let us quote on your requirements.

We can furnish American or Canadian Coal.

Write or Wire.

STINSON-REEB
BUILDERS' SUPPLY CO., LIMITED

READ BLDG., - - MONTREAL

Wilson -Paterson Co'y-
Board of Trade Building, MONTREAL.

AGENTS FOR

Caustic Soda
Soda Ash
Sal Soda
Sulphate Alumina
Calcium Chloride

Magnesium Chloride

Silicate Soda
High Grade Glues

Dry Colors

ROSIN
Direct Shipments or From Stock.

WAREHOUSES AT MONTREAL AND TORONTO.

SODA PULP MANUFACTURE.
By E. SUTEKMEISTER.

Reprinted from the Pulp and Paper Magazine. In

stiff cover, 6x9 inches, 80 pages, over 30 illustrations.

Price 50 cents, prepaid, by money order.

Tenders for Pulp and
Paper Mill

and Power Plant

Sealed tenders will be received up to and including
July 20 for the building of a 150-ton pulp and paper
mill at Donnacona, Que.

Also fully equipped power plant, to dsvelop 5,000
horsepower, on Jacques Cartier River.

Lowest or any other tender not necessarily accepted.
Plans and specifications upon application to "Pulp

& Paper," Room 40, Toronto Stock Exchange Build-
ing, Toronto.
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MOBILIZING CANADIAN FORESTS.
An interesting and instructive address on '"Moboliz-

ing the Forests of the Dominion" was delivered in the

Physics Building of Toronto University, by Kobson

Black, of Ottawa, secretary of the Canadian Forestry

Association, and a former well known Toronto news-

paper man. He spoke on April 26 before the Canadian

Institute. Mr. Blaok stated that Canada would very

shortly become the greatest storehouse of timber in the

world and that to protect these forest resources was

one of the first duties of the Dominion. As to the

possibility of timber exhaustion he added that, until

there was an adequate forest survey of Ontario and
Quebec, all speculations were merely surmises. The
rate of consumption was, however, terrific. Forty mil-

lion copies of newspapers issued every day in America
were stripping millions of acres of spruce and the

dailies published in Toronto alone would devour in

one day, at least, one thousand spruce logs-

Touching upon the agitation which has been raised

in certain quarters in the Ignited States that the em-

bargo on the shipment of puli>wond from Crown lands

of Quebec should be removed, Mr. Black stated that

Americans now fully realized the fact that Ontario,

Quebec and Xew Brunswick would within a few years

almost monopolize the newsprint business of Eastern

America. That fact readily translates itself into a

chain of new towns added population, new traffic for

the railways and new wealth for the merchants and
farmers. "Whether this policy of industrial domina-

tion ever comes true depends entirely upon the imme-
diate application of a policv of forest investigation

and technical supervision of timber cutting. There
could be no future for the timber industry of Can-

ada, no increase of export trade and not even a cer-

tainty of existence for hundreds of towns if the present

depreciation of the forest resources was not arrested.

Little was to be gained by talking of the extensive

planting of trees until the ravages of fire in mature
timber has been mastered.

TEACHING ENGLISH TO FOREIGNERS.
Two books on this subject have recently come from

the pen of Henry H. Goldberger, Instructor in Me-
thods of Teaching English to Foreigners, Columbia
University, and Director, Americanization Institute,

Xew York City. The author considers that the first

step in the Americanization of the inimigrant is

learning to speak, read, and write English. The titles

of the books are: "How to Teach English to Foreign-
ers," which may be secured from A. G. Seller, 1224
Amsterdam Ave., New York City, price 75 cents;

and "English for Coming Citizens," for sale by
Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 Fifth Ave., New York
City, price 80 cents.

BRAZIL AS A MARKET FOR SWEDISH PAPER.
The paper trade of Brazil has. during the war, pass-

ed very largely into the hands of American producers.

The total imports of paper into Brazil before the war
amounted to a value of £1.500.000, of which the Amer-
icans had only £100,000 and Germanv £.500.000. The
American share has since increased fourfold, and
plaborate preparations are being made for still further

iTicreasing this amount. With a resumption of normal

transport facilities, there would seem to be an oppor-

tunity for Swedish manufacturers successfully to

outer this market.—Anglo-Swedish Trade Journal.

ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet Metal

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES: London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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Avoid Delays in Getting

Your Electrical Equipment
Anything in your electrical specifications—anything in equip-

ment from a dynamo or generator down to the smallest lamp

—

we are now in a position to supply. Save the time and worry that

ordinarily comes in ordering these goods by laying your needs

before us.

Glance at the list below and let us help you in your require-

ments.

GROUSE HINDS COMPANY—
Coudulets, Safety Panels,

Cabinets, Locomotive Condulets,
Imperial Projectors and Reflectors.

CONDUITS CO., LIMITED—
Galvaduct and Loricated
Conduit, Couplings and Elbows.

CAN. LACO PHILLIPS COMPANY—
Tungsten and Nitrogen Lamps.

DUNCAN ELECTRICAL CO., LIMITED—
Electrical Light Wiring Devices.

DEVOE ELECTRIC SWITCH COMPANY—
Knife Switelies, Panel Boards.
Formed Steel Boxes, Switch Boards.

HARVEY HUBBELL COMPANY—
Elef'tric Wiring Devices.

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MFG. CO.—
New Code Enclosed Fuses and Cut-outs.

TIDEMAN ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY—
Bells and Buzzers.

R. E. T. PRINGLE—
Knife Fuse.

^<^

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
HALIFAX, ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL, OTTAWA, TORONTO, HAMILTON,

WINDSOR, WINNIPEG, SASKATOON, CALGARY, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA.
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EDITORIAL

WE ARE HAPPY.
That is the beginning of a very popular college

yell at M.I.T., but at present has another significance.

So as not to keep our readers longer in suspense it gives

the editor the greatest pleasure he has yet found ex-

pression for, to announce that Joseph Harvey Stephen-

son arrived last Saturday, July 26. Of course, the baby
is perfect, and all is well at Ste. Ajines.

OUR NEIGHBOR'S TROUBLES ARE OURS.
A juunher things are happening in the United States

that will almost certainly have a very considerable ef-

fect on Canadian business and politics. It is unfortu-

nate that these two words must be used so often in

conjunction, but alas, it is so. As regards politics,

there are three phases to the matter: the debate in the

Senate over the Peace treaty, the repeal of the Recipro-

city Act and general legislation affecting business.

Whatever is done about the Peace treaty can hard-

ly have even a remote effect on the relations between

Canada and the States, but the second is almost a fam-

ily matter. Some people will probably view the re-

peal of the Reciprocity Act as a writ of divorce, or at

least a breaking of the engagement, but Canada never

accepted the proposal. We may therefore expect busi-

ness to go on between the two countries in the same

happy and harmonious manner as in the past.

American business, however, is very intimatel.y con-

nected with Canadian business. The connection works

both ways as the exports from each to the other arc-

bigger than to any other one country. In addition to

selling a lot of material in the United States, a consid-

erable amount of Canadian goods are exported to other

countries than America from American ports, to which

they must naturally be carried over American railroads

and be handled by American labor. Any transporta-

tion trouble, such as seaboard strikes and consequent

freight embargoes is a serious matter for some Cana-

dian producers. It affects, to some extent, our ability

to reach American consumers as well as customers in

other countries.

General business conditions affect Canada in two

ways. Any disturbance means less buying. When the

disturbance is labor troiible it also means less making,

and consequent difficulty for Canadians to get many

of the materials needed here and most naturally and

easily obtained from our neighbor. Difficulty in get-

ting coal, steel, textiles, machinery, etc., from the Unit-

ed States would be a misfortune, to say the least.

There have been many signs of a fine recovery from

the serious operation that business recently underwent,

but there are now indications that serious complications

m
m
m

may endanger the health of the patient. Some thought-
ful comment in regard to putting arsenic in the tea

is quoted below from an editorial in "Paper."
Our friend has long been a close observer of both poli-

tical and business conditions, and his views will be of

interest to Canadians. Labor troubles across the line

fan do Canadians no good, even if it means a bigger de-

mand for the products of the industries affected, while

it will do Canadians a great deal of harm if production
is at all interfered with by people who use horse
strength and take the bit in their teeth rather than

horse-sense and guide themselves wisely and carefully.

There is another aspect of the condition referred to

in our contemporary's comment. Difficulty in getting

supplies of machinery and other things will add to the

disadvantage of unfavourable exchange which our
trade with Uncle Sam already suffers. It is likely that

this would increase the perfectly natural tendency for

Canadians to reciprocate with England's policy of im-

perial preference by buying more goods on the other

side. This would have several good effects. It would
help liquidate Canada's credits in England and would
encourage British shipping to come to Canadian ports

and thus give much needed relief in permitting a great-

er movement of Canadian products to England, where
a hungry market awaits.

After reviewing some indications of approaching
prosperity, the editorial from "Paper" says:

This is the roseate view of the industrial picture ; and
I am inclined to believe it is not overdrawn. There
is no good reason why business should not flourish ; but
there are many possible interferences which are not
based on reason. It is so ea.sy to spoil a good thing. A
bit of a puncture may abruptly end a promising joy-
ride, and there is always somebody ready to litter the
liighway with nails and broken glass.

The two grave dangers we have to fear at this time
lurk in political and labor controversies. The two great
political parties are apparently unable to forget that
we are approaching a general election. As has alwa.ys
been the ease, instead of joining in a sincere effort "to

(luiet public apprehension by promptly enacting such
enabling legislation as may be necessary, and then go-
ing home, the politicians on both sides are endeavoring
to frame up issues and each seeks to gain advantage by
putting the other in a hole. In this attempt it is bare-
ly possible one, or both parties, may dig a hole big
enough to accommodate the entire country.
The gravest situation, however, is that which is creat-

ed by differences arising between labor and capital, all

of which are without legitimate excuse. I have never
known a fight between these interests that could not
have been avoided but for the unreasonableness of one
or both parties.

Just as our factories are beginning to run full time,
strikes and lockouts are increasing their interference.'
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Bight now when our ports are crowded with freight,

Imdly needed across the seas, shipping is paralyzed

and these tides of trade arc back up to the very sources

of .raw materials. Railroads are obliged to embargo

traffic to the seaboard, which in turn blocks activity at

originating points. How long it will last or how it will

cjjid no one can do more than guess.

While I am writing this the announcement comes

that a vote has been ordered to determine whether 150,-

000 steel workers in the. United States shall go on a

strike, and it is predicted they will decide in the affirm-

ative. If it happens, it will be no ordinary struggle;

for the steel producers are very determined and are also

well prepared for a long fight.

Shut down the steel mills and construction of every

kind is halted : every allied industry is affected, and
sooner or later everybody will feel it.

I do not pretend to know whose fault it is that this

trouble is brewing. I do know that somebody is at

fault, for there is no occasion whatever for precipitat-

ing an era of bad feeling and economic waste. To en-

gage in a general fight at this time means that, instead

of reajung the abundant liarvest wliich is now ripe,

we shall destroy it. and shall all have to share in pay-

ing the price of this human folly.

COBWEBS.
The Laurentide Company is more than a manufac-

turing concern. From the last copy of Le Digesteur it

is seen that they are encouraging the proper care of

babies and the admission of fresh air to houses by print-

ing descriptive pictures. The.y also conduct a class for

Uir little housewives. More than 40 are enrolled.

It would appear that the use of sulphur in tli;' Can-

ada Paper Company's pulp mill has been making quit';

a smell and the neighbors are raising a great fuss over

it. They shouldn't mind; just imagine it is last year's

ensilage that spoiled. Imagination may be responsible

for the objections.

From the signs on IMoutreal saloons, one might expect

to get anything but drunk. Yet there are signs on the

streets such as notice of an occasional inebriate with a

brick in his hat, that "hard stuff" is obtainable some-

where.

HOT WEATHER POEM.
It's hot in Grand Rapids. Wis., so the editor of the

Consolidated News may be forgiven for the following

poem

:

The neighbors left for sylvan dells;

Their phone-bell rings, their tom-cat yells.

They siimmer cool beside the springs

;

Their phone-cat howls, their tom-bell rings.

Their ears are lulled by forest tales;

Their tom-phone peals, their cat-bell wails.

The "only American newspapers owning their own
paper mills are the Chicago Tribune, the Boston
Globe, the New York World, the New York Times,

the St. Paul Pioneer Press and Dispatch, and the Min-
neapolis Tribune.

BIG COMBINE OF BRITISH NEWSPRINT MILLS
POSSIBLE.

According to the Kiiiancial Times, information comes
from London of a prospective development in the \m-

per-making industry of Great Hritain wliich lias un-

usual interest for Canadian pulj) and paper men who
are just at present exerting every effort to get into the

British market.

Reports from what Ls regarded as a reliable source

assert that interests are now at work in London to ef-

fect a combination of all the newsprint producing mills

in Great Britain under an incorjioration somewhat simi-

lar to that which was employed when the International

Paiiei' Company in the United States, eiiilu'aciiiir some
forty different mills, was formed.

The plan as outlined is to buy up all the existing

mills, scrap such as are obsolete, add new machinery
to those requiring it and build one large additional mill,

adding, altogether, some twenty new machines to the

number already in existence. This it is estimated

would be sufficient to take care of i)ractically all of

Great Britain's present requirements of newsprint, in-

cluding the 150,000 tons now annually imported. The
plan, furthermore, embraces taking into the organiza-

tion two or three Canadian pulp companies with a view

to their supplying the bulk of the groundwood neces-

sary for the combined mills" operations.

The Becker interests are said to be behind the con-

solidation scheme which is reported to have progressed

to the point of having the financial arrangements fully

worked out, with options secured on some of the mills.

The Becker company already has large Canadian
holdings of pulpwood limits and is interested in several

pulp mills here. Mr. Fred Becker, the head of the con-

cern, it will be recalled, spent several weeks in Canada
recently, during which he gave voice to some pretty vig-

orous views as to Canada's place in the British paper
market. His idea was that there was lots of room over

there for all the groundwood pulp w-e could ])roduce,

but hardly any at all for our newsprint paper.

If the Becker interests are behind the consolidation

scheme, as alleged, the theories advanced by Mr. Beck-

er during his Canadian vi.sit. would fit into it with

obsolute nicety.

So far, it is said that the Xorthcliffe mills in New-
foundland are not included in the plan. In any event

their output is absorbed by the Northcliffe publications

and offer no competition in the general paper market.

Paper-making in England has enjoyed quite a boom
since the close of the war, despite a report printed in

jMontreal this week to the effect that the mills over

there are in a bad way and will require two or three

years to reach their normal production of pre-war da.ys.

Advices received at the headquarters of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association here a day or two ago are

to the effect that the British mills have all adopted the
three-tour system and are working twenty-four hours a

day with three shifts of men. Under such circumstances,
it is said, normal requirements will soon be caught up
with.

Apropos of this article the Pulp and Paper Magazine
has been informed that Becker & Co. have acquired the
pulp mills of the Campbell Lumber Co., of Weymouth,
N.S., and the Clyde River Pulp & Paper Co.* Clyde
River, N.S. It is understood that the former will be
called the Sissiboo Falls Pulp Co., and the latter the
Clyde Pulp Co.
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The Development of a Mill Laboratory*
By 0. B. BRYANT, Bennett, Ltd., Chambly Canton, Que.

Chemistry has played such an important part dur-
ing the war and has come so rapidly to the front that
to most people it is no longer the mystery it was five
years ago. In the past many manufacturers employed
chemi.sts because they gained prestige thereby and also
because they could derive considerable advertising
value from a laboratory and chemical staff. A glance
through the advertising pages of even the latest maga-
zines with their weird retorts and flashes, the like of
which no chemist has ever seen or hopes to see, M'ill

at once indicate the advertising value which many
manufacturers place upon their chemical laboratories.

Formerlj-, for the most part, the chemist was consid-

ered as a luxury and so little dependence was placed
upon him and so little opportunity was given him that
it is a wonder he was able to accomplish anything of

value to the plant in which he was employed. In jus-

tice it must be admitted that in" some cases manufac-
turers realized the value of their chemists and gave
them all possible help and encouragement, but this

was the exception rather than the rule. The war
with its almost incredible developments along chemical

as well as other lines brought about a marked change
in the status of the chemist. Manufacturers found
themselves shut off from many of their customary
raw materials and new ones had to be discovered ; old

processes had to be improved and new ones developed

:

production had to be increased and rising costs held in

check. While it would obviously be too much to say

that the chemist was responsible for all the remark-

able advances that were made, it is eertainlv true that

he was given more latitude than ever before and that

his efforts combined with those of manaarers. en-

eineers and superintendents brought about almost un-

believable results.

With such achievements constantlv before them, it

is hardly to be wondered at that to-day manufacturers

are turning more and more to the chemist to solve

their manufacturinsr problems. In fact, so much is now
expected of chemists that they are being employed

in many indu.stries in which they can be of no assi.st-

ance whatever. This, of course, is partly the fault

of the chemists who have not studied the problems of

the industries before entering their emplov. but a laren

share of the blame can be placed upon the industries

themselves. No manufacturing concern would build

extensions to its plant or add new enuipment without

first going thoroughly into the matter to determine

whether such extensions or equipment were needed and

whether they would be profitable. If the problem were

of such a nature that it could not be solved by the

management alone expert advice would be secured.

Yet 'many industries with scarcely any serious con-

sideration have decided to establish laboratories and

have left the building and eouipment of such laborator-

ies to young chemists who have had no experience in

any lines of manufacture. With such conditions pre-

vailine it is scarcelv to be wondered at that in some

industries the chemist is in disrepute.

*Read at the summer meeting of the Technical Sec-

ion, Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, on board

Canadian Steamship Lines Steamer "Murray Bay,"Canad
Julv 29. 1919

Before any plant establishes a laboratory a complete
investigation should be made to determine whether a
laboratory is needed; the nature, size and probable
cost of a suitable laboratory and the achievements that
may be reasonably expected. Such an investigation
carried out with the aid and advise of an experienced
chemist will determine with reasonable certainty whe-
ther or not a laboratory will be a profitable addition
to a plant.

Assuming that the raw materials, manufacturing pro-
cesses and finished products of a plant lend themselves
to chemical control the advisability of establishing a
laboratory depends almost wholly upon the size ot
the plant. A large plant can afford to expend a
considerable sum of money in controlling the quality
of its product and improving its processes whereas the
amount which a small plant can devote to this pur-
pose is sometimes very limited. In the ease of .small
plants it would seem more reasonable for several to
pool their interests and establish a joint laboratory
'Hther than attempt to finance individual laboratories.
Men of higher capabilities could be employed and bet-
ter services would be obtained through the joint labor-
atory than could be hoped for when each plant was
endeavoring to maintain its own laboratory. It is safe
to say that unless a plant can see its way clear to
expend at least $2,000 in establishing a laboratory and
some $5,000 a year in operating it there is very little
u.se in considering adding a laboratory. This is the
minimum amount for which any sort of laboratory can
be established and operated and in arriving at "these
figures it has been as.sumed that the laboratory will be
small and only one chemist will be employed. No hard
and fast rule can be made which will determine whether
a plant should establish a laboratory nor can any list of
equipment and supplies be drawn up which will suit
all plants. It is only possible to arrive at a satisfactory
decision through studying the conditions of each in-

dividual plant. In many cases it would be better
either to establish joint laboratories as has been men-
tioned before or to hand over all chemical problems
to some one of the many commercial laboratories whilf
in other cases it would be hiehlv profitable to estab-
lish individual laboratories. Before going ahead with
any project expert advice should be obtained.

When it has been decided to establish a laboratory
many questions arise as to its size, equipment and
scope. Here again each plant presents its own individ-
ual problems governed by its size and the nature
of its raw materials and products. Some plants re-

quire only small chemical laboratories with very limited
chemical staffs, while in other plants it would be ad-
visable to establish laboratories so extensive that pro-
cesses can be carried out and products manufactured
on a semi-commercial scale. In some plants only rou-
tine work such as the control of processes and the
standardization of products should be undertaken while
in others a great deal of time could reasonably be
devoted to research. Each plant presents a highly
specialized problem and each must be studied iri-

dividuallv in order to arrive at any definite cour.se of
action. One thing however is certain; any plant manu-
facturing pulp or paper should have some source of
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ohemii'al t'oiitrol whether it be its own ehemieal labor-

atory, a joint laboratory or a conunercial laboratory.

To build and properly equip a chemical laboratory is

a relatively simple problem, but to provide a chemical

organization to operate the laboratory is quite an-

other matter. Regardless of whether the chemical staff

is to consist of one or twenty men its members should

be chosen with extreme care. Probably two-thirds of

the failures of chemical laboratories to make them-

selves indispensible to plants are due to the fact that

they have beeh operated by men whose experience

was not sufficiently wide to enable them to cope witii

the problems presented. A college degree is not suf-

ficient evidence that a man can succesfuUy manage a

chemical organization for it requires years of experi-

ence to give an individual the ability to direct chemical

work. It must also be bonie in mind that the type

of man selected should depend upon the type of work
the laboratory is to undertake. A laboratory handling

routine work requires quite a different type of man
than one which is almost entirely devoted to research

work. "When the size of a plant warrants the best plan

is to place all routine and standardization work under
one department of the laboratory and to carry on re-

search work in another, both departments being under
the supervision of one man. The supervisor should be

a man of organizing rather than research ability with

a thorough chemical knowledge and the ability to

adapt the ideas of the laboratory to plant operations.

-Where the chemical organization is to consist of only

one individual it is rather more difficult to secure

a man of the proper type. In this case the man chosen

should be somewhat of a research man with a great

deal of hard common sense ; he must be able to create

ideas, to try them out on a laboratory scale and fin-

ally to adapt them to large scale operation. Such an

all-round man is hard to obtain, but he is particularly

valuable to a small laboratory which has possibilities

of developing into an organization of considerable

size as he is generally the type of man required to head

a larger organization. From what has been said it is

evident that too much care cannot be exercised in

choosing the chemical staff of a laboratory and par-

ticularly the man who is to head the staff.

As has already been pointed out the work which a

laboratory may be expected to do depends upon the

nature of the raw materials, processes and fini.shed

products and upon the size of the plant. Naturally

a large plant can afford to go into the standardization

of its raw materials and products and carry on research

work along the lines of processes, new materials, etc ,

to a far greater extent than can a small manufacturing

concern. For a small plant which wishes to maintain

its own laboratory' the best lines of endeavor lie in the

standardization of raw materials, processes and pro-

ducts. Few small plants can afford the equipment and

staff necessary- for carrying on extended research work

as such work requires a large amount of chemical

laboratory equipment, a laboratory provided with ap-

paratus on a semi-commercial scale and a staff adequate

to operate the two types of laboratories. Except in

unusual cases the first costs of such a combination of

laboratories would he from $10,000 to $20,000 or more

nnd would require a like sum to operate.

After a laboratory has been put in operation it is of

the utmost importance that a spirit of co-operation

and good-will be established between the chemical

staff and those in charge of manufacturing operations.

Contrary to general opinion the friction which often

o"ciirs hetwcn the superintendents and members of

the chemical staff is almost always the fault of the
latter. More often than not the chemist starts to

revolutionize the processes of a plant without a thor-
iMigli study of the existing conditions and because of a
lack of knowledge of the peculiar conditions which
obtain at the plant in question he is of the opinion that
things are being run inefficiently, that the superin-
tendent is either old-fashioned or doesn't know his

Imsiness and that radical changes should be made at

once. He is generally pretty outspoken in his opinions
and this is naturally resented by the superintendent
and others in charge of manufacturing operations,
finally the chemist starts his campaign to revolutionize
the industry and sooner or later is bound to make
some move that will get him into trouble. The oper-

ating department knows that trouble is ahead but in

stead of pointinir out his mistake they allow the chemist
to go ahead and learn his lesson. He does learn it.

and after several such lessons his respect for the super-

intendent and other members of the opnrating depart-
ment is great increased. If the chemist would onl.v

take into consideration that while he was employincr
liis time acquiring a highly specialized chemical edu-
action the sunerintendent was ohtainiii" through hard
knocks and long hours of work an eauallv specialized

education in plant operation, he mieht be willinor to

concede that the superintendent reallv does hnow
something about the business. The chemist will surely

fail in his duty if he does not secure the active co-

oDcration of the superintendent and all others connected
with the manufacturing operations for it is only
through their aid that he can be of most use to the
plant. In his experience in various plants connected
with the pulp and paper indnstrv the writer has found
the operating organizations to be composed of broad-
minded men who realize the value of a chemist to a

nlant and are only too anxious to co-operate with him.

Rut the average superintendent naturally hates to be
dictated to by a man whose only excuse for bein'/

around the plant at all is a more or less Tcneral chemi-
cal knowledge. Until the chemist has acnuired enouerh

experience to discuss plant problems intelli<Tently with

the operating department he should keep his eyes open
and his mouth shut.

Not long ago the chemist of one of th*^ largest pulp
and paper plants in Canada announced his intention

of changinsr the title of his department from that of

the "Chemical Department" to the "Chemical Ser-

vice Department." If all the chemists of the industry

would come to a realization of the meaning of the

word "service" and make it their aim to serve the

various departments of their plants the increased value

of the chemical laboratory would be enormous.

TO MERGE NEWSPAPERS.
St. John. N.B., July 22.—The Maritime Eetailer. a

trade paper in its fifth year, was purchased outright
by W. F. B. Paterson, and" S. K. Smith, publishers of the

Business K^view.
Beginning with the August edition the two papers

are to be merged into one. under the name of The
Business Review and Maritime Retailer, and continue
under the manafrement of Mr. Smith.

COSTLY SCPAP OF PAPER.
The peace treaty which was signed at Versailles is

on Japan parchment, and is stated to have cost IT).000
francs to prepare.
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Utilization of Waste Sulphite Liquor
P.y ]]JAK.\E JOHXSEX and R. W. HOVET.

(Continued from last issue.)

Effluents.

The sulpliite mills situated ou large rivers or seas

usually have the great advantage of being allowed to

diseharge the waste liquor without any previous puri-

fication. In Canada with her large rivers and sparse
population the problem of the disposal of waste liquor

waters has not, therefore, been so widely discussed.

However, in densely populated countries where legis-

lation prohibits the direct emptying of the waste liquors

into the streams the sulphite-pulp industry meets with
great difficulties. In some districts, mills are even
forced to close down if they are unable to dispose, of

the liquor in a satisfactory manner. In fact the great

development of processes for utilization of the waste
sulphite liquor is due more to these circumstances than
to efforts on the part of the manufacturers to turn the

enormous (juantities of valuable material wasted in this

process into useful products. The available literature

on the ((uestion of the pollution of rivers by sulphite

li((Uor and the purification of the liquor shows that

there is some difference of opinion regarding the in-

juriousne.ss of the liquor, caused by fibres, sulphurous
acid, and dissolved organic substances.

It has been pointed out that the fibres collect in

the river and ]ireeipitate impurities from the effluents

of other factories and from sewage, forming a mud at

the bottom of the river, poisoning the fish, and causing

ether damage. The fibre losses from the mills are often

very large, but the fact that these vary between 1 and
10 per cent of the dry pulp produced shows that it is

possible, by the use of effective save-alls, to deemse
the losses considerably in some mills. This is esp3"!tily

desirable as it would mean a recovery of very valu ible

material. The fibres lost do not. as it is generally be-

lieved, consist chiefly of the le.ss valuable parencliyma

cells but contain a large proportion of good tracheids.

The fibres are largely absorbed by the layer of algae

and also form a nutriment for organisms. The growth
of algae is considerably increased by the organic sub-

stances of the waste liquor, ]iarticularly the ferment-

able sugars. The algae usually present in the rivers

are of a brownish colour and are attached loosely to the

river-bed but are changed into a stronger structure of

a greyish colour by the action of the sulphite liquor.

In small rivers, and especially where the water flows

slowly, the growth of algae caused by the organic mat-

ters of the liquor may be so considerable that the whole

river-bed is practically covered with a layer of algae,

preventing the fish from reaching the nutriment of the

soil. Large proportions of the algae die and give rise to

the bad odours often noticed. It has been considered of

importance to remove as far as possible the free or loose-

ly-combined SO. from the liquor before discharge, and

a neutralization of the liquor has been recommended.
On the other hand it has been stated that a neutral or

slightly alkaline liquor is more harmful as resrards

growth of algae than is the acid li(|uor. No doubt the

prganio substances directly favour the arowth of alfae

and in small rivers or rivers with a slow current this

has an injurious effect upon fish life, but it is also stat-

ed that a certain fish nutriment is developed throucrh

the influence of the organic substances. The former

was the case in Konigsberg (Germany) where the liquor
had to be taken in tank steamers ana discharged in the
open sea. The free sulphurous acid present in the
liquor requires for its oxidation a certain amount of

oxygen, which in rivers that are not sufficiently aerated
has to be supplied by the water itself. In small rivers

the fish may in this way be deprived of the oxygen re-

quired for respiration. Indirectly the sulphur content
of the liquor may have an injurious effect upon fish

life through the decomposition of sulphates and the sub-
seciuent formation of hydrogen sulphide.
For the purification of waste liqiior several methods

have been proposed. A high dilution with water as ob-

tained in large rivers is no doubt very effective as far
as the oxidation of the reducing substances of the liquor
is concerned, but the increased growth of algae caused
by the organic substances is noticed even in high dilu-

tion if the liquor is added continually to the stream.
But this algae ( Sphaerotilits) is very sensitive towards
any interruption in the food supply and, recognizing
this fact, it has been proposed to diseharge the liquor
intermittently, e.g., twice in 24 hours. In some cases

this has proved to be of benefit. Biological treatment
has apparently not been successful because of the anti-

septic action of the sulphurous acid. Irrigation does
not effect the necessary purification except in eases

where the liquor has previously been mixed with sewer
effluents from a city. Oxidation of the liquor before
discharge into the river has proved inefficient. The
purification of the rivers by copper sulphate has also

been considered, but it has been pointed out that this

treatment will also destroy such algae as are necessary
in the river for the production of oxygen and the ab-
sorption of organic substances from waste effluents.
Copper sulphate is also changed chemically by the ac-
tion of the carbon dioxide present in the water. The
copper carbonate, however, does not act upon the fun-
gus but precipitates in the sludge, and may in this
wav be injurious to the natural fauna of the river.

Althoucrh it appears that no effective purification
can he obtained in a simple manner and therefore the
expensive evaporation of the liquor in some cases may
prove to be the only possible method for its disposal,
the modern processes for utilization of waste sulphite
liquor, e.g. the production of alcohol, tannin extract,
bindinsr material, and fuel may satisfactorily solve the
jiroblem of river pollution bv waste sulphite liqiior.

"Binding- Material.

"When waste .sulphite liquor is concentrated to a thick
liquid or to dryness a tar-like product is obtained
which consists chieflv of compounds of lisrnin-sulphonic

acid in admixture with sugars, and which is suitable as

a binding material for powdered substances. The most
important operation in the manufacture of a binder
from the waste liquor is. therefore, the evaporatio".
but it is also often recommended in the numerous pa-
tents to purify the liquor before the evaporation bv r*^-

movinff certain products which arc not desired in the
final binding material.

The binding power may be increased or other quali-
ties of the ultimate products may, be obtained hy the
addition of certain substances to the liquor. In 'orae
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cases when it is desired to remove part of the caU-ium

from the solution, sulphuric acid or a sulphate is add-

ed to the erude liquor, in otlier oases the liquor is neu-

tralized with lime before evaporation. Instead of pre-

jtariiifr the binder for briquettinjr separately it has also

been proposed to mix the liquor with the briquettiug

material ami other substances directly, as in the Ger-

man Patents 246289 and 252439. accordingr to which

suljihuric acid or an acid compound is added to a mix-

ture of sulphite liquor and briquettiufr material, with or

without the addition of aldehydes. The mixture is

heated to the point of gelatinization. which can be ac-

celerated by addintr such substances as tar. tar-pro-

ducts, asphalt, etc. Afterwards the briquettes are dried

below 200^~r.

Amon<r the many uses for which the binder from sul-

i)hite liiiuor has been recommended are binding mater-

ial for briqiietting powdered fuel (such as coal. peat.

sawd\ist. etc."). blast furnace dust, and fine pyrites. The

binder is also used in foundries for makinjr sand cores

and for bindiufr dust on roads.

It has been pointed out as a drawback in the use of

concentrated waste sulphite liquor as a i)indinf» ma-
terial for britiuettin;; powdered fuel that it is hygro-

scopic and soluble in water and. therefore the britpiettes

are not weather resistant, ilany methods for the elim-

ination of this disadvantage have been patented. It has

been recommended to heat the briquettes to a high tem-

perature in order to carbonize the binder or to add to

the liquor compounds of chromium and finally ahimin-

um sulphate. Pollaesek has patented a process whereby
the briquettes are immersed in a mixture obtained by
heating crude petroleum oil. containing paraffin or

ozokerite substances with bitumen and phenols, to the

boiling point with strong aeration, until a mixture is ob-

tained which solidifies on cooling. Favourable results

have been reported by iron works regarding the use of

wa.ste sulphite liquor for briquetting coke dust and fine

ore. According to ^lathesius the reduction of iron ore

is more favorable with briquettes, and a great saving
in coke and an increased production has been experi-

enced.

In late years a product called "Zellpeeli" or "cell-

pitch" has been manufactured and has occasioned con-

siderable interesting discussion. The product is obtain-

ed by neutralizing the cooled liquor in wooden vats and
filtering it through coke, whereupon the filtvMte is con-

centrated by evaporation to a density of 35° Be. and
used in this form, or is evaporated to dryness and made
into blocks. This pitch contains 10 per cent moisture
and represents 10 per cent of the original liquor. It

has the appearance of a black, opaque rosin and is solu-

ble in water. For the production of one ton of "cell-

pitch"' one ton of coal is required. Its heat value is

3,166 calories (5,700 B.T.U.). The price of 10-12 dol-

lars (in 1912) per ton is very clo.se to that of tar. But
for binding fine coal only 5 per cent of this pitch is

required, whereas 7-10 per cent of tar pitch is used.
Cell-pitch is also used for impregnating sail-cloth and
ropes, and as a filling material. Blast furnace dust
containing about 40 per cent iron may be mixed with
ground cell-pitch, the proportion of pitch being 4-5 per
cent. The mixture is heated with superheated steam
at 350 to 420° C. and pressed into bricks. These bricks
do not lose their shape in the furnace at a temperature
of 1,600°C.

In Europe as well as in America waste sulphite li-

quor concentrated and neutralized has been used as a
road-binder with apparent siiecess. The United States

Department of Agriculture made extensive experi-

ments with waste sulphite liquor, with the result that

concentrated liipior of a specific gravity of 1.13 ma.y

be classified as a temporary or semi-permanent dust

l)reventive and road-l)inder. Half a gallon per square

yard was effective for a period of 6 weeks. The cost

iiu'luding labour aiul material was estimated to be

•t0.0355 per square yard. The results of comnarative

tests at Qiu'en's T'niversity. Kingston. Ontario, were
in favour of using concentrated (4.1) waste sulphite

liipior instead of road oil. The road oil was washed
away at the end of four months, whereas the roads

treated with waste licpior directly or after previous

treatment with oil still ])resented a hard surface at the

end of that period. It has been suggested that the bind-

in r and water-resisting (lualities be iinprnvcd by cnnilsi-

fying the liquor with mineral oil.

Gums, Adhesives. and Sizing Materials.

In the prcccdinir chapter it was shown that the evap-

orated suliihitc liciuor can be used cither alone or in

mixture with other substaiu-es as a binding material.

It has also been suggested to use the waste sulphite

liquor remaining after fermentation and production

of alcohol for paper-sizing, in mi.xturc with rosin soap.

Cross and Bevan showed as early as 1SS3 that wlien

gelatin or albumen is added to the waste s\ili)hite li(|uor

substances are precipitated which they called respec-

tively "gela-lignosin" and "albu-lignasiji," both of

which are suitable for iise as size, mordants, etc.

The product is similar to that obtained by Ekman's
patents, aceordinsr to which a "dextrone" is produced

by evaporating the liquor after it is made alkaline and
adding to the acidified, concentrated liquor sohihle

salts such as the chloride or sulphite of sodium. If this

product is mixed with gelatin or glue a compound is ob-

tained which can be dissolved and used as a mordant or

size.

Mitscherlich 's "Gerbleim" or "tannin size" is. like

the "lignosin" formed by precipitation of the acid sul-

phite liquor with glue or albuninous bodies. The sub-

stance can be dissolved in alkaline solution and repreci-

pitated by the addition of alum. The product is recom-
mended as a paper size in mixture with rosin size. The
numerous patents connected with this ])roce.ss show in

detail how the size is prepared.

According to ]Mitscherlieh"s German Patent 235965

a suitable emulsion for paper-sizing is prepared as fol-

lows : A solution of horn in soda is mixed with sulphite

liquor, previously treated with sodium sulphate, and
the mixture precipitated with hydrochloric acid. Tlv'

precipitate is washed out and dissolved in borax. Rosin

size is added to this solution, whereupon an emulsion is

obtained which, diluted with water, can be precipitated

with alum or with rock-salt.

Adhesive^ may also be produced by concentrating the

waste liquor to which carbonate oxide of zinc has
been added or by concentrating in vacuo with an excess

of magnesium oxide and adding magnesium chloride in

a proportion equivalent to the amount of magnesium
oxide remaining in excess, to form the oxychloride.

It is claimed that resinous matters can be obtained

from waste sulphite liquor by hydrolysis in a container

divided by a diaphragm. A treatment of the liquor

with chlorates in order to remove the tannic acid, and a

subsequent concentration of the liquors with protein

substances in orcler to ]iroducp an adhesive sub.stance. is

recommerided by Katz and by Scbweinburg.
Tanning Materials.

In 1878 ^Mitscherlich o])tained a German patent for a
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process for extracting tannin and other substances from
oak with calcium-sulphite solutions at a temperature
above 108°C., with the simultaneous production of cel-

lulose and acetic acid as by-products. Since that time
a great number of patents have been granted for me-
thods utilizing waste liquor produced in the manufac-
ture of sulphite pulp from coniferous woods, but no
other questions in connection with this problem have
been discussed with more interest and with more diver-

sity of opinion than those regarding the suitability of

the waste sulphite liquor for tanning purposes. It has,

in fact, been doubted whether the liquor contains sub-

stances with tanning properties. The actual presence
of tannin in the ordinary waste sulphite liquor has nev-

er been definitely proven, although it has been claimed
by some investigators. Evidently the presence of tan-

nin has in some eases been concluded from the fact that

the waste sulphite liquor precipitates a glue solution

and gives a faint colour reaction with iron solutions,

both of which reactions are no doubt caused by certain

substances very similar to tannin. Spruce wood con-

tains some tannin which might pass into the liquor dur-
ing the cooking process, but even assuming a tannin
content of 3 per cent in spruce wood, which of course is

a very high estimate, Landmark calculates a maximum
tannin content of 0.6 per cent in the waste liquor, cor-

responding to about 2.4 per cent in the concentrated

extract of 27° Be. It is, however, very probable that

the tannin originally present in the wood is decomposed
at the high temperature of the cooking process. How-
ever, since it has been shown by experiments that a hide

absorbs from a good "sulphite extract" as much as 23-

25 per cent of substances which are able to transform
the hide into a leather, it must be concluded that these

substances do not originate with the tannin of the wood
but consist mostly of the sulphonie acids of the lignin,

the organic bodies which give the reactions with glue

and iron solution. .

The concentrated tanning extracts from sulphite li-

quor are placed on the market under various names
such as "Fichtenholz, " "spruce wood," "pine wood,"
"excelsior," "sulphite extract liquor," etc. The fact

that the tanning extracts from sulphite liquor may be

products of very different treatments may account for

the diversity of opinion regarding their tanning quali-

ties.

In preparing a tanning extract from waste .sulphite

liquor it is necessary to remove certain substances

which are not desired in the ultimate product and also

to concentrate the liquor to about 30° Be. The free and

loasely combined sulphurous acid may be removed by
heating with or without the addition of sulphuric acid

or may be precipitated with part of the lime, as calcium

sulphite, by adding the required quantity of lime. The

lime organically combined is usually removed by preci-

pitation with sulphuric acid or a soluble sulphate.

Oxalic acid is often recommended for the removal of the

last traces of lime, or lactic acid is used since the cal-

cium compound of lactic acid is found to have no in-

jurious effect in the tanning process. If zinc dust and

sulphuric acid are added to the liquor a discolouring

effect is obtained.

Other processes for the preparation of a tanning ma-

terial make use of the addition of the sesquioxide of

aluminium and chromium or the heating of the liquor

with cyanide of potassium or sodium and the precipita-

tion of an organic cyanogen with an acid.

According to Byrom's patent the liquors are treated

with phenols, amino compovinds, or naphtalene disul-

phonic acids or mixtures of these substances, or- with

the middle fraction or the heavy oil from the distilla-

tion of coal, whereupon a soluble, light, tanning extract

is obtained.

The variety of the processes which will be noted in

the following abstracts probably gives the best explana-

tion of the different results arrived at by practical

tanning tests. It is claimed that sulphite extract when
used alone or in large quantity in mixture with other

extracts gives only. a leather of inferior quality, and it

is probable that the sulphite extract when used alone

will not give a satisfactory product, although it has

been stated on the other hand that this extract alone,

if it is properly prepared, will give a leather superior to

both hemlock and oak leathers.

For a successful tannage it is desirable to have a cer-

tain proportion between the tanning materials and non-

tannins, and it is therefore of advantage to mix extracts

of different compasition in order to obtain this propor-

tion. The sulphite extract has a high percentage of

non-tannins. It has therefore been successfully mixed
with quebracho extract, which has a considerable pro-

portion of tannins but a low non-tannin content. The
sulphite extract appears to be a good solvent for the

portions of the quebracho extract, which are soluble

with difficulty, namely the phlobaphenes, whereby a

better utilization of the tannins is .secured, but the

greatest advantages of the employment of sulphite ex-

tract in mixture with other extracts are apparently an
acceleration of the tanning process and a lighter coiour

of the leather. Landmark also claims a higher yield,

that is a higher absorption (up to 18 per cent more),
with mixtures of quebracho and sulphite extra-'ts t'^an

with quebracho alone, and assuming a price of $0.18 per
kilogramme for quebracho extract of 25°-26° Be. and a

price of $0,056 per kilogramme for sulphite of 27° Be.

and assuming, further, a mixture in the proportion 1 :1

he arrives at a saving in tanning material of $5.11 per
100 kilogrammes of leather. According to a letter from
Mr. Landmark the sulphite extract produced in Nor-

way and put on the market under the name "Norego"
is extensively used in Norway and Sweden, u.sually in

admixture with quebracho extract to as high as 50 per

cent, to the satisfaction of the tanners. Whenever the

tanners have been opposed to the use of the sulphite

extract alone or added to another extract in a iarge pro-

portion has caused a "tinniness" and brittleness m
the final leather. But this is no doubt caused by the

use of extracts not properly prepared ?nd purified.

Even small quantities of iron and lime (which should

not be present in such quantities as to be detected in

the extract) will have a decided detrimental effect up-
on the leather. A proper removal of these substances,

therefore, is essential in the preparation of the extracts.

The tanners admit that the sulphite extract is useful as

a weighting material and as a substitute for molasses
and dextrose, and has the same value as those substan-,

ces. But, while the latter can be with comparative ease

washed out of the leather with water the substances of

the sulphite extract are more intimately combined wi+h
the leather. In fact, the sulphite extract is in some
cases so well fixed in the leather that it cannot be de-

tected by methods based upon the extraiition of the
leather with water.

As there may still be many lower grades of sulphite
extracts on the market it is very important to be able
to detect their presence in mixture. Analytical me-
thods for this purpose have often oeen discussed and
rather complete abstracts of such discussions are in-

eluded in this section.
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Finally, a few tables takeu from diffeiem authors

serve to give comparisons of various commercial .sul-

phite extracts. Either gives the comparative analysis

of various extracts as follows:

Hungarian German Excelsior

Ext. Ext. Ext.

% % %
Substances removed by hide

powder 22.8 22.6 25.8

Substances not removed by
hide powder '. 27.5 28.2 28.0

Water 49.6 49.0 46.2

Beveridge gives the following table

:

Sulphite Sulphite Extracted
Liquor Liquor from
Extract. Extract. Hemlock Bark
(Spruce). (Hemlock) with Water.

% % %
Moisture . 41.34 47.93 54.24

Total solids . . . 58.68 52.07 45.76

Soluble solids . . . 58.61 51.93 41.93

Insoluble solids . 0.07 0.14 3.83

Non-tannins . . . . 39.36 24.84 16.63

Specific gravity 1.290 1.269 1.215

If calculated on total solids the amount of tannin is

respectively 32.80 per cent, 52.02 per cent and 55.29

per cent.

The following table is taken from Landmark's pub-
lication "Sulphite Liquor as a Tanning ^laterial," and
represents a comparison of various sulphite extracts

with fannin extract obtained from spruce.

Spruce Bark. Be.

%
Spruce Bark. Extract (Swedish) 24°

Hoeklingsen' ) . Cellulose fabrik 32°

Gewerkschaft "Pionier" 33°

Hansa') Combined FichteuhoLz extract . 33°

Hansa') Combined Fichtenholz extract . 27°

Owens Extract. David Owen & Son 34°

Owens Ext. 12-12-13 from Rink Bros.,

London 33°

American-). Sulphite-Extract 27.2°

Saxonia from Paul Golden & Co., sample
12-2-14 27°

Excelsior 31°

Hoeseh 33°

Heymann 24°

Muskegon^) 30°

Norego 33.7°

Norego 27°

ANOTHER FIRE AT THE ONTARIO PAPER CO.
Just about a year ago the spectacular fire occurred

at the Ontario paper mill ,when their immense pile of

pulpwood caught, and such great damage was wrought.
Fire was again discovered just before 5 p.m., July 21st.

While the fire was nasty in a way to get at, yet so

good was the execution done by the firemen that about
seven o'clock all danger was past.

The origin of the fire is supposed to have been a hot
box at the dry end of one of the machines, the paper
igniting and flashing upward immediately to the ceil-

ing with the motion of the heated air at that point. This
accounts for the great fight being in the roof. The
dryer felt of that machine was destroyed, which is

the chief loss aside from the roof, though the machine
itself, of course, needed some cleaning up.

The damage was kept well localized as the making
of paper was resumed next day. The mill has three

machines, one 164in. and two 202ius.

TREND OF BRAZIL'S TRADE.
The United States during the last live years has

become the chief factor in Brazil's import trade. lu

1918, when Brazil's total imports aggregated $247,-

000,000, the United States supplied commodities valued

at .$89,000,000. British shipments to Brazil amounted
to $50,000,000; Argentine, $47,000,000, and French,

$12,000,000.

In 1913 the United Kingdom led in exports to Brazil,

supplying her with goods valued at $80,000,000 out of

total imports of $326,000,000. Germany sent goods

amoimting to $57,000,000; the United States, $51,000,-

000; France, $32,000,000, and Argentina, .$24,000,000.

—National Bank of Commerce in New York.

Non- Total In-

Tannins. Tannins. Solids. soluble. Water. Sugar. Ash.

% % % % % % %
22.2 19.1 41.3 2.6 56.1 4.6 2.5

20.6 31.1 51.7 0.0 48.3 2.4 13.8

25.8 27.4 53.2 0.0 46.8 8.0 8.5

29.0 31.3 60.3 0.1 39.6 11.6«) 7.9

25.0 22.6 47.6 0.0 52.4 5.4

22.3 38.9 6L2 1.1 37.7 1L6-') 7.6

24.4 33.9 58.3 0.3 41.4 13. 6'') 7.6

30.2 16.3 46.5 0.1 53.4 3.8 3.9

24.7 20.1 44.8 0.0 55.2 3.9 5.3

16.55 33.80 50.35 0.0 49.65 12.16

28.39 20.13 48.52 4.63 46.85 5.60

14.65 24.46 39.11 0.0 49.65 5.85

30.73 19..50 50.23 4.63 46.85 2.0

28.3 3L6 59.9 0.1 40.0 10.0 6.7

24.21 20.42 44.63 0.0 55.37 2.91

') Hansa is mixed with gambler.
-) The proportion between tanning and non-tanning substances show that the extract is mixed to a large

extent with other vegetable extract. The sugar content also indicated this.

^) Hoeklingsen analysed by the shaking method, the others by the filter method. The analysis of Hansa
is given by the firm.

*) The sugar tested in a sample by H. Landmark.
^) The high sugar content originates with some colouring substances which are not precipitated bj' lead

acetate.

^) The proportion between tannins and non-tannins proves that the extract is not pure sulphite extract but
is mixed with other extract.

{To be Concluded.)
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British Newsprint Trade Lively
(From Our London Correspondent.)

London, July 14, 1919.

There is a real live business going on in the news-
paper industry of the United Kingdom and conse-

quently the demand for newsprint is improving every
week. Prices are stiffening and dealers are looking
very pleased over some of the orders they recently
booked. All kinds of papers used in the printing in-

dustry are in demand, and, as an indication of the

trade printers are enjoying, I need only mention that

they are mostly in the large firms working extra

hours. It is very gratifying to notice that Canadian
newsprint is finding its M'ay considerably into some of

these extensive newspaper firms in London and the

provinces, and a general manager informed me the

other day that he was well pleased with the quality

that was being supplied through his dealer. Canadian
paper is cheaper here on the market and Canadian
competition is going to be felt. Complaints are ali'eady

being heard amongst the British mill owners of the

cheapness of the Canadian article. They maintain that

in British mills newsprint could not be turned out so

cheap owing to shortness of skilled workers and the

price of pulp in the market to-day.
• * »

Labor Troubles Cloud Horizon.

Just as the paper mills in England are beginning to

get busy labor troubles arise and the position, as I write

these notes, is somewhat critical. The mill workers are

demanding a three shift week of 126 hours for the shift

workers and a 44 hour week for those employed on

day work only. As a compromise the mill owners of-

fered 136 hour week of three shifts. Notices to cease

work have already been handed in at the mills, but only

at Bury, in Lancashire, did employees cease work. Lon-

don immediately got into touch with Bury and advised

the workers to return to the mills until their case was

settled. Meantime a conference between the executive

of the Papermakers Union and employers and the Min-

istry of Labor took place on the new demands and

the' discussions have been lengthy. The workers are

very keen in their demands and the growing unrest in

favor of shorter hours and more wages throughout the

country acts as an incentive to them and the question

of a short three shift has been a bone of contention since

1912. "With the mill owners there has been a division

of opinion. Some are in favor of a short shift and

others are not. At all events the subject will have to

be faced in real earnest very shortly. The Government,

however, is with the men. (A cablegram from Mr.

Dawe, printed last week, indicates the mills have met

the men more than half way, by granting three shifts.)

British Prices on Scandinavian Pulp.

The market for all kinds of pulp has changed very

little since mv last report. Shipments from Scan^

dinavia are small and the Norwegian Chamber ot

Commerce in London have backed up my statement ni

mv last notes, viz., that a good many mills have been

closed down in Norway and Sweden partly ownig to

increased stocks and partly to high cost of P™d"ction.

Thev quote their prices as follows: Bleached sulphite

£37 to £38; easy bleaching sulphite £25 to £26
;
strong

sulnhite £22 10s to £24; easy bleaching soda tl6 to

£24- strong soda £21 to £23, c.i.f. British ports, in-

clusive of agents commission. Mechanical is ranged

at £8 25s 6d to £8 5s for ordinary and £8 10s to £8 15>,

for fine ground moist pulps c.i.f. British ports in-

clusive of agent's commission. It is interesting to note
that Canadian offers have been made below these
prices but unfortunately the shipping question did
not permit of much business changing hands. Finnish
pulp is being shipped to the United States in fairly
large quantities. Seeing that most of the pulp trade
in England is covered by Scandinavia the foregoing
prices may be taken as being about the pulp quota-
tions at present.

• • •

Newspaper Case Dismissed by Court.

Mes.srs. E. Hulton & Co., Ltd., who publish the

"Daily Sketch," "Evening Standard" and other pro-

gressive newspapers in London and Manchester had
a case in the House of Lords against Messrs. Chadwiek
and Taylor (Ltd.), paper manufacturers, Salford, for

alleged breach of contract in supplying paper and for

repayment of money stated to be overpaid. The case

was unanimously dismissed by the House of Lords,
six eminent Lords of Appeal being engaged in the

hearing, and the sums at stake were said to reach
£34,107. The paper manufacturer's case was that at

the outbreak of war the subsisting contracts were either

suspended or dissolved, that supplies were sent Messrs.

Hulton subsequently at higher prices by virtue of

substituted agreements. Messrs. Hulton contended
that the higher prices paid by them were done so

without prejudice to any eventful claim for the dif-

ferences. Mr. Justice Atkin said that Messrs. Hulton
could recover damages down to March 1st, 1916, for

breach of contract, but in the period subsequent to that

the Paper Commission rendered further performance

of the contract impossible. The Court of Appeal below

gave judgment for the paper makers upon the whole

action and now Messrs. Hulton carried the case into

the House of Lords.
» * •

The Lord Chancellor in moving that the appeal be

dismissed pointed out that from the discussions there

could be no doubt that both parties made up their

minds that the pre-war price should not be insisted

unon. The decision was very intelligible on both sides.

Messrs. Hulton had strong reasons for not insistincr

as it was nrsrently necessarv in order to produce their

newspapers that they should receive the paper—the

contract amount of naper. TTnless they reached an ac-

commodation with Messrs. Chadwiek & Taylor it would

have become necessary to buv, or attempt to buy, in

the market against them, holding them responsible for

the difference in price between the rates then pre

vailing and those provided by the original contracts

The inconvenience and risk of such a course were ap

parent. There was, therefore, no a priori unreason

ableness in an arrangement which in his dordship's)

view was actually made. Regarding the effect of the

regulations of the Paper Commission, the appellants

were in exactly the position of a 1914 customer who

had no 1916 contract. The fact that thev had a 1916

contract was an irrelevant accident. Being thrown

back upon a new and artificiallv produced contract thev

never agreed upon a price and it followed that Messrs.

Hulton were liable to pay a reasonable price for the

p-^per which they had been supplied with.
# * *

Mr. Wm. Heinemann, the well-known publisher, an-

nounces that owing to the cost of binding cloth most

of his lioo^s will be henceforth issued in paper co-<">rs

Pap^f 's '"osting him well over 100 per cent aho->". pre-

war ir.-iTS and printing 130 per cent, and binding 250
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per cent. Here is a chance now for some Canadian

firm to send Mr. Heinemann a few samples of paper

that will take up the place of the cloth. The French

people are fond of paper-bound books and there is a

good opening for a nice substitute for the proverbial

cloth back. (We have seen some fine Canadian kraft

covers.—Ed.
• • •

The Government stationery office is coming in for

a good deal of criticism in London owing to the amount

of paper the department is getting through and there is

a contention that an official watchdog should be ap

pointed to check the waste. As a matter of fact the

waste lies with the departments which gives the orders

to the stationers- office and an instance of this may
be cited. The Food Ministry ordered 6,000,000 copies

of one pamphlet and when they had been printed it was

discovered that an error had been made in it by a

Fond Ministry official—not the printer—and the whole

lot became scrap.

NEWSPRINT PRICE TO BE MAINTAINED
New York. July 29. — Manufacturers of newsprint

do not look for any reduction in the price of their pro-

duct when Government regulation of prices ceases. On

the contrary, they maintain, quotations higher than

present figures will prevail for some time to come. It

is their contention that until the read.justment of the

industry to a normal basis is well under way and pro-

duction costs are lowered, particularly labor, prices will

remain high.

TTnder the terms of the agreement signed bv practic-

ally all the large newsprint manufacturers of thi,5 coun-

try with the Attorney-General regulation of price of

their product by the Federal Trade Commissiion was to

continue until three months after the ending of the war.

It was also stipulated that the output of fhes-' com-

panies was to be sold in the United States. Government
regulation ceases about October 1 next. Present price

for newsprint in carloads established by the Trade

Commission is $3,752.5 a hundred pounds.

One of the larger New York city daily pap-^rs recnt-

ly paid $4,125 a hundred when its own supply proved

inaderiuate. and as high as $4..50 is now being paid for

newsprint bought in the open market ]-)urcliased from

manufacturers who did not sign the ngreement with

the Government. Paper for export is also command-
ing high prices.

"While there has been considerable construction of

new mills planned for Canada since the endiuT of the

war, little, if any, is contemplated for the United
States.. So far this year, new machines with a daily

capacity of a hundred tons have been installed in th's

country. This is more than offset by the closing down
of the Niagara Falls mill of the International Paper
Company, which had a daily outpiit of 165 tons. This

mill was closed by the Government shortly after the

entry of the United States into the war, on account of

the power .shortage at Niagara Falls.

Another feature which tends to make for high prices

for newsprint is the fact that many manufacturers are

shipping their product to South America and Europe,
taking advantage of the high prices prevailing abroad.

It is estimated that in IMay 35,000.000 pounds of news-
print were shipped abroad, compared with 12,000.000

pounds during May, 1918.

GRAND MERE TWICE VICTORS.
On July 13th the Grand 'Mere football and tennis

teams went down to Shawingan Falls and brought home
two victories. The football score was 3—0, and tennis
6—2. Both were interesting matches.

Anotlier important item in the big construction pro-

gram at the Laurcntide plant ha.s been commenced.
Preliminary work is now in progress on the sinking of

caissons and the construction of piei"s for a new tail

race block.

Tile contract for the construction of the caissons, and
the piers which will rest upon these caissons, has been
let to Fra.ser Brace and Company, of Montreal. The
necessary concrete will be furnished to Fraser Brace
by the Laurcntide organization. The construction de-

partment staff will mix this concrete and deliver it to

the contractors, whose men will place it where it is re-

quired. In addition to the present force the depart-

ment will require about 75 extra men. It is likely that

the work will take until fall. The cost will likely be in

tlie neighborhood of $150,000.

The magazine circulating library which is conducted
by the Employment Department is proving a boon to

many employes of the company, who wish to keep up-

to-date on matters connected with their y)articular

branches of the industry. There are 14 magazines on
the list.

TO BUILD A DAM FOR NASHWAAK.
The Amburscn Hydraulic Construi'tion Company of

Canada, Limited, has been awarded the contract for a

dam and water power llevelopment for the Nashwaak
Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., at Marysville, N.B. This looks

like an indication that the new mill predicted last win-
ter is going forward.

TO OPEN CANADIAN OFFICE IN STATES.
Ottawa, July 28.—Lieut. -Col. John A. Cooper ar-

rived in the city today on his way to New York, where
he is to open a Canadian Government publicity office.

In the preliminary organization work Colonel Cooper
will have the assistance of M. E. Nichols, director of

Public Information, who left for New York this after-

FOREST FIRES STILL RAGE.
Forest fires have been doincr untold damaffe to tim-

ber in the vicinity of Fort William, Ont., and in the
Upper Michip-an peninsula, where at least one villaare

was destroyed last week. It does beat all reason why
peoTile will leave the woods in condition to invite a fire

from an ensrine spark, or their own carelessly built fire

and then expect the Lord to put it out with a rain. Fires
have broken out asain in Washington and Montana.

Jame Home, president of the Beveridge Paper Co.,

Montreal, is the proud father of a son, who arrived July
25th. Our congratulations.

SHIPS TO CARRY CANADIAN PULP.
London. July 29.—The request of the Canadian pulp

and paper manufacturers recently made to the Minis-
ter of Marine in Canada for more transportation facili-

ties for their products, is being taken \ip in London.
Inquiries have been made at the Ministr^^ of Sliippino:

as to the possibility of obtaininsr more cars^o space.
It has incidentally been found that the Harmsworth

neople now have four steamers with a tonnage of 22.-

000 engasred in shippinsr pulp and naper from Can-
ada to Britain ; the Becker interests have five vessels

of 30.000 tons, and the Erikson interests one ship of

5,500 tons.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-1. Scheme for the analytical investigation of vege-

table fibrous materials and the cellulose prepared from
them. C. G. Schwalbe. Verein Deut. Chem. Sept.,

1918; Z. Angew Chem. 31, 193-4 (1918), J. Soe. Chem.
Ind, 37, 685-6A. The time is ripe for a co-ordinated

reinvestigation on a uniform basis of all the standard

raw materials of the textile and cellulose industries,

in order that the proximate composition of these can

be definitely fixed, the. variations due to environment,

etc., defined, and the results utilized for the classi-

fication and evaluation of new or little kno^vn ma-
terials. S. discussed the question of the selection of

the analytical "constituents" of most general signifi-

cance and of the standardization of methods and ap-

paratus. These qiiotations should be settled by a com-

mittee of recognized standing, and data should be ac-

cumulated on the agreed basis. The scheme of analysis

proposed by Cross and Bevan and utilized by other

investigators is regarded as not fully adapted to the

light of modern knowledge ; it is considered to be un-

necessarily long and to contain factors of undeter-

mined significance. The abbreviated scheme recom-

mended by S. comprises determinations of a.sh, mois-

ture, fat, wax and resin, cellulose, furfural, methyl-,

furfural, and methoxyl. The pentosans are satisfactor-

ily represented by the furfural value, but certain

standardization of methods and apparatus is required

to en.sure concordant results. The lignin may be taken

to be represented by the methoxyl value, but it is pos-

sible that this requires correction by the results found

for methylfurfural which is supposed to represent

methylpentosans. (Chem. Abs.)

A-3. Australian papermaking. Pulp & Paper Maga-

zine, 17, No. 28, p 5.5.5, (1919.) It has been concluded

that myrtle, swamp gum, blue gum. stringy bark, but-

ton bog rush, awned saw sedge, Queensland hemp,

saltbush, spinifex grass and parts of the stems of the

zamia palm are not suitable raw materials. Young
karri trees, blady grass and marram grass are more

promising.—R. C.

A-4, B-0. Destruction of wood and pulp by fungi and

bacteria. Prof. R. F. Aeree. Pulp & Paper Magazine.

17, No. 28. p 569 (1919.)—R.C.

A-4, A-5. Essentials of wood pulp testing. F. M.

Williams, Paper, 24, (1919) No. 15, page 36-38. De-

scription of a new drying oven for determining mois-

ture. Proper requisites are an accurate balance and

an oven capable of handling samples representinsr at

least 5 per cent, of the producticm of the mill.—E.K.M.

A-5 Th3 American aspen cellulose. Victor Lit-

chauer. Centr. fur oesterr Papier Industrie 23, (1918).

Paper 23, No. 646-52 (1919.) A contribution to the

microscopy of American aspen cellulose, together with

a discussion of the commercial yield from poplar pulp-

wood. R. B. Roe in C.A.

A-11. Clays for use in paper making. Ralph B. Roe.

J. Am. Ceram. Soc, 2, 69-73 ^919.) The important

points are color, grit and retention. Color is compared

directlv with the standard white sample. Grit is de-

termined by wet sieving through 200 mesh sieve. The
best clays show not over 0.20% residue and many show
under 0.10%. Retention is the ratio of the amount re-

tained in the paper to the amount added. There is no
satisfactory laboratory test. Domestic clays are being
increasingly used. (C. H. Kerr in C.A.)

A-11. American clays and the paper industry. T.
Poole Maynard. Chemical Engineer, 27, 59-62 (1919).
Paper Making clays of American origin are mined al-

most exclusively in South Carolina and Georgia. War
conditions have stimulated the use of American clays
instead of English, but the latter are much preferred
particularly for coated papers. Some of the essential
qualities of a paper-making clay are discussed, and
the need for research and co-operation between the
paper manufacturer and clav producer is shown. R.
B. Roe in C.A.

A-12. Casein and coating mixtures. E. Sutermeister
Paper, 24, 217-20 (1919.) Eight different samples of
commercial casein were examined by the MacMiehael
viscometer. The viscosity varied greatly between the
different samples, even when dissolved in the same sol-

vent. Three solvents were used, and while the viscosity
varied greatly among the three solvents there was no
consistent variation among the different samples. The
viscosity was tested when the caseins were mixed with
a clay as in a coating mixture, and it Avas found im-
po.ssible to predict the viscosity of the coating mix-
ture from the viscosity of the casein itself. Different
solvents greatly influenced the viscosity of the mix-
tures. The same casein solution was tested in con-
nection with five different clays and the result show-
ed that most clays will yield approximately the same
viscosity. An occasional sample of clay will show a
marked divergence. The viscosity of the different
caseins when mixed with clay and satin white showed
a tendency to follow the viscosity values of the casein-

clay mixtures. The mixtures of casein-clay-satin white
were also tested at 3 temperatures and the viscosity
in general decreased as the temperature increased. In
one of the samples, however, it increased markedly
with the temperature. The effect of the time of heating
has a marked influence on the viscosity with two of the
solvents used, and very little with the third. The
viscosities of the different caseins were determined
when they were made into a coating mixtiire using
varying amounts of different solvents. In general,

Na.,POi gave the most fluid mixture and NII4OH tht

thickest mixture. The other solvents used. NaOH,
Na^COs, NajB^O,, were intermediate, being good for

one casein and unsatisfactory for others. Mixtures of

two different caseins,- when made into a coating mix-
ture with clay and satin white, failed to give more
than roughly approximately the average viscosity of

separate tests on the individual caseins.—R. B. Roe
in C. A.

B-2. Notes on reforestation in Quebec. G. C. Piche.

Pulp & Paper Magazine, 17, No. 28, p. 544, (1919.) A
discussion of the reasons for reforestation and of the

return to be expected are given.—R. C.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
employees on the group insurance plan. Group poli-

cies, it has just been announced, have been taken out
for all the employees in the mills of the Carew Mann-
faoturinof Comiiany, and the Ilanipshiro Paper Com-
pany at South Iladley Falls, Mass. This life insurance
protection is based upon the number of years service
of each employee with the minimum of !|5r)00 effective

immediately at the time of employment and an in-

crease of $100 per year up to twenty years, a maximum
of $2,500. An important feature under this group
insurance arranirement is the health and accident clause

which will give one-half wage for a period of twenty-
six weeks in ease of sickness or accident.

Following a special meeting of stockholders July 15
of the Standard Paper Company at Kalamazoo, Mich.,

announcement was made of plans for the expansion of
the company to include an increase in the capital stock
to $360,000, and the erection of an administration and
storage building, providing 120.000 square feet of floor

snaee. The original stock of the company was $200,-

000 common, of which $180.00 had been subscribed and
paid in. It was voted to increase the paid-up capital

to $360,000 by selling $180,000 common stock at $15 a

share to stockholders of present record. The fund of

$270,000 derived from the sale of this stock will be

used to increase the business, the first step being the

erection of a handsome fireproof administration and
storage building just south .of the present Standard
mill. Another improvement to be made will be an

enlargement of the power plant by the addition of a

600 horse-power eorliss engine and a turbine-driven

generator of 300 horse-power capacity. Mr. John F.

Byrnes, former general superintendent of the Michigan

Carton Co.. of Battle Creek, joins the company's ex-

ecutive staff as general manager, and Emil Yahnke,

assistant superintendent has been appointed superin-

tendent to succeed John Driessen, who has resigned.

The recently incorporated Oregon Pulp and Paper
Company has completed plans for the construction of

its paper mill at Salem, Oregon. It is proposed to

erect a main building constructed in such a manner
that as business grows another paper makins machine

can be placed in part of the plant. Should the busi-

ness require still another machine, a stock room build-

ing will be erected on the present site of a water com-

pany office, which site can be made available for the

purpose. The Oresron Pulp and Paper Company is

capitalized at *800.000. At a recent directors' meeting

the following officers were elected: F. W. Ledbetter,

president: Charles K. Spauldinor. vice-president; A. N.

Bush, treasurer, and Roy H. Mills, secretary'.

Paper made bv the pulping of cotton hull fibre and

conversion of this pulp into paper was put to practical

use on a somewhat extensive scale for the first time

recentlv when the New Print Service Bureau printed

its entire issue of this month's bulletin on paper mRde

of this product. The suppIv of this pap^r was furnish-

ed bv the Forest Products Laboratorv, Forest Service,

IT. S. Department of Asrriculturp. at Madison. Wis.

This cotton fibre pulp has been shown bv experiment

to be suitable for the rftannfaeture of 1->ooks. writing,

blotting, cover and other h\"^ trades of paper, and is

equal in quality with th^ higher grades of paper stock.

The business outlook for the paper industry is viewed

most optimistically by American Writing Company of-

ficials. In a bulletin issued by this company last week
it is pointed out that a new price level has been reached

in the United States that is not likely to decline ma-

terially for a decade or more. "The trend," saj's the

bulletin, "is downward, but the movement slow, and
the consensus is that pre-war prices are no more to

be expected than pre-war conditions. Taxation and

labor will play a tremendous part in the holding up of

prices, for a margin of profit must always be had
after production costs and taxes have been met. The
business men in the country are finding in the high

price level one of the best indications of prosperity."

The business of the American Writing Paper Com-

pany, according to George A. Galliver, its president,

is showing a gradual betterment. Mr. Galliver is par-

ticularly optimistic concerning the writing paper mar-

ket. He says that in all probability the Amei-iean Writ-

ine Paper Company will be operating near the capacity

mark before many more months. This, he believes, in-

dicates that the paper buying public is experiencing

new confidence in the present prices and is accepting

them on the supposition that there will be no sub-

stantial decrease.

The election of two new officers of the big writing

paper company was confirmed at the monthlv meeting

of its Board of Directors, held at New York on July

15. The men chosen are John T. Wolohan and Ray-

mond R. Campbell, both as vice-presidents, their names

havinsr been voted on at an executive committee meet-

insr specially called dnring the previous week. Each

of these two gentlemen has rendered splendid service to

the companv in other capacities and their elevation to

this favored position comes as a fitting reward. In

the manv vears of his connection with the American

Writin? Paper Company Mr. Wolohan won for himself

the reputation of being its "star salesman," and

throuThout the paper trade world he has come to be

known by the sobriquet, "Honest. John Wolohan."

Mr. Campbell has been with the American Writing

Company for only a year and a half, but during that

time as assistant on production to the president. Mr.

Georee A. Galliver. he has had much to do with the

consideration of the problems that arise in the manu-

facturine end of the industry, and his acumen and ex-

ecutive ability have been brought to bear upon them

with credit not only to himself, but to the advance-

ment of the company's interests, which he has so

much as heart.

Cohoes, N.Y., is to have a new paper mill p. round

having been broken recently on a site near the plant

of the Gilbert Paper Company. James E. Glenhill. of

New York City, the owner of the projected plant,

is prepared to expend $200,000 in the erection of the

new mill. . A Trov. N.Y.. firm has charge of the con-

struction work. When the mill is ready for operation,

it is expected that employment will be given to about

400 persons.

Two more bis paper companies have fallen in line,

followine the lead of the American Writinsr Paner

Companv and other well known paper raanufacturins

concerns, and have arranged to insure the lives of their
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AM-P^^
E. G. R. Clarke, of Toronto, who recently returned

from Siberia, where he was with the Canadian Ex-
peditionary Force, and is a widely known and aggres-
sive paper salesman, has taken a position with the
Ault & Wilborg, of Canada, Limited, manufacturers
of printing inks, and will cover part of Toronto and the
Province of Ontario.

G. H. Allen, manager of the Calgary branch of the
John Martin Paper Co., Winnipeg, was in Toronto this
week and called upon a number of friends in the trade.
He was on his way to the Muskoka Lakes, where he
will spend a well earned holiday.

A. P. Costigane, of Toronto, Safety Engineer of the
Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' Association, accom
panied bj' his wife and family, is enjoying a vacation
at the Peninsular Park hotel, Big Bay Point, Lake
Simcoe.

Wm. Innes, the representative of the Interlake Tissue
Mills, Limited, in London, England, who served four
years in the war, and since the signing of the armistice

has been looking after the company's interests in the
Old Country, has returned to Canada. He has taken
a temporary position at the mills in Merritton, until

such time as the industry catches up with the large

amount of foreign and domestic business in hand.

Capt. C. E. Nicely, late of the selling staff of the

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., Toronto, has been spending
his holidays at Minett, Lake Rosseau, Muskoka. On
his return he Avill enter upon his new duties with J

M. Dent & Sous, Limited, publishers, Toronto, with

whom he has taken a responsible position.

Another new publication is about to be launched in

Toronto, which will be known as "Baby's Own Maga-
zine," and will be devoted entirely to baby welfare.

The magazine will be issued monthlj^ and the manager
will be Hubert Groves, business manager of the Muni-

cipal Intelligence Department. It is also announced

that Maclean's Magazine, Toronto, which has been

published monthly for many years, will early in 1920

be issued semi-monthly, appearing on the first and

fifteenth of each month.

Sam Berger, who has been at the Sault mill of the

Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, is now located at

Espanola as resident chemist. Mr. Berger is a gradu-

ate of the University of Maine in Pulp and Paper

Technology, and has worked in mills in New Hamp-
shire and Quebec, besides serving in the U. S. Army.

A fire broke out recently in the machine room of

the Ontario Paper Co., Thorold, and climbed to the

roof. After a stubborn fight by the Thorold brigade,

assisted by the departments from Merritton, St. Cath-

arines and Niagara Falls, the flames were extinguish-

ed, but not before considerable damage had been done

to the roof and large stocks of paper and felt which

were stored below. The loss is fully covered by insur-

ance and the origin of the fire is unknown.

The will of the late W. P. Gundy, of Toronto, Presi-

dent of W. J. Gage and Co.. manufacturing stationers,

Toronto, and the Kinleith Paper Co., St. Catharines,

has been filed for probate. The total value of the
estate is $193,352. Mr. Gundy held shares in the Gage
Co., valued at $68,200; in the Educational Book Co. at

$27,060, and in the Kinleith Paper JMiUs at $21,750,
besides shares in the C. P. R., Standard Loan Co., and
other concerns.

Lieut.-Col. John A. Cooper, who recently returned to

Toronto from serving several years overseas, has gone
to New York to open a publicity bureau in that city

for the Dominion Government. The new bureau will

furnish the latest data on the progress and develop-
ment of Canada from a financial, commercial and agri-

cultural standpoint, and the work is of considerable
national importance, for which Col. Cooper is well
equipped. He was for many years editor of the Can-
adian Magazine and later the Canadian Courier. He is

also a past President of the Canadian Press Associa-
tion.

James A. Lambert, who for many years was publish-
er of the "'Representative," Mount Forest, Ont., which
paper he disposed of a year ago, and has since been liv-

ing in Toronto, passed awaj' after a short illness recent-

ly, aged sixty-two years. The remains were interred in

Mount Forest. He leaves two sons, Norman P. Lam-
bert of Winnipeg, and Elmer H. Lambert, of Tor-
onto, both of whom were until recently engaged in

newspaper work.
Fred T. Hodgson, of Collingwood, Ont., died recently

in his eighty-ninth year. For many years he was the

editor of the "American Builder," of New York, and
was a contributor to manj' journals in the architectural

field as well as the author of a series of widely known
technical text-books.

A. L. Simpson of Winnipeg, was in Toronto last week
calling upon his manj' old friends in the paper trade.

He is a former well known Toronto printer and is

now the publisher of "Winnipeg Once-A-Week,"
"Western Canada Old Fellow," and other mediums.

It is announced that plans for the erection of the

proposed pulp and paper plant in Winnipeg are mak-
ing progress and that the approval of the Federal gov-

ernment for the enterprise has been obtained. The by-

law on the proposition will be voted upon this fall

and if it carries the project will go ahead. It is stated

that it will be necessarj' to supplement the local supply

of pulpwood by drawing from the timber limits in

Northern Ontario.

La Press Publishing Co., Limited, Montreal, have

bought the property and buildings at the southwest

comer of Craig and St. Lawrence streets, with the

buildings thereon, for $106,000. The newly acquired

site will make provision for the growth of the paper
in the way of additional press room and also afford

facilities for loading delivery wagons.

Guj' Tombs has become manager of transportation

of the Canadian Export Paper Co., Montreal, and allied

interests and has entered upon his new duties. He
has had a wide and thorough insight into all traffic

matters and will bring to bear upon his new position
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expert knowledge and efficient training. Mr. Toiubs
spent many y^-ars with the Canadian Northern Rail-

way and for a long time has been assistant freight
traffic manager in the East with headquarters in

Montreal.

It is announced that the next great gathering of the

International Stereotypers' and Electrotypers' Uniot
will be held in Toronto in 1921. The convention was
at Denver, Col., and a number from Toronto, Mont-
real and other cities wei'e in attendance.

Manj- members of the National Editorial Associa-

tion of the United ytates are meeting in Winnipeg
tliis week and are touriug the prairie provinces right

through to British Columbia, and will return to Win-
nipeg via the southern pai-t of the Rockies and Calgary.

The editoi"s are being tendered public receptions at

numerous points and are being accompanied on their

jaunt by a number of representative newspaper men
from both the Eastern and Western portions of the

Dominion.

A new geography will be issued next year by the

Education Department of Ontario for use in the schools

when the present contract will have expired. It is

stated that map prices are now double those before the

war.
A federal charter has been granted to the Leader

Publishing Co., Limited, of Montreal, with a share capi-

tal of $20,000 to carry on a general printing and pub-

lishing business.

The Ontario Government has recentlj* sold several

timber limits on the north shores of the Great Lakes
and record prices have been received for the holdings.

One berth brought .$22.50 per 1,000 feet on the stump,

while several brought $20 per 1,000 feet on the stump.

There were a large number of bids.

Thorold is greatly in need of houses owing to the

increasing number of employees in the pulp and paper

mills in that busy town, and a special by-law has been

passed by the council to prepare and file with the

provincial treasurer debentures for $50,000, the amount
of the appropriation asked for by the local housing

commission. The tax rate of Thorold has been fixed

at 35Vi mills for the present }"ear.

Thomas M. Stephenson died recently at his home
in Toronto, aged sixty-nine years. He was a well

known stationers' agent until sickness forced him to

retire. He leaves a wife, four daughters and three sons.

A well fitted up and commodious club house will be

available for the four hundred returned soldiers of

Thorold and. in a recent drive of three days, over ten

thousand dollars was collected for the object in hand.

The Beaver Board Co.. the Ontario Paper Co. and the

Montrose Division of the Provincial Paper Mills Co.

each gave $500 toward the fund and the Foley-Rieger

Pulp and Paper Co. $200, while the merchants of the

town raised over a $1,000.

The Overseas Daily Record, the newspaper estab-

lished in London, Eng., to provide Canadian soldiers

with home news, will be discontinued as there are very

few of the Canadian boys now left overseas.

Claude Sanagan, who for the past eight years has

been identified with the Toronto Globe and latterly

was in charge of publicity work and in editing the

Retail Merchants Globe, has taken an important posi-

tion in the publicity department of the Russell Motor

Car Co.. Toronto. Mr. Sanagan was presented with a

signet ring on leaving the Globe.

Lieiit.-Col. Wm. Simpson of Guelph, Ont., who had

command of the 16th Battery, and saw service in
France, has returned home accompanied by his wife
who did great work both in England and French hos-
pitals. Lieut. -Col. Simpson, befoi'e enlisting, was for
many years business manager of the "Guelph Herald."
The Maritime Paper Co., with headquarters in Monc-

ton, N.B., has been granted a federal charter with a
capital stock of $100,000, to carry on a general paper
business in all its varied activities.

The plant of the Beaver Board Co., at Thorold, Ont.,
has resumed operations after being shut down owing to
labor troubles for some four weeks. The three tour
system has been inaugurated and a working agreement
entered into between the company and the men cov-
ering a period of six months. The men have been in-

vited to form a Shop Committee to confer with the
officials of the companj- at intervals in regard to con-
ditions or other matters.
W. F. Christie, of the John Christie Co., Toronto,

is spending his summer holidays at Trent Bridge, Ont.
•Belts," which is the publication issued by the Fed-

eral Engineering Co. of Toronto, will be increased in

size and improved in contents and henceforth will be
printed bi-monthly instead of monthly.

E. F. Beaupre, who for many years has been adver-
tising manager of the E. Eaton Co., Toronto, has re-

signed and is spending a holiday in Quebec. It is

understood that he will go with the John Wanamaker
store in New York city in the near future.

THILMANY P. & P. CO. BUILD HOUSES.
The housing problem, one of the most perplexing

facing the laborers in the United States at the present

time, need not trouble the employees of the Thilmany
Pulp and Paper Company of Kaukauna, Wis., to any
great extent if they care to avail themselves of the

plan devised by the company management to aid them
in acquiring through a group purchasing arrangement,

the propertj- for their homes and the building material

needed to erect them. The company desires its em-
plovees to group together for the purchase of ma-
terial, and it intends to act as purchasing agent for

them so that the material can be obtained as cheaply

as possible. A building and loan association has been

organized to assist in financing the building. Twenty-
five homes will be constructed at Neenah immediately

by the Neenah Building Company, which was recently

organized and incorporated for $100,000.

SAW MILL DESTROYED AT WOODLAND, ME.

St. John, N.B., July 21.—The sawmill and pulp mill

at Woodland, Maine, with a large quantity of lumber,

was destroj'cd by fire this afternoon. The loss amount-
ed to nearly $300,000. In this town is also the mill of

the St. Croix Paper Co.

PREDICTS PAPER MILLS IN PHILIPPINES
The Philippines are in a position not only to supply

new.sprint for domestic needs, but to export large quan-
tities of this product. According to a report recently

made by the director of the bureau of forestry, the raw
materials available, such as the bamboo an dtwo kinds
of grasses, the cogon and the talahib, are of such good
quality and can be so cheaply obtained that if careful

study is given this industry the islands will not need
to import annually $2,000,000 worth of paper, as here-

tofore.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, July 28.—Business in the paper line con-

tinues good and all mills repoi't trade as satisfactory.

There is a tendency on the part of several jobbers to

place large orders in anticipatii>n of prices going higher
after the summer holidays and the resump'.on of fall

demands. In order to safeguard them.selves against
sudden advances in the cost of production and as show-
ing that the trend of prices is upwards, one of the
largest firms making book, writing and bond papers is

now attaching the following to each order: "Owing
to the oversold condition of our product and uncer-
tainty of costs, it is necessary for us to protect our-

selves against being sold up too far into the future.

We, therefore, can only accept this order subject to

any advance of the prices on or before date of ship-

ment and with the understanding that you will not

demand shipment in excess of your maximum, aver-

age monthly tonnage."
Another important change is in coateil stock, an

advance of half a cent having gone into effect

during the past week while all quotations are now
made, f.o.b. mill, instead of delivered. This will mean
considerable increase in the cost of coated paper, but

the plants have been busy and have all the orders

they can attend to. There has been a rise in the fig-

ure for raw stock and it has been known for some
time that the coated line was bound to ascend. One
coated paper plant is operating only five days a week
during the summer months and is giving its employees

a full Saturday holiday with no reduction in pay while

all hands, who have been in the service five years, are

granted a week's holidays, and those who have seen

ten years service or over, are conceded two weeks
vacation with full pay.

Toilet and tissue plants are very busy and are r^^-

fusing orders in some instances while export trade will

not be catered to the same extent as formerly due

to increasing domestic requisitions. Prices are hold-

ing firm. The demand for sulphite paper for waxing
purposes in wrapping bread and other lines has sprung

up sharply during the past few weeks, and wax paper

factories are rushed, while a number of theni are doing

an exiiort trad".

Jobbers report business as good in spite of the very
warm weather and the interjection of many holidays,

such as Peace Day, Civic Holiday and others. De-
liveries are very fair and things are moving along
quite encouragingly, with prices on all lines holding
firm and a good outlook for fall i-equisitions.

One leading firm has sent out notices to the effect

that the paper market has gained much strength dur-
ing the last few weeks, both in Canada and the United
States, and is now strong and daily growing more ac-

tive. The market on raw materials is firm and other

manufacturing costs have a decidedly upward tend-

ency.

There is a big demand for newsprint and every in-

dication that prices are going to go higher during
the fall. The increased consumption is not being met
by the augmented production and stocks are getting

lower all the while. The demand for sulphite pulp

continues good and there is a very fair requisition for

mechanical jiulp, with prices holding steady in every

case.

Owing to the advancing cotton market, higher wages,

shorter hours of labor, etc., there is an advance in the

price of hard finished cotton twines. Latest advices

are that everything tending to still higher values and
in order to induce present buying, certain English

firms state that, in the unlikely event of a reduction

taking place customers will be accorded the advan-

tage of it. The same applies to Canadian cotton twines

as manufacturers have recently posted a new quota-

tion list, with the difference that the local firms do

not guarantee prices against a drop, and list are sub-

ject to change without- notice. Conditions are so ab-

normal and unsettled that orders are accepted on the

basis of prices in force when received at the office.

The attention of the Canadian paper trade is being

much directed toward export and there is as yet very

little improvement in shipping facilities. There is a

gradual whittling down of government control of the

tonnage, but much disappointment that the process is

not faster. The paper situation is being watched with

interest in Great Britain and there may not be as great

a demand for newsprint in the Old Land during the

next few months as was anticipated. The three tour

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones fo'sMURRAv hill, new YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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system, which has just been instituted, will tend u> AMERICAN MILL MAKES NEW PRICES
increase British produetiou and to overtake normal re-

quirements while the prospeet of a luerfjer of all the ^^^^ Raequette River PaixT Co.. Pots<lain. X.Y.,
British mills, the scrapping: of obsolete outfits and '""^ ^^''''^ °"t ^^^ followinfr eommunieation, which is

addinfr new maehinery to those plants which require it,
•<"'»ewhat of a jrautfe on prices of wrappingfs:

is bein? viewed with eaprer concern. If such a consoli- All previous price lists and quotations are withdrawn
dation groes through it is learned that it will in no and the followinpr list is effective to-day on current
wise affect the British demaml for groundwood pulp Imsiness only and subject to change without notice,
from Canada. However, in the eventuality of the all orders offered being subject to miirs acceptance!
amalgamation of British newsprint enterprise, it is .\o. 1 F Manila—35 lbs. and heavier. .. 5V.e
not likely that the Canadian manufacturers will suffer \,, i p Manila 30 lbs 5i/,c
in the long run to any great extent, for conditions could

| )ouble Star Manila—30 lbs.' and heavier 5V>c
be speedily readjusted and there arc excellent openings I)„„bl,. Star Manila—30 lbs

"

SS/To
in Japan, Australia, South America, the Orient. South H„velope Manila-35 lbs. and heavier

" "
5VoC

Africa and other countries. The paper mills in Can- R-evstone Fibre—50 lbs. and heavier.
'

5Vlc
ada are in most cases working under favorable con- w^ite Magic Fibre-50 lbs. and heavier '. SVoC
ditions. This IS shown by the sharp advances of late ij.itchers Brite—50 lbs., W. F. Butchers 5c
in the price of listed stocks. Any offerings of new Doeskin 50 lbs 43/ e
securities that have been placed on the market have ivorv Fibre 50 lbs iV. c
been speedily subscribed for and in not a few instances i.ibe'rtv—40 lbs., D.F. Butchers.'.

' '.'.'. 43^0
the books have been closed before the allotted time. It ,>,i„ee Qeorge—iO lbs., D. F. Butchers '.

. S^L
is now tliought that the worst of labor troubles and ]> p Fibre 30 lbs 6c
industrial unrest are pretty well over and things will p' p'

pibi-g 25 lbs 6V c
settle down to a normal, progressive basis. There is yt F Sulphite 30 lbs 6V c
no hope that prices will recede in any line, while it is ^ p" Sulphite—''o lbs G^c
difficult to state what the faU months will bring forth,

s. Kraft-30 Ib.s. and heavier: .':.'.;.';;;::.::.':: 6i/,c
It IS announced that one Canadian company, which i.archmentine-30 lbs GS^c
some time ago suspended the payment of dividends,

i'.,,.eh,nentine—''7 lbs 7e
will shortly resume the payment of same while another Parchmentine—25 lbs TVaC
large organization which, for a number of vears was in ,,'

• r\ ~i t i- 1"
,^1 ^ ,,. - „ . ^,. , 'r. 'i 1 Screenings—Quoted on application.

a bad way tinancially, is now getting out of the woods ^, . t, ^ t^ -.r-,, , . ,, • ,

and will in the near future clear up all its back in-
^^^^^ P^'i^^s ^^'^ ^- ^ ^- ^^'"- ^'^''^'^ °'i ^"^^^ ^^'^th

debtedness ^ ^^ extra for sheets 150 sq. inches and larger.

Paper box factories are busy and so are envelope
plants and manufacturers of fine stationery and pape-
teries. The tendency of values in paper stocks has
been upwards and a fair business is being done. The
number of new companies in the pulp and paper line

as well as the publishing ranks, which are being organ-
ized every week is an encouraging si^rn of the future
and all advertising agencies report that the outlook
for large campaigns of fall publicit.v are bright. The
daily newspapers as well as the trade press are carry
ing much heavier consignments of advertising than they
were a year ago. while special editions, which are
straws, showing which way the industrial wind is

blowing, have evidenced a gratifying gain. New pub-
lications are being launched on all sides and staffs are

being increased. There is evidently prosperity ahead
for pulp mills, and business in all avenues, in spite of a

number of troubles in the transportation, shipping
labor and distribution lines. Conditions are becoming
more settled each week and extensions to plants are

being made and the future viewed with confidence

and optimism.

Book publishers report a great demand for new fic-

tion and booksellers are placing large orders. Miich

after-war literature is being issued and new school

books will shortly be placed on the curriculum of the

schools, all of which tends to increase the consump
tion of paper. New industries are springing up in

many towns and cities, which will add to the general

demand for paper, while big concerns, particularl.v

automobiles and auto supply houses, are doing morr
advertising than ever. Other national advertisers are

coming into the field and mediums are carrying more

pages of printed matter than at any period since the

outbreak of the war.

SERIOUS SITUATION IN SCANDINAVIA.

London.—The English import prohibition on paper
for the protection of the English pa]>er factor-es has in

volved Norwegian paper factories in a very difficult

situation. A number of paper mills on the Drammen
Falls have been obliged to close down either partially

or altogether. The mills at Kalfos are closed. At two
other mills the output is down by half: at a third mill

work will be stojaped in a week's time. The T^nion Com-
pany is also considering the question of restrictions on

a large scale, and its example will doubtless be followed

bv other firms, unless Ensriand is willing to make some
1'onces.sions in the regiilations.

The price of paper has fallen somewhat since the

armistice, chiefly owin<? to American competition, but
there is not likelv to be any further reduction in the

near future. The market is dull as regards cellulose^,

owing to competition in Sweden where there ha.s been

over-production. The wood-pulp market, on the other

bond, is steady and likelv to continue so, as there is a

"rcat demand from the English paper mills.

The Swedish cellulose factories are placed in a par-

'•'ularlv difficult position owing to the decrease in sale.

• ';necially on the English market. The main reason is

*''at tlu Swedish paper factories have put on the Ensr-
I'sh market paper for newspapers at a much lower price

than for the raw s-oods offered to Eneland. To protect

themselves against Swedi.sh competition in the paper
'"arket, England will have to introduce a protective
iliitv of 25 per cent on paper. The Swedish sulphate
market is as good as extinct and there is a very ])oor

sale for siilphite. The position of the Swedish paper
industrv srrows steadilv worse.
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CONSERVING RAW MATERIALS.
In a recent bulletin on the business outlook, Green-

shields & Co., says

:

The campaign on the part of certain American in-

terests to bring about a lifting of the embargo on the

export of pulpwood, cut upon the Crown lands of

the Province of Quebec, may have a reactionary effect

not anticipated by those behind the campaign. It has
served, for instance, to draw public attention to the
fact that the available supply of commercially acces-

sible wood in the province is fast diminishing, and
that unless some large plan of reforestation is speed-
ily put into effect there will be a very real danger of

the pulp and paper manufacturing industry of the

province being confronted some years hence with an
actual shortage of raw material.

So far from there being any likelihood of the Gov-
ernment of the Province yielding to pressure to lift

the embargo on exports of pulpwood, it would be logi-

cal to believe that the larger measure of public atten-

tion drawn to the pulpwood situation might result in

an extension of the embargo to cover the export of

wood from the freehold as well as from the Crown
lands.

Objections to such a course suggest themselves in

the dependence of Canada on American supplies of

such commodities as anthracite coal. If the Dominion,
in the interests of the conservation of raw materials,

adopted a policy of forbidding the export of all pulp-
wood the United States might adopt a similar policy
with respect to anthracite coal. At the same time
even an extreme measure of the sort could be .iustified

by the necessities of the situation, if urgent, and that
there is a certain element of urgency is indicated by a
summary of the situation recentlj' made by the Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association. "Not only is the
supply of pulpwood," says a bulletin of the Associa-
tion, "being used up as a result of ordinary consump-
tion, but also by reason of tremendous destruction
caused by fires, insects and funsi. Only recently it

has been discovered that the ravases of the budworm,
a small, brownish caterpillar which breeds in millions
and feeds upon the foliase of spruce, balsam and hem-
lock, have practically wiped out all the balsam in this

province and occasioned serious iniury to the spruce,
hemlock and other tree snecies."
A middle course by which the policy of the embaren

on the export of pulpwood from Crown lands only will
bo continued on the one hand and on the other a plan
of reforestation on a larcre scale will be undertaken
bv the Government authorities will probably prove the
most satisfactory in the long run. Since the existins
embargo was put into effect, the investment in the
pulp and paper industrv of Canada has ^rown from
.«s23,104.560 in 1910 to *186.274.90o in 1918. Evpnrts
of pulp and Tianor products in the same period rose
from about ifsS .'iOO.OOO to *71.7.S.^ 32.5. No Canadian
industry has a ropord of such rapid and sound prowth.
with much of it due to the restrictions with respect
to the export of wood cut on Crown lands. These at

once gave couraare to Canadian investment in pulp
and paper-makincr mills and stimulated the investment
of American oanital in similar plants on Canadian soil

No sound reason can bf> advanced whv, to meet the
wishes of a ff\r American holders of Crown land
leases, the pr-^s-^nt policy should be modified in anr
particular.

^"^

Now that +l;p theorv. onno bold in authoritative

quarters, that Canada's spruce forests were sp1f-r>or-

petuating and that the siipplies of woodpulp were in-

ixiiaustible, has been abandoned, important develop-
uuMits are taking place with a view to instituting a
national scheme of reforestation. A few of the larger
companies have made individual efforts along this line,

but a broader policy will be required to meet a situa-

tion of such importance to the province as a whole. An
industry that contributes about $1,800,000 a year to

Provincial revenues, apart from ordinary taxation,

merits encouragement. The authorities of the province,

in such undertakings as La Loutre Dam on the St.

Maurice River, which has given added life and vigor to

the important hydro-electric developments of the pro-

vince, have displayed vision and good judgment in

encouraging and protecting private industry.

EVERYONE SHOULD BE A BIRD MAN.
"Do you know that il' all our birds wci-e destroyed,

in three j'cars this continent would be without life?

The insects would first eat all vegetable life and
then eat us," said Chas. P. Shoffner in a public ad-

dress delivered recently. "Do you know that in-

sects cause a loss of more than i}!l,200,000,000 everj'

year to the farmers, truck-raisers, and fruit-growers

of the United States? Whatever affects the produc-
ers affects every consumer in the country. You know
what will happen if this keeps up much longer: We
will all have to go to work. Do you know that the

farmers of the East pay more than $15,000,000 a year
for materials to kill the potato bugs? Wiio pays that?

We do—and it is getting so I lift my hat every time
I see a potato. Do you know that the cotton boll-

weevil causes a yearly loss to the Texas cotton-grow-
ers of $30,000,000? Do you know that the apple-

producing States pay more than $2,000,000 a year for

spraying trees to keep down the San .lose scale-louse

and the codling moth? Do you know that many spe-

cies of caterpillars eat twice their weight in leaves

dail.y? Do you know that a certain flesh-eating larva
consumes in twenty-four hours 200 times its orig-

inal weight? Have you an idea of the reproducing
capacity of insects? Do you know that the offspring
of one pair of potato bugs, if allowed to increase

without molestation, would in one year number more
than 60,000,000? Do you know that one pair of the
hop-vine aphis is capable of producing through the
thirteen generations of the species in one year ten
sextillions of individuals? Do you know that the un-
restricted increase of one pair of the gipsy-moths
would in eight years devour all the foliage in the
United States? Talk of your Rooseveltian families!
If ever birth-control is needed, here is a real honest-
to-goodness job.

"I do not know why insects were created, but I do
know why the birds were created. It was to keep in

check the insects, the pests, and they can do it. In
our brilliant career as Americans, and with a strong
hold on the thought that the Lord will provide, wc
have killed just about 90 per cent, of our birds. Is it

any wonder that the ten per cent, can not keep down
the pests? Insects have appetites, but let me tell you
about the birds.

"A quail taken in Texas had 127 cotton boll-v,-ee-

vils in its craw. Another taken in Pennslyvania had
101 potato bugs.
"A tree-swallow's stomach contained forty entire

chinch-bugs. Two .stomachs of pine-si.skins contain-
ed 1,900 black olive-scales and 300 plant-lice. A night-
hawk had eaten 340 gra.sshoppers, fifty-two bugs,
three beetles and two wasps. Fifty-one species of
birds eat hairy caterpillars, and thirty-eight species
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feed on plant-lice. l*iit this in your memorv-box. If

in the State of Pennsylvania there were but one pair

of robins to the acre, and but tlirce young in the
nest of each pair, this one variety of birds would eat

3,600 tons of insects every day during the breeding
season. In Massachusetts, Eeed estinuites tlie birds

eat daily 21,000 bushels of insects. What if they
were all turned loose?

"Yes, mj' beloved, I know the robins eat jour
cherries. You've destroyed all their natural supply
of wild fruit. The birds are fruit-hungry and must
have something.' "Why not cherries? You buy gaso-
line for your buzz wagon and growl because the birds
have taken your cherries. Haven't they worked for
them? I'll tell you what to do if the birds take your
cherries—plant another tree.

"Help educate fifty-one per cent, of the people of
the United States to the true value of bird life and it

will not be necessary to spend thousands of dollars
to pass bird laws that are not kept. When we get the
majority to believe in the birds, the birds will be pro-
tected."

And only the Lord knows how much dama^'e to
forests is prevented by birds. Here is for every one
to help a good cause. The birds you protect now may
be eating bugs next year from the trees that feed
vour mill.

Men whose work can bring up the average production
of a concern are in big demand.

SPANISH RIVER MADE A PROFIT.
Sluireholilrrs nf tlic Spiiiiisli Kivcf Pulp it I'iipor

Company arc on llic rvn of coniiiig into their own.
The ari-angcnu'uts in cMinnoction with the refinancing

of the conii)any have (Icvcloped to such an extent that

an official aiinouuccment will .soon be made. The re-

sults it is stal(>(l should prove highly satisfactory to the
holders of the i-ompany's various securities.

Coincident with the conclusion of the new financial

arrangements it is likely that an anno\incemeiit will

also be made to the effect that two or three well known
i\lontrealers will lie added to the directorate of the com-
jiany.

E(nuilly iiiiporlaiit with the new financing program
is the fact that the figures of earnings for the year end-
ed .Tunc 30th, 1919. after the usual deductions, and al-

lowing for dividends on the preferred stock at the rate

of 7 per cent per annum will show between 13 and 15
per cent on the common stock.

We live and learn, but those who live the fastest
don't always learn the most.

BELA KUN SHY OF PAPER.
Vienna, Wednesday, July 16.— (By the Associated

Press.)—Bela Kun's stock of print paper is dwindling,
thus limiting his bill-board campaign asking for con-
fidence, and interfering with the output of new nione.v.

The bride of Tibor Szamuely, who is the daughter
of a prominent lawyer named Gosztony, has been ap-

pointed directress of money presses. The lack of

paper has caused a discontinuance of the new issue

of communist postage stamps. The few original thou-

sands of these stamps have been taken up by stamp
collectors.
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EDITORIAL

A CORNER IN PAPER MILLS.

Mr. Becker apparently meant what he said in regard

to putting paper mills under the shadow of the press

room. There will always be a difference of opinion on
this point among manufacturers because local condi-

tions, transportation facilities and the location of sourc-

es of supply are such variable factors. What is raw
material for one mill is finished product for another,

whicli ill turn requires entirely different raw materials

and news, sulphite and groimd wood mills all have dif-

ferent requirements for power and steam.

It is quite to be expected that the ground wood mill

is best situated where wood and water power are abun-

dant and cheap. No raw material need be brought in

except ordinary mill supplies, unless coal is required

for supplementary power and heating. The sulphite

pulp mill is different to a degree. Less power is re-

quired, but more .steam. Therefore, in most plants,

coal, as well as sulphur and lime or limestone must be

brought to the mill. Yet even here the principal ma-

terial is wood, and this is best obtained at the doorway

of the forest. Taking wood to a distant mill means

transporting as much wa.ste as the pulp produced. Mos)

mills ill Canada are, or could be, very convenient to

limestone, so that transportation of coal and sulphur

is preferable to hauling the wood to the coal. That is

l)robably why England imports sulphite, as she certain-

ly has an abundance of limestone and coal. Another

factor there, of course, is the disposal of the effluents.

The paper mill furnishes the bone of contention. An
out-and-out decision is impossible because some cases

favor one location and others, another. It does seem to

us, with pulp and power conditions as they are, and

with the marked advance in electric drives for paper

machines and the possibility of even drying by elec-

tricity, that the place for the newsprint mill is where

the pulp is produced. The advantage of using fresh

ground pulp and handling both kinds of fibres in slush

form is alone almost enough to turn the scale. Mills

near the consumer are of course a sort of emergency in-

surance, but they are dependent on as many variable

factors, if not more, than the complete mill. There

should be no occasion for worry on the part of Cana-

dian newsprint mills that their market in England will

be smothered in English made newsprint, even if the

Dominion is favored with the opportunity to supply

the pulp. If the big consolidation scheme goes through,

we may expect to see most of the eastern ground wood

and sulphite mills coming under English control.

TIME TO ACT.
The sentiment voiced at the summer meeting of the

Technical Section that it is time something besides talk-

iog were done in the matter of the true consei'vation of

our forests will be widely approved. In bringing up
the subject at this meeting we are sure that Mr. Car-

ruthers had no intention of disparaging the sincere

efforts that are being made in certain quarters along

this line, for he appreciates the hard work that is be-

ing done by many friends of the forest. The point is

rather that the effort is too circumscribed and the in-

terest in, and intelligent consideration of, the problem
by the common people and their political representa-

tives so sadly limited.

There is probably no cure-all for the condition of

our forests today, but the treatment they are getting

just now is certainly the "kiU or cure" variety, with

the emphasis almost entirely on the kill. Quebec is

looked up to by most people, and properly so, we think,

as having as carefully planned and far-sighted a forest

policy as will be found in any province or state on the

continent. Yet Quebec's policy is far from complete.

Ontario looks with alarm on the large proportion of her

wood-cut which is exported to support mills across the

line. Quebec has placed an embargo on wood cut on
Crown lands, so the ratio of export to domestic used
wood is different, but even this step does b«* get at the

root of the matter.

Cutting trees is not damage, but help to the forest if

done correctly, just as harvesting grain is not bad
for the field, and neither crop gains anything by be-

ing left after it is mature. So it is not what is done
.with the wood after cutting, but rather the method
of logging that holds the great menace to the future of

our forest wealth. The forest is so iatimately bound
up with almost every phase of the welfare of the Can-
adian people that forest conservation can not be con-

sidered as a thing apart. This may have been in Mr.
Carruthers' mind when suggesting that educationalists

be included in a meeting of interested parties to formu-
late a program of action that could be carried out. It

is safe to say that no program will be carried out that

does not have the support of public opinion, and public

opinion is either a result of education or a crystalliza-

tion of prejudice. Therefore the education of the pub-
lic to the importance of the forestry situation and the

need for immediate action is one of the very necessary
steps. Here is work for the Press of Canada with pos-
sibilities for unlimited good to the future of the coun-
try. We are inclined to believe the demand of the or-

ganized publishers of our newspapers would hardly be
denied by any government in Canada, but to be effec-
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tive it must be intelligent. W'licu the forest goes, tlie

newsprint mills go also, and away goes a large propor-

tion of our population and wealth, for the forest land,

when stripped, will raise nothing else but floods. Then

it will be necessary to import paper from Russia and

India—and pay for it—at a price not restricted by the

Government decree.

If public opinion and ^Ministers of the government

are to be instructed, what shall they be taught, and

who will teach them? We have said that the disposi-

tion of wood that is cut has no effect on the forest that

is left, and preventing the cutting of a forest is not

always the best way to conserve it. It is ridiculous to

prohibit the cutting of a fine piece of timber for ex-

port that happens to be on Crown land and permit the

private owner of the neighboring land or the Cana-

dian holder of an adjoining limit to cut as he pleases

and leave a gilt-edged invitation for a fire to come in

and wipe out the whole business. An instance of this

very thing happened in New- Brunswick only a few

weeks ago. Sla.sh was left on private laud, right up to

the line of Crown timber. A fire started. Many said

it was impossible to stop it, and they were nearly right.

But the district fire warden was a man of will and ac-

tion and he had a Johnson pump. In a very short time

his equipment was aboard the express and carried by

men to the scene of the fire. Something like 1,500 feet

of hose was required to reach the blaze, and only after a

heart-breaking fight was the fire under control. Life is

too short to strain men's nerves like that or to torture

them with the menace of a horrible death—which all

too often comes—when the .forest fire approaches with

its awful smoke and terrible swiftness. This danger

can be greatly reduced, if not eliminated, by action. It

is a crime and a disgrace to our land that these catas-

trophes happen so often. We are no less than murder-

ers if we fail to act in the matter, besides being thieves

of future generations if we selfishly refuse to spend a

few dollars to protect their inheritance.

Slash Must be I>isposed. I had one experience in

getting away from a very small fire through a mass

of slash and can appreciate the almost certain imposi-

sibility of making an effective fight, or successful

flight, under bad conditions. The problem is a many-
sided one, and must be worked out carefully, but some-

thing must be doiw, in this and other lines of forest

conservation, and promptly.

SPEAK UP.

The remark is frequently made that the best part of

a technical meeting is the discussion of papers and re-

ports. Some of the very people who hold this view have

often been observed to sit through a session and appar-

ently use no other organ but their ears. Sometimes

they are moved to make a statement or address a ques-

tion to a neighbor. An unfortunately large number
come to our meetings either without ideas, or without

the inclination to express them. They seem to con-

sider themselves entirely relieved of responsibility when

a committee has been appointed to work on a problem

and then there is nothing more for them to do but

sil down and let the committee work, then come to the

next meeting and listen in silence to the report.

It is true that some of these silent ones give valu-

able assistance on or to such committees by actual work

or by suggestions. No committee, however able and in-

dustrious, can completely cover a subject. Tlicy can

not know every phase of a problem. The general meet-

ing is the place where they present the results of their

efforts and where they should rightly expect to have

their work supplemented by the experience of other

members. If any member of the Technical Section can

say he has not done any work during the time between

meetings on problems under consideration by regular

or special committees or has no personal interest in

such work, he is a mighty poor member, and is not do-

ing his share in the interest of the industry and his

employer. This applies also to the topics discussed in

papers read at the meetings. A man without ideas is

dead. If he has ideas and will not share them, but

simply strives to soak up more, he is a sponge. He
ought to be stepped on, in a friendly way, and that is

what this little note is for. We don 't want to hurt any-

body 's feeling, but we do want to see a more lively in-

terest and participation in the disei;ssions at our meet-

ings.

COBWEBS.
The man who was so mean he would skin a flea for

its hide isn't in it with the packers, who not only skin

the flea, but the public, who can't.

Direct steamer connections between Montreal and

Havre will be a great advantage to shippers of pulp,

paper and machinery. France offers many opportuni-

ties as a market for Canadian goods to the advantage

of both buyer and seller. In dealing with the mother

country of nearly half of oiir population, the best pos-

sible terms should be extended.

There are two kinds of profiteers, the one who
"works" the public and the one who won't work at

all. The former takes an unfair advantage of his posi-

tion to manipulate prices, so as to give him an unneces-

sarily large profit and the latter, by refusing to pro-

duce his share of the world's need of goods contributes

to the shortage which is largely responsible for high

prices. And there is also the man who refuses to work,

except at such an unduly high wage that the public can-

not afford to pay the extra cost of the goods or ser\'ice

to which his labor contributes.

That Belgian police dog that jumped a 14 foot fence

could almost reach a beef steak.

When Benjamin Franklin started a newspaper in

Philadelphia he was warned that it would fail be-

cause, his friends told him, the field was overcrowd-
ed. There were already two newspapers in America!
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The Baling of Sheet News for Export*
By G. MEERBERGEN,

Belgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper Co.

Since war cut out some of our competitors in the With the exception of a few railways connecting some
Central and South American Fields, the question of of the larger towns, the old-fashioned mail stage and
exporting newsprint from Canada to points in the other antiquated means of conveyances are yet the
above-named countries has come to the fore. only means of transportation. Amongst other eondi-
In considering the exportation of newspaper, it must tions affecting particularly the export trade is the size

be borne in mind that transportation facilities in the of the newspaper published in small towns, and practic-

1—Truck used in pressing bales, also cover and 3 boards
used to allow passing of iron bands. On end of truck is

machine used to tighten up cross iron bands.

countries south of our great neighbor are still in a
primitive state, due to small population and great areas.

*Read at the summer meet-ing of the Technical Sec-

tion, Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, on board
Canadian Steamship Lines Steamer "Murrav Bay,"
July 29, 1919.

2.—Photograph showing bale being pressed, part of wrap-
per removed to show how bands are passed. Also shows
eyelets and buckle.
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ally all towns are small, i.e., too small to have a news-

paper operating a rotary press on whieh rolls can be

ua«d.

Evidently the qnestion of sheet news is of iitiuosT iin-

portanee, as a market for Canadian mills in those coun-

tries, and with the modern erniipuicut of our milK,

backed by the best raw materials and technical men. we

can compete with any country iu this field as to (pialiry

and service.

Paper for export to such points is KeneraHy sliippcd

in ears from mills to seaboard, either New York or St.

John, loaded in coastwise vessels, and thence conveyed

to seaports in South America. So far Hie liandlin<r of

the paper does not differ from that for paper made f>r

exportation to the old Continent, but for the Soiilli

American trade the trouble only starts at the seatxnl

when the goods are disembarked.

3._Side view of bale showing buckle pin arrangement,

extra iron bands and wrapper strip— (strips of wrapper

protecting edge of paper where iron cross bands press

on edges are under the wrapper strip.)

The paper must now reach some of the :-mall towns

either on railways to destination, or to :i certain point

from which rigs can handle it to yet sm.iUer towns than

the railway centres and accessible by half decent roads.

Sometimes then another stretch is to be covered by ihe

paper to reach the final destination and there, over

rough mountain paths, the only means of conveyance is

the old mule, which, by the way, rendered such valu-

able services during the war.

All these difficult transportation problems nave ren-

dered it imperative for the mills to pack their products

in such a way as to stand the handling to the location

where the customer requires them, and export bales

have to be resorted to.

Before, however, tackling the question of Export

Bales, a few words might be in order in regard to sheet

4.

—

Top view of bale showing protective sheets over ends
and edges, and naethod of fastening cross bands.

news shipped to seaports in South America or places

near these port.s, necessitating only one or two hand-
lings.

It has been the habit in the past that the "sheet
news" shipped to such destinations was to be packed
"interlapped, 2 reams to the bundle" and covei'cd with
twci i>lies nf (irdinary mill wrapixT. Tlie sides of the

Photo of export bale ready for shipment, shows straps,

narking, and C. P. & P. A. label.
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package were covered with a burlap strip to prevent the
wrapper from tearing at the edge and damaging the
paper, in some instances customers have ordered their
paper to be packed 3 reams to the bundle interlapped
and even 3 or 4 reams flat. The latter method of pack-

6— Front view of bale packed with burlap, no cross bands
are needed.

ing has not met with success and the second one liad no
repeat orders.

However, since the war sent prices for Imrlai) i^oaring

and even eliminated in-actieally this product fro!ii our
market, the mills had to find means to substitute the ex-

tra protection. To this effect an extra band of wrap-
per was put inside of the bundle, giving adequate iivo-

tection and a wrapping boai'd more pliable th^n pre-

viously used and having better qualities was resorted to

with success and will ]>robably definitely eliminate the

iute from export bundles.

EXPORT BALES:

These bales might be sub-divided into the following:

1. Bales weighing over 500 lbs.

2. Bales weighing over 200 lbs.

3. Bales weighing under 200 lbs.

Bales belonging to the first class will find their way
to railway centres in most of the South and fentral

American Republics. Bales belonging to the second

class will reach points readily accessible by motor trucks

or rigs, while bales belonging to the last class will have

to find their destination carried on horse or mule back.

Considering the above, it is of the utmost importance

that paper be packed in strong iron strapped bales,

that will stand up against the rough usage of the trip.

Another point to be considered is the fact that we
must aim to give the customer what he wants, if we
want to capture this market from the Europeans. It has

been the habit of the overseas manufacturers to send

their travelers right into the country where the soods

were to be used, to study cohditions and adapt their

wares to the requirements of the buyers. In this case,

however, newsprint being standardised as to weight,
etc.. it is of great necessity that the shipments are ac-
cording to sample, and that the goods arrive at destina-
tion in good condition.

Not long ago an article appeared in this magazine
from a New York firm exporting paper in bales and
complaining about the condition of the bales upon their
arrival at New York. The firm stated that the paper
was packed in bales, but that the bales were not press-
ed

;
that the iron bands had fallen off the bales, and

that the covers were only held in place by some extra
rope which the manufacturer had had the "precaution to
tie around the bales as a .safety measure.

In order to pack up paper for export, paper shpuld
l)e laid flat on packing boards and each ream separated
by colored strips. The paper should then be pressed
in hydraulic presses and the wrapper which will protect
it from dirt and dust neatly folded around the paper
prior to tightening the iron straps. The pres.sure .should
then be released and a solid compact bale, that will
stand rough usage, will be turned out. It is evident
that only in a case where waterproofing wrapper is

used that a bale will stand inclement weather.

We will now proceed with the specification of the dif-
ferent materials used in making up a bale of paper
and a detailed statement of how the paper is handled
after it leaves the cutter.

Packing boards are made ordinarily of .spruee or
pine lumber 1/2 inch to % inch thick, 1/4 "inch larger than
the size of the sheet to be packed. These Vo inch or %

7.—Side view of bales packed with burlap.

inch boards, denoted on Figure 1 with the letter "A,"
planed on the side that faces the paper, are joined by
cro.ss slats 2 inches wide and li/^ inch, thick, letter "B"'
on Fig. 1; it is on these slats that the iron bands or
straps will come, that really will make the package an
export bale.
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These packing' lioards are laid on small low tnuks
"C" which fit tile press. In order to allwv the pass-

ing of the hands after the hales are under p'-essure in

the press. 3 inch hardwood hoards "D," that fit iu he-

tween the slats are plaeed hetween the truek and the

packing hoards.

On top of the packing hoard a sheet of mill wrapper,

"W, " Fig. 2, is sin-ead to protect the paper from com-

ing into contact witli the hoards and to prevent dirt and
dust from reaching' fl"' M;iii.>r

8.—Small bales ready for shipment. These bales are made
for transportation on mule or horseback.

Figure 9 is on page 653.

On this -wrapper the newspaper "P" is then spread,

flush witli the edges of the board and reams separated

with colored strips. In some cases, customers have re-

quested that each ream be wrapped up. which is ordin-

arily done by using 36 or 40 lbs. newsprint.

After the required niimber of reams are piled on the

board another wrapper is spread over the pile of paper,

then packing boards and 3-inch boards are laid on top

of it and the package is ready for the press.

The press is generally of the hydraulic type working
under a pressure of about 500 lbs. to the square inch.

In pressing paper, care should be taken not to press it

too much, allowing for expansion of bale and not los-

ing sight of the fact that the iron bands might break
when pressure is released. After the paper has been
sufficiently pressed, the wrapper which was .spread over
and under the paper is neatly folded, and an extra strip

of mill -wrapper, which strip is the full -width of the
bale, is put around the bale to give extra protection to

the sides.

The iron bands "F" are now passed through the

spaces left on top and bottom of the bale and at "P"
and securely fastened by buckles "G" and pins.

In order to give the reader the benefit of the way
the buckles and pins are used, we will .stop a moment
to explain.

Iron bands "F" are generally received as "hoop
iron"' in rolls, and the most satisfactory size is hoop

iron 1 inch wide. V.) [mjicrial gauge. The hoop iron is

cut into suitable lengths and each end of tiicsc lengths

is formed to an eyelet shape. The bucklw "G" are

made of steel plate 3/32 inch tliick, cut by an auto-

matic machine and will eventually hold the two eyelets

of tlie l)and. For dimensions of buckles "G" .see

sketch.

In order to hold the eyelets of the bands in the buckle

small pins "H" about 14 i'lch dianu»ter and 2 inches

long are passed through the eyelets so as to cover both
sides of the buckle. After these pins are in place the

l)ressure on the bale is released. The bands tighten

and pins and buckles hold the bands in place.

Ill order to hold the strip of wraiiper, which covers

the side of the bale, in place, iron bands L, Fig. 3, duly
fixed on the ones used for making the bales, are passed

along in such a way as to be held iu place by the press-

ure of the other bands and fastened by buckles, as

shown in sketch at "I."
Tlii'se liands are generally put in ])lace before the pres-

sure of the bales is completely released. In order to

ti'rhten these extra bands "L" a small machine, "X,"
orerated by hand, is used, photo of which is shown on

the end of truck in Fig. 1. From small pieces of hoop
Iron, buckles are made in folding the iron over as shown
in sketch.

After the band has been drawn tight, not overlooking

the fact that four folds of wrapper must be placed at

the eds-es of the bale, where these ban(i,s come in contact

with the wrapper, and on which they exert tpiite a

in-ossure. the buckle which has been fa.stened over as in

"J" is passed over the other end of the band, duly
!i( ut over to prevent it from becoming loose (see "K")
and the bale is ready to be marked.
The marking, owing to the regulations governing im-

ports of paper in the South and Central American Re-

publics, is of great importance, also the Southern coun-

try customers require, as a rule, in addition to the size

in inches, number of reams and marks, also the size in

centimeters and the outside dimensions of the bale in

centimeters. The gross, tare, and net weight in kilo-

grams is to be stencilled on the bales. Some scale manu-
facturers have actually put on the market scales -with

duplex dials giving at the same time the pounds and
kilosrams, thus facilitating the work of the shipping
clerk.

It might be in place to mention here that bales press-

ed as explained above will measure between 53 and 56

oibic feet to the ton.

I also wish to add that, before the war, burlap was
used protecting the bale. This burlap was sewn by
hand on the sides of the bale and placed between the

packinsr board and the wrapper before the paper was
pressed. This burlap did away with the iron straps now
used to hold the extra strip of mill wrapper in place

around the sides of the bale and not protected bv the

packing board, also of the strip of -^vrapper itself.

In concluding this article, I wish once more to em-
phasize the great importance of a proper packing of

the paper to be exported to South America.
A bale which reaches the cu.stomer in a good condi-

tion, neatly packed, is the best advertisement for the

Canadian manufacturer.

The llarathon PaT)er ilills Co use a long handled
wire cutter for cutting the binding wires on cars of

nulp -wood logs. It is a powerful euttinsr tool, operated
liy a rod and lever on the long wooden handle, similar

to the tool commonly used for pruning trees.
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Utilization of Waste Sulphite Liquor
By BJARNE JOHNSBN and R. W. HOVEY.

(Continued from last issue.)

Alcohol.

The amount of fermentable .s\igar in the waste sul-

phite liquor ordinarily varies according to the publish-
ed data, between 1.5 and 2 per cent, but may in some
ca-ses be as high as 2.4 per cent. (Canadian sulphite
liquor will vary from 0.5 to 1.75 per cent of ferment-
able sugars; see contribution by V. K. Krieble, in

Pulp and Paper Magazine, Jan. :iO, 1919.) A.s the low-

er carbohydrates of the wood must be considered as

the chief source of the fermentable sugar, the amount
of sugar in the liquor may vary to some extent with the

wood material, but no doubt tlie greatest factor in these

variations is to be found in the method of cooking.

Hagglund, who has published a very instructive work
on the present stage of alcohol production from waste
sulphite liquor, calls attention to this fact and shows
how the formation of sugar depends upon the strength

of the liquor as well as upon the temperature. He also

shows how the fermentable sugars are partially destroy-

ed at the high temperature prevailing in the digester at

the end of the "cook." It is also interesting to note

that only very little sugar is formed from tnc cellulose

in the cooking process. The idea of manufacturing al-

cohol from the waste liquor dates back to the early

years of the sulphite pulp industry l)ut not until recent

years had this resulted in commercial processes of any
importance. Wallin's and Ekstrom's processes are now
in operation on a commercial scale in Sweden and the

United States and, presumably, to a great extent in

Germany; in Norway, Landmark's process has been in

operation for some time, and a plant is also established

in Sweden for the operation dt the same process. Mar-
chand's process has been tried out in an experimental

plant in the United States with satisfactory results.

The principle is the same in all these processes. The
free sulphurous acid must be removed as far as possible

from the liquor and recovered, which in some cases is

partly effected by concentration of the liquor. The
liquor is then neutralized to a certain point of acidity.

A suitable yeast is then added and the liquor fermented

and distilled. The yield of alcohol depends of course,

in the first place, upon the amount of fermentable

sugar in the liquor, but the neutralization as well as the

fermentation are both processes which require the clos-

est control if the highest passible yield is to be obtained.
Although a yield as high as 1.4 per cent by volume has
in some cases been obtained Hagglund gives 1.0 per cent
(100 per cent alcohol) as a good average. Landmark
claims a higher yield, namely 1.2 per cent, with his pro-
cess and an average of 1.1 per cent, and Marchand's
process is said to yield 1—1.25 per cent, 180 proof
alcohol.

With regard to the neutralization of the liquor

(which usually is previously or simultaneously effec-

tively aerated in order to oxidize certain reducing or-

ganic substances) it is not advisable to use lime alone,

as in this ease a large excess is required, causing an ap-
preciable amount of sugar to be destroyed. Another
objection is that it is difficult to obtain a clear solu-

tion which is necessary for the fermentation. Accord-
ing to Hagglund, by using a smaller quantity of lime
and employing calcium carbonate for the final neutral-
ization these troubles are eliminated. In the Marchand
process barium carbonate is employed for neutraliza-
tion whereas Landmark uses calcium carbonate in his

process.

Nitrogen and phosiphates are not present in the
liquor in the (juantity required for a normal fermenta-
tion, and must be added to the neutralized liquor. Cer-
tain available yeast extracts contain the necessary am-
ount of these substances but if other extracts are used
the nutriment must be added in a suitable form. In
Landmark's process milk or whey is heated witli acid,

the precipitate of " lignocasein " is filtered off, and the
filtrate added to the sulphite liquor which can then be
fermented directly with ordinary brewers' yeast. Ek-
strom's process requires a "tempered" yeast which is

prepared to meet the special conditions of the sulphite
liquor. With regard to the details of the processes of

fermentation and distillation reference may be made to

Hagglund 's publication "Die Sulfitablauge und ihre

Verarbeitung auf Alkohol." In this same publication

the manufacturing cost of- a 100 per cent spirit is cal-

culated, assuming a recovery of 3.7 cub. m. (816 gal-

lons) of liquor per metric ton (2204 lb.) of air-dry
pulp—4.1 cub. m. (904 gallons) per metric ton (2,204
lb.) of bone dry pulp—as follows:

—

Manufacturing cost for 1 cubic metre (220 gallons) of distilled mash.

Cost Items.

Steam
Nutriment . . . .

Neutralization .

Materials ....
Repairs
Labour
Salaries ....
Miscellaneous . .

Size of Mill.

33,075 > hort tons. 22,050 short tons. 11,025 .short ton.s.

Marks. $ Marks. $ Marks. $
0.422 0.1000 0.422 0.1000 0.422 0.1000
0.083 0.0197 0.083 0.0197 0.083 0.0197
0.167 0,0397 0.167 0.0397 0.167 0.0397
0.022 0.0052 0.028 0.0066 0.040 0.0095
0.055 0.0131 0.078 0.0186 0.117 0.0279
0.165 0.0393 0.225 0.0535 0.335 0.0796
0.070 0.0168 0.090 0.0214 0.123 0.0292
0.056 0.0133 0.067 0.0159 0.073 0.0174

1.040 0.247 1.060 0.276 1.360 0.324
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Tliosp fifrures are basotl upon prices in Seandiiiavia.

aud would have to be elianged to suit Aii^eriean eondi-

tious. Assuniingr a 50 per cent increase in salaries, la-

bour, and repair costs tlie manufacturing cost would be

$0.2S'2, $0,.'52:{, and $0.:{92. The yield of 100 per cent

spirit beinjr on an average 1 per cent by volume, and

ealcidating the cost of an alcohol plant in Anu^rica as

being -"'O per cent higher than in Scandinavia, and fur-

ther allowing for 15 per cent depreciation and interest

the total ea<it and selling price of one litre 100 per cent

spirit is given in the following table.

Fuel.

The caliirific value i)t' whihI \aries with the dilTereiit

species within witle limits aiul for spruce is found to

be about 8,M25 B.T.U. A high-grade sulphite pulp de-

velojis about 7,740 B.T.U.. Assuming the sulphite pulp
to represent 50 per cent, of the wood, the solid sub-

stance of sul|)hite liquor from one ton of jnilp would
theoretically represent about 1!».S20,()()0 U.T.r. ni-

about 1,375 pounds of coal of 14,400 U.T.U, In oimIct

to be able to utilize these substances for fiirl it is nee

essary to separate them from the liquor ami this can

15 per cent. Amortization

Size of Cost Amortization Spirit and interest .Maiiufac-

Pulp-mill of alcohol and interest Produced. per lit re luring Selling

Short Tons. Plant. of plant. spii-it. cost. l)ricc.

* $ Litres. $ * *

33,075 150,000 22,500 1.110,000 0.0202 0.0282 0.04S4

22,050 112,500 16,900 740,000 0.022!) 0,0.323 0,0552

11,025 75,000 11,250 370,000 0.0315 0.0392 0.0707

The corresponding prices of an imperial gallon are

$0,220, $0,251, and $.320 and of a United States gallon

$0.1S3. $0.20i>. and $0,268.

Landmark claims a higher yield of alcohol, namely

an average 1.1 per cent, and a lower cost of production,

nanu^ly $0.0254 per litre, tlepreciation and interest and

cost of handling included. This corresponds to a price

of $0,115 per imperial gallon or $0,096 per United

States gallon manufactured in Scandinavia. A direct

comparison of the two processes on the basis of the pub-

lished figures is not possible, as the operating cost

varies considerably with the .size of the plant and with

the yield of alcohol. Landmark has based his calcu-

lations on a recovery of 6.5 cub. m. (1,430 gallons)

liciuor per metric ton (2.204 lb.) of pulp and upon
plant connected with a 15,000 metric tons (17,000

short tons) pulp-mill. This would mean a yearly pro-

duction of 1,072,500 litres (236,000 gallons) of alcohol

and would require an alcohol plant of the same size as

the 30,000 metric tons (33,075 short tons) pulp-mill in

the previous example. The chief difference of the two
processes is in the neutralization and fermentation, but

even if the cost of nutriment, neutralization, and material
is subtracted the manufacturing price would still be as

high as $0,186 for an imperial gallon or $0,158 for a

United States gallon of 100 per cent spirit, which is

appreciably higher than the cost calculated by Land-
mark. The value of the " lignoeasein " recovered in

this process is said to cover very nearly the cost of the
milk or whey employed.

As the fermentable sugars represent only 15-20 per
cent of the total organic substances in the liquor, the
residual liquor from the distillation process should be
further utilized. Fuel may be recovered according to

Strehlenert's process, but it has been pointed out that
an unfavourable precipitate is obtained in cases where
much lime has been used for neutralization. Valuable
products may also be obtained by destructive distilla-

tion of the dry substance.

In the cooking process 7 kilogrammes (14 lb.) methyl
alcohol are formed per ton (short) of pulp of which
4.4 lb. can be recovered from the relief gases. One part
of this alcohol is lost during the various operations, so
that the crude ethyl alcohol contains about 3.2 per cent
methyl alcohoL The two alcohols can be separated, but
of course this is not necessary when the spirit is to be
used for industrial purposes.

be done in one of two ways, either by cvaiioration of

the water or by preci|)itation of the solid substancrs.
The waste liquor from one ton of pulp represents 2,000

gallons and if all this liquor could be separated from
the ptdp a considerable quantity of coal would be re-

quired for the evaporation of tlic li(|ii()r to dryness.
In the manufacture of cell-pitch it was fouiul that one
tone of coal was required per ton of cell-]utch of 10

jier cent moisture-content. l>ut the cell-pitch having a

calorific power of onlv about 6,300 B.T.U. as against
12,600-14,400 B.T.U. for coal the scheme of direct

evaporation would mean a considerable loss in fuel

value. If modern multiple effect evaporators could be
used for sulphite liquors, a surplus in fuel correspond-
ing to about 500 poiuids coal might possibly be obtain-

ed if all the liquor were recovered. P>ut this is impos-
sible. Assuming a maximum of 1,000 gallons of liquor

per ton of pulp an amount of fuel corresponding only

to 250 pounds of coal could be obtained per ton of

pulp. This figure might possibly be increased con-

siderably by emplo3'ing evaporators of high efficiency

utilizing the vapors from the evaporating liquor.

The idea of Strehlenert's process for the recovery of

fuel from waste sulphite liquor is based upon the de-

composition of the sulphur compounds of the lignin

with sulphuric acid at high temperature and pi'essure.

The sulphuric acid is formed by oxidation of the free

SO. by air or oxygen. The ash content of the fuel is

decreased bj- a previous treatment of the liquor with
sodium bisulphate whereby the calcium can be recov-

ered as sulphate. Details of the process are contained

in the abstracts of literature given in the Bidletin.

Since the first patents were granted Strehlenert

has investigated and improved the process. It was
noticed that the presence of small quantities of iron,

zinc, manganese or other hydrogen-forming metals de-

creased the yield considerably and that a precipita-

tion was almost impossible when as much as 0.004

per cent or more iron was present. According to the

patent the oxidation begins at a comparatively low
temperature whereas the decomposition takes place at

a high temperature and pressure. By introducing the

air at a higher temperature the oxidation and decom-
position take place simultaneously, and so rapidly that

the action of the metal is eliminated. In order to

avoid oxidation of sulphurous acid during heating to

the temperature of decomposition, relief gases from
the sulphite-mill (containing SO^) are introduced, so

that a pressure of one or two atmospheres is secured
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from the beginning. The sulphuric acid is then formed
at the critical temperature according to the equation
3 80,^2 SO^-f-^, aiid theoreticallj- no air is required.
However, the introduction of air is always favorable
as it causes the organic compounds to precipitate in

a coarser and more easily filtered form than without.
air. The sulphur formed according to this reaction
sublimes and this as well as the excess of sulphurous
acid which is set free during the decomposition of the

sulphonic acid can be recovered. The relief gases also

contain hydrogen sulphide which can be recovered
and utilized in the pulp-mill. Under these working
conditions only very little sulphuric acid is formed,
so that after the reaction the liquor contains only from
0.2 to a maximum of 0.4 per cent total acid with 0.02
per cent free acid. When oxidation is allowed to take

place at the early stage of process (at low tempera-
ture) the residual liquor contain.s up to 1.5 per cent

sulphuric acid. A high sulphuric acid content is m-
jurious to the autoclave and often makes the precipi-

tate gelatinous and decreases its calorific value. It is

therefore important that the oxidation take place as

near the critical temperature as possible. According
to the first method of operation the precipitation was
effected by oxidation of SO, to SO,. The free SO,
present in the liquor (often only 0.1) was sufficient

to introduce the reaction of decomposition of the lignin

compound. The reaction of the inorganic substances

is then:

—

SO.,+0=or finally 4 CaS03=3 CaSO^+CaS.
As copper autoclaves were used first copper oxide

and finally copper sulphate were formed according

to the following reaction :

—

CuS04+CaS=CaS04-fCuS, which gives with sul-

phuric acid CuS+2H, SO,=CuSO,-fS0,+S+2H,0.
The action of the copper, therefore, is advantageous

as it causes the direct formation of fresh quantities of

SO., but this reaction, of course, is injurious to the

autoclave and at the present time the autoclaves are

made from iron and have a lead lining. The reaction

in this case can be expressed by the following equa-

tion

—

4 CaS03=3 CaSO,+CaS.
CaS+H,SO,=CaSO,+H,S.

The formation of hydrogen sulphide may be re-

garded as a disadvantage but the new process requires

only 20 to 25 per cent of the air used in the former

process. This means that the autoclave can be charged

to 75 per cent of its volume with liquor, while for-

merly only 60 per cent of the autoclave volume could

be utilized. With regard to the yield it was stated

that only about 75 per cent of the total solids are pre-

cipitated, and Strehlenert concludes that the portion

precipitated consists of compounds of sulphinic acid

while the remaining 25 per cent which are only pre-

cipitated with difficulty are sulphonic acid compounds.

According to Strehlenert the remaining 25 per cent

can be obtained by the addition of peat to the liquor.

In calculating the yield per ton of pulp Strehlenert

assumes that 1,200 gallons of waste liquor will drain

off per ton of pulp and that by employing diffusei-s

1,800 gallons can easily be recovered. It is a fact,

however, that only about 740 gallons of liquor will drain

off from the blow-pits per ton of pulp, although 800

gallons can probably be obtained if the draining is

continued for a longer period. Assuming that 800

gallons are recovered and that the liquor contains on

an average 11 per cent solid substances, 880 pounds

of drv substance are present in the liquor from one

ton of pulp, of which a maximum of 880X0.75=660
pounds are precipitated, while 880X0.25^220 pounds
remain in the liquor and can be recovered b.y precipi-

tation in the presence of small quantities of peat. Dif-

fusers provided with suction pumps remove the water
from the precipitate up to 35 per cent.

The ash content is about 17-18 per cent, if the liquor

has not previously been treated with sodium bisulphate

or has not been concentrated. The fuel, free from
ash and water, develops on an average 12,240 B.T.U.
If the fuel contains 50 per cent moisture the calorific

value of the precipitate obtained per ton of pulp will

amount to approximatelv 5,800,000 B.T.U., correspond-

ing to about 400 pounds of coal of 14,400 B.T.U. This

fuel-value will of course increase with the quantity of

liquor which can be removed, and for 1,200 gallons per

ton is equal to about 600 pounds of coal. In regard to

the heat required in the process, according to Streh-

lenert, the heat developed in the reaction, .should

theoretically cover the heat requirements for raising

the temperature of the liquor from 212°-392° F., but

disregarding this the heat requirements in the process

when autoclaves of 2,200 gallons capacity are us^d

would be :

—

Heating of the metal of the autoclave about 180° F.,

approximately 436,480 B.T.U.

Heating of 1,650 gallons liquor about 180° F., ap-

proximately 2,976,000 B.T.U.

Total heat requirement, 3,412,480 B.T.U.

This figure, however, represents the heat required

for one single cook. When several autoclaves are

combined so that the excess heat from one cook can

be utilized in the other autoclaves at least 50 per cent

of the heat is .saved, and assuming an efficiency of 80

per cent for the boiler and a calorific value of 14,400

B.T.U. for the coal the heat required for 1,650 gallons

of liquor will be :
—

1706240 B. T. U.
= 148 pounds coal

14400 X 0.8

or, for 800 gallons, 72 pounds, and for 1,200 gallons,

108 pounds coal. This gives an actual yield of fuel per

ton of pulp corresponding to 328 or 492 povnids coal

having a calorific value of 14,400 B.T.U., depending

upon whether 800 or 1,200 gallons of liquor are recov-

ered. An estimation of operating costs for the pro-

duction of fuel is made by Strehlenert for a plant in

Scandinavia operating 3 autoclaves of 2,200 gallons

volume in handling the liquor from a yearly produc-

tion of 17,000 metric tons (18,733 short tons) of pulp,

assuming a recovery of 1,320 gallons of liquor per

metric ton (1,200 gallons per short ton.) The operat-

ing cost for one metric ton of fuel recovered is accord-

ing to these calculations kr. 11.79 ($3.17) equivalent

to $2.88 per short ton. This fuel however is of an in-

ferior quality containing about 18 per cent ash and

is generally used in a moist condition. Considering

these two points the price of the fuel would be equival-

ent to a price of about $5.25 per metric ton of good

coal of 14,400 B.T.U. ($4.75 per short ton.) Strehlen-

ert further assumes the most favorable concentration

of the liquor, namely about 17 per cent solid sub-

stances, which is very near the concentration of the

liquor obtained by indirect heating and forced cir-

culation.

Assuming a concentration of 11 per cent the yield

per autoclave charge will be considerably lower, and

considering the higher cost of labor, etc., on this con-

tinent the price per ton of <!oal recovered will be $7
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and $7.50 on the basis of a 30,000-metrie-ton (:{;{,07r)

short tons) mill and recovery of 1,320 and 880 gallons

of liquor respectively per metric ton of pnlp (1,200

and 800 gallons I'espeetively per short ton.)

The calculations are as follows : In case of 880 gal-

lons of liquor per metric ton (800 gallons per short

ton) of pulp, 726 pounds of fuel, equivalent to 440

pounds of eoal (14,400 B.T.U.) are obtained per metric

ton of pulp (660 pounds of fuel, equivalent to 400

pounds of coal per short ton.) Eighteen per cent of

this fuel is used in the process, leaving 361 pounds
of coal as actual yield per metric ton (328 povnids per

short ton.) The fuel recovery from a 30,000-iiiotric-

ton (33,075 short tons) mill wouhl therefore corre-

spond to 4,920 metric tons of coal jier year (5.425

short tons.) Four autoclaves are required, and 7 men
in 3 shifts for their operation. The cost of b\;ildings

is placed at .-iioS.OOO and the cost of apparatus at $S9,-

000. Assuming a depreciation of the buildings of 10

per cent and of the apparatus of 15 per cent the oper-

ating cost for the production of one ton of coal (14,400

B.T.U.) will be:—
Metric Short

tons. tons.

Depreciation of buildings .... $1.12 $1.02
Depreciation of apparatus .... 2.71 2.46

Labor 3.17 2.87

Power 0.02 0.02

Repairs 0.50 0.45

Total cost per ton of coal $7.52 $6.82

In ease of 1,320 gallons of liquor per metric ton of

pulp (1,200 gallons per short ton) fuel corresponding

to 540 pounds of coal is obtained (492 pounds per

short ton.) Six autoclaves are required operated by
9 men in 3 shifts. The operating cost calculated as

above is found to be about $7 per metric ton of coal

($6.35 per short ton.) This very high cost might be

considerably reduced by employing liquor from the

Morterud process, which will increase the yield per

autoclave as will also the addition of a small quantity

(0.25-0.5 per cent) of peat in the decomposition pro-

cess. The recovery of by-products such as acetone, ace-

tic acid, formic acid, and methyl alcohol may also

reduce the cost of the fuel considerably. Plans have

been made to dry-distil the precipitate of organic sub-

stances, using the residual coke for fuel.

Very recently Landmark has proposed a modifica-

tion of this process in which ozone is formed from the

air in the upper part of the autoclave by an electric

spark. The temperature and pressure required in the

process should in this way be appreciably decreased.

A discussion is at present going on between the two

inventors which probably will lead to interesting re-

sults.

In addition to complete reviews of the literature on

the subjects summarized in the chapter introductions

that have here been reproduced, the Bulletin contains

abstracts of articles and patents relating to the use

of waste liquor for fodder, fertilizer, dye-stuffs, and
sulphur, as well as reviews of the literature on evapora-

tion and other related topics.

As previously stated, copies of Bulletin No. 66 can

be had from the Forestry Branch, Ottawa, for 50 cents.

SAYS "EXPERTS" RUIN MILL.
To the Editor of Pulp and l'ai)er ilagaziue of Canada.
Dear Sir:—Don't you think it ])retty near time

something was done to stop so-called "Pulp Mill Ex-
perts" from across the line, imposing on honest in-

vestors and ruining the reinitation of their mill.

We have an example of this in the east, where a
buiu'li of "e.\i)erts"' have charge of a new mill, putting
hov in the .iunk heap.

HONEST Pl'LP MAKER.
If this condition exists in our industry it certainly

is time that something be done about it. We are not
in a position to criticize this particular case, but it

is our duty to prevent others from being "stung" if

this inquiry is well-founded.

BEAVER COVE LUMBER AND PULP COMPANY
WILL BE OPERATING SOON.

^Ir. W. (_). King, Treasurer of the lieavcr Cove Lum-
ber and Pulp Company, Ltd., .states that their plant

at Beaver Cove, British Columbia, will be operating by
September 1st. Mr. King has just returned from the

plant. He will go on to Chicago and New York be-

fore returning to the plant the first of September.
Mr. White, President and (ieneral ^Manager, is now

at the plant and will stay until they begin operations.

NEW MACHINES FOR SPANISH RIVER.
It has been learned that arrangements have been

completed for an issue of $3,500,000 Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Mills ten-year second mortgage notes,

a considerable portion of which will be employed for

refunding purposes, but it is interesting to note that

on the manufacturing side the money will provide

for two additional paper machines, which will add 100

tons of paper to the daily output, bringing the total

capacity up to approximately 600 tons per day.

The issue has been sold to Peabody, Houghteling and.

Co., Chicago, a financial house which has been inti-

mately associated with the pulp and paper industry in

Canada.
This issue will take care of the payment of arrears

of interest on the bonds, which has been carried as

an obligation for some year.'i, although current obliga-

tions are being met. It will also retire the issue of

£300,000 second mortgage notes in England. This is

equivalent to about $1,460,000. No dividend could be

paid on the preferred, according to agreement, until

this issue was retired. Then comes the provision for

the new paper machines.

These steps would have to be preliminary to any
action with reference to the proposed funding of ar-

rears of dividends on the preferred stock, with addi-

tional .stock of the same class. Details in that connec-

tion will not be forthcoming until the annual state-

ment for the past fiscal year will be presented.

It is understood in the Street that this will make a

very favorable showing, the earnings approximating

15 per cent, applicable to the common stock after

allowing for one full year's distribution of 7 per cent

on account of outstanding preferred stock.

Get the habit of doing things right. This will mean
greater production, less waste, increased earnings.

"Work for good times all the time.

Remember that on your care and watchfulness and

that of your fellow-workers depend not only your

safety and theirs, but also the future and comfort and
happiness of your family. Your safety and theirs is of

much more importance than anything else.

Time is man's capital, to do with as he will, to

squander, to waste or to use with wisdom.
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A Souvenir of Kenogami
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An interesting souvenir of the recent visit of the
Technical Section to their mills was provided by Price
Bros. & Co., in the shape of an attractive pamphlet
describing the plants and other operations of the com-
pany. The principal plants are the Kenogami Paper
Mills, situated at Kenogami, County of Chicoutimi,
Quebec, about two miles from Jonquiere Station, on
the Canadian National (Quebec & Lake St. John)
Railways, which commenced operating in 1912, and
the Jonquiere Pulp Co., at Jonquiere, which commenced
operating in 1899. There is much interesting informa-
tion in the booklet, from M-hich we quote:

The Paper Mill.
Four 156" Walmsley Machines; average

trim 145"
Average speed 620 ft. per minute.

Note:—A fifth machine of similar make and design
will be installed this summer.)

Daily production for year 212 tons.
Yearly production 64,000 "
Estimated production 1919 64,156 "
Pounds paper per inch trim 731 lbs.

Average weight of paper (one year) . .

.

32.08
Average daily running time—all ma-
machines 22 H. 40 M.

Tons of paper made per wire 920
Tons of paper made per jacket 1,162
Tons of paper made per first felt 440
Tons of paper made per second felt . . . . 789
Tons of paper made per third felt . . . . 613
Tons of paper made per first sec.—top .

.

5,519

Tons of paper made per first sec.—bot. . . 4,416

Tons of paper made per second sec.—top .

.

2,510

Tons of paper made per second see.—bot. . 3,680

Total No. of men employed per ton of

paper made daily 3.0
Average per cent sulphite 24%
Pounds of coal per ton of paper 750

Carloads of paper shipped daily 10

No. of gallons -fresh water per ton daily 3,000

Electric power . . . .
,

1,300 H.P.

Sulphite MiU.
No. of Digesters 4

Nos 1 and 2 are 13 ft. x 47 ft. (inside di-

mensions)
No. 3 is 10 ft. X 47 ft. (inside dimensions.)

No. 4 is 14 ft. X 47 ft. (inside dimensions.)

(Note:—A 5th Digested 14' x 47' has been secured

and is practically installed.)

Total yearly production 25,000 tons.

Average daily production 90 "

Estimated production for 1919 25,230 "

Cords of wood per ton sulphite (no screen-

ings 1.76 cords.

Pounds of sulphur per ton of pulp 220 lbs.

Analvsis of cooking acid.— (Free 3.88%.

Coin. 1.12%. Total 5%.)
Pounds of coal per ton of sulphite .... 1,200 lbs.

Car loads sulphite shipped daily 2

Percentage of screenings 4.85%

Percentage of sulphur recovered . . .

.

54%

No. Gallons of fresh water per ton of Sul-
phite Daily go^ooO gals.

Acid system consists of 6 limestone tow-
ers, each making 30,000 imp. gals, of
acid in 24 hours.—Total 180,000 imp.
gals.

No. of gals, acid per ton of pulp 2,000 gals.
Electrical H.P §75 H.P.

Utilization of the waste .sulphite liquor has for a
number of years attracted the attention of Technical
men of the pulp and paper industry. In nearly all
cases the process followed is one of evaporating the
liquor to a density suitable for the purpose intended,
such as a core compound for foundry work or a binder
for roads. Many chemists have succeeded in making
ethyl alcohol T.N.T., turpentine, and sugar, but none

Sir William Price.

of these processes, although possible, are a commercial
success.

Price Brothers & Co., have, through the co-opera-
tion of its sulphite superintendent and chemical labor-
atory, successfully made a glue with which they finish
all their rolls of paper, and also make their paper cores.
At times they are thus enabled to utilize the entire
output of waste liquor.

Groundwood Mill
Number of grinder.s—operated by water 37
Number of grinder.s—operated by elec-

tricity
7

Average daily production by water .... 138 tons.
Average daily production by electricity 40 "
Estimated production for 1919 54,704 "

Daily production by water (running full) 255 tons.
% Tailing or waste 2.3%
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Water head on the wheels 270 feet.

(When operating water witli 7-lOtli

gate opening H. P. of wheels is 3500.

and S07c efficiency.)

Discharge of Wheels .

." loOC.S.F.

li.P. per ton of pulp 62

Monthl.v production by motor 1.200 tons.

Electric II.P. per ton for grinding .... 60

Xo. of gallons fresh water per ton

groundwood daily 16,000

Electrical H.P. for screens, pumps, etc . . 1,000

Pounds of Groundwood per cord of wood. 2,188

Wood used : Balsam, 607< ; spruce, 40' <

.

The groundwood is pumped from the Grinder Room
to the Screen Room at the Mill, (a distance of about

3500 feet), against a pressure of 135 lbs. This is

accomplished by two water turbines operating pumps,

consuming 800 II.P. total.

Wood Room.
Equipment Consists of :

—

2 Hand Barkers.

3 Chippers.

3 Drum Barkers. (Portland type.)

and Slasher with six saws.

Average Xo. of cords sawn daily (sunuaer

months) 800

Maximum Xo. of cords sawn in one day . . . . 1,200

Average diameter of logs 6"

Total Xo. cords of wood used yearly 102,000

Wood used : Balsam, 607f ; spruce. 40' <

The sawdust obtained from the sawing of the logs

is .48 of 1% by volume.. The sawdust from the chip

screens is 2% by volume. The loss of wood in drum
barking is 1.57f, making a total loss in preparing

wood of 3.98%.
Any loss in addition to this is due to rotten wood,

and varies from year to year. Under present condi-

tions it is 6%.
Boiler Room.

8 Tubular boilers—]Murphy stokers.

2 Babcock & Wilcox wood boilers.

2 Babcock & Wilcox coal boilers.

Average B.H.P. produced 3,500

Total coal con.sumtion for year 40.000 tons.

Height of brick chimney 125 ft.

Over-all efficieucv 73' .'

The burning of waste and drift wood under the

boiler is an important featui-e in the operations. 609

boiler horse power is developed during six months
from this source of fuel, On a basis of 4 lbs. of coal

per boiler horse power, this is an annual savins of

$45,000.00, assumingr the cost of coal to be $10.00

per ton.

During the summer, 35 cars of sawmill waste and
sawdust, derived from the company's mill at St.

Gedeon. are burned each month.
Electrical Department.

2 Power houses — (Shipsbaw Falls and Kenogami
Grinder Room.)

S5 ft. Head of water — Shipshaw.
1.200 Cu. sec. feet used—Shipshaw.

Electric Power.
Is generated at two statimis: one at Slijpsliaw Falls,

on the Shipshaw River, three miles distant, the other
located on the River An Sable at the Grinder Room.
Power is generated in Shipshaw at 7.200 volts b.v

three 2.250 K.W., water turbine driven generators,
cHpable of delivering a total of 7,500 K.W.. or 10,000
HP.
This power is 3-phase, 60 cycle, alternating current,

and is transmitted over dui)licate transmission lines

to the Generating Station at Kenogami ]\Iills, which is

equipped with two 6,600 volt Generators, each of 2,345

K.W.. making an additional 6.300 H.P. available. At
this point is also installed a 2.800 H.P.. 6.600 volt

synchronows motor for grinder operation.

From this generation station, the power is trans-

mitted to the sub-station at the mills, which contains
the step down transformers distributing switchboard.
The transformers are three single phase, oil insulated,

water cooled units, each of 2,000 K.W., primary volts,

6.400, secondary 600, connected delta delta for the

Kenogami mill power and mill and village lighting

s.xstems.

Automatic regulators in the power jilants are ad-

.justed to keep the voltage constant at this point.

Twelve distributina: circuits supply the various de-

TTirtments of manufacture with power at 550 volts,

there being a total of 200 motors, ranging in size

from 1/2 H-P. to 300 II.P., all of the induction type.

Power is also transmitted from the sub-station to

tlie Jonquiere mill at 2.300 volts. t)y means of a 3

nhase, 600 K.W. step up transformer. The Jonqnier'^

mill, which also receives poAver at 6.600 volts, contains
65 motors of all sizes up to 250 H.P. This mill, with
the exception of the power for pulp grinding, is oper-

ated entirelv by electricity.

As indicated above, power is also supplied from the

sub-station for lighting the village of Kenogami. and
its industries.

(Note:—A proposed 20.000 H.P. development on the

Shipshaw River is now bring surveyed.)

Foundry.
In the spring of 1919. n l>rass and iron foundry was

installed, at a cost of $15,000.00. It is now turning out

15 tons of iron, and 2 to 3 tons of brass and bronze

castings per month, thus effecting a saving of le per

lb. on iron, and 20c. per lb on bronze castings.

Engineering Department.
During the past four Nears tlie Engineering De-

partment has desisrned and constructed improvements
and additions to the value of $1154.000.00. The fol-

lowing is a detailed list of installations:

—

Kenogami Mills.

Building and Blowpits for three ten-ton Digesters.

Twenty additional Grinders and Building.

One thousand B. II. P. extension to Boiler House.

A Two-Paper-^lachine Room.
Foundry and Wood Working Shop.

Jonquiere Mill.

Fort.v-two hundred 11. P. Hydraulic Development,

consisting of head gates, penstocks, and water wheels.

Grinder Room for nine Grinders.

New Beater and Screen Room.
Boiler House, Economizer and Concrete Chimney,

complete.
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The engineering expenses have been approximately
2%. of the cost; usually 5%. is considered a fair figure.
The results obtained have been very satisfactory, and
prac'tically no changes nor alterations made in the
original lay-outs.

Chemical Laboratory,
A new chemical lal)oratory is being equipped in the

Office, Building. One room in it will be used for
special chemistry, and the adjoining one for special
work in connection with pulp and paper. Opposite
the laboratories will be two offices and a storage room
for samples and apparatus, and the hallway between
will serve as a balance room and library.

Electricity will be u.sed for water .still, hot plates,
drying ovens, muffle and combination furnaces, elec-

trolytic apparatus and small motors. A gasoline gas
machine will be installed for laboratory supply. The
benches will be yellow birch, the tops being coated
with resistant aniline mixture. The sinks will be
Alberene stone. Sized and painted canvas dryer felt

is used on the floors, and connections for water, gas,
compressed air, and electricity are provided, and the
necessary waste fittings. It is intended to install small
digesters, beaters and other special apparatus in the

jiulp and paper laboratory.

A regular system of paper testing has been started
for all products of the two mills as a guide to controll-

ing quality. Methods are also being worked out to

determine the quality of grouiulwr)od and sulphite

manufactured. The work formerly done on the test-

ing of su]iplies and chemical control in mills is being

extended to cover special tests and investigations of

a research nature.

Economy and Efficiency Department.
The Economy and Efficiency Department charts

all records of production and con.sumption of ma-
terial and keeps department heads well supplied with
comparative figures. A standard of production for
the year is always made in advance, and these figures
worked to. In no ease has a department failed to pro-
duce the required result.

In 1918, the efficiency of the mill was 8% in exce.ss

of 1917, and judging from the records of the past four
months, 1919 bids fair to be the banner year of Price
Brothers & Co. The increase in efficiencj'' is mainly
due to the different department heads working in per-

fect harmony and absolute co-operation with the man-
ager.

Traffic Department.
The comjiany operates two locomotives, and a travell-

ing crane for handling coal and miscellaneous material.

All shipments and inward freight have to be handled
over the company's railroad between Jonquiere and
Kenogami.
Under normal conditions, this railroad handles daily

130 cars of miscellaneous freight.

The Village of Kenogami.
The village of Kenogami and the mills are con-

temporaries, the one owing its existence to the other.

The name is derived from that of a lake about ten

miles distant, through which the bulk of the pulpwood
used in the manufacture of paper is brought from
Price Brothers' extensive limits on the Rivers Pikau-

bau and Ecorces, although in the future a portion of

the supply will be derived from the Shipshaw district

in the North.

Bird's-eye View of Kanogami Mills.
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The village is inhabited entirely by employees, their

families, and a few persons dependent on the mUls

for livelihood; and the population numbers some 1700

souls. It is admirably placed, among: beautiful sur-

roundings, well lighted and drained, and its well-being

carefully fostered by the company and the village

municipality, which work in perfect accord.

The principal buildings are the two churches, (Pro-

testant and Roman Catholic) ; last Protestant school,

built in 1916, the hospital, which was completed last

year; the staff house, a comfortable hostelry for the

staff: and the King George House, a large boarding

house for men. There are several fine residences on

the west side of the track, mainly occupied by mem-

bers of the staff, and here is also situated the man-

ager's residence, which stands in a commanding posi-

tion overlooking the River au Sable, the mill pool

and dam.
There is also a floirrishing dairy farm, the property

of the company, in which is housed a small herd of pure

bred Avrshire" cattle. This farm is used to provide

the residents with milk, butter, and other farm produce.

At the present time the company has under con-

struction several additional residences, and a large

club house (nearly completed), for the recreation of

the men. In the latter is incorporated a moving pic-

ture theatre, and the entire cost of the new building

operations will be in the neighborhood of .$80,000.00.

These buildings have been designed by, and are being

erected under the supervision of Mr. Alfred Lamon-

tagne, architect, Chicoutimi, who was also responsible

for the school house, and the hospital, which together

cost ^50.000.00. There are also a number of houses

being built by private enterprise.

Jonquiere Pulp Company.

1 Bagley and Sewall Fourdrinier Machine.

Awrage trim 101 inches.

Average lbs. paper daily 69,100
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mill, which makes ten thousand tons of groundwood
pulp yearly.

Saws-mills, etc.: Batiscau, Montmagny, Cap St.

Ignace, Rimouski, Matane, Salmon Lake. Chicoutimi

and Saguenay District.

The total holdings of timber all situated in the

Province of Quebec, are about eight thousand square

miles, five thousand of which are in the vicinity of

Kenogarai, the balance being principally on the South
Shore of the St. Lawrence River. The saw-mills an-

nually produce thirty million feet of luinl)er, eighty

thousand crossties, and several billion Cedar shingles.

SAMPLING PULP.

This operator with a hand ladle stands on narrow

platform between two pulp vats and takes samples of

1 Black & Clawson Board Machine.

Average trim. 70 inches.

Average production daily.. .. 50,400 lbs

9 grinders.

Daily production groundwood .... 62 tons.

the pulp. He is in danger of being splashed by hot

Tons coal used yearly 8,500 tons, pulp—also of falling into a vat because no handrailing

is provided.

No. of men employed 224 Here is shown a simple satisfactory ladle operating

No. of men per ton paper and cardboard

combined, daily. 3.8

Average percentage sulphite for year for ^^B^^^^^^^^M^^^''"^'^'^ ^"

both machines—all orders 27% ^^^^^^^^^^^^^V"!^HiHIAE^/vi'
Bleaching is carried out on a small scale for liners

of special boards. About three tons of sulphite are

bleached per month.

The Erfurt system of sizing is used, giving size with

37% free rosin. Water-proof tag. bottle-cap and oys-

ter-pail are the board stocks requiring more than

ordinary sizing.

Colored papers, such as ticket, transfer and board

specialties, are made in considerable variety.

Other Undertaking-s of Price Brothers and Company,
Limited.

device which permits samples to be taken in safety.

At Kimouski, the company has a 6 grinder pulp —National Safety Council .
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The Grandeur of the Saguenay
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On our left rise the steep escarpments
of granite that run in regular formation
From Cape Ste. Anne to Cape St. Francis.
Browned by the action of the elements,
they have a ruggedness that accentuates
their age. Clinging to their sides, wher-
ever they have been able to obtain a foot-

bold, grow stalwart saplings of silver

birch; crowning their topmost heights,

grow magnificent forests of spruce.

"A Ruggedness That Accentuates Their Age"

Our Largest Ste is but a Pnuy thing on the Mighty Montmorency Falls, near Quebec. ., H igher than Niagara.
Saguenay.

Outlining the horizon are the Laureu-
tians, father of all the mountains; in the

nearer distance, a verdant valley of ex-

quisite charm in which we catch an oc-

casional glimpse of the humble home of

Jean Baptiste, while around us, peaceful

and sparkling, flow the waters that all

too soon are to be robbed of their silver,

sparkling hue. We enter Ha ! Ha ! Bay.

lUustrations. courtesy Canada Steamship
Company. "Now We Seem To Be Sailing on Some Inland Sea
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A New Departure in Technical Meetings
For the first time in its history, the Technical Sec-

tion of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association hcht
its summer session on the way to the object of its

visit. The members near and west of Jlontreal jrath-

ered in that city on July 28. and went on board the

Canadian Steamship Company's steamer "Montreal'
about 7 p.m. At 7.30 the ropes were cast off and the

journey to Chicoutimi and Kenotranii be^un, with most
of the party in the dininjr room. Early next nioriiin^ir

the travellers were aroused at Quebec to make the

chau're to the "ilurray Bay," which, however, ilid not
sail until after lunch. Here the Laurentide and Beljro

contingrents joined the main force, and the five escorts,

who came down from Kenogami to extend the courtesy

of Price Bros. & Co., who were the hosts of the Section.

After a most deli<rhtful trip and interestiufr meet-
ingr, most of the party returned to Quebec on -Jidy ol,

and Montreal the itext m()rnin<r. The lateness of the

boat at Chicoutimi cut the visit to Keno<rami mills a

John Stadler, Chairman Technical Section.

bit short, so eight of the party remained for a m'lr?

thorough inspection.

•The first meeting of the Teehuieal Section of the

Canadian Pulp & Paper Association in its mid-summer
191S Convention, was held in the smoking room of

the Steamer "Murray Bay," on Wednesday, July 3j"h,

at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. The chairman of the

Section, ISIr. John Stadley presided, and Mr. J. J.

Harpell, in the absence . of the Secretarj-, took the

minutes of the meeting.

In his opening remark.s Mr. Stadler pointed out

that their first Chairman, Dr. John Bates, had left

the sultry climate of Montreal for the cool North
with the result that he had been saddled with the re-

sponsibility of chairman. The Section from its organ-

ization had a steady and healthy growth and he was
glad to see such a good and representative attend-

ance at the present meeting.

The minutes of the previous meeting were r?;)d and

adopted.

A cablegram conveying the greetings of the' Presi-
dent of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, »nd
the Secretary, who at present is in Engjaiul, created
considerable amusement. The cable from Mr. Dawc
and the message from Mr. iiothwell were forwarded
from Montreal, and as received on the Steamer, Both-
well was spelled "both well." There was some guess-
ing as to who the second party might be who shared
the good health of the Seeretary.

Reports of Committees.
The acting secretary of the Section, .Mr. Edwaril

Beck, was prevented by the responsibilities of office

from attending the meeting, but had prepared a rather
lengthy agenda for the guidance of the meeting. Ac-
cording to this, the various committee reports were
first takcji up by the meeting. The report of the Com-
mittee on Abstracts and Puiilications was received.

The rej)ort of the Committee on Education was read by
Mr. Carruthers and was commended by the chairman
who said it showed hard work and good progress. The
report represented a movement which requires the co-

operation of the entire membership and the prograni
of work which the committee has taken hold of will

take considerable time to complete, but will render
great service to the industry. As the report contained

a reference to the progress of the work on preparing
textbooks the discussion centred on this phase and it

was suggested that proofs of the various .sections

should be submitted to members for their comment
and improvement.
Speaking along this line Mr. Carruthers, who is

chairman of the Joint Executive Committee, stated

they were in touch with publishers and that proofs

would be sent out as suggested. The Committee frels

that they should retain the rights of publication, a

matter requiring careful consideration.

Answering Col. Ray, who represented Sir Wm. Price

and the company as hosts of the Technical Section,

it was said that the books would be entirely satis-

factory for use in high school as well as corr?spond-

ence courses. In reply to another question the Chair-

man of the Committee stated that there is no intention

of joining with other educational organizations, but

that the efforts of the Committee will be centred

entirely on benefiting the pulp and paper industry.

The Chairman also explained the difference in the

method required for raising the funds in Canada and

the United States. The Canadian mills are assessed

as members of the Association whereas on the other

side of the line the Technical Association has no such

jurisdiction for the mills, but that the manufacturers

are coming forward generously to the support of the

effort and there is no question of the success of the

Committee in finding the necessary funds.

One of the important points brought up in the dis-

cussion was the reluctance of superintendents to write

down the common things in connection with the oper-

ation of pulp and paper machinery. It was suggested

that the editor of the textbook be supplied with the

names of superintendents so that a letter might be

sent to each, asking him to jot down notes regarding

the every day matters that an apprentice .should know.

The report of the Committee on Testing Moisture

in Pulp was received.

There was no report at this meeting from the Com-
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mittee on Statistics nor from the Advisory Committee
on forest Products Laboratories, nor from the Com-
mittee on Samples.
An oral report from the Comiiiittee on Program was

given by Mr. Holland and accepted.
Mr. Stadler reported for the Committee on Mechan-

ical Standards that manufacturers of equipment were
a bit slow in co-operating with the efforts of the
Committee. The work is important, but progress is

slow. The Committee, however, will stick to it. The
report was accepted.

A report on Standard Methods of Analysis was pass-

ed over till later.

Committee report will be ju'lnted next week.
Reading- of Papers.

The meeting tlien listened to the reading of the

papers. The first was a contribution by Mr. O. F.

Bryant, formerly with the Forest Products Laboratory
but now with Bennett, Ltd., on "The Development
of the Mill Laboratory." This paper was printed in

full in the Pulp & Paper Magazine for July 31st. The
paper was read by ^Ir. Carruthcrs and either so eom-

9.—Bundles packed fist; ordinady type of wrapping.
llliistrating E:;port Packing, see p. IJ4'-.

pletely covered the subject that no discussion was
necessary or the meeting was over-bashful or short of

ideas, for there was little comment or discussion. Thi.s

lack of debate has been growing more noticeable in

recent meetings of most of our technical societies.

The second paper was contributed by Mr. G. Meer-

bergen of the Belgo-C'anadian Pulp & Paper (^o.' on

"Export Packing" and was read by Mr. Hirpell.

This paper dealt particularly with the packing of

newsprint sheets for South American countries and

gave an interesting description of the requirement for

some of the means of transportation in that continent.

The paper was illustrated by a number of interesting

photographs. It is printed in full an other page of

this magazine.

Invited to Send Problems.

Under the head of new business there came a cor-

dial invitation from Mr. Ross Campbell, of the. Amer-

ican Writing Paper Co. for members of the Technical

Section to send problems to their laboratory for con-

sideration and possible solution.

Conditions for Student Members' Essay Competition.

In view of the number of students who have ex-

pressed a desire to submit essays on their summer

work it was necessary to adopt some regulations gov-

erning the contest. The following were adopted al-

though individual mills will reserve the right to re-

view the essays, which naturally should not be pub-

lished without the approval of the concern where the

students were emplo.yed, in order to avoid the publica-

tion of incorrect or untimely information.

First.—The essay shall consist of not more than 2,000

words and shall represent the experience and obser-

vations of the author during the summer of 1919.

Second.—Photographs and diagrams used to illus-

trate the essay need not be the work of the author, and
if from other sources, the origin shall be stated.

Third.—Manuscript shall be paper approximately 8

X 11 and written, or preferably typewritten, on one

side of the paper only.

Fourth.—The contest shall close Deceml)er 1st, 1919.

Fifth.—Essays shall be submitted in a sealed en-

velope and neither envelope nor essay shall bear the

name of the author and this shall be enclosed with a let-

ter in a second envelope addressed to the Secretary of

the Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, 304 Shaugh-
nessy Bldg., Montreal.

Three cash prizes with appropriate medals, have been

offered.

A New Line of Service.

The following suggestion which was submitted by
Mr. Shipman, of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper
Mills for a scheme by which -the Technical Sectiou

might be of more service to the members was discuss-

ed and definite action postponed until the meeting to

be called the following day, at which time it was
adopted.

For some time our company has felt that the Techni-

cal Section is peculiarly fitted to render to the differ-

ent companies represented in the Section by its roll of

membership a still further measure of service by the

establishment of some sort of system whereby, when
problems of a technical nature either in chemical or

engineering lines arise in the mill, information and help

may be gained on the (luestion through the co-operation

of the Technical Section membership.

To this end, as a member of the Technical Section, 1

wish to submit the following general, outline of a scheme

for the consideration of the Section at its summer meet-

ing in Kenogami.
1.—Whenever any member of the Section has some

particular ]H'oblem on hand, say, for example, the de-

signing and arrangement of new mill eciuipment, or

some problem in connection with the handling and op-

eration of present equipment, boiler house problems

and so forth, he shall be at liberty to submit to the

Secretary of the Technical Section a questionnaire giv-

ing in detail his particular' problem.
2.—The Secretary of the Technical Section shall then

have copies of the (juestionnaire prepared and sent to

all the mills who have employees within the member-
ship of the Section. There would necessarily be cases,

like groundwood problems for instance, where certain

mills would not be in the ground wood business, Init

whose employees that were members of the Section

might po.ssibly have information on the subject: fui'-

ther, the submission of the questionnaire might intro-

duce certain phases of the particular problem which

might be of special interest to the mill in question even

though they were not in that particular business.

3.—On receipt of the questionnaire by the' different
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mills from the Secretary oi the Teehuieal Section the

mills are to make reply in duplicate, one direct to the

mill making tlie application for information and the

other to the Secretary of the Technical Section.

4.—Any mill receiving the questionnaire and desir-

ing to know the consensus of information submitted by

the total of the mills could then obtain same by appli-

cation to the Secretarj'.

5._If the Secretary thought advisable the consen-

sus of information collected on certain problems might

be publislied in the Technical Section's official journal,

Pulp & Paper Magazine of Canada, for the benefit of

the trade.

6._0ue result of such a system would be that any

subject -which any member desired full discussion on

at any regular meeting of the Technical Section would

thus "have been brought to the attention of the mem-

bership in such time that delay would not be caused

by having it hold over several months to the next regu-

lar meeting.
7.—The bringing up of the subject and the answer-

ing of the questionnaires might in certain cases lead \ip

to special investigations which could be instituted by

the appointment of special committees between the

times of regular meetings.

8.—On consideration of this communication it may

be thought advisable by the Technical Section to have

the names of both the company making the question-

naire and the companies replying withheld. In such

case the replies would be made direct to the Secretary

of the Technical Section only, and not to the company

making the questionnaire.

9 —This and other details which may arise in dis-

cussion of this communication I will gladly leave to the

consensus of opinion as expressed by the Technical

Section but I would especially ask for its serious con-

sideration by the members in attendance at the Keno-

gami meeting and if thought advisable some action

taken whereby such a scheme may be put into effect.

At the January meeting the methods of analy-

sis worked out bythe Committee on standard methods

during the previous year were submitted in printed

form with the understanding that after a six months

period of probation they might be approved by the

Section. The matter was brought to the attention of

the meeting and was referred to the executive with

the sugsestion that they appoint a Committee on which

Mr. A.^G. Durgiu, of the Spanish Kiver Mills should

serve, to deal with this qitestion.

Representation on Committees.

A letter was read relating to the appointment of a

representative on the Joint Committee of Technical

Organizations and Mr. Crossley was appointed to rep-

resent the Technical Section.

The purpose of the couimittee is set forth as follows

:

There is a body known as the "Joint Committee of

Technical Organizations," consisting of representa-

tives of Canadian societies, whose membership is made

up of chemical, electrical and civil engineers, archi-

tects, etc. This committee was formed with a view to

advising the Government on technical matters during

the war. It is proposed to make it a more permanent

organization. It would be a very good move for the

T«;hnical Section of the Pulp and Paper Association

to be represented. I suggest that the Council write to

^Ir. E. D. Galbraith, Secretary, Joint Committee Tcch-

incal Organizations, Excelsior Life Building, Toronto,

asking for representation. There is a Sub-committee

of this body which has to do with Education, and our

membership would add to the strength of the Joint

Committee for any lines of activity which might be car-

ried on for the benefit of Canadian industry.

Similarly, the Chairman of the Committee of Me-
chanical Standards (Mr. Stadler), was elected to act

as representative of the Technical Section on the main
t'omniittee of the Canadian Engineering Standards
Association, whose comnuuiication reads:

"At one of the early meetings of tiie original mem-
bers of our Main Committee the desirability of appoint-

ing as a member of that Committee a gentlenum fami-

liar with the requirements of the pulp and paper in-

dustry was emphasized, and by direction of the Execii-

tive Committee I now write to ask you to be good
enough to advise us regarding this matter. Tiie Com-
mittee desires the assistance of a gentleman qualified to

represent the interests of the pulp and |)apcr trade aiul

familiar with the methods and eciuipment in use. You
will undei-stand that the ^lain Connnittee does not, of

course, itself do any of the technical work, this being
accomplished by Sectional Committees appointed to

deal with specific tasks. The chief function of the
^lain Committee is to pass upon the work of such Sec-

tional or Sub-Committees."
The meeting passed a motion authorizing the Acting

Secretary to sign cheques during the absence of the
Secretary.

Coiis3rvation of Forests Discussed.
Considerable discussion arose over the matter of the

conservation of our forests. Mr. Carruthers stated
that a good deal of talking had been done, but very
little in the way of definite results had been accom-
Ijlished and that something tangible should be forth-

coming in the matter of reforestration and a proper
utilization of our forest wealth. It was brought out

that the Pulp and Paper Association already had the

Woodlands Section in whose province this matter
properly belongs and that it would be decidedly ad-

visable to spur them on to greater effort and to back
them up in their attempts to improve the forestry

conditions.

Col. Ray contributed some excellent remarks that

were quite to the point. He stated that a few years

ago a boom of logs contained sticks from 13in. and up,

but now the diameters run to as small as 2in. in many
cases. The time has come when we must do something,

and do it quickly.

A Committee consisting of Geo. Carruthers, W. B.

Campbell. J. J. Harpell, L. H. Shipman and J. S. Bates

was appointed to draw up and present a resolution at

a later meeting.

Adjournment was then taken for dinner and an
evening of sociability.

We are not inclined to tell any tales of what hap-

pened during the evening, but if any of our readers

could get certain members of the part.y in a corner

it is likely that some interesting information could be

obtained. (Jack Canuck please notice.)

The Second Meeting.

On Wednesday morning at 11 a.m., the Chairman
again called to order such of the members as could

be gathered in and the postponed business was com-

pleted. The first matter was the suggestion of Mr.

Shipman regarding the exchange of ideas and infor-

mation and this action was voted without delay.

The Committee on Resolutions Relating to Forestry

Conditions reported the suggestion that the editor

of the Pulp & Paper ^Magazine get in touch with the

Woodlands Section, the Forestry Association, the vari-
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ous educational associations, the Union of Canadian
Municipalities and others who might be interested,
with the idea of arranging a meeting to draw up a
definite program of action or to arrange for a larger
meeting to deal with this matter. It is hardly the
province of the Technical Section to attempt action
alone, but the matter is of great interest to the mem-
bers of the Technical Section and is of very urgent
importance. The suggestion of the Committee was
favorably received.

The Trip to the MUls.
Because of a delay of several hours in leaving Que-

bec the boat was late in arriving at Chieoutimi so
that it was unfortunately impossible to make arrange-
ments to visit the biggest groundwood mill in Can-
ada, that of the Chieoutimi Pulp & Power Co. As it

was the afternoon was all too short for the crowded
program that had been arranged. The provisions made
by Price Bros, were excellent so that when the train
arrived at Jonquiere, autos immediately took the party
to the mills and an inspection was made, not only
of the groundMood, sulphite, and paper mills, but also
of the most interesting by-products department. The
visitors saw an excellent mill which was exceptionally
eleaji, even for one dressed up for company. Some
of the party remarked particularly on the courtesy and
attention of Mr. McCaghy, who acted as guide in a
most satisfactory way and who weai's his several mili-

tary decorations with becoming modesty.
After a busy afternoon during which many new

ideas were gathered by the members of the Section,

supper was served at the sehoolhouse at which the

wives of the staff officiated. The supper was ex-

cellent and greatly enjoyed and our reporter says to

underline the excellent. Mr. Carruthers proposed a

vote of thanks to Price Bros, for their courtesy and
successful effort to make the trip a most enjoyable

one and mentioned especially the fine attention of Col.

Ray and others of the staff. The efforts of Super-

intendent John Ball also came in for individual atten-

tion.

Col. Ray responded for the company, and in spite

of the loss of his notes, which some one unkindly re-

ferred to as having leaked out from his bag during
the party previously mentioned, succeeded in enter-

taining the diners with an interesting and humorous
speech. Mr. Ball was also given a chance to speak

for himself, which he did to the entire satisfaction

of the party.

About the time for adjournment it was announced

that the train was one hour late and this time was spent

in telling stories, to the great enjoyment of all. Mr.
Carruthers and Col. Ray carried off the honours, and
it is reported that several new stories made their ap-

pearance on this occasion. Some valuable lessons were
taught such as knowing how to get a drink when broke,

although in some localities this may be now useless

knowledge.
Off to Ha! Ha! Bay.

The story hour was all too short when the train was
announced and the party started for St. Alphonse and
the return journay to St. Lawrence River ports. Price

Bros, had made all the arrangements and the Section

were the guests of these delightful hosts from the time

they left Chieoutimi till they stepped off the train at

St. Alphonse.

Nearby on the picturesque shores of this inlet from
the Saguenay is situated the fine new mill of the Ha!
Ha ! Bay Sulphite Co. The plant is one of the newest

in Canada and contains a number of novel features.
They produce a high grade sulphite pulp and its en-
tire product is exported. The visit to the mill was
made by moonlight with the aid of electricity and after
the inspection the company entertained the Section at
a mid-night supper at the hotel. Some of the party
slept at the hotel until the boat left in the morning, but
others went on board when the steamer arrived about 2
a.m. The management of the mill showed every atten-
tion to their visitors from afar and the stop at Ha!
Ha! Bay was greatly enjoyed by the whole party.
On another page will be found a description of the

wonderful scenery and some interesting points on
the trip from Montreal to Chieoutimi and return which
was enjoyed by the Technical Section in connection
with the summer meeting, 1919. There is possibly one
chance in Canada for a more extensive trip although
hardly a more enjoyable one, and that is to visit the
mills on the Pacific Coast of British Columbia. That is

an event to look forward to and to hope for, and such a
trip would be one of the finest things for binding to-
gether all the East and the West of our industry and
would give many members of this section a broad know-
ledge of the wonderful country in which these mills
are situated.

While the number attending the summer meeting this
year is not as large as had been hoped for, yet the
general opinion is that it proved to be one of the most
successful and certainly one of the most enjoyable
meetings that has ever been arranged so far. The fol-
lowing members were attendants and some of them
were accompanied by their wives:
George Carruthers, Interlake Tissue Mills, Ltd., To-

ronto
;
John Stadler, R. W. Arveson, Fred Barnes, and

F. F. McHenry, Belgo-Can. Pulp & Paper Co., Shaw-
migan Falls; E. B. Slack, Riordon Pulp & Paper Co.,
Hawkesbury; J. J. Harpell, Pulp & Paper Magazine,
Ste. Anne de Bellevue, P.Q.; Paul E. Buss, formerly.
Provincial Paper Mills, Milles Roches, Out. ; L. S. Tuck
Chas. D. Waters, H. Munro, and John S. Bates, Price
Bros. & Co., Ltd., Kenogami; Walter J. Ray, Price
Bros. & Co., Ltd., Quebec; A. G. Durgin, and L. H.
Shipman, Spanish River Pulp & Paper Mills, Ltd.,
Sault Ste. Marie; II. J. C. Chapman, R. W. Hovey and
G. S. Wilson, Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Iroquois
Falls, Out.; Ross Campbell, American Writing Paper
Co., Holyoke, Mass.; W. B. Campbell, Process En-
gineers, Montreal; H. 0. Keay, Paul G. Woodward,
and J. J. Brennan, Laurentide Co., Ltd., Grand Mere,
Que.; E. P. Cameron, Forest Product Laboratory,
Montreal; C. K. Andrews, Ita-sca Paper Co., Grand
Rapids, Minn.

NEWSPRINT SERVICE BUREAU MEETS IN
MONTREAL.

The quarterly meeting of the New.sprint Service
Bureau will be held in the Ritz-Carlton, Montreal, at
10 a.m., August 12. The familiar figure of the late
G. H. P. Gould, will be missed this year, but a large
attendance is expected. An address will be given at
the luncheon by B. K. Sandwell, editor of the "Fin-
ancial Times" on "The new.sprint industry and its

relation to certain economic problems."
Plans have been made for the Bureau to take the

trip up the Saguenay to the Kenogami mills of Price
Bros. & Co., following the trail of the Technical Sec-
tion trip last week. Several members are to be ac-
companied liy their wives on this enjoyable outing.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-14. Tearing resistance of paper, si, ln<"\ 1). Wells

paper. K. Animilii. I'apiT, 24, 1 19111 1, No. 1.'). pa-re

the tearing strength of different samples of paper was
made in wliich the instrument used consisted of the

Schopper tensile tester slightly modified for the pur-

pose. The results obtained indicate that the tearing

test furnishes valuable data from which to judge the

strength of a paper. While the Schopper tensile tester

may be used satisfactorily, a smaller, cheaper and bet-

ter instrument for the purpose should be devised.

—

R. B. Rr.o in C. A.

A-14, K-7. How to determine the composition of

paper. .K. xVrnould. Paper, 24, (19Hn. \o. i:i. i)age

62-64. Second paper in series, taking up the correction

of mistakes in the beater room. See abstract, Pulp &
Paper. 17, Xo. 2."). p. r)S4.—E.K.M.

E-2. Water pollution and fish life. \'ictor E. Shel-

ford. .7., Am. Water Works Association, 5, 437-7

(1918.) Pollution of water with manufacturing wastes
and sewage not only decreases our fish resources but
prevents their easy recovery. Investigation as to the

relative toxicity of these wastes to fish in various

stages of growth, the nature of the pollntinff substances
and their removal is urged. D. K. French, in Chem.
Abs.

E-2. Coating wooden receptacles with waste sulfite

liquor constituents. G. T. IMoom, U. S., 1,291,696, Jan.

14. The inner surfaces of wooden receptacles are coat-

ed with concentrated waste sulfite liquor or sulfite

pitch of a specific gravity of approximately 1.18, which
has not been neutralized. The partly dried coating
thus formed renders the vessels suitable for holding
oils.—Chem. Abs.

E-2. Alcohol from sulphite waste liquor. Prof.
Ralph H. McKee. Paper, 24 (1919), No. 15, page 34-

36. Yeast will not grow in the raw sulphite liquor

and it has been thought that this was due to sulphur
dioxide and sulphites being yeast poisons. Yeast organ-
isms require the presence of oxygen for their growth.
This is furnished by blowing air through liquor. The
.vields of 95 per cent alcohol vary between 0.55 and
1.35 per cent caleidated from the volume of sul]ihite

waste liquor. Cost data given based on a 100 ton plant.

—E.K.M.
E-2. Alcohol from waste sulfite liquor. Vernon K

Krieble. Paper, 23, No. 23. 7.53-62 (1919.) An analysis
of 12 representative Canadian sulfite liquors showed
that the best samples contained as much sugar as

European liquors and should yield at least 1% by
volume of ethyl alcohol. A description of the anal.vtical

methods used is given. The liquors examined fall into

two classes, in which 28 and 20% respectively of the
organic matter is in the form of reducible sugars. The
difference is not due to the relative proportions of

spruce or balsam, to the strength of the cooking, nor
to the ine«mplete hydrolysis of the polysaccharides,
but to the destruction of sugar in the cook. The ex-

perimental results further showed that : (1) the amount
of sugar does not reach a maximum

; (2) most of the
sugar is produced before the end of the 7th hour;

(3) the temperature after the 7th hour is most import-

ant
; the yield being materially reduced if the tcmpora-

tiire exceeds 145°; (4) the fermentable sugars are the
first to be destroyed.—R. H. |{oe. in ('.A.

E-4. Requirements of a good cooking acid. \V. K.

Byron Haker. Paper. 23, .\o. 23, 764-7S. A full de-
scription of the methods of anal.vsis of the cookinsr
acid used in the preparation of sulfite pulp. N'arious
sources of error are pointed out, and there is a dis-

cussion of the methods of standardization of the vol-

umetric solutions used. --R. 15. Hoe in ('..\.

F-5, K-4. Making cellulose from cotton linters. -los-

eph 11. Wallace. Paper, 23, No. 23, 634-42 (1919.)
A description of cotton purification at the Government
exjilosive plant, Nitro, W. Va.

—

R. H. Roe in C.A.
K-4. Notes on the cooking of rags. C. Negri, Pulp

& Paper .Magazine. 17, No. 2S, ji 573 (1919.) It is claim-
ed that socla ash removes fats, resins, and sizing well

but has oidy a feeble action on colors. Caustic soda
has a more pronounced action on colors. Lime forms
insoluble soaps difficult to remove from the fibre. The
use of lime and .soda ash together is deprecated as

causing calcium carbonate to be deposited on the fibres.

It is concluded that the slight difference in cost be-

tween using lime and caustic is more than compensated
for by the improved product obtained.—R. C.

K-4. The suitability of second cotton linters. Otto
Kress and Sydney I). Wells. PajxT 24, (1919), No. 15.

Cotton shavings can be successful] \- pulped by the soda
process yielding a high quality of pulp. For 100 lbs. of

bone dry shavings using a maximum digester pressure

of 100 lbs. and using 12 lbs. of caustic soda th' opera-

tion will be completed in a total digester period of four
hours. The yield will be about 70 per cent, and the

bleach consumption to bring the pulp to a good white
color will not exceed 4 per cent calculated as bleach-

ing powder with 35 per cent available chlorine. The
pulp loses considerable fibre by washing with the

churn washer in the beater so that the yield of paper
from shavings showed a final figure of 55 per cent.

Cotton linters will require 9 lbs. of caustic soda at a

digester pressure of 100 lbs. with a cooking time of 4

hours giving a yield of 90 per cent of bone dry pulp.

The washing and bleaching losses, etc., will reduce the

yield of paper to 70 per cent based on the raw linters.

Hull fibre can be successfully pulped with 18 lbs. of

caustic soda with the steam pressure at 90 lbs. from
three to four hours giving a yield of from 68 to 75

per cent, of bone dry pulp. The pulp can be bleached

with from five to eight per cent, of standard bleaching

powder and the washing and bleaching losses, etc.,

are such that a production of from 47 to 51 per cent

of paper may be obtained based on the original raw
fibre. The main difficulty experienced in all the pulp-

ing trials was the complete removal of the hull frag-

ments by digestion without in.iuring the fibre. The
chemical consumed during the pulping of shavings and
hull fibre is mainly required for the reduction of the

hull fragments. Some of the fragments might be re-

moved by passing through a paper duster. From ex-

perimental data there seems to be no reason wli.y high

grade stock cannot be produced from the second cut

cotton linters, shavings and hull fibre.—E.K.M.
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R-9 British regulations as to the importation of

paper. Pulp & Paper Ma<>aziiie, 17, No. 27, p. 531,

(1919.)—R. C.

COMMITTEE INVITES CRITICISM.

On July 17 the outline.s of several .sections of the
text-book on Pulp and Paper Manufacture that is be-
ing prepared by and for the mills of North America
were published in Paper and The Pulp and Paper Mag-
azine. Two more are published this week and a prompt
response froip anyone who ha.s any suggestions or in-

formation will be appreciated.

The Coloring of Paper.

1. Pigments—
General characteristics. Advantages and disadvan-

tage.s. Brief description of more imjKirtant pigments
such as chrome yellow, red oxide, etc.

2. Vegetable Dyes.
General description of vegetable dyes aiul lakes a;

prepared from them and used during the war.
3. Aniline Dyes.
General discussion of the advantages and disadvan-

tages of the aniline dyes. Terminology. Dilution.

Adulteration mixtures, etc.

4. Classification of Aniline Dyes.

Classification of aniline dyes into l)asic, acid, sub-

stantine and pigments giving the general characteris

tics of each of these classes.

5 General Notes on Coloring.

6. Identification of Dyestuffs.

The identification of classes and individual dyestuffs.

Dye testing for strength and shade. Description of

laboratory equipment required. Methods of making
the tests.

7. Matching of Shades.

8. Description of the individual dyes giving their

general jjroperties and ap])licati(in. This part has not

as yet been prepared as am awaiting information

from the dye manufacturers as to the trade name to

be adopted by the different concerns for the iden-

tification of their product. F'or example. Cotton Black

E Extra as sold before the war by the Badische Com-

pany is now sold under the name of Pontamine Black

by the DuPont Company also under the name of Erie

Black by the National Aniline and Chemical Company.

The same dye is probably being put on the market by

other manufacturers under various trade names. All

the products, however, correspond in quality and meth-

od of application to the old pre-war cotton black. A
list of the more important American dyes under their

special ti'ade names should be included in this chapter.

Paper Finishing Operations.

Finishing of Machine Dried Paper.

Purpose of Finishing: Cutting and rewinding (re-

reeling) ; purpose.

General description of machines: Cutters; cutter

and slitters.

Operation: Mounting reels; No. of reels; adjoining

the cut; trimming; catching the paper; ordinary

way; automatic layboy ; mechanical; hydraulic.

Macliine efficiency: Labor; speeds (separate con-

trol) ; life of knives; No. of sheets; broke; drive;

power consumption; special cutting machines;

angle cutters; duplex.

Safety.

Super Calenders.
Purpo.se: General description; types of rolls; opera-

tion; drive
; threading in speed ; operating .speed ;

electric and shaft drive; feeding; starting and
stopping.

Pressure.

Moisture of paper.

Temperature of rolls.

Machine Efficiency : Effect of dirt; grinding of rolls;

speeds; power consumption; care of rolls; labor;
broke.

Safety devices.

Plating.

Purpose: Different finishes; general description of

plating operations; making up of forms; plating
machine; operation of machine; pressure; times
through; construction of forms; drive; labor.

Machine Efficiency: Broke; static charge; effect of

moisture on finish ; life of linen ; preparation of

linens; preparation of zincs; power consumption;
feeding and moving paper from plater girls.

Special Finishes: Cardboard; burlap; paper finish;

lawn and linen
;
plate glossing.

Mechanical Plating Machines: Embossing; oscillat-

ing machines; belt machines.
Safety.

Trimming: Purpose; general description of machine:
undercuts; overcuts; operation; drive; life of

knives; life of sticks; No. of cuts; production;
power.

Safety.

Sorting and Overlooking: Purpose; dirt: wrinkles;
tears; holes; operation; supply of paper; pro-

duction.

Counting: General description; operating; produc-
tion; counting with sorting.

, .

.'.

Sealing, labelling and packing. .
',;•

Loft Dried Papers: Differences between loft dried

and machine dried; strength; finish; surface ; fur-

nish ; preparation of loft dried paper for finishing

operation; conditioning; curl; moisture; heating.

Description of Ovens ; Description of operation

;

temperature ; time"; effect on dye ; production.

Sheet Calenders and Bi-eaker.s; Purpose; bonds and
ledgers.

Description of IMachines; No. of rolls; material of

rolls; pressure.

Operation: Feed; temperature; speed; drive; damp-
ener; labor; production; broke; supply of paper;

effect on strength; power.

Safety.

Special Machines.

Friction Glazing Calender.

Pasting : Purpose : The pasting machine ; web and
sheet ; operation

;
paste preparation ; operation of

pasting two or more sheets; pressing; hanging;
labor; broke; production.

Ruling: The ruling machine (disk and pen); labor;

production.

Folding: The folding machine.

Transportation: Finishing room layout; storage be-

tween o])eration ; transportation by truck; hand;
electric; platform trucks; chain conveyors; belt

conveyors; gra\nty conveyor; floor; labor; broke.

Atmospheric conditions: Light; heat; humidity
control.

Control of product: Testing; sampling.

Store House : Condition ; manner of keeping stores.

Routing for Finishing Operations : Purpose ; stand-

ardizatiini of process ; speeds of machine.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
A newsprint sliorta^e, aud i-onililiou.v appioxiiiiatiutr

those of 1916, if not worse, are deelared to be imminent

unless newspapers of the I'nited States take immediate

aiul drastie steps to ceonomize in the use of their paper.

This warning is published in the current issue of the

"Editor and Publisher'' aiul is based upon opinions

expressed by newsprint and publishing authorities and

upon reports on production, consumption and supply

issued by the Federal Trade Commission. "The pre-

dicament next time," says the "Editor and Publisher,"

"threatens to be one of supply and not of price—from
which money can buy no relief for the unfortunate."

It appears that more newsprint paper is being used at

the present time in the United States than ever before

in history, while production ha.s increased less than six

per cent. This margin is far more than wiped out by
vast exjiorts to Australia and eastward to Europe of

jiaper than la.st year, because of the war, was available

for domestic use.

In the bill recently introduced in Congress to repeal

the Canadian reciprocity act, wood pulp and flour are

products excluded from the scope of the proposed re-

peal measure. Representative Young of North Dakota,

who filed the report from the House with the committee

favoring the repeal of the Reciprocity Act, explained

that provisions of the bill affecting wood-pulp and
w'heat which are actually in operation, were re-enacted

in the Underwood tariff law, and hence are not affected

by the repeal bill. The effect of this bill is to take off

the statute books the measure which never was opera-

tive, because of the failure of Canada to enact similar

legislation.

That manufacturers of paper yarns in Germany do

not intend to abandon the production of these materials

but intend to offer them for export as well as for do-

mestic trade is indicated by information received in

Wa.shington. Some of the be.st known German firms

have undertaken the manufacture of the yarn by a new
process known as "Zelhilon," with cellulose as a raw
material. It is said that Zelhilon yarn will be a serious

competitor of jute, hemp, flax and other similar fibres.

A loan of $1,500,000 in 7 per cent gold bonds ma-
turing in ten years was floated recently by the Ameri-
can Strawboard Company. Through this loan the com-

pany has obtained needed working capital which will

enable it to carry on much more extensive operations.

Ground has been broken for the erection of the new
pulp mill projected by the National Pulp Corporation

on the north bank of the Westfield River, Westfield,

ilass. Plans have been prepared for a mill with a cap-

acity of producing 100 tons of pulp daily. When com-
pleted, it will be used mainly for the operation of the
corporation's process of reclaiming waste paper.

Owners of timber lands and particularly paper
manufacturers with extensive pulpwood tracts in Nor-
thern New York are more or less disturbed over a

scheme of taxation on such property now being worked
out by the Internal Revenue Department of the United
States Government. A plan to value all fore-st and tim-

ber lands as of March 1, 1913, does not meet with ap-

proval. A voluminous questionnaire bearing on the

matter has been sent by the Internal Revenue office to

leading forestry and paper maniifacturing men, and

with it has gone an anuouue-cmfut that llie I'ouutry is

to be divided into districts and that committees of the

lumbermen are invited to meet representatives of the

department for a discussion. Although few owners
are as yet aware of just w'hat the proposed system in-

volves, they are alive to the situation and are preparing
to follow it uj) actively.

A statistical table compiled by Jason Rogers, pub-
lisher of the New York (ilobe shows that the newspa-
pers of New York City, including Brooklyn, have grown
to the extent of about 50,000 columns during the first

six months of 1919 as compared with the same period

of 1918. The total number of columns, reading and
advertising, run the fir.st half of 1918 was 447,732.

EXPRESS RATES HIGHER—OCEAN FREIGHTS
UNCHANGED.

Mr. G. P. Ruiekbie, of the Freight Kates Department
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, sends

the following communication to the Pulp and Paper
^Magazine

:

The following Canadian Pacific sailing list, dated

August 1st, giving particulars of steamer sailing from
^lontreal. No change has occurred in the freight

rates available during the last week, nor does there

seem to be any prospects of a reduction in the near

future. I now understand that all bookings on boats

belonging to the United States Shipping Board are

being arranged through D. C. Duncan & Co., Coristine

Building, Montreal. This, of course, refers only to

such of their boats as are being loaded at Canadian
ports.

The Railway Commission has rendered judgment in

the application of the Express Companies of Canada
for an increase in express rates. The judgment, which

is a lengthy one, allows increases in express rates

on ordinary merchandise approximating 40% in East-

ern Canada. Special commodity rates heretofore ap-

plicable on books, periodicals, commodity rates here-

tofore applicable on books, periodicals, etc., by express,

will be cancelled, and in future such shipments will

have to pay the regular merchandise rates.

It is a very common annoyance for belts to run off

from one side of the pulley. This is usually caused

by: (1) One or both of the pulleys being more or less

conical when the belt runs to the high side. The only

remedy for this is to cut down and true up the face

of the pulley. (2) Frequently the shafting is out of

true, or not parallel and in line. In this case the belts

run off at the side where the shafting makes the near-

est approach together. The obvious remedy is to set

out the hangers or journals at one end, or set them

in at the other till they are parallel. This may be

ascertained by placing sharp tacks or pins in a long

strip of light wood, fitting them into the centres of

the shafts at both ends, and observing hovf much they

differ.

Are we giving our best efforts to the country, or do

we think that because the war is over we can take life

easy? Prosperity is ivp to us. Keep the wheels turn-
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The Toronto Carton Club held a very suecessful

luncheon recently at the Golf Club in Gait wliere the

members were the guests of the Gait Paper Box Co.,

and a most pleasant and instructive outing was en-

joyed. There were some seventeen present from To-

ronto and Gait, as well as representatives from Lon-
don, Kitchener and Stratford. The next luncheon of

the Toronto Carton Club to be held outside of the city

will take place in London on Tuesday, September 9th.

The event is being looked forward to with interest.

There has been issued, in neat booklet form, copies of

tlie Trade Customs, book and litho papers and also

Trade Customs writing papers. The editions, which
are published by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associ-

ation, have been brought up-to-date. Being printed

separately, instead of together as formerly the conven-

ience of the new arrangement is much appreciated. It

would be an advantage in the future to have the book-

lets uniform.
N. L. Jlartin, of Toronto, secretary of the Canadian

Pajier Trade Association, reports tliat the affairs of the

organization are in excellent shape. Recently Mr. Mar-
tin had a call from a large English buyer of paper who
reported that he had interviewed many manufactur-

ers of paper in Ontario to make piirchases for Old
Country shipment, but was not able to place any orders

for immediate delivery. The plants were all too busy

to accept foreign consignments, which speaks well for

the general prosperity of the trade.

J. M. Finlay, secretary-treasurer of Ritchie and Ram-
say, coated paper manufacturer.s, Toronto, is spending
his holidavs at Endiang, Muskoka Lakes.

F. L. Ratcliff, President of the Ratcliff Paper Co.,

Toronto, and wife, have returned after spending an en-

joyable vacation at the Royal Muskoka Hotel, Muskoka.
Among the callers on the trade in Toronto during

the past week were W. B. Frederick, of Rochester, re-

jiresenting the Diamond State Fibre Co., Bridgeport,

Pa., and A. L. Herts of the Liberty Paper Co., New
York, manufacturers of gummed sealing tapes and tape

moisteners.

Arthur Hobson, who was for some five years, on the

staff of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., Toronto, previous

to enlisting as a gunner for overseas service with the

22nd Battery Canadian Field Artillery, is once more
in the paper game. He has taken a position with the

Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., as a member of the selling

force.

Albert V. S. Pulling. B.Se. in Forestry of New York
State College, who has been engaged in practical for-

estry work in New Hampshire, has been appointed Dean
of the Forestry School of the University at Frederic-

ton, N.B-, and comes highly endorsed for the new post,

R. F. Jennings of the Ratcliff Paper Co., Toronto,

accompanied by his wife, and family, is spending his

vacation at Pleasant Point, Out.

James Whalen. who is Chairman of the "Whalen Pulp
and Paper Co., Vancouver, recently arrived in that city

from the East, and left on an ins]H'ction of the com-

pany's plant at Mill Creek. :\Ir. Whalen, who is the
pioneer in the pulp business on the Coast and the foun-
der of the company which bears his name, retained the
office of Chairman under the reorganization recently
effected by which Sir George Bury became President
and Chief Executnve of the concern.

Good progress is being made on the construction of
the new buildings of the Vegetable Parchment Paper
Co., in Merritton. The brick work is now going ahead
rapidly and the new industry, for which the machinery
has been ordered, will be in running order tliis fall.

The plant of the Cape Breton Pulp and Paper Co. at

St.Ann's, Victoria County, is very busy at the present
time and about three hundred men are employed. The
company is looking for additional help. A large new
barking drum is being installed. Gangs of men are at
work taking out large (piantities of pulp wood and mak-
ing roads in order to facilitate the movements of the
motor trucks, which will deliver the product to the
))ulp mill. Shipments of pulp have been made by
steamer to several points in the United States and it is

the intention of the directors to erect eventually a
paper mill, which will convert the raw material into
the finished product.

"Work will start shortly on the new pulp and paper
mill of the Spruce Falls Pulp and Paper Co., at Kapus-
kasins:, Out. The capacity of the plant will be about
two hundred tons daily. The contract for the con-
struction work has been awarded to Morrow and
Beatty, Limited of Peterborough.

The plant of the Beaver Board Companies at Thor-
old, will shortly be enlarged and about a quarter of
a million dollars expended on extensions, which will

practically double the output of the firm.

The Laurentide Co., in accordance with their policy
of providing good housing accommodations for all em-
ployees, are erectinsr three houses at losering headquar-
ters at La Tu(|ue, Que. The houses will contain eight
rooms each, one beinEr for the assistant superintendent
and the other two for member of his staff.

A charter has been granted to St. Omer Lumber,
Limited, with headnnarters in Quebec city and a capi-
tal stock of $70,000 to manufacture and deal in lum-
ber, pulp wood and wood products, and acquire timber
limits and licenses. Alfred P. Boisseau is one of the
promoters.

A Provincial Charter has been granted the Sucker
Creek Timber Slide Co., with a capital stock of $15,000
and headquarters in Port Arthur. The object of the
company is to construct slides, piers, booms and other
works necessary to facilitate the transmission of tim-
ber now in Sucker Creek in the unsurveyed area lying
immediately west of the township of Hele in the' dis-
trict of Thunder Bay, from a point where the Creek
enters the Black Sturgeon River to Sucker Lake, a dis-
tance of 1714 miles, and also the construction of a dam
at Sucker Creek and a dam o))nosite the property of
the Port Arthur Pulp & Paper Co., at a point 11 miles
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up the Creok and from the ciitrauee tliroiijjh into the

Black .Stursreon River, with all the powers authorized

by the Timber Slide Companies" Aet.

Premier Paper Proiluets. Limited. Saruia, have been

incorporated to mauufaeture and deal in paper made

from any material iiielndinfr manufactures of pulp,

straw board and other similar products; also to manu-

facture and deal in lumber, boxes, barrels, and all other

articles mainifacttired from wood. Capital ^oO.OOO.

North American Fiscal Corp.. Ijimited, Toronto, have

recently been incorporated. Amon-i the powers con-

ferred on this company are to acquire timber limits or

licenses and to manufacture aud deal in lumber, logs,

pulpwood, or any article made in whole or in part

from wood; also to construct, repair or acquire vessels.

boats, tug:s, etc. Capital i|<r>0,000.

The Motion Picture Bureau of Ontario has released

throujirh Re<ral Films. Lindted. three copies of "The
Story of Paper." featuring: the manufacturing- of

newsprint from the forests of Northern Ontario.

A large number of paper firms are still feeling the

handicap of the teamsters strike in Toronto. While

quite a few jobbers have their own facilities in unload-

ing cars, others have to depend on outside sources,

which are not always available.

Tn the Abitibi. P.Q.. region there are now fift.v saw

mills completed and another four arc in course of con-

struction. At La Reine, six mills are completed; Du-

puy, 3 ; La Sarre, .6 ; Macanic, 6 ; Authier, 2 ; Privat, -i ;

Launay, 1 ; Trccesson, 2
;

; Daquier, 1 ; Figuery, 1 ; La
Motte. 1 : Amos, 5 ; Landrienne, 2 : Barrante, 2 ; Cour-

ville. 1 ; Senneterre. 2 : Doucet, 2. It is estimated that

during next sesasou 60.000.000 feet of lumber will be

produced in this region. The Quebec Government has

spent large sums in developing the district.

Clyde Leavitt, chief forester for the Railway Com-
mission, is at present at his cottage at Meach Lake, re-

cuperating from his recent operation. He is getting

along very well, but does not excepect to be back in

the office for at least another month.
The Canadian Barking Drum Co. are installing an-

other American barking drum for the Port Arthur
Pulp and Paper Co., and Fibre ]\Iaking Processes are

inst<dling two for the new sulphite mill of the Flam-
beau Paper Co.

GOOD REASONS FOR DECREASED EXPORTS.
Canadian (xports ol' paper, juilp and puljnvood for

Ai)ril, 1919. tlie I'ii'st month ol' tlie new fiscal year,

reached a total value of •+;"'. •^)9S, 128, as eom|)ared with
!}!6,;{23,63r) for the corresponding month of 1918. show-
ing a decrease of $725,507. Paper exports alone made
a gain of $473,186. The new classification adopted b.v

the Dominion Bureau of Statistics shows that the

month's exports of newsprint, the leading pa])cr staple,

anuiunted to 920,592 cwt., valued at $3,160,318, com-
pared with 9.">4,375 cwt., valiu>d at $2,790,158, in April,

1918, indicating a smaller quantity exported this .vear,

but at a higher price.

Exports of both chemical and mcchani<'al wood-
pulp fell off this vear as eomiiared with last, the

former by $926,508" aiul the latter by $266,230. Ex-

PREPARING PULP AND PAPER EXHIBIT.
An exhibit of unusual interest is being prepared by

Mr. W. B. Stokes of the Forest Products Laboratories
of Canada for the Toronto National Exhibition, which
opens in Toronto in August. The display is being made
on behalf of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion, and the Forest Products Laboratories, Depart-
ment of the Interior, and it promises to be the most
complete aud unique of its kind ever assembled. While
it is not possible to diviilge the details of the exhibits

in preparation, it is learned that they will include the

various processes of making pulp and paper, as well as

the by-products of the industry. It is hoped that all

the pulp and paper mills will lend what aid they can
in supplying any of the needs for such exhibits and
that they will get into immediate touch with the For-
est Products Laboratories if they have anything that

might be added to the display exhibits now under way.

ports of jinljiwood also fell off

are as follows:

I\ronth of April. 1918.

Paper $3.1.57.0.52

Woodpul)) ehem. . . 2,047,498

Woodi)ul]) mech. .. 483,941

Bronze beater-knives are not uneconomical on ac-

count of their high price, for in contradistinction to

steel knives, they still possess a considerable value for

old metal after being worn out. In addition, bronze
linives prevent white pulp becoming grey.

by $5,955. The details

Increase or

1919. decrease.

$3,630,238 -f $473,1 86

1,120,990 — 926,508

217.711 — 266,230

Pulpwood
$5,688,491 $4,968,939 —$719,552

635,144 629,189 — 5,955

$6,323,635 $5,598,128 —$725,507
Two explanations are forthcoming as to'the decrease

in pulp exports. The first is that the American de-

mand fell off in November as soon as the war stopped,

a number of the board mills closing down and some
of the American pulp mills previously diverted to war
manufactures resuming their output of pulp. The
decline in the denmnd for Canadian pulp from these

causes reached its climax in April and since that month
the tendency has been reversed and exporters now re-

port the demand equal to this period of a vear ago.

The other explanation given is that some larse

American nroducers found themselves over-stoekod in

the first three months of this year and marketed th«ir

nroduct at the 1918 nrice. to the disadvaTita"" of the

mills sellintr at the hisrher prices rirevailinsr this vear.

The decrease in the export of groundwood is re-

garded as without sismifieance. the American demand
fluctiiatins with varyinsr conditions, such, for instance,

as the water supply at the American mills, which was
favorable to home production in Anril.

The exports of naner in April. 1919. were divided

HS follows: T^nited Kingdom. $121,317: the United

States, *2.974.0-iS- other countries. .$.534,873. Exnorts
to the Fnited Kingdom .show a slight falling off as

compared with Anril. 1918. the other classifications

showinsr an increase. Next to the countries named
Australia was Canada's best customer for naner. ex-

ports to that country reaching a value of ."ftSSO -188 for

the month. New Zealand comins second with !t;53.957.

Our chief puln exports went to the Fnited States.

Great Britain. Japan, and New Zealand in the order

'amed. The Fnited Kingdom imported from Canada
'^4.509 cwt. of ffroundwood, valued at $36 233 duriuT

+be month. Later returns will show a great increase.

FAIRY STORIES AND PAPF.R MAKERS.
Asrnes faared 8. a papermaker's dauarhter) : "Mother,

dear, is it true that all fairy stories begin with 'Once
rrion a time'?"

Mother: "No, Asrnes, some fairv stories begin, 'We
are busy at the mill to-night'."—Selected.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Auii:ust 4.—All paper plants continue busy

and prices in every line are very stiff. A good indica-

tion of the activity of the trade is that nearly all the

jobbers report biLsiness has, since the first of the year

been runninof considerably ahead of the corresponding

period of 1918. While orders in the main are not so

large they are more numerous and deliveries are re-

ported to be fair. Stocks on the whole are not heavy.

Coated paper plants are very busy and if the jiresent

rush keeps up, some of them may have to turn down or-

ders. The recent raise of half a cent has not had an ap-

preciable effect in lessening the bookings, and one cause

of the advance was the shorter hours, higher wages and
other overhead expenses.

Just now in many lines of paper there is an abnormal

demand with production not equal to the calls made
upon the mills. However, conditions will properly ad-

,just themselves in time. Domestic requirements will all

be taken care of as expeditiously as possible. Book and
writing mills arc rushed and the scarcity of newsprint

is not being relieved to any extent.

There has been an advance of one to two cents on all

parchmentine and glassine papers. Everything betok-

ens considerable increase in other lines during the fall

and no longer are representatives of American mills to

Canada looking for business at cut rates. They have

plenty to attend to at home. The labor situation is im-

I)roving and there will be more pulpwood taken out this

fall than there has for some years fast, in order to meet

the exigencies of the situation. One concern, which

was recently formed in Quebec to deal extensively in

pulp wood, will take out several thousand cords of peel-

ed wood, and the price, f.o.b. cars, is fourteen dollars

for peeled spruce.

A recent report i.ssued by Temiskaming and North-

ern Ontario Railway shows that tliere was considerably

less than half the volume of pulinvood shipped in ]May

that there was during the previous month, amounting

to .5,573 vords or a decrease of 55.3 from Api'il. In

wood pul]i there was shipped in May by this road 579

tons or some 187 less than in April last, but paper ship-

ments reveal an increase of 865 tons, being 6,856 in
May or a gain of 14.4 per cent.

The twine situation, which eased off shortly after the
armistice is growing stronger all the while and during
the past few weeks there has been an advance of about
five cents per pound on finished and unfinished cotton
twines, which are now very high in price w^th deliver-

ies to jabbers away in arrears. Jute twines have also

been advanced to the dealers by about five cents a
pound, but deliveries in this line are better. All kinds
of boai-d are in brisk demand and an increase in price

is looked for in the near futiire.

In regard to the rag and paper stock market, wa-ste

paper is active in every department. News is not so

strong but mixed papers and white cuttings are boom-
ing and all grades of manilla are in excellent demand.
There is a big call for white blanks and ledgers and
))riees have increased all along the line. The requisi-

tions for new cotton rags continues brisk, particularly

for white shirt cuttings and white hosiery cuttings.

Roofing rags are still high although the inquiries from
the mills are not quie so frequent as a few days ago.

In callinsr upon the government to protect the timber
wealth of the country and particularly the pulp wood
supiilies, a Port Arthur paper says that the war reveal-

ed the really desnarate condition in which many of

the mills in the United States found themselves, and
that the wood from Canada is keeping them alive to-

day. The North holds the situation in the hollow of its

hand and the question for the government to decide is,

whether it is better to take all there is in the trade or be

the simpler hewer of wood. The article goes on to

state: "The question must be settled and settled in the

true interests of the North country, which is in the

interest of the province as a whole. The answer must
not be left until the forests are de])leted as was the

case with the white pine, but must be answered now
when there is yet time to establish the paper business on
the basis which our resoTirces warrant. Surely we mav
look for assistance in this matter from eastern papers."
The same matter was recently called attention to by
J. A. Bothwell, President of the Canadian Pulp and

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL,
8313

NEW YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached Un-
bleached. We are

always in the mar-
ket.
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Paper Association, who states that for every one and a

half cords made into paper in Canada one eord is ship-

ped to the I'nited States, and the moral is that tlie Do-

minion nuist continue tiie restrictions imposed upon the

exportation of pulp wood and to enjoy the full bene-

fits of our heritage must apply them more intensely.

This is one of the big questions which will figure

sooner or later in Canadian national development and

the fear is that if any drastic action is taken to pre-

vent the exportation of wood from freehold lands,

Tncle Sam may retaliate by placing a ban on anthra-

cite coal or adopt other reprisals. The paper interests

in Canada are coming to the front, but not as rap'dly

and to the same extent as many would like to see. The
subject is one wortiiy of every serious consitleration and
di.scus.sion.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwooil pulp .$28.00- to $30.00

Sulphite, news grade $65.00 to $70.00

Sulphite, easy bleaching $85.00 to .$87.00

Sulphite bleached $110.00 to $115.00

Sulphate .$S0.00 to $85.00

Rag and Paper Stock Prices.

Xo. 1 white envelope cutlin>rs $4.00

No. 1 soft white sh;ivii!-.s $3.50

White Blanks $1.25

Heavy Ledger Stock . -$2.25

No. 1 magazine $1.80

No. 1 book stock $1.25

No. 1 manilas $1.90

No. 1 print manila 85c

Folded news 70e

Over issue, news 85e

Kraft $2.50

No. 1 clean mixed papns 60e

No. 1 shirt cuttings I2V2— J^-^t-

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 11— III/2C

No. 1 fanej- shirt cuttings 9c

No. 1 blue overall cuttings 9c

Bleached shoe clip 9i/^e

White cotton hosiery cuttings 13c

Light colored hosiery cuttings 914c

New light flannelette cuttings 9c

No. 2 white shirt cuttings 9e

Citj' thirds and blues (repacked). Xo. 1 4V^e
Flock and satinettes $2.90

Tailor rags $3.00

PAPER PRODUCTION MORE THAN LAST YEAR.
Newsprint paper production in Canada for June

shows an advance over June of last year amounting to

17.745 tons or over 5 per cent. Consumption keeps pace

with production 'and all the mills both in the Ignited

States and Canada report unusually hea^y demands.
While the price of newsprint supplied to Canadian

consumers is still under Government control, and will

be until peace is formalh' declared, and while

the judgment of the Paper Control Tribunal, which
is now expected anj' day, may revise the price down-
ward so far as it applies to paper sold from July 1st

to December 1st of last year, it will have but little ef-

fect upon the general situation, since the demand now
exceeds the supply and wise paper-buyers, with an eye

to the future when government regulations are with-

drawn, are placing their orders for long periods in ad-

vance, irrespective of what the decision of the Tribunal

may be or as to how it may affect prices for the re-

mainder of the period during which government con-

trol will prevail. It will be recalled that several of the

more far-sighted publishers, particularly some of those

in Montreal, took this course early in the original pro-

ceedings. When the official price of newsprint in Can-

ada was $57 a ton, these pulilishers nuide long, contracts

for supplies at $60 and when the price rose to $69, as

it did shortl.v afterward, they enjoyed an advantage of

$9 a ton over their more short-sighted compctitoi"s.

But whatever way the i?ituation, is looked at the in-

dications all point to a higher price for paper as well

as increased con.sumption which will more than keep

pace with the increased output, says Financial Times.

Paper consumption during June w'as the greatest for

that month in the history of the Canadian industry.

Statistics just issued by the News Print Service bureau

of New York, show that the average daily production

of newsprint for June amounted to 99.5 per cent of the

average daily output during the three months of great-

est production in 1918.

The thirty-nine companies reporting to the bureau
produced 150.938 tons and shipped 151.741 tons dur-

ing the month.
Production by United States mills during the first

six months of 1919 was 32.145 tons. 6 per cent greater

than during the same months in 1918. Canadian mills

X^roduced 5 per cent more, or 17.745 tons, than in 1918.

The United States mills shipped 1.175 tons less and
the Canadian mills 12.063 tons more in the first six

months of this year than in the corresponding period

last year.

Stocks during June deerea.sed 930 tons at United
States mill points and increased 1.454 tons at Canadian
mills making total stocks 525 tons more on June 30.

1919. than on :\lay 31. The total of 35.424 tons on

hand at all mills o^' June 30 amounted to about six

days' production. The Canadian accumulations have
since been depleted by oversea.s exports.

Statistics for June and the first six months follow

United States Mills.

Total

Production Shipments Stocks on
During Durintr Hand at

Month. Month, all Points,

(in tons) :

1919 January 98,555 95.936 23.450

February 88,793 84.041 28.403

March 93.868 88.556 29.587

April 94,287 90,435 33,512

May 83,265 92,576 24,219

June 91,381 93,406 23.289

Six months . . . . 550.149 545.040

1918 Six months .... 518.004 546,215

Canadian Mills.

1919 January 63,799 65.000 13,170

February 58,954 60,483 11,943

March 62,851 60,877 14,134

April 64.285 66.280 12,401

May 61,3.56 62.231 10,681

June 59.557 58.245 12,135

Six months .... 370,116 374,166

1918 Six months .... 353.0.57 362.0.53

United States and Canadian Mills.

1919 January 162.354 160.936 36.620

February 147,747 144,524 40.346

March.." 1.56.719 149.433 43.721

April 158.572 156,715 45.913

May 144,621 155,807 34.900

June 150.938 151.741 35,424

Six months .... 920,951 919.156
1918 Six months .... 871.061 908,268
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Buy Pulp and Paper for Export

Quotations Solicited.
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THE PRINCE OF WALES IN THE CORNISH
CHINA CLAY-LAND.

The Royal visit to Cornwall on June 11th on the oc-

casion of H.R.II. the Prince of Wales opening the Royal

Cornwall Agricultural Society's meeting at Truro was

a very memoralile event, and the Prince was accorded

a real Cornish welcome. Although no stop was made at

St. Anstell, the most notable clay-town in the world,

the approach of the Royal visitors was lieralded by

merry peals from the historic church bills. The ap-

proaches to the town and the main thorouglif<u-e was

densely crowded with school children and loyal citizens,

and the main .street was adorned with flags and bunt-

ing by the business community. At all the villages

through which the Royal Party passed the greatest in-

terest and enthusiasm was displayed. After a very

strenuous day at the sliow the Prince returned to St.

Anstell again toward evening en route to Bodmin, and
in the accompanying photograph the Prince can be ob-

served at the wheel passing through the china clay area

at Higher ^'inestones, near St. Austell. The Prince was
greatly interested in the white wealtli of Cornwall, and
was more than delighted with the many china clay

works he saw between St. Austell and Bugle on his re-

turn .iourney. It is understood that the Associated

China Clays, Ltd., were desirous of arranging an of-

ficial welcome on behalf of the industry generally, but

the Prince had already consented to participate in so

many functions on that day that he was unable to com-
ply with such wishes.—W.T.

Those who heard or read ^Ir. Olivier Rolland's in-

teresting account of his visit in 1914 to the paper
mill of ^Montgolfier Freres may be interested in the

announcement that Mile. Gabrielle de Montgolfier

was recently married to Viscomte Du Peloux de
Saint-Romain, a lieutenant in the French artillery,

who wears the Croix de Guerre. It will be recalled

that a ilontgolfier made the first successful balloon

trip.

A preventable accident is a disgrace to the

man in whose gang it happens.
fore-

KEaO.,LMIED
MONTREAL, QUE.

EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.

New York

San Franeiseo

Chicago

New Orleans

Tokyo

Kobe

Havana

Lima

Valparaiso

Caracas

Kingston

London
Liverpool
Paris

Genoa
Barcelona
Calcutta

Colombo
Shanghai
Rio de Janeiro
•Santos

Buenos Aires
Batavia
Singapore
Petrograd

Representatives.

South Africa
New Zealand
Australia

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — UN-
BLEACHED PULP — KRAFT PULP —

GROUND WOOD PULP

KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PING — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS — BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS —
COATED BOOK & BOARD.

GLASSINE — GREASEPROOF — VEGE-
TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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MATTAGAMI

PULP & PAPER CO., LIMITED
BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

Spcdallc* la

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 4l8t Street New York, N.Y.
Established ISM
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LONDON IMPORTER COMES TO CANADA.
Keljili. Darwin .'v: I'larcc. ni' Tti Finshury Pavciiieiit,

London. E.C-, arc following' tlu' cxaniplc of several

other prominent British pajjer and juilp importers and

will get into iiersonal eontaet with producers in Can-

ada. The trade in England realizes tlie need and the

advantage of uuiking Canadian connections fully as

well as Canadians appreciate the opportunities of the

British market. This firm also has an office in Man-
chester and liandles all cla-s.ses of timber as well as

wood pulp, paper, cardboard, etc., so it is likely that

mauy of our readers will be glad to meet the member of

of the firm who decides to make the visit. Correspon-

dence may be addressed to the Pulj) and Paper Maga-

zine, Ste. Anne de Hclli'v\ii'. (^ii. .

W. F. R. Paterson and S. K. Smith, publishers of

the "Business Review," St. John, N.B., have bought
out the "Maritime Retailer," which has been jiublished

five years. The two papers will be merged under the

luune of the "Business Review" and the Maritime Re-

tailer," with Mr. Smith as manager.

If the belts are to be endless, they should be put
on and drawn together by "belt clamps" maele for

the purpose. If the belt is made endless at the belt

factory, it should never be run on to the pulleys, lest

the irregular strain s])ring the l)elt. Lift out one
shaft, place the belt on the puUej's, and force the
shaft back into place.

CANADIAN KRAFT LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, CANADA.

Dealers in

WAYAGAMACK Sulphate Pulp and Kraft Paper, Glazed
and Unglazed.

Agencies

CANADA—Pulp and Paper: Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co., MacKinnon Bid., Toronto.

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND & FRANCE—Paper: Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co., Craven House, Kingsway, London, W C. 2.

UNITED STATES—Pulp: The Pulp & Paper Trading Co., 21 E 40th St. New York.

ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyts Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will write

Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Hoyts Sheet MetaL

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

HO\T METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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Paper Dealers and Manufacturers
will find the Cameron Universal Type 6 Slitting

investment.

This machine wiU add its pile to the year's

service to customers in a way impossible without
Comparatively small rolls, such as counter rolls,

quirements in the roll paper line is something
ing to pay are up to the limit.

Why not save time and money by converting

size the customer wants, charge him accordingly,

The following list of roll products are only a
Machine.

and Rewinding Machine the best kind of an

earnings as it wiU enable you to give profitable
this machine in your plant.

hand roUs of all sorts, and host of other re-

fierce these days and the prices people are will-

regular machine roll sizes into any imaginable
and give him quick service,

few of the things you can do with a Cameron

Abrasive Tape Paper and Cloth

Adding Machine Rolls

Asbestos Paper
Autographic Register Rolls

Automatic Wrapping Machine Roils

Banknote Paper
Barber Headrest Polls

Blasting Rolls

Blueprinting Paper
Bond Paper
Carbon Paper Rolls

Carbon Tissue Paper Rolls

Cartridge Paper Rolls for Gun car-

tridges
Cash Register Rolls

Checks for Pay Register Rolls

Cigarette Paper Rolls

Coppered Gilt Paper in Rolls

Counter Rolls

Embossed Paper In Rolls

Grease Proof Paper
Glassine Paper Rolls

Glazed Papers

Gummed Kraft Paper Tape in Rolls

Hand Rolls for wrapping Auto
Tires, etc.

Insulated Paper of all kind* for In-

sulated wire manufacturers
Jumbo Rolls

Kraft Paper, all weights
Kraft Paper Rolls for tiie wrap-

ping
Labels
Lining Paper Rolls

Lace Paper
Manila Rope Paper in Rolls

Manila Wrapping Paper
Music Rolls

Multigraph Tape
Midget Rolls

Onionskin Paper
Parchment Paper Rolls

Paper Rolls for tube manufacturers
Paper Yarn
Photographic Paper
Railroad Tickets In Wolls

Ribbon Paper in Rolls for silk rib-

bon blocks

Roofing Paper In Rolls

Roll Printing Machine Paper
Safety Papers for checks
Sales Register Paper in Rolls
Sand Paper in Rolls

Sanitary Paper Towels In Rolls

Serpentine Paper in Rolls

Sheathing Paper in Rolls

Soda Checks in Rolls

Street Railroad Tickets in Rolls

Soap Wrappers
Telegraphic Tape Rolls

Telephone Memorandum Rolls

Theatre Tickets in Rolls

Ticker Tape
Tracing Cloth
Typewriter Ribbons
Tissue Paper
Tube Manufacturers' Paper
Waxed Paper
X-Ray Photo Paper

Cameron Universal Type 6 Machine will turn out an amazing quantity of work in the course of a

day in the hands of an operator of no previous training. On receipt of word from you we will

be glad to send you catalog and other literature covering these machines.

CAMERON MACHINE COMPANY
57-61 POPLAR ST. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

i
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A CORNISH CLAY-WORKER, V.C.

The Cornisli eliiiia clay iiulustry aiul c-onimuiuty

jrt'iierally have been honored by tlie distiiietiou which

Sorgt. Horace Curtis of the -iid Hattaliou of the Royal

Fusiliers of Newlyu East, has secured in the service of

iiis country. This gallant Cornishmau, whose picture

accompanies this sketch is seen returned to his old job

breaking clay at the Meloder China Clay Works, be-

longing to ]\iessrs. John Lovering & Co. of St. Anstell.

Sergt. Curtis -
i

> -il work in the clay works when

he was 15 years of age and for over eight years previous

to his enlistment was a valued employee of Messrs. J.

Lovering & Co., and the firm are naturally very proud

of the great distinction conferred upon a member of

their large out-door staff.

The official account of his coiuhict is as follows:

—

"For most conspicuous bravery aiul devotion to duty
east of Le Cateau on the morning of October 18th, 1918,

which in attack his platoon came unexpectedly under
intense maehine-gun fire. Realising that the attack

would fail unless the enemy guns were silenced, Sergt.

Curtis without hesitation rushed through our own bar-

rage and the eiu-my fire and killed and wounded the

teams of two of the German guns, whereupon the re-

maining four guns surrendci'cd. Then turning his at-

tention to a train-load of reinforcements he snceoeded

in capturing over 100 of the enemy before his com-
rades joined him. His valour and disregard of danger
insjiired all in his section to greater achievements. Al-

though Sergt. Curtis could obtain less arduous em-
ployment, he prefers to be with his former colleagues

in the elay-])it, and the cheerful expression which is

([uite characteristic of him jiroves that he is ha]ipy and
content. Sergt. Curtis enlisted in September, 1914, and
experienced his first engagement on landing at Suvla
Ray, and afterwards went to Palestine and and subse-

i|Hently to France.—^W.T.

Writing to the "Canada Lumberman," a leading

lumber manufacturer in Northern Ontario says that

woods operations have been moving along fairly well.

The lack of snow has not hurt work very much; the

weather being cold enough to make ice. Labor con-

ditions are not much better than they have been at

any time this year, and logging costs will show an
advance over 1918 of at least thirty per cent.

J. H. A. Acer & Co., limited

Sun Life Building,

MONTREAL
Strong, Easy Bleaching, Mitscherlich

and Bleached Sulphite, Kraft and
Groundwood Pulps, Kratt

Paper—Cardboard.

Export Agents for:

—

Laurentide Company, Limited, Grand 'Mere, P.Q.—"News" Sulphite—Groundwood.

Macleod Pulp Company, Limited, Liverpool, N.S.

—Groundwood.

Dryden Pulp & Paper Co., Limited, Dryden, Ont.

—Extra Strong Kraft—Kraft Paper.

E. B. Eddy Company, Limited, Hull, P.Q.

—Mitscherlich Sulphite.

Abitibi Power & Paper Co., Limited, Iroquois

Falls, Ont.

—Sulphite—Groundwood.

Please mention Pulp & Paper Magazine of Canada.

1919
Price 17,C-net; or post free 19/-
Demy 8vo. Cloth Bound, 880 pp.

The

Paper Makers' Directory
of

All Nations
Annuaire de la Papeterie de Toutes les Nations

The Red Book of the British Paper Industry.
Alphabetically Arranged. Printed in Clear Type.

CONTENTS INCLUDE;—
Paper, Pulp and Board Mills—Names and Addresses

of more than 5,000 in 40 different Countries, with (1)
Makes of Paper; (2) Number and Width of Machines;
(3) Tonnage Output; (4) Power Used; (5) Telegraphic
Addresses: (6) Agents, etc. Mill Productions classified
in One List, alphabetically arranged according to Goods
and Country. Special Buyers' Guide. Paper Agents
and Mill Representatives (with Mills Represented).
Paper Stainers. Enamelers and Surfaces of Paper.

Wholesale Stationers and Paper Merchants. Waste
Paper Merchants, Rag Merchants and Paper Stock
Dealers. Export Merchant Shippers of Paper. Card-
board and Paper Box Manufacturers. China Clay Mer-
chants, Paper Bag Makers.

Sizes. Folds, and Equivalent Weights of British
I'apers. Paper Trade Customs, etc.. etc.

DEAN & SON, Limited
160a, Fleet Street, LONDON, E. C. 4.
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The Rogers Wet Machine

This Rogers Double Wet Machine has a capacity of 30 dry

tons in 24 hours.

h automatically cuts the pulp into sheets 48 per cent dry.

In operation it saves labor and power and its product is

handled at a saving of labor and expense.

Grinding Wheels Stock Pumps

Beaters Water Pumps

Motors Barking Drums

Slitters Chippers

Winders Crushers

Felts Rotary Screens

Pulp Stone Burrs Link Belt Conveyor Chain

Sprockets and Attachments Valves

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
"Canada"s Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Windsor, Winnipeg, Saskatoon, Calgary, Vancouver, Victoria.
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EDITORIAL

CARGO SPACE FOR CANADA.
A despatch from London last Saturday reads :

—

"Pressure continues on the Ministry of Shipping for

a larger Canadian share of eastbound cargo space. The

points most strongly pressed include elimination of

scrap steel cargoes, and the diversion from Canadian

channels of goods originating from the United States.

Even a small improvement will increase the amoimt of

Canadian manufactured exports by many thousands of

dollars.
'

'

Mr. Lloyd Harris and his office are doing good work

for Canada's export trade eastward, but they cannot

carry the goods. Ships are absolutely necessary. There

are only a limited number of bottoms and the best use

must be made of them. Freight traffic from Canada

and the United States at this time .simply enormous, and

the strain on shipping i.s almost as great as in war time.

In some ways it is greater, because during the war,

many civilian needs were entirely sidetracked and told

to wait. Likewise factories on this side either stopped

manufacturing export goods or made munitions, for

which transportation was assured.

One of the points in the appeal for more shipping

space is that steel scrap cargoes be left on this side. It

seems that this material is the residue from Imperial

munition manufacture and the Briti.sh Government

wants to realize on it. It is therefore being sent to

England to be refined, re-cast, decarbonized, or used as

a part of blast furnace charges- All of this can be

done on this side, especially refining and the manufac-

ture of special steels and ferro-alloys, for which our

cheap electric power is admirably adapted. By leav-

ing the scrap here, perhaps not so high a price would

be realized, but our whole export trade is being bottled

up for the benefit of a few more dollars on steel scrap,

which apparently is not urgently needed in England,

and which can be used in Canada to the advantage of

a number of industries.

Many Canadian manufacturers have tons and tons

of freight either made or potentially available if ship-

ping space could be had. And it is material that Eng-

land and Europe is in very urgent need of. Pulp and

paper are not the only ones, but we honestly believe

they are among the most important, both in view of

present needs and future trade relations between

Canada and the world.

As for the space occupied by American goods we are

not prepared to express a full opinion, but it does seem

a bit unfair to devote very much space to such goods

when Canada has so few ocean lines and our neighbors

are .so well supplied. It must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that much Canadian material is .shipped from Am-

^W^^^iWfcloW ^Wi^Wii^WI^Wfi^W i^WI^^%
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erican ports and a reciprocal accommodation to a rea-

sonable extent is not to be loudly denounced.

Not only England, but Europe, wants Canadian
manufactures, not wastes. Industrial Germany will

i-apidly recover and expand. Germans and Scandin-
avians are quite properly getting into the race to the

various markets in Europe and elsewhere. If we are

going to be in it we mu.st at least get on the track. This

can not be done without ships- New construction is

coming, but is slow. Now is the time to sidetrack un-

neces,sary materials, especially government scrap, and
get'acro.ss the pond with every pound of goods that

will help rebuild Europe and establish Canada fairly

in those markets.

AN IMPORTANT PROPOSITION.
There are two important factors in rendering a ser-

vice. One is to be willing and the other is to have an
opportunity. If the plan suggested by Mr. Shipman
at the Technical Section meeting and reported in this

magazine last week it put into effect, as it doubtless
soon will be, there will be plenty of opportunities for
service on the part of members of the Section.

The scheme briefly is this: Any member, whose
mill wants information on a particular subject, as, for

instance, the refining of groundwood screenings, will

send a memorandum of the matter to the secretary.

The secretary will then send out a questionnaire to

all members for suggestions from their knowledge and
experience. It is to be noted that members may have
had experience in the matter referred to but have

changed connections. The secretary on receiving replies,

would compile them into a bulletin for the information

of members and contributors would be asked to send

duplicates of their communications direct to the in-

quirer, to save time. Those wishing to remain anony-

mous could communicate through the secretary. When
advisable, the secretary (probably in consultation with

the Committee on Publications) would authorize the

publication of selected information in the official jour-

nal of the Technical Section for the benefit of the in-

dustry in general.

In many ways this is the most important proposition

that has been considered by the Section. It was care-

fully gone over at the summer meeting and met with

unanimous approval. Many fine pieces of work. have
been accomplished by standing and special commit-

tees, but this scheme is a plan whereby the Section

becomes a committee of the whole as a special com-

mittee when the need arises. It is a splendid idea.

Anyone who has served on a small committee knows
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luiw dift'ii-ult it is to t-over tiic fii-oiiiid tlu)r()iip:lily.

Here is- a way- to get a widely extended collection of

opinion and experience that should be a very great

factor iu eliminating mistakes in future developments

of our industry in Canada and by increasing the ex-

tent of correct and successful practice, contribute to the

success of the whole industry. The Association has al-

ready clerived much benefit from the activities of the

Technical Section. The development of this .scheme

will show that the jiossibilities for service have but

only begun.

All this, of course, is assuming that members of the

Section will co-operate when called upon. It is difficult

sometimes to dig up data from one's old note-books

and other records, seemingly for the benefit of some

one else. These favors, however, will come home to

roost, for the data so collected is placed at the disposal

of every member, who not only has his own record in

convenient form, but the accumulated wisdom of the

Section at hand. Each one also has the privilege of

submitting liis problem to the whole Section. It is

the biggest and best line of service yet proposed and

we trust there is no member so selfish as to decline

to co-operate to the fullest extent.

BRITISH INVESTMENTS IN ARGENTINA.
Referring to news reports alleging friction between

Great Brit<)iu and Argentina due to extensive English

investments in the latter country, the National Bank

of Commerce in New York says that $2,000,000,000 lias

been considered a conservative estimate of the amount

of such investments.

"The close trade relations between Argentina and

the United Kingdon," says the Bank, "are shown by

the fact that for a long period almost one-third of the

total imports into Argentina were received from Great

Britain, to which one-third of Argentina's total ex-

ports were sent. The war has resulted in a small re-

duction in the amount of imports from Great Britain

but exports to her .show a tendency to increase."'

This condition of the financial relations between Ar-

gentina and England might be conceived as holding

possibilities of advantage to Canada. Argentina im-

ports large amounts of newsprint. She ships large

quantities of grain, meat and hides to England. Eng-

land owes Canada money. Why not work a puss-in-

the-eorner game? Let Canada supply Argentina with

newsprint and pay England with goods on Canada's

account, England sending us the ca.sli.

PULP AND PAPER EXHIBIT FOR TORONTO
EXPOSITION.

The paragraph in our last issue referring to an ex-

hibit in preparation at the Forest Products Laboratories

of Canada contained some inaccuracies which we wi.sh

to correct. This exhibit is being prepared at Jhe re-

quest of the Pulp and Paper Association to meet an

emergency, and it will not be po.ssible to make it even

an aiiproxliuiitcly complete ('Xi)ositioH of tlic proccssc

of pulp aiul i)aper manufactur(>. hi fact, at the tiiin'

of writing all the nuitcrials foi- this exhibit liiivc no'

been delivered.

We owe an. ajioltogy to Mr. W. U. Stokes, who is re-

sponsible for this work tiiat the jniragraph referred to

was i)ul)lishcd without his knowledge or a|)i)roval.

COBWEBS:
From the many delightful nu'ssagcs fi'Oin friends

about that son of ours, we wish he were at least twins.

Apropos of the suggestion of one Mr- Williams that

snakes are easily tamed and made pets of, the Lauren-

tide "Digesteur" observes: "Perhaps in some parts of

the world snakes might conceivably become popular,

but in the United States, where Mr. Williams resides,

and in Canada, the idea is hardly feasible. Certainly

not in Grand'Mere. Chief of Police Blanchette and

his men keep such vigilant wat-ch upon the .sale of bev-

erages that getting the snakes would i)robal)ly be a very

difficult matter."

Customs figures for the Port of Montreal showed a

huge increase in July, in spite of partial prohibition.

If Jack Canuck can't have firewater, he will have the

fire some other way, as sliown l>y less spirits and more

smokes.

The inauguration of the monthly Montreal-Havre

service by the Cie Canadienne Transatlantique should

be good news to pulp and paper men. We have received

many requests from such firms desiring to make con-

nections for machinery and pulp and paper. A good

ocean service has been one of the points lacking. With

more cargo space there should be a considerable in-

crease iu our exports to this very desirable market-

From reports of the coal situation in Great Britain

due to the miners' strike, that old gag about "carrying

coals to Newcastle" is no joke.

A letter from. A. L. Dawe, who is now in London,

states that the advocates of the idea are making pro-

gTcss with a scheme for a British Technical Association

of the Paper Trade. That is good news.

"It's a hard come down," says Walter Pulitzer,

"that the country that produced William of Orange

should have to continue to harbor William the Lemon.''

—New York Evening Mail.

Pardon us for mentioning it, but the neighbors seem

to be making a "stink" over that "old cabbage" smell

around the Canada Paper Co.'s mill. The funny part

of it is that Geo. H- Montgomery is aet'.ig for the plain-

tiff. Better go down to Windsor K'ills, G. H., and get

a whiff of that fine, invigorating, germ-destroying odor.

There's nothing like it!
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The Industrial Possibilities of Water-Proofed Paper Products

By JUDSOX A. DECEW. A.M.E.I.C.

The substitution of paper products for wooden pro-
duets, which is gradually taking place is a develop-
ment largely dependent upon the ability to make the
paper products as strong and resistant "to destructive
agencies as the special product requires. Great strides
have already taken place in this direction, in .spite of
the fact that the methods used in imparting the special
properties to the paper products are yet in a relatively
undeveloped state.

Owing to the increase in cost and lower quality of
lumber now obtainable, there is a strong incentive to
use the inferior woods and waste papers to make pro-
ducts that will rei)lace the ordinary wooden products
with which we are familiar. For example, pasted
paper products are used extensively as boxes to re-

place the ordinary wooden box. Paper barrels are
now made, b.y special machinery, by winding up and
pasting a roll of paper into suitable c.vlindrical shapes
and attaching heads to them. Paper pails are made
by pressing wet pulp into a solid pail, or by winding
the paper into a pail while pasting it together. Wall-
board is a product which is made by pasting layers
of paper together and which is used for walls, ceilings

and interior finishing, in place of high grade lumber.
The uses of this product will be greatly extended as

soon as the methods of making it waterproof are

sufficiently perfected to enable it to be used in places

exposed to the weather. Pulp products are now made,
in the shape of board, which are fairly water resistant

and very light in weight, and these are used as in-

sulating materials.

Waterproof papers have been used recently to a

great extent in lining cases, Avhere products are ex-

ported. One of these is made of two sheets of thin

paper with a layer of pitch between them. Many
papers are used either waxed or oiled, because the

method of making paper waterproof on the paper ma-
chine are not yet sufficiently well known. Waxing
paper is an expensive process for the original paper
takes up from 10% to 40% of Wax in the process, and
the strength of the product is generally reduced about

20%. Oiled paper has a limited use owing to the dif-

ficult.v of keeping the oil in the paper after it is put

there. This paper is used a lot in the i)acking indus-

try, but its uses are limited as it is an unpleasant

product.

Paper Cans.

Paper packages which have been waxed after l)eing

made are very familiar to all, but such packages are

unsuitable for some uses. Waxed containers are not

suitable for holding greases such as butter and lard.

They are also un.suitable for canning, as they cannot

be heated. During the late war there was a great

demand for paper cans that could be substituted for

metal ones, but a paper can that would stand the heat-

ing process, to which the metal can is subject, was

not produced.

The Eng-ineering Features of Paper Products.

The engineering featurrs connected with the future

*Read by the author before the Montreal Branch

of the Engineering Institute of Canada on April 10th,

1919.

development of paper products may be considerable,
and It may be of interest to note some of the tenden-
cies at the present time and the problems that affect
their development.
During the rush period of the war, a large amount

of the paper wall-board and plaster board was used
ni government construction for contonments and other
temporary buildings. Perhaps some of the paper-
board was, at first, improperly made or improperly
u.sed, but, if disappointment occurred, it does not fol-
low that satisfactory fibre board products cannot be
produced for these many purposes of construction.
Paste board has some properties that make it desir-
able for special conditions.

Wall-board has also been used as a substitute for
lumber when made into forms for concrete, and it
may be used in constructions, not only to act as ceil-
ing but also as the bottom of a concrete floor above.
At the present time, manufacturers of wall-board seem
to be content to develop the markets for interior use
only, although it is known that a really waterproof
product can be made, as a result of improvements in
the present processes. Xewer developments and ap-
plications, therefore, will follow the production of a
standardized product, which will with.stand the influ-
ences of the weather and which can be safely used by
engineers for outside construction. There are manu-
facturers preparing, at the present time, to produce
such a material, and, as it can be made from either
ground wood or old paper stock, it is evident that there
will be no limit to the possible production of lumber
substitutes.

Methods of Production.
There are three problems to be solved if it is desired

to make the pasted board entirely waterproof. First,
the paper, as it comes from the paper machine, must
be made thoroughly water resistant by the use of
special sizing materials, which are added to the pulp
in the beating engine; second, these layers of water-
proof paper must be pasted together by means of a
water-soluble material, which becomes insoluble on dry-
ing; and thirdly, but of less importance, the surface
of the pasted board may be coated with a water re-
sistant material. Some manufacturers do not attempt
either to size the paper product or to use a water-
proof binder, but depend entirely on a small amount
of surface coating to retard the penetration of water,
in the form of vapor. Other manufacturers do their
best to waterproof the original paper product but,
like all of the others, paste these layers together by
means of silicate of soda, which is a strongly alkaline
material, and the manner in which it is used injures
the water resistance of the paper itself.

The use of surface coatings is more varied in practice
but is limited in its application, owing to the fact that
if waxy or oily coatings are applied to any extent then
the product, when used for interior decoration, will
not take the proper .surface sizing before paint is

applied.

Owing to the improvements in methods of water-
proofing paper, by treating it before it is formed on
the machine, and also the development of special or-
ganic products for pasting it together, which will be-
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come insoluble on drying, we can now safelj' say that

the problem of making a thoroughly waterproof board
has already been solved and merely awaits the ap-

plication of these processes which are now perfected.

With regard to the properties of this new board
l)roduct. I may say that it is possible to make it suf-

ficiently waterproof so that it will not absorb 20%
of moisture after several hours immersion in water.
This means that it will never take up sufficient water
to weaken its structure so that it will fall to pieces

and, consequently, will be a satisfactory substitute for

lumber. We must remember, on the other hand, that

lumber is easily wetted until it has doubled its weight
by the absorption of water and that xuider these con

ditions it loses about 50% of its original strength.

While absorbing this water it will expand consider-

ably, and during the drying process will suffer consid-

erable distortion. In considering the properties of

paper board, therefore, we must compare it with the

more or less unsatisfactory material that we com-
monly use, whose factors of distortion are greater than

with the artificial product.

Painting does not keep lumber dry any more than

it will be an absolute protection for a lumber substitute.

In the manufacture of a paper product, however, it

is possible to incorporate waterproofing materials into

the fibrous mass so that the prodTiet, when dried on

the machine, is exceedingly water repellent, which
property does not exist in natural woods. In the arti-

ficial product the strength factor may be less but it

will be subject to less variation vinder normal con-

ditions.

Waterproof Paper.

There are many coming uses for a waterproof wrap-

ping paper which is also strong and pliable in charac-

ter. The greatest possibilities are in connection with

the substitution for canvas and cloth. Such papers are

already being made by treating specially strong paper

with impregnating or coating materials. These paper

products are, of course, expensive but this is due to

the fact that valuable products and heavy coatings are

required to make paper so that it does not take up any
moisture at all. Paper which will hold water for many
hours, and in this sense may be called waterproof,

can be made on the paper machine and this may also

be very strong and pliable in character.

A crimped paper that is waterproofed, by impregna-

tion, and sewed into bags is very serviceable for many
purpo.ses and is already on the market in considerable

quantities. A similar paper can be made, with like

waterproof qualities, by special sizing materials incor-

porated in the paper stock during manufacture. Such

a product, however, is not yet in general use.

Svunmary.

It is very difficult to make a paper pi-oduct that will

not ab.sorb moisture and thus expand and contract to

some extent. Paper and board can, without difficulty,

be made so that it will- resist the further penetration

or absorbtion of water after its fibres have taken up a

small quantity of moisture, equal to about one fifth

its weight. The manufacture and use of these latter

products should greatly increase as they ai-e suffi-

ciently waterproof for most commercial uses.

FOUNDER OF WHALEN CO. VISITS THEIR
PLANTS.

Sir (Jeorgc Bury, |u-esid<'iit : .lai]U"< Wludcri. cliairman
of the board of directors, and Mr. llenning Ilelin, gen-
eral superintendent of Whaleu Pulp and Paper Mills,
Limited, have just returned from an inspection trip
to tiie company's plant at Mill Creek.

^[r. Whalen is on the coast on a general inspection
tour of the company 's properties and exi)ressed himself
as being very well satisfied with the jirogress being
mad<'. ^Ir. Whalen confirms the reports from the east
that the pulp markets are stiffening and new fields are
continually being opened. "The company's plants are
undei-going some slight alterations." said the visitor,

"which will improve the quality of the prodiu't, and
with normal shipping conditions returning, an oppor-
tunity is opened to greatly expand the export markets
for B. C. pulp, which in quality equals the product of

any country in the world.
"Ship))ing facilities are, of course, of first import-

ance, and liritish Columbia must develop its shipping
and handling utilities. With the wealth of raw ))ro-

ducts in British rolumbia, it should be a much larger
manufacturing centre than it is at present, and with
co-operation it shoidd become one of the greatest

provinces in Canada.
"British Columbia has the last big stand of timber

in Canada, and it is the opinion of the large lumbering
concerns in the east that sufficient attention has not

been paid liy the Pacific Coast mills to the development
of export markets. Lumber has not increased in price

in the same proportion as many other commodities,
but the present outlook is excellent. The Pacific Coast
mills must make a point of going after the business,

rather than wait for the business to come to them."
Besides changes in management, the company is

obtaining funds needed for expansion in proportion

to their opportunities. The unsold balance of the $1,-

500,000 first mortgage bonds recently authorized is

now offered the public by Royal Securities Corp. It

is an attractive proposition.

Pulp and paper exports to the Orient and Australia

are showing very satisfactory growth and one in which
the Whalen Company is sharing in increasing degree.

The new financing will permit the Whalen Company
to agprressively expand its activities to meet the grow-

ing demand for its products in both Canada and the

I'nited States, and also in the Orient, and in Central

and South America.

NEW FREIGHT RATES FROM SEATTLE TO
UNITED KINGDOM PORTS.

The V. S. Sliijiping Board has made new freight rates

from Seattle to ports in the United Kingdom and Con-

tinental Europe, according to W. C. Dawson & Com-
pany, Puget Souzid agents for the new line.

These rates will go into effect early in August and

apply from San Francisco or Portland. Ore.

The rate on wood pulp is $2.50.

Rates to French Atlantic ports are 25c higher, Chris-

tiania, Copenhagen and Gothenberg, 50c higher and

to Stockholm Toe higher.

A monthlv service will be inaugurated.

On July 30. the Grand "Mere nine pulled a 7 to 6

victory from the visitors from Shawinigan Falls. At
the beginning of the ninth inning the score was 6-3

against the home team. Grand "Mere also won the

tennis malch from the down river town and the

football team who went to the Falls also won.

A. R. Roberts, latel.v of the firm of Burns & Rob-

erts, Toronto, has severed his connection with the firm

and opened offices under his own name at 201 Bank ot

Hamilton Building, Toronto. He will handle con-

tractor's power plant and railway equipment.
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Reports of Technical Section Committees
The following are the reports of eomniittees of the

Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association read at the summer meeting July 29, on
board the steamer "Murray Bay." Interspersed are

some of the interesting pictures taken by L. H. Shipman
and W. B. Campbell.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION.
Your committee has satisfaction in reporting several

interesting developments in educational progreiss, both

in this industry and in general.

We again emphasize that progress in educational mat-

ters is of paramount importance with any other activity

for welfare in industry, and we strongly urge all mem-
bers to take critical interest in school work in their

I

In the Shadow of Eternity, the Grandeur of the

Trinity is Seen Beyond. These Promontories in the

Saguenay are Appropriately Named.

home communities. The control of schools must not re-

main in the hands of men whose sole idea in education

is how the tax rate is affected.

First: The Joint Committee on Teithooks reports the

following progress in a statement prepared the eighth

of July by ]\lr. Stephenson :

"The following is a brief statement of the present

status of preparations for the material to be used in

the textbook which is to be published under the auspices

of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper In-

dustry and of the Technical Section of the Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association.

It will consist of four volumes, each approximately of

500 pages, which will cover the topics as mentioned in

the following paragraphs, which will also give the name
of the author and the approximate number of pages for

each section, as far as can now be stated.

Volume 1.

—

Preliminary Instruction.

Arithmetic by J. J. Clark, Scranton, Penn., about 150

pages, practically completed.

Mathematical applications (mensuration, special

problems, etc.) about 100 pages, by J. J. Clark, praetic-

all.v completed.

Elementary Chemistry by T. L. Crossley, about 100

pages, more than one-third completed.

Elementary Physics, about 60 pages, by E. J. Gra-

liam, Hawkesbury, Ontario.

Mechanics and Hydraulics, about 60 pages, by E.

J. Graham.
Elementary Electricitj', about 60 pages, by J. S. Rid-

dile. Grand Mere, Quebec. •

Volume. 2. Preparation of Pulps.

Preface : Outline of the character of the work, and a

brief summary of pulp history.

Introduction. Importance of Wood. Logging opera-

Alniost Anywhci- cu tlie Saguenay.

tions. etc. Distribution and properties of wood. Other
substances for ]nil]i making, partly prepared.

Section 1.—Wood jireparation, about 32 pages.

Section 2.—Mechanical pulp, 48 pages.

Section 3.—Sulphite Pulp, 96 pages, by B. Johnsen,

Erie, Pa.

Section 4.—Soda Pulp by A. B. Larchar, Old Town,
Maine, to consist of 96 pages

;
partly prepared.

Section 5.—Sulphate Pulp, 48 pages, by Elis Olsson,

West Point, Virginia.

Section 6.—Treatment of Pulp, 48 pages, by J. 0.

Mason, Grand Mere, P.Q.

Section 7.—Bleaching of Pulp, 32 pages by H. H.
Hanson, under way.

Section 8.—Analj'sis and Testing of Raw ilaterials

and Pulp, 64 pages, by Max Cline, practically

finished.

Volume 3. Manufacturing of Paper.

Preface : Scope of the Volume, and Brief History of

Papermaking.
Introduction : Fibres and materials other than wood,

and their sources, by Howard Atterbury, New York.
Session 9.—Preparation of Rag and Other Fibres, 96

pages, by E. C. Tucker, Holyoke, Massaeliu-'

setts.
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Section 10.—Troatnu-iit of Waste Pajiers, al>out 48

pages.

Section 11.—Beatinjr and Mixin'r, 96 pajres, by A. H.

Green, Erie, Peiin., well nnder wa.v.

Section 12.—Engine Sizin^r, -i- pajres by J. A. f)e-

Cew, New York.

Section 13.—Coloring, 32 pages by Otto Kress, ^latl-

ison, "Wis.

Section 14.—Loading. 16 pages.

Section 15.—Paper JIaking Maeliines, 175 pages, by
J. W. Bra.ssington, Wilmington, Delaware.

Volumf 4. Manufacture of Paper.— (Coiiiiinied'^ .

Section 16.—Tnb-sized Papers, 16 pages, by R. O.

G. C. and R. C. Enjoy Some Scotch—Anecdotes

Harper. Housatonie, Massachusetts, under
way.

Section 17.—Finishing Operations, 48 pages, H. J.

Guild, Bangor, Maine.
Section 18.—Special Papers on Boards, 48 pages In-

separate authors.

Section 19.—Paper Testing, 64 pages, by F. C. Clark,
Holyoke, Massachusetts.

Section 20.—Laboratory Equipment. 16 pages.
Section 21.—General Mill Equipment, 90 pages.
Section 22.—Trade Custom and ^Mill Organization,

48 pages.

Section 23.—Dictionary of Papers, Tables, etc.

Special effort is being made to produce the work in

logical order, and it is hoped that the preliminary sec-

tions will be ready for use by the end of the year. It

must be borne in mind that a very large work is being
attempted, and that unavoidable delays are bound to
occur, and that the rate of preparation depends, to a

considerable extent, upon the ability of busy men to get

time for tlie jireparation of their contributions.

It will be esix'cially li(l|)fid to tlie Committee if the

members of our technical organizations and all others

connected with the industry, who are in any position

to do so, will co-operate by sending in suggestions to

Entering the Harbor of Chicoutimi, Shut in by
the Mountains.

the editor that would tend to make the woi-k more com-

plete and up-to-date. This applies particularly to mills

where a process is perhaps used for the first time, or

where a particular piece of equipment has been found to

be of special benefit, and where some wrinkle in im-

proving the daily routine of millwork has been found
especially satisfactory. Such things as washing felts,

cleaning wires, lubricating machinery, moving ma-
terials, wrapping, loading and storing, and such mat-

ters ma.v contain just the points that are needed to

round out the treatment of a particular subject, and
the editor will be glad to pass on any such information

to the author of the section to which it applies. Any
such co-operation and suggestions will be very greatly

appreciated.

A Part of the Party at Chicoutimi, Ready to

Embark in Autos for Kenogami.

Yours verv trulv,

J. K STEPHEXSOX, Editor."
After the textbooks are available, there will be the

question of their distribution and use. This will be
matter for close thought on the part of the Joint Com-
mittee. The present suggested plan is to have a cen-
tral educational director, who will receive the i)a-
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pers and (luestioos submitted. These will be sorted

and sent for eorreetion and criticism at the hands of

practical men in each phase of the industry; these will

mark them and return them to the director. It is ex-

pected that he will have a stenographer assistant of

good education, who can, herself, mark the preliminary
papers. In this way the maintenance of an expensive
staff will be obviated, and the papers get expert, first-

Some of the Delegates Legging It" to the

Groundwood Mill at Kenogami.

hand attention. The interest of the student v/ill be

kept up by personal visits, and the inspirational letters

which have been found indispensible in other eom'ses.

Second: TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN CANADA:
Bill number 131, "An Act for the promotion of Tech-

nical Education in Canada" was passed by the House
of Commons the 27th of June, 1919. This action is the

outcome of endeavors to secure action on the Report cf

the Royal C^'onnuission on Industrial Training and
Technical Education, which has been urged by this

Section, and several other organizations. The main
provisions of the Act are:

1. Ten million dollars ($10,000,000) to be devoted

in the next ten (10) years to this purpose.

2. Ten thousand dollars ($10,000) each year to

each Province the remainder of the allotment

for each year to be based on population, but
not to exceed the amount expended by the

Provincial Government for that year. (We
are informed that, for example, the Province

of Ontario under this Act might have available

for technical education nearly $600,000 this

year.)

3. Not more than twenty-five per cent of the al-

lotment for any one year to be used for build-

ing and equipment, and none to be used for

work i^rovided for prior to July, 1919. (It

will be seen that the money is largely to be

xised for salaries an(^ instructional expense,

leaving the buildings and equipment chiefly to

local initiative. This is, in effect, endowment
for maintenance. You will note that it is

for new work, also.)

The members of this Section should see to it that

some of the benefit of this Act comes to their towns
by interesting local school authorities, or initiating

movements to demand action.

Third: MOVEMENT FOR EDUCATIONAL RE-
FORM :

This work is progressing, and a memorial has been

prepared, to be addressed to the various provincial au-
thorities, with suggestions for improving primary edu-
cation ; to save children's time and energy, and to se-

cure more uniform systems of primary education
throughout the nation.

Fourth: This summer the action of our Council has
procured the attendance of students for vacation work
in many of the mills which were enterprising enough to
make places for them. We have had i-eports that these
students are working well in all branches of mill work.
This promises to ensure for the future an infhix of our
own university graduates as technical men in our mills.

Prizes are to be awarded for essays on the summer's
work.

Fifth : Night schools last winter made good starts,

but were interrupted greatly by the influenza epidemic.
In preparation for the future use of our textbooks and
their incidental writing and reading, it is suggested
that special attention be given next fall to teaching of
English, reading, writing, and elementary mathematics.

Respectfully submitted,
G. CARRUTHERS,
A. P. COSTIGANE,
J. N. STEPHENSON,
D. DAVERIN,
N. GAIN,
T. L. CROSSLEY, Chairman.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON ABSTRACTS
AND PUBLICATIONS.

The committee on Abstracts and Publications has no
definite report to make at this time except to state
that the activities of the committee are going forward
in the usual way.

Plans are made for the publication of the papers read
at the annual meeting and other transactions of the
sections, but the publishers of the Pulp and Paper
Magazine have not yet found it possible to devote the
necessary time and machinery to the reprinting of this

material. It is hoped that some of this will be available
during the fall.

The time which the chairman of your committee has
been obliged to devote to the work on the text-book
has somewhat interfered with devoting as much time
as should be given to the matter of publications.

Respectfullv submitted,

J. N. STEPHENSON,
Chairman.

A Group of Vistors in Front of Price Bros. & Co.'s

Office at Kenogami.
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COMMITTEE OF TESTING MOISTURE IN PULP.
This report has been approved by three of the mem-

bers of the Committee so far, and I have no doubt that

the other two members of the Committee also approve
of it, although I have not yet heard from them. These

other two members are Mr. 0. Rolland. of the Holland

Paper Co., and Mr. C. D. Waters, of Priee Bros.

I am also enclosing a test taken by one of the mem-
bers of the Committee, Mr. Mason, of the Laurentide

Co.. on Hydraulic Pressed Pulp, showing that the

MOISTURE TESTS ON

wedge system of Moisture Testing compared with mois-

ture test of the whole lap bears out that the wedge

system is very satisfactory. Mr. Mason has taken

forty different laps, each lap also tested and wedge

sample taken from each lap and the whole lap being

weighed and tested also. The result of each one of

these tests is shown on the enclosed graphic chart,

from which you will see that the results from the wedge

samples agree very closely with the results of the whole

lap.

PRESSED SULPHITE.

Test No. 12 16

Figures For Special Test.

Strip Whole
No. Wedge. Lap.

1 50.24 46.25

2 48.11 50.11

3 45.55 48.02

4 47.64 47.56

5 48.05 48.53

6 48.46 49.81

7 50.57 49.31

8 41.47 46.72

9 57.54 49.16

10 49.88 48.53

11 52.05 48.94

12 50.26 47.60

13 43.66 46.00

14 49.38 47.66

15 40.41 47.35

16 54.35 47.61

17 43.42 48.00

18 :' 51.88 48.24

19 49.33 49.04
OQ 55.03 49.33

21 47.05 47.36

22 42.70 47.86

28 48.21 48.55
24 47.60 50.42
25 50.38 50.92
26 52.53 52.16
27 60.16 50.55
28 55.00 50.14
29 . ... 50.72 48.80

30 56.36 48.70

31 57.47 51.00
32 55.24 51.35

33 51.38 49.15

34 52.24 49.24

35 48.88 48.72

36 46.94 50.05

37 50.08 49.05

38 48.91 48.-52

39 48.72 49.26

40 44.38 48.11

Average.. . . ... 49.55

Summary.

48.84

1. Your Committee are of the opin on tha the

strip sample, as previously advocated, taking clear

across the whole length of the wet lap. should be
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adopted as the standard method of sampling wet lap

pulp.

2. The strip sample taken clear across from slieet of

Rogers wet machine pulp should be adopted for the

standard method for testing sheets from Rogers wet
machines.

3. We are still carrying out investigations as re-

gards hydraulic pressed pulp, in accordance with the

wishes of the Council of the Technical Section. Three
members of your Committee are working on this, and

<''t'^\
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as soon as the result of their investigations are known,

we will be in a position to give definite statement as

regards the question of testing hydraulic pressed

pulp. Your Committee have confined themselves,

since the January meeting, to investigations on this

line.

J. 0. MASON,
Laurentide Paper Co.

C. BARLOW,
Donnacoua Paper Co.

E. B. SLACK,
Chairman of Committee.

ESTIMATING ROSIN IN ROSIN SIZE MILK.
By ROSS CAMPBELL.

The Department of Chemical Control of the Ameri-

can Writing Paper Company was asked by one of the

A. W. P. Mills for a method of determining the con-

centration of rosin size milk. The use of a hydrometer

was found to be unsatisfactory, as the results showed

only a variation of 0.8° be., from a 1 per cent to a 5

per cent solution of the size.

A search of the files revealed a method for determin-

ing the strength of rosin in the milk, which requires

for operation a pint tin container, a folio weight scale

and a place in which to evaporate the water from the

rosin size milk. The method is as follows:

(1) Weigh tin container (empty) on scale.

(2) Fill with exactly one pint of rosin size milk.

(3) Evaporate to dry mass at a temperature of 212°

Fahr.

(4) Weigh tin plus residue.

(5) Difference between (1) and (4) equals rosin

size in one pint.

(6) Calculation (5) x Vi equals pounds rosin size

per gallon.

It is well to note (a) that tlic container should not

weigh more than four ounces (b) that the smallest divi-

sion on paper scale is equivalent to .0080 oz. : (c) results

good to within 2 per cent of actual figures.—"Paper."

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.
Judgment Rendered by Railway Commission in

"Joint Rates Case."
The Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada

has just issued an order in connection with joint rates

between stations on the Canadian Pacific, Grand
Trunk and Canadian National Railways, a matter
which has been before them for several years. At the
present time a shipment moving from a point located
exclusively on the C. P. R. to another point located
exclusively on the G. T. R. is charged the local rate

to and from the point of interchange, plus the cost
of cartage at the interchange point. Under the Board's
order through rates will be published which will be
slightly higher than would apply over one line of rail-

way for similar distances, but considerably lower than
the combination of local rates as at present applied.

The order does not provide any special commodity
rates but will cover all class rates, and stipulates that
tariffs covering shall be issued to become effective

not later than October 1st.

Advance in Cartage Charges.
Shortly after the settlement of the Teamsters' strike

in Toronto, new tariffs have been received from the
raihvays advancing the charges made for cartage at

various points.

The new tariffs provide a charge at Toronto for

carloads of 4 cents ner 100 lbs. and for less than ear-

loads 6 cents. At Montreal the charge will be 5 cents,

carloads, and 7 cents less than carloads. At Ottawa
and three rivers carloads 4 cents, less than carloads
.5 cents. At advance of 5 cents is also being made
in the minimum charge for "smalls."
The new rates take effect September 4th.

Amplication for Increased Teleafrauh Charges.
A joint application has been filed with the Board of

Railway Commissioners bv the Great North Western
Telea-ranh Co., Canadian Pacific Telegraph Co.. Grand
Trunk Pacific Teleffranh Co. and Western LTnion, for

nermissinn to increase the present scale of tolls charged
by them for telegranh service bv not less than 25%.
An application for a general increase was made at

the time the last advance in freight rates took place,

but owing to certain statutory enactments affecting the

G. N. W. in Eastern Territory the Board of Railway
Commissioners decidpd it did not have jurisdiction to

authorize a aeneral advance. The Railway Act has now
been amended srivins' the Board nower to adjust rates

I'otwithstanding restrictive statutorv enactments such

as referred to. and the Telegranh Companies are eon-
totirlinp' tliat increased wdctps and onerating expenses

warrfint their exactin<? hiffher tolls.

Careful workmen always make good and are seldom

injured.

ProT>nseH Fteame'" fSnilirJ^s From Montreal.

("Subject to chano'c withoiit notice.")

To Liverpool.

^Minnedosa C.P.O.S. Line, aboiit Aug. 13.

Canada, White Star-Dominion Line, aboiit Aug. 13.

Scandinavian, C.P.O.S. Line, about Aug. 14.

Metagama, C.P.O.S. Line, aboiit Aug. 17.

Megantic, White Star-Dominion Line, about Aug. 23.

Melita, C.P.O.S. Line, about Aug. 29.

Rimouski, Wliite Star-Dominion Line, about Aug. 31.

To London.
Willaston, Cuiiard Line, about Aug. 1.'").

Vadulia, Cunard Line, about Aug. 17.

Inkula, Cunard Line, about Aug. 24.
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Cornish Point, C.P.O.S.-Furness Line (Furness), about

Aug. 25.

\'erbania, Cunard Line, about Aufi. 26.

Tunisian, C.P.O.S. Line, about Aug:. 28.

War Peridot, C.P.O.S.-Furness Line (C.P.O.S.), about

Sept. 5.

Mattawa, C.P.O.S.-Furness Line (C.P.O.S.), about

Sept. 6.

Dunbridge. C.P.O.S.-Furness Line (C.P.O.S.) about

Sept. 3.

To Antwerp.

Glenspean, CP.O.S.-Funiess Line (Furness), about

Aug. 11.

War Berj'l. C.P.O.S.-Furness Line (C.P.O.S.), about

Sept." 10.

To Glasgow.

Saturnia, Anchor-Don Line, about Aug. 13.

Corsiean, C.P.O.S. Line, about Aug. 23.

Cassandra. Ani-hor-Don. Line, about Aug. 23.

Montcalm, C.P.O.S. Line, about Aug. 29.

Cabatia, Cnnnrd Line about Sept. 2.

Scotian, C.P.O.S. Line, about Sept. 10.

To Avonmouth Dock (Bristol).

Dominion, Dominion Line, about Aug. 19.

Vellania, Cunard Line, about Aug. 24.

Monmouth. C.P.O.S. Line, about Aug. 28.

Verentia,, Cunard Line, about Aug. 30.

Pretorian. C.P.O.S., about Aug. 30.

To Manchester.

Manchester Hero, Manchester Liners, about Aug. 17.

Manchester Division. Manchester Liners, about Aug. 30.

Manchester Importer, :Manchester Liners, about Sept. 4.

To Hull.

Norfolk Range, Furness Lhu". about Aug. 15.

dranipian Range, Furness Line, about Aug. 23.

To Leith.

Cairndhu, Thomson Line, about Aug. 30.

To Dublin.

Carrigan Head, Head Line, about Aug. 16.

To Belfast.

Ballvgally Head. Head Line, about Aug. 28.

Milmore Head, Head Line, about Aug. 31.

To St. Nazaire (France.)

Cape Corso, Can.-French Line, about Aug. 2.5.

To Havre (France.)

Hudson, Canadian-Trans-Atlantique Line, about Aug.

18.

"Wislev, Canadian-Trans. Atlantique Lnie. about Sept.

10.

To Buenos Aires and Monte Video.

Clan Skene. Houston Lines, al)o\it Aug. 25.

•Canadian Pioneer, Can. Govt. :Merchant Marine. Ltd.,

about Sept. 10.

A Steamer, Houston Lines, about Sept. 15.

*Buenos Aires only.

To South African-Cape Town, Port Elizabeth, East

London, Durban and Delagoa Bay.
_

Reniruela. Elder-Dempster Line, about Auii-. 25.

To Australasian Ports—Melbourne, Sydney, Auckland

Wellington, Lytteton and Dunedin
(Port Chalmers).

Waniraratta, New Zealand Shipi>ing Co., about Aug.

23.

To Barbadoes and Trinidad.

Canadian Warrior, Can. Govt. Merchant Marine. Ltd.,

about Aug. 26.

Canadian Recruit. Can. Govt. Merchant Marine, Ltd.,

about Sept. 16.

To Kingston (Jamaica) and Havana (Cuba.)

Canadian Trader, Can. Govt. Merchant Marine, Ltd.,

about Aug. 27.

Canadian Sailor, Can. Govt. Merchant Marine, Ltd.,

about Sept. 13.

To Charlottetown, St. Johns, Newf'd.
A Steamer, Gulf of St. Lawnnee Shpg. & Trading

Co., about Aug. 15.

EXPORTS DECIDEDLY BETTER FOR MAY.
Official returns of Canatlian exports of ]>apcr, pulp

and pidpwood for May, the second month of the fiscal

year, show a total value of $8,418,800. against !f8,407,-

156 in May last year. Paper gained $1,410,591 while

chenucal pulp fell off .$483,464, mechanical pulp, $76,-

896 and puipwood $828,587. The figures are as follows:

Increase or

Month of Mav. 1918. 1919. deerea.se.

Paper .$3,727,829 .$.5,138,420 -f.$l ,410,591

Pulj), chcm. . . . 2,798,720 2,315,276 — 483,464

I'uip. meeh. . .. 433,801 356,905 — 79,896

Puipwood
$6,960,370 $7,810,601 + $850,231

. 1,436,786 608,199 — 828,587

$8,407,156 $8,418,800 + $ 11,644

For the two months' period there has ])een a decrease

of $703,863 as compared with the same i)eriod last year.

Paper gained $1,883,777, while chemical i)ulp lost $1,-

409,972, mechanical pulp $343,126 and woodpulp $834,-

542, the details showing

:

Increase or

Two Months. 1918. 1919. decrease.

Paper .$6,884,881 .$8,768,658 +$1,883,777

Pulp, chem 4,846,238 3,436,266 — 1,409,972

Pulp, mech 917,742 574,616 — 343,126

Puipwood.
.$12,648,861 $12,779,540

. 2,071,930 1,237,388

130,679

834,542

$14,720,791 $14,016,928 —$ 703,863

The increase in the value of exports of paper taken

in connection with the decrease in the value of exports

of pulp and puipwood is indication of the fact that

i nthis industry Canada is increasing its exports of

finished products and sending out of the country less

raw material to be manufactured abroad, which is de-

cidedly a change for the better,. We may soon, how-

ever, look for larger exports of pulp.

LOOKING FOR CHANCE TO START A MILL.
A strong Canadian organization has been investigat-

ing the possibilities of the pulp and paper industry as

a field for hivestment. They are considering the ad-

visability of establishing a mill, but would also be

interested in an opportunity to render financial as-

sistance to a good firm requiring more capital. The

Pidp and Paper Magazine would be glad to help both

parties if there are such firms to whom we could be

NEW PAPER PLANT FOR BROCKVILLE.
Plans for the immediate construction of a big paper

manufacturing plant were discussed and endorsed by

the Brockville Board of Trade, and an agreement en-

tered into with the promoters, the chief of whom are

C. F. Buss, of ]\Iille Roches, and J. R. Buchanan, of

Ottawa. It is projiosed to give the company a site

on which work will be commenced at once. The board

is in touch Avith several other industries looking to

Brockville for locations.
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A very interesting meeting of the Bureau was held
at the Ritz-Carlton on Thursday of this week. Mr. G.
H. P. Gould, who was elected president at the annual
meeting, died on 8th June. Mr. Babeoek, the vice-

president, lost his wife last week and so was necessar-

ily absent. R. S. Kellogg called the meeting to order
and called for nominations for remainder of year. P.

T. Dodge was nominated by Mr. Meade, but due to

a proposed trip to Europe and other reasons declined

to accept. Mr. Meade defended his nomination so well

that Mr. Dodge reconsidered and took the chair amid
the applause of the meeting. In accepting his duties

Mr. Dodge urged honest, open methods of doing busi-

ness and of establishing conditions that will be.st for-

ward the interests of the whole industry.

Mr. Kellogg made an announcement regarding the

boat trip up the Saguenay. Mr. Bagg, Mr. Sterling,

Mr. and Mrs. Kellogg, Mr. Thome, Col. Ray, and Mr.

Steele ahd party, took advantage of the opportunity

to visit the mills at Kenogami. Mr. Tombs took

charge of the arrangements for this trip.

Mr. Kellogg explained some very interesting tables

and charts. At present rate of production, all mills

in Canada and the U. S. this year, will make 2,120,000

tons of newsprint compared with 2,002,000 in 1918.

Newspaper consumption has increased at least 20%
between January and June. Advertising has increased

46 per cent, while total gross circulation has decreased

5 per cent. Mr. Dodge stated that some maniifacturers

are advertising to avoid paying the money in taxes

and getting more benefit from it, also there are many
firms in the field who never advertised before and

much of this will be continued. Mr. Kellogg is making

a record of number of pages printed by leading papers

of the countrj'. Chicago papers have averaged 24

pages daily and 92 Sunday, against 20 and 90 in New
Y(jrk papers. Many large publishers are said to be

expecting a stable permanent newspaper price of i

cents per copy. Manufacturers of newspaper presses

and other presses are filled up with orders that will

keep them busy for 18 to 24 months.

The V. S. Forest Service report on pulpwood and

wood pulp production for 1918 was distributed. This

M'as printed at the expense of the Newsprint Service

Biireau.

The secretary referred to the work of standardizing

cost accounting in the mills. The paper industry is

very fortunate in its ability to know just what costs

are. The Federal Trade Commission have approved

the methods and principles of the Manufacturers.

Twenty-four firms are now sending in paper samples

and twenty-three are giving wage schedules.

One of the attractions of the meeting was the ex-

hibit nf more than 160 specimens showing the war

uses of paper. This was supplemented by some ex-

cellent pictures of Canadian mills and water powers.

Cost Keeping.

Mr. Percy Wilson, of the Spanish River Mills re-

ported for the Cost Accounting Committee and describ-

ed the work of the committee and asked co-operation

and assistance of each mill in the work introduced by
the field agent of the committee, Mr. "Ware. He
.stated that each mill must give up a little to get in line.

Mr. "Wise interpreted the agreement under which the

newsprint price in the States was to be established.

He explained how the costs of paper were established

by the Commission and the former false findings that

had to be disproved and traced the application of the

War Labor Board's wage award and the Railway

Board's freight increase. An interesting reference

was made to the coming hearing before the U. S. Cir

cuit Court on October 6th.

The other points disciissed were cores and color.

Speaking on the former, Mr. Stadler of the Belgo-

Canadian Co., expressed the opinion that the iron tip-

ped paper core is the coming thing and the best and
fairest method is to charge the core as paper to the cus-

tomer. Then when the stripped core is back at the

mill, the customer is credited with that weight.

Mr. Steele supported this scheme and mentioned that

it was the same practice as obtained in the matter of

cement sacks and other containers. No complaints are

made by customers. Mr. Meade remarked that the ten-

dency is toward the making of a core that can l)e l^fft

with the publisher.

Mr. Dodge explained how cores are damaged in the

press-room. In one case the friction brake was applied

all at one end of the core and twisted off the iron fer-

rule- He stated that improvements in press manufac-

ture will greatly remedy conditions causing core

troubles.

In regard to color of newsprint it was brought out

that a large number of mills are making it in the nat-

ural, while many are using a little color. Considerable

discussion arose over the question of whether a stand-

ard color should be adopted. Several spoke in favor

of it, but no motion was made. When someone sug-

gested that the matter depended largely on getting a

standard blue. Mr. Stadler replied that any shade can

be matched. Apropos of another suggestion he added
that this is not a matter for investigation by the techni-

cal organizations, but an individual problem for each

mill to work out its own color formula. Mr. Houck ex-

plained how the Meade Co. invited their customers to a

meeting, where an expert on color explained the whole

matter, including the effect of the ink. This contains

what he called a blue toner which tends to compensate
pink or yellow. After a careful consideration of the

matter, a shade part way between the once popular
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blue-wliitf aiul tlie natural color was chosen. It is

called a modified natural- It was stated by another

that stored pulp requires a little more colorintr, and

the problem is also affected by water conditions.

At the afternoon session the Bureaii pas.sed resolu-

tions on the loss of President 6. H. P. Gould, who died

in June. Mr. Gould has been a prominent figure in

newsprint circles for many years.

The luncheon was a very enjoyable affair, irusta-

torially and otherwise. A fine menu was served, and

forty-three plates were laid. When appetites were ap-

peased, and the gruests had enjoyed a friendly chat

with neifrhbors, Mr. Bothwell, president of the Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association welcomed the

guests, especially the ladies, and called on Mr. Dodge

who had just been elected president of the Newsprint

Service Bureau. Mr- Dodge spoke appreciatively of the

cordial co-operation between Canadians and Americans.

'•\Ve must do justice to our customers and ,so conduct

our business as to get a fair return on our capital in-

vestment. Tn small things we are competitors, in large

ones partners," said Mr. Dodge.

The Newsprint Industry and Certain Economic
Problems.

Mr. B. K. Sandwell was then introduced as the editor

of one of the few Canadian newspapers that had shown

a tendency to be fair to the paper makers, and who is

guilty of many other accomplishments. Mr. Sandwell

began his address in a delightfully humorous vein which

caused gusts of laughter (see '"gustatorially " previous-

ly used). He referred to the industry as the best regu-

lated, or at least the most regulated business on the con-

tinent and the gathering an appearing equally well regu-

lated. He cited the incident of a minister who used to

pray that rain might fall on the crops during the week

that had passed, believing that with God all things are

possible. The Canadian Government seems to have ar-

rogated unto itself similar powers in regulating or

changing the price that manufacturers had received in

the past for their product.

Still keeping his hearers in a happy state of mind,

Mr. Sandwell continued more seriously on the subject of

"The Newsprint Industry and Its Relation to Certain

Economic Problems." Only a brief summary can be

given at this time.

Newsprint is the corner stone of Democracy, for with-

out cheap and abundant paper it would be impossible

to carry on a successful democratic government. To do

this it is necessary to di.stribute much information to

many people, they must be educated. The manufac-

turer, with the aid of unsurpassed natural resources

and inventive genius and business skill and courage has

done his part well. The newspaper men have also done

their part, perhaps as well, perhaps not.

Government regulation may extend to the reading

matter of newspapers, but though it is possible to pre-

vent material from being printed it is not possible to

compel people to read. Therefore newspapers contain

wiiat the people want to I'ead. so tliat tliey may invdluii-

tarily absorb some information they ought to read.

Aside from its monetary value to the puhlislicr. tin-

advertisement is an imjiortant means of education. In

this way, people arc educated to the consumption of

new products whose nmnufacture em])loys nnu-h laboi'.

and whose use often brings many advantages.

The si)eaker then ex]>laini'd what the newsprint in-

dustry means to Canada- It is the economic mainstay

of tlie country. Its jn'odiu-t is sold for cash, and most

of it in tilt' Tnited States, from wliicli we do and always

will, buy a lot of material, and where we mu.st pay

cash. I'^oodstuffs go largely to Europe for credit, be-

cause that is all they have. The United States is doing

the same thing, so that the w;ealth of the world is flow-

ing into Uncle Sam's pockets. Exchange is said to be

favorable to the States because of this enormous excess

of exports over imports. There is some tiuestion whether

this is a healthy condition. Too great an excess may be

decidedly otherwise, and nature will cure the malady in

time because other nations can not afford to trade with

such a handicap, to the disadvantage of all. It would

be well to consider taking steps to relieve the condition

before congestion of wealth brings on economic apo-

plexy or something of the sort.

]\Ir. Wise and 'Sir. George ^Montgomery were also call-

ed on by Jlr. Bothwell and Mr. ilontgomery responded

for the legal profession, expressing his pleasure at see-

ing the newsprint men looking- so well in spite of their

troubles-

The following mills were represented at the meeting

and luncheon :—Abitibi Power & Paper Co., S. R. Wil-

son and R. A. Melnnis; Belgo-Canadian Pulp & Paper

Co., John Stadler and V. Delvaulx; Brompton Pulp &

Paper Co., J. A. Bothwell and Ernest Ro.ssiter : Canada

Paper Co., F. J- Campbell ; Canadian Export Paper Co.,

W. J. Linehan. N. E. Wainwright, J. C. Ardron. G. F.

Steele, and John Mather; Donnacona Paper Co., Geo. M.

McKee ,- Finch, Pruyn & Co., C. A. Woodcock and

Maurice Hoopes; International Paper Co., Philip T.

Dodge and W. E. Haskell ; Laurentide Co., Geo.

Chahoon, jr., and F- A. Sabbaton ; G. H. Mead Co., R.

T. Houek, jr. ; Kew.sprint Service Bureau, R. S. Kellogg,

G. A. Ware and H. H. Werley; Oswego Falls Pulp and
Paper Co., C. W. Tooke ; Remington Paper & Power Co-,

R. B. Maltby and M. S. Moyer; Spanish River Pulp and

Paper Mills, Ltd., Percy B. Wilson and Geo. H. ilead

;

St. Regis Paper Co-, F. L. Carlisle and J. J. Warren

;

Taggarts Paper Co., J. V. Baron; West End Paper; E.

B. Sterling and M. M. Bagg; Price Bros & Co., J. Leon-

ard Apedaile. Guests: Mrs. R- S. Kellogg and Mrs. C.

W. Tooke, and Edward Beck, Geo. H. Montgomery. B.

K. Sandwell, Henry A. Wise, J. N. Stephenson. R. C.

Sturgeon, and Wm- Romain Tyree.

Lefs all keep industry humming by working togeth-
er, employers and employees, in harmonious co-opera-
tion.
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British Trade News
(From Our Loudon Corri'spondeiit.)

Paper Mills Faced With More Trouble.
London, July 29.—Within tlie last 4S hours there

has developed a crisis in English and Welsh indus-

trial circles which has surpassed all previous discon-

tent in any industry in the United Kingdom, and how
the paper mill owners are going to fare within the next
few weeks it is difficult at present to conceive. To-
day there is discontent everywhere. There is a body
known as the "The Triple Alliance"' and it includes

transport workers, railway men, paper mill workers
and engineers, and side by side with this body is the

iliners" Federation of Great Britain. A big section of

tlie miners have struck work and as I write 6 pits are

flooded and 17 are in danger. With this state of things

going on the outlook for paper mills is not very rosy.

I got into touch with the Miners' Federation and I

was infoi-med that nothing could be done until the

Premier was interviewed and a series of conferences

had been arranged. A week ago it was announced that

coal would go up to the extent of 6s a ton. This meant
a great deal for paper mills, as the cost of production
would be increased and the prices of papers would
need another jump. But the greatest trouble of all

was a supply of coal regularly and here the managers
of mills were taxed to their wits ends.

Home of the mills have small stocks of coal on hand
and if coal supplies run out before the miners settle

their disputes it will mean the paper mill workers
will have to cease operations. At present transport

on the railroads is dislocated for running up coal sup-

])lies and if mills have not profited by the experience ob-

tained in the miners' strike some years ago, I am afraid

the position of the paper industry will become jeo-

])ardized before we know where we are. Events are

moving very quickly now and they are telling against

industry—no business man can deny the fact. It my
last despatch to the "Pulp and Paper Magazine,"
I had to record the demands of the workers for short-

ers hours and higher wages. That dispute was .settled

at a late hour one night and the provisional agree-

ment arrived at reduced the working week to 48 hours

for day workers and 44 hours for shift workers. This

demand of employees means more machinery, upset

trade, and created a feeling of uncertainty. Now the

coal supply has to be faced and one mill o\xnier I was
speaking to yesterday said he was exasperated and

felt helpless, because he no sooner got over one trou-

ble than he was up to his neck in another, and this

way of getting on was neither good for the country

nor industry as a whole. The policy of wait and see

has now to be adopted.
« # # * «

"The Times" Introducss Mr. Dawe to England.

Mr. A. L. Dawe, the Secretary of the Canadian Pulp

and Paper Association, has had a good introduction

to the buyers of Canada's products through the med-

ium of the press. The "Times" announced his ar-

rival in the country and a good many of the provincial

newspapers have had short articles on Canada's pro-

duction of pulp and paper and the great resources that

lie behind the mills. There is no doubt Mr. Dawe's

visit will do some good directly and indirectly, and if

he has done nothing else he has told the British mill

owner that the Canadian pulps—and he has specified

them, too,—are on a par with those of Scandinavia.

The ''Times," one of England's leading dailies, has

stated that Mr. Dawe has come to London to give

advice and help buyers in the matter of Canadian pulps
and it is many years since I have read such a valuable
introduction in England's greatest dispenser of news.
The British paper mill owner need not be prejudiced
against Mr. Dawe's vi.sit, because there must be reci-

procity in trade and industry, and the more scientific

knowledge or experience one can introduce on a flying
visit to the Mother Country the more it will he ap-
preciated. If it was good for the Norwegian, or Swede,
or German to visit London and expound the value
of his country's products prior to 1914, .surely Can-
ada takes a preference above foreigners and the claims
of her industry should not be turned down.

* * * * #

Canadian Paper Suits British Printers.

The Master Printers' Association has a social gath-
ering the other da.v and some information was re-

quired on paper prices. It was pointed out that some
printers were held uj) by the British mills, strawboards
in some cases costing as much as £25. The reply given
was that many of the mills had made exhorbitant
profits during the war and printers were advised to

watch the prices of papers in the LTnited States where
they were cheaper than in England. All the prices

at home would show a tendenej' to harden because
the mills were full of orders and they were not likely

to go on reducing their prices. The staple prices of

paper had now being reached, but- it was the duty
of the printer to watch paper, his raw material, and
they should not be dependent on foreign manufac-
turers. There was no great cause for alarm as re-

gards prices and supplies in England. Here we have
an instance of lack of knowledge of the products of

the Canadian mills. But go to the printer who uses

the Dominion paper and he will tell you that its suits

his machinery better than the States paper. Some
printers complain that there is too much China clay

in the American papers and from what I have seen of

their rollers they are not far wrong.*****
The Pulp and Chemical Markets.

The action of the miners and the recent unsettle-

ment in the paper industry, has left dealings in pulps
very uncertain. At present prices are vmchanged,
sulphite being £37 for good quality, news grade £2.3

1.5s to £24 and ea.sy bleaching £24 "l5s. to £25. There
is only a snudl demand for small parcels, as manu-
facturers are in a state of uncertainty. In Norwegian
mills things are not of the best and there is a feeling

here that shipments will be dislocated before very long.

Small supplies are arriving from Canada and I^. S. A.
For instance, according to the customs returns 3,700

tons of moist mechanical arrived during the first week
in Julv, valued at £25,823, compared with 4,099 tons

from Sweden at £38,330 and 5,700 tons at £47,920
from Norway. In addition Canada sent during the

same period 1,500 tons of unbleached chemical (dry)

against Scandinavia's 7,000 tons. The U. S. A.'s sup-

ply reached only 36 tons. Sweden is keeping up a

regular supply with the British mills at stead}' prices.

The feeling generally is that prices all round for jmlps
and papers will not be easier for some considerable

time and Canadians would do well to keep a keen eye

on the progress of the markets here.

The chemical inarket at present is at a standstill,

as regards business. Prior to the coal dispute there

was a good demand for caustic soda, alkali, and bleach-
ing powder and prices showed no upward tendency.
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111 esparto tlu' market keeps firm. Ratrs of all kiuds
eontinue in srood deiiiaud and waste pa]iers are tin-

ehanged, stocks beinjr very larsre and little iiusiness

passinf"'. China elay is miieh sonjrlit after and jiit own-
ers report that a fair volume of trade is heinfr done
on home and export aceount.

The Paper Mox Trade Board (Great Britain) is

about to issue a proposal to vary the minimum time

I'ates as follows: For female workers (other than learn-

ers) from 5''4d to 8d per hour; for male workers
(other than learners) from 9d to Is l-'^id per hour,

with eorresjjondinjr increases in the minimum rates for

female and male learners respectively. The Hoard also

liropose to fix piecework basis time rates of 8i/:i and
Is S' id an hour for female and male workers re

spectively.

A Paper Bajr Trade Hoard has now been consti-

tuted. Professor L. T. Ilohlionse is the chainuan. ilr

J. H. Stoker, K.C, deputy, and Mi-. F. Popplewell, .sec-

retary. There are sixteen members representing the

emi)Ioyers and sixteen representing the workers. The
Board will deal with disputes and wapres questions.

INTERNATIONAL FIRE FIGHTING.
Because of tiic serious fire conditions and dauiicr

of a bad eonflafrration due to spreading of fires on

both sides of the border last week, Forester Cox, o"

Minnesota, immediately conferred with R. H. Camp-
bell, Ottawa, chief forester of Canada, who was in

St. Paul, and arranged for closer co-operation between

Minnesota and Canadian rangers. Patrols will be in-

creased at once, he stated, and any additional nieas

uj-es necessary to check the menace will be taken.

SCENE SEEN BY T. S. PARTY ON THE SAGUENAY.

Capes Trinity and Eternity as They Appear on
the Return Journey.

A cloudburst in New Brunswick last week did seri-

ous damage at Bathurst.

The barque Bessfield, which was loading at the East

Bathurst dock of the Bathui'st Lumber Company, broke

away from her moorings and went agrotmd near the

George Eddy Company mill.

Edward Beck, who is acting secretary of the Canada
Pulp and Paper Association, in a letter recently pub-

lished in the Montreal Gazette calls attention to the

sadly different attitude of the Government in fixing

the prices of wheat and newsprint. In the first ease

only the producer is considered, and in the second,

only the consumer. He concludes: Do you know of

any reason, outside of polities, to explain why the

Government treats the wheat-growers and the paper
manufacturers on such radically opposing lines?

A DOUBLE SAFETY LESSON.
The "Raripaco," published l)y the Racquette River

Paper Co., printed this picture in a recent issue. It

well illustrates the danger of wearing loose clothing
—carelessness on the part of the employee, and the

danger of |)rojeeting setscrews—carelessnes on the part
of the mill. Another second and there would be a
liroken arm or shoulder blade and a sprained back.

SMOKE FROM FOREST FIRES STOPS SHIPS.
Soo, Ont., Aug. 12.—Up till last night since 11 o'clock

Sunday night, not a vessel had passed through the

canals bound up, while of the down bound traffic only
two, the Agawa and Rochester, have locked through
since Sunday.
Over the river and Lake Superior hangs the smoke

from forest fires, like a low cloud, completely obscur-

ing vision in every direction. Navigation has prac-

tically ceased.

At short intervals the hoarse sirens of the scows of

anchored craft send out their notes of warning. Ix

is the worst situation that has confronted .navigation

for vears.

BAHR BROTHERS BEGAN AS BOYS.
At the ages of 13 and 14 the Bahr brothers began

^\•ork in the ground wood mill of the Michigan Wood-
pulp Co. at Niles, Mich., and soon worked into posi-

tions of millwrights. The late Hon. W. S. Millard, to

whom they applied for a job as screen tender boys.

told them the.v were too young, but they persisted

in asking for work and were given something to do
to get rid of them. In the course of their long period

of service the.v strove to make such improvements as

would assist their employers.

The most notable result was the development of their

Positive Jordan Filling, which was patented in United
States in 1910 and in Canada in 1912. The filling is

not only of great assistance in decreasing the time and
trouble required to keep Jordans in good working
condition, but the metal is of such a character that

it resists chemicals and mechanical wear and has furth-

er found extensive use in the mills of the United States

and Canada, and even in foreign countries. It is used
on all kinds of stock from tissue paper to box board.

The success of the Bahr Bros, in building up their ex-

tensive business is but another instance of the reflex

advantage of giving an employer good service.

A place for everything and everything in its place

helps to reduce accidents.
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Technical Section

New Members.
Percy Austin, of Bathurst Lumber Co.'s sulphate

department, Bathurst, N.B., and Samuel S. Berger,
Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, Espanola, Ont.,

have been elected members of the Technical Section
and Francis Ernest Shackell, Laurentide Co., Grand '-

Mere, P.Q., is the newest student member.

SUCJGESTIONS WANTED BY TEXTBOOK
COMMITTEE.

The Joint Executive Committee on Vocational Edu-
cation present this week to members of the Technical
Section, and other readers of Pulp and Paper Magazine,
another synopsis of one of the sections of the textbook,
for criticism, comment, and suggestion.

Synopsis of chapters on preparation of linen and
cotton rags.

SYNOPSIS OF CHAPTERS ON THE PREPARATION
OF LINEN AND COTTON RAGS.

1. Introductory:

a. A brief history of the use of rags in paper mak-
ing leading uji to

b. The present day importance of rag fibi'es to

the industry.

2. Sources of Supply:
a. How rags are handled. (Balers.)

b. New rags or table cuttings.

c. Old rags. From mixed rags to the graded rags

which the paper mill buys.

d. The storing of rags at the mill. Loss of weight.

3. Classification of Rags:
a. General specifications.

b. Specific specifications.

c. Rags sold on sample.

4. Preliminary Thrashing:
a. Ojiening up bales.

h. Description of thrasher,

c. Thrasher d\ist, loss in weight.
"). Sorting and Inspecting:

a. StriDpinff.

b. Grading.

c. Inspecting.

6. Cutting and Dusting:

a. Purpose.
b. Description of Cutter.

c. Railroad and fan dusters.

(1. The description and use of the magnetic roll.

7. Cooking:
a. Packing the boiler.

b. Preparation of cooking liquor.

e. The cooking and reasons for it.

d. Types of boilers, Kinne valves.

e. Variations in cooking practice.

f. Discussion of general theory of cooking and
paper mill practice.

g. "Pulling" the boiler.

8. Washing:
a. Removing the dirt.

b. Drawing ont the fibres,

c The washing engine.

(1. Discussion of washing.

9. Bleaching:

a. Theory of bleaching. j

b. The use of bleaching powder.
c. The use of liquid chlorine.
d. Discussion of amount of bleach needed, etc.

10. Drainers.

a. Purpose.
b. Construction.
c. Time in drainers. 1. Washing in drainers.
d. Possible use of wet machine. 1. Advantages

11. A discussion of the process lo.sses and the ext'ent
to which they occur in each of the above steps.

Preparation of Esparto.
1. Esparto:

a. Its nature.
b. Discussion of its use in and importance to the

paper industry.
c. Sources of supply.

2. Preliminary Treatment :

a. Sorting and du.sting.
3. Cooking:

a. Types of boilers used.
b. Cooking liquors.

e. Discu.ssion of mill practice.
d. Brief .sketch only of recovery. (See soda pro-

cess.)

4. Washing and Bleaching:
a. Washing tanks.
b. Bleachers.

5. Yields and Discussion of Losses. (Briefly touched
on where same equijjnuMit and processes used for
pulp.)

Other Fibres.
1. Straw:

a. Its use and importance.
b. Sources of supply.
c. Preliminary treatment.
d. Cooking.
e. Washing and bleaching.
f. Yields.

2. Jute:

a. Use and importance.
b. Supply.
c. Preliminary treatment.
d. Cooking.
e. Washing and bleaching
f. Yields.

3. Hemp:
a. I^se and importance.
b. Supply.
c. Preliminary treatment.
d. Cooking.
e. Washing and bleaching.

.4.. Brief work on Linters, Begasse, Ramie, etc.

The work in the beater by no means primarily de-
cides how the paper turns out. In rag-papers the work
in the sortinj;- room is of primary importance, and in
eellulo.se and mechanical wood-pidp papers the kind
and the growth of the timber employed comes first,
then the kind of cooking or grinding, and only thirdly
the work in the beater.

Carelessness never cures nnvtliinfi
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A New Era for American Dyes
The present readjustment period marks a new era

in the American dyestuffs industry. The nnportanee

of the manufacture of c()U)r. however, must be meas-

ured not bv the mere value of the output, but by its

tremendous influence upon other manufactures depen-

dent upon it.

The position of the American manufacturers ot ani-

line colors to-day. is so infinitely stronger than it was

before the war that the dullness, hesitation ami un-

certainty of the consuming markets may well be over-

looked in consideration of events which have placed

the United States in a most enviable and independent

position—one which less than four years ago was

thou''ht to be beyond all possibility.

Prior to the war, the values of dyes annually con-

sumed in the United States, was estimated at not more

than $'^5 000.000. but the colors were essential to the

production of other manufactured merchandise t^o the

value of $2 500,000,000. The indirect control held by

Germany over our textile and other dye consuming

industries, may therefore be gauged by the fact that

nracticallv all the coal tar colors used here were made

bv German agents (some of whom were AmeTicaii

concerns) from intermediates supplied by the Rhine

factories Our dependence on Germany for dyes,

however was accepted without relish, and had it been

possible to secure adequate protection, we would have

been making our own colors long ago. We had all

we wanted and to spare, of raw material, and what

we lacked in experience could soon be made good.

But the establishments of plants on a scale capable

of producing enormous quantities of intermediates

would involve such a heavy investment, that no one

was willing to take the risk, especially as consuming

industries would be sure to offer continued opposi-

tion to a duty high enough to sustain American manu-

facture against powerful and unscrupulous competi-

tion.
, ,. . . . _,

But war came, and with it the elimination of Ger-

many from the market. Americans were thrown up-

on their own resources, and then, and not till then, did

we realize how great those resources were. Still an-

ther advantage of the Germans was denied manufac-

turers on this side, except to a negligible extent. Ex-

plosives are produced from the same coal tar base as

colors and the production of one results in an accumu-

lation of the other. After the German factories had

produced vast quantities of residue in the process of

color making, for which no appropriate use could be

found, it was discovered, about fifteen years ago, that

these by-products could be as easily converted into

transformed into picric acid. When these discover-

plosives known. Another es;ample, cited by A.

Mitchel Palmer, formerly Alien Property Custodian,

in his report upon the chemical industry, is found in

the production of siilphur black, which by a slight

variation in the final process of manufacture, can be

transformed into picric acid. When these discover-

ies were made, Germany began to push the sale of

her dyes and to store her explosives, and in the minds

of her governing powers, the residual material may
have been of greater consequence than the main pro-

duct. At all events, the cost of the latter was con-

siderably reduced.

With the prospect of war constantly in view, there-

fore, it was but natural that the supply of dyestuffs

should increase, and that every offort should be made
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to find a ready market for them. This, of itself is

sufficient to account for the persistent activity of

German dyes in this country during the last ten or

fifteen years. American manufacture must be stifled,

not only in order to hold the color market for Ger-

many, but to check the production here of explo-

sives. No effort was too great or too small to achieve

this end. When other measures failed, resort was
had to bribery, and it is now well known that many
dyers employed by American manufactures were in

the pay of German agents.

The chain of distribution was complete. It bound
the con.sumer fast to the factories on the Rhine or

to their subsidiaries on this side until the Briti.sh Navy
severed the bonds. From this time on, but two com-

paratively small lots of dyes have reached here via

the submarine Dcutschland. Now German export

trade in colors is dead.

It was of course no secret that chemical dyestuffs

had been accumulating in Germany with the manu-
facture of explosives, which awaited only the resump-

tion of business relations with this country for dump-
ing on the market here, and the fact caused some
little uneasiness. Conflicting reports cause one to

be doubtful as to how great a quantity is really avail-

able.

The great plants on the Rhine are within the Allied

zone of occupation, and recent trade reports from
there are anything but encouraging. The once pros-

perous and efficient factories are said to be in no
condition in fact, to flood any market. One of the

largest producing concerns acknowledges that its

workmen turn out but half of their former produc-

tion, that wages have advanced, and that during the

war the outturn of so called "peace products" re-

presented only five per cent, of capacity, owing to the

heavy drain upon the plants for explosive materials.

All further production of munitions stopped when the

armistice was signed, and yet the factories are oper-

ating at not more than ten per cent, of normal pro-

duction.

Their government business at an end. their domes-

tic market demoralized, and their over-seas trade

ruined the prospects of the German dye manufactu-

rers are anything but bright. Even admitting the

marvellous recuperative power of the German people,

it is difficult to see how their dve industry can ever

again become a factor in the Amprican market. To
make assurance doubly sure, the Ignited States Gov-
ernment has confiscated their American patents and
sold them to a syndicate of prominent bueiness men
known as the "Chemical Foundation. Inc.," which
will act as custodians and lease the patent rights to

any responsible manufacturer.

This company, which is capitalized at iti.500.000, has

purchased some 4.500 patents from the Custodian of

. Alien Property, for $250,000. Of these however, onlv

a comparative few are of any real value : but as all

German dves are manufactured under the rights of

one or moi'e patents, it will be possible to exclude all

imnortations on the .Trnnnd of infrinsrement.

The wav therefore looks clear for thp building of a

new eiant industrv in America.—J. M. P.

One moment's carelessness may undo a lifetime of

pain.staking effort.
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George Warburtou, who for three and a half years
was overseas and returned some time ago from France,
has taken a position as city traveller for Cameron and
Fraser, 104 Front street east, who recently embarked
in the wholesale paper business and handle toilets,

tissues and wrappings. Mr. Warburton is a former em-
ployee of Kilgonr Bros., Toronto.

A. P. Costigane, of Toronto, safety engineer of the
Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' Association, is once
more back at his desk after spending a pleasant holi-

day at Big Bay point, Lake Simcoe.

John Larkin, of the Federal Paper Co., Montreal,
was in Toronto during the past week calling upon the
members of the trade.

C. Nelson Gain, sales manager of the Don Valley
Paper Co., Toronto, has returned to business after
spending a pleasant vacation at Peninsular hotel. Lake
Simcoe, with his wife and family.

J. B. Piper, of the selling staff of the Provincial
Paper Mills Co., and S. F. Duncan, secretary-treasurer

of the company, are back at their desks after enjoying
a pleasant vacation.

Dr. James C. Miller has been appointed to the new
post of a.ssistant director of Industrial and Technical
Education for the province of Ontario and will com-
mence his duties next month. Dr. Miller is a native

of Wellington county and received his professional

education in Saskatchewan, and is at present acting as

supervisor of the work of the United States Federal
Board for Vocational Training. His doctor's degree

was conferred upon him by Columbia University and
he has take a number of courses at Teachers' College

there.

It is announced that wireless telephones and motor
boat patrols will shortly play a pai-t in the matter of

protection from forest fires. The motor boat patrol

will be introduced for the Georgian Bay and Muskoka
districts where the Department of Lands, Forests and
Mines of Ontario has the whole subject now under
investigation.

All logging and pulpwood companies will increase

the number of their camps this fall in order to get out

more timber. There are, at least, ten thousand labor-

ers wanted in Ontario for the camps, according to Dr.

IJiddell, superintendent of the Labor branch of the

Public Works Department for Ontario. Wages run

from $55 to $65 a month at the present time and the

cost of rationing the men, based on the present scale

of prices for supplies of all kinds, will be slightly high-

er- than last season.

W. L. Smith, former agricultural editor of the Tor-

onto Globe, has been appointed agricultural editor of

the Farmers Sun, Toronto, succeeding Gordon Waldron.

A meeting of the shareholders of the paper, which is

owned by the United Farmers of Ontario, will be held

next month to decide whether or not the Sun shall

be converted into a daily publication or continued as

a weekly.

William Turubull, of Victoria, B.C., who is now one

of the lumber commissioners for British Columbia,
paid his first official visit to Toronto and Ottawa dur-
ing the past week. He has charge of the publicity
work of the Forestry branch of the Department of
Lands and for many years was engaged in newspaper
work in the west, being publisher at one time of the
Prince Rupert News. He reports great activity in the
pulp industries on the coast.

A big sale of the unlicensed crown lands timber
limits will be held by New Brunswick about the mid-
dle of next month. The sale will be conducted on a
stumpage basis. Engineers for the department have
recently completed several surveys. The last auction
took place in October last.

Extensive improvements have been made to the of-
fices and sample room of Warwick Bros, and Rutter,
manufacturing stationers, Toronto, who have now ex-
ceptionally attractive quarters.

The MacGregor Paper Co., Limited, Montreal, has
recently been granted a federal charter with a capital
stock of $100,000, to carry on the business of merchants
manufacturers and dealers in paper, pulp straw board'
paper boxes, paper bags, etc. Among the incorpora-
tors of the company are W. R. L. Shanks and F T
Bush.

Here is a strange parallel.
'

The late Sir Wilfrid
Laurier, at the beginning of his career, followed news-
paper work lor quite a while, having edited and con-
tributed to several Liberal papers. His successor as
leader of the Liberal party, Hon. W. L. Mackenzie
King, after graduating from Toronto University in
1895, also entered journalism and in 1895 was a mem-
ber of the repertorial staff of the Toronto Globe for a
considerable period.
W. W. Weed, has been appointed manager of the

Kenwood Mills, Limited, Amprior, Ont., manufac-
turers of woollen felts and jackets of all kinds for
paper and pulp mills. He .succeeds J. T. Griffith, who
has been general manager since he and N. L. Mc-
Naughton sold their interests to F. C. Huyek & Sons,
of Albany, N.Y., about a year ago. Mr. Griffith has
been in very poor health of late and was forced to step
aside. Mr. Weed, the new manager, has had wide
experience and a thorough insight in the business and
has become an enthusiastic resident of Amprior.

Supplementary letters patent have been granted
authorizing the Montreal Lithographing Co., Limited,
Montreal, to increase their capital stock from $100,000
to $200,000, the increase to consist of 2,000 shares of
$50 each.

John M. Imrie, manager of the Canadian Press As-
sociation, who with his wife and family, has been
spending a month's holidays at the Elgin House, Mus-
koka, has returned to Toronto.
W. G. Clarke, of Clarke Bros., Limited, Bear River,

N.S., and A. G. Mclntyre, president and managing
director of the pulp and paper division of the com-
pany, spent a few days in Toronto recently on his way
west to Port Arthur, where they inspected the plant
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of the Port Aitlmr Pulp and PapiT Co. IMr. Clai-ke and
Mr. Mclntyre have been visitiiifi: pulp plants in the

New England States with a desire to secure all the

latest ideas and suggestions in coustruetion and equip-

ment. Clarke Bros., Limited, are erecting a sulphate

pulp plant at Bear River, which will have a capacity

of 30 tons per day and they are also enlarging their

saw-mill and woodworking operations. Good progres.s

has been made on the construction of the new pulp

buildings. Mr. Mclntyre was until I'ecently newsprint

expert of the American Newspaper Publishers As-

sociation.

The Canadian Pacific Railway this week established

a new direct line between X'ancouver and Singapore.

It will save trans-shipment at Hong Kong. Calls are

made at .lapan, China, the Piiiliii]iines and Malay
States.

Canailian Steamship Lines inaugurated a passenger

service between Montreal and Havre, France.

Sir Byron E. Walker, President Canadian Bank of

Commerce, arrived back from studying trade oppor-

tunities in the Orient.

Wayagamack Pulp and Paper Co. has established

its own office in London, England, with a view of plac-

ing kraft paper on the British market.

Belgo-Canadian Pulp and Paper Company, 51 St.

James street, contemplates the erection of a ware-

house on St. Patrick street, according to reports.

Work on the foundations of the new shipping build-

ing at Laurentide has practically been completed and

the erection of the steel work for the floors is about

two-thirds done. The construction department esti-

mate that if the remaining material arrives in time

that the building can.be closed in very soon after

September 1st.

DONNACONA BONDS FOR WORKING CAPITAL
AND REFUNDING.

As has been understood in financial circles for some

days Royal Securities Corporation has completed

negotiations for the purchase of .$1,750,000 6 per cent

21-year fir.st mortgage sinking fund bonds of the Don-

nacona Paper Company. Limited.

Output Goes to U. S.

In view of the necessity of increased Canadian ex-

ports to the United States as a corrective for the dis-

count on Canadian funds in New York, it is a signifi-

cant fact that practically the whole of the Donnacona

output of pulp and newsprint is exported direct to the

United States, a large part of the requirements of the

Hearst papers in New York City being supplied from

the Donnacona Mills.

The company ranks amongst the large Canadian

producers of pulp and paper, its annual output of

newsprint paper totalling 30,000 tons in addition to

which it produces 18,000 tons news suljihite pulp and

37,500 tons groundwood pulp.

The new financing is for the purpose of funding

large expenditures made by the Donnacona Company
in plant extensions during the last few years, and also

to supply working capital necessary for the develop-

ment of the company's rapidly increasing business.

Large extensions were made last year and no new
^vo^k is contemplated.

It is expected that following a private offering of

the bonds a public issue will be made in due course by
Royal Securities Corporation.

NOT AFRAID OF THE HUNS.
A tiispatch from Luiulou says a numluT of Kuglish

manufacturers have been visiting industrial centres in

Germany. Among them was .Joseph Dixon, a promi-
nent paper maker.
Joseph Dixon, one of the largest manufacturers

in the kingdom, does not hesitate to say that he and
his colleagues learned very little in Germany. They
say one or two tricks are resorted to at the German
mills, including one from which it was possible to

make common pai)er appear very much like high qual-

ity product, but Mr. Dixon thinks it is very unlikely
that the British nuinufacturers will resort to these
methods, and he holds the view that with better rela-

tions between workmen and manufacturers, England
can well maintain its j)ositioii in the pai)er making in-

dustrv.

NEWSPRINT INDUSTRY BENEFITS.
The premium on New York funds at this centre con-

tinues to rule close to the 5 per cent level, yesterday's
closing quotation being 4 13-16 between banks. The
situation as it affects this exchange, while a substan-
tial disadvantage to Canadian importers—and there-

fore to the public generally—is not without its com-
pensating features. The pulp and paper iiulustry of the

Dominion, without whose exports the pi'emium on
New York funds would unduobtedly be at a much
higher rate than recently prevailing ones, is enjoying
an extra profit of approximately $3.75 on every ton of

newsprint shipped to the United States.

To a company like Spanish River, for example,
whose daily output of newsprint is around 500 tons,

the greater part of which is exported, the extra profit

on a year's opei-ations occasioned by the adverse rate

against the Canadian dollar is a highly substantial

one.—The Gazette.

INVENTORY OF TIMBER IN QUEBEC.
Quebec, August 6.—An inventory is being made by

the officers of the provincial Department of Lands
and Forests.

An expedition is leaving to-day for Maskinonge, to

take stock of the riches of that region in timber limits.

The Tourville Lumber Company is co-operating.

There is another expedition in the Abitibi regioo

wherein, for some weeks past, work has been done to

collect data and figures on the wealth of that region

in lumber. Two other expeditions are also at work on

the north shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence. One of

these will probably drive inland as far as the confines

of the new Ungava region.

Every forest region of the province will thus be

visited for the inventory of Quebec's riches in tim-

ber lands.

The construction of a big paper mill has been started

at Machvon Dong, near New Wiju, Chosen (Korea),

by the Mitsui firm, of Tokyo. Altogether 120,000

tsubo of land will be used as site for the factory, and
a great embankment for protecting the ground from
inundation by the Yalu is in course of construction.

The mill, when completed, will first undertake the

manufacture of pulp from material gathered in the

Yalu forests.

An accident prevented is a father saved to his family

and his family saved from charity.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.

Toronto, Aug. 11—Expansion is the watchword all

along the line of the paper and pulp manufacturing
business. There will during the coming months be a
great impetus imparted to the paper making industry,
not only in Canada, but in the United States. Scarcely
a week passes but some new financing is announced
by leading companies, in order to make extensions and
the securities are rapidly taken up showing that a feel-

ing of confidence prevails. The era of development
is at hand and many new projects are getting under
wa}-. Various companies, who are building model
toMns around their plant.s, are increasing the dwelling
accommodation to take care of future additions to the
working forces.

Trade in all lines continues good and there is every
indication of higher prices prevailing.while the cut of

pulpwood this fall will be greater than ever. There
is a strengthening of conditions all along the way
and wherever timber berths are put up at auction in

the various provinces, record prices are being obtained
for the concessions. If the labor unrest allays itself

in the near future and equipment concerns can deliver

appliances within a reasonable time, there is no cloud
on the horizon. The earnings of most companies are
satisfactory and show gratifying gains in spite of in-

creased outlays.

There is a good demand for all grades of jjaper and
a general impression prevails that there will be no drop
in quotations while news print aiul book papers will

go higher this fall, due to the numerous requisitions

for stock. There is a disposition on the part of many
buyers now to place bookings for large consignment.'-'

with the mills. During the past week there was an
nicrease of five per cent in the price of toilet papers
and mills are running far behind in deliveries. The
list discount has been decreased from twenty-five to

twenty per cent.

It is expected there will be an advance in wrapping
papers in the near future. The ten per cent discount,

which went into effect on straw board, chip board

and other lines is being removed, the change taking

effect on the first of next month. Paper box planfs

are very active and will have a busy time of it for the
next few weeks. Box board manufacturers report busi-
ness good at all their mills. Manufacturers of bristol,
tag and cover papers have for the present withdrawn
all prices preparatory to making a new list based on
the increase in the figure for sulphite pulp, which it

is expected to go up considerably. There has been an
advance of one to two dollars in groundwood pulp
and the prevailing quotations at some mills for Xo. 1
is now .•i;30 to $32 per ton. Jobbers report that August
business so far has been mo.st satisfactory and the out-
look for fall trade continues promising. Deliveries
are fair.

It is expected there will be congestion of railway
traffic within the next few weeks as soon as the grain
from the west starts moving. J. E. Walsh, general
manager of the Canadian Manufacturers' Association
and formerly traffic expert for that organization,
stated this week that he fully believed there would be
another jump in freight rates before many weeks in
order to meet the demand of employees "for higher
wages and to counterbalance constantly increasing
operating costs. The export situation so' far as pulp
and paper is concerned is more reassuring than it

has been for some weeks. '

Word comes from Great Britain that Canada may
capture the jnilp and paper trade of the Mother Coun-
try and it is said that the attitude of the English paper
interests toward Canada is very favorable. The pres-
ent restricted cargo space is causing Canadian mills
to hold back acceptances of many good orders for
future delivery, but with the shipbuilding program
of the Canadian government and the releasing of
larger space on ocean transports for commercial use.
it is felt that it is only a matter of time before many
stocks of sulphite and groundwood pulp in the Do-
minion are under wav across the briny. Every com-
mercial agent of the Dominion, in letters to the Intel-
ligence Branch of the Trade and Commerce Depart-
ment, calls attention to the splendid openings for Can-
adian paper and, if federal encouragement is lent to
the development of foreign business in this line, much
will be accomjilished in correcting the trade balance
and reducing the discount on Canadian funds.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL,
8313 NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you hava

any surplus to

offer write us
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In tlie rap market thinjrs are booming and prices

are on the increase. There are good requisitions for

all grades of paper stock. Soft and white shavings

are the strongest. If there is one department of the

printing and paper business, which is enjoying activity

at the present time, it is the poster and lithograph

end. Bill posting firms have been exceptionally bu.sy

and some of the colored posters and beautifully illus-

trated lithos are a credit to Canadian workmen, shops

and brains. Many national advertisers are using this

means of publicity and some striking "Buy Canadian

JIade Goods" placards are seen all over the country.

The price of all kinds of twines continues firm and is

moving steadily' upward. Jobbers and consumers are

purchasing in large quantities at present values in an-

ticipation of further raises. Coating paper plants have

all the business that they can attend to in spite of

the increase of half a cent on stock which went into

effect three weeks ago. The consumption of every

line of paper is. in fact, increasing all the while and

should buying fall off some in August as it usually

does, there will be heavy orders nevertheless from

jobbers and large consumei-s in preparation for the

autumn trade.

NEW YORK MARKETS.

New York, August 9.—The paper market continues

in a very firm position and business in all of its

branches" has undergone further expansion this week.

Manufacturers in common report that they are being

compelled to turn down some of the orders offered

them simply because they are unable to accommodate

all the business consumers and merchants are endeavor-

ing to place. Quite a number of mills are out of the

market entirely, having sold up their production for

several months ahead, and, because of the uncertainty

of future cost and supply of raw material, being un-

willing to enter into engagements further ahead. It

can be said without fear of contradiction that the paper

industry in the United States is experiencing the busi-

est summer possibly ever in its history. August, pro-

verbially the quietest month of the year in the paper

trade, gives every promise of proving productive of

fully as big business as the past several months. In

fact, indications are that some branches of the trade

will assume even broader proportions this month, and

manufacturers, pointing to the brisk demand now pre-

vailing and the difficulty encountered in filling all the

wants of buyers, are wondering how they are to cope

with the extra demand which invariably springs up

in the autumn.
There is a growing market in foreign countries for

American-made paper. Exporters are booking more

and more orders and a greater volume of .supply is

moving abroad than ever before. Doubtless the scope

of export business could be even further enlarged were

mills in a more favorable position to handle foreisrn

trade. The situation at present is such, however, that

most manufacturers are so busily occupied in taking

care of domestic customers that they have little tim.'

or little paper to devote to export business.

Prices rule firm and the tendency in most instances

is strongly upward. Newsprint prices are still under

Government supers'ision, and they remain unchanged

in so far as the contract basis is concerned. Indica-

tions point to an advan"« when Federal regulation

ceases on October 1 ne-t. ho"ever. The law of supply

and dp ^^ alone would .seem ample to effect this,

wiiile increasing cost of lu-oduction is aiiotlior strong

factor. Domestic jirodiu'tion of newsprint at present

is, if anything, less than before the war, and demand
has increased with sucii leaps and bounds, both from

domestic and export sources, that manufacturers are

well night unable to cope with it. If foreign demand
and that from publishers in this coiuitry continues

at prevailing proportions there seems no (bmbt that

prices will undergo advancement when the jicriod of

Government regulation come to an end.

The book paper market is very firm. Consnuu-rs
and jobbers continue to place orders with seeming
recklessness wherever the.v can persuade mills to ac-

cept business, and there is little question that greater
activit.v would prevail in the market were manufac-
turers in a position to handle more orders. As it is,

most mills arc sold up to a jioint where the.v are re-

luctant to shoulder further responsibilities and are
tuininsr down orders except from regular cu.stomers.

^lachine finished book papers are quoted at around
9 cents a pound, sized and super-calendered at 8 to

9.50 cents, and coated and enamel at 11 to 12 cents.

The coar.se paper market is more active and prices

on all grades of wrapping are on the uptrend. Tissues
are movine in consistently large volume and at stronsr

prices. Writing papers are sought in good quantitv
and mills are repeatedly advancing prices. An insight

into the fine paper situation ma.v be had from the

action of the securities of the American "Writing Paper
•Company o n+he New York Stock Exchange during
the past few weeks. American "Writing preferred stock

made a sensational advance of ten points p"r shsre

in one dav recentl.v, while the common stock of the

companv has sold on the New York Cwrb at be.vond
•+16 per share, whereas only a short while ago this

issue Avas commanding little attention at less than ^fj

a share.

The demand for boards is gradually increasing and
mills in the East and jMiddle "West are now more ae-

tivly engaged than in a long time. Box makers are

la.ving in stocks for the fall and are placing orders f(U'

larse quantities of board. Prices are strong and mov
in<? upward.

Groundwood.—The usual mid-summer firmness of

tone is aiijiarent in firices on groundwood, and man;.'

leading producers have advanced their quotations a

peg during the past few days. No. 1 spruce pulp is

now generally quoted at a basis of $30 per ton for

sizable lots at the pulp mill and buyers report experi-

encine difficulty in obtaining supplies at prices under
this figure. Occasional sales are heard of at $28. .50 to

$29, but coniparativel.v small tonnages are available

at these levels, and the majority of manufacturers

seem content not to do business unless securing .$30.

arguing that in view of the short wood .supply and
increasingl.v unfavorable water conditions, production

for the remainder of the summer must necessarily be

curtailed.

Chemical Pulp.—The chemical pulp market is in a

very firm position. Demands from various sources is

on the increase and producers in a great many cases

have contracted for their output for several months

to come, with the result that supplies are becoming
pinched and offerings are steadily decreasing. Bleach-

ed sulphite is decidedly difficult to locate in sizable

quantity. The larger manufacturers in the States are

out of the market as sellers, and other producers are

carefully conserving such lots as they have to divert

to the open market. Six cents per pound at the pnlp
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mill is the established .market price for No. 1 bleached

sulphite at present and buyers seeking supplies at

cheaper figures are having scant success in doing so.

Newsprint sulphite also is scarce and available auKHints

are firmly held at a niiiiiinum of jf^TO and u]^ to •+7") per

ton at the producing mill. Domestic soda pulp is sell-

ing freely at a contract basis of 4.50 cents a pound at

the mill and from 4.75 to 5 cents for spot lots. Kraft

is quotably stronger, with revised prices ranging from
4.25 to 4.75 cents for domestic pulp and with foreign

kraft held at about the same figures.

Rags.—Business of fairl.v broad proportions is cur-

rent in i)ai)crmaking rags and the market is possessed

of a firm undertone. Writing pajier manufacturers are

absorbing sui)plies in a steady manner and frecl.v pa.v-

ing attractive prices for the material wanted, while

roofing felt mills and other consumers are buying in

consistent and good volume. Prices show no great

change, but such alterations as have occurred

have been in an \ip\vard direction. Repacked
thirds and blues are .selling at 4.25 to 4.50 cents at

the shipping point, and purchases of No. 1 repacked

white rags are reported at 7.50 cents. No. 2 packing

of whites and street soiled are in steady demand and

dealers are disposing t)f accumulations at firm price.-;.

Roofing rags are moving toward felt mills at a basis

of around 3 cents a pound f.o.b. New York. Compara-
tivel.v large amounts of rags have arrived recently

from Europe, but the.v are being absorbed b.v consum-

ers without any perceptible effect on the domestic

market.
Paper Stock.—Old papers are moving into consuming

channi is in a consistent way and in moderatel.v large

tonnage. Several grades are sought Avhich pointed

anxiet.v by mills and, with the market very nearly

bare of accumulations, these descriptions are con-

stantly commanding higher prices. Books and maga-
zines are selling freely at 2.15 to 2.25 cents f.o.b. New
York and soft white shavings of No. 1 quality at 4

cents. Mixed paper also is an active grade and box

board manufacturers are paying in the neighborhood

of 65 cents per hundred, pounds New York for sizable

tonnages. Folded news is rdatively in less demand
than mixed, but sales are fairly frequent at a price

range of 70 to SO cents at the point of shipment. Hard
white shavings are firm at a quotational range of 5 to

5.25 cents a pound, while kraft paper of No. 1 grade

is selling at ai'onnd 3 cents New York. Dealers and

packers in general express gratification with the pre-

sent condition of the market and say they are enabled

to operate at a fair margin for profit on prevailing

prices.

Bagging and Rope — Old Manila rope is quotabl.v

steady and moving to mills in good volume. Fresh

demand has eased iip a bit, but most sellers are still

making shipments on orders placed by manufacturers

a short time ago. and available supplies are conse-

quently being readily disposed of. No. 1 domestic

rope is selling at around 5.75 cents a pound at the point

of shipment, with reports heard of some transactions

at 6 cents. Scrap bagging is slightly higher in price,

around 3 cents being the accepted market qiiotation

for No. 1 packing.

NORTH AMERICAN PULP REPORT.
The trustees of the North American Pulp and Paper

Companies Trust have made, it is said, the following

consolidated report of operations of the subsidiary com-

panies for the year ending December 31st, 1918. The
companies comprised in the report are : North Amer-

icari I'ulp t^; Paper ( 'oiiipaiiics Trust, iiH Cic dc PuliK'

d.' t'liicoutimi. The St. Lawn nee Pulp & Lumber Cor-
jioration. La Cie (icnerale du Port de Chicoutimi, La
("ie du Chemin de Fer Rol)crval-Saguenay, The Chieou-
tinii Freehold Estates, Ijimited, La Societe d'Eclairage
ct d'Energie Electrique tlu Saguenay.

So man.v inquiries are made regarding this companj',
that the report is given as received from headquarters.

North American Pulp & Paper Companies Trust and
its Subsidiary Companies.

Consolidated Profit and Loss Account for the Year
Ended 31st December, 1918.

Sales and Gross Operating Revenues .. $4,268,367.86
Cost of Sales and Operating Expenses . . 3,283,199.18

Gro.ss Operating
Other Income . . . .

Profit 985,168.68

501,559.20

Total liu-nme 1,486,727.88

General ExiMiises 287,198.39

Net Income
Bond and Other Interest

Sinking Fund

Amortization of bond discount, etc.

1,199,529.49

757,301.58

442,227.91

261,730.00

180,497.91

142,492.17

Carried to surplus account . . . .

Assets.

Fixed Assets

:

Timber Lands, Water Powers, Mills,

Equipment, Real Estate, Railroads,

Ports and Equipment (At Book Value).

Investments at Par
J. E. A. Dubuc (Bond Account I

Reservoir Lac Kenogami (Cost to Date)

.

Deferred Payments on Land Sold, Etc..

Current and Working Assets

:

Cash in Banks and on
Hand $ 142,575.16

Notes Receivable 71.681.67

Accounts Receivable .... 365.109.88

Pay Roll Deductions . . .. 9,834.61

Due from Associated Com-
panies 101,494.14

Advances to Contractors . 73,329.17

Life Insurance Polic.v. Sur-

render Value 13,266.66

Pulp and Pulpwood on
Hand at cost 1,057,898.26

Pulp and Pulpwood on

Hand at selling value.. 919,808.46

Inventories of Supplies On
Hand 991,955.66

* 38,005.74

18,941,112.70

241,000.00
723,600.00

223,131.49

13.562.18

3,746,913.67

Sink Funds:
Funds on Deposit with

Trustees

Pa.vments Due and Ac-

crued per contra . . . .

206.65

225,949.45

Miscellaneous Assets in Suspense . . . .

Charges Deferred to Future Operations.

226,156.10

36,975.47

102,244.80

$24,254,696.41
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Liabilities.

Capital Stock

:

Authorized

:

20.000 share 6*:; Cumulative Preferred Stock of

$100.

Par ^'alue

1.000,000 Shares Common Stock of no Par Value
Issued

:

15.901 Shares 6% Cumulative Preferred
999.760 Shares Common Stock.

Issued for Considerations as follows
For Securities of Subsidiarv Companies

—

Par Value .$3,720,100.00:

11.701 Shares Preferred Stocks
515.000 Shares Common Stock $ ;l,935,420.13

For Cash:
440,000 Shares Common Stock 3.169.941 .17

For Securities of Tidewater Paper
Mills Co. (Now Sold for $252,-

959.09):
4,200 Shares Preferred Stock
4,760 Shares Common Stock 252.959.09

For Securities of Sf. Lawrence Pulji

& Lumber Corporation (Now Sold
for $277,566.05) :

40,000 Shares Common Stock 277.566.05

7.635.886.44

952.759 . 27

ilinority Stockholders' Interests in Con-
trolled Companies

Funded Debt of Subsidiarv Companies
in Hands of Public .. .

."

9,328,673.34

^lortgasrcs on Properties of Subsidiary
Companies

Collateral Trust 6% Gold Notes
Deferred Payments on Real Estate Pur-

chased
Current Liabilities

:

Loans from Bankers on
Security of Pulp, Pulp-
wood and Bonds $1,918,146.70

Cash Overdraft 32.511.04
Notes Payable 874,878 . 85

Accounts Payable 1,240,128.90
Bond Interest Due and
Accrued 287,222.96

Sundry Accruals 108,260.90
Sinking Fund Payments
due and accrued per

contra 225.949,45

Reserve for Depletion of Timber Limits,

JIarine Insurance, etc

Surplus

:

Subsidiary Companies .. 635,485.63

North American Pulp &
Paper Go's 502.002.53

27,750.00

90,546.67

217.623.27

4.687,098.80

176,870.46

1. 137.488. IG

$24,254,696.41

The small profit is attributable, it is said, to the

unfortunate results shown by one of the company's
properties where a loss of $400,000 or thereabouts

was shown. It is believed that the cause of the loss

mi i CO., L M TED

MONTREAL, QUE.
EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.

New York

San Francisco

Chicago

New Orleans

Tokyo

Kobe

Havana

Lima

Valparaiso

Caracas

Kingston

London
Liverpool
Paris

Genoa
Barcelona
Calcutta
Colombo
Shanghai
Rio de Janeiro
Santos
Buenos Aires
Batavia
Singapore
Petrograd

Representatives.

South Africa

New Zealand
Australia

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — XJN-

BLEACHED PULP — KRAFT PULP —
GROUND WOOD PULP

KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PING — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS — BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS —
COATED BOOK & BOARD.

GLASSINE — GREASEPROOF — VEGE-
TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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has been eliminated, and tin- stateiiunl is made that

in two changes alone a leak of no less than a qnarter

of a million was stopped. There is every reason to

believe that this partieidar jilant will show a gco'l

profit hereafter.

PILING WATER.
Will water pile up and not run off? Let's see, says

the Crown-Willamette Mill Paper.

In a pulp pile 100 feet wide, 400 feet lon<r, 40 feet

high, or 1,600.000 euhie feet of lap pulp at IT) pounds

per cubic foot dry weight, will be found I'i.OOO tons of

pulp. This pulp will average only 33 1-3 per cent

dry, so there is piled with the pulp 24,000 tons or 48

million pounds of water, whic-li at S 1-3 pounds per

gallon shows 5,762,300 gallons of water piletl 100 feet

wide by 400 feet long by 40 feet high ; as much water
as the cities of Oregon City and West Linn bring in

through their 16-ineh mains in two days. 5,762,300

gallons of water at 71/0 gallons per cubic foot, equals

770,360 cubic feet of water or 48 per cent measure-

ment of the original cubical contents of the pile, and
66 2-3 per cent weight is water.

^leu are employed to pile pulp. Two-thirds weight
of what they pile in water — they really pile water.

Now for some press manufacturer to figure out

how many man-power and how* much cash would be

saved by pressing the pulp to a moisture content of,

say, 40 per cent.
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The Rogers Wet Machine

This Rogers Double Wet Machine has a capacity of 30 dry

tons in 24 hours.

It automatically cuts the pulp into sheets 48 per cent dry.

In operation it saves labor and power and its product is

handled at a saving of labor and expense.
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Beaters Water Pumps
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SUtters Chippers
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Felts Rotary Screens

Pulp Stone Burrs Link Belt Conveyor Chain

Sprockets and Attachments Valves

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
"Canada"s Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
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EDITORIAL

EVERY TUB ON ITIS OWN BOTTOM.
The American Eeooomist, a high protective organ,

publisher the following, says the Montreal Journal of

Commerce

:

"We quote from the advertisement of a Canadian
bank in the Free-Trade New York Times, as follows:

'Canadian-American Paper Trade — during the

last fiscal year Canada exported approximately $100,-

000,000 of pulp, paper and pulpwood. Eighty-two
per cent came to the United States. This phenomenal
growth of a basic Canadian industry and the part

which the American trade has played in it is shown
by the following tabulation

:

Fiscal year ending March:
Inc.

1919. 1918 P.C.

Canada's total export .'|>99,2GO,000 $71,820,000 27.6

Export to U. S. .. . 82,090,000 67,028.000 81.7

Per cent to U. S.—82.7.'

F'rom this it will be seen that over eightj'-two mil-

lion dollars in value of paper was exported from
(,'anada to tlie United States in one year, which re-

presents eightj'-one and seven hundredths per cent,

increase of exports of paper and pulpwood to the

United States.

Why?
Because Canada prohibits the export of spruce and

spruce logs to the United States. If we place a good
stiff duty on pulp, paper and pulpwood. Mr. Canada
would come to his senses very quickly, and we earn-

estly ask that the Ways and Means Committee, House
of Representatives, and Finance Committee, U. S.

Senate, will give American producers a fair chance.

We can compete with spruce on equal conditions, but
when Canada prohibits the export of spruce and
spruce logs it is time for Congi-ess to take action."'

So some of the people in the United States, at least

those who are alarmed at the rapid and solid growth of

the pulji and paper industry in Canada, think that by

placing a high tariff on pulp, paper and pulp wood the

American producers of these materials would have a

better chance of success. We think that the eompo.ser

of this observation is not quite correct in what is evi-

dently his fundamental assumption. It is apparent

from his last sentence that he thinks the United States

has practically unlimited resources of spruce within

economical transportation distance of manufacturing

centres. He also assumes that Canada has prohibited

the export of spruce wood and it seems that in his miiul

spruce is the only raw material consumed by pulp

and paper mills.

As a matter of fact the placing of a duty of any

dimensions within the limits that Congress would dare

to go would simply be adding more expense to the con-

sumer without giving the producer any benefit what-

ever. The fact is that the forests in the neighborhood

of mills producing pulp and paper reasonably near

large centres of consumption have been practically

wiped out by fires and unwise lumbering methods until

some mills have actually been starved out and driven

across the line into Canada, where American capital

has been largely responsible for their erection and the

production of paper for the American market. The

uew.spaper publisher who is the large consumer of Can-

adian paper would find it hard to reconcile the im-

posing of a duty on his raw material with the establish-

ed i-elatious between politicians and newspapers. The

paper mills in the United States which are to a very

considerable extent dependent upon imported pulp would

simply have to pass on the extra cost of their imported

raw material to the consumer who already thinks prices

are high enough. It would be hard to conceive of a

United States Congress placing a duty on Canadian

products which did not api^ly to similar materials from

other countries and so the manufacturer of paper would

get no advantage whatever from such a proceeding. As
to manufacturers of pulp, it is well known that a large

number of American pulp mills depend for their exist-

ence on the import of Canadian pulpwood. This is not

prohibited as the author of the statement given above

would indicate since the embargo on pulpwood applies

only to material cut on crown lands. So we see that

putting a duty on pulpwood would be of no advantage

to the manufacturer of pulp but would simply put an

additional difficulty in the way of his producing paper

pulp at a price which would permit him to compete

with the few fortunate concerns who still have pulpwood
resources of their own.

The difficulty about the whole situation really is that

the Eastern and Central States simply do not have the

necessary resources of timber for the maintenance of

the pulp and paper mills located east of the Rocky
Mountains and what supplies are left are rapidly being

depleted. The result has been that increasing quanti-

ties of pulpwood have been exported from Canada, even
in spite of the embargo on pulpwood cut on crown
lands, which went into effect a number of years ago.

It is not a case of competition, but it is a case of pro-

duction in the most economical way and under the most
favorable circumstances. It is quite natural and right

in the case of a pulp or paper mill that has been estab-

lished in the United States and around which a town
has sprimg up, and which has been home for many of

the employees and their families, that both the invest-

ment and the sentiment should be maintained. In many
cases where an improvident management has in the

past wasted the forest resources of the company, or

where the mill was established without a sufficiently

extensive timber limit, a new source of supply had to
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be found. Canada seemed to )iave plenty of wood and

good transportation facilities made it easy of access.

,Jt was natural then that these mills should turn to us

for raw material. In the erection of new mills, a prac-

tically permanent wood supply necessarily influenced

the policy of the management, and it was natural in

.such cases that most of these mills should be erected

North of the boundary. The policy of an embargo on

wood cut on crown lands has had something to do with

this trend of development, but that is not the only fac-

tor by any means.

It would take a lengthy discussion to cover all the

phases of embargos, tariffs, etc., but it has always been

our personal opinion that the proper place for tiie estab-

lishment of an industry is where the raw material is in-

digenous. This would naturally make Canada the home

of industries, depending on forests, farms, fisheries and

certain product of the mine. Tlie resources of the

U. S. are so vast and varied that a catalogue of (inly

the principal ones would require a great deal of si)ace.

There are of. course, exceptions to this general theory,

such as the necessity of employing the whole popula-

tion and also of maintaining what might be called emer-

gency or accommodation industries, where raw material

miist be imported. Such industries are more necessary

in some countries than in others, where perpetually

friendly relations as between Canada and the United

States exist. It is largely industries of this kind that

require, and, in most instances, deserve a measure of

production in the way of import duties. The presence

of occasional plants of this kind is very much like the

need of the retail store, and the jobber who must be

depended upon for filling an emergency when the regu-

lar source of supply temporarily fails, but with indus-

tr^«te as in other respects we believe that national poli-

cies should encourage every tub to rest on its own bot-

tom, although it may be advisable to hang the pail on

a hook or put the pitcher in a cupboard.

HOW TO STAND STILL.

It is perfectly easy to stand still. The world is full

of the immobible sort of people whose feet are so firmly

planted just where they happened to land that the

moss is growing over their shoes. This shows that it

must be a very simple thing to do.

You can stand still by doing just exactlj- what you

are paid to do and carefully avoiding any little extra

job which does not figure in your time-sheet.

You can stand still by making everything you do

for the, boss spin out as long as possible, keeping one

eye on .thecloek and the other upon your task so that

you ;may eaisily cheek any tendency toward undue
haste.

You can stand still by making it apparent that you

believe there is no relation whatever between the

firm's interests and your own interests; that the trou-

bles of the boss are nothing in your young life.

You can stand still by paying no attention what-

ever t(i the other fellow's job, thus avoiding the ])os^

sii)ility of learning something outside your own little

sphere of action.

But why stand still 'I

Why not cheerfully turn yimr hand to anything that

comes along without worrying about whether it is

exactly what you are paid to do; why not admit that

the firm's interests are j-our interests, and act like

it ; why not learn what you can by watching the

other fellow and be ready to take his place should an

emergency arise; why not sjjced up your job—and get

somewhere?

This excellent advice is given to residents of (irand'-

Mere by the editor of Le Digestenr. It woidd be hard

to find a better precept for these days of tendency to

"take it easy."

COBWEBS.
A ('ana<lian frieiul in London writes as follows: "I

am very pleased to tell you that the attitude both of the

manufacturer in England and the consumer is one Of

the utmost cordiality towards Canadians and Canadian

products. In fact, in all discussions that I have ha<l

regarding policy of protection, Canada has been con-

sidered as part of England for the purpose of argu-

ment ; in other words, every Maniifacturer concedes the

desirabilty of Canada being given the utmost preference.

There has been no indication as to what the Government

policy will be. If anybody knows it, it is being kept

very secret, and it looks as if there will be no an-

nouncement made \intil towards the end of the month."

That is just as it should be. The Canadian pulp and

paper industry is practically an inseparable unit and

can be of great service in helping to re-establish the

mills and dealers in England by co-operation and mu-

tual understanding. It would be a grievous mistake for

Canadian mills to take any economic advantage what-

ever of the temporary restrictions and difficulties which

beset our British brethren. Now is the time to sweeten

the cup of our mutual relations. Please don't put gall

in it.

The late editress of the Spanish River News has gone

home wearing a diamond, ring. It was given as a token

of friendship and good fellowship by the staffs of the

Spanish River Mills. The Pulp and Paper ^lagazine

would also send good wishes to Miss Julyan, during

whose editorship of one of our best mill papers there

has been a very cordial relationship between the two

journals that we hope will always continue.

The decision of the Paper Control Tribunal is ex-

pected any day now. It had better come soon, or the

piiblic will have forgotten what it is all about, and say,

"Another waste of the people's money."

It is understood that the dove of peace is hoveriiii;

over Washington trying to find a place to light.
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The Suitability of Second Cut Cotton Linters, Cotton Shavings

and Hull Fibre for Paper Manufacture
By OTTO KRESS' and SIDNEY D. WELLS.=

lu consequence of the eternal struggle to keep down
manufacturing costs and to utilize waste materials,
considerable interest attaches to the careful and ex-
tensive investigation of the use in the paper mill of
cotton linters, etc.. by the Forest Products Laboratory
at Madison, Wisconsin. Desultory attempts have been
made by paper-makers, but few of them know the
properties and characteristics of the material in hand.
This is just the kind of fundamental information a
governmental laboratory should furnish.—Ed.
The Salvage Board of the Ordnance Department,

IT. S. Army, recently requested the Forest Products
Lal)()ratory, Madison, Wisconsin, to assist, if possible,

ill determining the value of cotton linters and hull
shavings for the manufacture of paper pulp. The War
Department had on hand, at that time, a large tonnage
of munition linters and cotton shavings bought by the
(xovernment for the production of nitro cellulose.

With the ending of the war, the Salvage Board was
concerned with the proper disposal of these raw linters

and shavings and also of a much smaller amount of

bleached linters prepared in a condition read.v for

nitration. The available supply of Government linters

and shavings has just recently been sold, but the pos-

sible production of a large annual tonnage of second
cut linters and hull shavings makes these products
of decided interest to the paper industry.

The writers are aware that second cut cotton linters

have been used in the past, to a limited extent by the

liaper industry and that their use was discontinued by
the introduction of the cheaper wood pulps. Condi-

tions, however, have changed, the oil mills have in-

stalled to a large extent (in view of the Government
needs for fibre for nitro cellulose production), the

necessary equipment to receive a larger cut of second

cut linters and hull fibre than was ever removed under
jire-war conditions. Bleached sulphite and soda pulp

will not return to the pre-war selling price, and with

the increasing cost and scarcit.v of pulp wood, the

writers believe that second cut cotton linters and hull

fibre can successfully compete in quality and price

with chemical wood pulp and certain other paper

stocks.

Cotton linters before the outbreak of the European

war, were largely used as a stuffing material for pads.

mattresses, upholsterv, horse collars, cu.shions, etc.

Other large uses were for the manufacture of smoke-

less powder both for army and sporting purposes,

pyroxylin, varnishes and plasties and for a number
of other minor uses. During the European war, cotton

linters were largely diverted to the manufacture of

gun cotton and smokeless powder. On the entry of the

United States into the war, the oil mills co-operated

with the Government by taking off a larger cut of

linters and shavings and turning them over to the

proper officials for allocation.

*Read at the June :Meeting of the Technica Associa-

tion of the Pulp and Paper Industry, Buffalo, X.Y..

June 12. 1919.
^ In charge. Section of Pulp and Paper.
== Engineer in Forest Products.

The writers are not familiar with, or experienced
in the operation of the oil mills where cotton linters
and hull shavings are produced, but the following in-

formation was obtained from a personal interview and
correspondence with some of the largest producers of
these products.

The cotton seed after having passed through the
ginning process for the removal of the long staple cot-
ton is shipped to the oil mills. In general, the cotton
seed has adhering to it approximately 200 lbs. of fibre
per ton of seed. Prior to 1915, it was generally cus-
tomary to take off a cut of 40 lbs. to 60 lbs. per "ton of
seed, the balance being left adhering to the hull.
With the increased demand for linters occasioned by
the tremendous production of nitro cellulose, it was
found that with more adequate machinery the output
of linters and hull shavings might be increased to 180
lbs. per ton. of seed. It was estimated that the output
|)er ton of seed, during the year 1915-1919, averaged
125 lbs. per ton of seed against a pre-war production
of 40 lbs. to 60 lbs. per ton of seed.

P^ig. A shows clearly the typical appearance of the
raw cotton seed and the seed after the removal of
varying amounts of fibre. Illustration No. 1, Fig. A,
is typical of the raw cotton seed as received at the
nil mills Mild liHs approximately 200 llis. of fibre ad-

FIG A.
1—Sample Cotton Seed as Received at Oil Mill.

2—Cotton Seed after Removal of 75 lbs. Cut per
ton of Seeds.

3—Cotton Seed after Removal of practically all

Fibre.
4—Cotton Seed Hulls after Removal of 75 lbs. Cut.

75 lbs. Hull Fibre left.
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herinp: ])er ton of seed. Tllnst ration No. 2, Fig. A. ilicate tlie ti-eiiieiulous increase in the eonsuiiiption of

shows tlie seed after having been ]iassed throuofli the liiiters'.

regular linter maeliine for removal of 75 lbs. of mat- 1909 149,185 bales.

tress lint. Illustration No. 3, Fig. A, shows the seed 1910 177,211 "

after removal of praetieally all of the lint after pass- 1911 20tt,561 "

ing the seed through the regular linter for removal of 1912 238,237 "
75-100 pounds of lint and then through a speeial de- 1913 303,009 "
linting machine where an extra cut of from 75-100 lbs 1914 307,325 "

is removed by means of earboruiidum wlieels or plates. 1915 411,845 "
This lint is praetieally free from hull fragments. Vn 1916 880,916 "
fortunately only a specimen of a few pounds of this 1917 869,702 "

sample was received at the Laboratory, and no pulping 191S 1,118,840 "

trials were made of it. The freedom from hull frag- ^ . vf*
ments and comparatively long fibre would make this . >

^'''..' ^^
"'^"^'t,''

an extremely interesting possible raw material, as it '

J^jiif '^XJ^jCf'^'. /'^^Bt.-.'w '^ilt
^^^

could undoubtedly be pulped with a lower chemical con- .a -r^gi^MHli^' "'

'/^Sxw'-''^^'^'k. A:
sumption than either of the shipments of the Govern- \J_^j^y- '^HBH^J^Pi/'t^ 4p*V^3^^ • "'"^li/^
ment hull shavings or the hull fibre received from ' y.^ ^iBP^«-/ji2^V v"^-^' ^^T^'''''^ i-' i^^^^^

Memphis, Tennessee. Illustration 4, Fig. A, repre- /rj<* -^ ''-»L\ ' #«|»'*,vtii <i
' ^ '

J^'.-"^
'^^'^

if
sputs cotton seed hulls, after removal of a 75 lb. cut j) f / '

> ^^^^i-'^r'-^'^ \~-^':~^'''\ ^'^^
and removal of the cotton seed kernels, which are press- ^\ip^T'^'^ ''^^^^^^^^'^(\ '^^'\/^'^',^-^'''i^ 1

'^^Jf^ ^S Fig 1.—Raw Shavings.

1 1 ^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hnl^^l^^^H There the peace de-

^^^^^^^^^^^^^S^^^^^^^l mauds of the country, a supply of over 700,000 bales

for uses other than for which cotton linters have been
used in the past. At 500 lbs. to the bale, this corre

sponds to a |)roductio7i of 175,000 tons, equivalent to

)^, V W^ ^^^Vv :M.*C^^fi^^<^^^^H '^ ''^^'^ l^''^ than 600 tons of raw material per day (on

•y.-.- '^' ~' ' ^^SSl^mKlBMlA^W^̂ M ^ basis of 300 working daj'S per year.)
.,'->M-./

.
j.^ "^ i<^^^»j|fei^^^y^^iig^^^H Considering the possible production of second cut

I .^^V^P^^'^^nll^f^HH^H linters and shavings in relation to the total tonnage

<* . V^^5^^*'"*^5^h2s6^!5^-1^^ "^ cotton seed anniiall.y crushed by the oil mills gives
^'^^^^^ii^g^^^^BSg^^ljM another method of arriving at an estimate of the total

_ V^^S^Efc^^^^^HB^w^^^^B amount of fibre available to the paper industry.
'^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^'^'^^^ There is an annual ]iroduetion of approximately 4

1^^^^^^^^^^^^^^— ^^^^^^^_ to 41/2 million tons of cotton seed. Assuming that all

I'* ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^4 ^^^^^B^B of the oil mills installed the necessary equipment and
removed a 100 lb. cut of de-lint or hull fibre (after

„Tr< T. first cutting a 75 lb. cut for the mattress trade), there
r Hjr. H.

1— 50 lbs. Cut per to nof Seeds. 'A bale of linters weifrlis apju-oximatelv 500 lbs.

2— 75 lbs. Cut per ton of Sesds. ^ ^ , ,3—160 lbs. Cut per ton of Seeds. ^^<ifev^--
'• ''^ > V'

4—De- Lint, Practically all fibre after ^JCK'vS - ' ''^^
Removal 75 lbs. Cut. ^"^'^^^^^"'*^-'

'z^-

ed for oil recovery. The.se partly delinted hulls liave H:::ir^-~lh,'
''

'^'^ -''' \^^"
"

' -"^
an additional 75 lb. cut removed by passing the hulls ^^T^"^''^' /' - -

" '-?^^4^?
between steel attrition mills which shave or cut the ty

j ~^V"'V' ' -v^ v.l';!^,
lint from the hulls. This hull fibre was pulped in nA-i:;-^' '\'''^''^^§^^^^^^^

cooks q and r, producing a good grade of pulp. ^-^<^^'^ - . '/^^^^"^^
Illustrations 1, 2 and 3, Fig. B, show the lint pro- ^^^m^^^Jn^JS^^v /^"~^^^'^^'i^^^^^^

dueed by respective cuts o"f 50 lbs., 75 lbs., and 160 lbs. r tT^n' 'A /p^'^^> ^ j ^S ^'^^^Ji^i^X-^"^^
per ton of seed. Illustration No. 4, shows the de-lint Q>i M^Af^ '

I
"' >^^:!^"'' v^

representing all the fibre removed by means of car- ^k>J!)y\^'^ ^-'^/'Ty^^-^''' ^bornndum wheels or plates, the original seed having ^--^^r^^ /'^^^'^ ''K ^si^^^^^^f^
first been passed through a linter for removal of a ^-$^-''i f'*X' ' ;

'Vl^'.^^^
75 lb. cut, suitable for the mattress trade. T^.'^^J, '^J \ '' V'l '^ ) ^ i^lzl
The following figures taken from Bulletin 137, Bu- '

.-^P^.'-^ ^/% '" ', 'JP^
reau of Census, Department of Commerce, clearly in- Fig. 2.—Raw Linters.
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would be available annually 200,000 tons of this pro- FABLES FROM MILL PRACTICE I.

duct or a little more than 650 tons per day. This esti- t> tt rp-ryp^Qq
mate is based on information supplied by various pro- ^ iUiiiba.

dueers and the calculation made on the crushing: of an The chemist of the Wake and Doin Paper Company
annual production of four million tons of cotton seed, glanced through his matudinal bunch of memoranda

Further, there is no object in not attempting to from the office—invoices to check, ear numbers for
utilize this fibre, as leaving it on the seed is detri- supplies of bleach, alum and size. He found his re-
mental m the subsequent extraction of the oil from quisition for a pound of ammonium chloride with the
the seed. Neither has the fibre any feeding value corner turned down, and the followin<^ query by the
when mixed with the cotton seed meal. The increase senior partner inscribed thereon in blue pencil "Is this
in fibre yield above 75 lbs. per ton of seed means, of ahsolntehj necessary? Every effort must be made to
course, that the average length of the fibre is less and reduce laboratorv expense." This he threw into the
that a percentage of small hull fragments will be ^gste basket, and wrote another requisition for five
present The fibre, however, is of better length than pounds, followed by his resignation. This also went in-
the ordinary high grade paper fibre, while the hull ^q ^j^p basket
particles can be removed practically completely by Que of the'vardmen came in to have a lacerated hand
proper cooking ot the tibre. bandaged
The Laboratory received through the War Depart- "Ain't'y 'afraid that gla.ss'll break? Queer how it

ment a shipment of cotton linters and hull shavings, (^gj^-^ ^j^j^ ^]jg^ 1^^^^ ^^^^^ j^
,,

A microscopic examination of the raw shavings reveal- ^.^^^t happened vour hand, Mike?"
ed the following interesting data.'

,<Bill ^^.j^^ ^„ j^^f^^^^ j^ j,^ ^ ^^^^ ^j ,^j^^^j^ ,^^ ^^^^^
Average length of fibre

l'^^
"'•'"• ^ookin' over.- "Say, that don't smart anv-No.

Longest fibre 8.00 m.m. ^liafs the u^e o' putting all that clean white rag on?
^"^"'^^^ nim.m. Might as well get some from the rag room for me.

"

„., 11 icr/ The chemist was just getting started on his favorite
Fibres under 1 m.m 16% ^^^f,^,, inventing a new flotation test on china clay.
fibres under o m.m bhyo ^^^^ ^,,p -^^^j^^ partner. Mr. Boutan Doin, rushed in.
P ibres over 5 m.m 12% .:^^^^ r^est Tubes, what will dissolve belt dressing?"

Average length of fibres under 5 m.m 1 .83 m.m. .j^I^vriiflt?'
''' composition

:
rosin compounds will

A 1 ii c £-u c c cn dissolve 111 etlicr or alcohol, and rubbery ones m car-
Average length of fibres over 5 m.m 6.69 m.m.

,,^j^ bisulphide. What's the trouble?"
"

^ , -, T 11 v,i 1 1 i fu „•*! "Well, get some of each of those, and come down to
One hundred small black specks to seven tibres with ^^ ,^ machine

occasional larger fragments of hulls. " k' ., * xt r „ , *• . i . ,

™, p^., 1 • 1 vp- On arrival at No. 5 machine, first glance suggested
The appearance of the shavings under a magnifica-

^^^j^^^,^^ The machine tenders were carrying the
turn of 2o diameters is shown m Fig. 1.

"super." a slight, elderlv man-on a plank He was
The raw Imters on microscopic examination gave , ,v • u i • ^- i j j ^i i, a-

the following fibre length data: f,,
^^'""^,^7^'! '"^ ^^^ hand, and the bearers dis-

Average lenith of fibre 4.62 m.m. Polled the acciden theory by shovinpuper plank and

Longest fibre 25.44 m.m. ^"„""Jr„
^^."^ '"^^''""^ ^"•'•' J"^*

'"J™^^
of the dandy

c, . i »•, fin m TIT
I"''- 1 he wire was a new one. and No. 5 was a hundred

Shortest tibre ou m.m. , , i. i /and twenty inch face.

T-,., J r- r-Aff "Let the old man alone a moment, he thinks he can
Fibres under o m.m (4 c , . ,,

Fibres over 5 m.m 26% ,,^^ ^,^^^,., ^^.^^ ^^^ ^,^^^.^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^ ^^.^^

Average length of fibres over 5 m.m 10.89m.m.
about the middle of the wire where the "Old Man-

Average length of fibres under 5 m.m 2.39 m.m.
f;""';^.^'^''''^-

^'''°^' ^'^^"''""'^'-^ scrubbing the wire with

One black speck to 60 fibres. i<Tv-i' '
i ^ i • j >• xi t •

The tvpical appearance of raw linters is shown under ^ f^'y-
>'°" ^ ^P^^^

hypertrophied ass -the Junior

a magnification of 25 diameters in Fig. 2.
f^^*"^^'

^e^ved his expletives from anatomy, having
'~ been coiuhtioned in that sub.iect m second-year medi-

. , , , 1 xi • c
'"'"^ fi"*^^ ?oing no further—"dropped a wad of belt

' Tlie writers wish to acknow edge the services of
^^^^^j,^„ ^,^ ^,^^ ^^,;^.^^ ^^^ ^,^^ qj^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^ ^^^

Miss G. J. Gritfm of our Laboratory, who made these
^^^ ,^^^^ j,^^ ^,^^^.^ ,^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ -^ ^^^^ ^ou

and the other fibre measurements. j,,.^. ^.^^^^ ^^1^^,^. jjq^^.
"

(To be continued. ) S^ the Old Man was extricated on his plank, looking
very flushed, and describing the author of the snot in

JAP PAPER CLOTH IN SOUTH AFRICA. appropriate language.

Cape Town.—Japanese paper yarn is arriving and The chemist climbed to a plank placed across the

has entered the market of South Africa. frame, looked at the spot, and said: "I can't do any-
Paper yarn made in Europe during the war. mostly thing with this—it's hurned in. What did you do to

in Germany and Austria, was chiefly from chemical it?"

wood pulp, but Japanese paper yarn is made from much It appeared that the painter, en passant, had been
tougher paper, in the manufacture of which the inner approached, and he, in an off-hand way, had advised
fibrous bark of the mulberry and other trees is used, using the gasoline torch.

It is fine, elastic, strong and of glo.ssy appearance. Ex- The chemist tried ether (the spot was resinous), and,
ternally, it looks like linen yarn rather than cotton, in turn, alcohol and carbon bisulphide—the latter ocea-

Paper cloth is ho new thing in Japan: as long affo sioning mucli comment on the part of the machine ten-

as fifty years it'was very popular for woman's summer ders; but to no purpose.

clothing. "Run her 'round awhile," .said the superintendent,
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but the black patch, surrounded with buckled wire,

would not clear or smooth out. The new one hundred
twenty-inch wire had to be taken off, and a rush order
wired to the maker for a second one.

The chemist returned to his "lab." moralizing.

THE NAILING OF BOXES.
Ob.servations of packajros which have failed in ser-

vice and tests on packing boxes by the Forest Pro-
duets Laboratory. Madison, Wis., have shown that the
most common defect in box construction is inadequate
nailing. Attempts to strengthen boxes by the use of
thicker lumber without regard for nailing very often
only waste material. The extra wood may not be
needed so much as a few more nails. With such heavy
material as paper, the proper making of the box is very
important.
As an aid in determining whether or not a box is

adequately nailed, the laboratory offers the following
information

:

Box Woods Grouped According to Nail Holding
Qualities and Other Properties.

The woods commonly used in box construction may
be divided according to nail-holding ability and other
properties in box woods, into four groups, as fololws

:

Group I—Alpine fir. Aspen, Balsam fir, Basswood.
Buckeye, Butternut. Cedar. Chestnut. Cotton-
wood, Cucumber, Cypress, Jack pine, Lodgepole
pine. Magnolia. Noble fir. Norway pine. Red-
Avood, Spruce. Sugar pine. Western yellow pine.
White fir. White pine. Willow, Yellow poplar.

Group II—Douglas fir. Hemlock. Larch (Tamar-
ack), So. yellow pine. Ta. and Car. pine.

Group III—Black ash. Black gum. Maple, soft or
silver. Pumpkin ash. Red gum. Sycamore, Tupelo,
White elm.

Group IV—Beech. Birch. Hackberry, Hickory,
Maple, hard. Oak. Rock elm. White ash.

All the species in one group are used interchangeably
as regards thickness of material, and size and spacing
of nails.

Kind of Nails.

Tests have shoAra that cement coated nails have a
holding power from 10 to 30 per cent greater than
that of uneoated nails. Smooth nails are more effec-
tive than barbed nails.

Size of Nails.

The penny of nail to be used in any case is deter-
mined by the thickness and species of wood in which
the point of the nail is held after driving. The follow-
ing schedule is based upon standard cement-coated
box nails. If the designated penny of nail is not
available, use the next penny smaller and space nails
proportionately closer.

Spacing of Nails.

Space nails holding boards to end grain of end l-'4

inches apart and nails holding boards to side grain
of end 2 inches apart, when nails are 6 penny or less.

Increase spacing of nails '
i
inch for each penny over

(i. No board should have less than 2 nails at each
nailing end. Space nails holding top and bottom to

sides 6 inches or more ajjart. when nails are 6 penny or
less, increasing the spacing 1 inch for each penny
over 6.

While such spacing uuiy appear to be too close,

as a matter of fact, it calls for only about two-thirds

of the number of nails which would cause excessive

splitting of the ends, and only about two-thirds of

the number required to balance the strength of the

nailed joints with the strength of the box in other re-

spects. With the spacing given above, the nailing is

still the weakest point of the ordinary box.

THE STANDARDIZATION OF SHOE BOXES.
At the first c-nnvim inn nf the .\atioiial Shoe Re-

tailers of Caiiaila held in Toronto recently, one of the

subjects which came up for discussion, was the mat-
ter of the standardization of shoe cartons. This is a

question which has been before the trade for the past

thirty years. At a meeting of the Canadian Shoe
ilanufacturers held in Montreal last spring, the topic

was referred to in an admirable address by Art Harris,

late President of the Canadian Pai)er Box Manufac-
turers' Association, and a resolution was passed in

favor of standardization. One step farther has now
been taken by the retailers of the Dominion approv-
ing of the move and authorizing its executive council

to take the problem up with the Canadian Shoe Manu-
facturers' Association.

Paper box manufacturers recognize that if the re-

tailers and manufacturers can come together on this

subject and agree upon lengths, widths and depth for

men's, women's and children's footwear, it would re-

sult in the savinor of much time and labor in manu-
facturing as well as material, would reduce ex-

pense and increase the output of boxes all around
and prove convenient and acceptable in many other

ways.

The reason that greater progress has not been made
is the extreme difficulty of standardization acceptable

to both the manufacturer and the retailer, but it is

now felt that, through the national organizations of

both bodies this may be effected much to the relief

and satisfaction of the paper box maker, who, in busy
times is tired of turning out small, special lots of boxes
for this and that shoe manufacturer, involving extra

labor and waste of material. The price of box board is

going up all the time and is likely to continue to in-

crease. Here is a case where standardization would
mean economy and conservation to all concerned and
IK- jiarticular interest would suffer.

Species of wood holding nails.

Schedule of Nail Si^es.

Thickness of ends or cleats to which sides, tops and bottoms are nailed.
3-8" 11-16:'

less 7-16" 9-16" 5-8" 3-4" 13-16"

Group 1 4(i

Group n 4(i

Group HI 3d
Group IV 3d

Size of Cement Coated Nails.

5d 5d 6d
4d 5d 5d
4d 4d 5d
4d -Id 4d

7d 8d 8d 9d
6d 7d 7d 8d
5d 6d 7d 7.1

4d 5d 6d 7d
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Notes on Lime Sludge Recovery
By B. C. HOPE,

Associate of B. M. Baxter, Consulting Engineer, Cleveland, Ohio.
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In the past, there seems to have been very little read-
ing matter published in the various Paper Trade Jour-
nals on the subject of lime sludge recovery plants
applied to soda and sulphate pulp mills for the re-
claimation of the calcium oxide from the calcium car-
bonate resulting from the preparation of the cooking
liquor. Owners of mills operating lime sludge recov-
ery systems usually do not care about giving out any
first-hand information; consequently, very little operat-
ing data is available.

There are, at the present time, several such plants
being successfully operated and from information
available there seems to be no reason why a lime sludge
recovery plant should not become a necessary part
of the equipment needed in moderate sized soda and
sulphate pulp mills, both from the standpoint of the

saving effected in lime purchased and the elimination
of the pollution of water courses Avhich, in some locali-

ties, is prohibited by law. There is also another small
saving and that is about 2 to 'i'/t of Xa.O on the basis

of the wet sludge is reclaimed along with the lime.

At the present time, all lime sludge recovery plants

are similar as far as the apparatus is concerned and
only differ from one another in the arrangement and
make of the apparatiis. Their successful operation,

of course, depends to a large extent on the correct

proportioning of the units which go to make up the

plant and to a large extent also on the manner in which
the plant is operated after the initial starting up.

The most important and primary step in treating the

lime sludge preparatory to burning is the removal of

as much water as possible which amounts to between
52 and 60% of the weight of the sludge on the wet
basis. The evaporation of water from a material, as

we all know, requires heat and in order to keep this

factor down to a minimum it is therefore very neces-

sary to remove as much water as possible from the lime

sludge before subjecting it to burning. The most satis-

factory and economical way of removing the water is

by mechanical means, i.e., by mechanical thickening

and filtration. The size of the thickener depends on

the tonnage of the sludge to be handled per hour, the

rate of .settling and the angle of repose and it is thei-e-

fore necessary to determine this and also to have a

complete analysis of the sludge before attempting to

proportion any of the apparatus. By mechanical thick-

ening, the water content of the sludge, as it usually

comes from the causticizers, can be reduced about

12%.
After the process of thickening, the thickened .sludge

is conveyed to a filter which again reduces the water

content by about 10%c, making in all a total water

removal of about 22%. on the basis of the wet sludge.

There are various types and makes of filters on the

market, but the most satisfactory type is the rotary

vacuum filter with a metallic cloth of such a mesh

as to be suitable to the degree of fineness and porosity

of the sludge being filtered. The rotary type is pre-

ferable to the pressure type for the reason that it is

continuous and requires less labor to operate_ it than

the pressure type does. Instead of a metallic cloth,

some plants are using No. 12 cloth duck when the

percentage of caustic is low and are getting satisfac-

tory results with cakes leaving the filter from %"
to 34" thick, and in a chemical plant operating in
Oklahoma, the writer understands that 1" cake is be-
ing obtained from a rotary type filter. The size and
number of filters required depends on the amount of
the sludge being handled per hour, its porosity and
its water content. Knowing these items, it is an easy
matter to calculate the total weight of the cake dis-
charged from the filter.

The thickened sludge is admitted to the filters by
means of a diaphragm or centrifugal pump and the
filters should be set high enough above the thickener
inlet so that the sludge overflow from the filters will
flow back to the thickener by gravity. The filters
are usually set on the dust chamber at the inlet end
of the kiln so that the filtered cake can fall by gravity
into the kiln through a heavy east iron spout, thus
doing away with the necessity of any conveyors which
othersvise would be needed if the filters were set be-
low the inlet to the kiln.

The vacuum carried on the filters is maintained by
means of either a belt-driven or a steam-driven vacuum
pump and the size of the pump is determined from
knowing the number of square feet of unsubmerged
filter surface or the total filter surface if the rotary
type is used. Between the vacuum pump and the
filter, there should be a receiver containing a float
operating a vacuum release so as to prevent any water
being carried over into the vacuum pump. The water
is removed from the receiver by means of a centrifugal
or Connersville type pump and the inlet to the pump
should be at lea.st two feet below the bottom of the
receiver and of course, no pump would be needed if the
discharge were at a point thirty-two feet below the bot-
tom of the receiver. Should the water coming from
the filter be at or near the boiling point, some kind of
condenser, of course, would have to be installed be-
tween the filter and the receiver. In order to know
how much water is in the receiver at any time and if

the vacuum release mechanism is working correctly,
it is advisable to have a long water gauge glass at-

tached to the side of the receiver and also an accurate
vacuum gauge.

As stated above, the filtered cake is discharged
directly into the uppermost end of the kiln which is

similar in all respects to the rotary kilns used exten-

.

sively in the cement industry. These kilns should pre-
ferably be of the two tire type for the reason that they,

can be kept better in alignment than the three tire,

type and should have a slope of from %" to I/2" P?i^
foot. The speed of rotation of the kiln varies and
cannot very well be predetermined in that it is de-
pendent entirely on the length of the kiln, the water
content of the cake being burned and the time re-

quired for complete burning.

The rotary kiln is one of the most wasteful pieces
of apparatus used in industrial processes as there is

a large unavoidable loss due to heat radiation amount-
ing from 18 to 40% of the total heat delivered to the
kiln, and therefore, great care must be exercised ih

selecting the right size of the kiln and its lining. Vari-
ous methods have been suggested and tried to reduce
this large radiation loss, but not very much success has
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been obtained. Some plants have tried eovering the

lint zone (the lower 35 to 40 feet ) with an asbestos eov-

ering, with the result that the sliell of the kiln heeame
so hot as to buekle the plates and cause a wobbling

rotation. Others have tried using an asbestos lining

between the fire briek lining and the shell and this

was found also to be unsatisfaetory on account of the

fire brick burning up after a short time. Mr. Harold

A. Henry (Trans. Anier. Cer. Soc.) found that the best

rotary kiln lining is a hand-moulded, high alumina

fire brick of a porous nature with a very low jier-

centage of plastic clav and liurned to a temperature

of at least 2600° F.

According to Mr. Ellis iSoper (Jour. A. S. M. E.t,

the radiation of a rotary kiln can be found from the

following equation

:

W = 125 X S(1.0077 X T') — 1.0077 X T") — 0.;V)

V B(T' — T'"!

7ti.!t

where W=H.T.r."s per s(|uare font |)cr hour.

T' ^Average temperature of shell.

T"=Average temperature of air.

B =Coefficient of conduction ^6.
S =Coefficient of radiation =2.77.

The burning of the sludge cake is a very important

item and it should only remain in the burning zone long

enough to have all of the carbon dioxide driven off;

overburning will produce lime hard to slack and in-

crease the amount of necessary fresh lime to be added

to the reclaimed lime to make up for the loss due to

impurities resulting from overburning. According to

John Johnson (Trans. Amer. Chem. Soc.) the minimum
burning temperature of calcium carbonate (lime

sludge) is 1648 deg. Fahr. for a pressure of carbon

dioxide of one atmosphere, which is never obtained

in practice, and is determined from the following

equation

—

Log p = —9340 -f 1.1 log T — 0.0012 T + S.SS2

where p = The equilibrium pressure expressed in

mm. of mercury.

T = The absolute temperature in degrees

Centigrade.

It is well known that calcium carbonate may be de-

composed into ealcir.m oxide and carbon dioxide and

that these substances may recombine to form calcium

carbonate. K the carbon dioxide is removed as fast

as it is formed so that its partial pressure is kept be-

low that given for tftie temperature by Johnson's

equation, the reaction will continue in the direction to

form calcium oxide. The range of burning tempera-

ture should not be wider than from 1740 to 1920 deg.

Fahr. and for economical production of lime, the best

temperature is one which does not exceed 1830 deg.

Fahr. At 2000 deg. Fahr. the effects of overburning

become evident and at 2900 to 3270 deg. Fahr. calcium

oxide would be entirely inert to the action of water.

Burning lime in an atmosphere of superheated steam

will, according to Herzfeld, lower the decomposition

temperature to about 1470 deg. Fahr. The following

table shows the behavior of calcium carbonate burnel

in air and superheated steam.

Temperature

—

Degrees Fahr.
932 1200 1256 1-1.5 :

Burned in air, Calcium oxide— ' r 37

Burned in superheated steam.

steam, calcium oxide— /r ... 7 23 100

After the sludge has been subjected to the process

of burning the resultant lime is discliarged from the

lower end of the kiln and conveyed to cither a storage
bin or directly to slaker tanks where it is used again
for the prejiaration of cooking liquor. The size of the

jiebbles of lime as they come from the kiln varies from
'ii" to 1" in diameter and in ai)|)earance resemble white
marbles which needless to say are difficult to handle
when conveyed up an incline if the right kind of con-
veying a|)i)aratus is not used. As an exam])le of a

satisfactory conveyor, the \' bucket t\|)e gives good
results.

As the lime leaves the kiln at a temperature in the

neighborhood of 1200 to 1.500 deg. Fahr. considerable
heat is carried out with it and goes to waste. Some
methods have been tried to reclaim this heat for pre-

heating the air to be supplied to the kiln for combus-
tion purposes, but from all accounts, a satisfactory de-

vice has not been worked out and most plants accei)t

this as an unavoidable loss.

Due to impurities in the sludge and a small percent-

age of unburned ealeium carbonate passing out with
the reclaimed lime, an amount of fresh lime must be
added to the reclaimed lime to make up for these

losses which vary in different plants from 10 to 15%.
Of course the burning of the same sludge over and
over again affects the purity of the lime, consequently
there is a point in the cycle of operations at which
the sludge resulting from the reclaimed lime must be
thrown away and a fresh batch of lime then has to be
added to the system to make up the required amount
needed for the preparation of the cooking liquor.

The kilns are usually fired by natural gas or pro-

ducer gas and of course, in localities where there is no
natural gas available, producer gas is generally resort-

ed to. If producer gas is used, the gas flues from the

producer to the kiln should be short and prefer-

ably insulated so as to reduce the loss of sensible heat

carried by the hot gas. For good operation, the temp-
erature of the gas as it enters the kiln should be in the

neighborhood of 1200 deg. Fahr.

The producers may be of either the hand-feed type

or the mechanical feed type, but the latter is prefer-

able as the feed is continuous and a more uniform
thickness of the green fuel bed can be maintained.

Air for the producers is supplied by means of either

a steam jet blower or a steam turbine blower and a

pressure regulating valve should be installed between
the blower and the main steam line so that a constant

steam pressure will be maintained at the blower to

facilitate the adjustment of the amount of air supply

which has to be varied from time to time according to

the richness, the temperature and the pressure of the

gas above the producer. The quantity of air blown

is an item not to be overlooked and great care should

be exercised at all times to see that only sufficient

is admitted to the producers to do what it is intended

to do as too much free air coming in contact with the

gas through "' channels"" will bum its combustible

constituents and raise the temperature and increase

the percentage of carbon dioxide and at the same
time, decrease the percentage of carbon monoxide, thus

producing a poor gas high in nitrogen and with a low-

heat value.

With a steam-air ratio of .25 lb. to 40 cu. ft. a good

rich gas can be obtained with the amount of carbon

monoxide between 24 and 287f and not more than 4 to

69f carbon dioxide. Analysis of the producer gas

should be made from time to time and the pres.sure
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and temperature of the gas above the producer should
be takeu at the same time. With this information
available, it is an easy matter to determine the best
setting of the air blowers to give a good rich gas
high in carbon monoxide and low in carbon dioxide.
The admission of air to the kiln for combustion

should be so arranged that only the theoretical amount
needed for complete combustion is allowed to enter
and in order to be able to regulate this air supply, all

air leaks and holes through which uncontrolled air is

pa.ssing should be clo.sed up. Excess air results in a
large heat loss to the stack which increases as the
radiation loss from the kiln is reduced and is prob-
ably also a contributing cause of the burning up of the
kiln lining in the hot zone. In order to determine
what the percentage of excess air is, it is necessary
to have the analysis of the stock gases, the analysis
of the sludge entering the kiln from the filters, the
ultimate analysis of the fuel used for firing and the
fuel burned per ton of lime and if gas producers are
used, the great efficiency of the producer and the

percent of combustible passing out with the ash. The
percentage of carbon dioxide as obtained from the

stack anah'sis of course consists of that resulting from
combustion and of that resulting from the dissociation

of the calcium carbonate and therefore, in order to

determine what the maximum obtainable percentage
should be the percentage resulting from each of the

above two items must be determined.

The temperature of the gases to the stack varies

around 450 deg. Fahr. and de])ends on the length of

the kiln, the moisture content and temperature of the

filtered sludge cake as it enters the kiln. When the

kiln is operating correctly, the gases issuing from the

top of the stack will have a light-yellowish color.

From a thermo-chemical analysis of the performance
of a plant under every day operating conditions, the

amount of heat used for the dissociation of calcium

carbonate should amount to about 13.5% of the total

heat delivered to the kiln, 17.5% for evaporating and
carrying off the water from the sludge cake and 20%
due to radiation from the kiln, which, expressed in

terms of fuel consumed represents about 270 lbs. of

coal per ton of lime produced. This last item clearly

indicates the necessity of giving much consideration

to the matter of kiln lining and the selection of the

right size of the kiln to handle only the tonnage re-

quired. In an unevenly proportioned plant with a

kiln and its lining of the incorrect size and material,

the radiation loss above may run as high as 50%.

At the present writing, the writer does not have

any recent up-to-date figures on the co.st of installation

or the operating cost of these plants, but expects to

be able to give this information at an early date when

prices of materials and labor conditions adjust them-

selves to a more stable basis.

In conclusion, the writer trusts that these notes may
prove helpful to those persons interested in this sub-

ject and while some of the more important points have

not been gone into at length, still he has endeavored

to bring out those where trouble is liable to be met

with by anyone not familiar with the process of lime

sludge recovery.

(See also Pulp and Paper Magazine, Mar. 6, 1919,

p. 243.)

The marriage of Miss Agnes Nault, daughter of

Mr. John Nault, of Outremont, to Mr. Antoine Dubuc,

son of J. E. A. Dubuc, of Chicoutimi Pulp and Power

Co., has been announced for September 11.

Will Build Container Board
Mill in England

^
Mr. A. L. Dawe, who is representing the Canadian

Pulp and Paper Industry in England has sent the fol-
lowuig item from the Daily Telegraph, regarding the
establishment of a new mill for the manufacture of
contanier board in England. A reading of this ex-
tract from the annual report of Cropper & Co., gives
not only the plans for this development but a concep-
tion of paper manufacturing conditions on the other
side. After reviewing the year's work and its returns,
mention is made of the purchase by Cropper & Co.
of the Colthrop Paper Mills. The report then reads:
Having now felt our way, it has been considered

advisable to add to the machinery of the mill by pur-
chasing and erecting a cylinder board machine, for
the purpose of working triplex boards. This machine
will enable the Mill Company to .supply the require-
ments — or perhaps I had better say some of the re-
quirements — of this company for boards of a descrip-
tion which the mill does not at present make, and will
also be in a position to supply the needs of the con-
tainer factorj^ to which I will allude in greater detail
in a few moments. You will remember that, when I
asked your consent to the acquisition of the mill, I told
you that we proposed later on to ereet a container
factory on part of the land.

Colthrop Company's New Issue.
Now, paper-making machinery is an expensive item,

and we want a fairly substantial sum to erect and
equip this addition to the mill plant, and the Colthrop
Company has, therefore, increased its nominal capital
from £150,000 to £300,000, and intends to issue £120,-
000 for the purposes 1 have indicated. It is proposed
to offer this capital, in the first in.stance, to the share-
holders of this company, and for these reasons. First,
1 told you when you passed the resolution to acquire
the mill that any further capital required would be
offered first to you as shareholders in Cropper and
Company. That is of itself a sufficient reason, but
we have since then been asked by more than one share-
holder if he might take shares in the mill, and it is

evident, thei-efore, that there is a desire on the part
of some of the shareholders to acquire an interest in
the new company, as, by so doing, they will be assist-
ing this company and the Container Company, in which
we have a large interest, to obtain just the materials
we require as and when we require them. You will
be to that extent giving material assistance to the
business in which you are alrealy interested. The
prospectus of the new issue has just been completed
and will be sent to you immediately.

Interest in "Container" Business.

Now we come to the container business, which is the
last of my four points. Possibly some of you may not
know what a container is beyond the evident fact that
it is to contain something. What are technically called
"containers" are large folding boxes made of strong
material known as fibre boards, and sometimes of
corrugated boards, which are used for packing goods
and take the place of wooden cases. These container
boxes are very largely used in the United States, which
is the home of the golding-box industry, and have been
used to some extent in this country. The war has, as
you know, been responsible for the consumption of
phenomenal quantities of wood for all sorts of pur-
poses, with the restilt that the price has reached
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lieigrlits thai make the packing of goods in wooden

eases an expensive matter, and is in some businesses

almost prohibitive.

As a eonsequeuce, the demand for containers, which

has been constantly growing, is, I should think, at

the present time limited only by the capacity for

turning them out. We have, as you may remember,

always had our eye on this business. I have alhulcd

to it more than once in my annual remarks, and when

we obtained control of the Colthrop Mill we deter-

mined at the earliest opportunity to take up that busi-

ness. We decided, therefore, to send Mr. Frank Smitli

to the United States to investigate the matter, with a

view to making the necessai-y arrangenuMits for com-

mencing business here. I was asked to accompany liiiii,

but as it was not possible for me to leave England

at that time, my colleague, Mr. Scowen, stepped man-

fully into the breach, and these two gentlemen, to-

gether with Mr. Forster, the secretary of the Colthrop

Mill, spent some weeks visiting the various box-making

centres, and gave us a most interesting report when

they returned, which I wish that time would permit

me to read to you. We are much indebted to these

gentlemen for their useful work. I may mention that,

during Mr. Smith's stay in America, he was able to

purchase a considerable quantity of boards which have

been most useful to us, and have materially assisted

us to fill our orders.

New Company Formed.

As the result of that journey we resolved to em-

bark in the container trade, and it was thought desir-

able to initiate the business by means of a separate

company, mainly in order that this company's risk

should be, as in "the ease of the Mill Company, limited

to the amount of its interest in the new company. A
eompanv has been formed called Containers Limited,

with a capital of £120,000, to which this company will

in due course subscribe in the first instance £15.000.

The board consists of Mr. Shirley Cropper, Mr. Horace

Cropper, and Mr. Scowen, with Mr. Frank Smith as

managing director and myself as chainnan. The share

qualification of the directors amounts between them

to £2,500, and about £10,000 comes from another sub-

scriber. We have, however, stipulated that we have

the right at any time to provide an amount necessary

to enable us to keep control of the company.

This capital cannot, of course, be expected to earn

interest for some considerable time, as the building

has to be erected and the machinery installed, the

business being an entirely new one. The construction

work will, however, be pushed on with, and I hope

before we meet again we shall be able to report that

active business has commenced. Containers, Ltd.,

has leased a portion of the land from the mill, and

the buildings will adjoin the new addition to the mill

machinery, so that the container machines will be fed

direct from the paper-making machine, an ideal ar-

rangement for economical working. The railway sid-

ings serving the paper mill will be extended into the

container works, thus giving excellent transport facili-

ties. Now. I hope I have shown you that when the new

Colthrop Mill is equipped with the additional machin-

ery and the Container Company is fairly launched on

what we hope will prove a suceesful career, this com-

pany will, in our judgment, be in such a strong posi-

tion that we shall be able to handle successfully any

business that may be available.

Busy Times Ahead.

Since the armistice, business has been extremely dif-

ficult. Orders have been withheld in the hope of

a further reduction in prices. The market fm- raw
materials has also been disorganized since the re-

moval of the restrictions on the import of papei-. liusi-

ness, however, now shows signs of settling down. Thai

the business is to be done there is, I think, little tloubt.

The orders in hand indicate tliat we may look for busy
times ahead, and may, 1 think, anticipate a eontinu

aiice of remunerative trading. You must not, however,
run away with the idea tliat all is iilaiii sailing. I said

at the commencement of my remarks that the country
was now in a position to turn its thoughts from the

destruction of human life to a policy of ccuistructive

business. But at the present time the people are over-

wrought by the strain of the strenuous times through
which we have passed, and some of the leaders among
the workers are embracing a policy, which, if followed
to its logical conclusion, could only end in disaster.

F. P. L. BROKE BIG BEAM.
Timber Testing at the Fm-est Prfxluets Laborator-

ies of Canada, Mctiiil riiiversity," is the title of a

film that will appear shortly at the local leading

screens. It will also be shown throughout Ctniada as

being of considerable educational interest.

The cinematographer of the British Canadian Pathe
news recently iihotograjihed the first movie taken
showing work in progress as conducted at the Forest

Products Laboratories of Canada, located at 700 Uni-

versity street. A private view of the film was given

last Saturday, and the excellent picture gives an in-

stance of one of the many and varied kinds of im-

portant work that is carried on at these Government
research laboratories, conducted by the Forestry

Branch, Department of the Interior.

The film shows a test to determine how much weight
was required to break a structural timber measuring
8 inches by 16 inches, by 16 feet long. The test piece

was purchased from a local timber firm and was of

Douglas fir as used for structural purjioses, showing
structural wood. The British Columbia Forest Ser-

vice desired to have exhibited at their section of For-

est Exhibits of the National Exhibition, which opens

at Toronto on the 23rd instant, a full-sized beam of

Douglas Fir as used for structural purposes, showing
how it breaks and what weight it will carry. The
Forest Products Laboratories of Canada, which has

frequently made strength tests of various kinds, of

Canadian woods, was instructed to carry out the nec-

essary tests. This timber was the largest of its kind

ever tested here. The timber was placed in the test-

ing machine in the position it would rest when in ac-

tual construction conditions. Pressure was applied

by hydraulic plungers at each end. The centre of the

timber rested at two points on the weighing mechan-

ism of the machine which records the weight applied.

The break occurred at 58,450 pounds.

DIRECT STEAMERS FROM CANADA TO CHILE.
The Pacific Steam Navigation Company is making

inquiries as to business offering from Eastern Canada
to Chile.

A number of their boats are now in the service of

the British Government, and when released their idea

is to have monthly sailings from Halifax provided suf-

ficient business is in sight.

At the present time this line operates a regular ser-

vice from New York to Chile.—G. P. R.

Carelessness is a corn caused by the shoe of thought-

lesness.
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A NEWSPAPER OF THE CHINA CLAY TRADE.

The ('liiiia Clay Trade Review, Vol. 1, No. 1, is .just

received and from the sample it i.s easy to see that
there is a wide and fertile field for just such a paper.
It will find interested readei's in a great variety of
industries, for no less than 44 u.ses for China clay
are mentioned in an article in this issue, and the list

is by no means complete. China clay is doubtless the
most important mineral constituent of paper and the
new journal naturally gives considerable attention to
this industry. We quote the following sample. If

this arouses any interest, the Review can be had for
a year for 7s. 6d. Address 9 and 10 Southampton
Building. Holborn, London, W.C.

China Clay in Paper.
Why it is Preferred Above Other Materials.

Now that the production of paper has reached such
•an important position in this countrj^ owing to the

scarcit.v of paper-making materials, manufacturers
might very well pay more attention to the use of China
clay, which is a valuable adjunct to the paper indus-

try. The clay, "paper clay," as it is called, when em-
ployed in this manufacture, is added in suspension in

water to the prepared pulp during the first process of

beating or breaking up and mixing with water. The
object of adding the paper clay is to fill up the inters-

tices between the fibres of the pulp, so that a more
smooth and solid surface may be imparted. This also

increases the weight of the paper. The kind of surface

thus produced is particularly in request by printers of

half-tone photo-mechanical blocks. It is impossible

to print from such blocks on a paper that presents a

fibrous surface.

Its Affinity for Printers' Ink.

China clay or paper clay, talc, l)arium sulphate, and

calcium sulphate, which are used for the same purpose,

arc known in the trade as "fillers," or loading sub-

stances. Many paper makers still cling to these other

"fillers," but if they only knew it, none of those filler.^

remain so well in suspension in the puip, nor do they

have the same affinity for printers' ink and aniline

dyes, one of the most important properties of clay in

this connection.

Only the purest and whitest kaolins are suitable for

the fine grades of paper; less pure varieties are em-

ployed for the coarser grades, wall papers, and some

browns. Even for colored papers white clay is pre-

ferred, as more constant results are obtained by add-

ing the requisite pigments to a pulp with white clay.

Some fine printing papers are prepared by treating

the web with a coating made of an emulsion eontaui-

ing China clay.

Cannot Paper Carry More Clay?

In addition to its use as a "filler" in paper making,

it is also used as a coater and glazer, the best clay

giving that fine surface to highly-finished papers.

Newspaper pulp normally carries from 15 to 25 per

cent of China clay. (Not west of the Atlantic—Ed.)

With the present shortage of other paper-makmg ma-

terials and the apparent scarcity of those materials

for "news," it might very well carry more, seeing that

the use of clav is not affected by tonnage difficulties.

Paper makers might very well give greater attention

to the extended use of this raw material in these times.

At present there is no production of wood-pulp or

paper within Siberia; the paper, market of Western

Siberia is supplied chiefly from. European Russia and

Finland while Japan has recently developed an ex-

port of paper to Eastern Siberia. Three or four years

ago an attempt was made to start a small paper and
pulp mill at Tomsk, but the project was abandoned,
presumabl.v for lack of capital or because of the dif-

ficulty of purchasing equipment from abroad. There
appears to b? an attractive opportunity for the develop-

ment of a pulp and paper industry in Western or

Central Siberia for the supply of the domestic mar-
ket, and some progress in that direction will no doubt
be made within a few years. There are also possibili-

ties for the wood-pulp and paper industry in the mari-

time district of the Russia Far East, but in view of the

increasing production of Japanese pulp and paper in

Northern Japan and Corea present commercial pros-

pects of .such undertakings in Eastern Siberia are now
uncertain.

STIFF FINES TO CORRECT FOREST FIRE
PLAGUE.

Prosecutions of settlers for causing forest fires b.v

burning their land-clearing debris without official per-

mits are proceeding in Ontario, Quebec and New
Brunswick. Convictions with heav.v fines have alread.v

lieen secured in numbers of cases. Of twenty settlers

brought before the New Brunswick courts in Jul.v,

fourteen were convicted and given stiff penalties. In

addition the magistrates rated them severely for in-

difference to human safety and the security of neigh-

bors' property. Quebec has sent several settlers to

jail because of carelessness in burning off their lands.

Manitoba had by far the lowest forest fire losses

of the prairie provinces this .year largelj' because of a

vigorous enforcement of the sj'stem of supervising

settlers' fires. Exactly the same law is in force in

Saskatchewan, but was left a dead letter by the Pro-

vincial authorities, with the result that Saskatchewan

lost an incredibly large share of its timber properties.

Alberta has not yet taken provincial action in curb-

ing the forest fire evil, although to it belong the prim-

ary responsibility. Alberta's lo.s.ses in timber have

been enormous and the evil effects upon the provincial

water supply, for power and irrigation, are among
the serious eonsequences.

WALL PAPER PUT TO NEW USE.

Wall jiaper travellers are now out taking orders for

the coming season. All manufacturers of hanging

paiiers i-eport that the outlook is exceptionally bright

owing to the fact that so many new dwellings are go-

ing up. Then many householders, who postponed de-

corating their rooms and apartments during the war,,

on the ground of economy, are now beautifying the

interiors of their homes.

A new use for wall paper has been found in Toronto

as was evidenced in the arrest of Max Ackerman, 375

Queen street east, who, it is claimed, carried on an

illicit sale of booze under the pretence of conducting

a wall paper establishment. All that it was necessary

for the caller to produce was an order bearing the

magic words. "Please give the bearer one dozen rolls

of wall paper." This, it is reported, was the open

sesame to the cellar. The term "one dozen rolls of

Will paper" was tantamount to saying a quart bottle

of whiskey. Ackerman said that he could afford to

pay a fine as he has made nine thousand dollars since

he commenced "the wall paper business." Although

he may not know a great deal about the manufacture

of pulp and paper, he had part of the equipment in

the shape of "a wet room."
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British Trade News

(From Our London Correspondent)

London. 11th August 1919.

Reviewing industrial unrest, the outlook is not at

all satisfae-tory. The threatened eruption in the paper

mill has been checked by the employers, who met the

workers in a very generous manner, both as regards

hours and wages, but they no sooner had grievances

settled than the miners kicked up rough and walked

out of the mines. Now it is only a matter of time

—

and the using of a little discretion—to settle a dispute

between employer and employees, but when the miners

strike, mill owners are up against something which

they cannot forget in a hurry. Fortunately for the

British paper mills the coal strike did not develop

into a serious crisis this time. Matters looked ugly

at one period and transport on the railroads was

threatened with dislocation. With the exception of

a few thousand miners out in the North of England

at present, the crisis is nearly over and paper mill

owners are able to breath freely again, having had a

narrow escape from a most depressing industrial

turmoil. There is still considerable amount of unrest

in the country, as I write, but up to the present it

has affected pulp and paper very little.

A New Container Board Mill.

The 22nd annual meeting of Copper & Co., Ltd..

was held in London on the 2nd instant. A dividend

is declared at the rate of 15 per cent, per annum,

together with a bonus of 10 per cent. Stephen H. M.
Killick. J. P.. the President, made a long speech and
mentioned that they had acquired the Colthrop Paper

ilill and formed a separate company, to be known
as the Colthrop Company, the nominal capital to be

increased from £150,000 to £300.000. It has been

decided to add to the machinery of the mill by pur-

chasing and erecting a cylinder board machine for

the purpose of working triplex boards, as reported

more fully elsewhere in this issue.

The use of containers, or folding boxes, has not

very much developed in the United Kingdom, so that

Messrs. Cooper & Co., Ltd.. are practically starting

a new industry, or developing a small industry.

The President said in his speech: "Since the Arm-
istice business has been extremely difficult. Orders

have been withheld in the hope of a further reduction

in prices. The market for raw materials has also been
disorganized since the removal of the restrictions on
the import of paper. Business, however, now shows
signs of settling down. That the business is to be

done there is. I think, little doubt. The orders in hand
indicate that we may look for bu.sy times ahead, but

you must not run away with the idea that all is plain

sailing."

Must Use British Paper If Possible.

The Paper Import Restrictions Department state

that before granting a license for the import from
without the British Empire of any class of paper
beyond the proportionate license to which purchasers
of British paper are entitled under the regulations
they require to consider the full circumstances of
each case, including the possibility of a British paper
serving as a substitute for a particular grade not ob-
tainable within the Empire. Free licenses are not
automatically granted, even for such classes of paper
as grease-proofs of particular substances, and import-

ers are advised to ascertain whether the goods will

be allowed into the country before placing an order

for foreign paper. The Paper Import Restrictions

Department, therefore, give notice that in view of

the difficulty of obtaining sufficient supplies of cer-

tain cardboards within the British Empire, they are

prepared until further notice to grant import licen-

ses to the extent of 250 per cent, for British pur-

chases for cardboard of the minimum size of 25 in.

by 30 in., 4 ounces per .sheet. This will not apply to

pulp board, or pasteboard, etc. All inquiries must

be accompanied by full details of the order and the

reasons why British paper cannot be used instead.

These particulars .should be of interest to Canadians.

Canada's Great Chance.

In some of my previous notes 1 have hinted at some
of the difficulties the Norwegian Pulp Mills are labor-

ing under. Things are not going well at all in Nor-

way and reports have reached London that a good
many of the mills are now closed down. A great

many of the British mills are depending on Norway
for pulp, but it is fully expected present contracts

will not be affected in any way. As regards the paper
mills the latest restrictions of the Trade Board may
help them a little in the British market. The mills

are in a bad way I hear, and the cost of production
is swallowing up the best of the profits. As we stand
at present, we have Germany out of the market and
Norway in straightened circumstances. Canada should
therefore, cast a lynx eye on what these countries are
unable to .supply and I would suggest a study of the
pulp and the various (|ualities of paper that are used
by the British consumer. Canada has a golden op-
portunity here and the Norwegians are fearing the
Dominion's competition in the future. The pulp
markets in Norway and Sweeden are quiet and beyond
the catering for contracts in existence, there is a pau-
city of new business. They are also hampered in
shipping facilities.

The pulp market in the United Kingdom is in good
demand for sulphite and moi.st pulp, and there is a
tendency for prices to harden, particularly for easy
bleaching sulphite which is quoted on a higher level.
Shipments, in the circumstances, are only fair, parcels
arriving from Denmark, the States. Canada, etc. and
from Sweden which to-day. as heretofore, still holds
the rein in the market. Sweden, however, is now
threatened with labor troubles which may affect the
output. Other raw materials show no change, ex-
cept size and china clay. Size is advanced in'^priees,
and china clay has also made a material jump of 7s.
6d. a ton. The rag and waste paper market is de-
pressed.

All chemicals are dearer owing to the coal strike
and the increase of 6s. per ton for coal.
Paper mills in England and Scotland have advanced

the prices of certain grades of papers, owing to the
extra cost of production.
The Scotian has arrived with 196 tons of unbleached

sulphite from Montreal.
The Empire Paper Mills. Ltd.. is the name of the

new company that has been formed with Viscount
Rothermere on the Board. The Viscount is a brother
to Lord Xorthcliffe and the capital is £300,000. Offi-
ces are 30 Ludgate Hill, London, E.G.

Newspaper headline :—" Canadian Gas Association
Convenes in Ottawa." Must mean laughing ^as if it
refers to a well known regular gatherin?.
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Technical Section

I

NEW MEMBERS.
Two new junior members have been admitted to the

Technical Section. They are : Paul G. Woodward,
Esq., Laurentide Co., Ltd., Grand 'Mere, Que. Norman
F. McCaghey, Esq., Price Bros. & Co., Ltd., Kenogami,
Que.
The following student members of the Technical

Section have been elected. There has been a verv en-

couraging growth in the membership of the Section
this summer and a lively interest is expected to be
shown in the annual meeting. Tlie new student mem-
bers are :

R. E. Midgley, E. J. Murphy, and J. 0. Challenger,
all of Montreal.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-14. Tearing resistance of paper. Sidney D. Wells,

Paper 23, Xo. L'3, 750-:{ ( 1919. i An investigation of the
tearing strength of different samples of paper was
made in which the instrument used consisted of the
Schopper tensile tester slightly modified for the pur-
pose. The results obtained indicate that the tearing
test furnishes valuable data from which to judge the
strength of a paper. While the Schopper tensile tester

may be used satisfactorily, a smaller, cheaper and
better instrument for tlie pnrpijse should be devised.—R. B. Roe in C.A.

K-6, L-5. Hydrated fibre for papermaking. Pulp
& Paper Magazhie, 17, No. 28, p. 5o8 (1919.) From
"Papermaking" is taken a description of a process for

chemicall.v hydrating cellulose by treating it with twice

its weight of caustic soda and fifteen per cent of its

weight of carbon bisulphide in a closed container for

six to ten hours. The resulting swelled fibres are wash-
ed with brine.—R.C.

K-6. De-inking paper. Paper :\lill, 42, No. 28, p. 22,

(1919.) A lU'ocess patented by Wm. Osborne (U. S.

1,298,779) consists of treating old papers with a solu-

tion of sulphurous acid to which is added soda ash.

The digester is then closed and the stock cooked.

—

R. C.

K-8. Basic acid and substantive dyes. W. H. Wat-
kins. Paper, 24, (1919), No. 15, page 40-44. Notes on

paper colors from the manufacturers' standpoint —
E.K.M.

M-4. Tentative specification for rubber belting for

power transmission, D53-18T Anon. Proc. Am. Soc.

Testing Materials 18, Pt. 1, 676-80 (1918).—These spe-

cifications cover two classes of rubber belting for

transmission, viz., (1) rubber-covered; (2) friction-

covered, and include (1) manufacture; (2) phys. pro-

perties and tests; (3) sizes; (4) marking, and (5) in-

spection and rejection.—(Chem. Abs.)

R-0. The German paper mills after the war. (La

direction des fabriques aUemandes de papier pendant
la guerre et le retour aux conditions normales). A.

D. .1. Kuhn, Wochenblatt fur Papierfabrikation, Oct/

31. 1918, through Le Papier, 22, p. 1.51, 1919.—Advice
to German manufacturers as to the measures they

should take in order to meet successfully the condi-

tions brought about in their mills by the war.

—

A. P.-C.

M-8. Points in pump selection. B. N. Everett Chem
Met. Eng. 20, 246 (1919.) An outline is given of the
points affecting the choice of a pump as follows:
Liquid to be pumped—Specific gravity, temperature,
viscosity, size and nature of suspended matter. Total
head—pipe size, actual lift, pipe friction (to be con-
sidered on both suction and discharge lines.) Capacity
—Maximum demand, average demand, storage capac-
it.v, breakdown service, hours service per year, advis-
able speed. Power—type available, reliabifity, amouat
required, control, cost per 1,000 gallons, cost" per year,
cost compared to investment. Total co.st—pump, driv-
er, installation, labor, fixed charges, use of exhaust
steam, efficiency, fuel consumption. Several instances
are given illustrating the significance of these points— (Chem. Abs.)

Q-2. Decay in wooden mill roofs. R. J. Blair. Pulp
and Paper Magazine. 17, No. 27, p 521, (1919.) De-
scriptions and illustrations of destructive fungi are
given. It is concluded that double roofs containing
an air space are no more immune from decay than
are single roofs. A type recommended consists of a
double la,ver of plank separated by three layers of
mopped tarred paper. The outside layer may be in-
ferior timber. ImU should be treated to prevent decay.
The inner layer should be high grade wood. The roof
should be kept ^^•arnl in cold weather.—R. C.

R-2. Paper research literature. Etta L. Matthews,
Paper, 24, 259-64, (1919.) A list of contributions b.v

members of the U. S. Forest Service, Forest Products
Laboratory. 1910-1918, with an appendix of contribu-
tions by other members of the service, 1877-1918.
(Chem. Abs.)

HYDRAULIC MACHINERY DID IT.

To the interesting note in last week's Pulp and
Paper Magazine on "Piling Water." the editor added
a remark about figuring out the work and dollars
saved by pressing the pulp more nearly drv. In the
Pulp Press we find the following note added to the
same article

:

The above represents 72.007,200 pounds handled at
33 1-3 per cent air dry. If same had been hydranlicallv
pressed to 60 p-r cent air drv the result would be
40.000,000 pounds.

If same was afterwards Ijaled, it would only require
600,000 cubic ft. storage space, thereby saving!,000,000
cubic ft. of space.

There is still another step in the calculation to make
it interesting to the mill manager, and that is, the
number of men, or proportion of labor and expense,
and number of dollars that would have been saved
by pressing the pulp.

The same issue of the Pulp Press relates that one
result of the recent trip of B. C. Root to Vancouver
is the establishment of a new office in that city of
the Hydraulic Machinery Co. The MacAndrew Jamie-
son Engineering Co., 103 London Bldg., were elected to
look after Briti.sh Columbia and Alberta. Both of these
gentlemen are graduate engineers. They are doubt-
less ready to pump anything and press anything on
the coast.
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UNYim STATES AOTES^
A s|)('i-i;il n pm-t nf the Amcriean Writint;' I'api'i

Company receiitl.v issued tells of a tliscovery made by
its statistical depaftineiit sliowiiijr that the writiiij;-

paper industry may l)e taUeii as a reliable index of

Sreiieral business conditions of the country. A eharr
prepared by tliis department of the bijj; writinjr |)aper

comjiany coverin<r business fluctuations for a jieriod

of seventeen years shows that writinf>: paper is as re

liable a business barometer as anythin<r else. The
line markinir on this chart the fluctuations from noi-mal

in the production of paper in the United States during
tliis period is closely followed by that representinfr

pijr iron, production, which has long been considered

in bankintr and financial circles as. a sound business

barometer. Roth are shown to have responded to the

panic of 1907. and they both resjionded to the cessa-

tion of the war in 1918. "The chart shows,'" says the

American Writinti' Company rejiort, "that every time

production has fallen below normal there has been a

fairly quick reaction, and the more excessive the de-

pression below normal the greater is the reaction that

may r asonahly be expected. All indexes point to a

boom in the fine paper industry, and we are of the

opinion that the signs are 'ringing true." In fact,

this movement is already under way."'

The boom in the fine paper industry that is now
Tinder way is thought to be largely responsible for

the present advance in American Writing Preferred.

There is usuall.v a slump in the paper business in

midsummer, hut this precedent is being violated now,
according to an official of the American Writing
Paper Company, who says that production is at th^-

highest point obtained so far this year, and is in-

creasing at M rapid rate. Orders are said to he above

normal.
The proposed reorganization of the Du Pont inter-

ests, through the formation of the Du Pont Securities

Companv. will not be made at this time hecattse the

Tnttrral Revenue Department has not been able to de-

fine clearly its attitude on the question of whether
there wo"ld be taxable income resulting from the ex-

change of stock under the proposed plan. Announce-

ment that the plan is inoperative, for the time being

at least, has been sent to all stockholders.

The damage done to Maine timberlands this year

l»y forest fires has been comparatively little. The
region from Millinoeket northward to Ashland is the

section where most of the blazes occurred, and 97

per cent of the fires there were due. according to the

States Forest Commissioner, to the earelssness of the

local fishermen. The telephone connections of the

Maine forestry district now include about 900 miles,

some 150 miles of new telephone wires having been

added this year. About $100,000 worth of equipment

is used in the forestry department for fighting fires.

The Diem & Wing Paper Company, of Dayton and

Cincinnati, Ohio, h^s just been given authorization from

the secretary of 'state to increase its capital from
i^SOO.OOO to $900,000. A number of improvements are

being planned for the Dayton plant and the business

of the comp'inv will be greatly extended.

The Tonowanda Board and Paper Company has

been acquired by the Beaver Board C mpany of Buf-

lalo, according to an announcenu'nt nuule recently b.v

William F. MacGlashen, president of the Beaver Board
Company. Mr. I\rae(!lasheii said the i)urchase rejjre-

scntcd an investment of •t"_',000,00(), including proposed
waterfront improvements, whieli will give his company
excellent shipping facilities in ronnection with its

other two frontier plants in Buffalo. The Tonowanda
plant is located at the jiuH'tion of the Niagara River
and the Tonawanda Creek, and is considered one of

the best mills of its kiiul in the country. The new-
mill will be overhauled and used for exjierimental
purposes in addition to the manufacture of fibre pro-

ducts.

The Forest Products Laboratory operated by the

Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture at

Madison, Wis., is making special efforts to render avail-

able for industrial reconstruction purposes all the

new information it has obtained as a result of its

experiments and war activities. During the war the
laboratory was given over almost exclusively to re-

search work on problems involving the use of wood
with special application to war requirements. Most
of the information thus obtained has some ai)plication

to the peace time use of wood by the various indus-

tries. With a view to establishing a more intelligent

and economical use of wood the laboratory tiow is

trying to bring aliout contact and co-opei-ation with

these industries.

How the Hornet Does It.

Til!' paper nuiking mcthotls employed by the horiu't

in the building of his elaborately i)lanned nest are

interestingly described in a consular trade report from
France, which reprints in part an article on the sub-

ject that appeared in a recent issue of a French scien-

tific weekly. The process by which the hornet makes
the paper was given much study by ("harles Janet, an

investigator of insect life, who found that its paper-

making methods will compare favorably with those of

(Uir paper mills. The hornet, he says, seeks some rot-

ting trees, removes a piece of wood, and chews it until

he produces a ball of pulp about a quarter of an inch

ill diameter. Then clinging to a twig with his middle

and hind feet, the worker juggles the hall of pulp with

his forefeet, chewing it continuously to make it more
plastic and adhesive. After sufficient chewing, he

dispo.ses of the ball. Some of it is generally u.sed in

repairing or in building additions. Selecting a suitable

part of the nest he attaches the ball and then drags

it, leaving behind a narrow strip of paper. As the ball

is uni-eeled, it is shaped by the insect's jaws, and by

incessant tamping along the joint, it is glued to the

sheet of which it is to form a part. When the ribbon

has reached a length that varies from half an inch to

an inch and a half, the hornet returns nearly, but not

quite, to the point of beginning, and deposits a second

strip ; soon after that a third, and so on to completion.

Although the paper of which the envelopes and their

interior cells are fashioned are in themselves pei-ilously

weak, the nest can sustain an astonishing weight of

larvae and hornets, which speaks well for the skill of

the builder.

A clean, attractive town draws business.
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A provincial charter has been granted to the Ross
Can Co., Limited, with a capital stock of ^500,000
and headquarters in Bowmanville. The compan.v is

empowered to manufacture and deal in cans and con-
tainers of all kinds, made from metal, fibre and other
materials.

The plant of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. at Corn-
wall was shut down for a few days recently owing to a
break in the locks at the Cornwall canal. The snapping
of the bow-line of the steamer Aztec, of Buffalo, when
east bound, in Lock 17, tore out two sets of gates in

the lock and a great quantity of water swept down
the canal. Much land was flooded and a large staff

of men was immediately set to work to expedite re-

pairs.

Paul Buss, formerly of the staff of the Port Arthur
Pulp and Paper Co., Port Arthur, Ont., who recently
returned from overseas, was in Toronto during the
past week. Mr. Buss, who is a son of Charles F. Buss,
superintendent of the Mille Roches plant of the Pro-
vincial Paper Mills Co., went across with the American
Engineers Corps and spent some time in construction
work on a large dock at Brest, France.
John Martin, of the John Martin Paper Co., Win-

nipeg, vice-president of the Ciinadian Paper Trade
Association, who was absent for many months from
his desk owing to a long illness, is now back again and
has resumed regular work. Mr. Martin is greatly im-

proved in health.

Fibre Board Penetanguishene, Out., is installing sev-

eral new beaters and other equipment which, when
completed, will treble the present oiitput of the plant.

The industrj^ is now turning out about 250 boards or

8,000 square feet per day. Manley Chew, of Midland,
the widely known lumberman, is the proprietor of

Fibre Board.
Notice has been sent out by the mills that Waterloo,

Ont., has been added to the list of delivery points on
kraft paper.

In connection with the proposed new [lajjer mill,

which will likely be erected at Brockville, Ont., for

the manufacture of bond, lithograph and catalogue

paper, one of the principal promoters is Charles F.

Buss, of Mille Roches, where he is superintendent of the

plant of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., Limited. Mr.

Buss has been with the Provincial Paper Mills for the

past ten years and came from Kalamazoo, ]Mich., at the

time the plant was taken over. J. R. Buchanan, of

Ottawa, who is associated with him in the proposition,

is connected with the Capitol Wire Cloth Co., of Ot-

tawa.
Andrew Clarke, who for the past few years has

been a member of the editorial staff of the Advertiser,

London, Ont., has been appointed editor of the Retail

Merchants' Edition of the Toronto Globe.

R. H. Bryan, representing the Brompton Pulp and

Paper Co., East Angus, Que., was in Toronto during the

past week calling upon the trade.

T. E. Gain, vice-president of the Ratcliff Paper Co.,

Toronto, is spending his holidays at Big Bay Point,
Lake Simcoe, with his wife and family.

J. G. Worts, manager of the Don Valley Paper Co.,
Toronto, accompanied by his wife and family, is

spending his vacation at the Wawa, Lake of Bays," Ont.
J. Hewitt, Jr., president of Paper Sales, Limited,

Toronto, is at Burleigh Falls, Ont., for a couple of
weeks fishing.

John M. Imrie, of Toronto, manager of the Canadian
Press A.ssoeiation, Limited, left this week for Nev/-
castle, N.B., where he will attend the annual meeting
of the Maritime Division of the C. P. A.

E. Pullan, of Toronto, and wife, are on an automo-
bile trip to Boston, New York and Atlantic City.

E. S. Crabtree, formerly of Toronto, who is well
known to the trade through his former connection witl-
the Crabtree Mills, has been appointed manager of the
Camden Paper Mills Co., at Camden East, Ont. It is

understood that the plant, which has been closed down
for some time, will resume operations early next month
and will turn out kraft paper.

^
P. L. Colbert, manager of the National Paper Co.,

Valleyfield, Que., spent a few days in Toronto during
the past week and called upon a number of friends".
He reports that the company is rushed with orders
and that the prospects for an active fall business in
the coated paper line are bright.
The 36th annual asseml)ly of the Sovereign Great

Priory of Canada, Knights Templar, will be held in
St. John, N.B., on Sept. 16, 17 and 18. W. P. Rvrie,
Past Grand Master. 0. P. McGregor, Past Grand
Registrar and C. F. Mansell, Grand Treasurer, all of
Toronto, will likely attend. The.se gentlemen are all
known in pulp and paper circks. The triennial Grand
Encampment, Knights Templar, also meets in Phila-
delphia from Sept. 7 to 16.

George E. Challes. of Toronto, sales manager of the
Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., and wife, are spending
a holiday at Craisie Lea. Muskoka Lakes.
The Interlake Tissue Mills. W. J. Gage & Co., and

other paper firms, will make their u.sual attractive
exhibits of paper at the Canadian National Exposition,
Toronto, which will be formally opened on IMonday
next, August 25, by the Prince of Wales.

R. H. Constable, of Wood.stock, Ont., who conducts
a job printing establishment in that city, is the oldest
working printer in America. He is now aged eighty-
.seven and is to be found at his establishment every
day.

The Toronto Carton Club, which holds meetings and
luncheons occasionally outside of the city, will meet in
London on Tuesday, September 11th. It is expected
that representative paper box manufacturers will be
present from many towns and cities in western On-
tario.

On the Cunard Line wharf in Montreal, this week,
there was seen a shipment of 47 huge paper machine
dryers consigned to A. P. C. Puttinar two and two
together this looks very much like a shipment of part
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of the material (ov the Abitibi Power & Paper Coiii-

pany, who have beeu looking for a sliipmeiit of parts

for their new Walinsley machines.

In answer to a nuniber of iiu|iiiries it seems wortli

while to repeat that the Canadian Vefietable Parch-

ment Co., Ltd., which will soon be-rin work at their

new mill at I\rerritton, Ont., is an ()ut'>:rowtli of tlio

Garden City Paper ilills.

Mr. and Mrs. Colin Gamble, of Port Arthur, are the

pnests of jMr. and l\h-s. Edward Heck, secretary pru-

tem of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, Vic-

toria avenue, West mount.
Forest fires have been all the raire in Ontario re-

cently. Besiides the western fires whose sm(d<e stopjied

navigation on Lake Superior, last week brought reports

of fires in the Parry Sound region and arouiul North

Pay. The farmer wiped ont Deer Lake Settlement,

destroyed the C. N. R. bridge and chased the settlers

from one clearing to another. The latter looked seri-

ous late last week, but the sitnation seems to have im-

proved later.

B. K. Sandwell. who for some years has been editor

of the "Financial Times," has joined the "Journal of

Commerce," published at the Garden City Press, Ste.

Anne de Bellevne, the home also of the "Pulp and

Paper Magazine." The fact that Mr. Sandwell has

been a staunch supporter of the rights of the paper-

makers in the recent unpleasantness had nothing to do

with the change, but it does add to his already cordial

welcome as a neighbor.

It is said that the New York "Sun" recently print-

ed a long interview with J. A. Bothwell, president of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, to the effect

that the scare started by some one in New York about

a shortage of newsprint is not very well founded. It

is true that some new production will soon be on the

market, and the demand in the United States and

abroad is increasing.

PROGRESS AT CLARKE BROTHERS NEW MILL.
Mr. Stark, one of the directors of C'larke Pros., who

are erecting a new sulphate pulp mill at Bear River,

N.S., was in Toronto a few days ago and reports good

progress on the plant. John B. Roberts of New York

City, who is well known in connection with the Ele-

vated and Subway Railway Station Store construction

is the engineer and is now on the job. The entire

foundation of the pulp mill is complete and the erec-

tion of the building was begun this week. A complete

mill equipment and pulp manufacturing and other

machinery has been bought in the United States and

is now on the way to the mill in Clarke Brothers" own

vessels. The machine shop is complete and running,

and the new saw-mill is under way.

SPANISH RIVER'S CONSTRUCTION RECORD.
The new newsprint mill of the Spanish River Piil])

ailtl Paper Mills, Limited, is establishing new records

as far as construction and installation are concerned.

The entire building — the construction work on which

was started on June 1 — is now completed. The work
of installing the machinery is now being rushed, one

set of machines will be in operation by November 1,

and from this portion of the mill an output of .50 tons

a day will be obtained.

The second set of machines will be installed and in

operation sixty days after that date, or by February

1st, 1920, which will give the new mill a daily outpiit

of 100 tons. This will easily break all records in the

way of aciiii'vcment in coiinectioii with paper iiiills in

Canada.
It will also enable the company to get tiie benefit of

the favorable markets that are sure to pi'cvail during
tin' lu'xt few weeks in the United States.

C. F. M. SEND WHYTE TO EUROPE.
-Mr. Wm. Wliyle, inana'jer of the pulp and pai)er

machinery department of tiie Canadian i''airbatdcs-

Morse Co. left last week for an extended trip to Eu-
rope. He will visit the larger mills in (Jreat Britain

and Scandinavia. Mr. Wiiyte was manager of the

.\l)itil>i Power & Paper Co. while the mill was under
ennstruetion and has had a wide experience else-

where in ptdp and paper manufacture, wiiieli has been

extended through his conniction with tiu' Fairi)anks-

JMorse people. lie has been brought into contact witli

Williajn Whyte.

practically every phase of lud]) and |iaper manufac-
ture and, being a keen observer, will doubtless have
some interesting first hand opinions of conditions on
tlie other side. It is an encouraging sign for the suc-

cess of Canadian equijunent concerns that the Fair-

banks-Morse Co., has considered prospects sufficiently

satisfactory to send an emissary acro.ss the sea.

INTERNATIONAL BEGINS WORK ON NEW MILL.
Quei)ee. Aug. IS.—The first shovelful of earth was

removed to-day from th(> future site of the mammoth
jilant of the International Paper Co., at Three Rivers.

It will cost in the neighborhood of four million dollars.

The International Paper Company has merged into its

new venture the St. Maurice Lumber Co., already carry-

ing on operations at Three Rivers.

The excavation work started to-day will be rushed,

and it is expected the structure of the mills ]n-oper

will be up by December next.

The plant will employ about three thousand, and
will turn out pulp and finished paper of all grades.

P.S.—This seems a bit optimistic. The statement
was made to the editor that work this year woidd nor

so bevond the erection of a sulphite mill, to cost about
$500,000.
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CANADIAN MARKETS.

Toronto, August 18.—The paper stock market is

good all around and stocks on hand are not large.

Buying is going on freely and prices have advanced
considerably in most lines. In rags, there is a good
business being done and roofing stock and every grade
of cottons are in excellent demand. The market ap-
pears to have stopped going up, but prices on all items
are well maintained. An advertising campaign has
been started by one of the largest dealers in the coun-
try telling of service to industrial concerns in reclaim-

ing waste paper, rags and clippings. The result is that-

a larger number of firms than ever, who have waste
paper and cloth clippings are marketing them to pro-

fitable advantage and at i)rices which are practically

standardized.

The price on dry pack waterproof papers and case

linings has recently been increased. The usual trade
discount of twenty-five per cent off list quotations

is continued. The prices for slitting, rewinding and
sheetings are not subject to this discount, so the deal-

ers have been informed.

The market for kraft is jjarticularly strong and it

Avould not surprise the trade if an advance went into

effect in the near future. All the companies are sold
well in advance and sulphate pulp is bringing $87.50

per ton at the mill with an active requisition. A fair

export trade is being done which is limited only by the

inadequate transportation facilities. In manila and
fibres there is a very good trade and jobbers report

a steady call. As the summer months pass aM-ay busi-

ness is assuming a more solid, substantial tone in ail

lines of paper and there is no talk of a reduction in

figures. The American prices on glassine paper have
been withdrawn. Toilet and tissue mills arc away be-

hind in their orders and have all the business they can
look after for some weeks. Coated paper mills arc

also turning out their lines to capacity. Many firms

are now issuing advertising matter for an aggresive fall

advertising campaign, and much coated stock is being

used. In fact, all mills report, now that the war is over

and the need for economy not so urgentlv exercised.

there is a disposition on tlie parr of all business con-
cerns and consumers to have nothing but the best.

They believe tliat it pays in the long run and carries
a distinct imi)ression of the superior quality and char-
acter of the goods mentioned in the announcement.
The day of using cheap papers is over.

One leading American firm, which manufactures
special lines, has notified its Canadian customers that
market conditions now prevailing would justify the
withdrawal of all prices and only naming a figure
at time of shipment. They fully realize the unsatis-
factory position in which this method places merchant
and consumer and their aim is to make firm prices good
for each month. While for each month prices will

be kept firm they will be for only actual current needs
and the company reserve the right to decline any
orders which seem to them to be unreasonable or in

excess of former business or the ability of the manu-
facturer to make. Orders for future delivery eannoc
be entertained at fixed prices and customers are asked
to "play fair" for normal business only.

The demand for ground wood pulp is good and prices

are well maintained. Stocks are gradually becoming
smaller. The heavy demand for newsprint is largely
responsible for the active conditions in mechanical
pulp. The same state of affairs applies to the sulphite

I)ulp situation. Manufacturers are now making con-

tracts with Canadian customers only from month to

month and all the whole quotations are stiffening par-

ticularly on bleached sulphite. The makers are look-

ing for a large export business this fall and every ef-

fort will be put forth to supply the demand. One large

pulp and pai)er company reports that it has a big stock
of pulpwood on hand and instead of operating camps
themselves, will contract for the greater portion of

the M-ood this season that they require. It does not

look to them as if there will be any appreciable reduc-
tion in operating costs or wages. The costs, however,
will be largely dependent upon the prices for provisions

and camp sui)i)lies. If the present high cost of living

campaign results in any reduction in the pricfs of the

former, companies will feel the effects thereof, but in

spite of all the talk on reduced living conditions and

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL,
8313

NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top^Prices.

Write us and be

convinced.
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lower wages, nothing substantial has as yet material-
ized.

As stated last week, there has been an advance of ten
per cent in straAV board, chip board, vat lined ehip
board, filled wood board and jute board. No. 3. (Ither

lint s are expected to advance in the near future. Paper
box factories are all busy and the use of containers for

every kind of goods is growing all the while. Mills

making special lines of papers in wliich large quan-
tities of bleached pulp are used, are not issuing au\'

l)rice lists at present and will await such time as mar-
ket conditions and values become more stabilized. As
tlie season advances there is a feeling that prices are

l)ound to ascend owing to the increase in cartage rates

and the fact that the U. S. Railroad Administration
has in contemplation another advance in freight rates

due to the heavy increases in operating expenses.

Whatever is done across the line in the matter of a

freight tariff is of vital interest to Canadian compan-
ies as when a move is instituted over the border, a

similar shift will assuredly follow by the Dominion
Railway Board. Large Canadian concerns are being

urged to make all possible shipments at the present

time, especially in the matter of getting in raw material

as very soon many cars will be required for the trans-

portation of grain. Lumber and paper and pulp manu-
facture are asked to take full advantage of th.^

carrying capacity of ears as heavy loading and the

prompt release of equipment are factors in increasing

the car supply, lessening congestion, particularly at

terminal points and improving the service. The co-

operation of all is invited to this end.

It will be remembered that a year ago an increase of

twenty-five per cent advance with a maximum advance

of 5 cents in the commodity rates on lumber and for-

est products went into effect. The question is now be-

ing asked, should a further advance apply to all com-

modities including lumber and forest products or do

the latter, at present, contribute more than their share

to the transportation revenues of the railways? An-
other questionnaire being put out is to determine if

the rates should be advanced at all and what form

should the advance take—that is, should it be on a per-

centage basis or a flat increase.

The campaign which is being carried on by the

Made-in-Canada organization and also by the Cana-

dian Pulp and Paper Association through large ad-

vertisements in the newspapers, posters, stickers, etc.,

is having a good effect so far as paper is concerned.

Canadian printers and consumers of paper are sticking

more to home consumption and thus assisting in re-

construction. In the line of book, bond and writing,

all mills are doing a good business and several new
colors in bond papers have recently appeared on the

market, in gray, cafe, salmon, primrose and russet.

The demand for newsprint continues strong and
prices are going to be stiffer. Increased production

Avill soon be evidenced in Canada owing to the new unit

being added by Price Bros, and also the new machine.?

being installed at Espanola by the Spanish River Pulp
and Paper Mills, which will start running in Xovero-

ber and add fifty tons a day to the present output.

Another machine will also be installed and should be

.inning by the spring of 1920, when the news produc-

:on at Espanola will be augmented Dv, at least, one
' iindred tons daily. Record work has been done in the

r>nstruetion of the necessary buildings. There is an

etive demand for paper securities of all kinds and

(hiring the past week there was lively buying in both
the common and preferred on the stock exchanges
whicli indicates that the pul)lic have every faith in the
expansion and building of tiiis great industry. From
a number of towns in the east and west come reports
of new mills to be erected and new companies are be-
ing organized every week, while others, who some time
ago took out charters to embark in pulp and pa])er

activities, will .soon be getting bn.sy on their new plans.

Paper.

*\ews (rolls) at mill, in carload lots $3.45
•News (rolls) in less than carload lots $3.5214
•News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots $3.80
^News (sheets) in less than carload lots .. .

.$3.92i/2

xBook papers (carload), No. 1 $9.75
xBook papers (ton lots) No. 1 $10.00
xBook papers (carload). No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers (ton lots). No. 2 $9.75

xBook papers (carload). No. 3 $8.25
xBook papers (ton lots) No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18c up
Sulphite bonds 13Voc
Light tinted bonds 14\le

Dark tinted bonds 16c

White Wrappings $5.25

Writings No. 2 (MF) 121/2C up
Coated book and litho. No. 1 $12.75

Coated book and litho. No. 2 $11.75

Coated book and litho, No. 3 $11.00

Coated book and litho, colored $13.00 to $14.50

Grev Bro-w-us $5.25

Manila, No. 1 $7.35

Writing* No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up
Fibre $7.35

Manila B $5.60

Tag Manila $6.00

Unglazed kraft $9.00

Glazed kraft $9.00

Tissues, bleached $1.35 to $1.90

Tissues (unbleached sulphite) $1.25 to .$1.75

Tissue, cap, per ream .$1.00 to $1.40

Tissues, manila, per ream 90c to $1.20

Natural greaseproof 13c

Bleached grease proof 17c

Genuine vegetable parchment 24e

Bleached white glassine 22c

Drug papers, whites and tints 9e

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent

Paper bags, kraft 271/20 and 10 per cent

Confectionery bags 34 per cent

Gusset bags (manila) 35 and 15 per cent

Straw board $"^0.00

Chipboard :

$J0.00
Vat lined chip board $75.00

Filled wood board ..$78.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00

]\Ianila lined folding board, chip back $87.50

Pulp folding board .$95.00

Jute board. No. 3 $70.00

Tag board $120.00

White patent coated board $125.00

Grev folding board $115.00

Pasted board $95.00

* For Canada only.

X These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.
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Pulp Prices. trraiU's. Rcprosi-ntative mamifaeturers of writiiifr paper.s

F.O.B. ]\Iill. witlxlrew all quotations several da.vs ago and aftei'-

Groundwood pulp $29.00 to ii!31.00 ward issued new price lists at advances of two auil

Sulphite, news grade $70.00 to ij^T'i.OO three cents per pound in most of their lines. Board
Sulphite, easy bleaching $87.50 to $90.00 prices have sharply advanced, quotations in some in-

Sulphite, bleached $110.00 to $115.00 stances being shoved up as much as $10 per ton. Plain

Sulphate $87.50 chip board has sold at $60 per ton, denoting a rise of

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. fully $10, and prices on other kinds of board have

No. 1 white envelope cuttings .$4.30 been correspondingly advanced.

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.00 The market for newsprint is very strong. Mills aro

"White Blanks $1.45 shipping the great bulk of their output to contract

Heavy Ledger Stock $2.45 customers about as quickly as it becomes available,

No. 1 magazine $2.2i> and such supplies as arc to be had in the open mar-

No. 1 book stock $1.50 ket biiyers are scrambling for. Sales of spot lots of

No. 1 manilas $2.40 news have been reported at as high as 5.25 cents at the

No. 1 print manila $l.ly mill, and consumers seem to be ignoring the matter of

Folded news ^9'' price in their anxiety to secure paper, publishers pre-

Over issue, news ^-'^ sumably feeling that they can better afford to pay high

Kraft $3^00 prices for paper than turn down advertising.

No. 1 clean mixed papers "Oi" Wrappings are moving into consuming channels in

No. 1 shirt cuttings ^^c increasing volume and at firm prices. Mills making
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 13c this class of paper also are sold well ahead and arc

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings ^V2'^ crenerally confining new orders to regular customers.

No. 1 blue overall cuttings 9,4c Tissues are in good demand and steady in price. Book
Bleached shoe clip lie papers are in a very firm position. Manufacturers
White cotton hosiery cuttings I^l' hj.^ contracted far ahead for their production and are

Light colored hosiery cuttings 10c reluctant to accept further engagements irrespective

New light flannelette cuttings 91/20 ^f jjip p,-j,.,.s tlicy can succeed in getting.

No. 2 white shirt cuttings ^
"• • -l-c Ground Wood. — Offerings of mechanical pulp by

City thirds and blues (repacked), No. 1 4 Ac grinders are being quickly snapped un by consumers.
Flock and satinettes $.3.1o

.^y^J() gj.g actively seeking fresh supplies and who ac-

Tailor rags $o.0J knowledge they are experiencing troiable in covering— their requiremeiits. Thirty dollars ner ton at the pro-

NEW YORK MARKETS. ducing mill is now the established market value of

New York, August 16.—Licreasing strength and ac- spruce pulp of prime quality, and while occasional

tivity are the cardinal features of the paper market sales at a doUar less are reported, sizable tonnages are

in the United States. Reports from all sources, in- very nearly unobtainable under the first named figure,

eluding manufacturing and jobbing circles, tell of a Grinders are prevented from accumulating stocks, as

brisk demand for practically every kind of paper, and thev usually do at this season, and signs point to a

buyers in niunerous sections of the country acknow- serious shortage of ground wood before long if the

ledge they are having iinusual difficulty in covering demand continues at its prevailing rate,

their wants. Mills in the great majority of eases are Chem'cal Pulp.—Consumers are literallv scrambling

sold up so far ahead that they are refusing to accept for available supplies of some kinds of chemical wood

more orders, many even turning down their regular pulp. The voluminous demand in evidence durins th->

customers when asked to take on additional bookings, past two months has practicallv cleaned up all surplus

Whether or not the present activity is that which stocks, and with mills sold ahead and shipping the

ordinarily develops in the paper market along about bulk of their output as soon as it becomes available.

October, "being advanced several mouths becatise of the buyers are having a hard job in locating aceessibl-

hesitancy of "buyers to operate during the fir.st half sunplies. These conditions apply especially to bleached

of the vear, is a" question which many members of the sulphite, which is exceptionally scarce and which is

trade are pondering over and wondering if the fall sea- riuoted at strong prices. Producers of strictly No. 1

son will be characterized by the dullness that ens- standard bleached sulphite in the States seem nrone to

tomarily prevails during the summer months. How- 'ornore offers at less than 6 cents per pound at the

ever, indications, without the question of a doubt, point shipping point, and some are said to be quoting be-

to a' continuance of trade activity for some time to yond this level. Newsprint sulphite also is scarce,

come. Well-posted men in the industry point out that and available spot lots are firmly held at $70 to $75

the current brisk business is nothing more than the per ton at the mill. Soda pulp is eagerly inquired for

sequence to the long period of almost idleness which and is difficult to locate in sizable amounts. Quota-

the market had to pass through, and that the usual tions range from $90 to $100. with manufacturers said

stimulation of demand in the fall is practically sure to be frequently turning down orders at less than

of arisiuo' this year as in the past. Stress is laid on the $95. Foreign pulp is quotably firm as would be ex-

fact that\uyers refused to operate immediately follow- nected under the circumstances, for with consumers

ing the signing of the armistice and for some time in this country having trouble in securing domestic

thereafter in the belief that prices would decline, and nulp they are turnincr more to importers to help fill

that now that the readjustment of the market made their wants. Available sunplies in Scandinavia are

necessarv bv the transition from war to peace-time reported also to be dwindling, which of course is a

conditions lias been completed, buying is for current strong market factor. Consumers in England. France

needs with buying for advance stocks not yet begun, and other European countries are said to be buying

Price advances have been recorded during the past freely in Sweden, Norway and Finland and to be out-

few days in fine papers, newsprint, boards and other bidding American buyers, with the result that poten-
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tial supplies on the other side appear to be smaller
than most members of the trade on this side of the
Atlantic have been willing to believe them to be.

Rags.—Demand for rags has eased off somewhat
during the current week, and business in the aggre-
gate possibly has involved a smaller tonnage of ma-
terial than in some time, yet prices have been well
maintained and little change which might be described
as important has occurred. This apparently is due to
the confidence of dealers that supplies of rags in this

country are inadequate to cover the requirements of
paper mills during forthcoming months, notwithstand-
ing the steady increase in arrivals of rags from abroad,
with the result they are holding unsold stocks at strong
prices in the face of the lighter demand. New cuttings
are particularly strong. Efforts of buyers to secure
supplies at lower prices than they recently have paid
meet with very little if any success, dealers contending
that they have to pay fully as high prices at production
sources as in the past, and that they therefore must
obtain as high prices in sales to consumers. Sales
of No. 1 white shirt cuttings have been noted at 15 to

15.50 cents f.o.b. New York, and most packers are

demanding the higher figui'e. Old whites are quoT-

ably finn at a basis of about 7.50 cents per pounil
New York, while repacked thirds and blues are being
disposed of in fairly large quantities at around 4.50

cents at the shipping point. Roofing rags have eased
off slightly in price, probably because of the heavy
receipts of rags of this character from Europe, revised

quotations ranging between 2.80 and 2.90 cents f.o.b.

New York for No. 1 packing.

Paper Stock.—A strike amoni;- collectors and sorters

of waste paper has almost completely tied up trading
in this commodity this week. Their demands for an
increase in wages, shorter working hours and recog-
nition of their union being refused, the employees of the
various packing houses in this city walked out last

Monday, and they succeeded in stopping operations
to such an extent that about all the old paper packers
have had to sell during the week has been that which
they happened to have on hand when the strike was
called. At this writing, the strike seems very near a
point of settlement, the differences between em-
ployees and employers having been arbitrated, and
hopes are expressed business can be resumed on a nor-
mal scale next week. The lack of available supplies
naturally has had a strengthening influence on vahies,

and sharp advances have occurred in prices. Folded
newspapers have sold at 85 cents per hundred pounds
f.o.b. New York, and No. 1 mixed paper at 70 to 75
cents, these prices being about $2 a ton above the
levels previously ruling. Soft white shavinsrs have
advanced to a quotational range of 4.25 to 4.50 cents

a pound at the point of shipments, while heavy book
stock has readily commanded 2.25 cents. No. 1 kraft
paper 3 to 3.25 cents and No. 1 manilas 1 to 1.10 cents.

Bagging and Rope.—Business of a steady character
and of moderately large volume is reported current
in old rope and strings, with sales of No. 1 Manila
rope at 5.75 to 6 cents f.o.b. New York, and of mixed
strings at 2.75 cents noted. Fresh buying by manu-
facturers has dropped off but sellers as a rule have
quite a few unfilled orders on hand, which absorb most
of the sup]ily found available. Scrap bagging is in

fair demand and is selling at around 3 cents f.o.b.

New York for No. 1 packing.

ACID RESISTING PUMP VALVES

We wish to call your careful attention to our line of Acid re-

sisting Pumps, Valves and Fittings, they are absolutely perfect

in detail. In price comparison with Acid Resisting Bronze Valves

etc. they make an enormous saving in your initial cost.

For lining Acid Tanks, Agitators, and Sulphite or Sulphate

Vats, Hoyt's Sheet Metal will give far better service than the

ordinary Chemical Sheet Lead in the market. If you will vmte
Us stating conditions under which your Sheet Lead is operating,

we would be pleased to go into the matter fully and will

convince you of the economy of Ho3rt's Sheet Metal.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

See our display in the Machinery Building -in the Canadian

National Exhibition showing a full line of Lead Goods, in-

cluding Lead Lined Products, Pumps, etc., for acid use.

HOYT METAL COMPANY
FACTORIES : London, England. Toronto, Canada. St. Louis, Mo. New York, N. Y.
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KENWOOD MILLS, LTD., HAVE NEW PLANT.
The new Canadian mill of F. (.'. Iliiyek & Sons, locat-

ed at Arnprior. Ont.. and operated under the name of

Kenwood Mills, Ltd., was formally launched on it.'*

laner Monday, June 23rd.

Early in tlie year 191S F. C. lluyek & Sons of Al-

bany. X.Y., manufacturers of the well known Kenwood
Felts and Jackets for the paper trade, decided that the

time was ripe to serve the Canadian paper manufactur-

ers by locating: a plant in Canada.

Recogniziufr the necessity for building up a strong

and self-contained Canadian organization that would

be able to .satisfy the needs of the Dominion in the

broadest .sense, they secured the services of Mr. H. M.

Ashby. who for several .vears has been the Managing
Director of the Sherwin AVilliams Company of Canada.

Mr. Aslihy's experience in managing one of the largest

Staff of Kenwood Mills Ltd.

and most successful concerns in the Dominion, assures

to the new venture that broad and sympathetic under-

standing of Canadian conditions so necessary to suc-

cess.

On July 2nd, 1918, after a careful canvas of the field.

Mr. Ashby purchased the plant and business of Grif-

fith-^McXaughton. Ltd.. Arnprior, Out., for F. C.

Huyck & Sons and they immediately began plans to

build a modern and up to date plant for the manufac-

ture of papermakers' felts and jackets.

Ground for the new plant was broken early in

August. 1918, and contracts immediately let in Eng-

land. Canada and the United States for the best and

most modern machinery obtainable. Much of this ma-

chinery had to be made to order to the special plans and

designs of F. C. Huyck & Sons.

Griffith-McNaughton's mill had beeil built for the

manufacture of papermakers' felts, but at the time of

its sale to F. C. Huyck & Sons was operated exelusive-

Iv on government orders for wonli'n>. Tliis work \va->

carried on with equipment added from time to time as

long as the government re(iuired, and then the new
equipment was used to supply the paper industry as

rapidly as possible.

The new plant is now completely equipped to meet
the needs of the paper industry for the well known
brand of Kenwood Felts and Jackets, which have been

so long made by the firm at their Albany plant. The
machinery installed is witliout doubt the very best tha^

has ever been gathered together for this purpose, and
the buildings are the latest and best model of one-story,

saw tooth construction, with splendid light and ide$l

working conditions. The ground on which the plant is

built is level and covers nine acres, and the arrange-

ment of the buildings allows an immediate expansion

whenever necessary, without disturbing the work in

process.

Among the advantages which decided F. C. Huyck
& Sons to locate at Arnprior are soft water in abund-

ance, cheap electric power, a plentiful supply of good
labor, excellent living conditions, low taxes, and a very

rcntral location for shipping to all parts of Canada, the

propert.v being located on the main lines of the GTand
Trunk and Canadian Pacific railways.

The local end of the business since its purchase and
the erection of the neAv mill has been supervised by
'Sir. J. T. Griffith, one of the previous owners, whose
familiarit.v with local conditions has been a verv great

help in getting the proposition started, but ill health,

which was one of the causes of Mr. Griffith's selling

the business has prevented him carrying on the man-
agement any longer.

Mr. W. W. Weed, Secretary of the company, is now
in charge of Kenwood Mills. Ltd., as General Man-
ager. Mr. Weed has been connected for some years

with the parent company in Albany and is thoroughly

familiar with their methods of doing business.

The selling of the product of the mill will be in the

hands of ilessrs. F. J. McGovern, W. A. Yule and D.

C. Jordan. The many friends in Canada of these

gentlemen will be glad to know that they are now ready

to call on them and serve them with the backing of

a well equipped Canadian factory.

The erection of the new factory has been constantly

under the supervision of the Albany ?taff. including

Messrs. J. C. Standish, Supt. : George M. Wallace, de-

signer, and E. J. Wilson, chief engineer, and the out-

put of the factory has been, and will be. under the same

close supervision and inspection as that given to the

Kenwood products shipped from Albany.

The meetinpr at Arnprior, on June 23rd. 24ih and
r'ontimied on pace 720.!

CANADIAN KRAFT LIMITED
THREE RIVERS, CANADA.

Dealers in

WAYAGAMACK Sulphate Pulp and Kraft Paper, Glazed

and Unglazed.
Agencies

CANAD.\—Pulp and Paper: Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co., MacKinnon Bid., Toronto.

GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND & FR.\NCE—Paper: Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co., Craven House, Kingsway, London, W C. 2.

UNITED STATES—Pulp: The Pulp & Paper Trading Co., 21 E 40th St. New York.
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MATTAGAMI

PULP & PAPER CO., LIMITED
BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

Specialize in

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 41st Street New York, N.Y.
Established ISSfi
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Scene in the Haley Mills showing Goodyear Extra Power Belting in use.

ANOTHER CONVERT:

HALEY & SON, Lumber Merchants.

(•(Htlemen,—
We want to tell you uhout the Goodyear Extra Power Rubber Belting we

bought for our new mill two years ago, and what great satisfaction thi.s Belting

has given us. As you are aware, we bought this kind of belting from you

for the equipment of our mill THROUGHOUT, even to planers and matchers.

We were skeptical at the time about xising this belting on our matchers, especi-

ally on the side heads, as that is a very trying place for any kind of a belt.

We concluded wc would try your rubber belting, as ive thought then, as a make-

shift. Now it has been something over two years since we belted up our match-

ers with your belting and the original belts are yet on these machines and still

giving good service. We thought where this belting of yours had proved so

eminently satisfactory that we should tell you just as we thought about it, and
you know ive are giving you this testimonial of Goodyear Extra Power Rubber
Belting entirely at our o^vn initiative.

Yours truly,

HALEY d- .^ON.

MADE N CANADA
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Almost Unbelievable

Power-Saving and Economy
Time aud again we have found purchasers of Goodyear Extra

Power Belting openly skeptical that it would live up to our
promises.

Time and again they have told us not only of lower belting
costs, but also of increased and faster production, time and
power saved.

Today there is no reason for any plant to buy belting on
promises.

On file in our office are letters which enable you to buy belt-
ing by proof.

Records of Goodyear Belting performance.

Records of extreme long-life which means economy.

Records of pulley-gripping, non-slip qualities which save
l)ower.

Records of work under strenuous conditions of heat, cold,
damp, acids.

Records of strength and flexibility.

Records which prove that without Goodyear Extra Power
Belting enough power is wasted in Canada every year by poor
belts to pay a big dividend on Industry's capital.'

Some of this power is being wasted in your plant. Better
belting, scientifically applied, will save you money. Without
obligation to you, a belting man, trained by Goodyear, will call

aud make a record of yovir needs and experiences. Our recom-
mendation will come from engineers who fit belts to conditions.
Phone, wire or write the nearest branch.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. of Canada, Limited

Branches :

—

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto,
Hamilton, London, Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary,

Edmonton, Vancouver.
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(Continued from |)iiy:t> 71(i.

25th of the executive and operatintr staffs of the two

companies was for the purpose of making a fiiud in-

spection of tlie completed plant, anil i)lanniiig for the

future work of the Canadian organization.

The meeting wiis conducted by the President, IMr. E.

N. Huyck, wlio with the Vice-President, Mr. F. C.

Iluyck and the Managing Direetor, ^Ir. H. M. Asliliy,

carefully inspected each detail of the null luul iis
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•onsideralion of the plans i)repared by their engineers

and Messrs. Richards & Abra, architects of Ottawa,
ground was broken at once by Mr. E. N. lluyek, the

President for the new buildings.

The officers and staff of Kenwood Mills, Limited,

are as follows:

—

Officers: I'resideiit, K. \. lluyck; Vice President,

V. C. Iluyek: M:iiiagiiig Direetor 11. M. Ashby; Gen-
eral Manager ami Treasurer, J. T. Griffith; Secre-

(1 oil tliem .|MTlll llieequipnu'iii

plant.

All conditions surrounding the plant seemed so

promising to the directors that they decided on the

immediate erection of new buildings that would

tarv, W. W. Weed.
Directors : J. T. Griffith, II. M. Aslibv, E. N. Huvck,

F. C. Huyck, J. C. Standish.

The group picture taken in front of the new mill

show the men who took part in the meeting and who
double the size of the present mill. After careful are connected with the operation of the plant.

6IIIICEH0.,LMI[D
MONTREAL, QUE.

EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.

New York

San Francisco

Chicago

New Orleans

Tokyo

Kobe

Havana

Lima

Valparaiso

Caracas

Kingston

London
Liverpool

Paris

Genoa
Barcelona
Calcutta
Colombo
Shanghai
Rio de Janeiro
Santos
Buenos Aires
Batavia
Singapore
Petrograd

Representatives.

South Africa
New Zealand
Australia

BLEACHED — EASY BLEACHING — UN-
BLEACHED PULP — KRAFT PULP —

GROUND WOOD PULP

KRAFT WRAPPING — SULPHITE WRAP-
PING — MANILAS — FIBRES — BOX-

BOARDS.

NEWSPRINT — WRITINGS — BONDS —
LEDGERS — OFFSETS —
COATED BOOK & BOARD.

GLASSINE — GREASEPROOF — VEGE-
TABLE PARCHMENT AND SPECIAL-

TIES.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
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Claflin

Continuous Beater

One-quarter the floor space

One third the cost

Claflin Continuous Beater for Beating and

brushing out repair stock.

For refining ground wood sulphate and

sulphite tailings this machine stands in a

class by itself.

Three Claflin Continuous Beaters will

handle as much stock as six tub beaters,

will cost one-third as much and will occupy

only one quarter the floor space.

Let us quote.

Everything Mechanical for Pulp and Paper Manufacture

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited
^'Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"

Halifax St. John Montreal Toronto Windsor Saskatoon Vancouver
Quebec Ottawa .Hamilton Winnipeg Calgary Victoria
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EDITORIAL as
m
m

DON'T PUT ON THE SCREWS.

Several representatives of British pulp and paper

importing concerns have recently visited Canada and
have invariably expressed themselves as impressed

with Canada's ability to supply the British market
with practically everything in the way of pulp and
paper that is not already manufactured on the little

island and even to supplement the materials turned

out in insufficient amounts by the mills of Britain.

These trade ambassadors not only like the quality of

Canadian goods and appreciate Canada's almost bound-

less resources of raw materials from which to make
them, but they like the Canadians themselves and inti-

mate that they will derive not only profit but personal

pleasure in dealing with the pulp and paper makers of

the Dominion. It has been a pleasure to the Pulp and
Paper Magazine to assist in a small way in bringing

together some of these English gentlemen and possible

suppliers of their requirements.

The visitors, who, by the way were delightful to

meet and talk with, have emphasized two points which

might well be seriously considered by Canadian manu-

facturers. The first is the development of lines of

paper manufacture, of which Britain has any need

and the second is the need to be very careful in the

matter of price as a little over-anxiety on the part of

the manufacturer to get a fair return may lead him to

scrape a bit too deep and hurt the prospects of future

trade. A customer once stung is shy of the hornet

—

or perhaps the wasp, since we are di.scussing paper

makers.

A number of lines have been indicated as holding

very promising prospects for the development of our

industry. Among them might be mentioned the manu--

facture of kraft wrapping papers, particularly light

weight papers which are machine glazed, sulphite tis-

sues of various grades, and some classes of boards. The

shop-keeper is said to favor the MG kraft wrapping,

both because of its lightness and strength, and also

because the smooth surface collects but little dust and

this is very easily shaken or blown off. The MG ma-

chine is not particularly expensive and might well form

a larger part of the equipment of Canadian mills than

is the case at present. There are a number of sul-

phate pulp mills where it seems entirel}^ feasible to

install a machine of this kind and there are concerns in

England who would be willing to contract for the

entire output, providing of course that a satisfactory

price agreement could be made. Canada, of course, is

fully as well equipped, if not better supplied with raw

materials for making kraft pulp and paper than the

Scandinavian countries. It is probable that freight

rates Avill always be an adverse condition, but it would
be difficult to find an industry or a mill that can
operate without any adverse conditions. A greater
trade in this line of mamifacture might encourage the

importation from England of larger amounts of the

chemicals required in their manufacture. This in itself

would a.ssist both.the financial relations and the ship-

ping situation as it would offer a greater inducement
for British shipping to come to our ports as well as

furnishing Canadian vessels with return cargoes. Whila"

we are touching this matter it might be appropriate

to mention the present excellent opportunity of pur-

chasing from England such materials as must be bought
outside of the Dominion, providing satisfactory ser-

vice can be obtained. The exchange rates as regards

England, Canada and the United States strongly favors

such a direction of trade currents.

One of the other lines which Canada has b€en
strongly urged to develop is the manufacture of bleach-

ed sulphite tissues. Here again Canada has every ad-

vantage in the way of raw materials. We have ex-

cellent timber supplies furnishing a pulp whose fibre

under modern methods of manufacture is fully the

equal of that produced in any other country under the

sun. We have modern mills, well equipped and ably

managed and situated where supplies of every descrip-

tion can be obtained with almost no danger of inter-

ruption. Wood, water power, and limestone are found
in many eases almost within walking distance of the

mill and sulphur, coal and other supplies which are

required in greater or less amount can be conveniently

obtained and their availability is practically insured.

We have mills making the highest grade of bleached

and easy bleaching fibre for which there is an €ver-

increasing demand and several of these mills can read-

ily increase their production as occasion requires. We
lack the full equipment for converting much of this

material into the next highest state of completion

and we are almost without facilities for the manufac-

ture of certain grades of tissues and other lines. The
manufacture of grease-proof papers, for instance, is

but a side issue with one or two mills whereas it

might very well occupy the entire attention of several

machines. In fact, the situation at present in some
of these lines is that Canadian mills are not supplying

domestic requirements and mills are declining to make
outside connections because of their difficulty in meet-

ing the demands of regular customers.

We are in some of these respects very much like the

farmer who sells his hay and buys milk for his family
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lustead of mamtainiug a herd aud converting liis ra\v

material into the finished product and realizing a lu-t-

ter profit on his establishment.

The matter of price is a very delicate cue to approadi

because of the differences in the ability of the con-

sumer to pay and of the manufacturer to produce. We
are firmly convinced, however, that it is only a matter

of selfishness on one side or the other for tjie last

possible cent of profit that is retarding a number of

very desirable business connections, which if establish-

ed on a generous unselfish basis might readily be ex-

pected to continue for man}- years. It is quite probable

that there are some people in the pulp aud paper in-

dustry, as there are in any other industry, who have

taken advantage of the exigencies of recent years to

demand the pound of flesh, and ^'^ile in some in-

.stances they may have obtained it there have been in-

dications that it has not been obtained without the

taking of some blood as well. We are firmly con-

vinced that a Shylock is no more popular in these days

that he was in the time of Shakespeare. It is our

earnest hope that the pulp and paper industry of Can-

ada may be, and belief it is, very shy of Shylocks. In

the establishing of business connections at this time

there should be shown the greatest possible generosity

and only a fair profit be demanded or accepted. We
are fully aware that the English buyer is a shrewd

business man and will endeavor to obtain his goods

as cheaply as possible, but we do not think that there

are many of them who will endeavor to take an un-

fair advantage of the Canadian producer by working

on his sympathy for a war-stricken country, or by

other means, but there should be a very pronounced

give-and-take feeling between the two countries on

the point now of laying a new foundation for the

greatest reciprocal structure of commerce that the

world has seen and which has possibilities of even

exceeding in some respects the phenomenal growth ot

trade relations between Canada and the United States.

There is bound to be a decided impetus to trade with-

in the Empire and if this is going to be wholesome

and helpful it must be on a basis of generous treat-

ment and mutual understanding.

A FOBESTBY CAUCUS.

At the summer meeting of the Technical Section of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association somebody

'wished" a large job on a small man when it was

voted that the editor of the Pulp and Paper Magazine

should call together representatives of the Woodlands

Section, the Technical Section, the various forestry

associations and education and other organizations that

might be interested or helpful in forwarding the estab-

lishment of correct methods of preserving and utiliz-

ing the forests of Canada. The size of this order is

manifest without any great degree of acquaintance

with the subject, but it becomes more apparent when
we consider the large number of able men who have

ilevoted a life-time of study to the subject, but have not

.Ml come to. a common satisfactory conclusion as re-

trards proper practice to be followed in all eases.

It may seem on the face of the matter that the
motion put to the meeting of the Technical Section

was in a way finding fault with the apparent lack
of progress that has been made in the conservation

of our forests, but it will be seen that the suggestion

is rather a bit of helpful criticism. A moment's con-

sideration will show that although we are still far

from our goal as i-egards the proper conservation and
the complete utilization of our forest resources, we
have made remarkable progress. This has been almost

entirely along the line of fire protection and no reason-

able man will dispute the statement that our forests

are better protected to-day than men a score of years

ago even hoped would be possible.

In spite of the progress that has been made in this

respect there is still much to be done in perfecting

methods of fighting fires, both as to organization and
equipment and particularly in the matter of prevent-

ing fires. Legislation has done much in some of our

provinces bj- requiring permits from settlers and the

Gentlemen of the Bench are to be congratulated in

the way the prosecutions for failure tn obey these

restrictions have been conducted.

There are still two great menaces in regard to

starting of fires, the thoughtless man in the woods
and the practice of leaving slash after logging. Both

of these matters require legislation and the former will

doubtless be taken care of before the latter. Practice

varies, local conditions vary, but there surely must be

some fundamental action possible which will still fur-

ther minimize the greatest hazards to the forest, the

camp fire and the slash tangle.

Another matter which has not received very jiiueh

thoughtful consideration from the law makers is in

regard to logging regulations. On crown lands there

are some rules of questionable value although they

have for the most part served some good purpose. The

private owner is still permitted to do as he likes with

his woodland irrespective of the amount of danger he

creates for his neighbor, whether it be his government

or an individual. He may cut off a steep hillside

imtil hardly a sappling remains and the entire inter-

locking tangle of tree roots gradually dies out and the

soil becomes loose so that the rain storms, no longer

broken into a gentle shower by branches and leaves,

tears awaj" the soil, carries it down the streams to

form sand bars to block navigation and leave deposits

of sterile earth on once fertile farms, while in the wake

of the torrents we find bare rocks that will never again

bear the crop of magnificent timber trees that should

have been their perpetual ornament and contribution

to the welfare of our people. And he may leave slash I

Action is needed along these many lines and action

cannot be taken too soon. It is, therefore, the re
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speetful request of the Editor that he be given the sup-

port of the man}- Canadians who are interested in this

vital problem in the calling of what might be called a

Forest Caucus. In conversation with one deeply in-

terested in the subject it was suggested that at

KUeh a caucus a plan of action, perhaps a forestry

platform, could be drawn up and a set of definite

recommendations be prepared for the serious consid-

eration of a joint meeting at the time of the annual

convention between the forestry and lumber associa-

tions, and the Woodlands Section and the Technical

Section of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

All those who are interested in this matter are urged

to send in their criticisms of this plan and suggestions

at the earliest possible moment to the Pulp and Paper

Magazine. It is thus hoped that during the fall months

a meeting of a few enthusiasts may be arranged and

a program prepared which will serve at least as some-

thing to .shoot at when the joint meeting is called.

WHY GO BACK TO SCHOOL.
This is the last week of the holidays and parents,

teaeliers and children are lookinjr forward with differ-

ent feelings to the reassembly of the cla.sses. To tea''h-

ers and pupils there is a fixedness, a compulsion and

a necessity about the date but for the parents in this

province of Quebec there is none.

During the present week hundreds of fathers and

mothers will discuss whether John or Harry or Mary
shall return to .school- or whether they will not allow

them to go out and "get a job"—to help eke out the

family exchequer.

After all it is just a matter of arithmetic. If a boy

is just ready to enter High School he can probably

earn six dollars a week for the first year and average

say ten dollars a week for the next three years. That is

to say he can earn close upon $1,500 if he stays away

from school.

But take the other side of tlie ledger. If the boy

continues to go to school for another three years, at the

end of his course he will be able to earn on an aver-

age more than the boy who stopped short of the High

School and he will be able to earn it for the thirty or

forty or fifty years of his earning life. The balance in

money is on the side of the boy who returns to school.

Then along comes the pessimist and the Job's com-

forter and says :

'

' Well if he goes back to school and

gets cram full of book learning what will it profit him?

Does not a plumber earn more than a schoolmaster and

a carpenter or smith more than a clerk ? That is an iin-

fair argument. The trained carpenter and the skilled

plumber and the blacksmith with ideas hammered out

on the anvil of his school-books earns more than the car-

penter or plumber or smith who left school before ho

was half way through.

But after all is everything to be measured by the dol-

lar standard? Is there not a better opportunity for hap-

piness, for contentment and for service, for the boy or

girl with the good education ;. and in the coming days

service to our fellow men and to our country is going

to count.

This is the problem for the fathers and mothers, and
as they are the trustees so with them alone must rest the

decision.

—

Montreal Herald.

COBWEBS.
Workmen in the Laurentide Paper Mill now wear

uniforms. Does the machine-room look like a dairy or

an armory?

The Montreal "Witness" deplores the fact that Ameri-

cans are exploring the national resources of Canada.

The only way to see ourselves "as ithers see us" is to

let them have a look. One gets a different view when
on the outside, looking in.

As someone has remarked, "It is not so mucli tlie high

cost of living as the cost of high living that makes it

difficult for the purse to catch the grocer's bill."

The moving picture industry does about as much for

the formation and education of public opinion as a large

part of the daily press, and yet the moving picture in-

dustry is taxed at every turn while the daily press is

subsidized at the expense of the Post Office, the paper-

makers and the Government's advertising account. Why
this discrimination?

—

Finun^ial Times.

Remember when you "take chances" you are "taking

chances" away from the little ones. Their chances for

a good bringing up : Their chances for an education

;

Their chances for final success depend largely on the

chance you give them. Safety First!—Selected.

A piece of the emery wheel, with which an employee
of the Spanish River Mills was sharpening a .saw, tried

to put his eye out. But he believes in Safety First, and
had his goggles on. In consequence of his common-
sense, he can still smile. Carefulness is a habit that

pays well.

With reports of low stocks of sulphite in Scandin-

avia, due to large demands in England and elsewhere,

the stocks of some of our pulp mills will doubtless be

higher.

CONTRIBUTED BY A BACHELOR.
There is a woman jail keeper at Aurora, 111. But

that's nothing to make a fuss over. There are quite a
number of them in Grand 'Mere. If you don't believe
it, ask some of the married men you happen to know.
—The Laurentide "Digester."

See our exhibit at the Fifth National Exposi-

tion of Chemical Industries, Coliseum and First

Regiment Armory, Chicago, week of Sept. 22.
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National Standards for the Paper Indnstry

l-.y WILLIAM BOND WHEELWRIGHT,
Appleton, Wis.

It was said of a certain Boston family that they had decided between qualities consistent with a reasonable

customs but no manners. It mi<rht fairly be said of the scale of prices?

Paper Trade that it has customs but no standards. Suppose wc arbitrarily adopt si.\ irrades of Bond

Before the benefits of Standardization forced upon Papers, requirinjj each to pass certain minimum speei-

us by the war have been forgotten in the scramble for tications as to quality and priced con.sistently as

business, let us pause for consideration. Why not tollows:

build upon the foundations of sensible trade customs Standard Bonds Substance No. 20—Paper 17 x 22.

—sensible trade standards? Grade Price per M
c , ,.,,,, • i ^ J • r) nT 1

Sheets. Per Lb.
Such qualitv standards as exist to-dav in Paper Alak- ,, ., , . .„- .

,
^ • ^ ^, ,. , 1 i 4.

• • iSo. 1 Linen $20.00 .50 c.
ins onlv represent the accomplishments oi certain m- ^r o d ir? n,-. m
dividuals whose grades are imitated bv newer or less x^„ o t> io r^n on

. . , ^.^ INC. o itaof Xii.Uv ov c.
original competitors.

No. 4 Rag 8.00 20 c.

Competition in almost all classes of paper has lead No. 5 Watermarked Sulphite 7.00 17y2C.

to confusion, both of terms and quality, and to a mul- No. 6 Unwatermarked Sulphite 6.00 15 c.

tiplieity of grades. The result is bewildering, the deal- Suppose we also agree to a "limitation of arma-
cr's stock IS burdened with an unreasonable and fre- „ients" as to size, weights and colors. Trade customs
quently an unbalanced variety of items, consequently.

]^^^,^ alreadv decreed that bond papers be carried in
the general expense of manufacture and distribution is

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^j^^j^ j^.,jf ^5^^^ -^ desired : 22 x 34, 24
increased. x 38 and 28 x 34, in the following substance weights:

Take Bond Papers for example : It is difficult even to *13, 16, 20 and 24.. Colors limited by the War In-

define the term. Originally Crane produced a fine dustries Board to five have been increased again, in

quality of writing paper made strictly of linen rags, one case to twelve. For most purposes five is suf-

without mineral filler or other adulterants. It was ficient. but ten should be liberal, and might well be

used by a certain printer of stock certificates, who on established as a limit. A well-balanced stock line could

his re-order is said to have asked for some more of that be adopted as follows (see table on next page), and
"bond" paper. would contain only 197 items in six qualities as con-

To-day the catalog of a certain typical paper mer- trasted with the jobber's list of 316 items, sixteen dit-

chant lists sixteen alleged "Bond Papers" comprising '^^^"^ brands. ,,,,•«
"^tfi t V itemq adoption or such a plan, while calling for many

„,, , "
,. . -, ^ J • read.iustments, is not so radical as might seem at first,

The number of items carried m each grade vanes
^^^^ .^ addition to establishing definite national stand-

from 1 to 110. Now as the only raw materials used in
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^.^^_ -^^^^^^ ^^^ following advantages,

making these papers are linen and cotton rags and
^j^^ manufacturer wonld produce more cffieientlv

bleached sulphite wood pulp, the number of grades
,^^^^^^^^ ,^;^ attention would be concentrated on a few

offered m the trade IS beyond reason. Their existence
,j^^^^ resulting in increased production, greater uni-

is the result of competing mills edging m between re-
^^^^^-^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ workmanship.

cognizably different grades with an intermediate ^.^ -incentive would be quality-not price, as list
priced line.

prices would be standard for given qualities, and
If there were a reasonable interval between prices, ^vorkmanship and service would determine his success,

the differences in quality would be readily appreciated, jji^ advertising and selling cost would be reduced, as
but as it is. experienced paper men are often at loss

^^^^ sampling would be required and greater turnover
to classify samples or to identify their own papers ex- effected,
cept by watermarks. r^he premium would not be based upon price cutting.

The extremes in values in the price list quoted range so the temptation to scrimp on quality and break into

from sixteen and one-half cents per pound to forty-five the market by introducing unnecessary intermediate
cents per pound. In other words, an SV2 x 11 letter grades would be gone.

sheet in No. 20 siib.stance weight of the best rag bond i^ spite of the standardization there would be plenty
is worth five mills as against one and sixty-five one- of latitude for individuality in the color, texture and
hundredths mills for the cheapest sulphite sheet. feel of papers, which otherwise conformed to certain

The abs\irdity of 14 intermediate prices is more strik- phvsical and chemical specifications.

ing for translating price per pound into price per sheet The paper merchant would give better service at a

unit. Particularly when it is realized that the cost of lower cost, since his investment could be reduced and

dictating and typing the average business letter and his turnover increased. His salesmen would have a

printing the heading is far greater than the price of more intelligent knowledge of his lines as there wonld

the stock, and is practically as costly on the cheapest be readily appreciable differences in value, and there

as on the be.st. - would be far less information to be absorbed. Hypoc-

-In-buving cigars a man usually has a definite idea of risy and deception, which present conditions force

wliaf a "smoke is worth to him. whether it be a ten, upon them, would be tremendously decreased,

fifteen or twenty-five cent cigar; why should we not

arrive at onr paper standardization on the same basis,

permittine competition on oreneral stock orders to be *rsually carried in 17 x 22 only.
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No. 1 Linen
No. 2 Rag
No. 3 Rag
No. 4 Rag
No. 5 Sulphite
No. 6 Sulphite

No. 1 Linen

No. 2 Rag

No. 3 Rag

No. 4 Rag

No. o Sulphite

No. 6 Sulphite

Size.s and Substance Numbers
White

22 X 34 28 X 34
13-16-20-24 -20-

13-16-20-24 -20-

13-16-20-24 13-16-20-24

13-16-20-24 -16-20-24

13-16-20-24 -16-20-24

-16-20-24 -16-20-24

Colored
-20

two colors

-20

ten colors
-20

five colors

16-20

five colors
13-16-20-24

ten colors

-20

five colors

24x38
-20-24

-20-24

13-16-20-24

-16-20-24

-16-20-23

-16-20-24

13-16-20-24

ten colors

-16-20-24

ten colors

Items

7
-7

12

10

10
9— 55

2

10

5

10

5—142

The printer would receive and share with his cus-
tomers the benefits enumerated. Ilis competition would
be fairer as substitution of "almost as good" papers
woixld be next to impossible without the client's con-
sent. Paper represents on the average thirty per cent,
of the cost of a printer's work, and nitroduces a ver\'
uncertain element into competition.

The chances of losing a job through the ability of

a rival to figure a cheaper stock on the order would
be minimized by standardization, and the printer's suc-
cess under competitive conditions would rest where
it belongs, on his ability as a printer. His selling would
be simplified, as with only six grades to select from
it should prove easier to crystalize the customer's idea
as to stock.

Finally, the consumer would receive the benefits ac-

cruing from improved service, quality, and more ef-

ficient manufacturing and merchandising.
If the allied trades will consider this proposal from

a liberal point of view and with a keener appreciation
for the ultimate advantages rather than the immediate
and temporarj' inconveniences of readjustment, it is

certain that this plan amplified to comprise all grades
of printing papers will be promptly undertaken.
The plan is right and the moment opportune, for

we all still remember tlie benefits whiidi emerged from
Government restrictions as accepted by the trade, and
stocks on hand, which have since the armistice of

November 11th been replenished only on a hand-to

mouth basis, are reduced to the smallest minimum con-

sistent with good judgment.
Let me suggest in closing the appointment of a joint

committee representing the American Paper Makers.

Jobbers. Printers, Lithographers and National Associa-

tion of Purchasing Agents to meet at an early date in

Washington for the purpose of working out in con-

junction with the Paper Department. U. S. Bureau of

Standards, a rational and a national basis for standard

quality in papers.

Total 197

METHOD OF DETERMINING MOISTURE
CONTENT OF WOOD.

The ij'orest Products Lalioratory, Madison, Wis.,
gives the following directions for determining the
moisture content of wood:

1. Select a representative sample or disc of the
material. (Pulpwood chips may be taken at
frequent intervals or by continuous sampling
from the chip conveyor.—Ed.)

2. Immediately after salving, remove all loo.se splin-
ters and weigh the samples.

3. Put sample in a drying oven at 212° Fahrenheit
("100° Centigrade) and dry until constant weight
is attained.

4. Re-weigh the sample to obtain the oven dry
weight.

o. Express the loss in weight as a percentage of
the dry weight, thus

:

Percentage moisture equals: Original weight minus
oven-dry weight, divided bv oven-drv weight and mul-
tiplied by 100.

Short pieces of wood di^ out much more rapidly
than long ones. In order to reduce the time required
for drying, therefore, the length of the samjile in the
direction of the grain should u.sually be about 1 inch,
or not more than to give the sample a volume of from
2 to 24 cubic inches.

It is important that the weight be taken imme-
diately after the sample is cut, for the material is

subject to moi.sture changes on exposure to the air.

The degree and rapidity of change are dependent on
the moisture content of the piece and the air condi-
tions to which it is exposed.

In order to insure good results, the weights should
be correct to within at least one-half of one per cent.
When placed in the oven for drying, the samples

should be open-piled to allow free access of air to ea^h
piece.

Mr. Henning Helin, recentlv elected to the board of

the Whalen Pulp and Paper Mills, has disposed of all

his interests in the Fibre Making Processes, Chicago.

A miss is as good as a mile, but remember you are
not always missed.
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The Suitability of Second Cut Cotton Linters, Cotton Shavings

and Hull Fibre for Paper Manufacturers

By OTTO KRESS and SIDNEY D. WELLS.

(Continued from last issue) presents the small amount of oil, wax, coloring matter,

etc., present in the fiber and hull fragments. The ether

Pulping trials (cooks (f and v) weie also made on a extract was of a slight yellowish color. Alcohol, as

shipment of hull fiber obtained through the courtesy might be expected, produced a brownisii colored soln-

of a cooperating oil mill at .Memphis, Tennessee. This tion on extraction as the cotton coloring principles are

fibre has already been described as representing a 75 readily soluble in this solvent.

lb. cut (after removal of a first 75 lb. mattress cut by
j,^ ^.j^^^. ^^ ^^^^ j^^^. i,ieacli required to bring the

an ordinary linting machine), produced by passnig the various pulps to a high degree of white and as the fiber
hulls after the removal of the meats or kernels between

^,jqj considering the hull fragments) contains only a
steel grinding or attrition plates. small percentage of impurities, some bleach determina-

Micro.seopicexaminationof this fiber yielded the fol- tions were made directly on the raw .stock Using

ir^,.-;r,., ,i.jtn . ' an excess of bleach, the stock was readily bleached to

Average length of fiber 2.06 m.m. a fair degree ot white, the hull tragments changing

Lon"-est fiber 6 50 m m fi'om a black to a yellow color. By this treatment, the

Shortest fiber 54 mm bleach loss based on the bone dry stock was 4.7 per

Fibers under 5 mm 96% cent. This determination is of interest as indicating

Fibers over 5mm 4% ^'^'^ ^'"^' cellulose content of the raw material.

Average length of fibers under 5 num.. 1.88 m.m. Pulping trials were made on the linters, .shavings

Average length of fibers over ."> m.m.. 6.5 h.m. and hull fibers in a 70 gallon rotating iron digester

Six hundred fragments to twenty fibers. supplied with direct and indirect steam. After digest-

ion, the pulp was blown Into the blow pit and the pulp
In view of the apparently high content of hull frag- washed, pressed and put through a hammer type shred-

ments in this fiber, an ash determination was made der and sampled for yield. Bleach determinations
which showed 1.95 per cent, ash based on the bone dry were made at this point to estimate the bleach required
fiber. Bleached waterleaf paper made from cook q. to bring the jiulp to a standard white,
which represents the hull fibers reduced by the pro- The pulp was broken and washed for one hour in a
cess, showed an ash content of 0.29 per cent. An ether 25 pound hollander equipped with a drum washer by
extraction showed the raw fiber to contain 3.10 per means of which considerable fine material and liquor

cent of ether soluble material based on the bone dry residues not removed in the blow pit were washed out.

weight of the fiber. This loss on ether extraction re- The drum washer was then raised and the bleaching

TABLE I.

Chemical Per ©
Concentration lOO lbs. Dry Cotton = . c

Material Origin ^ ^ ^ ^ (5 ». 0"S§oi5
I I" I 1; 'i ? '^ ^- -s-bli
u ai2 z z 2 « a z > tO si

Shavings

Shavings

Stavings

Linters

Linters

Linters

Linters

Shavings

Shavings

Shavings
Linters
Linters
Linters
Linters
Linters
Linters

Hull Fibre

Cincinnati, Ohio

St. Louis, Mq.

Memphis, Tenn.

Munition Linters Nitro, W. Va.

%
90.6

92.6

93.6

93-7

93-5

90.4

90.4

87.9
93-4
94.1

93-7
91.

1

93-7
95-7

g.p.l.

22.3

33-8

20.0

25-3

18.1

18.7

19.9

28.9

350

25-0U 92.7
R 92.2

Cooked and bleached at Munition

g.p.l.

21.1

22.4

12.6

10.4

12.1

12.6

Plant of Ordnance Depar
Cooked and bleached at Munitions Plant of Ordnance Department

104

84

lbs. per
Sq. IriT

•Paper made from cooks O & P contained considerable hull fragments as these sooks were made with insufficient alkali and
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powder solution added. During the bleachiriff i)eriod

which lasted 40 iiiimites, tlie stock was circulated with
the beater roll well above the bed plate. The l)leach-

Fi^f. 3. Cooked SliaviiiKs—High Pi-i'---iii'r ('mik 1.

iug action was accelerated by adding very dilute sul-

phuric acid about ten minutes after the addition of

the bleach. At the end of the bleaching period the

stock was a brilliant white in comparison with the

appearance of bleached sulphite and soda pulp, and
the drum washer was lowered and the stock washed
for forty minutes, after which no traces of bleach could
be detected. The behavior of this fiber on bleaching
is decidedly different from the bleaching of soda or

sulphite pulp, not only from the stand-point of low
bleach consumption but from the extreme rajndity of

the bleaching action, the bleaching action -comnu'ncing
and proceeding directly on addition of the bleach
liquor.

A two pound sample of the pulp from cook r was re-

moved from the blow pit before washing the pulp in

the usual manner with hot water. This two pound
sample was allowed to cool in a small screen for about
40 minutes and then washed with cold water. Bleach
trials on pulp washed with hot water in comparison
with the bleach required for the pulp washed with cold
water, showed that the latter required practically twice
the bleach consumption to brmg it to the same degree
of white as was required for the sample washed with
hot water. Evidently, allowing the pulp to cool to

room temperature in contact with the black liquor
produced a decided darkening of the pulp, requiring
praf'tii'all>- ilnnlile tlie amount of bleach than pulp from

Shavings—Low Pressure—Cook C.

which the black liquor was removed at once by wash-
ing with hot water. This apparent absorption of the
coloring matter from the black licpior was called to

TABLE I—Continued.

« 3 Si" E3
<-S 2

<;u £q w'Su >.;j&, >£lii u;i:£tj mw &« tqj W h.

lbs. Meiers % Number
.49 .2860 3-S S68
• 36 iiiO 2 21
J7 20Z0 5 10
•41 3410 9 47
39 3J00 9 59
• 45 3-;40 8 62
.39 3590 1 71
•45 3310 S 134

3480 6 123
• 41 33-0 8 60
43 3420 58
4> 3^290 S 56
• 45 5020 6 78
35 50.20 5 >»
•35 3020 35 '9

•37 2580 2 4 15

45 3660 4 4 S«
5> 4060 4 5 1«2
•40 3250 .1 7 1*
• 37 3202 4 4 46
.i9 2790 3 13
•43 3230 3 4 182
•40 3080 2 9 49
•44 3140 4 273
38 3100 3-7 42

•40 2930 4.2 6S

36 24G0 5^> 35
.29 2510 3^8 10

.36 2710 4.0 43
41 3480 5 I 6s

Hours

10.5 50^0 7K3

10.7 478 70^3

9^l 64.9 732

53 24.0 94-7

3-7 29^7 92 3

57 55^2 89.0

83^6
84.8
88.6

75-9

72.8

Good

Good

Specky

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Not Run

Yellow
but clean
Specky
Specky
Good

Specky
Very-
Specky
Good
Yellow
but clea.

Poor
Fair

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Half
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

poor circulation on accouat of too large a charge of fibre per cubic foot of digester space
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our attention by the experience of manufacturers of

l^leaehed munition lint. At the completion of the

treatment mentioni'd above two charges of the bh-aclied

and waslicd stock were transferred to an improved

hollander type beater of fifty pounds nominal capacity

and beaten four anrl one half hours. Durirpr the first

Fig. u. Coiik.Ml Shaviiifrs—Bleached and Beaten

—

Cook C.

hour, the roll -was brushing lightly, during the next

three hours it was lowered very gradually, and during

the last half hour it was brushing hard.

After the beater treatment the stock was dumped
into the stuff chest of a 15 inch Fourdrinier paper ma-

chine and run into a sheet a waterleaf paper, no color,

size or alum, or material other than the stock itself,

being used. Representative samples of the papers ob-

tained were seasoned and tested for strength in a con-

stant humidity room at 70° F. and 60 per cent relative

humidity.

The pulping and strength data for the various cooks

and papers are given in Table 1.

Microscopic examination of run A on cotton shavings

shows an average fiber length of 3.23 m.m. ; run F on

cotton linters shows an average fiber length of 5.27

m.m. ; while run Q on hull shavings has an average fiber

Fig. 6. Cooked Linters—High Pressure—Cook C.

length of 2.06 m.m. The average fiber length of spruce

sulphite piilp is less than 3 m.m. while that of aspen
soda pulp is less than 1 m.m. Figures III to YUl in-

clusive, made under a magnification of 25 diameters,

show the typical fiber produced by pulping linters and

shavings under various pulping conditions. Fig. IX
represents typical .sulphite pulp fibers. Fig. X shows

typical aspen .soda pulp fibers. Both Fig. IX and X
were photographed in the same manner as the linters

and shavings, and under the same magnification of 25

diameters. No jjliotomicrographs of the hull fiber runs

are included since little, if any, difference in appear-

ance to that of shavings was apparent.

Cooks A, B, and C, were made in a stationary dig-

ester using both direct steam and indirect jacket

steam. During the pulping period circulation of the

liquor was obtained by means of a centrifugal pulp.

This treatment gave an evenly cooked pulp. In the

cooking of linters, however, considerable difficulty

was experienced in the blowing of the pulped linters

since the circulation of the cooking licpior by means
of the centrifugal pump apparently felted the linters

into a compact mass. All of the other cooks with the

exception of cooks 2 and 3 w-ere made in a rotating

digester supplied with direct and indirect steam. No
difficulty was experienced in blowing these cooks.

From a study of the pulping data and with the re-

servation that the data represent only the results from
semi-eommercial trials, the following conclusions may
lie drawn :

ib^. !-
' .'O

Fig. 7. Cooked Linters--Low Pressui'e—Cook E.

The quality of the pulp produced and the ease of

bleaching make second cut cotton linters, shavings and
hull fiber extremely interesting as a possible source

of pulp for the higher grades of paper. An ideal book
stock could be prepared by pulping the second cut

linters, shavings or hull fiber separately, or if desired,

by combining them in any desired proportion by first

passing them through a suitable duster and then blow-

ing the mixture to the digesters and pulping the mix-
ture under the proper conditions. By proper beater

treatment high grade writing, book, hlotting, tissue

and other stocks can be produced.

From the experimental data we can see no rea-

son why a high grade stock cannot be produced from
second cotton cut linters, shavings and hull fiber.

Whether or not the raw linters and shavings can be
produced at a price to compete with wood for the man-
ufacture of sulphite and soda pulps must be ascer-

tained by further cooperation with the producers.
1. Cotton shavings similar to the .shipment received

bj' the laboratory can be successfully pulped by the

soda process, yielding a high quality of pulp. For
100 lbs. of bone dry shavings using a maximum digest-

er pressure of 100 lbs. and using 12 lbs. of caustic so-

da, the pulping operation will be completed in a total
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digester period of 4 hours. The yield of bone dry

pulp will be 70 per cent and the bleach consumption

to bring the pulp to a good white color will not ex-

ceed 4 per cent, calculated as bleaching powder with

35 per cent available chlorine. The pulp loses cou-

.siderable fiber by washing with the drum washer in

the beater, so that the j'ield of paper from the raw
shavings showed a final figure of 55 per cent., based
on bone dry shavings.

2. Cotton linters of the grade shipped to the Lab-
oratory will reipiire 9 lbs. of caustic soda per 100 lbs.

of bone dry cotton at 100 lbs. digester pressure, with
a total time of cook of 4 hours, giving a yield of 90

per cent of bone dry pulp. This pulp can be bleached
to a high degree of white consuming not more than 2

per cent of bleaching powder, calculated as 35 per
cent available chlorine. The washing losses, bleach
losses, etc., will reduce the yield of finished paper as

collected on the reel of the paper machine, to 70 per
cent, based on the bone dry weight of the original raw
linters.

3. Hull fiber of the grade furnished the Laboratory
can be successfully pulped with 18 pounds of

caustic soda or a total of 15 pounds of caustic soda

and sodium sulphide i)er 100 pounds of bone dry mat-

erial with a steam pressure of 90 ])Ounds in from 3 to

4 hours, giving a yield of from 65 to 75 per cent, of

bone dry pulp. Tlais pulp can be bleached with from
5 to 8 per cent of standard bleaching powder and the

washing and bleaching losses are such that a produc-

tion of from 47 to 51 per cent of finished paper on the

reel may be obtained, the .yield being based on the

original weight of the raw hull fiber.

Cooks N, 2 and 3 were made on a shipment of linters

received from St. Louis and were from a differeent

source than the Government linters on which the ma-
jority of the pulping trials were made.

Cook K was made with 31 lbs. of sodium carbonate
per 100 lbs. of bone dry linters. With a high digester

pressure of 100 lbs. and a pulpmg time of 4 hours the

resulting pulp showed numerous specks from the un-

digested hulls, clearly indicating that a more drastic

pulping agent was required.

Cooks L, M, N and Q were made by the sulphate

process which gave a high yield of high quality pulp

with a saving of from ten to seventeen per cent, of

alkali, in comparison with the soda cooks made under
similar cooking conditions. The greater the amount of

non-fibrous, non-cellulose matei'ial that must be re-

moved the greater the advantage of the sulphate pro-

cess as is manifest in cooks Q and R on hull fiber. Both
were cooked at the same steam pressure with the same
sized charge of 11 pounds of material per cubic foot

of material and the total time of cook was 3 hours.

Spruce Sulphite Pulp.

while in cook R the soda cook, the alkali charge was
IS pounds per 100 pounds of material and the total

time of cooking, 4 hours. As would be expected, a
larger yield of pulp was obtained under the milder
cooking conditions of the sulphate cook, the yield be-

ing 74.4 per cent against 67.6 per cent, with the soda
cook. Notwithstanding this, the bleach necessary with
the sulphate cook to produce a standard white was
5 per cent against 8 per cent for the soda cook. It,

therefore, seems evident that the sulphate process is

capable of removing the foreign non-cellulose matter
more rapidly v.-ith less attack on the eellulo.se than the
soda iiroce.ss and that the fiber obtained can be bleach-
ed to a standard color with a lower consumption of
bleaching powder.
The main difficulty experienced in all the pulping

trials was the complete removal of the hull fragments
l)y digestion without injui-iii2' m- ilr^trnying tln' {'iber.

Fig. 10. Poplar Soda Pulp.

The chemical consumed during the pulping of shavings
and hull fiber is mainly required for the reduction of

the hull fragments. No duster was available at the
Laboratory but the writers are convinced that by
passing the raw fiber through a proper duster that a
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eonsiderablc separation of the hull fragiueiiis could ir. Flake iiaphthaiine is the best preveutive. It eva-

be made thereby makin? possible reduction of the porates, however, and must be renewed. Spnnkle felts

severity of the pulping conditions and savin-r in chem- tlioroufrhly and scatter it around the felt room. Ex-

ical steam and time. Another difficulty easily avoid- amine your stock at least once a month for traces of

ed when pulpin? hull fiber, is the dantrer of chr.rgins moths or other injury.

too much material per cubic foot of dijrester space to 3. Handle yunr felts with care m taknif; them to the

permit free circulation of the cookinpr liquor and con- machine. Felts arc bulky and heavy and may be torn

seqnentlv an even dijrestion of the fiber. With the l)y catching on a nail or anything sharp. Put them

material" used. 11 pounds bone dry weight of fiber down only in clean places. Clean all journals and bear-

per cubic foot of digester space, was found to be the ings before putting felts on, so as to keep them free

maximum that could be safely used. A liquor volume from grease.

of at least 02 gallons per 100 pounds of material was 4. The life of a felt depends, above cverythmg else,

also found necessarv to insure sufficient liquor for on the conditions of the machine. See that all press

circulation ' '"""^ '^'^^ turned up with proper crown to assure very

11 * ... ^„,.,^r.coc t«-n ri-iiipr inacliiiif. runs best running conditions. Press or felt rolls in bad

j:;::7zXwXr^;T,.%zrj'zhz. ;o,„>i,io„ „„„„ „c.io.. i,» cove. »,„, .hippe.
wen iiKiui

vircinia for the man- badlv made spread rolls, often reduce service 50 or
ernment plant at -\itro. VN e^t \ irginia. loi ine man- . __ i

ufactnre of smokeless powder. We understand that even /o per cent.
,. r i „ v....

he foUowin- conditions were used at Xitro in the ^'- «ee that every roll turns free y. (
yhnder bear-

tne rouowin
•;

'" '

i,i„s should be watched carefully. All telts are subject
purification of this material

.__^^
^,^^^^^^ _ ^_^_ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^.^^ lengthwise, cylinder felts especially.

Raw material fil,er Don't stretch your felts too tight. A large percentage

21 lbs. per 100 lbs. raw "f felts are ruined by running under absolutely un-

Caustic soda material neeessarj' strain.

Concentration in digester 26-27 g.p. 1 NaOH .
6. Hot water is detrimental to felts. Wann water

9.T gallons per 100 lbs. raw uijures them and causes them to stretch. I se the

Volume of liquor . . . . material coldest supply available.

Steam pressure 72 lbs. per square inch. '• Felts on idle machines deteriorate almost as fast

Time coming up to press- «>^ ^vhen running. In shutting down, raise telts from all

y 11,;, hours. rolls. See that they do not come in contact with iron

Time at pressure . . . . 2 hours. and tliat the air can reach them at every point, so they

21/.) pounds per 100 lbs. c-an dry quickly and thus prevent mildew. Be care-

Bleaching powder used.. pulp l""! ^^ starting up to see that all rolls turn easily and

75% of weight raw mate- everything is in good order.

Yield purified cotton . . ^.j^j 8. Use care in handling jackets. They are tough

This material has been given a much more severe and strong, but that is no reason for rough treatment,

treatment than the tvpical runs on similar material Be careful in stretching, shrinking and tying down,

in this series of experiments, especially in the amount Watch the conditions of your guard boards, and, above

of caustic soda used; half of which must have been aH. don t set guard boards down tighter than neces-

present in the black liquor in the free state. For sary.

paper making purposes, a much less severe treatment 9- Don't take felts off before they are worn out.

is necessarv. f^et every day's wear possible out of them, even at

One machine run was made on the material as some risk of a shut down during the week—wool must

received and a cream colored sheet was obtained be saved. Superintendents and foremen should ex-

similar in strength and other properties to the other ami°e felts on machines carefully before allowing

runs of this series, but contaminated bv too many dirt them to be taken off and new ones given out. Remem-

specks to pass for a high grade quality of book paper, ^er. in the fall, blankets are in demand. Don't make

The material for the other machine run was bleached ^^em from felts that can be run longer. By this one

with 1 per cent of bleaching powder and washed with means alone some mills have increased the life of their

a. drum washer. The paper obtained was considerably ''elts by weeks,

improved hut still too dirty for a hisrh grade of book 10- Wash and dry your used felts carefully and

paper.
'- keep them as clean as you can. Their value depends

THE PRESERVATION OF PAPERMAKERS ' o'^ ^^eir condition. Don't destroy even small pieces of

FELTS AND JACKETS. worn out felts, every pound can be used for some pur-

In consequence of the scarcity of wool in the United Pose. Don't keep them. Sell them at once; they are

States, the following ever useful recommendations needed now.

Avere made last fall to American paper manufacturers
by the Pulp and Paper, Conservation, and Pelt Sec- GUY TOOMBS HONORED.
tion of the War Industries Board with a view to the Mr. Guy Toomlis. who n^eently left the service of

preservation felts and jackets:

—

the Canadian Northern, to join the Canadian Export
1. Watch your stock carefully. Keep it in a cool. Paper Co., and who, on leaving, was presented by his

absolutely dry place—moisture causes mildew and de- staff with a cut glass punch set, complete with tray,

struction of wool fibre. Felts and packets .should, if pos- also with a gold signet ring, bearing the inscription

:

sible, be kept in the original papers tied tightly. See "From the ladies of the Canadian Northern Railway,"
that there are no holes in the \\Tapping papers. Keep was further honored last week by the presentation of

them clean. Dirt injures them and attracts moths, a gold watch with gold and platinum chain, from of-

Keep your whole felt room clean and in good order. ficials of the Ontario & Quebec divisions of the Can-
2. Use moth preventives freely and frequently, adian National Railways — the Canadian Northern be-

Strong tar paper is good — cover your shelves with ing merged under that title now.
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LICENSING FEATURE OF THE DYES TARIFF
BILL.

^

This bill was reiKJi-ted out of Ways ami Means
('omiutitee to the 66th Coiigi-ess on Augnst 1, lf»19, and
IS known as the Lonjrworth Bill, or H. R. 8078:—To
regulate the importation of coal-tar products, to pro-
mote the establishment of the manufacture thereof in
the United States, and, as incident thereto, to amend
the Act of September 8, 1916, entitled '-An Act to
increase the revenue, and for other purposes."

It has such an important bearing on the proeur-
ability of colors for paper making- that pertinent ab-
stracts from the Bill are granted :

—

"Sec. 503 (a.) During the period of two years after
the date of the approval of this Act it shall be unlaw-
ful for any person or persons or corporation to import
or bring into the United States, or any of its po.sses-
sions, except under licen.se previously obtained from
the Dye Licensing Commission hereinafter created, any
of the products enumerated in section 500 of this Act,
or any product derived directly or indirectly from coal-
tar, including crude products and intermediate pro-
ducts, as well as dyestuffs, medicinals, and other fin-

ished products, and including mixtures and compounds
of such products and other products.

Sec. 503 (b.) A commission is hereby created to be
known as the Dye Licensing Commission, which shall
be eom|)osed of eleven commissioners. The said com-
missioners shall be desiginited as follows:
"One by the National Association of Wool Manu-

facturers.

"One by the American Association of AVoolen and
Worsted Manufacturers.

"One by the National Council of American Cotton
Manufacturers.

"One by the National Association of Finishers of

Cotton Fabrics.

"One by the Silk A.ssociation of America.
"One by the American Paper and Pulp Association.

"Three by the American Dyes Institute.

"One by the American Drug .Manufacturers' As-

sociation.

"Sec. 503 (c.) The said D\e Licensing Commission
shall issue licenses to import for use in domestic manu-
facture such of the products covered by section 503 (a)

of this Act, and such products only, as may be un-

obtainable from domestic sources on reasonable terms

as to price, quality, and delivery. The commission shall

limit the issue of licenses to import any product as

nearly as may be to the quantities required by the

actual current needs of the consuming industries in

the United States, having regard to the necessities of

such industries as are unable to determine beforehand

their requirements. Nothing herein contained shall

authorize the commission to refuse a license to a manu-
facturer, person, or agent to import for actual use by
the manufacturer a foreign dye when such domestic

dye of equal quality is not immediately available for

his use.

"Sec. 503 (f.) Any person subiect to the jurisdic-

tion of the United States who shall, either as principal

or as accessory, import or attempt to import or aid in

importing any product described in section 503 (a) of

this Act without license as therein provided shall be

fined not exceeding $5,000 or the value of such pro-

duct at the time of importation, whichever shall be

greater, or shall be imprisoned for not more than one

year, or both."

The following arc cxcer])ts from the !'e]iort of the

Ways and Means Committee on the Longworth Bill,

from the Congressional Record. Friday, August 1, 1919.

Importation of Coal-Tar Products.
"The plan as provided in this bill is to form a licens-

ing commission, its members to be designated by as-
sociations engaged in and representative of both the
producing and consuming industries. This commi.ssion
will have power to grant licenses for the importation
of foreign dyes under certain conditions. It is posi-
tively commanded to grant licen.ses to any applicant
to import any foreign dye which is not obtainable in
this country from domestic sources, and any dye, which,
while made in this country, is not obtainable at a
reasonable price, of good quality, and within a reason-
able time. Thus absolute assurance is given any Amer-
ican consumer of dyes that he can at any time obtain
the foreign product where the American industry is

unable to supply on favorable terms. Conversely, it

will absolutely exclude transportation of dyes which
are made in this country of satisfactory quality and
at fair prices, and insure the development and ex-
tension of the manufacture of those dyes. Further-
more, the applications for the importation of such dyes
as are not made here will promptly stimulate our
manufacturers to make the same dyes by showing that
a strong demand exists for them and will thus guide
the industry into the development which is really re-
quired.

"During the life of this system a .substantial num-
l)er of d.ves not made in this country will no doubt be
imported, and as they will be .subject to the rates of
duty provided in this bill will produce a very sub-
stantial revenue for the Government.
"Your committee does not suggest a license .system

as a permanent governmental policy, but feels that
nothing else can meet the present emergency. Ac-
cordingly your committee recommends the license plan,
together with an increased tariff, because as soon as
the peace treaty is ratified the new American dye in-

dustry will be exposed to competition from an adversary
so powerful and so desperate that no practical rate of
dut\- can offer any real defense.

" ... Great Britain, France, and Japan have
protected their own Government-aided d.ve industries by
license laws essentially similar to the one herein recom-
mended. The market of the United States is therefore,
except that of China, Germany's last opening. To pene-
trate it and destroy our domestic producers the trust
will surely be glad to spend millions of its surplus.
Not many millions would be needed. A very few,
adroitly used in practically giving away selected dyes,
would kill the business of even the strongest of our
companies and leave us once more at the trust's

mercy.
"No antidumping law yet suggested seems at all

likely to meet the conditions in this particular indus-
try, on account of its immense complexity and the

ease with which imports can be camouflaged by the

skilled and imscrupulous German chemist. It is ap-

parent, then, that any tariff bill which could possibh'

become law might and indeed probably would fail to

insure the development of this industry which is so

essential to our national defense and well-being. It

is equally clear that the proposed license plan, faith-

fully administered, will certainly furnish the necessary

protection, and that, too, without sacrificing revenue.

Your committee believes that the industry- is too im-

portant to be risked, and therefore recommends the

adoption of this certain though unusual means of de-
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I'euse. Your committee makes this recommendation
also as the only suitable answer to the similar British,
French and Ja])anese license laws. These hnvs kee])

the competition of our dyes out of Great Hritain,
France, and Japan. Your committee does not believe
that we should aid in buildinjj up their new subsidized
industries by givin^r them at the expense of our pro-
ducers unlimited access to our market. When by this

simple expedient we can at the same time make sure
of obtaining: every foreign jiroduct we need and of
building up our own vitally important industry, wc
feel that (.'ongress ought not to hesitate or rest con-
tent with any doubtful remedy."

• # » ' • #

So it appears tliat Canada has the privilege of buy-
ing dyestuffs in any of several countries, in all of

which their manufacture is protected by tariff.

STOCKS OF PAPER DECREASED IN JULY.
Stocks in the United States of newsprint and special-

ties increased during the month, according to the Fed-
eral Trade Comnii.ssion. Stocks of all other grades
decrea.sed. Mill stocks of all grades showed a net
decrease during July of 17,767 tons. Stocks of all

grades reported by maiiufafturers at the end of .Iul\-

amounted to 266,072 tons including the stocks at ter-

minal and delivery points. Tn addition to these stocks,
jobbers and publishers reported newsprint stock aggre-
gating 155.487 tons.

Ratio of Stocks to Average Production.
Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic mills

on July 31st with tlieir average daily production based
upon the weekly and monthly reports for the 12
montlis' period ended ilareh 31, 1919, the figures sliow
that:

Newsprint mill stocks equal slightly less than 7

days average output.
Book paper mill stocks equal slightly more tliaii 12

days average output.

Paperboard mill .stocks equal slightly more than 9

days average output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more than
24 days average output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 8 days
average output.

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 32
days average output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal slightly more tlian 19

days average output.
Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly less than

25 days average output.
Felts and building paper mill stocks equal slightly

less than 11 days average output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly more
than 28 days average oiitput.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades equal slightl.\-

more than 13 days average output, and decreased
nearly 18,000 tons dxiring July.

Total loss of time in machine hours was 118.441 in

July, compared with 124,167 in June.

to 60 per cent of capacity, arc now running full pro-

ihictions with a conscciucnt inercascil demand for raw
material.

Tlie adjustment of slocks to the stagnant condiliims
of the paper trade has i-esultcd in a shortage of i)ulps

of all kinds. This has been particularly noticeable in

kraft pulp and bleached sulphite, the gi'eatest activit.v

in the paper nuirket being apparent in kraft yiapers and
the higher grades rft" bond and writing papers, in which
bleached sulphite is used. These grades were the most
depressed and, in consequence thereof, have recovered

more sharjily than other grades.

Scandinavian inills report a good demand foi- their

stocks and productions from England and the Eu-
ropean Continent and the revival of manufacturing
there, would seem to indicate that the Scandinavian
manufacturers will not be obliged to dump their sur-

plus stocks on the American market at low prices.

SAYS SHORTAGE OF PULP EXISTS.
The pulp market shows much improvement, the

August bulletin of the Norwegian-American Chamber
of Commerce, New York, says, which follows in part

:

Papers of all grades are in better demand and paper
mills which, heretofore, have been running from 50

LIVE TOPICS ON PROGRAM OF ILLINOIS
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION.

The vital ])rnl)]eiiis of business, midtiplied by post-

war and industrial developments, will be discussed at

a national conference to be held in Chicago, September
8 and 9, under the aus])ices of the Illinois Manufac-
turers' Association. The sessions will be at the Con-
gress Hotel.

Trade and industrial associations in every line have
been invited to appoint delegates, and to participate

in what is believed will be a meeting of moment, in-

asnuieh as it will enable business to present concretelv

its attitude on some of the questions now before th^

law-makers at Washington, and some of the proposals

of a revolutionary nature that have been presented

from various sources in the past few months.
Representation is to be given at the conference not

only to business, but to the farmijig interests, since i^

is pointed out that asricultnre. after all. is one of th"

greatest businesses of the country. The farmer has his

capital invested in land, he is an employer of labor,

and he is concerned with the maintenance of conditions

which will permit him to obtain a fair return unon
Ids investment and his management of his enterprise

Leaders of organized labor havo also been invited

to talk, and to state where the demands of workers
are going to .stop.

Some of the subjects which it has been suirgested be
discussed at the conference are the following:

Participation in private business on the part of th"
Fffleral government.

Nationalization of industry.

Influence of exports on prices and production.
Possibilities of increasing production.
The relation of the Ignited States to the rehabilita-

tion of industry in Europe.
Stabilization and guarantee of contracts.

Definition of profiteering.

The attitude of employing farmers and manufac-
turers to labor.

Adjustment between property rights and cnmniun-
ity interests.

Particiiiation of labor in the management of industr\-.

Increasing the purchasing power of the dollar.

Distribution of the war debt.

Governmental price fixing.

The Plumb plan.

The solidarity of farming and business interests.
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British Columbia Making Good
By J. C. ROSS.

The war is re.sponsible for the new lease on life

which has eoiiie to British Columbia. When the Allied
Governments found that they had to build fleets of

aeroplanes to beat back the Hun invaders they search-
ed everywhere for suitable timber for the makino; of

aeroplane wings, eventuallj' deciding upon British
Columbia fir and spruce as being the best in the world.
The result of this discovery was an immense demand
for aeroplane lumber. However, side by side with this

development went that of shipbuilding. In ti-uth.

British Columbia has taken off her coat, rolled \ip her
sleeves and " waded in" to make good through the

development of her natural resources. Shipbuilding
which was unknown on the coast a few years ago is

to-day one of the largest and most important indus-

tries in the province. The lumbering industry which
languished for long years is booming as at no time in

its previous history, the output last year being valued
at over •^54,000,000. Fishing has received a new im-

petus while farming and mining have also taken on new
leases of life. The pulp and paper industry is also in

a flourishing condition; the Pacific Mills at Oceaii

Falls are brimming with activity, the Whalen Com-
pany have just secured additional capital and are

l)reparing to do bigger and better things than at any
time in its history and the same is true of other pulp
and paper projects on the coast.

The forest resources of British Cohimbia are almost
unlimited. As stated above last year fifty-four mil-

lion dollars worth of lumber was manufactured in the

])rovince as compared with $48,000,000 the previous

year, and $29,000,000 three years ago. The Hon. T. P.

Pattullo, Minister of Lands, estimates that the coast

lumber mills have a yeai'ly capacity of two and a half

billion feet, but points out at the same time that B. C.

has three hundred and sixty-five billion feet of lum-

ber and that the annual growth is far in excess of the

annual consumption. Even making allowances for an
increased use of lumber and pulpwood the Minister

states that "B. C. has sufficient timber for two hun-

dred years.

"

There was a time, not so many years ago, when B. C.

in company with many other parts of the Dominion
was engaged in exploiting her resources. A generous,

but foolish Government, gave away to railroad pro-

moters, land speculators and Big Interests generallv.

Vast portions of the people's heritage, farm lands,

timber areas, mining rights, etc., were handed out on

a silver platter to the friends of the Government. The
result was a period of exploitation and wild specula-

tion which did much to discourage and hinder leeiti-

mate development. Then came the defeat of the Gov-

ernment, the pricking of their "South Sea Bubble"
and the outbreak of hostilities, the net result being that

the people of the province set themselves seriously to

work to rectify the wrongs and to get down to a real

sane, economic basis. To their everlasting credit it

must be said that they have succeeded to a remark-
alile degree. Production and more production is the

keynote of the whole of the jirovince's activities. To-

day there is a whole-heated desire on the part of the

Government, the press and other leaders to develop

the natural resources along proper chanels, and no-

where is it more evident than in the industries as-

sociated with the forests of the province. In lumber-

ing they are exporting the products of their forests
to China, Japan. Australia, New Zealand and the
United States while they still continue to send immense
quantities to the treeless prairies. To a large extent
the same is true of the various lines of paper manu-
factured on the coast. At Ocean Falls one sees immense
quantities of paper being loaded on the boats for
trans-shipment at Prince Rupert or Vancouver to Ed-
monton, Winnipeg and all prairie points, while a large
export l)usinr,ss is also carried on with neighborin--
and distant countries.

Indeed, it is almost impossible to imagine the won-
derful po.ssibilities confronting the Pacific province.
B. C. faces an awakened Orient with hundreds of mil-
lions of people being educated to demand our goods.
She is in the path of the world's great highway be-
tween Europe and the Orient and she cannot help but
take toll of the commerce which passes to-and-fro,
and at the same time develop her great basic industries.
The province has a wonderful future ahead of it and
the people have the courage and confidence necessary
to bring about a successful culmination to their highest
dreams.

Note: Mr. Ross was editor of the Pulp and Paper
Magazine for nearly a year and "Kept the home fires
burning" last summer while the Editor went west.
The comments of Mr. Ross are the more interesting as
he covered much the same ground seven years ago, at
the time there were about half the number of mills
on the coast as at present.—Ed.

EXPECT IMPROVEMENT IN SHIPPING TO
ENGLAND.

Great Britain is showing interest in the increasing
of imports of Canadian rmln and paper and is pre-
pared to meet Canadian dealers more than half way.
according to advices received from A. L. Dawe, secre-

tary in connection with the Canadian Trade Mission.

Wants More Cargo Space.
Sir George Riddell. chairman of the newspaner con-

ference, representinsr the London and Provincial Press,

is fully cognizant of the fact that transportation facili-

ties are at present very unsatisfactory and he realizes

that it is desirable that Canadian pulp should be used
by British paper makers in preference to Scandinavian
])ulp and as it is necessan' to supplement the amount of
paper which is being manufactured in Great Britain,
that the Government should attempt to provide the
necessary transportation from Canada.

Expect Shipping Improvement.
He has brought this matter to the attention of Sir

.To.seph Maclav. of the Ministry of Shinpin<r. who states

that the ministry is willing to do all in its nower to

facilitate the importation of goods from Canadian
sources. Tonnage rates will be a drawback for. some
time, biit otherwise an improvement in shipping con-
ditions may be expected.

TO INVESTIGATE NEWSPRINT.
Washington, Aus-. 26. — Investigation of the print

paper situation will be conducted by a sub-committee
of the Senate Manufactures Committee, with Senator
LaFolette. of iWsconsin, as chairman, it Avas decided
to-day. Chairman LaFolette announced that the com-
mittee first would devote its attention tothe examina-
tion of information secured by the Federal Trade Com-
mission, after which hearings would be held.

Is this an investigation of the situation or of the

inquiry?—Ed.
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PRICE OF NEWSPRINT OR GOOSEBERRIES—
WHICH?

It was anuounced some time afro in a paragraph,

whieh went the rounds of the jiress, that, aeeordinj; to

the fifr>ires published by a well known newspai)er direc-

tory, nine daily papers in Canada had jrone out of exist-

ence' durinjr the past year. The eharfre was nuule that

the stoppajre of these was due to the hi^'h priee of news-

print. Most of the newspapers insertinjr the item took

occasion to take a whack at the ncwsi>rint manufactur-

ers, ereditin-i them with a desire to put the publishers

out of business.

Edward Beek. acting secretary of the ranaduin I ulp

and Paper Association, in a reccit article on "News-

paper Mortality and the Price of Newsprint." which is

published in the current issue of "Marketing:," answers

the charge in no unequivocal terms and points out som-

interesting and timely facts. He goes on to .state that

it is absurd to charsre the manufacturers with a desire

to kill the newspapers as. witliout them, tliere would be

no newsprint manufactured. Mr. Beek affirms that in

every case where there has been a suspension of a daily

paper, or an amal-zamation with another, it has been

because local conditions did not warrant the existence

of two or more daily .iournals, some of which were pub-

lished in close nroximitv to cities with large dailies

which reached the smaller centres a few hours after be-

ing issued. For instance, there was a daily published in

Nelson, B.C., and Mr. Beck declares that it is a venture-

some publisher who would undertake a daily in such a

limited field as a town of 3,000 inhabitans, no matter

what the price of newsprint.

Mr. Beck adds :—So figurinir it all out, it is seen that

the combined circulation of all the daily papers of Can-

ada that went out of business during the year and. al-

lowinsr nothing for the increased circulation made pos-

sible thereby of those remaii;insr, amounted to but 21.-

391 copies all told. Allowing that each of the suspend-

ed newspapers when alive, published a 14-page paper

every day (a generous allowance because all but one of

them were 8-page papers) the combined circulation ren-

dered into terms of newsprint would mean about 5.000

pounds, or two and half tons of i)aper a day. News-

print sold around $40 a ton in 1914, so that the daily

paper bill for all the suspended newspapers combined

would have amounted to but $100 a day. at that time.

Since 1914 paper ha.s sold at from $42 to $G9 per ton.

Allowing that the newspapers in question were obliged

to pay the maximum price of $69 for their newsprint,

their total outlay on that acount would amount to

$172.50 a day, or exactly $72.50 a day more than they

were paying before thejjrice was increased. Pro-rated

among the .six defunct newspapers this would be an

additional charge to each of them of approximately $12

per day. which represents the difference between exist-

ence and non-existence of these newspapers to those who
hold the theory that they were crowded to the wall by

the excessive price of paper

!

The theory is absurd, of course, as every intelligent

newspaper man in Canada is aware. Newspapers in

Canada fail, when they do fail, for reasons quite apart

from the price of new.sprint paper, which in reality

affects them but little. They fail because they are pub-

lished in communities insufficient in size to give them

adequate support. They fail because their fields are al-

ready overcrowded. They fail because their publishers

are lacking in business acumen. They fail because they

do not supply an essential need to the communities they

an- supposed to serve.

'riie manufacturers of newsprint paper ccilainly

should not be accused of killing all the daily newspa-

pers. Tiu'ir own business dei)cnds upon kcrjiing tlic

newsi>ai)ers alive and ei'cating more of them. 11' Ihc

trntli wei-c known many a struggling daily newspaper

in Canada todax- would have gone under long ago. had

it not iieen for flir credit extended to it and the toler-

ance of the concern from whom it obtains its ncws))i'int.

Furthernioi'c. a reference to the directories shows that

wiiile a few small and unimportant dailies stoi)ped i)ub-

lishing in the period under review, most of the remain-

ing newspapers enjoyed greater prosperity, as is evi-

denced by increased circulation at an advaiiced price

aiul by increased advertising jiatronauc at higher rates.

It shows that the number of weekly publications in-

creased from 1013 to 1073. the bi-weeklies from S to 11,

and that the total number of periodicals of all descrip-

timis had advanced from 1,490 in 1913 to 1,552 in 1919.

or a net gain of 62, which is clear proof that the price of

jiaper is not aiul never has been ruinous to the publish-

ing industry of Canada.
Some of the newspapers are nincli given to decrying

their own business which is lu'ithcr a. dignified nor a

becoming proceeding. It inspires neither confidence nor

respect. If a newspaper is published on a business basis

and conducted by sound methods there is no reason why
its affairs should be any more hazardous than those of

any other commercial enterprise. It is only when pub-

lishers come to regard themselves as a cross between an

eleemosynary institution and a public benevolence

and ask for sujjport on oti'cr than strictly business

grounds that they claim considerations not accorded ac-

corded to other businesses.

As a matter of fact the touting of their poverty by a

large section of the newspaper press does not accord

with the known facts. There have been fewer newspa-

per failures in Canada during the past ten vears than

in anv other line of comparable commercial business.

And finally the priee of lu^wsprint has had about as

nuu'h to do with such failures as has the price of goosc-

bei'ries.

WOMAN DROWNED WHEN PULPWOOD SANK.
Quebec. Aug. 22.—The American liarn-e. Capt. Dunn,

from the Great Lakes, sank here this morning off the

breakwater. She had come up from points below the

river with pulpwood, a half hour before, and collided

with the Pointe a Darev wharf, immediately springing

a leak. The crew sped her toward the Beaupre flats

to beach her. but she sank on the wav. All the crew
were saved bv a dredge working nearby, except the

cook, a woman, who was drowned.

UNCERTAINTY SURROUNDS PROPOSAL.
A certain amount of coniecture still surrounds the

proposal launched by J. -T. Carriek and associates for

the erection of a pulp and paper mill at Port Arthur,
s-ivs a Fort William despatch. The name of the Amer-
ican interest supposed to be behind the concern has

so far not been given publicity. Li this connection it

has for some time been understood that Mr. Carriek

disposed of the Pic River limits to certain American in-

terests for the Canadian interests whieh he repre-

s'Mited, presumably ^Mackenzie and IMann.

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. A. Acer and Miss Acer. Pine

avenue west, have returned from an extended trip to

the Coa.st.
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AD!'; n:e:w.
Labor Situation Easier—Norwegian Prices in London
—British Mills and Foreign Trade—Cigarette

Paper—Big Jump in Imports.

London, August 15, 1919.

Apprehensions arising from the labor disputes in the

United Kingdom are, for the moment, set aside. This
week the Triple Alliance had a special eouferenee and
it was decided to drop the policy of "direct action'"

—that is call out all transport workers, railroad men,
miners, and industrial workers. History teaches us

that after war we have an industrial war. and it is a

good thing for the British mill-owners that the coal

and transport disputes have fizzled out as they have
done. To give an idea what a coal strike means here,

according to Parliamentary returns it requires 2.000.-

000 tons of coal in a year to run the paper mills. A
strike, consequently, is a serious matter in paper pro-

duction. There still remains the great question of

railroad facilities, which Canadian pulp men should
not lose sight of. Deliveries are not prompt and
there is a scarcity of labor and rolling stock, so much
that paper and pulp are often weeks behind the allot-

ted time for delivery to the consumer.
« "^ • * « *

Business this week is rather dull owing to the holi-

days and the recent industrial troubles. There is a

general tendency all round to raise prices owing lo

increased cost of manufacturing. Norwegian mills,

1 am told, have increased the prices of pulps and papers
and this was fully anticipated as matters are not the

best with them. Orders for sulphite, and in many cases

papers, are being refused on the ground that shipment
oannot be undertaken before the end of the year. Sul-

phite (M. G. pure) is up to £65 a ton f.o.b.. and heavier
substances up to £44 f.o.b. Scandinavian ports. Moist
mechanical pulp is also advanced slightly. Anyone
who studies the Norwegian market will remember
that about this time of the year the Norwegians are

inclined to run up prices. Sometimes it is a good
move to shake the market up ; but T am afraid in the

present instances the pulp aiul paper mills are com-

pelled to seek a higher revenue owing to the many dif-

ficulties they are faced with.
« • » * *

Great attention is at present being given here to

oversea trade and Canada is picked out as a market
for likely business. In a great many cases the man-

agers of mills are devoting attention to producing

papers which the Germans and others had a nionoiioly

in. The idea is that when the German, or whoever it

may be, when the import restrictions are fully lifted,

bring into the market a specific paper the British

manufacturer will be able to say to the consumer:

"This is my product and it is equally as good and

better in fact—and British made." These foreign

papers are being closely watched, .iust as much as the

Scandinavians are watching Canadian pulps in Eng-

land to-day. * » * # »

The Trade Board returns for July were issued at

the beginning of this week and a considerable increase

is notable in the imports. Particulars are not given

about Canada, until trade fully recovers itself. At a

glance the figures are in tons :

—

Jul.v. Jan'y-July.

Chemical pulps 45,653 180,943

Mechanical pulps 65.182 279,184

Esparto 10.325 39,284

It will be seen from these records that July showed

the first sign of trade reviving, iloist mechanical pub:
was imported as under July and January to July re

spectively:

—

July. Jan'y-July.

Tons. Tons.
Sweden 23,112 50,795

Norwav .. 33,515 183,997

Canada 6,770 12,440

Other Countries 4,009

This makes a total of 63,397 tons of moist received

in July and 251,331 tons between January and July.*****
The imports of paper show that Newfoundland is

a long way ahead of other countries in supplying the

British market with reeled paper. The tonnage in July
and January-July Mas as follows :

—

July. Jan 'y-July.

Cwts. Cwts.
Sweden 17,032 156.144

Norwav 37.082 120.293

U. S. A 1.689 21,320

Newfoundland 74.580 199.860

The total anH)unt of paper for printing purposes

imported reached 238,439 cwts in July alone. This does

not include other papers such as coated paper hang-
ings, etc. Millboard and woodpulp board imports were
71,825 cwts. in July and 390,268 cwts. for January
to July. Taking things all round there is a remark-
able .iump in the imports of papers and pulps.*****
The consumption of cigarette paper in the United

Kingdom is extensive and the best makes eminate from
France. A new company has been registered here with

a nominal capital of £120,000 to take over the busi-

ness of the manufacture of cigarette papers at Stubbins

works, near Manchester. The company will be known
as Cromptons (Stubbins), Ltd., and it is a private con-

cern. There is a splendid opening for good cigarette

paper and the trade France enjoyed was excellent.

Unfortunatel.v some of the French cigarette paper mills

suffered during the war (and with import restric-

tions) it will be sometime before the.v can take their

place again, same as they occupied prior to 1914, in

the British market. * • * *

The exports of paper, boards, cards, etc., from the

British mills during July and January-July, were as

follows:

—

July. Januarv-Julv.

78,808 "cwts 425,630 cwts.

Of the exports, the following were sent to Canada :

6 cwts. of writing paper (compared with 12 in July,

1918, and 67 cwts. in 1917), 25 cwt. of printing paper, as

against 78 cwts, and 248 cwts for the correspondinir

periods. There is a growing tendencv in the export

trade.
*,»»*

Pa]ier Tube makers at Castletin. Lanes., have struck

work for a 30 per cent increase of wages.

There is a good market in the United Kingdom for a

good Quality of photographic paper. Complaints are

made in London that the paper now in use in most
cases only lasts four or five years and the difficulty

is to keep records.

A soldier tells me that when the Germans retired

from Pontnielt, near Bellecourt, he entered a dug-out

aiul found a volume marked containing a descriptive

account (and pictures) of esparto grass for paper-

making. There wei'e voluminous observation marks
and figures, evidently the work of a paper-maker. The
finder was also interested in paper-making—a curious

coincidence.
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Technical Section

NEW MEMBER.
The Pulp and Paper Ma-ra/iiu' and others are grlad to

welcome Mr. Ross I'aiiipboll. American Writing Paper

Co., Holyoke. Mass., to membership in the Technical

Section.

CUPID SUCCESSFUL AT F. P. L.

The marriago of Miss Eva M. C. Smith, eldest daugh-

ter of the late S. Smith, of Westmonnt. and of Mrs.

Smith, to Horace N. Lee. M.A., youngest son of Mr. and

ilrs. E. E. Lee. of Boston, is taking place quietly in St.

Matthias Church. Westmount. early in September Mr.

Lee was connected with the Forest Products Labora-

tories in Montreal for several years. So was Miss

Smith. Propinquity and CHipid did the rest. Our

best wishes to them for a happy future.

PROGRESS IN THE PREPARATION OF THE TEXT-
BOOKS ON PAPER MAKING.

K. S. Kellogg, Secretary of the Joint Executive Com-

mittee on Vocational Education writes, under date of

August 25: Since the Progress Report issued on -July

15, 1919, Editor J. X. Stephenson has received out-

lines of the sections ou Physics ; ilechanics and Hydrau-

lics; Electricity & Magnetism; Bleaching of Pulp:

Finishing Operations: Paper Machines: Tub Sizing of

Papers; Treatment of Rag and other Fibres: Manufac-

ture of Sulphite Pulp.

Preliminarj^ copy of a portion of the manuscript

on Paper Machines has been received and examined,

two installments of the manuscript on Manufacture of

Soda Pulp have been received, one of them has been

examined by the Editor and one critic and passed on

to another. The manuscript of the section on Beating

is in the Editor's hands as well as the finished manu-

script for the section on Arithmetic and Mathematical

Applications.

Work is progressing on the sections referred to as

well as on a number of others so that the preparation

of the text is soing forward as well as can be expected.

CONTINENT-WIDE INTEREST IN TEXTBOOKS.
Mr. R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Joint Executive

Committee on Vocational Education, has sent to the

Pulp and Paper Magazine the following extracts from

two of the many letters he receives. These show that

interest in the textbooks under preparation by the

committee stretches from sea to sea. Progress is be-

ing made but patience will be found a convenient

virtue.

From Floriston, California.

"I am informed by the Editor of Paper Trade Jour-

nal that you are secretary of a committee preparing

Vocational works of the Paper Industry. I am work-

ing in a paper mill and trying to learn the business

in a thorough and practical manner. Therefore, if you

have any information that would be of value to a

student I would be more than pleased to hear from

you.
'

'

From Boston, Mass.

"While reading 'Paper' my attention was called to

an article entitled 'Skill and knowledge,' in which was

outlined a plan to enable paper makers to attain a

more comprehensive knowledge of the fine points in

paper-making, liy a correspondence course. Although
at present employed as a Post Office clerk, I am never-

theless interested in paper-making. In fact, I was
Itacktending before I was sworn into the Civil Service,

but on account of rheumatism was forced to resign,

l)Ut am in good physical condition at the present time.

"Would .vou ])lease communicate any information

you may have on the foregoing .subject.

"Please receive my appreciation for any inconven-

ience this mav eau.se vou."

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE
A-14—Qualities and tests of paper (as regards dur-

ability), (^ualite et essais des pajiiei-s. ) Papyropliile.

La papeterie. 41, p. US. (June 25. llilO.) The quality

of a paper does not depend entirely on its composition

and strength, for a well made paper manufactured
from second class materials may be superior to an im-

properly made paper prepared from high grade

materials. In the early days of woodpulp it may
have been inferior to rag stock, owing to imperfections

in the processes; but it is a very debatable question

if this still holds true at the present time, when the

quality of woodpulp is being improved every day
while that of rags is steadily decreasing. The mi-

croscope can certainly tell the nature and approximate
proportions of the various fibers, but gives no infor-

mation as to the method of preparation which exerts

a very great influence on the quality and durability

of the finished paper. Though the strength of the

paper may give valuable indications as to its quality,

it is not the only nor even the most important factor.

The conclusion to be drawn from Wurster's investiga-

tions is that the main cause of the deterioration of

paper is to be found in the acids which it contains,

or absorbs after manufacture, and this in turn depends
largely on the amount of hydrocelhdose in the paper.

The amount of hydrocellulose also affects the strength
of the paper. According to Wurster "A paper con-

taining no organic salts and no soluble organic com-
pounds, which for the most part are hygroscopic, is

much more likel.v to be durable than a paper merely
conforming to the Prussian specification." To ob-

tain a true appreciation of the durability and quality
of paper recourse should be had to physical and chem-
ical tests, and also to the paper experts. A Bureau
of Paper Standards, similar to the one in Xew York,
should be established, which would prepare specifica-

tions and standars for various kinds of papers, and
could act as arbitrators should occasion arise. The
strength of the paper can be determined in two ways;

—

by the use of the Nooley or the Mullen tester, which
gives the bursting strength; or by means of a dyna-
mometer, which give the tensile strength. Both give
valuable information.

Part 2. 41, p. 146. (July 10. 1919.;) A plea for
.standard methods of testing paper, and for establish-
ing permissible limits of variations from specifica-

tions. A number of examples are given of cases
where the paper expert may solve a problem where
chemical analysis fails to do so. (Continued.)—A.P.C.

E. 5. The chemistry of sulphite cooking. (An sujet
de la eonnaissance da processus de euisson de la pate
au bisulfite.) Chambovet, ex-ingenieur chimiste des
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Papeteries de I'Ariege. La Papeterie, 41, p. 14, (May
25th, 1919.) To arrive at a satisfactory and proper

method of cooking it is essential to know the compo-
sition of the liquor and the consumption of S0„ and
CaO at each stage of the process. Series of analyses

were carried out on liquors from industrial cooks and
not from experimental cooks. Total SOo, free S0„,

SOo combined with lime, SO, combined with organic

compounds, CaO, H^SO^, organic solids and inorganic

solids were determined. The direct, indirect, and
mixed systems of cooking were investigated.

Part. 2." 41, p. 65, (June 10, 1919.) The results ob-

tained on two cooks by each system are tabulated and
also shown graphically.

Part 3. 41, p. 110. (June 25, 1919.) The SO, con-

tent falls off steadily from the beginning to the end

of the cook. This is due to 3 main chemical causes;

viz., formation of stable organic compounds such as

lignosulfonie acid, formation of unstable organic

compounds of the nature of SO,—aldehydes, trans-

formation of SO, into acids of the theoretical series

and ultimately into H^SO^ ; and also to loss of SO,
with the relief gases. In direct cooking there is an
apparent lo.ss of SO, due to dilution of the liquor by
the condensed steam. The author discusses the con-

stitution of lignin and agrees with Klason's view that

it is a condensation product of coniferyl and oxj'^co-

niferyl alcohols.

Part. 4.. .41, p. 151, (July 10, 1919.) A further dis-

cussion of the constitution of lignin strengthening the

view that it is a condensation product of coniferyl

alcohol. The reaction with ILSO3 probably consists

in forming esters similar in constitution to phenyl-

sulphonic acid (benzenesulphonic acid.) Monohydric
]ihenols do not yield appreciable amounts of esters

with tLSOa, but react much more readily with HoSO^.
Polyhydric phenols; e.g., resorcin, react very readily

with H.,SO;j. (Lignin is a dihydric phenol.) (Con-

tinued.)—A.P. C.
K-7. Hydraulic elevator for refiner cylinders.

(beater rolls). 'Elevatmir hydraulique pour cylindres

de piles raffineuses dans les machines a papier.) Pr.

patent No. 484,736. F. W. Warren,, U. S. A. La Pa-

peterie, 41, p. 107, (June 25, 1919.) The patent covers

a device whereb.y the cylinder may be raised from
the bed plate and replaced without disturbing the

ail.iustment.—A.P.( '.

K-7 Improvement to (pulp) beaters. (Perfection-

nemcnts aux machines a battrc la pate a pajjicr. ) Fr.

Pat, 485,361. James Nuttal, England. La Papeterie, 41,

p. 60, (June 10, 1919.) By means of suitable partitions

and openings a thorough mixing of the stock as it

leaves the beater cylinder is obtained.—A.P.C.

K-7. Pulp refiner. .. (Dispositif de triturateur raf-

fincur pour pates a papiers ou a cartons.) Fr. No.

488,718. Neyret, Beylier & Cie. La Papeterie, 41,

p. 55, (June 10, 1919.) The refining surfaces consist

of two frustrums of cones, one of which is fixed, the

other revolving, the fixed one being corrugated or

supplied with blades on its concave surface and the

revolving one on its convex surface. The angle of the

cone ma.v vary from 50 degrees to 135 degrees. The
distance between the two surfaces may be regulated

by shifting either of them in a direction parallel to

the axis; or the fixed cone may be forced against the

revolving one with a constant pressure by means of

adjustable weights through a s.ystem of levers and
gears. The chamber from which the pulp passes be-

tween the refining surfaces is fitted with an agitator

so shaped that it throws the pulp between the refining

surfaces, thereby greatly decreasing the work to be

done bv the refiner and increasing its efficiency.—A.

P. C.

K-8. Notes on the coloring of paper. (Reflexions

sur la coloration.) B.L. La Papeterie, 41, p. 160,

(July 10, 1919.) At times paper-makers use as many
as 5 or even 10 different colors to obtain the proper
shade, while by a judicious choice of colors 2 or 3

Avould usuall.v be sufficient. It may be necessary to

use more when a mistake has been made. In that case

the law of complementary colors should be borne in

mind. The loading exerts a marked infhieuce on the
absorption of colors; on the whole they absorb min-
eral colors better than aniline colors. The former as

a class are also much more resistant to the action of

light than the latter. A fact worthy of consideration
is the increase in the weight of the paper due to min-
eral colors.—A.P.C.

K-10. Paper sizing. 0. Aschan... Meddelanden
fron Iiulustrins Centrallab., 1917, Nr. 4. Chem. Zentr.,

1919, 90, 11, 190, through J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 38, p.

357a, (1919). In the sizing of paper with rosin size

and alum, as much as two-tliirds of the weight of the
alum may be lost in the back-water. The running of
the stuff on the machine with circulation of the back-
water is an important factor in obtaining resistance to
ink. The sizing deposit itself consists of a mixture of
aluminium resinate with free rosin acids which can
be extracted with ether; there is also a small amount
of free aluminum hydroxide. An excess of free rosin
acid is not an effective substitute for a deficiency of
aluminium rosinate. Experiments made with resinate
precipitates without the presence of paper fiber indi-
cated that ferric and chomium salts could probably
be used to produce sizing effects, and certainly alu-
minum sulphate containing iron salts as an impurity
is a u.seful sizing agent. The percentage of free resin
acids in the sized paper appears to stand in a definite
relationship to the total alumina in the ash.—A.P.C.

K-12. Improvement to paper machines. (Perfee-
tionnements aux machines a papier et procede de fa-
brication.) Fr. patent No. 478,839. R. J. Marx, Eng-
land. La Papeterie, 41, p. 59, (June 10, 1919.) The
patent covers the employment of a suction roll under
the first couch felt.—A.P.C.

PULP AND PAPER MAGAZINE AT CHICAGO.
The Pulp and Paper Magazine of Canada, and other

.lournals published by the Industrial and Educational
Press, Ltd., will be "at home" in Booth 138, at the
National Exposition of Chemical Industries at Chicago.
Sept. 22-28. Mr. H. W. Thompson, the Western Adver-
tising Manager of the magazine, with his assistants,
will have charge of the booth. A cordial invitation is

extended to all friends to make themselves at home.
Members of the Technical Section who visit the Exposi-
tion are requested to register on arrival. Many are
expected to attend the Fall Meeting of the Technical
Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry.
The other magazines included are: Canadian Minina-

Joui-nal, Canadian Textile Journal, and Iron and Steel
of Canada.
The Canadian Seigneur of the Canadian Government

Merchant Marine, sailed last Friday on her inai.lt n trip
from Montreal to Liverpool, with a full cargo of
grain, pulp, newsprint, sugar, meats and lumber.
The Canadian Seigneur is the sixth Canadian-built

Government merchant steamer to enter in commission.
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UMTED STATES AOTES
Kollowiiifr luiiiu'rciiis coiifereiiees hot ween tlie inaiiu-

faeturers niul pai)er makers in llolyoke, Mass., and
vieinity, tlie demands of tlie latter for inereased waives

made several weeks ago through the Eagle Lodge of

l)aper makers were met more than lialf way hy the

nianufaelurers and new rates of \v<\y amounting to

an increase of 14 i)er eeiit will go into effeet September
1 and will eontiinie until July 1, 19'JO. Some 2,200

men, ineluding 1.700 tour workers in the paper mills

in llolyoke and 500 others in Wilbraham. Woronoeo
and Mittincague will be benefited by the inerea.se.

The tour workers" original demands ealled for an in-

crease of 25 per cent, anil the rate finally accepted

was but one of several counter propositions by the

manufacturers, all other suggestions by the latter hav

ing been flatly rejected. In the new working schedule

agreed upon the manufacturers acquiesce to the de-

mands of the workers in the matter of suspending

operations for 32 liours on Christmas and the Fourth

of .July holiday instead of 2-t liours as heretofore.

Officials of the Chemical Foinidation. according to

word from an authoritative source, have laid before

the President's advisers at the Peace Conference a plan

which they believe will protect adequately the inter-

ests of American dye consumers in connection with the

disposition of the German vat and other dyestnffs.

This plan provides, it is nnderstood. for the appoint-

ment of an impartial American representative who
shall represent neither the producers nor consumers

to go abroad and act for the United States in carry-

ing out the distribution of German dyestnffs offered

for export, as provided for under the provisions of the

peace treaty. Accompanying such a dye commission

would be a representative of the dye consumers and

a representative of the dye prodiicers who would act

as unofficial advisers of the commissioner. This plan

was put forward by the Foundation officials, it is said,

solely in the interest of American dye consumers. The

dye manufacturers, it was pointed out, have at present

adequate, if temporary, protection, but consumers

have little or no protection because of the fact that

the United States has no representative upon the

Inter-allied Reparation Commission, under whose di-

rection the German dye will be distributed.

The case of the Monarch Paper Company, of Kala-

mazoo. :Mich., against the Canadian Pacific Railroad,

involving the rate on china clay in bulk, carloads from

Montreal Wharf, Quebec, to Kalamazoo, has been de-

cided by the Interstate Commerce Commission in favor

of the paper company. The rate charged by the rail-

road company is declared to be unreasonable to the

extent that it exceeded the rate contemporaneouslv

applicable on china clay in packages, in carloads. The

amount of the reparation due the Monarch Paper Com-

pany is to be computed and an order issued for pay-

ment.
The Richardson Paper Company of Lockland. Ohio,

which, with its predecessor, the Haldeman Paper Com-

pany, has operated mills at Lockland for more than

fifty years, has authorized a new issue of stock total-

ling $1,000,000 preferred. "With the proceeds of the

sale of stock it is planned to retire all mortgage and

Hoatinff indebtedness. On the basis of expert report<

the ])ro]ierty is given a replacement value of $2,749,-

539.19, excluding good-will, trade names, etc. This
represents a value of more than $274 per share on the
|)referrcd and more than $102 on the common stock.

Since 189cS the business has consistently shown a profit

from operations each year. The million dollar issue

of stock was sold at 102 and will net 6.86 per cent on
the investment. Of the capitalization of .$2,000,000 in

l)referreil stock. $1,000,000 has been issued, and of the

common stock $1,700.00 of the $2,000,000 has been
issued.

The (ilendale Pajier and Pulp Company, recently
organized at Kalamazoo, Michigan, with a capital of

$250,000, has engaged Billingham & Cobb, mill en-

gineers ami architects, to draw up plans for a modern
plant to be erected at once on a site near the mill of

the Kalamazoo A'egetable Parchment Company. The
new concern will turn out as its main product paper
made by a process, just perfected, whereby waste wax
paper is reclaimed by separating the wax and recon-

verting it for use, while the paper is made into a pulp
and used again in the making of paper. Heretofore,

wax paper manufacturers have been destroying their

waste wax ])aper. The machinery for the projected

plant has been nearly all purchased, and it is planned
to rush construction work on the mill buildings so

that operations may be begun at an early date. The
officers of the newly formed organization are: Jacob
Kindleberger, president: W. J. Lawrence, vice-presi-

dent: S. Ward Kennedy, secretary, and C. S. Camp-
bell, treasurer.

As a .step toward conserving the decreasing supply
of American pulpwood used in the maiuifacture of

newsprint paper. Senator Watson of Indiana intro-

duced a resolution in the Senate last week authorizing

the Secretary of Agriculture to make a survey and
preliminary investigation of the nation's available pulp-

wood timber supply. The Secretary also would be

directed to make recommendations for pulpwood utili

zation. Tlie sum of $100,000 is asked to carry on the

survey and investigation.

Investors in business enterjirises in the I'nited States

are declared by an authority on investment securities

to ran well into the millions, whereas before the war
they were counted only by the hundreds of thousands.

Paper investments are proving attractive to a great
many. It is said to be sunjrising how many persons

of moderate means are investing in the paper industry.

The newly organized Universal Pulp Company of

St. Joseph, Michigan, expects that its plan will be in

operation by the first of October. The concern is

capitalized at $50,000, and present plans contemplate

the production at the outset of about ten tons of dried

box board a da.v.

A. D. Emery, of the Royal Securities Corporation,

has been elected one of the Montreal representatives of

the Dominion Publicity Committee for the 1919 Vic

tory Loan, with headquarters in Toronto. This com-

mittee has charge of a good part of the Victory Loan
literature, and this year, it is understood, a great deal

of it will be turned out in Montreal.
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The Thompson & Norris Co. of Canada, Limited,
nianiifacturcrs of corrujiratpd l)o.\('s, intend erecting a
larse addition to their jireinises at 353 Pape Avenue,
Toronto. The extension will be of briek, one-storey
liitrh, 287 x 150 feet, with steel eolumns and beams and
reinforced concrete slab construction.

In a recent note to an officer of the Canadian Paper
Trade Association in Toronto, A. L. Dawe, Secretary of
the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, Montreal,
^ays: "London is the centre of the world even yet. Am
finding very sympathetic attention for Canadian paper,
although it looks like a i-iinaway market in the United
"Elates and Canada."
A charter has been granted to the Fibre Packing Co.,

of Canada, Limited, with headipiarters at Walkerville,
Ont., to manufacture and deal in fibres, fibre-board,
fibre containers and other similar products. The capi-
tal stock is $100,000. Among the incorporators are
F. C. Walker, Detroit. J. H. Coburn, C. G. Benfield,
A. J. Gordon, Walkerville. and W. A. Smith, Kingsville.

P^ric Xordberg, of J A. Nordberg, limited, 30 Queen
Street, London. Eng., was in Toronto and Montreal last

week calling upon the paper trade in the interest of his

firm. He was on the search for various lines of Cana-
dian iriade papers and pulp.

R. P. M. Manning, of R. P. M. Manning & Co., mer-

chants, importers and exporters, Christchurch, New
Zealand, was in Montreal last week in an effort to

secure shipments of paper to New Zealand.

A charter has been granted to the Talking Book Com-
pany, Limited, with headquarters in Toronto and a capi-

tal stock of $125,000, to accpiire any interest in any in-

ventions, patents, licenses, copyrights, etc., conferring

an exclusive or limited right to use the same, or any

secret or other information as to any invention which

may seem to the company to be profitably dealt with,

and to manufacture and deal in talking books, talking-

dolls, animated toys of all kiiuls, advertising records and

the like. Among the incor|)orators are George R.

Sproat, Charles H. Kemp and John (
'. Thomson, of To-

ronto.

William Innes, of Merritton, who returned some time

ago from overseas and was for a considerable period

English representative of the Interlake Tissue Mills, is

spending a few weeks in Toronto, assisting in the super-

vision of the splendid exhibit of the company in the

Manufacturer's building at the Canadian National Ex-

hibition, Toronto. The Interlake Tissue Mills booth is

a centre of great interest and among the souvenirs

given away were some fifty thousand sample packages

of Interlake crepe paper table napkins, thousands of

])ati'iotic fan flags, hand m-irroi's and watch fobs.

The annual regatta of the residents of Trent Bridge,

Ont., was held on Friday of last week, and was a great

success. One of the most active members was W. P.

.

Christie of the John Christie Co., Toronto, who is a past

president of the Association.

J. J. Carriek, ex-M.P., Port Arthur, Ont.-, spent a few
davs in Toronto this week on business. He is tlie own-

er of the Pic river concession, the rights to cut pulpwood
on which he obtained from the Ontario government
in December, 1916, at fifty cents per cord and the usual
fees. It is understood that Mr. Carriek 's company will
shortly proceed with the construction of a large pulp
jilant at Port Arthur. When interviewed with regard
to the commencement of the work Mr. Carriek intimat-
ed that he had nothing to give out just at present.

I. H. Weldon, President of the Provincial Paper
Mills Co., Toronto, is spending a few days in Port
Arthur and vicinity. He stated that, if circumstances
warranted it, they would erect paper mill in Port
Arthur next spring, but he could not definitely state
when construction would be begun. While business
has been good there were other conditions to be taken
into consideration and the work would go ahead just
as soon as the company could see its way clear to do
so.

An instance of the progress of the times is indicated
in the announcement of an aerial survey firm in Nova
Scotia, who are advertising in the press "in Toronto and
other cities that they are prepared to enter into con-
tracts to photograph and .survey timber, pulpwood and
water areas in any of the eastern provinces or states and
to detect and report on forest fires as well as distribute
advertising propaganda of all kinds. In a recent inter
view, G. C. Piche, chief forester of Quebec Province
stated that the protection of timber limits so far by
aeroplanes has been very effective, and as soon as the
new system proved to be possible in all regions of the
province, it would be exclu.sively adopted.

A. M. Huestis. of Toronto, Canadian representative
of the Kalbgleisch Corporation of New York and Mrs
Huestis, who have been spending several weeks in
Maine, have returned home.

P. P. Nicely, manager of the LaSalle Paper Co
South Bend. Indiana, accompanied by his wife and Mas-
ter Robert, have been on a motor tour throughout On-
tario. While in Toronto they were the guests of their
sou. Captain Claude E. Nicely, of the staff of J M
Dent & Sons, Limited. ' ' '

G. W. Sulman, bookseller and .stationer, Chatham
Ont., who has represented West Kent in the Ontario
Legislature for the past eleven years in the Conserva
tive interest, announces that he intends to retire from
political life and will not again be a candidate Mr
Sulman is a former Mayor of Chatham.

T
^'^ ^' "^^'"-'"ove, representing John Dickinson & Co

London, Eng.. was in Toronto during the past week on
business on his way to Australia, where this widelyknown firm of Engli.sh paper makers intend establish
ing a branch plant. J. M. Dent & Sons, Toronto are
representatives of the company in Toronto, and 'it is
announced that Dickinson & Co. expect in the near
fut^ire to be able to ship some of their bond, envelone
and book papers to Canada. Mr. Wingrove is a former
officer of the 3rd Lancashire Fusiliers.
The strike of the employees of the St. Catharines

Niagara and Toronto railway in the Niagara district
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lias seriously intorfered witli the shipments of some of

the paper and pulp companies at Merritton and Thorold,

Ont., who use the cars of the road for switeliiii'r inir-

poses.

A. M. Barkwell. of the Barkwell Paper Co., Winni-

peg. Man., was in Montreal and Toronto duriu!,' the past

week eallinpr upon the paper trade.

F. J. Campbell, ireneral manajrer of the Canada Paper

Co., Windsor Mills, Que., has been spendin-r a pleasant

holiday at Lake Joseph. :\Iuskoka.

The" last issue of the Canadian Official Record has

reached its subscribers and, after a career of about a

year it is now numbered among the things of the past,

it is announced that the war being over and the high

cost of production are reasons for the suspension. Late-

ly it has been costing about six hundred dollars a week

for each edition of the Record, which was never very

enthusiastically received by the press of Canada since

it contained only Orders-in-Couueil and department ac-

tivities at Ottawa, and other stale news, and the news

lacked interest and freshness when it reached readers.

Stauntons. Limited, manufacturers of wall paper. To-

ronto, have taken over the factory at the corner of Mc-

Alpine and :McMurrich Streets. Toronto, which was un-

cil lately occupied by the McAlpine Tobacco Co.. who

have removed to Hamilton. The building is 120 a 50

feet four stories, including the basement, and will be

used bv Stauntons, Limited, as a warehouse.

The large stable of the St. :\raurice Paper Co. at Three

Rivers, Que., was recently destroyed by fire, the loss

being $20,000. partly covered by insurance. Twenty-

four'^liorses. fifty loads of hay and a carload of oats were

also consumed. The origin of the fire is unknown.

J. S. A. "WTiealy. President of the Corrugated Paper

Box Co.. 187 Geary Ave.. Toronto^ias had plans pre-

pared for a large" paper bag factory which will cost

$75,000 to erect.

Col. J. B. :Maclean, President of the :Maclean Publish-

ing Co., Toronto, lost his only son Hector :Maclean, aged

sixteen years, the end coming suddenly when the boy

was holidaying at Cochrane Camp, Temagami. Acute

indigestion" was the cause of death. The deceased was

a student at Upper Canada College and his parents were

summering at St. Andrews-by-the-Sea, N.B., when they

received the sad news.

Martin Yaliquette. forest engineer of Quebec city,

lost his life by drowning when surveying the forests on

the North shore of the Gulf of St. Lawrence for the

Quebec Department of Lands and Forests. Two others,

who were in the canoe with him when it upset, would

also have met death, had not a guide who was following

them struck out in the rushing waters and rescued

them.
It is expected that the annual meeting of the Cana-

dian Paper Trade Association wil be held in Montreal

on Monday. September 15th. The Toronto and Win-

nipeg members are favourable to this date, according

to Secretary N. L. Martin, of Toronto, and as soon as

approval is" obtained from the Montreal and eastern

members, notices will be sent out to the trade.

W. S. Barber, of the staff of the Provincial Paper

Mills Co.. Toronto, has returned from spending his holi-

days in Detroit.

H. L. Davidson and his brother, who have been over-

seas, spent a few days in Toronto this week calling upon

the members of the paper trade. Messrs. Davidson were

members of the Australian army and were on their way

to the Coast. They will visit a number of United States

. itios V.pfore their return. H. L. Davidson repre.sents

K. S. Wigg & Son. Limited, Adelaide, South Australia,

and interviewed a n\nnber of mainifacturers in regard

to securing Canadian pai>cr of all kinds for the Anti-

I
lodes.

J. E. Dennie. Limited, with a capital stock of ^2-i.-

000 and head(|iiartci-s in Toronto have been incorporat-

ed to deal and sell merchandise and groundwood pulp,

sulphite pulp, sulphate pulp, paper, paper bags, card-

board and other material. The incorporators of the

companv are W. II. Dwycr. John A. Loa. Harold A.

Miller and ("has. W. Hall, all of Ottawa.

The People's Printing Co., Limited, with headquar-

ters in Winnijieg and a capital stock of $10,000 has

been granted a charter to do a general printing and pub-

lishing business. .•Kmong the incorporators are B. Lev-

covitch and S. Simkin.

The Canadian Paper Trade Association has under
consideration the matter of issuing a booklet on the

trade customs of the organization which will be dis-

tributed to retailers, printing establishments and oih(?r

consumers. The need of such a publication has been

felt for some time,

A federal charter has been granted to the Leader
Publishing Co. of ^lontreal. Limited, with a capital

stock of $20,000 and headquarters in Montreal. The
company is empowered to carry on business as proprie-

tors and publishers of newspapers, books, niaeaziiies,

etc., and to do a printing, lithographing and book-bind-

ing business. Among the incorporators arc Thos. P.

Hawatt, Joseph G. Vanwtberghe. Sanuu^l W. Malcolm,
R. R. Chaput and others.

DISCOVERED PULPWOOD BY AIRPLANE IN
LABRADOR.

Curling, Nfld.. Aug. 22.—Cruising in airplanes over
Labrador disclosed great timber lands from -which mil-

lions of cords of pulpwood could be cut and rolled to

streams for direct shipment, members of a Boston ex-

jiedition which spent the past month there said to-day.

The expedition was forced to halt here on its re-

turn when the steamer Granville struck an iceberg

and experienced boiler trouble in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence.
Captain Daniel Owen, R.A.F.. head of the expedi-

tion and other members of the party left to-night by
train for Boston.

The expedition, which included in its equipment
three airplanes and comprised a personnel of twenty
persons, among them five aviators, operated seventy

miles north of Battle Harbor. Two million acres of

timber lands was explored by air and by the ordinary

methods of timber cruising. Pictures taken from the

air, numbering 13,000. are said to show dense growths

of pulp material in such manner that the most avail-

able places could be located readily. This use of the

airplane was looked upon as opening a new field for

commercial aviation.

The planes cruised inland for more than 100 miles,

flying at heights of 2,000 to 9.000 feet.

PULP MILL PROJECTED AT SILLERY.
Quebec.—From reliable sources it is learned that an

option has been taken upon property situated around

Sillery Cove for its eventual purchase for the erec-

tion of a nine million dollar pulp mill.

The promoters are well known American financiers

and practical pulp mill men.

The option will expire in thirty days.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, August LT).—Business in all lines of paper

keeps up to a splendid level. There is a big demand
for newsprint which grows keener all the while and
prices are bound to ascend if the law of supply and
demand regulates affairs. Circulation of all the big
dailies is increasing all the while and advertising is

strong. Large space is being used in many dailies

ami weeklies by the Ontario Referendum Committee
in iMiuneetion with the forthcoming vote on the On-
tario Temperance Act, which will take place some
time in October.
A recognized authority on i)ulilicity announces that

figures secured from tlie leading dailies indicate that
Canadian newspapers are favored with a substantially

increased volume of advertising as compared with a

year ago. Figures for the first six months of 1919,

as compared with the same period in 1918, show gains
ranging from 15 to 35 per- cent. Had it not been
for the unsettled conditions due to strikes, the increase

would uiuloubtedly liave been greater. All indica-

tions point to new high records during the coming
fall and winter.

The pulp and paper companies are in a measure pre-

paring for next year and most of them will send
larger numbers of men to the bush than ever to get

out pulpwood, but the expense will be higher. Wages
range fully as high as last season while provisions

show an augmented outlay from ten to fifteen per
cent. Operating costs in paper mills are going up all

the while owing to steady jumps in wages, freight

and cartage rates, raw materials, eoal, etc. The only
encouragement is that there will be a greater number
of men for the camps than a .year ago. Hay and oats

are very much higher than last year. Hay is now
being held by farmers at $25 per ton and up in the

barns, loose oats are also np.

The box-board manufacturers recently rais(*d their

rates ten per cent due to the advance in wages and
the increase in the cost of raw material. There is a

good demand for groundwood pulp and quite a number
of inquiries are now being received from the other pide

of the line. Sulphite is strengthening constantly.

Notices are being received by Canadian jobbers from
firms over the line withdrawing all prices. One firm
state that they have had in effect since early in the
year a guarantee against a raise in the prices of their
fine writing papers and that guarantee is now removed
in view of economic developments. There has been
an advance of one cent in matrix papers and blotting
papers. Another concern sends word to Canadian
customers that, for the purpose of avoiding any mis-
understanding, all prices are quoted in United States
currency or New York exchange. At this time U. S.

dollars are at a premium in comparison with the Can-
adian dollar. Retiring invoices with New York ex-

change will, therefore, be the equivalent of a slight

increase in their cost to Canadian customers. The firm
adds, "This is a burden which we sincerely regret
that you are required to assume, but, as stated, our
price is based on U. S. currency and it is necessary for

us to secure an income of equal value."
There are numerous inquiries from Great Britain and

other countries for Canadian paper of every kind and
during the past week representatives of half a dozen
importing houses and agencies were in leading cities

of Canada looking for supplies. British consumers
are showing great interest in the paper products of the

Dominion and are prepared to meet the Canadian pro-

ducers more than half way. There is a slight improve-
ment in shipping conditions although tonnage rates

still remain abnormal. Toilet and tissue mills are

away behind in orders, and it is rumored that another
coated paper plant will shortly undertake the work
of extending in order to keep pace with the business

in hand. Envelope manufactiirers report trade as

rather quiet at the present time, but all other branches

in the stationery line say there is no let up in the

amount of business that is coming their way. There
is an active requisition for building papers of all kinds

and all materials that enter into the manufacture of

roofing such as tar paper, fibres, etc. Shingles have

gone so high in price that other roofing material is in

abnormal demand. With the approach of fall, busi-

ness is getting better all the while in all sections of

paper and pulp making, and before many weeks elapse.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL,
8313

NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you hav*

any surplus to

offer write us
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tlicre will bi' soiiio iiidiiNtrii's wlm will iiinlcrliikc tlu'

work of extension.

Wrappings are moving in good volnnie and the do

mand for kraft is keen, with prices likely to go up in

the near future. Speeialty mills have all that they

ean attend to and the prospeet of aetivity in all jn-iiit

ing establishments is exceptionally bright. The rag

and paper stock market continues to reflect a lively

.state of affairs and there is a decided shortage in

cuttings and clippings, while all the local sources of

supply are being scoured. Prices on every item show

a tendency to rise. There has been only one ])rice

reduction in paper in Toronto in a long time, and that

is on sulphite bond, which has been cut about a cent

and a half per iiouml in order to meet certain com

petition.

At the annual Press Day held this week at the Can-

adian National Exhibition. Toronto, about one hun-

dred and fifty publishers from various parts of the

province foregathered and all rei)orted business a-

good and the outlook for the fall in their respective

communities as favorable. This augurs well for the

paper trade because the country publisher is a good

barometer of local conditions. He consumes a large

portion of the product of the paper mills. A number

complain of the shortage of help in several towns and

the difficultv in securing printers.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, August :^:i.--Thc market for paper con-

tinues in a very strong position. Demand shows no

abatement ; if anything, it is gaining momentum as the

fall months draw near, and indications are that it will

become stronger as is customary toward autumn.

There has been quite some apprehension felt by many

members of the trade as to whether the activity in the

market during recent weeks did not constitute that

which usually arises along about the end of September

when consumers and jobbers commence to cover their

fall requirements. Others, however, have contended

that the present spell of buying has been nothing else

than the usual period of spring activity, delayed thi.s

year because of abnormal conditions growing out of

the war. Present indications are that those who en-

tertained the latter view are correct and that the

market will pass out of the prevailing spell of heavy

buying right into the fall activity. In this event, the

market has several months of continued buying ac-

tivity ahead of it.

The situation in newsprint paper is rapidly reach-

ing a critical stage in the States. The increase in

consumption during the past few months has been of

such extent that mills are finding themselves unable

to fill all the wants of publishers, and everythmg

seems to point to a serious famine in paper of this

kind before many more weeks have passed. Ordinarily

manufacturers pile up a surplus during the summer

which tides them over the heavy consumption in the

fall and winter, but this year such demands have been

made upon them by consumers that practically no sur-

plus exists. It is estimated that the production of

newsprint on this side of the border has increased

at the most this year six per cent, whereas consumption

has been fully 2.5 per cent larger, which figures alone

are sufficient to tell the story. Had it not been for

Government regulations, there is no telling where

prices might have advanced to within the pa.st several

months, and now that the time is drawing nigh when

federal restrictions are to be removed, newspaper pub-

lishers are showing considerable nervousness over

w liiit iiiiiy happen, although the situation has reached
the |i(iint where it is no longer a question of jirice

to them as it is in acquiring sufficient pajicr to carry

the recortl-hreaking volume of advertising they aro

being favored with.

The fine paper market is possessed of a ver.\- firm
undertone, and manufacturers are finding; a ready
outlet for virtually all of the product tlii'v have to

dispose of. Mills are running at ea])ai'ity aiul yet

available sujjplies do not appear adequate to meet the

demand. One reason for the large consumption of

hoiid and ledger pa|irrs at present is that business

houses of all varieties are conducting vast circulariz-

ing cami)aigns in an effort to establish themselves
in new markets aiul to secure their shai-e of the in-

<'i-cased business resulting from the war.
Wrapiiing papers also are firm in price and are

moving in steadily increasing (luantities. Consumers
and jobbers arc endeavoring to get an early start in

covering their needs for the holiday season, and are
placing orders with apparent random wherever they
can get them accepted. Tissues are firm and in good
demand. Rag papers are sought in increasing volume
and glassine j)ai)ers are finding a ready market.

Keneweil vigor characterizes the board market. Mills,

practically without an exception, are booked far ahead
and are running their maehiiu^s at full cajiacity trying
to make some headway in catching up with orders.

Box-makers are buying actively apparently in the fear

that if they do not cover holiday requirements now
they will be unsuccessful in getting all the board need-

ed, and are freely meeting the prices quoted.

Ground wood.—Demand for nuchanically ground
wood shows no al)atement and the market I'ulcs ex-

ceedingly strong. NeM'sprint mills are constantl,y on

the lookout for available supplies and are quickly

absorbing such lots as are offered in the open market
without stopping to squabble over prices, with the re-

sult that producers are receiving top market prices in

almost every selling transaction. About $30 per ton

at the grinding plant is the figure generally asked

and paid for ground wood of prime quality, anl re-

ports are heard of some sales at beyond this level.

Chemical Pulp.—Although paper manufacturers have

not been quite as keen buyers this week, demand has

been of broad enough proportions to absorb all the

supply offered, and prices have ruled strong, with ad-

vancement recorded in one or two instances. Kraft

pulp, of both domestic and foreign make, has been

especially firm, this being due to the demand emanat-

ing from board mills more than to any other cause.

Demand for kraft pulp, in fact, has assumed propor-

tions which manufacturers and dealers did not enter-

tain even the fondest hopes for a few months ago.

and the greater portion of the surplus stock existing

at that time has been removed from the market, with

consumers still purchasing in a manner that seems

likely to create a scarcity before long. Domestic kraft

of standard quality is selling freely at $90 per ton at

the pulp mill, or at the same price quoted on Scan-

dinavian kraft, which in itself is indicative of the

strong demand in this country. Newsprint sulphite is

another strong item, and is easily fetching .+70 to $75

at the pulp mill. Easy bleaching sulphite is moving in

good volume at $95 to $100, while domestic bleached of

No. 1 grade is almost unobtainable under $120 a ton.

with sales reported in some cases at .$1.25.

Rags.—The rag market has quieted down to a further

degree this week, but there has been little alteration

in values chiefly because dealers and packers are hold-
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iiig stocks at firm prices. Evidently n fiood uiiiiiy

paper mills have eovered their re(|iiir(>)iR'iits for at

least a short time throujrh recent piirehasps. and the
retirement of these buyers has taken away mneh of the
snap to the demand that was such a feature np to

several weeks ago. Packers declare, however, that it

costs them just as much as heretofore to replace the
rags they sell and they therefore arc refusing to dn
business unless securing the prices wanted. Xp«- cut-

tings of all kinds are very firndy held and buyers
seeking bargain lots are having scant success. No. 1

white shirt cuttings are selling at around 15.50 ceut.^

a pound f.o.b. New York, with an occasional transfer
of a particularly fine grade of these rags by a dealer
to a mill at 16 cents. Old whites arc ouotai)ly steadv
at a basis of about 7.50 cents New York, while re-

packed thirds and blues are moving in a fairly con
sistent manner at prices ranging from 4.25 to 4.50

cents f.o.b. ship]iing point. Roofing rasrs are firm and
moving well notwithstanding continued heavy arrivals

from abroad, the i)resent basis of ]>rices beina: between
2.80 and '^ cents f.o.b. New York for No. 1 packing.
Paper Stock,—Prices on old paper have advanced

this \\(>cl< in startling fashion. Following the settle-

ment of the strike among sorters and collectors in

New York at the end of last week, box board manu-
facturers came into the market and began buying iii

a reckless numner, their one ob.iect ai)parently beins!

to get stock irrespective of its cost. The logical re-

sult was tluit values have gone skyward, prices

throughout the list having scored net advances aver-

aging $5 per ton. No. 1 mixed paper and folded news.
the two grades mainly used by board mills, have led

the demand, and sales of the former at 90 to 95 cents
per 100 pounds New York, representing a rise of .$5

to ^ii a 1(111. have liccii recorded, while folded news-
papers have jumped in jirice from 70 to 75 cents to
aliove .+1 per 100 ])ounds, sales having been made at

>1.<)-) at the pciiiit of shiimient. Savings and ledirer

stock, while not encountering the demand prevailing
for low grades, have been greatly cnlianccd in value,

and mills appear to be flocking into Ihc market to

buy bcfori' jirices take another jump. Five ami one-

lialf cents jxm- pound is about the lowest dealers will

entertain orders for No. 1 hard white shavings, while
4.50 cents is the minimum price considered on soft

white shavings of No. 1 quality. Rooks and magazines
have sold at 2.65 to 2.75 cents f.o.b. New York, an

advance of nu)re than '^^y per ton: kraft paper is easil.v

commandinL' :5.25 cents, ledgers and writings 2.75 cents

and No. 1 manilas 1.30 to 1.40 cents.

Rope and Bagging.—Denuind for old rope and bag-

ging lias undergone little change of importance this

week and jiriccs i-eniain at about the same levels. Con-

sumers are buying in a reserved manner, yet on the

whole are absorbing fairly large tonnages, at any rate

sufficient to sustain values. No. 1 manila rope is sell-

ing at 5.75 to 6 cents per pound at the shipping point

and ex-dock, and the market appears to be unusuall,\'

bare of large accumulations, which condition iS cfe;a-

tive of ii firm tone to prices. Scrap })egging is mov-
ing in restricted volume at a price basis of 3 cents a

jtound f.o.b. New York for No. 1 packing, with roofing

bagging commanding 2.50 to 2.60 cents. Ounny is

firmly held at between 3.50 and 3.75 cents at the iioint

of shi]unent.

Safety note: A stitch in time faud the right place)

saves the rent.
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EDITORIAL

IMPORTANCE OF CHEMICAL INDUSTEIES.
To state which is the most important class of indus-

try is about as easy as to say who won the war. The

eases are quite comparable. We may truly say that

each class of fundamental industries is most important,

because without it, the others would be seriously crip-

pled, if not put entirely out of business. Thus we can-

not live without farming, ranching and dairying, but

these can not be carried on without machinery nor mar-

ket their products without means of transportation and

business organizations.

The importance of some industries, liki' farming, tex-

tile manufacture and wood-working is obvious. Others,

like many of the chemical industries are more like an

unobtrusive, powerful force, that is felt rather than

seen. Of course we are aware of some plants that are

smelled so need not be seen.

Events of recent years have shown the world that

industrial chemistry is the keystone of nearly the whole

industrial structure. This fact was clearly shown by

the lamentations that arose when a comparatively few-

chemical products which had been habitually imported

from Germany were shut out by the war. Among them

were fertilizers, glassware, medicines and colors. To

make good the lack, an immense industry had to be

built up—almost out of thin air. England and France,

Canada and the United States, all were affected. Enor-

mous plants for the manufacture of explosives, fertil-

izers, dyestuffs, metallurgical products and a host of

other things were quickly developed. And with the

growth of these industries there was necessarily a cor-

responding development of processes and equipment.

An interesting index of the growth of the chemical

and allied industries has been the size of the National

Exposition of Chemical Industries from year to year.

The first four were held in New York, where more and

more space had to be acquired till last year it occu-

pied four floors of the spacious Grand Central Palacr.

This year the management have decided to hold the

affair in Chicago, making use of the huge Coliseum and

the Armoury. It will not be surprising if an even big-

ger success is scored than in past years. Chicago as a

manufacturing centre is but little appreciated bj' those

who have not been there. Moreover, it is central to

many industries that would be a long wa.y from home

on Broadway—or Lexington Ave.

The time of the exposition has been well chosen, as

former years have proved. The week of Sept. 22nd

seems convenient for everybody. And everybody goes.

The attendance in New York was numbered by thous-

ands each day. An examination of the booths is a

liberal education. Many processes are seen in opera-

tion and wonderful apparatus is explained and inter-

esting products may be examined. The value of such

examination is shown by the fact that a principle first

applied to metallurgical work is now in successful oper-

ation in a pulp mill. Once an alert technical man or

superintendent sees a machine working or can examine

it with explanations from an engineer, he can tell im-

mediately whether it will fit somewhere in his plant.

It is by borrowing ideas that progress is made.

Not the least important feature of the exposition is

the number of technical and engineering societies which

hold meetings during that week. The one that par-

ticularly concerns us is the Technical Association of

the Pulp and Paper Industry whose meeting is called

for September 24, 25, 26 and 27 (Wednesday to Satur-

day). A full announcement appears on another page.

A pleasant part of the program is the trip to the For-

est Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis. Several op-

portunities arc afforded for visiting the exhibits. It

is hoped that a large number will attend from Canada,

as well as from the United States.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine, with the other jour-

nals published by the Industrial and Educational Press,

will be at home to all visitors in Booth 138. Canadians

are especially invited to make it a rendezvous.

THE JUDGMENT.

The long awaited day arrived last week. After long

and serious consideration the Paper Control Tribunal

expressed the opinion that for the five months, July,

August, September, October and November, 1918, the

basic price for newsprint paper in Canada should have

been $66 per ton. As B. K. Sandwell intimated might

be the case when he addressed the Newsprint Service

Bureau, the manufacturers do not get what they re-

ceived. This, of course, applies only to those months

—

months in which Canadian mills operate under the

most favorable conditions. As the Controller had set a

price of $69 per ton, publishers who bought Canadian

paper during that time are entitled to a refund on

credit of $3 for each ton received.

Paper manufacturers are naturally disappointed, but

have played the game too well to kick at the umpire's

decision. Yet it can not be said they have lost the

game, since it now stands like a tug-of-war with the

worker on the manufacturers' side of the line, as shown
on another page.

Subsequent to the period considered by the judges the

costs of production have been unquestionably higher
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than for the months covered. It will be very surpris-

ing indeed if the Tribunal does not let the $6'» price

stand, if it is not raised.

The most interesting infonnation would hv an oi)iiiion

from the tribunal on the $50 price originally saddled on

the manufacturers and the $52.10 price subsequently

forced by the Controller. Let lis hope there will be

no future occasion for trouble of this iicriod between

paper maker and publisher.

PULP AND PAPER MAGAZINE .'September 4. lf)1!»

CIIAHACTEK CorNTS MOST.

A recent canvass of 6,000 engineers in various fields

for the purpose of finding out the essentials for suc-

cess in the engineering professions brought the follow-

ing results. On the basis of 100 points the average

opinion of the engineering men is that character counts

24, judgment 19.5, efficiency 16.5, understanding of

men 15, knowledge of fundamentals 15, technique 10.

In other words, the value of a man as an engineer is

75 per cent due to human qualities and only 25 per cent

to a'equired knowledge.

It seems to us not exactly correct to say that one of

these qualities is more effectively important than an-

other any more than to say the boiler plate, the tubes

or the rivets should be considered the most important

part of a boiler.

This is but another instance of the composite nature

of success. We all know men who rank high in the

"human" qualities mentioned, but still remain in re-

latively small positions because they lack the means or

power of giving expression and effect to their natural

ability. On the other hand there are many who have

had every advantage of education and training in tech-

nique who are well characterized as "sticks." They

are hard, stiff, unbending, and while they may be

straight they fail to fit in with men as men. The two

classes of qualities must go together and we believe that

every item in the list is susceptible of being trained,

partly by teachers and books, but more effectively by

self-discipline and mixing with men.

The fundamental education for the successful en-

gineer, then, is the general training that develops char-

acter, co-operation with one's fellows, appreciation of

civil obligations and social responsibilities.' On such a

foundation is built a truly efficient technical educa-

tion, whether in high school, evening school or engineer-

ing college. Without such a foundation in character we

are sure to have a lop-sided structure in many cases.

Hence the need for a more carefully planned curricu-

lum than most of our schools can now boast of. More

attention must be paid to these "human" qualities.

There must be something in the way of character to

build on, of course, but it is easier to introduce the

seeds of right conduct in school days than to wait till

the ground is full of weeds. It is harder to accomplish

at the time when so-called technical education is usually

undertaken.

Technical education and manual training arc highly

important to the proper equipment of the effective citi-

zen, but let us not forget or neglect the more important

training of the mind and character that makes for the

perfection of the conscientious citizen, whether man or

woman, workman or employer, banker or clerk, rail-

road man or member of Parliament.

WHERE IS WALTER CLIFEORD?
Any information regarding the address of Mr. Walter

Clifford will be greatly appreciated by a reader of this

magazine. Our correspondent says he was recently em-

ployed at Cargie, U.S.A., whieh may mean Garfield,

N.J.

COBWEBS.
It is understood that Wayagamack is intending to in-

stall a second set of machines. If this is a result of the

rosy report of opportunities in England recently

brought back by Mr. Hodge, of the concern which re-

presents the big kraft mill over there, we may confi-

dently expect to sec similar artion 1)y other progressive

concerns.

Canadians can truly .sympathize with the French in

their trouble with the for(>st fires that are raging in

the vicinity of Toulon.

The Oovernment is to be congratulated for estab-

lishing a Federal Department of Public Health.

Health and education are matters that have not received

at Ottawa the attention they deserve. An effective

ministrv will be a blessing to the whole country.

There is nothing especially consoling to shippers in

the announcement that British control of ocean rates

has been relaxed. While it is only fair that British

owners have the opportunity as neutral carriers, who

have enjoyed as much as 55s per ton while English-

men were limited to 47s 6d, the difference may have a

weighty effect on the ability of some industry to ex-

port goods at a profit.

"The Malay peninsula is now supplying more than

two-thirds of the world's tin." What becomes of it all?

A friend (?) has picked on us for using the heading

in a recent number, "Bahr Brothers Began as Boys."

We are informed that this expression is absolutely cor-

rect.

Isn't it surprising what a wide interest in the pulji

and paper industry is taken by the Canadian press?

Hardly an issue is_ printed without some reference to

a particular mill or the industry in general. Too bad the

management is not always as cordial as the editor.
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Notes on the Cooking and Washing of Rags
By E. Arnoulcl.

(Trauslated from Le Papier, 22, :\ra.v, 1919), for the

Pulp and Paper Magazine, by A. Papineau-Couture..

In the manufacture of fine and semi-fine papers

the preliminary treatment of the rags is of the utmost
importance. The treatment should be varied accord-

ing to the properties of the rags and those desired

in the pulp, and should not be uniform for all kinds

of rags, as is too often the ease. The proper sorting

and cooking of the rags reveals the knowledge and
experience of the paper manufacturer.

The purpose of the treatment of the rags is to free

them of all impurities, which consist of dyes, incrust-

ing matter from the plants, fattj', albuminoid and
pectose matters, gums, starches, and dirt. Bj' means
of a properly conducted treatment, pulps are obtain-

ed which have retained the original strength of the

fiber, or on the other hand, which are very pure and
have the desired softness. In all cases an efficient

cooking greatly facilitates proper shredding, washing,
bleaching and refining, so as to give a strong, smooth,
unshrivelled paper.

However, an intimate knowledge of the manufac-
ture of papers enables me to say that some rags do
not have to be treated : but these are exceptional cases,

and the stock obtained from them is not very pure,

nor can it be bleached, coloured, or sized well. They
are :—white linen or cotton rags which have beerj

subjected to repeated launderings or bleachings with
Javel water or in which there has been a certain con-

sumption of the fiber due to constant exposure to

air and light ; rags having a decided colour, such as

black, blue, red, etc., whieli may be used for colour-

ed papers; new white starched cotton clippings which
are used for parchment paper for deeds, bank-notes,

etc., and which are nearly always resized with gelatine.

The stocks from these untreated rags hinder the

proper sizing with rosin, because the fibers are not

bare but are covered with various impurities which
prevent them from having the required affinity for

the size, which consequently does not adhere and does

not penetrate into the cells and stay there after the

usual chemical precipitation.

Hard flax and hemp rags, bleached or unbleached
thread-waste, flax or hemp tow, cordage, and twine,

must be subjected to a treatment .suited to their hard-
ness, the nature of the iiicrusting matter to be elimin-

ated, their cleanliness, and the kind of papex for

which they are to be used.

. It is a great mistake, which is Init too ofte7i made, to

give a mild treatment in order to ol)tain a stronger or

more resistant pulp. Properly cooked rags are more
easily washed and re(|uire less power in shredding:
the fibers are more easily loosened and separated;
they are more easily and economically bleached ; the

refining is easier; and the fibers are longer and their

physical structure less impaired. It may seem
paradoxical to say that ]iaper made from rags having
been subjected to an energetic treatment is stronger

than if the rags have only had a mild treatment, but

* 1 kilo per sq. cm.

Intor's Xotc.

=13.25 lbs. per sq. in. Trans

it is true nevertheless. Our conviction is based on
30 years' experience during 12 of which we used all

the hardest kinds of rags, including flax and hemp
tow. No competent authority can deny that pulps

prepared from hard, improperly cooked rags are

hard to bleach, do not refine properly when mixed
with other stock, do not pass through the screens,

cause improper felting of the stock of the machine,
and greatly decrease the transverse strength of the

paper.

Having decided on the proper method of cooking,

it should be noted that there are three factors to be
taken into consideration:—

-

1.—The amount of alkali per 100 kilos of rags.

2.—The increase in temperature in the digester.

3.—The time of cooking.

Every manufacturer should determine beforehand
the relative importance of these factors, taking into

consideration the needs and resources of the mill, and
the greater or less ease of obtaining supplies; eoal,

lime, soda ash, caustic, etc.

As a rule, treatment with lime alone under a press-

use of 4 to 41/0 kilos * (53 to 60 lbs.) decolorizes the
rags, frees them from incrusting matter, destroys
traces of wool, and softens the stalks.

Soda ash removes the grease, and also the incrust-

ing matter by dissolving albuminoid and pectose mat-
ter, gums, etc.

The action of caustic soda is the most energetic,
owing to the more complete saponification of the sub-
stances to be removed from the rags. But it should
be used only when other means would not give the
desired results, as it acts on the fibers, is hard on the
digesters, and often causes dangerous burns to the
workmen.
No matter what alkali is used, it should have a high

test.

The selection of lime must be carefully made, as it

should have a high percentage of available CaO and
be relatively white. Where supplies must be laid in

for some time ahead, certain precautions must be ob-
served. When exposed to a moist atmosphere, it be-
comes air-slaked and crumbles, the available CaO
falls off, and there is considerable loss. It may be
kept in barrels for several weeks if stored in a dark,
drv place. If such a place is not available, it is advis-
able to slake it in brick or concrete tanks and to pro-
tect it from the air by a sufficiently deep layer of
water.

I shall not go into the precautions to be taken in
the preparation of the liquor, though they largely,
influence the cleanliness of the stock.
When the cooking is finished in the rotary digester;

the pressure mu.st be allowed to fall, the liquor drawn
off, and the stock washed. The steam is usually turn-
ed off about three hours before the end of the cook,
so that at the end it is generally under about 1.5 kilos
(20 lbs.) pressure. This steam must now be removed
and the stock freed from the boiling alkaline liquor,
which holds in solution much insoluble matter which
should be separated at a sufficiently high temperature
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to prevent its precipitation on the rags. In many
mills, after the steam has been relieved, the cover is

removed and the contents of the digester, both liquor

and stock, dumped on perforated plates. Part of the

liquor drains through the plates and the remainder

stays in the stock. The sudden coolinpr reprecipitates

on the ragrs the impurities which were dissolved in

hot liquor, thereby defeatinpr the object of the treat-

ment. Washing in clean cold -water does not dissolve

out these reprecipitated impurities, and the harm is

done.

The stages of the process .should be quite distinct

and are as follows :

—

1.—Charging the digester;

2.—Introducing the liquor;

3.—Adjusting the water level in the digester;

4.—Putting under pressure ;

5.—Time of cooking;
6.—Turning off the steam ;

7.—Allowing the steam pressure to drop

;

8.—Relieving the steam ;

9.—Removal of the hot liquor by progressive dilu-

tion;

10.—Washing the cooked rags;
11.—Dumping the stock.

The most rational method of washing would be by
means of hot water, in the digester: but this would
be too expensive. The following method is quite

practical and gives good results:

—

The digester should be provided with a large cast

iron cock, about 150-180 mm. in cross-section, placed
opposite the charging-hole so as to counter-balance
the weight of the cover. At the end of the cook the
digester is stopped with the tap uppermost, and the
remaining steam is relieved. The digester is then
about two-thirds fnll of boiling liquor. It is then
started up again, with the tap still open, and cold water
is introduced through the trunnion. The liquor es-

capes each time the tap is below the level of the liquid
in the digester, and at the same time it is slowly diluted
by the cold water. In 20 to 25 minutes the liquor is

all discharged, and washing is continued with fresh
water until it comes out perfectly clear. The agita-

tion of the stock caused by the rotation of the digester
ensures a very thorough washing. The cover is then
removed and the stock dumped.

Should it be impossible to fit the digester with the
large tap above-mentioned, the u.sual cover-plate may
be replaced by one suitably perforated.

CONDITION OF FRENCH PAPER INDUSTRY
Opinions varies as to the state of the French paper

industry at present and its immediate prospects.
"The paper industry in France is in a better condition

than most other industries." said Lieutenant Wil-
liam T. Harrison. Jr. vice-president of the William T.
Harrison Paper Company, St. Louis, returned recently
to St. Louis after ten months' service in France.
"Here we are at the end of the world cataely.sm

which paralyzed the French paper industry in par-
ticular. '" writes a correspondent of Le Papier. "A few
mills have centineud to make, although in an inter-
rupted fashion, a fair imitation of their usual grades
of paper.

"The reasons at work in causing this defective
progress are : The lack and hands and scarcity of raw
materials of all kinds; the failure, no less vital, of
secondary materials, loading, sizing, bleachine. as
Tvell as dyestnffs and fuel."

HODGE ON KRAFT MARKET IN ENGLAND.
W. S. Hodge, who is in charge of the London of-

fice of the ITodge. Sheriff Paper (^o. of Toronto, in

discussing pulp and ]>aper opportunities in Britain,

makes known the intentions of his company. Every-
thing is being done to develop the market in England
for Canadian kraft as turned out by the Wayagainack
cDmpany, for which his firm is selling agent.

Mr. Hodge believes that the oiiporttinities for Can-
adian business in Great Britain are going to be con-

siderable, seeing that the regulations are now so favor-

able. And he does not see why they should be less

favorable in the future. He believes that the existing

concessions will probably develop into some differential

tariff basis, cutting out the licenses and allowing .n

tariff to take their place.

"That seems to be the only thing to do," he remark-
ed. "The whole necessity is to provide work for the

British workingman. This is going to be a high-priced
country.

"There will not be much difference in the cost of

jH-oduction between Scandinavian and Canadian pulp
and paper. Our only handicap then will be the geo-

graphical position, and T slionbi imagine they will

eventually subsidize boats using the month of the St.

Lawrence River.

"I think importers in Australia and Xew Zealand
and the South American republics, who temporarily
left the British exporters because they eoidd get noth-
ing through, will eventually drift back into the old

channels. Peoyjle in the United States generally are

not export efficient. There are, of course, a few ef-

ficient exportei's dealing with things they are par-

ticularly cut out to handle, such as automobiles and
typewriters, but there are a large majority of United
States manufacturers who are indifferent and amateur-
ish in the way they conduct export business. They
have such a huge home market, and live under such
high protection that they only look to export business

during depressed periods, and then they generally
handle it indifferently with regard to packing, finan-

cial arrangements and so on."
The export of paper to Australia was regarded

l)y Mr. Hodge as abnormal. The Canadian mills can
only compete in about three lines under present con-

ditions. One is newsprint, another box board and a

third kraft paper. The fault seems to be that ther^

are small mills tryinar to make a larsre number of quali-

ties, which means small runs. One company was men-
tioned which made 25 different onalities of writing and
printinsr paper. 'Mr. Hodge stated that he used to im-
port Olive and Partington Paper into Canada, and
undersell Canadian manufacturers on their own ground.
"We are exclnsivelv bringing over Canadian kraft

paper, both glazed and M. G. qualities, and eventuallv
^'p shall be brinsing over some snlnhate kraft pulp.

T'p to the present we have shipped all our pulp to the

Ignited States market, because we have been able to

ship it wet, but we are immediately arransring to dry
our pulp so as to be able to approach the English con-

sumers."

U. S. TO GET DYES FROM GERMANY.
Washinrrton. Sept. 2.—Importation of a six months'

supply of dyes from Germany for American manu-
facturers will be allowed under a ruling announced to-

day by the War Trade Board. Manufacturers have
been requested to file statempnts with the board show-
ing the total quantities of dyes needed for the six

months, beginning Oetober 1st.
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Pulpwood Consumption and Wood Pulp Production in 1918
The followiiifr observations and data are taken from

a recent bulletin published by the Forest Services of

the U.S. Department of Agriculture under the direc-

tion of Col. Henry S. Graves, in co-operation with the

News Print Services Bureau. The bulletin contains 13

valuable tables. Copies were distributed at the meet-

ing of the Bureau in Montreal last month.
Points to be noted are : the rapid growth of the sul-

phate pulp industry, in spite of a general reduction in

pulp output ; the marked increase in cost of wood ; 10

per cent of the mechanical pulp was steamed and 13

per cent of the sulphate was bleached
;
production in-

creased in only two important producing states : im-

ports of pulpwood, practically all from Canada, in-

creased 33 per cent in 1918 over 1917 ; imports of news-

print increased more than 10-fold in nine years:

Introduction.

Detailed statistics on pulpwood consumption and

wood pulp production in the United States during 1918

are contained in this bulletin. Directly comparable

data are given in the bulletins for 1917 and 1916. Sta-

tistics have been published by the Forest Service for

1905, by the Forest Service in co-operation with the

Bureau of the Census for the period 1906-1911, and by

the Bureau of the Census, in connection with the census

of manufactures, for 1914.

The co-operation of the News Print Service Bureau in

the collection and compilation of the statistics was con-

tinued in 1918 as in former years.

The completeness and heartiness of the support of the

indu.stry in furnishing reports is evidenced by the fact

that an estimate had to be made for ])ut one firm in the

entire country.

Note.—Acknowledgement is made for assistance in

the collection and compilation of the statistics and in the

review of the report to R. S. Kellogg, Secretary of the

News Print Service Bureau, and Albert H. Pierson, of

the Forest Service.

Pulpwood Consumption and Wood Pulp
Production, 1918.

The consumption of pulp wood by 230 establishments

in 1918 was 5,250,794 cords (a cord equals 128 cubic

feet). The total includes an estimated utilization of

218,000 cords by one establishment in New Hampshire.

The 1918 figures show a decrease in consumption of 4

per cent in comparison with 1917. and an increase of

less than 1 per cent over 1916.

"Wood pulp production aggregated 3.313,861 tons, a

decrease in production of 6 per cent from 1917 and 4

per cent from 1916. The quantity shown includes an

estimate of 140.000 tons for one establishment in New
Hampshire. Of the total quantity of pulp manufactur-

ed in 1918. 41 per cent fl,364..504 tons'i was made by

the mechanical process, 44 per cent Cl,4.3fi.633 tons) by

the sulphite process. 11 per cent (350,362 tons") by the

soda process, and 4 per cent (142,362 tons) by the sul-

phate process. The quantity of mechanical pulp pro-

ducd was 11 per cent and that of soda pulp 20 per cent

under that of 1917. The output of sulphite pulp was

approximately 1 jier cent and that of sulphate pulp

68 per cent more than for the year before.

Operating conditions in the industry for the first ten

months of the year were largely of the restrictive char-

acter of those prevailing in 1917. Difficulty was ex-

perienced in getting adequate stocks of pulpwoor] and

in transporting it, in securing supplies of necessary ma-
terials, because of diversion or scarcity in the move-
ment of incoming and out-going freight, and, particu-i

larly, in the matter of labor. "The.se conditions were all

incident to the war activities of the country. The de-

mand for pulp continued undiminished during the year
and, outside of the ordinary channels of consumption,
further utilization of pulp took place for strictly war
purposes. Imports of wood pulp were approximately
100,000 tons less than for either one of the two pre-

ceding years.

Pulpwood Consumption.
Statistics on the consumption of pulpwood, by kinds

of wood, for four calendar years, 1909, 1916, 1917, and
1918, are presented in a table. Consumption was .slight-

ly less than in 1917 as a result, in part, of the non-
operation of several mills. Total importations of spruce
and poplar varied little from the figures for other years,

and the relative importance of the various specie.s util-

ized remained practically unchanged. The increased

use of hardwoods—beech, birch, maple, and chestnut

—

shown in 1917 over 1916 was still further added to in

1918,

In Maine, New York, Pennsylvania, and New Hamp-
shire, four of the five States leading in the quantity of

pulpwood consumed, the figures for 1918 show a decline

from the preceding year, ranging from 5 per cent in

New York to 17 per cent in New Hampshire. In Wis-
consin, the remaining one of the five leading States, the

increase amounted to about 7 per cent. In all of the

other States for which figures are shown separately,

with the excei)tion of Michigan and North Carolina, de-

creased use is evident.

Annual Wood Consumption and Cost.

Consumption figures on pulpwood, together with the

total annual cost, are shown in tabular form for those

years of the period 1899 to 1918 for which statistics are

available.

The story of the almost uninterrupted growth of the

industrv is told in the tabulation. The average cost per

cord figures out $4.95 for 1899, $8.62 for 1909, and
$13.93 for 1918—and these mounting costs are of much
significance in connection with the economics of the

industry.

Consumption of Wood by Species and States.

Detailed fii>'ures on the consumption of pulpwood, by
species, for the several states are given. It is not per-

missible to print the figures for certain states other than

in group form because the operations of individual

firms would thus be revealed. Spruce forms 55 per

cent, hemlock 16 per cent, balsam fir 7 per cent, and
poplar 6 per cent—a total of 84 per cent—of all the

wood used. The relation of each of the woods quoted

to the aggregate consumed differ little from that in the

immediately preceding years.

The reported use of slabs and other mill wa.ste de-

clined from 233,982 cords in 1917 to 154,603 cords in

1918.

It may be assumed that an inci-eased utilization of

some of the minor species, where they are available, will

naturally follow the iipward trend of pulpwood valr"'--.

Consumption of Wood by Processes of Manufacture.
Pulpwood consumption by kind of wood entering into

tlie several processes of manufacture is detailed in the

form of a table. Of the 5,250,794 cords going into the
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makiug of pulp, 25 per cent was utilized in the proJue-

tiou of jrround wood pulp, SB per cent in sulphite, 14

per cent in soda, and 6 per cent in sulphate. The coni-

fers enter larirely into the pi'oduetion of mechanical and

sulphite iiuliis. wliih> the bulk of the wood used in hotli

soda and snipiiati- proees«;.'s is liardwood.

Average and Total Costs of Wood.
In a talile. in wliidi Maine just heats New York for

amount of wood eonsumed. are fjiven by States com-

parative fijrures for 1!)09 and 1!)16 to 1918, inclusive, on

the number of establishments reportiufr, the quantity,

average cost and total cost f.o.b. mill, and the uumber

of tons of wood pulp produced. The fijrures for 191(5,

1917, and 1918 are directly comparable, havinjr been

gathered liy one agency under similar conditions : the

data for 1909 wi'rc ])rovided to i)erniit of a ready com-

prehension of the changes since tliat period.

The reports for 1918 are for 2r)0 establishment.s as

against 246 in 1917 and 235 in 1916. In 1909, 253 es-

tablishments operated. Comparative figures indicate

that the number of new mills put in ojieration during

the last few years has not offset those which have shut

down permanently.
Attention is directed to the increase in the average

cost i)er cord of wood, as shown in the table, as between

1916 and 1918. In 1917 the average cost jumped from

the 1916 average of $8.76 to $'11.10, or 27 per cent. An
advance of $2.83—from $11.10 to $13.93. or 25 per cent

—took place from 1917 to 1918. Wood costs, in other

words, have gone up nearly 60 per cent in the last three

years. Emphasis is laid )i]ion the fact that the averas-e

cost per cord Is computed fi'om the figures reported by

mills operating under conditions both general and pecu-

liar to themselves and which preclude their costs' being

directly comparable. This fact should be considered in

using the average cost per cord in any computation or

deduction. The increase in cost per cord over 1917 am-
ounted to 37 per cent in Maine. 24 per cent in New
York. 13 per cent in "Wisconsin, 38 per cent in Pennsyl-

vania, and 31 per cent in New Hampshire.
Range of Pulpwood Prices.

A more comprehensive presentation of pulpwood costs

is made in a table, wherein is shown the range in price,

number of mills, and form in which purchased—wheth-

er rough, peeled, or rossed, or in the form of s'abs and
other waste. For the bulk of the rough wood approxi-

mately $11 to $12 was paid : for peeled wood, $15 to

$16; for rossed wood. $20 to $21: and for slabs, $8 to

$9 per cord. The table .shows pul])wood costs ranging
between $3 and $31 per cord, wOiich emphasizes the fact

that a great diversity exists in operating factors.

Quantity and Cost of Wood by Condition.

Of tlie aggregate quantity of wood consumed by the

mills, 47 per cent was boiigiit in the rouirli. 46 per cent

peeled, and 7 per. cent .ros.sod. These figures are also

given in by States. The average cost iier coi'd report-

ed for rough wood was $11.78. TIijC added preparation

given the wood adds to its value, .so that for peeled wood
the average cost was.$15.18, and for rossed wood $20.07.

In another table' are shown the .same data as given in

the preceding table, arranged by species instead of

States. Of the domestic spruce 50 per cent is deliver-

ed in the rough and 42 per cent peeled ;, of the imported
spruce 29 per cent is rough. 49 per cent peeled and 22

per cent rossed. In hemlock 73 per cent is rough and
27 per. cent peeled, and in balsam fir 41 per cent is

rough"'. 44-p'er cent peeled, and 15 per cent rossed. With
tlio c.veeptlon of tamarack, all of which is rough, the

minor species are principally peeled.

Wood Pulp Production.

Figures are gicen in a table on wood pulp production

is as much detail as is jiracticable without revealing the

operations of individual mills. The reported aggregate

output was 3,313.861 tons (short ton equals 2.000 lbs.),

of which 41 pir cent was mechanical, 44 per cent sul-

nhite. 11 per cent soda, and 4 per cent sulphate. The
1918 output of pulp wa.s 4 \wv cent less than that in

1917. The production of grouiul wood luilp was 11 per

cent and that of soda pulp 20 per cent under that of

1917. Sulphate pulji production was greater by fiS per

cent and, that of sulphite by less than 1 per cent than

in 1917. The increased suliihatc production was not

confined to any oiu> State, but was a general condition

!iartieipate<l in by practically all of the mills turning

out sulphate. Of the mechanical pulp manufactured
90 per cent was not steanu-d and 10 i)cr cent w'as st.5.im-

ed. Of the sulphite pulp. 62 per cent was unbleached

and 38 per cent bleached: in soda pulp 8 per cent was

unbleached and 92 per cent bleached; in sulphate pulp

87 per cent was unbleached and 13 per cent bleached.

Elaine. N"w York. Wisconsin. New Hampshire, and

Pennsylvania are the leading States in pulji jn-odiiction

in the order given. In the five States named 76 per

cent of the country's total output of wood pulp was

manufactured in 1918.

In but two of the larger States did the production of

pulp exceed that of 1917—Wisconsin with a 4 per cent

and Michigan with a 15 per cent increase. The increase

among the States grou])cd as "all other" amounted to

12 per cent. The losses in production range from 3 per

cent in Maine to 21 per cent in the northwest group of

States—California. Oregon, and Washington. The de-

crease in volume in New Hampshire was 11 per cent,

Vermont 12 per cent. West Virginia 13 per cent, Minne-

sota 14 per cent, and North Carolina 17 per cent.

The average value f.o.b. mill for all wood pulp pro-

duced is $52.68 per ton, an increase of $9.35 per ton. or

22 per cent over 1917. The average figure wa.s com-

puted from reports covering the production of approxi-

mately 90 per cent of the aggregate output for the .vear.

The value of mechanical pulp given is 17 per cent, .sul-

phite pulp 21 per cent, soda pulp 18 per cent, and sul-

phate pulp 43 per cent above that reported for 1917.

A table has been added to this year's bulletin in or-

der that the production of wood pulp for such years as

statistims are available may be shown. Pulp manufac-

ture increased 80 per cent in the 10-year period 1899-

1908. and 33 per cent in the 10-year period 1909-1918.

Imports and Exports of Pulpwood, Wood Pulp
and Paper.

Tables 11 to 15, inchisive, are transcrijits of statistics

compiled by the Department of Commerce and are of

importance in connection with this report because of

their showing of the annual imports of pulpwood, and
the imports and ex]iorts of wood pulp and paper. Re-

vised classifications effected during the periods covered

by the tables account for the omissions and regroupings.

The annual imports of pulpwood for the last nine

years are shown in another table. The imports for 1918

were larger than for any other one of the years shown,

and were 33 per cent in excess of the 1917 imports. The
quantities given do not correspond with the figures in

preceding tables of this report showing the volume of

imported woods consumed ; the Forest Service data are

for spruce and poplar alone and the quantity of other

species which are imported is not recorded. Much
wod is carried over in storage from year to year, so

that further discrepancies may occur. The average
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value per cord advanced $1.45, 17 per cent to $9.75 in

1918, adding nearly $5,000,000 to the cost of pulpwood
for the year. Practically all of the pulpwood is import-

ed from Canada.
The aggregate imports of wood pulp in 1918 were

smaller than in either 1917 or 1916—the decrease as be-

tween 1918 and 1917 amounting to 15 per cent. The
decline in imports was due principally to the lessened

quantity of ground wood pulp brought in; in 1917 the

imports were 249,172 tons, compared with 165,605 tons

in 1918. The average value of imports per ton was
$60.97, a drop of $8.39, or 12 per cent, from the pre-

vious year. The average value is practically double

that of the pre-war period.

Wood pulp exports slumped nearly 15,000 tons, or

42 per cent, below the 1917 record, and the quantity

more nearly approaches the normal figures for before

the war. The average value per ton for all exports was
$85.91, representing a difference of $13.37, or 13 per

cent, below the year before.

A substantial gain of approximately 74,000,000

pounds or 7 per cent, took place in news print paper
imports in 1918 over the preceding year. The increase

in 1917 over 1916 was 19 per cent. In 9 years, 1910 to

1918, imports have gone from 113,000,000 pounds to 1,-

193,000,000 pounds. The average value per pound of

imported news print advanced from 2.76 cents to 2.94

cents. The quantity of all other printing paper import-

ed was 182,995 pounds; in 1917 the imports were 412,-

091 pounds. Imports of wrapping paper increased 19

per cent. The value of all other paper imported de-

creased 30 per cent.

Exports of all kinds of paper were larger in 1918

than during the year before. The exports of news print

were 193,479,180 pounds, 3 per cent more than for 1917.

The average value per pound of the news print exported
is 4.13 cents. The quantity of all other printing paper
exported was 99,218,916 pounds, an increase of 5 per
eent over 1917 ; the exports of wrapping paper were 59,-

899,043 pounds, an increase of 14 per cent. The value

of all other paper exported was more by 23 per cent

than the year before.

ITALIANS ANTICIPATE TRADE WITH CANADA.
Although unfavorable freight rates and other ship-

ping conditions may interfere, it is pleasing to know
the cordial feeling in Italy toward Canadian products.

The following extracts from a letter from Ing. L.

Burgo, one of the largest manufacturers of news and
wrappings in Italy, indicate the market for pulp and
the attitude of the mills.

"In regard to pulp the home production may be

considered negligible compared with the quantity used

in this country; we get our supply mostly from
Scandinavian countries, formerly a portion came from
Austria.

Practically all the pulp required in Italy is now
imported through a Consortium of Italian paper-makers
of which the writer is the President; the sulphite

pulps are mostly in demand, both bleached and
strong. The average yearly imports before the war are

figured in 90,000 tons.

We have ourselves considered the opportunity of

obtaining pulp from your countr.y and you may per-

haps have noticed our inquiries from the Department
of Trade and Commerce in Ottawa, which your Mag-
azine kindly reported in its issue of May 1st; we do
believe that at some future time we will find convenient
to get a portion of our pulp supply from Canada and
we are looking toward such an opportunity.

Just at the present time however, beside transporta-

tion difficulties we have to contend with the skyward
trend of the dollar, as compared with other foreign

money.
We intend to take up this proposition in due time

through our Consortium and we thus anticipate a

strengthening of the commercial relations between
the two countries with mutual advantage."

CANADIAN PAPER TRADE ANNUAL.
The annual meeting of the Canadian Paper Trade

Association will be held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel,

A large and representative attendance is expected
Montreal, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 16 and 17.

from all the leading cities in Canada and important
business is to be transacted. Officers will be elected

for the coming year, as well as reports of an interest-

ing character presented. W. C. Ridgway, of New York,
secretary of the National Paper Trade Association,

will be present and deliver an address.

The book and writing section, the coated paper sec-

tion, and the wrapping paper section of the Canadian
Pulp & Paper Association will meet at the same time

as the Canadian Paper Trade Association. Important
subjects between the manufacturers of the various

lines of paper and the jobbers are to be taken up.

It is expected that further advances will be made
in the line of co-operation and good feeling between
the two bodies, which have been brought about by
the Canadian Paper Trade Association.

The present officers are John F. Ellis, Toronto,

president ; John Martin, Winnipeg, vice-president ; H.

B. Donovan, Montreal, second vice-president; E. S.

Munroe, Toronto, treasurer and N. L. Martin, Toronto,

secretary.

EXPORTS 21/2 MILLIONS BEHIND.
June exports of paper, pulp and pul]nvood from

Canada, totaled in value, $7,345,851, as compai'ed with
$9,120,262 in June last year. Paper shows a gain of

$153,538 and mechanically ground pulp of $295,818
while chemically prepared pulp fell off $1,105,652
and unmanufactured pulpwood, $1,118,114. The de-

tails :

—

Month of June 1918 1919
Paper and mfs of $3,970,988 .$4,124,526

Wood, pulp chem 2,918,671 1,813,018

Wood pulp mech 324,163 619,981

$7,213,822 $6,557,525
Pulpwood 1,906,440 788,326

$9,120,262 $7,345,857
Exports for the first three months of the fiscal year,

show a decrease of $2,478,375 compared with last year
and a gain of $4,702,547 compared with 1917, as" fol-

lows :

—

Three months. 1917 1918 1919
Paper $ 8,362,046 $10,855,869 $12,893,184
Pulp, chem. . . 5,047,629 7,764,909 5,249,293
Pulp meeh. . . 1,602,271 1,241,905 1,194,597

Pulpwood

Total .

$15,011,946 $19,862,793 $19,337,074
1,648,295 3,978,370 2,025,714

$16,660,241 $23,841,163 $21,362,788

It takes only a moment of carelessness to cause a
lifetime of suffering.
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British Trade News
London, Aug. 24, 1919.—Industrial troubles are for

the present at an end, but on the horizon there are

signs of some discontent on the railroads, as regards

wages, and if this discontent should develop into a

cessation of work, the transport of pulp and paper

once more becomes dislocated. As I write there are no

signs of a stoppage, but in these days one never knows

what the next twenty-four hours have in store for the

millowner. In the paper mills there is a gradual con-

version to the three-shift system. It is slowly being in-

troduced and from a worker's point of view gives a

certain amount of satisfaction. Indeed, the tendency

throughout the United Kingdom is to push for the

8-hour shift, with an increase of wages .to meet the

high cost of living. The coal strike having ended and

the paper mill workers having been satisfied, mills are

now pretty busy on export and home account, and

newsprint is finding a lively demand in consuming

channels. It only remains now for the railroad people

to settle down and the Minister for Transport to speed

up the delivery of paper and pulp across the various

systems from producer to consumer.

The shipment of reel paper from Newfoundland is

a remarkable feature of the imports. Up to July 31

the total reached 9,993 tons for the seven months, com-

pared with 241 tons for the same period last year, and

it must be remembered that shipping was not an easy

problem in January and February last. The paper is

suitable for the Loudon machinery which is run very

fast. There is a great movement on amongst daily

and evening papers throughout the country to secure

a nice white sheet and amongst the reading matter to

insert small illustrations of events of the day. This

entails technical skill and indirectly the papermakers

play an important part. In the first place the news-

print must be capable of standing a fast running

machine and take a good impression. Secondly the

photographic paper has to be of the best quality, and

capable of standing the test of time in the newspaper

museum, as well as standing the operations of the

photographic printer. Some firms get through £60

worth of photographic paper in a week, not counting

a special gummed art paper that is used for placing

on the back of the photographic paper giving a de-

scription of the illustration or subject. During the

past two weeks I have been looking into this side of

the paper industry and I find America is giving it

close attention. The Canadian newsprint, as far as

I can ascertain, is spoken, well of ; but there are com-

plaints asainst the gummed art paper which only needs

a little adjustment from the chemist of the mill. The

consumption of photographic paper in the United

Kingdom is gradually increasing and the market should

not be lost sight of.

The export trade of the British mills is on the in-

crease and France is purchasing very freely. For the

seven months ending July, 1,131 tons of writing paper,

2,630 tons of printing paper and 748 tons of unenumer-

ated papers. The Colonies are also taking a good share

but Canada, as may be expected, occupies a small place

in the exports. The shipping of paper to the Dominion

for the past seven months was as follows: Writing

paper 100 cwts (as against 231 cwts.) ;
printing paper,

not on reels, 165 cwts (as against 601 cwts) and other

classes of papers 717 cwts as compared with 1,542

cwts during the same period in 1918.

The demand for sulpiiite is good and there is every

indication of prices hardening, easy bleaching being

quoted within the range of £24 12s Cd, and £25 15s,

and news about £22 10s to £24 10s per ton c.i.f., etc.

Wet mechanical is firm and the demand steady. In

the chemical market there is a fair volume of business

passing—76 p.c. caustic soda is £24 per ton ; 70-72 p.c.

£22; 60-62 p.c. £19 per ton. Alkali ranges from £6 to

£6 5s (for ammonia) and bleaching powder stands at

£14 to £15 a ton, f.o.b. Esparto prices f.o.b. shipping

ports are: Oran fair to good, £4 5s to £4 10s per ton;

Oran No. 1 quality, £4 15s to £5 5s per ton. The supply

of Spanish is limited. China clay is firm on the recent

advanced prices. Before the war Germany did a good
trade with England in china claj'. There is a strong

feeling against the resumption of this trade again,

but the outcome of recent German inquiries for the

mineral is being watched with interest. The United

States also pui'chased freely in the Cornish pits.

According to latest advices in London the German
dye industry is in as strong a position as ever, if not
stronger. The new Government has given the industry
a kick-off with a good substantial grant and since the

armistice several new factories have been run up with
reinforced concrete—a material in which Germans have
excelled since 1914 and are noted for the rapidity with
which they handle it in the construction of works.
Germans are already sending inquiries to England
about new business and the resumption of business;
but in the paper industry I would like to see Canada
getting a firmer hold on the market here before Ger-
man competition sets in. Dj^es and paper the Germans
are after and judging by the letters that are reaching
London thej' will leave no stone unturned to recap-

ture what they have lost by the war.

Notwithstanding the war and the shortage of labor
• some of the British paper mills have done very well.

St. Neots Paper Mill Companj' are paying a good per-

centage and are increasing their capital from £30,000

to £75,000 by the creation of 9,000 new shares at £5

each. The North of Ireland Paper Mills have declared
an interim dividend of 71/^ per cent, and Brown, Stew-
art & Co., Ltd., a dividend at the rate of 10 per cent

for the year, which is the same for the past two years,

which is the same for the past two years. William
Nash, Ltd., of St. Paul's Cray, Kent, are registered

with a capital of £100,000.

Publishers of English and Scottish newspapers are

increasing the sizes of their papers. This means more
newsprint. Newspapers and periodicals are daily com-
ing into existence. Even the Foreign Office has

started on publishing a series of foreign papers —
papers containing the principal news from foreign

countries. These are divided into different services,

such as the German, Scandinavian, and so on.

The paper tube workers are still on strike. The
difficulty is over an increase of wages.

Laverstoke Paper Mills, in Hampshire, belonging to

Messrs. Portal celebrated their 200th birthday. Sir

William Portal received a handsome presentation and
the workers a substantial dinner.

Profiteering is to be put down with a vengeance in

England. Papermakers say they find it hard enough
to make a small profit themselves owing to the high

cost of production.

Lloyd George, the Prime Minister, unlocked the box
containing his trade speech in the House of Commons.
There was nothing in it. Labor is disgusted with it

and the majority of the press say it was poor oratory.
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Paper Makers Now Know Price of Product Last Year
The decision of the Paper Control Tribunal on the

appeals from Paper Controller Pringle's price-fixing
order of September 26, 1918, reducing the price of news
print paper sold in Canada between July 1 and De-
cember 1 last year from $69 to $66 a ton, caused no
undue excitement in paper trade circles in IMontreal,

although admittedlj' a disappointment to the manu-
facturers.

It was known that when the court refused to accept
evidence as to costs covering December and January,
which were high cost months, holding that they were
not at the time dealing with those months, and re-

stricted the manufacturers to making their case on the
costs for a period including July, August and Septem-
ber, the lowest cost months of the year, tlie manufac-
turers were placed at a considerable disadvantage.
They claim that the costs for December, January and
February, if they had been taken into consideration,
would have justified a considerably higher price than
that fixed by the controller or allowed by the court.

"The Tribunal's ruling applies merely to paper sold
during the five months from July to November. 1918,
inclusive," said a paper man in discussing the decision.

"The price remains at $69 for the intervening neriod
to date. It will so remain until and unless varied by
subsequent rulings by the judges. These can only be
made after further hearings have been had on ap-

peals now pending in regard to the price as applied
to this later period.

"The manufacturers are confident that the higher

costs which have ruled since last November will more
than justify the price of $69. In fact, they contend
that any subsequent revision that may be made is more
apt to be a revision upward than downward."

This presumption, they say, is borne out in part by
the statement of Judge Archer, one of the three judges

wlio passed upon the appeal, and who says that he

would have supported judgment allowing $66 a ton

for the months of July, August and September and
$69 a ton for the months of October and November.

The press report dealing with the decision mentions
the fact that the manufacturers contended for a price

of $80 a ton. On the other hand the publishers, both
before the controller and the Tribunal, contended that

$50 a ton was a fair maximum price, their brief stat-

ing that "at $50 per ton for roll news the highest cost

company will receive a profit slightly in excess and
the lower cost companies a profit considerably in ex-

cess of any profit shown by the evidence to have been

received by any company prior to the investigation."

By the judgment rendered, therefore, the manufac-
turers fall short $14 a ton of achieving their extreine

demands, while the publishers fail by $16 a ton to get

the price asked by them.

Terms of Judgment.
The following is the text of the judgment:
"The appeals of the manufacturers and of the pub-

lishers from the order of the Paper Controller, made
on the 26th of September, 1918, having come on to be

heard before the tribunal and we, having by our order

of the 23rd January, 1919, referred the matter back to

the controller to take further evidence and to state

what change, if any, should be made in the price fixed

by the said order in view of such evidence, and he

having, by his repoi't. made, nn the 27th May last.

found that no change should be made, the hearing of
this appeal was then resumed in the presence of Coun-
cil for all parties.

"We find and determine that the price of newsprint
paper within the Dominion of Canada in carload, in
rolls, shall be $3..30 per hundred pounds, $3,371/2 in
less than carload lots. Sheet news, $3.65 in carfoad
lots, $3.77i/> in lots (less than carload lots), of two
tons and over, all to be f.o.b. mills. This price to pre-
vail from first July, 1918, to 30th November, 1918.

"In arriving at this price we have considered all

the evidence adduced both upon the original hearing
and given before us. and upon the reference back,
and have not dealt with the matter as an appeal only.

"We make no difference as to the price payable
to the Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Company, as the
Government has granted a refund on sulphite imported.
"Save as varied by this order, the provisions of

the order of the controller are to stand.

Must Repay Excess.

"Any purchaser of paper who has paid on the foot-

ing of the prices fixed by the controller may apply
to him for an order directing a refund of the excess
paid."

This judgment is signed by three members of the

tribunal, and under the heading of "remarks made
by the Honorable Justice Archer" appears the follow-

ing: "Without entering a formal dissent, I deem it

advisable to say that I would have supported a judg-

ment allowing $66 per ton for the months of July,

August and September, and $69 a ton for October and
November, 1918." This is signed by Mr. Justice

Archer.

Fort Frances Phase.

The judgment on the appeals in respect of differ-

entials payable to the Fort Frances Company follows

:

"The appeal of the manufacturers from the order

of the Paper Controller, dated the 6th August. 1918.

in respect of differentials payable to the Fort Frances
Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, having come on

to be heard before us in presence of counsel for all

parties.

"We do this day adjudge and determine that the

said order so far as it directs to be paid to the Fort
Frances Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, by the

several manufacturers therein named, the several sums
thereby specified for or in respect of differential, for

the montlis of March, April, May, June, July, August,
September, October, November and December, in the

year of 1917, totalling (including interest), in said

order, the sum of $100,797.71, be varied so that the

total amount which the said Fort Francis Pulp and
Paper Company shall be entitled to receive or retain

under said order shall be the sum of $72,507.12 instead

of the sum of $100,797.71, payable by said manufactur-
ers to said Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Company,
Limited, in the amounts and proportions following,

that is to sav : Bv the Abitibi Pulp and Paper Company.
.$7,915.35; by J. R. Booth, $4,302.15: by Brompton
Pulp and Paper Company, $5.026.98 ; by Donnaeona
Pulp and Paper Company, Limited, $8,051.24; by Price

Brothers and Company, Limited, -$6,844,56; by the

Ontario Paper Company, Limited, $6,554.46 ; by the

Spanish River Pulp Company, Limited. $25,846.03; by
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the St. Maurice Paper Company, Limited, $8,266.43

;

total $72,507.12.

Controller in Error.

"We tliiuk tlie leanunl Paper Controller erred in

direetinjr interest to be paid to the Fort Frances Pulp

and Paper Company, Limited, on the .said amounts,

which he found payable to said coni|iany as differential.

"We further ad.judfie and order that any of the

said eontributin<r manufaclurers who has under and

in obedience to the said order of the Paper Controller,

paid to the Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Company,

Limited, as differential, covering said ten months per-

iod, or as interest thereon, any sum in excess of the

amount which we have above specified and adjudfred

as being properly payable by said manufacturers shall

be repaid such excess forthwith by the Fort Frances

Pulp and Paper Company. Limited.

"The appeal of the Ontario Paper Company, Limit-

ed, from the said order of the Paper Controller is dis-

missed.

"Signed by Justices White. Archer and ^Nliddleton.

GREAT GATHERING OF PRESS MEN.
••Press Day" at the Canadian National Exhibition,

Toronto, was observed on Friday, Aug. 29th, and at-

tracted an attendance of over two hundred newspaper

men and publishers, representing every part of the

Province of Ontario and including visitors from other

provinces as well.

The .ionrnalistic guests were accorded every courtesy

from the directors and president T. A. Russell spoke

most appreciatively of the splendid support and en-

couragement whch the press had always given the

Exhibition A.ssociation, enabling it to present in many
forms the varied industrial, commercial, art and

educational wealth and expansion of the Dominion

and to make the institution the largest of its kind in

the world.

W. J. Taylor of Woodstock, president of the Ca-

nadian Press Association, and Sir John Willison. of

Toronto, the widely know Canadian .iournalist, deliver-

ed appropriate addresses in which they touched upon
problems of reconstruction and the necessity for

harmony, unity and co-operation, in order to meet
satisfactorily the many after-the-war issues. Both
referred to the part the press had played in the suc-

cess of the last Victory Loan and the publishers were
again urged to do their part in seeing that the forth-

coming federal loan of $300,000,000 is raised by the

people in order to ineet the requirements of the gov-

ernment in adjusting conditions and rehabilitating

the thousands of returned men who did so much for

King and Country in the great crisis now so happily
closed. Sir John Willison declared that there was
too much destructive criticism in the papers and not

enough constructive at this particular juncture.

BIG LUMBER ORDER FOR FRASER CO.
The output of the Fraser Co.. Limited, pulp mills

at Edmund.ston has reached 90 tons daily. The capacity
for which the plant was constructed was 100 tons, but
they now expect to exceed this as the result of improve-
ments which are bein? made. The Fraser Companv
are now shipping the 65 million feet of lumber which
the British Government recently purchased from them
as part of 40-billion feet order which it was announ-
ced was being placed in Canada.

CANADIAN PULP FOR AUSTRALIA.
Australia's ilciuand for newsprint paper alone

should suffice to justify the considerable development

of the Pacific pulp and paper industry and help to

swell the volume of Canadian exports, says the Royal

Securities Corp., in July "Investment Items." In the

fiscal year 1916-17 Australia imported $8,801,173 worth

of printing paper, of which Canada supplied only $1,-

302,234. It would not be possible for the United States

to compete with Canada for the remainder of this

business as it was able to in 1917, and if a free market

for newsprint should be restored in the United States

and prices allowed to find their own level, there would

be little or no incentive to the American newsprint

manufacturer to do any exporting at all.

In the case of the great natural industries, the

geographical advantages of the Pacific Province are

very great. Nowhere else in the world is there a more

magnificent display of forest resources, more con-

veniently situated within reach of tide-water and con-

tiguous great all-the-year-round ocean ports.

The rapid growth of the Canadian pidp and paper

export trade on the Pacific is indicated by the fact

that Canadian exports of pulp and paper to Australia

and Japan during 1917 amounted to $2,001,540, and

in 1919 to .$5,782,220—an increase of no less than 188

per cent. In 1918, Canada's export of pulp and paper

products to South America were 5^ times what they

were in 1915.

CELLULOSE COMPANY CLEARED.
The report enquiring into the British Cellulose

Company and its relations with various Government
departments was issued August 13th. The promoter
of the company. Colonel Grant Morden, is well known
in connection with Canadian financial enterprises.

General Sir Sam Hughes, Eric Long, son of the former
Colonial Secretary, E. W. Ashe, London manager of

the LTnion Bank of Canada, were shareholders and
the name of Col. Bryan, formerl.v Canadian Assistant

Red Cross Commissioner, is also introduced through
his connection with the Prudential Trust.

"If all the facts which we have sifted with so nega-

tive a result had been available last year to critics,"

says the report, "we think their conclusions would,
to say the least, have undergone large modification.

It is satisfactory to be able to report that in our
opinion there has been neither favoritism nor corrup-
tion, and that official action taken has been tliroughout
such as appeared to the departments concerned the
best open to them under the circumstances."

The- value of the company's shares ro.se from 6d. to

10 guineas and this drew much eritici.sm, as the
product, cellulose acetate was used on airplanes.

JEFFREY MANUFACTURING COMPANY OPENS
DETROIT BRANCH.

Owing to the constantly increasing demand for
their products in the Detroit district, the Jeffrey Mfg.
Company opened a new branch office in Detroit in
the Book Buildingi on Wa.shington Street between
State and Grand Avenues.

This office will be in charge of Mr. 0. B. Wescott,
who has had long and successful engineering experience
in the Sales and Engineering-Construction Depart-
ment of our company and is well equipped to render
valuable assistance to clients in working out the most
economical and practical material-handling equip-
ments for their requirements.
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SPANISH RIVER HAD BEST YEAR.
Everybody enjoys watchiiiji- a wiiiiiiiif:' fight. The

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills have been engaged
in a struggle with adverse business and financial con-
ditions and are winning out. The last year has prac-
tically marked the end of a long up-hill fight. Once
they get on top it is quite certain that the present
management will see that this concern stays there.

In spite of the excellent financial position shown by
the statement for the year ending June 30, 1919, it is

significant that the earnings even of such a favorable
year as the past one, do not yet represent an adequate
return upon the very valuable resources of the com-
pany, or the large amount of capital invested.
The achievements of Spanish River Pulp & Paper

Mills, Limited, have been one of the outstanding fea-

tures of the industrial world of Canada during the past
few years, and the strides that have been made would
indicate that the company is now bound to play a more
important part in the development of the pulp and
paper industry of the country.
The strong position in which the company is now

placed is reflected by current assets of !l!7,331,117, as
against liabilities of $1,537,233, giving the company a
working capital of approximately $5,800,000, as against
.$3,094,410 at the end of the jirevious year.

Of particular interest is the reduction in loans from
banks from $2,000,000 to $500,000, while accounts and
bills pavable now stand at' $793,330, down from $1.-

429,851.

The net revenue of the company for the year ended
June 30, 1919, was the largest on record, amounting
to $2,757,964 compared with $1,829,231 in 1918, an in-

crease of $1,028,733, or 59 p.c. These earnings also

compare with $2,117,724 in 1917, and $1,342,390 in 1916.

After deducting interest charges of $799,975 ; allow-

ing for depreciation an amount of $501,168 compared
with $344,137 in 1918, and $269,821 in 1917, and de-

ducting for government taxes and contingencies appro-

priation a total of $160,000 there was left available for

dividends $1,296,921 or equal to 22.7 p.c. on the out-

standing preferred stock of $5,699,100, compared with
10.1 p.c. on that issue the previous year and 19.1

p.c. in 1917, the best previous year in the history of

the company.

Allowing for a distribution at the rate of 7 p.c.

on the preferred issue, or $398,937 there is left for the

common stock $897,984, or equal to 11.1 p.c. on that

is.sue compared with $179,000, or 2.2 p.c. in 1918.

The total profit and loss surplus of the company at

the end of June last made a new high record at $2,-

368,222, compared with $1,071,301 in 1918, and only

$268,330 in 1914. This increase in the profit and lo.ss

surplus over the last four years is the more remarkable

when it is considered that the company has also wiped

out a deficiencv account amounting to the verv large

sum of $1,335,399.

In the assets column pulpwood supplies are lower

than a year ago, but this is only natural considering

the large business done by the company. On the

other hand actual cash shows an increase from $276,-

740 in 1918 to $516,001 in 1919, while the company
is the holder of Victory Bonds to the extent of $91,250

compared with no holdings of this kind the previous

year.

Remarks of the Presidgnt.

George H. Head, the president of the company, in

his address to the shareholders, which accompanies the

annual statement, says

:

"The completion of construction work and proper

balancing of the plants as referred to in the report of

last .year has given the first annual opportunity to the

company for demonstrating its earning ability. The
result of the past twelve months' operation, while show-

ing substantial increase over the previous year, 'does

not, however, in the opinion of j'our directors, yet

represent an adequate return upon the very valuable

resources of the company or the large amount of capi-

tal invested.

"The year's available water supply was particularly

good and the company consequently had a large pro-

duction of groundwood. With the exception of sul-

phite (the market for which has been somewhat limited

in recent months) the output of all products of the

company has nearlj- approximated capacity.

"As there were no sinking fund requirements dur-

ing the past fiscal year, the company, having paid no

dividends upon its capital stock, has been able to ma-

terially reduce its bank indebtedness and therefore

finds itself in a strong cash position.

"Your directors have determined that it is in the

best interests of all security holders to pay the deferred

interest on bonds and notes due in 1922, and redeem

the second mortgage debentures, due in 1924. To

provide the necessary funds they have arranged the

sale of $3,500,000 new 6 p.c. Serial Mortgage Lien Ten

Year Notes, part of an authorized issue of $5,000,000.

Greater Production Required.

"Because of the increasing demands of regular

customers of the company, the installation of two

additional paper machines at Espanola with a capacity

of 100 tons per day, has become necessary. It is pro-

po.sed to pay for this installation out of the proceeds

of the sale of the $3,500,000 of Notes and the earnings

of the ensuing vear.

"Approval by the stock holders of the $5,000,000

note issue, as well as the sale of the above mentioned

portion of the notes, is being asked at a general meet-

ing which has been called for the same date as the an-

nual meeting.

"In anticipation of the payment of deferred

interest and second mortgage debentures, a call has

been issued by the directors as of August 1st,, upon

the talons and notes representing the deferred interest,

and a call will be made upon September 1st for the

second mortgage debentures. In each case six months'

notice must be given to holders, therefore payment
will be made on February 1st and March 1st 1920,

respectively.

"With the foregoing obligations disposed of the

company will be free to consider the payment of divi-

dends upon its preferred stock and your directors'

propose in the near future to .submit for consideration

a plan for accumulated dividends thereon."

Mr. Mead then refers to the election of Jlr. George

R. Gray and Mr. J. G. Gibson to the Board and men-
tions the death of Jlr. B. Tooke and the resignation

of Sir William Stavist.

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
R-0. Possibilities of manufacture of paper-pulp in

Australia. G. Lightfoot. Commonwealth of Austra-

lia, Advisorv Council of Sci. and Ind., Bull. No. 11, 1919,

through J. "Soc. Chem. Ind., 36, p. 356a, (1919). The
various studies which have been made in connection

with the production of paper pulp in Australia are sum-
marised and discussed in their technical and economic
aspects.—A.P.-C.
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THE SINGLE DEFLECTION METHOD OF
WEIGHING.

Bv PAl'L II. -M.-I'. lUJlNTOX. riiivcr.sity of Arizona.

]\Iemorie-s of many weary hours in the balance room

came to mind a.s the editor read Prof. Hrinton's inter-

cstinfr paper in the Journal of the American Chemical

Society 41. IISI (Auji. 1919). With .so many discus-

sions of analyses before the chemist, manager and pur-

ehasiufr a<:ent these days, a few extracts from this ar-

ticle will surely be helpful

:

The method is carried out as follows: The balance is

given a permanent overload on the left arm by screwing

the adjustinpr nut on one end of the beam until when

the beam and pans are released the pointer will swin?

out from 3 to 7 scale divisions to the riglit. The pan

arrests must be so adjusted that there is no lateral

vibration of the pans when released. Before deter-

mining: the zero point the stability of the paus is assur-

ed by moving the pan-arrest button in and out a few

times. The beam is then freed, and the jians are next

released by a prentle. steady motion. The pointer will

swing out to the right, and the turning point of this

single excursion is taken as the zero point. To obtain

the weight of any object it is only necessary to add

weights until the pointer is eau.sed to swing out to the

same point on the ivory scale. The convenience and

rapidity of the method were immediately apparent, but

grave doubts were entertained as to its practicability

and reliability until confidence was established by cri-

tical investigation. (This is fully described in the ar-

ticle.)

From this investigation it is seen that in the work of

entirely inexperienced students, with ordinary balances,

any error introduced through inconstancy of deflection

will probably not exceed O.i mg.

For those trying the method on a very sensitive bal-

ance it is suggested that attention be paid to the effect

of the currents of air, or the lengtheuing of the beam,

caused by the heat of the hand near one pan, for it will

be found that the fir.st swing does not always accord

with those which follow. This method is so rapid that

irregularities are easily detected which would frequent-

ly escape observation by ordinary manipulation.

With a sensitive balance a few moments must be al-

lowed for abatement of jar and air currents, but equili-

brium is soon re-established. This is uot to be construed

as a criticism peculiar to this particular method, for it

will be understood that the same precaution is neces-

sary with any system of weighing.

Behavior With Various Loads.

Two faults frequently found in balances, especially

in those of cheaper grade, are varying sensibility under
increasing load, and inequality in the lengths of the two
lever arms. It is evident that both these conditions

would influence the accuracy of absolute weighings by
the single deflection method, but in nearly every in-

stance in analytical work the weighing consists in com-
paring the weight of an empty vessel (watch glass.

crucible, or dish) with that of the .same vessel contain-

ing at most a few gram.s of sample or ignited precipi-

tate. Manifestly, then, the error introduced by vary-
ing sensibilities, or by inequality of arms, would be
negligible in nearly all cases of analytical practice. The

nu'tiiod has been sui'cesst'uily used by students in calib-

i-ating weights by the nu>thod of Uichards' and a few

iiours only are required by even a Iteginner for the cali-

bration of a full •<ri of weights.

Precautions and Limitations.

The single deflection nu>thod of weighing cannot be

used with those types of balances in which the beam and

pan-arrests are all released by one oi^eration. as by the

turning of oiu' milled head or lever; and it has occa-

sionally been found that a balance of the correct general

type has failed to give concordant readings in succes-

sive weighings. In nearly every instance it has been

found that these balances failed to yield concordant

weighings by any other method.

The pan-arrests must be clean and adjusted to the

proper height. A little alcohol will remove any grease

which might tend to cause sticking of the pan-arrest to

the bottom of the pan.

A little e.Kperience with a particular balance will soon

show one just how far the method can be trusted with

that instrument. With the balance habitually used by
the writer, which has an unvarying sensibility with

loads up to 50 g.. the method is regarded as suitable to

work of the very highest accuracy. It is realized that

the error of a single observation should be greater than

that of the mean of ^ or 5 observations, but it may be

pointed out that it is much easier to read with the high-

est accuracy when the swing is to one side only, and does

not cross a centre point. .Furthermore the chance for

lapse of mental concentration and attention is greatly

diminished in the single deflection method. In work of

great importance the weighing can be checked by a

second weighing in less time than is needed for one

weighing bv the conventional methods.

VAST FOREST FIRES IN FRANCE.
Toulon. Auuust '-'A.— \'ast forest fires are ravaging

the region between Toulon and Cannes. The fire

reached the seashore resorts around Calaire Bay and
the people in the hotels and restaurants were compell-

ed to evacuate and take refuge on the beach.

Strong westerly and northwesterly winds are

aiding in the spread of the fires both in the centre of

the Maures range and on the southern slope. According
to the latest advices the flames are assuming alarm-
ing proportions and threatening the towns -of Gra.sz

and Antibes. Despatches from Sardinaux say that

between eight and ten villages, notably Grimaud and
Cogolin, are surrounded by fires. Aid is being rush-

ed to the threatened points from various nearby towns.

AUSTRALIA EXPORTS PAPER.
The eight mouths of the financial year to February

show a large expansion of business in paper and chem-
icals, as in other departments of trade. Paper imports
represent a striking rise, while paper exports figure
conspicuou.sly in the published list.

For the eight months 1917-18, paper imported into
Australia represented a value of £2.305.596. In the cor-
responding period for 1918-19, the figure has rushed
up to £3,069,429 again, a difference of very nearly a
round million.

Exports of paper for the eight months of 1917-18
were valued at £88.363, and this figure has now risen
in the later period to £105,914.

' Journal Am. Chem. Soc. 22, 144 (1900.)

It is better to take pains in preventing accidents than
to suffer pains as a result of them.
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FINE FALL MEETING FOR T. A. P. P. I.

The fall meeting of the Teehiiical Association of

the Pulp and Paper Industry to be held at Chicago

in conjunction with the Fifth National Exposition of

Chemical Industries, September 24, 25, 26 and 27, 191!:t,

gives promise of being well attended and productive

of several important contributions to our knowledge

of papermaking processes and engineering develop-

ments.
In addition to the papers reported for presentation

there is promised an account of research work done

at Columbia University on the utilization of waste

sulphite liquor as fuel by Prof. Ralph H. McKee and

George Barsky ; a demonstration and talk on an ap-

paratus for testing paper for tearing strength, tensile

strength, stiffness, resilience and folding strength;

and a special address on engineering problems in the

paperinill.

An interesting discussion of losses of soda in the

evaporation of black liquor in sulphate pulp man-

ufacture will be directed by the Committee on Sulphate

Pulp, 0. Baehe-Wiig, chairman.

The Committee on Sulphite Pnlp, H. G. Spear, chair-

man, have been working on new and improved

methods of handling waste liquor from the digesters

and of cooling the SOo gas from the burners. Other

studies and investigations will be embodied in their

report which should be of considerable value to .sul-

phite-pulp manufacturers, especially in view of the

discussion that will be elicited.

The report of the Committee on Soda Pulp, Martin

L. Griffin, is in the hands of the secretary and will be

sent out to members in advance of the meeting. The re-

port deals with the principles and practice involved in

washing unbleached soda pulp. The formal discussion

of the subject will be led by the members of the com-

mittee associated with Mr. Griffin, George K. Spence,

William H. Howell, jr., and George M. Trostel ; 0.

])ache-Wiig, P. Dolin and others.

A continuous sedimentation or freeness tester for

groundwood pulp has been developed at the mill of the

Watab Pulp and Paper Company, Sartell, Minn., under
0. L. E. Weber, and this will be described by Fred A.

Naegeli, chemist of the company.
On the second day of meeting the members will be

the guests at luncheon of the Chicago firm of Sears,

Roebuck & Co., after which a personally conducted
tour of the papermaking department of the extensive

plant of this company will be taken.

The entire day of Friday, September 26, will be

spent at Madison, Wis., inspecting the pulp and paper
branches of the Forest Products Laboratory, under
the guidance of Carlile P. Winslow, director and
staff, which includes a number of T. A. P. P. I.

Trains for Madison, Wis. leave Chicago over the

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad on Thursday
evening, September 25, at 5.30 and 8.00 o'clock. A
special sleeper leaving Chicago at 2.00 A.M., Friday,

Septemlier 26, will be ready for occupancy at 10.00

P.M. Thursday. This train is due to arrive in

Madison at 7.20 A.M. Friday. Breakfast will be

served at the Park Hotel. The first class fare from
Chicago to Madison is .1^4.21 and sleeper berth $1.62.

It is important that early notice be given the Chicago
convention committee of the intention of members to

attend the meeting and join the party on the trip to

Madison, Wis., and this can be done by a postal card
addressed to Thomas H. Savery, jr., chairman of the

cominittPc. 171S Republic Building, Chicago.

BOARD OF TRADE VISITS B. C. PULP MILLS.
Ocean Falls, the thriving little paper-making town

of the Pacific Mills Co., Limited, extended the glad

hand in right royal fashion when the Vancouver Board
of Trade excursionists reached their trip up the coast.

The 325-mile journey from Vancouver was made in

the finest of weathers, through the beautiful sur-

roundings of the inside passage, the arrival at Ocean
Frlls being made sharp on schedule time at 4 o'clock.

In the three hours stay the members of the party,

with the Paymaster and Superintendent of Pacific

Mills, Limited, as hosts, enjoyed the freedom of the
town, visiting every part of the huge paper-making
plant, the power house, hospital, and other modern
institutions, and also finding time to roam at will

through the well-kept residential portion of the town.
Ocean Falls cannot be seen from the steamer until

a few minutes before reaching the dock, when a thriv-

ing little industrial centre suddenly looms before the
eyes, like a picture in a page just turned. About 1200
men are employed there in the various processes of

paper-making, and this does not include crews for
logging operations.

The company is doing very little logging this sea.son.

nearly all its raw material being obtained from the
spruce camps formerly operated by the Imperial
Munitions Board. These logs are towed across the
turbulent waters of Hecate Straits in big cigar-shaped
raft.s.

A thorough insight into the manufacture of news-
print, kraft and other kinds of paper, was given the
visitors, the trip through the mill revealing the differ-
ent stages of manufacture, from the big rough logs
to the finished article lying in the huge storehouse.
The Ocean Falls plant is turning out paper at the

rate of 250 tons daily, the greater part of this out-
put being exported. The total population of the
town is about 2,500, and everybody seems to be con-
tented. This is not to be wondered at because nearly
all the men are making good wages, a large number
of them averaging as high ^s $300. a month.
Labor agitators are not wanted as two of them re-

cently found out when they were quietly informed
that their presence was not nearly so valuable an asset
to town as their rooms. The two left when they received
no sign of support from the men. The boat left Ocean
Falls at 7 o'clock and the only other stop made was
at Swanson Bay, the Whalen Company's big lumber
and pulp plant. Although it was in the small hours
of the morning, several of the visitors went ashore
for the short stay of the boat.

W. G. McADOO FAVORS METRIC SYSTEM.
San Francisco, August 30.—World Trade Club of

San FrancLsco continues to receive authoritative sup-
port in its campaign for world-wide use of metric units.
A strong statement from William G. McAdoo, war-

time Secretary of the Treasury and Director of Rail-
roads, has ju.st been transmitted.
At the recent banquet given in New York City

by the Pan-American Society of the United States to
President Pessoa of Brazil, he declared: "A very im-
portant thing is the adoption of the metric system.
It was the mo.st unhappy event that the metric sys-
tem was ever defeated when it came up here — a
monumental mistake. If taken up seriously and ap-
plied intelligently we could get it transformed in a few
years, and it would do more for the development of
trade than anything ever yet attempted."
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LAURENTIDE STILL PROSPERS.
Diiriii^- till' year rnih'il .luiic :!() last, liaurciitide net

cariiiiiirs were f<|iial to U' \n'V cent <iii tlii' (.•iinipaiiN's

outstaiuliiio: capital issue of $9,(i()(),(K)0, the sliowiiig

amply warraiitiiip: tlie aetioii of the tlirectors in y:raiit-

ing to the shareholders a further participation in the

prevailing prosperity. Tlie position of the company
in the way of working capital, as .shown in the state-

ment pnhlished elsewhere on this page, is so strong

that President Cliahoon stated at yesterday's meet-

ing that

:

"The bond issue of $1.1'00,000 will be due on Janu-

ary 2nd of next year. $634,778.73 of this amount has

been purchased by the eomjiany and lodged with the

Royal Trust Company, the remainder will be paid off

and the entire issue cancelled when due."

When this is effected Laureutide will be without

bond obligations of any kiiul so that with a continu-

ance of prevailing conditions in the industry the out-

look of shareholders in the enterprise should be ma-

terially enhanced. President Chahoon, questioned by

one of the shareholders regarding the company's pol-

icy respecting reforestation and fire protection, statetl

that approximately 1,000,000 young trees had been

planted during the year, and that it was hoped that

the nursery by the spring of next year would be cap-

able of in-oducing sufficient to bring the annual plant

up to 'i.OOO.OOO trees. The loss through fire during the

past year had been practically nil, said Mr. Chahoon,

paying tribute to the very wise and far-seeing policy of

the province of Quebec regarding forest protection.

The outlook for the current yeai', he stated, was ex-

ceedingly bright. The consumption of newsprint paper,

based largely as it is on the demand for advertising

space, exceeded anything in the world's history.

Officers aiul directors were re-elected as follows:

George Chahoon, jr., president ; Chas. R. Hosmer, vice-

president ; R. B. Angus, Edwin Hanson, F. A. Sab-

baton, J. K. L. Ross and Sir Thomas Skinner, Bart.,

Louis Armstrong was named treasurer; W. F. Robin-

son, secretary, and F. E. McXally, assistant secretary.

BRITISH COLUMBIA ITEMS.
There is a marked activity in the pulp industry in

British Columbia. Buyers are looking this way for

supplies, and at good firm prices. The older mills are

booked ahead with orders, and the new mills are get-

ting orders at prices which they had not expected two

months ago.

The Beaver Cove plant will have their first lot of

pulp out by the last of September.

The new issues of the Whalen Company stock will

place this Company on a working basis that means
rapid strides in their plans for expoi't business.

Taken all in all the British Columbia pulp market
is rai)idh' becoming a factor in the trade to be

reckoned with.

Certain buyers have come to British Columbia,

looked over the market, gone East, without buying,

and finally came back here and bought or wired back
their orders.

It is only a question of time when new capital will

be invested in new plants in British Columbia, and
that at no late date, and this will mean that then
pulp and paper industrj' will grow to proportions
little dreamed of 10 years ago. It will also mean
that ultimately the pulp instead of all being shipped
away will be manufactured into paper right here.

SURPRISED BY CALLING OF HEARING SEPT. 8.

.\ bit; surprise in ni'wspi'int inanul'ai't iirin;^ circles

was sprung at Ottawa on Tuesday when (onnnuni('a-

tions from the Paper Controller, to the newspi-int manu-
facturers was received, notifying tlicm that the Can-
adian Newsprint Inquiry would resunu' at the ("oui-t

House, Ottawa, on Monday, September Sth.

The calling of the inquiry is ju'inuirily for considei"-

ing the recent .judgnumt handed down by the .judge.-, of

the Paper Control Tribunal, setting the price of Can-
adian newspi'int from .Inly 1st to November HOth, 1918,

from .$69 per ton as ordered by the cdiiti-oller to .$66,

and other matters.

Though it was not up to Tuesday night mentioned
definitely there is also a i)ossibility of the differentials

being taken up. The requests to attend the hearing
were extended to imblishers as well as lu'wsjjrint manu-
facturers. The surprise in the sending out of the eoni-

nuinications was that they followed so quickly on top

of the judgment of the Paper Control Tribunal. One
view that could easily be taken of the situation is that

matters all along the line are going to be materially

speeded up, the inquiry brought to an end. and prices

fixed for the different periods covered by the Con-
troller's orders. Whether this is going to quickly

materialize or not has yet to be seen. Mr. Pringle in

iiis comnu'iit aiu'nt the decision of the judges drew at-

tention that the honorable members of the Tribunal

in setting their price at $66 had not taken into con-

sideration the 11 months when newsprint had sold for

$50 per ton and the five months that followed when
Government orders placed its figure at $52.

TRIBUTE TO RESOURCES OF QUEBEC.

The possibilities of Canadian natural resources in

reconstructing devastated Europe are outlined by Lt.-

Col. P. Pelletier, agent for the Province of Quebec,

in London, in an article in a London daily paper. Whilj
referring to the Dominion as a whole, Lieut. Col. Pel-

letier naturally puts in a strong plea for the Province
of Quebec, particularly in regard to lumber, jjuIj), and
minerals.

"We are," he says, "in a position to supply timber
for houses, railways, mines and other purposes of

national importance. Wood pulp is here manufac-
tured on a huge scale, enabling us to supply the needs
of paper manufacturers in Great Britain and else-

where. Our water-power equals one-half of the total

estimated water-power of the whole Dominion, and
only a small proportion has been developed for indus-

trial purposes. Here are opportunities, indeed, for

the enterprising British capitalist to build up wood
pulp, paper, and other industries based upon the

utilization of forest products."

OUTING AT GRAND 'MERE.

The Montreal officials and staff of the Canadian Ex-
port Paper Company, to the number of fifty, spent
Labor Day at Grand 'Mere, the guests of the Lauren-
tide Company, Limited. The nurseries of the Forestry
Department, also the golf links were visited in the
morning, and a typical lumberjack's "spread" was
served at the log sorting camp three miles up the river.

Considerable time was devoted to going through the
immense pulp and paper mills, and the day closed with
a dance at the clubhouse.
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Technical Section

I

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
K-14. Process and machinery for glazing both

sides of paper. (Procede et machine pour le satinage

double face du papier rugueux en feuilles.) Fr. pa-

tent No. 479,336. Eseher, Wys.s & Cie., Zurich. La Pa-

peterie, 41, p. 62, (June 10, 1919). Both sides of the

paper (in sheets) are glazed on the one machine by-

using two pairs of rolls and two felts, each pair glaz-

ing one side of the paper.—A.P.C.

K-14. Paper cutter. (Machine te couper le papier

autres matieres analogues.) Fr. patent No. 478,989. P.

W. Viekery, England. By means of a series of gears

and clutches the paper is «ut transversely twice dur-

ing each revolution of the driving wheel, eacli time

the crank passes dead-center.—A.P.-C.

K-23. Process and machinery for making rein-

forced paper. (Precede et appareil pour la fabrication

d'un papier arme tres resistant.) Fr. patent No. 474,-

864. Maunoury & Cie. La Papeterie, 41, p. 60, (June

10, 1919). By means of a very ingenious device

threads are imprisoned between two sheets of paper
firml.v glued together. The threads lie both longitud-

inally and diagonally in the paper. The process is

continuous.—A.P.-C.

L-5. Solution of cellulose in zinc chloride. (Ob-

tention d'une solution de cellulose par le chlorure

de zine.)Fr. patent No. 489,330. Ogawa, Okudo & Mn-
rata. L 'Industrie Chimique through La Papeterie. 41,

p. 80. (June 10, 1919). In the process covered by
this patent solution is effected at 100° C with violent

agitation. Solution may be completed in half-an-hour.

—A.P.-C.
L-7. Paper textiles in Germany. (Articles alle-

mands en papier tisse.) La Papeterie, 41, p. 39. (]\Iay

25, 1919.) The thread for most articles was made from
paper ribbons spun while moist. Their appearance and
strength are comparable to those of thread made by
The Kron process (described at length in La Papeterie

in 1909 and 1910). In certain eases the thread was
prepared from cellulose solutions by a process similar

to that for making artificial silk. Though some man-
ufacturers say they are satisfied with paper belting,

most of them are anxiously awaiting the arrival of

leather belts. Several mills are being equipped for

the manufacture of certain paper textiles in France.

—A.P.-C.
L-7. Paper thread. (Fil en papier). La Papete-

rie, 41, p. SO, (June 10, 1919.) "Zellulon" is obtained

obtained by an improvement of the Turk wet-spin-

ning process, which first appeared in 1891. The stock

is prepared in the same manner as for making paper:
but instead of being sent to the paper machine it is

sent to special circular wires from which it comes in

the form of narrow ribbons which are immediately
spun and yielded a thread containing 55-60% moist-

ure, which is slowly dried. It is much stronger than
ordinary paper. The loss on spinning is only about
5%. while spinning paper bv the older processes gave
30-50r> waste—A.P.-C.

N-4. Electricity as a source of heat in boilers.

(Production de la vapeur dans les ehaudieres par I'e-

lectricite.) Schweizerische Bauzeitung, Apr. 1917, p.

183, through La Papeterie, 41, p. 126, (June 25, 1919).

Tests conducted in Switzerland in 1916 have proved
that electricity can advantageously be used for gen-
erating steam where power is very cheap. The effi-

ciency is about 90 ( .—A.P.-C.
R-0. The coal crisis and German Industries. (L 'in-

fluence de la erise du charbou sur les industries alle-

mandes.) Bull, de la Chambre de Com. Fran, de Tu-
rin, through La Papeterie, 41, p. 138, (Jime 25, 1919.)
The situation of the German industries owing to lack
of coal has become appalling. The pulp and paper
industries on which great hopes had been founded for
raising and steadying the rate of exchange by means
of enormous exportation.s, are no better off than the
others. Many mills are shut down, and the others,
while still producing a limited output, expect to have
to shut down in the more or less remote future A
P.-C.

R-0. Proposed French National Bureau of Paper
Standards. (Quelques idees.) Papvrophile. La Pape-
terie, 41, p. 50, (June 10, 1919.). The conditions
arismg from the war are such that it is imperative
for the French Paper mills to exercise a very strict
technical control of all departments if they are to com-
pete successfully with foreign paper ma"nufacturer.s,
both as regards cost of production and quality of
paper. There .should be close co-operation between
the maker and the user in order that orders may be
filled in the most satisfactory manner. A National
Bureau, similar to the one in New York, should be
created, which could act in many ways as go-between
for the manufacturer and the "consumer. It would
also be advi.sable to form a technical committee whose
duties would be to look into and improve the methods
and processes of any mill desiring it. A.P.-C.

R-5. European markets for Canadian pulp. La Pa-
peterie, 42, p. 179. (July 10, 1919.)-'Farmand," a Nor-
wegian paper strongly voices its indignation at the
fact that Mr. Becker (of Becker & Co.) openly ex-
pressed the opinion that there is a good market for
Canadian pulp in England, for the English paper in-
dustry has no great love for the Scandinavians who
took all they could during the war. La Papeterie
says Mr. Becker has a right to his opinion, and sees
no objection whatsoever to his expressing it publicly
but it does not agree with Mr. Becker's views. Canada
IS a very large producer of higrh grade pulp; but there
are several very serious obstacles which will prevent
It from being a serious competitor to Scandinavia on
the European, and more especiallv the French markets
for a long time to come. (1)—The transportation rates
trom America to France are several times those from
Scandinavia to France. (2)—The Canadian manufac-
turer IS content with .selling f.o.b. Canadian port
and does not want to be bothered with what happens
to the pulp after it leaves Canada. Moreover he
WLshes to deal in large quantities of pulp. The French
manufacturer does not even want to buv e i f French
port, but wishes to have the goods delivered praetieal-
].v at his mill. Moreover he likes to buv in small quan-
tities, as small as 10, 20, or 30 tons. A 200-ton order is
considered quite large. 3.—The svstem of weights
being different in the two countries, this would entailmore trouble and time than would appear at first
thought.—A.P.-C.
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UMTED STATES T^OTES
Negotiations pending toward the merger of the St.

Regis Paper Company and the Remington Paper and

Power Company will bring about the consolidation

of the two largest newsprint mamifaeturing concerns

in the northern section of the New York State.. The

consummation of this deal will mean a concern with

more than .^25.000,000 in assets and will bring about

the formation of what will he the third largest news-

print company in the United States. Seven mills with

an output of 450 tons of paper daily and a water power

of between 40,000 and 50,000 horse-power are involved

in the deal.

The investigation of the print jiapcr situation plan-

ned by the Senate will be conducted by a suh-commit-

tee of the Senate Manufactures Committtee, it was

decided last week. Senator La Follette of Wiscon-

sin, who was selected as chairman of the probe com-

mittee, announced that the information secured by

the Federal Trade Commission would first be examined

and that siihsequent to the completion of this prelimi-

narv phase of the inquiry, hearinprs would be held.

Net profits of the United Paperboard Company for

the year ended on Mav 31 were $188,111. according

to a report made public by the company last week.

Dividends of .$186,426, of which a part represented

a 6 per cent disbursement on the preferred stock and

1 per cent, on the common, were naid. leavinsr $1,684

surplus for the year. Sidney Mitchell, president of

the corporation, in his remarks to the stockholders,

says that the mills at Fairfield. Me. : Yorktown, Ind..

and Urbana. Ohio, which were shut down in the prev-

ious year, have not been in operation because of

prevailing low prices. He points out that those mills

could not be operated except with substantial lo.ss.

During the year the companv spent $419,807 for mill

improvements. It holds $400,000 worth of Liberty

Bonds.

The Union Bag and Paper Companv has declared a

quarterly dividend of one and one-half per cent, pay-

able to holders of its stock on September 15.

Though recent aetivitv in International Paper in

the New York stock market has given rise to talk that

the company is likely to resume dividends before the

year is out. the matter, it was learned, has not been

considered by the big paper concern's directors, and

the probability is that there will be none this year,

since the International has its fall financingr ahead of

it. While International is enjoying a prosperous year,

present indications tending to show that the last Gov-

ernment restrictions will probably be lifted soon, the

fact of the company's very rapid recent growth has

made the extension of its cash account necessary. The
same interests responsible for shooting Litemational

Paper through 70 are reported to be in the market
asrain and they are using for a market level the report

of a probable dividend.

A conference of the Empire State Forest Products

Association, the State Conservation Commission and
the New York Forestry Association with Col. H. S.

Graves, Chief of the United States Forest Service,

to try to define a national and State forest policy,

has been called in Ne^v York State for the second week

in November at Syracuse. Preliminary plans made by
a committee in session last week in that city propose to

call all persons of the State interested in forests to

attend and hear Col. Graves discuss his proposed

national forest programme. The New York confer-

ence hopes to get an agreement for a future policy

which will satisfy the forest service and the lumber-

men.
About 2000 workers in the paper box industry in

Brooklyn walked out last week when a strike was
ordered by Jacob Weinberg, general organizer of the

paper box unions. Among the demands made are a 40

per cent, salary increase and improvements in sanitary

conditions in the workshops.

Articles of incorporation have been filed at Port-

land, Ore., by the Western Waxed Paper Company.
The capitalization of the concern is placed at .$250,000

and its incorporators are Andrew Christ, Jr., A. F.

Adams and W. C. McCulloch. The main company
office will be located at Portland. The purpose of

the corporation is to establish and conduct plants for

the manufacture and sale of waxed papers.

QUARTER CENT MEANS $1,500,000.

Newsprint is to-(la>- selling at $3,751'] .^ liundrcd

pounds, carload lots, f.o.b., mill. This price has been
in effect since July 1918. From May 1st to July 1st,

1918, a price of $3,633'! a hundred was in effect by
order of the Federal Trade Commission. The pub-
lishers contejul that these prices were not justified,

and, therefore, any decision of the Circuit Court
judges will affect the sales more than future business.

On the other hand, the newsprint manufacturers con-

tend that a higher price is justified, due principally to

a steady increasing wage scale.

Assuming that 300.000 tons of newsprint have been
sold from July 1st. 1918, to the time the judges make
a decision a variation of one-quarter-cent a pound
in the price fixed either upward or downward would
mean a difference of $1,500,000 to the company.

MORE BOATS ON PULPWOOD ROUTE.
The ]\reigs PnlpAvood Co., Inc., whose head office in

New Brunswick is at Campbellton, with branches at
Cascapedia, New Richmond and other points, are con-
ducting extensive pulpwood operations and during
this season will carrv' on more extensively than ever.
The Meigs Company operate about 12 terminals and

pulpwood propositions in Canada and one of the termi-
nals is across the lake at Oswego, N. Y. Foixr
additional steamers will be put on the route carry-
ing pulpwood from Quebec and New Brunswick to
Oswego and other points. These are now being load-
ed at Gaspe. Every steamer's cargo ranges from
1.000 to 1,500 cords of pulpwood. The terminal at
Oswesro has a capacity of 60.000 cords.
Mr. Walter Meigs, president of the Meigs Pulpwood

Co., Inc., recently paid a visit to Oswesro and stated
that not only would the storage facilities there be
extended but certain changes would be made in the
conveyors and unloading devices at the plant so that
steamers would be relieved of their cargo in much
quicker time than in the past.
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R. E. Whiteman representing the George Irish Paper

Co. of Buffalo, N. Y., -(vas iu Toronto this week call-

ing upon the trade and taking iu the sights of the

Canadian National Exhibition.

Archie Reid, business manager of the National Pa-

per Co., Vallej-field, Que., and formerly accountant

of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., Toronto, spent a

few days in Toronto this week calling upon old friends

in the trade.

J. Hewitt, President of Paper Sales, Limited, Toron-

to, has returned from a successful and enjoyable fish-

ing trip of a couple of weeks spent at Burleigh Falls,

Ont.

J. J. Ting, who is a special representative of the

Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce of the Chinese

Republic, was in Toronto and ^Montreal during the

past few days calling upon the paper trade. He was
particularly anxious to make contracts for the early

delivery of newsprint which, he states, is scarce in his

country.

Wesley Tilton, superintendent of the plant of the

Toronto Paper Manufacturing Co. at Cornwall, Ont.,

was in Toronto for several days this week and paid

a visit to the Exhibition.

J. A. Macdonald, former editor of the Globe, To-

ronto, who has been spending some time at Battle

Creek, Mich., for the benefit of his health, has return-

ed to Toronto and, with his wife and family, is once

more occupying his own home after several years
absence, a considerable period of it was spent in Japan
and the Orient.

The annual meeting of the Canadian Paper Trade
Association will be held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel,

Montreal, on Tuesday and Wednesday September 16

and 17. It is expected there will be a large and repre-

sentative attendance from all the leading cities and
an interesting programme is being arranged. W. C.

Ridgway, of New York, who is se"cretary of the

National Paper Trade Association, has been invited

to deliver an address. It will be remembered that, at

the organization meeting of the association held in

Toronto over a year ago, Mr. Ridgway was to have
been present but at the last minute was prevented
from being in attendance. He promised to speak at

a. later date and this time, it is expected, that he will

be on hand.

Good progress is being made on the entensions to

the plant of the coated paper mill of the Provincial
Paper Mills Co., at Georgetown. W. J. Tremble, who
has the contract, reports that the first story is com-
pleted on all three additions, which are being built

of reinforced concrete and steel. The addition to the
finishing room is 96" x 80" and to the color room,
38" X 80" and 40" x 60". Construction will be finished

in another month and the capacity of the plant will

be greatly increased.

The Fraser Companies, who operate a large .sulphite

pulp mill at Edmundston. N.B., and also several saw
mills in the province, intend going on with the erection

of the Phaser Memorial Hospital building, which will

be built in Fredericton in connection with the Victo-

ria Public Hospital. His work will be carried out a*-

intended by the late Donald Fraser and tenders have

been called for construction.

Work on the new sulphite mill, the groundwood
pulp plant and three work shops at Three Rivers,

which are being erected by the International Paper

Co is now well under way. Construction will be done

by day labor. A. H. White, of New York, is the chief

engineer and the local engineer is T. R. Ransen.

The annual meeting of the Spanish River Pulp and
Paper Mills will be held at the head office in Toron-

to on Thursday September 18 when the annual state-

ment, which has alreadj' been published, Avill be pre-

sented and at the same time a meeting will be held

for the purpose of considering and, if approved, con-

firming a by-law authorizing the issue, sale and pledge

of six per cent serial mortgage lien notes aggregating
$3,500,000.

"The Fourth Degree"' is the name of a new monthly
publication which has been launched in Toronto and
will circulate largely among the Masonic fraternity.

The paper is issued by the Fourth Degree Publishing
Co. and the editor aiul business manager is K. C. l^tley.

'"The Echo" which is the organ of the Independent
Order of the Daughters of the Empire, Toronto, and
has been issued quarterly, will, it is understood, be
published in the near future as a monthly journal.

G. N. Simpson, of Toronto, who, is well known in

advertising circles, has been appointed business man-
ager of the Phonograph Journal and the Music Trades
Journal and has entered upon his new duties.

The Weudigo Power Co. with headquarters at

Guelph, Ont., and a capital stock of $1,000,000 has
been incorporated. The plant of the corapan.v will be
located some twenty miles south of Larder Lake, and
will develop hydro-electric power on Wendigo lake
and certain parts of the Blanche river. This will be
good news to many industries in Northern Ontario.
The Canadian Western Cordage Co., which is a

returned soldiers" cooperative industry, will be given
a grant of land iu Sapperton, B.C. The B.C. Govern-
ment has advanced the company, under the Industrial
Development Act a loan of .$200,000 and the veterans
have increased their working capital to $100,000, hav-
ing subscribed $60,000 in cash and they are now taking
up the $40,000 deferred to make the necessary $100,-
000.

Joseph E. Ford, eldest son of Joseph Ford, Jr., of
Portneuf is a Benedict, having been married last week
to Miss. Mary Christine Mackinnon, at the home of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Slackinnon,
Kinibury, Que. Mr. and Mrs. Ford visits Montreal and
took the boat trip to Toronto and Niagara Falls.

CAMDEN MILL WILL MAKE KRAFT.
The plant of the Camden Paper Co. at Camden East,

Ont., is once again in operation under the charge of
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E S Crabtree. who is mana-rci- of the plant. The eoiu

panv is at present turniug out some buiklmjr paper,

but'will be manufacturing kraft in the near tuture.

PULP MEN INVITED TO NEW YORK STATE
TRUST CONFERENCE

Svraeuse, N. T.. Aug. 23.-Col. Henry S. Graves,

Chief of the United States Forest Service, will come

to New York state to discuss with all interested organ-

izations his proposed national forest policy This con-

ference raav develop into the most important gatliei-

ing ever held, involving the future of the nation &

forests and timber supply.

Announcement of this conference was made to-day

bv a special committee of the New York State forestry

Association, when preliminary steps were taken to

prepare for Col. Graves' visit, which will be to Syra-

cuse the second week in November. The conference

will be attended by representatives of the Empire

State Forests Products Association, the State Conser-

vation Commission and the New York State Forestry

Association, and invitations to attend will also be sent

to representatives of the American Pulp and Paper

Association, the Association for the Protection of the

Adirondacks, the state retail lumber dealers and all

other organizations interested in the forests of the

state.

The conference is the result of the realization that

the private forests of America are nearly exhausted

and that now is the time when the nation and the state

must establish principles of production of a timber

crop on private land. The growing realization of this

need was brought to a focus by the war census of the

timber of the nation, to learn exactly where America

stood on timber for war purposes. This showed that

radical steps must be taken at once to prepare for the

future and Col. Graves at once began the formulation

of a national policy. Col. Graves is now ready to

come to this state and discuss the economic phases

of the problem with all the elements in the state inter-

ested in Forestry.

The date for the conference has not been definitely

set, but will probably be either Nov. 11 or 13„ so that

some of the organizations interested can hold their

conventions in connection with the Graves' confer-

ence. The program will be without many set addresses,

leaving the time practically free for Col. Graves'

address and discussions. Other addresses will be

merely to bring out special points for discussion.

NEW PAPER COMPANY GETS CHARTER.
.\ i)n)viiu'ial charl.T luis l)t'rii jrraiitrd tlir HrockvilU'

l'ai)er Mfg. Co., Limited, with headquarters at Hrock-

ville and a capital stock of .>i!li.")0,OUO. The company,

which will erect a three story building in Brockville.

will employ 150 hands and turn out book, bond and

writing paper. Among the incorporators of the oom-

liany are Chas. F. Buss, of ilill Roches, and John R.

Buchanan, of Ottawa. Brockville will grant the com-

liany a free site upon which to erect a plant Avith a

fixed assessment of .i;l 0,000 for a period of ten years.

The free use of an excavation to be constructed by the

corporation and free supervision by the company of a

pumping plant to be erected at the power house of ths

corporation and to be operated during the term of

agreement without charge to the company are also to

be extended.

CLAIMS NEW SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC DRIVE.

Mr. A. C. Barfield, of the Harland Engineering
Company, has just returned from Great Britain where
arrangements were made for introducing in the Can-
adian market an absolutely unique method of driving

paper machines electricall.v in such a manner as to

secure absolute Interlocking Synchronism between
each section of the paper machine. This equipment
has been in use in Great Britain for over four years
working absolutely satisfactorily and practically with-

out any maintenance costs.

This equipment which is called. "THE HARLAND
PATENT INTERLOCK" is patented by the Harland
Engineering Company, ilr. E. B. Archil)ald has been
appointed to handle this section of the business and
will be glad to hear from all interested parties at the

company's address: No. 102 St. Antoine street, Mont-
real.

AROOSTOOK SULPHATE MILL SOLD.

A. R. Gould, of Prcsque Isle, Me., well-known in

Montreal through his connection with the St. John

Yalley Railway enterprise, is the president of a new
company which has taken over the Aroostook Pulp

and Paper Company's plant on the St. John River,

at Keegan, north of Vanburen, Me.

Owing to difficulties the mill has been closed for

some weeks and now it is learned. Mr. Gould and H.

B. Stebbings, of Bo.ston, have purchased the stock

interest of E. P. Lindsay and others in the enterprise

and the plant will soon be in full operation once more
and eventually on a larger scale than ever.

The plant was built in 1917 and is thoroughly equip-

ped, having a daily capacity of about 60 tons of

sulphate pulp, upwards of 200 men have been employed.

WOOD PULP REVIEW FOR JULY, 1919.

According to the report of the Federal Trade Com-
mission, total stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills

on July 31st amounted to 242,272 tons, as compared
with 263,980 tons on June 30th. Stocks of other than
wood pulp and Mitscherlich sulphite increased slightlj'

during the month. There was an increase during the

month in the stocks of all other grades.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic pulp
mills at the end of the month with their average daily

production based on the 9 months" period ended April

30, 1919, the figures show that:

Ground wood mill stocks equal slightly more than
42 days' average output. News grade sulphite mill

stocks equal .slightly more than 10 days' average out-

put. Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal slightly more
than 10 days' average output. Eas.v bleaching sulphite

mill stocks equal slightly less than 8 days' average

output. ]Mitscherlich sulphite mill stocks equal slightly

less than 5 days' average output. Sulphate mill stocks

equal slightly less than 15 days' average output. Soda
pulp mills stocks equal slightly less than 7 days' aver-

age output. Mill stocks of "other than wood pulp"
equal slightly more than 11 days' average output.

Total mill stocks of all grades equal slightly more than

23 days' average output.

The number of grinders and digesters showing lost

time during the month of July in operating mills was
1,483 as compared with 1.267 for June. These figures

do not include the machines in eight mills that were
not in operation during July chiefly on account of lack

of orders, repairs and lack of power.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, September 2.—Like the poor, the news-

print question apparently is always jjoin^- to lie with

us. The question of the price and the production of

newsprint may temporarily pass out of sight and

.seemingly be obliterated but it bobs up again and,

owing to the protracted action of governments, investi-

gating eoimni.ssions and courts has more lives than

the proverbial cat. Just a few day.s ago it was an-

nounced from Washington that another investiga-

tion was to be opened by Congress and that the inquiry

will now be conducted by the Senate to learn if the

industry is engaged in discriminatory practices and

whether the prices charged are excessive. Then next

we have the decision of the newsprint tribunal at

Ottawa, handed out after many weary months, to the

effect that the manufacturers got too much money for

their product between July 1st and Deceinl)er 1st

1918 and the price for this period was reduced from

$69 to $66. Naturally this has elated the publishers,

who think that things are now coming their way and
the news was rather disappointing to the newsprint

manufacturers. They will, however, make the re-

fund as directed and the prevailing figure of .$69 will

hold from December 1st 1918 np to the pre.sent unless

varied by subsequent rulings by the tribunal or the

controller. Since December last, costs have been

steadily climbing and the mills will be able to show
that never have manufacturing expenses been as high

as now. Both mechanical and chemical pulp have gone
up in price, the figure for pulf)woo<l is higher, wages
are much above what they were a few months ago and
the outlay for other materials has mounted by leaps

and bounds. There is no necessity of going exhaustive,

ly into matters which are familiar to all connected

with the trade but the hard cold fact has to be faced
that newsprint is growing scarcer all the while and
the demand is increasing proportionately. In spite of

the official decisions given out, the law of supply and
demand will and must prevail.

The war is now over and there appears to

he in the mind of the manufacturers no reason why
control should any longer exist The New Court nf

Commerce can get busy if it is thought there are any
undue profits made. The press representatives on

Press Day at the Canadian National Exhibition, in

Toronto took great pride in proclaiming newspapers

had not been accused profiteering during the war
and, on the other hand, it cannot be charged that the

newsprint manufacturers have been grafters or ex-

tortioners. Considering the heavy outlays in invest-

ments, the abnormal demand for their product and
the many lean years through which all the companies
came, their earnings have not been out of the way.
That the mills can sell their product abroad at much
higher rates than they can at home is evidence that

prices been too low domestically if supply and demand
were allowed to rule the situation.

There has been no midsummer quietness in the pap<'r

trade this year and as the fall months are right at

hand, mills are looking for more business than ever.

Each week sees an increase in the number of orders
and the ma.iority of plants are getting farther and
farther behind. One manufacturer expressed his view
of conditions this week by remarking that business
was too good to be comfortable. All departments of

the trade are active and printers are having all the
orders that thev can attend do. Business in the books,
writing and ledger lines of paper keeps up well and
there has just gone into effect an increase of one and
a half to two cents on all rag bond papers. Quota-
tions in other lines are stiff and the volume keeps
up admirably.
Coated paper plants are ru.shed with orders and wrap-
ping paper activity is very marked, particularly in

kraft and fibres, which are having a big call. There
has, owing to advances in raw materials, been an in-

crease of a quarter of a cent on all tag and bristol
napers as well as envelope manila. There has as yet
been no chantre in poster or cover papers but it would
not be surprising to see present figures augmented
in the near future.

The demand for groundwood pulp is increasing all

the while, and prices are very firm while sulphite pulp
is gettin!" stronier and contracts with mills are only
ii'i a montli to monlli basis. This is a very different

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill, NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be
convinced.
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state of affairs from what prevailed t\v» or three years NEW YORK MARKETS,

ago -n-hen contracts were gladly entered into by the New York, August 30.—Keporis from all corners

producers for as long terms as six months and even of the paper trade describe the market as very active

a rear. Then the future could be reckoned with but. and firm, and as far as can l)e ascertained, there has

wirti constant requests for raises in wages, increasing been no statement of demand from consuming quarters,

shippin'' and cartage rates, the growing cost of wood I'sers of paper of all kinds, apparently reconciled to

and other considenUion.s, mills are not able to see |)revailing high prices and evidently being of the be-

more than a few weeks ahead. The export situation lief that there is scant probability of values under-

is improving considerably although carriage rates are ^'oillg any reaction for a long time to come, arc placing

still skv hich One leading Canadian concern recently orders for supplies not only to cover nnmediate wants

shipped pulp to several countries. Each week sees l)ut also for a good time ahead. Considerable con-

representatives from all over the world coming to ceru seems to be felt among consumers, if they fail

Canada to look for paper .supplies and during the to place orders, that when they come into the market

past week a .^ovemment official from China arrived later on in the season to buy they will be unsuccess-

in ,'earch of n'ewsprint '^^^ ^° obtaining deliveries in time to meet their require-

The rao' and paper stock market is exceptionally ments, and so to be on the safe side they are seeing

brisk and'^supplies limited. There are steadv advances to it that their orders are properly placed with manu-

in quotations and the requisitions for new cotton rags facturers irrespective of when the latter promise to

are exceptionally brisk. Roofing stock has been make deliveries.

rather quiet for a few days but the dealers state that Prices are strong in every respect. The i-urreut

this .state of affairs is only temporary. The increases demand alone is a sufficient factor to uphold values

in all rags prices means that the better grades of bond on a firm level, but the fact that raw materials are

papers and other lines, in which rags form a comi)onent advancing in price and that the cost of production

part, will ascend accordingly. The whole paper situa- otherwise is mounting also lends strength to quotations

tion never appeared stronger than at present and deal on the finished product. The newsprint market is in a

ers and manufacturers expect to do a record business very firm position, technically and from every other

this fall. point of view. Publishers are using tonnages in excess

Pulp Prices. of their contract supplies and are repeatedly coming
F.O.B. Mill. into the market to purchase spot lots of paper to

Groundwood pulp $30.00 to $32.00 augment regular deliveries, llannfacturers display

Sulphite, news grade $70.00 to .$75.00 little apprehension over the pending investigation of

Sulphite, easy bleaching $90.00 the newsprint industry by a committee named by the

Sulphite, bleached $110.00 to $115.00 United States Congress, which is scheduled to begin

Sulphate $87.50 in New York during the next few days. Sentiment

Rag and Paper Stock Ptices. in regard to this inquiry among producers of news-

F.O.B. Toronto. print paper is that publishers of newspapers would

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $5.20 accomplish far more benefit to themselves and to the

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.00 industry if they would endeavor to effect means

White Blanks $1.50 whereby the production of paper in this country would

Heavv Ledger Stock $2.65 be increased rather than in using their influence to

No. 1 magazine $2.45 urge Government officials to undertake investiga-

No. 1 book stock $1.55 tions seeking in hold down prices on newsprint paper.

No. 1 manilas $2.40 The fine paper market shows consistent activity

No. 1 print manila $1.25 and firmness. Mills are repeatedly advancing quota-

Folded news .$1.00 tions on high-grade bonds and ledgers and have their

Over issue, news 95e hands full in supplying the wants of customers not-

Kraft $3.25 with.standing the fact that the great majority of them
No. 1 clean mixed papers 90c are operating at maximum capacity. Prices on bond
No. 1 shirt cuttings 15-151^0 papers range from 10 cents a pound upward, and on
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 13-13i4c ledgers from 14 cents up.

Xo. 1 fancy shirt cuttings 10-llc A grade of paper which has been and is still in very
No. 1 blue overall cuttings 10c active demand is hanging paper. The revival of
Bleached shoe clip 13c building the country over during the past .several

White cotton hosiery cuttings 13y2C months has created an exceptionally voluminous de-
Light colored hosiery cuttings lie inand for wallpapers, and mills making this class of
New light flannellette cuttings IQioC paper are rushed with orders and are bein? compelled
No. 2 white .shirt cuttings 12c to turn down business. The same situation is evident
City thirds and blues (repacked), No. 1 41/20. in the huildin? paper industry. Felt mills throusrh
Flock and satinettes $3.25 out the States are running at full capacity and are
Tailor rags $3.50 booked far ahead with orders not only from domestic
Gunny bagging ^%-4:Q con.snmers but from foreign countries as well. Euro-
Manila Rope .'11/0-5340 pean buyers of roofing papers have been actively

operating here for some time and have placed what
NEWSPRINT PAPER BETTER IN FRANCE is described as a "tremendous volume of business."
Paris newspapers and those in ino.st of the larger With merchants and retailers of various kinds laying

cities in France are printed on stock of a better quality nlans for what is expected to be the largest pre'^

than the average American newspaper." says Le Pa- holiday business they have ever experienced, demand
pier. "There is no apparent reason for this, except for wrapping and tissue papers is undergoing steady
that the French people want a better newspaper." expansion and prices are hardening. Mills in some
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cases have contracted for practically all of tlielr out-

put for the remainder of the year, and yi-t the demand

seems to be far from satisfied. Book papers of all

kinds are firm in price and moving in heavy volume.

Manufacturers are sold well ahead aiul are reluctant

to accept further orders.

The board market retains its firm undertone al-

though demand has sagged to quite an extent this

week as a result of a general strike of workers in the

box trade in New York City. Mills maintain their

quotations, presumably in the belief that the strike

will soon be settled and that demand will again assiime

the broad proportions existing up to a few days ago.

GKOUXl) WOOD.—No recession of demand for

mechanically ground wood can be noted. Consumers

continue to show pointed interest in offerings and

are quickly snapping up about all of the supply found

available in the open market. Prices are strong at

a basis of between $30 and $31 per ton at the grinding

mills for spruce pulp of prime quality, and the ten-

dency of quotations is firmly upward. With accumula-

tions at both manufacturing and consuming points

very low and with the next several months likely to

be marked by short wood supplies and low water,

predictions are freely made that prices will go much
higher. Certainly demand shows no signs of abating,

and if production is hampered even to the slightest

extent, higher prices are inevitable.

CHEMICAL PULP—The chemical wood pulp market

is characterized by a firm tone and business of con-

sistentl.v good volume continues to be transacted

despite the fact that demand has eased off somewhat
during the past fortnight. Some consuming mills,

evidently having covered their requirements for a

short space of time ahead, have dropped out of the

market, but other bu.vers have readily absorbed all

the pulp that has been offered, and, if anything, prices

have strengthened. Domestic bleached sulphite of

standard quality is virtually unobtainable at present

at less than 6 cents per pound at the pulp mill, and
reports have it that some sales have been accomplished

at a quarter of a cent higher. Newsprint sulphite is sell-

ing freely at $70 to $75 a ton, while domestic easy

bleaching sulphite is readil.v fetching 4.50 to 5 cents

per pound at the producing point. Kraft is firm and
moving in increasing quantity at a price basis of .$90 tto

$95a ton for standard qualit.v pulp. Foreign sulphite is

being received in fairly large tonnage and is finding

a read.v market here irrespective of the comparatively
high prices asked for it.

KAQS.—The movement of rag.s into consuming
channels has continued to slow up and there is less

business being done at present than for some time, yet

prices are well maintained and sellers, claiming to

have small accumulations on hand and ex])ccting a

sharp revival of demand in the fall, are frei|uentl.v

refusing to sell unless getting the prices desired.

Writing paper manufacturers as a rule appear to have

covered their immediate wants and are keeping as

much out of the market as possible presumabl.v anti-

cipating tliat the steady flow of material from Europe
will have the desired effect of lowering prices on

domestic rags. Advices recentl.y received from local

rag dealers who are now on the other side of the Atlan-

tic say, however, that available supplies in European
countries are rapidly dwindling, and also that the

keen competition on the part of the British, French
and American bu.vers to secure material is gradually
driving prices up to beyond the levels at which domes-
tic rags are selling, in view of which it would seem
that foreign rags are likel.v to play less of a role in

regulating quotations on domestic goods than con-

sumers here are prone to hope for. New cuttings

especially are held firmly by local dealers and pack-
ers, while for that matter, few lots of old rags are

being offered at prices which could be viewed as bar-

gains.

PAPER STOCK.—The paper stock market rules

firm and prices on several grades have climbed to new
high levels for the present upward movement of

values. Demand for low-grade paper has eased off

to an extent as a result of the retirement of quite a

number of eastern box board mills as buyers follow-

J. FORD & CO.
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—
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ing the strike of paper box workers in this city, hut

there has been a sufficient volume of back orders iii

the market to keep business lively and to sustain ((nota-

tions. Folded newspapers have sold at l.l'i cents

per pound f.o.b. New York, No. 1 mixed paper at 90

to !•;) cents per hundred pounds, white blank news at

1.75 cents and overissue newspapers at 1.40 cents,

New York. Shavings rule quotably .steady at ranges

of 5.25 to 5.50 cents for No. 1 hard whites and 4.40 to

4.60 cents for soft white shavings of No. 1 quality.

Books and magazines are in active demand, both east-

ern and western mills being in the New York market

for supplies, and sales of No. 1 heavy book stock have

reported at 2.60 to 2.70 cents f.o.b. this city. Kraft

and manila papers are firm in price and movinsr in

a consistent manner.
BAGGING AND ROPE.—Old bag^ring remains in

about the same market position, demand being

restricted and prices ranging around a basis of 3 cents

per pound f.o.b. New York for No. 1 scrap. Important
consumers are almost entirely out of the market, and
dealers say that the orders they arc booking seldom

call for more than two or three carloads at a time.

Old rope is quotably higher. No. 1 manila rope has

sold this week at 6.25 cents per pound New York, and
sellers are now demanding at least this figure, with

some asking 6.50 cents.

HANDLES DRYER FELTS AND CHEMICALS.
Mr. •!. J. Frank Aiitlu's who Ii;in Itch with the Ca-

nadian Consolidated Rubber Co., Limited, since its in-

ception in various executive capacities and finally as

supervi.sor of purchases, has opened an office in the

Drummond Building, Montreal, as a manufacturer's

agent dealing in lines particularly .suited to the Pulp
and Paper trade.

We are very glad to hear that Sindall & Bacon have

developed a first-class paper weight scale and a paper

folding tester. Canadian mills will be glad to get

British made instruments when they become availalilc

—
^if they don't have to wait too long.

He is the Canadian Representative of R. J. Cald-

well & Company. Incorporated, New York, manufac-
turers of cotton dryer Pelts and canvas clothing. He
is also handling chemicals and is adding other similar

lines shortly.

Louis R. Grimshaw, secretary-treasurer of the Ca-

nadian Crockers-Wheeler Co., St. Catherines, Out., died

on August 6.
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Claflin

Continuous Beater

One-quarter the floor space

One third the cost

Claflin Continuous Beater for Beating and

brushing out repair stock.

For refining ground wood sulphate and

sulphite tailings this machine stands in a

class by itself.

Three Claflin Continuous Beaters will

handle as much stock as six tub beaters,

will cost one-third as much and will occupy

only one quarter the floor space.

Let us quote.

Everything Mechanical for Pulp and Paper Manufacture

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.^ Limited

"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods"
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EDITORIAL Im
HE nn

ACCIDENTS CAN BE AVOIDED
The old saw that "Aci-ideuts are bound to happen'"

was succ-essfuUy disproved by the results obtained

last month by the Spanish Kiver Pulp and Paper
Mills In two of three mills not an accident occurred

for one whole week, and in the third, the one mishap
was due to carelessness, if not disobedience. The vic-

tim was playing ball in the mill and injured his hand
in recovering the ball from the winder. We can

imagine the joy of his fellow workmen in having their

hai'd work and persistent effort thus robbed of a suc-

cessful result. It seems to us that a company would

be justified in discharging an emploj^ee who shows such

flagrant disregard of the first principle of safety. A
workman of that kind can not be considered depend-

able because he is not thoughtful. He does not think

of the results of his action on himself or his fellows.

A man of that kind, if he will not take heed of warn-

ing and instruction is more dangerous than an un-

guarded machine. One knows what a machine will

do, but no one can tell what an irresponsible person

will think of—or do without thinking.

That there was only one such careless person among

the hundreds of employees of the company, is a source

of wonder. That a persistent campaign of education

and appeal brought such satisfactory results is cause

for gratification, and the company is to be con-

gratulated on the outcome of its no-accident week.

In achieving this success in eliminating accidents,

it was necessary, of course, that there be fullest co-

operation on every hand. The idea that a company

tries to prevent accidents solely because it means

better goods, greater production and less expense is

entirely false and the few who seem to hold such a

view are simply foolish. Is there a man at Espanola

or Sturgeon Falls who w^ould rather have his machine

mate limping around with a crushed toe or handi-

capped with a cut finger and feel obliged to do a little

extra work to help him out than to feel that each man
in his crew is able to do his own share of the work?

Of course not. Neither is there a man there who is

not glad he has all his fingers and tees so he can work

and enjoy life as usual and not have to sponge on the

good nature and good health of his fellows. All but

one man at the Soo mill (considering only the results

of the special week) are in that position and we don't

envy that man, his condition, his relations to his fel-

lows, nor the pain and loss of wages he suffered. The

editor can speak with knowledge and feeling on this

subject, having lost a piece of one finger in the calen-

ders and much peace of mind in consequence.

One 'of the most important aspects of a campaign of

this character is the fact that it successfully binds
together in united effort toward a very important,
as well as a very gratifying end all of the elements of
the concern. It would be absolutely impossible for
the management to achieve any such results without
the splendid effort of the men in the mills. On the
other hand the workmen would not be inclined to make
any such strenuous effort to be careful had they

not been inspired and encouraged by the attitude and
action of the management. Safety Fir?t is essentially

team work. There are few solitary jobs where a

man has only himself to look after, eoi.sequently care-

ful organization is necessary. That the organization

of the Spanish Eiver Mills for carrying through a

No-Accident Week was efficient is shown by the

results. What can be accomplished in one mill can
be accomplished in others and a man who can be care-

ful for one week can be careful for a month or a year
or a life time. The man who has learned the value
of his life and hi* limbs is in a fair wa.v to appreciate

the value of those of his fellow workmen and will en-

deavour to be careful for his neighbors' sake as well

as for his own. That is true co-operation—the thought

of others and the endeavour to make life worth living

for others as well as one's self.

There are some who do not appreciate the returns

in dollars and cents as well as in health and strength

from being careful. The annual report of the Work-
men's Compensation Board of Ontario shows that

during the past year nearly $4,000,000 was paid out

in compensation. This means that almost the same
amount of money was lost to those who suffered acci-

dent and no one can compute the loss in other ways
to nearly 41,000 victims. As the average weekly
wage of the injured workmen was $19.06 and as the

average length of temporary disability was 21 days
we see that' more than 40,000 workmen in Ontario

lost an average of about $9.00 a week for more than

three weeks of the past year. It is further to be ex-

pected, that on returning to work they were not able

to produce as much as formerly and in many eases it

must have been necessary to adapt themselves to new
jobs, some of which doubtless were less remunerative

than the old ones since 2.549 accidents caused some

degree of permanent disability.

A large proportion of the accidents covered by the

Board were in the Pulp and Paper Industry and that

in spite of a large amount of work that is being done

to promote safe and sanitary working conditions in

this industry. Since the Ontario Board has to do
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with something over oOOjOOO workers and tlie aici-

dents were over 40,000 we see that approximately

8% of the workmen in Ontario were injureii dnriug

the last year ^ud it is safe to assume that something

like that proportion must have been injured in the

pulp and paper industry. The No-Aecident Week at

the Spanish River Mills shows that it is possible to

reduce the pereeutage of accidents to an almost

ueglegible quantity and that it is only necessary for

complete co-operation between the management and

every workman to accomplish an absolutely clean re-

cord. At least it would have been for the sample

week There will occasionally be an accident due to

defective machinery or some other cause entirely

beyond the control of the personnel of the mill, but

such causes are insignificant compared with the im-

portant results is accomplished. The result (if six

months continued effort is shdwii by the Laiirciitidt'

accident report on another page.

There is another phase of the matter that shoukl be

considered and that is the attention that will naturally

be paid to his health and the health of his family

by the man who becomes habitually careful in regard

to taking risks. We can also be assured that the

example of the wage earner who has thus acquired,

in the mill, the habit of being careful, will instruct and

encourage those at home to do likewise with the result

that the unfortunately large number of accidents

resulting from carelessness in the home will be

greatly reduced in the future. A man's work cannot

be considered entirely apart from his home and the

effect of proper habits must necessarily extend to the

members of the family who are directly affected by

anything which impairs the efficiency of the wage

earner. Thus we find that an effort to improve con-

ditions in the mill makes for better living throughout

the whole community and one of the most important

results is accomplished.

The experience of the largest producer of newsprint

in Canada cannot help but serve as an example to

the other mills of the Dominion. The Ontario mills

have the advantage of a Provincial Safetj' Association

and a series of No-Accident Weeks will no doubt be

arranged throughout the province and it is fortunate

that such a successful outcome of the first attempt of

the kind can serve as a basis. We look to see very

gratifying results from other centres and only regret

that the No-Accident period is so short. Perhaps it

is just as well however, to make good with a small

beginning and eventually extend the length of time

to a month and then to a j^ear. By that time we should

certainly have a model industry as regards working
conditions. It is to be regretted that other provinces

have no central organization to eneoiirage work of

this kind and a friendly rivalry in regard to safe prac-

tice. And this is not the only lack in not having such

an organization elsewhere. One of the most impor-

tant features of the central organization is the ex-

change of data (III the causes, results anil remedies of

industrial accidents. It is tn lie Imiied that at the

coming meeting of the l'iil|i and Paper Association

more successfid steps will be taken tnwanl the estab-

lishment of a Safety Section in the Association.

Again, our congratulations t(i the men and manage-

ment of Sjianish River Pulp ami Papei- .Mills ami to

-M. A. P. C'ostiganc, secretary nf the Ontafin I'lilp ami
Paper Workers Safety Associatiini. who lalmred so

hard and well for the results obtaiiu'd,

COBWEBS.
The pulp ami papei- imlustry may well lie proud of

the attractive and inst fiiet ive exhiliits at the .National

K.\i)osition in Toronto. The editoi- had a chance last

week to pay a hasty visit and was pleased to see these

exhibits and the interest of the pid)!ie in them. The

five booths were liistiiietly different and eaeli illustra-

ted an impiiftaiit phase of the industry. The booths

of \V. .1. (;age ifc Co and the Interlake Tissue Mills

showed the finished writing paper ami tissue ])roducts

while the Sjiaiiish River Ptilp and Pa|H'i- mills and the

Abitibi Power and Pajier Co., the largest producers of

newsprint in the ])rovince of Ontario, showed the

process of making this important product, each in a

different way. The exhibit of the forest Products

Laboratories, assisted by a number of mills, showed

more particularly the steps in the manufacture of

various kinds of pulii, and also showed kraft paper.

This whole field was well covered and a large number
of the million people who visited the exposition will

now have a better appreciation of the industry and

what it means to Canada. Education is worth while.

We heard once of a bootblack who trained his dog
to track mud over the shoes of approaching pedestrians

so as to induce them to have a shine. There seems

to be some force at work keeping newsprint investiga-

tions going. The Ottawa hearing, scheduled for last

week was postponed to next Wednesday. American
manufacturers, con.sumers and la^vye^s are also

sharpening their pencils for the coming investigations.

One probe sets the stage for another. What will

come of the affair in OttaM-a no one knows, neither is

it possible to say it will be the last of the hearings.

However, it hardly seems likely that the hearing will

.show that the cost of production of newsprint jump-

ed from the high cost months preceding July, when
the $57 price prevailed, to the time of the low- cost

months immediately followmg, when the Tribunal

has decreed, $66 is a proper price. If the conference

touches on the adjustment of over-payments and under
payments, differentials, and such, it might he just as

well to defer refunding anything to anybody till the

whole account has been canvassed.

The Victory Loan 1919 is the next big thing on the

program of National events. Let it be the big thing

in provincial and private affairs as well.
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Fireman Premium and Fireman Efficiency
By OLOF RODHE, Mining Engineer.

(Translation from Tekiiisk Tidskrift b.v G. Hallberg.)

A number of excellent articles have appeared in
the last few years in American power journals on
boiler house efficiency and economy. A Swedish en-
quirer presents in this article some points that may
be applied rather generally. It is to be hoped that the
coming winter will not bring any such crisis in coal
supply as many of our mills have faced during the past
few years. The recent coal famine has shown the mills
how wasteful of fuel they have been—and many still

are—so the present discussion may do some good in

suggesting ways of conserving on this important ma-
terial.

The cut showing the Log Sheets is taken from Power
and the other illustration from the origiiml Swedish
article.—Ed.

A difficult and important matter in almost every
industry is the economical management of the power
station, and especially in steam power stations, it has
always been a problem how to make the fireman c''

fectively interested in an economical steam jiroduction.

"The economy lies in the boiler house," is an old
saying, agreed to by every steam expert, but owing to

practical difficulties, the .economical management of

the boiler houses has not been carried through in

practice.

Of late a strong movement has taken place to im-

prove the economy in such jilaces where it will be
effective without necessitating too expense changes and
improvements. To this purpose considerable work
has been done to find methods indicating to the fire-

man how he succeeds in his work, and thus create an
interest on the part of the fireman in his work. It is

not surprising that this very commendable work has
not succeed better than it has, taking into considera-

tion the reservation, if not to saj' hostility, with which
every new idea has to struggle, and in this case the

struggle has been hard.

But it has been shown that a better economical oper-

ation of the boiler house can be obtained by the use

of a practical, reliable method of compiiting premiums
for firemen for work well done.

One of the reasons for the failure of so many of these

premium methods is that the premium is based upon
a figure which is influenced by too many conditions

of different nature, for instance coal consumption. It

is at times hard to tell the reason for a smaller coal

consumption, whether it is more careful work on the

part of the fireman or a favorable load on tlie boiler

house or some other reason.

As is well known, the economy of the boiler house

is largely dependent upon loss caused through the com-

bustion products ; a continuous control of these pro-

ducts and their content of CO., will control the ef-

ficiency of the boiler. The higher content of CO;, up
to a certain limit, the higher the efficiency and vice

versa. The limits within which the content of CO,
usually should be kept for economical firing are 10-

12%. It is a natural conclusion from the above re-

marks to base the fireman's premium upon the contenT

of COo so that he receives his premium for the time

he has kept the proper CO.j percentage on his boiler;

the premium should be so liberally figured that it

encourages the fireman to continue to run his boiler
in the proper way.

A good premium system should not only give the
fireman a liberal premium for good firing, but should
also give an indication of the skill of the fireman: a
figure which can be used not only in the one boiler
plant, but which can be used for comparison between
firemen in different boiler plants. Such a system would
be the means of promotion for a good fireman, and
my opinion is that it would be widely adopted.

In connection with the installation of the Mono ap-
paratus for control of combustion. I have worked out
a method which fills the above mentioned demands
upon a premium system ; it is a practical, easily made
calculation of the premium, and is so arranged that
it keeps up the interest of the firemen, at the same
time giving in the "Fireman Efficiency" figure a
definite expression of the .skill of the fireman.

Points A and B and Premium Points.

Every hour on the Mono diagram is divided in 16
parts or points and the fireman receives 16 points
(A) for each hour during which he keeps between 10
and 12% CO... If the content of CO., in the same example
is between 8 and 10% or between 12 and 1V7, . the fire-

man does not receive any points; if the CO., percent-
ages goes below 8% or above 14% the fireman gets cor-
responding deduction (B) from the points (A) which
he has received for a CO, percentage between 10 and
12%. The difference between A and B (A-B) is called
premium point (p.) (Regarding the reading of the
number of points on the ilono diagram, see below
under heading "Mono-scale.") It may happen, on
account of certain characteristics of the boiler plant,

that A and B must be calculated for other CO, percent-
ages than above mentioned.

Example 1. (See diagram 1.)

The Mono diagram covers a shift of 8 hours. During
this time about two firings per hour have been made
and the number of 16th hours during which the CO,
has been between 10 and 12% is 40 i.e., A=40 points.
The CO, has been above 14% and below 8% during
28 16th hours, i.e. B=28 points. Consequently premium
points, p=40—28^12.

Example 2. (See diagram 2.)

Number firings pr. hour; 4

During a time of 8 hours
A=52.
B=32 consequently
Premium points p= 20.

Premium,
For the above mentioned premium points the fire-

man receives a certain constant premium for each
point. This premium is in proportion to the profit the

boiler house derives from the great proficiency of the

fireman as shown by the Mono control.

Say that the coal consumption for normal load is K
ton per hour at a coal price of C Crowns.
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With the Mono control a plant can easily save lO'/i

of coal consequently O.lX^'XK Crowns.*
Of this savinfr the fireman should receive for in-

stance 10% as premium
CxKore

O.OlXCXK Crowns per liour or per point.

16

IV V VI vii VIII IX :

Diagram 3.

Example 3. (See diaprram 3.)

Number firing's pr. Iiour, 5 — 6

during a time of 8 hours
A= 75

B= 16

p= 59

Premium pr. i)oiut ; 0.5 ore.

If the coal consumption, K = 0.5 tons pr. hour

and the price pr. ton coal, C = 15 Crowns, i.e., the

cost of coal pr. hour 7.50 Cro^vIls, then the premium
per point,

15X0.5
P= =0.5 ore.

16

According to example 1, the fireman got 12 premium
points and consequently his premium = 12 X 0.5 =
6 ore.

According to example 2 his premium will be 20 X
0.5 = 10 ore.

*1 Crown ^100 ore = apprux. 2( cents.

Diagram 4

Premium ; 0.5 X 59 = 291/. ore= 0.30 Crowns.

Example 4. (See diagram 4.)

Number firings pr. hour, 2 — 4,

during a time of 8 hours.

A= 31

B= 72

p=— 41.

For this shift no premium can be paid.

It should be noted that premium is paid for each shift

or for a period of time previously fixed, for instance

from 12 o'clock to 12 o'clock.

That part of the diagram which corresponds with a
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Premium pr Prtmmm-Po\nX=p= $0-002

Premium: p X (A— B) Cents

Premium is calculated between /p % and/Jf % C02

period when the boiler house eaii not be effectively

operated, for instance, at hinch time or at occasions
of comparatively small steam consumption, should be

excluded from premium calculation.

Fireman Efficiency.

What is fireman efficiency? The expression is new.
but I consider it to be one which every engineer should

include in his vocabulary.

How have w-e so far been judgring a fireman? The
characterization of skill, for instance good, never tells

us how the fireman looks after the economy of the

boiler house, i.e., to what extent he can reduce the coal

consumption. Why? Because, here as everywhere,

one must have something definite to compare the fire-

man with, a certain graduation. If we look at a Mono

diagram where the CO2 percentage is recorded during
the time the firing has taken place, we find that the

variation of the percentage of CO, is considerable and
we also know that the ideal is that the curve made of

these percentages should be as straight as possible and
should be within certain limits.

These limits can generally be said to be 10 and 12%
and consequently the fireman efficiency at such a boil-

er house is 100%.

If A= number of points for CO, percentage be-
tween 10 and 12% during the time the fireman ef-

ficiency is calculated,

B= number of points for CO, percentage below 8
and above 14% during the same time,
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T=the time iu hours during which the fireman ef-

ficiency is being calculated, then.

A—B+16XT
Fireman afficiency = E= X 100% = %.

32XT
Example 5. (See example 1 and diagram 1.)

A=40; =28; T=S
40 — 28 + 16 X 8

E = X 100 = 55%
32X8

Example 6. (See example 2 and diagram 2.)

A= 52; B = 32; T= 8

52— 32+ 16 X 8
E = X 100= 58%

32X8
Example 7. (See example 3 and diagram 3.)

A = 75 ; B= 16 ; T= 8
75— 16 + 16x8

E= X 100= 73%
32X8

Example 8. (See above example 4 and diagram 4.1

A= 31: B = 72: T= 8

31 — 72 + 16 X 8

E= X 100 = 34%
32X8

Fireman efficiency should be calculated for longer
periods of operation, for instance one or two weeks,
so as to obtain a good average figure on the fireman's
work during that time.

Mono Scale.

For reading of A and B points the so-called ^lono

scale is used. This scale covers 8 hours on the dia-

gram and each hour is divided in 16 parts or points. A
points are read in the middle field of the Mono scale,

the scale being placed so that this field covers the
percentages between wliich the A points are figured,

u.sually 10-12'^;. The H points are read in the upper
and lower field' of the scale for the same )ieriod of time.
The application of the scale to a chart is shown in

Diagram 5.

Fireman Premium and Fireman Efficiency in

Stationary Boiler Plants.

Each plant with a Mono installation keeps a log
sheet with columns for A and B and the premium point
A-B if the latter is positive. For eaoh da.v the columns
A. B, premium point and number of hours T are added
up. The fireman's name and the amount of the premium
are placed below. The amount of the premium is ar-

rived at by multiplying number of premium points with
the fixed premium.
The fireman effieienc.v is also figured out and mark-

ed down on the log sheet. Consequently the fireman

receives his premium together with his wages and is

also given the fireman effieienc.v for the correspond-

ing period of time.

It is clear that this information will be a spur to the

man to do his best in his work. If each boiler is con-

trolled by a Mono instrument, each fireman on each

boiler will get a firenuui efficiency figure and it will

be easy to see by comparison between the fireman's

figures from different boilers if any of the boilers need

repairs of some kind or other.

GRINDING OF 'WOOD FROM YOUNG AND
OLD TREES.

Green or freshly cut wood is known to yield a more
desirable groundwood pulp than seasoned wood. It

is not unnatural to assume, therefore, that a similar
difference might occur in the grinding of wood from
very large trees, which contain a large proportion of

heartwood. and smaller trees of the same species. This
assumption has been verified by the Forest Products
Laboratory, at iladison. Wis., iu a series of commercial
grinding experiments on wood from large and small
white fir (Abies coucolor), grown in Plumas County,
California. Paper was afterwards made from the pulp
on the laboratory machine, and tested for strength and
color.

The small or young wood was cut from trees 18
inches or less in diameter, and the large or old wood
was split from a single tree 40 inches in diameter and
130 feet high. Under like grinding conditions, the

actual solid volume of old wood ground was, in every
instance, appreciabl.v less than the volume of young
wood ground in the same time.

In brief, the tests demonstrate that (I'l there is a
Sconsiderable difference in the quality of pulp produ<^ed

from white fir, depending upon whether the wood is

taken from old or from young trees, and (2) the ad-

vantages as regard production, power consumption,
strength, and color are all in favor of young wood.
As the average groundwood pulp from white fir

was found to be darker or duller than is desirable for

many grades of paper, it is entirely possible that a

provision for sorting the youne wood and grindine
it separate from that taken from large trees would
result in improving the color and quality.

RAPID METHOD FOR MAGNESIUM.
By F. W. BRUCK:MILLER. Lawrenee. Kansas.

The following method for magnesium has been tested

and found to give good and reliable results in its ap
plication to the analysis of limestones and clavs.

Remove the silica and calcium in the uv;uh1 manner
and after evaporating to dryness to get rid of the ex-

cess ammonium salts and filtering proeeed as follows

:

^lake up the filtrate to at least 100 e.c. volume and
make distinctly alkaline with NH.OH. Cool by placing

the beaker into ice water and then add an excess of

microscosmic salt solution. Stir vigoroitsly and for

some time until the magnesium has all come down and
then add 10 c.c. of XH^OH. The more the stirring the

better will the precipitate settle and the sooner will it

be ready to filter. Filter through a suitable filter pa-

per and wash by decantation several times using 3 per
cent ammonia water. It is not necessarv to wash the

beaker clean for the contents of the filter paper are

wa.shed by means of hot water into the beaker in which
the precipitation took place and the whole solution boil-

ed until the ammonia is driven off. diethyl orange in-

dicator is added and the solution titrated with a stand-

ard solution of HCl. The strength of the solution to

use will depend upon the quantity of magnesium pre-

sent. The following factors will convert cubic centi-

meters into grams of magnesium :

1 c.c. 0.10 N HCl 0.00120 gms. Ms.
1 c.c. 0.05 N HCl 0.00060 "
1 c.c. 0.02 X HCl 0.00025 " "

—From "The Chemist Analv.st."

When hurry interferes with safety, take your time.
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Machinery for Pulpwood Operations
By F. E. PEJIBER, Bangor, Me.

Thousands of people who used to be working all day
now have leisure. You ask why, and my answer is that

with the use of machinerj- to-day we are manufactiir-

ing articles that were heretofore made by liand, the

public demanding and accepting them as a staple,

standardized product of America.
What is the use of a machine ? A few only realize

that the woods are full of them, brought about by an
ever increasing industry—paper making. It is neces-

sary at this point to show the growth and progress of

paper manufacturing to prove to you that machinery
has "taken the tote road and gone to camp."

September, 1690, marked the actual beginning of the

paper industry in the United States bj- the construc-

tion of the first paper mill by Wm. Ritteuhouse, near
Philadelphia. A second mill was a direct out-growth

of the Rittenhouse mill and was built in 1710. A thinl

mill was built by Willcox in 1729. Starting a paper
mill in those days was a serious affair, and for some
imknown reason there were three mills in Pennsylvania

and oije in New Jersej' before the first mill was built

in New England, which was about 1730 and located

near Boston.
Paper making did not keep pace with paper usin^'

and there was a decided scarcity from 1700 on. Rags
then constituted the essential fundamental for the

industry. Experiments had been made with other ma-
terials, but nothing had been discovered as an avail-

able substitute. After the Revolution paper making
was still confined mostly to Pennsylvania, New York,

Connecticut and Massachusetts. Between the year 1790

and 1800 there were four patents granted relating to

the paper making industry, one of which was John
Biddis' patent for making paper and pasteboard from
sawdust. In 1800 there were a few more than 100

paper mills, and then Came the advancement in ma-

chinery. Feeling the stimulus the mills of the East

grew in size and importance and in 1840 there were

426 mills. In 1850 there were 443, in 1860 five hundred.

In March, 1867, wood pulp was made near Stock-

bridge, Mass., and this was the beginning of the great

pulp process that has in less than half a centur.y

rendered useless the efforts to utilize pidp material

from most other sources.

In 1870 there were 677 pulp mills and in 1880 seven

hundred forty-two, in 1890 six hundred forty-nine, in

1900 seven hundred sixty-three, in 1914 seven hundred

eighteen which, with modern machinery expam^ion, the

rise of big corporations, and the growth of foreign

trade, had 100,000 employees. To supply these mills

with pulpwood is no small undertaking, it requiring a

combination of capital, labor and brains. Capital can

always be found ; labor less often, and brains—well, we
are liot all gifted, so I will return to the prime factor,

the main spring of every pulpwood operation—mach-

inery. Why are machines made? To save time,

trouble and money. This they do. but not alwaj's.

Worst of all, the "better the machine tJU" less it uses

our intelligence.

Transportation has always been a serious drawback

and hindrance to what might otherwise have been a

*Paper read at the meeting in July of the Eastern

Forest Products Association.

successful operation, weather conditions varying to

such an extent that the shrewdest logger's plans have
failed again and again. However, mechanical ingenu-
ity has now advanced so that to-day we are able,

with the use of railroads, the truck, the tractor and
log hauler, to cope with whatever situation may arise

and in so doing the mills are now assured that the
supply they require can be obtained and eventually,

at a price consistent with the demand.
In the saw mill, the harness room, the wood work-

ing, machine and blacksmith shops, the garage and
camp, we find an infinite amount of machinery all of
which is called upon each year to supply the needs of
every operation and to do their part in furthering pro-
duction. The telephone, automobile, sawing machine,
barker, stacker, gas and steam engine have all proved
their value in the woods and are there to stay, althougli
some modification is necessary. This is but a partial
list of the machinery found in pulpwood operatiorfe.

Must Make Mechanics Out of Woodsmen.
NeM- machinery and changes in methods of operat-

ing are giving considerable impetus to production. In
fact, as time changes men and machines must also
change. The introiluction of new machinery is apt to

cau.se an exhibition of the characteristic antagonism of
woodsmen, yet we must continue to progress. Consider
for the moment the four-horse teamster who came dow:i
the mountain with the record load and without sluic-

ing. Has he changed? No. Would you put him on a
tractor to go over the same ground? The teamster of

a few years ago must be the mechanic of to-day, ef-

ficient, confident, determined, reliable, if he is to suc-

ceed and get results.

During the last two years the U. S. government has
trained one hundred thousand men in mechanical pur-
suits previously unknown to them. This is our chance,
as well as dut.v, to make sure that this education, in-

struction and experience which they have had is not
wasted ; by doing this we will be able to raise the
standard of woods organizations to a level with the

manufacturing end.

Quite frequently emergencies arise that make it nec-
essary to construct machinery for special purposes, this

usually being done hastily and with material at hand,
perhaps odd or of old design. Doubt and opposition
at once appear before the finished product has been
tried, approved or accepted, yet these machines usually
succeed in establishing themselves in substantial favor
due to the inexpensiveness and satisfaction to the oper-
ator. If more use were made of the spare pulleys,

sprockets and shafting lying idle wherever we go,

our foundry and machine shop costs would materially
lessen.

At the present time we have a class of followers that

are often found to be ignorant, violent, intolerant and
they are so many that the few wiser ones who ought
to guide them are forced to follow. Shall we allow
men to be destructive because they do not under-
stand? No. We are going to educate them, supply
trained men and then apply more power.
Machinery is sometimes destructive, causing loss of

limb, destroying the senses and sometimes life. Ana-
lyzed, it is usitally the lack of education or an accident.

Inventions generally have ranged over a rather nar-
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row field, but the grown man, the trained mintl. has

opportunity to use the inventive impulse M-hieh has

a wide area to work in future possibilities. Several

arranjrement.s have been made to fall and cut up trees

by electricity and otherwise. Barkers of various types

are being used but as yet not a portable one to stand

hard service. We have seen many euttinfr up machines,

but not a machine adapted to our forests.

The forcfroing: «rives but the merest sujrirestimi of

the activities in pulpwood operation, but without the

machine we would be blindfohled, hog-tied, and ban-

i.shed by popular vote.

Xote":—Mr. Pember has given us here a gliiiipsc

of the future of woods operations. It is signifii'ant

that he has taken the pulp and paper industry rather

than the saw-mill as the subject of his applications.

Evidently the domination of the forest by lumber is

past or passing.

Some interesting possibilities of machine development

are indicated and this is a field for cultivation by the

manufacturer, with the co-operation of the spec-ml

committee of the Woodlands Section on logging ma-

chinerv and the committee of the Technical Section of

the Canadian Pulp ami Paper Association on Mechan-

ical Standards. This trio" should be able to suggest,

build and develop a line of mechanical devices that

would put woods operations on a basis of reliability

and efficiency of the same order as prevails in the

mill, although the latter has a big handicap.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine will be glad to serve

the industrv bv printing comments and suggestions

from woodsmen on this subject or by notes on the ex-

perience of those who have tried out various types ot

machinery applicable to woods operations and prepar-

ing pulpwood.—Ed.

WAGES IN GERMAN PAPER MILLS.

The U. S. Department of Comiiien-e has received

the following information upon wages paid in German

paper mills to common and unskilled laborers in 1J14-

1916:

March to September, 1914—Mai

marks, 3.94 per day.

March to September

marks, 2.29 per day.

March to September

marks, 5.54 per day.

March to September, 1916—Female, 12-honr day:

marks, 2.94 per day.
. • •, i

(Taken from Vierteljahresheft zur Statistik cles

dentschen Reiches, 1917.*

December, 1918:

Males over 20 years, marks 1.00 increase per day:

8-hour day. . ,

Males IS to 20 years, mark .80 increase per day:

8-hour day.

.Males below 18 years, mark .50 increase per day:

S-hour day.
, , ,_

Females over 18 years, receiving marks 4.o0 or more

per dav, marks .50 increase per day ;
8-hour day.

Females over 18 years receiving less than marks

4 50 per dav, marks .80 increase per day; 8-hour day.

Females under 18 years, increase of marks .40 per

dav:; 8-hour day.

(Taken from Der Proletariar of February lo. 1919.

The labor part of Hanover.;)

Specific information as to machine tenders is not

available. (From Paper Trade Journal. August -.

1919.^

12-honr day

1914—Female, 12-hour day

1916—:Male. 12-hour days

A PLEA FOR BOOKS IN PAPER BINDINGS.

A fortnight spent nn my lia.'k in iu»jMtal lia> con-

vinced me that the average British-made book is an

unwieldy, unyielding, uncomfortable thing to read

in bed.

It is nearly as awkward to handle anywhere else;

it does not open out and keej) open with ease, as a

good book should.

Why is it ?

We are first-rate printers—probably the third best

ill the world—but as a rule when we come to the pro-

duction and binding of a new volume we spoil every-

thing by thickness and clumsiness.

A publisher who was making a valiant effort to

ju-oduce new books of handy and readable size and
shape told me he was obliged to abandon the idea in

very quick time. It was killed by the average novel

reader.

His books, offered in suitable format, such as dis-

criminating lovers of '"belles lettres"" look for, were
ruthlessly turned down by the librarians.

"We could "nt sent out things like those to our

clients." he was told. ""What they want are volumes
that turn of scales at about a pound avoirdupois

and are quite two inches thick. Your covers, too,

though perliai)s tasteful, are useless.

So my friend had to fall into the rut, and now turns

out his new books "by the pound." as everyone else

has to do.

There .seems to be an uncontrolling mania for bind-

ing the commonest, most worthless productions in

cloth. I have seen some horrible examples lately

sent out for the use of the troops.

Surely the main reason for a cloth cover is to pre-

serve what it encloses, but the meretricious trash vilely

printed on the coarsest repulped paper could never,

by any stretch of imagination, be worth a better fate

than the rubbish heap, and that at the earliest possible

moment.
I never could understand why the majority of new

books published do not appear in paper bindings.
The French, the Spanish and the Italians never dream

of launching new untried works in elaborately decor-
ated or gilded heavy cloth covers, nor do they seek
to give undue bulk to such volumes."

It is qtiite time enough for special bindings when a
work has become an established favorite—if not a
nossible "classic."

A publisher once told me that at least half the out-

lay on producing a new novel was in the cloth cover.

Is it needed? Without it new books should reach
the public at half their present price.

Besides being cheaper, they would be more pleasant
to handle and read.

Then that comparatively rare thing—the book that
one feels could be read again with pleasure, that one
would like to live with as a companion, can easily be
found in whatever style—cloth, vellum, morocco or

what not—just as one thinks appropriate.
It can be bound uniformlv with other treasured

books in one's library, and inside one many paste with
pride ones own particular bookplate—(". P. Sisley.

L.D.M. in Toronto Times.

Hamilton & Hansell Inc., Park Row Building. Xew
York exporters of wood pulp announce that they
have changed their firm name to the "American Trans-
marine Company. Inc." The new company will con-

tinue business in the same way as the old company.
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Poor Packing of Export Paper
More Evidence on Old Subject.

American methods of packing- goods for export laave
been criticized for many years, and that the manufac-
turers of paper are not exempt is indicated by the
following extract from a letter sent by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce to Secretary Steward
of the American Paper and Pulp Association:

"Our Trade Commissioner in Colombia, Mr. P. L
Bell, has just reported on a shipment of newsprint
paper that arrived in Medellin, ("olombia, in rather
poor condition. The shipment consisted of 50 bundle.^
of 2 reams each. The gross weight of each bundle
was 38 kilos. The paper was cut to newspaper size

and packed in cylindrical bundles, three folds, wrapped
in heavy building paper, folded at the ends and tied

with heavy cord similar to any bundle. Previous ship-

ments of this same paper were always wrapped witli

an extra heavy paper of two thickness at the end. the

point at which the rolls received practicall.v all of their

damage.

"Since the paper is cut to newspaper size the leasi

damage or fraying of the ends of the rolls renders the

paper unfit for printing and makes it a dead loss as

the paper is of too low grade to pay for re-cutting and
use for other purposes. Mr. P>ell says that special at-

tention should be paid to the protection of the ends
of the rolls; that a double thickness of heavy pajier

should be used on the ends or else a light round board
inside of the burlap and wrapjiing."

Suggestions by Mr. Chable.

Vice-President Chable, of American Paper Exports,

Inc., recently wrote as follows to paper manufacturers

who are interested in export business

:

From a number of places to which we bavi- been

shipping paper we receive very serious c<implaints re-

garding the condition in which the shipments arrive

on account of very defective |)acking. Something nuist

be done by the Paper Industry of America, whicii ha^

for long years been accused of not knowing how to

pack goods as well as its European competitors have

packed them, in order to redeem its reputation.

One of our correspondents wiio is taking a larue

amount of paper from us wi-ites:

"Of the cases I have received in the last three week.>

about 75 per cent arrived in extremely bad condition,

and about 10 per cent did not arrive as cases. The

paper was brought into my warehouse loose owing

to the case having given away entirely. The l()ss in

these last is very heavy indeed. The iron banding on

some of the cases was only Vi inch broad, and it is im-

possible that a case containing from 5 to 600 lbs. of

paper, with this banding, can hold together in the

handling which it received. Also the lumber used in

maiiy of the cases is extremely poor."

Please allow us to call your attention to the fact

that we cannot hope to hold our trade in export until

we learn how to pack properly ; in fact better than our

competitors. The greatest attention must be paid to

this question of packing, and we are making the fol-

lowing suggestions.

The lumber used must be strong and free from

cracks. In many cases the lumber used now is not fit

for cases carrying 500 lbs. or more.

As a general proposition cases should not weigh

more than 500 lbs. and the absolute maximum must

be (iOO lbs.

Instead of two iron bands as used now, there should
be three ; the third being passed over the centre of the
case. Moreover, where cases are longer than usual, two
iron bands should be passed over the centre, and the
iron band must be ='4-inch broad and of heavy caliper.
Xo empty space should be left inside the cases. If

such empty space exists the paper is shaken about in

transit, with the result that the ream wrapping (if

any) is destroyed, and the paper is wrinkled and seri-

ously damaged. When paper is not ream wrapped the
damage is even greater.

Where bales are u.sed, the tops and bottoms should
should be well protected by boards and these held
securely by strong iron bands of %-inch width in the

same wa.y as suggested above for the banding on the

cases. The sides should be well protected by two
thicknesses of strong wrapping paper, although prefer-

abl.v by burlap.

liuiidles mnst always be protected by two thicknesses
of thick and strong wrapping paper. The use of only
one thickness inevitably results in serious danuige .to

the ini])er. The strings should be strong and well tied

Scandinavian Paper in Chila.

with kiHits wherever they I'ross, and there siundd be

two crossings of the bundle in two different places.

The use of string that easily stretches is a serious mis-

take for the failure to draw it well taunt inevitably

results in its being so slackened that the whole bundle
becomes very loose and goes to pieces.

We respectfully urge upon you the absolute necessity

of ])a.\'ing the greatest attention to the packing ques-

tion, as otherwise we must inevitably lose the trade

Avhicti we have as an industry, and cannot take a per-

hijunent j'laee in the markets of the world, where wo
have been given a chance to export our wares.

The "Pa])er Mill" says the accompanying picture was
taken personally by George Gayan, a representative of

the New York Overseas Company, who recently return-

ed from Chile, where he spent some time in the inter-

ests of the company. This picture shows how a shiji-

ment of news rolls was received from Scandinavia, and
it is this kind of packing that is taking the ]iaiier trade

away from American exporters.

This representative received eonnnents from the

Chilean paper merchants, and they stated that they
were perfectly willing to pay the additional cost for

good packing, so as to receive the merchandise in a

good condition, than to place orders with American
manufacturers and then be compelled to i)ick u]) the
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paper from the floor of the Custom House in a deplor-

able (.'ondition. ilr Gayau also pointed out that tliere

was one merehant in partievilar who refused to take de-

liverj' of a shipment of paper on the ground tliat it

arrived in sueli poor condition, with tlie result that the

paper was found to be torn, dirty and unfit for u^^e.

The exporter in America has demanded payment for the

paper, but the foreigrn eustomer has refused aoeeptanee.

and in the meanwhile tlie goods are on the floor of the

Custom House in Chile. Despite this incident, the Xew
York Overseas Company representative reports that the

Chilean merchant is willinfr to buy in the American

market if he can be assured that the paper he orders

will arrive properly packed.

The American exporters cannot remedy these condi-

tions without the assistance of the mills. He must have

the co-operation of the mill : and if this co-operation

can be assured, there is no reason why the volume of

trade with the South American countries grained dur-

inpr the war cannot be preserved. All that is needed is a

little trouble on the part of the mills to study the par-

ticular requirements in the export line of paper. If

this is done, and it surely can be done. American trade

with all parts of the world will continue to take on

volume.

BRITAIN'S INDUSTRIAL FUTURE.
After friving his reasons for believinsr that neither in

shipbuilding nor in foreisrn commerce can America
overtake Great Britain, Mr. E. Maekay Edgar, head
of Sperling & Co., London, says, in an article in Sperl-

ing's Journal, the organ of the company:
"Again. America is reaching the end of some of her

most valuable raw materials and natural resources.

Already she is importing oil for lier own ennsumptinn ;

she will soon be importing copper — perhaps even

wheat. Her 'magnates' are rightly and shrewdly look-

ing ahead and scouring the world for reserves of basic

metals and minerals that will make good their own
dwindling supplies : but wherever they turn they find

that British enterprise has been before them. "We hold

many of these essential key positions in our own liands.

Even if they do not lie inside the British Empire, they

are controlled by British capital. America one of

these days — and not very distant days, either — will

have to come to us for the oil, copper and perhaps the

iron ore she needs, just as she has come to us for wool.

That is why I, for one, am not greatly disturbed by
America's competition."

Mr. Edgar might have mentioned some other things.

including certain products of the forest. In this and

other respects. Canada and the I'nited States have al-

ready acted along the lines he suggests in the following

words regardinsr England and America

:

"What it really comes to is that we are in the same
boat and have everything to gain by pulling together.

Commercial partnerships and understandings between
groups of Englishmen and Americans who are engaged
in the same lines of business are in my .iudgment the

most fruitful form that an Anglo-American alliance

could take."

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS
iFroni La Papeterio*

Question.—1 have .iust started working as foreman
in a mill making semi-fine papers. I notice that there

are many breaks in the dryers but hardly ain' at the

wet presses. The tension of the sheet varies astonish-

ingly at the dryers. There are also many breaks at

the calenders. Could somebody tell me what percent-

age of broke should normally occur at the dryers and
at the calenders?
Answer.—To give a satisfactory reply it woidd be

necessary to see the machine under working condi-

tions for some time. The following causes of breaks,

however, are often overlooked. Owing to improper
draining of the condensed steam in the dryers the

action of the latter is not uniform and consequently

the dryness of the paper varies. The dryers are

sometimes of uneven thickness, causing uneven drying
of the paper. There may be a certain {jmount of play

at the ends of the dryer journals or in the gears, giv-

ing rise to large variations in the tension of the paper.

If the dryers do not turn true there will also be a

variation in the tension.

Answer 2.—The fault lies with the wet press and the

lack of skill or of goodwill of the machine tender. The
pressure .should he steady and even on both sides of

the wet press, aiul there should be a good steady press-

ure from there to the dryers. If you cannot increase

the pressure slow down the machine.
Answer .3.—The dryers .should be closely watched

and the steam pressure adjusted to the quality of pa-
per and maintained as constant as possible. The
dryers should be true and parallel. The percentage
of broke will vary according to the composition of

the paper, its thickness, and the degree of refining of

the i)uli). The following may be considered a good
average for jirinting paper, rather heavily loaded, and
made from chemical pulp.

Wet broke at the presses Usually insignificant.

Broke at the dryers and winder 0.45%
" " cutter 2.00

" " " sorting room 5.05
" " " calenders 0.50

Because, you may be so fortunate, or rather unfor-

tunate, as to have inherited an unusually strong

constitution, or to be so constructed that bad habits

do not teU at once, do not be so foolish as to abu.se

your body; do not be short-sighted, enough to neglect

the little things every day that decrease the wear
and tear on' the bodv and add to health.

Total 8.009?

Percentage of broke according to strength :

—

Weight per sq. meter. . 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

% broke 10 9 8 8 7 7 6

(Note by the Editor de La Papeterie—the broke
seems excessive in the sorting room and exceptionally

low at the dryers.)

Question.—What precautions must be observed in

order that the transverse strength of paper shall ap-

proach as nearly as po.ssible to its longitudinal strength?
Answer.—In order that the strength of the paper

be the same in both directions it would be necessary
that the fibers arrange themselves to an equal extent
in both directions. This is impossible in practice, most
of the fibers placing themselves in the direction of the
travel of the sheet. To obtain the desired results the
shaking must be carefully adjusted both as to fre-

quency and amplitude. Another factor requiring
careful adjustment is the suction; if it is too great
there will be breaks: if too small, creases; though it

may not be .sufficiently great to break the sheet, it

may nevertheless be greater than it should, in which
case the strength of the paper will be greatlv diminish-
ed.—A. P. C.
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Paper Exhibits at the Canadian National Exposition

The Canadian National Elxhibition, Toi-onto, at-

tracted a larger and more representative attendance
this year than ever owing to the favorable weather,
the visit of H. K. H. the Prince of Wales, and the fact

that peace has brought a sense of relief to the i)i>nple.

They were determined to join in the spirit of the

times and take a well earned holiday at the greatest
annual Fair held in the world.

Among the exhibits were several of particular

interest to pulp and paper jobbers, manufacturers and
dealers. The splendid display jointly made by the

Canadian Forestry Association and the Forest
Products Laboratories of Montreal, in the Railway
Building, and the representative showing of forest

products, pulp and paper in the Government Buihling
by the Forestry Branch of the Department of Lands
of British Columbia elicited great interest.

In the Manufacturers Building the booths of the

Interlake Tissue Mills, Merritton, W. J. Gage & Co,

Toronto, and Kinleith Paper Mills, St. Catharines,

attracted most favorable comment and were much
appreciated features. The central idea of the dis-

play made by W. J. Gage & Co., and the Kinleith Paper
Co. was their Holland Linen. Surmounting the frame
work of the exhibit was an old Dutch windmill, which
served to attract notice to the varied lines of corre-

spondence paper, papeteries, visiting and calling-cards,

etc., seen in the neatly arranged display cases. While
the Kinleith Paper Mills turn out a number of high

grade writing papers the one that the firm has always
specialized in, is Holland Linen, which possesses such

a beautiful texture and smoothness, that make its

use delightful for correspondence purposes. It comes
in a variety of shades with envelopes of various pat-

terns to match and was displayed in bulk, in boxes

and various other forms. The whole exhibit was ar-

ranged by Mr. P. R. Bradburj% who was in charge of

the art department of W. J. Gage & Co., Toronto.

The Interlake Tissue Mills occupied their usual

stand and the exhibit of their various lines was artis-

tically and becomingly arranged. The walls were
done in violet decorative crepe tissue, surmounted by
a border of deep purple, while the alcove at the rear

of the booth was similarly adorned. The ceiling was in

white with a lattice design made of purple decorative
crepe rope paper. The floral effects upon
the border were inviting consisting of pink roses

and green leaves all created of decorative
crepe tissue. The company gave away man^y patriotic

flag fans and fifty thousand sample packages of

Interlake crepe tissue table napkins, the use of Mhich
is growing more widely all the while. The.y save labor

and laundry bills and are perfectly sanitary, being
made from pure bleached sulphite fibre. The com-
pany also displa,yed most fetchingly various other
ranges turned out by them consisting of table covers,

towels, special luncheon and outing sets, crepe paper
bandages for surgical dressings, M. G. tissues in

white and colors, in plain and crepe effect, and all

leading brands of toilet paper, as well as light weight
papers and paper specialities of every kind for which
the company is widely known. The exhibit was in

charge of John T. Berhalter and Wm. Junes.

The elaborate exhibit of the .B. C. Forest Branch,
which was under the direction of Major James

Brechin of Toronto. Inuibcr eomiiiLssiouer for the east,

and Wm. Robertson of Victoria, who has charge of

the extension work, included all the widely known
wood products of the Coast and Mountain regions.

Several rolls of newsprint and kraft paper made by
the mills of the province, as well as samples of kraft

pulp were shown. Special attention was directed to

the facilities which British Columbia affords iu the
way of wooded wealth, water powers, etc., for the
future development and extension of the pulp and
paper industry which, during the past three or four
years, has made rapid strides in the West.

The Canadian Forestry Association and the Forest
Products Laboratory of Montreal cooperated this year
in making, under the auspices of the Canadian Na-
tional Railways, a highly creditable and representative
showing in the Railway Building. The whole exhibit
was a striking one of the resources of Canada so far
as her timber wealth is concerned and emphasized
the necessity of conserving this great heritage so that
it may be developed in the interests oi the people of
the iJominiou as a whole. Co-existing with this

splendid asset is the great pulp and paper industry
of Canada, which is now foi-cing its way to the front
and rapidly making of the Dominion the greatest
newsprint company on earth. At one end of the
booth was an immense roll of newsprint paper and
on it were printed the words "'I'he six Toronto daily
newspapers require 1000 spruce and balsam trees for
each day's run." Then there were rolls of paper
of various sizes on which rested short spruce logs, all

indicating the rapid growth of the newsprint indus-
try. The .small roll, dated 1914, had the following
figures: "Total number tons newsprint produced in
1914, 232,.570, value, $11,386,845; on the 1919 roll
were -'800,000 tons newsprint—value .160,000,000."
Nothing could be more expressive of the rapid expan-
sion of this great industry than the statistics cover-
ing a period of five years. The booth was adorned
with several small spruce trees and one plant of
interest was the Egyptian papyrus on which the
world once depended for its paper manufacture. Cards
conveyed in ten.se terms, timely information to pass-
ers-by and one of them stated that the export trade
of Canadian newsprint paper last year was worth
more money than all the other manufacturing exports
in Canada in pre-war times. It was also asserted
that Canadian spruce is rapidly becoming the chief
reliance for 40,000,000 copies of newspapers issued
daily in the United States and Canada.

In three sections there were shown, by the Forest
Products Laboratory of Montreal, the raw materials
u.sed in the conversion of wood to pulp by the sul-
phite, mechanical and sulphate processes, together
with an interesting description of each process. The
descriptive nature of the manufacture of pulp from
the log to the fini.shed bale aroused much interest.
In the sulphite section there were shown the spruce
log, barked log, chip.s, sulphur, limestone, cooking
liquor, etc. The finished products were washed pulp,
screened pulp, pulp in sheets and in bales, bleached
and unbleached. In the groundwood pulp demons-
tration there were the log, the barked log, the pulp
as it came from the grinders, the screened pulp ^nd
the screenings, while in the .sulphate division there
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The joint display of the Forest Products La boratories, Montreal, and the Canadian Forestry

Assoeiation, at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto. The large booth was in the Railway

Building and members of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association contributed samples of paper

pulp of various kinds.

was the barked log, chips, salt cake, fused salts, green

and white liquor, lime and black ash, and black

liquor, as well as the pulp in sheets and bales. Sections

of various trees—spruce, balsam, fir, hemlock, jack

pine and poplar were observed revealing the relative

amount of wood used for pulp in the various processes,

spruce being by far the largest portion. Several wood
discs bore the motto "Can you guess the age of these

logs?" and the years ran from 39 to 140.

Next there were panels or small boards cut from the

various trees of Canada and bearing the slogan

"Learn to know the woods of Canada." Among the

woods shown were white pine, cedar, tamarack, hem-
lock, poplar, bas.swood, chestnut, cypress, quarter-

cut white oak, plain red oak, quarter-cut red oak.

plain white oak, maple, rock elm, walnut, birch, but-

ternut, brown ash, Douglas fir, western pine, spruce,

B. C. cedar, Sitka spruce, etc. The story was told of

how British Columbia played such an important part

in the manufacture of aeroplanes during the war,
that province shipping in 1916 and 1917 sufficient wood
for 30,000 aeroplanes. There were shown propeller

blades and other portions of aerial craft made out of

B. C spruce.

Coming down to the hardwood department three

blocks were exliibited—beech, birch and maple. One
of the statemeifts was that 1,000,000 tons of these hard-

woods are taken from the Canadian forests annually

to supply the wood carbonizing and wood distilling

industries of the country. Visitors to the Fair were
asked to note how many everyday needs are met by
these distillates. Among them were alcohol, charcoal,

acetate of lime, acetone, acetone oils, pure acetic acid.

etc.

The Canadian forestry exhibit was under the

direction of Mr. Robson Black of Ottawa, the energe-

tic secretary of the Association, while the display

made by the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada
was supervised by Wm. B. Stokes, who has charge of

the exhibit work of that widely known institution.

Various pulp and paper mills lent their assistance

toward making the display interesting and instructive

aiul among these were Donnacona Paper Company.
Laurentide Company. Riordon Pulp & Paper Com-
pany, Brompton Pulp & Pajier Compan.v, Dryden
Timber and Power Company, Wayagamack Pulp &
Paper Company. Howard Smith Paper Mills, and
others. Several large photographs depicting the
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interior of pulp mills aud setting forth the various de-

partments of the industry were kindly loaned for the

occasion.

Interesting displays of newsprint and pulp were

made in the Government liuilding at the Canadian

National Exhibition, Toronto, by tlie Spanish River

Pulp and Paper ]\lills and the Abitibi Power and Paper

Co. The Spanish River e.xhibit was arranged by 'Sir.

Burke and that of the Abitibi Co. by Mr. Wilkes.

On top of a stand rested rolls of newsprint, small

spruce logs and samples of pulp iu the Spanish River

booth while in front were pictures of the various pro-

cesses of converting the raw material into the finished

product. Many ingredients used in making pulp,

all suitably and plainly labeled, were presented. The
arrangement was educative and many leaflets were
distributed setting forth the facilities of the various

plants of the company. The daily newsprint capacity

is -160 tons which will be increased by 100 tons when
the two new Pusey and -Jones machines, which are

now under process of erection at Espanola are in

operation. The output of ground wood at Espanola.

Sturgeon Falls and Sanlt Ste. IMarie is 400 tons daily,

sulphite 220 and board 35 tons. In woods operations,

the company emploj-s 5,000 men ; at Sault Ste. Marie
800, Espanola 500 and Sturgeon Falls 450, making a

grand total of G.750. The daily consumption of raw
materials is as follows:—wood, 750 tons: coal 450
tons: sulphur 27 tons: limestone 30 tons; lime 6 tons:

clay 10 tons; alum 4 tons and rosin size 2 tons. The
company has three paper making machines at the Soo,

six at Espanola including the two new ones, and two
at Sturgeon Falls. At the Soo there are 24 grinders

water driven, and 6 electric driven ; at Espanola, 29

water driven grinders and at Sturgeon Falls, 21 also

water driven. The sulphite plant at the Soo has
four digesters, 17 x 54 feet aiul at Sturgeon Falls, two
digesters, 16 x 54 feet. The same exhibit which was
made in Toronto, is being shown this week at the Ot-

tawa Exhibition.

In connection with the space of the Abitibi Co.. two
large rolls of news stood on end and resting on top of

these was another roll from the widest machine in the

plant, with the announcement that "seven and a

half miles of this paper is made in twenty-four hours
six days a week by one machine. The arrangement
of the rolls imparted to the booth a fire-place effect.

Each roll bore the trade mark device of the Inter-

national Brotherhood of Paper Makers. There were
also shown spruce boughs, discs of spruce logs, chips,

etc., as well as jars containing the various solutions

used in the manufacture of sulphite pulp. Samples
of both ground wood and sulphite were in evidence.

The entire exhibit was well arranged and afforded
much interest to consumers of paper, newspaper pub-
lishers and the general public.

"I WONDER WHY."
Max Hinkey, of the staff of the Forest Product Lab-

oratories, Montreal, has compiled under this title a

collection of 42 short stories as told by Rev. George

Adam, of Montreal, to the young people of Emanuel
Church. The stories selected comprise such matters

as hold the attention of all young people and elders

too, for the marvellous scientific and war inventions

of the past few years are made use of in a new and

novel way to point a lesson to the young folk.

BRITISH PREFERENCE APPARENTLY NON-
EFFECTIVE.

In answer to a cable inquiry a message was received

by the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association on Thurs-

day from A. L. Dawe, who is representing them in Lon-
don, that the British market had been opened to pulp

and paper from other countries, and the preference

hitherto enjoyed by Canadian mills had been with-

drawn. This makes clear what was only surmised in

an earlier general press despatch. The advantage
would now be enjoyed by Scandinavian and German
and other mills. The Canadian imports had been
allowed in without any restrictions, while the others

had to secure a license, and other regulations hamper-
ed competition.

SPRUCE BUD WORM ACTIVE IN N, B.

FrcderictDn, X. 1!.. Sei)t, s.—Half of the balsam fir

in New Brunswick has been destroyed by the spruce
bud worm this year, according to a report brought to

the city by Prof. S. A. Graham, of the University of

Minnesota, and Prof. J. D. Tothill, of the Dominion
Entomological Bureau, who have returned after taking
a trip of 125 miles through the crown timber lands of

the province in company with L. S. "Webb, of the
Forests S. V. C.

They entered the woods about a week ago at Red
Bank, near Newcastle, and then went to the head waters
of the little southwest Miramiehi. They came south
across the Renous, and out of the woods at Boietown.
The trip was made on foot aud practically all the
balsam fir which has been very plentiful in that dis-

trict, has been destroyed. In some areas the pest at-

tacked the spruce ; and on the Renous the damage to
spruce has lieen quite serious.

ANDREW CARNEGIE WAS SUPPORTER OP
METRIC UNITS.

The passing of Andrew L'urnegic brings to mind the
fact that he had been for years an ardent advocate
of world standardization in weights and measures
through the adoption of metric units.

Andrew Carnegie was a member of the Metric Com-
mittee of the National American Association of Manu-
facturers, which strongly urged metric standardiza-
tion. At the time the committee met, he made the
following statement:
"The metric system of weights and measures is one

of the steps forward that the Anglo-Saxon race is

bound to take sooner or later. Our present weights and
measures, inherited from Britain, are unworthy an
intelligent nation to-day. The advantage America
possesses over Britain in the decimal dollar .system as

compared with their pounds, shillings, and pence, would
be fully equalled by the adoption of a metric system
of weights and measures."

Carnegie believed that world standardization of

weights and measures would aid greatly not only the

cause of world trade, but also that of world peace.

On another occasion he said: "The old weights and
measures are a discredit to us. "We shall inevitably

adopt meter-liter-gram, if for no other reason than as

an aid to peace: but they would enormously aid our
world trade."

The angels sang "Peace on Earth," not "Pieces."

ORIGIN OF "CANADA"
"Kanata," meaning a collection of huts, was the

Indian name. It was adopted by the French in its

present form.—Exchange.
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Successful Safety First Campaign
(Special Contribution.)

All I'.xiierinieiit in Aci-idcnt Prevention carried out

in the tliree niill.s of tlie Spanish Kivcr I'ulp and Paper

Mills, Ltil., which should be of intense interest to the

nianageiiuuit of all the pulp and paper mills of Can-

ada, has just been broug:ht to a successful conclusion.

The conviction that something special should be

done to cheek the ever increasing toll of accidents

gave rise to the suggestion that a definite period

should be fixed during which, with the co-operatioji

of all employees, a concentrated eff(n-t should he made
to create a record.

The first move was made early in .luly wlien, with

the assistance of the Ontario Pulp & Paper JIakers"

Safety Association, meetings were held at Sault Ste.

Marie, Espanola and Sturgeon Falls. At these meetings

moving picture films dealing with the causes and re-

sults of accidents were shown, and judging from the

fact that overflow meetings were uecessaiw at eacli

place, the pictures were greatly appreciated by the

audiences.

To drive home the lessons of the jjictures and to

rouse a feeling of individual responsibility among the

employees, short fitting addresses were given b\' Mr.

A. P. Costigane of the Safety Association. These

talks were pointedly addressed to the individual em-

ployee and showed that in some mills where Safety

Committees had been operating, the tendency was for

the other employees to shoulder their responsibility

on to the Committees and leave it to the Committees
to prevent accidents. The speaker dwelt on the

fallacy of this conception and emphasized that no mat-

ter what safeguards were installed by the Company,
or how sincere the personnel of the Safety Committees
might be in the discharge of their duties, no permanent
progress could be accomplished unless all employees
as individuals were willing to share the responsibility

of preventing accidents. An appeal was made to the

employees for their help, and it was then announced
that a month later, a week to be called "No Accident
Week" would be fixed, during which every effort

would be made to create a record of no accidents in

each of the mills.

The week selected was from August 4th to 9th, the
same date being set for all three mills in order to

create a friendly rivalry among them.

During the few weeks to elapse before the opening
day of the fateful week arrived various means were
taken to secure publicity throughout the mills. The
date was announced in every issue of The Spanish
River News, and' interesting articles were written

bearing on the subject and putting it up to everyone
connected with the Company to see that the Mill with
which they were connected passed through the week
without an accident of any kind. Inside the mills

signs were placed in every department urging the men
to be particularly careful for that week. Red colored
triangles were given the employees to wear on their

overalls as reminders of the "No Accident "Week,"
Large cards were placed in each department, with
space left for the names of those who suffered acci-

dents, a facsimile oi.this card was inserted in the
"News" two weeks before campaign week with a
statement to the effect that it would be reproduced
with the names of any who suffered accidents, when
the Campaign was over. There was also a large

sign printed on cotton placed abo\r the entranrc iintc

with a reference to Safety Week and a requcsl tliat

the men help put it through without any accident.

Lastly, and of great importance, the members of the

Safety Committee canvassed as many men as possible,

talked to them and impressed on them the importance

of the campaign.
At the close of tlie week two ol' llic mills, i<".spaiiiila

and Sturgeon Falls, had a clean reconl, not liaving

liad an accident of any kind. The Sault Ste. Alarie

Mill had one accident, which marred an otherwise

perfect record. This accident occurred in the Board
Mill. Oiu' of the employees was playing ball and
reached his hand into the winders to recover the ball

which had lodged there. lie had his fingers rather

badly crushed and lost ten days as the result.

That such an accident, caused by pure carelessness,

should ha])pen was very regrettable, but much more
to be deplored was the callous indifference of this

youth towards the success of the campaign in which
his fellow employees showed so nuich interest. The
remarkable success of the experiment in the mills

referred to show what can be accomplished in pre-

venting accidents when all pull together. The aver-

age accidents in these mills for the 6 months previous

to the campaign, works out at about 7 per week.
If intensive efforts such as described above, were

made in all the mills in Canada, the accident records

would soon show a vast improvement. Lost time

would decrease in proportion, a large sum of money
would be saved to employees and Comj)ensation pa.v-

ments would shrink within reasonable proportions.

It is well worth the while of all mills to study this

problem, and more closel.v emulate the example set

out above by making a real attempt to reduce acci-

dents.

Great credit is due the management and the em-
ploj'ees of the Spanish River Mills for the humane
and earnest effort that is being made to establish a

name in the industry for immunity from accidents.

More power to them.

NEWSPRINT PRICES PROBED AGAIN.
A hearing has been arranged by R. A. Pringle K. C,

Paper Controller, for Ottawa, on September 17, to

take up the question of readjustment of the earlier

prices for newsprint, that is, those prices preceding

the ,$66 rate fixed for the five months ending December
1. ISnS. The first price fixed was $50 for 11 months.

and the next $57 for the next 5 months. The pajjcr

mills contend that these earlier prices are too low.

The price of $66 sets up a standard for the special

period of 5 months, and ignores the question of an
average rate which was the basis of estimation used by
the controller.

EMPLOYMENT SITUATION IMPROVES.
Ottawa.—Weekly reports from employers to Dom-

inion Headquarters of the Employment Service of

Canada, Department of Labor, indicate that, apart
from unemployment due to strikes, there was a further
considerable increase in the volume of emplo.vment
during the week ending August 16th, greater than
for any week since July 14th. It should be noted that

the increase in employment has been practicall.v con-

stant since the middle of April, onl.v three slight week-
ly decreases having been registered, and that the pre-

sent increase is an addition to the accumulated . in-

creases since that time.
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The Iiiterlake Tissue I\Iills, of Merritton, Out., re-

])nrt a brisk demand for their duplex carbon copy
jiaper, which is put up in sealed packages containing

one thousand sheets. The carbon copy paper is now
turned out in bleached white, blue, pink, manila,

green, canary, French grey, and golden rod so that

each department of a business can use a distinctive

color.

Col. C. H. L. Jones, Sault Ste. :\rari". Ont.. manager
of operations of the Spanish River Pulp and Paper
Mills, Limited, and John G. Sutherland, of Dayton,
Ohio, sales manager, spent a few days in Toronto last

week. The company are erecting thirty new houses

as well as two large boarding houses at Espanola.

"Weslej' Tilton, .superintendent of the Toronto Paper
I\Ifg. Co., Cornwall, who spent a few days in Toronto
and left on an extended visit to the paper mills in

^lichigan and other western states, has resumed his

duties at Cornwall.

At the Canadian National Exhibition. Toronto, a

display of much interest was that of the Martin Sales

Agency. 32 Front Street West. Toronto, who showed
their National Package Sealer in two different models
and also their National Package Tape which takes

the place of string in doins up parcels and packages.
The Martin Sales Agency tied up a great many parcels

for exhibitors and callers at the fair, making no charge
for the sei^vice.

"William Gorman of Montreal, eastern representative

of the Provincial Paper ^Mills Co.. Toronto, spent a

few days in Toronto last week calling upon the trade

and taking in the big fair.

Work is now in progress on an addition to the

finishing room of the Tnterlake Tissue Mills, at ^ler-

ritton, Ont. The building is being raised another
story and in dimensions is 100x72 feet. W. J.

Tremble has the contract, and it is expected that the

.job will be completed in three or four weeks. The
structural material is reinforced concrete and brick.

Col. Thomas Gibson, D.S.O.. C.M.G.. Dcputv Ovor-
seas Minister of Jlilitia for Canada, is now on his wav
home from London, England, and will reach Toronto
next week. He is secretary of the Spanish River Pidn
Paper ]\rills. Ltd.. and has been overseas about fn'M-

years. Col. Gibson, whose home town is Tngersoll. Out ,

went across the ocean as second in command of th'^

168th Oxford Rifles and spent a vear in France wher-"

he was gassed. Retnniin<? to England he was later

made Deputy Overseas Minister of Militia. Many
friends in the paper trade will be ]ileased to weleom"
him back to Canada.

T. J. Allen, of Pajier Sales, Limited, Toronto, is

spending his holidays on a fishing expedition to P>nr-

leigh Falls. Ont.

As announced in last week's issue, the Broekville

Paper Manufacturing Company. Limited, has obtained

a charter, with an authorized capital of $250,000. The
plant will be erected in Broekville on Park street on

the Wood brickyard property. A bylaw to grant

this land to the company for the purpose of erecting

the mill, will be voted upon by the ratepaj'ers of Broek-

ville on Monday, September 15. It is understood that

Ottawa, Thorold. Mille Roches and Kalamazoo capital

is behind the enterprise. The company will be grant-

ed not only a free site but a fixed assessment of $10,-

000 for a period of ten years and, in the event of the

bylaw being carried, which is confidently expected,

construction will start in the near future. The organ-

ization will employ one hundred and fifty hands and
the plans for the new mill are now being prepared.

Elijah Moore, one of the oldest and most respected
residents of Thorold, passed away recently in his 76th
year. He "was engaged for a quarter of a century in

the contracting business and was afterwards in charge
of the millwright department of the Riordou Pulp mill

at Merritton and also represented this company during
the erection of their plant at Hawkesbury. He was then
invited to assume operating charge but not caring to

remove from his native town of Thorold, he returned
there and was in charge of the millwright department
of the Montrose Division of the Provincial Paper
]\Iills Co. He is survived by four children.

The Federal Government has handed over to the
lumbering intere.sts all the river works, booms and
slides which are in operation on various rivers. This
is a new policy and means that instead of the govern-
ment continuing to pay for the upkeep the lumbermen
will bear the expense of maintenance. It is stated
that it would have been necessary for the federal gov-
ernment to expend $100,000 in repairs to looms and
.slides during the coming year and that only the lumber
interests would have been directly benefited.

In the House of Commons during the pa.st week,
Frank S. Cahill, M.P. for Pontiac. wanted to know if

it was not possible to get Canadian cars to ship lumber
and pulp wood from his county to the United States.

A promise was made that the Hon. Dr. Reid, Minister
of Railways and Canals, would take the matter up and

.

investigate. Mr. Cahill stated that the reason given
by the Department of Railways for the present short-

age was that there are so many Canadian cars already
across the line that they are scarce on this side. It

has been said that it is not an easy matter to get Ca-
nadian cars returned from the Ignited States and that
some of them stay in the Republic as long as a year.
W. H. Miller & Sons, Tomifobia, Que., who recently

formed a partnership to engage in the lumber and
pulpwood business, report that not as much wood is

being peeled in their district as la.st year and that
the price f.o.b. cars, is .$14 for spruce. The firm ex-
pect to ha)idlc 5.000 cords of s{)ruce this .season and
1,000 cords of ])oplar—all peeled.

The Abitibi Power and Paper Co. are erecting fift.y

new houses at Iroquois Falls, Out., and the frame work
for more than half of them is now completed. Forty-
sevei) cars arrived recently at Iroquois Falls laden
with parts of the four new Walmsley paper machines
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wliich will bt' installed next spring. The parts of the

Fourdriniers whieh have arrived so far eonsist of husic

dryer rolls, only one of whieh ean he placed on eaili

flat ear.

Mr. A. L. Dawe. secretary of the Canadian I'ulp

and Paper Association, is exi>eeted home from I.oimIoh

about Det. 1st. He went over the last day of -lunc

and has been representiu'r the Canadian industry in

Enjrland. Ourinfj: his absence, Mr. K. Heck has been

very efficiently looking after the Association o;ficc.

The Western Pulp and Lund)er Co., Limited, has re-

cently been incorporated, with head(inarters in Van-

couver.

L. P. Hums, Limited .announce the incoriioration

of a company under this name, Avhich was formerly

Burns & Roberts, Limited, of Toronto The new com-

pany is still at the .same address, 301 Hank of Hamilton

Building, Toronto. They are manufacturers of tanks.

boilers, smoke stacks, plate work, and specialize in

new and used machinery of all kinds.

Mr. Spielman, of Spielman Ageiudes, 4.') Alexander

St., Jlontreal. Canadian representatives of _Griffiths

Bros. & Co., Limited, London, Eng.. manufacturers of

all classes of paints, has just returned from a visit

to England.
The Prince of Wales visited the Spanish River Pulp

and Paper ^lills at Sault Ste. .Marie, last week. His

Koyal Highness showed great interest in this important

iiniustry. An illustrated description of the visit will

be nublished next week.

CANADIAN PAPER TRADE NEXT WEEK.

The annual meeting of the ('jiiia.liaii Paper Trade

Association will be held in the Kitz-Carlton Hotel.

Montreal, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sei)tember 16

and 17. Assurances have been received by secretary

X. L. ?»lartin, of Toronto, of a large attendance from

the western i)rovinces ami also from New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia.

Word from W. C. Ridgway of New York City.

secretary of the National Paper Trade Association.

states that he will not be able to be present. It is

ex])ected, however, that some prominent member of

the association will come in his stead and deliver an

address. The members of the trade in Montreal will

entertain the visitors to a luncheon at one o'clock on

Wednesday. September 17. The morning sessions

each day will begin at II.:iU and the afternoon at 2.15

o'clock.

During the past year the Canadian Paper Trade
Association has more than fulfilled its mission in hav-

ing fostered a good feeling between all mend)ers of

the industrv and in having established fixed trade

customs, which have been of benefit alike to the manu-
facturer, the jobber and the user of i)aper. It is

believed that the forthcoming animal meeting will

still further enhance the spirit of co-o[ieration and
fellowship.

Members of the different section of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association will, it is hoped, also be

l)resent at the session next week. The meinbershiy)

of the C. P. T. A. is made uj) of ilealers in both fine

papers and wrappings and a number of leading
exponents will present pajters of vital interest, which
will open up subjects for mutual discussion and con-
.sideration. Officers for the coming year will be
elected and annual reports be reail.

GEORGE SHERMAN BLO'WN UP.
George Slieiuuiu. I'resiib'nt of Taggart^ Paper Co.,

Watertown. N.V.. had an accident August lioth that

naght easily have had fatal results. He was retunung

to i)ort in his 40 ft. gasoline yacht, Wana 11, during

a very severe storm, when the engine exploded, blowing

Mr. Sherman into the water. The other three men, em-

l)loyees of Mr. Sherman, were iilown to other j)arts oi

the boat and sufferi'd lnirn>. They were able to ge'

into the skiff wlii<-h was being towed astern. Mr. Sher-

man, who made an im|)rovise(l life raft of a table-top,

had managed to remove his clothing and headed for

land, a mile away. The height of the waves prevented

his being seen at first by the men in the boat. Ainither

motor-boat fortunately saw the accident and came to

the resou'.

The yacht, which cost ;t5t>,000, was burned to the

water's edge, but the remains were taken to port. No
explanation of the explosion has been given, but it is

thought possible that lightning may have been respon-

sible.

•Mr. and .Mrs. Sherman are now motoring in tin' White

^fountains.

tha t timi' til 1918

1!)1« Decrease

51 22%
671 169^0

.1^2 ,05!).47 uy,
706.04 IH'/o

SIX MONTHS ACCIDENT REPORT AT LAUREN-
TIDE.

A jierusal of the following statement of .Mill .Occi-

dents for the jieriod January 1st to -lune :iOtli IDl!)

inclusive, as eomi>ared with the corresiionding period

of l!)l!S, shows an eciuitable decrease of aiiproximately

20'/^ and further reflects eoiisiilerable credit when
taken into consideration that u|) to

figures were the best recorded.
Iltl9

Fatal accidents . . . .

Non fatal accidents . . 32

W^orking da\s lost .... 455

Wages lo.st" .1;l.462.41

Compensation paid .... 486.98

Two of the 1919 accidents were of a serious nature,

those happening to E. Hourassa of the Paper Repair

Department who had the great misfortune to have
his spine fractured on April 7th. and L. Langlois of

the New Construction (General ilills) who got his leg

badly contu.sed on May 6th. Both of those men are

still incapacitated although making good progress

towards recovery ; these two accidents alone account

for 119 days or 46'^;^ of the total lost time under review,

and are of greater intensity than any sustained in

1918, so that a])art from these the n'conl makes even

more remarkabl.v good reading.

That greater care and attention is being |)aid to

small cuts, bruises, etc., is manifest from the fact

that the number of first aid dressings have jumped
from 856 in 1918 to 1,036 in 1919, a lO'/r increase and
of far reaching effect in the minimising of industrial

lost time through infected wounds from inattention

or gross neglect.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine commends this record,

both because of the Compan.v's care in keeping it and
encouraging careful habits and because of the attitude

of the men in regard to taking care of themselves.

It will he a happy da.v when everyone thinks of safet.v

first— his own and other fellow's.

A disorderly workshop contributes to the number
of accidents. Do not leave waste material or refuse

l.ving around. Safe places are provided for storii'g

in : help kee]i the premi.ses clean.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, September, S.—The developments in the

paper trade diirini? the past week whieh are of interest,

are the announcements that free trade now exists on

all paper entering the Mother country and that

Controller Pringle is to resume his inquiry at Ottawa
and the publishers have been invited to be present as

well as the manufacturers. It is hoped by the pro-

ducers that paper control and regulation in Canada
is neanng an end and that prices will soon be fixed

for the different periods covered by the controller's

orders. How long- is the farce comedy going to con-

tinue, is the question being asked on all sides. Surely

it will soon terminate in view of the growing shortage

of newsprint and the fact that demand is increasing

all the while. It is understood that some mills in

Canada have received as high as five cents for spot

delivery of newsprint across the line. One leadiiig

concern turned down an order during the past week
for several carloads at .+4.65, yet mills sui)plying

Canadian consumers are allowed to charge only i}!3.45.

It is announced that A. L. Dawe, secretary of tlie

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, who has been
spending some time in England looking into export
matters, will soon return to Canada. It is stated that

arrangement have been made for marketing in the Old
Country all this year's available surplus of newsprint,

board, kraft and book papers from Canada. These
lines are now well established on the British market
but whether the Dominion will.be able to extend them
is the question. The removal of the import restric-

tions in Creat Britain may admit Scandinavian and
even German pulp and paper products which, because
of low exchange and favorable shipjiing and carriage

rates can be disposed of at prices which Canadian
producers owing to distance and other barriers may
not be able to meet. Australia, Japan and C^hina are
clamoring for newsprint and the foreign situation is

rather uncertain at the present time.

The pulp market continues active and prices are
strengthening all the while. There is certain to be a

revision upwards in some i)aper lines beffire many
months pass and just how high figures will go no one

cares to estimates. Experts, who have always been

able to read the future with a fair amount of certainty

are at a loss to foretell events. The Canadian Export

Paper Company have just issued a very handsome
and nicely illustrated book setting forth the paper

resources, activities and production of the leading

paper makers serving the buyer through one central

organization. Several mills have been invited by the

Canadian Export Paper Co. to send in ranges of samples,

prices, widths of machines, tonnage to export, etc., in

order that these facts may be disjiatched to Agencies
abroad. Probably the whole export and domestic

outlook will be reviewed at the annual meeting of the

Canadian Paper Trade Association in Montreal on

September 15 and 16 when, it is expected, the Ca-

nadian Pulp and Paper Association will be assembling

at the same time to consider important matters.

Buying for fall has now started in and all mills are

very active. Mannfaettiring stationers in some cities

are working overtime to catch up with order.s and
customers, who placed large orders for holiday trade,

are in a number of eases inereasin* the original quan-
tities. A leading manufacturing stationer stated this

week "Every year we have been increasing our lines

of fancy stationery, papeteries, etc., and have always
run short before the season is out. Gifts in this line

appear to be expanding annually. I presume this was
due, during the period of the war, to the suggestions

made in the press that useful and .sensible donations
to friends and relatives should be made.

"

Paper box jilants are well employed and specialty

mills have about all the business they can take care
of while board plants are particularly active. The
whole situation is strong and business never loomed
up better for fall. In spite of the high prices pre-
vailing most users of |)aper are purchasing the better

grades and turning out better printed catalogs, price
lists, booklets, foldei-s, etc., than they have for years.

Jobbers declare that the volume of business done dur-
ing August has been a record one and way ahead of last

year when there was the usual mid-summer quietness
iu trade circles. This season there has been none. A
good omen of the way things are going is evidenced

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
_ —

,

8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill, NEW YORK

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES
Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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in the additions being made to coated paper plants

which report that, in spite of the increase of a quarter

of a cent and all quotations, f.o.b. mill, thersj has beiMi

no let-up in the volume. Customers apparently are

going on the supposition that they had better send

iu as large orders as possible in the event of another

rise taking iilaee. This feeling is indicative of that

existing all along the line. Activity in the rag and

waste paper stock arena continues with shortage o:

supplies on many lines and mills buying freely for

fall.' An amended price list has been sent out on

hard finished cotton twines and the market shows a

rising tendency. Dealers have been advised, ther^--

forc, to take advantage of the present quotations. In

sending out word to the trade, one firm stated that

in some cases, prices are higher than previously quoted.

and add "We calculate, however, that the laid down
prices at to-day's rate of exchange are lower than

those previously sent out. In estimating previously

we did not take into account the fact that the five per

cent extra duty imposed during the war had now been

removed. Eliminating this and bearing in mind that

British currency is now at a discount of at least ten

per cent we think that the laid down costs in Canada

are a little lower."
Toilet and tissue plants are rushed and have stopped

takmg orders for export owing to the crush of local

business. One mauafactnrer said this week that

there was no use iu camouflaging the foreign buyer

as he could not possible take aboard any more busi-

ness and regretted that the facilities of his plant were

limited. He thought it would be a good thing in

the interest of the balance of trade and foreign ex-

change if all paper mills in Canada were able to ex-

port about twenty-five per cent, of their entire pro-

duct.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, September 6.—Business iu all kinds of

paper is booming along at a lively pace, and extreme

firmness characterizes prices in every end of the

market. Consumers are anxiously seeking supplies and
are so bent on covering their requirements for the next

several months that they are frequently overlooking

questions of price so long as they receive assurance.s

in regard to deliveries, ilills in various sections of

the States are running at top speed in an effort to

take care of all the wants of customers, and it can

be said that demand is assuming proportions where
manufacturers simply are unable to cope with it.

Numerous mills have contracted for their output for

an appreciable period ahead and are decidedly re-

luctant to enter into additional engagements at this

time, in consequence of which buyers are daily en-

countering increased difficulty in placing orders.

Deliveries are far behind, so much so that it is .stated

by authoritative members of the trade that should
demand suddenly cease entirely mills could be kept
operating at maximum capacity for a month or more
in filling the bookings they now have in hand.
While plans are being perfected for the inquiry

into the newsprint indu.stry by a committee recently
appointed for the purpose by the United States Senate,
the rapidly expanding demand for this kind of paper
and the inability of producers to satisfy all the wants
of publishers is sending prices skyrocketing. Spot
lots of news in rolls have been sold this -week at 5..50

cents a pound, and there have been few offerings
cv 'n at this high price. Mills are shipping the great

bulk of their output to contract customers and to

other regular buyers almost as soon as it becomes

available, with the result that customers .seeking addi-

tional supjilies in the open market are experit-m-ing con-

siderable trouble in realizing their wants. Whether the

forthcoming inquiry will have a depressing effect on

prices is a matter of conjecture at present. At the

moment the market for newsprint is in more or less

of an independent position with the law of supply

and demand running its full course, and with the

potential requirements of publishers in excess of the

available supply it is logical that values are advancing.

Book papers arc also in an exceedingly strong

market position. Demand is active and voluminous,

and manufacturers arc hard put to it in making their

supplies go arountl to the satisfaction of all their

customers. When it is understood that the average

periodical in this country is at present carrying a

larger volume of ailvertising than ever before, the

heavy consumption of book jiaper is readily explained.

One only has to watch this or that magazine each

week or month to see it grow in size, almost every

issue finding it increased by a few pages. Super-

calendered book i>aper is selling freely at 9 to 9.50

cents per pound, while machine finished book is firm-

ly at 8.50 cents and up to 9 cents.

The fine paper market is gradually assuming broader
proportions and prices are undergoing a stiffening

process. JIanufacturers of bond, linen and ledger pa-

pers, finding the cost of production on the rise and
demand more than they can supply, are repeatedly ad-

vancing quotations, and buyers are meeting the higher
prices without haggling over them. Tissue papers are
moving in good volume ant at strong quotations. No. 1

white tissue is finding a ready market at about .'^1.25,

white No. 2 white and No. 1 manila are selling at $1.10

to .$115. Wrappings arc sought in increasing quantities

and prices rule firm and on the uptrend. Kraft wrapp-
ing of No. 1 quality is freely fetching 8.50 to 9 cents

per pound, and buyers are placing orders in .such

volume that mills are unable to cope with the business
offered them.
While the strike of paper box workers in New

York and vicinity has had a quieting influence on
the board market, manufacturers report having all

the business they can handle, and no let up in

operations of mills can be noted. The probabilities
are that the labor difficulties in the trade locally will

soon be settled and that box makers will then flock
into the market to buy board in preparation for the
pre-holiday season, so that such buying as the strike
has eliminated has merely been postponed for a time.
Prices on all kinds of board are firm and tending
upward. Chip is quoted at about $60 per ton, news
at $65 and strawboard at $65.

GROUND WOOD.—The market for ground wood
has stiffened to a notable degree during the past few
days and prices have jumped with remarkable rapid-
ity. Where grinders a week or so ago were disposing
of spot lots of .spruce pulp at around $30 per ton,
to-day quotations range from .$34 to $36 at the shipping
point, and offerings at these, or for that inatter a't

any prices, are decidedly restricted in number and
volume. The heavy demand for newsprint paper and
the resultant large consumption of ground wood
have brought consumers into the market seeking all
the pulp to be had for prompt and future delivery.
Grinders, in most cases having their current produc-
tion sold on contract and having practically no supply
to direct to the oppu market, are fiiulinf; it impo.ssible
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export

for balance of this year and over first six months
of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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to take care of the demands made upon them, so thai

the scramble for the small amounts of pulp available

to outside buyers is running prices up at a rapid

pace. If prevailing conditions of supply and demand

continue for any length of time, there seems no

predicting where values will soar to.

CHEMICAL PULP.—In keeping with the activity

in the jiaper market, business in chemical wood pulps

is undergoing steady expansion and prices are gradual-

ly ascending to higher levels. Manufacturers prac-

tically without exception are sold far ahead and ni

some cases are entirely out of the market for the pre-

sent as sellers, having no pulp to offer. Demand is

keen and consumers are not endeavoring to hide the

fact that they are urgently in need of fresh supplies.

Another strong factor is that prices in the Scandi-

navian countries are rising and that buyers here are

experiencing considerable trouble in affecting pur-

chases there, owing to producers in Norway, Sweden

and Finland neglecting the American market because

of their obtaining better prices for their pulps else-

where. Importers and dealers in New York report

receiving numerous inquiries from foreign sources

for pulp, which they are largely unable to fill, but

which show that demand in other parts of the world

is equally as brisk as it is in the United States. News-

print sulphite is very firm and is moving actively at

a price range of $70 to $75 per ton at the pulp mill.

with most sellers asking and securing the higher

figure. Bleached sulphite is in great demand and

manufacturers of strictly No. 1 quality pulp of this

description are freely obtaining 6 cents a pound at

the mill. Soda pulp is actively sought and is higher in

price, the contract basis having been advanced to 4.65

cents" a pound while spot lots are reported selling at

close to 5 cents. Kraft is strong and moving in stead-

ily increasing quantity.

RAGS. The rag market retains its firm undertone

although demand has not shown perceptible expansion

this week. On the whole, paper manufacturers arc

buying rag stock in restricted fashion. Nearly all

consuming mills are nlacing orders off and on but the

aggregate volume of the purchases is not out of

the" ordinary. The main reason for this apparently

is that mills bought heavily several months ago and

are now using up stocks secured at that time, while

there is no question that the heavy arrivals of rags

from Europe during the past month have acted to

check bxiying of domestic material. Dealers, however,

view the future with extreme confidence, and. anti-

cipating a return of mills into the market very soon,

are not pressing their wares on buvers. Verv few

"bargain" lots of rags are being offered, and con-

sumers senerallv find it necessarv to pay stiff prices

to secure supplies. Sales noted during the current

week include No. 1 repacked whites at 7.25 cents per

pound at the point of shipment, repacked thirds and

blues at 4.25 to 4.50 cents, new white shirt cuttings

of No. 1 grade at 15. .50 cents, new No. 1 washables at

9.50 cents, and No. 1 roofing rags at 2.90 to 3 cents.

PAPER STOCK.—All grades of paper stock have

moved freely this week and at firm prices. Box
board mills have been active buyers of the low finali-

ties of material, while book and other paper manu-
facturers have absorbed the bulk of supplv offered

them. Sales of soft white shaving.s of No. 1 era dp

hnve been noted at 4.35 to 4.50 cents a pound fob
Npv^ York, and No. 1 hard white shavings nt 5.50

cents. Kraft paper has risen in value, sales of No. 1

packing being recorded at 3.50 cents New York, while

demand for books and magazines has ruled strong

and mills have i)!aced orders calling for large tonnages

at a price basis of around 2.60 cents. Uoldeil news
has sold to board mills at 1.05 to 1.10 cents a jiound

New York, anil No. 1 mixed paper at 85 to 90 cents

per huiiiired pounds at the shipping point.

BAGGING AND HOPE.—Current demand for old

Manila rope is active and offered supplies are being
quickly absorbed by mills at prices ranging from 6.25

to 6.50 cents a pound f.o.b. New York. Dealers say
incoming supplies from producing centres are light

and there is accordingly much cautiousness practiced
by .sellers in booking orders. The market for old

bagging continues comparatively quiet and sales are

scattered and more often of small tonnage. No. 1 scrap
bagging is selling at around 3 cents a pound, roofing
bagging at 2.60 cents and scrap gunny at 3.50 to
3.75 cents.

CHINESE CONSIDERED CANADIAN PAPER
TOO GOOD.

•Tust at present the paper market in tlie T^nited Kins--
dom is subject to .some vicissitudes, but no time .should
be lost by Ignited Kingdom firms in makinor known
to the Cliinese markets the fact that they will shortlv
be in a po.sition to supply and in emphasizing the high
quality of their production and their general .suit-

ability for Cliinese requirements. Formerly the bulk
of the supplies sent into Hong Kong came from Norway
and Sweden, but it is expected that a good deal of this

trade will be transferred to Canadian and British firms.

The United Kingdoin'shipped fairly large quantities of

stationery, bank and other office paper and newsprint
for the use of the locally established European jour-

nals. Since the outbreak of war and the consequent
inability of this country to send supplies, the Japan-
ese paper manufacturers have done what they could
do to supply the needs of local buyers, and large quau-
tities of paper have been shipped from that eountrv
to South China. The Japanese competition is not be-

lieved to be likely to prove serious once normal con-

ditions are resumed, as Japanese paper has proved to

be comparativelv poor Quality, and Chinese buyers are

not satisfied with it. Chinese stationery is a special

kind of paper of an inferior grade, somewhat below
that generally used in this country. There is also a

large trade in another kind of paper specially made
for the Far East and dyed a red color and used for

a variety of decorative and other purposes. The de-

mand for this was formerly filled from Scandinavian
and German sources, but recently most of that import-

ed into the country has been made in Japan.
There has recently been a considerable increase in

the number and size of the local newspapers printed

in the Chinese language, and owing to the spread of

education, this number is likelv to increase consider-

ablv, which, of course, means an increase in the quan-

tity of newsprint required bv the country in the near

future. Good qualitv newsprint so far is only needed

and bought by the European papers: the native jour-

nals are content with a very inferior grade. Samples
of Canadian newsprint were recently sent into China,

but it was reported that the qualitv was much too good

and that sales were conseanently not likely to be made
to anv extent.—Financial Times.

He never ate less than four meals a day and never

walked more than a mile in the same time. And yet

he wondered.
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A POBTICAL PUFF FROM A SOOT BLOWIR.
Then.

Tht fireman stwod high off the boiler room floor

Wet to tlie skin, his haiuis were sore

From burns on the hot steam lance that he bore,

Trying to clean flues througli tlu' boiler door.

His face was black from tlie soot that blew

Back through the door—not out through the flue.

As well behaved coal soot ought to do.

What he said of his job was a plenty too!

Now.
The fireman stands on the boiler room floor.

Opens a valve or two. Nothing more.

Pulls a few chains. The steam jets roar.

ily, how quickly the job is o'er.

Cleans the boiler—saves the heat,

JoJm thinks soot cleaners can't be beat,

Likes his work,—smiles all day.

He cleans his boilers the VULCAN way.

A. Klipstain k Co., N«w York, who are reprotsnted
in Canada by A. M. Heustis, Toronto, have sent out
a list of American and Swiss dyestuffs which they
manufacture or handle. It is a long list and contains
the names of many colors familiar to the jiaper maker.
The api)carance of many new names, liowcver, leads
us again to wonder wh.v a standard nomenclature
cannot be agreed upon, or, if a trade name must be
used, why there is not some indication of what it is.

The booklet states that the Swiss manufacturers
weathered tlie storm of German price cutting and
since 1914 have prevented a famine in synthetic in-

digo, which is made from American interiiicdiatcs.

ENGINEERING DATA
Viele, Blackwell & Buck, exporters, importers, en-

gineers and contractors, 49 Wall Street, New York,

have sent out recently a series of bulletins discribhiii-

a few of their varied interests. No. 1 shows rails and

accessories, including industrial railways and equip-

ment. No. 2-A gives data on structural steel, while

No. 3-A shows all kinds and shapes of iron and steel

bars. No. 4 .shows a great variety of standard and

special steel and iron pipe and fittings. No. 5 de-

scribes steel and iron plate and contains some inter-

esting illustrations.

WHEN EVERYTHING GOES DEAD WRONG.
Things ill tills wurld iro Ijy cdiiti-ai'ies and the more

one tries to'achieve the farther off he sometimes gets

while, at other periods, he can secure desired results

without extra effort. It is said that the manage-
ment of one large pulp plant in Canada recently urged
their men to have a "no accident week," in the inter-

est of safety. That very week more mishaps of a

minor character occurred than there had for months
before. One of the bosses humorously remarked,

"Well, we will try it again and I hope with more
gratifying results. The men's interpretation of our
plan seemed to be that not one of them should miss

the opportunity of getting hurt during o\ir "'no acci-

dent week."
It may have been that a curious trait of human

nature urged each one who had a minor accident to

report it so as to be sure nothing was overlooked.

The publicity of the occasion doubtless emphasized

things that at other times would be forgotten.

E & CO., L M TED

MONTREAL, QUE.
EXPORTERS & IMPORTERS.
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Claflin

Continuous Beater

One-quarter the floor space

One third the cost

Claflin Continuous Beater for Beating and

brushing out repair stock.

For refining ground wood sulphate and

sulphite tailings this machine stands in a

class by itself.

Three Claflin Continuous Beaters will

handle as much stock as six tub beaters,

will cost one-third as much and will occupy

only one quarter the floor space.

Let us quote.

Everything Mechanical for Pulp and Paper Manufacture

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Limited

"Canada's Departmental House for Mechanical Goods'*

Halifax St. John Montreal Toronto Windsor Saskatoon Vancouver

Quebec Ottawa .Hamilton Winnipeg Calgary Victoria
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i EDITORIAL i

EMPIRE PREFERENCE A MYTH.
It seems that the Mother Country has forgotten her

children; at least this is the first impression one gets

ou reading that the principle of Empire Preference

has met defeat at the hands of the practice of Free

Trade, which has been England's habit. This change

of heart on the part of the present Government will

probably mean much less to other British dominions

than it will to Canada, and less to most business inter-

ests here than to the pulp and paper industry. As we

see it, Great Britain and her markets are now open

to the free competition of the world, and the cargo of

pulp in the Thames from Canada is on the same basis as

one from Sweden, Germany or America—pulp and pa-

per are the principal Canadian commodities affected.

There is little, if any, European competition for food-

stuffs to meet, nor for our metal. There is competition

for the fish market and probably for timber, although

in this regard the European struggle for some yeari iS

now likely to be for the material than for the market.

We have already remai'ked in these columns that as

a family affair, the parts of the Empire would help

themselves and each other by dealing as far as possible

in the family, but that a permanent, stable business re-

lation could not be built solely on the foundation of the

sentiment of brothcrs-iu-arms.

Trade is bound to work around to the channels which

supply the best goods at the best price with a feeling

of reliability and security ou both sides. In private

business there are some people with whom one may re-

fuse to do business because of personal dislike or dis-

trust and one may decide to do business with a friend

for the opposite reasons, even if a little less profit is

made on the deal. That is all right for individuals, but

in ordinary times such action can hardly be legislated

ou a people. In spite of the dropping of the barrier,

there are undoubtedly many English concerns who will

refuse to buy German goods of any kind if they can be

bought elsewhere. Many have made connections with

Canadian producers and like the loj'al and tenacious

.symbolic bulldog, they will hold on. It is the privilege,

the opportunity, and the duty of such Canadian fii-ms

to stand by the Briton and expend every reasonable

effort to furnish such goods at such prices as will assist

the consumer to compete with the man who bu.vs from

the Hun.

The argument that Germany must sell her goods if

she is to pay the penalties of the war is perfectly sound,

but there is plenty of room for fair competition on an

erpial footing. The British Government, of course,

has some obligation to support and encourage, if not

protect, British industries. In the paper field, British

mills cannot supply the home demands for all grades,

leaving a considerable marginal market for outsiders.

<;nd practically all pulp is imported. Some oi the pa-

per lines Canada is not eqviipped to supply and these

are quite properly open to countries outside the Em-
pire. In the matter of pulp it is the same way. The

pul]) mills of the Empire cannot supply the British de-

mand. But we can supply a large part of it and could

easil.v develop capacity to produce more. The same

is true of some lines of paper that are in great demand
in England. There is little use encouraging such de-

velopments in the face of almost certainly better prices

on foreign goods.

The price of imported materials is the price c.i.f.. and

if the freight is $10 or $12 per ton in favor of the

German or Scandinavian, a big handicap is at once

laid on the Canadian and the most efficient manage-

ment and abundant material and process may not be

able to overcome it. One reason for the present dis-

crepancy in freight rates seems to be that with so much
space requisitioned at government rates, it seems up
to the carrier to make as much as possible on the space

left for general cargo. The fact that a number of our

mills are making many shipments, in spite of such dif-

ficulties, is evidence that they are producing superior

goods. It does seem, however, that if London finds it

necessary to close one door they might at least 0[ en a

window and let our shippers have space enough to get

the stuff across.

In the meantime there is one safe course for our

pulp and paper makers, and that is to go after the mar-

kets for which we have a superior geographical posi-

tion or to which the freights are on a par with our

competitors. But it is fully as important and neces-

sary to make the goods that satisfy the requirements of

the market, to have an able representative on the spot

and on the job and to give honest and efficient service.

Then we can kiss Preference good-bye.

ENCOVKAGING WORKMEN TO READ.
Through the efforts of the local representation of

the Pulp and Paper Magazine and the hearty co-oper-

ation of the management, 35 new names have recently

been added to the subscribers among the employees

of the Pacific Mills Ltd., at Ocean Falls B. C. In

order to -encourage the men in the mills to take a wider

interest in their work and in order to enable them to

learn more about the extent, value, processes, et'^..
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iivolved in llu- nuuiuiai-ture of piilji aud paixM" the

publishers have iloeidod to put the mill men on the

-;imo basis as the members of the Teehnieal Seetioii in

ifjiard to the price of a subserii)tioM to the magazine.

In order to eneourage tiu'ir eniidoyees to beeome better

aetiuainted with llie industry so that tiiey may not only

beeome better workmen but also to find more enjoy-

ment in their work, tho management of th? Paeifie

Mills liad generously agreed to assume a portion of

the eost of eaeh subscription. Several easter'i mills

liave taken similar aetion, also witii gratifying results.

It is a great pleasure as well as a souree of satis-

faction that these workmen have been enrolled among

the subscribers to the Magazine. From several years

experience in overalls (usually "borrowed"' from the

rag room) the editor feels a peculiar fellowship witli

the men on tlie maciiines and extends a personal wel-

come to them.

The principal object of this magazine, as of all of

the journals published by the Industrial and Educa-

tioual Press, is to encourage and extend a knowledge

of their business among the workers of the industry.

There ar,- many phases to an industry such as ours

and it is important that a man in one branch should

not only be particularly skilled and informed in liis

own line but that he should have an acquaintance with

the manufacture of other lines so as to appreciate the

various uses of pulp and paper and to understand the

relationship of one branch of the industry to another.

It is further to his advantage for the workmen to keep

in touch with new developments in the design of

machinery and the development of processes aud it is

also often valuable for him to know where certain

materials and equipment can be procured. Part of this

information will be accquired through the reading

columns of the Pulp and Paper Magazine, another part

through the advertising pages, and what isn't learned in

this way can usually be learned by addressing a question

to the magazine.

Questions regarding any phase of the industry are

very welcome and the editor, as a member of the

Committee on Education for the Technical Section.

and through his acquaintance with the industry will

be able, in the great majority of eases, to obtain the

information desired. Nearly every problem that comes

to any one person's experience has already happened

to others so that a reader has at his disposal practically

a combined knowledge of the entire industry. When

questions are of general interest, and particularly

where a variety of answers are desirable the questions

will be printed iai the magazine and answers or solutons

will be paid for. This will encourage those who are

well informed to assist some who are not so fortunate

and it will enable the collection of much information

now tied up in personal experience in a more available

and more valuable form. When a person sets down

'li^: tl^onebts in writing he neeessarilj" thinks out care-

fidly what he is saying and tlie process results in

arranging his knowledge in his own mind in niiieh iiuire

definite form than would otherwise be likely. The

i-esult need nut me a model of English roiiipusit ion.

because there are ecniiparalively few, even ainnji^-

eollege graduates, who u.se the P^uglisli language

properly. It is jiossiblc. however, for anyone to express

himself accurately, iven tluiugh his language lack some-

what in elegance.

It is hoped that more and more of the ncM-, as well

as the old. subscribers will avail themselves of any

service that can be rendered through the editorial

office or the columns of the magazine.

FOUND HIM.

Th address of Walter Clifford, which was asked for

two weeks ago has been given by him. He is in Canton,

X. C. The promptness of his reply is appreciated.

COBWEBS.
A happy suggestion in regard to foreign trade is

made in Bulletin No. 30 by the Irving National Bank of

New York. Regret is expressed that mistakes are so un-

duly advertised. To emphasize every instance of poor

packing, incorrect billing, or other error is likely to

have a discouraging effect on the shipper and to in-

jure the confidence of the buyer. Business mistakes

are sure to happen, and the thing to do in export, as

is done in domestic, trade is to correct and forget them,

having learned a lesson meanwhile.

In spite of this good advice, however, it is desirable

to mention the mistakes that some have made, so that

others may avoid them.

Isn't it interesting to think of newspapers charging

a Government with protecting the paper makei'S? Read

the British Trade News on another page and see what

conditions are in England. In spite of this defection

of the Empire preference idea, there is a good chance

in England for Canadian pulp and paper. But ship-

ping accommodations are necessary.

In regard to shipping it was intimated that there iias

been cargo space to England for those \*ii ) were en

the alert for opportunities and prepared to pay the

price. That may be. but who wants to pay more for

freight than the pi-ofit on his goods?

'The Canadian Export Pioneer." which has as sub-

title "Canada—Products Advertiser and Oversea Mar-

kets Review," is a new journal published in London

and Toronto every month. The aim of the Pioneer will

be to promote trade, particularly within the United

Kingdom, and the Dominion. A number of export

journals have been started recently, for trie present

seems a propitious time for such effoi-ts. There is a

big field in the Empire for such a jouraal just now.
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Care of Electrical Apparatus in Pulp and Paper
By W. W. Cronkhite, General Ebctric Company.

This is a subject that is often neglected in pulp and
paper mills, so perhaps a few hints may be helpful. The
following suggestions cover the essential care to which
an electric motor is entitled, to assure long life and con-
tinuous operation. This care is simply attention that
should be regularly and systematically given. A few
minutes each week will .suffice. I call to mind visiting
a paper mill where the superintendent was opposed to
electric motors because, as he said, "They require
babying." He was showing me his mill and we were
in the engine room, where a 500 hp. steam engine was
receiving its usual attention from the engineer and
his helper. The helper was busily engaged in wiping
up and poli.shing the engine and the engineer was also
bus.y with his oil can. In other words, this engine was
receiving the attention it was entitled to, and as the
mill was running on three tours, it meant three engi-
neers on the pay roll. We then moved on to the
groundwood mill and there we found two 1,500 hp.
motors driving grinders. This mill had installed in
all nearly 150 motors of various sizes, representing
thousands of dollars investment, and he was paying a
man $75.00 a month to look after this investment.
Compare the attention the 500 hp. steam engine was
getting with the attention given these 150 motors,
totaling approximately ten times the hp. and you will

get my point, not that the engine was getting too much
attention but that the motors were getting too little.

The first recommendation in the care of electrical

equipment is to secure the services of a good man who
understands his business. When you have done this

you have gone a long way toward protecting your in-

vestment and toward continuity of service which, after

all, is the thing to be desired. Another important and
vital point to be considered is the selection of the

proper motor as to type and size. No amount of at-

tention will offset improper application. If you want
maximum production and minimum power cost, it is

most necessary that proper motor application be

secured.

As in any other method of drive, it is important tliat

good alignment be maintained. In the case of belt drive

the belt must not be so tight as to cause undue wear or

heating on the bearings.

Oiling.—It is essential that bearings receive proper

lubrication. After the motor has run a few days, draw
off the oil, pour kerosene or gasolene through the bear-

ings to wash out all sediment ; then refill with fresh

oil, being sure that no trace of kerosene or gasolene re-

mains in the bearings. When replacing drainage plugs

dip them in a mixture of red lead and shellac so as to

prevent leakage. Keep the bearing cap closed tight,

oil the bearings alwa.ys through the oil fillers, and if

.vou would maintain the correct oil level, never fill the

bearings when the motor is running. Most bearing

trouble comes from not keeping the bearing cap closed

tight. One of the large electrical companies is now
building its motors with the bearing cap screwed down
tight so it cannot be lifted up by every passer-by. You
know the old sa.ving about screening the dirt out of

pulp is "not to put it there in the first place. "" This

is true of motor bearings, and the best way to keep

dirt out of the bearings is to keep the bearing cap al-

ways closed. Often motor bearings get too much oil.

which overflows and runs down into the windings;
this does not help the insulation any.

Inspection.—Where there is a large number of
motors to deal with some mills paint a number on each
motor and keep a card record. Every Sunday a cer-
tain number of motors are inspected, blown out with
compressed air so as to free the windings of dust, pulp,
etc., and a record is kept showing just what motors
have been looked after. In this way every motor re-

ceives regularly a certain amount of attention. When
using compressed air for this purpose it is recom-
mended that about 80 pounds pressure be used.
Care of Windings.—To protect the windings they

should be .sprayed with a good air drying varnish. The
interval between spraying should be governed by the
conditions under which the motor is operating, prob-
ably once a year, unless conditions were very bad, and
then perhaps every six months.
The varai.sh should be applied by a compressed air

sprayer. The motor windings should be blown out and
thoroughly cleaned, preferably with gasolene, before
applying the varnish. The kind of varnish used de-
pends on the conditions under which the motor works,
whether moist, acid, alkaline or in general use.

Varnish applied from a compressed air sprayer at

a pressure from 25 to 30 pounds gives excellent re-

sults. It is best to get this varnish from the electrical

company who built the motor, letting them recommeiul
the proper varnish.

TYPES OF MOTORS.
We must consider the care of both alternating and

direct current motors as both are used in the industry.
There are several t.vpes of alternating current motors

—squirrel cage, slip ring and synchronous motors.
They all have their proper places. Direct current
motors are used principally in driving the paper ma-
chines and are generally not required an.vwhere else

in the mill.

Squirrel cage motors have no commutator or slip

rings and about the only attention this t.ype of motor
demands is to give the ends of the windings an oc-

casional spraying and to look after the lubrication of

the bearings. This does not mean that motor bearings
are not durable, for there are any number of install i-

tions where motors are running with the original bear-

ings, aften ten and fifteen years service.

Slip ring motors, or motors with collector rings and
brushes are used quite extensivel.v in the paper and
pulp industry and require a certain amount of atten-

tion.

See that the brushes move freely in the holders and
that they make an even contact with the collector

rings.

Brushes should be inspected frequently. We cannot

change the laws of nature, so brushes like everything

else will in time wear out, so it is well to keep a spare

set. When a new brush is put in, it should be fitted

earefull.v so that the brush will be shaped to make a

firm and even contact with the commutator. There

should always be a slight play in the "pigtails" for.

if thev are too tight, they will tend to pull the brush

out of line and also out of proper contact with the

surface of the contactor,
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Excessive sparking may be due to overload, brushes

not in proper position, or vibration. There are other

causes but the above are perhaps the most <;eiieral.

Dirty slip rings will cause erratic operation.

Synchronous motors require very little attention ex-

cept ordinary cleanliness, proper oiling, and attention

to brushes.

When a new machine, or an old machine which has

been repaired is first started, see that the oil rings re-

volve freely and carry sufficient oil to the shaft. There-

after the rings need practically no attention so long as

a proper supply of oil is maintained in the oil wells.

Keep the oil covers closed.

Brushes.—The same remarks nuule about brushes on

slip ring motors applies to direct current motors. This

type is not very generally used in paper mills as aljout

the only place they are necessary is in driving the

paper machine. A new or newly turned commutator

should be cleaned daily until the brushes reach a good

fit. If spai-king continues, the surface should be

smoothed, either by using a piece of sandstone from

which a segmental piece has been cut, having the same

radius as the commutators, or by pressing a piece of

very fine sandpajier against the commutator with a

block of wood shaped jiroperly. The sandstone or

paper should be moved back and forth across the com-

mutator parallel with the shaft while the motor is run-

ning full speed. Never use emery cloth. Clean

brushes and commutator thoroughly after this opera-

tion.

Occasicmally, through dirty or sticky brushes com-

bined with possibly a high spot on the commutator, the

armature circuit may be entirely opened or a soldered

terminal may work loose. The remedy in this case is

self-evident.

Sometimes in replacing brushes after cleaning, the

finger springs used to keep brushes in tension against

the commutator are not put back into their proper

position. This will cause excessive sparking.

Why Motors Stop.—When a motor which has been

running satisfactorily heats to excess, sparks badl.v,

fails to caiTv its rated load or suddenly stops, or after

having been intentionally stopped, refuses to start

again, there is generall.v some simple explanation of

the difficulty. If it is convenient, the motor should be

disconnected from the driven machine, after which it

is a simple matter to determine if the motor is at fault.

First try to turn over the motor or revolving ele-

ment. If it does not turn freely, it may be that be-

cause of insuificient lubrication, the bearing lining.^

have become worn that the rotor rubs against the

stator or stationary part. An air gap will indicate in-

correct clearances. In fact, a visual inspection often

suffices to show whether rotor and stator have been

in contact. The answer in this case is new bearing

linings.

In case of a belted motor, the belt may have been too

tight, resulting in undue heating of the linings, caus-

ing them to "freeze" or stick together.

If the motor cannot be entirely disconnected from
its load, reduce the load as much as possible, see that

there are no hot bearings or locked gears on the driven

machine, then try to start the motor again. If it fails,

check over the same items suggested above.

Starting Boxes.—Perhaps a word or two relative to

compensators and their care would be of some help.

In order to reduce the current when starting squirrel

cage nmtors. a starting compensator is em])loyed. When
starting the motor the switch should be thrown into

the starting position and held there until the motor
comes up to speed and then it should be i)ulled over
into the running ]iosition. It does not reduce the start-

ing current to start the motor by "jogging," but it

does produce a number of successive rushes and causes

the contact fingers to burn badl.v.

Compensators are shipped connected to the second
taj) thus giving the second lowest starting voltage and
torque. If the motor will not start its load on this

tap. the next higher voltage tap should be tried and
so on until taps are found which will give the required

starting torque. The lowest tap is always next to the

core.

After the comi)cnsator is in position and connected,

try all moving ]iarts of the low-voltage release mechan-
ism to see that they work freely. Insjject the switch

to sec that the contacts, etc., are in working condition.

See that the oil-box is filled with oil, to within I4 inch

of the shaft opening. Occasionally the low-voltage re-

lease will start humming. This is due to imperfect

sealing surface or to the plunger not sealing. Lowering
the holding catch one tooth will usually take care of

tl.is.

The levers connected with the low-voltage release

should be cleaned and greased occasionall.v to insure

the opening of the switch on voltage failure.

In case of burn-out on one coil of three phase com-
pensator, the coil may be cut out by a slight change
in connections and the compensator used temporarily
until a new set of coils can be obtained. Care should
be taken to keep all dirt from the coil.

Taken as a whole, electrical apparatus needs very
little attention—.inst ordinarv care such as cleanliness

and proper lubrication, always assuminsr you have in-

stalled the proper type motor in the first place. In

many mills the electrical equipment represents thou-

sands of dollars, and such an investment should be

better looked after, and by a man who understands
his business. As a general thins, motors in paper and
pulp mills receive less attention than an.v other ma-
chine's in the mill.

If your electrical equipment is given an occasional

inspection and ordinarv care, electric motors will out-

last by years almost any other machines used in the

mill and with considerablv less cost of maintenance.

PACIFIC SHIPPING NEWS.

It is reported that Norton Lilly & Co.. Produce Ex-
change Bide.. New York., who are agents for a line

of freight steamers, will start monthly sailings begin-

ning in October from Seattle and San Francisco for

^Marseilles and Genoa.

Late in October the Pacific ^lail Line exnect to start

monthly sailings from Baltimore to points on the

Pacific Coast throush the Panama Canal.

'Sir. E. Cimningham. Vancouver, manasrer for the

Overseas Shinpine Company, reports that his company
is affcnt for the South American-Pacific line now hav-
inq- two boats sailing from Vancouver to points on the

West Coast of ^lexico. Central and South America.
The next sailing will be the end of September. When
(>nerating with full sei-vice this line will have four

steamers and others will he added as business warrants.
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What is a Sulphite Bond?
By Bryant Venable,

Secretary, the Whitaker Paper Company, and Assistant to the President.
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The reeent effort of the Federal Trade Couiiuission of
the United States to prescribe a minimum content ot
rag pulp as a condition with which paper manufac-
turers should be obliged to complj- in order to qualify
their product as a bond paper has focused popular at-

tention on the subject of bonds in general and of sul-

phite bond in particular. The commission itself,

frankly, though perhaps somewhat unintentionally, re-

vealed its own uncertaint}' by leaving a blank space
in the stipulation which it submitted to the paper manu-
facturers in this connection. This blank space was to

be filled with the figure indicating the required per-

centage of rag at such time as an agreement should be
reached relative to this important matter. That no
such coluntary agreement could ever be reached wa.s

apparent from the beginning, inasmuch as the trade is

accustomed to bond papers the rag content of which
varies all the way from zero to 100 per cent., with the

sulphite content in the inverse ratio.

Nor is there, in any dictionary or encyclopedia of

general use, a definition of bond i)ai)cr that may be re^

garded as authoritative. Originally, the term undoubt-
edly was used to indicate papers which, owing to their

strength, permaneney and adaptability to the purposes

of the scribe, could be used to good advantage for fi-

nancial documents, which, in common with legal instru-

ments, were generally designated as bonds. With
the development of modern business and the introduc-

tion of .systems that involve the use of paper in the

enormous quantities with which all business peoi)le of

the present generation are familiar, there was a corre-

sponding development and subdivision in the paper

trade. New terms and designations were added to the

vocabulary of the paper man and old terms underwent
modifications in meaning to keep pace with the changes

in the uses to which various kinds of paper were put.

The term "Bond" thus assumed a more general signi-

ficance and became the designation commonly accepted

for those grades of paper that were adaptable for all

forms of written documents for which a very consider-

able degree of permanency was essential. In this sense

there is no arljitrary line of demarkation between a

bond and a ledger paper, the distinguishing character

of the latter behig its greater weight, often accom-

panied by harder sizing and ampler provision for fre-

quent and severe erasure. "Flat writings," on the

other hand, irrespective of their weight, are deficient

in the elements of strength, formation, texture, folding

qualities and permanency that are essential to those

purposes for which bond papers are particularly

adapted.

In the absence of a scientific definition of the term

"bond paper" the trade has accepted certain standard

characteristics of strength, appearance and utility as

the criterion of bond paper values quite as essentia!

as the technical considerations of raw material. The

highest qualities of bond papers represented, for ex

ample, by our own St. Nicholas Linen Bond, are those

which are maile exclus'ively from new, clean, white

clippings of the materials used in the manufacture of

collars, cuffs, shirt bands, etc. Papers of this grade are,

of course, very costl.v, and the available supply.

severely limited at best, is totally inadequate to meet
even a small percentage of the requirements of the

market. As partial offsets to these limitations, innum-
erable expedients are emplo.yed by the bond paper
manufacturers, including the use of less expensive

rags, carefully washed and bleached, and the incorpora-

tion into the pulp, before it goes on the paper machine,
(if certain percentages of sulphite.

Probably no word in the vocabulary of the printer is

more generally used and less accurately understood

than the word "sulphite." In non-technical language
this may be defined as the fibrous part of spmce tim-

ber, from which all resinous and non-fibrous matter

lias been extracted b.\- chemical reaction. This sulphite

pulp, after thorough washing and bleaching, differs

very little in appearance or chemical and phj-sical

characteristics from pure rag pulp. The fibers, how-
evei', are less long and less strong than those of high
grade linen, although they may be, and not infrequently

are, longer and stronger than the fibers of lower grade
old rags. The essential facts to be borne in mind, there-

fore, when comparing the respective merits of a pure

sulphite paper and all rag paper, are not so much the

arbitrary distinctions between rag and wood. The kind

of rags and the kind of wood and the skill of the paper
maker are the considerations which determine the

quality of the finished bond.
As a matter of fact, it is not only possible, but emi-

nently practical, to manufacture from 100 per cent.

high grade sulphite a bond paper that is superior in

every way to the bond papers made by less modern
methods from 100 per cent, rag stock of lower grades.

The final evidence of this is found in our own basic

bond, a paper that tests from 25 per cent to 33

per cent, stronger than what in the past have been

considered the standard sulphite bonds. Not only so.

but Basic liond, under the Mullen tester, comjiares

favorably with the high grade rag bonds and entirel.v

out-classes many of the well known medium and low
priced bonds that are made of combination rag and
sulphite. In surface, color, formation, finish, similaritv

between the two sides of the sheet, folding qualities,

writing qualities and printing qualities Basic Bond is

a revelation of the art of modern paper making.

NO WAY OUT FOR THE EDITOR.
When a plumber makes a mistake, he charges twice

for it.

When a lawyer makes a mistake, it is just what he

wanted, because he has a chance to tr.v the case all

over again.

When a carpenter makes a mistake—-it's just what
he expected.

When a doctor makes a mistake, he buries it.

When a judge makes a mistake, it becomes the law
of the land.

When a preacher makes a mistake, nobod.v knoAvs

the difference.

But when an editor makes a mistake, no mercy is

granted.

Am I as careful as 1 can be^
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Pulp Industry in Finland
By Jacob de Julin, President of the Finnish Wood

Pulp Industry.

Finland has for years imported from tlie L'liitcd

States of America not only victuals but its entire con-

sumption of cotton and also to a very <j:reat extent ayri-

cultural machinery as ])louirhs, motor ploufrhs. iiay mak-
ing machinery, etc., as well as a great proportion of

the machinery now used in our paper mills, and as for

typewriters, office appliances, motor pumps, etc.. goods

of American production only arc selling on the Finnish

market.

On the other hand Finland as an exporting country

to America is not of any importance worth mentioning

on account of America being in the favorable position

of producing herself practically all that we would be

in a position to supply to her.

It may be of interest to the American public to know
that since the beginning of this year (19191 flour for

more than .l!2;),000,000 has been imported to nnr coun-

try from the United States.

Our native land is distant and small and compar-
atively poor and has for these reasons not been able to

arouse the same kind of interest as other bigger and
piore prosperous countries but there was. however, no-

ticeable during the last few years before the war a dis-

tinct increase in the export from this country to Fin-

land, which export, no doubt, eonld yet increase consid-

erably would only the American exporter consider the

question of applying for this business with Finland

terms of payment suitable to a small and comparatively

poor coiintry like ours.

One thing which at present makes the import of

American goods into Finland verj- diffield t is the un-

favorable rate of exchange of the Finnish mark which
from having had the normal value of Fmk. 5 :25 for one

dollar now is quoted as over 9 marks. And this high

rate of exchange is mainly due to Finland having dur-

ing these last five years on account of conditions

caused by the war been practically cut olT from every

business connection and export to the Allied countries,

but there is no doubt that as soon as the export from
Finland has been got going again—the export to -Eng-

land and France already having started—this for lis

unfavorable state of affairs will cease.

Finland has today the largest stock of timber in the

whole world held by any single country, which stock

consists of 114 million standards sawn timber ready for

shipment and has the value of .$135,000,000.

Finland's yearly production of wood pulp and paper
amounts to 450,000 tons, which expressed in money is

equal to at least $60,000,000. Of this is the wood pulp
of greater interest to the American importer as before

the war this country used to import pulp from Finland
and knowing that the Finnish pnlp both in quality and
prices can compete today with any pulp in the world
we hope to sell a great deal to this country to which al-

ready two steamers with wood pnlp are on their way.
The total amount of the Finnish export of wood pulp
for the next twelve months is calculated to be about
200,000 tons, corresponding to a value of about $16.-

000,000. In this connection I might mention that until

the Bolshevist revolution in Kussia. Finland supplied
that country with 60 per cent, of its con.sumption of

paper, and has now started to export paper also to the
English market.
The Fnnish Government's commercial mission, which

has visited England, France and Italy, and the work
of which in England has been greatly appreciated in

that country which is proved by the mission having
stayed as the guests of the English Government for

several weeks in London has been sent out by the "Finn-

ish Government to bring into realization the long
nourished desire in Finland for an intimate commercial
connection with the Allied countries. And our speei.d

ta.sk here in the I'nitcd States is to put American busi-

ness men into touch with Finnish import and export
organizations and firms.

In our country there is a strong feeling in favor of
the United States, the country which through the
medium of its great President, Mr. Wilson, has declared
that it will protect the right of the small nations. And
of Finns w-ho have gone abroad the greatest contingent
lias found its way to America, which proves what a
ereat esteem this' country has had in the minds of the

Finnish people and few of the Finns over here have any
desire to leave it again. The Finns now living in this

country amount to about half a million. And we have
kept ourselves well acquainted with the business

methods and organizations ovei- here which always
have been set as an example for our own.
Finland's natural wealth are her vast timber forests

and her enonuous resources of water power estimated

at 3,000.000 hoi"se poA^^er, of which today only about

one-tenth is utilized. The thousand lakes of Finland

connected through numerous canals makes the country
through its natural water ways more suitable for in-

dustrial enteiijrise in which wood is used as raw ma-
terial than any other country in the world.

The industrial condition in Finland are today quite

satisfactory. The mills are working at full speed as

far as they are able to seciire raw material and there

is practically no unemployment to speak of and labor

troubles are today quite unknown. The eight hour
working day is already over a year ago stipulated by
law and the working people are getting the same in-

come for eight hours work as they did before for

twelve hours, in which connection may also be men-

tioned that already for ten years the bigger paper

nulls and pulp mills engaged in continual night and

day work have applied the eight hours' shift system

without this having been stipulated by any law.

A part of the Finnish working men were fighting on

the side of the Bolshevists in the early part of last year

but are now back again in the works of their former

employers and are working with much more interest

than before the time of disorder caused by the Bolshe-

vists. They are doubtless realizing that sood wages
and industrious work is better than anarchy and the

destruction of Bolshevism. They know what Bolshe-

vism is and have suffered so much through the diffi-

culties that it brought with it that there is surely no
danger that Bolshevism would have any market in

Finland any more.

The political conditions today in Finland are quite

normal. The new parliament which wa-s elected in the

early part of March this year by both the men and
women in Finland on the most democratic election

principles has testified and proved the stability of

General Mannerheim's Government, which carrying

out a policy of far sighted statesmanship on democratic
principles, have got the coulitry quite settled. And
this good result is to a great extent due to the help the

Finnish Government has received from the American
Food Administration and especially through the in-

terest 'Mr. Hoover has shown in the relief question of
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Finland. And now the recognition by the Allied Gov-
ernmeut.s of Finland as an independent state has
furthermore strengthened the position of our Govern-
ment.

Today when labor troubles and dissatisfaction among
the working people is a present day feature in almost
every country, I am happy to state that this unsound
desire to strike which, as far as we ai-e concerned,
ended up in Bolshevism, has been quite cured in our
country and our working class has now recovered its

senses, fully realizing the value of their leaders who,
smitten by the plague themselves, lured the sensible
working man into this adventure and when seeing that
it was all up escaped into Bolshevist Russia to put
themselves out of the reach of the punishing arm of

the law for their treason.

VEGETABLE PARCHMENT PLANT NEARLY
BUILT.

Construction on the new buildings of the Canadian
Vegetable Parchment Co. at Merritton is practically

completed and the work of installing the uuichinery is

now proceeding. It is expected that the new plant

will be in operation turning out genuine vegetable

parchment in about six weeks' time.

PENN YAN PULP MILL PASSES TO NIAGARA
COMPANY.

The Niagara Wall Board Company, Inc., has bought
the pulp mill of the Moore Paper Corporation of Penn
Yan, N. Y. By acquiring this mill the Niagara com-
pany, recently organized by Buffalo men who have
grown up with the wall board industry, control their

own suppl.y of semi-manufactured fiber used in the

production of wall board.

The Moore mill is a well equipped pulp plant and
additions and improvements under way will particular-

ly suit it to production requirements of the Niagara
company. In addition to the pulp mill at Penn Yann,
a factory building has been secured a shoyt distance

from the mill for a finishing plant. This building

will be immediately equipped for production of Niagara
Avail board.

Machinery and other equipment necessary for

operation of the finishing plant is in course of con-

struction and will be shipped early in September.
Arrangements have been made for installation of this

equi]iment and active operation of both pulp mill and
finishing plant should begin early in October.

By locating both plants in the same city and along-

side the same railroad, the Niagara officials say, the

most practical arrangement has been affected for eco-

nomical and efficient production. Both plants will

be operated by water power and electricity. The Penn-

sylvania and New York Central railroads afford ex-
cellent shipping facilities.

General improvement in building conditions through-
out the country assures a prompt demand for output
of the product as soon as the board can "be placed
upon the market, they say.

Officers of the company said yesterday many orders
have already been received from dealers and whole-
salers who desire shipments as soon as production is

under way.
The officers of the company are : J. B. 'Brien,

president; C. C. HuUinger, secretary .and treasurer;
directors, William P. Luigart, William J. Keller and
S. R. Armstrong.

PAPER MAKER KILLED.
Cornwall, Ont., September i:j.—Frank Ford, a ma-

chine tender in the mills of the Toronto Paper Com-
pany, here, was electrocuted Saturday night when he
came in contact with some live wires on the roof of
the roll room. Ford came to Cornwall from Pierce-
field, N. Y., two years ago. He was borned in Mer-
ritton, Ont., and was 3!) years of age. He is survived
by his widow, his father, John Ford, now of Ayers.
N. Y., who was the first foreman in the Riordon Paper
Mills at St. Catharines, Ont. The victim came from a
family of paper makers, his grandfather, John Ford,
sr., being the first paper maker in Canada. He is a
nephew of J. Ford, paper manufacturer at Portneuf
Que.

A VILLAGE DEVOTED TO PAPER MAKING
In some parts of Indo-China, the natives employ

various fibres in the attempt to supply their own paper.
The Village du Papier, a suburb of Hanoi, owes its
name to the fact that most of its 2.000 or 3,000 in-
habitants make paper from the bark of a small "paper-
tree," a species of mulberry, found on the Black
River in Upper Tonkin. This bark is soaked in lime
made from the lime-stone of the village, heated by
crude furnaces fashioned by hand under natural lime-
stone vats, pounded by pestle into a fine mash, then
dissolved in water until a thin paste is reached. This
paste is dipped by bamboo-screen sieves, about 12 x
24 inches in dimensions, until a slight film covers the
screen. This film is spread on top of others, and each
is taken separately or several together, and spread
with a brush on cement radiators to dry. A single
sheet of paper is almost as thin as tissue; but tlie
desired thicknesses may be obtained by spreading
several films on the radiator and drying them together,
or by pasting the requisite number of sheets together,'
after drying.—"Paper Maker," London.

CONTROLLER PROTECTS CANADIAN PRESS
(-)ttawa, Ont., Sept. 17.—The ncAvsprint enquiry is on

again off again, today's session before Commissioner
R. A. Pringle, having resulted in an ad.iournment to
the second week in October. Today's feature was the
announcement by the Commissioner that Canadian
papers are in a serious way for newsprint, some find-
ing it hard to obtain their requirements. "But," he
added, "so long as I am a Paper Controller, T am going
to see the Canadian press .supplied with paper. There
is a lot of it in this country, and if the Canadian mills
have been making contracts outside the country I can't
help that. It is a secondary question."
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
From Our London Correspondent.

Louilon. Aujr. liil. li'lii.

Fires have been raiiipaiit reeeiitly in some i>f the

l)aper mills in Euglanil. Apart from spasinodie out-

breaks in raw material stores, a <rood many mills have

suffered eonsiderable damafre, which not only atl^'efis

the export trade, but throws a srood many i)eople out

of employment. The Kord Paper IMills at Sunderland

were destroyed by tire this week. Valuable maehinery

was involved in the tiames and the eost of the ron-

tla^ration amounts to several thousands of p<niiuls.

The first paper to be made from exports was made at

these mills. It was introduced by the manafrer of the

mill at the time and since then his name has passed

into history as a result of his success. There was also

an outbreak at the Soho Mill in one of the three larjre

stores used for esparto and wood. It is estimated that

460 stons of esparto perished in the fire and 20 tons

of straw. Fortunately, a good supply of esparto was

available so that the mill was not thrown idle. Rajr

and waste paper stores in various parts of the country

have lately beinfr figurinjr prominently in the fire list.

Wastepapers. however, are jileutiful. but mills canmit

afford to lose stocks of ratrs, the demand for which is

keen at all times of the y.'ar for -rood quality jiapers.

The Rumored Syndicate.

••What about the news mills merging into one great

combine, or syndicate
?"'

1 said to- a big paper man the

other dav.

••First I have heard of it.'" he retorted sharp! .v.

Then after reflecting, he asked with a twinkle in his

eye. as if I had something good in store for him. '• Who
is setting this rumor about?""

••There is some mention of it in a Canadian financial

paper and I want to know the truth about it."" I e.iacul

ated.

••Well," replied the big ne-\vsraan. •you can take

it from me there is nothing in it. Of course, there ai'e

developments going on by individual mills, but to form

a syiulicate is bevond the dreams of avarice. Now just

imagine all the British news mills combining! Think

of the competition that exists between them—and their

secrets. Wonld it be possible for them to all agree ni

a state of secret compact to secretly merge into one

another? It is preposterous."

Next dav I came across another proinuieut mill

owner in Loudon and I popped the question: ••Are

vou in this svndicate that is being formed?""

••No," was the retort. "And we don"t know of it

either." ,. ,, , ^

I am not satisfied yet. as I want to hud out what gave

rise to this rumor about the syndicate and its origin.

Is It "Protection" or Monoply?"

I am hearing complaints that some of the newspapers

cannot get enough paper. The complaints spring

mostlv from ot?iees where the policy of "Free Trade^

is advocated and they may be advanced as a set-oft

to keep trade within the Empire. A London Labor

newspaper apologized for its size the other day and

said it eonld not get enough paper to be enlarged.

The "Yorkshire Observer." a prominent north country

iournal of great influence, says that the Government

'refuses to permit paper to be imported, except within

certain restricted limits. "Because of this exclusion,

it adds "British paper commands a value which is

above the world price. It is a fine thing for the British

paper manufacturers no doubt."" This looks as if the

producei's of jiapcr had worked up the (ioverumeiit

into a state of '•protection."" Before the war mill

owners were divided on the policy of '•Free Trade"
and "Protection," and it would be dangerous—unless

.vou wanted fo raise a controversy—to mention either

of the sub.jects in print, because the ]>aper industry was
full of ))oliticians. professional and otiicrwise. Now
the allegation is hurled at the ••Free Traders""— tliat

is nun who welcomed jiaper from Germany just as

niucli as they did from Canada (so long as it did not

touch their own pockets), that they are out for "Pro-
tection"" oil the lines set out some years ago by the late

Joe Cliamberlaiii.

Is It Profiteering?

The lively state of newsprint recently, however, may
make it difficult for some newspapers to obtain a pre-
war supply, as after the armistice there was a wish to

increase the size of newspapers. Exports also devel-
oped. Hut the '•Yorkshire Observer"' says the British
(Jovernment has ••ordained delilicrately that for the

benefit of the paper makers here we shall have scarce

l>aper and dear paper."" Then it goes on to say: "Con-
tinental pai)cr is to a large extent denied to us. Can-
adian ]iaper we are permitted to buy, but Canada can-
not get ships in which to send it. Paper users in this

country employing 400.000 people are denied ample
supplies in order that paper-making concerns employ-
ing only :i9,000 nia.v have something approaching a

monoply. We do not know what benefit the 39,000

workers are getting but certain British jiaper compan.v
shares worth 81/2 in 1914 have realized ITVo in 1919

and the shares of other British companies have ap-

in'eciated between 70 per cent and 80 per cent. It is

not neeessar.v to point out the moral of this simple

tale."" T'p to the present I have not seen any reply

from a paper mill owner refuting these allegations.

Considering the number of foreign agents selling

against him in 1913. I should imagine someone would
take lip the case.

The Pulp Market.
Some newsprint sellers are liooking half a cent more

oil their prices, and the same may be said of esparto

papers. The pulp markets are ver.v firm. Sulphite

showing tendencies of hardening, which ina.v be ex-

pected at this period of the year. Kraft is also on the

upward grade. There is a good demand, and supplies

of groundwood are plentiful and quotations firm.

Sweden is now asking a trifle extra on quotations and
conseqnentl.v Norwegian pulps are much acquired for.

Chemicals are dull and unchanged in values. There is

no demand for size latel.v.

No pulp is arriving in England from Russia. Small

parcels have come from Finland during the past two
months.

Prospects for Canadian jmlp and paper in England
were never so rosy. The shipping difficnlt.v must be

attacked with a vengeance.

Hartlepools Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd.. have devel-

oped an interim dividend of ten per cent.

Kraft paper is in good demand at present. This

is one of the reasons why Kraft pulji is hardening in

price.

Charles Y. Syrett. of Toronto, manager of the Yi'c-

toria Paper and Twine Co.. who along with ilrs. Syrett

has been spending the past two months in Great

Britain, is expected home this week.
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Paper Trade Association Elects Officers
The Canadiau Paper Trade Association held its an-

nual meeting at the Ritz Carleton Hotel, Montreal, on
Tuesday and Wednesday of this week there was a very
satisfactory and representative attendance, members
registering; from all over the Dominion. Mr. A. E.

Donovan of the Canada Paper Company, Montreal.,

presided at the business session Tuesday morning. Tr

the afternoon sectional meetings of the wrapping paiier

section was held. On Wednesday the wrapping paper
section resumed its session and the book and writing

section held their separate meeting. On Wednesday
afternoon a joint meeting of mill men with the Paper
Trade Association was held and the already hapjjy rela-

tions between the two parts of the industry were
further cemented along the lines of mutual apprecia-

tion and good fellowship. The object of the joint meet-

ing was to better the conditions existing in the paper
trade in which the manufaeturer. the jobber and the

consumer are all vitallv interested.

John Martin, President, Canadian Paper Trado Asso-

ciation.

On Wednesday evening the visiting meiuijers were

entertained by the Montreal members at an informal

dinner at the St. James Club.

The business session on Tuesday consisted of the

reading of the President's address and the election ot

officers.

A paper was read liy Mv. iiogue mi 'The Advisabil-

ity of Impressing on the ^laiuifacturer the Propriety

of Recognizing the Lt-gitimate Jobber as the Legitimate

Outlet for His Product."

A paper was also prepared by John Martin on "'The

\i'-eessity for a Better Understanding Between the

Manufaeturer and the Jobber as to ]\Ianufaetured

Lines," which was presented at the meeting.

It was decided that the association publish a booklet

explaining the trade regulations, which by long prac-

tice, have become trade customs relating to the dis-

tribution of paper.

The report of the treasurer showed a very .satisfac-

tory balance.

Honorary Pres. John F. Ellis, Pres. John Martin,
John Martin Co., Winnipeg; First Vice-Pres., C. W.
Graham, Buntin-Gillies & Co., Hamilton; Second Vice-
Pres., C. H. McParlane, McFarlane, Son & Hodgson,
Montreal; Treasurer, E. S. Munroe, Wilson, Munroe &
Co., Toronto; Sec, N. L. Martin, Toronto; Auditors,
Alex. White and Robt. Finlay.

The following committees on new i-elations were ap-
))ointed

:

Book and writing section—Fred Smith, C. H. Mc-
Farlane, E. A. Schofield, Fred Halls and Mr. Scott.

Wrapping paper section—Jas. Home, C. J. Kay, E.
A. Schotield, Mr. Syrett and Mr. Nixon.
Among the members present were : Ed. Bogue, Mc-

Farlane, Son & Hodgson, Mcuitreal ; E. Dawson, W. V.
Dawson, Ltd., Montreal ; A. E. Donovan, Canada Paper
Co.; Messrs. Scott and Reed, Barber-Ellis Co., Toronto;
Capt. E. C. Nicely, J. M. Dent & Sons, Toronto ; John
Gibb, Clark Bros., Winnipeg; Jas. Home, Beveridge
Paper Co., Montreal ; C. J. Kay, Columbia Paper Co.,

Vancouver; C. W. Graham, Buntin-Gillies & Co., Hamil-
ton; Fred Halls, Fred Halls Paper Co., Toronto; A.
Clark-Hunt, John Martin Paper Co., Winnipeg; J. B.

Larkin, Federal Paper Co., Montreal: Peter Rolland,

M. V. Haney and Mr. Eccleston, Rolland Paper ('o.;

H. E. Livingston, Toronto; Fred Smith, Smith David-

son & Wright, Vancouver; C. H. McFarlane, M'^Far-

lane. Son & Hodgson; E. A. Schofield, Sehoefield Paper
Co., St. John, N.B. ; E. S. Munroe and Major Bruce
Munroe, Wilson Munroe Co., Toronto; L. P. Turgeon,
Turgeon Paper Co., Quebec, and N. L. JLirtin, Secre-

tarv.

MIXED KLIPSTEIN AND KALBFLERSCH.
While no riiiii|)laiiit has coiiie from either party, the

Pulp aiul Paper ^Magazine realizes that misinfcu-nuition

was given in our issue of September 11, when it was
stated that A. M. Henstis represents A. Klipstein

Co. We confused Klipstein with Kalbflersch, whom
Mr. Henstis represents.

A. Klipstein Co., Ltd., have their own office at 12

St. Peter St., Montreal, where the re(iuirements of the

paper and pulp industry for cotons and chemicals

will be well cared for. The Canadian branch under
the capable charge of Mr. William Ferguson, with
whom the editor is personally aecjuainted. We beg
his pardon.

NEW PATENTS.

K-7. Refining Engines for reducing Paper Pulp,

R. J. Marx. Lomloii. Eiig. Pat. Vl'I. 96-t, 4.4.1S (appl.

5732-18.)—J. S.

L-0. Leather substitutes, waterproofed materials

and the like. S. Goldreich and M. Stern & Co., Engl.
Pat. 128, 101, 8.2.17, (appl. 1975-17). A textile

material (such as cotton, of flax, or paper, or cellulosel

is im])regnated with a waterproofing preparation con-
sisting of a mixture of gilsonite (900 lbs.) and an
oxidizable oil such as boiled linseed oil (210 lbs.) with
or without the addition of eucalyptus oil (8 zoz.) as
an antisejitic agent.—J. S.
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British Markets Free To World

Von Sehlegel, the German critic, once wrote that the

historian was a prophet whose eyes are tiirueil to the

past. This epiy:ram sums up the disposition and the

position of the loader of the Imperial Government to-

daj- on his recent decision—and his followers also in

the Cabinet Council—to throw open the markets of

the United Kingdom to neutral and other foreign coun-

tries. Englaiul is ablaze today over the decision. Tiie

free traders say it is a smack in the face for the Pro-

tectionists and the latter say it spells ruin for the coun-

try. The Imperialists say Canada has been betrayed

by the Government in their policy and the throwing

open of the markets has shut the Dominion out in pre-

ference to be given German paper. For the past few

days I have watched the liritish mill owner scratch-

ing his head as he thinks of the future. The "Star"

says that the embargo on the importation of foreign

paper has been lifted and the paper using indiistries,

which employ half a million persons, will benefit from

a measure which will only prevent the paper makers

from continuing to make the huge profits that they

have shown during the war. There is no doubt a great

majority of the mill owners would like a system of

protection and the fact cannot be denied that they

have had good innings in trade since 1914.

What German Trade M^ans.

The German paper maktM-s have always had their

eyes on the British markets. Their export trade in

paper and paper making materials was a large one

and no doubt this has had some influence with the Gov-

ernment in arriving at their decision, because, it must

be remembered if the Teuton is not given an open

market for his goods the compensation levied on him

by the Allies to cover part of the cost of the war,

would be collected with some diiJiculty. But dumping

of paper will receive a rude check. The Government

has stated that they intend to take power during the

autumn to prevent dumping from Germany. This,

however, is an old red herring drawn by the Free

Trader across the track of the Protectionist, who is

out for trade within the Empire and a tax on all for-

eign imports. Prior to the war Germans hit the paper

mill owners of England and Scotland very hard in com-

petition. Paper from foreign countries was imported

here to the value of £7,104,849 in 1913—1 take this

year because competition was at its best—and from

British possessions £569,570 worth. From Scandinavia

and Germany the bulk of paper came, whereas the

foreigner on'lv took paper from British paper mills

to the value of £1,399,007—a difference of £5,705,842

in favor of the foreign competitor. In papermaking

materials foreign countries sent us £5,515,531 worth

and British dominions £300,272 worth, Canada being

the only contributing dominion of note.

German Methods.

The British paper and pulp man is out against a

keen competitor now in Germany. I am waiting to see

what their stocks are like—from all accounts they are

hea-vT- The next question will be the price. British

mills' will not be able to pay the price of pulp at present

and go back to the pre-war price for paper. In 1913

news sulphite cost about £8.10s; today it is up to

£24.10s. That is why paper cost more. But the Ger-

mans will be out to undersell us, and if they have their

industrial state councils still in vogue, as in pre-war

days, when an industry was subsidized and encouraged

to compete in the markets of the world, the ambitions

and objects of the Free Trader will be fulfilled bj'- cheap
foreign paper to the detriment of the Dominion and
British paper mills. That is one reason why the Brit-

ish mill owner is up against the Government today.
And that is one of the reasons why the "Star" is writ-
ing against him. Like most people the "Star" wanted
its [laper at pre-war price, but fails to recognize the
fact that the cost of ju-oduction is greater. The "Star"
itself found tliat through the exigencies of war it could
not sell one copy at a cent— it jumped to two cents.

Why? Because the cost of production was greater.
There is an old adage: "People in glass houses should
not throw stones."

State of the Germans In 1913.

The British Commercial iVttaohe in Germany (Sir

Francis Oppenheimer") writing on the Teutonic paper
industry of 1913 states that the value of the export in-

creased by 30.000,000 marks. The most noteworthy
changes in the German foreign paper trade was to be
found among the figures of the British-Germanic Trade.

For the German paper trade and industry the year 1913
was one of considerable struggles. Though the cost

of the raw material had risen eonsiderablv. there was
no possibilitv of raising tlie price of the finished article,

because during the previous years the capacity of out-

put had been greatly increased, which resulted in a

very keen competition with the result of the usual cut-

ting of prices. Only towards the end of 1913 could
prices he raised, because under the new tariff the ex-

port to the T'nifed States could be resumed : yet in the

American market a verv strong Scandinavian competi-
tion had to be met. Sir Francis then goes on to deal

with the introduction of machinery for labor saving
and T am predicting that this machinery will now be
turned to some use to feed the British market. Ger-
man paper machines, it must be remembered, were not
all idle during the war. The German armv consumed
an enormous amount of paper and even their sand hairs

were made of paper in their trench warfare. "We can
only wait developments now and see what our foreign

competitors can do in the market. When the dealers

get to work we may soe sonip undercutting in prices.

The Markets.
Though the demand is active for sulphite, prices

have not as yet soared. There is a tendencv for quota-
tions to harden and sellers are of the opinion that the

openinsr up of trade now may have a material effect

on sulphite and groundwood values. T interviewed a

pulp man this week :

"Do you think." T asked, "that th° throwing open
of the markets will affect pulp prices?"

"I believe pulps will he dearer. Germany got a lot

of wood from Russia for their chemical pnlns. Russia

is now unsettled. France wants pulp. Scandinavian
mills are not active and Germanv. if her paper stocks

are not lar?e, will want all the pulps she can eet. That
is my oninion. hut of course we are not out of thp wood
yet. We don't know much yet about Germanv's nosi-

tion. But T believe present prices will be maintained
for some time to come," he added.
"So von think naper prices will not be much af-

fected?" I inquired.

"My reply to that question is: If pulps are not
chean you cannot expect naner to be chean and T think

the Germans will want a fair price for their paper also.

They tried hard before the war to sret increased pricps

on certain classes. They may succeed now. In 1913
and 1914 they had labor troubles, now they have dearer
pulps to get on with."
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Paper Trade Association The Tie That Binds
By John F. Ellis, President Canadian Paper Trade Association.

On the 4tli of March, 1918, a .small but very en-
thusiastic body of Western paper merchants met iu
Winnipeg and discussed the matter of forming an as-
sociation of paper dealers throughout Canada. As a
result of this meeting a convention of those interested
was called in Toronto on the 3rd and 4th of April fol-

lowing. This meeting was attended by the representa-
tives of some thirty lirnis, and resulted in the forma-
tion of the Canadian Paper Trade Association. The
organization has since been completed and now com-
prises the majority of the recognized jobbers of paper
throughout the Dominion—from Coast to Coast. The
Association is composed of five branches, namely

—

Maritime, Quebec, Ontario, Prairie I'rovinci's and

John T. Ellis, Retiring President, Canadian Paper
Trade Association.

British Columbia. The original plan was that each of

these branches should be subdivided into three sections

—Book and Writing Section, made up of those firms

selling fine papers; Wrapping Section, made up of those

firms selling coarse papers, tissues and twines ; and,

thirdly, Manufacturing Stationers and Envelope
Makers. The Book and Writing and Wrapping Sec-

tions have both completed their organizations through-

out the various branches. No progress has been made
in the organization of the Manufacturing Stationers

and Envelope Makei's. Perhaps, during the coming

year, we may be able to welcome this branch of the

trade as members so that our next convention will

' Delivered at Annual Meeting of the Association held

in Montreal, Sept. 16-17, 1919.

be attended by a solid body of paper merchants, united
in advancing the interests of Canada's premier in-
dustry.

A number of meetings have been held during the
year which have done much to create a spirit of good
feeling and harmony among the members, and dealt
with many subjects of mutual interest, assisting ma-
terially in finding ways and means of meeting the many
problems with which we have been faced during the
jnonths of stress and strain incidental to the war.
Peace and victory have come to us and brought new
problems—questions of soaring costs and high taxa-
tion, questions of a demand for the goods we sell, with
which production does not seem to be able to compete,
and questions of world's markets of which we have
hitherto scarcely dared to dream. It must appeal to
everyone here that the multiplicity of details with
which these problems bring us face to face can be
worked out for the common good to very much greater
advantage by considering them together than would
be possible by each one working out these matters for
himself. Involved in these questions are matters of
our relationship with the mills; tomorrow we hope to
have the pleasure of discussing some of these questions
with the representatives of the mills.

At the first meeting of the A.ssoeiation it was decided
lliat this organization was not to have as its object the
enhancing of prices, nor was it in any sense to be one
to control or fix the price at which any member was
to sell his wares. This is a matter which each in-

dividual has to work out for himself. An old saw has
it that "competition is the life of trade." Competition,
iiowever, may be carried to extremes, engendered by
foolish jealousy, mutual distrust and senseless strife,

I'esulting in ruin to the weak and stifling the ambition
of the young firm with moderate capital. By creating
among its members a spirit of good fellowship and
harmony, by helping each to understand that the

''other fellow" w-hile selling in the same markets is

not necessarily a rogue, by building up high ideals of

liusiness ethics ; by demonstrating that the merchant
who, for varied reasons best known to himself, sets

out to do business at a loss, hurts chiefly himself and
often brings disaster to others. I say that by these

means an organization such as ours, while retain-

ing all the stimulating and healthfxil effects of legiti-

mate competition among its personnel, robs our busi-

ness lives of bitterness and detracts from competition
those elements which are nothing but hurtful to every-

one concerned.

I believe that even in these days of enlightened ac-

coimtaney there are still some firms, even in the paper
trade itself, who are still working out selling prices by
some rule of thumb method belonging to a by-gone age.

I read a story sometime ago in a trade magazine il-

lustrating the necessity of an accurate knowledge of

the cost of doing business:

"A professor at a medical college had been lectiir-

ing upon the strength and value of a certain medicine,

and at the end of the talk began a short examination.

"Now, sir," said he to one of the students, "in a case

such as I have described, how much of the medicine

would you administer and how often?"
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"A tablespoonful every hour." was the reply. A
short pause aud the student said hastily, "If you
please. Doctor, I would like to chaugre my answer.
"Too late," the professor solemnly said, "your

patient is alread.v dead."
The future of Canada i.s in many ways tied uj) with

the future of the paper business. To-day the pidilic

(h4)t of Canada is •j;! .800.000,000. an amount equal to

the <rross deposits of all the ehartered hanks in the

laud, as compared witii $3ri0.()00.000 licfore the war.
The reduction of this debt is a question in which every
business man, iudividuall.v, and every trade, eolleetive-

l.v, is vitally interested. I do not need to tell you men
that to pa.v this debt we must export more and im-

port less. Not only must we seek to suppl.v our own

,

needs but we must sell more a)id more of our products
to the other nations of the world. The question of ex-

port traile is one which more elosel.v atfects the mill

than it does the merchant, but in that of imports we
have a livel.v interest. It is to the great credit of this

yonnpr country that to-day our Canadian mills are

manufacturiufr paper which is the equal of au.v in the

world. There is no truer method of showing our Can-
adian patriotism, there is nothing Ave can do to help

the industr.v in which we are so concerned, and the

count r.v which we so dearly love than to sell to our cus-

tomers paper made in Canada by Canadian workmen.
Foreign mills have all been bus.v during the war with
their local demands. "Word comes to us now of for-

eign countries, yes aiul of enemy countries, too. look-

ing for the re-establishment of their exjiort trade. This

is the time for ever,v Canadian merchant to ask him-

self in what manner he can help in seeing that every

sheet of paper used in Canada is made in a 'madian
mill.

It is gratifying to notice in passing that imports of

paper into Canada have been showing a stead.v decline,

while exports have shown just as satisfactorv an in-

crease. During our last fiscal year, for instance, we
exported approximatel.A' il^lOO.OOO.OOO worth of pulp,

paper and pulp wood—truly a gigantic total aud a

banner year for the industrv. While the record for

the past three months does not indicate that this figure

will be reached this year, owing to the close of the war
liavine: created new conditions with o\ir best customer,

the United States, there is every reason to believe that

Canada will continue in the front rank of the world's

suppliers of pulp and paper. Dominion legislation pro-

hibiting the export of pulp wood would go a long way
toward still further enhancing this total in dollars. If

our parliament could reach the conclusion that this

country, which is blessed by nature with such a limit-

less store of raw material for paper, would export this

material onl.v in the form of the finished article a new
chapter would be written in the history of the paper
indu.stry in Canada.

Domestic trade conditions were never better than at

present. There is more fine paper being consumed
than ever before, wrapping papers and tissues too are

in strong demand, coated mills are working to capacity
and the demand for the best of everything is on the in-

crease. Stocks are becoming smaller and prices in sym-
pathy with advancing wages and the increased cost of

raw material, distribution and marketing .show no evi-

dence of a probable decline but rather of a further rise.

Forecasting the paper market is, at best, a hazardous
i;idertaking but a review of existing conditions on this

ntinent does not indicate an immediate reduction. On
;iie other hand, I see no reason to believe that we are

likcl,v to be called upon to face any famine in paper
in this country. We hear of lU'w mills about to come
into being, and of existing mills making iilans for in-

creased production. As has been so often said, there
is no limit to the supply of raw material and our mills
are declining to make outside connections until the de-
mands of their regular Canadian customers are at
least reasonabl.v su|)])licd. We have everv reason,
therefore, to look forward with high hopes to the fu-

ture and 1 trust there is no firm iu're represented whose
expectations of a banner year will not be realized.

The program before us to-da.v should open the wa,v
for the discussion of a number of sub,iects of first im-
portance to us all. it speaks well for the future of our
Association that so nuui.v have .iourne.yed long dis-

tances to attend these meetings, and I am convinced
that when you return home after our delii)erations have
been concluded, .vou will realize that the time has been
well spent. If these meetings meant Jiothing else than
that the.v give us the opportunity to meet one another,

to become better acquainted with those associated with
us in the same business, to get a bigger and broader
grasp of the condition of the paper iiulustry and of

the varied problems M-ith which we have to deal day
by day. they would be well worth while. 1 am per-

suaded that we will all return to our offices with a

fresh inspiration toward co-operation and nuitual help

aud with the feeling that b,v working together we can
the better find and follow the way along which lies

iietter business, better nu'tbods and better conditions

(ov us all.

T. A. P. P. I—DON'T DELAY ANY LONGER
Please iiotif.A' the Chicago Local Committee at once of

yonr intention to be present at the

FALL MEETING
of the

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PULP
AND PAPER INDUSTRY

Chicago, September 24-27, 1919.

Convention Headquarters, Registration Booth and
Business Sessions at the Coliseum and Armory where
also the Fifth National Exposition Clii'inical Industries

is to be held the same week.
The Entertainment Committee announces:

VVednesda.v Evening. September 24th—Banquet, Union
League Club.

Thursda.v afternoon. September 25th—Ltmcheon and
Inspection Trip Sears-Roebuck Plant, including
Wall Paper Mills.

Thursda.v Evening. Seiitember 25th—Smoker. Union
League Club.

Friday. September 26tb—Visit to the U.S. Forest Prod-
ucts' Laboratory at Madison, Wis.
As no hotel has been chosen as Headquarters, it is

immediatel.v necessar.v that you make your own hotel

re.servations in Chicago.

You are especially urged to make .vour bancjuet res-

ervations earl}'; Banquet tickets for your guests ma.v

be secured at $3.00 each.

Address all communications to

THOMAS H. SAVERY. JR.,

Chairman Local Committee,
1718 Republic Bldg..

Chicago. Ill
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PRINCE OF WALES HONORED SPANISH RIVER
MILLS.

Sanlt Ste. Marie was honored on Sept. 4th with a visit

by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales. The
party arrived about nine o'clock in the morning and
were immediately taken to the High School grounds
where a very concourse of people was gathered. Ad-

decorations. After these ceremonies the Prince and
Koyal Party drove through the streets, which were
spanned with arches and other decorations, and saw
points of interest throughout the cit.y.

The Prince and Royal Party also visited the pulp
and paper mills of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper
Company. His Royal Hio-hness took a keen interest in

dresses expressive of loyalty and weiconie were pre- tlic ])roresses and asked very many questions. The
sented by the Mayor, from the City and from Patri- Prince showed he luul a very keen intellect when ap-

otic Societies, after which the Prince received about plied to numufacturing processes and his question*;

six hundred \elerans i<i tiir war. He also piTM-iiicil

war medals to about fifteen returned heroes or the next
of kin of men who had fallen aiul received imsthinnons

w ere always to the point and for the purpose of briuc-

ing out something that was of value. During his pro-
'ii-es'; throu»'h the plant he sjioke to a numln-i- of the
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workers, askiiijr questions about their work and (ques-

tioned a number of them about their war services. On
leaving the plant the Prince expressed his {rreat appre-

ciation of what he had seen and characteristically

volunteered the information that he had learned a lot.

The buildinjrs of the company Avere suitably decor-

ated, Huron Street approach to the works bein? lined

with spruce trees and spanned by an arch built of

pulp and paper, the whole beinir syinlmlic of tlic |iro-

duct of the plant. The accompanyin<r photosraplis irive

a good idea of the decorations.

HOW SULPHITE AND SULPHATE GOT
THEIR NAMES.

A reader of the Pulp and Paper ^lajrazine has asked

for an explanation of terms 'suliiliite" and "s)il-

phate." As others may be similarly jiuz/led, the reply

to the inquiry will bear repeating.

Sulphite pulp gets its name from the fact that the

chemical used in every case to separate the cellulose.

which is the fibrous constituent from the other por

tions of the wood, is a salt of sulphuro\is acid. All

such salts are called sulphites. The most common is

calcium bisulphite, which is made by the action

of sulphur dioxide (formed by the burning of

sulphur) on limestone in the presence of water

or by bubbling the gas through lime water. In

most cases there is some magnesium bisulphite

in the liquor due to impurities in the lime or

limestone. The action of the sulphur dioxide gases

is first to dissolve in water and form sulphurous acid

which then attacks the lime or limestone and forms

calcium sulphite. As more and more of the sulphur

dioxide is fed into the apparatus avc find the calcium

sulphite, which is practically insoluble, gradually con-

verted to ealcinm bisulphite, which is very soluble in

water containing sulphur dioxide. In carrying out the

process there is sufficient sulphur dioxide gas supplied

to produce not only the bisulphite but to furnish a

very considerable amount of free sulphurous acid.

The furnished liquor, or "acid" as it is called, usually

contains about 1% of its weight in sulphur dioxide

combined with lime and 4 or 5% as sulphurous acid.

Roth of these substances enter into the action whieli

causes the separation of the cellulose fibres from the

other portions of the wood, although the reaction is a

very complicated one.

The digestion of the wood, which is reduced to the

form of chips, is carried out in large vertical digesters

that are lined with acid-proof brick to resist the action

of the liquor. The cooking takes on an average from

8 to 14 hours and the pulp is then washed and screened

so as to remove any uncooked portion of the wood.

Sulphate pulp is manufactured in a similar way as

far as the chipping of the wood is concerned, but the

digesters are smaller than for sulphite and are not

lined, since a steel shell is not affected by the alkaline

liquor which is used for the cooking. The effect on

the wood is the same as in the other cases. The time of

cooking is very much less and the fibres are longer and

of a distinctly brownish color which is not so easily

bleached as the greyish tint of the sulphite pulp.

The sulphate process gets its name from the fact

that the chemical which is used is sulphate of sodium,

commonly known as salt cake, a by-product from the

manufacture of hydrochloric acid. In starting the pro-

cess for manufacturing the cooking liquor sodium car-

honate is treated with lime and sodium hydroxide or

caustic soda is formed. This is the basis of what is

known as the soda process by which pulp is made
largely for the manufacture of book papers. In tht
digester the caustic soila combines with a portion of
the wood substances and dissolves, leaving the cellulose
fibre. The liquor which is washed out from the pulp
contains a considerable anuiunt of these sodium com-
pounds. This black liquor, as it is called, is concen-
trated in evaporators ami is finally dried aiul burned
in the black ash furnace. Because of an unavoidable
loss of time of some of the alkali during the process of

causticizing and burning it is necessary to add some
sodium salts to replace the loss. In the soda process
this is done by adding soda ash to sodium carbonate,
but in the sulphate process salt cake or sodium sulphate
is added. As this material comes mixed witii the

dried and burning black ash in the furnace and in the

melting pot the sulphate is mostly changed to sulphide
and in this form passes on into the cooking liquor.

The burning converts the sodium compounds from the

wood into sodium carbonate which was the chemical
originally added and so, wlun the burned black ash
is treated with water we have a solution containing

sodium carbonate, sodium sulphide, and a little sodium
sulphate. When this is treated with quicklime we have
our cooking liquor for the sulphate process containing

sodium hydroxide feaustic soda), sodium sulphide and
a little sodium sulphate.

There is a distinct difference between the qualities

of the pulp made by these two processes. In the first

place sulphite pulp is made from selected wood of

high grade. The principal woods used are spruce,

balsam fir, Douglas fir and hemlock, all of which have
a comparatively low content of rosin. For sulphate

pulp it is possible to use wood of a lower grade and
especially woods containing considerable rosin such

as jack-pine and southern pine. The sulphate cooking
liquor dissolves the rosin, which is not true of the sul-

phite liquors. The chips for sulphate pulp run some-

what larger than for sulphite and for this reason as

well as on account of the milder chemical action the

fibres produced are considerably longer and are more
flexible. This strength and flexibility of the fibres

as well as the length tend to produce a paper from
sulphate of the highest strength and on this account

kraft wrappings, as papers made of sulphate pulp are

called, give very satisfactory results in length weights

for wrapping papers, bag manufacture, etc. There is

usually not very much difficulty in the market prices

of unbleached strong sulphite fibre and sulphate fibre

in the pulp form, but sulphite pulp can be readily

bleached to a fine white color suitable for use in the

highest grade of papers.

LUMBER PRICES FOR 20 YEARS
Mr. William Little, of ^lontreal has sent to the Ca-

nadian Lumberman an interesting table, showing com-
parative prices of pine and other lumber in 1899 and
1919. This mean difference for various grades of pine

in the 20 years ranged from $25. to .$52.50

Mr. Little adds: The table shows the increased prices

of white pine lumber, the product of Ottawa mills,

and yet there are some wise people who wonder why
spruce and hemlock must take the place of white
pine. The latter is rapidly advancing in price, while
ordinary mill run spruce that was valued at about
$10. per M. feet in 1899 is now, just 20 years after,

valued at $42. per M. feet at the mills.

Safety First pays big dividends. Invest at once.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-4, A-5.—Report of Committee on Testing Moisture

in Pulp.—Pulp and Paper Magazine, 17, No. 33, p. 676,

(1919). It is concluded that a strip sample taken clear

across the sheet on wet lap or Rogers wet niachini'

pulp is correct.—R. C.

A-14. Dentention of Soda and Sulphite Wood Pulps

in Paper. R. Wasicky. Pajiierfalirikant, 16. 2TJ-21H.

228-229 (1919). Z. Angew, Chem. 31, Ref. 371 [\U\S\.

Pieces of the paper to be examined are boiled up once

with a 0.2% aqueous soln. of gentian Violet, allowed

to remain in the liquid for 2 minutes, rinsed with 959?

alcohol, and steeped for 2 minutes in 95% alcohol con-

taining 0.5% of hydrochloric acid. The.v are sub-

sequentl.v washed for 15 minutes in 95% alcohol, which
is renewed once, and finall.v washed in water. Papers

made of pure soda wood pulp lose the color entirely,

whereas sulphite papers are stained a dee]) violet. Pa-

pers of mixed composition ma.v be analyzed with an

accurac.v of about 5% by comparing them with known
standards.—.!.!>.

E-2. The utilization of waste sulphite liquor. Bjanic
Johnsen and K. W. Hovev. Pulp and Paper Magazine.

17, No. 30, p. 596; No. 311 j). 621 ; No. 32. p. 643. (1919).

An abstract is given of Bulletin 66, issued b.\' the

Forestrv Branch, Dei)artment of the Interior. Can-
ada, which reviews all work done to date on sulphite

waste liquor,— R. ('.

E-2. Sulphite-cellulose waste liquors; a new use

for— (as fertilizer). T. Brokorny, Chem. Zeit. 43. 64-

65 (1919). The use of sulphite liquor as a carbon-
aceous fertilizer is based, in the first place, on the

favorable conditions it offers for the development
of fungi whereb.v the air of the soil and that near the

ground becomes charged with CO.^ and in the second
place, on the direct nutrition afforded to the growing
plant b.v the sugars, organic acids, etc., contained
in the liquors. The .spent wash from sulphite distil-

leries must first be diluted before use in the soil.—J.S.

F-2. Notes on lime sludge recovery. B. C. Hope,
Pulp and Paper. 17, No. 34, p. 701 (1919). Lime sludge
containing 52-60% water is fir.st mechanically thick-

ened, thereb.v reducing the water content about 12' i,

after which it is filtered, using rotarv filters prefer-
ably, the water content being further reduced lO^;.

The burning temperature should be from 1740 to 1920
degrees F. This ma.v be reduced to 14.50 degrees F.
by burning in an atmosphere of superheated steam.
About 13.5% of the total heat is used in breaking up
the calcium carbonate, 17.5% for evapnratint;- Avnter,

and 20% radiation lo.ss.—R. C.

H-0. The stabilization of bleaching powder. Andrew
N. Meldrum Soc. Chem. Ind. 3S (fii, 80 T (191i)i. Com-
mercial bleaching powder ahva.vs contains water, ami
expts. were made with a view to ascertaining the ef-

fect of removing this water. The hygroscopic agents
that were u.sed were: (1) NoOh in powder. (2) CaCl.,
(basic) in grains (3) P„0,. (4) H,SO,. The results
show that bleaching powder is more rapidl.v dried
by alk. agents (NoOh and basic CoCl . i than b\ acid

agents (P.^O^ and HjSO^) and also that the tendency
of bleaching powder to lose "available chlorine" is

much decreased bv dessication.—T. S.

K-6. The suitability of second cut cotton linters,

cotton-shavings and hull fibre for paper manufacture.
Otto Kress and 8. D. Wells. Pulp and Paper, 17, No.
34, p. 697; No. 35, p. 726 (191!». Paper 24, No. 15
(1919).—R. C.

K-24. The baling of sheet news for export. G. Meer-
bergen Belgo-Canadian Pulp and Paper Co., Pulp and
Paper 17, No. 32, p. 639, (1919). Export bales .should
be divided according to the means of transportation
available into those weighing over 500 lbs., over 200
lbs., and under 200 lbs. The top and bottom of the
bale are protected by packing boards reinforced by
heavy cleats. The entire bale is covered with one or
two thicknesses of wrapper, an extra thickness being
wrapped around sides and ends. The bale is then
compressed and straps of one inch wide, 19 Imperial
gauge iron passed around sides and ends. Other
straps are passed over the packing boards. These
straps are cut to length and have their ends folded
over to form an e.velet. A buckle 21,4" x 3" with a
center opening 11/4" x %" is made of heavy gauge iron.
The eyelets are passed through the centre opening and
round pins then put through them so that on releasing
the pressure on the bale, the straps will be firmlv
held.—R. C.

L-7. "Cell yams" A. l.eivebcr, Kuuststoffe, 8, 234-
235 (1918). Chem. Zentr. 90 11, 24 (1919. "Cell yarn" is

prepared from jjaper pulp which has never gone
through the stage of fini.shed paper. Soda wood
pulp is broken down in the edge-runners, brushed out
in the hollaiuler, diluted with water and passed
over sand-tables and strainers to the stuff chests. The
stuff is run over the paper machine wire on which
it is formed directly into ribbons. It is drained by
suction boxes and passes from the couch-press on to
a drving cylinder, which only removes a portion of
the water, leaving sufficient in the strips for the sub-
sequent spinning operation without re-damping. The
moist strips are wound up in the form of flat rolls
or narrow spools and placed in the spinning machines.
The fil)res in the yarns prepared in this manner are
distributed almost entirely in the longitudinal direc-
tion of the strip and the fibres at the edges are not
wasted, whereas in yarns twisted from strips cut from
paper the fibres are distributed more or less in all
directions,—J. S.

R-D. National standards for the paper industry.
W. B. Wheelwright. Pulp and Paper, 17, No. 35, p.
724, (1919). It is propo.sed that all bonds be made
so as to fall within one of the following classes: No.
1 Linen. Nos. 2. 3. 4, Rag. No. 5 Watermarked Sulphite
and No 6 T^nwatermarked Sulphite.—R. C.

A. L. Dawe, secretary of the Canadian Pulp and
Paper Association, who has been in England assisting
the Canadian Trade Mission, sailed for Montreal Sept.
17, and is due next week.
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Splendid Program for T.A.P.P.I.

Cliiea^'o will Ik- liii' Moofa I'or st'Vi'i-al technical asso-

ciations next week, hut none will have a more interest-

ing and enjoyahle (n-Ofrrani than the paper men. Tlios.

H. Sawery, Jr., 171M Ixepiiblie lildg., is ehairnian of the

local committee on arraiifrements. R. S. Hatch is presi-

dent and T. J. Keenan secretary of the association.

All nieetinprs will he held in conjunction with tlio

Fifth National Exposition of Chemical Industries in

the Coliseum, Wabash Avenue and Fifteenth Street,

and Officers" Board Room, First Regiment Armory,
Jlichigan Boulevard and Sixteenth Street. Admission

hy T.A.P.P.I. badge, or by special ticket sent to mem
bers.

Members are requested to i"egister at the entrance

of the First Regiment Armory during nieclings and at

T.A.P.P.I. booth No. 2:i7 in the Coliseum immediately

on arrival any time during the week of Sci)tcniber '22.

Badges, banquet tickets and particulars of the excur

sion to Madisou will be furnished upon registration.

Mail will be received for members at T.A.P.P.I.

registration booth, No. 237, Coliseum, Chicago.

For the trip to Madison, Wis., trains leave Chicago

over the Chicago & Northwestern H.K, Tliursda.v, Sep-

tember 25, at 5:30 and 8:30 p. m., and at 2:00 a. ni.,

P'riday. Single fare. $4.21. Pulliiian ticket, ^1.62.

GENERAL PROGRAM
Wednesday, September 24.

10:00 A. il.—Opening meeting in Of^'icer.s" IJoard

Room, First Regiment Armor.v, Michigan Boulevard
and Sixteenth Street. Raymond S. Hatch, president.

in tlie chair.

Address of welcome and res])onse.

Reports of officers.

Committee reports and special papers.

The Principles and Practice Involved in Washinc:

Unbleached Soda Pulp, by Martin L. Grifl'in, chairman
of the Committee on Soda Pulp.

Discussion of the foregoing paper by George K.

Spenee, William H. Howell, Jr., George M. Trostel, 0.

Bache-Wiig. P. Delin and others.

The Utilization of Waste Sulphite Liquor as Fuel, liy

Prof. Ralph H. McKee and George Barsky.

12:30 P. M.—Intermission for luncheon and a tour uf

the exposition.

3:30 P. M.—Adjourned sitting of the Association in

Officers' Board Room. First Regiment Armory.
Reports by the following committees

:

Abstracts of Literature—Ross Campbell, chairnum.

Bibliography—Henry E. Surface, Chairman.
Heat, Light and Power—Edward P. Gleason, Chair

man.
Paper Testing—Frederick C. Clark, Chairman of the

firm.

Soda Pulp—Martin L. Griffin, Chairman.
Standard Methods of Testing Materials I'sed in the

Manufacture of Paper—William H. Gesell, Chairman,

Sulphate Pulp—Olai Bache-Wiig, Chairman.
Sulphite Pulp—Herbert (3. Spear, Chairman,
Vocational Education—George E. Williamson. Chair-

man.
6 :30 P. M.—Dinner at the T'nion League Club.

Tuesday, September 25

9:30 A. M.—Assemble at T.A.P.P.I. Regi.stration

Booth, No. 237, in Coliseum, for technical session.

Cnntin\iation of Committee Reports and Speci;d

Panrr^.

1 :00 P. ;\1.—Adjournment for visit to jiapcr mil!

plant of Sears Roebuck & Co.: luncheon as guests of
tlie firm.

2:00 P. M.—Tour of inspection of the wall paper
plant aJid other departments of papernuiking interest
of Sears, Roebuck & Co.

4:00 P. M.—Continuation of technical session in

Coliseum, or Armory. Pajiers and re])orts.

7:00 P. "M.—Coliseum Conference Room. Illustrated

address by Dr. R. J. Blair, pathologist. Forest Products
Laboratories of Canada, Jlontreal, on "Prevention of
Deca.v in the Timber of the Roofs of Pulp and Paper
Mills."

Discussion to be followed by a moving |)icturt' ex-

hibit of the Scars, Roebuck Co. paper mill and other
tlepartments of interest.

8:15 P. M.—Adjournment t-o Union League Clidi.

Smoker and entertainment.
10:00 P. M.—Sleepers on train for IMadison, Wis.,

ma.v be occupied at ('hicay:o \: Xoi-tliwcstern R.R. de-

pot, leaving at 2:00 A, .M.

Friday, September 26.

The day will be s|)ent in a visit of inspection to the

Forest Products Laboratory of the Forest Service, U.S.

Department of Agriculture, Madison, Wis. Train ar-

rangements provide for members taking a late train

from Chicago on Thursda.v evening and arriving in

.Madison early Frida.v morning, or leaving late in the

afternoon so as to reach Madison shortly after 9 o'clock

in the eveninsi'. Hotel accommodations at Park Hotel.

Sleeping car in the train leaving Chicago at 2:00 A. M.
on September 26 is ready for occupancy the previous

evening at 10:00 o'clock; the train is due to arrive in

^ladison at 7:20 A. M. Friday. The departure from
Madison will be made on Friday at 5:40 P. M., arriv-

ing in Chicauo at 10:30 P. IM, The first-class fare from

Chicago to .Madison is .^4.21, and slpcper berth $1.62.

Saturday, September 26.

9 :30 A. M.—Adjourned Business sessions at Confer-

ence Room in Coliseum. Assembly at T.A.P.P.I. regis-

tration booth. No. 237.

The afternoon of Saturda.v will be devoted to an in-

snection of exhibits at the National Exposition of

Chemical Industries.

CANADIAN PRODUCTS POPULAR IN BRITAIN.
London, Sept. 13.—Tlie Canadian iiulji and pai)ei-

industry has every reason to be well satisfied at the

prospects of business in Great Britain is the opinion

of A. L. Dawe, who was sent by the industry at the

request of Lloyd Harris to assist in tlie expansion of

trade with the ^Mother Country and secure additional

shinpinar facilities.

Mr. Dawe stated that in a three months" canvas of

the country he found a marked preference for Cana
dian pulp and paper products and large orders had
already been placed which will be augmented as soon
as .shipping facilities permit.

Canadian i)ulps are highly regarded bv paper makers
and ei|ual to aiul in manv cases of better ciuality than
tlie Scandinavian and German grades. Many Cana-
dian manufacturers of pulp and paper are strongly
repre.sented in Great Britain by capable selling organ-
izations fullv alive to their opportunities.

Lice are accidents, fleas are a nuisance, bed-bugs are

a disgrace, but flies are a householder's own fault.

Have you acquired tlip safety liabit? Tf not. start

now.
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1). A. Xicholsoii. (if Chifag'o, sales inanatitT of the
Kimberly-Clark Co., Xeeiiali, Wis., was in Tdnmto last
week calliii"' upon the trade.

C. Nelson Cain, sales manag-er of the Don Valloy
Paper Mills, Toronto, who was laid up for several days
with illness, is able to resume his duties.

The regular quarterly meetini;- of the Proviiu-la!

Paper Mills Co., Toronto, was iield last week at which
the usual quarterly dividend of oiu' and three quarter
])er cent on the preferred and one per cent on the
common stock of the company was declared.
Mr. Kirby, of Ke<rina. Sask., representative of the

John Martin Paper Co.. of Winnipeor, spent a few days
in Toronto and Montreal last week on business.

C. L. Voorhees, of the paper dejiartinent of the I'nion

Alliance Corporation, importers and exporters. New
York, was in Toronto last Aveek interviewing several

firms in an endeavor to secure various grades of paper.
The Toronto Carton Club held its third quarterly

luncheon outside of the city at London, on Tuesday,
September 9. There was a good gathering, representa"

fives being present from Toronto, (Juelph, Hamilton,
Hrantford, Stratford, Gait and Kitchener. The
luncheon was given by the Somerville Paper Box Co.,

Limited, of London, at the Hiint Club and matters r,f

general interest to the trade were discussed. C. R.

Somerville, Mayor of London, formerly of the Somer-
ville Pai)er Box Co., was among those who welcomed
the visitors and delivered an address. C'ars were pro-

vided after the luncheon by the Somerville Paper Box
Co. and the guests driven around the city after the.v

paid a visit to the Western Fair. The entire jiroceed-

ings of the day were much enjoyed and it was decided

that the next out-of-town luncheon of the Toronto

Carton Club would be held earlv in December in P>rant-

ford.

A. R. Alloway, former assistant manager of the Can-

adian Press Association of Toronto and for the past

two years business manager of the Stratford Herald,

has been appointed editor of the Oshawa Reformer.

It is the intention to change the Reformer from a

weekly to a semi-weekly jiaper.

James Thompson, ^NLL.A. of Havelock, Out., presi-

dent of the Montcith Pulp and Timl)er Co. of Toronto,

has been nominated as the candidate of the Conserva-

tive party in East Peterboro at the forthcoming Pro-

vincial elections. Mr. Thompson has represented that

constituency in the Legislature since 1908.

L. R Wright, editor of the Canadian Woodworker,

Toronto, has .ioined the ranks of the benedicts. Ho

was married last week to Miss Dora Louise Clarke,

younger daughter of Captain and Mrs. W. T. Clarke,

of Toronto.

E. S. Crabtree, manager of the Camden Paper ^ilills,

Camden East, Ont., is now looking after the sales of

the product of the plant. The Hodge-Sheriff Paper Co.,

of Toronto, have until recently been selling agents.

The Toronto Times, formerly the Toronto News, has

suspended publication, and an order to wind up the

paper has been granted by the courts. The nominal

cajjital is $500,0()U, divided into o.OOO shares (if i|^10()

ea(3h, .said to be subscribed and of which 2,230 are fully
paid up. The reason given by the directors for the
suspension of the paper is the enormous increase in
the cost of production. It was thought that the United
Farmers of Ontario, who have been talking of i.ssuing
a daily, might on the present occasion find the desired
opportunity of acquiring one, but the project is not
looked upon with favor by the officers of the U.P.O.
At a recent meeting of the executive it was decided to
change the Farmers Sun, Toronto, which is the official
organ, from a weekly into a semi-weekly and later in-
crease publication to three times a week or daiiv when
the situation warrants it.

H. E. Rice, editor of the Ilunt.sville Forester, has
been .nominated by the Liberals as their candidate in
the Muskoka district at the forthcoming provincial
electi^on in Ontario. Mr. Rice has been identified with
the Forester for over twenty years and has been presi-
dent of the Huntsville Board of Trade for four years.
The sixty-first annual meeting of the Canadian Press

Association, which was to have been held in Toronto
in June last but was postponed owing to the industrial
unrest prevailing at that time, will take place in Tor-
onto on Xovendier 27 and 28 at the King Edward Hotel.

A. P. Costigane, safety engineer and .secretary of the
Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers" Association, lias been
invited to be present at the sixth annual meeting of
the International Association of Industrial Accident
Boards ami Commissions, which will be held in Tor-
onto September 23-26. Mr. Costigane, who is chairman
of the imlp and paper division of the National Safely
Council, will also atteiul the annual gathering of the
X.S.C.. which will be held in Cleveland, Ohio, October
1-4.

The thirty-sixth annual a.ssembly of the Sovereio-n
Great Priory of Canada, Knights Templar, was held ni
St. John, N.B., this week. 0. P. McGregor of the P
McGregor Paper Co. and C. F. Man.sell, .sales nmna<>-er
of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., past grand registrar
and grand treasurer, respectively, were not able to at-
tend this year owing to pressure of business at home.

Mr. Walter Norton, who was in the shippino' de-
partment of the Beveridge Paper Co., Montreal, when
the war broke out, immediately enlisted and went
over with the first contingent. He is back on his old
job and his friends are congratulating him on the
receipt last week from the War Office of the Military
Medal, awarded for bravery on the field. Three other
members of the Beveridge .staff were also with the
colors. The company are eujovina' their new offices
at 628-630 St. Paul street we.st,

:\Ir. G. D. Jenssen and S. Berger of G. D. Jenssen
& Co., Xew York, were in Montreal this week. Mr.
Jenssen says they are bu.sy with contracts for acid
systems and also that the new pulp mill to be erected
in X>wfoundland by Xorwegian cai)ital will go for-
ward ill the s|)ring.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS
Torouto, .Si'j)!. l."». 'I'hc slinrtaL'i' i>t' iicwspriut is

becomiiigr ;i scrioiis pniposil ion and as eacli week goes
by many inciuiries are being reeeiveil. It is said that

a lunuber of I'niteil States publishers have, owing to

reeeut increases in circulation and advertising, ex-

ceeded the contract allowance of the mills and have
been entering the open market in Canada for spot de-

liveries, which has resulted in boosting the prices in

some instances to as high as 5'/j per cent.

One situation that is causing sonu' anxiety is the

probable car shortage. Some complaints have been

received from the east, and that they sh(nild l)e heard
so early in the season is an unfavorable omen. In the

dead of winter many kicks have been aired from time

to time and it is now declared that there are nearly

200,000 Canadian owned cars in the United States. The
United States Railway administration has orders to

supply the Canadian roads with over 400 freight cars

a day but, on investigation it is found that not more
than 50 cars have been coming in on the average. Some
relief is promised in the near future and manufacturers
are looking forward to an early improvement in the

situation as a result of the question being ventilated in

Parliament.

That all lines of business in the paper making arena
are moving forward with a steady demand and firm

prices is the general verdict. Some mills are a long
way behind in their ordei's and one sales manager re-

marked this week that he thought he detected a slight

slackening in speed so far as the buyers are concerned.

This was. indeed, welcome news owing to the fact that

if the rush kept up there would be no catching up with
the business at all this fall. There is every indication

that all prices will hold good during the autumn
months. The demand for kraft has been particularly

active.

Paper box factories are being rushed to the limit

and are only restricted in their output by space limits

and lack of help. Some of the smaller concerns are

thinking of extending their premises in order to keep
pace with the added demand for their product. There
is practically no box board coming in from the United
States, due to the high prices and prevailing duty,

while American mills have all that they can |ii)ssii)ly

look after in the way of b\isiness. Canadian i)lants are
running several weeks behind but are doing their best
under very trying circumstances to catch up with rc-

i|uisitions.

The main topic of conversation during the past week
has been the ascendancy of pulp and paper securities
on the stock market. Prices have been set at a lu'w

high level—in fact, the oiferings have jumped so

rapidly that it savours of the spectacular.
Book and writing mills are particularly well em-

ployed and present prices are likely to hold f(U- some
time. There is more business being offered by large
consumers of these classes of papers than there has
been in many weeks.

Sulphite pulp is holding particularly strong and the

majority of mills are now sold up for a considerable
period. As high as $120 per ton is being asked at some
of the plants for bleached sulphite, while groundwood
pulp is strong and in active demand. There is also a

prett}- fair market for pulpwood and an operator, who
recently returned from a tour in Northern Ontario,

states that the settlers are taking out more wood this

season than they have for years past. It is felt that

now that the war is over and everything is getting

back on a normal basis there should be a splendid

opening for pulpwood sales. The export paper trade

is receiving some attention aiul it is believed, as a re-

sult of the visit of ilr. Dawe to England that the way
has been permanently and effectively opened up for a

greatly extended overseas trade in all kinds of paiier.

The feeling of the Mother Country is especially cordial

to products from the Dominion and it is felt that Can-
ada has really little to fear from Scandinavian or Ger-

man competition. With improved carrying facilities

and lower ocean freight rates the Canadian mills will

be in a position to take care of all the business that

comes their way. It has been stated that some mills

have not been living up to the foreign commitments
and that they have promised to supply certain tonnage
aud have not been able to do so. This practice is being

condemned by those who desire to play fair with all

interests at home and abroad and if obligations are

lightlv regarded a "black eve" will be dealt the in-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL,
8313

NEW YORK

Write us when you

have any surplus

of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-
bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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dustry as a whole aud just at a time wlieu eveiy iu- of all kiuds, aud mills in the great majority of cases
dicatiou points to the pulp and paper being the most are so far behind iu making deliveries that they are
rapidly developiug one in Canada. repeatedly being compelled to turn down business.

Jobbers report that the past month business has been not being willing to contract further ahead with pre-

exceptiouall.v good. Bu.viug has been going on freely sent conditions surrounding raw material and labor
in all lines and out of half a dozen representative es- so uncertain.

tablishments which were interviewed, not one of them The greatest strength in the market is still shown
had any complaints to make regarding the way thinss in newsprint. Demand for this kind of paper is

were moving. It is confidently expected that the turn- unprecedently active, and most manufacturers report
over this fall will be greater in every line than any that the.v have given up trying to satisfy all their
.vear since the outbreak of the war. eu.stomers. Practically no spot lots of news are being

Toilet and tissue mills are much in arrears in filling offered and such supplies as are fomid available from
orders and wax paper plants are rushed. One manu- time to time are being disposed of by mills direct to
facturer making sulphite paper for waxing purposes consumers, which means that dealers are finding it

reports that he is full.v one hundred tons behind in de- practically impossible to secure any newsprint at all.

liveries. Roll news is .selling at 5.25 to 5.50 cents a pound in

In the rag and paper market white blanks are in the open market, and rumours are heard of some buy-
good demand and there have been some calls for print ers paying even more. In view of the tight condition
manilas as the cheaper grades are moving as usual, of supplies, almost any price seems possible, for it is

The requisitions for new cotton rags continue with now not a question of price to publishers in their ef-

prices holding up well. Roofing mills seem to have forts to cover their wants.
gone out of the market and quotations are a little Book papers also are moving in large volume and
weaker. at very firm prices. Manufacturers are pressed for
The prices on bleached white glassine have been supplies by consumers, \vho seem willing to meet any

withdrawn and there has ijeen a change in the dis- reasonable price to obtain deliveries. When it is

count in the figures for kraft paper bags from 27ij considered that virtually every periodical publication
and 10 ])er cent to 371^. and 10 ]wr cent. in the country is now printing larger issues than ever

Pulp Prices. before aiul that the great volume of advertising most
F.O.B. Mill, i.f them are being favored with necessitates their

Groundwood pulp $30.00 to $32.00 constantly enlarging their number of pages, the
Sulphite, news grade $70.00 to $75.00 voluminous and urgent demand for book paper is

Sulphite, easy bleaching $90.00 easily explained.

Sulphite, bleached $115.00 to $120.00 Vtiw jtapers are gradually moving upward in price

Sulphate $87.50 to $90.00 and mills are making shipments as rapidly as their

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. product becomes available for delivery. Wrapping
FOB. Toronto Papers are daily growing more active. With mer-

Xo. 1 white envelope cuttings $-1.75
chants the country over making preparations for a

Xo. 1 soft white shavings .? $4.25
record breaking pre-holiday business, they are la.v-

White Blanks "^

$1.55 '"^ '" Jarge stocks of wrapping paper as well as tissue.

Heavy Ledger Stock
'.'

. . . . . . . . . , . .$2.65
'"""^

V'''^
situation is reflected in the steadily expanding

No. l" maga'zine . . . . .
.

'.

' '$2.45 ^'*" *""'" f'"'''*' ^iuds of paper.

Xo. 1 book stock $1.85
boards are (piotably firm through the strike of

No. 1 manilas .$2.40 P^P^^" '""^ makers in New York, and vicinity, which

Xo. 1 print manila ..'.......
. . . . . . .$1 50 ^}^^ ""^ •'^'''^ ^^*^^ settled, is a more less quieting factor.

Folded news ''
.]

'.'. '. $110 '* '""'"" '"'"""rtefl f'lat mills have had some orders can-

Over isisue, news . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .95e
^'"'l^''- The majority of mills, however, are .still from

Kraft ' $3 25
*°"'' ^"* ^'''^ ^"^'^^^^ behind in deliveries, and the proh-

Xo. 1 clean mixed papers '. .' '. .' '. .' '..".."'.
90c ^^'^Y'^"''

^re that as soon as the local labor situation

No 1 .shirt cuttings 15-15i/,c ™ va^ier box trade clears, consumers of board Avill

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings .'.' .'.'
.'

.'

.' .'l3-13iAc f'^;''"'^}'\7'»?
o» an even more greater scale than prior

No. 1 fancv shirt cuttings lO-llc ° ,^
'"''*' "''^^'"^ ^*^ I'.^^^ly to send prices up to higher

Xo. 1 blue overall cuttings 10c 'Tpm vn Tom^^^^^^^ .-,..,
Bleached shoe clip 13c .'^^^^^ WOOD.-Xot in a long tune has the

White cotton hosierv cuttings 13i/>c
'?"'''''* *"^. n''^'lia'".''ally ground wood been in such a

Light colored hosierV cuttings lie f'""""
P°!'.^'°" ^1'* ^' "°'^- 0«eriugs of spot lots

New light flannellette cuttings 10i/,c ,\ P^^ft'«^"-'- ^^'^^PP^^fd- «« producers have con-

Xo. 2 white shirt cuttings -lie T t!?'' °",^P"^ ^.°'' '°'°' ^''^^^^ ^"^^^^ ^^'^

Citv thirds and blues (repacked). No. 1 ... . VVoC «
'"' ''"'- "" "° P^^P ^^ '^'^^''.^ ^^ ^"^^ ^P^" i^arket.

Flock and satinpttes . $3 00 "if
eonsequentl.v are experiencuig increasing diffi-

Tailor rat's ik'r'i ^ '' "^ '^•"^'eruig their requirements and are bidding

Gunnv ba<roin.r S3/, 'Ip
^"?1^ Pn'-e^^ to secure pulp, reports being heard of sales

Manila Rop^e .^ .'

.' .'.' .V
. '.

5iA53Ac ^^,^V"' "' ^^^ P""- ^"" '^^ ^^''- ^""'iing mill.s. The
^JJ_^ /- /4 activity among newsprint mills is of course accountable

NEW YOKK MARKETS !°n
^'''" P'"^''''"^ situation in ground wood, and with the

V „. \-
I V . I ^, L- ' •

coming on when water conditions are usuallv un-New ^ork, ^epteiniuT l.^.-l; irn.ncss ..ontnn.es to favorable for grinders, indications point to suppliesbe the outstanding characteristic ot the paper market, becoming even more pinched than thev are now Ouo-and trade activity shows no let up in any quarter, tations on spruce ground wood range from $33 all heConsumers and jobbers m general are placing orders way to $40, it being a question ^"ust what definitewith exceptional frequency and for large lots of paper market values reallv are
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CIIK.MICAL PULl'.— Till' situation in du'iiiicMl wooil

pulp remains strong and buyers eontiniu' to operate

actively, offerings; being absorbed about as ((uiekly as

they are made. Prieef are undergoing a iiardenuig

pro'eess, and while no broad changes have oeeurred

this week, the tendency is firmly upward, and pre-

dictions are made that later in the season when sup-

plies from the Scandinavian countries are automatic-

ally cut off by the closing of the Baltic, demand here

will be found to so far out-distance available supplies

that values will climb to record-breaking heights.

Doubtless it is this outlook that prompts many manu-

facturers in the States and in Canada to refuse to sell

anv further ahead, unless the buyer is willing to leave

the matter of price an open question until the time of

deliverv. Bleached sulphite of domestic and Xo. 1

qualit.v" is freely selling at G to G.25 cents a pound and

buyer.s are finding it necessary to go to producers and

use all of their powers of persuasion to secure supplies.

Newsprint sulphite is readily bringing up to $75 a

ton at the pulp mill and the market seems firndy estab-

lished at this price, with prices tending toward new

high levels. Soda pulp also is a strong item in the

cu'rrent trade and spot lots are realizing 4.75 to >

cents a pound in sales. Kraft is in active demand

and is moving in increasing amounts at a price basis

of around $90 a ton.

KA(jiS.—On the whole, demand for papermaking

rags rules comparatively quiet. Writing paper mills

are making some few purchases but it is apparent they

are confining their buying to material directly need-

ed, while roofing felt manufacturers are not absorbing

the tonnages of rags that they recently have, the influx

of foreign stock evidently putting them in a more in-

dependent position in regard to domestic rags. The.

chief demand this week has been for Xo. 1 packing

of old white rags, and sales of this variety of rags of

repacked quality have been frequently reported at

between 7.50 and 7.75 cents a pound at the shipping

point, with some dealers saying they have obtained as

high as 8 cents. Thirds and blues are in about the

same position quotably, prices ranging from 4.25 to

4.50 cents for repacked blues, and around 3.50 cents

for miscellaneous packing. New cuttings are gen-

erally ([uiet, with incjuiry mainly for black rags. Shirt

cuttings are for the moment neglected, but prices are

maintained at a basis of 15.50 to 16 cents for No. 1

white shirt cuttings.

PAPER STOCK.—Demand for old paper has eased

up to a notable degree during the past several da.vs,

and the quietness and partial easiness apparent in

the market is in direct contrast to the activity and

sharp upward trend of values prevailing in recent

weeks. Board mills, evidently experiencing a slower

demand for their own product as a result of the strike

of paper boxes workers in New York, have been gen-

erally out of the market, as bu.vers excepting for oc-

casional lots needed to augment their stocks, and pri-

ces on folded news, mixed paper and other of the low

quality grades have sagged to an extent. Flat folded

news is now freely offered at around 95 cents per 100

pounds f.o.b. New York, and No. 1 mixed paper at

80 cents, whereas a fortnight ago these two basic

grades were easily commanding $2 to $3 per ton in

excess of these figures. Shavings are in less demand
and quotations are lower. No. 1 soft white shavings
are available in good quantity at 4.25 cents per pound
New York, and hard whites of No. 1 qualit.\- at 5.25

!'>ooks and magazines, wliich up to tlie begin-

ning of this week, were in active movement, are now
difficult to sell, most consuming mills liaving retired

as buyers, at least temporarily. About 2. 60 cents

is the price generally asked for heavy flat stock and
indications arc purchases could be effected at cheaper

levels.

BAGGING AND ROPE.—Old :\laiiil:i roiie is quot-

ably firm and is finding a ready market among ])aper

mills at a price range of 6.25 to 6.50 cents a pound
f.o.b. New York. Foreign rope is still coming in in

fairly large quantity, yet mills presumably are using

such sizable amounts that dealers say they are occa-

sioned no trouble in disposing of all the suppl.v they

have to offer. Bagging is rather quiet and is offer-

ed freel.v at 3 cents New York for No. 1 scrajj. Gunny
is moving in a regular manner at around 3.75 cents f.

o.b. shii)))ing point and ex dock.

POINTERS ON EXPORT TRADING.

Some, if not all, of the Canadian companies ex-

jiorting i)ulp and paper are endeavoring to send their

jiroducts away properly ])acked. A great deal of at-

tention has lately been paid to this .subject. Its import-

ance is evident on the slightest consideration of the mat-
ter. As the Montreal Gazette says, in regard to this

and other phases of doing a successful foreign busi-

ness:—The statement that continued Canadian prosper-

ity depends to a great degree upon an enlarged export
trade ought not to require repetition. The thing has
been said so often and with so much emphasis that the

lesson, it may be assumed, has been learned. The Gov-
ernment has been at some pains to discover and de-

velop, by means of trade missions and by the establish-

ment of credits, markets for Canadian products in for-

eign countries. Canadian industries and financial in-

stitutions have, collectively or independently, engaged
in the same campaign, and, to some extent, these efforts

have been fruitful. That is good as far as it goes, and
it goes far, but if any but temporary benefits are to

accrue to the country from these efforts, new trade
must be developed upon a reasonable permanent basis,

and this cannot be done unless the exporting industries

of Canada look to the character of the service that they
give.

The competition is going to be except ionall.v keen, so

keen that only the fittest will survive, and it is essen-

tial that Canadian industries enter the race properly
e(iuipped in every respect. The Government ma.y find
markets, but it cannot keep them ; the industries them-
selves must do that.

Careless trading will not continue in the com-
mercial struggle which lies ahead, and careless trading
is what the industries of Canada must avoid. In this

connection some interesting things are said in a supple-
ment to the August circular of the Canadian Bank of
Commerce. Officials of this bank recently completed a
tour of New Zealand, Australia, China and Japan, hav-
ing studied the opportunities of trade development be-

tween Canada and each of the countries named. The
report which they make is that each of these countries
offers a market for Canadian products, but Canadian
manufacturers, to secure the advantages thus offered,
.should send competent representatives to these mar-
kets for the purpose of studying local requirements, ad-
vertising their wares, and select local representatives.
The stamp '•:\Iade in Canada," it is added, ought to be
a guarantee of quality in respect of both materials and
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woi'kmausiiip, beeaiLse '"it is only by producing a super-

ior article that we can hope to make rapid progress in

our foreign trade."'

That Canadian exporters have not always lived up to

a high standard of service, and that trade has suffered

from carelessness in shipping and from negligence in

coiTcspondence, is stated in this report, which calls

attention to the harm which the commercial reputation

of the country sustains tlirough such derelictions. It

was found that Canadian firms wouhl be welcomed in

the countries visited. "A great man.v complaints, how-

ever, were made about (Canadian carelessness in hand-

ling foreign business, and some of the instances related

were so glaring that we are recording a few of them in

the hope that it will bring home to exporters the ueces-

sit.v for greater eai'c in future." Instances are accord-

ingly given, the most numerous having reference to

poor packing and lack of attention to correspondence.

Some of the criticisms adds the report, were verv .severe.

Those reflecting iipon the quality of the goods sold were
relativel.v few. That being so, it is doubl.v unfortunate

tliat when Canada has first-rate products to sell, the

chance of selling them should be lost or reduced through
i-areless shipping and office neglect. The point is not
by any means an unimportant one, because, as stated

in the report referred to, if a few shippers are careless

it reflects upon the whole foreign trade of the country.

The difficidty is not one which cannot be overcome, and
it should not be permitted to hamper a trade extension

which is of vital consequence to Canada.

The Wise Old Owl of "The Mill" says:

If ,vou keep your mouth shut you will never put
vour foot in it.

STRIKING AGAINST STRIKERS.
Let a ph.vsician, say, refuse to attend a sick railroad

man or anv memhi'r of his fauiil,v, or a druggist refuse
to sell medicine to a railroad man in whose family
there is sickness, and what a howl would go up against
such heartlessness and callousness toward suffering.
But let the comfort, convenience, safet,v, even the lives

of hundred of thousands of men, women or children
depend on uninterrupted or unimjiaired train service,

and how much consideration does it receive at the
hands of striking railroad men? One hates to believe

that the sentiment expressed b.v the striking Chicago
troUeymen who, when urged b.v one of their leaders to

consider the needs of tlie public, shouted, ''To hell

with the public 1 the public be damned!" really voices

the attitude of the i-ailroad eraplo,vees toward their

fellowmen. l^iit if it does, if utter disregard for pub-

lic rights and public safety has become a fixed prin-

ciple with the railroad men, the public may be trusted

to find a Avay to deal with the situation. No single

body of men, no one class of employees, no trades

organization in this country is sufficient unto itself,

nor in a position to set up and maintain its own code

of morals in defiance of the needs or rights of others.

The safety, the prosperity, the very existence of the

nation depend on a single standard of laws and morals

and the )nutual good-will of all classes. When these

are disregarded b.v a considerable body of men the

foundation of our government is imperiled and our

free institutions threatened with extinction.—Spring-

field Union.

It takes a mighty sick bo.y to stay in bed when there

is no school.
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A NATION'S J on.

It is reasonably safe to say that tli;' Victory Loan

1919 will be the last big military loan that Caiiitila

should ever have to float. There should be no difi'i-

(•uity in raising far more than the objective. I'atriot-

ism and common sense dictate the advisability of invest-

ing to the limit. No doubt many Americans will liuy

these bonds because of the very favorable rate of ex-

change. This issue will be practically the only scnirily

handled in Canada while the drive is on. Xow is the

time to prepare for the jilunge.

THE IMPERIAL FORESTRY CONFERENCE.

An event of the great<?st importance to the Empire

will be the Imperial Forestry Conference which has

been summoned by the British Government to meet in

London next December or January at the same time

as the Empire Timber Exhibit. The idea of such a

conference was suggested by Kdhson Black, Secretary

of Canadian F'orestry Association and has been eagerly

taken up by the forestry leaders and Sir John Stirling-

Maxwell has summoned representatives from all pai'ts

of the Empire.

The conference will consider the forest conservation

situation of other Dominions as well as the British

isles and it is probable that a British Empire Forestry

Association will be formed. Th opportunities for such

an association to collect information relative to foresti'y

problems and practices and to promote inter-imperial

trade in forest products, are evident from a moment's

consideration of the dependence of some parts of the

Empire on timber imported from other parts or from
foreign countries. Enormous quantities of spruce,

pine, fir, hemlock and similar woods, are imported

by England and Australia from Canada, while it is

possible for Australia and India to supply other kinds

of timber for export as well as for home use. It is

possible to increase by proper forestry measures

the home production in the various dominions of a

large percentage of the timber used, but the fact that

this cannot be accomplished at once, nor in some eases

even in a large measure, makes all the more important

such a meeting as will make possible a more complete

understanding of the entire forestry situation in each

part of the Empire.

An Empire Forestry Association would have been of

uncalculable value during the period of reconstruction

and expansion upon which we have just entered.

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE ROAD.
The Fortnightly Review states that the Economic

foundations of (Jreat Britain are rapidly being under-

mined by the efficiency of highly paid American labor

cind the growing abilitj" of low-wage Japanese labor.

It contends that British labor will learn the necessity

of intensive production and thrift only through ex-

perience of hard times.

And so we have the curious situation of the English-

man telling his countrymen to settle down to busi-

ness like the Americans or there is no hope for

continued prosperity, while the American frequently

points to his English cousin as learning the lesson of

the moment and getting busy. It is the same old

story: the other side of the street appears better

walking. The fact of the njatter is that a lot of people

are without things the.v need because a lot of people

are not employed making things that are needed,

these things costing more largely because not enough

are made and because so many people are not em-

])l()yed making them that they can't afford to buy
them. That is perfectly clear, is it not? No, it is

not, but we shall all have to get busy and produce

something or the answer will never be found.

OILING THE WHEELS OF INDUSTRY.
Did you ever see a reciprocating engine whose shaft

travelled only in one direction? It certainly would be

of little service. There have been some indications of

late that a certain element has entirely overlooked the

fact that the social and economic progress of the nation

and the world is largely a matter of reciprocal action.

It means that the driving force must act both ways. The
steam of ambition and ability must flow through both

the port of employer and the port of employee, so as to

act on both sides of the piston of progress. The wheels

of industry can not continue to turn unless both ports

are kept open.

We may liken the cjdinder to the nation's business.

The whole structure is based on th? contributions of

employers and employees. There are some non-con-

tributors
—"dead-heads"—btit they are ebmparatively

few and need be considered only incidentally.

The main problem today is to make sure there is no

interruption to the flow of power through both ports of

the nation's engine. Only so can our industries keep
going. How the matter is to be adjusted no one knows,
but it is a hopeful sign that the big conference at Otta-

wa last week has found some common ground and lines

of effort common to labor, capital and the public. The
idea that either employer or worker can shut off his
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rontnbution to the power supply is as wrontr from an

industrial as froui an engineering point of view. For

smooth running we need a maximum effort on eaeh side

of the piston. It is when each is eontributiug the maxi-

mum that the whole social nieehanisni runs smoothly

and results are accomplished.

Apparently tiiere has come from the Ottawa confer-

ence some realization that the input of a machine is

fully as important as the output and that there is no

use discussing the division of the latter until it is pro-

vided for by the former. Another axiom is that the

larger the input the larger the output, providing losses

and wastes are minimized. This is a long step in the

direction of getting enough goods for everybody ami

eventually a fair price on them. Delegates to tlic Con-

ference have seen the necessity for concessions on both

sides. This is the only salvation for the general pub-

lie.

What is needed is a sense of responsibility on the

part of both employer and employee to keep the engine

going. It can 't be done if either quits. It is up to each

to work at his full pressure and it is the duty of the

leaders of eaeh group to keep the wheels well oiled.

COBWEBS.

We noticed in a newspapei" a recipe for making solid

chocolate cake. It is unkind, to say the least, to tell

them how to make a solid cake.

JMontreal is to have a fire prevention week next

month. The ounce of prevention in this respect is worth

far more than its weight in gold. It is the cheapest

form of insurance.

Sweden will have to sell a lot of pulp in the U.S.A.

to pay $25 ocean freight on coal in addition to the price

at sea-board. And this demand for 5,000,000 tons an-

nually will not help fuel conditions in Canada very

much. Those peat digging and briquetting machines

are not being started anv too soon.

The pulp and paper industry was represented at the

Industrial Conference. P. A..Sabbaton, of Laurentide,

and P. B. Wilson, of Spanish River, represented em-

ployers, while James Loekwood, International Brother-

hood of Papermakers, Sault Ste. Marie and Maurice

LaWUe, International Brotherhood of Pulp, Sulphite

and Paper Mill Workers, represented employees in this

industry. T. L. Crossley of Toronto, chairman of the

Committee on Education for the Technical Section was
in attendance as a member of the third group, repre-

senting the Society of Chemical Industry-. There has

always been a lot of brotherhood in this indiistry as

between men and nianatfement. No dnnbt there will be a

lot more.

Cheese factories in Ontario are in difficulties omt
the drop in prices. Much of the milk that was made

into ciieese is now going, or will soon go, to conilcn-

sories. When the pi'ice of casein went up so sudden-

ly a while ago, the reason given was the demand from

cheese factories because of the high prices available for

food product. Paper eoaters will look with interest for

a reversion of prices on casein if the cost of cheese

remains low.

A NEW CANADIAN PAPER JOURNAL.

An advci'tisemcnl appealed this week stating tliat a

new weekly journal of the pulp and paper industry

would be published in Montreal in the near future.

Our welcome awaits the newcomer.

APPROVES FORESTRY CAUCUS.

The following letter from Philip T. Coolidge, Fores-

ter, of Bangor, Mc, came from Bishop's Falls, Nfld.

Our ideas do not always get such hearty approval.

Further comment, of either kind, will be appreciated.

Mv. Coolidge writes :

—

A'our editorial "A Forestry Caucus" in the issue of

August 28 has greatly interested me and I shall hope
to see plans for the caucus carried out. I am temj)ted

to express my satisfaction in your discussion of the mat-
ter of fire protection. Good progress has been made in

this work, but the obvious condition remains wherever
one goes in the woods that further steps are necessary.

Without adequate fire protection, other measures to as-

sure the continuance of our forest wealth are useless.

With it, many of the more advanced measures, such as

would secure reproduction of timber species, protect

soils from erosion, and the like, would be practically ac-

complished in many types of forest.

I think that plans for the sound protection and man-
agement of our northern fore.sts, worked out in a spirit

of co-operation, would well repay the necessary effort.

I hope that less important matters which might come
before such a general caucus could be arranged, per-

haps by the committee which you suggest as a prelim-
inary, so that public attention would not be too greatly
distracted by them and would be focussed on the main
issue in forestry at this period, namely fire protection.

I should also hope that the caucus would not be merely
educational, but that a working organization to secure
results could be arranged.

You are doubtless aware how well the National Con-
servation Congress held at Washington in November,
1913 was organized, and I think that useful pointers
might be secured from a consideration of the organiza-
tion and history of that Congress. Although it may be
preferable that the caucus be .strictly Canadian, I will

also suggest that a few men, such as Forest Commis-
sioner F. H. Colby of Maine and C. R. Pettis and W.
G. Howard of the New York Conservation Commission
have had experience in fire protective work which
might give their pj-esenee at the caucus particular value.
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Pulping Quality of American Woods
By Otto Kress , Sidney D. Wells and Vance P.

Edwards
Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

Ill the Pulp and Paper Magazine for May 9tli, and
IClii. 1918, there appeared an article bj^ Messrs. Lee
and Ilovey, of the Canadian Forest Products' Labora-
I'-ries, on the principal physical and chemical proper-

ties of the woods ordinarily used for the manufacture
of pulp.

The Forest Products Laboratories at Madison, "Wis.,

which are a part of the United States Forest Service,

liave made an extensive investigation into the quality

of pulp, ease of cooking, etc., for practically all avail-

able American woods. The value of having such in-

formation is quite evident to those in the industry who
frequeiitl.v find it advisable to include more or less of

odd species in their regular logging operations. A
knowledge of the probable behavior of such wood in

the pulp mill will be of service. Such an indication is

furnished by the article which follows and which will

be available in the form of reprints a little later on.

Tlu' Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., has
in the past received frequent requests as to the suitabil-

ity of various woods for pulp and paper production
and it has therefore, seemed advisable to prepare for

publication some of the available data on this subject.

The laboratory has carried on an extended investiga-

tion over a period of more than ten years and has col-

lected experimental pulping data on practically all the

possible species of American pulp woods. These data,

in so far as the chemical pulps are concerned, have
mainly been obtained from experimental cooks made at

the Forest Products Laboratory, IMadison, Wis., in 100-

pound semi-commercial digesters and from studies

made on the resulting pulps. It has been found, how-
ever, that the general cooking conditions, yield, bleac'i

consumption, etc., as determined b.v exjierimental trials

for pulp made from any given wood, compare quite

favorably with the results obtained in commercial prac-

tice. The data for the various mechanical pulps were
obtained from the experiments carried on at the

groundwood laboratory, Wausau, Wis., where a com-

mereial-sized grinder equipment was installed by the

Forest Products Laboi-atory in co-operation with the

American Paper and Pulp Association.

The .viekl of pulp from aii.v given wood depends di-

rectly upon the specific gravity of the wood or weight

per cubic foot, and the pulping method employed. By
varying the severity of the pulping treatment both

.vield and bleach consumption are changed. For ex-

ample, white .spruce sulphite pulp prepared for the

manufacture of newsprint paper, would .show an en-

tirelv different vield and bleach consumption from

* Much of the data used in this report has been col-

lected at a previous date by Henry E. Surface of our

laboratory, but not for publication. We also wish to

acknowledge the contributions of J. H. Thickens, Ed-

win Sutermeistcr, R. C. Cooper, G. C. McNaughton, C.

K. Textor and S. E. Lunack, who, while in the employ

of the Forest Service, made some of these cooks.

' In charge. Section of Pulp and Paper.
- F.no-ineer in Forest Products.
' Engineer in Forest Products.

bleached white spruce pulp prepared for use in a white

bond paper. It is, therefore, evident that the char-

acter and use of the pulp will largely decide the sever-

ity of the cooking operation. Certain woods, such as

western larch, containing a high percentage of galac-

tan, which is water-soluble, will show a decreased yield

by either mechanical or chemical pulping.
Pulping data have been given for woods such as

red and white oak, white ash and certain other woods
not because we consider these species suitable for pulp
purposes, but because the information was available.

IMany wood-using plants produce considerable tonnage
of slabs and mill waste of woods not especially suitable
for pulp production, and are interested in a possible
outlet for this waste. In some cases, at their direct

request pulping trials have been made on woods known
to be unsuitable for pulping purposes. The various
woods have been listed, giving the official name as
recognized b.v the Forest Service, also the common
names in use and the range covering the growth of

that particular species. This information has been
taken directly from the "Check List of the Forest
Trees of the United States." by George B. Sudworth.
In considering the pulping and other data given for

the various woods, attention is drawn to the following
points

:

1. The weiarhts of wood given are for bone-dry ma-
terial per solid cubic foot. This is obtained by mul-
tiplying the specific gravity of the over-dried wood
based on the green volume b.v 62.3 lbs. the weight of

a cubic foot of water").

2. The fiber lengths as given are the average of all

the available data taken from the Forest Service in-

vestigations and from other sources. Many of the

measurements given are the results of averages of

thousands of determinations: in other eases from only

H few determinations.

3. The yield figures represent the yield of bone dry
screened and unbleached pulp per hundred cubic feet

of solid bone-dr.v wood. It is our opinion that in gen-

eral the ordinary cord of 128 cubic feet of rossed wood
piled 4 ft X 4 ft. x 8 ft closely approximates 100 solid

cubic feet of wood. To convert the yield on bone-

dry basis to air-dry pulp containing 10 per cent mois-

ture divide the yield by 0.9.

The yield data are based on results obtained from ex-

perimental runs made under very favorable conditions

The pulp logs on arrival at the laboratory are barked,

sawed into convenient size and any wood containing

knots and decayed spots is rejected. The chips are

carefully sorted and are far more uniform in size and
moisture content than can be obtained in commercial

practice unless tfie mills operate under more favorable

conditions than ordinaril.v exist. Further, each cook

representing an individual experiment, it is possible to

press, shred, sample and screen the pulp with fewer

mechanical losses than is feasible in handling the pulp

in commercial practice from the blow pit to the wet
machine or to the finished paper.

4. The comparison of the character and uses of the

various pulps that may be obtained from the different

woods offers certain difficulties. It has. therefore.
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been decided to consider -white spruce as the standard

wood for rnlpin? by the sulphite, sulphate and mechan-

ical processes and to compare the pulp that might be

obtained from any iiiveii ^vood by this process of pulp-

in? with the pulp obtained from white spruce. Aspen

wood has likewise been adopted as the standard for

reduction by the soda iirocess. and soda pulps fi'om

other woods will be compared with it.

No fifrures have been sjiven on the bleachin<i of the

sulplintc pulps as we do not know of any mills mak-

i, s bleached sulphate pulp in this country at the pres-

nU time. By this we do not mean to imply that sul-

phate pulp cannot be economically bleached, but this

is not the present mill practice.

Further, no data are friven on the possible soda pulp-

in" of the various firs, pines, hemlocks, larch, tamarack

and other woods that can be reduced by the sulphate

process. The laboratory has made extensive pulpinpr

trials on the reduction of these woods by the soda

process and it is, of course, recogrnized that this pro-

cess can be and is at present employed to a limited

ext<Mit f.)r reduction (.f certain of these woods. In gen-

eral, the soda process can be used for reduction of any

wood suitable for the production of sulphate pulp,

where the stock is not to be bleached and where

strength is of primary consideration. These soda pulp.s

from "coniferous woods could, of course, through a

severe pulping treatment, be bleached with a reason-

able bleach consumption.

No figures have been given for bleach consumption.

Tt " has ^ippeared advisable to compare the ease of

bleaching for any given pulp with the standard white

spruce sulphite and aspen soda pulp.

The data ffiven must, of course, be interpreted with

the understanding that the figures and results are

based on experimental pulping trials. We believe that

it may be of interest if used with this reservation for

nomparing the character and yields of pulps that may

be expected from different woods.

BLACK SPRUCE—Picea mariana. Wt. 23 lb. Fiber

2.6 m.ra.
^ ,

B„„jyf_Xo\vfoundland to Hudson Bay and north-

westward to the :\Iackenzie river: southward m
Miehisran, Wisconsin, ^Minnesota, and in the eastern

mountains to North Carolina and Tennessee.

Common Names—B\ack spruce (N. H., Vt., Mass.. R.

I.. N.Y., Pa., W. Va.. N.C., S.C, Wis., Mich.,

Jlinn., but.. Bng.) ; Double Spruce (Me., Vt.,

Miun.l: Blue Sprucce (Wis.); Spruce (Vt.)
;

White Spruce (W. Va.) ; Yew Pine (W. Va.) Juni-

per (N.C.),: Spruce Pine (F. Va., Pa.); He Bal-

sam (Del. N.C.) ; Epinette Jaune (Quebec) ; Wa-

ter Spruce (Canada, Me.).

Sulphitf Pulp
Yield 1.0-")0 lb. Easily bleached.

Easilv pulped—Excellent strength and color.

PossibJf r.sc.s—Same as white spruce.

Sulphatp Pulp
^

Yield 1.150 lb.

Character and Usen—Similar to white spruce.

BLUE SPRUCE—Picea pari'yana. Wt. 2:i lb. Fibre

2.8 m.m.
• Range—Central Rocky Mountain region—Colorado.

Utah and.Wyomiii'j.

Common Names — Parry's Spruce (UtalO ; Blue

Spruce (Colo.) : Sjiruce Balsam (Colo.. Utahl :

Wliite Spruce (Colo. Utah) ; Silver Spruce

Septcmbci'

(Colo.

-919.

(Colo.); Colorado Blue Spruce (Colo.): Prickly

Spruce (lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1, ().')() lb. Easily bleached.

Easily puljied. Excellent strength and color.

Possible Vses—Same as white spruce.

Sulphati Pulp
Yi,-l(l 1. !.')() lb.

Chararttr and i'scs—Similar to white spruce.

ENGLE.MANN SPRUCE—Picea engclnianni. Wt. 21

lb. Fibre 3 iii.m.

Ramje—Northern Ai'i/.ona and tliro\igli the Rocky

Mountain region to British ("olumbia.

Common Names—Englcmann's Spruce (Utah) ;
Bal-

sam (Utah): White Spruce (Oreg., Colo., Utah,

Idaho) : White Pine (Idaho) ; Mountain Spruce

(;\Iont.) ; Arizona Si)ruce (Cal. lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 990 lb. Easily bleached.

A little hard to i)nlp—excellent strength. Excel-

lent color.

Possible r.sr.s-—Same as white s])ruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,000 lb.

Character and Possible Vses—Similar to wiiite

spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2,100 lb.

Character—Strong fibre of good color.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

RED SPRTTCE—Picea rubens. Wt. 24 lb. VWin- .'1.7

m.m.
Range—Nova Scotia to North Carolina and Ten-

nessee. Range imperfectly known.

Common Names—Red Spruce; Yellow Sju-uce (N.

Y.) ; North American Red Spruce (foreign lit.)

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.080 Hi. Easily bleached.

Easily luiljied—Good strength—excellent color.

Possible I'ses—Same as white spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,150 lb.

Character—Highgrade strong fibre.

Possible Vses.—Same as white sjiruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2,400 lb.

Character—Excellent color and strength.

Possible Uses—Similar to white spruce.

SITKA SPRTU'E—Picea sitchensLs. Wt. 24 lb. Fibre

•3.5 m.m.
Range—Coa.st region (extending inland about fifty

miles) from Alaska to northern California (Men-
docino County).

Common Names — Tideland Sjn-uce (Cal.. Ore.,

Wash."!; Menzies' Siirucc: Western .Spruce; Great
Tideland Spruce (Cal. lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.080 lb. Easily bleached.

Easilv pulped—excellent strength and color.

Possible Uses—Same as white .spruce.

Sulphate Pulp

Yield 1,150 lb.

Character and Uses—Similar to white spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2.040 lb.
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Character—Slightly grayish color.

Possible Uses—Similar to white spruce.

WHITE SPRUCE— Picea canadensis. Wt. 24 lb.

Fibre 2.8 m.m.

Range—Newfoundland to Hudson Bay and north-

westward to Alaska : southward to Northern New
York, Michigan, Wisconsin. ^linnesota. South Da-

kota, Montana, and British Columbia.

Common Names—White Spruce (Vt., N.H., Mass.. N.

Y., Wis., Mich.. Minn., Ont.) ; Single Spruce (Mc.
Vt., Minn.) ; Bog Spruce (New Eug.) ; Skunk
Spruce (Wis., Me., New Eng., Ont.) : Cat Spruce
(Me., New Eng.) ; Spruce (Vt.) ; Pine (Hudson
Bay); Double Spruce (Vt.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,030 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily puljjcd. Excellent strength— excellent

color.

Possible Uses—^White spruce is considered the

standard sulphite pulpwood and is used for news,

wrapijing, book, high-grade printings, etc.

SnlDhafe Pulp
Yield 1,150 11). Character—Very sti'ontr fine fibre.

Possible Uses—Highest grade of kraft paper and
strong fibre board.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2,400 lb.

Character—E.xcellent color and strcngtli.

Possible T^ses— For i)ractically every purpose

where gronndwood pulp is required.

ALPINE FIR—Abies lasiocarpn. Wt. 21 lb. Fibre -.

Range—Rocky Mountain region from Colorado to

Montana and Idaho, and westward throuirh north-

ern Oregon and northward to Alaska (bititude 60

degrees).

Common Xuntis—Sub-Alpine Fir fl'^tahl : Balsam
CColo., UtHh, Idaho, Oreg.) ; White Fir fidaho,

Mont.); White Balsam; Oresron Balsam-tree

(Cal.) ; Pumpkin-tree; Alpine Fir; Mountain BhI-

sam (mountains of Utah and Idaho) ; Down-cone
Fir (lit.); Downy-cone Snb-Al]iine Fir (Cal. lit.)

.'^vlnhite Pulp
Yield 1,010 lb. Ea.sily bleached.

Easily i)ulped—trood strcim-fli—excellent color.

Possible Uses—As a substitute for white sjirure.

Sulvhafe Pulp
Yield 1,050 lb.

Character—Long fibre—excellent strength.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

MrchMuical Pulp
Yield 2.070 lb.

Character—White fibre, fair strength.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

AMABALIS FIR—Abies amabalis. Wt. 22 11). Fibre

Range—From P>ritish Columbia (Eraser river and
southward in the Cascade mountains) to Washing-
ton and Oregon.

Common Nan}es—Red Fir; Red Silver Fir (Western
Mountains) Fir (Cal.); Lovely Fir (Cal. lit.);

Lovely Red Fir (Cal. lit.) ; Amabilis or Lovely Fir
(Cal. lit.); "Larch" (Oreg. Lumbermen).

'Sulphite Pulp

Yield 1,060 lb. Easily bleached.
Easily pulped—fair strength—excellent color.
Possible Uses—As a substitute for white spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,100 lb.

Character—Long fibre, excellent strength.
Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield, 1,870 lb.

Character—Long fibre of excellent strength ; color
slightly grayi.sh.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

BALSAM FIR—Abies balsamea. Wt. 21 lb. Fibre 2.7
m.m.

Range—From Newfoundland and Labrador to Hud-
son Bay and northwestward to Great Bear
Lake region, and south to Pennsylvania (and along
high mountains to Virginian), Michigan and Min-
nesota.

Common Names—Balsam Fir (N.H., Vt., Mass. RI
N.Y., Pa., W. Va., Wis., Mich., Minn., Nebr.,'ohio!
Ont; Eng. cult.) ; Balsam (Vt. N.H., N.Y.) ; Can-
ada Balsam (N.C.) ; Balm of Gilead (Del.) ; Balm
of Gilead Fir (N.Y., Pa.) ; Blister Pine (W. Va.)

;

Fir Pine (W. Va.) : Firtree (Vt.) ; Single Spruce
(N. Bruns. to Hudson Bay) : Silver Pine (Hudson
Bay); Sapin (Quebee) : Cho-koh-tung =: "Blis-
ters" (N.Y. Indians).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 970 lb. Easily bleached.
Easily pulped—good streneth—excellent color.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Sulph<ite Pulp
Yield 1.010 lb.

Character—High grade kraft fibre.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 1.910 lb.

Character—Good fibre length, strong and good
color.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

(IRAM) FIR—Ahics Grandis. Wt. 23 lb. Fibre 3.2

m.m.
Range—Coast region fi-om Vancouver Island to (Cali-

fornia (Mendocino County), and from Washington
and Oregon to Northern Idaho and Montana.

Common Names—White Fir (Cal., Oreg., Idaho) ;

Silver Fir (Mont.. Idaho) ; Yellow Fir (Mont.,
Idaho) : Oresron White Fir (Cal.) ; Western White
Fir; Grand or Oregon Wliite Fir (Cal. lit.) : Great
California Fir (lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 980 lb. Easily bleached.
Ea.sily pulped—fair strength—excellent color.

Possible Uses—As a substitiite for white spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,140 lb.

Character—Good strong grade of kraft pulp.
I'nssible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Mfchanicai Pulp
Yield 1,950 lb.

Character—Good fibre, color and strength.
Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

{To be Continued.)
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Canadian Paper Trade Association
Annual Meeting at Montreal.

Enthusiastif and ivprfsciitativf in every respect was

the annual meeting of the Canadian Paper Trade Associ-

ation, which was held at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel. Mon-

treal, on Tuesday and Wednesday, Sejjt. 15th and

16th. Promint>nt members of the trade were present

from all parts of the Dominion and everything pa.ssed

off pleasantly and smootlily. The Conference, which

was held with the nnmugacturers, by the various sec-

tions of the Canadian Pajjcr Trade Associations proved

very profitable and served to enhance the goodwill

and spirit of unity which has prevailed between manu-
fatcurers and jobbers since the launching of the Domin-

ion wide wholesales oi'gaiiization in Toronto over a

year ago.

The officers elected for tlu' coining year were:

Honorary president. J. F. Ellis, Barber, Ellis. Tjimited.

Toronto; president, John Martin, John IMartin Paper

Co., Winnipeg; first vice-president, C. W. Graham,
Buntin, Gillies & Co., Hamilton ; second vice-president,

Ernest W. Dawson, of W. V. Dawson. Ltd., Montreal,

treasurer, E. S. Munroe, "Wilson, Mnnroe & Co., Tor-

onto ; seeretar.v. N. L. Martin, Toronto.

Tile first day of the Convention was devoted to

association matters and an interesting and comprehen-
sive report covering the work of the past year and
what had been accomplished was read by the president,

J. F. Ellis, who spoke of the better relations which
had been ^fostered between the ., manufaeturer and
jobber and the progressive moves that had been made
in the interest and welfare of the trade as a whole.

Gratifying reports were also presented from secretary,

N. Ij. Martin and treasurer, E. S. Munroe. A paper
was read by Mr. E. Bogue of McFarlane, Son & Hodg-
son, Montreal, on "the advisability of impressing on
the manufacturers propriety of recognizing the leg-

itimate jobber as the legitimate outlet for his product."
This was followed with close attention and another
paper, which aroused nnich favorable comment, was
one prepared by John Martin, of Winnipeg, on "the
necessity for a better understanding between the manu-
facturer and the jobber as to manufactured lines."

Owing to the absence of Mr. Martin his paper was read
by Mr. A. Clark Hunt, secretary-treasurer of the
company.
Another paper was read by C. J. Kay, of the Colum-

bia Paper Co., Vancouver. Mr. Kay dealt with great
detail on many matters and gave his opinion as to the
proper classification of the lines carried by papei'

dealers and the approximate percentage which .should

be added by jobbers in their classifications to adequate-
ly provide for costs in handling representative groups.
Mr. Kay pointed out that it was essential to get a

larger profit on some lines which did not move very
freely than there was on those which turned over rap-
idly. It was necessary to stock certain grades of paper
as a matter of convenience and service, although there
might be very little call for these lines and, owing to
the fact of their remaining on the shelves for a much
longer time than the more active merchandise these
ranges should carry a higher percentage of profits.
A committee of five was appointed to consider the

classification of the lines carried by the jobbers with
the object of placing a copy of the amended report in
the hands of every member. The committee met later
and considered various phases of the question and it

is expected a rc]H)rt will be drawn up and sent to the

members in the near future.

An able ami thoughtful paper on "the abuses of the

credit system" was read by Ernest Dawson of W. V.

Dawson, Limited, Montreal, and met with the approval

of the gathering. Mr. Dawson brought out a number
of valuable and timely pointers showing various weak-
nesses and shoi-tsightedne.ss in the matter of the jobbers

extending certain credits and suggesting several prac-

tical and heljjful aids in overcoming these abuses.

A committee on mill relations was appointed to con-

sider several important topics.

In the afternoon there were two separate meetings,

one of the book and writing section and the other of the

wrapping section. In the latter a number of matters of

great interest to the jobbing trade were taken up and
discussed while in the book and writing section the

matter of i)ul)lishing the recognized trade customs as

a{)plied to the handling of paper was discussed. It

was decided that these trade customs should be printed

in future |)rice lists issued by the association. Certain

matters with res[)ect to the standing of the industry and
the mutual benefit of the manufacturer, the jobber
and the consumer of paper were discussed. The.se

will be taken up with the manufacturers.
On Wednesday there was a joint meeting of the

wrapi)ing paper manufacturers and jobbers, at which
various affairs in conection with freight, classifications,

etc. were reviewed and considerable progress made.
In the afternoon there was a joint meeting of the book
and wi-iting merchants and the mill-men. The principal
item discussed was the desirability, from the staud-

l)oint of the consumer.of adopting standard grades,
especially on low priced writing papers. A committee
was formed for the purpose of placing .some concrete
sugestions before the manufacturers.
The meeting also passed a resolution emphasizing

the absolute necessity, in view of present conditions,
of vigorously pushing the .sale of Canadian made
papers.

In the evening an infoi'mal dinner was tendered the
visitors and the members of the Montreal trade at the
St. James Club. Owing to the absence of W. C. Ridg-
way of New York, .secretary of the National Paper
Trade A.ssociation, who had been invited to deliver an
address but was prevented from attending, tlierc was
a round table conference in which all members took
part.

In the cour.se of the discussion a pressing invitation
was extended the Canadian Paper Trade A.ssociation
to hold its next annual meeting in Winnipeg and the
matter will be decided later by the executive. As an
example of the closer co-operation brought about by
organization and mutual discus.sion. C. J. Kay of the
Columbia Paper Co.. Vancouver, stated .that he and
Fred Smith of Smith, Davidson and Wright. Van-
couver, had come so close together, not only in a busines
way but in jiersonal associations tliat they were occupy-
ing twin beds. The gathering, which was very enjoy-
able, was presided over by C. 11. McFai'lane of McFar-
lane, Son and Hodgson, Montreal.
Owing to the ab.senco of John F. Ellis, of Toi'onto,

President of the Association, who has not been feeling
very well of late, and of John Martin of Winnipeg,
First Vice-president, H. B. Donnovan Second Vice-
president, presided at the opening .session.s. After the
officers for the coming v.-ar were elected, the new fir.st

vice-president, C. "W. Graham of Hamilton, took the
chair for the remainder of the convention.
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Paper Industry in the Devastated Regions
(Translated fmiii La I'apeterie, 41, 1, Mav 25, 1919,

. b.v A.P.—C.)

The fairly regular requisitions, the systematic rob-

bery and pillaginof, the wanton destruction and depre-
dations of all kinds committed by the CTermans in those

regions of France and Belgium which the.v occupied,

are too well known to require any comment.
Our paper industry was not spared more than any

other. We unhappily do not possess even approximate
tigures of the total losses sustained by paper and paste-

board mills. The only figufes which can give an idea

of the extent of these losses are those reported b.v an

investigatory conunittee appointed by the Chambre des

Deputes. These include losses sustained in printeries

as well as in paper and pasteboard mills.

Buildings and equipment .; 500 million francs

Raw materials and supplies 50 million francs

Losses due to non-operation

(6 years) 150 million frani"--

Total 700 million francs

What indemnities and compensations will be granted

these unfortunate manufacturei's ? No one can foretell.

Judging from the results of an investigation which we
have carried out, little or no help lias been forthcoming

from the Government.
The following are the data whieli we have bern alile

to collect.

France.

Cartonnerie A. ]\Iinguet, a Picrrepont-siir-Avre

(Somme). The mill was thoroughly ])illaged. all the

lii-Mss reiiKived and many of the iiiarliinr parts broken.

1. At La Hulpe, Belgfitim—A "Victory" for the Hun.

The proximity of the firing-line in-evented the Germans
from removing the machinery to Germany. During the

Allied counter-offensive in August, 1918, the mill was
subjected to a severe bombardment which destroyed

75 per cent of the buildings and greatly damaged the

rest. The cleaning up of the debris was started at the

end of August, 1918, but will probably not be finished

before August, 1919. Part of the equipment can be

repaired, and Mr. Minguet hopes to start up one paste-

board machine towards the beginning of winter. The

other one is a complete loss and will be replaced. The

main difficulty in the way of resumption of operation.^

lies in the absence of workiugmen's dwellings. The.se
were promised b.v the Government several mouths ago,
but word has .just been received that they will be de-
livered at some future date which cannot be specified.

Soeiete anonyme des Papeteries et Cartonneries du
Nord de la France (Anciens Etablissements Clabaut et

Grou, a Marquette-lez-Lille.) One of the machines was
completely destroyed. The wet end of another was
parti}- destroyed and the whole machine is in a bad
shape. All the equipment for working up the stock
suffered considerable damage. The firm hopes to start

up one machine towards the end of July or the begin-

ning of August.

IK
l^y

mi'tifi'm,-

2. At La Hulpe—Parclunentizing machine demolished.

Papeteries Jacqucmin-Froment a Courlandon, par
Fismes (Marue). The Courlandon mill was destroyed
by the IIiiiis during their advance of the 27th of May,
1918. Mr. Jacquemin-Froment would be willing to re-

i)uild, but unfortunatel.y, like many others, he en-
counters difficulties on all sides. The losses amount to
several million francs and he has so far been unable to

obtain an advance to start working.
Soeiete anonyme des Papeteries de Mainbottel, a

Mainbottel (Meurthe-et-Moselle). Here nothing re-

mains but the buildings. The equipment was first de-
stroyed and then shipped awaj', presumably to be con-
verted into munitions. The losses amount to one and
a half million francs. The company have not yet de-
cided if they will rebuild.

Soeiete anonyme des Papeteries de Murtin-Bogny
(Ardennes). This mill also was destroyed. The clear-

ing-up is being done by a squad of prisoners. It is ex-

pected the buildings will be erected by the end of the
year.

Many other mills were destroyed, pillaged or con-
siderably damaged, but we have not yet proper in-

formation as to the amount of reconstruction which has
been done.

La Papeterie Arnoult, a Rethel (Ardennes) was com-
pletely destroyed, and a whole new equipment has been
ordered.

La Papeterie d'Evergnicourt (Aisne) has also been
destroyed.
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Les Papeteries Dalle Freres & Lecompte, a Bous-

liocque (Xord) was destrnycd. Sixty-five niaehines.

with their eleetrie inoUirs were sliippeil to German
(omjietitors. and al>ont fifty other maehiues destroyed.

We understand tliat some of these maehines have been

found in Germany.
All the stocks of paper, the plates, etc., of "La Pape-

terie." which were at the Imprinierie Emery at Chauny.

were stolen by the enemy.*
Belgium.

Our Belgian friends fared equally badly at the

hands of the enemy. In their case the destructions

were not so frequent, but on the other hand robberies

3. The paper mill at La Hulpe—All the machinery
stolen, the destruction is complete.

and unwarranted requisitions were the rule.

Societe anouyme des Papeteries Delcroix a Xivelles

(Belgique). The .shops at Baesrode and the mill at

Crainhem have been idle since Aujzust, 1914. They
suft'ered considerably from the occupation by the

enemy and from his requisitions and it will be some
months before operations can be resumed. The most
important mill, which is at Bauler.s, was not so much
affected, and in spite of numerous vexatious perquisi-

tions the ma.iority of the brass fittingrs and most of the

belts were successfully concealed. Over a dozen times

work was resumed on a small scale to prevent the dis-

mantling of the plant and the deportation of the work-

men. Operations have now been permanently resumed

and orders for .standard qualities can be promptly

filled.

Societe anonyme des Papeteries d'Ensival et de Mal-

medy, a Ensival-les-Verviers (Belgique). Here the

Germans took away all the belts, "wires,'" felts, horses,

wagons, and even the conch and press rolls. The board

of directors has laid claims for its lost equipment but

has as yet obtained nothing. Nevertheless, the refit-

ting of the mill is being pushed, and it will probably

resume operations within a month.

Societe anonyme des Papeteries de I'Eseaut a Gent-

brugge-les-Gaud (Nord^i. The mill was stripped to a

considerable extent ; but as some of the machinery was
recovered, operations have now been resumed.

Papeterie de Khode Saint-Genese (Etablishissement

Demeurs Frerr \- Soeurs). This plant was not plund-

ered, and a relatively small part of the equipment was
requisitioned. It will probably be ojjcrating again in

the near future.

Societe anonyme des Papeteries de Droogeubosh
(Belgique). The mills of this firm are being partially

refitted so that they may be able to resume operating

<m a limited scale. So numerous were the requisitions

and so considerable the damage which was inflicted

that normal operations cannot be expected before the

end of this year.

Papeteries de ThuUin (Belgique) (Maison Dueobu-
Voituron). This mill was particularly hard hit by the

Huns, who made away \\iith all the felts, belts and
raM- materials, destroyed some of the machinery and
did considerable damage to the rest. It will be many
months before this mill can turn out any paper.

Societe anonyme de la Cartonnerie de Dieghem
(Ancienne I'sine G. de Conick). This mill suffered no

losses owing to the fact that from time to time it sup-

plied wrapping paper to various Belgian relief com-

mittees.

Societe anonyme des Pajx-teries de Saventheiii. Tiii>

firm operated two mills, both at Saventhem, the "Old'

which had four pa])er machines, and the "New" with

two. The equipment of the Old mill was saved. In

•January. 191S. the German military authorities requi-

sitioned the New mill to use it as an ammunition de-

pot. While it was occupied by the enemy a consider-

able portion of the machinery was stolen. The total

los.ses, including machinery stolen or destroyed and
damages to the premises, are estimated at a million

francs. Though the required formalities have been

complied with, im word has been received concerning

* In the J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. June 30, 1919, facing

pages 222R and 223R there are some excellent photo-

irraphs showing how very thoroughly the Germans
• ivvif.,! nut the work of destruction at Chauny.

4. Mont St. Saint-Guibbert mill—All copper parts re-

movad.

the recovery of the stolen machinery. It is therefore

impossible to state, even approximately, when opera-

tions will be resumed. Owing to market conditions

and to the importation of foreign paper, the Old mill

is working below its fidl capacity.

Mr. Ed. Chantrenne, the well-known manufacturer

of paper mill machinery, had the satisfaction of finding

in Germany, in an almost perfect co7idition, all the

machinery which the Huns stole from him. The au-

thorities have promised that everything would be re-

turned to his shops by the end of May. During 1914,

1915 and 1916 he was able to keep his plant in opera-

tion in spite of great difficulties; but from 1917 on un-
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waiTanted requisitions aud robberies were the rale.

Mr. Leon Thiry, manufacturer of paper mill machin-
ery, made the following- remarks to La Papeterie : ''At
the present time our paper mills are idle, like all our
other industries. But you must not conclude that our
technical men have wasted their time since August,
1914. A great deal of work has been accomplished,
work which required close eo-operation between the
paper maker and the machine designer, and which lias

produced results which would certainly not have been
achieved had everybody been engaged on normal pro-

duction. As far as we are concerned, we have over-

hauled all our plans, created new types of paper ma-
chines, and perfected machines which we scarcely con-
structed before the war and of which we intend mak-
ing a specialty. We unfortunately have very limited

means at our disposal. A large number of our tools

were requisitioned, including many which had been
specially adapted to our line of work, and which cost

us many years of labor. During the war. in spite oi'

edicts to the contrary, we made tools to replace the

ones which were taken from us. We came M-itnin an
ace of losing the fi'uit of all our labors through an
anonymous denunciation ; but luckily the Armistice
saved us. These tools, however, were far from being
all finished, and since the evacuation of Belgium we
have been at work refitting our plant. It will be a long
time before this is completed and though we can under-
take a certain amount of work for paper mills, our
output is very small.

Your proposed investigation of the i)aper industr\' in

Belgium should prove highly interesting. As produc-

tion was checked to the point of being negligible, all

our energies weiv naturally devoted to perfecting

equipment and processes and to devising new ones.

You can lay before your readers the results of five

years' study atid experimenting."

U.S. COAL FOR SWEDEN.
Stockholm, Sweden, is to get five millinii Imis of coal

annually from the United States under an agreement
reached with American exporters, according to the

Dagens Xyheter. Although the freight charges on the

coal will be about $25 a ton, the agreement is welcomed
here, as Sweden is beginning to feel the lack of coal

due to British restrictions on its shipment from Ger-

many.

NET PROFITS SMALL IN PAPER BUSINESS.
New York, September 17.

Price advances on paper have been counterbalanced
by wage advances for workmen, with the result that

net profits are very small, according to E. H. Naylor,

secretary of the Writing Paper Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation of New York, who addressed the final session

of the annual convention of the United Typothetae of

America in New York last week. He made this asser-

tion to discredit statements that the paper manufac-
turers are making large profits because of the prevail-

ing high prices. The price of paper will never return

to the pre-war level, because labor will not accept pre-

war wages, he added.

Several resolutions were adopted, one of which de-

clared that hampering industries in such a way as to

reduce production should be considered "an economic"
crime."
William Green, of New York, was elected president

of the organization.

Controller Protects Canadian Press

Speculati(j)i as to wdiether or not the .judges of the
Paper Control Tribunal had considered the co.sts of

the John R. Booth mill in arriving at their price of

$66 per ton, from July 1st to November 30th 1918,
together with Mr. Pringle's as.sertions that the Cana-
dian press was going to be kept supplied with paper
regardless of contracts the mills might have were the
principal features of the newsprint inquiry at Otta-
wa last week. Up to Monday this week no definite

official statement had been made by the Controller
that the Booth costs had been taken in. It is under-

stood that .some kind of an enquiry is going on to

find out definitely if the Booth co.sts were included,
and if not why they were left out.

As will be remembered the costs for the Booth mill,

repre.sented the la.st of the "high cost" mills to be
set down in the schedule for the five plants when the
newsprint case went before the appeal judges for con-
sideration. Brompton was eliminated nearly a year
ago and the Eddy Company which is in pretty much
the same position a,s to costs of manufacture as the
Booth plant was counted out as it was supplying one
hundred per cent of its output to the Canadian trade.
The first intimation that the Banthaplaanan costs of the
Booth plant had not been considered was made at the
inquiry. ]Mr. Pringle was of the opinion they had not
been included. Mr. George F. Henderson, K.C., counsel
for the- Booth mill thought the Controller was "mi.s-

tjken." Mr. Montgomerry, K.C., general counsel for
the mills gave it as being his understanding that the
Booth costs had been counted in. However he did not
positively know. The Controller intimated that a wire
eotild be sent to Mr. Justice White chairman of the
Appeal Board Tribunal, for the purpose of definitely
finding out what had been done by the Judges in

this regard.

Another of the important happenings which de-

veloped during the hearing was the interpretation by
Mr. Pringle that the Tribunal in setting the price of

$66 for the period mentioned above, had created a

"basis" for further price fixing or the setting
of prices for earlier or later periods. Mr. Pringle
told of a wire he had .sent to the Judges and the reply
which had been received. He interpreted this to

mean that the price fixed by the judges was a "ba-
sis." It took care of the cost of manufacture, and
raw material and allow a profit. It was further
pointed out that with the $66 price as a "basis" that
they if the costs in the previous periods or in the later
periods which have not yet been fixed, went down,
that the price would go down also, and if they had
increased why then a price higher than $66 per ton
should be allowed.

Actual progress in the newsprint probe was
not made as Mr. W. N. Tilley, K. C, coun.sel for the
newspaper publishers was not able to be present, and
Mr. Pringle pending his absence plainly stated that
he was not going to make or give any decisions. Such
a course it was felt was the only fair one to take as
it is obvious that the newspapers have certainly a
right to be heard in their discussion of the finding
of the Judges, which set the price at $66.

At the outset of the session and before counsel had
spoken Mr. Pringle said he desired to make a state-
ment. At the present time he said a .serious situation
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existed with soiiu- ('aiiiidiiiii iiewsiiaiuTs In llit' luallci-

(if oblaiiiiu}.' supiilios and tlicy liad difficnlly in ki'e|i

iny 11)) witli tlieir paper requiivuieiits. lie asked

that every one of the paper nianufaeturers snppiy

him at tlie earliest possible moment with a statement

showin*; how mueh paper they were exporting antl

the amount they were supplying to the Canadian

trade. '"It is hardly fair to have some eonipanies

supplying very little and other companies selling more

than their required percentage in Canada to keep the

Canadian trade supplied" said the Controller. In

this connection he plainly stated he did not refer to

the E. ii. Eddy Company which he said was work-

ing night and day and supplying 100';; of its output

in Canada, and even at that was not able to take care

of the demand. •"The situation at the present time

is a very serious one and some of the Canadian news-

l)apei-s have very little -supply on hand, ' said Mr.

Pringle. He then referred to his determination to

keep the Canadian ])ress supplied, and regarded ex-

port contracts which the mills might have as a second-

ary question.

.Mr. Montgonu'rr.\-, K. ('.. on belialf of lhi> maiiufrtc-

turers in replying to Mr. Pringle made reference to

the ease of the decision of the Federal Trade Commis-

sion whereby it was left optional whether or not the

newspapers could make a contract with the Commis-

sion or a "'term" contract with the mills. In nearly

every case, Mr. Montgomerj- stated the customers had

preferred a "'term"' contract, with the result, now
that restrictions on the use of paper were being re-

moved, that nearly all of the mills were working uj)

to one hundi-ed per cent capacity and were prcrt\

well filled up with contracts.

"I know that is pretty much the case. Abitilii for

instance tells me that to keep its contracts filled it

has to go into the market and purchase paper, to sell

at a loss. My duty however is to see that the Cana-
dian Press is kept supplied with paper. I want to

know what mills I can get sheet news from. It used
to be made in this district by John R. Booth. Booth
now, I understand, has stopped ''manufacturing it."

said the controller.

Mr. H. I. Thomas of the Booth plant at this juncture
informed Mr. Pringle that they had practically stojiped

the manufacture of sheet news and pointed out that

while they were manufacturing it the Company
had always been anxious to oblige the Controller and
assist him in this regard in filling the orders which
had been .sent in, in the form of complaints, to him.
Mr. A. J. Thompson, assistant counsel for the news-

papers explained Mr. Tilley"s absence. In reply to a

suggestion from Mr. John F. Orde, K. C. counsel for
the Eddy mills, that Mr. Clarksou, government auditor,
should ascertain costs previous to July 1st 1918, Mi;.

Pringle said

:

"Mr. Clarkson tells me he has only the costs for

two months previous to July 1918. Then there is

a period which it appears to me is a matter for the

Government to deal with. That will have to be con-

sidered. The Minister of Customs made the orders

from March 1917 to December 20th 1917.' Other
questions arose from mill counsel as to the ap-

plication of the $66 price, which led the Controller to

further say, "I thought it advisable to wire the chair-

man of the Paper Control Tribunal. His reply to me
showed he (Mr. Justice White ) did not consider sixty-

six dollars as a general levelling up price, but only to

be applied to the five months."

The Conli-ollci- in reply to dtlicr (jiicrics by Counsel

as Id the sixty-six dollar lU'ice iind the application of

its "levelling up", and also to the jieriod (H)vered by
the orders of the Minister of Customs prior to his (the

Controller's) appointment, Mr. Pringle suggested that

Counsel get together and take up the ])riees as exist-

ing at the time and let the Paper Control Tribunal

deal with the whole matter.

In the discussion about whcthei' or not the

Booth costs were considered, Mr. Montgoiiiei'\' and
Mr. Henderson both stated they would stronglj- oh-

.jeet were it found that these costs were not taken into

consideration. They maintained they were the only

costs which reflected the costs of the ''high cost"
mills and it was only fair to consider them. On a

tonnage basis they contended that Ijaurentide and
Price Bros, mills were classed as low costs mills. Later
fui Mr. Pringle explained that the decision handed
down by the Judges of the Tribunal was absolutely

different from that given by the Federal Commission.
In the decision of the Federal Trade Commission the

reasons for the finding were given, in the Canadian
decision they were jiot, or if they were they have not
been announced.

The inquiry adjourned to the second week of Oc-
tober.

T. H. WATSON SPANISH RIVER DIRECTOR.

All ran smoothly at the spf<'ial and jrciicral meetings
of the Spanish River Pul[) and Paper .Mills held in

Toronto last week. Shareholders ratified the special

by-law authorizing the directors to borrow up to $5,-

000,000 on 6 per cent. Serial mortgage debentiires and
to pay deferred interest talons on the bonds.

The prospect of shareholders receiving deferred
dividends in the reasonably near future was discussed.

The president said that the board of directors had
under consideration a plan for disposing of back
divideiuls. and that this would be submitted to the

shareholders in the near future. It was pointed out

that the redemption of the "A" debentures and the

|)ayment of postponed interest wouUl leave the way
open for consideration of divideiul payments in the

spring.

T. H. Watson, president of the Canadian Machinery
Corp., was elected a director and the other members
of the board, re-elected, with George H. Mead, as presi-

dent and P. I>. Wilson and I'ol. Thomas Gibson as vice-

presidents, ilr. Watson succeeds J. G. Gibson, wdio I'e-

tired from the board, having temporarily filled the

vacancy created by the resignation of Sir William
Stavert.

Of the bonds authorized .$35,500,000 will be offered

in the near future. On February 1, next these funds
will be used to liquidate the talons and promissory notes

issued in respect of deferred interests on bonds and
notes due in 1922, and to pay off on March 1 next the

second mortgage debentures maturing in 1924.

"When these payments have been made," said Presi-

dent George H. Mead, in his circular announcement,
"the company can consider the payment of dividends

upon its capital stock, which, otherwise would have
to be delayed until the repayment of the deferred in-

terest in 1922."

The meeting was brief and uneventful, and there

were no questions or words of criticism offered.
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Application of Formulas of Coal Analysis
A rceeiit letter to the editor asks for an illustrative An example of this method is given:

example showing how to apply a formula of the stand-
ard metluxl for the analysis of eoal for tiie ealeulation Air Dried. As Received.
of moisture content and sulphur content on the basis Moisture 1.20 4.51
of eoal "as received." The request brings to mind V. C. M 26.50 2.5.61

many similar ones from students in days gone by. Not F. C 61.60 59. .54

having made such a calculation in several ages we put Asli 10.70 10.34
the problems to the Research Department of the Laur-
entide ('ompany, and Paul G. Woodward, a member of 100.00 100.00
the Technical Section, has kindly worked out the fol-

lowing illustrations, which apply to computations A Sulphur 2.25 2.18
and B on page 484 of the Pulp and Paper Magazine for
May 22, 1919. 100—4.51 95.49

While referring to this article it should be noted that Factor = ^ = .9665

last three lines of it on page 486 belong on page 508, 100— 1.20 98.80

.just above the title "The permissable differences, " etc.

nil,- ^ ^i 1 1, ,, ,^ /. ,..
V. C. M 26.50 X .9665 = 25.61

taLculation of bidphur {for example) in ( on] as p q 61 60 V 966^ 59 ^4
received." Ash 10.70 X .9665 = ia34

In Method "A" assume that by direct analysis the Sulphur 2.25 X .9665 = 2 18
following results have been obtained :

—

Total moisture as received a%
Moisture in air dry sample b'/c

Calculation of Moisture, Etc., in Coal "As Received."

Sulphur in air dry sample c% Method "B" consists merely in drying the coal in

Now assume that 100 gr. air dry sam|)le were taken two stages, first air drying, and second oven drying of

for analysis. This sample, however, consisted of only a portion of the air dry coal.

100-h gr. of oven drj- coal, the remaining b grams be- I" any sample of coal the

ing moisture. The e gr. of sulphur found was there- ^ = weight oven dry eoal

fore contained in 100-b gr. of oven dry coal and tJie h = weight moisture lost in air drying
jjer cent sulphur in the oven dry coal was: c ^ weight moisture additional lost in oven drying.

In air drying, of the tota.l weight of the .sample, "a +
c % Sulphur in air dry sample '' + e, b grams will be lost and the percent moisture

100 = lost in air drying will be

100-b 1—fraction moisture in air dry sample

b
To calculate the "a,s received" basis—100 grams of (1) 100

coal as received will contain 100-a grams of oven dry a-j-b-fc
coal or gr. sulphur = lbs. oven dry coal X % S in

^ If this entire air dry lot is then oven dried and the
oven dry coal X moisture content calculated on the "as received" basis,

^^^ and that the air dry- basis, the % moisture lost in oven
drying will be

100-a % Sulphur in air dry sample
= X ; ^

^
100 1—fraction moisture in air dry sample / .> , j qq

As this was contained in 100 grams coal as received, the
'

per cent sulphur in the coal as received will be the

.same, or '/, Sulphur as received ^"" tiic snm of these two will evidently correspond to
the total moisture as received.

100-a

= % Sulphur in air dry coal b -f- c b c

100-b (3)100 = 100 + 100
a+b+c a-fb+c a+b+c

^1—fraction moisture in coal as received
• % S in air dry Usually, however, the entire air dry lot is not oven

1—fraction moisture in air dry coal dried, and therefore the weight "c" cannot be obtained.
A portion of the air dried lot is oven dried and its per

These corrections may be combined and a direct cal- cent moisture content determined. Evidently % mois-
culation made from the "air dry" basis to the "as re- e

ceived" basis by multiplying the "air dry" results by ture content of air dried coal = 100 and it is

the factor a + c

this term which must find expression in the calculation.
1—fraction moisture in coal as received This differs from term (2) only in the denominator,

:

and may be made equal to it by multiplication by the
1—fraction moisture in air dry sample factor
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a+b+c

1000 90

(4) 100 100 X
a-}-b+c a +e

Ixrtuniinu: to tliis eorreetioii factor

a + c b

a + c

a+ b+<'

a+b+c

= 100

a+b+c

100-

a+b+c

100

= 100 — % air dry loss

100

In equation (3) substitute the value ol)taiiied in (4)

b +e b c

100 = 100 + 100

a+b+c

100

a+b+c

100

a + c

a+b+c

100

and bearin<j in mind the sifjnifieance of these terms as

obtained above

Total moisture as received = % moisture lost in air

drying + % of air dry sample lost in oven drying

100 — % air drying loss

100

Although the above truly proves the validity of the

formula given ou page 484 its use is somewhat indirect

and cumbersome. A simpler formula, based on direct

experimental data, has been devised. In any analysis

let

a = weight of sample of eoal as received

b = grams moisture lost in air drying

c- = amount air dried coal taken

d ^ grams moistiire lost in oven

Percent total moisture as received =
f

a — b c — d
]

100
I

1 X
I

This formula is more direct and involves only the

substitution of analytical weighings. An example of

this latter method of calculation is given as follows:

—

Take 1000 gr. sample as received

Finding 90 gr. moisture lost in air drying

Then-
Take 100 gr. sample air dried coal

Finding 1 gr. moisture lost in oven

Or. calculated by formula: Percent total moisture

1 ()()()

.91 or 917o air dried coal in sample as

received.

lot) ~ 1

—

.

:= .ill) or 99</£ oven ilried coal in air dried

100 sample.

.Jtl X .99 = .9009

^ 90.097f' oven dricnl coal in sample as

received.

100 — il0.09== 9.91 "c total moisture in coal as received.

(

1000 — 90 100 — 1
1= 100

I

1 X 1 9.91%
1000 100

FABLES FROM MILL PRACTICE.
(I'.y 11. Tuess.)

The chemist of the Wake and Doin Paper Company
walked through the boiler-house one day. He seldom

investigated its troubles, being kept perpetually busy

determining the ash in samples of paper. He never

caught up with these. The Old Man, who had very

outspoken ideas on theory and practice, having worked .

the latter without the former for forty years, was
a crank on retention.

Then again the chief engineer was always getting

his coal and feed-water analysed free by "treatment"

si)ecialists and steam saving concerns, who were op-

timistic about inducing the W. and D. Company to

install their appliances.

The W. and D. boilers were of liorizontal return

tubular type and had delightful sags on their crown
sheets.

On this day, the chemist glanced into the firebox of

one of the boilers, 0])ened for a vigorous "workin' ".

He noted a remarkable box-shaped affair about the

center of the grate. It was perforated and greatly

cracked, and the fire in its neighborhood seemed
discouraged. He asked the chief engineer what it

was for, and was advised to seek information from
"that medicated idiot," in the office.

Next time the chemist was in the office, he asked

Mr. Doin about the appliance. "Yes, I was going

to talk with you about those things — it's in your de-

partment, I suppose. The inventor was in here a

few M'ceks ago, and his idea appealed to me. You
see, when hydrogen and oxigen are burned to form
water, the flame is intensely hot : well, this idea is to

in.]'ect a little steam into the fire at its hottest part,

and there the steam is broken up into hydrogen and
oxigen by the heat, passes over the bridge wall, and
being ignited there gives out great heat. It seems
a great idea, but it's difficult to keep the distrilnitor

from lireaking up. I wanted to ask what you as a

chemist can suggest?"
"I would suggest that you lof)k up the conservation

of energy. It takes as much heat to break up the

water into oxigen and hydrogen as is given out when
thev recombine."
The chemist returned to the laboratory and gave

himself up to meditation.

The crowds in a l)adly ventilated hall thought they
were cheering the speaker of the evening; but they
were really applauding the grippe.—Tlie Fidelity
Mutual Life Insurance Company.
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HEAT REGULATOR FOR PAPER MACHINES.

The object of this ]5atent is to ol)taiu an automatic
control of the steam fed into the dryers and hence to

insure the proper degree of dryness in the paper. The
invention is based on the following observation.

For a given quality of paper and a given degree of

dryness there exists a definite relation between the dry-

ness and the length of the paper at a certain point of

its travel through the dryers. If the paper is insuffi-

ciently dried it will be longer, if too dr.y, shorter, than
if it was properly dried. Hence, by a suitable device,

this length may be used to regulate the amount of

steam admitted to the driers.

The cut shows an elevation of the device.

The plate 1 is fastened at a certain point on the

frame of the machine, for instance between the dryers

2 and H. sueli that the paper shall there have acquired

y-'m'Sv'^^''

the desired degree of drj-ness. The arms 4 and 5 carry-

ing the rolls 6 and 7, are placed at a suitable distance

from each other on 1. Five is stationary, but -1 is

pivoted at 8 so that the center of 6 can describe an arc

of a circle about 8 as center with 8-9 as radius, this arc

being limited by the posts 10 and 11.

The sheet, which travels in the direction indicated by
the arrows, limits the distance between 6 and 7, which
distance is a function of the dryness of the paper at the

point under consideration.

On the other hand the displacement of 6 towai'ds 7

is limited by the spring 12, attached at 13, which works
inider compression. It is provided witli suitable means
for the adjustment of the compression.

A two-piece link, 14-15, transmits the displacements

of the arm 4 to the lever 16 which operates the steam

valve 17. The valve should, preferably, be sensitive

;

e.g., a butterfly-valve.

Bj- means of this device the amount of steam ad-

mitted into the machine i.s made dci)endent on the length

of the paper between rolls 6 and 7, and consequently

on the dr^'^less of the paper.

Besides the adjustment of the spring, there is an-

other possible adjustment ; viz., that of the two-piece

link 14-15, which telescopes at 18.

The steam-valve carries an indicator-needle 19

which moves in front of a graduated scale 20.

WAYAGAMACK'S ENGLISH CONNECTIONS.
In the Pulp and Paper Magazine for August 14th

there was an item implying that the Wayagamack
Pulp and Paper Company had opened their own office

in London. This item, it is pointed out by an official

of the company, is likely to give some people the im-
pression that the company has an independent office

in England. It is well known however, among the
trade that the products of the Wayagamack Mill are
being placed on English market through the Cana-
dian Kraft, Limited, whose sole selling agent in Great
Britain is the Hodge-Sherriff Company, Craven House,
Kingsway, London, "W. C. 2.

In the last issue of the Magazine is a statement
from Mr. Hodge regarding the possibilities in Eng-
land, and particularly the lines manufactured by
Wayagamack. These possibilities have already been
referred to iu the editorial columns of this journal
and the situation is evidently appreciated by the
Wayagamack Company, because they are already very
large exporters of their excellent kraft paper. In
fact we have understood that they are not able to
produce sufficient paper at the present time to satisfy
the calls from their representatives on the other side.

In order to indicate how much of an impression has
been made on the English market by the Wa.vagamack
and other Canadian brands of kraft paper, the follow-
ing item is quoted from the World's Paper Trade Re-
view for August 15th. entitled:

Canadian Kraft Paper.
"Last week when writing of the improved qualitv

of kraft paper being produced bv one English mill,

we stated that "oven the Canadian samples lacked
something of the real character."

Mr. W. S. Hodo-e, of the Hodge-Sherriff Company,
agents for Canadian Kraft, Limited, di.stributors of
Wavagamaek Kraft Paper, has called upon us this
week and taken strong exception to our remarks eon-
cerniiiff the character of Canadian kraft paper. We
have inspected samples which Mr. Hodw has handed
to us of the ]\I. O. kraft paper produced at the Waya-
gamack plant at Three Rivers, Quebec, in weights 20
by .30, 171/. ]i)s. to 60 lbs., and the.se samples certainly
prove that at least one Canadian Manufacturer has
nothing to learn from his Scandinavian competitors.
The samples submitted are all that Mr. Hodge claims
for them. The pulp is specially stronc and clean, and
an exeeptionallv high rrlaze is obtained, and the under-
side is .speeiallv smooth and free from grit. We.will-
ir.glv admit that these samples are the equal of any
Scandinavian Kraft Paper and it is a matter of con-
aratulation that such a high quality is being produced
i'l the British Empire.

If the onalitv ha'* evpi- varied from the high srrade
shown us bv IMr, Hodge, that gentleman points out
that such will have been produced during the Great
War. when a large number of Wayasamack's .skilled
workers had enlisted with the Canadian Forces so that
*' " Canadian iramifacturer would for a time natui--
ally be at some disadvantage in competing with a
neutral conntrv.

"

•Translated from La Papeterie, 41. p. 104 ("June 25,

1919) for the Pulp and V:\\wv :Magazine.

E. W. DAWSON WAS ELECTED.
In the report of the meeting of the recent meeting

of the Canadian Paper Trade A.ssociation, it was stated
that C. H. McFarlane was elected second Vice-Presi-
dent. This was incorrect, as Ernest W. Dawson of
W. V. Dawson. Ltd.. was honored with this position.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-14. Microscopical analysis of fibres. (Analyse

niiiTosi'opitiUf dfs liiiics. > Coiiiiit. Keii.l., throng:!! La

Papeterie, 41, 1. May 2'), 191!». p. 30. The composition

of the iodine-sulphnrie aeid reasrent proposed by

Vi'tillard is not satisfactory Dwinfi to iiisnffieipnc'y of

iodine and too hijrli a concentration of snlphnric acid

Pontis proposes the follo\vin<r forninla ; A, iodine soln-

tion made up of~Kl 3 <:., water 100 ^., resnlilimed I in

excess; H=acid solution made up of—C. P. HoSO, (66°

Be) 24 ^., water 16 «., C.P. glycerine (22° Be) 16 s.

The water ami acid are first mixed, and after coolinpr.

the {ilycerine is added with coTitinnons agritation and

eoolinp. The reagent nnist t)e made fresh at least

once a montli. The author recommends first treatnig

the fibres witli alkali, and then with a bleachin? agent

before using the reagent, more satisfactory resnlts be-

ing tluis obtained as the fibres are thus detached from

one anotlier and arc white. Jnte fibres, however, gen-

erally i-cMiaiiied agglomerated.- A.P.

—

C.

A-i4. The strengthening of filter-pap3r by treatment

with nitric acid. ( Hcnt'orccment du papier-filtre par

traiteiuciit a Tacidc nitricpu-.) Clayton Beadle, Ohem.

News, lOlT), through La Pa))eteric, 41, 1, May 25, 1919.

p. 30. Francis (J. Chem. Soc.) was the first to draw

attention to the fact that filter-paper is. greatly

strengthened by treatment with nitric acid of 1.42 sp.

gr. The paper need but be moistened with, or

dipped in, nitric acid, without any special precantions,

then washed and dried. A test strip which, before

treatment, broke nnder a load of 100-150 g., did not

break, after treattnent, nnder a load of 1,-500 g. The

treated filter-paper, when placed in a funnel in the

u.sual manner, can easily withstand the pressure of an

ordinary filter-pnmp. Instead of treating the whole

paper, the point only of the filter need be dipped in

the acid. A very simple method of treatment, due to

E. J. Bevan, consists in ponring a few drops of acid uito

the point of the paper in the funnel, turning rapidly

to spread the acid, and washing ofl" the excess acid.—

A.P.—C.

K-18. Improvsment to paper winders. (Perfectionne-

ment aux bobiueuses ntilisees dans I'indnstrie dn

papier.) Fr. patent No. 479,857. granted to Leon

Thiry, Belginm. La Papeterie, 41, 1, May 25, 1919, p.

11. The patent covers a device whereby the paper

may be wound more or less tight as desired, and at the

same time the winding may be made quite uniform in

spite of the possible irregularities in the paper. This

is obtained by regulating the pressure of the roll of

paper on its supporting rolls. The bearings of the

winder are not fixed, the amount of displacement being

regulated by means of a friction brake. By a very

ingenious device a downward pn ssure may be exerted

on one of the bearings, while an upward pressure is

exerted on the other. A.P.—C.

K-14. Machine for cutting and rewinding paper.

(Machine a eouper et a rebobiner le jiapier, ) Fr.

patent No. 463.440, granted to Papeterie de Nanterre,

Seine, France. La Papeterie, 41, 1, May 25, 1919, p.

7. The distinctive feature of the invention lies in the

fact that the cylinder on which the paper is cut liy

means of the rotary knives is given a slow to-and-fro

cyliiidei- from
'usures a uni-

lougitudinal lunlion. 'I'liis prevents tin

becoming grooved by the knives and
formly clean-cut edge. A.P.—('.

R-2. Contribution to the history of paper-making in

France, (('otilribution a I'liistoire dc la papetei'ic eii

I'^rance. Papeleries de rAugouiiiois. ) Desniarest. La
Papeterie, 41, 1, ]\Iay 25, 1919, j.. 19. Extracts from
the diary of 1'. A. Henry Villa riiiaiii. merchant at An-
gouleme aiui owner of several paper mills. Tlu' diary

was begun in 1764 and linishcd .lnl\' Kith, 1814.

(Cont'd) A.P.-C.
R-2. The French school of papermaking at Gren-

obl/9. (Tj'Ecole h'rancaisc lU' papeterie a flrenoble.)

Barbillion La Papeterie, 41, 1, May 25, 1919, p. 2. A
sketch of the origin, aims, organization and equipment
of the school, followed by a partial list of the work
published and the experiments carried out.—A.P.—C.

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS.
(From La Papeterie.)

Quest.:—T liave ,iust started working as foreman in

a mill making semi-fine papers. I notice that there are

many breaks in the dryers but hardly any at the wet

presses. The tension of the sheet varies astonishingly

at the dryers. There are also many breaks at the cal-

enders. Could somebody tell me what percentage of

broke .should normally occur at the dryers and at the

calenders?

Ans.—To give a satisfactory reply it would be neces-

sary to see the machine nnder working conditions for

some time. Tlie following causes of breaks, however,

are often overlooked. Owing to improper draining of

the condensed steam in the dr.yers the action of the lat-

ter is not uniform and consequently the dryness of the

paper varies. The dryers are sometimes of uneven

thickness, causing uneven drving of tlie paper. There

may be a certain amount of play at the ends of the

drver .ionrnals or in the gears, givinor rise to large vari-

ations in the tension of the paper. If the dryers do not

turn true there will also be a variation in the ten.sion.

Ans. 2 :—The fault lies with the wet press and the

lack of skill or of goodwill of the machine tender. The
pressure should be steady and even on both sides of

the wet press, and there should be a good steady pres-

sure from tliere to the dryers. If you caiuiot iueivase

the pressure slow down the machine.

Ans. :—The dryei's should be closely watched and the

steam pressure adjusted to the quality of paper and
maintained as constant as possible. The dryers .should

be true and parallel. The percentage of broke will vary
according to the composition of the paper, its thick-

ness, and the degree of refining of the pulp. The fol-

lowing mav be considered a good average for printing
paper, rather heavily loaded, and made from chemical
nulp

:

Wet broke at the presses TTsuall.\- insignificant
Broke at the dryers and winder 0.45%
Broke at the cutter 2.00

Broke at the sorting room 5.05

Broke at the calenders 0.50

Total 8.00%
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Percentage of broke according to strength

:

Weight per sq. meter 40 50 60 70 80 'JO 100

% broke 10 9 8 8 7 7 6

(Note by the Editor of La Papeterie—the broke

seems excessive in the sorting room and exceptionally

low at the dryers.)—A.P.O.

WASTE OF CHEMICALS IN PULPING UNBARKED
WOOD BY THE SULPHATE PROCESS.

In the manufacture of sulphite and mechanical pulp,

all bark must be removed from the wood before chip-

ping or grinding since any fragment of bark finding

its way into the pulp nuikes its appearance as minute

black specks in the finished sheet. For soda or sul-

phate pulp, the cleaning is often not so thorough,

since the alkaline digestion tends to de.stroy, tlie bark.

Some mills bark the wood partly or iiot at all in the

manufacture of sulphate pulp.

To determine the amount of chemical required to

pulp unbarked wood, shipments of unbarked short-

leaf yellow pine chips and of clear bark were tested

by the Forest Products Laboratory of the U. S. Forest

Service, at Madison. Wisconsin.

A determination upon a 10-pound sample, showed
that the unbarked chips contained approximately 06

per cent Avood and 4 per cent, bark, on a bone dry
basis. Sulphate pulping trials on clear bark showed
that 2S.fi pounds of caustic soda and 10.fi pounds of

sodium sulphite were required per 100 pounds of bone
dry bark. A yield of 24.9 per cent, of a gelatinous

brownish-black mass, containing pieces of unreduced
bark, was obtained. This material could not be
screened or washed because it clogged the screen

openings. Hand sheets made of it gave physical in-

dications of an extremely hydrated stock, the finished

sheets being hard and parehmentized.

The results indicate that in pulping a ton of wood
(bone dry), consisting of 96 per cent wood and 4 per
cent, bark, 22.9 pounds of caustic soda and 8.5 pounds
of sodium sulphite are needed to reduce the bark. The
pulp produced from the bark is useless and, further-

more, produces a variation in color of the pulp, which
makes it difficult to nuuntain a uniform shade in the
finished paper.—Technical Notes of the F. P. L.

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH OF THE U.S. FOREST
PRODUCTS LABORATORY AND ITS APPLI-
CATION TO NATIONAL FOREST PROBLEMS.

(IJy the Director.)

In years to come our national forests will nuire and
more become the sources of timber .siipply for the wood
using industries. The industrial researches of the

Forest Products' Laboratory have a little-thought-of

but very great and important bearing upon the man-
agement of the national forests, and through them
upon the permanency of the wood using industries.

Each new development has an immediate and definite

reaction upon national forest practice. The whole
forest management policy of the service is directly de-

pendent upon the relative usefulness of the various
available species, and this in the final analysis is deter-

mined by industrial research and application. Further-
more, industrial research may develop new methods of

utilization which may change the relative Tisefulness

of different species, making available for use, species

previously considered unmerchantable.

Again, developments in utilization may affect forest

policy by permitting shorter rotations. Thus, it may
be that the wider use of laminated and built-up con-

struction will make feasible the etficient utilization of

small trees, which will result in cutting the trees at an
earlier age, or, in other words, in shorter rotations. A
reasonable decrease in the length of rotation cuttings
produces a comparatively large increase in the financial

and productive efficiency of the operation.

The industries, in turn, benefit from this research,

not only in the immediate improvement of conditions
and processes, but also in the assurance that, as years
go on, and timber supplies are drawn more and more
from the national forests and other lands under forest

management, the species best adapted to their individ-

ual needs will be available.

The forest service cup-and-gutter system" of turpen-
tine orcharding, developed by research, is a concrete
example of the value of industrial research to the
forest and to a dependent industry. Not only does this

system increase the yield of naval stores, but it also

greatly lessens the injui-y to the trees and reduces the
danger of fire by eliminating a very large percentage
of wind falls in tapped timber. It is a distinct con-
tribution to the permanency of the turpentine indu.stry.

It is evident, therefore, that industrial research in

forest products is essential to the proper management
of the national forests and the jiormanency of the indus-

tries dependent upon them, and that the interests in-

volved are so inter-i-elated that greatest results can be
accomplished only through close contact and intimate
knowledge of forest and industrial problems and con-

ditions.

SUGGESTS BRINGING IN BRITISH CAPITAL.
A recent dispatch from London to the ^lontrcal Star

says

:

"Paper importers here concerned over their inability
to receive an unlimited supply of Canadian pulp.
It is stated that Canadians are sacrificing the
permanent export market to secure present high-
er prices in the United States and it is suggested
to The Star that Briti.sh capital be induced to assist
the extension of Canadian mills, otherwise Britain will
grow to depend upon Newfoundland, where the pulp
areas are being increasingly exploited with British
capital, and South Africa, where experiments are being
made in the manufacture of pulp wattle bark. Scan-
danavia also is making a heavy bid for the recovery
of the former trade in these commodities."

FORESTRY CAR MAKES A HIT.

"Our Railway Exhibition Car," writes Secretary
Black of the Canadian Forestry Association, "is real-

ly making a hit all through Northern Ontario and has
secured as many as one thousand visitors in a single
day.

.
The car especially fitted for the purpose and

contains a multitude of exhibits showing the manu-
facturers of pulp and lumber. It has also a model
forest nursery, model looking towers, telephone
equipment, a working wireless system, a maple sugar
bush, an exhibit of all forest insects and their depreda-
tions. Every eveing a motion picture lecture is given
in a local hall and deals almost entirely with the
importance of the forest industries and the need of
guarding their raw materials."
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Weekly Inventory at Soda and Sulphate

Pulp Mills

Leaky tanks and pipe lint's ;

earoless operation at soda and
lid sluixivcrs from
sulphate pulp mills

are soon (leteeted if a weekly inventory is taken of

.soda in the system. This can lie aeeomplished closely

enou<rh for all practical jjurposes in the following

way

:

Make note of the density and height of liquor in

the various storage tanks at a certain time each week,

prefei'ably during the Sunday shutdown. A table

should be made for each different size of tank, by

which the volume in cubic feet for any height of

liquor may he read. Using the aecompanying graph,

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

determine the amount of soda, figured as Na^.O, by

nndtijilying the pouiul.s of .soda per cubic foot for

the density of liquor in the tank by the volume in

cubic feet. In case of an unusually long shutdown,

correction for tcmpei-alure should In- made.

Three separate curves are given foi- black liquors,

each of which is typical of the liquor obtained from
the pulp wood eoranionly used in the localities iiuli-

cated. The black licpior fi-om the Virginia mill was
obtained from a mixture of scrub, loblolly, and short-

leaf

was )bti

The black li(iu

d fi'Diii material

POUNDS '#*^4 PER CUBIC FOOT

ir from the Texas mill

which was about 50 per

cent slalis and edgings

frmii longlcaf pine and r)()

])er cent, cordwood from

second gi'owth shortleaf

pine. Black liquor from

the Canadian mill was ob-

tained from spruce and

lialsam.

Each mill should deter-

mine the typical curve for

its own black liquor.

The curves for green

liquor and white liquor

will not vaiy much in dif-

ferent mills where the

usual methods of soda re-

covery are used. The

curves for sodium carbon-

ate and caustic soda are

applicable to the liquors

of soda pulp mills. The

curve for sodium sulphate

coincides up to the break

(which is the point of

saturation at 15 degrees)

with the curve for the

black liquor of a Canadian

mill.

Abscissae indicated at

the top of the graph are to

be used with the 'jpecilic

gravity curve iu eonverr-

ing degrees Baurae to

specific gravity. The ab-

scissae to be used for all

the other curves are writ-

ten at the bottom of the

graph as pounds per cubic

foot.—Technical Notes, V.

^. Trust Products Lab-

oratory.
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The Ratcliff Paper Co., Limited, of Toronto, have

started an attractive advertising campaign in the To-

ronto press nnder the heading "Interesting Facts

About Paper."'

Another newspaper merger lias just taken place in

Kitchener. The News-Record Limited, and Rittinger

and Motz, Limited, have merged their businesses, in-

eluding their respective newspapers, the Daily News-
Record and the Ontario Journal, a weekly publication

Each paper will continue to be issued under its own
name. The stock of W. V. LTttley, managing editor of

the News-Record, has been acquired by W. D. Euler,

M.P. for North Waterloo and W. J. Motz of the Jour-

nal, who have a controlling interest in the amalgamated
newspapers.

Georgetown, Ont., which is a bn.sy village with three

paper mills and other industries, has recently passed

the two thousand mark in population and steps are now
being taken toward its incorporation as a town. George-

town is on the G.T.R. and Toronto Suburban railway,

and is supplied with hydro-electric power.

A charter has been granted to National iletal and
Waste, Limited, with headiiuarters in Woodstock, Ont.,

and a capital stock of $40,000 to buy, sell and deal_in

all kinds of merchandise, especially in rags, paper, rub-

ber, etc. Among the incorporators are A. W. Stone,

R. A. Stone, M. Cohen, and A. E. Izzard of Woodstock.

An interesting event took place at the Eglintou Pres-

byterian Church, Toronto, on Sejitember 17. when Miss

Elma Hamilton, second daughter of ^Ir. James Logic,

the widely known paper mills' representative, Toronto,

was married to William C. Doods of Toi'onto, former-

ly of Edinburgh, Scotland.
"

T. n. McDermott, of the Lincoln Papci' Mills Co.,

Toronto, has returned after spending a jileasant holi-

day at Bobcaygeon, where he thoroughly enjoyed the

excellent fishing.

Fred Smith of Smith, Davidson and Wright, Van-

couver, B.C., spent a few days in Toronto calling upon

the trade on his return from attending the annual meet-

ing of the Canadian Paper Trade Association in ^lont-

rcal.

George C. Winlow, of the Canada Pai)er Co.. Toron-

to, who had his ]\IeLaughlin car stolen from a garage

in Toronto last mouth, has finally recovered the lust

property which was left alongside tlie road near Kings-

ton in a badly damaged condition. The ear was miss-

ing for over two weeks.

The Riordon Pulp and Paper Co. are erecting a num-
ber of new workmen's houses at Hawkesbury, Ont., a

contract for thirty having recently been let. Other

houses will be built next year.

The Rolland Paper Co., Limited, of ^Montreal, have

placed two new Canadian paper products on the mai--

ket in Rolland antique linen and Rolland antitpie vel-

lum. P.oth are made on a 20 and 24 pound basis. The
former, which is made in white only, is of pleasing and

distinctive appearance, and is also strong and durable

with a clear, even texture. Both ])ai)ers are suitable for

high class jirinting or lithographing.

The plant of J. Ford & Co., Poi-tneuf, Que., which

was purchased some time ago by Ru-ber-oid Felt Mfg.

Co., Limited, who manufacture roofing, carpet and
building felts, is very busy at present, having a large

number of orders on hand.

The Cai"ter-Crume Co., Ltd., of Toronto, is being

wound up. Some eight years ago this company dis-

posed of its sales book business to the American Sales

Book Co., Limited, and since that time the Carter-

Crume Co. has been a holding company, beina: owner
of the majority of shares in the American Sales Book
Co. These shares will now be distributed to the share-

holders of the Carter-Crume Co. and the latter organ-

ization will go out of existence.

Kinleith Paper Co., Limited, whose mills are at St.

Catharines, and head offices in Toronto, recently held
an election of officers, owing to the death of W. P.

Gundy, President of the company, who passed away
some months ago. H. F. E. Kent, who has been vice-

president, was elected President : H. H. Love, vice-presi-

dent : G. H. Jefferson, secretary, and A. G. Parker,

treasurer.

Charles V. S.vrett, of Toronto, manager of the Vic-

toria Paper and Twine Co., and wife, have returned
from a two months' visit to England, Scotland, Ireland
and Wales. They had a most enjoyable holiday. It is

twenty-five years since Mr. Syrett visited the scenes

of his .vouth in Surrey and Kent counties. While in

England he met A. L. Dawe, secretary of the Canadian
Pulp and Paper Association, who is now on his way
home, and also came in contact with a large number of

other Canadians. Evervwhere he found great interest

manifested in the Dominion and enthusiastic appreci-

ation of the splendid past that Canadians i)layed in the
war.

Hon. W. H. Triggs, who is a member of the New Zea-
land Legislature, and editor of the Christchurch Press,

spent a few da,ys in Toronto last week on his return
after passing four months in the Old Country and the
war areas. He was a spectator at the signing of the
Peace Treaty in the Palace of Versailles.

The many friends of T. H. Watson, of Toronto, are
congratulating him on being elected a director of the
Spanish River Pulp and Paper ^lills, which took place
at the annual meeting held in Toronto last week. Col.
Thomas Gibson, D.S.O., C.M.G., of Toronto, who has
been a director and secretary of the company for some
.vears. has returned from overseas and been appointed
Vice-President along with P. B. W^ilsor of Sault Ste.
Marie. Joseph G. Gibson, of Toronto, who has been
acting secretary for a considerable period, has been
made secretary of the company.

Ellis H. Wilkinson. 76 Bay Street. Toronto, has dis-
tributed interesting souvenirs in the .shape of very ser-
viceable rulers bearing the metric system and "other
data. ]Mr. Wilkinson is the selling agent for water-
proof papers, wrappings, twines and toilet and tissues.

Ross Keane, who was for many years on the .staff of
the Stratford Herald, Stratford, previous to serving
overseas, has rejoined that paper as managing editor,
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and liiis beuouie a director ol" the eoiiipaiiy. Charles

Diii-rmaii. editor of the Herald, has been elected Presi-

dent and Manajring Director.

F. B. Lancaster, who was formerly representative oi

the Canada Pai><'i' Co., Montreal, in the Maritime I'ro-

viiiees, recently rcsi<;ned. and lias formed the :Maritmie

Paper Co with warelionse and head office in Moncton.

The Xashwaak Pulp and Paper Co., of St. Joiin, have

finished their rafting operations on the St. -lohn river

and dnriiiji the past three months about 1-1,000,000 feet

of lotrs were rafted. This includes not only tliis year's

i-ut but some of last year's, which was tied up. The

booms at the mouth of the Xashwaak river have been

closed and a number of the men employed there have

been attached to the crew at work on the new concrete

dam which the comjiany is erectin": at J\Iarysville.

Clarence Hillsmith. of Boston, iiiaiiafrin? director of

the Mattagami Pulp and Paper Co., Smooth Rock

Falls, Ont., was in Toronto recently on business. The

third' digester at the mill is now completed and a new

drying machine will be installed in the near future

when'^the digester will be put in operation. The com-

pany is turning out about ninety tons a day of un-

bleached .sulphite and making heavy shipments, G. "W.

Saundei-s, formerly of the Toronto office, who has been

for some months at Smooth Rock Falls, going there

when the accounting department was removed from To-

ronto, is now the Treasurer of the Company. Several

new water mains have been laid at Smootli Rock Falls

in order to increase the fire protection of the com-

pany's plants.

At the annual assembly of the Soverign Great Pnoi-y,

Knights Templar, which was held last week in St. John,

C. F. ilan.sell of Toronto, who is sales manager of the

Toronto Paper ilfg. Co., was re-elected Grand Treasur-

er, a position which he has filled most acceptably for

many yeai-s. Calgary was selected as tlie next place of

meeting.

The vote on the by-law by the ratepayers of Brock-

ville to purchase a site for $4,500 for the location of the

Brockville Paper Manufacturing Co., was practically

unanimous in favor of the measure, the total vote in

favor of the project being 878. only one being recorded

against. The site will be on Woods property on Park

Street, North, and the paper company will erect a

building, 425 x 65 feet, two stories high with basement.

The new industry will give employment to one hun-

dred and fifty hands when in full operation.

PULP AND PAPER NEWS IN NOVA SCOTIA.

Several mills have changed hands in the Province

during the last year of the War, and .shortly after,

being sold to American and London parties, large con-

cerns with plenty of capital who can afford to pay

for present and prospective enterprises. On the other

hand firms crippled and sufferers from death, priva-

tions and casualties in the war had to pay the price

of sacrifice not only in lives but in material things,

so the fine properties of the Campbell Lumber Com-

pany of "Weymouth passed to the Becker Company,

of London as a result of an understanding Captain

Glidden Campbell, M. C. had with the Becker Company
in London.

Captain Campbell and Mr. Becker met at Halifax

in May and the controlling interest passed to the new
Company.
Beckers of London being a millionaire concern

who. on taking the property over are rebuilding the

mill, repairing dams and cnbirging tlic productive

outfit, making a large outlay. The plant will doubt-

less be a source of prosperity to the surrounding coun-

try in paying large sums of moiu-y for pulp and wood
and timber and increasing exiienditures and jiroduc-

tidii. This concern is tlic largest importer of ground

wood in (ireat Britain.

Tiie increased acreage and the aecpiisition of sev-

eral additional dams which nearly doubled the water

of the mill storage ca])acity, very much enhanced tlu'

capacity and value of the property that was bought

by the Campbells from the Sissiboo Pulp and PajxT

Company, in llt04.

The increased value in stunipage alone is an added

value to the iiroperty, that at the low price at whieli

it changed hands will insure the future of the lu-w

Companx-.. The publication by the Forest Service

Depai-t merit of the increased value of wood shows that

its value has more than doubled siiu-e 1!)05.

In the mill, the special features of the im])ri)veinents

are the removal of old woodwork and the entire east-

ern end of the mill and putting in iron trusses and con-

crete foundations and floors around the grinders. A
new grinder line replaces one of the old sets. The
new building that replaces the old is broader and
higher with more light and better ventilation ;dl of

which tends to insure a higher efficiency and increased

production.

The mill is at the head of tide w'ater and only three

miles from the Company's dock down the river where
vessels of considerable size can load for overseas ports.

Arrangements foi- rail shi])i)nieiits are also convenient.

The engineer and architect who planned and con-

structed the mills in 1912 were both killed in the war
one in Belgium, one in France. Lieut. Kenneth A.

Campbell of the 42iid battalion, fell at the Yimy Ridge
and Lieut. Colin P. Campbell. M. C, after being severe-

ly wounded in 1915 and receiving "multiple wounds"
in 1916. was killed at Passchendaele—both in 1917. So
while they lie where ''the purple poppies grow" their

works do follow them.

If the Pulp and Paper Magazine were an Art Jour-
nal, we should be tempted to publish a picture of the
avenue of maples leading to the Disston saw works.
This kind of practical forestry makes beautiful towns
and also good citizenship.

NORTHERN ONTARIO COMING TO ITS 0"WN.
The rich pulp areas of Northern Ontario and Eastern

Quebec are now much in demand. This is especially

true of that area along the Ontario and Quebec boun-
dary beginning wnth Lake Temiskaming and extending
into the wilds of 'the far north. Options have been se-

cured on several pieces of property for the erection of
large pulp and paper plants. While the silver and gold
interests are marking time owing to the miners' strike

the pulp industry is going ahead. The plant of the
Kipawa Fibre Co. will be in operation, it is expected,
before Christmas and will be turning out about one
hundred tons of bleached sulphite a day. w-hile large
extensions are being made to the Abitibi Power and
Paper Co., which will nearly double the output of news-
print. The development of the Quinze water power at
the head of Lake Temiskaming is under construction
and the plans call for 100,000 hor.se power. Another
11ew project is the harnessing of the outlet of Kipawa
Lake, and it is believed, when this scheme is completed
ii will be rated second only to Niagara.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, September '2.j.—Coiulitions in tlie jwper

liiisiness continue good and there is every indication

that the fall business will be eminently satisfactory.

Newsprint is getting scarcer all the while, and yet some
of the large publishers are adopting an attitude as if

there was no end of the commodity. Press attacks on the

manufacturers have again been launched and the Lau-
rentide Co. has been singled out as a .shining mark. In-

cidentally the impression is conveyed that the Toronto
Times and other papers have gone out of business owing
to the heavy cost of production. Inferentially the liigh

rate for newsprint is referred to as the principal cause
ef the suspensions. It is a pleasant delusion, but one

which was ably answered by Ed. Beck, acting .secretary

of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, in a re-

cent article, which appeared in the Pulp and Paper
Magazine, wherein it was clearly shown that the figui-e

for newsprint had about as much to do with a. few Can-
adian publications droj)ping out of existence as had
the price of gooseberries.

That the Canadian ncwsjjrint jiroducers are taking

care of the wants of publishers in the Dominion when
tj ey could get half as much again for tbeir product sold

in the Dominion if exported acro.ss the line, counts for

naught, and this too, at a time when the trade balance

is sadly adverse so far as Canada is coucerned. How-
ever, the newsprint tangle is going to be straightened

up .some daj' and the law of supply and demand will

prevail without any hampering i-estrictions or petty

regidations. Tliere is no arbitrary supervision of any
other branch of the Canadian paper industry. The re-

sult is that mills are all busy and what is more, many of

them are making extensions in ordei' to take care of ex-

port trade.

A cloud, that is appearing on the hoi-izon so far as

the paper mills are concerned, is the bituminous coal

situation. The miners are demanding a forty per cent

wage increass, a six hour day and five days per week
The outlook for much higher prices will bring home to

many plants the difficidties which thc.y were face to

face with two years ago, when mills got down to only

one and two days' su)i]ily. With higher rates for coal.

wages on the increase and other advances in raw ma-
terials, it looks as if paper is due for a sharp jump in

the not far distant future.

The coating paper industry Ls one of the busiest at

this juncture and one mill is enlarging and will soon run
night and day while another is thinking of doubling its

capacity and has put on two shifts to catch up with the
volume in hand. The mills are importing a great deal
of casein from South America and report that the de-

velopment of the casein industry in Canada has not
been as rapid as was expected a few years ago.

There is a fair demand for pulp wood in Ontario and
one firm, which has handled fifteen thousand cords this

season, reports that the prevailing price in the Parry
Sound district is about nine dollars for rough pulp
wood on board cars and thirteen to fourteen for peeled
wood. In Northern Ontario and Eastern Quebec more
wood than ever will be taken out this fall. There is an
abundance of labor at most centres and while produc-
tion costs will be high, there will be no let uj) in opera-
tions.

Book and writing mills are very busy and everything
betokens that the volume will keep up all the fall. Kraft
is in excellent demand. The .sulpliite pulp situation re-

mains strong. All the printing establishments through-
out the country have been bu.sy with the votei-s' lists

and other jobs and, now that the Victory loan cam-
paign is coming on again, there will be much advertis-
ing in the press. Owing to the Ontario Temperance Act
referendum, which will be voted upon on October 20,
the daily and weekly papers are receiving contracts for
a good deal of space from both the temperance forces
and the Liberty League. There never was as much pa-
pei- u.sed in Canada and the United States as there is

today and this applies to all kinds. Every magazine
that one picks up coutains fully twice the number of
])ages that it did last year, due to the generous amount
of advertising being done, while along comes Sir George
Bury, with an ardent prophecy regarding the immense
future of pidp, not only in the making of paper but in
the matter of creating clothes, dishes, car wheels—in
fact very neai'ly everything we use. Sir George even

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill, NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you hav*

any surplus to

offer write us
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goes so far as to st<ite that pulp will I'v.iiliKiily rnhu'c

the high cost of living.

No bettei- review of general trade eoniUtions, both

lireseut and i)rospeetive, has been presented to the ni-

dustry in the Dominion than was eontained in the an-

nual address of John F. Ellis before the Canadian Pa-

per Trade Association. On the whole he took a eahn

conservative view of things and believed that every job-

ber would have the banner year in liis histoi-y. He did

not think, in view of the increased cost of raw nuiterial,

di.strib\ition and marketing there was any evidence of

a probable decline in prices, but rather of a furtiier

raise, ilr. Ellis does not believe, as some predict, that

there would be any famine in paper, as many new mills

are coming into being and existing ones the maknig

plans for increased production. lie told his hean-rs if

the national debt was to be paid. Canada nnist exijort

more and import less and it is gratifying to thing that

so many jiaper manufacturers in the Dominion are do-

ing their part at the present time to help keep the bal-

anl-e of trade in favor of the Dominion. The imports

of paper in the Dominion have .shown a steady decline

and the exports are revealing gratifying gains. .Mr.

Ellis even went so far as to suggest that the Dominion

Government .should pass a law prohibiting the export

of pulp wood and only the export of the finished article

be permitted.

Recently all records were broken at the newsprint

plant of the Abitibi Power and Paper Co. at Iroquois

Falls, Out., when 247 tons were turned out in one day.

Parts of the new paper making machines are ari-iving

daily at the Falls and, when these are in operation, the

output will be increased by about 170 tons daily, nuik-

ing a total production of over 400 tons daily, which will

make the largest pulp and paper plant under one roof

in the Dominion. A wrapping paper machine will also

be installed in the near future. The foundations for

the new building to house the four new Walmsley Four-

driniers are now under way and will be completed by

the middle of November. The addition which .joins the

new finishing room built last year, is 269 feet long and

156 feet wide, and the concrete foundations are four

feet wide and eleven feet deep. The floor and super-

structure are supported on 112 piers of ^olid concrete,

ten of which will support the new paper machines. The.se

ten are eleven feet deep and have a loading capacity of

163 tons each. They are brought up to within a foot

of the floor and iron columns resting upon them will

be concreted in through the floor to prevent vibration.

Twenty piers with a loading capacity of ninety tons

each will carry the framework and roof of the building,

which will, when finished, form part of the old mill.

The engine and rope drives in the present paper mill

are being duplicated in the addition.

At the National Industrial Conference held in Ottawa

last week Senator Robertson, Chairman of the Confer-

ence and Minister of Labor, complained that the head-

lines in some of the reports of the proceedings appear-

ing in the press were conveying a wrong impression of

the .strife and bitterness exi.sting. The reports them-

selves w-ere very fair and accurate but the captions were

such as to increase the aggressiveness of some agitators.

Senator Robertson stated that it cost the people of Can-

ada $6,200,000 per year to distribute newspapers

throughout the mails and if the people w^ere to pay

these millions for accurate information they should

have it. He asked that the press co-operate to the full-

est extent to tins end.

A Toronto concern is ciivulari/ing the city to tiic

effect that it is prei)ared to buy one thousand tons of

rags and two thousand tons of [)a|)er and books. For

mixed rags one cent per lli. and up is olVered accord-

ing tO(pudity: for tailor dips tlirec cents pci- lli.
; news-

papers and books, bundled, twi-iity-five cents per hun-

dred lbs. and. loose, twenty cents jut liuiidrcil lb->.

NEW YORK MARKETS.

New York. Septendier, 20. -The threatened steel

works strike, sehedided to eonniience lU'Xt Monday,

and the danger of a ticup of the j)rinting industry in

New York City and vicinity by a strike of printers on

October 1st, have caused the demand for paper to

recede to an extent this week, and the market has

not been in quite as lively a condition as recently.

Mills have been little affected, however. As previous-

ly reported, papermaking plants in the Cnited States

are booked so far ahead in orders they could keep

operating at maximum production for possibly two

nu)nths in filling the business already on their ledgers.

The slight decrease in demand during the past several

days therefore has come as a relief to paper manufac-

turers, who have continued to run their machines with

all the speed possible in an effort to make deliveries

on as many orders as they could.

The jobbing trade has been chiefly affected by the

easing up of demand. Printers and other consum-

ers have bought in smaller quantities and have seem-

ed somewhat more cautious about stocking up with

the strike situation staring them in the face. There

is no question that if the printers decide to go out,

their action will cripple the publishing and job print-

ing industry in this eity, for there are not enough
uou-union printers in New Y'ork to enable emploj-ing

printers to wage any sort of a fight against the

strikers. It is likely, however, that if local print

shops are closed down, a large percentage of the print-

ing work usually done here will be taken to other

cities, so that the effect of the strike on the con.sump-

tiou of paper should not be great.

The newsprint situation continties to be nuirked by
strength and activity. Publishers are clamoring for

additional supplies of paper and demand has attained

such proportions that manufacturers simply are not

able to cope with it. As an example of the heavy con-

sumption of newsprint at present, one of the leading

New York morning newspapers last Sunday printed
526 columns of advertising, which it announced was
the largest volume of advertising, it had ever carried

in a single issue and which doubtless is more than any
other newspaper in the United States has ever carried

in one regular issue. Sales of spot lots of newsprint
are frequently reported at prices ranging up to 5.50

cents a pound at the mill, while sheets and side runs
are fetching relatively as high prices in current sales.

Mills making fine papers are reported to be running
full ami to be having little or no trouble in market-
ing all their output. In fact, many writing paper
manufacturers are behind in orders, and considerable

complaint is heard among jobbers over the delay ex-

perienced in obtaining deliveries. Prices on bonds,

linens and ledgers are strong and tending upward.
Wrapping papers are in good demand and mills are

rushed in covering commitments. Quotations are
firm and buyers are readily meeting them in their

anxiety to secure supplies. Consumei-s and dealers

are stocking tip for the pre-holiday trade, wliieh con-
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.litioii ci .tmiM- is creative of a brisk .li'iiiau.l I'm- all

kinds of wrap]iings as well as of tissue pajn'i-.

The book iiaper market reniaius tiriu. ami book

mills are in about the same position as newsprint

plants, most of them being far behind in deliveries

and having their produetion sold for praetieally all

of this year. Publishers are demanding not only

their full eontraet supplies but are plaeing orders for

additional amounts of paper wherever they are able

to do so. 11
The board market has taken on new lite this week.

The strike of paper box workers in New York has

been praetieally settled, and with box factories again

in operation, they are absorbing increasing amounts

of board, so that mills are kept busily engaged m
satisfving the wants of customers. Prices are strong

at a "basis of between J^GO and $65 per ton of plain

chip board.

GROrXl) WOOD.—With available su|)])lies of

and with demand showing steady growth, prices

are working up to levels where they are within

close proximity of record-breaking points. No.

1 spruce pulp freshly ground has sold this week

in quantities ranging around a thousand tons at

a time at $40 per ton at grinding nulls, and

consumers have made little objection to paying tins

high price so long as they received assurance that

dcFiverics would be promptly forthcoming. Jlanufactur-

ers in the trade who in ordinary times arc sellers of

ground wood are now seeking to buy, their require-

ments evidently having assumed such volume that they

are not onlv using all the pulp manufactured by them-

selves but are finding it necessary to buy in the open

market to cover their needs. Dealers report ex-

ceptional difficulty in locating pulp for trading pur-

poses and instances are frequently cited where they

are obliged to turn down bids at high prices owing to

their inability to secure the pulp.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Demand for chemical wood

pulp has eased up to an extent during the course of

the present week, yet the market is attended by a

strong undertone and dealers report that they are

occasioning no great trouble in disposing of all the

supply placed in their hands for sale. Numerous con-

sumers, however, have not inquired as actively as

they have in the recent past, and demand has lacked

that snap that was such a feature of the market for a

time, which would indicate that at least some con-

suming mills have covered their requirements for a

period. Prices are firmly maintained, and producers

of sulphite of newsprint quality are said to be refusing

to contract for pidp for shipment after October Lst

at less than $75 a ton at the pulp mill. Kraft is mov-

ing freely at a basis of around $90. with board mills

absorbing the bulk of supply. Soda pulp is in steady

call and spot lots are selling at as much as 5 cents

per pound at the mill, while the contract basis ranges

about 4.65 cents. Domestic bleached sulphite is in

good demand and offered supplies are light, with

manufacturers of standard quality sulphite quoting

6 cents a pound. Business in foreign pulps continues

to be confined mainly to purchases by consumers in

this coxmtry for shipment from Norway and Sweden.

Prices on the other side remain high, and signs point

to their continuing so.

RAGS.—The rag market exhibits no important
change and business of routine character is passing
at fairly steady prices. Mills are not buying in .the

volume that activity in the new paper market would

sccni to warrant, iJiis apparently being diii' to the fact

that many of them are seeuring ai)preciably large

(juantities of rags from foreign sources which enables

Ihem to keep out of the domestic market to an extent.

Dealers anticipate a market expansion of demand in

the near future owing to the assertions of these mem-
bers of the trade who have been abroad, to the effect

tliat supplies there are diminishing and that only

limited lots of rags can be obtained during the next

few months in Europe. Prices therefore are main-

tained and sellers are not hesitating to turn down
offers at figures which fail to measure u]) to their

ideas of values. On the other hand, sales are report-

ed from time to time at prices a little lower than are

recognized as market quotations, which indicates that

some dealers are moving .stock at concessions.

PAPKK STOCK.— Trading in waste paper during

the current week has been of moderately broad com-
pass and prices with one or two excei)tions have held

steady. Demand has been especially good for sev-

eral grades, including hard white shavings, kraft

paper, white blank news and No. 1 mixed pajier, where-

as soft white shavings, flat stock and folded news-
papers have moved in comparatively small volume.

No. 1 hard white shavings have sold at 5.25 to 5.50

cents a pound f.o.b. New York, and No. 1 packing of

kraft at 3.60 to 3.75 cents. Mixed paper of No. 1

grade has been freely sought by board manufacturers,
who have paid between 85 and 90 cents per hundred
pounds New Y'ork. White blank news has readily

commanded 1.75 cents a pound, the high prices quoted
on this grade being mainly due to the ground wood
situation. Flat stock has continued to ease off in

price and sales of heavy books and magazines have
been noted at 2.25 cents a pound f.o.b. New York,
which figure represents a decline closely approximat-
ing $10 a ton in this kind of paper stock within the

past fortnight. Folded news is (juotable at 95 cents

to $1 per hundred pounds and No. 1 soft white shav-

ings at around 4.25 cents.

BAGGING AND ROPE.—Demand from consuming
sources for old rope continues active and prices are

well maintained at a basis of between 6.25 and 6.50

cents per pound New Y'ork for manila rope in No. 1

condition. Dealers have numerous unfilled orders on

their books and are shipping out supplies as soon as

they become available. Old bagging, on the other

hand, is in rather quiet demand. Important con-

sumers evince a lack of interest in offerings and prices

remain on a relatively low level of 5 cents, or a shade
higher, for No. 1 scrap bagging. Indications are that
arrivals of foreign rope are light, wliile considerable
quantities of bagging are being received, which prob-
ably accounts for the brisk demand in the domestic
market for the former material and the dullness
characterizing the latter.

NEWS FROM FRANCE.
Becker & Co., the well-known English firm, have

changed their Paris hou.se from "The French Paper-
stock Co." into "Soeiete Anonyme Franeaise des Pates
a Papiers, Becker & Co." It has been put in charge
of Mr. Pierre A. Barbou, who made himself an enviable
reputation in the P'rench air service. He was made
Chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur and won the Croix
de Guerre with four "palmes.

"

Messrs. Alexander Jacob & Co. of London, England,
dealers in old paper, have opened an office in Paris
under the management of Mr. David Levy.—From La
Papeterie.
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HOOVER PROCESS

SyLPHAK or ALUMINA
Specially manufactured for use in paper mills

making all grades of paper, excepting the high grade

whites and delicate tints.

SOME OF OUR U.SKR.S:

Chas Boldt Paper Mills, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Colin Gardner Paper Co., Middletown, O.

Auglaize Box Board Co., St. Marys, Ohio.

Marion Paper Co Marion, Indiana.

Burnias Paper Co., . . West Dudley, Mass.

Aldrich Paper Co., . . Natural_Dam, \.Y.

Arrangements can be made to manufacture at

the mill, for large users.

The Hoover Company, Limited

1011 New Birks Building, MONTREAL, Que.

Sole Agents and Owners of Process

in Canada.

SCRAP !?S,
STEEL

chinery Ra
& METALS
ils Motors. Etc.

LAXER DEITCHER&CO. ||

726 POWER BU ILDl.NG

83 CRAIG STREET WEST, MONTREAL

QRINDERSIMIS

PAPER FROM WASTE.

Till- maiiulacture of |>iil|i iiiiil paper from woud is

an iiulustry which has proved itself stable and of

iiu-reasiiiir mag:nitiide for a number of years, accord-

iiif,' to \V. B. Campbell. I>. Se., in a eireular on "Chem-
ieal .Methods of rtili/in-;- Wood Wastes,'" issued by

tlu' Forestry Hraueh, Department of the Interior.

Almost every kind of wood lias beeu proved suitable

for the manufacture of sonu' form of paper, but there

are considerations affeetin^r the use of each kind

w hieli must always be observed. Most of the pulp is

made from the wood cut esi)eeially for the purpose,

but almost any wood can be used, provided that it

is reas()nal)ly free from dirt, knots, and bark, or that

these can be easily removed from it

The advantages of waste wood are, of course, its

I'lieaiuiess and its tpianlity. There are several disad-

vantages; it is usually green and full of water, has a

large percentage of bark, and comes in irregular shape.

Shavings are rather better for the purpose, and, if

in sufficient quantity, make very good raw material.

Another point to be taken care of in using waste

material such as this is to use tlu' raw material of only

one species, or at least s|)ecies sufficiently alike that

they may respond to the same treatment. For instance,

on account of the relatively large content of resin in

longleaf pine, it would not do to treat this in the same
way as spruce. Neither will it be satisfactory to work
hard and soft woods together, in any one treatment,

though any of these can be worked satisfactorily if

kept separate. The process to be used will depend
chiefly on thf raw iiiaterial at hand, and on the market
for any ])arricnlar variety of pulj).
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ENGINEERING AND MACHINE WORKS OF CANADA

ST. CATH.4R1NES, ONT.

LIMITED
Fastern Sales Office: Hall Machinery Co., Sherbrooke, Que
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I EDITORIAL
I

OVER THE FENCE.

Olio of England's greatest poets wrote,

—

"There was a man in our town and he was wondrous wise,
He jumped into a bramble bush and scratched out both

his eyes."

It is further related that this remarkable individual

( iicouiitered the bush a secoud time aud in some miraeu-

hms fashiou regained his eyesight. In the United States

and in England at the present time several Imndred

thousand workmen ai'e idle. They have struck. They

have stated their grievances and their demands. Un-

der some circumstances, and if made in another fashion,

it is po.ssible that their demands would have been re-

ceived in a different manner. Under the circumstances

of the world at the present time the general public,

which is usually the part most affected by labor dis-

turbances, is most interested in seeing goods produced

with the greatest regularity aiul at the lowest price con-

sistent with fairness to all i)arties concerned with their

production, distribution and consumption. The gen-

eral public has suffered from a number of disturbances

for which it has been in no waj' responsible and is ap-

parently getting tired of being held up so often be-

cause one or another of the numerically smaller por-

tions of the population has the power and the oppor-

tunity to do so.

It looks as if the general i)ublic has come to the con-

clusion that differences of opinion as to who shall be

boss in this or that factory is a matter for the manage-

ment aud men of the plant to decide and that the peo-

ple generally are not intei'ested in minor matters of

policy and do not intend to suffer from family squab-

bles in this or that industry. Where a distinct injus-

tice is being done, the conscience of an English-speak-

ing nation or community can be appealed to and con-

fidentl.y relied on to see that justice is done. An occa-

sionally isolated instance of mob rule will break out,

but such explosions are not representative of the atti-

tude of any English speaking cotintry and revolutions,

whether industrial, social or political, are not neeessaiy

to obtain justice for anybody, either as an individual or

as a class.

From the attitude of the public in certain cities and

with the feeling of the population at large, it seems

quite evident that there is a limit to public patience

and the public sympathy, that there is a bigger thing

than the advantage of a single group and that the

movement or the policy that counts is the desire to ad-

vance the cause of the people and not to promote the

selfish advantage of this or that group of individuals.

There has of late been a decided tendency for the

management and the workmen in industrial life to ap-

preciate each others problems, responsibilities and obli-

gations and there has been at the same time an apparent
tendency for a portion of the community to desire to

impose on the people generally the granting of certain

special privileges and advantages without getting any
return in the form of an acceptance and acknowledge-
ment of the necessary stabilizing assumption of obli-

gations and responsibilities. Until each person individ-

ually, or as an organization, accepts and honors his re-

sponsibility to the community it will be difficult to

arouse any great sympathy in the heart of the pub-
lic or to enlist the support of the people in a demand
for that which is not for the public good. The time is

passed when the life and health of women and children

can be exploited in an English speaking country to fat-

ten the income of the employer. The time is here when
unsanitary conditioiLS and harmful hours of labor will

no longer be tolerated. Public opinion is opposed to

these things. But the time has not come when the peo-

ple of this or any other country, except possibly Russia,

expect something for nothing. Nor are they ready to

pass laws requiring themselves to pay for something
tlicy don't get. God gave man brains and strength to

use. P.oth must be usefully employed. There is harm
in overwork, but more harm in idleness, which the pub
lie pays for.

TURNING DOWN ORDERS.
Almost from the outbreak of the war there has been

an increasing effort to induce Canadian manufacturers
to take part in the excellent trade possibilities with
Great Britain and other countries in which Canadian
goods might find an export market. There is no doubt
of the existence of such a market nor of the favor with
which Canadian goods have been received by customers
across the seas. Firms that have endeavoured to place

satisfactory goods at a satisfactory price havtj not only
had no difficulty in doing so, but in most cases have
been overwhelmed with opportunities.

When domestic demand and the market in the

United States failed to absorb quite all of our product
there was a decided effoi-t to attract the' attention of

foreign customers and to get their good will. The situ-

ation in Great Britain has been one in which Canadians
have naturally been especially interested. During the
war it was practically impossible to ship even the goods
that were available for export, partly because of the
lack of shipping and partly because of import restrie-

tioiLS. While these have been handicaps in the British
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market, tlu-re has beeu a lairly steady demaud for uear-

ly all grades of Canadian made papers iu the United

States and other eoiintries which could be reached, a'

thoiijrli with more or less difficulty.

AVitli the sifrninfr of the armistice caiue the announce

ment of the British policy of "Empire preference" and

Canadian pulp and paper mills were placed in a vcr\

favorabK' position for disposing of all the jiroduct they.

could spare for export and the demand then was by no

means satisfied. A number of Canadian mills have t s-

tablLshed themselves iu the Briti.sh market, either

through their own organizations or by making connec-

tions with British concerns.

Everything has been apparently moving along

smoothly to the obvious advantage of the Canadian

manufacturer until the recent change of policy on thr

otiier side which opened tiie doors of British markets

to anybody who would come in and thus removed the

preferential advantage that Canada had begun to en-

joy as a part of the Empire.

It is not within our province to discuss the propriet\

of this change of policy on tiie part of the London Gov-

ernment but the change seems to be having an effect

on oiir relations with cu.stomers iu the Old Country.

We occasionally hear rumours of firms that have made

arrangements for dealing with English houses and are

not giving good service. The customers have come

to rely on the Canadian producer for certain goods in-

quired. Hut either because of the change in internation-

al trade relationships, due to the withdrawal of the pre-

ference idea, or for other rea.sous, the producer has

either come up against competition that he did not ex-

pect and consequently has not found quite so much
velvet in his path, or, due to an increasing home de-

mand feels more independent of the foreign market.

It seems that some mills, having found themselves in

the apparently fortunate position of receiving more or-

ders than they could fill have a.ssumed a patronizing

attitude toward some of their customers and this feel-

ing seems to be resented.

After having made connections and allowing the cus-

tomer to assume that he would be provided with mater-

ial, it is very uniortivnate that any mill should consider

itself not bound by strict moral obligation to carry on

and see the agreement or iiuderstanding through to the

finish. Disappointments caused by this flitting about

like a bee from flower to flower where the honey is

easiest to get is not only demoralizing to the relation-

ships at home in the industry, but it puts our country

in a very unfortunate position in the eyes of our neigh-

bours and our foreign customei-s. '"British" has always

stood for the highest quality of honor iu all relations,

and "Canadian," both because of our hereditary con-

nections -with the Old Country and the traditions that

are growing up with this new nation, .should demand
and get from everyone who does business \inder the

name of Canada the strictest observance of the small-

est point of business etiquette as well as the complete

fulfilment of every obligation of iiusiness iionor. There

<an be no excuse for a firm turning down a customer

who has been accepted in good faith any mor.- than there

is au exciLse for going back on a friend. If tlic trouble

lies with accepting more business than can possibly be

handled or trying to pla.v both ends of the game, the'i

the concern that acts in this wa.v is not truly repre-

>entative of our Canadian industry. AVc arc sure that

most of our mills would rather go out of business than

fail to keep an agreement and if there is any tendency

on the part of any mill (and we hope there is not) to

act in a double-faced manner we trust that such a mill

will see the error of its way and that our friends m ross

the .sea will not consider them a.s tyi)ical of our iiulus-

trv.

FII1I-: i'h'i:vi:.\rioN day.

Fire losses in Canada during 1918 amounted to over

Xiiieteeu Millinn DoUars. Isn't that a shamefid record?

-Most of these losses would have been prevented by a

little care in using fire and in keeping rubbish away

from buildings. October 9th is Fire Prevention Day.

Let's make it the beginning of an era of great improve-

ment in this regard.

COBWEBS.
A. L. Dawe is back from England. In welcoming

Mr. Dawe home to his friends and his work we would

add a word of appreciation for the capable manner in

which Mr. Beck has temporarily filled the position of

Secretary of the Canadian Pulp and Paper A.ssociation.

The next question is, what shall we do with all the

daylight we have saved, now that the Daylight Saving

Act is about to fade into twilight ? The best suggestion

we have to offer is to put the equivalent into Victory

Loan bonds. They will brighten many years.

Talk of a pulp and paper industry in Alaska is heard

again. The latest difficulty mentioned is that timber

and water power rights are not .sufficiently stable nor

long-lived to warrant investment iu a long time project.

One of the advantages of establishing the industry in

south-eastern Alaska is the chance for return eargo<'s

to American ports.

The Paper Mill Superintendents' Association has

made a fine beginning. Sectional meetings have been

held by the ^Michigan and "Wisconsin divisions, and a

general meetiug is being planned for Chicago in the

near future. Those who have had the pleasure of at-

tending a meeting of the new association are struck

with the enthusiasm shown. "We hope it is not the kind

that wears off. Proceedings of the meetings are pub-

lished in "The Pajx'r Industry", of Chicago, of which

Peter J. Massey. -secretary of the Association, is editor.
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The Efficiency of the News-print Splice
By L. N. Seaman.

Forest Products' Laboratories of Canada.

Great inconvenience and annoyance are caused in

the press room by the breakage of news-print paper at
or near the splices made at the p3per mills during
manufacture, and the foremen of the news-print mills
are in turn worried by repeated complaints from the
printers that the paper supplied to them does not hold
at the splices. These breaks cause loss of material and
of time which represent an appreciable item in the ex-
pense of production of newspapers.

With the object of finding: a way to improve these
conditions, an investig-ation into the efficiency of news-
print splices was undertaken at the Forest Products'
Laboratories of Canada. The information sought can
be divided into three classes: first, has the tissue used
to make the splices sufficient adhesive streng:th for the

l)urpose; second, at what temperature will the iron

used for pressing out the splices give the best results;

and third, can the same strength per inch be obtained
in a splice which extends across a wide sheet of paper
as would be indicated by tests of narrow strips cut
from the same splice?

Actual methods and conditions were studied l)otli in

the press room ami the paper mills, and a number of

specimens obtained, those from the press room being
taken from paper rolls that had t)roken in the press at

or near the splice, and those from the mills i'vom

splices made in the ordinary way.

A machine was then designed and built for testing

imrrow specimens cut from the splices to be examined.
This machine is illustrated in Fig. 1. The test strip,

one inch wide, is supported by a spring balance of

special design, and in turn supjiorts a snuiil vessel into

which shot is allowed to run from a funnel at a prac-

tically constant rate. As the quantity of shot in this

vessel increases the balance is extended till the weight
is sufficient to break the specimen, when a ratchet de-

vice on the balance holds it extended at the point

reached at the moment of fracture. By deducting from
this reading- of the balance the i-eading to which it re-

turns when the ratchet is i-eleased, the actual break-

ing stress exerted on the specimen is obtained.

A number of strips one inch wide were tested in this

way, the material being taken from the samples ob-

tained from news-print mills and from printing offices.

It was found that the splices held in every case—the

paper itself bi-eaking. Following these tests a large

number of specimens were prepared at these labora-

tories in order to investigate the various influences af-

fecting the efficiency of the splices.

As it seemed that the probable average pressure used

in making the splices commercially was about thirty-

five pounds, an ordinary pressing iron as used by
tailors was weighted with lead to that extent, and in

order to study the effects of various temperatures the

iron was fitted with a thermometer-well in which a

thermometer stood in a mercury bath. The device is

shown in Pig. 2. With this, splices were made at

temperatures varying from 50° C. to 200° C. and with

splicing tape % of an inch, and 1 inch wide. The

average results are shown in the following table and

])lotted graphically in Fig. 4.

Fig. 1

Breaking Load, 1 Inch Strips.

In n On
•"•i in. On 1 in.

Temjie •ature tissue tissue Remarks.
50° ('. Splices did not 1 old.

60° C. 7.94 lbs Paper held up to

age load of 8

aver-

5 lbs.

70° c. 6.37 lbs. 8.06
" Paper hekl up to aver-

age load of 9.03 lbs.

SO" ('. 9.25
"

8.37
"

All splices held,

breaking.

paper

90° ('. 9.25
'

9.19
•'

All splices held,

breaking.

l)aper

100° c. 8.25
"

8.37
•• "

110° c. 8.87
"

8.31
"

120° c. 9.12
'•

8.00
" "- " " "

130° c. 9.94
•'

9.87
• " " "

140° c. 9.44
•' 9.06

" " " "

150° c. 8.00
••

9.31
'• " " "

160° c. 7.12
"

7.69
" " " "

170° c. 7.87 '•• 7.50
•• •'

200 ('. 7.75
"

7.37
" "

From these results, it would appear, first, that at

suitable temperatures of the iron u.sed in making the

splice the adhesive strength of the tissue is ample for

the purpose, and second, that the best results .are ob-

tained at about 130° C. (or about 266° F.j. If the iron

is allowed to get below about 100° C. there is a prob-

ability of the splice failing to hold, while with tem-

peratures above 140° C. the strength of the paper near

the splice seems to be impaired.
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A number of tests were then made on spliees twelve

inches wide made at 100° C. with tissue V^ in., -^ in.

and 1 in. wide, respectively. The tests were made in

a Roudet-Schor Textile Testing Machine with special

jrrips as illustrated in Figr. 3. Half of these splices

were made by movin<r the iron l)a<'k and forth alonjr

the splice in the ordinary way. and the remainder by

allowinfr the iron to remain stationary on the splice

for about ten .seconds. The followinjx avcrajre results

were obtained

:

Fi.

Stationary

iron

Moving

% of average
strength shown

Load per by tests of one
inch, inch specimens.

6.70

Width of Breaking
tissue. load.

Vo in. 80.25 lbs.

% " 86.42
"

7.20

1 " 83.55
"

7.00

Va " 87.74
"

7.30

i-
%" 86.42

"
7.20

J
1 " 89.94

''
7.50

In every ease the paper broke along a line from three

to five inches from the splice.

These results indicate that the

injr the iron along the paper are

10

87%
84%

87%
90%

spliees made by slid-

at least as strong as

those made xvitli a stationary iron, and that the total

strength of a wide splice is in the neighborhood of 129(

less than that indicated by tests of narrow specimens,
and this difference is probably due to strains set up

Fig. 3.

I.
g

-65

S

Q- 4

PouiD Of faLUiTOC^pl^^ orPape*-} 1 unchTu'J.su*

FbLnt-of fdau.r&CSpUo& or fepcr) i uichTi..ssu^

&pcr where spltce. -fiauLed-

Rapcr where SpLtjce. CiLLcd-.

Average strength of Pjper.

Project- 21

Vc^rccs, Ctntogradjc

.

ag.4.

Fig. 4.
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ill the paper by unavoidable uneveiiiiesses in the splice.

For this reason rolls containing' one or more splices

should be "flagged" at the splices as an indication to

the operator to run his press a little more slowly at

these portions of the roll to avoid the danger of a

break. At the same time it is evident that carefully

made splices, with irons at the proper temperature, will

overcome the greater part of the difficulty.

All the above tests were made using ordinary news-

print paper. Further tests were made using stronger

paper to determine whether the tissue used possessed

a considerable reserve of adhesive strength beyond that

necessary for splicing news-print. Several of the

stronger grades of paper were experimented with, in-

cluding Kraft paper and Whatman's drawing paper,

but none was found strong enough to cause the splice

to part, the paper breaking in every case. Some tests

were made using Whatman's drawing paper and tissue

that had "aged" till it was difficult to get it into place

without crumbling to pieces, but even with this the

splices made with an iron at 130° C. held strongly

enough to break the paper in most eases.

The following conclusions are drawn from these in-

vestigations, though it must be borne in mind that the

number of tests was necessarily rather small.

1. The adhesive strength of the tissue, used with an

iron at a suitable temperature, is ample for making
splices in newsprint paper.

2. The best temperature at which to keep the iron

is about 130° C.

3. Splices should be "flagged." though careful

manipulation and correct iron temiierature remove

practically all danger of a break at the splice.

4. The most general causes of breakage of newsprint

paper in the pre.ss at or near the splices are careless

manipulation on the part of employees who make the

splices, and unsuitable iron temperatures.

The writer's thanks are extended to Capt. E. P.

Cameron for advice and assistance in these investiga-

tions, to the Spanish River Pulp and Paper ^lills of

Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario, and to the Bemis Manufactur-

ing Associates of Watertown, Mass., for material sup-

plied by them.

Mr. Worth did not exaggerate any when he said. "A
man is a damn fool to get hurt." It isn't necessary

any more. A foreman who orders a man to take risks

should be fired.

PULP COMPANY IN LABRADOR.
Annapolis, N. S.—Announcement was made here

that Captain Daniel Owen, who has just returned from
the successful Labrador aerial expedition is to leave
Annapolis to assume the presidency of two large com-
panies now being formed. The first company, with a
capital of a million dollars is to be a securities com-
pany dealings in industrials, and is to have offices in

all principal Canadian and American cities. The
second company, which is also to be headed by Captain
Owen, and which will develop the pulp areas recently
explored in Labrador, will have a capital of ten million

dollars. Capt. Owen, who before going on active serv-

ice, was practising law in Annapolis, expects to be de-
mobilized in a few days, and will then proceed to Bos-
ton where the executive offices of both companies will

be located, although both companies will have Can-
adian charters. It was learned from Capt Owen that a

large Boston banking s.yndicate headed by the Greene
interests, is behind this project, and that already
tentative plans had been made for the financing of

several important Canadian industrials within the next
two or three years. An office will be opened in Halifax
in the course of a couple of months, and piTsent plans
call for the opening of twenty offices in Canada and the

United States before the end of the year. In speaking
of the Labrador Pulp Company Captain Owen said that

this was unquestionably one of the finest pulp prop-

erties in the world for not only are the million and a

half acres owned by the company exceptionally heavily

covered with spruce, but the property is magnificently

watered by several rivers running the entire length of

the property. As a result logging and driving the

large pulp mills that are contemplated will be very
easy. The new company will have their own fleet of

steamers, and expect to commence active operations

early next spring.

WRAPPING PAPER WEIGHED WITH FOOD COSTS
$100 FINE.

Wrapping pa])er,at 33 cents a poimd is not a suffi-

ciently nourishing food product. Judge G. B. Holmes
decided in Chicago last week. He imposed a fine of

$100 and costs on E. G. Shinner & Co. for including

the wrapping paper while weighing a .slab of bacon.

"The people of Chicago pay $2,000,000 a year for

wrapping paper," City Sealer Morris Eller, complain-

ing witness, said. "This money ought to go for food."

PULP AND PAPER SECURITIES ISSUED IN 1919.

During the past year there has been great activity in the financing of sound pulp and paper projects.

Some of these have been consolidation or refunding issues and some have been new issues for new mills or

extensions. The place that the industry now holds inthe commercial and financial life of Canada will make

these data of general interest. Through the courtesy of the Royal Securities Corporation of Montreal, the

following list has been prepared.

COMPANY.

Riordon Pulp &: Paper Co. .

.

Mattagami Pulp cS: Paper Co.'

"Whalen-Pulp & Paper Mills.. 6

Donnacona Paper Co 6

Fra.ser Companies, Limited.. 6

Brompton Pulp & Paper Co.. 6

Howard Smith Paper Mills.. 6

Clarke Bros 7

DESCRIPTION

6^r General Mort. Bond

ISSUED . YIELD
AMOUNT PRICE (about)

f97and 15% bonus^
ISSUED BY.

T/c Convertible Mort De-
benture Stock.

6':;; First and Refunding
Mortgage Bonds.

First Mortgage Bonds,
First Mortgage Bonds
Consolid'd Mort .Bonds. 1.000.000

First Mortgage Bonds.
First Mortgage Bonds

Saguenay Power & Paper Co. 6 '/*'-; Collat'l Trust Bonds.

f4.000.000 .J
of Kipawa Ci

1
Stock.

om- ].

1

6.40 Royal Securities Corp.

2.000.000 94 7.50 Royal Securities Corp.

1.500.000 Serial 6.75 Royal Securities Corp.

1.750.000 96 »^ G.30 Royal Securities Corp.

2.000,000 Serial 6.40 Royal Securities Corp.

1.000.000 91 6.75 Royal Securities Corp.

800,000 93 6.75 Nesbit. Thompson & Co.

875.000 100;and 20'; bonus 7.00 John Stark & Co.

of common! stock

5,500,000 100 6.50 A Montreal Syndicate.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
(From Our London Correspondent.)

London, 18th September, llUlt.

Tliere is not nuieh to report as regards new features

in the pulp and paper eireles of the United Kingdom.

The holiday .season is on and things have fallen flat.

In the paper market prices show no change and the re-

cent advance in (piotations for printing papers and

writing jiapei-s has not been eased in any way. Mills,

however, are kept busy on their contracts and orders for

the export trade, and considerable attention is being

paid to the re-opening of business in the colonies and

Dominions overseas. So far only one steamer has left

Ciermany for England ; the cargo did not include pa-

per and pulp. One would e.xpect that paper at all

events would find its way into the cargo, but there was

no sueee-ss on tliis occasion. From all accounts that

reach me the Germans seem to be having a good time

in their publishing houses. I am told by one who re-

cently returned to London that there is plenty of paper

of all kinds, so much so that the juiblishing houses can

place books in paper covers on the market cheaper than

English houses can sell. The war certainly wakened

the Germans as to the value of their paper industry for

clothes and sand bags. I have just in.spected a bed-sheet

which can be purchased in Berlin for 40 marks and one

would have to look at it twice before diseoverins' that

it was made of paper.

Talli of II Boom.

There is a lot of talk now about a boom in paper, but

1 am ratlier reluctant in going so far as to sa.v there

is a boom, or that there is likely to be one in the near

future. The British mills have not yet got to the

speeding-up point and it will be .some time before they

reach their capacity for fullest output. It is true that

pulps are finding their way in large quantities into the

mills, but that does not say that the machinery is

swallowing up all that arrives. It is usual at this time

of the year for millowners to prepare themselves for

winter supplies and surplus stocks to cover emergen-

cies, and what is arriving now in pulp cargoes is mere-

ly consignments on recent contracts entered into. Look
ahead and there is every opportunity for a boom in the

paper industry, but in the unsettled state of the Euro-
pean questions not yet adjusted it is greatly to be fear-

ed that booms in trade are hanging in the balance.

Shipping retards it also and prices are so varied that

consumers are out for the cheapest market. Indeed,

there is a tendency nowadays to look for the cheapest

article. From what I can gather mill owners are or-

ganizing their overseas trade now and when that is com-
pleted and a sharper demand comes in the home mar-
ket we may look out for booms.

The Worker's Point of View.

The secretary of the Amalgamated Society of Paper-

makers, Mr. W. Dyson, a man who Ls highly respected

from an emploj'crs point of view, in his quarterly re-

port has something to say on the outlook of British

mills. "We may rest assured," he says, "that what-

ever may be our opinions on over-production in normal
times there can be no possible chance of us suffering

from the effects of over-production for many genera-

tions to come. It is only by production, and constantly

increasing production that we can hope to regain our

export trade, and therby seeiu-e and pay for the imports

of those commodities of 'which we are so mueli in need,

and bring prices down." That is one of the opinions of

the secretary of a society which has a membership of

2,723 workers. It is not a firebrand society, but one tiiaf

is respected.

Uritish Mill.s Musi Be I'p-fo-Ihitc.

.Mr. Dyson throws out some nu)re hints, which are

interesting, and it is quite evident he has good ground
to stand on. He says: "We would at the same time

point out that the onus of increasing i)roductioii docs

not rest entirely with the worker; the employer naist

shoulder his share of the responsibility. So far as the

paper trade is concerned, it is a well-known fact that

there is room for great improvement in the equipment
of many mills in this country. There can be very little,

if any, excuse for allowing this to continue. These mills

must be brought ui)-to-date, or the.v must be eventual-

ly crushed out of existence. We have in this country
the finest engineers in the world." Mr. Dyson here

drops a bombshell on some mills. "On the captains of

our industry we make no comments. The mills name
the men. Our skilled and semi-skilled paper mill work-
ers have few, if any equals, certainly no superioi-s.

Provide the latter with the latest prod\ietion of the for-

mer coui)led with fair and reasonable conditions of

labor and rennineration. Given these conditions we feel

sure the workers will recijirocate and thei'c need not be

any fear as to the future of British paper trade." Here
we have a statement, from on? who knows, that sonu' of

the British mills are out of date, and add to this draw-
back a working week of 44 hours, instead of 66 and 72

hours as fonnerly, it can be .seen that the British mills

have not yet reached a position to create a boom or

even meet a very great rush on the exjiort trade.

Material Markets.

Sulphite is in fair demand and inciuiries for future

deliveries are numerous. Prices at present remains
unchanged. Business in moist ground wood is steady

and quotations firm.

Chemicals continue to be in good demand—particu-

larly .sulphur. Caustic soda and bleaching powder
prices are inclined to stiffen.

Mineral fillings are slightly dearer and the demand,
particularly for china clay, is good compared with
June and July.

About 4,842 tons of moist ground wood has been de-

livered here from Canada.
There is a proposal now on foot to use army motors

to alleviate the congestion at the docks.

Dockers have struck at Grimsby and Inningham
docks, but the trouble only lasted a few days.

Catwda's Ambition.

"Now that the war is over Canada feels that her

efforts should be devoted to the development of a lar-

ger interchange of trade with the mother country. Can-
ada not only seeks to find markets in Europe, more es-

pecially in the L^nited Kingdom, but .she has consider-

able markets to offer British manufacturers." So
writes ]Mr. Lloyd Harris to Sir Horace ilarshall, the

Lord ^layor of London, who is a paper consumer him-

self. Mr. Dawe has "had a go" at the London and i)ro-

\'incial pulp consumers and paper men.

Facts cannot be driven home too strongly to the Brit-

ish manufacturer and consiimer. We want a trade de-

veloped with Canada, in paper and pulp, on a greater

scale than we have developed the trade in wool between

Australia and New Zealand—and that is no small im-

port in these islands since 1900.
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Pulping Quality of American Woods
By Otto Kress, Sidney D. Wells, and Vance P. Edwards.

Fdivst I'l-ddiicts Laboratory, ilatlisoii, Wis.

{Continued frum Last Issue.)

NOBLE FIR—Abies nobilLs. Wt. 22 lb. Fibre .

Range—Wa.shingtou (coast mountains in southwest-

ern part of state; OljTupic Mountains on Solchis

river; from Mount Baker southward in the Cas-

cade Mountains) to Oregon (Browder Ridge on

head waters of jMcKinzie river in Lane County).

Range at present but littk' known.
Common Names—Red Fir (Oreg.) ; "Larch" (Oreg.

lumbermen) ; Noble Fir (Oreg.) ; Big tree; PVatlier

Cone Red Fir (Cal. lit.) ; Noble or Bracted Red Fir

(Cal. lit.) ; Tuck Tuck (Pacific Indians).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,010 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped—fail' strength—excellent color.

Possible Uses—As a substitute for wliite spruee.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,080 lb.

Character—Good quality of strong jiulp.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruee.

Mechaiiical Pulp
Yield 1,920 lb.

Character—Very long strong fibre—good color.

Possible Uses.—Sanu> as white s])ruce.

RED FIR—Abies magnifica. Wt. 23 11). Fibie .

Banf/e—Southern Oregon (Cascade Mts.) and Cali-

fornia (Mount Shasta and along the western slopes

of Sierra Nevada Mountains).

Common Names—Red Fir (Cal.); California Red-
bark Fir (Cal.); Magnificent. Fir (Cal. lit.); Cali-

fornia Red Fir (Cal. lit.); (ioblcn Fii- (Cal. lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,080 lb. A little hard to bleach.

Easily pulped—good strength—fair color.

Possible Uses—As a sui)stitute for wiiite sprui-c

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,150 lb.

Character

—

(iooil strong filu-c.

Possible Uses—Same us white spi'uce.

Mechanieal Pulp
Yield 1,915 11).

Charactei'—Pinkish color—fair strength.

Possible Uses—As a substitute for white sjji'uce.

-Abit Wt. 22 II Kii)n

to soutliern

Xorthern

and T'tah

WIIITE FIR
m.m.

Range—Oregon (Siskiyou mountain
California (San Bernai'diiio County)

Arizona and New Mexico to Colorado

(Wasatch mountains).

Common Names—^W^hite Fir (Cal., Idaho, LTtah.

Colo.) : Balsam Fir (Cal., Idaho, Colo.) ; Silver Fir

(Cal.); Balsam (Cal.); White Balsam (Utah):

Ba.stard Pine (Utah) ; Balsam-tree (Idaho) :

Black Gum (Utah); California White Fir (Cal.)

Colorado White Fir (Cal. lit.); Concolor Silver

Fir (Eng. lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Rield 9.50 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped—good strength—good color.

Possible I'ses—As a substitute for white sjiruce.

Sulph(it( Pulp
Yichl 1,100 lb.

Character—good strong grade of kraft pulp.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Mechanieal Pulp
Yield 2,010 lb. Satisfactory color—fair strength

—

good fibre.

Po.'isible Uses—Same as white spruee.

DOUGLAS FIR—Pseudotsuga taxifolia.

Washington and Oregon. Wt. 28 lb. Fibre length

4.-1. m.m. ilontana and Wyoming—Wt. 25 lb.

Fibre .

Range—From the Rocky ^Mountain region (in United

States) and northward to central British Colum-

bia; Pacific Coast.

Common Names — Red Fir (Oreg., Wash., Idaho,

Utah, Mont., Colo.) ; Douglas Spruce (Cal., Colo.,

Mont.); Douglas Fir (Utah, Oreg., Colo.); Yellow

Fir (Oreg., Mont. Idaho, Wash.) ; Spruce (Mont.) :

Fir (Mont.); Oregon Pine (Cal., Wash., Oreg.);

Red Pine (Utah, Idaho, Colo.); Puget Sound Pine

(Wash.); Douglas-tree; Cork - barked Douglas

Spruce.

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 850 lb. Difficult to bleach. Hard to pulp.

P''air strength—poor color.

Pos.^ible Uses—F'ew.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,170 lb.

Character—Good grade of kraft pulji but not as

.strong as white spruce.

Po.'i.tible l'.ies—Similar to white spruce.

HEMLOCK—Tsuga caiuulensis. Wt. 24 lb. Fibre 3.0

m.m.
Range—Nova Scotia to Minnesota (Carleton Coun-

ty), Wisconsin, Michigan, and southward in the

Atlantic region along the mountains to Northern

Alabama (Winston county) and Georgia.

Common iVrt»(r.s-—Hemlock (Me., N.H., Vt., Mass., R.

I., Conn., N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., \"a., N.C., S.C,
Kv., Wis., Mich., Minn., Ohio, Out.); Hemlock
Spruce (Vt., R.I., N.Y., Pa., N.J., W .Va., N C

,

S.(^, England, cult.); Spruce (Pa., W. Va.) ;

Spruce Pine (Pa., Del., Va., N.C., Ga.) Oh-neh-tah

=" Greens on the stick" (N.Y. Indians) ; Cana-

dian Hemlock (lit.) : New England Hemlock (lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,080 ill. A
Not easily ])ul|)rd.

Possible Uses—As
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 1,150 lb.

Character—(Jood strong [uilp.

Possible Uses—Similar to white spruee.

Mechanieal Pulp
Yield 2,030 lb.

Character—Pinkish color—short fibre

Possible Uses—As a substitute for white spruee.

WESTERN HEMLOCK—Tsuga heterophylla. Wt.
23 lb. Fibre 2.7 m.m.

Range—Alaska to Idaho and Montana and south-

ward (in the Cascade and coast ranges) to Califor-

nia (Marin Countv"),

ittle hard to bleach.

Good strength—fair color,

a substitute for white spruce.
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Common Adoifs—Hemlock Spruce (Cal.) ; Western

Hemlock (Cal.): Hemlock (Oreg., Idaho, Wash.);

Western Hemlock Spruce (.lit.); California Hem-

lock Spruce; Western Hemlock Fir (Eug.) ;
Princ-

Albert's Fir (Eng.) ; Ala.ska Pine (Northwestern

lumbermen).
Sulphite Pulp

Yield 1.050 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped—good strength—fair eoior.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1.100 lb.

Character—Good strong fibre.

Possible Uses—Similar to white sprnee.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2.160 lb.

Character— Good strength and fibre —grayish

color.

['oxsihlc Uses—Similar to white sin'\iee.

TA.MAKA<'K — Larix larieina. Wt. M lb. Fibre 2.6

m.m.
Ratige—From Newfoundland and Labrador to North-

ern Pa., northern Indiana. Illinois, central .Minne-

sota, and northwestward to Hudson Ray (Cape

Churchill, Great Bear Lake, and ilackeiizie River)

(in Arctic (^ircle).

Common .V«»ie.f—Larch (Vt., Mass., R.L. Conn.. N.

Y., N..]., Pa.. Del., Wis.. Minn., Ohio. Out.) : Tam-

arack (Me.. N.H., Yt., Ma.ss., R.L, N.Y., N.J.. Pa..

Ind.. 111.. Wis.. Mich.. Minn.. Ohio, Out.): Hack-

matack (Me., N.H., Mass.. R.L. Del.. 111.. Mhin..

Ont.) ; American Lareh (Yt.. Wis., nursei-ymeu ) :

Juniper (Me.. N. Bruns. to Hudson Bay > : Black

Lareh (Miun.l : Epinette Rouge (Quebec i: Ka-

neh-ten.s=" The leaves fall"' (Indians. N.Y. i : Red

Larch (Mich.) ; Haemack (lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.270 lb. Difficult to bleach.

Difficult to pulp—good strength—poor color.

Possible I'ses—Low grade wrappings.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1.400 lb.

Character—Strong, tough pulp.

Possible Uses—Similar to white spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2.620 lb.

Character—Short fibered and gray color.

Possible Uses—As a sidistitnte for white spruce.

WESTERN LARCH—Larix occidentalis. Wt. 28 lb.

Fibre 2.6 m.m.

Range—Southern British Columbia (soutii of lati-

tude 53 degrees) and south in the Cascade Moun-
tains to the Columbia River and to western ilon-

tana: also in Blue Mountains of Washington and

Oregon.
Common Xames—Tamarack (Oreg.); Hackmatack:

Larch (Idaho. Wa.sh., etc.) ; Red American Lareh:

Western Hamarack ; Western Larch (Eng.'i : Great

Western Larch (Cal. lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.200 lb. Difficult to bleach. Difficult to

pulp—poor strength and color.

Possible Uses—Low grade wrappings.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,290 lb.

Character—Good quality of kraft fibre.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Meclwnical Pulp
Yield 2,100 lb.

Character—Brown color, short fibre and fair

strength.

I'ossible Uses— Whei'c a medium c|uality of ground-

wood will answer the purj)ose.

.lACK I'lNK -I'iniis divaricata. Wt. 24 lb. Fibre 2.5

m.m.
Range—New Brunswick to New Hampshire and west

through Great Lake and Hudson Bay (southern

.shores) region to Great Bear Lake. ^Mackenzie riv-

er, and Rocky Mountains; south into northern

Elaine, northern New York, northern Indiana and

Illinois, and central Minnesota.

Cnmmon Xames—Scrub Pine (^le., Vt.. N.Y.. Wis.,

.Mich.. :\Iinn.. Ont.) ; Gray Pine (Vt., Minn.. Out.) ;

Jack Pine (Mich., Minn., Canada); Princes Pine

(Ont.); Black Jack Pine (WLs.) ;
Black Pine

(Minn.): Cypress (Quebec to Hudson Bay); Can-

ada Horn-cone Pine (Cal. lit.); t^hek Pine; Sir

•lo.seph Bank's Pine (Eng.) : "'Juniper" (Can-

ada) ; Banksian Pine (lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.080 lb. Very difficult to bleach.

Not easily pulped—fair strength—])Oor color.

Pulj) shivey and f\ill of jiitch.

Possible Uses—ilechanical difficulties when run-

ning this ]iulp over tiu" paper machine prevent

its use.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1.150 lb.

Character—Very strong tougli fibre.

Possible Iscs—Similar to wliite s]irnce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2.130 lb.

Character—Gray, somewhat soft, good strength.

pitchy, poor fini.sh.

I'ossible Fses—Medium grades (if groundwood.

LOBLOLLY PINE—Pinns taeda. Wt. 30 lb. Fibre

3.0 m.m.
Range—South Atlantic and Gulf States from New

Jersey (Cape May), southern Delaware and West
Virginia (Wood. ^lineral. Hampshire, and Hardy
counties) to central Florida (Cape ^Malabar and
Tampa Bay) and west to eastern Texas (Colorado

River: in Bastrop Coimty) ; northward into south

eastern Oklahoma. Arkansas, and southern border

of middle and west Tennessee.

Common Names—Loblolly Pine (Del., Va.. N.C., S.

C. Ga.. Ala., Fla., Mlss., La., Tex., Ark.) : Oldfield

Pine (Del., Va., N.C., S.C, Ga., Ala., Fla., Miss.,

La.. Tex.. Ark.); Torch Pine (Eng. lit.); Rose-

mary Pine (Va.. N.C.. in part) : Slash Pine (Va.,

N.C., in part) : Longschat Pine (Del.) ; Long-
shucks (Md.. Va.) ; Black Slash Pine (S.C.) ; Frank-
incense Pine (lit.): Short-leaf Pine (Va., N.C., S.

(".. La.) : Bull Pine (Texas and Gulf region) ; Vir-

iriuia Pine; Sap Pine (Va.. N.C.) : Meadow Pine
(Fla.): Cornstalk Pine (Va.) : Black Pine (Va.) :

Foxtail Pine ( Va., Md.) ; Indian Pine (Va., N.C.) :

Spruce Pine (Va., in part) : Bastard Pine (Va.

N.C); Yellow Pine (north Ala.. N.C); Swamp
Pine (Va.. N.C): Longstraw Pine (Va.. N.C. in

part).
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SuLphite tul'p

Yield 1.1 iU lb. Difficult to bleach.

Easily pulped—Good strength aud color.

Possible Usi's—As a .substitute for white .spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,420 lb.

Character—Strong but coarse fibre.

Possible Uses—Similar to white spruce.

Mechanicul Pulp
Y\e\A. 2,4.50 lb.

Character—Short fibre arid very pitchy.

Possible Uses—Only when mixed with better grades
of groundwood fibres.

LODGEPOLE PINE—Pinus murrayana. Wt. 24 lb.

Fibre 2.3 m.m.
Range—From Alaska (Y'ukon river) and southward

through interior Britisli Columbia ; tlie mountains
of Washing-ton and Oregon to California (Sierra

Nevada Mountains to San, Jacinto Mountains)
;

plateau east of the Rocky ilountains (latitude 56)

and south tlirough the Rocky Mountain region to

New Mexico and northern Arizona. Also Coast re-

gion from Alaska to California (Meiuloeino coun-
ty).

Common Names—Tamarack (Wyo., Utah., Mont..

Cal.) ; Prickly Pine (Utah) ; \Vhite Pine (Mont.)
;

Black Pine (Wyo.) ; Lodgepole Pine (Wyo., Mont..
Idaho); Spruce Pine (Colo., Idaho, Mont.); Tam-
arack Pine (Cal.) ; Murray Pine (Cal. lit.) ; Scrub
Pine; Knotty Pine; Sand Pine (Oreg.) ; Rolander's
Pine; Henderson's Pine: Nortli Coast Scrnli Pine
(Cal. lit.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,080 lb. A little hard to bleacli.

Easily pulped. Excellent strength and color.

Possible Uses—As a substitute for wliite spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1.120 lb.

Character and Uses—Same as white spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Y'ield 2.140 lb.

Character and Uses—A little pitchy but otiierwise

similar to white spruce.

N(de.—The lodgepole pine which grows in the low-

lands in the coastal region is very similar to jack

pine. The Rocky Mountain region lodgepole ]iine.

however, cnntaiiis much less pitch and is to be |u'i'-

ferred for sulphite and mechanical pulps.

(To be Continued.)

PULP WOOD CUTTERS LOST IN THE WOODS.
Sudbury, Out., Sept. 30.—About a week ago, Fred.

Arehambault, woods foreman, and Charles and
Gloria Martel, left Mile 71, which is seven miles
beyond Westree on the Canadian National Railway, for

a pulp camp twelve miles inland, where the two last

named hoped to secui'e work. Arehambault, who came
from near Pembroke, was an experienced woodsman,
and there were no fears for their not reaching their

destination. Since then no trace whatever has been
found of tlieni. Searching parties have been out for

days traversing the tangled forest and muskeg in the

hope of rescue, but so far without avail. Parties are

now out from Biscotasing, on the C.P.R. and from
Gogama, on the C.N.R. The tM-o Martel brothers came
north from Sudbui-y. The weather has been wet and
cfild, and the men had no fond with them.

MORE PAPER EXPORTED, LESS PULP.
Canadian exports of paper and paper products of all

kinds f(u- July show an increase in value of $1,007,984
as compared with those in July, 1918, although the
value of the pulp and pulpwood exported during the
month shows a decrease, that of pulpwood alone fall-

ing off by .$1,019,357. The details show:
July 1918. 1919.

Paper, etc .153,631,241 $4,639,225
Pulp, ehem 2,754,010 2,654,333
Pulp, mech 459,868 436,604

Totals $6,845,119 $7,730,162
Pulpwood 2,253,884 1,234,527

Totals $9,099,003 $8,964,669
The quantity of newsprint paper, the industry's chief
staple, exported during the month amounted to 57,323
tons, valued at $4,064,303.

For the first four months of the fiscal year exports
of paper and paper products show an advance in value
of $3,045,299 as compared with the corresponding
period in 1918, and $6,321,373 as compared with 1917.

There was a falling off of $5,225,530 in the value of

chemical pulp exported during the period as compared
with the 1918 returns and of $991,454 as compared
with those of 1917, Mechanical pulp also fell off

slightly while the value of the pulpwood exported in

1919 was about half that for the same period in 1918,

the figures being as follows

:

Four Months: 1917. 1918. 1919

Paper, etc $11,211,1.36 .$14,487,110 $17,532,409

Pulp, chem 6,284,843 10,518,919 5,293,389

Pulp, mech 2,254,064 1,701,773 1,631,201

Totals $19,750,043 .$26,707,802 $24,456,999

Pulpwood 2,591,353 6,232,254 3,260,241

Totals $22,341,396 $32,939,056 .$27,717,240

AUDITORS BUSY ON BOOTH BOOKS.

Important developments which may have a far reach-

ing effect on the Canadian paper trade, especially as to

newsprint, appeared to be in the making and seem

likely to come to a head at Ottawa when the newsprint

probe resvimes in session on October 9th. Official no-

tice calling the meeting for this date has been sent out

by the Paper Controller, Mr. Robert A. Pringle, K.C.,

to counsel for the manufacturers and the newspaper

publishers.

Representatives of the auditing firm of Clarkson,

Gordon and Dilworth, this week began a further inves-

tigation of the books of the John R. Booth Company.
What this means is a question. At the last session of

the inquiry on Septeml3er 17th, it was mentioned that

the Booth costs were not considered by the judges of

the Paper Control Tribunal in setting their price of

$66 per ton from July 1st to November 30th, 1918. The
further examination of the books of the Booth Com-
pany by the official auditors would seem to indicate

that the Booth costs were to be further considered as re-

presenting a "high cost" mill. If this finall.y turns out

to be so, it seems the sixty-six dollar price as set as a

"basis" will go higher for the higher cost periods.

Pending the outcome of the next sitting of the probe

mill men at Ottawa were content to sit back and say

little or nothing about the outcome of the possible de-

velopments which may arise.
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Another Fine Meeting of T.A.P.P.I.

Chit'agu lias, seen iiiauy lar^'e aud uitt'i-ustuig exposi-

tions but noiu' of more ilireet and vital interest to the

Pulp and Paper Industry than the Fil'tii National Ex-

position of Chemieal Industries, in connection with

which the Annual Meeting of the Technical Association

of the Pulp and Paper Industry was held last week.

.Tudtring only by the numbers attending, would justify

speaking of the meeting as a decided success. Prom the

importance of the work transacted both in regular ses-

sions and special committee meetings the fall conven-

tion will be remembered for a long time. The local

Committee on Arrangements under the chairmanship

of Thos. H. Savery, Jr., carried out the excellent pro-

gram in a very satisfactory fashion. The hard work of

the committee and the good results they obtained were

greatly appreciated by those attending the convention.

the courtesy of tlie Union League Club, Scars, Roebuck

& Co., the management of the Fifth National Exposi-

tion of Chemical Industries and of the Forest Products

laboratories at iladison. Wis., was also appreciated.

President R. S. Hatch presided at the sessions with

the exception of one evening session when an important

meeting of the Executive Committee prevented his do-

ing so, and J. N. Stephenson was asked to take the

chair. The address of welcome was given by Mr. Thos.

II. Savery, Jr., for the local committee and Mr. R. S.

Kellogg responded. Mr. Kellogg caused considerable

amusement by telling some things about Chicago that

are not usually included in descriptions of the city pre-

pared for the tourist. Mr. Kellogg was a former resi-

dent of the windy city and apparently had facts from

first hand knowledge.
Dr. Otto Kress of the U.S. Forest Products Labora-

tories, reviewed the work done by the laboratories and
the Bureau of Plant Industry on the fungi and bacteria

that attack and destroy wood pulp. Prof. Acree, of the

New York State College of Forestry, mentioned the

work done at S.yracuse on the same subject. Important
results will be forthcoming on this problem if the gov-

ernment and the industry give the proper financial sup-

port to the investigation.

The committee on Soda Pulp, instead of the formal re-

port of committees inaugurated an interesting practice

when Martin L. Griffin, Chairman, read a very brief

paper on the principles and practice involved in wash-

ing unbleached soda pulp. This was written entirely

with the idea of provoking a discussion and a number
of direct questions were asked. The subject was then

taken up by many of those present, particularly Geo.

K. Spence, 0. Bache-Wiig, W. H. Howell, Jr. (who sent

comments by correspondence) and others.

Prof. Ralph H. McKee was unable to attend and read

his paper on Fuel from Waste Sulphite Liquor so Mr.
W. H. Dickerson of Muskegon, Mich., and others spoke

on the problem of Waste Sulphite Liquor.

A number of interesting reports were read, which
showed that a lot of hard work is being done by the

various committees and some definite results are being
obtained which will be of great value to the industry.

For the Sulphite Committee, Mr. A. D. W'ood, of the

Champion Fibre Company gave a very interesting de-

scription of the plan of his company for regular weekly
inspection of their digesters. The excellent results ob-

tained show that such an inspection is decidedly worth
while and a complete report of Mr. Wood 's remarks will

lie published at a later date.

The complimentary dinner at the Union League Club

will long be remembered as one of the most enjoyable

occasions coiniected with the meetings of the Technical

As.soeiation. The dinner was given by the concerns in

and around Chicago on Wednesday evening and need

less to .say there was a very full (complete) attendance.

Hon. John Strange presided as toast-maker. ^Ir. W.
E. Worth was the principal speaker and "Safety

Work" his topic. Several others were called upon.

On Thursday morning a continuation of the business

session was lield when the report of the conunittee on

Vocatioiuil Education was read by Geo. F. Williamson.

This had to do principally with the progress that is

being made in the preparation of the Text Hooks and

with the explaiuition of possible plans for the publica-

tion and distribution of the books and the administra-

tion of the educational work. It is seldom that members

of the association have entered so enthusiastically into

the discussion of a rei)ort and the many helpful remarks

will be of great assistance to the committee in carrying

out the large piece of work that has been placed in their

hands. The editor explained the present status of tin

manuscript and it seems likely that publication can lie

proceeded with about as soon as the committee are able

to make definite arrangements for the jniblieation.

Following this session the association adjourned lo

the Sears Roebuck Company to which they were taken

in a special train and where a delightful luncheon was

tendered the association by the company. It was piti-

ful to see the way apparently prosperous and well fed

individuals laid away the tender morsels of steak and

other good things provided by the hosts. Following

the luncheon there was a tour of inspection of the pa-

per machine room, the wall jjaper jilant and other de-

partments of interest to Technical men. The latter ]iart

of the afternoon was left free.

At seven on Thursday evening a nunilur of the mem-
bers and a considerable number of the general i)ublic

gathered in the Conference Room of the Coliseum. An
illustrated address was given by Dr. R. J. Blair of the

Forest Products Laboratories of < 'anada, on Preven-

tion of Decay in the Timber of the Roofs of Pulp and
Paper Mills. There was unfortunately not time for a

discussion of this interesting paper as the management
of the Exposition immediately put on their program
of miscellaneotis moving pictures. Following Dr.

Blair's address members adjourned to the Union
League Club for a smoker and entertainment i]i whii'h

several members of the Association took part.
•

About 75 members of the A.ssociation went to Madi-
son on the special sleepers provided and spent Friday
in a visit of inspection of the Forest Products Labora-

tory of the Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agri-

culture. This is without doubt the finest and most com-
plete experimental pulp and paper mill in the country

and the results of investigations made there are of the

greatest service to the whole industry.

When not in regular session the meuibers spent a con-

siderable portion of their time in investigating the ex-

cellent exhibits at the Chemical Exposition. Among
these were a considerable number of direct interest to

the paper men. There were a number of exhibits of

Canadian products and Canadian opportunities by pri-

vate concerns, by the Federal Government and by the

Provincial Government of Ontario.

Recklessness means taking unnecessary chances where
you know there are elements of danger—heedless in

the face of danger.
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British Paper Trade Growing
I From Our London Correspondent.;

London, September 14, 1919.

The imports and exports of paper for the montii of

August show a considerable increase, and it is fuilv an-

ticipated that when the figures for September are an-

nounced the jump will l)e a material one, owi'i;^: lo all

restrictions on paper being removed. AccjrdiMi;- to tlie

Trade Board the imports and exports for last ijionth

were as follows :

—

Cwts. Cwts.

1918. 1919.

Imports 119 401 832,092

Imports—8 months 1,515,964 3,599.:)f;9

Exi)orts 37,549 S4.s7li

Exports—8 months 411^543 .51U,.'>U9

From these figures it will be .seen that during- the 8

months, January to August 179,9981/0 tons of pajier

of all kinds, valued at £6,375,254, were imported com-
pared with 75,798 1-5 tons, valued at £3,642,674, dur-

ing the same period in 1918. Comparing August with

July last the imports also show a substantial increasi-.

that there is growing consumption of paper today in

the United Kingdom. Turning to the exports one lan

see that the British mills are opening out their nur-kets

abroad. Prom Januaiy to August they have "xported
25,5251/2 tons of paper of all kinds valued at £2,726,-

824, as against 20,577 Vs tons, valued at £2,168,858.

during the corresponding months in 1918. With better

shipping facilities now than existed in 1918, the ratio of

increase in exports is small, and not on the same per-

centage of increase when placed alongside tlie imports
coming into the country.

Imports of Reel Paper.
Newsprint (and paper ou reels) is finding a good

outlet here, and the rise in the imports is considerable.

Newfoundland still commands the lead in newsprint
imports, while large imports are arriving from various

places in (.'anada. Tlie Trade Board figures for reel

papers in August are as follows:

Cwts.

Newfoundland 156,710

Sweden 51,110

Norway 29,429

United" States 10,334

Canada, etc 84.154

These make a total of 311,735 cwts., or 165,867 odd
tons valued at £502,399, compared with 5.841 tons,

valued at £31,550 during the .same month in 1918.

Worked out, one can go close to the prices. Tiie values

of the reel paper received in Augu.st are as follows:

Newfoundland, £253,977 ; Sweden. £73,153 ; Norwav,
£42,930; United States, £13,999; Canada and other

countries, £118,340. The.se values are taken from the

('Ustom House returns and are on the Shipping Bills.

The total weight of reel paper which has I'eaehed the

British market since January to the end of Ausrust is

500.3551/^ tons, valued at £1,603,263, compared with
114,238 tons during the eorresnondins' period in 1918,

valued at £577,313. It is readily seen that owing to the

increased size of newspapers and the springing up of

new ones, in addition to a revival in the book and pub-
lishing houses, reel paper and newsprint are in good de-

mand and will continue so for some time to come.

Co))iparisous.

In order to gaua-e wiiat the iuj))ortN and exports are

like liere. T have turned np sdiiic (if tlir figures ]irii)i-

to the outbreak of war when the greatest competitor in

paper imports was German}-, which, up to the end of

August was out of the market. Taking 8 mouths, Janu-
ary to August, in 1914, and comparing the values of that

period with the corresponding period in 1919, we get

the interesting results as regards the imports oulv :

—

1914. 1919.

£4,751,298 £6,375,254

Here you have depicted the increased cost in production
and the great effect war has on an industry like the

paper trade.

Turning to the export trade of the British mills for

the same period, viz. : January to August, I get the fol-

lowing figures:

—

1914. 1919.

,£3,144,775 . £2,726,824
The reduction for the 1919 period is largely due to the
scarcity of labor, many men having been in the army,
and also to the shipping scarcity. It will take the Brit-

ish mills some time to get into their 1913 form for

export trade. At present the value of the imports is

over 4 millions in excess of the exports, and it Ls diffi-

cult to conjecture what they will be like when Germany
and Austria get going in the markets. During the war
British mills made a determined effort to supplant Ger-
man papers with English papers in th? home market.

Pulp Imports.

The imports of pulp and papermaking materials for
August also show an increase and particulars are as

follows: Chemicals, dry bleached, 2,388 tons (1,237
tons for August, 1918) ; chemical dry unbleached, 36,-

300 tons (16,571 for August 1918^ : chemical wet, 1,517

tons; ground wood, dry, 2,123 tons (10,282 tons in Aug.
1918) ; ground wood, moist, 68,848 tons (9,983 tons in

Augu.st, 1918) : esparto, 5,976 tons (4,202 tons in Aug.,
1918). The importations of ground moist were receiv-

ed from the following countries:—Sweden, 15,319 tons;
Norway, 30,774 tons; Canada, 12.292 tons: other coun-
tries, 10,463 tons.

For the 8 months, January-August, Sweden has sent
to British mills 66,114 tons of ground moist, Norway
214,771 tons, Canada 24,732 tons, and other countries

14,562 tons. Canada's eight months' supply is valued
at £212,175. Norway's at £1,800,160, and Sweden's at

£554,528—totals 320,179 tons from all sources, valued at

£2,684,682. In 1914 moi.st ground wood 50 per cent

was selling at £2 5s to £2 7s 6d, c.i.f, but today it is up
to £8 15s per ton c.i.f. for prompt delivery.

Notelets.

During August 56,751 tons of millboard and wood
pulp boards were imported into England, valued at

£183,784.

During the same period 10.13] tons of strawhoard
were imported at £158,960.

The pulp market continues firm. Chemicals and
mineral fillings remain unchanged in values.

September and October are usuall.y two heavy months
for the imports of pidps.

-Mr. Dawe has been doing good work in London and
ilr. Lloyd Harris in a letter to the Lord Mayor of Lou-
don reminded the citizens and manufacturers of Can-
ada's possibilities and the work of the Commission.

An E.rhihltion.

This week there is an international exhibition in Lon-
don for the confectioner and bakery trades, and some of
the paper' manufacturers have displayed the products
of their mills. There was a notable show by Geo.
Church and Co.. Ltd.. Star Paper ^Fills. Nuidiead Lane,
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London, who exhibited a variety of waxed papers, of

whieh they are the manufacturer.^. These waxed paper.s

are used for covering and paekinj; food .stuffs, .sweets,

etc., and there is no end of a variety. They can be suj)-

plied waterproof for export trade. On another stand.

Cross & Co., Ltd., exhibited designs of what the paper
producer can turn out, such as paper cups, frills, bakiii":

cases, etc. Other paper novelties were to be seen and
attracted much attention.

CONTROLLER PRINGLES SIGNIFICANT STATE-
MENT.

That there is a possibility that a limited control of

the pulp and paper industry of Canada may continue
for some time yet, was the suggestion contained in a

statement to a Toronto paper by R. A. Pringle, K.C.,

who has been conducting the newsprint inquiry in this

country. His remarks are interesting in view of the
newsprint hearing to be held next Thursday. ^Mr.

Pringle said that, although assurance had been given
that all measures of Government control were teni-

porary, and that with peace conditions the old systems
would be restored, there had been a precedent created
and Government control might continue to a limitert

extent, at least so long as conditions remain abnormal.
Mr. Pringle himself favors a return to the old policy

of "laissez faire," leaving the industry untrammelled
to develop itself as it will. He said

:

"So far as paper is concerned there are still serious

transportation difficulties and the Scandinaviaii

countries are not able to send their product to Araei-

iea as cheaply as they did before the war. But ootli

in Great Britain and in the United States state control

was a failure and was abandoned. I think it is a

fundamental rule that the state should not interfere in

any business or enterprise that may be more econom-
ically and effectively carried on by private control,

unless its public character makes it necessary. The
state should not interfere in prices, rates, wages, hours,

or any other matters whose proper settlement can only

be found in the quotations on a fi'?e and untrammelled
market. The Government has no right to control in-

dividual liberty beyond what is necessary for the

safety and well-being of society.

"I think the Government was al)solutely justified in

assuming control owing to the conditions which arose

after the war, but I think they should relinquish con-

trol as soon as we get back to normal times and condi-

tions.

"It has been suggested that prices might be kept
down by shutting off exports. This would be a dis-

astrous move for the country as the pulp and paper in-

dustry is one of the most important Canada has.

"The fixation of profits is an infinitely detailed

operation. Wages and. other factors are constantly

changing: and you uo sooner get a price fixed than
some of the variable factors move to upset its fairness.

I think it is an almost impossible task to fix prices on
all commodities. It is a question of fact, to be deter-

mined in millions of different cases. We have been
passing through abnormal conditions with economic
chaos and iipheavals in nearly every country in the

world. All Itinds of suggestions to bring down prices

are being tried out. but supply has to catch up with

demand."'

PULP STOCKS IN U.S. MILLS DECREASE.

The followinu stocks were reported li\- tlic Federal

Trade Commission as on iiand at terminal and delivery

l^oints on August :!lst in addition to the mill stocks re-

ported below: Xews]nnnt, 1,194 tons; book pajier :{,8()1

tons; wrapping I21(i tons; iuul fine 'V-l tons.

Jlill stocks of luinging and specialties increased slight-

ly during the month. Stocks of all other grades de-

creased. Mill stocks of all grades combined showed a

decrease during August of 17,767 tons. Stocks of all

grades reported by numufacturers at the end of August
amounted to 24o,L'()7 tons, including the stocks at ter-

minal and delivery points. In addition to these stocks,

jobbers and publishers repoi'ted newsprint stocks aggre-

gating 150,366 tons.
*

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic mills

on August :nst with their average daily production

based upon the weekly and monthly reports for the 12-

months' period ended I\rarch 111. 1919. the figures show

that

:

Newsprint mill stocks eiiual sligiitly more than 6

days' average output;

Book paper mill stocks e(|ual sligiitly less than 12

days' average output;
Paperljoard mill stocks eqiuil sligiitly iiK)re than S

days' average output;

Wrapping paper mill stocks e((ual slightly nioi-e than

21 days' average output

;

Bag paper mill stocks ri[ii;il slightly more than 7

days' average output;

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 29

days' average output;

Tissue paper mill stocks e(|ual slightly less than 16

days' average output;
Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than

2.1 days' average output;
Felts and Building paper mill stocks eijual slightly

less than 9 days' average output.

^Miscellaneous pajjer mill stocks equal slightly less

than 31 days' average output.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades ecpial slightly

more tlian 12 days" average output.

Mill stocks in all but two lines fell off during the

month and the total decrease was about 21,000 tons.

Last year mill stocks increased during August.
Xewsprint is the only grade of which the United

States is a heax^- importer. All of this tonnage, the
value of whieh amounted to $3,623,210 for July, 1919,

was imported from Canada and Xewfoundland. The
value of the exports of newsprint in Julv, 1919, am-
ounted to slightly more than $500,000, a decrease from
June of more than 30 per cent.

Xewsprint. book i)aper and fine paper were the jiriu-

cipal grades exported, the combined value amounting to

inore than two million dollars for July, 1919.

The value of the total imports of all grades was more
than 35 per cent greater for July, 1919, than for July,
3918. The value of the total exports for July, 1919,
was almost $700,000 less than th.' value of the exports
for July. 1918, and more than $500,000 less than the
iiii]iorts for July. 1919.

That which is past is gone and irrevocable, and
wise men have enough to do with things present and
to come.

The German idea is longer working hours and in-

creased production. You have to hand it to the Ger-

mans. In a little while they wiU again have the com-
mercial world by the front hair, and perhaps they will

have wit enough to let it go at that.—Chicago Tribune.
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NEWSPRINT PAPER REVIEW FOR AUGUST.
The average production of newsprint in American

mills, based upon the weekly and monthly reports for
the 12 months' period ended March 31, 1919, amounted
to 109,876 tons of total print and 99,632 tons of stand-
dard news, whereas the actual production amounted to

113,413 tons of total print and 101,875 tons of staudai'd

news, says the Federal Trade Commission.
Mill stocks of both standard news and total print

decreased during August, 1919.

Reports from 73 mills operating 176 machines, run-

ning full or partial time on newsprint paper showed
that the total time the machines were idle decreased
from 3,745 hours in July to 1,768 hours in August. No
lost time due to lack of labor or lack of orders was re-

ported. Repairs accounted for 1,636 hours.

Imports and Exports.

The imports and exports of i)rinting paper valued at

not above 5 cents per pound (practically all newsprint)

and of wood pulp for the month of July, 1919, com
pared with the month of Julv, 1918, were as follows:

July, '19 July, "18.

XetTons. Net Tons.

Imports of Newsprint (total) 51,464 44,809

From Canada & Newfoundland. 51,464 44,809

Exports of Newsprint (total) 6,798 14,894

To Argentina 2,160 3,135

To Brazil 776 2,182

To Cuba 282 1,134

To United Kingdom 169 29

To other countries 3,411 8,414

Imports of Ground Wood Pulj)

(total) 18,161 18,778

Imports of Chemical Wood Pulp
(total) 32,828 37,318

Unbleached Sulphite 17,638 24,659

Bleached Sulphite 4,400 1,753

Unbleached Sulphate 10,296 9,988

Bleached Sulphate 494 918

Exports of Domestic Wood Pulp. . 2,834 2,912

The imports of new.sprint for July, 1919, which were

all from Canada and Newfoundland were 6,655 ton-s

greater than for July, 1918. The exports for July.

1919, were 8076 tons less than for July, 1918.

The tonnage to "other countries'" luider the "Ex-

ports of Newsprint for July, 1919,
'

' includes 1,920 tons

to France, 543 tons to Uruguay, 123 tons to Canad.i

and 55 tons to Mexico.

The imports of mechanically groundwood pulp for

July, 1919, were 617 tons less than for July, 1918. The

exports of domestic wood pulp were 78 tons less than

for July, 1918.

The imports of chemical wood pulp for July, 1919,

were 4,490 tons less than the imports for July, 1918.

The bulk of this tonnage was unbleached sulphite and

sulphate from Canada. The chemical pulp imported

from Norway and Sweden in July, 1919, totaled 2,582

tons.

Stocks of rolls decreased slightly during the month

of August, 1919. Stocks of sheets also decreased in

jobbers' hands.

Commitments reported in the month of August, 1919,

to sell roll news were 6,458 tons greater than commit-

ments to buy.

Commitments reported in the month of August, 1919,

to sell sheet news were 1,652 tons less than commit-

ments to buy.

Publishers' stocks decreased 4,211 tons during the

period, which was counterbalanced in part by an in-

crease of 2,812 tons in the newsprint in transit.
Sixty-five publishing concerns held about 63 per cent

of the total stocks at the end of the month.
Mill Prices to Publishers.

The weighted average price of contract deliveries
from domestic mills to publishers during August, 1919,
f.o.b. mill in carload lots for standard news in rolls
was $3,778 per 100 pounds. This weighted average is

based upon August deliveries of more than 60,000 tons
on contracts involving a total tonnage of more than
one million tons of paper manufactured in the United
States. These conti-acts, most of which extend until
December 31, 1919, include a few long-term contracts
made prior to the war at very low prices.

The weighted average contract price based on de-
liveries from Canadian mills of more than 23,000 tons
of standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill in

August, 1919, was $3,624 per 100 pounds. This
weighted average is based upon the August deliveries
on contracts involving about 180,000 tons of Canadian
paper. The greater number of these are short-term
contracts covering the year 1919.

The weighted average market price for August of

standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill based upon
domestic purchases totaling more than 4,500 tons was
$4,063 per 100 pounds.

PULP MILL POSSIBLE IN ALASKA.
B. L. Thane, numaging director of the Alaska Gas-

tiueau Mining Company, who has been directing a pulp
investigation in Alaska during the greater part of the

last two years, declared recently following his inspec-

tion of the properties of his company at Gastiueau
canal, that the enactment of the proposed land leasing

bill which is now before Congress will mean the early

establishment of extensive pulp mills in Alaska. Re-
garding the possibility of making wood pulp in South-
eastern Alaska, Mr. Thane states the opinion that one
of the greatest industries, not only in Alaska, but along
the Pacific Coast may be developed. "Capital," he
said, "is slow to consider investment in this proposition

in Alaska for two reasons—first, the attitude of the

United States government in regard to water power;
this, howevei', will be corrected in the water power
hills now before Congress; second, because of the form
of lumber leases which give no definite assurance of

what timber costs will be over a period of twenty years,

the time required to undertake an investment of this

.size. However, it now looks as if the forest-service will

show a spirit of compromise in its attitude. If paper
making is established in various places in Southeastern
Alaska, undoubtedl.y one plant will be placed on Gas-

tiueau channel. There is a likelihood that a part of the

paper would be transported on ships through the canal

direct to Eastern States. This would open up a new
line of shipping conditions for Alaska and provide a

means for i-eturn freight."

KNOW NOTHING OF PAPER MILL RUMOR.
Gillies Bros., who recently disposed of their plant

in Morristowu, N. Y., state that they canot say what
ultimate use will be made of the property. As to the

]n-obability of a large paper mill being erected there by
Wm. Randolph Hearst of New York, they are of the

opinion that this is only a newspaper report. Gillies

Bros, have not been using the property at Morristown
for some years but have their own salesman in northern
New York district and distribute direct from their mill

at Bareside, Out.
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INTERLAKE TISSUE MILLS EXPANDING.
Extensive additions to the buildings and equipment

of the Interlake Tissue Mills, Merritton, Out., are now
under way in order to take care of ,the rapidly increas-

ing business of the firm, in eoiiversation with George
Carruthers. of Toronto, President of the eompany. he

said that they had just awarded the eontraet for a sec-

ond maeliine. a Ilarper-Fourdrinier. whieh will be 14S

inches wide. This is tiie widest tissue i)aper maeliine

in u.se in America and the output will be from twelve

to tweuty tons a day, aeeortliug to the weight of the

stock turned out. The machine is now being built by
tl.e Dominion Hridge Works, Jlontreal, and it is ex-

pected that it will be installed and in operation by mid-
summer next year. Five beaters will also be added to

the eiiuipnient of the Interlake Tissue Mills, making
eight in all. including a Marx double beater. The ma-
chine, which is now in operation and has been since

1912, when the mills were built, is an il. G. Fourdrin-
ier, 110 inches wide. With the additional Fourdriiiier

the daily capacity of the jilant will be about twenty-five

tons of tissue and other ])aper>-.

of the numagcnient that every Canadian paper mill

should endeavor to export a certain percentage of its

product with a view to assisting in maintaining a favor-
able balance in Canada's trade.

GEORGE CARRUTHERF,
President Interlake Tissue Mills, Ltd.

An extra story is now being added to the finishing
room, while an extension, 125 x 100 feet, four stories

high, will be built at the beater end of the buildings.
Construction has already started, the contract lieing

awarded to W. J. Trimble, of Toronto. The addition
will be of brick, steel and reinforced concrete. It may
be mentioned that the original mill structure was built

to accommodate two machines, one of which has been
running since the industry began operations. ^I. J.

C. Bellingham, of Kalamazoo. Mich., formerly of To-
ronto, who is a widely known paper mill engineer, has
prepared the plans and specifications for the present
enlargements, which, in addition to those already men-
tioned, include the erection of a new boiler house, w^ith

the latest coal unloading facilities and a new system of
railways trackage for bringing in all raw materials for
the plant.

It i>s expected that when the building program, un-
der way is completed and the additional installations
made, the Interlake Tissue Mills will be in a position,
not only to supply a wider range of products for the
home market with its ever-growing demand, Init also to
cater to n fair share of export business. It is the belief

WAYAGAMACK BUYS FOUR MACHINES.
London. .V healthy sign of eomtidence of Canadian

manufacturers in the iiermanence of the export trade
is the purchase here of nearly a million dollars worth
of new nuichinery by the Wayaganuu'k Pulp & Paper
Company at Three Rivers. The company has placed
an order with Bentley & Jackson for four machines for

making glazed kraft paper, also beaters and other
equipment.. This will increase their capacity by about
50 tons daily. It is said the cost is likely to be met
from the ju-oceeds of a new issue. The demand for

kraft paper in England, where much of the Wayaga-
inack product is sold has increased very much recently

anil is likely to keep on growing.

R. J. BLAIR OF F.P.L. A BENEDICT.
On Wediu'sday evening, Sept. 17, Miss Nellie May

Grimes was married to Mr. Koy J. Blair at the home
of the bride in ilontreal. ilr. Blair is pathologist at

the Forest Products Laboratory. After an extended
trip to Niagara Falls, Madison, Chicago, Washington,
and New York, iMr. and Mrs. Blair will reside in

Montreal.

PAPER STOCKS AND PAPER PRICES,
Discussiiii;- the rise ill prices lif the local paper stock.*

during the current month, the Royal Securities" pub-
lication, "Investment Items," September number, says
in part

:

"That it should have followed immediately on the
decision of the Paper Tribunal tf> reduce the -controlled

price of paper in Canada for the period of July to

.Vovember, 1918, from $69 per ton to il;66 per ton is

interesting, as showing that investors in Canadian
pulp and paper securities are too well informed to be

tlisturbed by what might, with a less intelligent

clientele, have been represented as a .setback to the

business. As a matter of fact, the decision, by afford-

ing grounds for appeals against the unduly low prices

both before and after the period dealt with, was in an
important respect favorable to the paper companies.

The present strength of the pulp antl paper securities,

however, is due to much more vital considerations

than a few dollars per ton in the domestic market-
considerations arising out of the tremendous growth
in the Avorld's demand for newsprint, the impf)verish-

ment of many sources of suppl.v and the unrivalled

eapacit.v of the Canadian mills for clean and satisfac-

tory prodiietion.

"A sharp advance in the world's price for news-

print appears to be a certainty of the near future."'

ONE ON SIR GEORGE.
The report from Vaneouvei- of a newspaperman "s in-

terview with Sir George Bury quotes the president

of the Whalen Pulp and Paper mills as saying:

"Sitka spruce, which is used in our mills, makes the

strongest and the whitest pulp, equally as strong as

the pulp made from linen by the Egyptians in the pro-

duction of papyi'us, the paper which has stood the

test of centuries."

The interviewer probably got things twisted as Sir

George doubtless knows that papyrus was not made
from linen but the Nile reed of that name. In fact,

the Egyptians probably used nothing else for paper
making.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-3. New sources of pap^r pulp. (Pour lemedier

a la crise ilu papier.) From a paper read Apr. 7,

1919, before the Aeademie des Sciences. Le Pa])ier,

22, p. 173 (June, 1919.) Mr. Alfred Le Cliateliei-,

aided by Mr. Coquide, has studied the possibility ot

using various grasses which grow in the arid regions

of Prance and in unworked regions of her coh)nies,

with a view to obtaining paper pulp. They cannot

l)e worked according to the same metliods as wood,

as it wovild be too costly. The non-cellulose sub-

stances of these grasses being much less I'esistant to

the action of chemicals than the non-cellnhjse sub-

stances of wood, they can be treated in open vessels

and heated by steam, or even, in tropical countries,

merely by solar heat. Small mills can thus be

erected at the places where the grasses grow, and
the latter cheaply transformed into pulp which is

then shipped to the paper mill. The cost of produc-

tion can be lowered by utilizing for the manufacture

of pasteboard and plastics certain parts of the plants

wliich would not yield a pulp of a satisfactory qual-

ity for paper making. Special nuichinery has been

devised for this method of obtaining pulp. A. P.— (".

A-11 K-9 American clays. R. B. Roe. .). Aim r (cram.

Soc. 2 p. 69 (1919), tlirough J. Soc. ("iu'm. Iml.. 38, p.

2S1'A. (1919). American are inferior lo English for

pai)ci'-making, A. P.—('.

B-10. Exportation of Serbian woods. (L'ex|)or1a-

tion des bois de Serbie.) Le Papier, 22, p. 17."), (.Jun\

1919.) The free exjiortation of wood from Serbia,

Croatia and Slovakia has just been authorised. The
exportation is being done through Ragusa pending the

decision as regards the possession of Fiinne. Th?
forests in these regions are amongst the finest in the

world, and many of them are untouched. Franc-

should obtain there the woods which her own forrsts,

damaged as they have been by the war. will be innible

to sujiply for many years to come. A.P.— ('.

E-2. Sulphite-cellulose waste-liquors as fertUzer.

T. I^.okornv. ('hem. Zeit., 43, p. fi4, (1919) thnnmli

.]. Soc. ('hem. Ind., 38, p. 218A, (1919). The spent

wash from .sulphite .spirit distilleries is especially

liable to fungus growths, but the addition of O.rt",

1.0% of a mineral acid is sufficient to make the

liquid stable. The undiluted spent wasli is in.iurious

to plant life, but if no acid has been added a dilu-

tion of one to ten makes it harmless. Jn i>ractical

use as a fertilizer the dilution takes place on the

land. Sjient wash from sulphite spirit distilleries li-is

been used as a fertilizer as a source of carbon nutri-

tion and, with barley, the crop yield was consider-

ably increased. The transport and application of th?

sulphite liquor may be greatly facilitated by convert-

ing it into a drv powder by the Krause process (Fr.

patent 460,895 ; U.S. patents. 1,213,659 and 1.213,8S7\

The use of sulphite liquor as a carbonaceous fertilisT

is based in the first place on the favorable I'ouditions

it offers for the development of fungi whereby the air

of the soil and that near the grouiul becomes charged

with carbon dioxide, and in the second place on Ihe

direct nutrition afforded to the growing plant by the

sngars, orgnnic acids, etc.. contained in the licpioi-.

Xitrogenous nutrition must be supplied from another
source. A.P.—C.

F-5. Process of cooking at low temp3ratures. (Pro-
cede pour la fabrication des pates de cellulose par cuis-
son a basses temperatures.) Fr. patent No. 490,632,
granted to Cellulose et Papiers. Le Papier, 22, p. 181,
(June, 1919.) In i)lants which are not highly lignified
the non-cellulose compounds are fairly easily soluble
in alkali soluti(nis, the lower the temperature at which
yon work the longer the time and the greater the
amount of alkali i-equired. To avoid too great a con-
sumption of alkali or too long a period of cooking, this

treatment may be preceded or followed by treatment
with an acid oxidising bath, or by treatment with water
alone. The.se double (or triple) treatments are to be
recomnu'uded for cooks between 100° and 50° C. The
proper I'clation between temperature, amount of alkali,

arul time required, for any given material, is be.st de-
termined experimentally. The cooking may be carried
out in open vessels, but closed vessels are better.

Examples are given showing the adaptii)ility of the
jiroeess to widely varying c^nulitions. A. P.—C.

K-2. Recovery of paraffined-paper wast^. World s

Pai)er Trade Kev.. through Le Papier. 22, p. 175. (June,
1919.) The paraffin is t>xtracted by means of a suital)le

mineral oil, frojn which it can be recovered. The oii

r(Mnaining on the i)a|)er is eliminated b\- means of

steam. A.P.—C.

K-5. The shredder in pasteboard factories. (Des
cylindres defileurs in cartonnerie.) Andrevon, La
Papeterie, 41, p. 13, (May 25, 1919.) Three conditions
for the pro[)er working of the rag shredder are: a

solidly built cylinder, a highly bevelled bed-plate. a)id

a speed of about 120 R.P.M. If these thi-ee coinlitions

are attended to, the machine will work pi-operly and
the stock can be sent to the nnichine without further
I'ctining, except when a very high grade |H-oduct is

ricpiired; A. P.—C.

K-12. Controlling the heat in dryers af paper ma-
chines. ( Proccdc et dispositif ixnii- le reglagc tin

chaul'l'age des cylindci-s seclieui's des machines ii,

papier.) Fr. patent No. 490,772. (iranted to Marc
Landraud. Le Papier, 22, p. 185, (June, 1919.) The
amount of steam admitted to the di'vci's is regulated by
the dryiu'ss of the paper at a given point. The paper
passes over two snj)ports. one of which is fixed and the

other pivoted at its lower extremity, and each carry-
ing a roll at the nppei- exti'emity. The pai)er dra^vs

the movable roll closer to the fixed one to a greater or
less extent aci'ording to its state of dryness, the two
rolls being kept apart by means of a suitable spring.

The Inovable roll is connected by means of a crank, the

length of which is adjustable, to the throttle of the

valve admitting steam to the dryers. A. P.— ('.

K-23. Parchment paper. (Papier parcheniine.

)

World's Paper Trade liev. thi-ough Lc P:i|)ier, 22, p.

175, (June, 191!).) An English piitent covers a pT'Ocess

whei-eb\' paper is ])arehmentized by suitable treatment
in alkaline thiocyanate solutions, particularly those of

Ca, Mg, Sr, and Li. The paper is .subjected to the

action of the hath under certain conditions, for 30 sees.,

washerl. and dried. A. P.—C.
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UNITED STATES NOTES
Wluii tlk' Xdi-tliwo.steni divisiuu of tlu' I'apci- Mill

Superinteiuleiits" Assoi-iatioii <ratlK'rs lUr a day's ses*

sion at Wausaw, ^lioli., on OetobiT 4, ilu' iiifinhiTs at-

tending will be jriven a chance to inspect several of the

leading pajier mills in that district. As part of the

program of tlie meeting there will l)c talks toucliing

various pliast s of pa|)er production by 1). F. U'Coiuiell,

chairman of tiie sulphite committee; Henry IJcrt, chair-

man of the paper box committee, and W. T. Schiuidt,

of the De Pere mill, American Writing I'apir Com-
panj'. A banquet to the visiting mill superintendents

has been arranged for the evening of October 4. The

entire national organization of paper mill superinten-

dents is to meet November 6 and 7 at Chicago, so Peter

J. Massey, secretary-treasurer of the associatiiui has

announced.
The Kieckhefcr Paper t'oinpauy of Milwaukee. Wis.,

is constructing a new plant at ('amdeu. New Jersey,

where it propo.ses to manufacture for direct .sale to its

eastern consumers fibre containers and folding boxes.

The large eastern trade of the firm, particularly with

Camden establishments, caused the operation of a

branch there to be decided upon. Ceorge II. Deacon

has been looking after the coucenrs business in Cam-

den.

A strong protective tariff wall, backed up by a

licensing system to prevent German dye interests frou.

flooding the country with their products to the de-

struction of the American dye industry built up during

the war, was voted last Friday by the lower house of

Congress. The final vote, 156 to 118, was on .strict

party lines, the Democi-ats voting solidly against tlie

measure because of its high tariff. The bill provides a

tariff of more than double the amount of the present

tariff act. Acting on the belief that the tariff alone

will not be an effective bar to the Gernmn dye tnisr.

since information placed before the House showed

at least .$30,000,000 worth of dyes ready to send to

the United States, the House by a vote of 206 to 62.

sustained the licen.se system for dye imports. The

House, insteady of setting up a new board to pass on

the question of whether licenses shall be granted to im-

porters of foreign dyes despite the high tariff, con-

ferred this power on the United States Tariff Com-

mission.

The Continental Paper Company is erecting at its

plant in Bogota, Xew Jersey, a yellow-briek smoke-

stack, 225 feet high, with the name of the firm inlaid.

The new chimney will be the highest brick stack in the

Haekensack River Valley.

At their conference held last week at the Hotel Astor,

New York City, the board of directors of the National

Association of Waste Material Dealers elected the fol-

lowing officers: President, F. W. Reidenbach ; first

vice-president, James Rosenberg ; second vice-president,

Henry Lissberger; third vice-president, Ivan Reitler;

secretary-treasurer, Charles M. Haskius. With the ex-

ception of the secretary who will hold office until

March 24, 1922, the terms of these officers end next

March when the association holds its annual meeting.

One of the matters acted on at the conference was the

adoption of a elassiticalimi of mixed twines ami mixed
strings. This was upon the recommendation of stock
division committee. Following is the classification

settled U])on : "Mixed twines shall be ])acked dry,

well baled and shall consist of a mixture of jute and
heniji tAvines. and should luit contain nu)re than 15 per

cent of sisal, and shall be free of tauru-i-y and hide sisal

strings and rojies. jute wool strings, tarred sisal aiul

rubbish.

The Manistique Pulj) and Paper Company has uinler

way the construction of a new mill at its ])lant in Man-
istique, Mich. The building now being erected will be

of steel and concrete. 457 feet long and two stories

high. It is planned to have the mill ready for opera

tion by March, 1920. Its ])roduct will be newsprint and
it is proposed to turn out 50 to 55 tons of this daily.

The board of directors of the International Paper
Company have declared a regular quarterly dividend
of one and one-half per cent on preferred stock, pay-
able October 15.

The Defiance Paper Comiiany (jf Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

recently put in operation a new pulj) mill adjacent to

its wall paper mill. The cost of erecting this new
plant was $100,000. It is electrically driven, 2,000

liorse power being used daily to turn the wheels. There
are four Pusey and Jones grinders and the very latest

uu)del screens and stock thickeners are included in the

equiijment. The opening of the new mill gave jobs to

twenty additional employees.

The ])ulp mills, one at Memphis, Tenn., and one at

Augusta, Georgia, will be built in the immediate future

by the Buckeye Cotton Oil Company of Memphis, a

subsidiary of the Proctor and Gamble Company of Cin-

cinnati. The cost of each will approximate -$500,000.

Chemical cotton pulp manufactured from cotton lint-

ers into a high grade half stuff for shipment to north-

ern mills to be made into paper will be the product of

the mills, each of which will have a daily capacity of

75 tons.

Mr. Harry S. Mork has i-esigned as vice-president of

Arthur D. Little, Inc., of Cambridge, Mass., and has

been elected to the vice-presidency of the Lustron Com-
pany of Boston, manufacturers of artificial silk by a

process develoi^ed in the Little establishment. He will

also act as consultant to the Industrial Company of

Boston.

WATERTOWN UNIONS OPPOSE J. T. CAREY.
The eandidaey of Jeremiah T. Carey, of Watertowii.

who is seeking re-election to the jn-esidency of the In-

ternational Brotherhood of Papennakers, is being

strongly opposed by certain members of the Watertown
Papennakers" union, ilr. Carey has held the position

for the past 13 years and has built a strong organization

throuffhout the entire countrv. Voting will begin Octo-

ber 1.^
'

George Snyd.'r, of Wisconsin, is out to beat Mr. Carey
for the presidency and Ls said to be conducting an ex-

tensive campaign throughout the Western States. Mr.
Carey, however, is exceptionally strong in Maine, New
Hampshire and th.-" Canadian papermaking districts.
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W. H. Saunders, president of Ayrtoii, Saunders &

Co., 24 Hanover St., Liverpool, Eug., was in Toronto
during the past week calling upon the paper trade in

the interest of paper purchases for the British market.
The firm handles large quantities of toilet, tissues, etc.

A. M. Sonnabend, representing the Boston Paper Co.,

Inc., Boston, was in Montreal during the past week
calling upon the trade.

Arthur Doughty, who is a returned soldier and pre-

vious to his enlistment was with the Canada Paper Co.

at the plant, Windsor Mills, Que., and later in the

Montreal office, is now covering the Maritime provinces

in the interest of the firm, succeeding F. B. Lancaster,
now of the Maritime Paper Co., Moncton. Prior to

going on the road, Mr. Doughty had charge of the

order department of the Canada Paper Co. in Montreal.

The Scott Paper Co., of Chester, Pa., manufacturers
of tissue towels and toilet paper, have, owing to their

rapidly srrowing business in the Dominion, established

a Canadian agency with the Martin Sales Agency, 32

Front St. West, Toronto. E. C. IMartin, who is owner
of the business, was formerly employed by the Scott

Paper Co. as sales manager of their Buffalo office. He
is ri Cainidian who is well known to the trade.

A complete stock of "Scottissue" products is now
carried in Toronto.

The many friends of George A. Gribble, of Publish-

ers, Limited, Toronto, will sympatliize with him in the

death of his father. Rev. Canon John Gribble, Avho

was in his eighty-seventh year. Canon Gribble was one

of the fathers of the Anglican church in Northeast

Ontario and had an active career, retiring from the

work of the ministry about three years ago.

The Continental Publishing Co. of Toronto, who arc

publishers of Everywoman's W^orld, and Everywoman's
Xeedlecraft Companion, have decided to launch a new
magazine, La Canadienne. which will be printed in

French and i)ublished in Montreal. The entire editorial

staff will be composed of French-Canadians and the

first issue will appear in December. The editor of La
Canadienne is J. L. K. La Flame, who is one of the be.sT

known of French Canadian literary men.

It is expected that the second machine, which the

Howard Smith Paper Mills intend installing in their

])lant at Beauliarnois, Que., will be in operation about

the end of the year. The trim of the machine is eighty

inches and it will bring up. production at the plant to

about twenty tons a day of high grade papers.

Many friends in the Canadian paper trade were

shocked last week to learn of the .sudden death in New
York of Henry Brophy, vice president of the American

News Company. The remains of Mr. Brophy ^\cl^

brought to Mcnitreal for interment.

E. Stewart, Toronto, vice president of the Siiruci-

Falls Pulp and Paper Co., has returned from an ex-

tended trip to the Pacific Coast, where he spent several

weeks on business in connection with the logging opiM-a-

tions of the Canada Tinibci- and Lands Co.

E. W. Backus, president of the Fort Francis Pulp
and Paper Co., Fort Frances, Ont., and of the Minne-
sota and Ontario Power Co., Liternational Falls, Minn.,
is head of a company which is looking forward to the
establishment of an insulite mill at Fort Frances, with
a capacity of 50,000 feet daily. The project will be ear-
ned out just as soon as satisfactory arrangements can
be made concerning timber limits and water power.
The company is seeking limits from the government
and other concession.s, the limits to include the territory
drained by Rainy Lake and its tributaries. The power
must be arranged with the Minister of Public Works,
\yho has intimated that no work will be done on Long
Sault rapids this year, the place from which the power
is to be developed.
The directors of the Abitibi Power and Paper Co.

l)aid their annual visit to the plant at Iroquois Falls^
Out., last week and were delighted with the progress
made. The party included F. H. Anson, president;
Shirley Ogilvie, vice president ; Roy Wilson, sec.-treas.
Sir Thomas Tait, Sir Henry Egan, W. A. Black, W. K.'
George, George E. Challes, and Geo. F. Hardy of New
York. The town has been greatly improved', with its
paved streets and sidewalks, flowered boulevards and
pretty parks. Fifty new houses have just been com-
])leted and the types of dwellings are verv desirable,
benig principally of stucco. There is a fine athletic
ground, club house, reading room, bowling alleys and
other conveniences for the employes, who all appeared
contented and happy. The civic improvements have
been carried out under the i)crsonal direction of a
landscape gardener, while the T. and X.O. have built
a new station at Iroquois Falls. All dei)artments of the
mills were running to capacity and there is no scarcity
of help. The foundation of the extension which will
house the two new Walmsley ]rd\)cr machines and the
new board machine is com])lcted. The parts of one
machnie are already on hand and the other is on the
way. They will be in operation, it is expected, early
next summer.
Supplementary letters patent have been issued to the

MacLean Publishing Co., Limited, Toronto, creating
four thousand shares of the authorized and uni.ssued
i'a|)ital stock of the company as preference shares. The
remaining six thousaiul shares of the company includ-
ing shares already issued and outstanding are to lif

common stock.

Major-General Sir David Watson, proprietor of tin.
Quebec Chronicle, recently entered St. Anne's Militar\-
Hospital for treatment of his arm.

It is proposed by the city of Montreal to print a com-
plete ticket of admissioji to th.' theatres and moving
picture houses. The one ticket would include the civic
amusement tax and the inconvenience of patrons buy-
ing two separate tickets would be done awav with.
The patron would pay at the box office the price of ad-
iriission plus the tax and would receive one ticket, re-
tiining a portion as a seat check. This would en.surc
the tickets being torn up and save a large amount of
rliecking on the part of the theatre management and
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the fity, the latter jriviiij; the thealies credit tor the

returned tickets and debiting tliein witli tiiose used.

A charter has been granted to the Qmadian and Ex-

port Trading Co., Limited, with a capital sti)ei; of -iillO,-

000 and lu'adquarters in Toroutti. Among the ineor-

])orat(irs are Edward J. Swift and (ieorge <!. Fhi.xton.

Tile eomi)any is emi)owered to niannfiictnie. iiui'cliase,

liold and deal in wares and merchandise of all kinds,

to act as agents, factors aiul brokers and to carry on

a general publicity and advertising busine.ss.

George E. Challes, sales manager of the Riordon Pulp

and Paper Co., Montreal, after spending a few days at

his home in Toronto, left this week on an extended

business trip throughout the middle west States.

The Kolland Paper Conii)any, who have mills at St.'

Jerome and ilont Rolland, Que., and who are niaker.s

of high grade papers, have just put two new i)roducts

on the market in Rolland antique linen and Rolland

antique vellum, which are made on "-'0 aiul 24 pound

basis.

Graphics, Limited, is a new m-ganization which has

just obtained a charter. The capital stock is 4^40,000

and the head office is in Toronto. The company is em-

powered to carry on business as general printers, wood

and process engravers, stereotypers, publicity and ad-

vertising agents. The incorporators are Horace, Doa\-

sett, Geo. W. Knowling, E. D. Sheeres and Geo. Glen-

denning Moir.

The Westman Press has been granted incori)oratioi!

with a capital stock of iiil.'i.OOO and headquarters in

Toronto. The coni])any is authorized to carry on the

husiness of newspaper ])roprietors and general i)uh-

lishers. Among the incorporators are L. E. Westman.

P. H. McCallum and L. J. Rogers. Mr. We.stman is

editor and general manager of the Canadian Chemical

Journal
A federal charter has been granted the Nation Pub-

lishing Co. with a capital stock of $20,000 and head-

quarters in Ottawa, to ccmduct the business of printers

and publishers, as well as book binders, lithographers,

engravers, etc. Among the incorporators are 1). M.

LeBourdais, Geo. B. Kelly, Allan J. Eraser and Roger

Methot, all of Ottawa.

The Nashwaak Pulp & Pajjer Company has installed

a chemical laboratory at their plant at St. John, N.B.

:Mr. House is the chief chemist in charge.

Sir William and Lady Price were in .Montreal this

week.

PULP STOCKS IN U.S. MILLS.
According to the Federal Trade Connuission. the to-

tal stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills on August

31st amounted to 202,16:> tons. Stocks of other than

wood pulp and IMitscherlich sulphite increased slightly

during the month. There was a deer 'ase during the

month in the stocks of all other grades.

Comparing the stock on hand at the domestic pulp

mills at the end of the month with their average daily

production based on the 9-months' period ended April

30, 1919, the figures show that

:

Ground wood mill stocks equal slightly more than 3.5

days" average ont|>nt

:

News Grade Sulphite mill stocks e(iual slightly more

than 9 days' average output.

Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal slightly less than

8 days' average output.

Easy bleaching sulphite mill stocks equal slightly

more than 6 days' average output.

.Mitseherlieli sulphite mill .stocks e<pial slightly more

than (i days' averag<' output :

Sulphat(> mill stocks equal slightly less than 12 days"

average out|)iit ;

Soda pulp mill stocks eipial slightly more than 6 days"

average output

:

Mill stocks of "other than wood pulii" equal slight

ly more than 11 days" average output.

Total mill stocks of all grades ecpnd slightly more

than 19 days' average output.

ABITIBI PAID DIVIDEND ARREARS.
The action of the direetoi's of the .Miitihi I'owei- and

Paper Coiii))auy in clearing off tli.' entire indelitediiess

of dividiiul arrears on the prefei'red- stock amounting
to 19Vi per cent, and the placing of the conumni stock

on a regular dividend basis, furnishes aiH)ther of a luini-

ber of industrial romances which have occ\irretl in Can-

ada during the i)ast few years. The dividend payment
amounts to $192,JiOO. The connnon dividend is at the

Tate of 6 per cent (ler ainnnn.

The Abitibi Power and Ptilp i)roject Inid its begin-

inng in 1913, though it was not initil 1914 that the

.l)lant began oi)erations. It will thus be seen that the

company came into being just previous to the greatest

upheaval the world has known with its consequent de-

pressing and demoralizing effects on trade of every de-

scription throughout the world. However, from the

start, the company jjossessi'd all the reqiiisities of a

successful and pi-ofitable pidj) and i)aper manufactur-

ing industry. The directors and officers were imbued

with the firmest confidence in the nu'rits of the cntei--

])rise and were determined to make it a success, i'lie

l)est available engineering talent was engaged for the

preparation of ])lans and specifications, as well as in

connection with water i)ower develoinnent. mill con-

struction, and e([nii)meut. An abundant supply of i)uli)-

wood, deliverable at minimum cost, was assured, while

water jjower jn-ivileges adequati- for not only contem-

platetl and |)ossilile re(piirements of the company, but

also for other industrial and commercial enterprises,

were vested in the comjjany with (li'Vi'lo]iinent at a very

low cost.

Owing to the fact that the newsjii-int machiin^s ran

for only three and one half months during 191') no an-

nual statement was published for the year. However,

the directors stated that the earnings for the year were

sufficient to meet and j)ay bond and debenture interest

besides leaving a margin in excess of the cnnudative

preferred divideiuls.

EaiMiings for 1910 were equivalent to 10 per cent on

the common stock, after allowing for a full year's pre-

ferred dividend, but before depreciation and wi-iting-

off. After meeting interest charges the net ])rofits for

the year were approximately .$600,000, a considerable

gain over 1915. For depreciation, writing-off, etc.,

there was appropriated approximately $365,000, and a

balance of $220,000 was carried forward, leaving the to-

tal to the credit of profit and loss at the end of 1916

in the vicinity of $500,000.

In 1917 the gross sales of the com])any amounted to

$4,422,757, and in 1918 they had increased to $5,650.-

264, while for the current year they are likely to sub-

stantially e.'siceed this amount. At the end of December
last the company had a profit and loss surplus of $1,-

073,000. while the net working capital totalled $642,-

174 compared with $524,084 in 1917.

A party of the directors left Montreal last Weiln.s-

day for a visit of iiis|)ection to the company's jilant

and properties.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS
Toronto, Sept. 29.—Activity and expansion are tlie

'\atclnvords of the paper business at the present time
and mills are doing all the business they can possibly
attend to and then some. Nearly every week l)rino;s a
report that some plant is going to expand and the past
few days has brought forth the news that the Waya-
gamaek Pulp and Paper Co. of Three Rivers, has pur-
cliasi'd nearly a million dollars' worth of maeliinei'y in

Kngland and that the Laurentide Co., of Grand ^Icr.\

<,)ue., will install three additional grinder units, eaeh
consisting of one 2,800 horse power motor, directly con-
nected to two magazine grinders. The capacity of tlie

grouiulwood pulp department will be increased to a
total of about 400 tons, air dry weight, of groundwood
pul|) per day. The Wayagamack Co. will install four
new machines, beaters and other ctpiipment. The
Howard Smith Paper ^Mills will in a few months have
their second machine in operation at Beauharnois.
Another indication of the development of the pulp

and paper business is the announcement of the Dom-
inion I>i-idge Co., Montreal, that arrangements have
been c()m])lcted at their works for the establishment of

an entire plant for the making of ]iaper machines and
accessories. All the designs for new machines, for

which the company have received contracts and for

others M-hieh they are figuring on, have been worked
out by their own engineers. Other large projects will

be gone on with next year. It does not look as if there

will be any reduction in the prices of paper making
equipment, high as they ai'e, but this is offset by the

fact that manufacturers of jiafjer and pulp are of the

()l)inion that the present quotations for their product
are likely to ccnitinue. The cost of machinery will to a
certain extent lie counterbalanced by the earning capaci-

ty of various plants. One leading Canadian firm, which
has just placed an order for 14<S inch Harper Four-
drinier machine with the Dominion Hridge Works, is

convinced that the cost of jiaper machines will not
come down and another organization, which has been

holding aloof for a year, has about conn- to the same
coticlusion and will, it is understood, go on early in the

spring with the erection of a new book aiul writing

plant for which the plans have been prepared for some
time.

The greatest activity in the paper line is in news-
lirint and five cents for spot deliveries is not infrequent,
"ne leading mill during the past week turned down an
iii-der for many hundred reams of half tone news from
a leading publisher because it cannot take aboai-d any
more business. This is mentioned merely as an in-

dication of how the market is shaping up. Advertising
with the newspapers and- general periodicals was never
as brisk as at present and new publishing ventures are
being launched every day.

In the iiO(>k and writing line business continues firm
and there is a steady demand for all the better grades
of paper. A pretty good business is being done in bond
papers so far as port is concerned. With reference to
future prices, these will depend on many conditions
that might affect the trade and particnlarlj^ labor,

which as every one knows, is rather an uncertain quan-
tity at this juncture and has a direct bearing on cost.

There has been a large quantity of pulpwood cut in

Xorthern Ontario and, according to a report of .J. A.
Oliver, Crown Timber Agent at Port Arthur, there were
taken off during the past season 100,506 cords of i)ulp-

wood of which, 14,G44 cords were from Crown lauds
and S5,!)02 from private property. There were also

nearly a million ties taken out. An interesting an-
nouncement was nuule last week at a meeting of lumber
manufacturers in Toronto, assembled to hear a report
from A. C. Manbcrt, Ontario Timber Commissioner,
who has returned from a six months propaganda cam-
|)aign in the Old Country in the interest of the forest

products of the province. The announcement, which
came from Hon G. Howard Ferguson, Minister of
Lands, Forests and Mines for the province, was to the
effect that arrangements were being made by Ontario
for larger offices in London and for providing the best

facilities and also that in the near future representa-
tives of the industi'ial, agricultural and productive in-

terests generally of Ontario would be represented per-

manently overseas liy experts wlnj would have com-
plete lines of samjjles and be in a position to give full

information regarding the manufacturing capacity at

home, facilities foi- export and other particulars. The
lumber interests will be represented as well as the pulp
and paper and othci- lines.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
,„ 8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill. NEW YORK

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices,

Write us and be

convinced.
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The BulD market is now the centre of attention and next Wednesday, if they .should, the ijriutiiig industry

there is a stiffening in prices. Oroundwood pulp is in and around Xe«- York will he brou-ht practically

n active requisition and a contract was placed with an to a standstill, for there are few non-uni..n printers ii.

Ontario concern during the past week for several hun- this city, and all ot the organized men arc understood

dred tons at $35 fob mill. Manv paper mills, owing to be strongly in iavor ot a walkout. What tins will

to shortage of water are in the market for mechanical mean to the paper market locally is obvious. To thi

puip and^li great deal is being used due to the tremen- cmuitry at large, however, .t means l.ttlc for New

doiis outDut of newsprint All plants have as nuich \ork consumes only a small percenlage ot the total

business as thev can attend to. In sulphite pulp there amount of paper used in the States, and the virtual

is a fair demand for easv bleaching quality, which is elimination ot this market for a time should have but

sellin" from $92 to $95 and in bleached sulphite some slight influence on the market as a whole,

concerns are well sold up in advance. The figure now The newsprint market rules exceedingly strong and

orevailiu" is $120 at mill. Owing to the strong market prices tend firmly upward under a brisk demand from

for hi^h^^rades of paper, there is a lively call for various sections for paper. Publishers are placing

bleached pulp. Considerable quantities are being ex- orders wherever they can induce mills to enter into ad-

ported to Japan and to Europe, and from across the ditional commitments and are not stopping to argue

border "ood business is forthcoming. Encouraging pro- over questions of price in their anxiety to secure sup-

press is^beiuo- made on the first 100 ton unit of the Ki- plies. Roll news is selling freely at around 5.25 cents

nawa plant at Temiskaming. Que., which plant will be per pound at the mill to transient customers, and some

ill operation' early in December. It is understood that sales have been recorded at as high as 5.50 cents. So

as soon as the first unit is in working order the com- pinched are available supplies becoming that it is

nanv will "o right ahead with the putting in of another understood that importers are commencing to bring

unit of eqiiitl ca^paeity. A large plant, which during the newsprint in from Sweden to market in this country,

lull in the market last spring, did not make any more One leading import house is reported offering Swedish

suli)liitc pulp than it could use for its own consumption news at a price basis of about 5.80 cents per pound on

in newsprint, is once more running its digesters to the dock, and while it is questionable whether many,

capacitv and is turning out nearly a hundred tons daily if any, orders have been placed as yet. the probabilities

above its own requireineuts and finds no difficulty in are that if present conditions in the domestic market

disposing of it. Coated paper plants are very busy, continue much longer, consumers will be obliged to

toilet and tissue plants are rushed to the limit and box pay this price for imported paper simply as a means

hoard concerns are struggling to catch up with orders, of covering their wants.

There is progress all along the line and manufacturing p^^j^ papers of all descriptions are actively .sought

conditions are more favorable than they have been tor
.^^^^ ^^.^ selling at strong prices. Few mills have sup-

some time. . • plies to offer, having contracted for their output for

Advices have been received from the other side '^^''t'^- some time into the future and being unwilling to book

drawing more prices on paper and one firm has ad- ^usingss further ahead, so that buyers are experienc-

vaneed^toilet papers five per cent and still contends ^^ difficulty in securing supplies. Wrappings are

that today's prices are lower than today's costs. This j^oving in a consistent manner and in constantly larger

shows the" trend of the market and what the future will yQi^me Merchants the coimtry over are preparing for

trin'' forth no one knows. A leading manufacturer ex-
^ record-breaking pre-holiday trade and are laying ui

pressed it this week. "Any one who would attempt to
ja^ge stocks of wrapping and tissue papers to make

Torccast conditions must be either a mountebank or
^^^.^ ^^leir wants are provided for. Mills making these

an egotist." The majority are content to take matters papers are sold far ahead and most of them have with-

as they come and, with the present unsettled state of
jji-awn quotations and decline to accept further orders,

world affairs industrially, go ahead, not borrowing un-
^j^^ g^^^ paper market is firm and increasing in ac-

neccssary trouble, but simply doing the duty that lies
^j^.j^^. Export demand for writing papers shows

before them, which is getting out the stocks as tast as
g^g^^y expansion and mauufaeturers are diverting such

possible and endeavoring to keep things on an even
j^j^^Q^^tg qJ-- ^^^^^j. product as they can spare into for-

ked. .
eign channels. Domestic consumers as well are buy-

Pulp PriMS.
p o R ATll ^^ heavily, and jobbers acknowledge that regardless

4!-^9 no t .4;3' OU °^ *^^ efforts made they are unable to acquire stocks

Groundwood pulp
f-"'nn t° IsO 00 "^ mentionable quantity, having practically all their

Sulphite, news grade
*qo^00 t $95 00 supply sold before shipments are received from mills.

Sulphite, easy bleaching
4:11^^00 to°$l-''0 00 The board market is strong and prices continue to

Sulphite, bleached ^^^'^^
*c)0 00 rise- t'hip board is selling at $65 a ton. and, in some

Sulphate cases at higher levels. Mills are rushed with business

NEVTS^^^^^^I^TS. a»;i
jh*^- i ^^i"

; large demand unsatisfied.

Y rk September "^7 —Continued firmness Gfound Wood—Demand for groundwood pulp shows

characterizes the paper market, and while local mer- no abatement and the market is possessed of a very
cnaracien^es luc p i>

extent firm undertone. Quotations on spruce pulp of prime

'S: ;Sr;;ei™£wl'rb:ere''„Mh';,l;„a.e„ed ,„»!.,,- r,,„. fro,,, WS ,„ .«« a „,, ., ,„. „™„,ci„g
aurm^ lue " ct-

,.p^„ita„t lettiu" up in buying point, and it can be said that most ot the business being

rSj£^it.S^o:^^-^^n. large is Sone is at the higher rather than at the lower edge of

^l.^ri «. it has been in recent weeks. At the present quotational values. Even stored pulp which grinders

wri^ir^ it appears hat the strike of the printing trades have had on hand as long as a year ,s bringing $35 in

I- llsurelv occur on October 1. The several confer- current sales, and consumers cannot seem to supp y

h^U between representatives of the employing their requirements regardless ot the amount of pulp

m-intei and the union leadei-s have been of no avail, purchased. Indications are that the consumption of

nel the workers are making plans to quit their jobs ground wood has increased to such an extent that
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

SOI Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Buildir g

Ilio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months

of 1920. Quotations solicited.



So)s{42) I'l'Ll' AXK A 1' K i; M A (n A Z I \ K 0,-ti i:tii).

the present |ii'ii(liii'tiiiii simply is nut laitre (Mnnitjli t<i

fill the ileinnml notwithstandinfr tlie oiienitiori (tf

L'rindiim- ]il;iMts at I'lill i-apiicity.

Chemical Pulp A tirm even trend ehiiraeteiizes the

eheniiral woodpiilp iiiarUet, anil altli<)ii$;h Imsiiiess ag-

gfesately is not of as lai-'re volume as was ddiie a shoi-T

while a<ro, there is still suffieient demand in evidence

HOOVER PROCESS

SOLPHilE OF ALOMINA
Specially nianufaclured for use in paper mills

making all grades of paper, excepting the high grade

whites and delicate tints.

SOME OK Ol'R ISKRS:

Chas Boldt Paper Mills, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Colin (iardner Paper Co., Middletown, O.

Auglaize Box Board Co., St. Marys, Ohio.

Marion Paper Co., . . . Marion, Indiana.

Burnias Paper Co., . . West Dudley, Mass.
Aldrich Paper Co., . . Natural Dam, N.Y.

Arrangements can be made to manufacture at

the mill, for large users.

The Hoover Company, Limited

1011 New Birks Building, MONTREAL, Que.

Sole Agents and Owners of Process

in Canada.

J. FORD & CO.
Manufacture

Hanging, News, Bag, Wrapping
and Po^er Papers;

—also

—

Roofing, Carpet & Lining Felts

Inquiries are solicited

"^^''^ Portneuf Statioiiy P.Q,

GRINDER j^HAFTS

ti) aljsDi-b practically all the su))ply manufaeturefs and
iiiipt)rters have to offer. Prices are tirm and the
teiideney is toward hijrher levels thon«rh no further
advaneenuMit has heen reeortled duriiij; the i)ast few
days. .Vewsprint sulphite is selliufr freely at .$70 to
$7") a ton at the pulp mill, soda pulp is fetehintr .'t!9;i

in spot sales, while kraft of domestic make is bring-
intr in the neifrhborhood of .l!90 a ton. It is reported
that a recent larjre shipment of kraft pulp received
here from Enfrland has been marketed at a price of
•fS,'), which is under the ju-ice level qtioted on domestic
kraft. Apjiarcntly this has not affected domestic
quotations, for donu'stic manufacturers continue to

name 00 for standard quality kraft and refuse to en-

tertain orders at lower figures. Several sizable ship-

ments of Scaiulinavian ludp have been landed at this

port durino; the past few days but as this pul|) was
already sold it failed to influence the market.

Rags.—Pa])er nuiuufacturers continue to neglect cot-

tnii rags and the market, viewed as a wlude, is in a
quiet ])osition, with little business of an important
character being transacted. Dealers reptyrt making
occasional shipments to mills but the aggregate move-
ment of material is of small consequence. The truth of

the situation is that foreign rags are arriving in such
volume that consumers are enabled to keep out of the
domestic nuirket to a greater extent than ordinarily.

It is quite common these days for a steamer to arrive

at New York from Rotterdam, Rordeau.x. Antwerp or

other European ports with four to five thousand bales

of rags in her cargo, aiul uot all of the foreign rags
being received now is .suitable only for roofing felt

mills. On the contrary, a considerable amount of high-

grade stock is coming in and imjiorters are under-sell-

ing domestic dealers, which seems to explain the lack
of concerted demand for domestic rags. Demand dur-
ing the present week has been centered on Xo. 1 white
rags, which have sold at ai'ound 7.75 cents a pound
f.o.b. New York. Repacked thirds and blues have been
offered freely at a price basis of around 4.25 cents

New York and there have been few takers in evidence.

Roofing rags are moving in a limited way at about 2.75

f.o.b. for Xi). 1 packing and 2.60 to 2.70 cents for No. 2.

Paper stock—Some grades of waste paper have been
actively sought this week while others have been dif-

ficult to sell, lioard mills have been the most volumi-
notis buyers and there lias accordingly been a good
movement of Xo. 1 mixed paper, folded news and con-

tainer manilas. Flat stock, on the other hand, has been
sadly neglected by manufacturers and prices have
again dropped. Shavings have moved in fair quantities

and at steady prices. Xo. 1 mixed paper has sold at

So to 90 cents per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York and
practically all the supply offered has been absorbed,

with board makers still asking for more. Flat folded

news is moving at a qiujtational range of 95 cents to

>rl per hundred pounds, while No. 1 container manilas

suitable for board mills are selling at ijil.lO to .$1.20,

Heavy books and magazines are offered at around $2.25

per hundred pounds New York and the probabilities

are this grade of old paper could be bought at an even

lower price. No. 1 hard white shavings are quoted at

$5.50 Xew York and Xo. 1 soft whites at $4.25. Two
of the strongest items in the current trade are white

blank newspaper, which, on aceoiuit of the pinched

condition x)f the ground wood .supplies, is in brisk de-

mand and which is readily commanding close to •v::

per hundred pounds, and kraft paper. Xo. 1 pac!::n^

of which is selling at $3.60 to .$3.75.
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I EDITORIAL
I

(luctive source of wealth is being wasted through the

burning of the enormous piles of grain and flax straw
in this country. The utilization of such waste would
not only be a great economical asset in the employ-
ment that would be provided but, moreover, the income
from the by-product of the farm would go a long way
toward paying for the fertilizer that should be applied

to keep our farms productive. The pulp which is made
from straw is about as different in character from wood-
pulp as it is possible to conceive of two materials made
from the same basic substance. The paper made from
straw pulp, or even paper containing a very consider-

able portion of straw pulp, could hardly be thought of

as suitable for the printing of newspapers by present

methods although from such material could be produced
very satisfactory grades of book paper containing the

bleached pulp. Tlie unbleached material is the basis

for straw paper and boards whicli find many uses.

One aspect of the straw pulp suggestion is worthy
of consideration and application. It is the fact that
straw IK a crop. When Mr. Green predicts the depletion
of oui- forest resources he fails to consider that pulp
wood is just as truly a crop as grain is and in many
cases gives ])romiso of even greater return on the in-

vestment. The farmer need not feel jealous at this

comparison or fear that farm land will be set out in

forest trees, because by far the greater part of some
ju-ovinces is entirely unsuited to agriculture, and, if

these lands were definitely reserved for a forest crop,

men would not be continually burying themselves and
exhausting their energies in futile attempts to raise

farm crops on timber soil. It takes only a little con-
sideration to prove the soundness of the proposition
that greater use must be made of the opportunities of

forestry in this country.

In fact, the future of our industries dependent upon
the forest crop lies in the realization that timber is

a cro]) and that provision must be made Tf: raising

trees according to scientific methods. It is most
gratifying to note the promise of progress in the action
that is being taken by several of our pulp and paper
comi)anies in co-operating with Federal and Provincial
agencies for investigating actual forest conditions so

that those affecting the forest crop may be intelligently

studied and economically applied. The progress that
is being made in a number of important instances is

outlined on another page. It is certain that when the
public realizes tliat the forest, whether under state or
private ownerslii|i must be handled in an intel-

ligent maniiei' so as to insure a continuous crop
and ever pi'oductive source of raw material, then there

CANADIAN FIELDS FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOP-
MENT.

Mr. Price-Green, who is industrial commissioner for

the Canadian National Railways and who was in charge

of their interesting exhibit showing the industrial

possibilities of (Canadian natural resources at the Fifth

Exposition of Chemical Industries at Chicago, addressed

the convention on the subject of our title. Mr. Green

stated that one edition of the Chicago Tribune, that

city's largest daily, requires the pulp wood from 30

acres of forest to provide the paper on which it is

printed. He went on to say that the United States has

one-fifteenth of the world's population but consumes

one-half the world's production of paper. He added

that at the present rate of consumption ajid destruct-

ion by fire, insects, and fungus growths, one is forced

to the conclusion that the time is not far distant when
a sub.stitute for spruce in the making of newsprint paper

will have to be found; one of the most likely sources

of supi)ly is the vast amount of straw which at the

present time is being Avasted in the grain growing areas

of the country.

Through the recent agitation foi- letting up on the

embargo on pulpwood cut on crown lands, the public

has come to see and appreciate the enviable position

that Canada occupies in regard to the possibilities of

becoming the world's greatest producer of pulp and

woodpulp papers. The rapid rate of consumption,

which has resulted in the practical elimination of any

chance for developing and extending tlie paper in-

dustry in the United States, forces thos<' thinking at

all on the subject to realize that Canada is in the same

position now that the Eastern United States was in a

few years ago and that Canadian forests are threatened

just as surely with extinction, if the methods permitted

are followed across the land and persisted in by those

who control or operate lumbering and logging oper-

ations in the Canadian forests.

It is no crazy notion nor alarmist's cry that our for-

ests are doomed to extinction if the present inroads

of fire, fungus, insects, and selfish manipulation are

allowed to continue. The result is inevitable and the

depletion of our most important natural resource is

just as certain as the observation that water runs down

hill.

In his enthusiasm for development of the Prairie jiro-

vinces and the wondei'ful agricultural possibilities of

Canadian soil. Mr. Green predicts a time when waste

straw will be the basis for the newsprint paper of the

future. It is doubtless true that Canadians will be-

come aroused one day to the fact that an enormous pro-
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need be no tear for the future of our pulp and paper

industry and otlier businesses dependent upon the for-

est.; Without this intelligent and insistent demand of

the. public for a proper admunstratiou of forest re-

sources we may well expect one or two generations of

prosperity and then a future of industrial iiauperisia

as far as these industries are concerued.

It l)i.';;in.s to look

Strike Association.

CHARACTER IS BASIS FOR EDUCATION.

Wiuuipeg will be the scene of a very important con-

vention October 20-22ud. The topic will be Character

Education in Relation to Canadian citizenship, and

without ([ucstion the convention will result in a per-

manent movement of far reaching consequences in the

development of Canada as a nation of high ideals and

responsible citizenship.

Educational programs have been drifting rather

noticeably along utilitarian rather than academic lines

and the result in a few years will no doubt be a much

more efficient nation mechanically and industrially.

The so-called practical education program, however,

does not definitely provide for the careful development

of that soundness of character and appreciation of

civic, social, and industrial co-operation and respon-

sibility which is the best basis, in fact the only real

basis on which a stable national life can be built.

The movement which is concentrating in the coming

convention does not involve casting off the results of

years of careful labor in the development of our present

educational work but is planned to carry the process a

step further and introduce into the early years an ele-

ment in school education which is intended primarily

to develop a higher type of Canadian citizenship rather

than to concentrate on the cfevelopment of greater

skill in either manual or mental effort.

A .somewhat similar movement with some of these

aims has been under way for about two years and the

pulp and paper industry has been represented in it in

the person of one of the members of the committee

which has drawn up a program of definite recommend-

ations for improving educational methods along such

lines as would develop in the student, a proper appre-

ciation of his obligations and opportunities as a citizen.

A number of important national organizations of tech-

nical and business men have already approved of the

program which will soon be presented to the various

educational authorities.

The two movements are neither conflicting nor con-

tradictory but serve rather to focus the attention and

effort of various elements of the community on the need

for such improvement as is indicated and suggested

by the program referred to. Doubtless the Winnipeg

convention will bring forth also some definite recom-

mendations and it is to be hoped that the near future

will see gratifying develoi)inents in the education of

; "anadian boys and girls.

COBWEBS
lis if r. s. A.

-Exchange.

Tlie ailjii'^tment of tlic railway (

land will be a rclicl' for many pulp :

send their product to (ircat Hiitaiii,

Llovd George, "with all liis faults tl

Oetoher 9, 1919.

stands for I'liitcd

iit'fli'ultirs in Eng-

aiiil paprr iiicii who

It can lie said of

iv<' him still."

The Germans are getting down to work. In the coun-

tries where German comi)etition will be felt the most,

the producers of goods are doing everything else. Much

has been truthfully said about the efficiency of the

Allies that beat the llun army, but that will not make

any more comfortable the position of the country, that

loses an export market because the Hun gets the goods

there first.

The Trade Review of St. Johns. Nfld., refers in an

editorial to a recent statement of George Cahoon, Jr.,

president of the Laurentide Company, regarding the

company's policy in the matter of reforestation and

fire protection. The editorial in the review suggests

that it is time to ask what Newfoundland is doing to-

ward fire pi-i)tei-tiiin and if they <'ver intend to start

reforestation.

An illu.stration of the difficultifs fdn'cd upon some

publications in New York by tlu' strike and concerted

vacation of certain members of the printing profession,

is found ill the last issue of the Daily Mill Stock Re-

porter. This important publication is now appearing

in bulletin form, multigraphed on two sides of a single

sheet 81/2" X 13".

It is gratifying to note that the British .Ministry of

Shipping is now taking only iO'/( of the Canadian cargo

space, leaving 609f for commercial cargoes. It is not

anticipated in London that the movement of the new
wheat crop will cause any further restriction. If there

is any drop in rates together with the very welcome

increase in shipping facilities the Canadian pulp and

paper industrj- will doubtless be able to benefit by

shipping a greater cpiantity of pulp ami paper to the

British market.

The pressmen's revolt in New York will probably

cause a suspension of some 200 periodicals for perhaps

three weeks. When the enormous business done by

some New York publishers is considered, it will be seen

that a very large tonnage of paper is involved. While

the grade of paper used is such that Canadian mills are

not directly concerned, one cannot hut sympathize

with the American mills affected. Wv realize what it

means to the publishers and hope a speedy solution ean

be effected. The International Tyi)ographical rnioii

has to be congratulated for its firm stand for an honor-

able, man to man agreement.
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A Practical View of Sulphite Pulp Manufacturing
Bv E. SIMONSON.

When a designer is fijiurinjr out the different ma-
terials of his building, he always plans his foundation
and makes sure that this is strong- enough to carry
the weight of the strueture. If it should happen that

there is a misealeulation in the figuring of his founda-
tion, he will sooner or later find that there will be

something wrong with his building.

After reading this little illustration, the reader will

probably ask what this has to do with sulphite pulp
nianufaeturing. But the foregoing remark will be the

foundation of this article on sulphiti' jnilp manufactur-
ing, and the first questions we shall draw out of it are

these: Is there any foundation for sulphite pulp manu-
facturing? Is there anything we can build our sul-

phite l)ulp manufacturing on and thei'eby obtain gootl

I'csults and what is it? As an answer to the first ques-

tion I am sure we all agree, that the foundation of

sulphite pulp manufacturing is the acid j)laiit. I ilo

not mean to say that the acid i)lant is the only reasnn

for poor results in a sulphite mill but it is flic founda-
tion, it is the heart of the sulphite |)ulp mill. It is the

deciding factor of poor or good results, and as a

doctor alway.s determines his sick patient's pulse and
temperature, so a sulphite doctor always determines
first the acid ))lant's pulse and t' miicrature—so to

speak.

When something is wrong in n suljiliitc mill, poor

quality as well as quantit.v is iiroduced. The pulp is

full of shives and yellow color. A well trained sul-

phite man will soon tell why it is so. and the tii'st thing

he does is to look arouiul the acid plant.

If the acid plant is the heart, or foundation of a sul-

phite mill, we must therefore, first of all. produce a

good quality of acid, in order to produce a first class

quality of sulphite pulp. Again, in order to produce

a good quality of acid, we must produce a strong gas

with a high percentage of SO., and here, in tiu' cpuility

of this gas, lies the fouiulation for the bad or good

quality of our pulj). Fi-om this thei-e arise two (pu's-

tions, which I will try to answer from experience.

First—How can we produce a strong gas with a high

percentage of SOo, and scond— what is the cause u(

weak gas with a low percentage of SO,? Before these

two questions are answered, 1 wish 1o call attention to

the old name by remarking that sulphite pulp is

what we call chemical i)ulp, and that a sulphite mill

^-hould therefore be ad.justed according to the sulphite

man's ideas, and not by the master mechanics. In a

sulphite mill where I was once, trouble was brewing ni

the acid plant. I could see it coming pretty fast, and

for more than six months I was begging the men ui

charge of the mechanical end, who also had full power

in the mill, to fix up things according to my ways and

my ideas, but without results. One day the mill sh'it

(Iowa, and when it came to this point, what did tin-.

mechanical man say? Well, lie said. "I thont;li<

everything was all right when the wheels were turniii'r

round."
In order to i)rotluce a strong gas with a high ]n'V-

centage of SO, we must carry a high temperature in

onr sulphur liiirner, condiustion chamber, and cast

iron pipe. In order to give the different gas?s a

chance for proper mixing bc'^'ore the aas enters tli-

cooling apparatus there is of course a limit for the

temperature of the gas. If the temperalnic goes too

high, it is natural that an excess of sulphur is carried
away with the different gases, before it is mixed or
burned together to one gas and before the gas enters
the cooler; the consequences are sublimation of sul-
phur in the cooler.

It is a very easy matter to remedy too high a tem-
perature, but too low a temperature also causes
sublimation, and in nine out of ten cases, we
shall find that the low temperature is our greatest
trouble and one which also causes a low percentage of
SO.j. Low temperature gives us poor results in our
sulphite mill ; for that reason, I shall try to point out
the cause of our trouble, and the means of prevention
from having a high percentage of SO^.

The first thing we mn.st look for, if we would have
good results in the acid plant, is a proper and steady
speed on our vactium pump or fan. This speed must
be set according to the sulphite man's requirement, or,

in other words, according to the temperature he re-

quires.

I have been in sulphite mills where the speed of the

drive in the acid plant has changed several times a

day, and not the slightest bit of notice or attention
has been paid this matter.

Some of the readers will probably think that I am
going too far in my statement when I say that a steady
speed in the acid plant is just as important as a steady
speed on a j)ai)er machine, but when we study this

from an economical standpoint, we shall find that
every time the; speed changes in the acid plant, we are
losing something in form of quality, quantity, raw ma-
terials, and time. The result of an unsteady speed in

the acid plant, is an uneven gas and acid, and later in

my article, after 1 have pointed out the evils which
are the direct or indirect cause of a low percentage of

SO,, I shall show that we may trace 90 per cent of our
trouble in the acid plant to variations in speed.

An experienced sulphite pulp man can easily tell by
looking into his sulphur burner what kind of gas he
is producing, but this is not the proper way. The- gas
sh(ndd be tested by the acid maker at least four times
on each shift, and the strength of the gas should never
be allowed to go lower than 14 per cent or higher
than 18 per cent. If a steady gas, say 18 per cent, is

jH'oduced one da.\', and is dropping down gradually
little by little every day, remember there is something
wrong in the acid plant, and if this reduction in th-j

strength of the gas is not attended to, it will not be

long before sublimation sets in in the cooler, and prob-

ably all through the system. The cause of it may be

a leaky cooler, clogging in the acid system or tower,

or lost motion in the vacuum pump or fan. If all these

things mi ntioned are found to be in good condition,

test til!' s|)ee(l. because th;'re is always a cause for

troul)le and an acid plant is no exception.

Sublimation in the acid |)lant is a thing which should

l.elong to the |)ast. We have today milk of lime and
liiTirstone tower .systems, which, if handled right, -will

give good satisfaction, but they must be operated bv

men who have experience ; not only by men who have

had experience in acid making, but also in cooking.

In closing my remarks abottt th;' operation of the

acid jilant. 1 wish to s;iy that if the acid plant is oper

ated right, and the acid made according to the qjiality
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of pulp required, the fouiulation of our sulphite mill

is laid. The main thiiifr in order to produee a stroupr

gas with higrh pereentage of SO, is: never let the cooler,

the aeid system (or tower), or any pii)e leak. Keep
on adjusting the speed, the vacuum pump or fan, until

a proper temperature for the pras is obtained, and by

skillful operation of a well laid out acid jilant, the

frreatest liifficulties of sulphite pulp manufacturing arc

overcome.
The object of this article is to point out especially

our weak points and our difficulties in a sulphite mill.

I dare say our sulphite pulp manufacturing has not

had the same attention as the finished paper product

has had, and I have often thought, "Why do we not

take a little more interest in our pulp mill?"

Now iji connection with the above remarks on the

importance of a good foundation, I would like to tell

a little home-incident. One day on my way home from

town, I saw something which I thought would be fine

to eat. and at the same time 1 was going to he clever

and sui-prisc uiy wife. I canu' home with this, I

straightened myself up. and told her to prepare a fine

meal of it. Looking at it, she replied. "It is impos-

sible; it is a second grade stuff and you can, there-

fore, not get anything else out of it excepting a .second

grade meal."" This gave me a little illustration re-

garding pulj) and paper. T said to myself. "It is pos-

sible to make a good meal, if wc have a right thing

to make it of, but impossible if wc are trying to make

a good meal of poor material. Likewise with pulp and

paper. If we have a good quality of pulp, we can make

a good quality of paper. Experience has taught us.

also, that the capacity on the paper machine will in-

crease if an even grade of sulphite pulp is used. The

Jordan must be set according to the grade of pulp in

order to make it work in properly with the gi'onnd

wood pulp. If, after an hour or two. another grade

of sulphite pnlp is furnished, another change is

necessary. Time is lost and there is likely to be a

break on the machine, not to mention a change in the

grade of paper. A uniform grade of sulphite pulp can

be made if a good grade of acid is made. The founda-

tion is laid, and the next things wc have to look out

for are steam, wood, and a good cooking system.

The ways of cooking the wood vary: in some mills

the man in chai-ge likes to bring the pressure and

temperature up as fast as he thinks safe. In sucii

cases, only the quantity is looked out foi-. Tiie quality

and waste of raw materials are not taken into considera-

tion and in a sulphite mill where such a method of

cooking is useil. we shall find the highest cost in the

raw materials used. The wood is one of tiie biirgest

items in our pulii producing: wc arc lioiiiiil to waste

some wood in the wood room, in order lu g-t our pulp

clean. We arc also bound to waste scnuc in the diges-

ters, in the form of knots and sonic wood which will

not cook, but thei-e is no need of wasting good wood,

which could be made into pulp instead of having the

half cooked wood run over the screens.

We have learned that without a good system we are

practically lost. This refers not only to an industry

as a whole, but also to individual parts of the industry.

So without a system in (Uir cooking process we are

losing money, in the form of low |n-oduction and raw
materials. Moreover, the reputation for quality of

the product of the pulp and paper concern is lost.

The quality of steam is also a great factor in our

cooking process, and has a great effect on the quality

of our sulphite pnlp.

T recotleet a mill where there were five three-ton and

one ten-ton digesters. \Vi' had I lie saiiic kind of wood,
and the same kind of acid, and apparently the same
kind of steam, and the same system of cooking for

all of them, still I could notice a difference in the qual-
ity of the pulp from the live and the one. I was
puzzzled for awhile over the difference aiul one day I

made a sjiecial inspection to find out what caused the

difference, aiul what T found was this: The steani lim^

ran parallel with the toj) of the small digester, and on
the same line was a tee with a line running to the top
of the big digester, about twenty-five feet up. I came
to this conclusion, that practically all the moisture
which follows the steam was passing by over to the
small digester, and on account of this wc had fairly

good dry steam for the big one, which always gave us
a whiter color, and a more uniform grade of pulp.

Before this I was inclined to believe that the different
size of digestei's was the same. Speaking from ex-

perience we know that a digester of ten to fifteen

ton cajiacity gives a better result than a smaller one,

but again we know that wherever the steam pressure
is up and down, a change occurs in the cooking pro-

cess, and where a cooking system is used so that tem-
perature and pressure on the digester during the cook-
ing, and also pressure on the steam boilers can be
checked up, we shall soon notice a change in the quality
of pulp if the steam pressure has previously been up
and down.
The cooks are blamed quite often for not turning

out as good pnlp as we expected, and sometimes they
may be rightly blamed, but in a good many cases super-

intendents should blame themselves for not giving the

cooks a chance to make good pulp by giving them the

right materials to make puli) as required, for. as I have

said it is impossible to make good things out of poor
material. To-day we have recording gauges, both for

pi'essnre and tcmi>crature, and if we instruct our cooks

regarding the way in which we want them to cook, it

is up to them to follow our instructions as closely as

possible. Moreover, it is np to us to see that it is

done. In connection with this remark about cooking,

I should like to mention a couple of eases in which the

cook should not be blamed.
I have said that the quality and quantity of steam

has a great effect on pulp manufacturing in respect to

both quality and quantity of pulp. The first case in

which the cook should not be blamed is the one in

which the steam pressure is low, and very moist, and
in such a ease the results are a low grade of pulp. I

remember that several years ago, when we were steam-

ing the chips before letting the acid into the digester

wc forgot to drain out the water which had accumul-

ated b.v condensation of the steam which we had let in

through the chips. When we blew the digester, every-

thing seemed to all right, but when we took the cover

off the digester we found a pile of pure, hard chips

about ten feet high. At first 1 could not grasp the

cause of it, as the rest of the pnlj) was good, but 1

found that the reason for it was the fact that the water

had been left in the bottom. We should be inclined

to believe that the water which had accumulated, and

had been left in the bottom of the diaester would have

evened up with the acid, and made it uniform, bur

this example gives us a good idea of the effect which a

poor quality of steam has on cooking. If the steam

pressure goes down, the circulation in the digester

slows up, a bis: quantity of water is carried over with

the steam and we shall find a poor grade of sulphite

pulp and a lack of uniformity in any pulp, not to men-

tion a good many other poor results.
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The second case in which ^ye should excuse the cook,
if a poor quality of pulp is turned out, is the one in

which the acid is not made for a good grade of pulp.

We have probably noticed a kind of course, hard, and
yellow-colored sulphite pulp and there is of course
more than one reason for this, but the one I have
mentioned above regarding poor steam, and the one
I shall now speak of are two of the chief causes of

this grade of sulphite pulp.

All gas from the digesters should be recovered,

nothing should be lost, but the nature of the acid made
in the acid plant must be made proportional to the gas

relieved from the digester or rather the acid musr
be made thus, so that there is absorbing strength

enough in the acid to absorb the gas coming back from
the digester, and at the same time be a good quality of

cooking acid. (A good cooling capacity is absolutely

necessary.) For instance, if the raw acid (as we call

it) is made up in such a way that there is little or no
absorption strength left for the gas coming from the

digesters, the gas will travel through the acid instead

of being absorbed by the acid and it is a fact known
by all sulphite pulp men, that acid of this nature is a

very poor quality, not to say unfit for cooking. Dur-
ing the cooking process with this kind of acid, we shall

always notice that the temperature of the digester will

rise very rapidly and dnrinjr the relief of the digesters

we are losing the free SO.j faster than we would under
ordinary conditions, because the acid has lost its cook-

ing power before it ever came into the digester and the

con.sequenee is that a course, rough and shiny grade

of pulp is produced, and a yellow color always fol-

lows. In this case, the cook should not be blamed.

The cook is not always blameless, if a poor quality

of pulp is turned out, but the cook, and not only the

cook but the acid maker, and all, should be guided

by a system, because without a system in all of our

work we are lost. Even in such a small scale as our

housekeeping demands, we must have a system, and

now more than ever, when the cost of living is so hi?h.

So, we surely need a good practical svstem in our

mills, where labor and materials are higher than ever

before. A good many thousands of dollars are saved

during the year in the mills where a good practical

system is used.

A system, however, is no good, if it is not checked

up cverv- day. "We all have somethinfr to learn in sul-

phite pulp manufacturing and experience has taught

us that the more we study this industry the more in-

teresting it is, and when we are interested we shall

also teach our men to be interested, but if we are losing

the interest in our work, we mav be sure that our men
will soon fall in with us on that side.

A good many things could be added to this article,

but we have touched the most important things. In

closing, however. I would like to make a few remarks

regarding the Wood Room and Screen Room.

First—Set the chipper knives for the length of chins

required and make the chips as even as possible. Too

high a speed on the ehinner will cause uneven chins,

as well as dull knives. If we have too high sneed on

our chippei-. it is natural that when the first ki'i^'p has

made a cut. the bloek will not have time to fall back

to the disc before the next knife is making the cut,

and the consequence is one long and one short chip and

also more sawdiist.

Sometimes we have noticed a decrease in the capaci-

ty of our pulp screens, more often during the warm
weather, even when the screens arp kept clean and in

good condition. If we watch and look up the causo

for the decrease of capacity in our screens, we shall

find that one of the chief troubles can be traced back
to our acid plant, to lack of cooling capacity, lack of

proper speed, poor condition of the vacuum pump or

fan and, very often, poor attention and poor judgment
in adjusting one thing according to the other.

FEDERAL PRINTING BUREAU REDUCED.
Ottawa, Oct. 6—The report of E. F. Slack, Gazette

Printing Co.; Eugene Tarte, La Patrie Printing Co.;

A. L. Lewis, Southam Printing Co. ; the committee in-

vestigating the Government Printing Bureau, has been
adopted by the Civil Service Commission, and by an
order-in-eouncil the Government is giving effect to

the committee's recommendations. The committee
favors the reduction of the staff at the Government
Printing Bureau by 403 persons, and a complete reor-

ganization with new machiner.y, which it is believed,

will considerably reduce the cost of production and
increase the efficiency of this institution.

RESERVE JUDGMENT IN NEWSPRINT CASE.
New- York, October 6—The judges of the Circuit

Court of Appeals, after hearing arguments of attor-

neys for newspaper publishers and the newsprint manu-
facturers, reserved decision on the question of whether
prices of newsprint established by the federal trade

commission and in effect since May, 1918, were unfair.

Judge Hough presided, with Judge Manton. Ward and
Rogers sitting with him.

George W. Wickersham, representing the newspaper
publishers, in his argument for a reduction in present

prices, in effect since 1918, claimed that prices estab-

lished by the trade commission were too high. The
present price of .$3,751/4 a hundred pounds has been

effective since July, 1918. From Jlay 1918. to July, 1918,

the price of $3.63% was in effect.

The American Newspaper Publishers' Association

.seeks to have the price of paper fixed at $3.50 a hun-

dredweight, and collect a rebate of $5 a ton on paper
purchased at the increased prices set up,by the Federal

Trade Commission in May and July, 1918.

Mr. Wickersham sought to have the testimony of Can-
adian accountants before the Canadian Newsjirint Con-
troller brought before the court and asked that a Com-
mission be appointed to take the testimony in Canada.
The court also reserved decision on this matter.

He pointed out that the computing costs of news-

print iJi the United States the costs of a Canadian and
American company were used as a basis for figuring

prices. Tlie Spanisli River Pulp and Paper Company
was the Canadian company and the International Paper
Co., the American company. Mr Wickersham 's con-

tention was that testimony before the Canadian News-
print Controller showed that the Federal Trade Com-
mission's estimate of Canadian costs of manufacture
were not warranted.
Henry A. Wise, on behalf of the manufacturers ar-

gued that the publishers should have brought the Can-

adian figures to the notice of the Federal Trade Com-
mission while the hearings were in progress. He stated

that the costs of the International Paper Co. and the

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Co. were representative

of the costs in the two countries, inasmuch as they

jointly produced 1,700 tons of newsprint daily out of

a total for all the mills on the North American con-

tinent of 6,000 tons. It was brought out that the In-

ternational Paper Co. is producing in the neighbor-

hood of 1,200 tons of newsprint daily.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
(From Our IjuikIoii I'on-ospondent.'l

London. Sept. 25. 1919.

One of the wood pulp earryiiiir boats between \oi-

way and \eweastle-on-Tyne turned turtle on Sunila\

inornintr last and a valuable carfio of pulp was lost.

There were a erew of 19 on board and two women
passeng:ers. As the vessel, which is named the "Har-
tense Lea." was nearinjr the Tyne at n o'cloek in the

morniiitr she jrot into diftieulties, sent uji distress

sifjnals, turned turtle and disappeared. The sijjnals

were answered by another wood pulp boat, bound from

Sweden, who bore down ou the jilaee where the "Har-
tense Lea" had been and reseued all but six of the

crew and passengers. The loss of the ship and cargo

—not to speak of the passengers and crew—is one that

can ill be spared at present now that shipping is one of

the greatest problems for pulp and paper men.

Foreign Paper.

1 always had a lurking feeling that there was a

stocJi of foreign pai)cr in hiding soniewliere round

the country: because 1 was positive all the foreign

stocks—and the foreign agents who represented them,

and who so suddenly disappeared from London when
the war broke out—could not find their way into con-

suming channels at a moment's notice. This week I

have seen a little pre-war paper and on making en-

quiries 1 elicited the information that the agent went

away so quii'kly he could only ask for storage room
for the papir. While on the question of foreign papers,

.Mr. H. W. T. Garnett of Wharfeside. Otley. contributes

a letter to the "Yorkshire Post." stating that he has

been informed that he could secure 2,000 tons of for-

eign paper, delivered immediately from stock, al-

though the average price was slightly higher than the

price for a similar paper in Otley. He adds: "The
British papermaker has today to face the unrestricted

competition of the whole world and the reason why
he has not been able to maintain his output of paper

is due to the fact that the shipping companies were

something like two months behind hand with then-

deliveries of pulp due in May and June, and much
papermaking machinery was standing in consequenc;-.

Then follow'ed the coal strike and now the reduced

hours of labor, further restricting the outi)ut of the

mills. Yorkshire of course felt the effects of the coal

strike, but on the Question of the 2,000 tons of foreign

paper one would like to know its real origin.

Paper Mark?t News.

There is a fair amount of business jiassing in tli^'

paper market and prices are tiim. Kraft paper and

newsprint are greatl.v in demand ,iu>r at tlic )noment in

England and stocks of the latter arr already being

Inid in to covpr emersrencies in the way of a railroad

disturbance. Norwegians report that the demand for

uewsurint on their side of the water is brisk and the>

confirm my statement in a dispatch of two weeks ago

that orices had been advanced 10 to 15 per cent. Even
at this advance mills say they are producing at a loss.

Newsprint in England today can be purchased at Si^'l

per lb. and Kraft at £53 to £57 a ton. Foreign Kraft

is slightlv dearer. Millboards are £35 5s to £39 per

ton. The demand for photographic paper, all kinds,

continues to be great. It is one of those branches of

the paper trade that has had a remarkable revival.

News has reached London from Ireland to the effect

that up to the pi-eseut time no less than 20 daily and

weekly nowspaiiers have been suppressed and the ma-

chinery i)ut out of action. The suppression still goes
nu owing to the political situation. Jleantinn- the
|)aj)er industry of that country is receiving a rude
shock. If there are no customers for the Irish mills'

output it stands to reason business cannot continue.
A great ma.jority of the Irish newsjiapcrs suiiport their
own pa|)er mills in the connti-y.

The Pulp Situation.

The pulp iiiarki't is lirni and steady and supplies are
arriving regularly. Suljihite is keenly sought this

week and lu'icrs are inclined to be a shade dearer.
Sulpiiite bleached is up to £36 10s a ton and news
quality £24. Easy bleaching suli)hite can be had at

£37 a ton c.i.f., etc. Moi.st ground wood is unchanged
and the demand is fair. Mill owners are inclined to

be a little upset over the industrial disturbances. If

the i)uli) is available they want it immediately in their

mills to guard against transport eru|)tions. Others feel

disposed to await developments. This state of expect-

ancy and somewhat unsettlemcnt retards business; be-

cause the ])ulp man cannot get on. as he would like,

with his selling, while, on the other hand, the mill man
is tapping the pulse of the trade unions to see if it

would be wise to rush in a stock of i)ulp to cover
eventualities, or adopt the polic>- of wait and see. He
must also m,d\i' provision for the winter.

Canadian Pulps.

Stocks of Canadian pulps in this country have lately

been increased by new shipments from the Dominion
and customers can have spot delivery if they want it.

Some good supplies are at the Thames, and Lancashire
centres to be dis])osed of. These supjdies show a

healthy sign of expansion and they should meet any
situation that may arise in the market.

Notelets.

While w(ji'king at the Wells Pajxr Mills, in Somer"
set, a lad named Geo. Weave, caught his arm in the

machinery and had it completely severed.

John Dickinson & Co.. Ltd., announce an interim

dividend of 5 jier cent on the ordinary- shai'es payable

Oct. 1st.

Edward Lloyd. Limited, have declared a dividend in

respect of the half year ended -lune 30th last on the

51/0 cumulative preference shares at tlie rate of 6s

in the £1 jiayable T)ct. 1st.

The first ship reaching England frour Germany with

a commercial cargo arrived this week. Xo pa])er or

pul|) were aboard—only clover seed.

Sweden is locking out all employees in the wood-

working industry. For some time past lalicu' troubles

have been threatened.

Profiteering Tribunals were set up this week in Lon-

,lon. If a man pays too much for pulp or too mucli

for |iapcr he can consult the Tribunal as to a refinid.

PRICE BROS. & CO. 102 YEARS OLD.
The first i-ecord of the firm of Price lirothcrs and

('ompan\' occuis in the \ear 1817, although it is thought

to have been in existence a few years earlier. William

Price, the founder, came to this country on a mission

for the British Government of that time to in(iuire into

the value of the timber production for the purposes

of the navy, the avenues from which that branidi of the

service had been securing its supplies for ship-build-

ing having seen closed by the dis.se)'sions then exist-

ing in Europe. Struck by the possibilities of the coun-

trv. he i-emained and founded the firm.

Dirt and disorder indicates laziness and incom-

petence.
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Pulping Quality of American Woods
By Otto Kress, Sidney D. Wells, and Vance P. Edwards.

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

{Continued from Last Issue.)

LONGLEAF PINE—Pinus palustris. Wt. 34 lb. Fiber
3.7 m.m.

Range—Coast region, from southern Virgina (Nor-
folk) to Florida (Tampa Bay and Cape Canaveral)
to eastern Texas (Trinity River) ; northward in

Alabama to the northeastei'n part of the State
(Clay and Walker counties) and northwestern
(border counties) Georgia.

Common names—Longleaved Pine (Va. N. C, 8. C.
Ga., Ala., Fla., Miss., La., Tex.) ; Southern Pine
(N. C, Ala., Mi.s.s., La.,) ; Yellow Pine (Del., N. C.
S. C, Ala., Fla., La., Tex.); Turpentine Pine (N.

C.) ; Rosemary Pine (N.C.) Brown Pine (Tenn)
;

Hard Pine (Ala., Miss., La.) ; Georgia Pine {gen-

eral, Del); Fat Pine (Southern States); Southern
Yellow Pine (general) ; Southern Hard Pine (gen-

eral) ; Southern Heart Pine (general) ; Southern
Pitch Pine (general) ; Heai-t Pine (N C. and South
Atlantic region) ; Pitch Pine (Atlantic region) ;

Longleaved Yellow Pine (Atlantic region); Long-,

leaved Pitch Pine (Atlantic region) ; Longstraw
Pine (Atlantic region) ; North Carolina Pitch

Pine (Va., N. C.) ; Georgia Yellow Pine (Atlantic

region) ; Georgia Heart Pine (general) ; Georgia

Longleaved Pine (Atlantic region) ; Georgia Pitch

Pine ( Atlantic region) ; Florida Yellow Pine (At-

lantic region) Florida Pine (Atlantic region) ; Flo-

rida Longleaved Pine (Atlantic region) ; Texas Yel-

low Pine (Atlantic region) ; Texas Longleaved Pine

(Atlantic region).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,840 lb. (crude pulp). Cannot be bleached.

Very poor color. In general, this wood cannot

be considered satisfactory for sulphite pulp.

Possible Uses—Few.
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 1,600 lb.

Character—Strong but coarse fiber.

Possible I'ses—Similar to M-hite spruce.

NORWAY PINE—Pinus resinosa. Wt. 27 lb. Fiber

3.7 m.m.
Range—From Newfoundland and along the northern

shores of St. Lawrence Gulf to northern Ontario

(north of Abitibi Lake) to southern Manitoba (near

southern end of Lake Winnipeg) ;
southward

through the Northern States to Massachusetts

(Middlesex County), Pennsylvania (Chester

County), northeastern Ohio (north of Cleveland)

central Michigan (Saginaw), northern Wisconsin

(Oshkosh and Eau Claire), and northeastern

Minnesota.

Common Names—Red Pine (Vt., N. H., N. Y., Wis..

Minn., Ont.) ; Norway Pine (Me. N. H., Vt., Mass..

N. Y., Wis.. Mich., Ont.) ; Hard Pine (Wis.) ; Cana-

dian Red Pine (Eng.)

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,3.50 lb.

Charaeter and Possible Uses—Similar to white

spruce.

PITCH PINE—Pinus rigida. Wt. 29 lb. Fiber

Range—From southern New Brunswick (St. Johns

river) to eastern Ontario (north shore of Lake Ou-

tarid and lower Ottawa River) and southward in

the Atlantic region to southern Virginia (Norfolk)

and along the mountains to northern Georgia

(Atlanta) ; west to western New York (Ithacaj,

northestern Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio (border

counties south of Canton] and Kentucky, eastern

Tennessee (to Cumberland ^fountains).

Common A'ames—Pitch Pine (Vt. N. H., :Mass., R.

I., Conn., N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., W. Va., N.C, S.C;

Ga., Ohio, Ont., Md., Eufe.) ; Longleaved Pine

(Del.) ; Longschat Pine (Del.) ; Black Norway
Pine (N. Y.) ; Hard Pine (Mass.) ; Yellow Pine

(Pa.) ; Black Pine (N. C.) ; Rigid P'ne (Eng. lit.)
;

Sap Pine (lit.)

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1.430 lb.

Character and Uses—Similar to white spruce.

SAND PINE—Pinus elausa. Wt. 29 lb. Fiber

Range— Coast of Alabama (Baldwin County) and

western Florida (to Peace Creek) ; east coast of

Florida from St. Augustine to Halilax River.

Commin Names—Sand Pine (Fla., Ala.) ;
Oldfield

Pine (Fla. (; Florida Spruce Pine (Ala.); Scrub

Pine (Fla.) ; Spruce Pine (Fla.) ; Upland Spruce

Pine (Fla.)

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.300 lb. Difficult to bleach, and .shivey.

Easily pulped—fair strength—good color.

Character and Possible Uses—As a substitute for

white spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1,240 lbs.

Character and Uses—Similar to white spruce.

SCRUB PINE—Pinus virginiana. Wt. 26 lb. Fiber

2.8 m.m.
Range—From New York (Staten Island) to South

Carolina (Aiken River) and northern Alabama
(Winston, Cullman, and Dekalb counties) ; west

into southern Indiana, to middle Tennessee (Put-

nam County).
Common Names—Jersey Pine (N. J., Pa., Del., N. C.

S. C.) ; Scrub Pine (R. I., N. Y., Pa., Del., N. C,
S. C, Ohio) ; Short Shucks (Md., Va.) ; Shortshat

Pine (Del.); Spruce Pine (N. J., N. C.) ; Short-

leaved (N. C); Cedar Pine (N. C.) ; River Pine

(N. C.) ; Nigger Pine (Tenn.); New Jersey Pine

(lit.)

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,000 lb.

Difficult to bleach, easily pulped and good color.

Possible Uses—^As a substitute for spruce.

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1, 2.50 lb.

Character—Strong but coarse fiber

PossMe Uses—Similar to white spruce.

SUGAR PIN^—Pinus lambertiana. Wt. 23 lb. Fiber

4.1 m.m.
Range—Coast region from Oregon (head of McKin-

zie and Rogue rivers) to California (Sierra Nevada
^Mountains and coast ranges to Santa Lucia Moun-
tains; San Bernardino and Cuyamaca mountains).

Common Names—Sugar Pine (Cal., Oreg.) ; Big
Pine, Shade Pine (Cal.) ; Great Sugar Pine; Little
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Sugar PiiK>. Ciijiaiitii- Pine (Cal. lit.); Purple-cou-

ed Siij>:ai- Pino.

Sulpkitc Pulp
Yield 1,010 lb. A little diffinilt to bleach.

Easily pulped. Poor strength—fair color.

Possible Uses—Dark t-olored wraiipings.

SiilpJmte Pulp
Yield l.l;{0 lb. Diffievilt to bieaeh, shivay.

Charactrr of r.vrs—Similar to wiiite .spruec.

WESTEKX YELLOW PINK I'iinis poudcrosa. Wt.

24 lb. Fiber ^.6 in.ni.

Range—From British Columbia (.interior south of

lat. 51°), and Dakota (Blaek Hills region), .soiith-

ward in the Pacific and Roeky .Mountain retrion to

western Te.xas and Jlexieo.

Common Names—Yellow Pine (Cal. Cob)., Mont.,

Idaho. Utah. Wash., Oreg.) ; Bull Pine (Cal,

Wash., Utali, Idaho, Oreg.); Big Pine (Mont.);

Longleaved Pine (Utah, Nev.) ; Red Pine, Pitch

Pine ; Southern Yellow Pine ; Ileavy-wooded Pine

(Eng.) ; Western Pitch Pine; Heavy Pine (Cal.):

Foothills Yellow Pine; Sierra Brownbark Pine;

Montana Black Pine (Cal. lit.) ; "Gambler Parry's

Pine" (Eng. lit.)

Snlphitr Pulp
Yield 1.1 :!0 lb. Difficult to bleach, shivey.

Not difficult to pulp. Very i)Oor strength and

color.

Possible Uses—Few.
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 1,100 lb.

Character—Fine, high grade, very strong, and

tough fiber.

Possible Uses—Same as white spruce.

Meehanieal Pulp
Yield 2,060 lb.

Character—Fibers are long, coarse and .soft, creamy

color and somewhat pitchy.

Possible Uses—W^here a medium qualitj' of ground-

wood will answer the purpose.

WHITE PINE—Pinus strobus. Wt. 22 lb. Fiber

3.8 m.m.
Range—From Newfoundland ( WHiite Bay region)

and along the northern shores of St. Lawrence Gulf

to northern Ontario (near Abitibi and Nipigon

lakes) southern Manitoba (near southern end of

Lake Winnipeg) ; southward through northern and
eastern Minnesota, northeastern (Mitchell county)

and eastern border of Iowa (to Scott county),

northern (counties) Illinois, southern shores of

Lake Michigan, .southern Michigan (north of Alle-

gan, Eaton, and St. Clair counties), northeastern

and eastern (border counties) Ohio, and along the

Allegheny Mountains to northern Georgia (Tallu-

lah Falls).

Common Names—White Pine (Me., N. H., Vt., Mass.,

R. I., Conn., N. Y., N. J., Pa., Del., Va., W, Va.,

N.C., Ga., Ind., 111., Wis., Mich., Minn., Ohio, Ont.,

Nebr.); Weymouth Pine (Mass., S. C.) ; Soft

Pine (Pa.) : Northern Pine (S. C.) ; Spruce Pine

(Tenn.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,210 lb. Difficult to bleach.

Difficult to pulp. Fair strength, but shivey and
poor color.

Possible Uses—Few.
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 1,100 lb.

Character—Excellent strength and color.

Possiblr Us(s—Similar to white spruce.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 1,8!)0 lb.

Character—-(iood sircngtii and color, but pitchy.

Possible Uses—Similar to white spruce.

INCENSE CEDAR— iiiliocedrns decurrens. Wt. 23

lb. Fiber 2.0 m.m.

Range—From Oregon (Xoi-th Fork of Sanltam River

and southward on the western slopes of the Cas-

cade Mountains through California (Western slo-

|)es of Siei'ra Nevada Mountains and coast ranges

from Southern border of Mendocino County to

San Bernardino, San Jacinto, and Cuyamaca
mountains); Western N(!vada; Ijower California

(Mount San I'cdro Martir).

Common Names—White ('edar ((Jal. Oreg.); Cedar
(Cal., Oreg.); Incense Cedar (Cal. Oreg.); Post

(;edar (Cal. Nev.) ; Juniper (Nev.) ; Bartard ('edar

(Cal., Wash.) ; Red Cedar; California Post Cedar
(Cal. lit.)

Sulphite Pulp
Yield S;iO 11). Difficult to bleach,

(iood strength—jjoor color.

Possible Uses—Few.
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 950 lb.

Character—Dark colored, strong and hard fiber.

Possible Uses—As a .substitute for white spruce.

liALD CYPRESS—Taxodium distichum. Wt. 27 lb.

Fiber 3.3 m.m.
Range—From southern Deleware (Sussex ('ounty

and southward in the coast region] to Florida

Mos(iuito Inlet and Cape Romano) ; westward in

the (jtulf coast region to Texas (Devils del' River) ;

and northward through Louisiana, Arkansas, ana
ea.stern Mississipi and Tennessee, southeastern Mis-

souri, western and northwestern Kentucky, south-

ern Illinois, and southwestern Indiana (Knox
county).

Common Names—Bald Cypress (Del.. N. C. S. C,
Ala., La., Fla.. Tex., Ark., Mo., 111., Ind.) ; White
Cvpress (N. C, S. C. Fla.. Miss.) ; Black Cypress

(N. C, S. C, Ala., Tex.) ; Red Cypress (Ga., Miss.,

La., Tex.) ; Swamp Cypress (La.) ; Cvpress (Del.,

N. C, S. C, Fla., Miss., Ky.. Mo., 111.) ; Deciduous
Cyprejss (Del.) 111., Tex.) ; Southern Cvpress
(Ala.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,160 lb. Very difficult to bleach.

Difficult to cook—poor strength and color.

Possible Uses—Few.
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 1,350 lb.

Character—Fiber long but tender.

Possible Uses—As a substitute for white spruce.

(To be continued next week.)

The Martin Sales Agency, 32 Front St., West, Tor-

onto, have been appointed exclusive Canadian agents

for the National Binding Machine Company of New
York, manufacturers of National Package Sealers and
National Gum Paper Tape. The use of gummed paper

instead of cord or twine is said to lower the cost as

well as the time in doing up packages.

Following agricultural products in value of export,

the products of the Canadian forest come second. This

classification includes pulp, paper, pulpwood, and lum-

ber.
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SENATORS SEE PULP AND PAPER MILLS.

For the purpose of seeing two of the greatest centres

of water power and pulp and paper manufacturing on
the continent, namely, Shawinigan Falls and Grand
Mere, a party of Senators representing all the pro-

vinces of the Dominion visited these two places last

week.
The visit was arranged bj' Senator Smeaton White,

of Montreal, whose guests the Senatorial party were
during tlie two days. The Senators who composed the

part}' were : Hon. Hewitt Bostock, British Columbia,

leader of the Opposition in the Senate ; Hon. Henry
Thorne and Hon. George Fowler, New Brunswick; Hon.
H. D. Laird and Hon. W. B. Willoughby, Saskatchew-

an ; Hon. L. McMeans, Hon. Dr. Sehaffner and Hon.
Robert Watson, Manitoba; Hon. L. G. De Veber, Al-

lierta ; Hon. John Fisher, Hon. W. H. Bennett and Hon.

Richard Blain, Ontario ; Hon. Dr. P. C. Murphy, Prince

Edward Island, and Hon. Smeaton White, Quebec.

After an interesting tour of inspection of the paper

mill and aluminium works, the party were the guests

of Mr. Biermans at the Cascade Inn. Several Senators

spoke of their pleasure and surprise in the develop-

ments they saw at Shawinigan Falls.

Mr. H. Biermans, general manager of the Belgo-

Canadian Pulp Company and president of the Can-

adian Export Paper Company, Shawinigan Falls, spoke

of the pleasure it gave him to entertain the law-makers

of the Dominion. Referring to the paper industry,

and to his own mill in particular, financed entirely

by Belgian capital, he pointed out that until one yea'

before the war, his mill had never earned enouirh money
to pay a dividend.

In reply to a query, Mr. Biermans stated that Can-

ada only consumed ten per cent of the entire paper of

the eastern mills. The action of the Canadian Govern-

ment in fixing a maximum price at which paper coiild

be sold to the Canadian publishers had been largely

responsible for publishers of the United States getting

Canadian paper at a low price. The Canmlian paper

manufacturers considei-ed the action of the Govern-

ment unfair in so regulating their business to their

detriment.

From Shawinigan Falls the Senators went to Grand
Mere, where they were taken over every part of the

power hou.se and the pulp and paper mill and shown

the beauties and comforts of the town. A visit to the

nurseries of the company under Mr. Elwood Wilson,

chief forester, was probablv the most outstanding

feature of the whole trip. The trees in the nurseries

are for the purpose of reforesting the company's lands.

Dinner at the Laurentide Inn, Grand Mere, with Mr.

George Chahoon, Jr., president of the Laurentide Com-

pany, presiding, provided an opportunity for many
of the Senators in short speeches to express to him

their appreciation of the national work he and his

company were performing in welding into one har-

monious whole a community of working people free

from labor troubles. In this fact alone it provided an

object lesson for the rest of the Dominion. The com-

pany's policy of re-forestation was also highly com-

mended, and the support of the visiting Senators

l^ledged to such a work.

Mr. Chahoon dwelt at cnnsiderable bnigth upon the

necessity of a re-forestation poliev for the whole Do-

minion, "pointing out the grave position that the United

f^tates now finds itself in. owing to the depletion of its

forests. His own company had entered into an ex-

tensive scheme of re-forestation, and would plant 2,-

000,000 trees next year, but he felt that the Govern-

ment should compel timber operators to plant one tree
for every one cut down, and the Provincial Govern-
ment should at the same time co-operate in the way
of exemption of taxation for such lands as were being
replanted.

SUMMARY OP NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL
CONGRESS.

The attendance at the National Safety Council Con-
gi-e.ss, which took place at Cleveland, Oliio, October 1st

to 4th, was on a grander scale than ever before, and
the spirit shown at all the sessions denoted great keen-
ness on the part of all the delegates. The principal
speakers were of the first rank and treated their sub-
.jects in masterly fashion, so much so in fact that the
audiences were seldom disturbed by the inconsiderate
moving in and out of delegates during' the sessions,

so much in evidence at most conventions.

The sessions of the Paper and Pulp Section were
particularly well attended, and the interest was sus-

tained up to the end of the last session.

Friday's session found the accommodation provided
by the officials much too small and an overflow audi-

ence had to be content with chairs in the passage out-

side the meeting room.
Papers were contributed by Messrs. : G. W. Dick-

son. Riordon Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd., Hawkesbury;
Erling Riis, Wausau Sulphate jFibre Go.. Mosinee,
Wis.: Robert Altman. Marathon Paper Mills Co.,

Rothschild, Wis.; H. H. Matthieson. Crown Willam-
ette Paper Co., Portland, Oregon; S. F. Shattuck,

Kimberley-Clark Company, Neenah, Wis. ; Al. Kroes,

Employers and Mutual Liability Insurance Co., Wau-
sau, Wis.

These gentlemen were by the excellence of their

papers instrumental in creating the enthusiasm that

marked the sessions from beginning to end.

Mr. Al Kroes was particularly successful in his poster

talk and presented to the meeting his methods of get-

ting close to employees in a humorous, visrorous, ef-

fective way. The meeting was sorry indeed when the

discussion of this paner came to a close, and showed
its feeling in a practical way by unanimously passing

a standing vote of thanks and appreciation to Mr. Al

Kroes for his address.

Before ad.iournment Mr. Robert Altman. Marathon
Paper Mills Co., Rothschild, was elected Chairman of

the Paper and Pulp Section in succession to Mr. A. P.

Costigane who was anxious to be relieved of the duties.

Mr. G. W. Dickson, Riordon Puln & Paper Co., Ltd.,

Hawkesburs', was elected Viee-Chairman.

Editor's Note : Canadian mills, especially in Ontario,

will regret that Mr. Costigane has felt obliged to retire

as Chairman. There is much consolation, however, in

ha-\nn<x the Canadian branch of the industrv repre-

sented by so good a man as Mr. Dickson. Give him
co-operation and support in his important duties.

The next issue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine will

be a .special Safety number, containing as many as

possible of the addresses read at this congress.

The Bathurst Lumber Company has .iust installed a

Sturtevant ventilating svstem in their heater room and,

a vapor absorbinsr cauipraent is being installed in the-

Eraser Company's sulphite mill at Edmundston. This!

is to be finished bv Dec. 1st. and will add srreatly to.

the output of their pulp drving machines. Wai^m n'lv

is to be blown in under the drvers. .sa as to , carXT,

off tbe extra moisture from the thicker^ slie^t,pf,RuIg;

that is to be run over the -machine. -. ^^ .b'=>a-rlr.:'c:n Vr
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PULP AND PAPER ASSOCIATION TO MOVE.
Tlie Canadian I'ulp and Pajicr Assoi-iatioii is snffiT-

ing from growing paius agaiu. About two and a half
years ago, when Mr. Dawe was appointed Secretary of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, the worlc
was carried on at a desk in the offices of the Can-
adian Manufacturers Association and' was at thirt

time transferred to rooms in the Shaughncssey Build-
ing. In a few months even these new quarters jjroved

ina(le(|uate and new offices in that building which were
considerably larger and more convenient were taken
up. New developments in the activities of the Associa-
tion and the scope of its work has now made even the.se

quarters cramped and the Association will move vcvv
soon to larger quarters in the Drummond Huilding.
511 St. Catherine St. W. Mr. Dawe anticipates that
this location will be much more convenient to members
of the Association and as he expressed it, "the Asso-
ciation will be getting out of the slums."

COMING EXPANSIONS IN NEWSPRINT MILLS.
Canadian newsprint mills are not content lo stami

still with their present achievement of an output of
oyer 700 000 tons a year. An estimate made for The
Financial Post indicates an increased production with-
in the nest year of 500 tons daily, or 150.000 tons a
year, which would bring the total production in Can-
arlq to 850.000 tons a year. At the present fixed price
of *fi6 a ton. the value of the newsprint alone would
be !*56,1 00,000 a year.

The present and prospective plans of the Canadian
mills are as follows:

Brompton Pulp and Paper Co., East Angus, Que.,
one new 50-ton machine, installed this year and now
operating.

Spanish River Pulp and Paper Mills, two 50-ton
machines at Sault Ste. Marie, which will be in opera-
tion this fall.

Price Bros. & Co., one 50-ton machine at Kenogami
mill, ready by Dee. 1.

The Lanrentide Company, Grand Mere, Que., two
30-ton machines, in operation on July 1. 1920.

International Paper Companv's new mill at Three
River. Que., with capacity of 200 tons dailv.

A total of 500 tons daily.

Note: Our contemporary has apparentlv overlook-
ed the two biff machines for the Abitibi Power and
Paner Co., which should add at least another 150 tons
dailv.

HON. MR. ALLARD'S RETIREMENT.
We fully agree with our friends in Grand Mere in

the following expression of appreciation of the a-ooi

work done for forestry in Quebec and Canada by Hon,
Jules Allard during the ten years of his service.

The retii-ement of Hon. Jides Allard from the post
of Minister of Lands and Forests for the Province of

Quebec will be generally regretted by all who are
connected with the lumber and pulp and paper in-

dustries. During the ten years that Mr. Allard was in

charge of the administration of Quebec's forest domain
much progress has been made and under his clear-

sighted and wise direction the woodland industries

have been assured of a square deal, have been allowed
scope for development and extension, and thereby thf>

public wealth has been increased bj' millions of dollars

annually. Without a doubt Quebec now has the most
advanced and enlightened policy of any of the pro-

vinces so far as the preservation of the forest wealth
is eoT^oerned, an<J to Mr. Allard the credit is due for

the achievement of this ])osition of superiority. His
successor in office, Hon. llonore Mercier is a man of
l)road views and progressive policy, and it may be ex-
pected that under his direction the Department of
Forests will continue to achieve the noteworthy re-

sults that have marked the years of Mr. Allax'd's ad-
ministration.

NEWSPAPERS USING MORE PAPER THAN EVER.
A study of the newsprint situation as to the anu)unt

of paper being used by the big dailies as compared with
that in recent months shows, among other interesting

facts, that no effort is being made to conserve, rather
the reverse.

There is no doubt thai the publishers believe sincere-

ly in conservation, fur the other fellow, but each one
seems to feel, to judge from the cold figures at least,

that he, with the advertisers crowding his columns and
crying for more space, should be permitted to go ahead
and use all the paper he Avants.

Figures compiled by the News Print Service Bureau,
giviug the nundier of pages in each issue of each daily

in New York, Chicago and Washington, fairly repre-

sentive cities from which the country, as a whole, mixy

fairly be judged, show that June was the high month
for the past six months.
While no figures are available previous to those for

April, it may be accepted as a fact that June of 1919
was the high month in newspaper history for consumf)-
tion of paper.

During 1918 war restrictions were in force, but in

January of this year business became more lively,

ushering in the beginning of the biggest era of news-

paper advertising this country has ever known.
Daily newspaper publishers met this demand by in-

creasing the number of pages in each issue, adding
trcmendou.sly, in the aggregate, to the amount of paper
Used, notwithstanding the higher price of news print.

Roughl\- speaking, all the New York dailies together,

for instance, (not including Sundays) averaged 21

pages a day in April, 22 in May, 23 in June, 21 in July,

20 in August and 22 in September, with a steady up-

ward tendency during September.
Publishers wanting extra tonnage just now are scour-

ing this country and Canada for odd lots that can be

picked up and are paying from 5V_i to 51/0 cents a

pound, as against their contract price of around 3%
cents for the year.—The Fourth Estate.

ARTIFICIAL COAL FROM SULPHITE-LYE.
At the Greaaker cellulose mill, near Fredriksstad,

Norway, a new method for producing fuel from sul-

phite-lye has recently been tried, and the result is

exceedingly satisfactory. It wall in this w.ay be pos-

sible to extract surjirisingly large quantities of fuel

from this lye, which before was thrown into the sea.

The mill will in this w-ay obtain much more fuel than

it needs for its own wants. For Norway, Sweden and
Finland the new invention will be of considerable im-

portance, as in this way a large part of the coal fuel

which otherwise has to be imported, may be replaced

with this artificial fuel. The factory is so far only

built up to one-half of its intended size, but will soon

be extended. The fuel is produced as a brownish pow-
der, which is burnt in a special kind of oven. The fac-

tory and its new method have been the subject of

much attention amoiig specialists, and there is an in-

flux of foreign engineers to look at it. The mill men-
tioned above will, besides fuel for its own use, have
considerable quantities for sale.^The Paper Maker.
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Taking Action on Forestry Problems

The Pulp a;ul I'aper Magazine is very much pleased
with this "anonymous'" contribution, espeeiallly as we
know who sent it.—Ed.
Propaganda for the better treatment of our wood-

lands has always carried a prominent and noteworthj'
characteristic in the .sympathy and co-operation of the
lumbermen. The meeting of foresters and lumbermen
in frank open discussion of their problems invariably
incites comment of admiration and envy from the visit-

ing foresters from other countries. A striking char-
acteristic has been friendly co-operation—in discussion.
Foresters and lumbermen have met and talked and
made resolutions on the advisability of doing certain
things for the benefit of the forest. They have separ-
ated to meet again next year to talk and make more
resolutions. They have been doing this for thirty
years and they have accomplished much in an educa-
tional way. But in reality the forests can be improved
only by action in the forest, not in the office chair, not
in the hotel corridor, not even at the banquet table.

However, the more progressive foresters and lumber-
men have realized this and so it has come to pass that

theories are to be put into practice. Indeed, the only
way to determine whether or not a theory will work
is to tr\' it—a self-evident fact lost sight of by other
men than those interested in the welfare of the forests.

The Bathurst Lumber Company in co-operation with
the New Brunswick Forest Herviee is carrying on ex-

perimental cuttings on oOO acres of undersized spruce
on the Nipisguit River. A portion of the area is being

cut under the strip system. Strips from one chain

wide to three chains wide are cut clean, with strips

two chains wide between each uncut or lightly culled.

A portion is being cut clean in more or less circular

jiatches of various sizes, comprising one-quarter acre

to two acres in extent. Other positions are being

thinned by cutting to 10, 8 and 6 inch diameter limits

respectively. The slash on one-half the area of each

cutting system is to be burned and on the other half

unburned. The Provincial Forest Service furnishes

a forest engineer who, in co-operation with Mr. Lor-

don, of the Bathurst Lumber Company, will carry out

the plans of the cutting.

The Laurentide Company in co-operation with the

Quebec Forest Service w-ill undertake similar experi-

mental cutting in a stand of 300 acres mostly culled

only for pine on Cache Lake, whose waters reach the

St. Maurice River at Rapid Blanc. The area contains

a peat bog, a merchantable black spruce swamp, bal-

sam and spruce ridges, a merchantable stand arising

from an old bnrn, and mature spruce and balsam in

various degrees of mixt-ure with hardwoods, so that

most of the types in which logging operations are be-

ing conducted in Quebec are represented on this com-

paratively small area. The Logging Department and

the Forestry Division of the Laurentide Company and

the Provincial P^irest Service will co-operate in carry-

ing out details of the cutting.

On both areas a careful record will be made of the

cost of slash burning.

The Commission of Conservation at Ottawa has the

task of measuring and recording the results on each

experimental area. Sample acres will be laid off and

the volume of wood fiber and rate of growth inider

the present and past conditions will be ascertained and

will be used as the standard to measure the results

of the various methods of cutting in terms of future

growth. The investigations will include the effect (-1

cutting to various diameter limits upon windfall, up( n

diameter increment, volume acretion, upon the growth
of the young trees already established in the stands,
and the reproduction of the commercial species after
the cutting. The areas upon which the slash is burned
and those upon which it is unburned will be used for a
comparative study of the effects of these two condi-
tion.s upon reproduction and, in co-operation with the
Dominion Entomological Branch, upon prevalence of
insect diseases. These areas (burned and unburned)
will also be studied in a comparative way by an expert
from the standpoint of breeding ground for the various
heart rot diseases of spruce and balsam.

This work will be carried on during the logging
operations and will doubtless occupy a small investiga-
tion party during the coming summer. After that it

is planned to visit the areas periodically for a number
of years to measure and record results. In this way
only can accurate and useable data be obtained from
the experimental cuttings.

Negotiations are on the way between the Fisheries
Branch at Ottawa, the Provincial Forest Service ol'

New Brunswick and the Commission of Conservation
to establish an experiment station on 240 acres belong-
ing to the Mirimachi Fish Hatchery of South Esk,
New Brunswick. The area is badly infested by spruce
budworm, and a special study will be made of this

disease on the area by the Dominion Entomological
Branch. The area is being cruised and plans drawn
up for regulated cutting.

In this connection it might be mentioned that the
Commission of Conservation and the Entomological
Branch in co-operation with the respective companies
have already established some 25 acres of permanent
sample plots on the Laurentide Company limits at

Lake Edward and on the Riordon Pulp and Papei-
Company limits on Lac Tremblant, where a detailed

.study is being made of forest insect and fungous
diseases; of the effects of the various degrees of cut

ting on the regeneration and growth of spruce and
balsam; and particularly experiments are being in

augurated to determine the conditions for a more
abimdant natural reproduction of spruce after logging.

It is reported that the Riordon Pulp and Paper Com-
pany has under way plans for the establishment of an
extensive experimental area, some 5,000 acres it is said,

where not only different cutting methods will be tried

but also experiments in broadcast seeding and in under-
planting in the various conditions usually presented
by logged-over and burned-over lands. Detailed and
expert studies like those outlined above for the other

cutting areas will be encouraged and facilities sup-

plied for them. In fact, the plan is apparently to de-

velop a forest experiment station where any investi-

gator or investigative body of proved achievement ma.v

attempt to solve forest problems of economic bearing.

While the rate of exchange is still adverse to British

remittances of capital to Canada, it is markedly less

so than in the case of remittances to the United States

—in the precise ratio of the respective exchange values

of the Canadian and American dollar. The premium
on New York Funds in Montreal is therefore a ma-
terial advantage to Canada in competing with the

United States for British capital, and acts as a sort of

Imperial preference for keeping British capital within

the Empire.—Investment Items.
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NEW MACHINES FOR LAURENTIDE.
Following the Laureutide policy of kecpinp; pace

with the latest and best in the paper-making industry,

the management of the eompany have deeided upon ex-

tensive atlilitions to the equipment of the plant whieh

will keep the Laurentide organization in place among
the leading plants of this continent in the matter of

equipment and efficiencj'.

A contract is now in process of negotiation for two

166-inch newsprint machines, to be known as Number
8 and Number 9 machines. The small machine which

has been known as number eight in the past will in

future be known as the wrapper machine, for it will

be used for the manufacture of wrapper almost ex-

clusively.

The new machines are to be placed in a new build-

ing to the west of the present Number 3 machine room.

This building will be 320 feet long by 90 wide and two

stories in height. It will be of non-combustible con-

struction throughout and its architectural design will

be similar to the present machine rooms, except that

it will have a flat concrete roof on steel trusses. The

interior of this new machine room Avill be one of the

"show" places of the plant. The walls will have

enamelled tile wainscoting and the floors are to be of

special composition similar to those in the power house.

Both of the new machines are to be designed to run

up to one thousand feet of paper per minute. They

will not start off at this pace when they are first run,

however. They will be started at about 650 feet per

minute and as they become "tuned up" their speed

will be increased until they reach the maximum of one

thousand feet every minute that they run. The length

of the wire will be about 112 feet, and it will be pitched

about four feet. There will be four presses and forty

dryers, each six feet in diameter. The details of tha

driving arrangement have not yet been fully worked

out, but it is expected that a very great improvement

will be made over anything that has been installed

up to date. The machines will also have a number of

new features, details of which are not yet available.

Over each of the machines will be an electric travel-

ling crane of about twenty-five tons capacity.

The ncAv machines will bring the total production

of the Laurentide plant up to 360 tons of newsprint

per day.

In addition to the extension to the paper mill, other

new equipment is to go into the Laurentide plant in

the near future. Three new grinder units are to be

placed in an extension to the present grinder-room.

Outside of these, the new machines will require addi-

tional machinery in the groundwood screen room, and
new equipment in the boiler-house, where an additional

battery of boilers will be installed. No changes will

be necessary in the sulphite mill as it already has much
more than sufficient capacity to supply the additional

requirements of sulphite pulp. The present sulphite

slush system will be extended to take care of the new
machines.

Since reading this interesting information in The
Digester the Pulp and Paper ilagazine has been in-

formed that the contract has been placed with the

Dominion Bridge Company, Montreal. The machines
will be built at Lachine, where every facility in the

way of floor space, machine tools and expert engineers

and designers can be found. It is very gratifying to

note the success attendant upon the effort being made
to do things of this kind in Canada.

WHY IS A BEATER?
Dear Mr. Editor:

Being young and a stranger \n the liistory of the
paper industry I am frequently pu/./.lcd to ai'count for
some of the practices of the mills, and I would con-
sider it a favor if you or some of your correspondents
could set me right in a few things.

Take the beater, for instance. Several men who
should know tell me that speed of circulation is to be
desired because then more of the stock passes under
the roll jK-r minute. But I notice that the channels
in the beater tub are of .rectangular section and that

the pulp is expected to do a very sudden "about face"
at each end. Now when a civil engineer wants to move
water with the least waste of power he uses a channel
with a curved bottom and carefully lays out the curve
according to the ajiproved principles of hydraulics.

Even the humble sewer pipe in the street is made egg
shaped so as to provide sections which will offer least

resistance to flow when different amounts of water
are passing. And when the direction of flow is to be
changed the engineer sees to it that the change is not
made too abruptly by curving his pipes at gentle angles
as in the tailrace from a turbine. Now I would like

to know why these things are not considered in mak-
ing a beater. Is it that there is some virtue not ap-

parent to me, in making the stuff fight its passage at

each end of the beater and linger in the sharp corners
at the bottom of the tub? Or have paper mill engi-

neers forgotten about the principles of hydraulics? Or
do they consider the problem beneath their notice and
regard the flow of pulp as less important and interest-

ing than the flow of sewage?
And then there's the beater roll. They tell me its

bars are to rub or cut the stock according to the will

of the beater man and that spaces between the bars
are left to carry the stock through. But what good is

served by carrying the stock past the bedplate in such

a space? It seems to me something like carrying the

chicken through the kitchen to flavor the soup. I

should think that if the fibres were to be cut or rub))ed

between the roll and the bedplate, it would be the

part of wisdom to see that as few of them as possible

got through without being rubbed or cut. Of course,

if there were some big lump—frozen pulp, for instance

--it might be necessary to neglect the finer stuff until

the big pieces were broken down. But there is prob-

ably some important reason for things as they are, only

I don't know it.

Now, Mr. Editor, I don't want to bother you too

much all at once so I won't ask any more questions

though there are many I would like to ask,, I will be

very grateful to you if you can explain away my dif-

ficulties, or if you can, by publishing this letter, induce

someone else to clear them up.

QUESTIONER.
Editors Note : Our young friend apologizes for ask-

ing "fool questions.'" Xo apology is needed. Doubt-

less many others have had similar thoughts Our read-

ers are invited to help them out.

At the Kipawa Fibre Company's plant at Temiskam-
ing, Ont., the heating and ventilating equipment will

include a novel feature in the exhaust for the machine

room. This will include copper fans of the turbo-vane

type that are being built especially for this work by
the B. F. Sturtevant Co.

Safetv cuts out worrv.
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Technical Section

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
A-14. Qualitative determination of the loading of

paper. (Determination qualitative de la charge d"un
papier.) Laboratoire de 1 'Union Francaise de Papc-
terie. La Papeterie, 41, 266-72 (Aug. 25, 1919). A
description of the properties of the various materials
used for loading, gypsum (CaS042HoO), heavy spar
(BaSO,), tale, kaolin, asbestos, colored earths, and of

the materials used for both loading and sizing silicic

acid, calcium silicate, starch; together with excellent

plates showing their ajipearanee under the microscope.
—A.P.-C.

A-14. Composition of pulps. (Composition des
pates.) Marius Peyret. La Papeterie, 41, 279-8.3

(Aug. 25, 1919). The cost of production of a paper
depends on its ingredients and on the method of work
ing them up. A manufacturer or superintendent wish
ing to duplicate a given sample must first analyse it

to find the »mo(mt and nature of the loading, the prr'-

portions Oi .he various kinds of pulp, and the strength.

It is easy to determine if a paper is sized and experi-

ence readily allows of an estimate of the amount of

size required to obtain given results. The cost of pro-

duction depends also on the equipment of the mill and
the power available.-- A. P. -(".

B-2. Tree planting work in Quebec. Tan. P'or. J.,

July, 1919, p. 309. Provincial forest nurserj' at Ber-
thierville. Que., and plantations of the Laurentide
Comjiany at Grand Mere. The necessity for planting

emphasized by the fact that comi>anies can not afford,

after 50 years from cutting, to establish camps to cut

only 2y/-2 cords per acre. Over great areas of cut-over

lands th" cTowth of pulp wood species will apparently
be no more than this.

—

O.L.

B-2. Planting suitable shade trees. F. PI Buck,

Can. For. J., -Tulv, 1919, p. 291. See also pp. 294, 295

and 297-299 of same issue.—C.L.

B-2. To change Quebec's cutting rjgulations. Reso-

lutions passed by Woodlands Section of Caiuulian Pulp

and Paper Association, Jiuie 25, 1919, Can. For. J.,

July, 1919, p. 296. Executive Committee of the Asso-

ciation to appoint a committee to co-operate with the

Quebec Limit Holders' Association, in waiting upon the

Quebec Government with a view to urging revisions of

cutting regidatious to correspond with present day con-

ditions.—C.L.

B-2. Blocking sand dunes with trees. G. ('. Piche,

Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 253. The planting work of

the Quebec Forest Service.

—

C.L.

B-2. Planning a prairie tree plantation. Dominion

Forestry Branch. Canadian Forestry J., June, 1919,

p. 255. The establishment of forest plantations in the

]irairie provinces.—C.L.

B-2. Our water powers and I'eforestation. Can.

For. J., June, 1919, p. 263. The New York State Col-

lege of Forestry advocates an extensive planting pro-

gram in that state, on the watersheds of streams used

for power.—C.L.

B-3. The forests losing fight in Arctic Canada.

Frits Johansen, Can. For. J., Julv, 1919, p. 303. The

intense cold of changing climate has killed young trees

—remainder an easy prey to insects,—C.L.

B-3. Forest fires in Ontario, New Brunswick and

Nova Scotia. Can. For. J,, July, 1919, pp 320-321 —
C.L.

B-3. Making slash burning a safe job. Hy. Sorgius.
Can. For. J., July, 1919, p. 321. Discu.sses this im-
portant problem, and gives rules for safe burning—
C.L.

^'

B-3. Clearing the forest of debris. Ellwood Wilson,
Can. For J., July, 1919, p. 327. Advocates the use of
fire rangers in the winter to follow crews and dispose
of slash by burning at a safe time.—C.L.

B-3. Canada starts aerial forest patrol. Can. For.
J., May, 1919, p. 220. Experiment by the St. Maurice
Forest Protective Association in co-operation with the
Quebec and Dominion Governments. See also page
223 of same issue.—C.L.

B-3. Passing of balsam budworm in New Brunswick.
John I). Tothill, Dominion Entomological Branch. Can.
For. J., July, 1919, p. 306. The depredations of the
balsam budworm (also called the spruce budworm),
in.New Brunswick have been going on for the past five

years, and great damage has been done the balsam, the
damage to spruce being very considerably less. Later
investigations have shown that the damage to spruce
is also very serious. The loss as to both spruce and
balsam in Quebec and New Bnuiswick will undoubt-
edly run into many millions of dollars. This outbreak
has now passed its crest, and it may be expected that
the amount of damage will decrease from year to year.
Another outbreak may, however, be expected within
20 or 30 years, and may be much more serious than
previous outbreaks due to the greater preponderance
of balsam, in the reproduction which follows on cut-

over lands. Tothill suggests attempting to prevent
the formation of solid stands of balsam fir in order to

minimize future damage.—C.L.

B-3. Aerial patrol does good work. Can. For. J.,

• hily, 1919, 307, A description of work in airplane patrol

in California and other western states. The results

secured have been decidedly promising, and an ex-

t"nsio" of the work is anticipated in co-operation with
F'ederal agencies.—C.L.

B-3, The first flying patrol of forests. Stuart
Graham, R.A.F. Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 243. Mr.
Graham brought two hydroplanes, loaned by the Do-
minion Government, from Halifax to Three Rivers for
forest patrol purposes in the St, Maurice Valley under
the auspices of the St. Maurice Forest Protective As-
sociation, and with the co-operation of the Provincial
Government.—C.L.

B-6. $14,000,000 for forest roads. Can. For. J.,

July, 1919, p. 317. Discusses Federal appropriation in

the United States for road construction in the Na-
tional forests.—C.L.

THE NEW EDITION OF THE PAPER MILL
CHEMIST.

The Pul]i and Paper Magazine has recently receive.!

a number of requests to supply copies of the Paper
Mill Chemist by Dr. H. P. Stevens. The revised edi-

tion has .inst been issued and as our order has been
on their files for some time it is expected that the

books will shortlv be at hand. A more extensive re-

view will be published as soon as the books arrive.
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UMTED STATES AOTES
Mr. li. K. Hon. Ml of Albany. X.V.. (,iu' „i llic bo.st.

known hydraulic engineers in the country, represent-

ing the St. Regis Paper Company, and James P.

Prownell. of Carthage, acting for the Northern New
York ITtilities, Inc., have been making a careful .sur-

vey to determine the rights of each of the two corpora-
tions on the question of height as it applies to the

new dam whicJi tlie Utilities Company is erecting in

connection with its power re-development at the vil-

lage of Black River. As Messrs. Brownell and Ilorton

have been empowered to act as arbitrators in the

matter, it is expected that a settlement will be effected

very shortly and that the Utilities Corporation will re-

sume construction work on the dam. The controversy

came about when the St. Pegis Paper Conii)any ob-

jected to the projected improvement because of a de-

sire to protect its own water power from depreciation.

The Utilities Company, on the other hand, is anxious
to bring its dam up to a jwint which will admit of suf-

ficient head to allow 9,000 horsepower development.
Publication of most of the periodicals in the paper

trade and allied fields printed in New York City has

been seriously hamiH'red as a result of the general cess-

ation of work in the pres.s rooms of the city last Wed-
nesday. The situation arises from the effort of the

publishers and employing printers to restrict their

shops to union employees recognized by the Interna-

tional Union, resulting in the locking out of about
10,000 pressmen and other press-room workers. About
400 compositors, members of Typographical Union No.

6, have also walked out of a number of shops in which
negotiations are still pending over their demands for

a 44-hour week and an increase of $14 a week in wages.

At a meeting of the Connecticut Valley local division

of the Cost Association of the Paper Industry held

September 22 at Holyoke. Mass., which was presided

over by Mr. S. L. Rush of the Chemical Paper Manu-
facturing Company, representatives of all paper and
pulp mills, as well as converters of paper in the Con-
necticut Valley, were declared eligible for admission

to the association. Among the subjects discussed was
the matter of proper handling of administration ex-

pense in cost. The meeting was attended by repi'e-

sentatives of the following industrial concerns : the

New York-New England Company, the Parsons Paper
Company, the Valley Paper Company, the American
"Writing Paper Company, the Chemical Paper Manu-
facturing Company, and the Crocker-IMcElwain Com-
pany, all of Holyoke, the Esleeck Manufacturing Com-
pany of Turner's Falls, Mass., and numerous other

New England corporations.

The New York College of Forestry at Syracuse. N.Y.,

has just been presented with a collection of Oriental

woods, comprising 300 authentic samples of Phillip-

pine trees, and representing 150 species. This is be-

lieved to be the most complete collection of the kind
in the country. It was brought to Syracuse by Louis
J. Reyes, of Manilla, a Filipino forester, who has been
sent to the New York State College of Forestry by
the Philippine Forest Service to obtain a technical

education as a special student in wood technology.
Reyes is a graduate of the Forest School of the Uni-
versity of the Philippines and for six years has been
a member of the Forestry Bureau of the Philippines.

He i.s prohalily llir best iiiforuu-il luaii in thi- Thilli-

pines on the microscopic study of Oriental woods and
is the first Fili])ino to be sent to America for forestry

education.

The trenicudous boost given to Maine timber laud
values by the wood pulp industry's operations in that

State is shown by a comparison of to-day's prices with
those realized at an auction sale held in Bangor City

Hall in September, 1878, a time when the industry- was
still in its infancy. On that occasion about 350,000
acres of timber lands in the Counties of Aroostook,
Penobscot, Somerset and Piscataquis sold at prices

ranging from 25 cents to $1.02 an acre. In the period
between 1875 and 1890 spruce stumpage in Maine sold

at $1.25 to $2 ])er thousand feet. When the pulp in-

dustry began to develoii, the big concerns began to

buy lands at wliolesale, and at first were able to get

what they wanted at a moderate advance over the old

prices, but very soon prices went up by jumps to $2,

$3, ,$4 and $5 an acre, then to an average of about $7

for well wooded tracts on good driving waters. The
later price held until the war came on. To-daj- the

choicest of Maine spruce lands are worth not less than
$10 an acre, while many holdings are quoted at a

dollar or two more, with no one anxious to sell. Even
w^ith spruce lumber selling at $60 per thousand feet

there is little disposition to turn logs to the sawmills
in preference to the digesters.

The Ignited States Forestry Service was urged last

week by Congressman Randall, of California, to start

a re-forestration program for the fire-denuded areas

of the Sierra Madre range by using airplanes to scatter

millions of tree seeds over these mountains as soon as

the rainy season begins. After his conference with
service officials. Mr. Randall wired civic organizations

in Pacific coast cities to organize forestry associations

to press action by the Government.
Wilfred A. Wilde, a chemist with the Eastern Manu-

facturing Co. is giving the courses in pulp and paper
technology at the University of Maine this year. This

company has always been very generous in encourag-
ing educational work and has rendered valuable as-

sistance ever since these courses were started at Orono.

Mr. J. D. Jensen has gone to Europe in connection

with a new sulphite pulp mill to be erected in New-
fotmdland. Construction work on this will start early

next spring.

SOUTH AMERICANS VISIT PAPER MILLS.
A party of officials of the National Paper and Type

Company accompanied by a number of the company's
agents from South America recently visited Grand
]\Iere and Shawinigan Falls and inspected the Lauren-
tide plant and the Belgo Canadian mill.

The National Paper and Type Company handles the

South American business of a large number of Can-
adian and American mills, the Canadian business being

conducted through the Canadian Export Company,
which looks after the Laurentide export btisiness. The
company recently held a convention in New York at

which a number of its South American representatives

were present, and the New York officials, accompanied
by the South American agents are now making a trip

to their mill connections, inspecting the various plants.
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The ratepayei's of Peterborough, Ont. will vote on a

bj'law on October 24 for the purpose of grantinir a

bonus to the Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Co.

The council propo.ses purchasing a site along the Grand
Trunk railway in the south end of the city with the

buildings thereon for $50,000 and spending $7,000 in

putting the structures in good repair. The land and
premises will then be leased to the Nashua Co. for a

period of five years at an annual rental of seven per
cent per annum on the cost of the site and the repairs,

with the option of the company to renew th« lease for

a further period of five years and also with a further
option of purchasing the property at any time during
the tenancy of the company. The by-law also fixes the

assessment of the Company at $10,000 for ten years
exclusive of total improvement taxes and school rates.

A. Clark Hunt, sec.-treas. of the John Martin Paper
Co., Winnipeg. s]ient a few days in Toronto last week
on his way West after being in the East for a con-

siderable time.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Lake
Suprior Corporation, which was held recently in Cam-
den, N. J., among the directors elected was Col. Thomas
Gibson, D. S. 0., C. M. G. of Toronto, who is one of the

vice presidents of the Spanish River Pulp and Pajier

Mills and returned recently from a long service over-

seas.

John B. Berhalter of the selling staff of the Inter-

lake Tissue ]\Iills, has returned from a successful duck
shooting and fishiiig expedition to Lake Scugog.

T. J. Allan, Vice President of Paper Sales, Limited,

Toronto, has returned from spending his holidays in

Btiston and other eastern points.

C. J. Kay of the Columbia Pajier Co., Vancouver, was
in Toronto for several days during the past week on
his return home from an extended business trip to the

East.

Among those who attended the National Safety Coun-
cil convention in Cleveland during the past week were
A. P. Costigaue, Secretary and Engineer of the Ontario
Pulp and Paper Makers Safety Association, Toronto,
C. Nelson Gain and H. St. J. Jarvis of the Don Valley
Paper Co. and R. B. Morley, general manager of the

Ontario Safety League, Toronto. Others present were
G. W. Dickson of the Riordon Pulp and Paper Co.,

Hawkesbury, and Mr. Richardson of the Laurentide
Co., Grand Mere, Que. Mr. Costigane, who was the

Chairman of the Pulp and Paper Division of the N. S. C.

during the past year, has retired from that office after

a period of faithful and earnest service.

J. W. Alexander, has offered to re-organize the Ross
Can Co., Limited, of Bowmanville, Ont., manufacturers
of fibre and other containers, providing the penalty
clause i.n the bylaw is reduced to a reasonable limit.

Recently operations were suspended by the company
and it is said that it will require an additional $50,000
capital to liquidate the obligations of the present com-
pany and provide additional working capital. The
prospects for the industry resuming at an early date
are bright.

Supplementary lettei's patent have been issued to

the Sarnia Paper Box Co., Limited, of Sarnia, increasing
the capital stock of the company fom $50,000 to

$150,000.

The Compton Lumber Co., Limited, Montreal, has
been organized with a capital of $50,000 and among
the powers of the company is to deal in paper, pulpwood
and wood pulp. Among the incorporatoi'^ are J. M.
Savignac, Joseph A. Hamelin and Joseph P. Lanctot.
One of the largest organizations which has been

incorporated in some time, is Lumber and Pulpwood of
British Columbia, Limited, with a capital stock of one
million dollars and headquarters in Toronto. It is

understood that the organization is composed of Mon-
treal, Toronto and. St. Catharines capitalists and they
own about fifty square miles of timber in British Col-
umbia near Fort George, which they will proceed to
develop and erect a large saw mili of one hundred
thousand feet cutting capacity a day.
The company has wide powers and among them is

to deal in pulp, pulpwood, fibre board, pulp board etc.
and to acquire .standing timber and timber lands. The
lumbering end of the business will be given attention
first before the company directs its energies to the pulp
and board departments.
To manufacture buy sell and deal in inks, mucilage,

carbon paper, stationery, paper, boxes etc. a charter
has been granted to the Acid Proof Ink Co., Limited,
of Toronto, with a capital stock of $40,000. The new
company will take over the business and assets of the
Acid Proof Lik Co., 521 King street west, Toronto.
A charter has been granted to the Muskoka Pub-

lishing Company with a capital .stock of $25,000 and
headquarters in Braeebridge, Ont. The company is

authorized to do a general business as printers, sta-
tioners and publishers and to acqviire the good will and
assets of the publishing business now known as The
Muskoka Herald.

Letters patent have been granted to the Grand Army
of Canada Publishing Co., Limited, with a capital stock
of .$40,000. and head office in Toronto. The company
is authorized to carry on a general publicity and adver-
ti.sing business in all its branches. Among the incor-
porators are Stanley J. Brown, Hugh McLeod and
V. K. Batchelor, all in Toronto.

Telbax of Canada, Limited, with headquarters in
Windsor, Ont. and the capital .stock of $300,000. has
been federally incorporated to originate, compose and
advise forms of advertising and to conduct any other
business ?pertaining to printing, lithographing, sta-
tionery, account book making and to carry on as im-
porters, dealers and manufacturers in paper, pulp and
paper substitutes of all kinds. Among the incorpor-
ators of the Company are H. J. Neal, J. C. Seofiehi
and W. D. Roch, Windsor.
A provincial charter has been granted to the Can-

adian Vegetable Parchment Co., Limited, with head
quarters in St. Catharines, Ont., and a capital stock
of $150, 000. It is expected that the new plant at Mer-
ritton will be manufacturing toward the latter end of
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next mouth aud the equipment is now being installed.

The output will be about eight tons a day of genuine

vegetable parchment. The interests associated with

the Garden City Paper Mills are closely allied with the

Canadian Vegetable Parchment Co.

A member of the Canadian Vegetable Parchment ('"..

Limited, of St. Catharines, stated this week that the

company would meet in a few days, now that its

charter has been obtained, to elect officers. (lood pro-

gress is being made on the installation of the equip-

ment of the plant and the buildings are completed. It

Is practically assured that operations will start by

December 1st and the industry will be in a position to

supply vegetable parchment paper to the trade for

all requirements for the month of December.

The Canada Paper Co. of Windscor Mills, Que., have

St. Anne Kiver limits and are laying out working plans

but the company do not expect to start cutting untill

next season.

The luternatiiinal Pajjcr Company. Limited, is ereet-

iug at Three Kivers, Quo., a plant that will comprise

all told a chain of eighteen individual units of buildings.

Already a number of these are under way. One of

these, the power plant, will cost ^lo.OOO. Already more

than two hundred men are working on the building

of the plants, which will cost in all six million dollars.

Charles V. Syrett, manager of the Victoria Paper and

Twine Co., Toronto, who recently returned from an

extended ti-ip to Great Britain, was welcomed home
by the travelling staff and heads of departments of

the company, who tendered him a supper in honor of

the occasion.

T. P.. Little of T. B. Little and Co.. wholesale paper

dealers, Montreal, spent a few days in Toronto this

week calling upon the trade.

A, charter has been granted to the Triangle Lumber
Co., Limited, with head offices in Toronto and a cap-

ital stock of $500,000. Among other powers conferred

on the new organization is to manufacture and deal

in pulp and paper. The company will acquire the

limits aud camps of Boivin, Black and Jemmett of Sud-

bury and carry on extensive operations. J. H. Black of

Toronto has been elected president of the company,

^latthew Boivin, vice president, and D. L. Jemmett of

Sudburj', sec.-treas.

The Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Co., who
intend establishing a Canadian branch factorv in

Peterboro, have for many years been doing a large

business in Canada. Their main office is in Na.shua,

N.H., and the company have mills at Nashua, N.H

,

Middletown. Ohio, and Dansville, N.Y. The companv
manufactures coated paper of every description, gum-

med cloth and paper specialties, cloth lined stocks, shoe

and box manufacturers' materials, glazed and plated

papers in roll or sheet and waxed papers. James R.

Carter is president ; "Winthrop L. Carter, treasurer,

and Georsre H. Lowe, secretary.

ADJOURNMENT OF NEWSPRINT HEARING
LIKELY.

An order issued by the Paper Controller officially

extending the $69 price to the end of October, and

speculation regarding Thursday's probe hearing, were

the features of the Canadian newsprint situation as re-

flected at Ottawa up to early this week.

The opening of the inquiry on Thursday was of

course the big thinsr that heads of the mills were look-

ing forward to. "What was going to happen no one

cared to,. prp.phe§r,; but there seemed to be a feeling

prevalent that something big was in the air. On Mon-
day it was heard in well informed quarters that a com-
mittee of the manufacturers was to meet a committee
of the publishers for the purpose of talking over the
sitiiation with a view of arriving at a solution of the
l)roblem. As the government's auditors are still work-
ing on the books of one of the mills it seems probable
that another ad.journnient will be necessary.

At the present tinu^ the E. B. Eddy Coriipan\- is

being simply deluged with orders to supply the Can-
adian trade. The mill, though it is working night and
da.v and running to 105 per cent capacit.v, is still un-
able to meet the growing demand for its newsprint
paper.

Woods operations of both the E. B. Eddy Company
and the John R. Booth are going ahead at a fair rate.

Many extra camps have been established throughout
the Ottawa Valley, but owinsr to a continued slisrht

shortage in labor all of them have not vet been filled.

RIORDON BLEACHING MORE PULP.
The Rionlon Pulp and Papir Company at Ilawkes-

bury have recently extended their capacity for

bleached sulphite pulp so as to furnish an extra 25

tons a day of this material. They have found it neces-

sary to increase the output of the bleached product in

order to supply the insistent demands of their cus-

tomers. A number of improvements have been made
so that this pulp is of veiy high quality, in fact it is

probably not surpassed in strencth, color and clean-

ness by anything made on the continent and it would
be hard to conceive of even the Scandinavians turning

out a better product, unless perhaps hand picked pulp.

The increasing demand for this product and the fact

that even foreign countries specify "Maple Leaf"
shows that it has an established reputation and does

honor to the Dominion.
The new Kipawa plant will be makine the highest

possible grade of bleached sulphite pulp by the first of

the year. Instead of the first unit beinfi onl.v 100 tons

the growth of the business has made it necessary to

include an extra digester and correspondine other

eauipment in the first building operations so that the

mitial oiitput the first of the new vear will be about

125 tons, instead of the TOO tons orisrinally anticipated.

Situated on the Ottawa River, nt the outlet of Gor-

'^on Creek and ad.iacent to th^ Dominion trovernment

dams formina: the toe of Lal''> Timiskamine'. the site of

this new pulp mill is ideal. Pnlpwood may be obtained

^Tom any or all of four disfinet sources of supplv: fll

T^rom +he northern end of Lake Timiskaming bv to-<v

ins; (2) from the Kipawa Lake district throuTh K''-'

awa River and chutes to Lake Tim'^kainino'. and thence

to plant bv towing: (S) from the Kipawa T^ake distric

thronsrh Gordon Creek, which is an improved creek

for lumber interests : and (4) from the soutli by rail

over the Mattawa-Timiskaming branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway.

Tt is gratifyinsr to note the srrowth of the bleached

pulp indiistrv in Canada which is indicated by the

operations of this company.

GOOD BUSINESS TO BUY BON^S.
The people of Canada are comine to realize that the

prosperitv of the Dominion depends very larffely on

the volume of export business. Some of the best

markets are in countries that will need credit. The
problem is largely solved bv BUYING VICTORY
BONDS.
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I CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, October 6.—LUi.siness in the paper line

swings along with .steady strides with the mills get-

ting further behind in orders and jobbers complaining
of delayed deliveries. It would be difficult to find a

depression grouch in the paper business to-day and
the one regret is that orders are coming so rapidly

that it is not possible for the mills to give that service

and attention to customers which they would like tn

give. They are doing their best under very trying

circumstances. Newsprint is growing scarcer all the

while and some prices are offered for spot deliveries

that have been unheard of in previous years. There
is no argument regarding quotations. The main ques-

tion is to obtain supplies. Printers are all busy and
there is much going on in tlic way of fall announce-
ments from mail order houses, manufacturers and
others. Several printing establishments in Toronto
are working over-time and can not then overtake the

business in hand.

Book mills continue to l)e favored with large orders

and as the autumn months advance there is every in-

dication that the volume will keep up. Ground wood
pulp is very active and prices are firm. With the in-

creasing cost of getting out pulp wood, there is likel\

to be an advance. It is stated that sulphite pulp will

take another jump this month and, if this is the ease,

several lines of paper will be increased accordingly.

Shipments are now going across the sea in gratifyingly

large volume and all mills are prettj' well sold up. Thc
announcement that the Wayagamack Pulp and Paper
Co. will increase production is evidence of the splendid

demand for kraft paper and it is understood that the

price may be raised within the next few days. Coate^l

paper plants are exceptionally busy and find it impos-

sible to catch up with their orders.

The best evidence that Canada is the coming paper

country is furni.shed in the number of new concerns

which are coming to the front and the extensions to

existing plants. There has not been during the past

five years as much construction work under way in the

ptilp and paper world as there is at present and in a

few weeks another new line of paper will be placed on

the Canadian market when the Canadian Vegetable

Parchment Co. will be making that product. Every
Canadian trade commissioner is calling attention to
openings in other countries and Canadian firms would
like to be in a position to take on more of this bu.siness

but that is impossible owing to heavy demands. A
representative of the trade, who returned to the East
last week from British Columbia, speaks hopefully of
the great place which that province is bound to take in
the near future as a busy pulp producing centre and
believes in a few years B.C. will rival Quebec in the
tonnage of output. All the mills there are rushed and
certain of the splendid future of the industry.

It is a long time since paper box factories have been
as busy as they are at present and containers are being
used more and more for lines which a few months ago
were sold in bulk. Box boards mills have all that they
can do and prices are firm.

Production is being speeded up in all plants and
help is plentiful. Shipping conditions are very fair
and generally there is little to complain of in the trade.
In the rag and paper stock market there has been a
temporary quietness and prices have taken a drop in

a few lines. Soft white shavings are down, but white
blanks are very firm. ^lagazine, light book and ledgers
have been rather dull for some days and prices have
sagged. Any slackness is, however, thought by deal-
ers to be temporary. The mills have not been buying
cotton rags as freely as formerly and the decreased
requisitions has caused a slight weakening in prices.

Roofing rags are also weaker.
There have been no changes in prices in Canadian

paper products for several weeks now and whether
they will come soon in the nature of an advance or
continue at present figures no one seems to know. He
who would prophecy under existing circumstances
would, according to one authority in the trade, be
either a motmtebank or an ignoramus. The mills are

pushing along as best they can, have not taken ad-

vantage of an abnormal situation and are catering to

their customers on a fair, square basis. There is no
doubt that if prices ascended the purchasers would
pay the same with little or no complaint. Whatever
may be said against certain members of the trade by a

sensation loving daily press, there is no charge of

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HILL,
8313

NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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profiteering that can truthfully be laid at the door of have covered requirements for a time through orders

the Canadian paper trade. It may be that profits, as placed with mills and are not as anxious buyers as

revealed ia the annual statements, look large but when they have been, presumably feeling that it will be to

the huge investments are taken into consideration to- their advantage to remain out of view as buyers as

gether with the many lean years that the industry had much as possible. Nevertheless, mills in all parts of

to face—years when so few capitalists could be found the country are running at capacity and have a suf-

to advance money for Canadian paper undertakings

—

ficient number of orders booked to keep them busily

the fair minded citizen will not complain at the fact engaged for several months Kather than looking upon
that the paper maker is today coming to his own. All the easing up of demand from some quarters with ap-

offeriugs of securities continue to command high prices • prehension, manufacturers view the withdrawal of

from the fact that the general investing public have buyers as affording them a respite to catch up with a

confidence in the men behind this great national enter- portion of their deliveries.

prise who are endeavoring to bring Canada to the The market for newsprint is characterized by ex-

front as an exporting country and expand her activ- treme firmness. Consumption shows no diminishment

;

ities. at a time when the Dominion is sorely in need of on the other hand, it appears to be increasing daily,

exporting more and importing less. Mills are ordering New York newspapers are almost everj' day printing

additional equipment and this in turn keeps many announcements regarding the breaking of previous

machine shops busy at a period when capital is rather records in the volume of advertising carried, which ot

diffident in regard to entering new spheres of expan- course, means only one thing; namely, that publishers

sion. The Canadian paper industry stands today as are using more and more newsprint. Offerings of spot

the pace-maker industrially. In the production ot lots of newsprint have virtually entirely disappeared

newsprint and sulphite pulp the next year should wit- from the market, mills being sold up in such volume

ness greater strides than ever, with an additional five that they haven't any surplus to sell. Roll news for

or six hundred tons of news in sight, and about three immediate delivery has sold at 5.50 cents a pound
hundred of sulphite within the next few months. at the mill and bids of 5.25 to 5.35 cents are frequently

Pulp Prices. noted. One well kno^vll import house in New York is

F'.O.B. Mill, offering newsprint brought from Sweden for prompt
Groundwood pulp 4^33.00 to $35.0U deliverj-. The price asked for this Swedish news is

Sulphite, news grade $75.00 to $80.00 around 5.80 cents, and while the probabilities are thai

Sulphite, easy bleaching $92.00 to $95.00 little, if any, of it has been marketed here as yet, of-

Sulphite, bleached .$115.00 to $120.00 ferings are significant.

Sulphate $87.50 to $90.00 The fine paper situation is firm and reports from

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. mills tell of continued activity. Manufacturers, prac-

F.O.B. Toronto, tically without exception, are booked well ahead and

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $4.75 are shipping out their product as soon as it becomes

No! 1 soft white shavings $4.00 available. Prices are strong, and mills are repeatedly

White Blanks $1.75 advancing quotations on this or that grade of bond,

Hea-vT Ledger Stock $2.65 linen or ledger paper, and are being obliged to turn

No. i magazine =?2.3U down orders owing to their inability to accommodate

No. 1 book stock $1.75 more business for the present.

No 1 manilas 12.30 Coarse papers are moving in a steady manner and

No. 1 print manila $1-50 at firm prices. Merchants the country over are laying

Folded news $110 in stocks in preparation for the pre-holiday trade and

Over issue, news I'lOO are not stinting in their buying, so that mills are being

Kraft
'. $3.25 offered more business than they can handle. Jobber.s

No 1 clean mixed papers 90e of wrapping papers report a good demand and say that

No! 1 shirt cuttings 14y2C to 15c irrespective of the efforts made they are unable to pile

No! 1 unbleached "cotton cuttings 13e to 131/20 up appreciable stocks, being enforced to make de-

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings 10c to lie liveries to customers about as soon as they receive

No. 1 blue" overall cuttings lie shipments from mills.
^^ ., , •

Bleached shoe clip 13c The tissue paper market is firm and No. 1 white tissue

White cotton hosierv cuttings ISi/gC is readily selling at $1.15 to $1.25. Manila tissues also

Light colored hosierV cuttings lie are quotably steady and in good demand. Book papers

New light flannellette cuttings lOi^c rule firm, and while demand has fallen off as a result

No 2 white shirt cuttings lie of the strike of printers and pressmen in New York.

Citv thirds and blues (repacked). No. 1 4y2C mills as a rule have all the business they can aceom-

Flock and satinettes $2.80 modate. Should the local strike, which has caused up-

Tailor rao-s $3.00 wards of 250 periodicals to suspend publication, last

Gunnv ba'o-o'in'^ 334c to 4c for any appreciable length of time, there is no ques-

Manila Rope
" 534c to 6c tion but that the effect on the book paper market will

be material, at least for a time. On the other hand.

Krv-ar vnpir MAT?TrPT<? publishers are unlikely to halt deliveries for a couple
NEW YORK MARKETS.

J^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ movement of paper therefore will

New York, October 4.—^While the snap to the de- (probably) not be seriously interfered with, for com-

mand for paper, which has been an outstanding feature j^qq opinion in the printing trade is that the strike

for some time, has disappeared to an extent, the market T^m ^q^ continue more than a fortnight,

having settled down to a more even keel, business of Boards of all kinds are in consistent demand and

broad volume continues to pass and there is a very firm ^jjig ^pp operating at maximum production. Prices

undertone to prices. Eridently consumers of some
]^(^l^ strong and the tendency is upward. Chip board

classes of paper are satisfied for the present that they ;, soUino- frooh- at $60 to $65 a ton and news board at
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine,

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months

of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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$p5 to $70, with reports heard of some transactions at

$5 per ton above these fipures.

GROUND WOOD—.Mechanical pulp is tindiii^' a

ready sale at strong prices. Offerings are lic-ht and

grinders report being sold up for some time ahead, so

that whatever pulp is found available for prompt ship-

ment is quickly absorbed by consumers. Newsprint

manufacturers are constantly coming into the open

market to purchase ground wood to augment their con-

tract supplies and are iiicctiiig the prices asked without

hesitancy. Spruce pulp of prime quality is readily

selling at $35 to $40 a ton at the grinding mills, with

the bulk of current business done at nearer the higher

than the lower level. Dealers say that they could

doubtless transact a much larger business could they

get the pulp to offer to users. As conditions are. pro-

ducers arc maiidy endeavoring to keep their regular

customers supplied and are offering very sparsely in

other directions.

CHEMICAL PULP—Although ilenuuui for clieiiucal

pulps is not as brisk as it has been recently, the market

is characterized by much activity and there is no sup-

ply going abegging. Producing mills as a rule have

contracted for their output over the next several

months and are reluctant to enter into further engage-

ments, intimating that they expect prices to go higher.

Unbleached sulphite of newsprint quality is selling

freely at $70 to $7o a ton, and most manufacturers are

refusing to book forward orders under the higher

figure. Domestic soda pulp is actively sought and is

commanding around $95 f.o.b. pulp plants, while

domestic kraft is moving in a consistent way and in

gcod volume at a price basis of $90 per tmi. Domestic

bleached sulphite is difficult to locate in round lots,

and mills having this grade of pulp for sale ask 6

cents or more a pound for prompt shipments. No

fresh developments are reported in the foreign pulp

situation. Occasional shipments are coming in, but

the pulp arriving from Scandinavia is practically all

sold before it reaches here and has little or no inflnence

on the market. Quotations range from 7.50 to 8 cents

on bleached sulphite, 4.75 to 5 cents_ on unbleached

sulphite and 4.50 to 4.75 cents on kraft.

RAGS.—The continued influx of rags from Euro-

pean countries keeps the domestic market rather quiet.

Consuming mills apparently are giving preference m
their buvinir to foreign rags and are keeping as much

out of the domestic market as possible, both for the

reason that they are securing imported stock at rela-

tively cheaper prices than are asked for domestic rags

and that they believe it will prove to their advantage

to refrain from purchasing domestic material for a

time. Dealers are still imbued with confidence that

mills will soon resume buying on a broader scale and

that thev will then obtain the prices desired, and only

limitid amounts .if rags are being .iftVred at conces-

sions. Nevertheless manufacturers seem to be having
no great difficulty in buying at reduced figures, which
would indicate that at least some packers are anxious
to move accumulations. No. 1 repacked whites are
quoted at around 8 cents a pound f.o.b. New York
and thirds and blues of repacked quality at 4.25 cents.

New white shirt cuttings have sold this week at a

decline, purchases being rei)orted of No. 1 packing
at 14.50 to 15 cents New York. Roofing rags are a

bit lower in price, sales being noted at a basis of 2.70

to 2.80 cents f.o.b. sliipping i)oint for No. 1 satinets.

PAPER STOCK—Buying of the low grades of old

pai)er by boai'd mills has featured the market t)iis

week. No. 1 mixed ]iaper and several other of the

cheaper qualities have moved in extensive volume and
at firm prices, while flat stock has continued to ease
off in price in the abseiu-e of imimrtaiit demand.
Board manufacturers are freely bidding 85 to 90 cents

])er hundred pounds for No. 1 mixed paper and 95
cents to $1 for flat folded news. White blank news-
paper has been actively sousrht and has sold at 1.85 to

2 cents per pound. Kraft paner also has moved in good
volume at a price range of 3.50 to 3.65 cents New York,
while shavings are ((notable steady at around 5.50

cents for No. 1 hard whites and 4.15 to 4.25 cents for

soft white shavings of No. 1 grade. Heavy books and
magazines are offered in sizable amounts at 2 cents a

Ijouiid New York and there have been few buyers in

view at this or other prices. Mills consuming flat stock

ai)pear to have their iiresent requirements taken care

of and are indifferent to offerings.

I5AGGTNG AND ROPE—Demand for old Manila
rope has been a little quieter during the nast few days,

\et prices are maintained and there is still considerable

buying power in the market. Dealers report sales at

between 6.25 and 6.50 cents a pound f.o.b. New York,
and about all the rope offei-ed is being absorbed al-

though consumers are not bidding as activel.v for snp-

lilies as they were. Bagging is largely neglected and

FOR SALE
New Building and Equipment ready

for immediate use and entirely suit-

able to the production of rossed pulp-

wood, with railroad siding, boilers,

engine, jack ladder, wood burner, etc.

If interested, address P. O. Box

516, NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y.

This cut illustrates the principle of P. A. P. A. screen

The motion of the stock is caused by the revolving of the polygonal drum A with

higher speed and in opposite direction of the screen cylinder B.

The distance D-H is smaller than the distances F-G and E-K. When drum A re-

volves and point D comes on the extension of the radius on which point E is located,

the space in this point between the polygonal drum and the screen cylinder will be

smaller and consequentlv a pulsation outwards will take place. When point D
passes from the extension of the radius on which point F is located ,and goes over

where it is on the diagram, the space between the drum and the cylinder becomes

larger and an inward suction will take place.

Ask us for further particulars.

PULP AND PAPER MILL ACCESSORIES, LIMITED
SHAUGHNESSY BLDG., MONTREAL
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PULP & PAPER CO., LIIHIITED

BANK OF HAMILTON BUILDING - TORONTO, CANADA

Specialize in

Strong Easy

Bleaching Sulphite Fibre

Manufactured from Clean Sound Spruce

New Modern Mills at SMOOTH ROCK FALLS, ONTARIO

Bleached and Unbleached

WOOD PULP
of every description

M. GOTTESMAN & COMPANY
Incorporated

18 E. 41st Street New York, N.Y.
Established 1886
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Jeffrey

"Reliance"

Riveted

Malleable

Chain

a good, general ser-

vice chain for Ele-

vators. Conveyers,

and Power Trans-

JEFFREY
CHAINS
For Pulp and Paper Mill

Service

are not "just chains", but chains which conbine nil the

qualities and features demanded where greatest production

and continuous operation is to be obtained.

There's a type for every purpose. Write for our Chain

catalog

.

The Jeffrey Mfg. Co.
Canadian Branch and VVarerooms

MONTREAL
Jeffrey Bearings equipped with

Graphite Sheet Lubricator

wear much longer than other Bear-

ings—and save 7^ to 90 per cent

in Oil and Grease Bills.

prict's arc easy. N'o. 1 scrap lia<,'f;iiin' is ((uotcd at

arniiiid :! fciiis New York. No. 1 gunny at :!.")() to

t^.".') i-ents and i-didinL; b;i<rfi:iiip: at 2.50 ccids.

PREVENTING DAMAGE TO LOGS IN STORAGE.
L(it;s .stori'd (Ml sicidways (ir Icl't in the wood.s (liiriiiji;

the siiiiinicr niontlis may he ilaniagcd in a nunii)er of

ways, |)riiH'ipally tliouuli saj) staiiiinir, insect attack,

decay, and idic(d<ini^'. ('crtain species (if wood are

more snscc|>liide to injiiiy ihan others, and the ex-

tent (d' the injury is also dependeid (Ui tlu' tim;> of

cuttini;'. the idiniate, and the slorage c(uulitions. The
possible linancial loss and amomd which cau profitably

be^expeuded to lu-event it will be int'lueiu'cd aceord-

iiig' to the Ciiiled States h'nicst I'l-oducts Laboratory
at .Madison, Wisconsin, by the value of the lofis, tlie

l)ur|>oses for wiiieh they are to be used, and tlu' i

bable extent of the in.ini'y. Wliei'c ((indit ions |)erniit,

one 01' more of the followinji' nietlidds may be found
usefid in mininiizin"' the loss.

Storing under water will prevent blue stain, elieck-

iiij;', insect attacdv, and decay. (The lofi's would, of

course, be subject to mariue-borer atlaid< in salt or

brackish water alon>j' tiie sea coast where these pests

are active.) Wood of any species completely sub

merged in water will resist decay indefinitely. A

I

teruafe wettiu;;' aiul drying, however, favor d 'cay.

Storing on skids in such a \va\ that the aii- can cir-

onlate fi-eely around each \nu: will pi'cvent the

aeeiimulation of moi.sture and thus retai'd dccuN'. It

M'ill favor cheeking, however, and, unless tlie bark

is removed, will have little effect in preventing in

sect attack. The skids .should he located where there

is good air circulation, and they should be raised off

the giMouid. W( eds and brush should be cut down.
Peeling the bark completely from the logs will do

much to eliminate insect attack and retard decay, by
removing the i)roteetion required bj- many insects, and
by allowing the logs to dry more rapidly. Tt will favor

eheeking, however.
Painting the ends of the logs with paints of the

proper kind will very materially retard the loss of

moisture and thus retard end cheeking. If the logs

are peeled and properly piled on skids, painting should

not increase the danger from decay or sap stain. A
yellow ochre or barn paint will do fairly well for this

purj)ose.

Painting the peeled surfaces with coal-tar creosote

will be useful in lU'eventing sa]) decay, and if api)lie(l

soon enough may be effective in retarding sap stain.

Any grade of creosote in common use for wood pre-

servation will be suitable, and extensive oils are un-

necessary.

All the methods described except water storage ma\

be tmi)loyed at the same time and to good advantage

if circumstances .justify the expense.—Technical Notes.

U.S. Forest Service.

CLAIM AGAINST PULP COMPANY.
At St. Catharines, Chief Justice Faleonbridge re-

served judgnu-nt in the action brought in the Supreme
Ciuirr by the Canadian GovernnuMit on l)ehalf of the

King against the Thorold Pulj) Company, claiming

1^16,900 for the amojint of water alleged to have been

used for power purposes from the Welland Canal above

that allowed in the lease. The company denied that it

used or wasted surplus water and offered to pay $8,474

or any excess water tax and asked for costs of the

action. I'
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PUT IT THROUGH.

A Canadian characteristic is tlie assurance with which

a big job is tackled and the energy with which it is put

through. The Canadian people have earned an envi-

able reputation for being able to accomplish big things,

to "put it across." The new Victory Loan is a big

thing. It will take a large part of our reserve finan-

cial and productive energy to put it through. Let's do

it.

ON AMERICAN MILLS MO VING NORTH.
A few weeks ago an American paper journal veutui--

ed the opinion that one of the reasons for the migration

of the American Pulp and Paper Industry is a politi-

cal one. For many years in the United States this in-

dustry has been operating with a sword hanging

over its head and the uncertainty as to when it would

drop and how deeply it would cut has without doubt

been one of the factors restraining the development of

the industry in the United States. On the other hand

the Provincial Governments in Canada recognized the

value, both as a populating and an economical factor in

the development of the Dominion and have encouraged

and assisted the establishment of pulp and paper mills

to develop their natural resources as well as to increase

the provincial revenues. The building of miUs means

the use of timber from Crown Lands and the payment

of licenses and dues for the cutting of the timber. This

means a considerable addition to the revenue of the

province, while the distribution of wages, which the

ready sale of such products makes possible, adds to the

prosperity and happiness of the population. From the

provincial point of view, therefore, Canada is certainly

the land par excellence for the establishment of pulp

and paper mills.

The Dominion Government, although it may have

been acting according to what was intended for justice,

at least as affected by circumstances, has seen fit to

take an almost exactly opposite attitude. Instead of

encouragements, there have been restrictions and hin-

drances. These were originally placed as a war meas-

ure for the assurance of the paper required by newspa-

per publishers. The war now has been over for nearly

a year, but as the treaty has not been officially ratified

by tlie Canadian Parliament, the restrictive measures

continue in force, so that the publishers continue to

benefit and the industry continues to be hindered. The

mills which do not export their product of newsprint

paper are those which are most directly affected, al-

though restrictions which apply to them cannot fail but

be somewhat felt by all the others, since the power of

embargo may be exercised at any time against even the

mills that export their product. Of course, these re-

strictions apply only to newsprint paper.

Since the general public is quite satisfied that the pa-

per manufacturers are at least a^ honest and fair as

any other group of business men in the price they
charge for their product, other pulp and paper manu-
facturers have not been so harrassed.

"We certainly extend a most hearty welcome to our
American friends who are building the extensive new
plant down the St. Lawrence, and no doubt they al-

ready understand that Canada is not entirely free from
political interference in the conduct of an important
national industry. They will doubtless realize that

until 1914 the Canadian publisher was not imduly criti-

cal or suspicious of the honesty and fairness of the
manufacturer from whom he bought his paper. The
war conditions that caused temporarily a panicky state

of mind among them have now practically passed, and
there are hopes that these two industries will soofl

again be on friendly business relations. With the pass-

ing of the emergency which caused a fear lest a news-
paper find itself without its raw material there will

also pa.ss any fear of restrictions on the free export of

newsprint paper manufactured in Canada.

It does not seem probable that there would be a suf-

ficient change in tariff policy in the United States to

cause a rei)lacement of a duty on newsprint paper. One
reason for this is the power and influence that the press

has had in the past and will doubtless continue to have
with the members of Congress and another is the fact

that the American publisher, whether he likes it or not
must come to depend more and more on the Canadian
forests for his supply of paper. Placing a duty on
paper would be of no assistance whatever to either

American mills or American publishers.

No agitation on the part of American publishers or
paper manufacturers is likely to change the attitude of

Canadian Governments with regard to the propriety as

well as the advantage of requiring the conversion of

such wood into pulp and paper as is cut on Canadian
Crown Lands. In fact such agitation seems merely to

confirm the justice as well as the necessity for such
regulations. Still another factor in the movement of

newsprint mills north is the recognized stability of Can-
adian labor conditions. There are a number of possible

explanations for the fact that Canadian industries have
been little disturbed because of the dissatisfaction of

the workmen, but the condition of things is certainly at-

tractive to the industry which wants to live harmonious-
ly with its work people, to deal fairly with them and to
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be fairly treated liy the (iovenmicMU of the couuiry iu

\vl)ieh it locateb.

We cau safely rely on tlie coiiiiuuanee of tlie ejieour-

aging attitude of our Provincial Goveriunents without

thei
" attemptiiij? to patronize, and we ean al^o look

forward with assurauee to an early ehauge iu the at-

titude of the Dominion (loveruiuent to any industry

whieh means so mueh to the industrial and economical

welfare of Canada. So it is with considerable eoufi-

deuee that we extend again a hearty welcome to our

American friends and also to our British consuls to

.•ome to Canada and help to develop and enjoy the un-

matched resources of tliis country.

DlSlLUSinXKI) HE(!Ah'l>fS(! I'AULlAMEST

.

When the editor of the Pulp and Paper Ma-axine

,.ame to Canada, al.out three years ago, he had the no-

tion that the Canadian Covernment was a dependable

business organization, .-omparatively free from patron-

age and .pialified to carry out a large undertaking m a

strai-ht-forward manner. While laboring under that

illusimi an editorial appeared in our columns support-

iu- the idea that if the Government is right in assum-

in" the respousibility of rmining a large part of the

couutrv-s railway lines it should control and operate

them all We still believe the Government should not

operate an industry iu competition with private enter-

prise especiallv when to do so is to place the burden

of operating expense on the general public instead of

on legitimate income. There are two ways to avoid such

competition on the part of the (ioverument. One is to

buy up all the roads and the other is to leave them alone

altogether. At first we supported the former plan, be-

cause as stated, we believed the Canadian Government

capable of conducting business efficiently. ^^ e are now

di.sillusioned.

However great the advantage to a part of the people,

the Government-operated roads can hardly be classed

as paving propositions. No English-speaking govern-

ment "has yet shown itself capable of giving efficient,

economical and satisfactory railway service. With the

recent record of attempts iu England and the United

States and past performance of Parliament, siuely the

law-makers (wottld we could say the •Business Admin-

istrators of the Dominion") at Ottawa will not saddle

an enormons and apparently certain liability on the peo-

ple without so mueh as "by your leave.
""

Such action is quite certainly not thr trIU of the peo-

ple.

••This is what 'Safety First'— or being careful—
means .

.
•

• and the end is. that the workman shall

live to enjoy the fruits of his labor: that his mother

shall have the support of his arm iu her age
:
that his

Tvife shall not prematui-ely become a widow or his ehild-

r«n fatherless; that cripples and helpless wrecks, who

were once strong men. shall no lonsrer be a by-product

of industry."

COBWEBS.
A letter has just been received, addressed to tlie "In-

dustrial and Economical Press." We plead guilty to

both charges—the first from choice, the second from

necessity.

A night watcliman in an American mill recently dis-

covered that much stock was being lost in the pulp mill

by going through the screen jilates instead of passing ,

over the end of the screen as he thought it was supposed I

to do.

All interesting advcrtisi'iiieiit ajipearcd the otiici- day

in a ^Montreal paper. The heading was ••Capitalist

Wanted." It seems strange that any one should want

a capitalist in these days, btit a little thought will show

that industry would not get very far without them.

Along with apju'als to the people of t'anada to sub-

scribe liberally to the Victory Loan there should go from

the people to Parliament a demand that the money he

spent economically. Canada cannot afford to waste a

cent. Whv not let tliis be an •• Order-to-Council ?"

Many pulp and paper mills are doubtless rejoicing

over the increase in available space for ocean ship-

ments. It is to be hoped that this relief from compe-

tition among shippers for available accommodation will

result in a (lccreas(> in freight rates to the other side.

The hulustriai & Educational Press, which publishes

the Pulj) & Paper Magazine and other journals relat-

ing to Canadian industries, held its first annual family

Thanksgiving Dinner on Monday night. Sixty of those

on the pay roll as well a.s a number of guests had an

opportunity of getting better acquainted with each

other and of realizing the aims and opportunities of the

organization.

A representative of the St. Maurice Valley News-

Chronicle, of Three Rivers, recently visited the St.

^laurice Paper Co.. and the long journey through the

extensive plant nearly finished him. He came away

with at least an introduction to processes and products

formerlj' only vague names. It is too bad all newspaper

men and other users and dealers cannot become better

acquainted with the manufacture of paper and that the

manufacturer cannot see more of the processes through

v,hich his product subsequently passes.

•"Ottawa must keep the 'pork barrel' elo.sed."" sa.\s

the Financial Post. Good idea. It preserves the pork

ill more ways than one.

SAFETY NUMBER POSTPONED.
On account of power troubles from the main trans-

former station it will be impossible to get out that spe-

cial Safety Number as had been planned for this week.

It will be just as good when it comes.
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Centrifugal Pumps and their Use
Some Notes on Their Design, Application and Installation.

I>y i-'. A. .\lri,.HU, Ciuiadiau iiigersoU-Raud (Jo.

Many people erroiieou.sly regard the centrifugal

pump as a very modern invention, while as a matter

of fact it is considerably older than the steam engine.

The history of its invention is rather obscure but the

credit for it is usually to a man named Demesne Papin,

who lived in Hesse, Germany about 200 }"ears ago.

Like many other inventions, little interest appears to

have beeii^ taken in it and it was allowed to lie more
or less dormant until Andrews and Bessemer made
some improvements on the orijrinal designs in the

early part of the nineteenth century.

-Single Suction, Belt Driven, Open Impeller
Type Pump.

Its first appearance in America was about the year
1819 or 1820 and it was improved by Gwynne and J.

P. Appold, in 1848-1851. Appold's improvements were
so far reaching that the most modern form retains

many of the features which distinguished his design.

Appold's pump was not affected by solids in the water,
was capable of pumping continuously a volume of

water equal to more than 1400 times its own weiirht

and was found to be fairly efficient.

Centrifugal pumps were for many years considered
only suitable for handling water, in comparatively
large quantities at very low heads and due to poor
design and coiise(|uent low efficiency, wei'e consider-
ed too wasteful to allow their wide adoption. The
development of the direct acting steam piunp to a

higher state of perfection put the centrifugal in the
background where it remained for a number of years.
The ability of the centrifugal pumn to operate at high
speeds brought it into the lime-light aa-^in. due to the
rapid advance M'hieh had been made in the develop-
ment of the steam tnrliine and the electric motor, and
the conspqneiit need for a pump which could be di-

rectly connected to these txiies of prime mover, there-
by gaininii- full advantage of the reliability, low main-
tenance cost and comnactness of this method of drive.
The development of this type has now advanced to

a Doint where it is possible to secure centrifugal pumps
which will trive most satisfactory and economical ser-
vice f)n iifiirly :ill classes of low and liioh bond iii-

atallatioub for which a few year.^ ago only recipro-
cating pumps would have been regarded as suitable.

The simple rugged construction of the modern cen-
trifugal pump, its long life aud entire absence of

trouble from water hammer aud shock, naturally
appeal to users of pumping machinery. In their
simple construction and lack of valves, pistons, rods
and other reciprocating parts, they present a radical
contrast with the ordinary steam or power driven
reciprocating pump. Due to the fewer wearing parts,
they usually last longer, are not so much affected by
semi-solids or solids in the liquid pumped, require far
less attendance and generally operate with consider-
ably less power.

Types of Centrifugal Pumps.

Present day centrifugal pumps are made in two
general classes, known according to the type of im-
peller u.sed as either open or enclosed impeller ma-
chines. The open impeller comjjrises a number of spokes
or arms which radiate from a central bulb like the rotor
in an ordinary rotary blower. The sides of the vanes
or aruLS are usiially machined to enable them to be
run close to the side walls of the easing. The closer the
blades run to the casing tlie less, of course, will be the
loss from slipjiage of the water or other liquid being
l)umped.

When well designed and properly built, open im-
peller pumps will give quite .satisfactory results in
dcliverino' a large quantity of water at a small head
but the large amoimt of slippage, skin friction and
surging or hiternal disturbance which become worse
as the head is increased limit the efficiency of this
type of pump. As inherent losses in the.se pumps are
variable (piantities, it is impo.ssible for the de-
signer accurately to predetermine the ultimate per-
formance of the pump. Open impeller pumps are
I)articularly adajjted to handling gritty or dirty water
and semi-solids, aiul foi' this reason have been widely
adopted in pulp and paper mills and for pumping
tailings, slimes, etc., in concentrating plants. The
open impeller pump illustrated is made in •?izes to
handle from 200 to 8000 gallons jicr minute at beads
up to 70 feet.

The enclosed type of impeller consists of a number
of vanes or arms radiating from a central hub and en-

-Belt Driven Double Suction Volute Pump.
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closed bv discs ou each side to form walls. In opera-

tion the liquid which is being pumped is admitted at

the centre of the eye of tlie imix^Uer and passes around

the shaft and through the impeller iii channels formed

bv the walls and vanes. In single suction pumps the

water passes in one side of the impeller only, while

in the double suction type it enters on both sides. Due

to this fact double suction imiicllers which arc subject

to an equal pressure on both sides arc .self balancing

against thrust along the centre line of the shaft and arc

self balancing when operating at ordinary heads. Single

suction punijis do not have this self balancing feature

and consequently require thrust bearings.

With the enclosed impeller type of pump the liquid

being raised passes through passages or channels of

fixed form with a limited amount of leakage and con-

siderably less disturbance than is the case with single

suction impellers and the designer can thus quite ac-

curately determine and control the performance of

the pump over a broad range of requirements such as

would be met with in different classes of service. For

October l(i, 1919.

Fig. 3—Double Suction Volute Pump, with Casing Open
Ready for Inspection.

this reason the enclosed impeller pumps will suitably

meet all medium and high head pumping requirements

where efficiency is essential.

Single and Multi-Stage Centrifugal Pumps.

Single stage pumps contain one impeller and are

built for almost any capacity and will operate effi-

ciently on moderately high heads, the larger sizes

naturally being more efficient that the smaller. Single

stage pumps are somewhat limited by the pressure

existing between the suction and discharge chambers

of the pump; the higher the head the greater the dif-

ference in pressure and the larger the loss from in-

ternal slippage and leakage and the more rapid the

destruction of the internal parts. These factors re-

duce the head or pressure allowable per impeller or

stage.

To overcome this drawback and permit the use of

centrifugal pumps on higher heads and higher press-

ures the multi-stage types were produced. These

consist of two or more impellers mounted on one shaft

and running in a casing with passages arranged in

such a way that the liquid is led through the impellers

in succession, each one adding its share to the total

pressure required. By this arrangement pressures

of several hundred i)ouiuls may be obtained from a

single unit, the exact limit (Icpciuling on the strength

of the materials from which the pump is constructed

and their resistance to the wearing or abrasive action

of the liquid at high velocity. In pumps of the multi-

stage type the liquid is discharged from all but the

last impeller at a very high velocity and must be

turned through a half circle or 180 de^ees in order to

enter the succeeding one, and this nci¥ssitates the use

of baffle iilates or vanes to reduce tlie speed of the liquid

and convert it into pressure as soon as it leaves the

impeller, so that it will pass to its successor with a

minimum amount of disturbance and shock on the

walls of the casing. These vanes or baffles are called

diffuse rs.

In all multi-stage pumps some means of maintaining

the correct alignment of the passages of the rotating

impellers with those in the casing, and equalizing any

end thrust that may take place is necessary. This is

often accomplished by means of a hydraulic device

in which the end thrust is absorbed by a body of

water acting against a diaphragm or piston on the

pump shaft. This device is only applicable when the

pump is used with clean water and is very simple in

construction, automatically and quickly adjusting it-

self to the variations in the load with practically no
friction or loss of power. Sometimes it is necessary

to pump liquids which contain grit or solids which
would wear out the hydraulic balancer very quickly,

and in such cases a marine or Kingsbury type of thrust

bearing is used.

General Design.

To be .successful a centrifugal pump should be well

constructed mechanically, and its performance should

comply with all of the requirements of the particular

class of service under which it is to be used, and should

show the highest possible efficiency when in use on
that service. It should be of simple and substantial

construction in all its parts and the rotating elements

should be accurately balanced in order to reduce

vibration. The bearings should be of ample size and
accurately fitted, and provision should be made for

their proper lubrication, in order to preserve the

alignment and small running clearance between the

rotating element and its casing which serve to prevent
leakage between the high and and lower pressure por-

tions of the pump. As in other classes of machinery,
centrifugal pumps are no better than their bearings,

from the standpoint of continuous operation, and the

better proportioned these parts are the longer the

life and the lower the maintenance cost.

All materials entering into the construction of the

pump should be carefully selected in view of the duty
to be performed, and care should be used in the

various manufacturing and machining processes. The
general design of the machine should be such as to

allow read.v accessibility to all parts witliout difficulty.

Principle of Operation.

The principle on which the operation of the centri-

fugal pump is based is quite simple and easily under-

stood. The liquid to be pumped is speeded up or

accelerated by passing it through the revolving im-

peller which creates both pressure and velocity, the

velocity being subsequently converted into pressure
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in the statiouaiy discharge passages. It is however,
a very complicated problem to design and construct
a pump to deliver a definite quantity of water against
a given head at a certain fixed speed, with the highest
efficiency. An experienced designer can, however, pre-
dict within a very small percentage of eyor on either
side, both the capacity and brake horse-power required
at the normal operating point as well as over a wide
range of variation from such conditions as free dis-

charge against little or no head to a closed discharge
with no liquid flowing. The solution of problems of
this nature, of course, requires a thorough theoretical
knowledge of centrifugal pump design and the ex-
amination of a vast amount of data obtained ex-

Fig. 4—Motor Driven Double Suction Volute Pumps
in Series.

perimeutally from pumps intended for similar service

conditions. For this reason, the volume of output

and reliability of the pump manufacturer, other

things being considered, may be regarded as pretty

good indications as to whether the pump will fulfil

the requirements to the degree claimed by its maker
or not.

To produce an efficient and satisfactory pump re-

quires not only a correctly designed impeller, but the

easinsr itself must be so made that changes in the

velocitv of the liquid will take place gradually with-

out undue shock and disturbance. To put into prac-

tice all of the little details which are carefully worked
o'lt bv the desicrner requires careful and accurate
shon work of a hi<rh order, with risrid supervision and
i"snpction throughout the various steps of manufac-
ture. As an assurance against defects in material
a"d workmanship, it is also essential that finished ma-
chines should be subjected to a thorouerh test under
conditions like those which will be met in the field,

or even more stringent if possible. When this method
is thoroughly carried out any mistakes or discrepan-
cies are detected and pronerlv corrected before the
pump leaves the shop, and wherp this testing is not
riroperly carried out. it is impossible for the manufac-
turer honestly to guarantee the performance of the
niimp when it is finally put in service. To get the verv
best results each installation should be treated as a
problem bv itself, as in this way it is possible to ob-
tain far hisrher efficieneie-s than if the equipment is

chosen haphazardlv on a shelf hardware basis, on the
recommendation of a small dealer or jobber.

Some Applications and Uses of Centrifugal Pumps.
Centrifugal pumps may be driven by means of belts

or gears from steam engines, steam turbines or electric

motors, water wheels or any other source of power
available, or which may be most convenient or best
suited to the location in which the pump is to be iised.

"When operated by electric motors thej^ readily lend
themselves to the installation of automatic starting
and stopping systems of the float switch type. Driven
by steam turbines they are more economical than

steam pumps, operating on less steam and requiring less
lubrication. The compactness of such units and their
freedom from valves, more or less complicated mo-
tions, and sliding surfaces reduce the attendance costs
in no small degree.

On Water Works Service.
During the last few years motor driven centrifugal

pumps have been widely adopted for waterworks ser-
vice in small cities, towns and villages. Where they
are used to pump water tg-,,a standpipe or elevated
tank they are often arranged to be started and stop-
ped automatically by either a pressure regulator or
float switch. When used with a system of the direct
pressure type, they may be run continuously, main-
tammg the pressure and delivering only such water
as may be drawn from the mains. In some locations
where a part of the system is at a higher level or at
some distance from the station, it is necessary to main-
tain sufficient domestic pressure at the pumping .sta-
tion to supply the greatest demand and to in.stall a
centrifugal pump to act as a boo.ster in the line which
requires the hisrher pressure. A booster pump may
be operated continuously and allowed to "float" on
the line thus adding a fairly constant net pressure ir-
respective of the amount of water which may be taken
from that line. A common practice is to use moderate
nre.ssure lines for domestic .service and increase this
lar.orelv in case of emers-encies such as fire service,
etc. Motor driven centrifugal pumps u.suallv being
fitted with constant speed motors are not adaptable
for more than one pressure, and it is often necessary
to install two or more duplicate sets designed for
ordinary .service which may be operated in series to
obtain a larger pressure for fire service.

It is often desirable when installing centrifugal
pumps for fire or other service where great reliability
and freedom from interruption is essential, to either
duplicate the equipment or to provide the pumps with
more than one form of driving power.
An interesting instance of this kind is the installa-

tion at the Public Markets, St. Roniface, Manitoba
which comprises a No. 5 Cameron Cla.ss DV horizontal'
double suction volute pump with a capacity of 500 u'

* ?o« r*^
P^"" ™^^"^e' operating again.st a total head

of 130 feet, at a speed of 1755 R.P.M. This pump is

Fig. 5—Two Stage Motor Driven Turbine Pump.

direct connected at one end to a 30 H.P. Westinghouse,
550 volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase induction motor, and at
the other end to a 35 H.P. General Electric Steam
Turbine, in such a way that either the motor or tur-
bine may be used as desired thus making the equip-
nipnt entirely independent of power failure. This
arrangement is very compact, and has proved very
efficient and economical in operation.
Crank and flywheel pumps have been displaced in

many localities by turbine driven turbine pumps con-
nected to conden.sers which have proved much more
reliable and economical than the best triple expan-
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sion crank and flj'wheel pumps. The installation and

yearly operation costs together with their compactness

—permitting their use in small buildings and without

special foundations^are some of the reasons why
they are displacing other types for municipal service.

For Boiler Feeding and General Mill Service.

Centrifugal pumps are ideal for boiler feeding pur-

poses and are usually either motor or steam turbine

driven, as may be most suitable for a particular in-

stallation. Motor driven feeding pumps are generally

allowed to operate continuously at full speed, main-

taining a practically constant pressure in the feed

line for a large range of capacity. The amount of water

which is fed to the boiler can be controlled by a valve

in the feed line without danger of creating a danger-

ous pressure in the boiler as — due to their con-

struction—centrifugal pumps will not build np a

pressure greater than 15 or 20% above normal even

when the discharge valve is closed.

Steam turbine driven boiler feed pumps may be

operated in the same manner, but are often eqiiipped

with pressure regulators similar to those used on
ordinary steam pumps to maintain a fairly constant

differential between the steam and feed line press-

ures, particularly where the variation in steam press-

ure is considerable. The amount of water fed to the

boiler by either steam or electric driven centrifugal

pumps can be regulated without touching the pump,
and there are no valves, rods or large packings to be
looked after. In casp of loss of suction there is no
darser of breakage bv water hammer as is the ease
with the ordinary reciprocating pump.
For circulating and other low pressure service

steam turbine, steam engine or electric motor driven
single stage pumps are p-enerally used, while for higher
pressures such as reonired in boiler feeding, etc..

Steam turbine or electrie driven multi-stage pumps
are more suitable.

Pumps made of corrosion resisting materials may be
obtained from some manufacturers, and are widely u.sed

in chemical plants, packing houses, pnlp and paper
mills, tanneries, breweries, textile mills and many other
industries.

(To be Coutinned)

RUMOR O'BRIEN ABOUT TO BUILD.
The constmetion of a larare pnlp pnd naner mill is

expected to begin next year at the north pud of Lake
Temiskaming. The M. J. O'Brien. Limited, a twenty-
million-dollar corporation, which controls tlip O'Brien
Mine at Cobalt and the :\Iiller Lake^O'Krien ;Mine at
Gowganda. as well as other larsre interests is involved
in the enterprise through bavins: owned control of a

part of the srreat water power of the Qninze Kiver, the
whole of which would make it possible to arenerate up-
wards of 100.000 h.p., or as much as 250.000 h.p., ac-
cording to some estimates.
Durin? the past year or so preliminary surveys have

been carried on. and with the result that, should eeo-

ncimic conditions appear to be reasonablv favorable,
and with reasonable assurance of an adequate labor
.supply, the big pro.iect is expected to be launched.
The waters tributary to the Qninze River and the

Qninze lakes flow through territory containing vast
pulowood resources, which, with care, appear to be
practically unlimited for several generations.—Toronto
rj,,ii,.

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.
Increased Charges for Local Switching.

Tariffs have just been issued by the various railroads

providing for new rates covering local intra-plant and
reconsigned switching of carload traffic at practicall.v

all station.s on Eastern Canadian lines.

The new rates for a local switching movement with-

in the yard limits of any one station range from llV^c
first class to 4l<.c tenth class, with a fifth class rate of

51/jc, minimum weights being in accordance with Can-
adian classification.

For intra-plant switching, that is for movement be-

tween sidings within the same industrial plant, a

special charge is provided of Ic per 100 lbs. (minimum
$5.00 per car).

Specific local switching charges are also provided at

Montreal and Toronto terminals, also at a number of

other points where a regular movement has heretofore

taken place and where the shippers arranged with the

railways to continue rates on the same or a slightly

higher basis than that previously applicable.

On re-consigned traffic, which consists of cars re-

consigned from one siding to another within the

switching or yard limits of one station, after having

been received over the same line and placed once for

deliveri-. the charge made is Ic per 100 lbs., minimum
$5.00 per car, at outside points ; and specific charges

on a slightl.v higher basis are provided for Montreal,

Ottawa and Toronto terminals.

The new rates become effective November 1st and

any shippers or receivers interested in local switching

movements would be wise to secure copies and to make
certain that their reiiuirements are provided for.

Joint Railway Rates.

As announced a couple of months ago, the Board of

Railway Commissioners for Canada issued on August

1st their order No. 2S618, directing that .joint class rates

be established between points on the Canadian Pacific

and Grand Trunk Railways ; Canadian Pacific and Can-

adian National Railways, and the Grand Trunk and
Canadian National Railways, respectively, between

certain territoi-y east of Fort William, which rates

were to be on practically the same basis as is ap-

plicable for a one line haul with additional arbitraries

ranging from 8c first class to 2y2C tenth class, to cover

the cost of the transfer from one line to another and

the movement over two lines.

Under the terms of the order these rates were to have

been made effective by the railways not later than Oc-

tober 1st. None of the three roads in question, how-

ever, have complied Avith the order and application has

been made by them to the board for re-opening of the

whole question, contending that the rates ordered are

unduly low.

It is problematical what action the board will take.

FOREST FIRE LOSSES IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
Fire prevention day was signalized by the issuing

of statistics last Thursday by Provincial Forester G. P.

Prince, showing the damage done by forest fires in

New Brunswick, and special exercises were carried on

in the public schools with a view to bringing foi-ward

the necessity for taking every possible step to prevent

fii'es.

The statistics which were sent out by the Forest

Service showed that there had been 342 forest fires in

New Brunswick this season, which burned over 11,326

acres, or about 18 square miles, being a total damage
of .$1.54.1.55.
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Duties of a Machine Tender
By Paul Smith in "The Paper Industry.."

It is understood that in the development of paper
from raw materials, the machine tender plays a very
important part, controlling as he does the formation
of the sheet. A description of his responsibilities and
duties will necessarily be of interest to all engaged in

the manufacture of paper.

In the matter of responsibility the machine tender
should be held absolutely accountable for the merits

and shortcomings of the machine personnel, the quality

of the paper and the production tonnage for his tour

of duty. Full responsibility should be his for since

the remainder of the machine crew are under his guid-

ance and instruction, their deficiencies only prove
that his duties have not been properly performed, the

most important of which is the training of an efficient

crew.

The Machine Hands
The duties of a machine tender, while seemingly num-

erous' and varied, are very .simple if he has or can ac-

quire the knack of teaching his crew the duties expect-

ed of them, training them in these duties so that they
may do their own work at the right time in the proper
manner, without any bustle and flurry. This will re-

lieve him from the actual manual operations, except
in case of emergency, allowing him to concentrate his

mind and energies on the inspection of the machine
parts and his personnel, looking to their improvement
wherever possible.

Aside from the directing of his crew the nispection

of his machine parts is the only requisite necessary for

his success as a first-class machine tender. This in

spection should inclurlo the following:

Screens and Wire
Inspecting the condition and adjustment of the

screens, so that they may screen the stock clean, and
allow the necessary amount of water in the stock to

form a uniformly closed sheet ; the leveling of the slices

to get uniformity in weight across the whole machine
width ; adjusting the Avire shake so as to help produce
the desired tearing strength and assist in closing th<'

sheet.

He should always see to it that the dandy roll is kejit

clean and that it is set level on the sheet, and at a pros-

sure that will assist in ac(niiriug the desired formation;
that the suction boxes have the suction required to i-e-

move enough water from tlip sheet without deleterious

effect on his M'ires. ,

Wet Felts

The wet felts should be washed often enough to in-

sure against markings from a dirty felt, which would
mar any otherwise perfect sheet. The presses should
be set down with enough leverage to press out the

water so as to assist in the drying of the sheet evenly
across the machine width and the smoothing press ad-

justed with enough leverage to remove as much as

possible the wire and felt marks in the sheet.

Dryer Pelts

He should always keep well-informed as to the
condition of his dryer felts having them replaced when-
ever it is deemed necessary. The replacement of a felt

should always be under his direct personal supervision,

as it is of great importance that the seam in the dryer
felt should be correctly sewed. In case the seam is

not sewed properly fas, for instance, when the thread

is pulled too tight) it will make a pucker in the seam,
causing the felt to wrinkle and perhaps ruin the felt,

or at least cause a loss of time with attending incon-
veniences, while a new seam is being made.

Calenders, Winders, Etc.
In order to deliver the required grade of paper with

luiiformity of finish and desired reel perfection, it be-
comes necessary for the machine tender to inspect the
operations subsequent to the sheet entering the calender
stack with as much, if not more, care than he exercised
before it left the dryers, seeing to it personally that
the amoimt of leverage required to give the desired fin-

ish is always on the stacks ; that the back tender calen-

ders a good even reel, and that the doctors are kept
clean; that the winderman makes a perfect splice and
tears out all slime holes and calender cuts, splicing the

sheet with a neat perfect splice in each case.

The Finished Product
The machine tender should always inspect the fin-

ished product from the winder to assure the winding
of good even rolls, and over.see the weighing of all

his products so that he will always know exactly the
machine's production during his tour of duty.

CO-OPERATION FOR CHARACTER AND CITIZEN-
SHIP.

The ground idea of the Conference on Education in
relation to the quality of our citizenship, which is

planned for Winnipeg, October 20th to 22nd this

autumn, is that the work of the schools should be feat-

ured as the primary concern of the people.
The teacher to-day in Canada has little to remind

him—how hard it is not to say 'her'—that he is work-
ing under the eye of the nation and for the nation's
good. Let us correct that. Let us focus public at-

tention on education, and all this will change— not
overnight, but the process must be started some time.
Why not now? That the full fruition of this will not
come in a day is no reason for being bla.se about it, and
trusting to chance to bring it about. When Germany's
leaders set themselves to Prussianize German educa-
tion, and to drill into the mentality of the whole people
that the state is .supreme and that each individual mu.st
regard himself as a cog in a vast machine, they did
not trust to chance. They forged a system and the
result was seen when the whole nation responded to

the call of its masters and plunged the world into
blood and desolation. Why not say : What Germany did
in a bad way and for bad ends may be at least measur-
ably done in a good way for the good end of evolving
a citizenship whose goal shall be altrui.sm, not selfish-

ness, co-operation, not arrogance and aggrandizement?
This is the spiritual goal that can be made the opera-
tive principle of Canadian citizenship through the med-
ium of the schools. Let this be declared in a national
gathering of citizens to be one of the grand functions
of the schools, operating under provincial organization
and control, but informed by the consciousness of a
national purpose.

If this at all conforms to your idea of the way the
Canadian people can be brought to take an approp-
riate view of the importance of education, and of the
way by which the teaching profession can be brought
to function properly in the interests of the people.
make your plans so as to be present at the Winnipeg
Conference, October 20th to 22nd.—From a Bulletin
of the National Educational Conference.
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Howard Smith Buys Toronto Paper Co.

The auuoimiH'ment was made this week that the

Howard Smith Paper Mills had purchased control of

the Toronto eoncern at a price of $138 per share of

Toronto Paper stock, which, incidentally, has advanced

yesterday to 130 from 110 per share on the Toronto ex-

change.
R. S. Waldie. president of the Toronto Paper Mauu-

faeturintf Co. said that the directors had deeided to ae-

eept the offer and the sharehohlers have the same

privilege. Thirty days have been granted to eomjilete

the transaction, and notices will shortly go to share-

holders. It is not thought that a meeting of share-

holders will be necessary as directors hold majority

control, and are only called upon to deliver 51 per cent

of the outstanding stock to the Howard Smith interests.

It is understood that the price agreed upon for the

stock includes an unpaid dividend of o per cent.

In his statement President Waldie of Toronto Paper

said that neither himself nor others of the directors

were essentially paper men and that they had other

large interests commanding their attention. He went

into Toronto Paper originally in the interest of the

shareholders, always in the hope that the company

would be turned over to regular paper men without

shareholders" interests being impaired.

Toronto Paper was organized some years ago by the

late John Barber, M.P.P.. and after his death it was

conducted by Garnet P. Grant of the Dominion Bond

Company. Tjxm the failure of tliat institution. Mr.

The last annual statement of the company showed
earnings of $162,373, against $198,039 in 1918. Cur
rent assets were $490,245, and current liabilities $130.-

706, leaving a net working capital of $359,539.

Total authorized capital of the company is $1,000,-

C. HOWARD SMITH. PRESIDENT. HOWARD SMITH
PAPER MILLS. LTD.

Waldie and his associates took it over. The company
has a paper mill at Cornwall, the main product being

a medium grade writing paper and high grade book
papers. The Howard Smith Company also specializes

in writinir iiainei-; .

R. S. WALDIE. PRESIDENT. TORONTO PAPER MANU-
FACTURING CO.

000, of whicli the total paiil up and outstanding is

$750,000. There is a bond issue of .$500,000. of which
$88,900 had l)een redeemed.

For the quarter ended Jiui.' 30, 1913, the dividend

of the company was increased from 5 to 8 per cent

per annum. l)iit in th(! quarter endeil December 31.

1913. it was again reduced to 6 per cent. The dividend

was passed altogether from the quarter ended June 30.

1914. P^or the six months ended -June 30, 1916, 2 per

cent was paid, and 3 per cent for the six months ended
December 31. 1916. In the next two half yearly

periods 3 phis 2 per cent was paid, and 3 plus 1 ])cr

cent for the six months ended December 31. 1918.

Toronto Paper directors are : R. .S. Waldie. Toronto,

president: W. J. Sheppard. vice-president. Waubau-
shene. Out.: Rev. Dr. William Briggs, Toronto; T. Al-

!)ert Drown. Toronto; A. W. Briggs, Toronto; R. A.

Lvon. Toronto; T. H. Watson. Toronto.

WILLIAM WHYTE RETURNS.

Mr. Wni. Whyte who is in charge of the Pulp and

Paper Equipment Department of the Canadian Fair-

banks-^Iorse Company has just returned from an ex-

tej)sive trip in England. He reports a very successful

])usine-ss experience and states that he has succeeded

in making scales of considerable volume to a immber of

the largest paper mills in England. A,t presi-nt he is

working about 26 hours a day catching up with the

affairs of his department but expects that by nevt week
he will again be calling on his Canadian customers.

The Noble & Wood Machine Co.. Hoosick Falls. Xew
York, announces that Mr. James H. Haines, until re-

cently connected with the Glens Falls Machine works,

has become associated with this company in the eapaei-

tv of sales engineer.
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Pulping Quality of American Woods
By Otto Kress, Sidney D. Wells, and Vance P. Edwards.

Fore.st Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

REDWOOD—Sequoia seuipc-rvireus. Wl. 2'! lb. Fiber
5.5 m.m.

RuiKje—From the .soutliero borders of Oregon (on
Cheteo River (about six miles from mouth, and
on Winehuck River), and southward in the eoast

region (twenty to thirty miles inland) through
California to Salmon Creek Canyon, twelve miles

south of Punta Gorda, Monterey County ; Redwood.
Common Names—Sequoia (Cal.)

; Coast Redwood
(Cal.) ; Redwood (Cal. and Am. lit.): California
Redwood (Eng. lit.)

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 920 lb. Diffieult to bleaeh.

Easily pulped—fair strength—dark colored.

Possible Uses—^Low grade wrappings.
Sulphate Pulp

Yield 950 lb.

Character—Long fibered but tender.

Possible Uses—As a substitute for spruce.

WHITE ASH—Fraximus ainerieana. Wt. 34 lb.

Fiber 1.2 m.m.
Range—Fron Nova Scotia and Newfoundland to

Florida and westward to Ontario and northern
Minnesota, eastern Nebraska, Kansas, Oklohoma.
and Texas (Trinity River).

Common Names—White Ash (Me. N. H., Vt., Mass.,

R. L, Conn., N. Y., N. J., Del., Pa. Va.,

W. Va., N. C, S. C, Ga., Fla., Ala., Miss., La„
Tex., Ky., Mo., 111., Ind., Iowa, Kansas, Nebr.,

Mich., Ohio, Ont., Minn., N. Dak., Wis.) ; Ash
(Ark., Iowa, Wis., 111., Mo., Minn.) ; American Ash

(Iowa) ; Pranc-Fi-ene (Quebec) ; Cane Ash (Ala..

Jliss., La.)

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,530 lb. A little hard to bleaeh.

Easily pulped. Verv weak. Poor color.

Posdble Uses—Few.
Soda Pulp

Yield 1,350 lb.

Character—Very difficult to reduce and bleach.

Possible Uses—Few.

ASPEN—Populus tremuloides. Wt. 23 lb. Fiber 1.0

m.m.

Range—Southern Labrador to Hudson Bay (south-

ern shores) and northwestward to the MacKenzie
River (near mouth and Alaska (Yukon River) :

southward to Pa. (mountains), northeastern Mis-

souri, southern Nebraska, and throughout the west-

ern mou)]tains to northern New Mexico and Ari-

zona and central California; Lower California

(San Pedro Matir Mountains) and Mexico (moun-
tains to Chicuahua).

Common Names—Aspen (N.H., Mass., R.I., Conn..

N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., 111., Ind., Wis., Mich., Minn..

N. Dak., Nebr., Ohio, Out., Oreg., Utah, Idaho, Nev..

Mont., Colo., Cal.)
;
Quaking Asp (N.Y.. Pa., Del..

Cal., N. ilex., Idaho, Colo., Ariz., 111., Iowa, Minn..

Mont., Nebr., Utah, Oreg., Nev.) ; Mountain Asp
(Mont.) ; Am. Aspen (Vt.) ; Aspen Leaf (Pa.)

;

White Poplar (Mass.) ; Trembling Poplar (Minn.,

Col.) ; American Poplar (Minn., Colo.) ; Poplar
(Vt., N.Y., 111.. Ind., Minn., Mont.) : Popple (Wi',..

Iowa, Mont.) : Tremble (Quebec) ; Trembling As-
pen (Iowa): Aspen Poplar (Cal., Mont.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,030 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped—very weak—excellent color.

Possible Uses—Used with longer fibered stock for

better grade of papers.

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,080 lb.

Cliaraeter—Soft and sliort fibered—easily bleach-

ed.

Possible Uses—When bleached and mixed with
longer fibered bleached stock is well adapted for

book, envelope, and high grade printings.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2,170 lb.

Character—Short fibered, poor strength, good color

but may have black specks present.

Possible Uses—As a filler when used with longer

fibered stocks.

COTTOXWOOD—Populus dcltoides. Wl. 23 lb. Fibn-

1.3 m.m.
R<inge—From Quebec (Lower Maurice River) and
Vermont (Lake Champlain) through western New
Englaiul and New York, Pa. (west of Alleghenies),

Maryland, and Atlantic States to western Florida
and west to the Rocky Mountains from southern
Alberta to northern New Mexico.

Common Names—Cottonwood (N.H., Vt., Mass., R.

I., N.Y., N.J., W. Va., N.C., Ala., Fla., Miss., La.,

Tex., Cal., Ky, Mo., 111.. Wis., Kans. Nebr., Iowa.
Minn., Mich., Ohio, Out.. Colo., Mont., N. Dak., S.

Dak.) ; Big Cottonwood (Miss., Neb.) : Yellow Cot-

tonwood (Ark., Iowa, Neb.) ; ;Cotton-tree (N.Y.)
;

Carolina Poplar (Pa., Miss., La., N. Mex., Ind.,

Ohio) ; Necklace Poplar (Texas, Colo.) ; Vermont
Pojilar (Vt.) : Whitewood (Iowa); Rroad-leaved

Cottonwood (Colo.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,030 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped—very weak. Excellent color.

Possible Uses—H'Ame as aspen.

Sodu Pulp
Yield 1,030 lb.

Character—Soft and easily bleached.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2,180 lb.

Character—Short fibered, weak, good color.

Poss-ible Uses—As a filler when used with longer

fibered stocks.

BASSWOOD—Tilia amencana. Wt. 21 11). Fibre 1.1

m.m.
Range—New Brunsw^iek to Virginia and (along Al-

leghany Mountains) to Georgia and Alabama
(mountains) ; west (in Canada) to Lake Superior
(eastern shores) and to Lake Winnipeg (southern
shores) and Assiniboine River (in United States),

to eastern Dakota, eastern Neb., Kansas, Oklahoma,
and eastern Texas.

Common Names—Basswood (Me., N.H., Vt., R.I..

Mass., Conn., N.Y.. X.J., Del., Pa.. W. Va.. D.C..
N.C., S.C., Gn,, Ala., Miss., La.. Ark.. Kr., 111.. Ind..
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Iowa, Wis.. Mieh., Ohio, Ont., Neb., Kans.. Miuu..

N. Dak.) : American Linden (Me., X.II.. R.I., N.V..

Pa., Del., N.C.. Miss., Ohio, 111., Neb., \. D:ik.. Out.,

Minn.) ; Linn (Pa.. Va., W. Va., Ala., La., Ill,

lud., Ohio, Mo., Iowa, Kans., Nebr., Wis., S. DaV.)

;

Linden (Vt., R.I., Pa., W. Va., Nebr., Minn.) ;

Limetreo (R.I.. N.C, S.C, Ala., Miss., La., III.)
;

Whitcwood (Vt.. W. Va., Ark., Minn., Ont.) Bee-

tree (Vt., W. Va., Wis.): Blaek Limetree (Tenn.)

Smooth-leaved Limetree (Tenn.) ; Wliite Liud (W.

Va.); Wickup (Mass.); Yellow Basswood (Ind.);

Lein (Ind.)

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,020 lb.

Character—Soft and easy bleaching.

Possible Uses—Similar to aspen.

PAl'EK BIRCH—Betula papyrifera. Wt. 34 lb. Fibre

1.2 m.m.
Range—From Labrador to Hudson Bay (southern

Shores), Great Bear Lake, Yukon River and coast

of Alaska; southward to New York (Lonp; Island)

and northern Pa., central Michiiraa, and Minne-

sota, northern Nebraska (Bluffs of Niobrara Riv-

er), Dakota (Black Hills), northern Montana, and

northwestern Washington (near Seattle'.

Common Vrt-mes—Paper Birch (N.H., Vt., Mass., R.I.,

Conn., N.Y., Wis., Mich., Minn., Ont.) ;
Canoe

Birch (Me., Vt.. N.H., R. I.. Mass., N.Y., Pa., Wis.,

Minn., Ont.) : White Birch (Me., N.H., Vt., R.I..

N.Y.. N.J., Wis., Minn., Mich., Nebr., Ont.) ;
Sil-

ver Birch (Minn., N.Y.) ; Large Wliite Birch

(Vt.) ; Boleau (Quebec).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1.000 lb. Difficult to bleach.

Easily pulped—poor strength and color.

Possible Uses—Few.

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,350 lb.

Character—^ilore difficult to reduce than aspen

—

soft, easily bleached.

Possible Uses—Similar to aspen.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 3.000 lb.

Character— Pinkish color— short fibre and poor

strength.

Possible Uses—As a filler with long fibered stocks.

YELLOW BIRCH—Betula lutea. Wt. 34 lb. Fibre

1.5 m.m.
Range—From Newfoundland and along the northern

shores of St. Lawrence Gulf to Abitibi Lake and
Rainy River; southward to northern Minnesota

and through the Northern States to eastern Ten-

nessee, North Carolina, and Delaware.

Common Names — Yellow Birch (Me., N.H., Vt..

Mass., Conn.. R.I.. N.Y.. N.J.. Pa., N.C, S.C, HI..

Mich., Wis., Minn.. N. Dak.. Out.): Gray Birch
(Vt., R.I., Pa., Mich., Minn.) : Swamp Birch
(Minn.); Silver Birch (N.H. ; Merisier (Quebec);
Merisier Rouge (Quebec).

Sidphite Pulp
Yield 1.590 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped—very weak—good color.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

Soda Pulp-
Yield 1,360 lb.

Character—More difficult to reduce than aspen

—

soft, easily bleached.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

CHESTNTT— Castanea dentata—Wt. 2.") lb. Fibrf

1.0 m.m.
Range—From soutlirm ]\Iaine to northwestern Ver-

mont (Winooski River), southern Ontario and
southern sliores of Lake Ontario to southea.stern

Michigan; southward to Delaware and southeastern

Indiana, and on the Allegheny ^lountains to cen-

tral Kentucky and Tcuucs.see, central Alabama, and
Mississippi.

Common iVamfs—Chestnut (Me., N.H., \'t., Mass..

R.I., Conn., N.Y., N.J., Pa.. Del., Va., W. Va.. N.C.
Ga., Ala., Miss., Ky., Mo., Mich., Ont.) ; 0-heh-yah-

taf"= "Prickly Bur'' (Indians, N.Y.).

Soda Pulp
Yield (on extracted chips) 950 lb.

Character—Soft, easy bleaching, and a little hai-d

to cook.

Possible Uses—Similar to aspen. Unextracted wood
can be pulped but is very difficult to reduce and
bleach.

CUCUMBER-TREE — Magnolia acuminata. Wt. 27

lb. Fibre 1.3 m.m.
Range—From western New York through southern

Ontario to southern Illinois and .south in the Ap-
palachian Jlountains to southern Alabama (Stoc-

ton) and northeastern Mississippi (Meridian)
;

central Kentucky and Tennessee (near Nashville

and eastern part of State) ; northeastern, .southern,

and southwestern Arkansas.
Common Names—Cucumber-tree (R.I., Mass., N.Y.,

Pa., D.C (cult.). N.C, S.C, Ala., Miss., La., Ark.
Ky., W. Va., Ohio. Ind.. 111.) ; Mountain Magnolia
(Miss., Ky.) ; Cucumber (W. Va.) ; Black Lin (W.
Va.) ; Magnolia (Ark.) ; Pointed-leaved ^lagnolia

(lit.).

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,200 lb.

Character—A little harder to reduce and bleach

than aspen.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

PLACK GUM—Nyssa sylvatica. Wt. 30 lb. Fibre 1.7

m.m.
Range—From Maine (Kennebec River) to Florida

(Kissimraee River and Tampa Bay) and west to

southern Ontario, southern Michigan (up to Gra-
tiot County), southeastern Missouri, and Texas
(Brazos River).

Common Names—Black Gum (N.J., Pa., Del., Va.,

W. Va., N.C, S.C, Ga., Ala.. Fla., Miss., La., Tex.,

111., Ind.) ; Sour Gum (Vt., Mass., R.I., N.Y., N.J.,

Pa., Del., Va., W. Va., S.C, Fla., Tex., Ohio, Ind.,

111.) ; Tupelo (Mass., R.I., N.J., Del., S.C, Ala.,

Fla., Mis.s., Tex., 111., Ohio) ; Pepperidge (Vt..

Mass., R.I.. N.Y., N.J., S.C, Tenn., Mich., Ohio.

Out.) : Wild Peartree (Tenn.) : Yellow Gnmtree
(Tenn.): Gum (Md.^ : Stinkwood (W. V^.)

;

Tupelo Gum (Fla.\

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,300 lb.

Character—Soft ; a little harder to cook and bleach

than aspen.

Possible Uses—Similar to aspen.

Mechanical Pulp
Yield 2,610 lb.

Character—Very short, but tough fibre, very white
color.

Possible Uses—As a filler with longer fibered

stocks.

(Til bf Conclnded Xe.xt WeeU.i
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Hydroplane Forest Fire Patrol

The Laurentide '"Digester" gives the following in-

teresting account on the progress of hydroplane forest
patrol

:

The aerial service inaugurated by the St. Maurice
Forest Protective Association in co-operation with tlie

Department of Lands and Forests of Quebec and the
Dominion Department of Naval Affairs has now been
carried far enough to give some indication of its prob-
able value. Owing to difficulties in making an agree-
ment between the Government and the association, it

was the middle of June before the seaplanes were re-

leased at Halifax and b.y the time they were over-

hauled and ready to fly July was at hand. The two
successful flights made by Lt. Graham from Halifax,
demonstrated their value for long distance work and
reliability. Immediately on arrival at the base on Lac
a la Tortue, near Grand jMere, flying commenced and
trips were made to all parts of the St. Maurice Valley.

Some fires were seen and their location and size ac-

curately determined by flying over them. It was found
feasible to transport a Johnson fire pump and hose to

any crew needing it. A fire anywhere in the 16,000

square miles could be reported inside of two hours
and in another two hours a pump could be on the lake

nearest the fire. The moral effect of having a plane

suddenly appear over a fire just started and the pos-

sibility of detecting the person who set it will certainly

be of value as a deterrent.

For transporting persons who have business at dif-

ferent points in the woods the planes are invaluable.

The manager of the Association could be taken within

two hours or two and half at the most to any part of

his district. The Superintendent of Logging Opera-

tions could go to any pai-t of his operations, have time

for inspection and return the same day. Men who were
injured in camp or taken ill could be brought out, in

the utmost comfort, and taken to a hospital. Unfor-

tunately the men who can benefit by the use of the

planes liave not taken advantage of them, although it

is hoped they will do so before the season is over.

For Exploration Work.

For exploration work they are invaluable. Five

hundred square miles were covered and notes made of

the location of burns, lakes, timber, etc., and some
photos taken in two hours and the writer came back

with a far better idea of the country than if he had

travelled over it for two months. Types of timber are

easily distinguished. Areas of bums can be located,

one can tell whether the burns are beginning to re-

stock or not. Anyone wanting to buy a piece of timber

land could tell in an afternoon's flying whether it

would be worth piirchase or not. The manager or any

other official of a timber holding concern could, in a

few days flying learn more about the location and

value of his timber than he could get in volumes of

reports.

From Grand Mere to La Tuque takes about an hour,

from Grand Mere to Lake St. John took two hours,

giving a speed of between sixty and seventy miles per

hour. Four hours flying can be managed comfortably.

Mr. Chahoon made a flight a few days ago and ex-

pressed himself as well pleased with the machine as a

means of getting rapidly from place to place and for

getting a good idea of wooded country. Mr. E. M.

McLaren made a trip over the country north of Lake

St. John and said that he could see all the detiils of

the forest but that he saw too much to remember for
a first trip.

What a Flig-ht is Like.

It may be interesting to describe what a flight is like

to a novice. As one taxis across the lake in starting
one has the sensation of speed and hears the slap, slap

of the waves on the hull. As the machine gains speed
this stops and you seem to skim the surface of the
water and then suddenly, almost with a bound you
leave the water and objects on the ground grow
rapidly smaller. As you circle to gain height the
ground looks like a wonderful relief camp in brilliant

colors, the houses and churches look like toys and
horizon widens wonderfully. From Grand Mere at a
height of 2,000 feet Montreal Mountain is plainly
visible and the St. Lawrence with the towns on its

banks is very distinct. The air grows colder and the
I'ush of wind against one's face is like travelling in an
automobile at a high rate of speed. The machines are
remarkably steady with an occasional gentle sway to

one side or the other. Sometimes the machine seems
to drop suddenly with the feeling which one has when
an elevator goes down too fast. You can move, look
at your maps, the compass, the barometer, make notes,

read, or even sleep if yoii like.

In flying over forested land the different kinds of

trees are quite distinct, especially as the leaves turn.

Lakes are very dark in color, almost black, and shoals

and rocks can be plainly seen. Sandbars under water
in the rivers are yellowish and plainly visible. There
is not much sensation of speed unless you watch some
point directly below you or which you are approach-
ing. All the details of the terrain are plainly visible.

Burnt areas show plainly, pure stands of spruce and
balsam show up so that the individual trees can be
counted. Logs lying on the banks and in the water
can be seen plainly and counted. Photographs at 2,000

feet show the logs plainly and the number in a boom
can be readily estimated by counting the number to

a square inch and then taking the area of the boom.
Fires can be seen a long distance. Flying the other

day we saw one from about ten miles and flew to it

and over it when we saw some jobbers who were build-

ing a camp cooking their supper in the open. In the

rivers rapids can be plainly distinguished and also

shoal water.

When you are over the lake on which you expect

to land it looks so small that you do not see how the

plane can possibl.v get into it and as you go down you
keep wondering how the pilot will ever know when to

drop on the water. It seems to approach so rapidly

and you have no sense of its actual distance away.

One moment you are a thousand feet up in the air and

the next you strike the water, strike is not the word
for you barely seem to touch it. The plane rises in

the air again for a second and then drops down with-

out a jar and all of a sudden you seem to be shooting

along at terrific speed, for suddenly you have some-

thing to compare with and give you the sensation. As

a matter of fact your speed diminishes about half

when you strike the water but you seem to have

doubled it instead. You taxi down the lake to the

landing place, glad enough to be on terra firma again.

Warm beds and open windows make the eyes clear

in the mornings.
One sleepless night exhausts the body more than

ten days of hard work.
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ESTHONIA MAY SELL PULP IN U.S.

That (.'aiiiuliau pajuT ami pulp <'(iiic('riis may soon
face conipetitioii from an iiiioxpected quarter was in-

dicated in an interview given out in New York recently

by the New York agent of the Esthoiiian Ciovernment,
Hnmo Schill.

According to Scliill that countrx- t-an liclp to solve

the wood pulp problem in the United States by ship-

ping 20,000 tons that arc now ready at Reval, the

capital of the republic, to any American port.

Mr. Schill who is also president of the Russian and
Baltic Co., said that the great need of the 2.000,000 in-

h.ibitauts of the only stable government in Russia Avas

c)-edit here, in order to buy vast supplies in exchange
for the wood pulp and other products that are there

so plentiful. He has orders from the Esthonian Gov-
ernment for many thousands of tons of supplies and
wishes to pay for them with Esthonian treasury bills,

payable at the exchange rate of from six to nine

months. In order to accomplish this credit it is neces-

sary and to that end he is now working.
"There are now sixty-three paper mills in the re-

public," said Mr. .Schill, '"and before the war these

produced 38,000,000 rubles worth of pulp and paper
in a year. The forests are almost limitless and the

production can readily be increased to a point where
not less than 500.000 tons per year can be produced.

"This pulp can be sold here at not more than the

present market price of pulp coming from Canada and
elsewhere. There is now ready for export from Reval

many thousands of tons of pulp, and it is this that we
purpose using to establish a financial credit with the

United States. In addition to the mills already in

operation, many more will be erected, and I have large

concessions of forest lands available for the continued

and ever-increasing production of pulp. Just as soon

as the proper credit facilities can be established ship-

ments will begin that will sui-ely relieve the situation."

No Danger to Canada Market.

Speaking with respect to the item in which Esthonia

was represented as a coming competitor of Canadian
pulp mills, a Canadian pulp and paper man said

:

"You may judge of the extent of the menace from
Esthonia when I tell ,vou that the entire 20,000 tons

which were represented as being ready at Reval for

shipment to the United States is but one-third the

annual output of a single Canadian mill which I might

mention. The 20,000 tons would only comfortably fill

the shortage which exists at the present time. I doubt

if there is more than 20,000 tons aetuallj' unsold in

the whole of this country, so that you can see what a

mere drop in the bucket this amount of pulp would be.

"Again, I have just received a cable from Sweden
saying that it is doubtful if Germany can re-enter the

export market for two years to come—this owing to

various conditions of shortage of raw material, sulphur,

etc., and to lack of money—so that I would be disposed

to ask whether Esthonia has much better chances of

getting into the export trade than Germany. Also, it

is one thing to have pulp in a port in Ri;ssia and
another thing to get it across to the United States. In

two months from now the Baltic ports will be closed

for the winter.

"So far from the movement being from Europe to

here, the movement is from here to Europe. I may say

that groundwood is getting exceedingly scarce. T

understand that Great Britain and France are taking

from 35.000 to 40,000 tons this year from Canada and
that the largest producer of this material in Canada

will l)f cleaneil out of every pound by the end of the
season,

BEAVER BOARD COMBINE.
Canadian and American Projects Plan to Unite.
New York. All (Miiiipanics uiaiuil'acturiiig .iiid sell-

ing Heaver Hoard, a wall board that has liccn manu-
factured since 1906, have been consolidated into Beaver
Board Companies. These companies have manufactur-
ing plants here and in Canada and maintain sales or-

ganizations at home and abroad.

SCANDINAVIAN PULP.
ilr. Alexander E. Kolm, of M. (Jottesman and Co.,

New York, who has been s])endiiig several months in

Scandinavia, states that "Swedish pulp manufacturers
do not want the American paper mills to form the
same mistaken idea which England had, that the in-

creased prices for pulp being asked over the normal
price indicated ])rofiteering on their pai't. The fact

is that costs of production in Sweden and Norway,
particularly the latter, are very high, and the quota-
tions are in proportion to the cost. The Swedes are

to a large extent apprehensive of the effect which the

increased production of Canadian pulp will have on
their ability to sell in the American market. It is

realized that not only has the Canadian output in-

creased in volume, but also the quality has been im-

l)roved, and that both of these items will enhance as

time goes on. The phenomenal growth and develop-

ment of the Canadian pulp industry is a source of

wonderment to them, and they have a wholesome re-

spect and admiration for the pulp manufacturers of

America's northern neighbor. The Swedes, although

believing their pulp to be of superior quality, have
nevertheless, in many instances, improved the quality

of their output. In the American market, as in the

English, the Scandinavians are willing to meet legiti-

mate competition as long as there is a true apprecia-

tion of conditions in their country, and no unfair

tactics resoi'ted to. The fact is, there seems to be a

general desire on the part of the foreign mills to elimi-

I ate any causes of misunderstandings."

CONDITION OF PAPER TRADE IN BELGIUM.
Belgian Manufacturers Asking for Heavier Duties

Fearing Heavy Importations.

Godfrey Langlois, Agent General of the Province of
Quebec in Brussels, writes regarding the present con-
dition of the paper industry in Belgium as follows

:

"About 40 per cent of the machines are in opera-
tion, and the Belgian authorities are at work to locate
in Germany the machinery stolen during the occupa-
tion. The actual production averages about 20 per
cent of the producing force of the working machines.
Belgian paper manufacturers do not expect to reach
the whole pre-war production before three years.
Raw material—that is to say, pulp and pulpwood—
are bought easily enough on the Scandinavian market,
but they cost three times more than in 1914. These
high prices and the change hit very hard the Belgian
paper manufacturers.

":\Ir. Picard, the president of the Paper Syndicate,
says that they are asking the Government to etahlish
the license system for importation of foreign paper,
because the Belgian market will be loaded with Dutch
English and American paper and that these importa-
tions will hurt the Belgian industry. They ask also for
heavier duties."
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Technical Section

NEW MEMBERS
One of the fir.st letters received from the Secretary

since his return is the announcement of the following

new members to the Technical Section : F. H. Andrews
Drydeu, Ont. and J. E. T. ^Musgrave, Toronto.

The former is a junior member and the latter a

student member. They are very welcome.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE.
A-1. Chemical Constitution of fir wood lignin. P.

Klason, Ark. Kemi. :Min., 0. Geol., 1917, 6, 21 pp. Chem.
Zentr., 1919, 90, 1, 92-93. J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 38, Ko.
15, 570 (1919). The author favors the hypothesis that
the lignin of fir wood consists of condensed forms of

more or less methylated einnamic alcohols and allied

aldehydes and acids, and the general t.vpe of substitu-

ents shows a relationship to protocatechnie acid, to

which resins and tannins are also allied. It is not im-

probable that lignin may be present in the wood in

the form of a glucoside, and it may be built up from
the pentoses.—J.S.

A-1. Determination of the degree of lignification of

Vegetable fibres. P. Waentig and W. Gierisch. Z.

Angeu. Chem. 32. 173-175 (1919). J. Soc. Chem. Ind.

38, No. 15, 530 (1919). By measuring the action of

chlorine under specified conditions upon fibres con-

taining lignin it appears to be possible to determine
the degree of lignification. This method is compared
with the hydrolytie process for various eellulosic ma-
terials. From a comparison of the chlorine values of

lignified fibres with those of the isolated lignins it ap-

pears jirobable that the "lignin" is relativel.v un-

changed in the hydrolytie process. The specific action

of chlorine makes it a more suitable reagent than al-

kalis or acids for the oxidation or decomposition of

fibres.—J.S.

B-3. Airship service in forest areas. Captain John
Barron. K.A.F. Ciin. For. J.. -lun.'. 1919. p. 249,—C.L.

B-4. Making forestry pay its way. Can. For. J.,

July, 1919, p. 314. Describes how a stave mill in

Pennsylvania erected to consume useless hardwoods
turned in a profit of 42 per cent on the investment.

—

C.L.

B-6. Can timber limits be mapped by airplane?

Ralph Thelen, Can. For. J., July, 1919. p. 312. Fore-

casts the prej)aration of forest maps as well as maps
for military purposes by photography from airplanes.

—C.L.
B-7, Technical men wanted in the woods. Can. For.

J., July, 1909, p. 302. Extract from -'The Timberman,"
advocating the wider employment of forest school

graduates in woods' work.—C.L.

B-9. Ontario's forest resources. James White, Can.

For. J., July, 1919, p. 310. Reference to the investiga-

tion of the forest resources of Ontario, by the Com-
mission of Conservation. Reference also to the report

on the forests of British Columbia, already published,

and the report on the forests of Saskatchewan in pro-

cess of completion.—C.L.

B-9. Public necessity and private rights. Can. For.

J., July, 1919, p. 301. Discusses the program for a

national forestry policy in the United States, advocated

R. S. Kellogg, Secretary, Newsprint Service Bureau
relative to proposals for enforced practice of forestry
on privately-owned lands.—C.L.

B-9, Forestry on Dominion lands. Can. For J July
1919, p 324. Advocates placing the handling of the
timber business on timber limits on Dominion Crown
lands, in the western provinces, under the Dominion
Forestry Branch. Refers to similar action already
taken by the provinces of British Columbia Quebec
and New Brunswick. The Commission of Conserva-
tion has also advocated this policy for some vears.—
C.L.

B-9. A question for New Brunswick. Angus McLean
Can. For. J., July, 1919, p. 308. This article argues for
still greater efficiency in forest fire protection includ-
ing the regulation of slash burning on .settlers' lands-
the establishment of more pulp and paper industries
to utilize minimum values from the forest : the avoid-
ance of waste, both in the woods and in the saw mills

;

also, reforestation on lands which are not in a condi-
tion to reproduce naturally.—C.L.

NEW PATENTS.
D-2, E-2. Wood cellulose and mechanical pulp : Pro-

cess for separating the rosin from. H Wandrowskv
Ger. Pat. 30!i,630, 5. 5. IS. J. s.

E-2, F-2, K-2. Rosins, fats and oils from cellulose,
wood pulp and paper pulp

; Process of extracting
Bi-uiie. (;er. Pat. 310,554, 22.5.17. J. S.

E-5. Cellulose
: Digesters for use in the manufacture

of, and like operation. E. Sehauffelherger Eno- Pat
124.676, 27.9.18 I Appl. 15.772/lSi. J. s.

E-5. Cellulose Digesters: Apparatus for charging.
A. Steenrpfil. Ger. Pat. 309,679, 15.3. Ls. J. S.
K-10: Manufacturing of hard sized paper Ger Pat

309,999, ,s,12, 17. J. S.

K-12. Paper, paper board and like material, ap-
paratus for drying in course of manufacture. Thames
Paper Co., Ltd., and J. B. J. Privett. Eng. Pat 122 352
31.5.18 (Appl. 9026/18). Cellulose or eellulosic 'ma-
terials: Preparations of .solutions of, Zellstoff-Fabrik
Waldof, and V. Hottenroth. Ger. Pat. 306.818 3 1 17
J. s.

"

K-23 Paper and boards : Process for waterproofing.
H. Wandrowsky. Ger. Pat. 309,565, 21.4.1S. J. S.

K-23. Parchmentized paper, "vulcanized fibre" and
the like: Manufacture of. The Manchester Oxide Co.,
Ltd. R. H. Clayton, J. Huebner and H. E. Williams
Eng. Pat. 124,979, 27.6.18 (Appl. 10,568/18). J. S.

K-23, Paper: Manufacture of parchmentiz3d or
like. W. Dangall. Eng. Pat. 123.594, 28 2 18 (Appl
3.598/18). J. S.

L-5. Cellulose. Method for producing zinc chloride
solution of, W. Ogwa, 8. Okuljo and 1. Murata Eng
Pat. 122,.527, 21.2.18 (appl. 3139/18). J. S.

L-7. Paper textiles : Process for coating, with nitro-
cellulose solutions. A. Lehner. Ger Pat. 308,615
6.11.17. J. S.

L-7. Paper yam fabrics : Manufacture of a strong,
pliable and water-rasistant sheet material from. E.
Pohlmey. Ger. Pat. 309,516, 24.4.18. J. S.

L-7. Paper, textiles, etc, : Process for sizing, water-
proofing and finishing, W. Schmidt and E. Heuser.
Ger. Pat. 309.680. 4.1.18 J S
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UNITED STATES ^OTES

President Galliver of the Ameriean Writiiifr Paper
Company sailed last week for England on the Maurf-
tania. While abroad, he expects to close several im-

portant contracts now under negotiation for expori.

The heavy foreign business which paper manufactur-
ers have done this year is reflected in a volume for

seven months ending with Jul>- of more than :500 pei-

cent in excess of that in 1918. The value of writing
paper and envelopes shipped during that time amounted
to $10,255,252, compared with $3,058,554 in the corre-

sponding period a year ago and $1,772,467 in 1917.

There is also a heavy demand for the better grades
from South American dealers. This situation has re-

sulted in considerable strength recently for American
Writing Paper shares. In the New York curb market
the common stock, which was quoted in January at 2y^.

sold at 18 in July and is now within two points of the

record figure, while the preferred, from an earlj' year
level of 27%, has sold at 69 this month.
As the result of a conference held at San Francisco

last week between Col. H. II. Arnold, Western De-

partment Air Service officer, and ^lajor A. D. Smith,

in charge of Oregon forest air patrol, six De Haviland
airplanes were despatched from Mather Field to patrol

Oregon forests in the effort to prevent devastating

fires. The work of the airplane forest patrol has be-

come so necessary, in the estimation of the Department
of the Interior and the army, that every effort will be

made to secure its extension. This year it is estimated,

more than $10,000,000 worth of standing timber has

been saved from destruction by the timely discovery

and report of small fires, which were extinguished be-

fore they did material damage. But for the aid

rendered by the airplanes it is believed that the timber

loss from fire would have been enormous. The type of

planes to be used in the future is the same as the fight-

ing plane of the great war.

The strike of printers in New Yoi'k City, which has

either delayed or suspended the publication of no

fewer than 150 magazines, periodicals and trade

papers, has led several publishers to plan moving their

plants from New York to other places, and many west-

ern cities are bidding vigorously to induce these pub-

lishers to consider their particular localities. Three

very large publications, according to an announcement

made last Friday by the Periodical Publishers Associa-

tion of America, have alreadj' completed plans for

permanent removal, and their printing machinery and

paper supply are now being shipped to Chicago. The
"Dry Goods Economist," which has been published

for the past seventy-three years without missing an

issue, determined to maintain that record in spite of

the printing situation and was printed in mimeograph
form. This strike, closing every magazine printing

establishment in New York City, is the outgrowth of

a quarrel between certain local unions and their inter-

national organizations. Some of the local unions have

retained their membership in their international union,

while the pressmen, feeders and paper handlers have

seceded and struck. It is the contention of the inter-

national unions that the men should return to work
and leave the entire matter to arbitration.

A. E. F. Schard, a trained forester, has been sent by

Sweden to the New York State College of Forestry
at Syracuse, N.Y., for a .special study in American
methods in forestry, on an interchange of students
whereby Henry M. Molloney of the New York State
College of Forestry goes to Sweden for study there.

Both men rank as fellows of the American Scandin-
avian Foundation, and will get a hantlsome financial

allowance to make possible their securing the best in-

formation po.ssible on forestry methods in the countries
to which they are sent. Mr. Schard is one of the first

students ever sent to the United States for forestry
study under the operation of the American Scandin
avian Foundation, and the recognition given the New
York State College of Foi-esti-y is accentuated by th:'

fact that this year marked the first time that the Philip-

pine Government has sent a student to Syracuse for

forestry study.

Argument on the ai)peal of the Attorney-General in

the controver.sy over the price of newsprint paper was
heard last week before a Federal Circuit Court of Ap-
peals sitting in New York City. George W. Wicker-
sham, former Attorney-General, appeared for the pub-
lishers and Henry A. Wise, former assistant United
States Attorney, for the manufacturers. The appeal,

taken for the purpose of having the circuit judges re-

view the Federal Trade Commission's rates, was taken
by the Attorney-General acting as trustee for the

parties in interest. Decision was reserved by the court.

At an expense of more than $50,000 the Finch-

Pruyn Company, of Glens Falls, will erect a two-story

addition to its paper mills to be tised as a service build-

ing for the company's employees. The building which
will be two stories high, will be erected over the wood
room of the present mill and will measure 105 by 40

feet. The building will consist of a kitchen, restaurant,

smoking and game room, reading room, .shower baths,

toilet facilities and lockers.

HALF HOUR SESSION OF NEWSPRINT ENQUIRY.
Pending the completion of the official reports of the

Government's auditor, Mr. Geoffrey Clarkson, bring-

ing the mill costs up to date, the resumption of the

newsprint inquiry, which was to have gone ahead at

Ottawa on September 9th, has been indefinitely post-

poned until later in the fall months. The length of the

adjournment was not stipulated, but it is generally

thought that it will be six weeks at least as it was un-

officially intimated that it would take the auditor this

length of time to go over the remaining mills and com-
pile the late costs.

The hearing at Ottawa last Wednesday lasted less

than half an hour. The adjournment had been agreed

to the day previously by the chief counsel, Mr. W. H.

Tilley, K.C., for the publishers and ]Mr. George H.

Montgoniery, K.C., for the manufacturers. Neither of

the chief counsel were in attendance at the inquiry. It

is possible that the matter of the differential may be

dealt with in this interval.

If some pulp and paper mills would invest in Vic-

tory Bonds what they have made, because of the ex-

change on U.S. funds, it would make quite a pile.
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Xonnaii E. Waiiiriglit, uf the Caimcliau Export
l^aper Co., Limited, Montreal, Avas in Toronto during
the past week calling upon the trade.

Anstin and Nicholson, of Chapleau, Ont., who have
in the past taken out large quantities of pulpwood in

that section, are not taking out any this season. They
are operating about the same number of lumber camps
as usual but report that there is a shortage of help

( and that supplies are from ten to fifteen per cent more
' costly than a year ago.

E. P. Foley of the Folcy-Rieger Pulp and Paper Co.,

Thorold, Ont., was in Toronto this week and report.s

that the demand for gi-oundwood pulp is very brisk.

His mills aic working to cajjacity. Mr. Foley is presi-

dent of the Thorold Board of Trade, and states that

town is booming at the present time.

S. F. Duncan, secy-treas. of the Provincial Paper
Mills Co., Toronto, is on a visit to Port Arthur and
intends doing some duck hunting before his return.

The Don Valley Pai)er Mills, Toronto, are very busy
at present and have orders ahead for several weeks.

The company recently installed the latest type of Sey-

bold guillotine cutter.

C. N. Ramsay, of Ritchie & Ramsay, coated ])aper

manufacturers, Toronto, who lias been spending the

past four months in the Old Country for the benefit

of his health, has sailed for home and is feeling much"
improved after his holiday.

James Dale, manager of the periodical department
of the Methodist Pxiok Room. Toronto, has returned

from an extended tri]) to the Pacific Coast.

Capt. Claude E. Nicely, late with J. M. Dent and
Sons, Toronto, has gone to South Bend, Indiana, where

lie will remain for some time.

Work has started on a large addition to the build-

ings of the Georgetown Coated Pai)er Mills, George-
town, Ont. The extension will be 64 x 266 feet and
part of it will be twt) stories high and the remainder
five stories. The structure will be built of brick, con-

crete and steel and will be an exact duplication of the

present building. The Frid Construction Co., of

Toronto, have been y:iven the contract and expect to

have the work completed by the first of the new year.

The extra space will be used for th;' finishiny: and

storage departments, and it is understood that new
coating machines will be added to the plant, greatly

increasing the production. The company have been

exceptionally busy for some time and have been work
ing two shifts in order to take care of the business in

hand as expeditiously as passible.

An interestiiiii' presentation took place at the plant

' of the Don Valley Paper Mills on Saturday last when
Gilbert McNicol was presented by the management
and employees with a handsome rocking chair and

table on the occasion of his recent marriage. The

presentation was made in a neat speech by C. Nelson

Gain, sales manager of the company. Mr. McNicol is

a son of J. L. McNicol, assistant newsprint controller.

of Ottawa, and has been on the staff of the Don Valle\

mills for n considerable period.

Mr. Nicolson, who is a director of the Loudon, Eng.,
office of the Canadian Export Association, spent a few
days in Toronto last week in connection with the pur-
chase of paper of various lines and interviewed a num-
ber of leading paper manufacturers.
Gummed papers. Limited, Brampton, report that

they are very busy and have been increasing their
production all the time. The prospects are good for
future expansion and the Duplex Waterproof of the
company has scored quite a success since being placed
on the market. A large quantity is being handled by
Ellis H. Wilkinson, of Toronto.

Ritchie and Ramsay, coated paper manufacturers,
Toronto, last week inaugurated two shifts in their
plant in order to overtake the business in hand. It is

understood that tlie firm will shortly add to their
equipment in the Avay of more coating machines

Lieut.-Coh W. W. Burland, D.S.O., returned to
Montreal from over.seas recently. He took the 14th
Battalion of the Victoria Rifles across the water and
had a splendid war record. Just before leaving for
home he was commandant of the Bisley team. Col.
Burland is well known to the paper trade through his
long connection with the Consolidated Lithographing
Co. Referring to economic conditions in England, he
said that he did not believe that country was producing
as much as it might but that this would right itself in

the near futux'e.

Mr. Scott of Lyons, Scott & Co., Limited, who are
exporters and importers of pulp and paper, with of-

fices in London, Eng., and in New York City, spent a
few days in Toronto recently in connection with the
paper export department of the firm.

Work on the extensions to the coated paper plant
of the Provincial Paper Mills Co., at Georgetown, will

lie completed by the end of the present month. The
additions to the color room are 38 x 80 and 40 x 60,

two stories high, and to the finishing room 96 x 80,

two stories high. The contractor is W. J. Trimble of

Toronto, and the structures are of concrete blocks for

the upper portions and concrete and steel for the lower.

Clarke Bros., Ltd., Bear River, N.S., report that good
progress is being made in the construction on both their

new sulphate pulp plant and their new saw-mill. They
are also making readjustments and extensions to their

woodworking establishment at Lake Jolly. Clarke
Bros, intend operating about the usual number of

camp.s during the coming winter. They find the labor

situation is somewhat difficult at the present time and
that wages and the cost of camp supplies are all

higher than in 1918.

The Davison Lumber & Mfg. Co., Ltd., of Bridge-
water, N.S., who were manufacturing specially pre-

pared, dry pressed, baled sulphate and sulphit(> pulp
chips, closed down this department some months ago
when ground wood pulp took a slump, and have since

not operated owing to being so busy in their lumber-
ing, hardwood flooring, planing mill and box factory
department, in all nf which they have orders for sev-

eral months nhiMd.
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A large voj^sel, tlu' " Ilmauau,'" of London, called at

Rimouski and loaded 2,500,000 feet of himber for

Price Bros. & Co.

At the Provincial Employment Bureau during the

jiast two nionth-s there has been a strong demand for

bushmen. Out of the 101 who .seeuhed jobs during
the week, ending October 4 in Montreal, 62 signed on

as bushmen, while there were 39 other trades, and
some common laborers.

The estimated damage by bush fires along the British

Columbia coast during the week ending October 4, is

$500,000. About $200,000 of this is represented in

propert.v and the balance in standing timber and logs

ready for shipping.

Major M. W. Maxwell, M.C., engineer in timber test-

ing at the Forest Products Laboratories, is leaving

at the end of the month to take up special work with

the Soldiers Civil Rc-cstablishment Commission. He
expects to be connected with Dalliousie.

Capt. E. P. Cameron who has been carrying on work
in the Pulp and Paper Division of the Forest Products'

Laboratories is back at McGill where he is completing

his studies. It is possible that Capt. Cameron will be

retained as a mcmlier of the staff of the Laboratorii's.

NEW INTERNATIONAL MILL GOING UP.

It has been known for some time that tlie Intenia-

tioual Paper Vm. would soon begin work on a mill in

Canada to make use of the wood from the company's
extensive limits on Crown Lands, the wood from which
can not be exported to the American mills of the com-
pany. In addition to timber limits, certain ])ower

rights on the St. Maurice makes Three Rivers the

natural location for such a mill.

The first definite ir.fonaation given to the Pulp and
Paper ^lagazine was that a sulphite plant, costing

about $500,000 would be erected this year. This has
been started and good progress is being made under
the direction of Engineer White. The statement is

now made that a large paper mill will be erected

probably next year, with an initial output of 200 tons

per day. The new mill will em)il(iy abdut l..")0fl \\(irk

men.
A contract has been entered into with the Slunviiii-

gan Company to take from that company, at the out-

set, in the vicinity of 20.000 h.p. In view of the ex-

pansion which is anticipated, it is exjiected that this

contract will be increased later to 30,000 h.p.

It is \inderstood that the rights to waterpowers on
the St. Maurice, which were owned by the Interna-

tional, have been disposed of to the Shawinigan Co..

under the terms of the agreement.

FIRST AID INSTRUCTION.

Among the reeeut activities of the Service Depart-

ment of the Eastern Mfg. Co., Bangor, Me., might be

noted that of First Aid Instruction to men selected

from the various departments, particularly men who
work on the night shifts. It is proposed to instniet

men in the handling of such accidents as might occur

in this mill. The scope of training will embrace first

treatment of cut. burns, fractures. disioi-ati(nis. elec-

trocutiens, and drowning.
Besides the i-egular weekly conferences, the men wilt

during working hours be called upon to dress and
treat accidents under the supervision of the Dispen-

sary staff. One of the objects in drilling the men along

First Aid lines is to have on hand at all times, someone

.-ompetent to render intelligent treatment, especially
during the closed hours of the Dispensari-.
Boxes containing supplies nacessary in emergency

arc i)eing conveniently placed in the various depart
ments. Xineleeii men are taking this course.

TURNER NOW WITH INGERSOLL RAND.
S. Roy Turner, who was for .several years on the

engineering staff of the Rim-don Pulp and Paper Co.,
is now in charge of the pulp mill machinery depart-
ment of Canadian Tngersoll-Rand, Ltd. He and his
liride have taken U)) residence at Sherbrooke, P.Q. Mr.
Turner was in military service and, when discharged
went with P. P. Westbxe of Peterboro. He has an
interesting job on his hands in his new position.

CONSULT PROVINCIAL MINISTER ON FOREST
MATTERS.

;\lost im])ortant matters dealing witii the lumber and
pulli ami pa|ier industries in the province of Quebec
were dealt with at a conference of delegates of lumber
and pa])er interests at Quebec on Tuesdav. A number
of representatives of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association met with a committee of the Province of

<Juebec Limit Holders Association to discuss certain

changes in the regulations of lands and forests, gov-

erning the cutting of timber on Crown lands and the

preservation and perpetuation of the forests. It was
striuigly urged that the provincial government .should

be approached to impress upon it the necessity of an

early revision of those regulations in order to meet
present conditions.

It was pointed out by several of the speakers at the

conference that the regulations should be ehansed to

prolong the life of the forests of this province and in-

sure a supply for the future. As the end of the stock

of merchantable timber which may be cut from so-

called virgin forests is in sight, and as it has been shown
that a sufficient amount of merchantable timber to

make its cutting eommerciallv possible cannot be ex-

pected on cut-over lands under fifty years, it is im-

peratively necessary to devise ways and means to pre-

vent waste, and to cut so that a sufficient crop may
be obtained at the earliest possible moment.

It was held that the provincial government should

be prepared to give full eo-bperation to the licensees

as well as bear its fair share of the cost. The license

holder, on the other hand, is in duty bound to sup-

l)ort the government in the elimination of every i)os-

sible waste.

A delegation met the Minister of Lands and Forests

on Wednesday and submitted for his consideration n

number of proposed laws for the reforestration of the

lands held under licenses to cut timber.

CANADIAN PAPER MAKERS ISSUE BOOK.

The Canadian Export Paper Companv Ltd. of Alon-

Montreal. has just issued a very artisticallv printed

little booklet giving details as to resources, activi-

ties and production of leading paper makers who are

members of the organization. Aceordintr to the "fore-

word,"' "Standardization and centralization, thronsrh

the lesson learned from the great war. have become
fundamental necessities of manufacturing'. The great
paper industry of Canada, growing greater bv leaps

and bounds, is takinc advantas-e of these fnndanientMl
lessons learned.""
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, October 14.—The good bnsiness, which has

prevailed all along the line in the paper trade, is con-
tinning and newsprint is growing scarcer all the while
with the demand incessantly increasing. Xever in the
history of Ontario, for instance, have the daily news-
papers been using so much print paper. This is oc-

casioned by the election campaign, the referendum
vote, Victory loan and the large amount of advertising
done bj' these various interests, in addition to an un-
usually active fall campaign from commercial houses
and industrial concerns. The mills are rushed to the
limit and are turning down orders everj- day, some
of them at very fancy prices. A forecast of the im-
portance of the i)rint paper industry may be gauged
from the fact that, within the next year, at least, seven
hundred additional tons will come on the market from
Canadian mills and half this quantity of sulphite and
mechanical pulp. The latter is in most active requisi-

tion and prices are very firm, f^ome mills report a

shortage of groundwood pulp and one organization ran
so low last week that it took the sheets from the ad-

.joining pulp ]ilant away just as fast as the product
was made.

Toilet and tissue jjlants are away behind in their

orders and there has been a decided development for

fruit wraps from the Okanagan Valley in R.C owing
to the bumper crops of apples. One nt' the most im-

portant pieces of news that has come to hand, is that

tine samples ui twine and felt have been made from
the fibre of Saskatchewan flax grown for seed. Exjieri-

ments have been conducted for some time in the manu-
facture of fibre products from this flax and thus a

great industry may be opened up in the west in the

near future.

If there is one branch of the ])a|)er business which
more than another is enjoying a decided Itoom, it is

the coated paper industry. The fact that all the plants

have recently extended their facilities for output or

are doing so at the present time, speaks volumes for the

future of this .sphere of the paper trade. The mills have
received so many orders for special sizes that they have

not even time to make up stock lines and double shifts

are now working in the plants. The abounding pros-

perity of Canada has resulted in all commercial, in-

dustrial and mail order concerns using more coated
stock than ever before. Nothing but the best will
satisfy them and printing establishments are also doing
a record trade. There has been a great deal of press
work in this line owing to the Victory Loan issue and
the literature, bonds, posters and other printed matter
have kept many of the larger enterprises continuing
their activities day and night. There is a shortage of
skilled workmen and it looks as if the rush will keep
up until well toward Christmas. This all makes more
business for the paper mills.

Then, too, the specialty lines of paper are coming to
the front and vegetable parchment will soon be pro-
duced in Canada for the first time. All waxing plants
are working to capacity and the announcement that
an American organization will establish a branch in the
Dominion and turn out gummed papers, coated papers
and waxed i)aper is an evidence of how the future is

viewed by far-seeing concerns. It is felt, with the
rapid consumption of paper not only in the Dominion
but in othei- countries, there will be something doing
for all the mills.

The plain truth of the matter is that there is what
might be called a world shortage of paper. One of

the latest countries to be clamoring for supplies is

Belgium, where only about forty per cent of the ma-
chines are in operation and it will take, at least, three
years for the industry to resume anything like normal
production.

October has so far been a decidedly busy month for
jobbers and slow deliveries in certain lines are still

complained of. Advices received from the east are

to the effect that taken altogether the arrivals of pulp-
wood have been the heaviest on record and the

handling of the wood has afforded employment to a

large number of men. In pulpwood operations there

is a decided shortage of help in many centres but, with
the closing of the saw mills at the end of the present

month, it is expected there will be released a number
who will make up for the deficiency. Wages in the

camps are running from $65 to -tTS per month and
living conditions in the bush have greatly improved
during the past few years.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill, NEW YORK
8313

We buy all kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be

convinced.
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Ill the book and writing line business is keeping up .sumed they will not be so dependent on prompt ship-

well and it is believed that two additional book and moiits from mills m covering their requirements,

writin- plants will be built in Ontario during the com- Prices on book papers have not .suttered. and the

in" ve^ar Envelope manufacturers are busy, paper quotations named have been ruling for some time,

box concerns never were rushed more than they are Even should the tie-up of the priiitmg industry in

at the present moment and manv are advertising for this city continue for quite a while it is doubttu

help Another indication of the great future of the whether pai)er prices would be materially iiitluciiced

paper industrv is evidenced in the fact that the prices because nulls are sold up so far ahead they arc likely

of the offerings on the stock market continue to rise, to reduce quotations simply on account of consumption

The increase of values is based on the public conception being at a standstill in one corner of the market in

of sound progressive conditions, looking to Canada this country. There is no denying that ^ew \ork is

to become the <n-eatest newsprint manufacturing the largest consuming center of book papers in the

couutrv iu the world within the next decade. States; on the other hand, should this market be dim-

There is reported a slow delivery on the part of the mated for a time the buying of consumers lu other

railwavs bv some paper companies, and a recent re- parts of the coutnry should be enough to .sustain

turn siio'ws'that 44.000 Canadian cars are withheld in values, particularly with mills facing .such conditions

the United States as against 23.250 American cars in as now exist.

Cinada The balance, which is on the wrong side, will Fine papers are moving in a steady manner and at

be corrected, it is hoped, in the near future. firm prices. Raw material costs have receded to an ex-

Export conditions are more favorable than they have tent, rag prices having eased off during the past few

been for some time and large quantities of bleached weeks, but this factor has little effect on present prices

pulp and crroundwood pulp are now going forward to of paper because the product- of mills now being de-

Great Brirain and other European countries. Stocks livered has been manufactured from raw stock pur-

whi'ch had been accumulating for many months are chased some time ago when rag prices were at their

now beiu" reduced. On the whole, there is general peak. Jobbers report consumers to be absorbing large

optimism ""in the trade and nothing but big business amounts of writing papers and to be meeting the

seen ahead with all prices holding but with no changes prices quoted without stopping to haggle. Fine paper

to record
' mills throughout New England are reported booked far

Pulp Prices. ahead iu orders and to be frequently turning down
F.O.B. Mill, orders owing to their unwillingness to enter into more

Groundwood pulp $34.00 to t-^fJOG commitments with the future promising so much un-

Sidphite, news grade
;......

^l^.W to J^O.OO certainty

Sulphite, easy bleaching $9^.UU to .>y-).uu Wrappings are quotably firm and are sought in m-

Sulphite, bleached .$115.00 to .$120.00 creasing volume, Merchants all over the countrj' are

Sulphate $87.50 to .$90.00 laying in supplies to carry them through the pre-holi-

da.v period and are bu.ving in quantities which will

NEW YORK MARKETS. make sure they will not run short of stock. Tissues

\-pw York October 11 —On the surface the market are firm and in good demand. Cover papers are in het-

for niner is'lackiuc. iu the excitement and the snap ter call than they have been and quotations are grad-

of demand that prevailed a short while ago. but a uall.v tirming.

steadv and voluminous movement of supplies into Activity m tlie board market shows no abatement

consuming channels continues and no fault is found though underneath the surface there ,s not quite

bv manufacturers or merchants over the amount or the strength of tone that has been evident heretofore,

character of business thev are securing. The strike This is probably due to box manufacturers for the

of printers and pressmen in New York has thrown a most part having provided for their requirements up

damper over the trade locallv, which was to be ex- to the end of the year through orders placed with mills.

nected for with upwards of 50 trade papers and fiction and although board mills the country over have from

periodicals having suspended publication for a time, four to six weeks" business on their books and are

the consumption of certain kinds of paper has ma- running full in their efforts to catch up with orders,

teriallv decreased The strike has now been on 10 there is not the undercurrent of demand that there

davs and how much longer it will last is a question, has been in recent weeks. Then, too, reports concernind:

Both sides seem determined at the moment not to give the installation of new machines m several of the east-

in but the situation appears to be reaching that em mills, which will materially increase the produc

po'int where something definite which mav terminate tion of boards, have a deterrent effect on buying. I'o!-

the trouble mi^ht occur anv minute. The book paper con.sumers are not as anxious about forward require

market has beln chieflv affected bv the strike. Re- ments as they would be if they thought there was

ports from mill sections "sav that manufacturers as yet danger of their not being able to secure all th- board

have not let up in their operations, however, which wanted. New boards are quoted hereabouts at $65 jier

would indicate that not many, if any, publishing com- ton and plain chip board at .$60, but the probabilirics

panies have cancelled deliveries. When it is understood are these prices could be shaded in some (iua'-t,.rs.

that the average consumer of book paper was ex- GROUNT) WOOD— ilechanically ground wood con-

periencing much difficulty prior to the strike in ob- tinues in good demand and prices rule steady at a

taining all the paper immediatel.v needed, it is easy range of $35 to $40 a ton f.o.b. grinding plants. Mills

to see why publishers are permitting shipments to with verj- few exceptions have contracted for their

come along without interruption despite the closing output for several months ahead and have little supply

down of their plants. Presumably most of them are to divert to the open market, so that buyers in search

taking advantage of prevailing conditions in their of spot lots for quick delivei-.v are having trouble in

own field to store up s\ipplies of paper so that when locating pulp and manufacturers having ground wood
the strike is settled and consumption of paper is re- for prompt delivery available are demandiner and re-
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months

of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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USED MACHINERY
FOR SALE

Subject to previous sale, we offer a lot of used en-

gines, paper mill machinery, etc., as per list below.

Any or all items can be seen at Berlin, N.H., U.S.A.

1 1 Engine (Steam) Dla. Cyl. 18" B. F. Sturtevant, Boston.

Stroke 16". Center Crank. >Liss.

R.P.M. 225.

' ' ^i^^'lt cTl^:[-S.^JP, R.^.eway
'^Se-way*HP 204, Center Crank. High Eng. Co.. Kiageway,

Speed. Fly Wheel fi4 x 18. Penn.

Gov. Wheel 64 x 12.

3 2 Engines 24 x 42. Brown Corliss

Fly Wheel, 108 x 38. Run six

'"""^ *" Sandy Hill Brass & Iron

5 2 Allen Mixers. Wks.. Sandy Hill. N.Y.

6 1 complete Grinder. Stone 27 ^^r^^^o-J-^^u^^':''-

7 4 Complete Grinders. Stone 26 C^^^ar^f^j^t GHnder. Ti-

8 5 Complete Grinders. Stone 27 Cedar^Pomt Grinder. Ti-

9 10 Complete Grinders. Size 27 Holyoke Mch. Co.. Holy-

X 54. °'^®' "I**®-

10 2 Right and 2 Left Hand Holy- Holyoke Mch. Co.. Holy-

oke Barkers. 54". oke. Mass.

11 1 Right and 1 Left Hand Carth- carthage Machine Co.
age Barkers. 43".

12 5 Right and 5 Left Hand Port- Portland Co.. Portland,

land Barkers. 66". Maine.

13 1 Right and 1 Left Hand With-
ara Attachment for Portland
Barkers.

14 1 Smldth Pulp Refiner.
G. Hardman, Christianla,
Norway.

16 4 Paul & Trembly 8 ft. Sulphur Ticonderoga Mach. Co..

Burners. Ticonderoga, N.Y.

17 1 Reeves Variable Speed Trans- t,..^.., p.-Hpv Co Col-
mission Drives Size 8. No. 114. R^^^^-^^P-i'^l^ ^o.. Col

Class C.

otto, Wandall. Walpole.
Mass.

Bagley & Sewell Com-
pany, Waterton, N.Y.

19 1 Wandall Screen.

20 4 Warren Winders. 156".

sfi.it shives.

22 1—36" Face 6' 4" Dia. 20 Strand. 5-15/16 Bore.

23 1—19" • 5' 2" • 14 " 4- 7/16 "

24 1—23" " 4' 13 " 5-15/16 "

25 1—13" '• 4' " 7
" 4- 7/16 "

26 1—28" • 7' " 13 • 7-15/16 "

27 1—12 x 16" Engine Jones & Hitchings

2S 1—2" Hancock Inspirator

29 1 Bench Saw

30 1 S. A. Woods' Planer and Cutter

31 1 Clapborad Machine and Sapper

32 1 Shingle Machine with joints

33 4 Circular Saws

34 1 Box Thompson's Arc Lights

35 1 Cameron Feed Water Suction Pump
36 1—3" Globe Valve

37 1—6" Gate Valve (part of engine)

38 8—Pulp Grinders

Further Particular on Requett

BROWN COMPANY
PORTLAND, MAINE

ceiviiipr top market iiriccs. Even frroiiiul wooil tliat has

been held in storii-.'c for a year and h>nfi:ei' is selling

to-day at around st*:5.") and freshly prround sprnee pulp

of prime quality is fetchiiif< between !|;:{7 and ^W. de-

pending on the amount involved and the shipment de-

sired.

ClIKMR'AL Pl'LP—Chemieal wood jiiilp is moving
aloiijj in a consistent way and priees remain fully as

firm as they have been recently. Demand for spot

shii)raents is not as brisk, consumers apparently hav-

ing covered their major requirements for a time, yet

all the supply being offered at reasonable prices is

finding a ready sale and it is safe to say that pro-

ducers are experiencing greater trouble in filling

commitments than in securing additional business.

Newsprint sulphite is selling at $70 to !|;7.'3 per ton,

and most mills are refusing to accept further orders

for present or future delivery below the higher figure.

Domestic kraft pulp is moving in good volume at a

price basis of $!)0 a ton at the shipping point, while

domestic soda fiber is quotably firm at .$90 to $100.

Bleached snljihite of standard quality and of domes-

tie origin is selling at $120 at the mill and is offered

in sparse amounts, most niannfacturers being sold

ahead .so far that they haven "t any of their product

to dispose of at present.

RAGS—Quietness and easiness are still the prom-

inent characteristics of the rag market and little

business of an important scope has been reported done

this week. Foreign rags of diversified quality con-

tinue to come in from European countries in remark-

ably large lots, and as most of these rags have been

bought by consumers here for shipment from the

other side, their receipt puts many mills in a position

where they can keep very much out of the domestic

market. Dealers and packers therefore, when pressed

to sell, are accepting lower prices to move stock, so

that buyers are picking up lots of materials here and
there at attractive prices. Nevertheless, opinion in

the trade is strong that rags are due for an advance
during the next weeks. Emphasis is placed on the fact

that the rags arriving from Europe represent material

accumulated there over a period of four years, and it

is no secret that supplies in Holland, England, France
and other countries where the bulk of rass imported
into the United States come from are rapidly becoming
depleted, this being reflected by sharp advances in

prices in these countries. It is the contention of domes-
tic dealers and packers that once importations dim-
inish, paper manufacturers will of necessity have to

come to them for rags, and they argue that this time

is quickly drawing near. Sales of No. 1 old repacked
whites of average quality are reported at $7..50 per
hundred pounds f.o.b. New York, of repacked thirds

and blues at $4 and of No. 1 new white shirt cuttings

at $1.5. Roofing rags are moving in relatively good
volume at a price basis of $2.65 to $2.75 for No. 1 pack-
ing.

ROPE AND BAGGING—An easier undertone has
been evident in the old rope market and prices have
dropped slightly. No. 1 domestic Manila rope is now
quoted at $6 per hundred pounds f.o.b. shipping point
and mills are said to be declining to purchase rope
held at prices above this level. There is virtually no
demand of consequence for scrap bagging, both roof-
ing and tissue paper manufacturer being out of the
market. No. 1 scrap is quoted at $3 New York.
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FORWARDING FORESTRY.
One of the most significant events in the history of

Canadian forestry occurred last week during the Con-

ference of the Minister of Lands and Forests with re-

presentatives of the Woodlands Section of the Can-

adian Pulp and Paper Association and the Quebec
Limit Holders Association. These gentlemen were
qualified to speak for the Pulp and Paper Industry in

Quebec as well as the extensive lumber interests of

that province. Thus the important and ever growing
crop of industries depending on the forest met on a

friendly ground the representative of the province,

which is the principal owner of forest lands, and dis-

cussed with him the subject of the reforestation and
the administration of this great natural resource of

Quebec.

The most significant feature of the conference was
the appointment of a committee of three to act as ad-

visors when called upon in matters of forest regula-

tion and administration. The men chosen, EUwood
Wilson, W. Gerard Power and Robert Keman, are men
of ability and experience who have got not only a

technical and practical knowledge of forests and for-

estry operation but in addition have a deep interest in

maintaining our forests in a state of maximum pro-

ductivity and in insuring a perpetual supply of timber

for the continually expanding industries which depend

upon the forest for raw material. Hon. H. Mercier,

the new Minister of Lands and Forests, is well qualified

for his position and with the broad and sound founda-

tion that has been laid b.v his predecessor the Province

of Quebec can be congratulated on its prospects of

continued prosperity for its pulp and paper plants,

saw mills and other wood using concerns.

It has always been recognized that when a settler

breaks the ground for his first crop that he not only

plants his grain and other seed in the soil but he plants

himself in a new home, which is usually expected to

remain the home of the family for generations. This

permanency of location has usually not been considered

in the case of the wood using industries. As a matter

of fact, they are really branches of agricultural in-

dustrj-, inasmuch as the tree is a product of the soil.

On this account it is ouite as proper and just as im-

portant to consider the establishment of a paper mill

as a permanent institution as it is to consider the plant-

ing of a farm as a permanent home. No one would

think of moving a branch of Canada's great agricul-

tural industry from county to county or from province

to province. Once established in a place it is there to

stay and the same should be true of the wood using

industry of the province and the Dominion.

The plan of the new Minister and his advisors for

a long term lease with provision for the encourage-

ment of reforestation is a recognition of the fact that

the forest is a crop produced by the soil and as such

can and should be cultivated. With such encourage-

ment we may hope that we shall soon see the last of

such announcements as occasionally appear in our

journals to the effect that such and such a company

has timber limits sufficient for thirty years. We may
now consider ourselves at the beginning of a period

when no company will be permitted to build a mill

with the apparent expectation of exhausting its sup-

ply of raw material within any definite period. Unless

we are to be stigmatized in the future as the World's

most selfish generation we must provide now for the

permanency of our industries by insuring the perpetua-

tion of supplies of raw material. Without question the

most important of these which lends itself to perpetua-

tion is the forest.

THE UNITED STATES LABOR CONFERENCE.
It is significant of the state of mind prevailing on

this continent that almost simultaneously in Canada

and the United States there should have been called

in the respective capitals of the two countries confer-

ences intended to improve the relations between em-

ployers and their employees. The sessions at Ottawa

were held under somewhat more auspicious circum-

stences than those in Washington and it is safe to as-

sert that the spirit which promoted these gatherings

will result, if it has not already resulted, in a con-

siderably increased tendency to conciliation by both of

the two parties involved in practically all industrial

strife. It is hardly to be expected that such meetings

can entirely eliminate conflicts because it is not al-

ways, possible to foresee on what grounds future dis-

putes may arise but a willingness and desire on the

part of employers and employees to settle differences

of opinion without recourse to violent means and in-

dustrial disturbances of a more or less wide spread

character will not only be of great economic value to

the workmen and his employer as producers of goods

but will also be of great benefit, perhaps the greatest

benefit, to the general public as the consumer.

It is not possible to disrupt the operation of one in-

dustry or even one plant without in some way affect-

ing the whole industrial and commercial structure of

the nation and common honesty and fair dealing re-

quire that there shall be an end to these disturbances.

No difficulty has yet arisen between employer and em-

ployee which was not eventually settled by a com-
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promise of some sort and there is no reason why such

a compromise should not have been effected at the be-

ginniug when the cause for complaint was first dis-

covered instead of waiting till factions had been formed

and differences of opinion bitterly contested. An open

wound is hard to heal. Some 2,000 years ago the ad-

vice was given to "Agree with thine adversary whilst

thou art in the way with him" and this is certainly

the best policy today.

GETTING TOGETHER.
After several years of regulation by the Govern-

ment of the price of newsprint, representatives of

manufacturers and publishers have come together and

arranged the terms of what is likely to be a satisfac-

tory agreement. At least there is now every hope of

an amicable understanding.

COBWEBS.
The man said something who remarked that he

could not afford to waste all his time making money.

Doesn't this invigorating weather make you feel

like buying all the Victory Bonds you can stuff into

your pockets?

It is rumored that the Board of Commerce may rule

that newsprint paper is a necessity of life and there-

fore comes under its jurisdiction. The Paper Con-

troller said last week that he had not heard of such a

proposition and the chances are he is not greatly wor-

ried about the matter. The regulation of the supply of

newsprint is a thankless job as far as the people of

Canada are concerned. They are willing to rely on the

manufacturers to stand by the Canadian publishers

when it comes to a supph* of paper.

There have recently been very large dealings in pulp

and paper stocks in the various exchanges, particularly

in Montreal. Pulp and paper stocks are one of the

most attractive lines at the present time and hold

promise as sound investments for satisfactory returns.

There always will be some people who are not satisfied

with a good thing, who wish to speculate with the pos-

sibilities. We are frankly sorry to see such a tendency

in certain pulp and paper issues. A perusal of the

market page of our daily papers would lead one to

think that there are a number of "washed sales."

Pulp and paper securities are good as they stand and

it is very unfortunate to have any unsound inflation

of values. We believe each issue should stand on the

mill record and be entirely uninfluenced by a created

or fictitious demand for stocks through manipulations

of stocks.

The longshoremen's strike is likely to prove a tem-

porary boon to the domestic rag market if it lasts for

any appreciable time as importers are unable to move

foreign rags on docks.—Daily Mill Stock Reporter.

In explaining processes of his mill, an American
manufacturer said: "In the manufacture of jute test

liners, we take the Swedish Kraft pulp and scraps of

fibre papers, like these samples, made from sulphite,

sulphate and all kinds of fibre papers which go under

the paper stock trade name of Manila papers." Then
there may be some ground for the complaint of mis-

branding we heard recently.

The Literary Digest "put one over" on the striking

typesetters in New York. The magazine last week was

printed from zinc blocks photo-engraved from type-

written copy. Looks like a case of the striker struck.

An editorial in a Western paper a few days ago con-

tained about a column on some figures evidently con-

tributed by Mr. Imric of the Canadian Press Association

on the financial affairs of the Laurentidc Company. It

goes into considerable detail on the various issues of

stock and the dividends that have been paid. No one

questions the prosperity of the Laurentide Company
and we venture to say that the majority of the Canad-

ian public are not only pleased with it but feel that

they derive, at least indirectly, considerable benefit

from the prosperity of the paper mills that are making

money.

In the last paragrapli of the editorial in tne Calgary

Herald we read:

"In view of those figures, any argument by the paper

manufacturers that they are being discriminated

against when the price they are allowed to charge Can.

adian papers for news print is fixed by parliament,

will be taken with large grains of salt."

The observant person will no doubt have noticed

that the companies that have been able to pay satis-

factory dividends, to provide for the future and to

distribute something in the way of a bonus to their

workmen are without exception the companies that

export all or most of their product, while some of those

which sell exclusively to Canada at the restrictive

Government price do not seem to be mentioned among
the winners.

WHERE SHALL HE GO ON SATURDAY.
It may be permitted, witliout impertinence or any

desire to interfere with private affairs, to ask what the
miner's womankind will say to a five-day week, with, of
course, the inevitable five day's earnings that will ac-

company such an arrangement. By no method known
to man can five days' work produce as much coal as
six days' work. As the initiated know. Saturday morn-
ing, in ordinary households, is the time when men are
not desired around the house, unless they desire to
help in the domestic work. How will a healthy man
occupy himself on Saturday morning? In the summer
he can find occupation pleasant enough, but in Cape
Breton the slimmer is all too brief.—Canadian Mining
Journal.

Keep the steampipes clear of anything that will
catch fire easilv.
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The Canadian Goal Situation

The following is taken from the address on Canada's
Fuel Demand—An International and National Prob-
lem," delivered, on 22nd August, 1919, by Mr. Arthur
V. Wliite at a recent annual convention of the Canad-
ian Gas Association held at Niagara Falls, Out. Its

perusal clearly demonstrates the great importance of

this subject, the gravity of which, so far as Canada's
national welfare is concerned, can scarcely be over

stated. Mr. White is Consulting Engineer to the Com-
mission of Conservation of Canada.
United States' export coal is a phase of the world

coal problem in which Canada is deeply interested,

because she yearly imports from 15,000,000 to 20,000.-

000 tons of coal—anthracite and bituminous from the

States.

Countries May be Forced to Embargo.
Now, in the statement I am about to make I wi.sh to

emphasize that it is in no sense my intention to suggest

that it is, or that it would become, the arbitrary desire

of the United States to deprive Canada of the coal

which at present is so necessary to life in this country.

Of course with their co-operation, we have in measure
become dependent upon their coal fields, and it will be

expected that the States, in all fairne.ss, will faciliate

any necessary future readjustmolnt connected with
Canada's fuel supply. It is important, however, to take
cognizance of the fact that a nation, pressed by the

demands of its own people, may be compelled, under
certain conditions, to deprive other nations?—in part

at least—of even the necessaries of life until the needs
of its own citizens are met. No country can be ex-

pected to send out of its confines that which is essential

to the very existence of its own jx^ople. Personally,

1 do not believe that the United States or an.y other

counry with a large outlook on present world affairs,

will allow whole nations, especially those with whom
they have been allied, to suffer direct distress with
repect to fuel without seeking to alleviate it to the

greatest possible extent.

When communities in Canada and the States during
previous coal shortages have been in need of eoal cer-

tain communities adjacent to other sources of supply,

such as wood, softer grades of coal, etc., were compelled
to use them in order that the supplies elsewhere avail-

able could be distributed to those in greatest need.

Correspondingly, it would not be surprising if a country
like Canada, with vast fuel resources, were directed

to speed up its utilization of its own fuel, and would nof
be left undisturbed, so to speak, in its enjo.vment of

burning what is ncfw one of the luxuries of the world,
namely, anthracite from the coal fields of Pennsyl-
vania.

Coal Conditions in the United States.

Let us next note what in general are the conditions
in the great Republic across our border. Coal production
in the I'nited States has dropped substantially be-

hiiid what it was during the war years. It the present
rate of production of bituminous coal is maintained
for the remaining. 21 weeks of the coal year, the pro-

duction will about equal the output of 1913. The pro-

duction- of anthracite is increasing ovcr what it was
a.few weeks ago, but is still short of the demand. The
coal stocks of the United States have been depleted.
There is great demand for transportation. Car shortage

will accentuate itself with the demand for cars to move
the grain crop. The exit of miners back to Europe,
serious strikes, and other factors, have contributed to

curtail coal production and distribution in that country.
If more serious strikes should occur in the States, it

will tend to make the supplying of coal to other coun-
tries, including Canada, still more precarious. Canada
cannot afford to overlook how her own interests may
at any time become involved by .serious coal strikes in

the States. These strikes are an ever-present menace
Speaking in the United States on August 8th, Senator
King, of Utah, stated that he had heard "that there was
a programme to organize a great strike now, tie up the
transportation .system and take over the railroads, then
next winter, when the people were shivering for want
of coal, organize another strike in the mines, cut off

the country's fuel supply, and take over the mines."
The Senator expressed the hope—and which we all

share—that government authority will be able to pre-
vent such extremes being reached. I simply quote
the Senator's statement as indicating possibilities

which he thought of sufficient importance to bring for-

mally to the attention of his colleagues. It is clear,

therefore, that coal production in the United States
must necessarily fall .short of meeting even the most
pressing demands.

Common National Aim and Sympathies.
Canada is indeed exceedingly fortunate in being

neighbour to a country whose national aims and sym-
pathies are so akin to its own. During the war both
countries have manifested special interchange of court,

esies. In the past coal .shortage, for example, the Fuel
Controller, Dr. H. A. Garfield, announced that recog-
nition of Canada's needs for coal would be on the same
basis as though she were one of the states of the Union.
Our own Fuel Controller, Mr. C. A. Magrath, rendered
signal services to both countries. I like to recall the
sentiment manifested by our neighbours when great
distress has arisen due to necessity corresponding to

that begotten of the Halifax catastrophe—and such sen-
timent has been reciprocated by Canadians when con-
ditions have been reversed.

Obviously, so long as such sentiments govern men's
actions, the people living on this continent cannot be
deprived of that which is essential to their existence.
Nevertheless, with the growing scarcity of coal, the
LTnited States, no matter what her good will or desire
towards Canada may be, may not be able to cope with
her own and with the prevailing world need. There

'

is no doubt that in the spirit and disposition manifested
in the statements just quoted our neighours will see that
Canada is fairly dealt with. We should not, however,
trespass unduly upon friendly accommodation.

Canada Must Bestir Herself.
As we have now seen, the present need of coal is

urgent and world-wide. If the United States, either in
the interest of her own people or in the interest of
peoples whom .she may conclude to be more needy than
Canada, should decide that it is more necessary to sup-
ply such nations with coal, with the result that Can-
ada's normal supply be substantially reduced, who may
reasonably find fault with such a course? Even apart
from governmental action, could anyone find fault with
the United States coal merchants if, in their efforts
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to capture as much as possible of the 160,000,000 tons of

annual international coal trade, they sought to deal

where they could do so most advantageously? If, under

such circumstances, Canada be judged to be not the

best market for the United States coal dealer, from

whence does Caiuida hope to supplement any sub-

stantial lack in supply of her coal demand? Let me em-

phasize the fact that "there is nothing new in these pos-

sibilities so far as Canada is concerned. The hand-

writing on the wall has for years been legible. Tiie

whole problem has been one calling for ablest states-

manship and not for political or other temporizing and

expediency. The problem will never yield to any make-

shift policy. I have often marvelled that so little has

actually been accomplished with respect to its per-

manent solution.

It is gratifying to realize that .serious effort is now

being made "towards the development of our lignite

and peat resources: also, towards the increa.sed utiliz-

ation of our coal fields in the East and in the West.

I understand that work preparatory to the construction

of the carbonized lignite briquetting plant to be erected

under the direction of the Honorary Advisory Council

for Scientific and Industrial research for the Domin-

ion Government is being pressed ahead with despatch.

This is to have a capacity of 30.000 tons of briquettes

per annum. It would take over 600 such plants to re-

place our present coal importation from the States.

However, we are very glad that this start has been

made.
From the foregoing comments it is evident that an

intelligent outlook upon the world conditions shows

scarcely any aspect of them to be of more serious mom-
ent—immediate or prospective—than this coal prob-

lem. During these warm days we should be careful to

take our counsel and warning from an intelligent out-

look upon these conditions and what they betoken for

the future, rather than from our feelings based, upon

the present stasre of the thermometer. Whether con-

ditions of curtailed fuel supnly for Canada be delayed

from materializing this cominor winter or next winter,

or until some time in the future, nevertheless, as I

stated before. T am firmly convinced that there is no

menace to Canada's economic and general welfare at

all comparable to the fact that she is at present so large-

Iv dependent unon a foreign country for her fuel needs.

Without this foreign supnlv Canada most assuredlv

would be put to desperate straits. Gentlemen, is not the

fuel problem of this Dominion one of magnitude and

great gravity?

Canada's Water-Power Heritage.

Canada, it is true, is richly endowed with water-

powers, but she can never depend upon this asset as a

sole source of heat. We have about 19.000.000 estim-

ated 24-hour low-water horeepower of which less than

2.500,000 horsepower has been developed. By no means
mav all the water-power be economicallv developed.

For many yeai-s past I have been emphasizing the

comsaratively limited us? which can be made of elec-

tric energy as a wholesale substitute for coal for heat-

ing—including the heating of buildings. There is no

use whatever entertaining hope that h.vdro-electric

energy as a heatins agent may become an adequate

substitute for coal for the citizens of Canada, and con-

sequently a realization of this fact will facilitite the

concentration of effort upon sources from which real

relief may be derived.

Canada's Coal Reserves.

What, then, is to be done? In a word, we must de-

velop our own coal reserves. Considering the country

as a whole, Canada in respect of quantity, quality and
accessibility for mining purposes, possesses coal de-

posits which compare favorably with those of the great-

est coal mining countries of the world. S])eaking in

round numbers, she has nearly 1,000,000,000 tons of

semi-anthracite coal, ni.'),000,o6o,000 tons of bitumin-

ous coal, aiul 10,000,000,000,000 tons of sub-bituminous

coal and lignite.

I shall not dwell on these enormous reserves. It

seems out of plaoe to emphasize how m\ach we have

latent when alongside of it we have no table to .show

how beneficially these assets are being used both for our

own support and for the assistance of other needy na-

tions. When the population of the Prairie Provinces

are insured against yearly fuel shortage, we shall be

more interested in hearing emphasis laid upon the enor-

mous fuel reserves of these provinces; and when Can-
ada produces more than her present amount of 2 per

cent, of her total annual oil consumption we shall be

more interested in hearing emphasis placed upon the

statement that we have the biggest oil fields in the

world.

Canada's only sane policy is to develop, and that as

rapidl.v as po.ssible, both her own fuel and power re-

sources, and by co-ordination of transportation and
other cognate agencies to provide for the di.stribution

and storage of fuel in all communities of the Dominion.
In some respects it is more important to move coal and
have it adequately stored and distributed throughout
Canada than it is to remove the grain out of the country.

MADE PAPER 250 YEARS AGO.

The Japanese paper industry was already established

nearly 2.50 years ago, when the Dutch traders set foot

in the country. Today, nearly 150,000 people are said

to be employed, at an average daily wage of 24 cents.

Labour at this price leaves plenty of room for price-

cutting.

WIRE TIGHTENING ROLL.

This patent (granted to IMr. B. D. Coppage an Ameri-
can) describes a means for automatically maintaining
a pre-determined constant tension in paper-forming
wires and paper felts, etc., which are subject to con-

tractions and extensions due to variations in temper-

ature, moisture, etc. For example, a wire taken from
the store house and placed upon a Fourdrinier machine
may be subjected to a drop of 30 degrees in temper-
ature, and the consequent shrinkage of the wire may
be too rapid to permit the operator to properl.y adjust
the tension roll bearings, so that the wire may be either

immediately ruptui'ed or slowly pulled apart.

The invention resides in providing a tension roll

acting by its weight to apply tension to the belt and
supported in bearings in rocker arms provided with
counter weights to reduce the effective weight of the

roll on the belt. The roll is permitted to float on the

forming wire, rising and falling automaticall.v as the
tension increases or slackens while applying any pre-

determined tension to the wire. The roll also auto-

matically abjiists itself to positions out of the horizontal

and thereby is enabled to appl.v eaual tension to both
selveges when one is longer than the other.
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Centrifugal Pumps and their Use
Some Notes on Their Design, Application and Installation.

By F. A. McLt;au, Canadian IngersoU-Rand Co.

{Concluded fram Last Issue.)

Efficiency of Centrifugal Pumps.

The efficiency of a centrifugal pump is highfist at

only one combination of head and capacity for each

change of the speed at which it is driven, and therefore

if it is operated at a speed other than that for which

it was designed, the capacity in gallons per minute

and amount of driving power required can only be

approximately determined. "When run at other speeds

the efficiency is likely to be low, making the equip-

ment unsatisfactory for the purpose for which it was
installed, as well as expensive to operate.

Even though the increased power necessary to drive

an inefficient pump is but a few per cent, it must be

remembered that this excess power is continuously

consumed while the pump is in use and will total up
to a considerable sum in a year's time, often repre-

senting in dollars and cents more than the difference

in first cost between an inferior and a properly de-

signed pump. Sometimes this amount will equal the

interest and depreciation on the entire installation

for a similar period of time. Hence it is readily seen

that the saving made by the good pump when com-

pared with an inferior type will pay back its cost in

a very short time.

Correct Design of Wearing Parts.

There are a few parts of the enclosed impeller type

of pump that are subject to wear, such as the sec-

tions of the shaft which are carried in the stuffing

boxes and beariners. as wll as the nortion of the

casins which makes a running ioint with the impeller.

These wearing surfaces should be provided with re-

newable parts, easily replaced at small cost, and the

main or more costly parts being thus well protected

will last a great deal lonser. ensuring a low deprecia-

tion. The easing shoiild be protected from wear
around the impeller inlet by wearing rings secured

in the easing, and a similar pair of rings mounted
on the impeller used to protect it from wear also.

Bronze sleeves fastened to the shaft and passing out

through the stuffing boxes will ensure the shaft against

scoring and rusting. Centrifugal pumps of the highest

grade are usually provided with self-oiling, babbitted

shell type bearings made in two pieces, spherically

seated and so arranged that they may be removed
when worn and either re-babbitted or replaced with a

new set, so that the alignment of the impeller will not

be disturbed and the close fit between it and the

casing, which is so necessary to prevent leakage in-

ternally, will be preserved.

Operating Conditions.

It may be readily seen from the foregoing that in

designing a pump for a particular installation, it is

necessary that the conditions of head, capacity and
speed be correctly determined and furnished to the

builder together with information regarding any spe-

cial requirements which may be involved if the highest
efficiency is desired. It should be understood that

the centrifugal pump is not an extremelv .sensitive

affair that will be efficient at only one particular com-
bination qf head and capacity, and uneconomical

when it is not possible to obtain these ideal condi-
tions. The efficiency remains constant for a small
variation on either side of the normal capacity, varying
inversely as the head, and consequently it is usually
better to figure the head a trifle higher than normal
and design the pump accordingly, and then if the
head should be a little bit less, a slight increase in
capacity will be the result, which in most cases will not
be objectionable. Sometimes it is possible to obtain
two or more conditions of head and capacity from a
pump of special design running at a constant speed
with satisfactory results, and when some provision is

made for speed variation the possibility of designing
an efficient pump for variable service is greatly in-

creased.

Explanation of Total Head.
The make up of the total head on which a pump

has to operate is as follows: The vertical static suction
lift from the level of the liquid to be pumped to the
center of the pump; The static discharge head which
is measured from the centre of the pump to the point
at which the liquid is discharged, and the friction in
the piping, elbows, valves, etc., in both the suction
and discharge lines, as well as the velocity head and
entrance head. Another point to be considered, which
concerns only the manufacturer of the pump, is the
lo.ss of head within the pump itself. The efficiency
of the pump is the ratio of the power theoretically
required to raise a given quantity of water against
the total head to the sum of this power, plus the
friction in the bearing and stuffing boxes and the
hvdraulic losses in the pump due to leakage, etc.
These latter figures when worked out for any given
pump represent its pump horse-power, or in other words,
the total driving power required.

The Effects of Variations in Speed.
Both the capacity and the total head of a centrifugal

pump are affected by speed variation, and consequent-
ly considerable care must be taken to determine the
speed at which a pump is to be operated so that its

design may be governed accordingly. This is very es-

sential in the case of pumps which are directly con-
nected to constant speed alternating current motors
which operate at slower speeds under no load than
when fully loaded and connot be conveniently reg-
ulated.

Starting the Pump.
The impeller of a centrifugal pump possesses no

positive displacement of it.self and when riinning in
air cannot create sufficient suction to be self priming,
and. therefore, both the pump and suction pipe must
be filled before starting. This may be accomplished
by placing a foot valve on the lower end of the suction
line and filling the pump and suction piping from the
discharge line allowing the air to escape through an
air cock on the top of the pump casing. Another
method is to close the di.scharge gate valve and ex-
haust the air in the pump case by means of an injector
allowing the foot valve to be dispensed with provided
the pump is started while it is primed. When the pump
has been primed it is ready to be started and should
be brought up to its proper speed, and the discharge
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valve opened. After the pump has been started, it

will require but little attention; an occasional in-

spection of the bearings, from which the oil should

be removed and new oil substituted from time to time

is all that will be required. The so-ealled dynamo oil

is well adapted for use in the bearings of centrifugal

pumping machinery. Pumps intended for use with cor-

rosive liquids are made of special nu'tal, but the case

should be opened occasionally and all internal por-

Fig. 6—Three Stage Turbine Pump, Driven by
Steam Turbine.

tions thoroughly inspected. The presence of air or

gases in the suction pipe will considerably reduce the

capacity and pressure of the pump and care should

be taken to avoid this trouble by properly baffling

the suction pipe.

The Suction Lift.

When a centrifugal pump is once under way it will

handle water or other liquids of the same specific

gravity at ordinary temperature on as high a suction

lift as the best reciprocating pumps or about 26 feet

at sea level, provided the pump and suction piping are

free from air and air leaks. It is usually difficult to

maintain air tight suction glands and piping and the

maximum conunercial suction lift is therefore eon

sidered to be about IS feet, although some manufac

turers advocate not more than 12 feet whenever pos

sible. The limit of suction lift is decreased by a

rise in temperature of the liquid being pumped, and
when the temperature of the liquid to be pumped is

over 150 Fahr. it is better to have the pump so ar-

ranged that the water will enter it by gravity. In

boiler feeding and similar service where water near

the boiling point is to be handled, the best results

will be obtained by making the suction piping as

direct as possible, and allowing the water to flow to

the pump under a head of from 6 to 10 feet, to

eliminate the formation of vapour.

Fig. 7—Motor Driven Three Stage Turbine Pumps in Series.

As previously mentioned, the efficiency of a cen-

trifugal pump is lowered by the presence of vapour,

air or 'gas in the suction line which collect in the suc-

tion opening of the impeller, being the point of least

pressure, and interfere with the passage of the liquid,

thus seriously reducing the capacity of the pump or

even causing it to lose its suction altogether.

Size and Arrangement of Piping.

All eonuecting tlischarge pii)ing should be arraugetl to

place no strain on the pump and it is usually advisable

to make this from one to two sizes larger than the

nozzle on the pump, using reducers at these i)oints to

make the connections. This will cut down the fric-

tion lo.sses and makes the installation more economical

to operate. In consideration of the marked advantage

of small suction lift the intake pipe should be of as

large a diameter and as short and direct as po.ssible.

The piping should be so arranged that there are no

pockets for the accumulation of air and where these

are unavoidable, some means of exhausting them
must be arranged. The principles on which the action

of the centrifugal i)ump is based require llie li(iuid to

be handled at high velocity. The intake and discharge

opening are much smaller than those of a recipro-

cating pump of the same capacity, and in determining

the sizes of pipe to be used, it is well to refer to a

standard friction table such as is generallly published

by the various pump manufacturers in their eata-

fed
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Fig. 8—Cameron Double Suction Volute Pump, Arranged for

Steam, Turbine or Electric Motor Drive. Installed at the
Public Markets, St. Boniface, Manitoba.

logues. In placing discharge piping it should be

kept free of high spots and loops as any air bubbles

which may be formed will interfere with the passage

of the liquid being pumped.
A gate valve is usually fitted in the discharge line

of centrifugal pumps so that the pump may be shut

off the line when when not in use or when open for

repairs or inspection. A centrifugal pump will revolve

in either direction and there is nothing to prevent the

liquid in the discharge line from flowing back through
it when not in operation. Consequently should the
power be suddenly cut off, the impeller acting as a

water turbine might be driven backward at a speed
dangerous to both itself and its prime mover. A foot
valve placed on the intake pipe or a check valve on
the discharge line may be employed to eliminate this

danger. Pumps operating at high pressure on which
a foot valve is used, .should be provided with a check
valve on the discharge line to reduce the shock on
the pump when the foot valve seats. It is a good plan
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to put a by-pass around the check valve so that the

pump may be primed should the foot valve start leak-

ing.

Centrifugal pumps are usually fitted with heavy bed

plates so as to allow the use of a small foundation, which
must, however, be of ample strength to bear the weight

and support the pump tirmly. The pump must sit level

on its foundation and be carefully aligned before be-

ing put into service.' The pump, motive power, and
bed plate of direct connected units which are pur-

chased complete are generally accurately aligned by
the manufacturer before shipment, but this alignment

is very likely to be disturbed in shipment or by care-

lessly tightening up the foundation bolts before as-

surance is had that the alignment is correct.

Some manufacturers ship their pumps with the

coupling bolts packed separately, so that alignment
may be accuratelj' made by placing a straight edge
across the rims of the coupling and measuring the

distance between the faces of the coupling. The
couplings should not be connected until one is sure
that the prime mover is moving in the direction that
the pump is intended to rotate which can usually be
told by an arrow cast or painted on the pump casing.

ACID PROOF LININGS FOR EXPERIMENTAL
SULPHITE DIGESTER.

The problem of lining an experimental sulphite di-

gester is different in many respects from lining prob-

lems encountei'ed in commercial practice. The most
important difference is that due to size. Others arise

from the fact that in order to obtain quantitative yields,

the experimental digester must he washed fr&e from
pulp immediately after each blow, and a lining which
spalls off and produces a dirty pulp is unsatisfactory.

It is out of the question to riffle the pulp and obtain

reliable yields.

Many different kinds of linings were installed in

the experimental digester at the Forest Products La-

boratorj- before a satisfactory one was found. Because
of difficulties due to size, tiling similar to that used in

commercial installations was impractical. Lead was
first tried, but was soon discarded on account of the

"creeping" action of this metal when subjected alter-

nately to heat and cold. Bronze was found to produce
dirty pulp. A solid lining of litharge and glj-eerine

lasted only a short time. Then cement briquets were
made of many mixtures, given different coatings, and
subjected to the action of sulphite cooking acid. The
results of this experiment led to the installation of a

lining of 1 :1 cement and crushed quai'tz sand, 3 inches

thick and coated with sodium silicate. This lining

held up fairlj- well for some time, though particles of

sand were continually falling off and causing dirt.y pulp.

It was finally decided that the only way out of the

difficulty was to install a solid stoneware casting of

acid proof tile 1-V^ inch thick. As the digester is

joined in the middle, the shape of the casting offered

nc particular difficulties. Liberal tolerances were al-

lowe(\ on all dimensions and openings difficult to

locate were omitted in the casting. A stone cutter

with an air chisel was able to put these holes through
without breakage after the easting was in place and
backed with cement. This lining has proved exceed-

ingly satisfactory.—T'. S. Forest Products Laboratory.

THE FIBRE CONTAINER AGE.
Shippers are thinking today more than they ever

did before of the advantage of corrugated and solid
fibre shipping cases for the packing of their products,
becau.se they realize that the fibre box is one solution
of the problem of high freight rates and packing costs.

In 1915 and 1916, before freight rates were advanced,
we received letters from many shippers in which they
cited the saving in freight charges as one of the reasons
for their adoption of the fibre package. Today freight
rates are higher. Therefore this item of expense is a
greater factor than it was before the world war.
We realized then that the day was to come when the

fibre package would be the universal container for pro-

duets within the size and weight limits of the freight
classification. We could see the evolution working
naturally in the shippers' minds when they told us the
many advantages of the fibre box at that time. And
the advantages, such as saving in freight charges, sav-

ing in time and cost of packing and sealing, saving in

storage room, saving in loss, damages and pilferage,

and saving in the cost of boxes, have all become bigger
factors today then they were in the past.

We find shippers are now planning to reduce the size

of their original packages to meet the classification re-

quirements for fibre boxes. Where they shipped 100-

pound original packages, they are substituting two 50-

pound original packages and effecting a saving there-

Ijy. Where they shipped miscellaneous lots of cartons

or cans in one box, they are planning to standardize

their orders so that their customers will buy in dozens,

two dozens, three dozens, fifties or other standard
units that can be put in original packages.

As to canners, they wrote us before the war that they

were using fibre boxes successfully for canned goods.

In the recent overseas shipment of canned tomatoes in

fibre boxes they had a wonderful demonstration of the

practicability of these boxes for the shipment of such

products. The boxes traveled in freight cars here and
abroad, in lighters, in steamships and in canal boats,

receiving the roughest handling possible in loading

and unloading at many points. But they were delivered

to the Army in Germany with a record of only 5.4 per

cent set aside. You realize what this figure means
when you know that 15 to 20 per cent loss was con-

sidered the average in package shipments to the Army.
No longer can an.yone question the practicability of

fibre boxes for the shipment of canned goods.

Now we maj- look forward to the use of corrugated
and solid fibre boxes for the export trade. We learned,

much to the surprise of all concerned, that rope slings

and nets could be used advantageously for handling
fibre boxes in loading and unloading ships. As the gov-
ernment expert, Mr. Webb, said: "They came out of

the nets like rubber balls when they were unloaded."
The actual demonstration removed one of the chief ob-

jections of steamship officials, who contended that rope
slings or nets would destroy the fibre packages.

Truly, the "fibre container age" has come. In other
countries full recognition will eventually be given to

the fibre box. And this acceptance will be brought
about quickly since American boxes in the export trade

will be sent in ever-increasing quantities to all parts of

the world. We suggest that every boxmaker give his

attention to manufacturing these boxes.—Fibre Con-
tainers.

Life is sweet. An accident might deprive you of it.

Boost for safety.
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MET MINISTER OF FORESTS.
Montreal.—\Vluit was probably the most practical

scheme for reforestration from a provincial point of

view yet presented was brought before Hon. Horace

Mercier, at Quebec last week, by a deputation repre-

senting the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association and
the Limit Holders Association of Quebec Province.

Accordinj; to one of the delegates, the plan presented

was that certain lands in the province that were un-

sunitable for agricultural purposes or settlers should

be set aside, and licen.ses granted for tree planting. A
time limit of four years should be given for this pur-

pose, and thereafter, if the stipulations were ".arried

out properly, a further lieeiise slujuUl be given the tree

|)lanters for a period of !H) years, on payment of a cer-

tain sum per square mile. When the trees grew and

were ready for cutting the property should be treated

as ordinary Grown lands and a charge of so much per

acre be made for cuttings, or stumpage dues. Thus

those who were under the heavy expense of tree plant-

ing and waiting 35 or 40 years for the residts of their

labor should be compensated in the spruce and pine

that would be suitable for pulp wood, and other pur-

poses.

The deputation, which consisted of fieneral White of

Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., Ellwood Wilson of the

Laurentide Company, J. Dalton of the St. Maurice

Paper Co., Dan McLachlin of Ottawa, W. (4erard Power
of Quebec. A.. L. Dawe, representing the Canadian Pulp

& Paper Association, and others, were cordially re-

ceived by the Minister. Mr. Mercier, the new Min-

ister in charge of the department, made a very favor-

able impression on the lumbermen and pulp and paper

men, as his experience formerly in the Mines Depart-

ment, and trips through the woods had put him in close

touch with conditions and the pressing need for re-

forestration. It was pointed out that in many eases

settlers secured valuable timber limits and wantonly

destroyed large quantities instead of conserving this.

Legislation, it is hoped, will be introduced defining

those lands that are suitable for a settlement, and out-

lining the rights of settlers, as well as covering some

plan of license for limit holders which will permit of

bringing into effect a far-reaching policy of tree plant-

ing for the benefit of Canadians of the second or third

generations.

In order to assist and co-operate with the Minister in

formulating and carrying out a forward looking policy

of forest administration, an advisory committee was

formed that can be called on for advice and assistance

in connection with any question relating to the forests

of Quebec. The personnel of the committee assures the

success of the idea, the members being: W. Gerard

Power of the River Quelle Lumber Co., Robert Kernan

of the St. Maurice Paper Co., and Ellwood Wilson of

the Laurentide Co. Manufacturers of lumber, pulp

and paper are represented.

A VETERAN PUMPING ENGINE.
The earliest pumping engine made for sale by James

Watt was put under steam again on September 17th

and 18th. Watt went into partnership with Matthew
Boulton at Birmingham in 1775, and the Birmingham
Canal Co. bought the engine in 1776; it was working

regularly from that date until 1892—one hundred and

twelve years of active life.

MCGILL MEN INTERESTED IN PULP AND PAPER
McGill L'nivcrsity. Montreal, is swarming with stu-

dents. Practically every department is considerably
increased in numbers and the congestion in the chem-
istry courses is so great as to cause some diftieulty in

finding accommodation for the large number who' are
interested in this branch of science. There will be
about 15 men graduating in chemical work in science
and there are 46 in the entering class in chemical engi-
neering. Most of the seniors are interested in pulp
and paper work and nuiny of them look forward to
employment in the industry at graduation next spring.

Dr. Ruttan, who is the head of this department,
states that the activities of the Technical Section in
assisting the placing of students in piUp and paper mills

during the last summer has been exceedingly helpful
and he hopes that this important work of the .section

will be continued. Dr. Ruttan thinks that too many
boys want an easy time and that this summer work
in mills is not only a fine thing for the way it connects
the university with the industry but it is very helpful

to the boys in getting them interested in actually do-
ing something. He believes that the pulp and paper
industry gives the student a greater variety of work
and greater opportunity for observing the application
of science to industry than any other work.

Dr. Ruttan has recently returned from England,
France and Belgium where he was instrumental in

helping organize an International Society of Chemists.
When asked as to the state of chemical industries in

Germany and the supply of such material from that

country, he said that he had not been able to make
any observations along that line, but that an incident

significant of the wide a\vake attitude of the Germans
is that a new edition of Beilstein is already on the

market. Beilstein is the most comprehensive en-

cyclopedia of organic chemical compounds there is

and is as iudispensible to a research chemist as his

balance. The first volume is already in print and is

being ordered faster than it can be supplied. The
new edition has been brought up to the end of 1917

which show's that the enterprise of the Germans along
scientifie lines has not been very seriously hampered.

INTRODUCING ARTICULATED ELECTRIC DRIVE.
Since mention was made in this magazine a few

weeks ago of the advent of the "Harland Patent In-

terlock" for controlling the individual unit electric

machine drive, a number of inquiries regarding it have
been made. The many firms contemplating extensions

and improvements will be interested to know^ that Mr.
Carleton Anderson has come over from England to

assist inquirers in understanding the interesting prin-

ciples of this control and its applicaton to paper ma-
chines. He reports an order for a 110 in. machine just

prior to leaving England.

Your body is a part of your capital. Don't invest

it in the Bank of Careless Habits.

BATHURST PLANS FOR PAPER MILL.
With the rumor that L. F. Houpt purchased the

Camden Paper Co.'s mill at Camden East and will

make newsprint instead of wrapping, there comes the

report from Bathurst that Mr. McLean intends to erect

a paper mill near the present pulp mill. That certainly

seems more sensible than to ship pulp to Camden East

for paper making. Taken in connection with the plans

of the company for power development it looks like a

well balanced proposition.
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Pulping Quality of American Woods
By Otto Kress, Sidney D. Weill, and Vance P. Edwards.

Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.

(Concluded from last issue.)

COTTOX GUM—Nyssa aquatica. Wt. 29 lb. Fiber
1.6 m.m.

Range—Coast region from southern Virginia to nor-

thern Florida, and through the Gulf States to Tex-

as (Xueces River) ; northward through Arkansas,

west Tennessee and Kentuekj', southern and south-

eastern Missouri to southern Illinois (lower Wa-
bash River).

Common Names—Large Tupelo (Ala., La., Tex.)

;

Tupelo Gum (Ga., Ala., Miss., La.) ; Sour Gum
Ark., Mo.); Swamp Tupelo (S.C, La.); Cotton

Gum (N.C., S.C, Fla.) ; Tupelo (N.C., S.C.) ; Wild
Olivetree (La.) ; Olivier a grandes feuilles (La.)

;

Olivertree (Miss.).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,160 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped. Poor strength—fair color.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,200 lb.

Character—Soft, but harder to bleach than aspen.

Possible Uses—Similar to aspen.

RED GUM—Liquidambar styraciflua. Wt. 27 lb. Fibre
1.6 m.m.

Range—From Connecticut (Fairfield County) to

south-eastern Missouri and Arkansas ; south to

Florida (Cape Canaveral and Tampa Bay) and
Texas (Trinity River).

Common Names—Sweet Gum (Mass., R.I., N.Y., N.J.,

Pa., Del., Va., W. Va., N.C., S.C, Ga., Ala., Fla.,

Miss., La., Tex., Ark., Ky., Mo., 111., Ind., Ohio)
;

Laquidamber (R.I., N.Y., Del., N.J., Pa., La.. Tex.,

Ohio, 111.) ; Red Gum (Va., Ala., Mi.ss., Tex., La.)
;

Gum (Va.) ; Gumtree (S.C, La.) ; Alligator-wood

(N.J.) ; Bilsted (N.J.) ; Starleaved Gum; Satin

Walnut (Lumber markets).

Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,190 lb. Difficult to bleach.

Easily pulped. Very poor strength. Dark colored.

Possible Uses—Few.
Soda Pulp

Yield 1,080 lb.

Character—A little more difficult to reduce than
aspen. Soft and hard to bleach.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

RED OAK—Quereus rubra. Wt. 35 lb. Fibre 1.5 m.m.
Range—Nova Scotia and southern New Brunswick
through Quebec and along the north shores of Lake
Huron to near Lake Namekagon; south to middle

Tennessee and Virginia, and along the Appalachian
Mountains to northern Georgia ; west to eastern

Nebraska, central Kansas.

Common Names—Red Oak (Me., Vt., N.H., Mass.,

R.I.. N.Y., N.J.. Pa., Del., Va., W. Va., N.C.. S.C,
Ga., Ark., Mo., Kv., 111., Ind., Iowa, Nebr., Kansas,

Mich., Minn., S." Dak., Out.) ; Black Oak (Vt.,

Conn., N.Y., Wis., Iowa, Nebr., S. Dak., Ont.) ;

Spanish Oak (Pa., N.C).
Sulphite Pulp
Yield 1,600 lb. Easily bleached.

Easily pulped. Very weak—poor color.

Possible Uses—Few.
Soda Pulp

Yield 1,400 lb.

Character—Very difficult to pulp and bleach.

Possible Uses—Few.

WHITE OAK—Quereus alba. Wt. 37 lb. Fibre 1.5

m.m.
Range—From southern Maine to southwestern Que-

bec and through central and southern Ontario, low-
er peninsula of Michigan and southern Minnesota
to southeastern Nebraska and eastern Kansas;
south to northern Florida and Texas (Brazos riv-

er).

Common Names—^White Oak (Me., N.H., Vt., Mass.,
R.I., Conn., N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., Va., W. Va., N.C,
S.C, Ala., Fla.. Ga., Miss., La., Tex., Ky., Mo., Ohio,

111., Ind., Kansas, Nebr., Mich., Wis., Minn., S.

Dak. (cult), Iowa, Ont.) ; Stave Oak (Ark.).

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,480 lb.

Character—Difficult to pulp and bleach.

Possible Uses—Few.

SYCAMORE—Platanus occidentalis. Wt. 29 lb. Fibre
1.7 m.m.

Range—Southeastern New Hampshire and southern
Maine to northern Vermont and Lake Ontario (Don
River, near north shores of the lake) ; west to east-

ern Nebraska and Kansas, and south to northern
Florida, central Alabama and Mississippi, and
Texas (Brazos river and thence south to Devils

river).

Common Names—Svcamore (Vt., N.H., Mass., Conn.,

R.I., N.Y., N.J., Pa., Del., Va., W. Va., N.C, S.C,
Ga., Fla., Ala., Miss., La., Tex., Ky., Ark., Mo.,

111., Ind., Iowa, Kansas, Nebr., Mich., Wis., Ohio,

Ont.); Buttonwood (Vt., N.H., R.I., Mass., N.Y.,

N.J., Pa., Del., S.C, Ala., Miss., La., Tex., Ark.,

Mo., 111., Nebr., Mich., Minn., Ohio, Ont.) ; But-
tonball-tree (Mass., R.I., Conn. N.Y., N.J., Pa..

Del., Miss., La., Mo., 111., Iowa, Mich., Nebr., Ohio) :

Buttonball (R.I., N.Y., Pa., Fla) ; Planetree (R.I.,

Del., S.C, Kans., Nebr., Iowa) ; Water Beech
(Del.) ; Platane (La.) ; Cotonier (La.) ; Bois puant
(La.) Oo-da-to-cha-wun-nes^" Big stockings" (In-

dians, N.Y.).

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,300 lb.

Character—Soft, easily bleached.

Possible Uses—Similar to aspen.

BLACK WILLOW—Salix nigra. Wt. 21 lb. Fibre
0.8 m.m.

Range—New Brunswick to southern Plorida and
west to eastern Dakota, Nebraska. Kansas, Okla-

homa, southern Arizona, and south into ^lexieo.

(In California Sacramento River to Arizona.)

Common Names—Black Willow (N.H., Vt., R.I., N.
Y., Pa., Del., S.C, Fla., Ala., Miss., La., Tex., Ariz.,

Cal., N. Mex., Utah, 111., Wis., Mich., Minn., Nebr..

Kan., Ohio, Ont., N. Dak.).,- Swamp Willow (N.C,
S.C); Willow (N.Y., Pa.. N.C, S.C, Miss., Tex.,

• Cal., Kv., Mo., Nebr.).
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Sulphiie Pulp*
Yield 1.150 lb. Easily bloai'liod.

Ea.sily pulped. Very weak—exeellent color.

Possible I'ses—Same as aspen.

Sodn Pulp
Yield 950 lb.

Character—Soft and easily bleached.

Possible I'ses—Similar to aspen.

BEECH—Fagus atropunicea. Wt. 36 lb. Fibre 1.2

m.m.
Range—Nova Scotia to Lake Huron (north .shores)

and northern Wisconsin; south to western Florida

and west to southeastern Missouri and Texas (.Trin-

ity River).

Common Names—Beech (Me., N.H.. Vt., Mass., R.I.,

Conn.. N.Y.. N.J., Pa., Del., Va., W. Va., N.C., S.C,

Ga., Ala., Fla., Miss.. La.. Tex., Ark., Ky., Mo.,

Ohio. HI.. Ind., Mich.. Nebr., Minn., Ont.) : Red
Beech (Mo., Vt., Ky., Ohio); Wliite Beech (Me.,

Ohio, Mich.) ; Ridge' Beech (Ark.).

f<o(la Pulp
Yield 1,530 lb.

Character—Slightly more difficult to reduce than

aspen—soft, easily bleached.

Possible I'ses—Same as aspen.

Ki:i) A1,1)ER—Alnus Oregona. Wt. 28 lbs. Fibre 1.2

m.m.
Range—From Sitka (through islands and coast rang-

es of British Columbia, western Washington, and
Oregon) to California (coast ranges to Santa Inez

Mountains, near Santa Barbara).
Common Names—Alder (Cal.. Oreg.) ; Red Alder

(Cal., Oreg.) ; Western or Red Alder.

Soda Pulp
Yield 1.160 lbs. Soft, a little harder to bleach

than aspen.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

SHORTLEAFPINE—Pinus echiuata. Wt. 31 lb.

Fibre 3.7 m.m.
Range—From New York (Staten Island) to Florida

Chattahoochee region) and west to southern ^lis-

souri, eastern Oklahoma, and northeastern Texas.

Common Names—Yellow Pine (N.Y., N.J.. Pa., Del.,

Va., N.C., Ala., Miss.. La., Ark.. Mo., 111., Ind..

Kans. (scarce), Ohio, (Eng. lit.) : Shortleaved pine
N.C., S.C, Ga., Ala., Mis.s., Fla., La., Tex., Ark.);
Spruce Pine (Del., Miss.. Ark.) : Bull Pine (Va.)

;

Shortshat Pine (Del.): Pitch Pine (Mo.); Poor
Pine (Fla.); Shortleaved Yellow Piue; Rosemary
Pine (N.C.) ; Virginia Yellow Pine (Va. in part)

;

North Carolina Pine (N.C. and Va. in part) ; Car-
olina Pine (N.C. and Va., in part) ; Slash Pine
(N.C, Va., in part); Oldfield Pine (Ala., Miss.).

Sulphate Pulp
Yield 1.450 lb. Strong, but coarse fibre.

Possible I'ses—Similar to white spruce.

TULIP TREE—Liriodendron tulipifera. Wt. 26 lb.

Fibre l.S m.m.
Range—From Rhode Island to southwe.stern Ver-
mont and west to Lake Michigan (through south-
ern Michigan as far north as Grand River) ; south
to Florida, southern Alabama, and Mississippi, west
of Mississippi River in southeastern Missouri and
adjacent Arkansas.

Common Nanus—Tulip Tree (Vt., Mass., R.I., Conn.,

N.Y., N.Y.. Del., Pa., Va., W. Va.. D.C, N.C,
S n Hn A.-t- K,- niiJrv l.^A Til (^.>t ^ . WViUo.

Kv., Ohio, Ind., Mo.); Tulip Poplar (N.J., Del.,

Pa., S.C, 111.); West Virginia Poplar (Pa., Del.,

Md., W. Va.) ; Poplar (R.I., Del.. N.C. S.C, Fla.,

Ohio) ; White Poplar (Pa.. Kv.. Ind.) ; Blue Poplar
(Del., W. Va.i ; Hickory (Va.. W. Va.. N.C) ; Pop-
ple (R.I.) ; Cucumber tree (N.Y.) ; Canoe wood
(Tenn.); Old WitVs Shirt-tree (.Tenii.) : Ko-yen-
ta-ka-ah-ta= White-tree (Onandaga Indian, N.

Y.) ; Basswood (Ohio).

Soda Pulp
Yield 1,150 lb. Soft and easily bleached.

Possible Uses—Same as aspen.

(Finis.)

* Recau.se of lack of wood, an insufficient number of
cooks on this material were made. The yields appear
abnormally high.

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.

Freight Car Situation.

The Canadian Railway War Board is authority for

the statement that there is at the present time, par-
ticularly in Eastern Canada, a very severe shortage of

box ears, M-hich they state is almost entirely at-

tributable to the continued failure of United States
roads to return to their owners cars belonging to the

Canadian railways which are on their lines.

At the present time there are 44,000 Canadian owned
box cars on United States roads, as compared with
20,650 box cars belonging to the United States Railroad
Administration in Canada : an adverse balance, from
the Canadian standpoint, of 23.350 cars.

The car situation in the East will continue to be
serious until the grain crop is moved.
The Canadian Railways state that repeated promises

have been received from the United States Railroad

authorities to hurry th^ return to the Canadian lines

of box cars belonging to them, and the last few days
show that some improvement has been made. It is

to be hoped that this improvement continues: but even
if it does, the box car supply in Eastern Canada for the

next few months will be anything but plentiful and
Canadian railways will no doubt continue tlieir ))olicy

of refusing to allow their own ears to be loaded to

points in the United States, which will mean that pulp

and paper shippers will have to depend upon foreign

cars to move their products to U.S. points.

Ajiother condition pointed out bj- the Canadian
Railway War Board is that there is bound to be a con-

siderable number of coal cars belonging to United
States roads in Canada, continually. There is a short-

age of coal ears in the United States, and the U.S.

Railroad Administration is clamoring for the prompt
return of this class of equipment sent to Canada with
loads. Failure of Canadian lines to return this equip-

ment promptly hurts their chances of getting box cars

back from the U.S. roads.

There is no doubt the raihvays appreciate the ef-

forts which have been made during the last few years
by the shipping public generally to load ears to ca-

pacity, but with the foregoing conditions existing it

will be apparent that shippers and consignees will be

servin? their own interests by releasing: with the least

possible delay cars received by them loaded with coal

or other freight, and also by loading their outward
cars to capacity.
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Textbook on Pulp and Paper Manufacture
Progress continues to be made in the preparation of

the textbook, as the following outlines show

:

OUTLINE OF SECTION ON TREATMENT OF PULP.
By J. 0. MASOX, Grand Mere, Que.

Readers are requested to make any suggestions or
criticisms that will be helpful to the author.

A.—Introduction.
I.—Subject covered in section, II.—Scope of sub.ject,

III.—Description of pulp as it leaves digester or grinder
pit.

B.—Processes.
I.—Storage

:

(a) Reasons.
(b) Process and ideal apparatus.— 1. Con-

sistency of stock.

(c) Actual apparatus.— 1. Capacity of con-

tainer. 2. Material of container.

II.—Coarse Screening:

Separately for G. W., Sulphite, Sul-

phate, Soda.

(a) Reasons.

(b) Process and ideal apparatus.— 1. Con-
sistency.

(c) Actual apparatus.

III.—Riffling

:

(a) Reasons.

(b) Process and ideal apparatus.—I. Con-

sistency.

(c) Actual apjiaratus.

V.—Pine screening

:

(a) Process and ideal apparatus.—1. De-

scription of pulp after coarse screen-

ing. 2. Purpose of fine screening. 3.

Qualities secured. 4. Ideal individual

screen.

(a) General details. I. Container.

II. Screening element. III. Agi-

tating element.

(b) E.ssentials to be considered.

—

I. Cleanliness of output. II. Cost

of operation and upkeep. III.

Power per ton screened. TV. Ca-

pacity and efficiency of unit. V.

Space required. VI. Consistency.

(c) General difficulties and rem-

edies.—I. Broken screening ele-

ment. II. Cleaning screening ele-

ments while running.

(b) Apparatus:
1. Flat or suction screens, (a) Prin-

ciple, (b) Description, (c) Particu-

lar points on operation.

2. Centrifugal screens, (a) Principle.

(b) Vertical shaft type, (c) Hor-

izontal shaft type.

3. Rotary Screens. (a) Principle of

outward flow.

(c) Ideal screening system :

1. Arrangement of individual units to

(a) take advantage of gravity

flow, (b) use minimum of piping

and pumping.

2. Linking of individual units into

proper combination, (a) Flat, (b)

Centrifugal.

V.—Slushing

:

1. Reasons for.

2. Process and ideal apparatus.
3. Actual process, (a) Consistency to and

from deckers, (b) Utilization of water.
(c) Regulation of consistency.

4. Actual apparatus, (a) Feltless or pneu-
matic machines, (b) Couch roll

type, (c) Thickener type, (d)
Heavy consistency decker, (e)

Special deckers, (f) Consistency
regulators.

VI.—Lapping machines

:

(a) Reasons for.

(b) Process and ideal apparatvis.

(c) Actual apparatus.
1. Ordinary wet machine, (a) Single

cylinder, (b) Double cylinder.
2. Hydraulic pressure press roll.

3. Thin sheet machine.
4. Continuous doctoring.

VII.—Hydraulic presses :

(a) Reasons.
(b) Process and ideal apparatus.

(c) Actual apparatus. (1) Press. (2)

Pumps. (3) Desirability of pure water.

(4) Accumulators. (5) Baling press.

VIII.—Savealls:
(a) Reasons for.

(b) Process and ideal apparatus.

(c) Actual apparatus:

(1) Wire screen type, (a) "Pneu-
matic." (b) "North."

(2) Felt type.

(3) Settling tanks.

XI. -General apparatus:

(a) Pumps.
(b) Conveyors.

(c) Suction pumps.
(d) Valves and piping.

(e) Filters.

OUTLINE OF THE SECTION ON MANUFACTURE
OF SULPHATE PULP.

The following is but a bare skeleton of a rather large

subject. It may, however, suggest to readei's some

item the author may not think to include. If any one

has a suggestion, or reminder, or a bit of information

please advise the editor at once.

Preparing the wood.
The chip])er and the crusher.

Sorting the chips.

The Liquor Room

:

The caustisizing tanks.

The lime and the green liquor.

General practise in the liquor room.

Employment of filter arrangements.

The lime mud.
Anal.vsis.

The Digester Room

:

Brief theory of the cooking process.
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Equipineiit and jroiioral iiitroduftiou.

Various types of difresters and cooking systems.

Factors of importanee for the quality of the product

and the yield of the digester.

Digester room practice.

Hy-]iroduets.

Tlie Diffuser Koom

:

Tlie open vat anil the diffuser.

Arrangements of il iffuser room.

Curves showing results of washing witii different ar-

rangenuMits.

Washing and dumping the diffuser.

Black liquor analysis.

The Evaporators:
Direct evaporators.

Indirect evaporators.

The operation of each tj'pe.

The Furnace Koom

:

General.

The rotary furnace.

The smelter.

The dissolving tanks.

Black liquor and hlackash.

Salt cake.

Draft and air for the furnace.

The product of the furnace and its analysis.

Losses in the furnace.

QUESTIONAIRE FOR PAPER MACHINE MEN.
Information on the following topics is desired by. the

author of the section on Paper ^Machines for the text

book that is being prepared by the Pulp and Paper

Industry. A cordial response will be greatly appre-

ciated by the Joint Committee on Vocational Educa-

tion.

1. What kind of a couch roll jacket do you prefer

for the following: news, fine writing, bond, tissue

papers?
2. What qualities must a felt possess to enable it to

pick up wet paper from another felt: i.e., how must

it differ from the other felt ?

3. Please specify and describe the weight, kind and

quality of felts you would order for the 1st, 2nd and

3rd presses for news, wrapping, fine writing, bond,

tissue, cigarette papers.

4. Please specify and describe the weight, kind and

quality of dryer felts required for the same grades of

paper.

5. Which do you prefer, an upright or a revolving

reel for papers you have made, and why?
6. What direction with respect to the mould's revo-

lutions would you recommend for the stuff in a cylinder

vat, when stuff is free or slow, and Avhy?

7. What qualities should a good machine tender

possess? Detail his duties.

8. What qualities should a good back tender possess?

Detail his duties. Same for third hand.

9. How do you guard against plugging a set of

presses?

10. How do you guard against plugging a calender

stack?
11. Describe the quickest ways to get started when

the paper gets wound up in the dryers.

12. How do you give warning when starting up so as

to avoid accidents?

13. Desribe proper methods of handling ends

through presses, drj'ers and stacks and especially at

high speed.

14. What precautions should be taken to care for

rolls and clothing when running; when shut down?

15. Give methods of detecting spots, holes and lumps
on clothing without removing them. Can these be
remedied without shutting down, thus saving wash
ups?

16. Give instructions for washing up.
17. Describe the kind of watchfulness that will keep

the felts and wire running straight, avoiding wrinkles,
etc.

18. Give methods of avoiding ridges in wire. Give
ways of correcting them and of remedying cracks in

the edge.

19. Describe proper nu'thods of putting on felts and
wires, also care of these in stock.

20. Describe ways of telling whether rolls are press-

ing properly, giving adjustments to correct improper
pressing.

21. Give use of doctors, care of same, and precau-

tions against scoring rolls.

22. Describe felt suction boxes and blow i-olls, their

use and abuse.

23. Discuss crowning of rolls. Discuss ways of tell-

ing whether rolls are properly crowned or whether the

fault lies in poor alignment.
24. Describe wa.ys of keeping going des])ite certain

breakdowns without impairing quality of product.
25. Give specifieations of good paper machine room,

roof, ventilation, avoidance of drip, floors, etc.

Note: In order to avoid duplication of effort, per-

sons who are able and willing to assist the committee
by giving any of the information asked in the ques-

tionaire are requested to advise the editor as to what
topics they are prepared to write about

BIG CUT OF ABITIBI LUMBER.
Quebec, October 21.—The total cut of wood expected

during the coming lumlicring season in the Abitibi

region will reach seventy million feet of cut and pre-

pared lumber. This is unprecedented in bulk totals.

There are at present in the Abitibi region, fifty-five

saw mills in operation and they work almost the whole
year round. The coming season's cut is uiuler way
with excellent pro.spects.

NEW PUBLICATIONS FOR THE PAPER TRADE.
The Paper Industry.

A number of interesting pieces of literature have
been received by the Pulp and Paper ilagazine that

we wish to acknowledge. In the first place is the

"Paper Industry." which is published in 'Chicago

and is the organ of the newly formed Paper Mill Super-

inteiideuts Association. It is recognized nowadaj^s

that an organization does not get very far without

an official organ and if the Paper Industry does no
more than promote the organization it stands for its

existence will have been fully justified. It is a monthly
publication well worth being received and carefully

read by anj-one connected with the industry. Peter H.

Mas.sey is the editor and Edward B. Fritz, publisher.

A Fiimish Paper Journal.

Another paper journal that is new to us, and we may
also add strange, is Fiiisk Pappers-Och Travarutid-

skrifts. This is a ease where we can see our "Finnish"
but not understand it. We expect, however, to find

among Scandinavian friends someone who will be able

and willing to review the articles that appear in this

journal so as to give our readers the benefit of in-

formation of interest to the Canadian industry, either

in the form of translations or abstracts such as ap-

pear on our Technical Section page.
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K-12. Graded temperature for paper machine dryers.

(Perfeetiouuemeiits aux maehiiie.s a papiers.i Fr.

patent Xo. 492,269. Edward Partinorton, England. La
Papeterie, 41, 279, (Aug. 25, 1919). The first dryers
are heated rather strongly so that the temperature of

the paper is about 93 deg. C. The following dryers
are less strongly heated, either all at the same tem-
perature or with a gradual decrease in temperat\ire to

avoid overdryiug.—A.P.-C.

K-4. Notes on the cooking of rags. (Xotes sur le

lessivage des chiffons.) C. Xegri. via Industria della

Carta. La Papeterie, 41, 289-90, (Aug. 25, 1919). Cf.

P. & P.M., 17, 573-4, (1919).—A.P.-C.

L-7. Processes for making paper textiles and yarns.
E. 0. Ka.s.ser. Papierfab., 16, 621, 645, (1918); Chem.
Zentr., 90, p. 114, (1919). Through J. See. Chem. Ind.,

38, p. 281A, (1919). The softness of the yarn stands
in relationship to its roundness, smoothness, and mois-
ture content. The yam leaves the spinning discs with
a moisture content of 39 per cent, and the spinning
machine at 20-25 per cent. In the weaving sheds it is

worked with not more than 15 per cent of moisture.
Jloistening on the slitting machine, or by dipping the
rolls, or in special chambers lias not answered so well

as damping on the spinning machine. In selecting a
chemical softening agent, preference is given to those
which do not decrease the tensile strength and which
prevent the development of moulds. ^lixtures of

glycerin with a little carbolic acid are used ; glycerin

residues are also suitable. Alum is employed, but
owing to its acid reaction it is not quite free from ob-

jections. For testing softened yarns a number of in-

struments have been devised, but their indications

would not appear to be so accurate as the determina-
tion of tensile stretch. A comparison of the elonga-

tion values affords a measure of the softness of the

paper yarn. Strips cut from the machine direction of

the paper have a smaller elongation than those cut

from across the web ; the mean of the two values is

therefore taken. For softening paper textiles, soaps

are employed or, alternatively, the textiles are boiled

for a long time in a weak solution of sodium carbonate,

sometimes with the addition of sodium sulphide. For
the preparation of soft, water-resistant fabrics, mix-

tures of casein-lime with soap and aluminum acetate

are emploj-ed, also mixtures of sodium carbonate,

sometimes with the addition of sodium sulphide. For
the preparation of soft, water-resistant fabrics, mix-

tures of casein-lime with soap and aluminium acetate

are employed, also mixtures of sodium carbonate,

lithopone, and calcined lime with alum, and mixtures

of hydrogen peroxide, ammonia, soap, lime, tale, and
aluminium acetate. A waterproofing composition is

made from a solution of parchment waste in cupram-

monium. The fabric impregnated with this solution is

freed from copper by steeping in a solution of ammon-
ium sulphate and aluminium acetate.—A.P.-C.

L-7. Cellulon and artificial silk t3xtiles. A Kramer.
Monatschr. Textilind., 33, p. 81, (1918). Chem. Zentr.,
90. p. 118, (1919), through J. Coc. Chem. Ind., 38, p.
281A, (1919). Cellulon yarn, on account of its high
strength, serves as a substitute for hemp in the manu-

[wines -A p"l'''"''
''''^'"''' """^'''- ^'''''^-^'^^^^- and

L-0. Machine for gumming envelopes. (Machine
pour gommer les envelopes et vernir tous autres genres
de papiers en feuilles.) Fr. patent No. 492 488 Phil
ippe Ferlay. La Papeterie, 41, 276, (Aug.' 25, 1919).

R-0 Effect of War upon papermaMng in Sweden.
Consul General Albert Halstead, Stockholm in US
Commerce Reports. Weekly Bull., Dept of Trade &
Commerce, 21, p. 198, Jul. 28, 1919. The war had a
very serious effect upon the papermaking industry of
Sweden through causing a great scarcity of the chem-
icals Ui5ed in the manufacturing processes. These be-
came almost unobtainable, while the prices advanced
without reason

; this was particulariv true of sulphur
Xo information is available as to what substitutes were
used. Though the war contributed very largely to the
advancement of prices, especially in 1916. Ft was not
the only factor, for the paper mills formed a com-
bination which bound the members to the strictest
accountability and provided for a very high fine when
any manufacturer sold below the fixed rates. This
naturally led to a further increase, and prices are now
several times those prior to the war. The cost of labor
has gone up very materially, while the supply is les-
sened. The paper mills, and the banks which hold
large quantities of their notes, declare that the pre-
vailing prices are justified by the cost of production.
For a period this condition checked trade, but recently
England has been buying, and it is understood that
there have been inquiries from France, which have im-
proved the situation a little, but some of the banks
are showing signs of nervousness because of the com-
parative slowness of the sales. It is impossible, how-
ever, to state definitely the effect of the war on the
paper industry, ilany mills made a great deal of
monej', but their export trade was greatly disorgan-
ized because of high prices and the scarcity of ship-
ping facilities.—A.P.-C.

TRADE SCHOOLS AT LA TUQUE AND HULL.
The provincial (Government has authorized the Coun-

cil of Arts and Manufactures to establish a drawing
and trade school in La Tuque. The provincial secre-
tarj^, Hon. L. A. David, had an interview with the
president, Mr. Thomas Gauthier, and the secretary,
Mr. J. P. L. Berube, yesterday regarding this ques-
tion and Mr. Berube was instructed to proceed to La
Tuque and make proper arrangements with the city
council, in order to open the school in Xovember.
The expenditure of $50,000 for a Technical School at

Hull has also been authorized. The city fathers have
voted to help on the good work by paying $10,000 a.
year for .support and maintenance.

The new U.S. rules for packing express packages
apply also to parcels originating in Canada, says the
American Railway Express Co. It is necessary after
Dec. 10 to use wood or fibre board for packages over
25 pounds in weight.
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
Tlio daily iiewsimixMs of New Ycnk I'it \ .

aft-ordiiig

to an estimation received recently made of the news-

print nsed by the leading newspapers in the United

States, are shown to be the largest actual consumers

of newsprint although Chicago takes first place in the

matter of the average number of pages issued daily.

Chicago's dailies average 24 pages a day as against

New York's 21. This plainly shows that instead of

there having been a decrease in the use of news()rint

there has been quite an increase, and because of this

fact no alleviation of the restricted newsprint situation

apoears to be in sight.

The Seaman Paper Company, 208 South La Salle

street. Chicago, sole agent for more than a dozen big

paper mills, faces some difficulty in keeping its output

somewhere dose to the large demand^for paper being

made just now. A four day .strike recently at the

Bryant Paper Mill, Kalamazoo. Mich., one of the mills

supplying paper to the Seaman people, hit the latter

hard. As the output of this mill is 300 tons of paper

daily, the loss of four days re-aeted seriously on the

Seaman Company.

Failure of the lower house of Congress to pass vari-

ous tariff bills and the dye licensing bill has caused

Senator Reed Smoot of Utah to introduce in the Senate

a sweeping measure to prevent the dumping on Ameri-

can markets of products which Germany hopes to use

as the entering wedge in her campaign to regain the

monopoly which she enjoyed before the war. The

greatest of the.se commodities is dye-stuffs. Inves-

tigations by the alien property custodian have revealed

the extent of the former German control of this market,

the methods by which she stifled American competition,

and her elaborate preparations for seizing once more

this advantage as soon as the treaty of peace is ratified.

Millions of pounds of dyes and other chemicals, pro-

duced during the war as a by-product of the munition

factories at little or no expense, are lying in Germany
ready for instant shipment, if such shipment is pos-

sible. Thi?; flood of German goods would come into the

United States markets at any price low enough to kill

off American manufacture. Because there appears

to be no hope of passing at this session of Congress

pending bills designed to prevent this dumping pro-

ce.ss, the Smoot bill is being introduced in the Senate

as a "stop-gap"' measure until such time as Congress

can devise a thorough and comprehensive plan to pro-

tect the American manufacturer. The provisions of the

Senate dye bill overcome the objection raised by
many Congressmen that in providing for a licensing

sj'stem and another governmental bureau a vicious prin-

ciple would be introduced into legislation.

During the last month the British American Chemi-
cal Company, which began last .spring to operate soon
after its organization a big plant at Ridgefield Park,
N. J., has opened up markets in many of the South
American countries and also in Japan. The market
for the company's products is becoming world wide,
and installations tending toward their greater pro-
duction are nc^ being made to meet the increased de-
maud from all : )urces. In virtually everv instance these

foreign shipments are taking the place of the Germau
products.

Martin L. Griffin, chief chemist for the Oxford Pajier

Co., Rumford, Me. has resigned to take a position in

Taunton, Ma.ss. with a firm making cellulose fibre tex-

tiles. Mr. Griffin has been an enthusiastic member of

the Technical Association of the Pulp and Pajjcr In-

dustry and chairman of the committee on Soda Pulp.

He is one of the "old reliables" when there is im-

portant work to be done. Many readers of the Pulp
and Paper Magazine know Mr. Griffin through his in-

teresting articles. The good wishes of his many friends

go with him in his new work.
Twenty seven men left the emi)loy of the B. I). Ris-

ing Paper Co., Housatonic, Mass., to serve in the war.
Twenty six are back at M'ork in the mill. The other
lies in France.

^Ir. James W. Sewall of Old Town, Maine, reports

that there seems to be considerable increased activity

in timberland circles in the northwest. His business

of estimating and valueing timber reflects such activity

to a marked degree and forms a fairly good barometer
of conditions. His office is engaged in surveying, and
ing spirally around its surface. This effect is caused by
acres of land scattered from New York through Xew
England to the very noi'thern end of New Brunswick.
Ordinarily at this time of year timber cruising work
becomes quiet. This seems to auger well for business

conditions in general.

ENGLISH CHINA CLAY.
English China Clays, Ltd., are going the right way

to extend the popularity of the important article of

manufacture which they produce. They have just

issued a neat little folder which tells "The Story of a

Lump of China Clay" in brief but fascinating style.

Letterpress and a set of neat illustrations present what
is nothing less than a romance, while the innumerable
directions in which china clay is used will be a revel-

ation even to thase who know its excellent qualities

as a raw material in papermaking.

At the National Exposition of Chemical Industries.

Chicago, the booth of the Pulp and Paper ^Magazine of

Canada attracted quite a lot of attention through the

unique electrical display of animated lights installed

in the various pillars of the railing, and for which we
were indebted to the Commercial Utilities Mfg. Com-
pany of that city. The Spiralite lamp, which is il-

lustrated herewith, is used as an advertising device for
window display and other places. It is extremely
original and consists essentially of a large illuminated
white slass globe having bands of brilliant color rotat-

ing spirally around its surface. This effect is caused by
rotation of a basket of narrow strips of celluloid about
the lamp. The turning is due to a slight current of

air that is kept running by the heat of the lamp.
There has already been created a big demand for this

device in Canada, and a Canadian branch has been
established by Kent & Lajoie, 814 New Birks Bid.,

Montreal.
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The Kitchener Envelope and Stationery Co. is a new
firm which has begun the manufacture of envelopes
and allied lines in Kitchener. Ont.

W. E. Coutts, greeting card publisher, has removed
to 145 Adelaide street west, Toronto, where he has
commodious quarters.

The work on the third story of the finishing room of

the Interlake Tissue Mills, Merritton, Ont., has been
completed. An extension, 125 x 100 feet, which is now
being built to the beater end of the plant, is well under
way and will be finished by the end of next month.
The addition is of brick, steel and reinforced concrete.

W. J. Trimble, of Toronto, is the contractor.

W. R. Fredericks, representing the Diamond State

Fibre Co., Bridgeport, Pa., who manufactures glassine,

greaseproof and vegetable parchment paper as well as

filler, press and fibre board, was in Toronto during the

past week on business. It is understood that the com-
pany will soon establish a branch in Toronto where
they will carry stock. For some years they have done
a large business in the Dominion.

There is no jo.v for the small boy in Toronto, Mont-
real and other cities at the present time as the ten cent

paper covered novel is now a thing of the past. For
twenty years or more the showy paper volume that

sold at a dime, has been a time honored article with all

stationers and newsdealers. Publishers have an-

nounced that, owing to the upward trend in the cost

of material and labor, it has been necessary to eliminate

the historic institution and now all such books will

cost the purchaser fifteen cents a copy.

Major J. R. Bell, of Business Systems, Limited,

Toronto, and T. J. Allen, Vice President of Paper
Sales, Limited. Toronto, have returned from an ex-

tended motor tri]) through New York State, the Berk-
shire hills, Massachusetts and the Mohawk trail to

Boston. En route they paid a visit to many of the

leading paper mills in Holyoke and surrounding cities.

Captain D. B. Taylor of Woodstock, Ont., who for

several j^ears was advertising manager of Rod and Gun
in Canada, returned recently from service overseas

and has been appointed assistant manager of the Can-
adian Press Association. Toronto, Captain Taylor, who
is a brother of W. J. Taylor, managing director of the

Woodstock Sentinel-Review, has already entered upon
his new duties. He went over to England in the fall

of 1916 as paymaster of the 168th Oxford battalion

and was later with an Artillery unit in France and be-

fore returning home was paymaster at the hospital ad-

joining Bramshott camp in England.

It is understood that the sale of a controlling in-

terest in the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. to the Howard
Smith Paper Mills, Montreal, will not cause any change

in the staff of the former company except that the

President, R. S. Waldie, will retire and devote his

whole time to the lumber and other interests with

which he is connected. The Toronto Paper Mfg. Co.

has four machines and jiroduces about thirty tons of

paper a day and will continue to specialize on many
lines. There is also a sulphite department cpnnected

with the plant equipped with three digesters, which
turn out from ten to twelve tons a day, or about half
the requirements of the paper mill in this line. The
pulp is bleached.

While towing a raft of six thousand cords of pulp
wood to Ashland, the steam tug Traveller of the Russell
Timber Company's fleet, of Port Arthur, spi-ang a leak
off Otter Island and was compelled to cut the raft
loose and proceed into Ashland, Wis. The raft was
picked up later and was found to be intact.

John Hewitt died recently in Grimbsy, Ont. For
many years he was engaged in the map manufacturing
business in Toronto and purchased an interest in the
Miehle Printing Press Co., which he later disposed of.

In Grimsby, he was a leading figure in the business and
financial life of the village.

A charter has been granted to the Red River Papei
Mills with headquarters in Winnipeg, and a capital

stock of $150,000. The organization of the company is

expected to be completed soon.

Gilbert Rooker, who has been assistant manager of

the ('anadian Press Association, Toronto, has con-
cluded his services with that organization and left re-

cently for Fort William, Ont.

It is understood that L. F. Houpt of Buffalo, N.Y.,

and others associated with him, have purchased the
Camden Paper Mills of Camden East, Ont., and that
it is the intention of the new interests to convert the

product of the plant into newsprint in the near future.

For some time the mills have been turning out kraft

and wrapping paper.

E. A. Crippen, paper mills representative, Toronto,

was in Quebec this week being subpoenaed as a witness

in the suit of the Continental Bag and Paper Co. vs.

Price Bros, and Co. for alleged breach of contract in

the delivery of bag paper.

A charter has been granted to the Valley Lumber
Co., Winnipeg, with a /capital stock of $200,000 and,

among the powers conferred on the organization, is to

manufacture, sell and deal in pulpwood and the manu-
facture of pulp. Among the provisional directors are

John S. Hough, George M. Gelley, Harry H. Dunwoody
and David Wilson.

George Carruthers, President of the Interlake Tissue

ilills, Toronto, was in Montreal and Quebec this week
on a business trip.

The ratepayers of Peterboro will vote this week upon
a bylaw to purchase a site and bixilding at a cost of

fifty-seven thousand dollars, which will be leased for a

term of years to the Nashua Gummed and Coated
Paper Co. of Nashua, N.H. The building which will be

occupied by the new industry, is the former Cordage
Works in the south end of Peterborough, which during

the war was used by Stickney Motors. It is announced
that the Nashua company in their new Canadian plant

will devote special attention to the wax paper end.

They make a machine for the wrapping of bread, which
seals sixty loaves a minute. In addition to their regu-

lar paper products the company started in this line of

business when various cities in the United States and
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Canada compelled bakers to wrap their loaves and
considerable quantities of wax papers wei'e sold for

the purpose. In order to make the sealing of bread

more popular the company invented a wrapping: ma-
chine, which they are now selling: in Canada in large

numbers through a subsidiary concern. One reason

why the company desire to locate a branch in Canada

is to supply paper for their machines without the

handicap of a forty-two per cent duty. Another reason

is that they can purchase all materials in the Dominion.

The company does a large business in photo pai)ers.

These will not likely be manufactured in Peterborough

at first but this branch may be developed later on.

The Nashua Co. also intends to go after the export

paper line and they wish the benefit of the British pre-

ferential tariff. The company will at the outset em-

ploy thirty hands in their new Canadian plant.

The Abitibi Power and Paper Co. of Iroquois Falls,

Ont., have organized a forestry department and have

selected a site for a nursery east of Twin Falls, where

ten acres of land have been cleared and made ready for

actual operations next spring. It is proposed to clear

and prepare a similar ten acres until a maximum of

fifty is reached and thus will be developed the source

of supply for the new Reforestration branch.

As stated recently a federal charter has been granted

to Lumber and Pulpwood of British Columbia. Limited,

with a capital stock of $1,000,000. and headquarters at

120 Bay St., Toronto. The officers of the company are

:

President, Joseph Oliver, Toronto; vice president, E. V.

Tillson, Tillsonburg; see.-treasnrer, John "W. Gordon,

120 Bay St., Toronto; directors, James A. Thomson,

Hamilton, and George C. Goodfellow, Montreal. The

company has been incorporated for the purpose of

manufacturing lumber and cntting pulpwood from the

valuable timber limits secnred in 1908. The limits are

situated on the watershed of Ahbau Lake and Willow

River, Caribou District, B.C., and consist of forty-

nine square miles of standing timber. It is estimated

that the holdings will produce over 500,000,000 feet,

board measure, of good general-purpose lumber and

250,000 cords of the finest pulpwood. About 80 per

cent of the timber is white sprtiee, 10 per cent red

pine, 10 per cent white or balsam fir, with a small stand

of red fir. The company proposes to erect a complete

saw-mill plant with a capacity of 100,000 feet in ten

hours, and to install the most up-to-date machinery.

In regard to pulpwood, it is stated that this industrj'

is merely in its infancy in the Pacific Coast province,

and it ispointed out that 1 cord of B.C. spruce will pro-

duce 2.305 lbs. of ground pulp wood. The company adds

that should it be considered desirable when conditions

warrant, the organization will be recapitalized or a sub-

sidiary company formed to manufacture both pulp and

paper, and if such a mill were erected, all edgings,

slabs and other mill waste could be utilized.

Bathurst to Build a Dam.

Plans have been prepared for a hydro-electric power

development at Grand Falls, on the Nepisiguit River,

for supplying power to the Bathurst Lumber Co.,

Bathurst, X.B., in connection vdth their lumber mills

and pulp plant. The current will be transmitted over

a transmission line, with steel poles, to Bathurst, a

distance of 19 miles. Two units will be installed, pro-

vision being made for a third. Each unit will be 4,500

h.p. The turbines will be of the vertical umbrella

tvpe, direct connected to generators and will work

under a head of 100 feet. The dam and power house—

the former 450 feet long—will be constructed of con-

structed of concrete. Mr. William Kennedy, Jr., of
Montreal, is the hydraulic engineer and Dr. L, A.
Ilurdtt, Montreal, the electrical engineer.
The London, Ont., Week-End Mirror, which is an in-

deiiendent. illustrated weekly publication, has made
its appearance'. The proju-ietor is Wallace J. Laut,
formerly managing editor of the London Advertiser.

HODGE SHERRIFF PAPER CO., LONDON,
ENGLAND.

Captain Hugh Dohcrty, O.H.E., who has recently.

been demoblized after serving in France and Belgium
for four and a half years, has joined Hodge-Sherriff
Paper Company at their London office. Captain Doh-
erty has had a very varied ex])erience in all branches
of the paper trade, originally with the old established

firms of Sapalding e*c Hodge," Ltd., and R. T. Tanner &
Co., Ltd., London, England, and afterwards with the

Parsons Trading Co., New York, where he gained a
valuable insight into the export trade. Captain Doh-
crty "s experience should prove a valuable asset to

Hodge-Sherriff Paper Company.

Howard Smith Paper Mills, Ltd., are putting out a

new line of paper, " Velour Art," for book and folder

work. It is a soft, smooth pajier with an "English"
finish and permits very attractive printing with duo
tone and one color halftone work, besides giving a

clear, bright impression of type.

PAPER MAKERS AND PUBLISHERS AGREE.

An important c(uiference was held in -Montreal

Tuesday afternoon between committees rejiresenting

Canadian newspaper publishers and manufacturers of

newsprint. There has been a growing tendency for

the two parties in the dispute over paper prices to get

together and arrive at an understanding. It is probable

that a satisfactory agreement will result from Tues-

day's conference.

It is reported that the committees approved a con-

tinuation of the 4^69 price to the end of the year, with

the understanding that during the first six months of

1920 the price, if increased, shall not exceed $80 per

ton. The recommendations of these committees will,

of course, have to be accepted by their principals be-

fore coming into force. It must also be. remembered
that the Paper Controller is still on the job and has

the power to set the actual price in Canada. It is

expected that he will approve and sanction any ar-

rangement that is satisfactory to the manufacturers

and publishers.

It is stated that the negotiations were conducted in

the friendliest possible manner, with each side ready

to give and take so far as reasonable in the matters

at issue and both interests eager to bring to an end

a long drawn-out and, at times, acrimonious contro-

versy.

The result of the conferences should have a highly

beneficial effect upon the Canadian pulp and paper in-

dustry generally, especially in its relation to the ex-

port situation. Owing to the newsprint shortage in

the United States, predictions are heard in well-in-

formed quarters that the Canadian product will be

able to command as high prices as from $85 to $90 per

ton early in the coming year.

The germs are at work, even at night. Have plenty

of fresh air in your bedroom.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto. (Jctober 20.—While there are no changes

to record in market prices and everything in the pulp
and pa))er line moves along favorably, not a few sur-

prises in the way that the stocks are being bought up
on the exchanges and in the rapid rises have arisen.

There seems to be a feeling in the' air that Canada is

on the greatest boom ever, not only in pulp and paper
but also in other industries. Large newsprint com-
panies are making extensions to their properties and
it is rumored that one company, which has been mak-
ing wrappings, will convert its product into a news-
print one at an early date. The clamor for this com-
modity keeps up and never did the Canadian dailies

use so much. The advertising, which they have been
carrying of late, has been tremendous and daily jour-

nals, which formerly ran from ten to sixteen pages,

are in many instances twice that size, not to speak of

the extraordinarily large Saturday editions. This de-

mand is likely to continue all the fall owing to active

business and strong advertising eampaigns. There is

now talk of new dailies being launched in three places

in Ontario, which does not look as if the high cost of

print paper is driving publishers from the field or to

the wall as has been alleged by the Canadian Press As-

sociation in some of the "canned" articles which were
printed a few weeks ago when criticizing the course

and conduct of the Canadian Paper Controller for not

reducing the price.

Book and writing mills are very busy and one of the

big surpises was the acquisition of tlie Toronto Paper

Mfg. Co. by the Howard Smith Paper Mills and the

rapid rise in the selling price of the stock of both com-

panies. Now, it is rumored, that a large block of stock

has been acquired in a well known paper company in

Quebec province by prominent English and Canadian

financiers. Other projects are in the wind and thus

paper stocks continue to be leaders. Formerly the

newsprint offerings were the ones which attracted most

attention but shares in book mills are also coming in

the limelight.

The market for all lines of paper continues good

and prices remain firm with the demand heavy. Board

mills are away behind in their orders and so are most

all other plants. Kraft is in excellent requisition par-

ticularly M G, and one company is sold up until April

next while in unglazed it is several weeks behind and
purchasers are urged to place orders now in order to

be assured of deliverj'. The figure continues the same
at nine cents in car load lots.

There are still numerous requisitions from foreign

countries for Canadian paper, which for the most part

have to go unsatisfied owing to the brisk state of trade

at home. It is probable that some Canadian firms will

turn their attention more to blotting paper in the near
future. It is understood that Canadian mills were not

able to supply nearly all the requirements of the Vic-

tory Loan committee for the printing of blotters to

boost the present campaign.
There is a stiff demand for mechanical pulp, which

has, at last, come to its own in price and some plants

are awaj' behind in deliveries. The call for sulphite,

both bleached and unbleached, continues and, even
with increased production on the part of the Canadian
mills, the demand for the latter commodity can not be

overtaken.

In the rag and paper stock market there are several

calls for the more expensive grades with the cheaper

lines moving as usual. The market on cotton rags

continues quiet with prices, however, holding fairly

well. Roofing mills are not buying, being overstocked

at present and quotations are nominal just now. In

sheathing papers, wall board and other lines connected

with the building trade there is a large volume of

business and it moves on with a steady swing. One in-

dication of the prosperity in the publishing business is

the announcement of several newspapers of an increase

in their advertising rates, and then there has been

launched, in two or three cities, week-end periodicals

devoted to special local topics. More weeklies are now
becoming all home print propossitions and thus in many
ways the welfare of the publisher is being brought in

evidence. Other papers are increasing in size in spite

of the alleged high cost of production.

Jobbers report business during the present month

as being the best in the history of the trade so far this

year and, if the record keeps up until the end of 1919,

it will be the banner period with the majority of them.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones saiz murray hill. NEW YORK

We buy aU kinds

of Canadian WOOD PULP
At Top Prices.

Write us and be

conyinced.
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Deliveries on a number of lines are still slow. Wax iiiand for book paper.s would be luaterially (liminished,

paper plants are rushed, eoatiufr mills are adding to but prevailiup: eoiulitious in the paper market are so

their staffs and putting on double shifts, and envelope abnormal that the suspension of aetivity in the print-

faetortes and paper box concerns wei-e never busier ing trade locally has failed to have perceptible in-

fhan they are at the present time. fluence. This is readily explained by the fact that

There is a scarcity of labor at nuiny centres for the publishers, with very few exceptions, have not can-

lumbering and pulp wood camps and the tendency of celled orders with mills, the generally policy pursued
wages is to increase while the cost of all supplies keeps being to acquire all the paper to be had to store up
(•liinliing. This will make jnilfiwood dearer. At pres- against future reciuircments. Mills consequently con-

ent, there is a fair market for pulpwood but a number tinue to work at maximum production and seem loath

of companies, who went out of the business during the to enter into engagements further off, so that buyers
latter part of the war, owing to uncertain conditions, seeking to place fresh orders are having no little

contemplate entering again. The settlers are also get- trouble in doing so. ]\la(!hine-finished book papers are

ting busy and are cutting more pidpwood this fall than selling freely in the .jobbing trade at 9.00 to 9.25

has been the case for some time bnt, even with the in- cents per pouiul, while mill quotations range from 8.75

creased production, there will not be more wood than to 9.00 cents. Supercalendcred book papers are

the mills can absorb as production is being augmented quotable at the mill at around 9.50 cents,

by the pulp plants. There is no omen on the horizon Extreme firmness exists in the newsprint market,

that paper prices in any line will be lower but there are Consumption is steadily increasing and manufacturers
numerous signs that they will all be increased sooner are pushed to their limit to turn out sufficient supply
or later. to cover the wants even of their regular customers.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices. Offerings of spot shipments of news have practically
F.O.B. Toronto, entirely disappeared. IMills virtually as a unit have

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $4.75 contracted for their output for the balance of the year
No. 1 soft white shavings $4.00 and have little or no stock to divert to the open market.
White Blanks $1.75 so that the occasional spot lots of roll newsprint find-

Heavy licdger Stock • $2.65 ing their way into the market are readih' fetching

No. 1 magazine $2.30 5.25 to 5.50 cents per pound in sales to consumers.
No. 1 book stock $1.75 Newspapers all over the country are using up their

Xii. 1 iiianilas $2.30 supplies of paper at a rapid pace, and iiulications are

Xo. 1 ])rint manila $1.50 that a near famine is newsprint will arise before many
Folded news $1.10 weeks have passed unless conditions develop under
Over issue, news $1.00 which consumption will be brought more in line with

Kraft $3.25 t^g present production.

No. 1 clean mixed papers 90e Coarse papers are in a strong market position but

No. 1 shirt cuttings 14V2C to 15c there is not the scarcity of stock that characterizes

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 13e tolSy^c some other kinds of paper. Manufacturers are busily

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings lOe to lie engaged and are sold ahead for an appreciable period,

No. 1 blue overall cuttings lie yet buyers appear to be having no serious difficulty in

Bleached .shoe clip 13e acquiring additional amounts of wrapping and tissue

White cotton hosiery cuttings ISVoC papers w'hen they need them. Prices are firm and the

Light colored hosiery cuttings lie tendency is decidedly toward higher levels. The board
New light flannellette cuttings IOV2C niarket is steady and active. Most mills have from six

No. 2 white shirt cuttings He to eight weeks" business on their books and are run-

City thirds and blues (repacked). No. 1 Wi'^ ning full in an effort to catch up with deliveries. The
Flock and satinettes $2.70 strike of paperbox workers in New York is about
Tailor rags $2.80 ended and the consumption of board locally, as well as

(jiuiny bagging 3%c to 4c in other parts of the States, is daily increasing as box
Manila Rope 534c to 6c manufacturers broaden the scope of their operations

in turning out product for the pi-e-holidav season.

NEW YORK MARKETS. Plain chip board is selling in the East at $60 per ton
New York, October IS.—Continued firmness and at the mill and news board at $65. Instances are heard

activity are the outstanding characteristics of the of from time to time where manufacturers have shaded
paper market, From all quarters complaints are heard prices to secure large orders for forward delivery but
over the difficulty in securing supplies from mills, and the great bulk of board now being sold is realizing

there is no question that manufacturers the country fuH quoted values.

over are equally as busy at present as they have been GROUND WOOD.—Demand for mechanically
in recent Aveeks. Mills with few exceptions are booked ground wood rules brisk and the market displays a
well ahead in orders, the majority being sold up until strong inidertone. Newsprint mills are absorbing all

the end of the year, with some accepting business to the supply offered for prompt and future shipment
be filled during the fir.st part of 1920. Consumers and and grinders are occasioned no trouble in securing the

jobbers in common are experiencing added trouble in prices asked in practically every selling transaction,

covering their wants, and the situation is rapidly get- Spruce pulp of prime quality is'selling at $38 to $40
ting to a point where price is a second consideration per ton at producing mills and there is no question
to that of obtaining deliveries. that a considerably larger business could be effected
The strike of printers in New York City and vicinity if manufacturers had more pulp to dispose of.

continues, yet this fact has thus far had little im- CHEMICAL PULP.—A good healthy trade eon-
portant effect on the paper market. One would think tinues to pass in chemical wood pulp. Consumers are
that with the printing industry in the chief consuming buying in a consistent manner and signs are not want-
center of the country almost completely tied up, de- ing that the bulk of the supply moving is going direct
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NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months

of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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into consumption, which gives the market tone a

healthy character. Arrivals from Scandinavia con-

tinue ligrht, and such pulp as is coming in from the

other side is playing a very small part in the market
here because practically all of it has been sold to ar-

rive and therefore fails to augment available supplies

for trade purposes when received. Reports from
Sweden and Norway say that prices there arc steadily

advancing and that there is scant likelihood that ship-

ments to the United States will materially increase be-

tween now and the time when the Baltic closes for the

winter. The outlook therefore is that consumers on

this side will be obliged to get along as best they can
on the production of Canadian and American mills

until at least next spring. Unbleached sulphite for

newsprint quality is firmly quoted at a range of $70 to

$75 per ton at pulp mills and is actively sought. There
is also a strong demand for easy bleaching sulphites

and for Mitscherlich sulphite, which are offered in

sparse amounts. Kraft is moving freely at a price

basis of $90 for No. 1 standard kraft, and bleached
sulphite of No. 1 quality is selling at from $120 up-
wards per ton.

RAGS.—On the whole there has been little improve-
ment to the rag market during the current week. Cer-

tain classes of rags, roofing stock in particular, have
moved in slightly larger volume, but consuming mills

have refused flatly to go beyond chosen levels in pur-
chasing supplies, so that only those dealers and pack-
ers willing to do business within the price ranges
quoted by buyers have been successful in effecting

sales. No. 1 roofing rags are selling at between 2.65

and 2.75 f.o.b. shipping point, with most of the supply
changing hands at the lower figure. Mixed satinets,

or No. 2 packing of roofing stock, commands no more
than 2.65 cents, while most sales are being made at $1
to $2 per ton below this level. Felt manufacturers
seem satisfied to pay these figures for rags and frankly
acknowledge they do not desire to see prices go any
lower at this time, presumably realizing that should
values decline further collections of rags would likely

decrease to a sufficient extent to create a shortage of

material. Old white rags are firm in price and sales

are reported of No. 1 repacked whites at 7.50 and 7.75

cents f.o.b. New York and of No. 1 miscellaneous pack-
ing at 6.75 and 7.00 cents. Thirds and blues are mov-
ing in scattered directions at receding prices, current
quotations on repacked blues ranging from 3.50 to 4.00

cents, depending on the quality and amount of these

rags involved. New cuttings are rather easy and mills

as a rule are managing to acquire supplies at reces-

sions.

PAPER STOCK.—Low grades consumed in the

manufacture of box boards feature the present move-
ment of old paper stock toward mills. High qualities

are sought in moderate volume but there is not the

snap to the demand for them that there is for news
and mixed paper and mills are not obliged to pay top
prices asked to secure supplies, ^o. 1 mixed paper is

selling at 80 to 85 cents per hundred pounds New York
and flat folded news at around 90 cents. No. 1 hard
white shavings are quotable at 5.00 to 5.25 cents and
soft white shavings of No. 1 quality at 4.00 to 4.25

cents. Book stock is decidedly weak and prices con-

tinue to go down. Mills using heavy book and mag-
azines are occasioned no trouble in placing orders at

2 cents f.o.b. New York and some have doubtless

bought at lower levels. There is a fairly consistent

call for kraft and manila paper and prices show little

change. No. 1 jiaeking of kraft is selling at 3.30 to

3.50 cents i)cr pounds, while No. 1 print iiianilas are
quoted at 1.50 to 1.80 cents and No. 1 (•(intaiucr iiianilas

at 1.10 to 1.20 cents.

ROPE AND BAOGINC.—Demand for scrap bag-
ging is very nearly at a standstill and prices are gradu-
ally easing off. Important consuming mills are doing
little or no buying, and those in the nuirket arc acquir-
ing stock at very much their own figures. No. 1 scrajj

is offered freely at 2.75 cents per pound New York and
roofing bagging at 2.25 cents, but these comparatively
low prices appear to attract few consumers and the

movement of supplies is light. Old rope also is in re-

stricted demand and quotations tend downward. About
6 cents New York is the price most mills quote and in-

dications arc they are securing all the supply wanted
at this basis.

TREES OF HARRICANAW-TURGEON BASIN.

The principal trees and shrubs occurring in the dis-

trict are : black spruce, white spruce, jack pine or bank-

sian pine, white birch or canoe birch, poplar, balsam,

balm of Gilead, tamarack, white cedar (Upper Har-
ricanaw, Otter lake, and Abitibi lake), red pine (Abi-

tibi only), yellow birch, black ash, mountain ash,

maple, wild red cherry, alder, willow and mooscwood
or mountain maple.

Black spruce is commercially the most important

tree in the district. It occurs in all the clay areas

and reaches a diameter of 2 feet or more in the well-

drained strips along stream channels and the promin-

ences of the rolling southern part of the district. This

wood was extensively used for ties on the Transcon-
tinental railwaj' and is now the chief tree cut for pulp-

wood. The only red pine observed in the district was
on some rocky islands in lake Abitibi; this appears to

be the northward limit of pine in this part of the coun-

try. The northward limit of maple occurs in the up-

per Harricanaw basin about latitude 48° 25'. The
farthest point north at which cedar was observed was
in Otter lake. The northern half of the district is large-

ly muskeg. Practically all of the timber in the dis-

trict, which is of sufficient size for commercial pur-

pose, is found along narrow strips bordering the

streams and in the hilly southern part of the sheet;

but this timber cannot be utilized under present con-

ditions because the steams flow north away from the

railway and the settlements. The timber in Abitibi

basin at the southwest part, however, is not under
this disadvantage and considerable quantities of pulp-

wood and lumber are being cut around Makamik lake,

La Sarre river, and the Okikodosik. The lumber trade
of Amos draws its supply from the forests on the

banks of upper Harricanaw river.

Land traverses through the district frequently
show a strikingly sharp boundary between different

types of forest, due to the peculiarities of their

habitat. In well-drained clay areas the predomina-
ting trees are white and black spruce, and balsam

;

on sandy clay, poplar and birch ; on sand areas, jack-
pine. On rocky hills a mixed forest of these trees
and various large shrubs are found. On old burnt
areas poplar and birch saplings dominate in the clay
areas, jackpine on the sand areas, and in the muskeg
stunted black spruce and tamarack are sparsely
scattered.—From Memoir 109, of the Dominion Geo-
logical Survey, by T. L. Tanton.

I
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INTRODUCTION OF PRINTING INTO CANADA.
There are three separate and tlistiiiet introductions

of the art of printing: into Canada, says a recent issue

of the Montreal Family Herald and "Weekly Star.

They occurred in widely separated fields, and,

therefore, served different classes of the population

living in different sections of the country.

In point of time, first place is held by the case of

Bartholomew Green, son of a man who printed the

first newspaper published in North America.

In 1751, Bartholomew Green went from Boston to

Halifax, N. S.—both at that time British cities—and

set up a printing: press in the capital of Nova Scotia,

then only two years old.

A few months after his arrival in Halifax Green

died, but his place as a printer was taken by John
Bushell, who, in March 1752, began to publish the

Halifax Gazette, the first newspaper published in ter-

ritory now forming part of the Dominion of Canada.

The second introduction took place twelve years

later, when, in 1764, the firm of Brown & Gilmore of

Philadelphia, still a British city, went to Quebec and
opened a printing establishment, which produced for

the Government the Official Gazette and other offi-

cial matter, all of which were published in the two
languages.

This was only five years after the capture of Quebec,

and only a year after the signing of the Treaty of Paris,

which finally ceded Canada to the British Crown.
Third to try his hand as a printer in Canada was

Fleury Mosplet, who went from Philadelphia to Mon-
treal in 1776 to publish a paper under the auspices of

the French-Canadian commission. Mesplet was a pro-

tege of Ben Franklin. The failure of the commission
to accomplish its ends left Mesplet in a bad situation,

which he endeavored to remedy by publishing books
and also a newspaper. His struggles lasted until 1792,

when he died, hopelessly insolvent.

WHAT IT COST TO PRINT A SUNDAY PAPER.
The New York Times gives some interesting figures

as to the cost of producing its recent issue when it

broke all New York City records by printing 609
columns of advertising. Over 500.000 copies of the edi-

tion were distributed to 5,000 cities and towns in the
I'nited States. Canada and abroad.
White paper alone cost over .$40,000, ink cost $2,300,

mechanical labor costs exceeded $5,000 and the cost
of printing, omitting the above factors, was $3,000.
There were incidental printing expenses of more

than $3,000, and cost of transportation, including

])ostal and express charges, passed the $5,000 mark.
Without considering the expenditure for news and

editorial pay roll, for the business office, and for
syndicate and other paid articles, cable news, telegraph
tolls and the cost of maintaining the plant, which
would add many thousands more, the nu'clianical cost
of produi-ing the i-^sne totalled aliiKi-t $(10,000.

International
Do away with \our packing trouble

by metalizing them. Inter-

national Plastic Metallic Packing
is a semi-metal composition com-
pounded to give the maximum
service with the minimum of cost

and attention; fits any size rod or
valve stem; positively will not
corrode or rust.
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TH^ SAFETY SPECIAL.

The present issue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine

contains the report of the chairman and the papers read

before the Pulp and Paper Section at the recent Con-

vention of the National Safety Council in Cleveland,

Ohio. During the year just past Mr. A. P. Costigane,

Secretary and Engineer for the Ontario Pulp and Pa-

per Makers' Safety Association has served as chairman

of this section and for the coming year Mr. G. W. Dick-

son of the Riordon Pulp & Paper Company will act

as Vice-chairman. Mr. Costigane unfortunately was

unable to assume the responsibility of chairman for an-

other year. Under his guidance considerable progress

has been made in accident prevention, and it can be

confidently expected that the good work will go on

at even a greater pace as more and more it becomes evi-

dent that the movement is of the very greatest import-

ance.

The only concerted effort among paper mills in Can-

ada to arrive at and maintain the best possible condi-

tions as regards health and safety seems to be the Asso-

ciation of Ontario Pulp and Paper Manufacturers.

Even this association was not entirely voluntary, al-

though it is practically independent. Its work is imme-

diately associated with the activities of the Workmen's

Compensation Board and is to some extent directed and

restricted by this body. There is no doubt but what

much more effective service would result in an organ-

ization with a more extensive membership and with

wider powers than simply acting as a sort of go-between

for the mills and the Board of a single province. Acci-

dents unfortunately occur in every mill in the Domin-

ion. The Pulp and Paper Association includes most

of these mills and deals directly and effectively with

many matters of interest to them. Inside the associa-

tion we find special sections dealing with particular

lines such as groundwood, newsprint, etc. There are

two general sections each covering a particular field,

namely the Woodlands Section which has to do with

matters relating to the consei^ation, utilization and

administration of forest lands and the Technical Sec-

tion which deals with matters of particular interest to

engineers and chemists in connection with technical

control and improvements in apparatus and process of

manufacture.

Neither of these sections, although both are deeply

interested in the matter of safety, includes the men
most vitally concerned in the matter of safety. The

superintendents, foremen, and workmen are those whose

work and responsibilities bring them into daily con-

tact with the cut fingers, smashed toes, broken legs

and cases of illness that either prevent a man from

reporting for duty or seriously interfere with his ability

to do his work. Some mills, probably most mills, have

someone whose special duty is to attend to such cases.

In the larger plants we find safety engineers and em-

ployment departments whose business it is to look after

such matters. In smaller plants these misfortunes

come directly to the attention of the owner or mana-
ger. Everyone who has assumed the responsibility of

maintaining production knows what a serious incon-

venience to the mill may be caused by an apparently

minor mishap.

Most accidents and cases of sickness are admittedly

due to preventable causes, such as are described in the

pages that follow. To overcome the principal cause

of accidents and ill-health, education and co-operation

are the most effective means. Education of manage-
ment and men alike is necessary and co-operation be-

tween departments and among all the mUls of the in-

dustry is also necessary.

It has been stated that almost all of the accidents

that occur in the paper industry are fundamentally

similar to those which occur in other industries. But
even if accidents and even their causes are similar for

various industries it still remains the logical procedure
for our industry to organize its own safety efforts.

The advantage of being engaged in a common line of

work makes it easier to organize and easier to carry

out recommendations. There is both the incentive of

pride in the accomplishment of one's business as well

as the advantage to each member in improving the con-

ditions in his industry. Organization within the indus-

try also has the advantage in the present case of a moth-
er organization, the members of which are already deep-

ly concerned with the matter of safety but have not

formed a special branch to deal particularly with this

and allied subjects. The arguments for the Safety

First Movement cannot be refuted. In fact there are

no arguments on the other side. Economic, social, and
moral conditions all demand a greater conservation of

life and human energy and the Safety First Movement
is the most important agency by which this can be ac-

complished.

The job is too big to be left for an organization cov-

ering one province and scattered, though comparatively

successful, efforts at various places in other provinces.

A Safety and Health Section of the Canadian Pulp &
Paper Association is urgently needed. It would result

in more efficient administration of compensation laws,

would tend to diminish the necessity for such laws,

would greatly relieve industry of an unnecessary item
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of expense whose amount at present should be the

shame of both the workmen and management of Can-

adian enterprise, and would so greatly increase the effi-

ciency and happiness of the workmen and their fami-

lies that the cost of organizing and maintaining such

a section would be entirely forgotten in the benefits de-

rived.

Provincial divisions or other regional groups of mills

could be provided for if advisable and associate secre-

taries provided. An annual, or more frequent, con-

ference of safety workers would tie the whole move-

ment together. The attendance of delegates at such

conventions would stimulate and maintain the interest

of the various mills and the selection of a number of

delegates from among the foremen and workmen show-

ing the greatest interest in local safety work would not

only be an incentive to greater local effort, but would

serve as a reward for those who take the most interest

in this most important aspect of the daily operation of

a pulp or paper mill. The expense of a trip, even

across the continent, for an enthusiastic delegate would

be incomparably cheap when considered in relation to

the effect of enthusiastic and effective safety work in

the mill.

One mill does not have every variety of accident nor

does any mill have every possible means of preventing

accidents and encouraging thoughtfulness and care.

Some body, such as a Safety Section, could do a most

important work in correlating the many efforts that

are being made.

This matter was introduced rather hurriedly at the

last meeting of the Pulp & Paper Association and was

tabled for further consideration. The year's progress

in accident prevention, together with the year's record

of injuries, sickness and death, should have furnished

sufficient consideration of the matter to warrant the

making of definite plans for the formation of such a

section at the coming meeting of the Association.

COBWEBS.
If the plan for turning the American railroads over

to the railroad brotherhoods materializes will the new

railway be called the Plumb Line?

SOMEBODY IS A QUITTER.

The editor recently saw a copy of the monthly acci-

dent record for the pulp and paper mills of Ontario.

Complete statistics are given in tabular form. Five

mills had perfect records for the month. One mill did

not take the trouble to report to the secretary. As each

mUl is known by a list number there need be no em-

barrassment. Even the use of the name should not

deter a mill from giving the information as used by

the secretary. That mill has all the benefits of the

Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' Safety Association,

and they are many, yet is either too selfish, too indiffer-

ent or too backward to take part in helpful movement.

That is what we call a quitter.

According to the "Daily Mill Stock Reporter," the

cuttings from pink coi-sets, which are so much more at-

tractive to the ladies, are worth 31/2 cents less per

pound to paper makers than white ones.

Publications that are usually printed in New York

are still suffering from the suspension of work by

members of the printing trade. We have missed a

number of familiar magazines lately and while extend-

ing our .sj'mpathy for their difficulties we shall hope

to see them again before long. We hope that in the

adjustment of the difficulty any irresponsible individ-

uals who have no respect for a contract will get what is

coming to them and that the Union leaders who have

stood for honorable dealings will be fully supported.

It would seem that the controversy in the United

States is really not so much between capital and labor

as between the radical and conservative elements in the

labor organizations. The action of these radicals in

many cases is having an unfortunate effect on the repu-

tation of labor organizations as it discredits the re-

sponsibility of such organizations in regard to keeping

their contracts. It would seem that remedy would lie in

making each member of the labor organization liable for

breach of contract which was honorably entered into

by the accredited representatives of members.

"The paths of Peace are paved with cobble stones."

Columbia Record.

CANADIAN PAPER PROPERLY PACKED FOR
EXPORT.

The Pulp and Paper ^Masrazine is indebted to Mr.
Ellis H. Wilkinson of Toronto for the following story

of a consignment of Canadian paper on its interesting

adventures. Mr. Wilkinson vouches for the story and
states that the waterproof paper mentioned was of

Canadian manufacture. This was the tale:

"Much critici.sm has appeared in the newspapers of

late as to the careless methods of packing goods adopted

by many of our manufacturers in their export busi-

ness.

"Here is one striking instance at least which can be

cited against this criticism.

"A consignment of over 100 ca.ses from Toronto
reached Havana during the recent cyclone. The whole
consignment was delivered in good condition, with the

exception of one case, in spite of the fact that a large

part of the town was flooded and the docks were sub-

merged.
"The interesting feature of the incident is that 14

cases had been given up for lost, owing to the fact that

it had been impossible for them to be removed from
the docks, and were consequently under water. The
consignors were cabled to this effect, but subsequently
when these ca.ses were finally opened they revealed a
triumph for Canadian packing as they were found, with
one exception, to be undamaged, all the eases having
been carefully lined with waterproof paper."
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Annual Convention National Safety Council
The Pulp and Paper Magazine this week presents the

principal addresses read at the annual convention in

Cleveland, Oct. 1-4 of the National Safety Council

(Pulp and Paper Section). Comments, criticisms and
suggestions from readers will be welcome and should
be sent in as an aid to this good work.

Chairman's Report, Pulp and Paper Section.

By A. P. Costigane, Secretary Ontario's Pulp and
Paper Makers' Safety Association.

Ladies and Gentlemen

:

In opening the sessions of the Paper and Pulp Sec-

tion, it gives me great pleasure to extend to you all

on behalf of the National Safety Council, a warm and
sincere welcome. To those of you who have attended

these conventions during the last two or three years

I need say nothing of the benefits to be derived—the

fact that j'ou come back is proof of a consciousness

on your part that such conventions are of great value.

To those of you who are here for the first time we
hope that all you see and hear and all that you learn

will so enthuse you that you will return home with

such a glowing report that the companies you repre-

sent will realize they cannot afford to allow any fut-

ure convention to pass without having a representa-

tive present. On behalf of the National Safety Council,

it is my privilege to convey to you all a very hearty
greeting.

Your chairman during the last twelve months has
kept in as close touch as possible with the activities

of the section by attending whenever possible meet-
ings of the Executive Committee of the Council. As
soon as possible after the Convention last year at St.

Louis the chairmen of the various committees were
appointed and the detail work of the Section was en-

tered upon with enthusiasm. The chairmen and mem-
bers of the Committees I desire to thank sincerely for

their support and advice and also for the earnest way
they have carried on the Committee work. The re-

ports of these committees will be submitted to the

meeting later and you will have an opportunity of

judging of the extent and excellence of the work done.

There is one aspect of the Accident Prevention work,
regarding which I would like to take this opportunity
of making a few I'emarks.

The Paper and Pulp industry of the United States

and Canada is one of the largest, wealthiest, and most
influential industries of the countries mentioned, and
the pulp and paper section of the National Safety

Council should, therefore, take a correspondingly im-

portant place in the Council. Unfortunately this is

not the case. What is the cause of this condition of

affairs? Does not the fault lie with us? We are all

disciples in this humanitarian movement. Are we in-

dividually doing all we can to carry the gospel far

afield? We all know of someone in the industry

who has not come into the fold. Do we
tackle such people in a determined but friendly

way, and do not rest content until we have made a

convert? Numerous letters have been sent out by the

Council in connection with membership drives, with

a certain amount of success, but far greater results

can be obtained by interested members pointing nut

to friends who have not yet become members, the bene-
fits, not only moral, but financial, to be derived there-

from.

If every one of us present today makes a resolution
to secure at least one new member during the year,

enthusiasm will develop which will soon place the

paper and pulp section in the position of importance
in the Council which it should occupy.

I am sure the Executive Officers of the Section will

have the co-operation and support of every member
in bringing to a successful issue our programme for

increased membership.

HOW TO USE DANGER SIGNS IN
A PAPER MILL

G. W. Dickson, Riordon Pulp and Paper Company, Hawkesbury,
Ontario.

The subject on which I have been asked to prepare a paper
admits of treatment from the viewpoint of common sense
&.nd observation. Since the signs which we place about our
mills should be comprehended at a g^lance by a person of
ordinary intelligence it is necessary that we should consider
it from this r^int of view.

It is custoii«ary to introduce a subject by means of a short
historical sketch. Observing this time honored custom, let

me mention an ancient danger sign referred to in Scripture,
and that should be far enough back for historical purposes.
The incident I refer to was a banquet, honored by royal pat-
ronage, so we read, whereat the danger sign suddenly ap-
peared on the wall. There are two points about that danger
sign which might be considered in present day practice. First,

—it set the revellers thinking and they worried quite a lot until
they found out what it meant. Second—it appeared mysteri-
ously in a good conspicuous place, where everyone was bound
to see it. So much for history; the two points as to its appli-
cation we will consider Uter.
The Safety Movement recommends safeguarding machinery,

etc., but admits that fhis branch of the subject can only pre-
vent about one third of the usual industrial accidents. In-
struction and cooperation of the workers niust, therefore,
prevent the other two-thirds of the accidents.
There are certain danger points where it is impossible to

nave a policeman continuously on duty with a club, and it

is equally impossible to have a safety inspector on duty 24
hours a day. In such places we must rely on signs, and in-
stead of impressing the instructions with a policeman's club,
the sign must be sufficiently striking and conspicuous to
attain this end.

In regard to the language in which the sign is written—it

is, no doubt, the effort of the people of the North American
continent to make English our universal language. How-
ever, many foreign workmen are not familiar with it, and
it is while they are still new to their surroundings that they
are in great danger. In most cases a sign in two languages
besides English should be sufficient in any one mill. In our
own case in Eastern Canada, and the same is probably true
of the New England States, about 90 per cent of those not
familiar with English are French. In such localities English
and French signs will generally be found sufficient.
To express further the meaning of a danger sign it should

embody certain standard colors or designs to express that
idea. This plan has been wonderfully perfected in railroad
signals, for instance. A switch-light or a semaphore arm
describes conditions at its location by means of color, position,
pattern or a combination of these, without a single word of
explanation being printed upon them. So should our danger
signs convey a meaning, even if the observer cannot read, or
does not understand the language in which the sign is written.
For instance, fire equipment signs might be lettered in white
on a bright red ground, danger points indicated by a recog-
nized emblem in red and another emblem referring especially
to electrical hazards. For cautionary signs, yellow has been
largely adopted. Hospital and first aid equipment may be
indicated by a green cross. There are certain restrictions as
to the use of the red cross, so it is well to be familiar with
them before adapting this sign. Ordinary signs or notices
giving such information as "Office," "Stores," "Exit," etc., may
be carried ont in white letters on a blue ground. These sug-
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gestions will serve to illustrate the basis on which a system

of signs may be built up. and may be amplified to suit the

conditions. . , „„,_,
By adopting some such standards as these we are but carry

Ing out the same idea as is used in advertising. Many a

successful business is built up about a striking design or

slogan. It is identified with the product and advertised in

every magazine that you pick up. It makes no conscious effect

on us when we see it, so we think, but when we need a cer-

tain article the advertisement of a certain brand immediately

presents itself to our minds. Whatever be the psychology of

this let us apply it to our danger signs. Every day we may

pass a red sign lettered in white, "Fire Hose" or ' Hydrant.

Now if our danger sign system is correct, the first thing you

will do when you hear the fire alarm will be to "beat it for

that sign. The color or design of that sign was impressing

itself on vour sub-conscious mind every time you walked past

it. So. l" would say keep to standards, have a design or a

color or both to express one idea.

There is another class of sign to be considered—the ones

placed tor the employer's protection. Take two examples, a

railroad right-of-way is generally protected at crossings by

a "No Trespassing" sign. Or again, there is a sign mounted

on a certain machine "It is forbidden to oil this machine or

to throw belts on or off while it is in motion." Now there

always will be a certain group of venturesome citizens, and

they are usually of an energetic disposition, who conclude that

these signs are out of date and the methods recommended are

too slow They are willing to take a chance, generally realiz-

ing that they are taking the full responsibility on their own

shoulders. Unless we are prepared to carry out the above

signs to the letter, that is, fine or imprison trespassers on the

railroad track, and discharge the man who oils his machine

while it is running, might we not better put these signs m
more truthful form? We might say "All persons walking on

the railroad property do so entirely at their own risk." And
the same thing might be addressed to the machine operator-

he is doing it entirely at his own risk. He probably knows

this when he sees the sign forbidding him oiling the machine

while it is running. The question is.—which sign will affect

him most directly, to be forbidden to do a tning, or permitted

to do it at his own peril. It is to be hoped that the discussion

will bring out some opinion on this point.

Another group of danger signs are only displayed at cer-

tain times. When a man goes into a boiler for repairs he

hangs a "Danger. Man in Boiler" sign on the steam and blow-

off valves. A lineman goes to work on a circuit protecting

himself with a "Danger, Working on Line" sign hung on the

open switch. This should be warning enough to fellow- em-
ployees of ordinary- intelligence, but the protection may be made
complete by locking the valve or switch with a padlock and

chain.
A handy method of keeping such danger signs ready for

immediate use is to have a pocket holding the sign set up
at the point in question. When required, the sign is taken from

the pocket and hung with a wire loop or hook on the valve

wheel or switch handle. (This was shown by photos.)

When the hazard is great, and absolute security is demanded,

as, for example, when men are charging acid towers, it is

well, in addition to the danger sign, for the man in charge

to lock the switch of the gas fan, and carry the key until the

towers are again closed. (A home-made lock was shown as

applied to a Gen. Elec. K-20 switch.)

As to the materials used for danger signs—it seldom pays

to paint a few words on a piece of tin or on a board. Perman-
ent signs, enamelled on steel plate, are a good investment.

They can always be cleaned to look like new, and are more
likely to attract attention than a faded, poorly lettered, home-
made sign. Makers now carry signs in stoi :: with almost any
wording and in almost any languaga, so that it is seldom
necessary to go to the expense of having special signs made
up. For electric work the fibre sign is preferable to the en-

amelled steel sign, as it is not liable to form a short if in-

advertently placed across switch terminals.

SULPHATE AND SULPHITE HAZARDS
Erling Riis, Wausau Sulphate Fibre Company, Mosinee, Wis.

The hazards in the sulphate and sulphite pulp mill are very
similar although the principles on which the chemical process

is based are exactly the reverse. We will therefore treat them
together up to the point where there really is a marked dif-

ference where the sulphate and sulphite hazards will be
treated separately.
The logical way to treat the subject would be to follow the

manufacturing process from the time the logs enter into the
pulp yards until the pulp is delivered as a finished product.

The place in the pulp mill that has the must accidents is the

yard. This has its reason in the following two factors: First

—There is a greater labor turnover in the yard than in the

interior plant, consequently you are always employing men with

less experience than you do in the rest of the mill, second,

even in the best organized pulpwood yard there are certain

hazards which it is practically impo.ssible to overcome.

Pulpwood is unloaded from the cars either by cranes or by
hand. The pulpwood which comes to the mill loaded on flat

cars or gondolas is always held in place by means of car stakes
which are wired together. Before the cars can be unloaded
these wires have to be cut which always is more or less of a
dangerous operation. Of course, patent car stakes have been
introduced and are used to a great extent within the mill yards
but ver>- seldom used by the railroads. This has its reason

not only in the fact that the safety movement has not boostd
them sufficiently but also in the fact that the railroads claim
they have a tendency to come loose and tnerefore are very
dangerous on long traffic. The cutting of the ordinary stake

and the clipping of the wire must therefore be mentioned as

a great hazard. (An Americn mill uses a wire shears on a
pole, like a pruning shears. Ed.)
We will not dwell on this subject here as it will be fully

covered in the safe practices pamphlet which Mr. Altman will

deliver in a few minutes.
If the wood is unloaded by hand it is generally because it

has been shipped in box cars where cranes cannot be used.

A runway must then be staged from the car to the pile. Men
carry the logs and bolts and of course there is danger of

stumbling when climbing the pile... In picking up the logs

or bolts it is necessary to use hooks. As the work is very
monotonous the attention of the workmen is quite frequently
divided between their work and conversation. This loads to

the two most common causes of accidents in unloading wood
in this manner; where the hook, not being securely fastened
into the log, slips out; or where the workman while jabbing
the hook in the log hooks in a different direction and misses
his log, the hook flies by it and generally hits him in the left

knee or thigh or hits his fellow workman.
Many things have been done and many others suggested

to minimize the accidents from these causes but the ony
suggestion that really has proved of great value is education.

Education by direct contact with the men. by publication, by
lectures, and last but not least by bulletin boards. The
heavier logs, when being unloaded by hand, must be handled
by two men. the lighter logs by one man; but whether the
log is being carried by one or two men the carriers are always
exposed to the danger of stumbling while walking on the log

piles. It is general practice to form terraces from the car
to the piles most remote from the track so that the piles take
the appearance of a stairway from the car and back. The
safe practice of course, is to lay the logs perpendicular
to the tracks and if 4 or 8-foot lengths are used, there will

be vertical air spaces every 4 or 8 feet from the first tier and
back. If the men are very careful about piling the logs neatly
there will be no danger of a man getting his foot down in

these spaces but if the greatest care is not taken, here is a
very common cause for a broken leg, or a sprained ankle.

Regardless how strongly you impress upon the man who
delivers your pulpwood that you will not accept 4 and 8-foot
lengths in the same car, he is apt to ship you wood mixed in

this way. As two 4 -foot tiers will take up more space than
can be covered by the length of one 8-foot log when the wood
is mixed in this manner, it is plainly to be seen that here is

another great danger for a man to get his foot caught.

If the wood comes in gondolas or on flat cars, it is gener-
ally unloaded by a crane. Presupposing that skilful men
handle the crane, that the cables are always being watched,
break bands kept in good condition, buckets inspected for
cracks, etc.. the handling of cranes is always a dangerous
operation and here as well as with unloading by hand the
danger is multiplied when logs of various lengths come in the
same car, because a longer log sticking out farther is apt to

slip out of the bucket without being noticed by the man on
the pile. Many an accident has been caused in this manner.
These same hazards which we have in unloading the wood,

we also have in reloading it on cars from the yard. But in
the pulpwood yard the car with the safety stake should be
used exclusively not only because it is sare but because of
the great financial saving effected in unloading the car at the
sawmill platform.

Slasher Mill, Beaters and Chippers.

In the sawmill or slashing mill of a sulphate or sulphite
factory the hazards were numerous but it is very interesting
to see how in later years they have decreased, merely due
to the fact that unguarded saws, carriages without railings,
etc., are hardly ever to be found any more.
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The wood rooms are of the most varied construction. The
object of a wood room is always the same, i. e., to remove
the bark from the wood and chip the wood into chips of the

desired size. The chips are now screened, and screenings re-

chipped or conveyed to the boiler room for fuel.

There are three types of barkers: The knife barker which
is operated either by hand or machinery, the periodic barking
drum, and the continuous barking drum.
The knife barker operated by hand has led to many acci-

dents although they are generally minor accidents such as the

cutting off of the tips of fingers. The knife barker has been
equipped with an attachment to revolve tne logs while the

bark is being removed which has minimized this danger and
on some barkers is fact entirely removed it.

The continuous barking drum is operated in such a manner
that the bolts come into one end of the revolving drum and
out of the other. Some bolts, however, will not be completely
barked and have to be returned by a special conveyor and re-

fed in the drum. The danger of accidents is very small and
the accidents generally result in a slight squeeze or bruise.

If, however, a man should fall Into the barking drum death
is almost certain.

The periodic barking drum requires a hopper above the
barking drum of a construction similar to a chip bin over a
digester. This hopper is filled by means of a conveyor. The
hazards here are smaller than with either of the other two
methods of barkine and as the barking drum stands still at

the time it If being filled and is always rather small, seldom
more than 8 ft. by 8ft., the danger if a man should fall into

the drum is not very great and the probabilities of falling in

the drum are also very small .

The hazards on the chipper are mainly tne jumping back
of the bolts from the chipper spout. The operator should there-
fore have an opportunity to stand somewhat on the side of

the spout while feeding the chipper. A shield of steel or 2-

Inch plank hung in front of the chipper in such a manner that
it acts as baffle plate for these articles will fully protect
the crew in the wood room. Most chlppers are belt driven
and have tight and loose pulleys or they are belted direct

from an individual motor. However, in some mills we find
them belted from the main drive shaft of the wood room
without tight and loose pulleys so that when knives have to

be changed in the chipper the whole wood room has to be
shut down. When the disk has to be turned in order to change
knives the fly wheel of the steam engine driving the wood room
must be turned in similar manner. This is a dangerous pract-
ice as there is always a danger of misunderstanding the sig-

nals and this has been the cause for many a lost finger or
hand. Whichever arrangement a wood room has, there are
always a good many conveyors and there have been numer-
ous accidents due to men being caught in conveyors or being
hit by bolts falling from the conveyors. These things should
always be investigated. The switches, if tne conveyors are
motor driven,should be easily accessible so that any conveyor
can be shut down on a moment's notice.

Where pulp is being made from slabs. It is customary
to make the chips by means of a hog. The chute leading from
the conveyor into this hog will always have a tendency to

clog up. Great care should be taken that the men are in-

str,ucted never to descend into the chute to unplug this while
the hog is in motion. One very great hazard wherever a hog
is being used is the danger of the disk exploding, especially
where this is made of cast iron without wrought iron bands
surrounding It.

The Chip Bin.

From the wood room the chips are carried by means of con-
veyors to the chip bin from which they are put into the di-

gesters. A properly constructed chip bin is not a dangerous
place for a man to work. However, the majority of chip bins
throughout the country are constructed In such a manner that
a man has to go up into the chip bin in order to pick the chips
loose to make them slide down into the digesters. There has
been a case of a man losing his hold, going with the chips
into the digester and being smothered to death. When chip
bins are so constructed, steam pipes or compressed air pipes
should lead into the chip bin to break down the arches of chips
which furm while filling the digester. This minimizes the
danger to the man.

Digesting.

The ccooking process Is somewhat different in the sul-
phate and sulphite digester and will therefore be handled
sparately.

1. Sulphate Cooking.

The sulphate digester is generally a small digester yielding
from two to three tons of pulp. It may be a tumbling digester

-or stationary. It should always be welded seamless and not
be rivited as no rlvited digester will stand up under the strains
of expansion and compression without commencing to leak
and as the cooking pressure in the sulphate process generally
is very high, 100 to 175 pounds, the liquor will invariably squirt
out through the leaks and if anybody Is hit by the liquor he
will be severely burned. If the leak is very small a fine spray
win come from a digester as a fog that can hardly be de-
tected but the fine particles of liquor and steam will be flying
around in the air and these particles are very injurious to
the eyes.

As the liquor used In a sulphate process does not attack
Iron to any great extent, the digesters need no lining and do
not offer much chance for explosion. Where tumbling digesters
are used, the steam line enters the digester through the trun-
ions. There is then always a danger of this steam line break-
ing which is one of the greatest hazards In the digester room
of a sulphate mill. The operating floor of the digester room
should therefore have plenty of exits. If the boiler pressure
is higher than the pressure allowed on the digester, a steam
reducing valve should be placed on the high pressure steam
line where this enters the digester room. There should also
be all iron check valves on each branch of this steam line
of the digesters and of the main line right behind the steam
reducing valve preventing black liquor from backing out of
the digester into the steam line and back to the boiler room.
Samples of the pulp have to be taken out of the digesters

while this is under full pressure and in most mills this is
done in a very primitive manner by blowing the pulp into a
barrel or a box with some sacks or old paper mill felt wrapped
around it. This seems to be traditional and few mills have
been willing to install a cabinet with baffle plates, etc., into
which ther sample could be blown, overcoming the danger of
splashing liquor on the operator and wasting it on the floor.
As this substance is very slippery there is always a danger of
slipping on a concrete floor full of liquor and if a man falls
in it he might be severely burned.

When a sulphate digester is to be blown Into a diffuser, a
system of signals is generally used between the digester man
and the diffuser man so that the latter is aware of the fact
that blowing is about to take place and he can take the neces-
sary precautions. The digester man, however, should never
blow until he has received the return signal to go ahead. Even
with this precaution there is danger that the blow pipe is con-
nected up to a wrong diffuser and the pulp is being blown into
the diffuser which is in the process of being emptied with the
result that the man on the bottom floor is badly burned.

1. Sulphite Cooking:

In the sulphite process the digesters are generally larger
than in a sulphate mill, in fact five to ten times as large. The
liquor used in this process releases the gases of sulphur diox-
ide which are very offensive and choking. The liquor should
therefore not be filled into a sulphite digester from the top In
the same manner as is used in the case of a sulphate mill
but should, after the chips are in the digester, be pumped in
from the bottom. Also here samples are taken as in the sul-
phate digester but with this difference that if the liquor
splashes on a man's hand or clothing, it does not affect him.
What does affect him however is the strong gas. The greatest
danger in the digester room of a sulphite mill is the blowing
of a digester. The valve might burst and the man operating
the valve will be scalded. Remote control of the digester valve
is recommended and where it is absolutely impossible to install
this, a strong partition between the valve and the hand
wheel of the valve should be installed. This danger is gen-
erally recognized by all sulphite men as the greatest danger
in the sulphite mill and should be given due consideration by
everybody in authority to improve this condition.

Wet Machines, Etc.

After the stock has been washed in the blow pipe pits or
the diffusers it is handled in the same manner in both the
sulphite and sulphate mills either over deckers, wet machines,
or dr>' pulp machines. Pulp from the wet machines or dry
pulp machines has to be trucked and as simple as the oper-
ation seems to be it is peculiar to note how many accidents
occur during trucking. This, however, does not seem to result
from any other cause than the fact that truckers very often
are young men who have just commenced to work and still
like to play and ride the trucks or they overload the trucks
so badly that the loads tip over on them. The handling of
wet machines must be considered as a rather safe operation
while the dry pulp machines offer a few more dangers more
similar to those on a slow running paper machine.
We have now covered the manufacture of the pulp through-

out, starting with the logs, and will next turn our attention
to the manufacture of cooking liquor.
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Liquor Making.

1. Sulphate:

The cooking liquor in the sulphate mill is a mixture of sod-

ium hydroxide, sodium carbonate, and sodium sulphide. The

liquor is originally made In the causticizlng room where the

solution ot sodium carbonate is causticized by means of quick

lime. In putting the lime in the causticizer there is always

danger of splashing and as the liquor besifles being highly

caustic also is extremely hot, these burns are very disagree-

able. A bottle of acetic acid should always be kept on hand

for immediate application as this minimizes the danger. (Men

have been known to fall into the causticizlng tanks.)

The handling of lime Is an exceptionally disagreeable Job

especially in hot weather and the lime bin should be well

ventilated and the dust sucked right out. Even at that the

lime dust in itself will always attack a man's skin. The men

should therefore be instructed to have tiieir jackets buttoned

tightly around their waists, a muffler around their neck, and

wear muzzles.
After the lime sludge has settled to the bottom of the causti-

cizer, the clear liquor is drawn off by means of a siphon pipe

and used directly in the digester.

The sulphate mills always recover their liquor. The pro-

cess which takes place in the recovery is primarily a pro-

cess of evaporation, secondarily, purification and in the third

place, dissolving.

The first step of evaporation is with a vacuum evaporator

such as the Swenson, Scott, or Webre evaporators with mul-

tiple effects. These evaporators have been known to explode

and burn the operators severely. This is, however, something

which happens very rarely. The main danger in the evap-

ator room of a sulphate mill is from the escaping gasses which

have a tendency to injure the eyes. The sulphate men have

never succeeded entirely in overcoming this danger but have

in later years reduced it to a minimum by piping all condensed

water into enclosed sewers outdoors. From vacuum evapor-

ators the liquor passes to the disc evaporator which is nothing

but a big pan in which are revolving large steel disc plates.

The whole thing is entirely enclosed and really offers no dan-

ger to anybody.
From the disc evaporator the liquor runs into the rotary

furnace. The dangers in the rotary furnace are the forming

of rings of black ash within the rotary, stopping the liquor

from getting towards the front end while the heat from the

smelting furnaces will have a tendency to ignite and melt the

black ash which is in this end. When ultimately a ring breaks

and the liquor runs into the molten soda ash in the rotary

explosions are very apt to happen. When the liquor has

passed through the rotary furnace it falls out on the floor in

a dry state as black ash and the process of evaporation is

completed. This black ash contains the sodium salts from
the cooking liquor with the lignin from the wood. This with

salt cake is shoveled into the smelting furnace where, upon
being ignited the lignin will burn and smelt the sodium salts

which, purified, will drop in molten form as socalled melt

down into the dissolving tanks where it is dissolved and
pumped into the causticizer room.
There are certain trade hazards connected with a smelting

furnace. These are blast furnaces and the blast pipes have
water cooled nozzles. At times these nozzles burn out

and the water will run into the melt and cause terrific ex-
plosions. Furthermore, these smelting furnaces at times have
a tendency to clog up at the bottom so that all the melt which
is being made in the furnace does not run out but accumulates.
If the operator does not detect this immediately a good deal
of melt will have a chance to accumulate before he gets a
chance to run a steel rod in through the opening and unplug
same. When he does this the melt will run out with terrific

force and in striking the solution of liquor In the dissolving
tank, there will be minor explosions with sparks flying in

all directions. It is then up to the man to be on the lookout
so that he can get out of the way before the melt has had
time to reach the tank. It appears plainly that the main thing
is to have well -trained and experienced men to do this work.
It is also recommended that in each soda recovery room there
should only be one man designated to handle the water valves
for the blow nozzles so that these never run dry and give
chances for explosions.

2. Sulphite:

In the sulphite mills the cooking liquor is very seldom
totally recovered but new liquor is always being made. Cook-
ing liquor is here calcium bisulphite. Some mills use pyrites
but the most commonly used is sulphur. This is burned in
sulphur ovens, either stationary or rotary, to sulphur dioxide
gas. With the drafts properly manipulated there is very little

chance of any gas here escaping so the dangers are very
small indeed. This gas passes through a cooling plant. During

the operation of this cooling plant there is very little danger
of accidents happening to the men due to the nature of the

process. When the plant is shut down, however, and the

cooling system has to be cleaned the gasses really are very
strong and men have been known to be overcome. These
gasses pass through high towers filled with limestone meeting
a stream of water or weak acid which alsorb the gasses mak-
ing the acid. The sulphite mill operated by the tower system
must have at least two towers, a weak and a strong liquor

tower. The strong liquor tower must be tightly sealed at

the top while the weak liquor tower m. y be left open at the

top as long as there is a steam Jet to take care of the SO_ and

CO., gasses, this tower being filled with limestone. The great-

est danger here is that in unsealing a tower for filling it

with limestone, a man might make a mistake of unsealing the

strong liquor tower which will expose him to the danger of

being overcome by gas. As these towers are very high and
limestone has to be carried to the top. they are always equipp-
ed with an elevator. These should always be furnished with
a locking device so that nobody can lower the elevator while
the operator is on top.

When the acid has been made in the towers it is gener-
ally weak, a test of approximately 3 to 3% per cent. It Is,

however, before being used in the digesters, strengthened in

a series of tanks by means of the gas-relief coming from the

digesters. Here as through the rest of the acid plant there
is really only one danger and that is the escaping of gas.

UNSAFE PRACTICES IN PAPER MILLS—
THEIR COST IN MONEY AND MEN

H. H. Matthieson, Safety Director, Crown Willamette Paper
Company, Portland, Ore.

Unsafe practices or, if you please, "sins" against safety and
common sense, are quite as prevalent in pulp and paper mills

as in any other branch of the industry and, perhaps due to

the varied and peculiar conditions under which these oper-
ations are carried on, certain of these practices are even more
prevalent in our industry than in any other. In considering
this subject, one's mind begins to enumerate a list of for-

bidden unsafe practices, with which we are all quite familiar

and against which we are all continually combatting. Such
unsafe practices, for the most part, produce 80 per cent of
the accidents with which the industry is charged.

In passing, however, permit me to mention a few common,
every-day, unsafe practices which are continually coming to

our attention, and more particularly prevalent in the Paper
Industry, such, for example, as the wearing of loose, ragged
clothing while working around machinery; not using safe-

guards or leaving them out of place; poor housekeeping;
horseplay and scuffling; throwing pulp balls; burrowing "tun-
nels" in wood piles: not wearing goggles while doing work
which is dangerous to the eyes; dropping wood or other mater-
ials on the hands or feet. In studying these several unsafe
practices, let us re-classify them, listing them, if you please,

under some physical or mental condition of tne individual him-
self—such as "Thoughtlessness." "Inattention." "Indifference,"
"Ignorance." and "Chance-taking,"—and to ascertain, if pos-
sible, what may be done through safety training or other
means, really to reach the individual workman and, by neut-
ralizing or eradicating these causes, get at the root of our ac-
cidents and thus eliminate them. These "sins" against safety
and common-sense are the underlying elements of all unsafe
practices, and unsafe practices are the primary cause of ac-
cidents.

You will note, in passing, that in the various causes listed

above, I have omitted the term "Carelessness." This was
intentional. I do not like the word "Carelessness" as so often
applied to the causes of accidents because of its misuse. It

so easily covers such a wide field that we are til aot to use
it inadvertently, and the mere statement that "Carelessness"
is the cause of a certain accident covers the whole field, leav-
ing no further investigation or inquiry necessary. The mere
fact that a man is "Careless" closes the chapter. Carelessness
is merely an excuse, or rather a very handy way of shifting
responsibility. I fear that this word is too freely used and
that, were it not so commonly used, and a little more effort
and thought put toward carefully investigating the real causes
of accidents, we might discover more ways and means of
avoiding many of the accidents which we now have. A thor-
ough investigation will often reveal some other cans'" than
"Carelessness" and often one which will suggest a remedy.
The word "Carelessness" should be used with greater caution
and resen-e than is commonly done.
With your kind permission, let us now endeavor to develop

this subject in a broader and more comprehensive sense,

—

to cover, in a more general way, some of the unsafe prac-
tices occurring in industry as a whole,—and discover, if poS'
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sible. some efficient, effective, and practical methods of deal-
ing with these unsafe practices and causes of accidents, with
a view to making them so unpopular as to reduce their fre-

quency and thus reduce our accidents to a minimum. We will

thus divert our attention somewhat and study this subject of

unsafe practices from the angle of complete elimination there-
of through safety training.

Let us first assume, therefore, an ideal condition in our
plants all over the country; that is, a complete practical safe-
guarding of all dangerous parts and machinery. In fact, safety
work, in so far as safeguards are concerned, because of the
passage of the various state laws, because of regulations laid

down by insurance companies, and because of public senti-

ment, the safeguarding of dangerous parts has been so featured
that now the unguarded plant is becoming the exception rather
than the rule, and everybody, everywhere, is demanding safe
working places and safe working conditions. The problem,
then, of really getting results in accident-prevention work,
has shifted from the safeguarding problem to that problem
sometimes called "Human Engineering." which tends to enlist

the interest, help, and cooperation of the individual workman,
his family, and the whole community by installing into their

lives and make-up what is known as the "Safety Spirit."

Develop Public Safety Spirit.

The Spirit of Safety must become popularized and be made
a public proposition. The Safety Spirit should be so propag-
ated that the Public as a whole, will know it, believe in it,

and consider it in the same way and the same class as they
consider the Red Cross, Pure Milk, Public Health, or any
other necessary proposition. Safety must be made a part of

the public make-up and so thoroughly known and believed in

as to be a part of every man's, woman's, and child's inner life.

This, to my mind, is the Safety Man's mission; it is his oppor-
tunity: it is 80 per cent of the battle of really getting results

and eliminating accidents.
The question then arises: how to develop this Safety Spirit

and how actually to sell it to the workmen and the people
at large.

Much has been written and much study given to the sub-
ject of how to sell safety to the management, to the superin-
tendent, and to the foreman,—but, how about the workman?
He, too, has an individuality and must be sold too, for he,

after all, is the man we really have to reach.
Do not misunderstand me—that I am under-estimating the

necessity of selling safety to the "big boss"; such is not the
case, but I often feel that many of us think, when this is done,
the whole problem is solved. Gaining the backing and co-
operation of higher-ups is only the first important stepping
stone. There is an old saying "You can lead a horse to the
water but you cannot make him drink unless he wants to"

and it sometimes appears that we are trying to make the work-
man "take" this safety propaganda whether he wants to or

not. He has an individuality; he must be "sold" Safety, just

the same as any one else.

The Safety Committee is recognized by all, as the very best
means of enlivening this interest in the workman. It is a
well-known fact in the political world that in order to get one's

interest in a political proposition, you must give him something
to do; therefore the practical politician arranges to enlist the
services of as many voters as possible by placing them on com-
mittees and giving them a part to perform. The workmen
likewise should be given something to do in the safety world.
He does not want this Safety Spirit forced upon him from
"above." He wants to be a part of it; he wants to help pre-
vent accidents in his plant and community; he wants to con-
sider it his business, too.

Do not try to sell safety to your man as a charity or wel-
fare proposition, nor to make it appear wholly for his in-

dividual benefit. Aside from the humanitarian standpoint
there is also a commercial and patriotic standpoint to Safety.

He is aware of this fact just as well as you are, so do not
try to deceive him; be frank and truthful with him. He appre-
ciates frankness and only in this way can you gain his con-
fidence and get his loyal support.

We must extend this work even beyond the Safety Com-
mittees and endeavor, through personal contact and personal
interest, through the foreman, through the plant publications,

through safety motion pictures, through bulletins, through
daily messages on a conspicuous blackboard, ^nd through the
schools, the churches, the newspapers and local ordinances,
to get this man, his wife, and his children, to consider the
safety ideas as an integral part of their lives and to consider
it as such, rather than a mere necessity or philosophy which
is forced upon him by the foreman or by the Company for
which he is working.

I sometimes think that we have been trying to bombard the
workman's position with reference to safety for so long a time,

along the same lines and methods, that a change of attack anl
new ideas and new methods are necessary now to make greater
progress. More attention must be given to developing safety
as a community proposition as outlined above and in the en-
deavor to interest the individual citizen, his children, his wife,
and the whole family in habits of safety practices. Safety is
everybody's problem; it is everybody's business.

Cost of Accidents—In Men.

Aside from considering the humanitarian side of accident
prevention work, that is, the pain, suffering, and misery
caused thereby, accidents are an economic and commercial
loss, not alone to the individual and to industry, but also, to
the nation. The great war has taught us that the man-pawer
of a nation is, without doubt, the greatest asset it has, and
anything which tends to deplete or undermine a nation's man
power is striking at the very heart of that Nation. Unsafe
practices and their resulting accidents are annually injuring,
maiming, and killing thousands of our people. Accident pre-
vention activities then, become a patriotic proposition which
can best be demonstrated by the following statistics:
During the great war just closed, the United States' fatality

loss in France amounted to 56 227 men killed. During these
same nineteen months, while we were engaged in war, back
here at home, many miles away from the bloody conflict
something over 126,000 men, women, and children met violent
deaths in the United States because of accidents; that is on
an average, 220 accidental deaths every day for the nineteen
months we were in the war, nearly two and a half times as
many people killed by accidents as by war.
During these same nineteen months, over 200 000 of our

soldiers were injured or wounded in battle. At the same time
at home over 2,000.000 of our people were injured by accidents
(though not fatally) but so badly injured that they were dis-
abled for tour weeks or longer; ten times as many injured
at home by accident as were disabled by the war. This,
Gentlemen, is the cost of unsafe practices and their resultant
accidents in man-power of this country of ours. This is a loss
which I am positive that systematic, thorough safety work
can reduce many fold, in fact, some of the most optimistic of
us believe it can be reduced thereby over 75 per cent as ap-
proximately this proportion of our accidents are directly trace-
able to unsafe practices and acts in our every-day life.

An accident should be considered as a terrible calamity, and
we should learn to look at unsafe practices and their resultant
accidents as one of the Nation's great curses, and to endeavor
to imprint in our minds and on the minds of the people of
this Nation, the awfulness of the crime of "Carelessness."

The Cost of Accidents—In Money.

In addition to the great cost of accidents in man-power, ac-
cidents also cost money. This is the commercial side of safety.
I once had occasion, in a plant where I was employed, to ascer-
tain the average cost of each time-lost accident occurring in
that plant. From the records we ascertained the number of
accidents occurring over a certain period of time, comprising
all classes of accidents, including fatalities; we first compiled
the compensation payments, funeral expenses, and other ex-
penses connected with these accidents (not including the medi-
cal cost nor the loss of wages). We allowed an estimated
cost of $30,00 per man for replacing the injured men with new
men, which, by the way. is a very conservative estimate; com-
piling these figures, we found that 292 accidents covering this
period, cost our industry $46,758.35. or an average of $160.14
for each and every lost-time accident occurring during that
period. This was the average cost per lost-time accident to
the industry only; in addition to this, we estimated a total
loss of $22,708.00 in wages lost, because of these 292 accidents,
over and above what the compensation of that State allowed
for such injuries, and a like amount for the medical care of
these 292 injured men. Taking the sum total of all these
items into consideration, the cost of these 292 accidents amount-
ed to $92,174.35 or an average total cost of each accident,
amounting to $315.66. This sum, Gentlemen, was the average
total cost of each lost-time accident to that particular in-
dustry and the community at large. These figures may per-
haps vary somewhat for the various industries, the various
state laws, and the particular experience of each individual
industry, but when the cost of your accidents is calculated
on this basis, the figures will astound you.

Taking, for example, the above average cost as the cost of
each disabling accident, to Society and to Industry, and con-
sidering the millions of accidents which occur in the United
States every year, the greater majority of which might be
eliminated by proper safety training; the wastage, the total
cost and the loss occasioned thereby, if saved, would retire our
National debt in a comparatively short time.
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I may have wandered somewhat from my original subject, but

when we stop to consider that the unsafe practices enumerated

above are, in a measure, the cause of 80 per cent of this out-

lay of human life and enormous cost in men and in money, we
realize perhaps more than ever before, the great opportunity

which is afforded us in endeavoring to spread the Safety

Spirit to all. thus not only performing a humanitarian duty

but a patriotic and an economic one as well. Safety should

be handled just as we handle the production end of industry,

—

as a good second business proposition. It should be given a
dignified place as an indispensable part of an efficient organi-

zation. Do this and we will succeed; go at it half-heartedly

and we will fail.

As a result of these efforts,—namely, to make Safety a by-

word of every man, woman, and child in the Nation, permit

me to paint before you a picture in words, showing the con-

trast between the old conditions of a few years ago, the "Plant

of Yesterday," and the new ideals of the future, the "Plant

of Tomorrw":
In the Plant of Yesterday, there was little or no thought

given to accident prevention work; safety ideas were ridiculed

asd considered lightly, as a Joke, or passed by with scorn.

Unsafe practices and chance-taking were prevalent and quite

permissible,—passed by with a shrug of the shoulders—and
accidents were considered a necessity to industry and to pro-

duction. Men were killed, maimed, and injured, for lack of

proper safeguards and proper safety training. We seemed to

be in the business of producing widows, orphans, cripples, and
suffering. The ambulance was a frequent visitor at the front

gate to haul away the poor unfortunates whose broken bodies

in many cases were cast out on the scrap heap of humanity as

a by-product of industry.

But a new area has dawned on the horizon; some one had
a vision that accidents were unnecessary to production, that

they were a humanitarian and an economic waste, and that

they could be entirely eliminated by proper safeguards and
safety training,—a vision which was put into practical effect;

thus, the Plant of Yesterday fades into the I'.ant of Tomorrow:
In the Plant of Tomorrow we shall know nothing of indus-

trial accidents, for every plant will be completely and practi-

cally safeguarded: unsafe practices, chance-taking, and care-

lessness become so unpopular as to be looked upon with scorn
by all and be considered as criminal acts, every person in

Industry, from the President to the humblest employee, will be
imbued with the Safety Spirit, and safe practices safe thoughts,
and safe acts will have become a habit with all. and all will

have come to believe that the safety way of performing work
is the best way. In this plant, through frequent Safety Com-
mittee meetings, the employer and the employee will "get
together" and become acquainted with each other and find
that each is human, that each is "his brother's keeper." and
that each is not such a bad fellow after all, and,all working
together, hand in hand, will ultimately win the battle for
Industrial Democracy.

That, Gentlemen, is our opportunity; that, is the ultimate
goal of Safety.

HOW TO MAKE SAFETY MEETINGS
INTERESTING

S. F. Shattuck, Kimberly-Clark Company, Neenah, Wis.

This subject, regardless of the form of safety organization
employed, is vital to an enthusiastic and successful safety
program. A dead or uninteresting safety meeting sends a
thinking man back to his work with a case of brain fag and
such a mental attitude tends to anything but safety.
At the present time, in our organization, we are varying our

safety program by the abandonment of the usual type of safety
committee and centering all responsibility on the foreman of
each shift or department. This plan contemplates periodic
meetings of foremen instead of the former elected or appointed
safety committee. It was at a meeting of foremen that this
plan was suggested and evoU'ed. The sentiment was strongly
voiced that the safety of a department is "up to" the fore-
man, and our comparative results since July 15. when this
new order of things went into effect, have abundantly justi-
fied the change.
This incident and its results point the way to the secret of

interest in safety or safety meetings. Our foremen have taken
the initiative, have assumed a responsibility, and are now prov-
ing up by lowering a previous record. Pride in. and record
of achievement are vital factors in maintaining interest in
safety meetings or any safety program.
Along with this must go a system for providing each fore-

men with his record of achievement in comparison with other
foremen. We have hit upon the simple psychology of giving

each foreman each week a record of man-days elapsed since
the last accident within his jurisdiction. In addition this re-

cord goes onto the desk of every officer of the company and
proper publicity is given to this fact. The reaction on both
sides is wholesome and the effect upon the safety record has
been the constant widening of clean spots.

The sporting element is also a valuable factor if properly
utilized. We have pulled off almost every conceivable form
of safety contest between our several mills and departments
and the relative standings are, of course, features of the Safety
Meetings.
To bring before a safety meeting all possible new safety

ideas in tangible form helps to fix interest. For instance,
when one of our mechanics developed a foot brake for two-
wheeled trucks, we had this device demonstrated, prior to

adoption, before several of our Safety Committees. For years,
in paper and pulp mills, men have stumbled over the handles
of four-wheeled trucks. Recently, one of our men invented a
handle that, as soon as it touches the floor, will spring back
to an upright position. This idea was demonstrated before
the plant Safety Committee and is now under observation.
A campaign for clean toilets, elimination of horse play, and

new schemes for advertising the Safety Program have their

logical inception and periodic boosts in meetings of Safety
Committees.
We have tried the idea of inviting injured men to meet

with a plant Safety Committee. If these men are treated with
just the right tact and consideration, this practice is good and
lends a genuine interest to the meeting. Much depends upon
the attitude and personality of the chairmen. If the injured
man can be placed at his ease and robbed of the embarrass-
ment which may well attend an invitation, which amounts
to a summons, to appear before the Committee, much good
may result through getting the first-hand views of the injured
man, and causing him to feel that his misfortune is being
used to a constructive end. But if such meetings are con-
ducted along inquisitorial lines, the sooner this feature is

dropped the better for the good of all concerned.
For some years we have had, as the executive centre of our

Safety Program, a monthly or quarterly meeting of depart-
ment heads—men whose chief concern is production. The
source of sustained interest in such a group, granting that all

are well sold on the Safety proposition, is definite respon-
sibility. Recommendations of the Safety Director are here
brought fur approval or disapproval. If approved, respon-
sibility for execution is placed and the accounting is sub-
sequently called for. Interest with men of this type is the
kind of interest that obtains in the carrying forward of any
necessary or important phase of manufacture. Furthermore,
the steady backing of such a group may be counted upon pro-
vide the Safety Director conducts his program in a sane, co-
operative spirit.

In our Company we hold annually a Safety Mass Meetin.g
to which wives and sweethearts are welcome, and nothing is

left undone to make them "regular" events. Advance ad-
vertising, free transportation, admission by ticket, and plenty
of delegated responsibility are the advance agents of an in-

teresting meeting. Such meetings, staged on right lines, may
do much to develop a family feeling through an organization
and it is this feeling that industry is so sadly in need of these
days.
For the "family reunion" of our Fox River Valley mills this

year, we secured the new chapel of Lawrence College, seating
approximately 1.800 people. This auditorium contains a mag-
nificnt pipe organ and we engaged the service^ of the best
organist in the state for an organ recital to precede our reg-
ular program. Then followed a community sing, which was a
joy forever. The volume and quality of the singing was the
surprise of the meeting. Most folks like to sin.g when they
are not embarrassed by the sound of their own voices and few
influences weld a large body of people into one-ness of feeling
like song, properly conducted and heart- !y entered into.

A simple and impressive feature of our program was an
idea, presumably borrowed, as are most of oui good ideas
from some good friend in the Safety game, namely, "A Pro-
cession of the Blind Man and his Friends." A blind man is

led onto the stage by a little child; behind him follow at in-
tervals a dozen varieties of cripples. WTien all have reached
the far end of the stage, they turn their backs to the audience
and upon the back of each cripple is a placard. "1 was care-
less"

—
"I didn'tnthink"— "I forgot"—"I didn't know it was load-

ed", etc. Any Safety Committee can readily find willing
"victims" for such a stunt and a point of contact with an in-
dustrial audience is instantly established. We have always
tried on these occasions to have one or more addresses by
men capable of getting home with their mesages. The homelier
and the more simple the mode of address, the better.
Thus far, the movie has closed every program, and even

though everybody is now well "fed up" on movies, a good
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Safety film never fails to hold its own. At such Mass Meetings,
any new phase of the Safety Program or anything akin to it

may be touched upon with good grace. For instance, when
dentistry was aljout to be instituted in our mills, we took
(iccasiiin to give one of our company dentists a peace on the
program and there is little question that the smoothness and
enthusiasm with which this service moved off had its roots
in the favorable impression given at the Safety Meeting.
Our Mass Meetings are invariably held on a Sunday after-

noon, a proper time for such a gathering. It has also seemed
to us appropriate to invite a local pastor or priest to open
the session with prayer.
To summarize, I would say that our experience has made

clear seven factors making for sustained interest in safety
meetings:

1. Develop a personal and group pride and initiative.

2. Provide foremen and groups with comparative records
of accomplishment.

3. Utilize the sporting element.
4. Bring into the meeting as much tangible illustrative

material as possible.

5. Make the committees development centers for new ideas.

6. Conduct meetings in a business-like manner and local-
ise responsibility.

7. Occasionally inject the inspirational element to main-
tain the tone of the organization.

POSTER TOPICS ON SAFETY
Al Kroes, Safety Engineer, Employers' Mutual Liability Insur-

ance Company, of Wausau, Wis.

I am exceedingly glad of this oportunity to discuss with you
the important subject of safety. Of course, the very best I

can do in the time allotted, is to handle this on the skip-stop
plan. Indeed I can only present to you in part the method
used by our Company to get close to the men, and I may say
at the outset that I never lacked an audience or never failed

to get the strictest attention. And while these words are not
directed to you, it is still possible to pick up a seed here and
there which I hope you may take home with you and plant in

some fertile corner of your mill.

Gatherings of this kind are and always have been the nat-
ional stepping stones on the stream of safety and the National
Safety Council deserves great praise for their policy of engin-
eering these better every year. What can do more for all-

round efficiency than for a number of paper-mill superinten-
dents of different states, to come together in brotherly fashion
anl exchange ideas on their chosen profession? The younger
men are rubbing elbows with the veterans, gaining valuable
knowledge, and the older fellow gets some up-to-the-minute
stuff from the newly appointed, and from that crucible the
real facts come to all of you.

I am intensely interested in this work of reducing the hor-
rible toll of accidents everywhere throughout our beloved
country. For some years back I have come to the conclusion,
that after all is said and done, the most important cog in the
whole safety movement is "to get close to the men." Now
these six words and what they imply seem simple enough, but
mind you. they constitute "some job," big enough and worthy
enough for the best man in your midst.
Speaking to men of qualified leadership, men of authority, I

came here to tell you, that to get close to the men is distinctly
your job. Furthermore, the responsibility of accidents in your
mill is yours. Don't try to shift the burden, don't pass the
buck. It's yours, and without your cooperation the safety
movement becomes a dead issue.

Army officers are held to strict accountability for the safety
of their men; a captain of a ship feels responsible for the
comfort and lives entrusted to his care; a railroad engineer
with keen eye is watching the signals by day or in the dead
of night. He feels keenly that upon him depend the lives of
his pasengers and crew. Why then, my friends, should a sup-
erintendent neglect his men and their comfort, not to mention
the resulting horror of a home destroyed.
That, my friends, is the heritage of being a leader of men;

and this splendid Congress is to be congratulated, for including
in their various discussions the' great woriU-while subject of
safety in paper mills, in separate sessions.
Superintendents or safety engineers must be safety enthusi-

asts and I am sure they will be, if they tackle this safety move-
ment from the right angle.

In the first place we must overcome the superstition of the
workmen (some of them) and change these men into enthusi-
astic believers in safety. Perhaps you will say that your men
are not superstitious. Let us see.

Tou, as superintendents, have undoubtedly heard some of
your workmen say, that accidents are inevitable. I recall a
visit to a hospital where a pious old fellow was. taken to have

his leg amputated. Almost the first thing he said to me—
"It was God's will." When I came to the shop where the ac-
cident occurred, to look into the cause of this horrible thing
a fellow workman said, "Weil that's the way 'them' accidents
go, some day I'm going to get mine." These men must be
taught to forget these old time-worn Fifteenth Century ideas.
The right knowledge of safety first, ever, and again repeated

will free their minds from darkness, superstition and fear.
A Chinaman when he builds a house puts this sign (Mr Kroes

showed a card) on the ridge pole. He implicitly believes that
when that sign is there no workman on that job will meet
with an accident. Well but you'll say that's a Chinaman.
Wait a minute—William McAdoo when he was tli- big rail-
road boss, wrote in one of the journals, that in the American
railways there are hundreds and hundreds of biakemen each
carrying in his pocket a big fuzzy rabbit's foot This must be
taken from a grey rabbit, shot by a nigger in a cemetery and in
the light of the moon, and if it is such, and he carries it on nis
person there is no chance of an accident for him. Thing of it
—superstition is still abroad in our land in this, the Twentieth
Century.
To overcome that sort of thing you men, as the shepherds

of your flock, must begin to realize that this is the Hindenburg
line of accident prevention. Tour best efforts are needed to
stir your men to action and if you have that fine diplomacy
that gets close to the work, the battle is half won. Enthusi-
asm must replace superstition and all this can be done by
teaching the man to pay attention—sustained attention. Don't
get the idea, that a flurry now and then will be about enough.
^Sustained attention,—a regularly mapped out safety campaign
full of pep, interest, variety. Don't dish up the same old
sermon every week. What would you think of a minister
preaching the same sermon every Sunday? Would you con-
tinue to go to church? In my travels I came to a shop recently
where the Bulletin Board was adorned with three old posters,
one of them half turned down. A big spider had woven his
web in front of them and was extremely busy catching hi.s
dinner.

Safety Posters and cobwebs don't mix at all. Well located
bulletin boards are doing fine work but only when kept clean
and alive with new material.

Gentlemen:—There is only one way. You must take holpl
of the wheel yourself and while it is true that there are lots
of breakers ahead, a good skipper sticks to the wheel and the
ship will weather the storm. Another thing—if your mani-
fold duties make it imperative to give the wheel to some one
else, be sure that you pick a good mate. A man who is cap-
able and willing to carry out your policies, a man who under-
stands the human factor and is himself a strong believer in
safety work.

Paper-mill accidents are about the same as you find in any
other shop. Of course, there are a few special hazards directly
connected with the paper industry, but you look over the list
of say a hundred or more paper-mill accidents and you are at
once convinced that the problem in your mill can be reached
by the same cleaning process applied in other shops.

Systematic Organized Accident Prevention will put your shopm a new atmosphere. Safety First just means good house-
keeping. Don't you think your workroom could stand the once-
over? 'It is hardly possible that your machine room is entirely
perfect. Would it not be well to take a good look at the di-
gester room or the acid plant?

It has done wonders in the mill of your neighbors. Some of
them started with a bit of suspicion but finished with a smile.
Put sunlight into your safety campaign and you will soon

find out that the warm rays of that safety sun will play on th-?
thermometer of production; and this is all important, as the
high curve of production will be closely watched by the man in
the "inner sanctum."

Safety First and production are Siamese Twins. They are
very closely related. It would not be possible for me to take
up all phases of this great question. Of course, you will meet
some fellows who are unblievers. the fellows who can't see
the use of safeguards because he never did bother with thes.»
new-fangled things. Tell this man, that because his grand-
father never had a bath-tub is no reason he shouldn't have
one. This old world is moving. The first fellow only flew 30
feet in an airship and then broke his neck. Now they go 4,-
000 miles in 70 hours and the only thing they break is a recor 1.

Finally you will spell the word "HOME", the finest and best
word in the English language.

My friends, every ounce of effort you put into this safety
movement is adding happiness to the home of your fellow
workers. For every man with red blood and a normal heart-
beat, will do the safe thing for home and mother and for the
kiddies who are waiting by the gate to welcome Daddy, when
the day's work is done.
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Anl right there, my friends, you are reaping your reward.

All of you curse the accident after It happens. I know that

your heart is in the right place—like the engineer on the

speeding train and the captain of the great ocean liner you

will feel the great responsibility in caring for the men in your

charge.
And in conclusion I will say that I am not blind to the short-

comings of these workmen—In the daily panorama of shop life

the utter indifference to safety of most of them is amazing.

But still, deep in men's hearts lies the desi^e to do right. To
awaken that spirit and steer it in the channels of safety is

your, almost sacred, duty.

EXPRESS PACKAGES MUST BE EXPRESSLY
PACKED.

New express packing niUvs, similar to those required

for freiprht movement on the railroads, will go into

effect on Deeember 10, and express shippers are re-

quested to prepare themselvs for the new standards.

The new packinjj requirements, which were recently

approved by the United States Railroad Administra-

tion, were formulated to provide additional safcpruards

for merchandise sent by express. Heretofore, shippers

have been using all sorts of containers for express pack-

ages, but the new rules are expected to make the regula-

tions uniform and thus provide business concerns with

an even more reliable and speedy service.

Preparations are being made at local offices of the

American Railway Express Company, which is the

agent of the Government in handling the express busi-

ness of the entire country, to put the new rules into

effect on December 10, and to require a strict adherence

to them thereafter. The express officials expect that in

this way shippers will be induced to pay greater atten-

tion to their packing methods and to turn their business

over to the carrier substantially packed and clearly

marked, so that, with reasonable care on the part of

expressmen, all traffic can be handled rapidly and with

fewer chances of loss or damage in transit.

The rules, recently promulgated, will not permit the

use of paper wrapping for packages over 25 pounds,
nor or ordinary paper boxes, wrapped or unwrapped,
when the weight of the package is over that limit. For
shipments over 25 pounds, wooden containers, or con-

tainers of fibreboard, pulpboard or corrugated straw-

board material are required. The cartons must be
made of materials of specified "test strengths," simi-

lar to those required for the freight serv-ice, and the

containers must bear the stamp of the manufacturers
eertifx-ing that the material used is of strensrth reqiiir-

ed for the weight of the shipment carried in it, as called

for in the rules.

The express regulations, though modelled on those
for freight movement, permit a wider latitude in the
size of the carton used, and carry a certain number of
exceptions. Shippers who wish to acquaint themselves
with the new express regulations are requested to study
Supplement No. 5 to Express Classification No. 26, in
which these rules are embodied, and copies of which
may be secured at any express office. It is calculated
that the time remaining before December 10 will be suf-
ficient to enable express shippers to adjust themselves
to the new packing standards.

ROMANTIC JOURNEY OF B.C. SPRUCE.
The following is from the Prince Rupert News:

—

"A year ago some Prince Rupert people were getting
out_ logs at the Oueen Charlotte Islands for the Im"-
perial Munitions Board. The work was ended late in
the autumn and the spruce logs were sold to the paper
mills at Ocean F.alls ^nd ground into pulp, rolled into

paper and shipped back to this port en route to New
York City to jirint that great American paper, the New
York Times. A train load of the paper went out yes-

terday eastbouud.

"Very soon the same paper will return here printed,

and will be sold on the streets. Some of those who read

the paper will be the same who got out the logs at the

islands and po.ssibly the same that handled the paper

when it returned through this port. Few of them, how-

ever, will remember, when they read the paper, that it

was their effort which felled the monster spruce trees

from which it is made.
"New York is over 3,000 miles from this port. The

romance of the spruce tree is one illustration of how
exceedingly small the world is becoming."

STARTING UP OF BEAVER COVE PLANT
DELAYED.

Owing to shortage of fuel supply and delay in secur-

ing machinery the plant of the Beaver Cove Lumber
and Pulp Co., Ltd., will be unable to start before the

first of November.
Mr. King, the treasurer of the company, is at the plant

and Mr. Pratt, the secretary, is again in Vancouver
after a trip to California.

FORESTRY STUDENTS AT TORONTO.
One of the serious handicaps to progress in forestry

in Canada has been the lack of truined foresters. This

was partly due to the conmarative newness of the pro-

fession in Canada and partly to the lack of accommoda-
tion in our colleges. It is gratifying as well as interest-

ing to note that the Department of Forestry at the TTni-

versity of Toronto this vear has the second largest regis-

tration in the history of the school and the percent since

the beginning of the war. It may be that the pnblicitv

"iven to the ininortanee of forestry in connection with

the war has had something to do with the present state

of affairs. In the first year there are 21 students,

spcond year 13, third year 8. 4th year 2. In addition to

these there are one in the fifth and sixth years forestry

and arts course ' besides one special student and one

occasional student. This makes a total of 48 which is

Tratifving not only to the faculty of forestry but to the

wood using industries of the Dominion.

PULP AND PAPER ASSOCIATION'S NEW
QUARTERS.

For some time past it has been realized that the loca-

tion of the offices of the Canadian Pulp and Paner
Association are not altogether conducive to a complete

use of the facilities provided. The majority of the

members are out of town and it is not alwa.vs conven-

ient for them tn come to the down town district.

On this matter being placed before the Executive it

was unanimously decided that the offices of the Asso-

ciation should be moved to the Drummond Building,

at the corner of Peel and St. Catherine Streets, Mont-
real, and the Secretary was accordingly instructed to

make the necessary arrangements. It should therefore

be noted that on and after the 1st of November 701-2

Drummond Building will be the new home of the Can-
adian Pulp and Paper Association.

This building is within three minutes' walk of the
railways and principal hotels uptown, and it is sincere-

ly hoped that all the members of the Association when
visiting Montreal will make their headquarters at the
new address.
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PAPER MILL STOCKS DECREASED.

Comparing tlie stocks on hand at the domestic mills

on September 30th with their average daily production

based upon the weekly and monthly reports for the 12-

months' period ended March 31, 1919, the figures show
that:

Newsprint mill stocks equal slightly more than 4
days' average output.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 10

da.vs' average output.

Paperboard mill stocks equal slightly more than 8

days' average output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly more than
18 days' average output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 8

days' average output.

Pine paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 28

da.vs' average output.

Tissue paper mill stocks equal slightly less than 15

da.vs' average output.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than
21 days' average output.

Felts and building paper mill stocks equal slightly

more than 10 days' average output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly more
than 35 da.vs' average output.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades equal slightly

more than 11 days' average output.

Mill stocks of bag papers, felts and building and
specialities increased slightly during the month. Stocks

of all other grades decreased. IMill stocks of all grades

combined showed a decrease during September of 20,-

755 tons. Stocks of all grades reported by manufactur-

ers at the end of September amounted to 224,508 tons

including the stocks at terminal and delivery points.

In addition to these stocks, jobbers and p\iblishers re-

ported newsprint stocks aggregating 147,743 tons.

The following stocks were reported on hand at ter-

minal and delivery points on September 30th in addi-

tion to the mill stocks reported above: Newsprint, 1,308

tons : book paper, 3,368 tons : wrapping, 170 tons ; fine,

206 tons; and miscellaneous, 285 tons.

WASTE LIQUID SULPHUR DIOXIDE FROM
SMELTERS FOR MANUFACTURE OF

SULPHITE ACID.

The U.S. Forest Products Laboratory is bringing to

the attention of paper makers the possibility of utilizing

liquid sulphur dioxide from the stack gases of smelters

for the manufacture of sulphite acid. Liquid sulphur

dioxide has many advantages over sulphur for this pur-

pose, and the only disadvantage is the long haul be-

tween the smelters and most existing pulp-making cen-

ters. In certain cases, however, utilization of smelter

gas assuredly offers material saving in cost as well as

greater flexibility and ease of operation.

The smelter product is free from all foreign material

except perhaps a very small amount of moisture. It

might be produced in quantities far exceeding the de-

mands of the .sulphite industry.

Estimates Indicate that liquid sulphur dioxide may
be obtained f.o.b. at the smelter at a price considerably

under that of an equivalent amount of sulphur. It

would seem that pulp mills should make use of this

waste product wherever the freight charges permit.

NITROCELLULOSE FROM WOOD PULP.
For over thirty years certain sporting powders have

been derived in part from wood pulp, but only lately

has there been any research looking toward the use of

wood pulp in the production of cannon powder. The
Forest Products Laboratory in recent experiments has
succeeded in producing by all three pulping processes

(the soda, sulphate, and sulphite) pulps which meet
all surveillance tests for use in nitrocellulose manufac-
ture. Those pulps have been nitrated at the Picatinuy
Arsenal and run into powder of several calibres.

At certain steps in the process of manufacturing
nitrocellulose, wood pulp can not be handled as easily

as cotton, but at other points it yields to treatment more
readily. On the whole, the differences in manufactur-
ing are decidedly in favor of wood pulp. The yields

are a little le.ss than those obtained from cotton, but
the material satisfactorily meets all laboratory tests for
cannon powder.

Further work to reduce the cost of the wood-pulp
product is now under way at the laboratorv.—Technical
Notes, U.S. F.P.L.

MANY NEW COMPANIES GET CHARTERS.
The general business activity of Canada, is reflected

in the large number of companies which are being
incorporated from week to week . The following are
among the latest of interest to the pulp and paper in-

dustry :

Illustrators, Limited, have been incorporated with
a capital stock of .'{!40,000, and headquarters in Toron-
to. The company is empowered to buj', sell and deal
in goods, wares and merchandise, more particularly to

illustrate for the purpose of advertising, and also to

prepare folders, catalogues, designs, etc. The incor-

porators are Harold W. McCrea, Harry L. Pinkerton,
Isaac B. Somerville and W. A. "Wright.

A provincial charter has been granted to the Rapid
Electrotype Company, Limited, with a capital stock
of $250,000 and headquarters in Toronto, to carry on
business as engravers, stereotypers, eleetrotj-pers, book-
binders, envelope and paper box manufacturers, sta-

tioners, etc., as well as to publish, sell and deal in

newspapers, magazines and general printed matter.

A. T. Gilmour & Co., Limited, with headquarters in

Montreal, and a capital stock of .$50,000 is another
federally chartered organization to carry on the busi-

ness of lithographers, printers, publishers, manufac-
turers of wall paper and also to make and deal in en-

velopes, paper bags, boxes, stationery, etc.

A provincial charter has been granted to the Seeds-
•

men's Lithographic Co., Ltd., Toronto, with a capital
stock of $40,000, to conduct the business of printers,
lithographers, publishers, bookbinders, paper makers,
envelope, paper bag, box and carton makers, etc., as
well as to deal in general articles for which these are
made.

A federal charter has been granted to the Edmonton
Lumber Exchange of Edmonton, Alta., with a capital

stock of $200,000. The new organization is empower-
ed to carry on in all its branches a lumber, timber and
pulpwood business and to manufacture, sell and deal

in timber, logs, lumber and wood of all kinds, pulp,

paper, etc., and to acquire timber limits, water lots,

etc. Among the incorporators are J. W. S. Chappelle,
"W. F. Cavanagh. -T. J. Nierengarten and Benjamin
Shore, all of Edmonton.
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ALCOHOL HAILED NEW POWER KING.

New York, October 10.—King Alcohol was hailed as

& new monarch of the realm of power in a symposium

held Friday, October 10th, at Kumford Hall, by the

New York Section of the American Chemical Society.

The five well-know chemists who addressed the Sec-

tion told of more new sources of alcohol which could

be tapped and indicated many new uses for it. The

facts brought out are encouraging to the possible

development of sulphite waste liquor recovery.
;

Mr. B. R. Tunison said that probably ten times as

much alcohol as was consumed before Prohibition

days would eventually be utilized by the American

people, albeit, they have decided to dispense with it

as a beverage. In a normal year the United States

drank 169,000,000 gallons of alcohol and used ap-

proximately 100,000,000 gallons in the various arts.

Among the sources which could be developed is the

nipa palm which flourishes in the Philippines and

other tropical countries and yields, said Mr. Tunison,

about 15 per cent of sugar which eould be fermented.

From that source alone 50,000,000 gallons a year

could easily be produced. The Mexicans brew a fiery

beer from "the sotol plant, a variety of agave which

exists in very large quantities in their country from

which millions of gallons could be distilled. By
changing the cellulose of sawdust and other wood
waste into sugar and then fermenting that substance,

plenty more alcohol can also be obtained. It is

identical with that derived from grain and is quite

different from the methyl or so-called wood alcohol

of the "Pink Elephant" brand which is made by an-

other process. Considerable alcohol can also be de-

rived from the waste of gas works.

In order to bring all these alcohols within the do-

main of the law, however, they have to be denatured

or treated in such a way as to make them unfit for

human consumption. There are now about forty de-

naturing formulas which are approved by the In-

ternal Revenue Bureau. When alcohol is used "sim-

ple of itself" as honest Falstaff used to say of sack,

the Government puts on a tax of $4.15 a gallon even

if employed for industrial purposes.

These undrinkable alcohols are used excessively as

solvents in the various chemical industries and espe-

cially in the development of the rapidly growing dye

industry. They can serve all well in the manufacture
of rosins as a solvent and by their use a perfectly

transparent product can be manufactured.

Mr. Tunison prophesied that as the petroleum sup-

ply decreases and the price of gasoline is therefore

raised, alcohol will come into greater use as a motor
fuel. Denatured ethyl alcohol, identical in compo-
sition with that distilled from grains, is now cheap
in car load lots and there are compounds of it which
are sold even now- for only a few cents more a gallon

retail than the price of gasoline. Mr. Tunison said

that these new alcohol fuels yield more power to the

gallon than does gasoline and do not clog carburetors.

There is also a demand for the so-called solidified

alcohol which is made by adding paraffine and such
substances to spirits.

Dr. F. "W. Kressman gave details concerning the
manufacture of "Ethyl Alcohol from "Wood "Waste."

Dr. G. P. Richmond told of the possible increased
use of the so-called "Higher Alcohols" which are em-
ployed in the manufacture of extracts and perfumes.

Professor Ralph H. McKee spoke of "Alcohol from

Sulphite "Wood Waste," and Dr. Leonard H. Cret-
cher's topic was "The Use of Alcohol in the Dye In-

dustry."—Bulletin No. 245.

HOW TO SAMPLE CHINA CLAY,
China clay producers have their own particular

methods in sampling clays for different purposes, but
generally speaking most tests, especially for color, are
made by the use of water. The choice of surround-
ings in which clay is sampled is very important in the
matter of color. We have known buyers, who were
keen in disparaging clays for bleaching and paper
purposes in order to persuade the seller that the clay
was not of such good quality as represented, take clays
into a yellow papered room in order to test them for
whiteness ! Clays should always be sampled in a white-
washed room for preference, and in front of a frosted
glass window. Under such circumstances the lights

are even and permit of comparative color tests being
easily made.

For Paper-Makers and Bleachers.
If the test is to ascertain its value to paper-makers

and bleachers, color is the principal requirement. The
method of testing the color of clay, although ex-

tremely simple, is at the same time perfectly satis-

factory and sufficient. A plate, or some other vessel

capable of holding M-ater without cau.siiig a shadow
at the bottom, is taken, and water poured into it to

the depth of half an inch or so. The washed and dried
clay is then put into the water in a state of powder,
and some other clay, the quality and commercial value
of which are known, is placed on the same plate. By
comparing the two samples the relative value of the

new clay for bleaching and paper-making purposes is

readily decided.

Another method is to put samples of dry powdered
clay on the edge of an empty plate and drip sufficient

water over it to make the clay plastic, afterwards
smoothing it over with a paint knife. Another effective

test is to place samples of moist clay on a sheet of

blotting paper, which absorbs the surplus moisture and
leaves samples of equal wetness.

Greneral Observations.

In water tests it should be carefully borne in mind
that the water and clay ought to be mixed in proper
proportions. That the test in this case may be per-

fectly satisfactory, it is necessary that the mixture of

water and clay be in the proportion of 20 per cent

clay and 80 per cent water.

The water with which the clay is mixed should be

as pure as possible, for if it be imprenated with any
vegetable or mineral matter, the color of the clay will

suffer accordingly.

In testing the whiteness of clay, care must be taken:

(1) That the water is pure.

(2) That the margin of the vessel be low, as to to

cast no shadow.

(3) That the clays with which it is compared be
perfectly understood.

When testing for color, it would be of advantage if

a dish or palette were procured, surrounded by discs

of clay of different degrees of whiteness, with num-
bers to indicate the quality; the testing then would be

much more easily performed.—China Clay Trade Re-

view.

The author seems to have neglected entirely the

matter of retention, which is of great importance, and
also the matter of grit. It is our humble opinion that

this manner of testing is entirely inadequate.—Ed.
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Technical Section

B-9. Building a nation on a tree farm. Robson
Black. Can. For. J., July, 1919, p. 315. Canada's
forest possessions have been the backbone of contin-

uous prosperity. "What the future promises.—C.L.

B-9. Forestry progress in Newfoundland. J. D. Gil-

mour. Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 245. Discusses the

general timber situation in Newfoundland, and de-

scribes particularly the operations of the Anglo-New-
fomidland Development Company, of which Mr. Gil-

mour, a graduate forester, is chief forester and logging
.superintendent. "The burning of slash in spring will,

from observations made on burns, give a better propor-

tion of spruce than is attained by clear catting and
leaving brush to rot."—C.L.

B-9. Privat3 companies engage foresters. Can For.

J., June, 1919, p. 253. Lists the private companies in

Canada which are employing trained foresters, and in-

dicates the class of work upon which they are engaged

;

timber estimating and mapping, nursery work, plant-

ing, advisory to logging department, etc. Record pro-

gress is being made in the utilization of trained for-

esters by private concerns, particularly pulp and paper
companies in eastern Canada. There is also a remark-
able development of reforestation work by such com-
panies.—C.L.

B-9. Two sides of boundary: Is there a parallel?

Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 261. Discusses the ap-

proaching exhaustion of the forest resources in many
of the eastern and southern states, and refers to the

similar situation in portions of eastern Canada.

—

C.L.

B-9. Canada's forests as an imperial asset. Robson
Black. Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 270.—C.L.

B-9. A business plan for western forests. Can. For.

J., May, 1919, p. 203. How the United States Gov-

ernment placed its National forests under forestry

control ; an analogy for Canada. An argument for

giving the Dominion Forestry Branch jurisdiction

over timber operations on Dominion licensed lands in

the western provinces.—C.L.

B-9. A proposed British Empire Forestry Associa-

tion. Can. For. J., May, 1919, p. 207.—C.L.
B-9. A land of forests—without forestry. C. D.

Howe, Can. For. J., May, 1919, p. 213. Discusses the

forestry situation in Canada, shows how serious is the

situation and how little is being done to remedy it.

"Canada stands almost naked on any forestry prac-

tice." Plain spoken indictment of the present situa-

tion.—C.L.

B-9. Timber sale policy in New Brunswick. Can. For.

J., May, 1919, p. 217. Some 400 square miles of timber

have been disposed of on a timber sak basis, as dis-

tinguished from the license system formerly in ex-

clusive use. The greatly increased revenues secured

in this way amply justify the change of policy.—C.L.

B-9. The great forests of South America. Percy F.

Martin. Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 264.—C.L.

B-9. The new definition of forestry. Dr. H. P. Baker,

Can. For. J., June, 1919, p. 267. Discusses the heavy

utilization of French forests for war purposes. The

war demands upon these forests have been estimated

at seven times the normal production. On this con-

tinent also we must recognize that forestry is not alone

the production of a crop of trees but also the harvest-

ing of the forest crop and its ultimate utilization.—
O.Jj.

D-4. Manufacture of fibrous pulp from sawdust and
wood waste. J. C. Van Wessem. Eng. Pat 117 086
27.6.18 (appl. 10,616/18) Int. Com. 23.12.15.—J. S.

'

L-7. "Cell yarns." A. Leinveber. Kunststoffe
1918, 8, 234-235. Chem. Zentr., 1919, 90, 11, 24'

tHrough J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 38, p. 218A (1919). A
complete description of the processes of manufacture,
already fully covered in articles which have been ab-
stracted. A.P.—C. (See class L-7.)

K-2. Recovery of waste paraffined paper. (Recupera-
tion des rebuts de papier paraffine.) Porphyre La
Papeterie, 41, 283-4, (Aug. 25, 1919). It is advisable
though not absolutely necessary, to cut the paper into
narrow strips. It is then placed in a vessel having
a metal screen near the top. The vessel is filled with
hot water to a level above the screen, and is kept hot
during the operation. The contents are slowly agitated
(1-2 R.P.M.). The paraffin rises to the top, whence
it can be drawn off, but the screen prevents the paper
from rising. The recovered stock .should not contain
more than one per cent of paraffin.—A.P.-C.

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS.
(From La Papeterie.)

Quest. 2. What is the influence of the amount of
lime salts in the water on the degree of sizing paper?

Ans. The lime in the water reacts with the resin of
the size forming insoluble salts which are very hard.
This results in the formation of minute specks, invisible

to the naked eye, about which water or ink is readily
absorbed. When these are very numerous the paper
becomes brittle.

Quest. 3. What precautions must be observed in

order that, the transverse strength of paper .shall ap-
proach as nearly as possible to its longitudinal
strength?

Ans. In this connection it may be well to recall the
patent of Mr. Cartiaux (La Papeterie, Nov. 25, 1908).
Just where the stock comes on the wire there are two
rolls having their axes in the same vertical plane, and
which can be raised or lowered according to the
strength of the paper. The circumferential speed of
the rolls is slightly inferior to that of the wire ; hence,
as the stock is held back, the fibres have time to felt

both transversely and longitudinally. Two similar

rolls are placed before the first suction box. This re-

sults not only in a better felting of the fibers but also

in a more uniform thickness of the sheet. The drying
is consequently more regular and the sheet is quite

flat when it reaches the end of the machine.
Quest. 5. How is Camauba wax used in the manu-

facture of coated papers?
Ans. Camauba wax is a vegetable wax which may

be used as a substitute for beeswax in certain eases,

for instance, for the manufacture of coated papers.

It cannot be used as it is but must first be saponified.

This is accomplished by heating the wax in water to-

gether with Marseilles (Castile) soap and an alkali,

the proportions being varied according to the require-

ments of each case.—A.P-C.
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UNITED STATES NOTES
The use of earrier pif,'t'oiis in a limited way during

the recent severe forest fires in certain sections of the

"West seems to have demonstrated the practicability of

employin^r these birds on a large scale for tliis purpose.

In several emergencies in the coast States the particu-

lar use made of these birds was in having tliem convey

messages from the fire fighters "at the front'' to head-

quarters. The recent experiment lends special interest

to a plan which is being considered for co-operation be-

tween the Department of Agriculture and the Navy De-

partment, under which carrier pigeons and equipment
of the latter department may become available. To es-

tablish a successful carrier pigeon system it will be

necessary to lay plans during the coming winter to have

the posts properly located and get the birds acclimated

and begin their training. While carrier pigeons have
been known to make flights of 600 miles in a single day,

the usual distance to be covered in Forest Service work
between fire fighting areas and headciuarters would be

for distances considerably less, probably not over fifty

miles. The value of the birds would be particularly

great in mountainous regions where travel is difficult.

Biron, a paper mill town in Wisconsin, is a munici-

pality whose coffers have been so swelled during the

past two years as a result of high taxes that its officials

are finding it difficult to spend all of the money that

has rolled into its treasury. When it was found that or-

dinary municipal improvements failed to deplete the

town treasury, the village fathers decided to erect a

community hall under a law recently passed by the

Wisconsin State Legislature authorizing municipalities

to enter into ventures of that kind. Though the edifice

in Biron promises to be one of the finest of such halls

in Wisconsin, its cost is putting no appreciable dent in

the village exchequer. One of the town's biggest sources

of revenue is the Consolidated Water Power and Paper
Company, whose plant is located within the township
confines.

Claims made by the Paper Box Makers' Union to the

effect that more than 40 per cent of the shops in New
York City affected by a strike begun there some weeks
ago have settled and that 40 per cent more have indicat-

ed their willingness to accept the principle of collective

bargaining, are emphatically denied by the Metropoli-
tan Paper IManufacturers ' Association through Harry
R. Roden, secretary of the latter organization. Mr.
Roden brands such statements as deliberate falsehoods,

and asserts that the manufacturers, though willing to

deal with the men regarding money matters, have never
considered discussing labor troubles with the union
leaders, nor will they do so in the future.

With the carrying out of plans now being formulated
hy the New York State College of Forestry at Syra-
cuse. New York State will lead the nation in intensive

application of forestry to idle lands. This pro.ject is

probably the first in America for the planting and own-
ing of a communal forest for future economic returns,

and will be used as a demonstration of the possibilities

of forestry in New York State. Otsego County is to be
made the scene of the experiment and the plan is for
each township to plant a forest of roughly 100 acres as

a starting point. The several forests will be part of the

county .system and will be connected with the highways
to make them accessible from all parts of the county.
The townships will buy the land and care for the for-

ests, but the organization work is being done by the

Otsego County Improvement Association which is com-
pleting a membership campaign to give $25,000 a year
for the promotion of this and three other general pro-

.jects. The association hopes to have plans so far ad-

vanced that the first planting can be made next spring.

A satisfactory settlement has been negotiated be-

tween the Eagle Lodge of Paper JIakers and the vari-

ous paper manufacturers of Holyoke, Mass., and a long
period of steady contentment on the part of the em-
ployees is looked forward to.

Earnings of the International Paper Company, due
to high prices, are reported to be such as to warrant
resumption of dividends on the common shares.

The heavy exporting business which paper manufac-
turers are doing is reflected in the strength recently

sliown by American Writing Paper Company shares.

The Boston News Bureau, recognized as the official fin-

ancial organ of New England, says: "Exports this

year are more than 300 per cent in excess of last year.

Writing paper manufacturers report the heaviest for-

eign business in the history of the industry. American
manufacturers during the first seven months this year
exported writing paper and envelopes valued at $10,-

3.5.5,252 compared with exports for the corresponding
period of 1918 of $3,0.58,.550 and $1,772,467 for 1917."

The National Paper Trade Association has sent out a

general announcement and schedule of committee meet-

ings for its fall conference to be held at the Waldorf-
Astoria Hotel, New York City, on the following dates:

Board of Directors, Monday, November 10 ; Executive
Committees of the Fine and Coarse Paper Divisions,

Tuesday. November 11 ; special meetings of the Fine
and Coarse Paper Divisions of the Association, Wednes-
day, November 12. and a general conference of the en-

tire association, Thursday, November 13. The program
will not include a banquet this fall.

Plans inchiding the erection of two additional build-

ings whose operation when machinery is installed will

double the capacity of its plant, are being carried out

by the Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Company
of Middletown. Ohio. The projected improvements are

expected to bring the concern's output up to $2,500,000

•a year, making it one of the largest waxed paper enter-

prises in the United States.

B.C. NEWSPRINT BEING SHIPPED EAST.

During the past two months over 1,200 tons of news-

print has been shipped by the Ocean Falls plant of the

Pacific Mills to New York, Kansas City and other

points East. Part of these shipments have been

througrh Prince Rupert and over the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railwaj^ and part over the C.P.R. through Van-
couver.

Previously, most of the output of this plant had been
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Norman E. Wainwright, of the Canadian Export Pa-
per Co., Limited, Montreal, has been on an extended
business trip to various points in the United States in

the interest of the export paper business.

Col. John A. Cooper, a former well known Toronto
newspaper man and publisher, who is now in charge of

the U.S. publicity department of the Canadian govern-

ment, in New York City, was in Toronto this week at-

tending thp re-union of the "Buffs," of which he is a

former commanding officer.

The Provincial Paper Mills Co., Toronto, have in-

augurated the double shift system at the coating paper
plant of the company in Georgetown in order to catch

up with orders. The strong demand for coated stock

continues on all sides and every mill is rushed to the

limit.

W. P. Christie, of the John Christie Co., Toronto,

spent the past week at Sault Ste. Marie and other points

in Northwestern Ontario on business.

A. P. Costiirane, Safety Engineer of the Ontario Pulp
and Paper Makers' Association, Toronto, visited the

mills at Campbellford durinsr the past week and found
much interest evidenced in Safety work. He is spend-

insr this week at the various plants in the Niagara Pen-
insula.

George W. James, of the James Papers, Bowmanville.
Ont., was married recently to Miss Sara^ L. "Woods of

Owen Sound. He is a son of M. A. James, the veteran
Publisher, who for nearly forty vears has been at the

helm in the Bowmanville Statesman. It is interesting

to note that the James papers, which since 1872 have
been using a ready print inside, are now all home print,

the change having recently been effected.

G. W. Saunders, Treasurer of the Mattasami Pulp
and Paper Co., Smooth Rock Falls, Ont.. was in Toronto
during the past week caling upon the trade. The
plant of the company is very busy at present and en-

joying its share of the active sulphite pulp market.

Ellis H. Wilkinson, dealer in paper and twines, 76

Bay Street, Toronto, has changed the name of his or-

ganization to the "Wilkinson Paper Co. Recently over

one hundred eases of goods reached Havana, Cuba, dur-

ing a big cyclone. An interesting feature of the inci-

dent is that fourteen cases had been given up for lost

owing to the fact that it had been impossible for them
to be removed from the docks. On account of a heavy
flood they were under water. The consignors were
cabled to this effect but later, when the cases were fin-

ally opened, they revealed a triumph for Canadian
packing as tliey were found with one exception to be

undamaged, all the ca»;es having been carefully lined

with duplex waterproof paper, manufactured at

Brampton, which is handled by the "Wilkinson Paper
Co., of Toronto. Of late there has developed a decided
demand for this paper for packing purposes.

S. F. Duncan, of Toronto, secretary-treasurer of the

Provincial Paper Mills Co., has returned from a suc-

cessful duck shooting expedition in the neighborhood
of Port Arthur.

W. J. Douglas, General Manager of the Mail and Em-
pire, who passed away in Toronto last week, played a
very important part in the development of Canadian
journalism. He came to Toronto from Milwaukee in
1877, at the request of the late John Riordon who had
purchased the Mail in that year and at once took an
active interest in the development of the Canadian
daily. In August last Mr. Douglas and wife celebrated
their golden wedding. The deceased, who leaves a wife,
three sons and one daughter, was a brother-in-law of
Charles Riordon, President of the Riordon Pulp and
Paper Co. and an uncle of Carl Riordon, ^Managing
Director of the same company and a former President
of the Canadian Pulp and Paper As.sociati0n.

In the recent Ontario election R. J. Soden, book-
seller and stationer. Peterborough, was the Conserva-
tive candidate in "West Peterborousrh and in a three-
cornered contest the Labor standard-bearer was victori-
ous. G. "W. Sulman, of Chatham, bookseller and .sta-

tioner, who was the late Conservative member in "West
Kent,_ was not a contestant in th^ late campaign, and
the riding was captured by the Liberals by a large ma-
jority.

All records in the production of newsprint were
broken at the plant of the Laurentide Co. at Grand
Mere, when on October 8 no less than 302 tons were
turned out by the machines. On October 6 the pro-
duction was 293 tons and on the day follow4ing 295
tons.

The ratepayers of Peterborough carried by a large
niaiority the by-law for the purpose of granting con-
cessions to the Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Co.
of Nashua, N.H. The by-law was to purchase a site
and buildinsr (the former Cordage Company's works)
in the south end of the city, at a cost of $57,000. This
will be leased to the Nashua Co. for a period of five
years at an annual rental of seven per cent on the cost
of the site and repairs, with the option of the company
to renew the lease for a further period of five years and
also an option of purchasing the property at any time
during the tenancy of the company. The bv-la'w also
fixes the assessment of the company at $10,000 for a
period of ten years exclusive oi! local improvement taxes
and school rates. :\rr. Watson, engineer of the com-
pany, has arived in Peterborough and has been bu.sy
laying out the floor area in preparation for installing
forty thousand dollars' worth of machinery. It is the
intention of the company to start operations in their
new C^anadian branch at as early a date as possible.
Mr. Watson lately returned from England where he
superintended the establishment of a branch of the
Nashua Co., at Leicester. He also superintended the
erection of a factory for the company at Middletown,
Ohio, three years ago, and this branch has now doubled
its capacity. In their new Canadian plant the company
will devote special attention at first to the wax paper
end and other lines will be developed later.

The absorption of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co. 's plant
at Cornwall by the Howard Smith Paper Mills, of
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Montreal has now been accomplished and the old direc- EGYPTIAN RICE STRAW USED FOR PULP.

tors of the company have retired. C. Howard Smith According to recent consular advices from Egypt,

is the new President of the Toronto Paper Mfg. Co., results already recorded in the United States through

and the other directors are Messrs. Pyke, Cameron, (-xperimentation with rice straw as a raw material in

Robb, and Crabtree, all of Montreal. R. S. Waldie, late
^^^^, nianut'actwrc of i)aper pul]), arc confirmed anil the

President of the Company, ha.s retired and his with- po.ssibilitics of manufacturing pai)er in Egypt from
drawal from the paper industry of Canada will be

^.-^^.^^ straw, old cotton rags (mostly colored) waste

much regretted. He made a wide circle of friends by paper, papyrus reeds, (bourdie, etc.) and bagasse

his genial manner, courteous disposition and upright (sugar cane refuse), are made the subject of a report

character. He will now devote his entire attention to issued by an Egyptian Government committee of

the Victoria Harbor Lumber Co., of which he is Vice- technical advice on ]n-inting.

President, and to his other interests. Samples of the Egyptian rice straw were sent to— England bv the Ministry of Finance for testing. The
NEWSPRINT PAPER REVIEW FOR SEPTEMBER,

j.,.^,,,^^ obtained .showed' that the straw when treated

The average production of American newsjirint mills i,y f],^ soda process yields pulp of good quality suit-

based upon the weekly and monthly reports for the 12 able for the manufacture of white paper. The straw

months' period ended March 31. 1919, amounted to could also serve for the production of strawboard

105.650 tons of total print and 95,800 tons of standard and brown paper if treated either by soda or lime

news, whereas the actual production amounted to process.

111.434 tons of total print and 97,702 tons of standard
ffj^g jj, fjrown in large quantities in Egypt and a

news. sufficient amount of straw at a low price would always
Mill .stocks of both standard news and total print de^

^^ available to guarantee the continuous running of

creased during September 1919. About 4,000 tons of
^ paper mill using rice as a raw material,

this reduction, which is due to corrected reports from
Experiments with bourdie failed to yield verv favor-

the mdls, should be f^>sti;^"tf'| oj^"'' P""'* "^""/,'i^-
„„« able results, it being shown that, although this stuff

In addition to the stocks of 18,331 tons at mills 1308
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^, ^^^ ^^^^ production of

tons were reported on hand at terminal and delivery
,^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ product is 'poor in comparison with

points on September 30, 1919.
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j,^,^^ ordinary straw. The pulp is only of

Publishers' stocks decreased 3,238 tons during the
..^^^^^^.^^^ y^^^. ^^^^^ difficult to bleach, and the yield

period, which was counterbalanced m part by an m-
.^ ^^^^^^

crease of 1,871 tons in the newsprint in transit. '

,, -., :, c ^^ e^

Fifty-seven publishing concerns hold about 54 per ^
Basrasse. the fibrous residue of the svirrar cane after

cent of the total stocks at the end of the month. '^^ extraction of the luice is frequently assumed to

be a suitable raw material for paper making, hut ex-

„,,.,.„ ,v.„ .r . o.™, Ti-n A -r. .o perimeuts in Egypt have not proved commercially
PULP WOOD EXPORTS HALF OF LAST YEAR S

;^,,,,,,f„i. j,, ^^i.tricts where coal is scarce it is

Canadian exports of pulp and paper during August. moj.g profitable to use bagasse as fuel.

1919, amounted in value to $8,348,179, as compared
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ -^ ^,^1 ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^j^^ important

with $7,118 398 in August, 1918 a gam for this year
^^^^^ ^^^. ^^^^^^-^^^^ available in Egypt are rice

of $1,229,781. Exports of pulpwood amounted to
^^^^^^, ^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^,^^^^ ^^^^ „f

i
^
^fiV'^^Tif^ 5 1

^ '"'" ''"°' ^
''-^''"-^ ^'•^ ^'"^^'^l'' f"-- ™«kin- first class papers, and

$l,033.13o The details:
^^ ivoidd be limited to the manufacture of cheap

Month of August 1918. 1919. „ i i i t n
Paper and Mfgs of $3,84.5,477 .$4,999,2.58 "^P^''^- Panvru.s. reeds and bagasse may eventually
rapei dim inips. ui

o onn i to OQ7Q1QC he converted into srood white papers by new and
Pnln ehem prep z,oUU,i/.i z,0(0,100 . i ^t. i i i i- ii " u i iJ. my, Liiciii. t^icjj

Ar-o r-.n A7ri7oci improved methods, but meantime they could be used
Pulp, mech. ground i>^,iib iii>,i6i,

^^^^^_ ^^ additional materials for cardboard and wrapp-

Totals $7,118,398 $8,348,179 '"- papers.

Pulpwood 1.978,012 944,877

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.
Totals $9,096,410 $9,293,056

The paper exports included 57,817 tons of newsprint. New Steamship Service Vancouver to Genoa, the Lev-

valued at $4,140,812, the importing countries including ant, Black Sea Ports and Egyptian Ports,

the United Kingdom, United States. Argentine Re- ^^^j^^ ^^^ j^,,^,,^ received that the "Societce Gen-
public, Australia. Brazil, British South Africa, Cuba,

^^^^ ^^ Transports Maritime a Vapeur" at Marseilles.
New Zealand, Peru and other countries.

France, is inaugurating a steam.ship service from Van-
Pulp and paper exports for the first five months of

^^^^^^^ ^^ Marseilles, and to Genoa, Italy, as well as
the fiscal year fell off $3,431,118 in value and exports

.^ ^^^^ ^.^^^ ^^ ^ shipments to Piraeus,
of pulpwood $3.90.^,148 as compared with last year,

g^^.^^^^ ^j^^ ^^^,^^^ ^^^^^ g^^ p^^^.^^ ^^^^^ Egyptian
the figures showing:

^^^^ ^^^^
p^j.^^ rpj^^

service commenced with the S S. "Mont
Five Months.

iio 0001^07 499 ^'^i fiR7 Cenis" loading at Vancouver October 20th, and other
Paper and MiSTS. 01 !t'io,.3.3Z,.io/ ^.:;i:,001,001 . „ , . ,rdjjei diiu XXI,..-. u

i-i-iinnoo TiT^RATQ stcamers Will follow at monthly intervals.
Pulp ehem prep i.j.-Diy.uy- o.ioo.-tiy

Pulp mech ground 2,174,521 2,106,936 Messrs. Dingwall Cotts & Co., of Vancouver, are un-
' "^ . del-stood to be the agents of the line.

Totals $33,826,200 $30,395,082

Pulpwood 8,110,266 4,205,118

Ashes should be kept in metal receptacles and never

Totals .$41,936,466 $34,600,200 in paper or wooden barrels or boxes.
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Toronto, October 20.—Each week seems to furnish

something new in the pulp and paper line and the feat-

ure during the past few days has been the rapid rise

in .stocks of various companies that have been offered

on the market, the advances in some cases being sen-

sational. The question being debated in the public

mind is : Is such a trend of affairs healthy and will not

a reaction set in which maj' render the industry in-

calcuhible harm? There are divergent views in re-

gard to the whole problem and here are the two sides

as presented.

One leading supporter of the mills says that the in-

du.stry never had a better and brighter future than

at this juncture and Canada is now just beginning to

come to her own in pulp and paper lines. The ex-

ports in paper, particularly newsprint, were never
running so heavy, at at present, being over four mil-

lion dollars ahead for the first five months of the fiscal

year over the corresponding period in 1918. The ex-

ports of pulpwood have been little more than half for

the first five months of this fiscal }-ear of what they

were last year. This means much for the future of the

industry in Canada, for the less pulpwood there is

exported the more there staj'S in the Dominion to be

made into pulp and paper. The figures from the De-
partment of Trade and Commerce each month are il-

luminative of what the industry is doing and the ex-

pansions which are characterizing it on nearly every
side.

The other version in regard to stocks is that the

present demand will not continue much after the new
year and there is bound to be a falling off. There is

also an undercurrent which manifests itself at times,

to the effect that mills may be looking for business

in a few months as, in the natural order of things, it

is inevitable and a careful study of the market during
the past few years shows that periods of slackness

come around regularly. This is the opinion enter-

tained on the other hand and between those holding
these two views there is the fellow who believes in

following the middle course, not giving way to too

great optimism and not expecting stagnation or de-

pression.

Newsprint plants evidently do not fear the future for

great extensions are going ahead and the demand
keeps up steadily while all the big concerns are speed-

ing up production to the limit. The good news from
Montreal that the leading publishers and the paper
manufacturers have come together and arranged an
amicable understanding on the price question for the

coming year provides a bright spot in the development
of the last few days. The publishers have, at last,

come to the conclusion that the mills have been getting

only a fair reasonable figure for their product and,

with the commencement of 1920, four cents a pound
is likel.y to prevail in the Dominion, which M'ill be just

double the figure at the outbreak of the war in 1914.

Owing to the great call, from the other side of the

line, the figure that Canadian mills will receive for

their product over there, will likely be from five to

ten dollars higher. The tidings that the long drawn
out conflict between the publishers and the manufac-
turers is, at last, terminated will result in much sat-

isfaction on both sides and from this time the progress

of the industry should be greater than ever. Both in-

terests are determined to let bygones be bj^gones and,

working together in harmony and mutual interest,

the newspapers and paper producers will materially

aid in the process of reconstruction and readjustment.
The demand for book papers continues good and

when the local mills have caught up with business

there is ample export trade for them to attend to,

offerings which they are unable to take aboard at the

present time. By the recent acquisition of the Toron-
to Paper Manufacturing Company, by the Howard
Smith Paper Mills, many new specialties will be put
on the market, among them being deckle edge book
papers which have been imported in the past. Bristol

boards, blotting paper, and a wider range of cover
papers will also be produced.
While Canada has for years been exporting from

eighty to ninety per cent of her newsprint paper there

has not been a great deal of export done in other lines

except a moderate amount in high grade bond papers
and ledgers. . The book and writing branch of the

trade will now receive more attention. A large busi-

ness may not develop with the United States in these

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill.

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you
what we can do.
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rajiges but thei-e are India, China, Japan, Austr.uia and

Soutli Africa, who are clamoring lor them.

There is a brisk demand for grountl wood ])ulp and

the prevailing figure now ranges from thirty eight to

forty dollars per ton and even higher. It is said one

reason for the scarcity is that two large firms in Que-

bec have contracted to sell their entire output during

the coming year in Europe. This leaves a shortage

on the market and the excessive requisitions for news-

print have resulted in an urgent call for mechanical

pulp. Sulphite continues to hold its own in price and

the demand is active and steady with quotations show-

ing a tendency to rise. Large cargoes are being snipped

overseas and all the plants are pretty well sold up.

The most active requisitions are for bleached.

Jobbers are doing a good business but still complain

at not being able to get many lines of paper and hav-

ing to fill in, in many cases, to meet existing require-

ments, with whatever they have in hand or what they

can get customers to accept. Coated paper plants are

still very busy and all are now running two shifts,

which has resulted in their catching up somewhat
with production but they still have a long way to go.

There are no changes in prices to record and everj'-

thing swings along favorably in the paper arena. The
soft coal situation however, is causing the mills some
alarm and if the threatened strike in the United States

takes place, it may prove a great hardship to a num-
ber of Canadian plants.

Paper,

*Xews (rolls) at mill, in carload lots $3.45

*Xews (rolls) in less than carload lots $3.52V2
*News (sheet) at mill, in carload lots .$3.80

*News (sheets) in less than carload lots .. ...$3,921/2

xBook papers (carload), No. 1 $9.75

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 1 .$10.00

xBook papers (carload). No. 2 $9.50

xBook papers (ton lots), No. 2 $9.75

xBook papers (carload), No. 3 $8.25

xBook papers (ton lots) No. 3 $8.75

Ledgers 18c up
Sulphite bonds ISVoc

Light tinted bonds 141/00

Dark tinted bonds 16c

White Wrappings $5.25

Writings No. 2 (MF) I21/2C up
Coated book and litho, No. 1 $12.75

Coated book and litho. No. 2 $11.75

Coated book and litho, No. 3 $11.00

Coated book and litho, colored '..$13.00 to $14.50

Grey Browns $5.25

Manila, No. 1 $7.35

Writing No. 1 (S. C.) 13c up

Fibre $7.35

Manila B $5.60

Tag Manila $6.00

Unglazed kraft $9.00

Glazed kraft $9.00

Tissues, bleached .$1.35 to .$1.90

Tissues (unbleached sulphite) $1.25 to $1.75

Tissue, cap, per ream .$1.00 to $1.40

Tissues, manila, per ream 90c to $1.20

Natural greaseproof 13c

Bleached grease proof 17c

Genuine vegetable parchment 2.5c

Bleached white glassine 24c

Drug papers, whites and tints 9c

Paper bags, manila (discount) 35 per cent

Paper bags, kraft 37y2C and lO^o

Confectionery bags 34 per cent
Gusset bags (manila) 35 and 15 per cent

straw board $70.00

Chipboard $70.00

\'at lined chip board $75.00

Filled wood board $78.00

News board $80.00

Double manila lined board $90.00

jManila lined folding board, chip back $87.50

Pulp folding board $95.00

Jute board. No. 3 $70.00

Tag board $120.00

White patent coated board $125.00

Grey folding board $115.00

Pasted board $95.00

* For Canada only.

X These prices are for machine finish, super-calen-

der one-half cent higher.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

Groundwood pulp $38.00 to $40,000

Sulphite, news grade $70.00 to $75.00

Sulphite, ea.sy bleaching $90.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.

New York, October 25.—Local jobbers report demand
for paper to have eased up to quite an extent, due ap-

parently to the printers' strike which has continued this

week to keep the publishing industry iu New York at

a standstill. Reports from manufacturing centers, on

the other liand, do not tell of mills experiencing any let

up in activity. Rather, papermaking plants the coun-

try over are operating at full capacity and still have a

sufficiency of orders booked to keep them running at

maximum for several months to come. Evidently, the

situation" locally is waging little influence on the mar-

ket as a whole. Doubtless publishers in other cities are

using greater quantities of paper than ordinarily, be-

cause a good deal of the printing work usually executed

in New York is being taken elsewhere on account of the

strike, which automatically increases the consumption

of paper in other printing centers.

The newsprint market is in a very strong position.

In fact, the news market is easily the strongest branch

of the paper market at present. Newspapers are not

involved iu the printers" strike, as a result of which

many advertisers are switching considerable of their

advertising to daily newspapers. Daily papers in all

corners of the States consequently are putting out is-

sues of record-breaking size, and the consumption of

newsprint is of such volume that the production is

scarcely able to cope with it. Spot offerings of roll

news are extremely limited, and such manufacturers as

have paper to dispose of in the open market are secur-

ing high prices, around 5.50 cents a pound being the

ruling quotation.

Book paper mills continue to run at capacity and are

still a far way behind in their orders notwithstanding

that the printers' strike locally has affected the book

paper market more than any other branch of the paper

market. Mills with very few exceptions have their

output sold up to the end of the year, and seem little

concerned over the slowing up of demand during the

past several weeks, probably figuring that when the

strike is settled, publishers will come into the market
for larger quantities of paper. Prices on book papers
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export

for balance of this year and over first six months
of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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are firm and tliose seeking to buy are havin<; much dif-

ficulty in obtaining prompt deliveries.

Fine papers are quotably steady and are moving ac-

tively. Consumers are buying in a consistent manner

and have placed orders which will keep mills busily

engaged for some weeks. JIanufacturers are hesitant

in booking further business, although it is uiulerstood

that some are accepting orders for delivery as far off

as February. Coarse papers are moving steadily and

at firm prices. Wrappings are in good demand, as are

tissues, and while supplies seem ample to meet the de-

mand, there is no surplus in the market.

Boards arc freely sought and prices are maintained.

Mills as a rule arc sold ahead from four to six weeks

and are running full in an effort to catch up with or-

ders, and while demand for deliveries further away is

not as brisk as it has been in the recent past, manufac-

turers evince no apprehension over the outlook, prob-

ably feeling that when consumers have received a por-

tion of the supply they now have orders in for, they will

resume buying on a larger scale.

As an instance of the growing export trade in paper,

Government statistics just compiled show that paper

exports from the United States during the first seven

months of this year were valued at more than .$13,000,-

000, which compares with exj)orts valued at a little

more than $3,000,000 in the same period a year ago and

$1,500,000 two years ago. In other words, exports of

paper from the States this year have increased more

than four fold, and the probabilities are manufacturers

could have sliipped by far greater amounts out of the

countrv had they had the paper to divert to foreign

fields.

"

Ground Wood.—The mechanical pulp market re-

mains very strong, demand having undergone no abate-

ment, and prices ruling firm. Talk has been heard in

trade circles this week of sales of No. 1 ground wood at

as high as $50 per ton, and it is known that transactions

on a delivered consuming mill basis have actually been

accomplished at this price. The market value of spruce

pulp, however, still ranges around $40 per ton at pro-

ducing points. Few manufacturers have pulp to offer

for prompt delivery but spot sales are generally at a

basis of $40 and it can be said that this is a more repre-

sentative market price than $50. Newsprint mills are

eagerly absorbing all the supply found available and
producers are frank to acknowledge that they are un-

able to satisfy the wants of buyers.

Chemical Pulp.—Demand for chemical wood pulps is

somewhat quieter than recentl.y in vogue yet quotations

on the whole are maintained and there are no indica-

tions of sizable surplus supplies being in the market.

Kraft pulp has displayed a little easier tendency as re-

gards values and sales have been recorded at slightly

reduced figures, but newsprint sulphite and bleached

sulphite are actively sought and prices on these grades

are strong. Producers of iinbleached sulphite of news-

print quality are freely obtaining $70 to $75 per ton at

shipping points for this grade of sulphite and are sell-

ing all the pulp they have to offer. Offerings of bleach-

ed sulphite of standard No. 1 quality are light and con-

sumers are willingly paying the prices quoted—around
6 cents at the mill—for such supplies they find avail-

able. Sales of domestic kraft of No. 1 quality have
been noted at $80 to $85, while foreign kraft has sold

at $82.50 up to $90, depending on the amount involved.

Arrivals of foreign pulp continue light and very little

of the supply coming here from Scandinavia is unsold.

Reports from Sweden say tiuit manufacturers there

maintain that they cannot profitably produce pulp at

prices ruling in the American market, with the result

that offerings in this direction are anything but volum-
inous. Mills in Norway in the majority of instances, it

is stated, are closed down owing to the inability of

manufacturers to operate at a profit.

Rags.—Activity in low grades of rag stock suitable

for feltmaking has featured the market this week. Felt

mills in the East and West have been in the market for

sizable tonnages of material and have paid fairly at-

tractive prices, with the result that the movement of

roofing rags into consuming channels has increased,

whereas the better qualities of material continue to

move slowly and at relatively low prices. Dealers offer-

ing repacked thirds and blues at 4 cents New York
have reported hiaving difficulty in securing orders,

mills using these rags evidently having stocked up for

a while and being indisposed to augment their hold-

ings at this time. White rags also have been in re-

stricted demand, although a comparatively good call

has come from certain sources for choice packing of this

class of stock. No. 1 repacked whites have sold at a

basis of around 8 cents a pound f.o.b. New York, and
reports have been received of sales of exceptionally fine

packing of whites at as high as 10 cents New York.
Roofing stock is selling at 2.60 to 2.70 cents f.o.b. New
York for No. 1 packing. New cuttings are in slight

demand, buyers in the majority of instances keeping
out of the market excepting when finding rags available

at bargain prices.

Paper Stock—Steadiness marks tne old paper market
which otherwise is lacking in feature. Consuming mills

are absorbing supplies in a fairly steady way, and al-

though some complaint is registered by dealers and
packers over the scope of the demand, there is little

question that most sellers are securing enough business

to keep them well engaged. Board mills are buying
low-grade stock in good volume, and while the tendency
of prices in some cases is downward, there has been no
important fluctuation in values. Folded newspapers
are selling at 90 to 95 cents per hundred pounds f.o.b.

New York and No. 1 mixed paper at 80 to 85 cen.st,

while white blank news conunands very close to 2 cents

per pound New York, definite sales having been record-

ed at 1.95. cents. Shavings are quotably firm at around
4 cents New York for No. 1 soft whites and 5 cents for

No .1 hard white shavings. Books and magazines con-

tinue ea.sy and are moving in limited quantities at a

quotational basis of about 2 cents New York, although
some mills are said to be refusing to pay this price.

Kraft and manilas rule steady and are moving in

routine volume.

Bagging and Rope.—The market for old bagging is

in a very quiet condition. Con.sumers evince a lack of

interest and dealers endeavouring to book orders at

what they deem fair prices are having little success in

doing so. No. 1 scrap bagging is offered in numerous
quarters at 2.75 cents per pound f.o.b. shipping point
and is finding few takers at this or lower prices, mills

apparently having their wants supplied and being dis-

inclined to augment their stocks. Old rope also is in

restricted call and those manufacturers in the market
as purchasers are refusing to grant above 6 cents New
York for No. 1 rope. Strings are quiet and quotably
easy.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
(From Our London Correspondent.)

London, 16th Oct., 1919.

In the aftermath of the jiroat railroad strike comes a

period of activity. The order of the day is "Full Steam

Ahead." Paper mills are working full capacity, orders

are plentiful, and pulp is changring hands with a re-

markable decree of rapidity. There i.s an idea prevail-

ing on all .sides to work and make up for lost time
;
be-

cause, the strike gave the paper mill industry and

the pulp business a rude shock just as the parties eon-

cerned were beginnino; to feel their feet after the effects

of war. It also threw business at one side, upset

schemes, and robbed mills of their greatest asset for

getting away the finished article. The styike has now

become a thing of the pa.st and we are passing once

more into something like a real b\isiness life. But there

is only one difficulty still outstanding and that is the

coal question. Many mills could do with more coal and

the millowner who "has allowed his stock to get extra

low will find himself in a very awkward predicament

in the coming winter, because, there is every tendency

for a shortaire in the coal industry and prices are high.

Electricity for driving power is now receivincr unusual

attention and bv not adopting it in industrial circles it

is said the nation loses £600.000,000 a year Paper-

makers greatly favour electricity.

Three Shift System.

The three-shift system, or 48 hours a week as a

working week, in mills in the United Kingdom appeai-s

to be gi\nng satisfaction to workers where it has been

introduced. Up to the present no employer has ex-

pressed his opinion publicly on the sj'stem, but many of

the workers have, because it means more emT)lo\Tnent

for mill-hands. Mr. Frank Lloyd, the head of Lloyds,

has always favored the 48 hours, or three-shift shift and

I found now some mills have adopted his suggestion.

Sneaking at a gathering of the workers at Burnside one

of the union officials said that the millowners of Burn-

side district welcomed the shorter hours. The 72 hour

a week was too long for a man if he was to be any

good to his mill, but under the new scheme the worker

should be better, his work should be done bettor and

he would take an interest in it and enjoy it more. This

bears out a recent speech made by Mr. Frank Lloyd

at a meeting of his firm. High wages and lavish expen-

diture are being met, as a nation, out of borrowed

money and iinless they could increase production in

mills so that the turn-over is .sufficient to pay wages

and allow a reasonable profit, it is feared indu.stries

will suffer materially. At Burnside the stock rooms

are empty of finished paper so that the outlook for

workers in the district is good.

The Pulp Situation.

The market for pulps is firm and the volume of busi-

ness passing is satisfactory to sellers. Since the ter-

mination of the railroad strike the market soon recov-

ered itself and things once more are normal again.

There is no getting behind the fact the railroad up-

heaval caused a lot of anxiety to pulp men and mill-

owners, because at the commencement people were in

a dilemma. Pulp men, however, looked at matters in a

broad-minded view. Instead of ru.shing into increased

prices they simply waited for the turn of events and
business has automatically fallen into its place again.

Bleached sulphite is quoted from £36 10s to £37 15s

;

easy bleaching (No. 1) £27 7s 6d to £29; sulphite news
£23 12s 6d to £24 17s 6d; kraft £23 to £24 15s; moist

ground wood £7 18s 6d to £8 for spot delivery. At the

moment of writing easy bleaching sulphite is in good

demand and some forward contracts are being fixed up.

Ground wood is also active. The shipments arriving

are satisfactory, considering all the circumstances, and
Canada is contributing a fair amount of tonnage. In

Norwegian circles mills are reported to becoming ac-

tive again, but their export trade is severely handi-

capped through the want of shipping. Finland is also

brightening up in pulps, but until the political crisis

is settled it is feared the Finns wil not seek much de-

velopment in the markets.

The French Mills.

I had a conversation the other day with a traveller

who has just returned from France and he tells me that

a great many of the paper mills are gradually getting

back to their pre-war conditions. The demobilization

of the army has enabled workers to return to their old

jobs, but there is a scarcity of skilled men owing to the

number of casualties in the war. All the mills running

now are very busy and orders are plentiful. My friend

predicts that from now onwards there will be a growing

demand for pulps in France and the market there is

worth inquiring into. Last year I had the pleasiare of

inspecting one or two mills below St. Omer. They were
engaged in kraft production and all sections of the mills

were as busy as could be. For the next twelve months

there should be a big demand for paper and boards in

France and Belgium.

Mr. Lloyd Harris.

The Canadian Association here is entertaining Mr.

Lloyd Harris, chairman of the Canadian Trade Mis-

sion, to a complimentary dinner. Col. Grant Morden,
M.P., will preside. Mr. Lloyd Harris is doing some ex-

cellent work on behalf of the Dominion in England. He
is a live man and is never bashful in telling the public

what the resources of Canada are and what it can

achieve in industrial circles.

The Paper Market.

There is a good demand for newsprint and prices are

unchanged. Consumers were in hopes of a reduction

when the market was thi'own open to foreign mills, but

I am afraid their anticipations are not likely to be ful-

filled as the cost of coal will not allow papermakers to

make any reduction. Indeed, there is a tendency for

the best writing and printing papers to be advanced in

prices. The best writing paper today goes at 16 cents

a lb. and super-calendered printing paper ranges from
12 cents to 1-^ cents. Kraft paper imported from Scan-

dinavian sources is selling on the market at £51 18s 6d
to £52 .5s a ton. Judging by the conditions prevailing

in Sweden and Norway at present I fail to see that they
will be in a position to continue under-selling the Eng-
lish mills. Scandinavia is troubled over coal, shipping,

.scarcity of water and some labour troubles—problems
that have an inclination to advance quotations.

The Peebles Firm.

The report of Jlessrs. A. M. Peebles & Son, Ltd., for

June 30th, 1919, states that a dividend of 5 per cent

and a bonus of 4 per cent (9 per cent in all) is being
paid on the ordinary shares which will absorb £9,000,
leaving a balance of £50,924 14s 6d from which there
is to be deducted income-tax of 6s in the sovereign and
excess profits duty. •-..-—.,-.:•
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STEEL TANKS AND
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Causticizers, Diffusers, Water Tanks,
Penstocks, Buildings, Smoke Stacks, Roof
Trusses, Etc., Etc.

A large stock is carried and we can fill

your requirements very quickly. Please let

us know your needs.

MACKINNON STEEL CO., LIMITED
SHERBROOKE, - - QUEBEC.

MONTBEAIi OTTICE, 404 NEW BIBKS BUItSIirO.

SOMEONE WILL BUY
the machinery that you have not the work for. It may be taking
up the valuable space in your plant that you are needing.

The Exchange Department Will Help to Sell it.
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MILL PRICES TO PUBLISHERS. The imports of mechanically ground wood pulp for

The weiglitcd average price of eoiitraet deliveri.'s August, 1919, were 1,867 tons greater than for August,

from domestic mills to publishers during September, 1918. The exports of domestic wood pulp were 1,536

1919. f o.b. mill in carload lot5 for standard news in tons greater than for August, 1918.

rolls was .$3,675 per 100 pounds. This weighted aver- The imports of chemical wood pulp for August, 1919,

age is based upon September deliveries of more than ^^ere 715 tons less than the imports for August, 1918.

77,000 tons on contracts involving a total tonnage of ^he bulk of this tonnage was unbleached sulphite and

more than one and a half million tons of paper manu- sulphate from Canada. The cheinieal pulp imported

factured in the United Statc-s. These contracts, most from Norway and Sweden in August, 1919, totalled 3,-

of which extend until Decembe 31, 1919, include the ^36 tons,

few long-term contracts made prior to the war at verv
low prices. LOSS OF WOOD PULP PRODUCTION.
The weighted average contract price based on de- The number of American griiubr.s and digesters

liveries from Canadian mills of more than 18,000 tons showing lost time during the month of September in

of standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill in Sep- operating mills was 1,302. These figures do not include
tember. 1919, was $3,667 per 100 pounds. Tlii.s weighted the machines in four mills that were not in operation
average is based upon the September deliveries on con- during September chiefly on account of repairs, lack
tracts involving more than 200.000 tons of Canadian of poM-er and a strike. The hours lost were 2,131 more
paper. The greater number of those are short-term than in August.
contracts covering the year 1919. According to the Federal Trade Commissioner's re-

The weighted average market price for September of port the total stocks of all grades of pulp in the mills

standard roll news in carload lots f.o.b. mill based upon on September 30th amounted to 178,729 tons. Stocks
domestic purchases totaling more than 10,000 tons was of easj- bleaching sulphite, sulphate pulp and Mitscher-

$4.58 per 100 pounds. lich sulphite increased slightly during the month.

Loss of Production There was a decrease during the month in the stocks

Reports from 74 mills operating 176 machines run- "
Comparing^The' stock on hand at the domestic pulp

nmg fu 1 or partml time on newsprint paper showed ,^^1, ^^ ^j^^ ^^^ ^j ^]^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^^ t^^i^ ^^^ ^^i,
the total time the machines were idle decreased from production based on the 9-months- period ended April
1..6b hours m August to 1,<26 hours in September. No

30^ ^g^g^ ^y^^ gg^^es show that

:

lost time due to lack of orders was reported. Ground wood mill stocks equal slightly more than
Imports and Exports. .30 days' average output.

The imports and exports of printing paper valued ^'ews grade sulphite mill stocks equal slightly more

at not above 5 cents per pound (praetieallv all news- than 8 days average output.

print) and of wood pulp for the month of August, 1919, Bleached sulphite mill stocks equal slightly less than

compared with the month of August, 1918, were as fol-
•" ^^y^' average output.

jjj^g. Easy bleaching sulphite mill stocks equal slightly

Aufnist August more than 7 days' average output.

1919. 1918. Mitseherlich sulphite mill stocks equal slightly more

Net Tons. Net Tons, than 6 days' average output.

Imports of Newsprint (total) 47,131 46,863 Sulphate mill stocks equal slightly more than 14

From Canada & Newfoundland 47,125 46,863 days' average output.
Exports of Newsprint (total). .. 9,650 8,521 Soda pulp mill stocks equal slightly less than 6 days'
To Argentma 3,781 1,558 average output.

J°
^""^^^^

]''^^l 5f-J
Mill stocks of

'

' other than wood pulp '

' equal slightly

i° ^^^,^ -^'-^„ 2;„ more than 5 days' average output.
To Chile o09 309 „ , .„ , . ,, , , ,• , .,

To other countries 2,823 5,770 ,
^etaj mill stocks of all grades equal slightly more

Imports of Ground Wood Pulp than 1( days average output.

(total) 23,116 21,249

Imports of Chemical Wood Pulp
(total) 34 028 34 743 No Freight Rates from Estnoma.

Unbleached Sulphite 19,501 23,434 The Pulp and Paper Magazine has been advised by
Bleached Sulphite 3,800 1,668 the Transportation Expert of the Canadian Pulp and
Unbleached Sulphate 10,339 9,173 Paper Association that enquiries have been made re-

Bleached Sulphate 388 468 garding steamship service rates, etc., on freight traffic

Exports of Domestic Wood Pulp . 3,646 2,110 from Esthonia to the United States, in view of the pos-

The imports of newsprint for August, 1919, which sible movement of wood-pulp from that country. As
were practically all from Canada and Newfoundland far as can be ascertained the only company operating

were 268 ^ons greater than for August, 1918. The ex- a direct service is the Scandinavian-American line, and
ports for August, 1919, were 1,129 tons greater than it seems that they are unable to quote at present from
for August, 1918. Reval and at this time they are not even operating a

The tonnage to "Other Countries" under the "Ex- service from that port,

ports of Newsprint for August, 1919" includes 512 In this connection it may be interesting to note that

tons to China, 476 tons to United Kingdom, 275 tons the rate at present on wood pulp from Gothenburg,
to Uraguay, 268 tons to Japan, 225 tons to Peru, 156 Sweden and Kristiania, Norway to North Atlantic sea-

tons to the Philippine Islands and 100 tons to Aus- board ports is Kr. 30 per 1.016 kilos, which at the pre-

tralia. sent rate of exchange is equal to about $7.88 per ton of
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Money That Pays—
When you buy Victor^' Bonds you simply exchange one kind of

money for another.

A dollar bill is Canada's promise to pay.

So are Victory Bonds.

But Victory Bonds pay 5§% interest.

Consider the security behind Victory Bonds

—

Canada and all that is contained therein.

Consider the good rate of interest—5^%.

Victory Bonds pay nearly twice as much
as Savings Banks.

Consider the saleability of Victory Bonds—

Their use as security for a loan

—

Their prospective advancement in price

—

Canada must have this money to clean up our obligations to

our army and maintain the prosperity of our Country.

These are the best reasons in the world for exchanging one kind

of money for another.

Even,' Canadian should put all his weight behind this Loan.

He should exchange every dollar possible for Victory Bonds—and

every dollar he can save for the next ten months.

BUY VICTORY BONDS
Every Dollar of this Loan will be Spent in Canada

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited
Halifax St. John Quebec Montreal Ottawa Toronto

Hamilton Windsor Winnipeg Saskatoon
Calgary Vancouver Victoria
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I EDITORIAL I

A REQUEST FROM BEKLLW
The Pulp & Paper Magazine has received a request

from an advertising agency in Berlin for the ad-

vertising rates and sample copies of the magazine. It

has been difficult to reply to this letter without per-

mitting our manner of expression to degenerate into

remarks that would be decidedly out of place on the

editorial page of this magazine. The reply follows

and we would say that if any of our readers feel that

they are being slighted by not having the privilege of

reading advertisements of German machinery in the

Pulp & Paper Magazine we should be glad to advise

them where they may obtain such information. We do

not wish to be an agent in the disposal of goods which

may have been stolen from our allies or manufactured

with machinery confiscated bj- the Iluns, or which is

being manufactured in unharmed factories in unfair

competition with the products of plants that were

ruthlessly destroyed by the invading Germans, ap-

parently for this very purpose of giving them a chance

now to gain a commercial advantage. We realize that

Germany must export material in order to pay her in-

demnit}', but there is little of this which is essential

to this industry and unobtainable elsewhere. It is far

from our intention to hinder the healing of the German

wound, but our first duty is to those we have loved the

longest—and best.

November 4, 1919.

Ala Allgemeine Anzeigen-Geseilschaft iii.l).H.,

Auslandsabteilung,
Berlin, S.W. 19, Krausenstrasse 38/39.

Sirs:—Your letter of Aug. 20th has been received

and we would say that the publishers of the Pnlp &
Paper Magazine of Canada are not inclined to avail

themselves of the assistance of j^our concern in placing

before the pulp and paper industry of Canada the ad-

vertisements of German manufacturers of paper mak-
ing and other machinery and products.

There are two reasons for this. One is that our

little concern in doing their share to help protect the

principles, democracy and righteousness, sent ten of

their men to serve under the colors of the British Em-
pire. Two of them will not come back. The pulp and

paper industry, as did all other Canadian activities,

made great sacrifices to prevent the world from being

submerged in the flood of Teuton militarism and

savagery.
Events that need not be described will not soon be

forgotten.

The second reason for declining your assistance is

because the catastrophe the central empires pre-

cipitated has resulted in such a development of in-

dustries within the empire and by our good friends and

neighbors that Canada could get along very well with-

out German products. If it is found necessary to pro-

cure material from your country which cannot be ob-
tained elsewhere it will not be difficult to get in touch
with those who could supply such material and there
is no doubt but that the commercial spirit of your
countrymen will he glad to accommodate possible pur-
chasers.

To put the matter very bluntly we are of the opinion
that Canadian Pulp and Paper makers do not want
German machinery and our friends who are represented
on our advertising pages would keenly and properly
resent being associated in type with any concerns
whose countrymen entirely disregarded the very
simplest principles of honesty and fair dealing.

We do not care to be a party to unfair competition of

factories unharmed by the war with those damaged by
your countrymen apparently for the purpose of putting
a commercial handicap on j'our rivals.

INDUSTRIAL & EDUCATIONAL PRESS, LTD.,

Publishers of the

PULP & PAPER MAGAZINE OF CANADA.

NEWSPRINT IS SCARCE.
Market reports for several months past have been

emphasizing the strength of the demand for news-
print and the increasing cost of spot lots. Interest

centers now, not so much in the price as in the ability

to get the goods. This is worrying the big papers some
but the small ones very much. The big publisher is

in a position to turn down a few advertisements or to

decrease their size if he is short of paper and can save

tons of paper by printing fewer copies. The small

publisher is not so independent with his advertisers and
cannot afford to bid in competition with the big fel-

low. It is up to the paper mill to see that he is supplied

at a price based on cost of production rather than

supply and demand. His paper fills an important place

and in the aggregate, the small papers use a lot of

neM-sprint. As contracts run out, and many of them
recently have been for short terms, the manufacturer

has a great opportunity for profit or for service. We be-

lieve that by giving the latter he will get more of the

former, in the long run.

The temporary embargo on exports from American
ports will affect some Canadian shippers of pulp and
paper. This will doubtless be no more serious than

a delay in shipments but may result in some congestion

With the breaking of the longshoremen's strike in New
York, a number of vessels are being unloaded and
cleared. It will be unfortunate indeed if a serious

stoppage in the movement of freight should occur at

this time, when every effort should be made to clear

the tracks and freight sheds.
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THE CllUJi IS ISni STh'Y.

If we were to allow our Irisli ancestry to show

through we would say that the best place for children

iu industry is out of it. In the United States there has

been for many years a stron": movement to discourage,

if not entirely to prevent, the employment of children

in factories, mines and stores. A parallel movement en-

deavours to require the attendance at school of such

children as are" thus barred from industrial work.

Such a movement, and the two phases just mentioned

of child welfare endeavour, should be considered as a

single movement with two definite aims. The first may

properly be said to be the improvement of tiie phy-

sical, intellectual and perhaps even moral welfare of

the child and the second, which is closely related to the

fii-st, is the distinct advantage to the state which comes

from having a strong, intelligent, and responsible citi-

zenship.

To use the words of Ruskin, "To become a man too

soon is to become a small man." The forcing of ma-

turity at an early age upon either a boy or a girl not

onlj" results in a small man or woman physically, but it

also results in smallness of intelleot and narrowness of

vision as well as incapacity for the appreciation of obli-

gations and the assumption of responsibility. Twenty-

nine per cent of the ten millions and more of young men
who were examined for military service in the United

States were physicallj' unfit and there are reasons to

believe that much of this disability was due to the fact

that children have been permitted to engage in work

for which they were not sufficiently developed physic-

ally. Such unfitness is not only serious from the point

of view of defence because of the large number of men
of militar}- age that are incapable of bearing arms when
it becomes necessary to call on them to do .so, but the

lack of health and strength is a serious handicap to the

industries of a country where such conditions exist. The
principal factor in industrial production, iu fact in

production of any character, is the physical and mental

alertness and energy of the people. Any cause, there-

fore, which decreases the physical or mental power, de-

creases the most important resource of a country.

Another important effect of weakening a nation phy-

sically is the certain inefficiency of the coming genera-

tion.

One of the serious conditions that industry ha.s now
to face is the lack of workmen with sufficient educa-

tion to assume properly the responsibilities that go with

advancement which is often earned by reliability in the

discharge of duties. Many a good workman is not pro-

moted to the position of foreman and many a foreman

of skill and natural administrative ability cammot be

promoted to department head or superintendent be-

cause he lacks the education which is necessary to un-

derstand and carry on the work of such a position.

Many men who have been turned out at an early age to

earn their living have devoted hours of lonely effort in

studies tluit have brought to them at least the elements

of the education they had been forced to forego. Lack

of training is not only a handicap to industry because it

deprives many a concern of the full services of such

men, but it is even a more serious disadvantage to the

man and his family because of the extra earnings that

might and should be his if he had been requii-ed to re-

main at school for a few more years.

It has frequently been pointed out in these columns

that the school years which a boy or girl loses by going

to work before school daj's are over are the most im-

portant. It is during the period from twelve to four-

teen yeai^s and up to sixteen that children begin to

grasp what school work means, and if properly directed

there begins to form in their minds a definite purpose to

which they could apply the le.ssons which without such

a vision are all too frequently looked upon as simply

drudgery.

Keeping children out of factories, shops and mines

until they are fourteen or sixteen years old undoubtedly

has a favorable affect on their bodies, but to allow them

to roam without continued mental direction and im-

provement is to encourage a crop of social weeds which

may be the more serious because it is stronger. Phy-

sically defective people are a liability, both industrially

citizens are a menace which could only be properly

eliminated b}' suitable provisions for, and methods of,

educating the boys and girls. With the development

of the mind there is also associated a coincident

development of moral responsibility, and this is really

the most important result of educational effort. To
train the intellect only without developing character

is a sad mistake and a province, state or nation is

bound to suffer if it does not make a definite effort

for the moral as well as the intellectual training of its

future citizens.

The movement for child labor legislation and for

compulsory education has developed beyond the stage

of a program advocated b}' social workers. It has been

full}- endorsed and advocated by labor leaders and has

even been endorsed by large emplo.yers of labor. And
this support from emplo.vers is not simply a recogni-

tion of the humanitarian basis for such a movement but

it may even be said to represent an appreciation of the

added value, both to the concern and to the intelligent

workmen because of his ability to earn more for him-

self and his employer.

Another feature of the abolishment of child labor and

substituting compulsory education for strenuous hours

of employment in early years is that the resulting in-

crease in trained intelligence will make possible a much
better relationship between the employer and his work-

men. There will be a better chance of the workman
understanding and appreciating the problems of man-

agement sufficiently to fit him for participation in the

'internal affairs of the concern which affect him and to

which participation he is entitled, but will also develop
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a deeper appreciation of the responsibility which each

person should have for the welfare of the whole com-

munity.

Thus we see that the movements for abolishing child

labor and encouraging compulsory education have the

most far-reaching effects on the future of our people as

individuals as well as a nation.

HOW LABOR DISPUTES MUST BE SETTLED.
George W. Sisson, Jr., President of the Amei'ican Pa-

per and Pulp Association, is attending the President's

Industrial Conference as one of the advisory delegates

of the employers' group.

The following interview reflecting his ideas has been

widely used in the daily press

:

"No law can settle labor disputes, but a new sense of

their responsibility to each other on the part of em-

ployer and employee could so do," declared George W.
Sisson, Jr., of New York, president of the American
Paper and Pulp Association. "The idea I am expound-
ing and which I believe is making headway with the

delegates is that both sides must cease to act from the

standpoint of local advantage, as they have so often

done in the past, and act from the standpoint of prin-

ciple. This principle is the acknowledgment of the

absolutely fair play that each side owes the other.

"Students of labor difficulties know how the occa-

sional injustice on the part of an employer who drove

too hard a bargain or a group of employees who caught

the employer on the hip, has caused one whole class to

distrust the other. There seemed to be no proper sense

of responsibility and therefore confidence fled.

"Two great facts stand out in the Industrial Confer-

ence to-day. One is that none of the vexed problems

of industrial relationship could long endure in the pre-

sence of an established sense of this new responsibility

of employers to workers, and vice versa, and the other

is that vinder the extraordinary conditions which the

conference affords it would not be difficult to inaugur-

ate this spirit of responsibility.

"Injustice and unfairness, real or imagined, create

all the difficulties. No legislative enactment will bring

a cure, for you cannot make men good by law. The solu-

tion lies in creating the new spirit which would lead im-

mediately to a new industrial morale. How extremely

necessary this is becomes apparent when it is remember-
ed that none of the que.stions of relationship between
employer and employees are ever really settled except

by the parties themselves. When they begin to believe

in each other a settlement is always in sight.

"No Governmental machinery, no shop committee or

works council or any other device has been able to

achieve any degree of .success except where the sense of

mutual responsibility has been inculcated.

If the Industrial Conference will lead the way in

this matter it can build its own monument in a single

day."

COBWEBS.
A fine piece of printing which contains some ijiterest-

ing reading and excellent illustrations is the booklet

entitled "Paper", recently is.sued by the Canadian

Export Paper Co. It contains illustrated descriptions

of the mills represented:^y the company, with a brief

article on newsprint manufacture and a longer one on

logging operations and reforestation.

On another page of the magazine will be found an

article on the estimation of groundwood and sulphite

fibres in newsprint and other papers containing this

material. Where there is such a distinct difference

under the microscope between the colors of the two

fibres when chemically stained one would expect an

easy task to determine the amount of each. This, how-

ever, is not the case and importance of making a cor-

rect estimation will readily be recognized by managers

and superintendents as well as paper mill chemists.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine will be glad to have

further comments and suggestions on this important

subject.

Mr. Lloyd Harris ends his mission in London with

many expressions of the high regard in which he was

personally held by the English people and of the ap-

preciation of his efforts by the many business men who

have been served by him. Mr. Harris has served En-

glishmen as well as Canadians by assisting trade in

both directions. He has been untiring in his efforts

to promote business connections with the Old Country.

The New York Times has invented a new calendar

In a recent paper the announcement is made that an

exhibition of book bindings will be held on Nov 31.

In the public library at Flint, Mich., "Worm Gear-

ing" is listed under Medicine and Biology.—Illustrated

Daily News. The librarian will want a set of those

text books that are being prepared for the Pulp and

Paper Industry.

The Paper Mill has followed the example of the

Literary Digest, printing their last issue from zinc

plates made from type written copy. Its four pages

contains a considerable amount of real news. Good

Work, Derb

!

JOSS PAPER.
The Swatow district is probably the largest pro-

ducing centre of joss paper in China. Its average an-

nual export amounts to half the total export from all

China. In addition to supplying the local demand the

following amounts were exported : 7,111,333 lb., valued

at £250,000, in 1916 ; and 7,023,200 lb., valued at £214,-

000, in 1917. About one-half of the export was sent to

Hong Kong, Siam, the Straits Settlements, and the

Dutch Indies.

South-western Pukien supplies Swatow with the

paper for joss-paper making. Only the lowest grade,

third quality, paper is used. Chao-an district is the

chief centre of the industry.

The manufacture of joss paper is a simple process

Tin foil and the paper are cut in the desired sizes and
shapes—usually square—and a sheet of tin foil is

pasted on one side of tlie paper. In this sheet it is sold

to the retailer, and it is he who makes it into the com-
mon form of "shoes of sycee" or other forms, the
yellow representing gold and the grey silver. It is

burned by the Chinese at funerals, at masses for the
dead, etc.—Journal Royal Society of Arts.
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The Quantitative Estimation of Mixed Pulp in Newsprint Paper
Uy •Snowslioc,'" Bel;;o-Caiiadiaii Pulp and Paper Co.,

Sliawiiiifran Falls, I'.Q.

Mixture of 25 per cent sulphite and 75 per cent ground
wood, by weight.

This is a subject which appears to keep very mncti

in the background in the technical journals serviiifr

the pulp and paper industry, yet it is undoubtedly a

matter of considerable importance.

As far as the printer and publisher are concerned.

it is not of much interest to them to know the actual

percentages of ground wood and sulphite fibre in

the paper they use, as all they require is a paper satis-

factory for their uses and at a satisfactory price.

Of course, it is perfectly ridiculous for anyone to

say to the paper-maker—"You must put 2^'', sulphite

pulp into your newsprint.". This idea seems to have

made some headway in certain circles during the re-

cent investigations in the U. S. A. that is, of stating

a definite percentage of sulphite pulp for use in news-

print, similar to allowed amounts of water, in milk

and butter, by legislation. If such bone-headed legis-

lation ever conies into force, everyone in the pulp and
paper business, can imagine what effect it would have
on the manufacturing end of the business. It would
also have the effect of reriuiring a definite standard
method of analysis (quantitative) for mixed pulp in

paper, as there would be any quantity of disputes as

to percentage content.

At the present time the subject is of most interest

to pulp and paper-makers themselves. For instance, a

paper man may receive a sample of new.sitrint from a

competing mill of very much better cmality than he
is turning out and he would wish to know among other
things, what percentage of each kind of nulp was
present. He would naturally turn to the mill chemist
if the mill emploved one, and the (-hemist would be
"up against it" if he had no working knowledge of
quantitative estimation of fibres. Another important
reason why mill chemists should be more or less ex-
pert at this fibre estimation is found in their own

mills, ruder iiKidcrn contlitions we find many mills

using their pul|)s in the form of slush and not iji lap

form and it is in the writer's experience that this

iriethod of working leads to disputes between the pulp

mill on one side and the paper mill on the other. Tliis

is particularly the case as regards slush sulphite. The

l)ai)er mill will state that they are using a certain

|)erccntage of suliihite slush in their paper and if this

tallies with the ju-oduction figures in the sulphite mill

everything is O.K. On the other hand if the sulphite

mill finds a productifui shortage, it is more or less

iiMtural to suspect the paper mill of usiiig more slush

siil|)liiic than they are stating.

Who is to settle this matter? The chemist of course!

.\iicl he is in the position of awaiting a "black-eye"
from one side and a "thick-ear" from the other, ac-

cording to what results he finds. He is perhajis hand-

ed a sample sheet of paper aiul asked to determine
the amount of sulphite therein. How is the chemist to

set aliout the problem? In the first place, will any
liand sample of jiaper be reiiresentative of the actual

amounts of sulphite and ground wood being ]>ut into

the mixers or beaters? The chances of variation in

per cent of sulphite in two samples taken say at two
hours interval are doubtless considerable also the
chances of variation from minute to minute on the

same machine ajipear to be considerable, when one
considers the modern method of mixing pulps.

However, the problem before us is to determiiie the

amount of sulphite i)ulp in a single hand sample or
several samples of paper. There are the chemical
methods and the microscoi)ical tests. There are sev-

eral chcinii-al methods, one of which depends upon
the reduction of gold chloride to metallic gold liy

liguii'ied fihre, another uses diauiiiic test iiapers and
there is the Iodine al)sor|)t ion test. As to the us'" ol'

Mixture of 25 per cent Sulphite and 75 per cent ground
wood, by weig'ht.
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chemical methods it must be remembered that the

Imsis for these methods is the reactivity of various re-

agents with lignine. We are not likely to encounter

absolutely pure cellulose in newsprint paper, in fact

the average sulphite cellulose reacts considerably

with the reagents used in the chemical determination

of ground wood in mixtures. Iodine particularly is

absorbed by ordinary sulphite fibre as the following

figures show :

—

1 gram each of air dr.y ground wood, sulphite pulp

and newsprint paper were treated with N 10 Iodine

in glass stoppered bottles for 65 hours and showed
the following figures for Iodine absorbed Ground
wood 15.0 percent, sulphite pulp 6.2 per cent, news-

print paper 9.0 per cent.

Clearlj', this does not look encouraging as a quan-
titative test for mixed pulps. A further test on one
half gram sulphite for 22 hours gave an Iodine ab-

sorption of 5.1 per cent.

Further, Cross & Bevan in "Cellulose" mention that

celluloses absorb from 3 per cent to 4 per cent of

Iodine. On these results, and when one considers the

variation in purity of ordinary Ritter-Kellner sulphite

from da.y to day, the use of Iodine for estimation pur-

poses, appears to be impossible. In short, chemical
methods of any kind appear to be out of the question

and we are forced to fall back on the microscope for

help.

Suppose a technical man is handed a sheet and is

requested to determine the percentage of sulphite

therein; if this man has no working knowledge of

microscopical estimation, he would be well advised to

leave the problem alone, as he would almost certainly

give his result, with much too high a percentage of

sulphite and in the supposed case above mentioned,

the office man would think that he had found the rea-

son for his rival's superior paper, but he would have
been misled. Anyone new to microscopic analysis

should first make up a standard mixture of say 75

per cent dry, long fibred ground wood pulp and 25
per cent dry first quality strong, news sulphite pulp.

The mixture in water should be diluted considerably.

This mixture should be carefully sampled, made up
into slides and carefully examined after staining witli

Iodine. A magnification of around 40 diameters is

very convenient to use, the actual "field" being just

about 21/2 millimetres.

The method of working is as follows : Focus on a

part of the slide, which will contain in the field of

view, say fifteen fibres of various lencths and sizes,

rapidlv estimate by observance the relative proportion

of each type of pulp and put these fisrures down on
naper. Do this a number of times till the slide has

been fairly covered, then take the average of the fig-

ures. In the ease of a prepared 25-75 per cent mixture,

the figures for sulphite will probably average around
38 per cent in the averages found and not 25 per cent

as might be imacined and a novice in examining such
a mixture would undoubtedly crive much too high a

result if he simply gave the apparent percentage of

sulphite. The two photomicrographs show 25-75 per

cent fibre mixture, and it is evident on examining
them that there is apparently much more than 25

per cent sulphite fibre present. This apparent excess

of sulphite over the amount mixed up. is very per-

sistant, with varying qualities of both kinds of pulps.

The following figures were obtained on a mixture
of 75 per cent dry ground wood and 25 .per cent dry
sulphite made on September 22nd, 1919, three differ-

ent .slides being made up.

(1) (2) (3)
Mech. Sulphite Mech. Sulphite Mech. Sulphite

per cent, per cent, per cent, per cent, per cent, per cent.

65 35 70 30 60 40
60 40 75 25 75 25
70 30 55 45 65 35
80 20 60 40 60 40
65 35 60 40 60 40
50 50 60 40 65 35
75 25 45 55 65 35
85 15 55 45 60 40
55 45 60 40 65 35
55 45 45 55 45 55

66 34 581/2 411/2 62 38

Mean of 30 estimations = 38 per cent sulphite.

It will be noted that in only five cases do we find
25 per cent or below of .sulphite, all the others being
substantially above 25 per cent. Why is this? Evi-
dently because the apparent bulk is not in accord-
ance with the wholesale weight of dried fibre. Any
given sulphite fibre has had its lignified matter dis-

solved away and it apparently occupies about as much
Space under the microscope as its untreated ground-
wood neighbour. If we examine into the figures for
cellulose and lignin we find roughly as follows:

—

Cellulose M. Weight=162. Lignin M. Weight=370
and roughly ground wood may be considered as fol-

lows :

—

Cellulose 60 per cent.]

[Molar Weight = 245.
Lignin 40 per cent.J

Presuming the same bulk to both kinds of fibre, and
having the figui-es 162 for sulphite and 245 for ground
wood, we see that the sulphite is about 34% lighter than
the ground wood, which agrees fairly well with the
microscopic figures, 25 per cent plus 34 per cent in-

crease equals 331/2 per cent sulphite. It is evident from
these figures that some allowance must be made in

microscopical estimation of fibres to make up for this
loss in weight on th* cellulose. A large number of ea-

timations have been made by the writer in various
times, and always the tendency is to estimate the
sulphite far too high in normal "news" .mixtures.
Paper made in most U. S. A. mills is more difficult

to analyse by this method, than Canadian newsprint,
this being due to the much greater treatment that
the fibres have undergone in U. S. mills, producing
many fibrillae and small fibres, thus tending to dis-
guise the difference between the fibres. The Cana-
dian made newsprint having undergone little more
than a mixing process, -shows most fibres clean and
readily differentiated, according to the grade of pulp
made.
Some twelve years ago the writer made a series of

estimations on Scandinavian ground wood and sulphite
mixtures, in Europe, and found that a 75-25 per cent
mixture gave 63 per cent. G.W. and 37 per cent
sulphite by direct microscopical estimation, while a
65-35 per cent mixture gave on careful estimation 51
per cent G.W. and 49 per cent sulphite. Various
mixtures were made of these Scandinavian pulps and
their percentages carefully estimated under the micro-
scope. It was found that as the percentage of sulphite
increased, the tendency to overestimate it decreased
and vice versa. The following conclusions were come
to:—
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Corrections to be made. (Scandinavian Pulps).

(1) In mixtures estimated as containing 50 per cent

sulphite, by microscopical observation, deduct

3/10 of the'estimated percentage of sulphite and

add this to the estimated amount of ground

wood.

(2) Mixtures estimated at 65 per cent sulphite de-

duct 1/4 of this and add to G.W.

(3) Mixtures estimated at SO per cent sulphite de-

duct 1/10 of this and add to G.W.
Recently the writer has made very careful estima-

tions of many Canadian pulp mixtures and has reach-

ed the followingr conclusions :

—

Corrections to be made (Canadian Pulps.)

In estimating: mixtures under the microscope, when
mixtures show around 42 per cent sulphite fibres by

direct estimation, the following correction is neces-

sary—deduct from 42 per cent, seven-eighteenths

(7/18ths) of 42 and add result to estimated percent-

age of grotmd wood fibres. This factor (7/18) holds

good down to 35 per cent sulphite estimated but be-

low this, the factor must be increased as the estimated

|iprcentage of sulphite falls.

The following facts and figures will serve to show
the importance of the microscopic estimation of fibres.

On Nov. 12th 1918 the paper mill was supposed to be

using from 21 per cent to 23 per cent of sulphite pulp

in the beaters, and the sulphite mill disputed this, so

an examination of the paper was made, showing the

following percentages of sulphite:— (1) 10 tests =
471/2 per cent; (2) 10 tests= 451/0 per cent; (3) 10

tests == 45 per cent: (4) 10 tests = 3714 per cent; (5)

10 tests= 431/2 per cent.

Mean 50 estimations = 44 per cent sulphite. Deduct-
ing 7/18 of 44 we get 27 per cent of sulphite pulp in

place of 21 to 23 per cent, namely 5 per cent excess

sulphite.

Of course the personal equation enters considerably
into the question of micro-estimation, and the figures

given would not probably be the same for another
person, but whatever way one looks at it. every per-

son would doubtless estimate sulphite in mixtures al-

wavs too high if no corrections were made. The facts

and fiffures given serve to show that the estimation
of sulphite in newsprint is the reverse of easy.

As to the question of how near we can get to the
actual contest of sulphite and ground wood in mixt-
ures, the accuracy undoubtedly increases as the num-
ber of estimations increase and it appears that a one
per cent variation either way from the actual amount
ouffht to be easily possible, that is. if 25 per cent is

actually present, the chemist should find not below
24 per cent and not over 26 per cent.

SMALL DAILIES AND WEEKLIES THREATENED.
"Washington, November 3.—Small dailv and weeklv

new.spapers are threatened with destruction because 0^

inability to obtain print paper, the House was told to-

day by Representative Reavis. Republican, Nebraska.
He charged that newsprint manufacturers were refus-
ws to sell small publishers, in order to fill the wants
of the metropolitan dailies.

Paper consumption by the big city dailies and maga-
zines has been greatly increased. Mr. Reavis said, by
an "extensive national advertising eampaisn conduct-
ed to defeat the Government in collectine taxes." He
urged that the internal revenue department iiivesli-

gate the returns of concerns conducting the campaisn-
to disclose to what ex:tent their excess profits tax was
reduced by the costs pf the advertising.

ADDITIONAL ABSTRACTS.

A-45. Sampling bales and rolls of chemical pulp.

(Eeliantilliiiinagc des halles et rouleaux de pates chimi-

ques.) Sindall & Racon. Paper Makers' Monthly J.

La Papeterie, 41, 200 (July 25, 1919). The wedge
method of sampling, which is accepted as the best for

bales of pulp, can easily be suited to the sampling of

rolls also. In their book on the testing of wood-pulp
R. & B. advise dividing a roll into 5 concentric cylin-

drical shells of equal volume and taking equal sized

samples from each. The samples need not be of the

same size provided their area is proportional to the

'•"V represent. The samples may therefore be
taken at equal intervals from the center, making the

"•idth proportional to the distance from the center.

—

A.P.-r.

K-12. The formation of froth. Jnmes Scott. Paper
Maker & Brit. Paper Trade J. 45, 67-69 (1918-19). The
causes and remedies of froth are discussed and illus-

trated by photomicrographs.—JS.

L-0. Sauirting nozzles for use in the manufacture o^

strips and the lik? from viscose or other similar Cel-

lulose solutions, rourtanlds. Ltd T<ondon. and J. E.

Criirsral. Eng. Pat. 127.155. 31.7.18 ^ippl. 12..513/18).

^T.S.

R-7. Th.3 eipht-hour dav in France. (One penser de

la .ioumee de hnit heures?) J. Micol de Portemont. Le
Papier. 22, p. 172 (June. 1919). The law which has

recentlv been passed in France merelv lays down the

general principle—the details vet remain to be worked
out.—A.P.-C.

NEWSPAPER CIRCULATION.

Figures published show that the four most widely
read newspapers published in the city of Paris put out

between them daily 7.600.000 copies. These, it is true,

circulate pretty generally over France excepting per-

haps the southeast. Even if they reaciied the entire

territory they would still have a per capita circulation

of one copy for every five inhabitants. There are

many other French dailies of large circulation, which
might bring the ratio to one daily foi- everv three or

even fewer iphabitants. It is not cctain that all the

daily newspapers in the United Sta+es would show so

large a circulation per capita as do alone the four lead-

ers in France.

The French are a wise and a reflecting people. That
is whv they read so many dailies. The proof of this

mav be found in the character of the newspapers thev
chiefly read. Not one of the four leaders is either Red
or especially yellow. All carry quantities of the most
genuine kind of news, that inter9s*^inEr by its public

surdlv small compass for feattires entertaining by
that interest by its public reason of actual grace or
cleverness.

All this though France is preponderantly a rural

nation, though newspaper display advertising, an es

sential of American life, has never developed there,

and though they have more illiteracv than a great part

of our own country. When Americans read a news-
paper to evety three or four inhabitants we shall have
less- wild-eyed.folly mixed in with the naturally sound
quality of AmerieaBi -jadgment; Until then, as enlight-

enment spreads, the' C(JiiQtTy. and above all its mental
metropolis, will offer the greatest field forsoiind jour-
nalism that can well be conceived.
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The Duties of a Back Tender
By PAUL SMITH.

This is the second of a series of articles bj' Mr. Smith
in the "Paper Industry." A similar one on the duties

of the machine tender was printed in the Pulp & Paper
Magazine for Oct. 16.

The back tender is the machine tend€r's assistant.

As in the case of any assistant, his success depends
upon the amount of assistance he is able to render, and
time he devotes towards acting as the understudy for

the machine tender's position.

It is not likely that a back tender who lacks the in-

itiative and ambition to understand the machine tender,

and be an assistant in fact as well as in name, can be

very successful in training the third, fourth and fifth

hands so as to form that well-knit, self-reliant organ-

ization which is absolutely essential for the operation

of a paper machine with the highest degree of efficiency

and smallest amount of effort.

By performing as many of the machine tender's

duties as will be compatible with the aaccomplishment
of his own work, the back tender will be enabled to

acquire the knowledge necessary to make him fully

qualified for advancement whenever the opportunity

presents itself. This will allow the machine tender

to devote more time to the inspection, supervision and
perfection of the machine and the machine crew or-

ganization.

The Two Essentials

It is clearly seen then, that the most important es-

sential for the success and advancement of a back
tender is to display the necessary "pep, "and develop

an intimate knowledge of the machine tender's duties

so that in case of any troubles or accidents, he may
have the confidence to .iump in and overcome the diffi-

culty without first calling upon the machine tender

for assistance.

The second essential in order of importance is the

training of the balance of the machine crew, consisting

of the third, fourth and fifth hands, in the performance
of their duties, so that the work may be accomplished
with speed and precision, without unnecessary bustle,

noise and confusion. This will lighten the back ten-

der's burden of responsibility, and give him more time

and opportunity to assist the machine tender.

The Training of the Crew
The training of the third, fourth and fifth hands in

the performance of their duties, with "pep" and self-

reliance, can be accomplished much more readil.y by
establishing an example for them to follow, as it can-

not be expected that the subordinates will perform
their duties with any more interest than the back ten-

der displa.vs in the exercise of his own.

Whenever an.v machine troubles occur, whether they

be wire, wet or dryer felt troubles, or in the case of wire

and felt replacement, the back tender should be ready
to perform as much of the work as possible, or as much
as the machine tender may see fit to trust him with,

in consideration of the back tender's previous experi-

ences and the ability or dexterity exercised on pre-

vious occasions.

Wash-up
"Whenever a wash-up is necessary, the washing of

the felts will be under his direct supervision, so that

the responsibilit.v for the degree of cleanliness ob-

tained and the speed with which it is accomplished,

will rest upon him. At the same time he should assist

the machine tender in cleaning tne wire, suciion boxes,
presses, etc., from the accumulation of pitch or other
foreign matter.
When pulling out felts, he must be sure that lie do.es

not stand in front of the press nor let the t,Iiird and
fourth hands get Lato that position, as it is very danger-
ous, as one may be drawn into the press oy fne felt,

causing serious injury.

Breaks
Whenever a break occurs at the couch or any other

part of the wet end of the machine, it will be his duty
to see that the third, fourth and fifth hands are at
the stations assigned them, so that they may be ready
to receive the sheet, after he has passed it over the
dryer, so that the smallest amount of time may be lost

and the smallest amount of broke produced in starting
the sheet on the reel.

The regular routine duties of a back tender, begin-
ning with starting up after a shut down period, as for

instance on a Monday morning, are as follows : To
assist the machine tender in starting the wire and let-

ting down to the correct level the three press rolls.

Leading the Sheet Through
Inspect the felts closely for any defects; examine

the seams and then start them up, turning the showers
on wet felts to wet them down thoroughly. After this

the showers should be turned off, the felts stretched out,

and dried until the right amount of suction or capil-

larity has been attained, meanwhile regulating the
temperature of the dryers so that it will be high
enough to dry the sheet properly.

After the machine tender has succeeded in bringing
the stock onto the wire, the back tender leads the sheet
through the presses, and over the dryers. In this oper-
ation he should concentrate his mind on what he is

doing and exercise great care in throwing the sheet
into the presses so that his hand does not get too close

to the press, nor get caught by the dryer felt while he
is leading it over the dryers. At this point he should
examine the sheet to see if the dr.vers have evaporated
enough water to dry the sheet to the extent desired;
if so—he leads the sheet over and through the calendar
stack, and starts the sheet on the reel.

Calenders
He then adjusts the leverage on the calender stack

so as to give the sheet the amount of finish called for
on that particular run ; sees that the air is turned onto
the stack in enough volume and at the correct angle
so as to insure against any soft places appearing in

the reel; makes sure that the calender stack is kept
well oiled, so as to prevent the calenders from slacking
back as this causes the greatest amount of calender
cuts, the worst defect that can be met with in paper
and a serious injury to the mill's reputation.

He must see that the doctors on the calender stack
are always kept clean, so as to prevent any accumul-
ation on stack under the doctors, as particles dropping
off the doctors and onto the calender rolls will cause
calender spots in the sheet. This is a very unsightly
defect which is sure to bring objections from the con-
sumer, and if they should be torn out and splices made
there would result an excessive amount of lost time
and broke.

Defects In Reel
The sheet leading up to the reel must always be draw-

ing tight, to prevent an.v slack paper being wound up
on the reel; this would result in the winding of a soft
roll, winder creases, side slips and excessive broke.
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In case of slime holes, or any other defect in the

sheet, he should see to it that a marker is inserted in

the reel so as to bring it to the attention of the third

hand that a cutout and splice must be made at that

point.

Uniform Weight
At least one sample sheet is taken from each reel

and weighed, to enable him to keep close check on the

weight, notifying the machine tender immediately in

case of any variation so that it may be corrected at

the wet end of the machine.

When the reel has been run up to the correct dia-

meter, change the sheet to the next reel, and have the

full reel removed to the winder so that the winderman

may be enabled to keep up to the full capacity of the

machine, and prevent the accumulation of full reels

at the winder, which may perhaps result in causing a

shut down to catch up.

The Rewinding
Examine the slitters to see if they are in condition

to make a clean cut, and that they are set at the proper

intervals apart to insure the production of rolls that

are of the exact size ordered. Be sure that the winder-

man starts the sheet tight on the core, so as to prevent

the roll from side-slipping and yielding a humpy
roll or one with a loose core in the roll, as this gives

trouble in the press-room where it will side-slip while

they are running it on the press.

Instruct the winderman as to the diameter of the

rolls, and see that the.v are not oversize, watch closely

the operations of the third hand while making a splice,

giving any advice or assistance that may enable him

to acquire the necessary knack and proper co-oper-

ation with the fourth and fifth hands to produce a

perfect splice. See to it that the splices are made as

often as is necessary and that he designates them in

the roll by inserting the customary flag at both ends

of the splice.

Weighing the Product
Supervise the weighing of the rolls by tiie third

hand, so as to insure the correct weight on the roll, and
keep a record of the number and weight of each roll

so as to have a correct concise record of the roll num-
bers, and the tonnage produced during your tour of

duty.

Be sure that all broke, glass, dryer spears and wood
are kept off the floor not only for cleanliness and ap-

pearance, but for the safety of life and limb, as many
serious accidents are caused by having rubbish l.ving

around the machine room floor.

Control of the Crew
Having direct control and supervision of the third,

fourth and fifth hands, the responsibility must necessar-

ily rest upon the back tender to train and direct pro-
perly their efforts. He should place them at certain

stations where from his judgment and experience they
may best perform their various tasks with safety, and
where they will be of greater assistance to him, and
to each other whenever occasion is needed tor quick
thinking and fast movement.

BIBLIOGRAPHY ON CASEIN AND CASEIN GLUES

Congratulations to "Old Man Ontario." The recent

election did a fine job in showing what the intelligent

voters of a great Province think of a dirty business.

Now let public spirit and public sentiment back the

public decree to keep liquor out of people's stomachs.

Alcohol is a good fuel, but a poor food.

Books on Chemistry of Casein,

•'The Physical Chemistry of the Proteins." (1918 ed.)

T. B. Robertson.
"General Characteristics of Proteins." Schryver.
"Chemistry of the Proteids." Mann.
"Chemical Constitution of the Proteids." Plimmer
"Casein and Its Primary Cleavage Products." Chit-

tenden.

"Caseoses, Casein, dyspeptone, etc." (Chittenden.

"Chemie der Eiweisskorper, " Cohnheini,

"Dairy Chemistry," Richmond.
"Commercial Organic Analysis." Allen.

"Dictionary of Applied Chemistry." (latest ed.)

Thorpe.
"Physiological Chemistry." Hammarsten-Mandel.
"Physiological Chemistry." Hawk.
•"Industrial Chemistry." Rogers and Aubert.
"General and Industrial Chemistry." Molinari.

•"Casein, Its Preparation and Technical Utiliza-

tion." Scherer.

"The Manufacture of Casein from Buttermilk or

Skim Milk." Dahlberg, U,S, Dept. of Ag. Bui. No. 661.

*" Agglutinants of All Kinds, For All Purposes."
Standage.

Articles on Manufacture and Use of Casein,

"The Colloid Chemistry of Casein."—Stocks, Re-
port of British Association for the Advancement of

Science, 1917-1918, p, 88.

"Casein and Its Technical Applications."—Marotta,
Annali di Chimica Applicata, v. 6, p. 165.

"Casein, Its Utilization In the Paper Industry."

—

World's Paper Trade Review, v. 46, pp. 281, 657.

"Casein," Renter, Papier.—Zietung, v. 32, pp.
3286, 3374.

"Casein and Its Applications." Richardson, Journal
Soe. Dyers and Colorists, v. 25, p. 48.

"The Technical Production and Utilization of Cas-
ein." Kuhl, Sudd, Apoth. Ztg., v. 52, p. 390.

"New York Produce Review and American Cream-
eries." v. 31 (1), p. 12.

"Technical Casein, Its Examination and Utilization."

Hopfner & Burmeister, Chem. Zeit., v. 36, p. 1053.

"The Nitrogen Factor for Casein." Vaubel, Zeit.,

offent. Chem., v. 15, p. 53.

"Investigations of Casein and Curd." Milch. Zentr.,

v. 6, p. 386.

"The Composition of Acid Curd." Zeit. Nahr.
Genussm, v. 22, p. 170.

Patent Literature on Casein Glues.

U.S. Patent 838,785]

845,790
J-

Isaacs, 1906.

848.746J
183,024 Ross.

21,744 Gardner, 1896.

609,200 Hall, 1896 (Reissue 11, 811, 1900)

A large number of articles have been published on
the chemical properties of pure casein. They can be

located through "Chemical Abstracts." Most of the

articles published in English have appeared in the fol-

lowing journals

:

Journal of Biological Chemistry.

Journal of Physical Chemistry.

Journal of the American Chemical Society.

Technical Bulletins of the New York Agricultural

Experiment Station.

U.S. F.P.S., Madison, Wis
* Contains information on casein glues.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
Newsprint Helps Kill Great Strike—Position of the

Germans.
After an exciting week watching a great railroad

strike being smaslied, I suddenly fonnd myself in the

office of a Government official who has just returned

from Leipzig, where the Germans held a fair in Septem-
ber last. I told him that the "Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine," of Canada, wanted to know something about

pulp and paper in Germany.
He replied: "Germany is making great strides to

recover her position—and she will—in the great mar-
kets of the world. Pulp of all descriptions is on the

scarce side and consequently for some time to come Can-
adian paper makers need have no fear of German com-
petition, neither need the British. When I visited the

Leipzig Exposition there was a notable absence of paper
and its raw materials. There was a small show of

stationery. They want pulp, and great strides are be-

ing made to get it. The whole fair showed tlie desire

of the Germans to work. At present export and home
orders only amount to 33 per cent of the output of a

low grade."

The Great Strike.

The strike on the railroads of England, Scotland and
Wales paralysed the industries of the United Kingdom.
In my notes in August I predicted what was in store for

the country as a whole, as my information came from an
authoritative source, and when the crasli came to read-

ers of the Pulp and Paper JIagazine it must not have

been unexpected. To fight the .strike the (Tovernment

brought into use all the available motors and motor-

cars, military and otherwise, to run foodstuffs into dif-

ferent centres by road. As may be expected the execu-

tive scheme was a great success. Only those who serv-

ed in France and Belgium during the war when the

enemy was jiushed over the Hindenberg line, can rea-

lize what motor transport is able to achieve. Perhaps
no one knows the success of motors on road work as

well as the Canadian Bridge and Railway Engineers,

who did such gallant service on the retreat, and it was
this self same service and .system this week smashed
up the railroad strike, which was as complete and as

well managed a workers' fight as I have witnessed dur-

ing the past 40 years. It was so complete that indus-

tries would have been shut down in two weeks or when
their raw materials ran out. The British export trade

received a rude shock and it cannot afford it after the

past war experience.

How Newsprint Fared.

Two days before the railroad strike the owners and
managers of the great London daily and weekly papers

held a quiet conference in the "street of adventure,"

known as Fleet Street. Their object was to get their

papers north, south, east, and west, to their subscribers

and readers. They decided without much delay to call

in a great fleet of motor-cars, steam tractors. This was
accomplished and the sight in newspaper land at night

was one never to be forgot. One section of the motor-

transport was engaged for dealing with the supply of

newsprint. Stocks, of course, were in to last a couple of

days, but after this period stocks had to be repleni.shed

and the paper mills selected for such replenishment.

With the greatest rapidity and precision the newsprint

was whizzed into the offices, sometimes during the cirly

hours of the morning under cover of darkness, and
when it was converted into the two-cent or four-cent

newspaper, invaluable to civilization, another section of
the motor transport whizzed out of the city of London
to all parts with supplies. Newsprint played a great
part in this great strike. It kept up the morale of the
people throughout the country. Without newsprint
there would have been no morale but chaos. It has
been a great win for newsprint and the millowners.
And prices of newsprint are now unchanged.

Conditions in England.
Just before the great railroad strike conditions pre-

vailing in pulp circles in London and the North were
all that one could desire. Business was speeding up.
Then came the strike and, of course, to buy pulp with-
out a railway to transport it across—and all motor
cars with the Government—would be too much of a
good thing. As I write business is looking up again,
but prices are difficult to gauge.

In the paper world mills had to go cautiously as there
was no means of getting an extra .supply of pulp and
no means of getting paper away from the mills. The
strike ended j'esterday, and agents and mill owners are
now busy getting their affairs put right again.
Dock congestion is being relieved this week by a

great number of the motor-cars used in helping break
up the strike.

Everything augurs well in the near future for pulp
and paper here. I .see a rosy time ahead for mill men
and pulp men.

At Leipzig.

The London "Star" had a representative at Leipzig
investigating the condition of things over there for his

paper, and he writes: "Paper—Articles available to
any extent were art prints of every description, and
writing stationery. Production generally is much re-

stricted owing to lack of raw materials."
He also writes: "It was reported that German labor

is now being paid from 200 to 300 per cent more than
pre-war rates for an eight-hour day as against gener-
ally a ten-hour day in the past, in return for which
labor does about two-thirds as much work. Lack of
food and the high percentage of war cripples contribute
in part to the drop in output per man.

HOW MANY WOULD YOU BUY?
If a prominent Canadian bank announced in the

newspapers and elsewhere that from next Wednes-
day it would pay interest amounting to Si/o per cent
on all its $50 bank notes in the hands of t"he public,
how many of these notes would you rush to get your
hands on before the week was out?

If the Dominion of Canada issued $50 notes with
the greater security of the nation behind them, and an-
nounced in the newspapers and elsewhere that it would
pay interest amounting to 51/2 per cent on all the notes
ii; the hands of the public after this week, how many
of these notes would you rush to get your hands on
before the week was out?
As remarkable as this may sound, it is actually what

the Dominion of Canada is doing. Why not ask your
banker or broker to show you where the notes can be
obtained?

S. S. Carvalho, known as America's foremost news-

paper executive has expressed the opinion that 3c.

dailies and 10c. Sunday papers, with substantial in-

creases in advertising rates, are the only solution to

the publisher's paper problem.
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A NEW SULPHITE MILL FOR NEWFOUNDLAND.
A group of Norwegian capitalists have made arrauge-

ments for the erection of a sulphite plant, using the

mitscherlich procefes, near Gambo at Bonavista Bay.
It is proposed to erect a first unit of 40 tons and per-

haps later on increase this to a capacity of 100 tons

and possibly also erect a paper mill. It is not likely

that construction work will begin until next spring,

but it is expected that the mill will be in operation

during the spring of 1921.

Capt. C. W. Storm is looking after the company's in-

terests at the present time and he has succeeded in ob-

taining all the money necessary for the erection of the

plant and for the purchase of the property. The neces-

sary capital has all been subscribed in Norway and the

headquarters of the company will be in that country.

G. D. Jenssen Co., sulphite mill engineers, New York,
will do all the engineering work in connection with the

plant. Mr.. C. D. Jenssen has recently returned from
Norway in connection with the project.

Mr. Jenssen states that the company controls about
750,000 acres of woodland on the Terra Nova and
Gambo Rivers. It is estimated that it contains about
4,000.000 cords of pulp wood and sawlogs of which 90
per cent is spruce and 10 per cent balsam. There is

also some pine on the propert.y. The company also

controls about 20,000 h.p. waterpower on the Terra
Nova and Gambo Rivers. Shipment of the product will

most likely be made by water.

A short while ago Capt. Storm made a very complete
cruise of the timber limits before going to Norway for

subscriptions and his report is exceedingly favorable
to the successful future of the mill from the point of

view of timber supply. The two rivers mentioned are
nearly parallel and not very far apart. Both of them
widen out into lakes which can easily serve as timber
and water storage. With the mill on the Cove at the
mouth of the Gambo River it would not be a very great
undertaking to l)ring wood by water from the mouth
of the Terra Nova or by rail from the foot of Terra
Nova Lake.

It is the intention of the now concern to make only

the highest grade of pulp and apparently the mill

would be competing with their countrymen in Norway
for the British and American markets.

TO INCREASE PRODUCTION.

The Paper Trade Journal prints the following ques-

tion and an.swer: I want to get more production, but

at the same time I must keep the quality of my paper

up to standard (high grade book). What steps should

be taken to accomplish the desired result?

Naturally, the first thing to consider is your beating

and refining capacity. We will say that you desire to

increase your production 50 per cent. If your beating

and refining engines are taxed to the limit on your
present production, this means that you must increase

your beating and refining capacity, either by more
beaters and another Jordan if your engines are satis-

factory, or by replacing them with more efficient

engines, and of course the additional power required
must be figured in. This is the first step and is ab-

solutely necessarj' if quality is to be maintained.
Next you must look into the capacity of your stuff

pumps and see to it that they are ample to handle the

increased amount of stock. Now we come to the paper
machine, the first thing we strike are the screens. Here
you must decide if your screens are capable of hand-
ling your increased production. If they are not, then
you must get another screen or replace the present
ones with a larger and more efficient type. Keep the
increased power required in mind all the time.
Now we come to the Pourdrinier. The chances are-

that you are using it to the limit now, so you must
figure on lengthening j'our wire enough to give you
at least four more feet of forming surface for your
paper.

If you are using less than four suction boxes you
must consider installing one or two more. You must
get more tube rails for the longer wire, and figure
on having adjustable rails and breast roll, so you may
give your wire more of a pitch to allow for the in-

crea.sed .speed.

Another question to be well considered at this point
is the choice between a couch roll and a suction roll.

You should have enough wet presses to remove the
last drop of w-ater from the paper that is possible by
pressure. This is very important, but, not more so than
having a .sufficient number of dryers to enable you to
dry your paper as slowly and gradually as you have
been doing. This is absolutely necessary in order to
keep up quality. No matter how good the composition
of your paper is or how perfectly it is formed, the
minute you start forcing the drying operation, then
is when your quality wall go down.

_
To sum up: The most important points for considera-

tion are: Greater capacity in beaters, Jordans, stuff
pumps, screens, forming surface on wire, pressing,
dr.ving and adjustment of the pitch of wire and in-
creased power.
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THE DECAY OF PAPER
No one can live many .years in India without observ-

ing how soon old newspapers turn yellow and become
so brittle as to be useless even for making a parcel.
Ordinary note paper and foolscap suffer in the same
manner, and it is probable that war prices have brought
on to the market still worse qualities that in less time
than usual will prove worthless. Much of this paper
is used for ephemeral purposes and finds its way
promptly to the waste basket, but some of it must have
been used for books and documents of permanent value
that involve serious risks of loss by decay. Legal
documents, plans and drawings, pictures and books
of lasting interest have been prepared on paper whose
price alone should have condemned it. The principal

enemies of paper are insects and oxidation due prin-

cipally to chemicals that have been allowed to remain
in the pulp, and whose destructive action is increased
by heat and moisture. Among the insects most active

in the destruction of paper are the crockroaeh, the

silver fish and the weevil. Rats and mice will also de-

stroy paper, not as food but to prepare or line nests.

The better the quality of the paper the more readily

it is attacked by vermin, and the more it contains of

chemical or mineral matter the more it, is liable to

decay and discoloration.

Really good and pure paper will last for centuries.

It was made in China at a very remote period and was
found by the Arabs when they captured Samarkand in

704 A.D. It then spread through Damascus into

Europe, and many documents still exist dating from
the 9th century. Paper was manufactured in Spain
during the domination of the Moors from whence it

was first exported to England. It was made from pure

cotton, and the absence of adulterants is the chief

reason for its durability. The growth of the paper

trade was a serious check on the manufacture of

parchment which had hitherto been used exclusively

for books and law documents; fortunately for the

latter purpose the conservatism of the lawj-ers pre-

served the trade from extinction. It is possible to

protect all kinds nf paper from vermin by surrounding

it with a poisonous or intoxicating atmosphere such a>^

is produced by naphthalene in a closed box or chamber

or the vapor of petroleum or similar spirit ; but, as this

vapor is inflammable and in certain states explosive.

it must be used with due precaution. For example, a

sponge soaked in petrol and placed in a dish within a

closed box or cupboard would evapoi-ate slowly anl

produce an explosive mixture of air and petrol vapor

The naphthalene is not so dangerously inflammable,

hut the sulphur contained in its vapor, while driving

o.f vermin, attacks and blackens gold, silver, copper

and brass, and is thus destructive to gilding. The low-

est classes of paper seem to be immune from the at-

tack of insects owing to their unpleasant taste. The

impurities they contain hasten their decay which goes

on whether in" use or in store ; but it will be observed

that when exposed to the light the decay is most rapid.

It is doubtful if there is any means of restoring docu-

ments written on inferior paper. Faded ink may be

restored, but paper that has become brown and brittle

has already had its organic structure destroyed and

is beyond "recovery. Copying by photographic pro-

cesses seems to be the safest and surest method of deal-

ins with valuable documents or prints, a method that

avoids all risk of error. The destruction of books by

weevils is pi-in.cipally due to the attraction of the paste

in the binding, that irViot-a^ays prepared with a

suitable poison. The size on the surface of cloth-bound
books that is so readily eaten off by small brown cock-
roaches may be protected by a coat of varnish freely
diluted in turpentine so as not to exhibit a bright sur-
face. This was found successful by the late M. E. H.
Aitken. Acidity in gum or paste is also destnictive to
paper.

There is one very durable form of paper that seems
to have been forgotten at a time when it might have
been of considerable use. Paper parchment was
patented in 1857 in England ; it was made by passing
unsized paper through a bath of commercial sulphuric
acid diluted with half its volume of water. The bath
at 600 deg. Fah., lasted from 5 to 20 seconds, after
which it was passed first through water and then
through an ammoniacal solution to remove all acid

and then washed in water and dried. Paper so treated

undergoes a remarkable change ; it becomes horny and
parchment-like and acquires about five times its form-
er strength. It becomes soft in wat-er although remain-
ins impervious, and is unaffected by boiling. Since
the price of tinplate has risen so much, this material

seems to offer a good substitute for the manufacture
of small boxes such as are used for packing tobacco,

drugs and other materials. A waterproof varnish on
the outside would presers'e the homy rigidity of the

parchment and also close the lid effectively. It is not
even now too late to test this material for which all

the ingredients are produced in India.—The Indian

Textile Journal.

MR. MARTIN'S RALLYING CALL TO THE TRADE.

John Martin of "Winnipeg, President of the Canadian
Paper Trade Association, has sent an interesting letter

to the members of the association in which he says:

Having had placed on me the responsibility of assum-

ing the Presidency of the Canadian Paper Trade As-

sociation. I wish sincerely to acknowledge the honor I

have received at your hands. I am deeply sensible of

the tribute that j'ou have paid me and it seems hardly

necessary for me to add that I shall do everything in

my power to further the best interests of our Associ-

ation.

It seems to me that the greatest measure of benefit

will come to the organization if we will recognize the

fact that all matters of mill relations and trade customs,

as they come up for individual consideration, from
time to time are matters which will affect all the mem-
bers. This being the case, may I ask you to keep this

in mind and when contentious matters arise, have your
section refer them to the general secretary so that they

may have the proper attention of the Executive, and
thus contribute to the general good of the organization

as a whole.

There is no doubt but that much good has already
been accomplished in the way of better understanding
among the members of the trade, and that many former
abuses and unsatisfactory trade customs have been
practically eliminated. Now it remains for us to con-

tinue the good work and bring about still better con-

ditions and closer co-operation.

Our secretary, Mr. I\Iartin of Toronto, hopes to come
to Winnipeg soon and we will have the opportunity of

going into all matters and keep you fully informed of

what is being done from time to time. Assuring you .of

my desire to help build up in Canada an Association
equally as strong, helpful and beneficial as our neigh
bore to the south of us enjoy, . . .'
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New Catalogues and Publications

.(>r. li, l!n!t.

THE CONDENSED CHEMICAL DICTIONARY.
For sonio ycar.s the (.'la'iiiu-al (.'ataloj; (\)., oi' New

York have secured a preat success in their publieation

of a master catalog: of process and equipment used in

Chemical and Metallurgical Industries. This year the

company presents a new publication in the form of a

condensed chemical dictionary, which will doubtless be

as welcome to the many industries and })ersons connect-

ed with this important branch of science as the catalog

has been. The new book has grown out of the ffcrviee

of the information bureau that the Chemical Catalog

Co. has maintained from the start.

It would be impossible to devote the nunilicr of pages

to a description of the dictionary which its cliaracter

would warrant. A few of the more important features

only can be touched upon, and these are best illustrated

oy quoting one or two items from the book which are

of interest to pulp and jiaper makers. The book is

cross-indexed throughout. In addition to the informa-

tion that is given, the service department of the Chemi-

cal Catalog Co. is still in good working order and is

ready to answer questions and give information whieh

has been unintentionally or necessarily omitted from

the condensed dictionary. Substances produced in the

United States are marked with an asterisk.

COLOPHONY* (Common Rosin) :

Derivation.—A resin obtained by the distillation of

turpentine oil from crude turpentine.

Constants.—Specific gravity 1.08; melting-point

100°—140° C.

Grades.
—"Virgin"; vellow dip; hard. Rosin is grad-

ed B, C, D. E. F, G, h", I, K, L, M, N, W-G (window-

glass), "W-W (water-white). The grading is done by
color, B being the darkest and W-W the lightest rosin.

Ordinarily the first three grades B, C, and D are not

separated. Occasionally (e.g. in the ease of rosin used

for shrapnel) factors other than color are considered in

the srading, such as the acidity and the melting-point.

Contains.—Barrels.

Uses.—The darker grades. B, C, and D arc used for

making rosin oil, and also in the manufacture of lino-

leum and dark varnishes: E. F and G (especially F)
are used for making size for the paper indiistry ; the

grades G to K are used in the manufacture of soap,

depending on the quality of the soap being made ; for

some fine soaps even lighter grades are occasionally

used; the grades higher than K (especially W-G and
W-W) are used for making light varnishes; sealing

wax; munitions (shrapnel) ; adulterating other resins;

fastening cutlery into handles; increasing the friction

of the horsehair of the bows of musical string instru-

ments; soldering flux.

Fire hazard.—Dangerous.

Railroad shipping regulations.—None.
SODIUM SILICATE* (Soluble gla.ss; water glass) (a)

Na^SiOj. (b)NaSiO, 9H,0. (c) Na.Si.O,,,.

Color and properties.— (Water glass) White to gray-

white lumps or powder.

Constants: (a) (b)

Mplting-point 1018°C 48°C
Boiling-point Loses 6H,,0 at 100 = C

Soluble in water and alkalis; insoluble in alcohol and
acids.

Derivation.—Silica (quartz), calcined soda and pow-
dered eioal are heated together in a crucible, the molten

mass is powdered when cold, is extracted with water

and steam in an autoclave, followed by evaporation of

the water.

Method of j)urification.—Fusion and passing in a

iMirrcnt of air.

Imjiurities.—Sodium sulphide, iron.

tirades.—Pure crystal; crude lumps or powder; also

marketed in form of solutions of various concentrations

ranging from viscous semi-liquids to thin watery fluids.

Containers.—Wooden barrels ; tins
; glass bottles.

Uses.—Fireproofing fabrics; manufacture of corru-

gated paperboard, mailing tubes, veneer products, etc.;

grease-proofing j)aper containers, etc. ; manufacture of

cements; concrete hardeners, etc.; manufacture of

paints; filling for soaj); cementing stones; water-proof-
ing walls; in hydraulic and acid-i)roof mortars; dyeing
and bleaching; cottonseed oil refining; cementing pipe

insulation; preservative for eggs in medicine; for fast-

ening splints; manufacture of abrasive wheels, stones,

etc.

Fire hazard.—Non(^.

Railroad sliipjiing regulations.—None.
There ar'e a few places where the Pulp and Paper

Industry seems to have been overlooked, though there

may be good reasons for apparent omi.ssions. We refer

to such substances as lime, limestone, sulphur, bleach-

ing powder (calcium hypochlorite), sodium sulphate
and sodium carbonate. All of these find extensive use
in the manufacture of pulp or paper, or both, and no
mention is made of such uses except the inclusion under
sodium carbonate of paper making. This is the only
eritici.sm we have to offer, and it is given as a sugges-
tion intended to be helpful. The information given in

the book is really excellent and cannot but be exceed-
ingly useful to chemists, purchasing agents and many
others.

Colors for Paper.
The National Aniline & Chemical Co., of New York,

which has branch offices in Toronto and Montreal, has
.iust distributed a new- catalog in the form of samples
showing speciiuens of paper dyed in various colors

and shades by the different classes of dye stuffs at

present manufactured by the company. A convenient
feature of the specimens is that they are made with 5,

10, 20 and 40 pounds of color per 1,000 poiuids of dry
stock so that one can easily calculate the amount of

dyestuff that will be required for almost any shade.

The following paragraphs taken from this catalog
will be of interest in presenting some of the character-

istics of the three principal classes of colors at present

used in the dyeing of paper stock. Some details of their

use are also given.

The general characteristics of the colors comprising

the three groups, and the grades of paper for which
each is best suited are briefly indicated as follows

:

I. Acid Colors.—This group includes a compre-

hensive range of bright colors of good fastness to light.

In general, acid colors are better soluble than basic

colors, but on the other hand they possess less tinctorial

power, and less affinity for vegetable fibres.

Acid colors are used only for sized papers. The color

is added to the pulp in the beater before sizing, and
is thoroughly incorporated with the material; the size

is then added. For heavy shades a strong sizing of the

pulp is indispensable.

Because of their slight affinity for vegetable fibres,
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acid colors produce very level dyeings on mixed pulps,
and are furthermore particularly suited for the produc-
tion of light shades.

II. Basic Colors.—These colors possess great tinc-

torial power, and, as a class, are very brilliant in shade.
They are inferior to the acid colors in fastness to light,

and require a little more care in dissolving.

The basic colors possess great affinity for pure
vegetable fibres, which ensures a verj' good absorp-
tion of the dyestuff, even in the case of papers which
are only slightl.v sized. This property, however, fre-

quently leads to the production of mottled effects

when dyeing mixed pulps because of the selective ac-

tion of the color on the various fibres. Ordinarily by
a judicious blending of basic and acid or direct colors

perfectly uniform shades can be produced even on
mixed pulps. Level dyeing is also promoted by add-
ing the required amount of alum in two portions, a

part being added before the dyestuff, and the re-

mainder after the addition of the rosin size.

China clay and other loading materials fix basic

colors readily at slightl.y elevated temperatures. For
unsized papers, and when producing mottling fibres,

the material is first mordanted with some tannin
matter, (tannic acid, sumac extract, etc.).

III. Direct Colors.—These colors come into con-

sideration particularly for the dyeing of unsized pulp
containing principall.y cotton and similar fibres, i.e..

in the production of blotting and copjang papers, and
for the mottling fibres. Direct colors possess affinity for

practically all various materials used for paper making,
and in conjunction with suitable acid colors, are very

useful for the production of level dyeings on mixed
pulps. In almost every case direct colors exhaust com-
pletelj' leaving an entirely clear back water. The dyeing

is added to the beater, and the engine allowed to run
until the dye is uniformly mixed with the pulp. For
medium and heavy shades it is an advantage to add
5-10 per cent common salt, and to heat the pulp to

105-120 deg. F. As a class, direct colors produce dye-

ings faster to water than those produced by either acid

or basic colors, and with few exceptions, excel the

latter in fastness to light.

The paper samples shown in this card were made on

a laboratory scale, therefore allowance must be made
for the appearance of the surface. The patterns serve

to illustrate the shades obtained with the various

colors listed. In each case the weight of the color given

indicates the amount to be used for 1,000 lbs. of dry

stock. The material used was unbleached sulfite pulp

;

the sizing agents, ordinary rosin soap and alum.

Special data regarding dyeing of individual colors is

given where necessary.

Rumsey Pumps.

The Kumsey Pump Co., Ltd., Seneca Falls, N.Y., has

sent out Bulletin DC-18, describing their hand and

power pumps. These are made in sizes from 13 to 1.000

gallons per minute and appear to be a very compact

and coiivenient type of pump. The fibre pumps are

built for pressures up to 100 pounds. The various

pumps are driven by hand, belt connected, or directly,

geared to electric motors.

Sherwin Williams Color Catalog.

The Sherwin Williams Co., prepared an attractive

leaflet for distribution at the recent Exposition of

Chemical Industries at Chicago. It is entitled, "Four

Years of Achievement," and describes the strides that

have been made by this company in a number of lines

of interest to pulp and paper manufacturers. These
include the various lines of paint that have been for
years the main products of the company and also the
important products in the dyestuff field.' In the latter
the company is making a large number of its own in-
termediates as well as a large number of colors for
use in the manufacture of paper as well as for the as-
sociated industry of printing in the form of ink colors.
The company employs a technical staff whose knowl-
edge and experience in the use of dyes and other pro-
ducts of the company are at the service of their cus-
tomers and friends.

Fibre Recovery by Flotation.

At the National Exposition of Chemical Industries
at Chicago a demon.stration apparatus showed the prin-
ciple of the process employed b.y the Groch Centrifugal
Flotation Limited of Cobalt, Ont., as applied to the
recovery of fibre from the waste water of pulp and
paper mills. The idea is to introduce air bubbles into
the bottom of the waste water tanks. A descriptive
leaflet will be sent on application to the company.

Weber Chimneys.
Catalog No. 19 of the "Weber Chimney Co., Chicago,

describes, with illustrations showing the structure and
the various stages of construction, the manner in which
conical concrete chimneys are built by this company.
Some of the illustrations are taken from pulp and
paper mills. The highest chimney in the world, which
was built for a Japanese Copper Smelter by this com-
panj-, is 570 feet high.

Noble & Wood Machine Co. Catolog.

The most extensive and attractive paper machinery
catalog that has been received in some time has just
come from the Noble & Wood Machine Co., Hoosick
Falls, N.Y. This contains about 200 pages m a stout

loose leaf binder into which additional pages can be
inserted from time to time.

With the catalog comes an invitation for paper mills

to send in the names of engineers, purchasing agents
or others interested in such information as may be ob-

tained from the catalog so that a copy may be sent.

It is requested that the position occupied be given for

the men whose application is thus sent in.

The foreword says: "In the catalog will be found
a very complete line of the auxiliary machinery re-

quired in the modem paper mill. We do not build the

paper machines and by auxiliary machinery we mean
the machinery which prepares the stock for the ma-
chine itself. You will find a most modern and com-
plete line of Beating Engines, Jordan Engines, Board
Machines, Stuff Pumps, Stuff Chests, etc., described

and illustrated. We wish also to call your attention

to our very complete line of Experimental Paper Mak-
ing Machinery which will be found toward the back of

the book."
Bondite.

This material, which is described in a 12-page pamph-
let, and which is supplied by the Rathbun Company, El

Paso, Texas, is a special grade of furnace cement. In

addition to describing this particular material the

pamphlet contains considerable useful information on

the function of cement in setting up furnaces and
boilers together with tables showing the working
temperatures of various types of furnaces, approximate

temperatures corresponding to easily recognized colors

of fire brick when heated, and the heat loss and other

data corresponding to different percentages of carbon

dioxide in flue casts.
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A.P. & P. A. HOLDING FALL CONFERENCE.

The general labor xinrest throughout the country and

the constant agitation of questions affecting employ-

ment relations, most of which are discussed from the

standpoint of expediency rather than of underlying

principles of economics and justice, make opportune the

report and discussion on Industrial Relations, which

will be brought to the Husiness Conference of the Amer-

ican Paper & Pulp Association at the Waldorf-Astoria,

on Friday. November 14th. The relation of the Amer-

ican Paper & Pulp Association to the National Indus-

trial Conference Board, which has taken such promi-

nent part in the study of these matters and which has

been recognized as the scientific body representing the

employing interests of the country, will make a recital

of the situation from the broad-minded employer's

standpoint of intense interest and value to our indus-

try. There has been some misinterpretation of the at-

titude of the employer group at the recent Industrial

Conference at Washington and it is expected that there

will be present gentlemen of national reputation who
participated in the Washington ('onference, and who
will give first-hand and correct information of this

attempt to clarify the issues that underlie .soiuid em-

ployment relations.

This one feature of the Business Conference alone

would warrant the attendance of every manufacturer

in the country and it is hoped that the entire industry,

without reference to member.ship in the American

Paper & Pulp Association, will endeavor to attend the

luncheon at the Waldorf on Friday. November 14th.

at 1 p.m.

A Real Forestry Policy and Program.

Probably no convention of the pulp and paper inter-

ests of this country ever met under circumstances of

keener interest or with wider appreciation of the im-

portance of the principal topics of discussion and study

that will be the features of tbe program of the Busi-

ness Conference of the American Paper & Pulp As-

sociation at the Waldorf-Astoria in Ncm- York on Fri-

day. November 14th.

Events in this industry and the general industrial

situation have brought sharply to the attention of

practical men the necessity for immediate and ex-

haustive study and consultation to the end that some

sound conclusions may be reached that will lead to

unity of thought and action.

Among these topics is the ever pressing one of the

future raw material supply for paper making. While

many experiments have been made with various other

fibres, nothing has yet been found that in any way can

compete in cost for large units of production with wood
fibre, and tbe rapid depletion of our forests vmder the

great demand for paper has focused attention upon

the question of a National Forestry Policy looking to

the perpetuation of our forest supplies and their eco-

nomic use. This is a matter in which the paper mills

not only, but the publishers and the general pnbl-c

have a common interest.

In recognition of this situation, a good deal of tim-

will be given at the Business Conference to the pre-

sentation and discussion of a suggested National For-

estry- Policy which will reflect the careful views o'

the best minds in tbe paper industry and which, it is

believed, offers the best solution and hope for the

protection of all interests involved. Probably 90 per

cent or more of all paper produced in the United

^tates. including paper board, is the product of wood,

so that every paper manufacturer, whether a pro-

dueer from his own timber, purchaser of pulp wood
or simply a convertor of pulp into paper, must realize

his economic relation to the topic.

The Empire State Forest Products Association holds

its annual meeting at the Waldorf on Thursday, No-

vember 13th, and there will be present for the discus-

sion on Friday, probably the best representation of all

interests involved that has ever been gathered for this

purpose.

NEW YORK MARKET ITEMS.
GROUND WOOD—steadily acquiring strength, the

market for mechanically ground wood is daily working
into a firmer position, and all manner of prices are be-

ing named as having been paid, with the result that

it is difficult to say just what definite market values

are. No. 1 spruce ground wood has been sold at $40

per ton at grinding mills, and it is understood on high

authority that $50 a ton delivered consuming plants

has been realized, which might work out at a price

equivalent to better than $40 at the shipping point.

Demand from all quarters is brisk and producers assert

that the.v are unable to satisfy the wants of buyers, in

view of which it is but logical that prices tend so

strongly upward.
RAGS—The rag market is far from strong, yet there

is a steadiness of tone which seems to foreshadow a

firmer market once demand for consuming mills broad-

ens to a more normal scale. This apparently is due
more to the strength in low grades of material such as

are used by roofing felt manufacturers than to any
other single cause, and dealers contend that with prices

holding their own luider the prevailing restricted move-
ment of supplies toward mills that the probabilities

favor a sharp advance in values when manufacturers
resume purchasing in larger volume. Roofing rags

are freely sought by felt mills and sales are numerous
at a price basis of between 2.70 and 2.80 f.o.b. New
York for No. 1 packing. Doubtless the holding up of

deliveries of foreign rags by the longshoremen's strike

stimulates demand for domestic roofing material, as

consumers are obliged to buy additional amounts of

rags although having large quantities on the docks at

this port or in vessels in New York harbor.

PAPER STOCK—Trade in the cheaper grades of

waste paper features the market. Board mills are pur-

cha.sing in regular fashion and dealers and packers tell

of experiencing little difficulty in finding an outlet for

all the mixed paper and folded news they haTe for sale

although it is said in some quarters that manufacturers
are endeavoring to reduce prices. There is also a stead.v

call for overissue news])apers. kraft paper and the low-
er qualities of manilas. Folded news is quotable at 85
to 90 cents per 100 pounds New York arid No. 1 mixed
paper at 75 to 80 cents. Kraft of No. 1 grade is selling

at 3.25 cents and overissue news at 1.20 to 1.25^ cents.

High grades are in limited demand and prices are mere-
ly holding their oavu. Hard white shavings of No. 1

quality are quoted at 5.25 cents and No. 1 soft white
shavings at 4 cents. Books and magazines are mainly
neglected and mills are frequently turning down of-

ferings of stock at 2 cents f.o.b. New York, although the
bulk of business going through is at this price basis.

The printers' strike locally has materially curtailed

production of the better grades of old paper but the
fact that mills are holding off in buying these de-
.seriptions offsets the reduced supply.
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Technical Section

A-l. A new wood fiber. (Une uouvelle fibre vegetale.)

Le Papier, 22, p. 175 (June, 1919). A very strong
fiber has just been discovered in Mexico. The tree

from which it is obtained is called "cuazuma" or "cua-
hulose," and is very abundant in the State of Jalisco.

Analysis has shown the fiber to be of very good quality.

It can be obtained at a very small cost by macerating
the bark of the tree which produces it, the bark being
sometimes 20-30 cm. in thickness.—A.P.-C.

A-l. New raw material for paper-making. The dwarf
palm. (La recherche des nouvelles matieres premieres.

Le palmier nain.) A. Ruby, ingenieur aux Papeteries

Berges. Le Papier, 22, 193-6 (July, 1919). Chamoe-
rops humilis, locally known as doum, grows in North-
ern Africa, principally along the Moroccan coast, in

easily accessible regions. The annual production is about

100,000 tons. The growth is remarkably rapid. The
natives use all parts of the plant for various purposes.

The different i)arts contain fibres of different natures,

those from the leaves being the most promising as

paper-making material. They contain about 12 per

cent H„0, 1.2 per cent resins, fat and wax, 4.20 per

cent ash, 33.5 per cent cellulose (on dA' basis) ; the

incrusting matter is pectose and lignin. Cooking may
be carried out by the soda process. If the stems are

separated from the leaves proper, the latter may be

cooked in open vessels or under pressure at will. The
optimum conditions are: 1st. Cooking under pressure

12 per cent NaOH on the gross wt. of the leaves, 130

deg. C, 4 kilos pressure, 8 deg. Be..; 2nd. cooking in

open vessel (without stems), 12 per cent NaOH, 100

deg. C. 4 kilos pres-jure, S deg. Be.; 2nd. Cooking in

pulp is grayish and stained with chlorophyll. It

readily lileaches in 6 hrs. -with 4 per cent CI. (=11 per

cent of 35 per cent bleaching powder) at 75-80 deg. C,
the loss averaging 10-12 per cent. The refining pre-

sents no difficulties. The pulp contains 75 per cent of

actual fibres, averaging 2.5 m. x 0.01 mm. They are

characterised by a very satisfactory felting power, a

rather thick membrane, great tenacit.v, perfect homo-
geneity, and great suppleness. The pulp gives a violet

blue coloration with ehlor-iodide of zinc and a blue

coloration with iodized calcium nitrate. The raw ma-
terial can be obtained quite cheap, 3-5 fr. per 100 kilos.

—A.P.-C.
A-3. By-products of esparto grass. (Les sous-pro-

duits de I'alfa.) Dr. C. Budde. J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 35,

401-4 (1916V La Papeterie. 41 (June 25, 1919).—A.
P.-C.

A-3. Production of esparto in Northern Africa.

(L'alfa, sa production en Afrique du Nord.) J. Micol

de Portemont. Le Papier, 22, p. 161, (June, 1919). A
description of the gathering of this grass in Algeria

and Tunis, followed by a short discussion of the cost

of transportation, explaining why so little is used in

France and how to favor its use in France.—A.P.-C.

A-3. The esparto industry in Africa. (L'alfa—son

commerce—son emploi en Afrique.) J. Micol de Por-

temont. Le Papier, 22, 237-9 (Aug., 1919). The real

problem mar be summed up in three words—fuel,

ehemicalSj water In spite of these difficulties, the

Societe de la Cellulose de L 'Afrique du Nord has re-

cently been formed; but owing to present conditions
It IS hardly likely the mill will be ready to operate be-
tore three years.—A. P.-(\

R-1. Fusion of French paper companies. Le Papier
22, p. 180, (June, 1919). The Papeteries Navarre and
Papeteries de Normandie have merged under the name
of Papeteries Navarre with a capital of 20 million fr.
This is now by far the most important French paper
company.—A.P.-C.

R-2. New English paper journal. Le Papier, 22, p
179 (June, 1919). "The Paper Container," the first
number of which appeared on June 2nd, has as its
object to promote the manufacture and use of all con-
tainers made of paper. It is a monthly published by
Ver.stone & Co., 29 Ludgate Hill, London. E.C.—A.P.-C.

R-5. Pulp and paper in France ; tariff, imports and
exports. Philippe Roy, Commissioner General for
Canada in Paris, France. Weeklv Bull., Dept of Trade
i: Commerce, 21, p. 192, July 28, 1919. The French
tariff on nnported pulj)s is as follows:

No. 168 in French Customs tariff—Cellulo.se pulp:—
Minimum

General Tariff. Tariff
Mechanical

—

Dry 1 fr. 50 per 100 kilos gro.ss weio-ht 1 fr
;^,^tofr.75 " " " ..^ ••;.;;; 0.50
Chemical

—

2 fr. 50 " " " "
2

Duties upon importation on mechanical and chemical
pulps for the manufacture of newsprint are reduced
95 per cent. The transportation of pulp consigned to
a paper mill is insured by a transire which is charged
by the customs officers or by the municipal authorities
Li addition to this, importers must leave at the customs
otfice a bonded guarantee of returning within three
months a certificate given by the new.spaper manage-
ment, attesting that the paper mill which was tlie
consignee has delivered to the press-room of the said
newspaper a corresponding quantity of newsprint. The
quantity of paper has been fixed ait 50 per cent of the
total weight for wet pulp and at 90 per cent for dry
pulp. A table of imports and exports of pulp and
paper for the years 1912-1918 inclusive is also given.—
A.J .-(_/.

R-5. The supplies of raw materials of the French
nap 3r industry. (L'approvisionnement de la papeterie
francaise en matieres premieres.) L. Vidal. Chimie &
Industrie. 2, 730-5 (June. 1919). This article discusses
the position faced by the French paper industry as
regards raw materials, and is largely based on the re-
port submitted on Oct. 10th. 1918, bv the French Na-
tional Paper Bureau. fCf. Pulp & Paper, 17, 259-62,
405 (1919). As it is evident that France cannot supply
its own needs of raw materials, the resources of the
eolonies .should be utilized as much as possible in pre-
ference to others. The Central Empires will doubtless
be forced to pay part of the indemnity in forest pro-
ducts, and care must be taken that tliis does not act
detrimentally to the French industries. France should
endeavour to import as little pulp as possible, but
rather the Avood. and to make the pulp in her own mills.
—A.P.-C.
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UMTED STATES NOTL^
The American Writing Paper Company, in I'Dnrifction

with a campaign it has just inaugurated in its plants

at Ilolyoke, Mass, and vicinity to check avoidable acci-

dents among its employees, has issued a safety first

circular in which it is pointed out that a classification

of accidents at the various plants during the first seven

months of the present year, indicates that 70 per cent

of the mi.shaps have been caused, not by defective or

unguarded machinery, but by simple carelessness. In

the company's instructions to it.s employees the latter

are informed among other things that. "The American

Writing Paper Company is safeguarding its machinery

in every possible way. It asks its employees to co-oper-

ate in eliminating unnecessary accidents. Remember
that mechanical devices, systems, and rules for the

l>revention of industrial accidents avail nothing without

human caution." The company has established first

aid hospitals at a number of its divisions all of which

are regularly attended by a trained nurse.

New lines of writing paper are soon to be put on the

market by the Ameriecan Writing Paper Company, par-

ticularly two lines of shadow-craft papers, one of which

will be known as "Bond d' Agigle." made from five

grades of Bond and one of superfine, and the other

will be a shadow-craft produced by a similar process

but water marked with designs belonging to the large

consumers of bond paper. The actual grade and sub-

stance weight is to be water marked on every sheet.

The papers have been standardized in the company's

department of Technical control. In order to promote

the sales of these grades, which will be manufactured

in the Riverside No. 1 division mill, the company has

developed a department that will devote its entire time

to merchandising these papers. This department will

be under the supervision of F. W. Hastings.

Jlore than sixty magazines that have been held up
by the pressmen 's strike have quit New York City and
will be printed in other cities. If these periodicals stay

permanently away from New York it is estimated that

at least 3,000 striking printers will be without work.

Li the opinion of the employing printers, most of whom
have been forced to suspend publication for more than

four weeks since tbe walkout of the printers, it will be

a long time before New York City can regain its posi-

tion as the periodical publishing centre of America.
Arrangements have been made by the Periodical Pub-
lishers' Association and the Printer's League to place

the business of the magazines driven away from New
York in twenty-three cities. The industrial loss to

New York is estimated at several million dollars an-

nually. In one way a more central location is desir-

able on account of the parcel post zone regulations that
became effective July 1. Certain publications had
already planned to print a part of their issues in Chic-

ago to save postage. Chicago printing houses are
ready and anxious to do business with the Eastern
periodical publishers. They are, however, not very
much disposed to print the magazines on merely tem-
porary arrangements such as have been sugge-^ted

by some of the publishers. The permanent establish-

ment of headquarters in Chicago and other cities by

the periodicals formerly published in New York will

mean more or less change in the placing of paper con-

tracts for tiicse pul)lications. Th.- Paper Trade Journal,

Printer's Ink and the American Stationer arc tliice

publications devoted to the paper trade and allied in-

dustries which have already moved away from New
York City.

India has again come into the American market for

d.vcstuffs, accoi-ding to exporters. SoiiH' iiioiiths ago

a restriction making it necessary for the Indian buy-

ers to obtain a license before they could import dye-

stuffs into India from countries outside the British

Empire was adopted by the Indian Government. For
a time this restriction caused considerable reduction in

the orders from India. Within the past week or two,

however, exporters in New York City have received

orders by cable for high grade dyestuffs, the Indian
buyers stating in each instance that a license had al-

ready been obtained. From this it would appear that

English manufacturers have been unable to supply the

demands of the Indian manufacturer in this respect,

and the exporters in consequence expect a consider-

able business from this source for some time to come.
The Brown Corporation, of Portland, Me. is market-

ing a creped kraft pai>er towel. This is a new product
and is ex]iected to take well because of the strength
and absorbency of the paper.

The big pulp and paper concerns in Maine have
piled up reserves at such a rapid rate the past year
that, the war being over, the necessity for heavy re-

serves no longer exists, and this winter they will cur-

tail their output 50 per cent or more. The Great
Northern Paper Company has so much wood on hand
tliat it will cut only 60,000,000 or 70,000,000 feet this

winter, compared with an average of 120,000.000 feet.

TRIBUTE TO LLOYD HARRIS.

Referring to the dinner recently tendered to 'Mr.

Lloyd Harris, the Times pays a tribute to his remark-
able work as chairman of the Canadian trade mission.

He has "carried the Canadian trade banner and hoisted
it in places where hitherto Canada has been but a

name," the Times says. "If his success in this respect
has been notable his missionary preaching of the gos-
pel of the Empire in the Mother Country has been no
less important."

His work, the Times thinks, points a moral for the
British Government, its results being precisely those
which a department of overseas trade should achieve.
The Times adds: "The Government would do well

to study the methods of the Canadian mission, and
even better, to call some great business men of the dom-
inions Avith their virilit.v, energy and enterprise, to
assist in a consultative capacity in the vitall.v import-
ant task of developing British trade in fields where
they themselves have prospered."

You will find that any great success is mixed with
trouble, more or less.
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H. L:. Wilson of the Wilson Stationery Co., Winni-
peg, was in Toronto this week calling upon the mem-
bers of tile trade.

Robert Rolland of Montreal, formerly of Toronto,

spent a few days in Toronto recently. He is now in

charge of the purchasing for the export paper depart-

ment of Grace & Co. of Montreal.

W. II. Slierriff of the Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co.,

Toronto, left last week on an extended selling trip and
will go as far as the Coast vi.siting all the leading cities

of the western provinces.

C. N. Ramsay of Ritchie and Ramsay, coated paper
manufacturers, Toronto, has returned after spending
several months in England and Scotland.

I. II. Weldon, of Toronto, who is a member of the

Hartley Bay Hunting Club, has gone on a deer shooting
expedition in the French river district. N. L. Martin,
secretary of the Canadian Paper Trade Association, is

another member of the party and expects to bring
back his full quota of deer.

J. L. McNicol, assistant paper controller, Ottawa, was
in Toronto recently on his way to Fort Frances and
other eastern mills on business.

F. L. Ratcliff, of the Ratcliff Paper Co., Toronto, was
one of the delegates who attended the convention of
the Baptist Association of Ontario and Quebec, which
was held in Ottawa, and afterwards spent a few days
in New York City on business.

Howard Smith, of Montreal, President of the Tor-
onto Paper Mfg. Co., spent a few days in Toronto re-

cently on business.

The Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Co., Nashua,
N. H., who are establishing a branch factory in Peter-
borough, Ont., are losing no time in getting down to

business. The necessary repairs are now Ix-iiig made
to the former Cordage factory which the firm will oe-

eup.y. Several thousand dollai's will be spent making
the building ready for the in.stallation of the equipment.
A new industry has been established in De.seronto

Ont, known as the Quinte Chemical Co., Limited, with
a capital stock of $40,000. Juniper oil will be produced
from the .iuniper bush and berry, cedar oil from cedar
wood, and hemlock oil from hemlock wood and bu.sh.

The company has a contract for the purchase of all

the product that the plant can produce at current mar-
ket prices. Lieut-Col. George Crawford, of Lindsay,
Ont., is President and Treasurer of the company, and
George F. Palmer, of Deseronto, Secretary and Man-
ager. The raw material, from which the oils are dis-

tilled, is unlimited right at the plant.

Mr. Hudson, of Everett, Wash., was in Victoria, B.

C. recently and is contemplating establishing a pulp
and paper mill at Squamish, the Coast terminal of the
Pacific Great Eastern Railway Company.

J. S. Douglas, who for some years has been business
manager of the Mail and Empire, Toronto, has been
appointed general juanager of the paper succeeding his

father, the late W. J. Douglas.

Word has been receiveii in the east of the death of

George E. Norris, who was the proprietor of the Nan-
aimo B. C. Free Press, the second oldest paper in Brit-

ish Columbia. He was forty nine years of age.

Major Daniel Owen recently spent a few days at his

home in Annapolis Royal, N. S. Be is President and
Treasurer of the North American Securities Corpor-
ation, with executive head offices in Boston. Branch
offices will soon be opened up in Canada and the United
States. The first security to be offered to the public

will be the South Labrador Pulp and Paper Co. with
a capital of ten million dollars, of which Major Owen
is President. The company will exploit timber limits

recently explored in Labrador by the aerial expedition
and a large staff of hydrauic engineers, pupmen and
lumbermen have alreadj' been retained. It is expected
that by next year saw mills will be in operation and
that, by the close of the season, a large pulp mill will

be located on the p^opertJ^ Several thousand tons of

machinery and supplies will go up at the opening of

navigation.

The provincial officers of Division "A" of the Can-
adian Paper Trade Association, which Division deals

particularly with printers' papers and stationary, were
recently elected as follows : Chairman, John Martin,
Winipeg ; Vice Chairman, C. J. Kay, Columbia Paper
Co., Vancouver ; Secy-Treas. A. C. Hunt, John Martin
Paper Co., Winnipeg; Chairman of Committee on Con-
stitution, Fred Smith, Smitii, Davidson & Wright, Van-
couver ; Chairman of Committee on price List policy,

W. R. Davis, Barber, Ellis, Davis, Calgary; Chairman
of Committee on Manufacturing, John Gibb, Clark Bros.

& Co., Winnipeg ; Chairman on Committee on Traffic,

Wallace Murphy, Barber-Ellis, Winnipeg; Chairman
on Committee on Mill Relations, George Wilson, Clark
Bros. & Co., Winnipeg; Chairman on Committee on
Terms and Credits, D. A. Clark, Clark Bros. & Co.,

Winnipeg.
A charter has been granted the Specialty Paper Mills,

Limited, with headquarters at Camden East, Out., and
a capital stock of $325,000. The company, which is

headed by L. F. Houpt of Buffalo, and others have,
as already stated, taken over the plant of the Camden
Paper Mills and will operate the same on news. It is

understood that the entire product has been sold to a
New York firm for a long period.

A. G. Pounsford, general manager of the Port Arthur
Pulp and Paper Co.. Port Arthur, and Hugh M. Lewis
of the engineering staff of the same company, were in

Toronto recently on their wa.y across the line where
they will visit a number of important plants.

A. R. MacDougall of A. R. MacDougall & Co., Station-
ers, 474 King street west, Toronto, is in the Old Country
on a business trip.

Many friends in the paper trade will learn with regret
of the death of Stephen A. Lazier of Belleville, Ont.,
who pa.s.sed away on October 31st. in his eighty sixth
year. He operated the Lazier Paper Mills at Belleville
for nearly half a century making straw, rag and manila
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wrapping as well as corrugated pai)er, carpet liBing

and stair pads. He leaves a wife, four sons and one

daughter. Two of the sons are R. E. and S. D. Lazier

of Belleville. In his lifetime Mr. Lazier was identified

with a number of other loading industries in and

around Belleville such as the lumber, flour, grain, coal

and wood
After nearly half a century association with the

iMethodist Book and Pulishing House, Toronto, James

Dale has retired owing to failing health. He entered

the service as a boy and for the last score of years has

been manager of circulation and advertising for the

Christian Guardian and twenty three other publications

of the House. A complimentary dinner was tendered

Mr. Dale recently by the staff when he was presented

with an upholstered easy chair, Rev. Dr. Briggs, Book

Steward Emeritus, made the presentation and Rev.

S. W. Fallis, the present Book Steward, also added a

few words of appreciation of the worth and work of

Mr. Dale.

The Kitchener Envelope and Stationery Co. has, as

already stated in these columns, begun operations in

Kitchener. Out. and has leased the factory formerly

occupied by the ^litchell Button Co. Arthur Boehmc-r

of Kitchener, is the president and general manager of

the new organization which starts with bright pros-

pects.

W. G. Rook, who for several years has been manager

of the Canadian Home Journal, Toronto, has been ap-

pointed manager of Canadian II. W. Gossard Co. Lim-

ited, and has entered upon his new duties. Mr. Rook

is a' former President of the Toronto Ad Club and a

widely known authority on publicity.

MANUFACTURE OF PAPER FROM BAMBOO IN
TRINIDAD.

An important project for manufacturing paper from

bamboo in Trinidad is being carried out by an Edin-

burgh firm of publishers. About 1,000 acres of land

near St. Joseph (seven miles from the capital at Port

of Spain) have been planted in bamboo, and a conces-

sion has been obtained giving the firm the right to

cut bamboo from the Government forests.

According to a report by the United States Consul

in Trinidad, the firm in question, foreseeing a p^pn-

famine throughout the world Avithin the next few

years, have been giving serious consideration to the

"problem of providing adequate paper reserves for

themselves for the future; and although realising

that paper can be produced from any vegetable ma-

terial containing cellulose, nevertheless came to the

conclusion that bamboo was most suitable for the

purpose. They selected Trinidad for their bamboo-

paper project, as the bamboo grows there very quick-

ly, having sufficient development within three or four

years for making paper.

Experts have been employed to study the question

of easily getting rid of the knots in the bamboo, and

also of the yellowish-green color that has hitherto

been considered a drawback to the manufacture of

paper from bamboo. The first experiments in Trinidad

with the bamboo consisted of putting the reeds through

sugar-cane presses. While this rather crudely accom-
plished the purpose, nevertheless it was found to be

desirable that the bamboo should be shredded as well

as mashed, and the knots removed. It is said that a

machine has been designed which accomplishes all this

xork, and that a bleaeh or dye has been discovered

which makes the pulp wood and paper perfectly

white. It is understood that the machinery for the

bamboo plant, to cost about £30,000 has been ordered
froiri the United States.—lounial Koyal .Society of

Arts.

THE BATHURST EXPERIMENTAL FOREST PLOT.
The work on the permanent experimental plot which

has been laid out on the Nepisiquit River through the

co-operation of the Bathurst Lumber Company, the

Conservation Commission and the Crown Land De-
partment of New Brunswick, is progressing very favor-

ably. An area of 490 acres of forest land has been
set aside for 2-5 years by mutual agreement and the

Bathurst Lumber Company is cutting this area accord-

ing to many various regulations and systems laid

down by Dr. C. D. Howe of the Conservation Commis-
sion with a view to finding out what change may be

made in the rate of growth and nature of the reproduc-

tion resulting from each of the various methods of cut-

ting. On some of the area all the slash and brush is

being burned and all material in the tops suitable for

pulpwood is being taken out. Mr. Angus McLean,
general manager of the Bathurst Lumber Company, is

taking a keen interest in this experimental cutting and
thinning and deserves much credit for making possible

this valuable experiment even at an increased

cost for logging, it being one of the first an 1

most extensive experimental thinnings being un-

dertaken in Canada. Mr. John Lordon, superintendent

for the Bathurst Lumber Company, has been in charge

of the logging for the Bathurst Lumber Company, and
R. D. Jago, of the Forest Service, laid the plot out and
has been in charge of the cutting for the Conservation

Commission. Mr. Herman Good, a returned soldier

who won the Victoria Cross, has filled the position of

camp foreman over the 50 men employed in a very

satisfactory manner.
Dr. C. D. Howe, of the Conservation Commission,

picked out the site for the plot and expects to visit

the area for the third time in December, after most

of the cutting has been completed.

W. M. Robertson, B. Sc. F., of the Conservation Com-
mission, is in charge of the plot at the present, having

relieved Mr. R. D. Jago recently, who had to return

to Fredericton.

Mr. F. C. Nunnick, B.S.A., of Ottawa, agriculturist

for the Conservation Commission, who has been here

several times in connection with the supervision of the

classification of the soils on the Crown Lands by the

Forest Survej', has gone to Bathurst where he will ex-

amine some 15 square miles in different parts of

Gloucester County in order to determine whether the

lands are suitable for agriculture or not. Mr. Nun
nick will be accompanied by Mr. L. S. Webb, of the

Forest Service. Before returning to Ottawa Mr. Nun-

nick expects to spend his holidays in New Brunswick

on a big game hunting trip.—Chatham, N.B., "Week
ly World."

B. C. MAY HAVE NEW PULP MILL.
Mr. Hudson of Everett. Washington, called upon

Premier Oliver Oct. 22 and discussed the feasibility of

the establishment of a pulp mill at Squamish, B. C, the

coast Terminal of the Pacific Great Eastern Railway

Company, at the head of Howe Sound.
Mr Hudson was promised every assistance by Prem-

ier Oliver. Details of timber legislation and informa-

tion regarding water power were furnished by the De-

partment of Lands.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, November 3.—There is an increasing de-

mand for neAvsprint and the market is still being
searched for supplies. Some of the prices which are
being offered by firms which have not regular con-
tracts, is almost fabulous provided they can secure spot
delivery. It is reported that practically all the leading
Canadian mills have their output contracted for sev-

eral months ahead so far as foreign business is con-
cerned, which includes, of course, the product sold to

the. United States. Even the five or six hundred tons
that will come on the market during the next few
months by reason of additional machines being in-

stalled bj^ Price Bros, Abitibi, Laurentide, Spanish
River and other concerns will be taken care of at a

good figure without any anxiety on the part of the

producers.
An interesting report on Canadian pulp and paper

in the British market has just been issued by A. L.

Dawe, secretary of the Canadian Pulp and Paper As-
sociation, who spent several months in the Old Country
in the interest of the export trade. He makes some
timely and pertinent observations in which he says that

the immediate effect of the removal of all trade restric-

tions from September 1st last was to place Canada in

direct competition with the rest of the world and the

entire burden of retaining British business secured
under former favorable conditions and of making
Great Britain a permanent market for their products
is placed upon the Canadian manufacturers. He de-

clares that the British market is no place for weaklings
or quitters and unless a manufacturer is prepared to

stick it out at all hazards he had better not make a

beginning. After a number of other observations Mr.

Dawe points out that there are in England twelve

newsprint mills of importance with a potential produc-

tion of 450,000 tons annually. The pre-war consump-
tion was over 600,000 tons per annum and this left

150,000 available for Scandinavia, Germany, Finland

and Canada and post- war consumption and produc-

tion will not be relatively different. How much of this

excess demand Canada will eventually supply rests

entirely with the Canadian manufacturer. Canadian

newsprint is undeniably popular with the British pub-

lishers and, in view of the excellent arrangements that
linve been made by some of the Canadian newsprint
mills, the British market should prove of prime import-
ance in the near future.

Mr. Dawe adds in reference to writing and printin'^

papers, that it is doubtful whether any permanent mar
ket in Great Britain for printing papers or cheap writ
ing papers is possible, with the exception of specialties

and a limited quantity of high grade bond papers. The
continued use of hard bond papers is a matter of edu-
cating the consumer. An aggressive campaign would
no doubt result in a good market for the more expen
sive qualities of paper.

One Canadian paper represenative received a request
during the past week from New York for a thousand
tons of newsprint to be delivered monthly for the next
year and as high as five cents at mill was offered but
no contract was placed as the stock could not be se-

cured.

In connection with the pulp outlook it is interesting

to note that, according to reports from the S. W.
White Chemical Co., active work will be started on the

sodium sulphate deposits at Lake Wliiteshore near
Saskatoon and that its use will revolutionize kraft pulp
making in Canada.
The value of pulp and paper stocks continues to

ascend and each week sees a strengthening in the

figures. Pulp and paper appears to be more and more
looked vipon as the backbone industry of Canada.
American mills are withdrawing their prices all the

while and this lends further confidence to the fact

that the greatest era of demand and production known
in the trade for some years is at hand. Board mills,

tissue and toilet mills and coated paper plants are as

busy as ever. There is reported a shortage of raw
stock for coated board.

In regard to the rag and paper stock the mills are

marking time in the buying of all grades' of waste

paper. They claim to have a sufficient stock on hand
to last a few months and can afford to stay out of the

market altogether for the present. What buying is

done is at the same range of prices as has prevailed for

some time and lower in certain cases. Deal-

ers have no large stocks and one representative stated

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill. NEW YORK

Write us when

you have any

surplus of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the niar-

ket.
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this week that they had succeeded so far in preventing

the tactics of buyers in bringing about a general drop

in waste paper prices. Rags are being bought by the

mills but not freely. There has been a tendency toward

lower prices for about a month but the movement is

said to have run its course, and it is expected that

quotations will stiffen fi-om now on. The twine market

is strong and there has been an advance recently of

two cents in finished cotton twines and three cents in

unfinished cotton twines.

Deliveries on the cheaper grades of wrappings are

reported by local jobbers to be slow and mills are get-

ting farther behind. One firm has advanced its prices

to $6.00 per cwt. in car lots on "B'' manila and to

$7.50 in No. 1 uuinila and fibres, in car lots, to jobbers.

The old price of $5.60 for "B" manila and $7.35 for

No. 1 manila and fibre is continued by other mills, but

it is rumored that the figures may ascend in the near

future. Natural greaseproof has recently gone up two

cents and is now sold at fifteen cents to jobbers.

Bleached white glassine is twenty-four cents and No. 2

parchment fifteen cents. A large export trade is ben;g

done by the mills which accounts for the advance of

one and two cents on these special lines.

It is expected that the Canadian Vegetable Parch-

ment Paper Co. will begin operations in their new mill

at St. Catharines toward the end of the year and steady

progress is being made in the work of getting the plant

in excellent shape. Everything is being done to ensure

a high and uniform quality of the product when it

comes on the market. M. G. kraft is sold up for months

in advance and the unglazed product is also in active

demand.
There is a great scarcity of ground wood pulp and

prices continue to ascend, as high as foi-ty-five dollars

being secured at the mill in some instances. One firm

in Toronto paid fifty-six dollars per ton delivered, last

week for a few cars. The reason for the sharp advance

is due to the activity of all paper mills and the amount

of mechanical pulp that is being exported. Ground-

wood pulp has, at last, come to its own in the matter of

price and many inquiries are being received weekly

which cannot be satisfied and producers can get at

pi-esent almost any figure they ask.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices.

F.O.B. Toronto

No. I white envelope cuttings $4.50

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.00

White Blanks *^1'^0

Heavy Ledger Stock $2.60

No. 1 magazine $2.10

No. 1 book stock $1'^0

No. 1 manilas $2.20

No. 1 print manila $1.50

Folded news $100

Over issue, news $1.15

Kraft $3.50

No. 1 clean mixed papers 90c

No. 1 shirt cuttings 14V2C to 15e

No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 121/2 to 13

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings He
No. 1 blue overall cuttings He
Bleached shoe clip 12V2e

White cotton hosiery cuttings 13c

Light colored hosiery cuttings He
New light flannellette cuttings He
No. 2 white shirt cuttings He
City thirds and blues (repacked), No. 1 41/20

Flock and satinettes $2.00

Tailor rags $3.00

Gunny bagging 4c

Manila Rope 6c

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mill.

(irouiuhvood pulp $40.00

Sulphite, news grade $75.00 to $80.01)

Sulphite, easv bleiirliin- $92.00 to $05.00

Snlphite. bleached $15.00 to .$120.01)

Sulphite, bleached $115.00 to $120.00

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, November 1— Although there is no doubt

that the demand for some kinds of paper has lost much
of the snap that was such an outstanding feature a

-short while ago, the market as a whole continues in a

very firm position and sufficient business is being done
to give the situation a fairly active complexion. The
strongest end of the market lies in newsprint. Spot
offerings of this kind of i)aper are exceedingly sparse

and buyers seeking immediate deliveries are finding

it necessary to pay stiff prices to obtain supplies. Mills

manufacturing newsj)rint, with few exceptions, are

sold far ahead and haven't even so much as a pound of

their product to offer in the open market. Publishers

in all sections of the States are literally clamoring for

additional amounts of paper and seem reconciled to

the-i)riees asked wh<'iiever finding .supplies available;

ami it is known that some are making plans to cur-

tail their consumption because of the increasing diffi-

culty in covering their wants. In this connection the

following significant statement was printed by the

Chicago Tribune, one of the foremost Middle West
dailies, in its issue of yesterday

:

"By reason of the severe shortage of newsjirint

throughout the coinitry and the consequent obligation

of newspapers everywhere to conserve paper, commenc-
ing Monday, November 3, The Chicago Tribune will re-

strict the average size of its daily issues to thirty-two

pages until the need for conservation is past. The
thirty-two page average will be maintained each week,
and shoidd any weekday issue exceed thirty-two pages,
other issues in the same week will be correspondingly
reduced in size to secure the average. The enormous
volume of advertising published in The Daily Tribun'^
makes this step a hardship upon The Tribune and its

advertisers alike. The Tribune hopes, however, that

with the co-operation of its advertisers in reducing the

amount of their advertising space the present emer-
gency may be soon passed and a return to normal con-

ditions assured."

Also in this connection it can be stated that the strike

of the printers and pressmen has been a God-send to

many publishers of magazines and periodicals

that suspended consumption during the past four
weeks by relieving the .shortage of book papers to suc'i

an extent that a good many publishers can be assured
of their needed supplies over the next few months.
With one or two exceptions, every weekly and monthly
periodical published in New York City has missed one
or more issues since the strike was instituted and this

deplorable loss of consumption of course has increased

potential paper supplies for some time to come.
Talk is heard in the trade regarding sales of spot lots

of newsprint at as high as 6 cents per pound. Actual
transactions have been recorded at 5.50 cents, but it

is questionable whether 6 cents has as yet been actually
secured for news in rolls. Export demand is pointed,
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Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months
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but Goveniiuent retrictions continue in vogue, the

agrcenuMit signed by paper maiuifaeturers ]u-()viding

for the maintenance of export regulations until three

months after peace is formally declared. (Since this

was written, a news dispatch reports a new export

embargo to censure coal.) Book papers are firm in

price despite the letting up of dciiiaml, and mills are

kept busy, most of them running at maximum capa-

city turning out paper on contracts and back orders.

Wrappings are moving in a consistent manner and at

steady quotations, while tissues are firm and in good

demand. Fine papers are characterized by a firm price

undertone and are sought in increasing volume.

The board market has settled down to an extent and

demand is lighter than for some time, yet mills are

running full on old orders and still have two to three

weeks' business to fill. Prices are steady a1 aroiiiul

Do awav with your packing trouble

bv metalizing them. Inter-

national Plastic Metallic Packing

is a semi-metal composition com-

pounded to give the maximum
service with the minimum of cost

and attention; fits any size rod or

valve stem; positively will not

corrode or rust.

We can also supply any other kind

of PACKING you require.

Some of the other lines we carry

are Engineer's Equipment, Pneu-

matic Tools of all kinds, and a

complete Une of Electric Railway,

Light & Power Supplies.

We Aim to give Service.

International Machinery and
Supply Co.

421 St. James St., - MONTREAL

$60 for plain chip board, with reports heard of some

sales at a bit under this basis. News board is selling

at $65 and wood ])ul]) board at $82.50 to $90.

BAGGING AND KOPE—Quietness prevails in the

markets for old rope and bagging. Demand for the

latter is exceptionally narrow, consuming mills ajijjar-

ently having present requirements taken care of and
being indisposed to augment their holdings through

additional purchases, so that prices are easy. Offers

of No. 1 scrap bagging by dealers at 2.75 cents f.o.b.

New York more often fail to result in orders, while

roofing bagging finds few takers at around 2.25 cents.

Old rope is quotable at a range of 6. to 6.25 cents, with

the bulk of current business involving shipments

against old orders. Hills are doing little fresh buy-

ing and dealers, provided with a narrow outlet for ac-

cumulations, show a Avillingness to shade prices to ef-

fect sales.

CHEMICAL PULP—Current demand for chemical

wood pulp is of a steady character though lacking

much of the excitement prcvailijig a short time ago.

Consumers evidently have at least partially covered

their requirements and are exerting greater caution

in buying now than they did a few weeks back, yet

offerings are being readily absorbed and little pulp is

lying around in the market awaiting a buyer. Prices

are maintained and sellers show no disposition to grant

concessions to stimulate the demand. Demand is cen-

tered on bleached sulphite and unbleached sulphite of

newsprint quality, and the former of No. 1 grade of

domestic grain is freely selling at 6 cents a pound at

the producing mill, while newsprint sulphite is easily

fetching $70 to $75 per ton f.o.b. shipping point. The
easiness which developed in kraft pulp prices several

weeks ago apparently has disappeared, this being due
presumably to the fact that when quotations declined

buyers came flocking into the market to acquire sup-

]ilies. Domestic kraft of No. 1 quality is firmly quoted

at $80 to $85 a ton and Scandinavian kraft is held at

$82.50 to $90 on the dock. Such pulp as has arrived

at New York from the other side of the Atlantic during

the past fortnight is virti^.ally unavailable owing to

the longshoremen's strike at this port, but it is under-

stood importers are disposing of pulp coming in at other

ports.

McAVITY'S GOOD SHOTS.
St. John, N.B., November 4.—Ronald A. McAvity

and Clifford IMcAvity returned today from a hunt-

ing trip, having shot a 400-pound black bear not more
than twenty miles from the city They also got a fine

bull moose.

P.A.P.A. SCREEN, Syst. Spangenberg, for Pulp and Paper

Small power consump-
tion.

No shaking parts.

Noiseless operation.

PULP AND PAPER MILL ACCESSORIES, LIMITED,

Simple, rigid construc-
tion.

No foaming.

Large capacity.

MONTREAL.
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g EDITORIAL I

NEWSPRINT PAPER—AN INTERNATIONAL
OBLIGATION.

The fact that there is on foot a movement to bring

about, if possible, a feeling of confidence and mutual

respect between the publishers of newspapers in Can-

ada and the mills which supply them with paper
serves to emphasize the importance of a situation

which is much broader than some consumers of news-

print in Canada have conceived it to be. It would be

both tedious and useless to review the history of news-

print regulation in Canada but it would be helpful

to consider for a few moments the present and future

effect of the continuance of such price regulations

as those in force since the newspaper publishers of

Canada persuaded Sir Thomas White, then Minister

of Finance, to place a maximum price and other regu-

lations on the sale of newsprint by Canadian mills to

Canadian consumers.

We have always felt and still feel that tlie action

of the Finance Minister was initially taken on the

basis of what was really a false economic conception

although the publishers may have acted in perfectly

good faith in the matter. There may have been good

ground for assuring a supply of newsprint to Can-

adian publishers bvit we believe, in the light of sub-

sequent developments, that such action was not fi-

nancially necessary. It is quite obvious that there

is now no financial reason for the continuation of

tliese restrictions or for any further price fixing. The

newspapers in the United States, owing largely to ap-

parent attempts of advertisers to evade the payment of

excess profit taxes have an unprecedented demand

for advertising which thej'- could hardly be said to

enjoy as the volume is so great as seriously to em-

barrass them. As a matter of fact manj' of the large

metropolitan papers find it necessary to hang out

the S.R.O. sign, as it were, and tell on their front

page how many columns of advertising had to be

omitted. This state of affairs is due to the inability

of the paper mills to supply sufficient newsprint to

satisfy the advertising public.

As pointed out last week the demand from the fi-

nancially stronger city papers tends to place the

smaller country publications in a serious predicament

as regards newsprint supplies unless the paper mills

are generous enough to forego a temporary financial

advantage in order to maintain this important portion

of the coimtry's newspapers.

Canadian advertisers do not have the same reasons

for dumping five year contracts, paid in advi'^""

upon the newspapers but the Canadian papers are aj^-

parently enjoying at least some portion of the huge
expenditure of American money in extensive adver-
tising campaigns. The Canadian advertisers too are

using a large amount of space and newspapers are

probably as large or larger now than they ever have
been. They are certainly as prosperous as at any
time and there is no reason on this score for a plea

to be treated in any way different from the publish-

ers across the line or in Great Britain. '

We trust they will pardon us for presuming to't^U

them something about their own business but the

foregoing observations will serve as an introduction

to our main argument.

As intimated above, the newsprint situation in Can-

ada has an international significance. For several

years, ostensibly in pressure of war conditions, the

Canadian paper manufacturers have been forced by
Orders in Council to sell their product to Canadian

consumers for !i>10 or more per ton less than the

whole Canadian production could have been disposed

of in other parts of the British Empire and in the

United States, to say nothing of other allied and
neutral countries who were practically starving for

newsprint. The prices that publishers in other coun-

tries would have been glad to pay for the newsprint,

which on account of these orders had to be retained

in Canada, were not panic prices nor famine prices

but represented an increase in value in the direction

but not to the extent of the prices of other com-
modities. General nmrket conditions, of course had an
effect.

During these years the Canadian publisher has en;

joyed an outright gift of something like $200,000 a

year, at the least, by order of the government but not

out of the Public Treasury. No Finance Minister or

Paper Controller would have dared take such action

as that. It has come out of the pockets of the paper

manufacturers and having come out of their pockets

has to a large degree prevented a development of the

industry which would have given employment to thour

sands of men now idle.

But that is getting a bit off the point. The rela-

tions between Canada and the United States are such

as would arouse the envy of observers in other parts

of the world. There is an international brotherly

feeling here that has frequently made itself evident

in practical ways. At the time of the recent serious

coal shortage and transportation difficulties CanadS
was treated not only fairly but with a generosity
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which could hardly have been expected under the

circumstances and which we fear was not fully ap;

preciated. Canadian consumers of coal were able to

purchase supplies at the same mine prices as Amer-

ican consumers and suffered far less in inconvenience

than did many of our neighbors. There are difficul-

ties in the coal situation in the United States today

and one of the first statements of the Fuel Controller

was that Canadian consumers would be dealt with on

identically the same basis as Americans and that

no discrimination whatever should be shown. There

is a little difficulty in regard to the exchange of

freight cars but this is to a considerable extent un-

avoidable and is being corrected as rapidly as pos-

sible.

Matters of this kind seem to be lost sight of by

those who would impose restrictions of various kinds

on a particular branch of Canadian industry. By re-

quiring the Canadian newsprint producer to sell his

product in Canada at a price very considerably under

the world's market price and our neighbor's market

price and our neighbor's government price he is

placed in a very embarrassing position. His customer

in the United States very properly wants to know

why there is such a discrepancy. When the customer

in New York buys paper at a market price of say

$80, to put it moderately, he wants to know why the

same mill is selling the same paper to the Canadian

publishers at $69. The Englishman will hardly think

that he is being treated fairly when there is such a

difference in the f.o.b. mill price to him and to the

Canadian publisher for the same product. To us it

looks like unfair discrimination between parts of the

Empire which are supposed to be bending every ef-

fort to arrive at a closer basis of co-operation.

As already stated the publishers of Canada have no

reason to complain of their financial condition, if they

ever did have such reason. As far as being assured

of supplies is concerned we have heard repeatedly

from mill men that the publisher has only to do busi-

ness in a business-like way and pay what others ar»-

glad to pay for a necessary product and the Canadian

mills, will see him through. We have no desire to see

any paper con.sumer over-charged and we firmly be-

lieve that paper prices today are not too high, though

there may be occasional instances of profiteering. We
heartily condemn such.

No one knows how long this unprecedented de-

mand for advertising will keep up and the present

discrimination which the paper makers are forced to

observe places them in a rather compromising posi-

tion in the eyes of foreign consumers who would

otherwise be good prospective customers. Canada is

b^ing looked to more and more as the world's sup-

plier of newsprint and if the publishers were as pa-

triotic as they say they are they would endeavor to

encourage the extension of trade connections instead

of embarrassing the procedure by demanding privi

leges to which they are not entitled on an economic or

any other basis. Such discrimination is absolutely un-

fair to the customer as well as the producer and it

should be stopped at once. As a nation, we cannot

afford, in the eyes of the world, to subsidize a special

class at the expense of one industry, which in turn

must make good on foreign sales. It is neither right

nor self-respecting to do so.

SAVE THE COAL.
Winter is almost upon us and a very unfortunate

occurrence has ju.st taken place in the American .soft

coal fields. Approximately two-thirds of the miners

of bituminous coal are out on strike, with an api)roxi-

mately proportional decrease in the production of

coal. While probably enough mines are running to

keep public utilities in operation and while most in-

dustrial concerns have enough fuel for a few weeks,

or in some cases even a few months, it must be re-

membered that the distribution of coal takes con-

siderable time and the shortage in many quarters

necessarily resulting from decreased production will

introduce difficulties in the transportation of the first

production when the mines are again opened, as it

is hoped they will be very shortly. These almost cer-

tain difficulties in transportation, particularly in view

of the immediate approach of winter make it most

necessary for users of coal to take the utmost care

in its consumption.

Items have frequently appeared on these pages

pointing out the sources of waste as well as means

of conservation and we would emphasize the present

urgent need for every pulp and paper mill manager

and his engineers and technical men to consider very

carefully the means of conserving coal. This may
mean the expenditure of several dollars or perhaps

several thousand dollars in stopping leaks in boiler

settings and chimneys, in buying new valves and in-

sulation for steam pipes, for lining up shafting and

improving machinery bearings and their lubrication,

but as the old saying is "Every Little Bit Helps" and

the aggregate will be thousands of tons of coal saved

during this winter and the saving of coal in the mill

means the saving in transportation facilities as well

as the fuel necessary for hauling.

COBWEBS.
The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association has very

comfortable accommodations in their new quarters,

701-2 Drummond Building, St. Catherine and Peel

Sts., Montreal. The new telephone numl)er is 9322

Uptown.

With the present demand for groundwood pulp the

weather man will certainly be considered a friend of

the industry for the amount of moisture that has

fallen during the past few weeks. It is to be hoped

that good water conditions will continue in view of

.'^e l^^mand for pulp and the shortage of coal.
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Canadian Pulp and Paper in the British Market
Acting upon the request of the Canadian Trade

Mission to England and upon representations made
by the Department of Trade and Commerce at Otta-

wa, a general meeting of representatives of the Cana-

dian Pulp and Paper Industry was held in Montreal
in June, 1919, at which it was decided to send Mr. A.

L. Dawe, Secretary of the Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association, to England, to assist the Canadian Trade
Mission in London in stimulating interest among the

British importers of pulp and paper Lii Canada's pro-

duction of these commodities. Mr. Dawe proceeded to

London and opened an office in connection with the

Canadian Trade Mission at No. 1 Regent Street, S.

W., remaining there for three months. He made a

thorough study of the British markets for Canadian
pulp and paper, the results of his investigations being

set forth in the following reports, made upon his re-

turn to Canada.
Through the courtesy of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association, the Pulp and Paper Magazine is

pleased to present the following from the report.

There is no doubt that the removal of restrictions

in March, the uncertainty of the Government's future

trade policy and the general business disorganization

all combined to bring about a state of affairs in Bri-

tish industry which, unhappily, is not altogether un-
known in Canada, resulting in a condition of mind
among consumers which prevents wholesale buying,

every manufacturer whistling to keep up his courage
and every buyer engaged in bearing the market and
trying to break prices to the lowest point. Publishers

of books and other consumers of papers jockeyed for

position. Their reluctance to purchase was not stim-

ulated by the wholesale reductions in prices which
were made. As an example, a paper selling one day
at 25 cents per lb. would be offered the next at 16
cents, a difference of $180 per ton.

The effect of these conditions on the paper mill

may be gauged from the fact that within three weeks
of the first order, removing restrictions as and from
1st May, very few mills outside of news mills had
enough orders on their books to keep them going for

more than a few days. Out of the 220 mills which
are devoted to all kinds and classes of papers, at

least 100 were in serious danger of being closed, there-

by throwing thousands of paper-makers out of em-
ployment.

Under these conditions the paper makers had no
difficulty in making out a very strong case for an im-

mediate re-imposition of import restrictions to con-

tinue until such time as the Government should an-

nounce their long promised trade policy.

The immediate effect of renewed restrictions was
to send a flood of orders to the paper mills and to

cause some buyers to turn to Canada for paper im-

ports, as this country was exempt from the re-imposed
regulations. Many paper agents who had hitherto

been interested in Scandinavian or German sources

of supply began to cultivate Canadian mills, assuming
that the Government's trade policy would include

some form of Imperial preference. Other lines, such
as boards, were eagerly sought from Canada, because,

under the restriction, 250 per cent of the quantity
purchased in the British Empire might be imported
from other sources, such as Scandinavia.

In every case, the greatest cordiality was expressed
towards Canada and Canadian goods and it was only
the unavoidable lack of shipping that prevented Can-
ada from taking fuller advantage of the preferred
position which this country then enjoyed.
The Canadian manufacturers of pulp and paper,

however, have no reason to complain of the amount
of business which has come to them in the past six

months from Great Britain, but this situation is now
changed. Much to the surprise of the paper industry,

the famous "locked box" of the Prime Minister, when
opened, disclosed nothing but generalties and a de-

claration of renewed confidence in the policy of Free
Trade with the world.

Canada Up Against The World.

The immediate effect of the removal of all trade
restrictions from 1st September was to place Canada
in direct competition with the rest of the world.
Thus, the entire burden of retaining Briti.^h business
secured under the former favorable conditions and
of making Great Britain a permanent market for their
products, is placed upon the Canadian manufacturers.
We have, unfortunately, the reputation of being op-

portunists in trade. This can be overcome if those
firms who have already secured a footing in Great
Britain will formulate for themselves and their re-

presentatives a definite trade policy which they are
willing to maintain at all costs, remembering that
export business is like advertising in that success lies

in continuity of effort, the practice of "keeping ever-
lastingly at it."

The British market is no place for weaklings or
quitters. Unless a manufacturer is prepared to stick
it out at all hazards, he had better not make a begin-
ning. Even in the short time that I have been in
England, the Canadian domestic markets recovered
to such an extent that orders for overseas export,
eagerly sought and thankfully received three months
ago, no longer occupy such a favored position. It is

open to question whether such a policy is fair to our
accredited agents abroad or to the overseas consumer.
Tie present partiality of British buyers towards pro-
ducts of the Empire is very real and may easily be
turned into a valuable asset by the exercise of the
same policy of fair play and courtesy that Canadian
manufacturers extend to their domestic customers.
Without it, the opportunity will be lost.

A great deal of Canadian board was and is being
utilized to make food containers, which seem likely
to become a permanent business for which Canadian
board .seems peculiarly well adapted.
What groups of papers are most in demand in Great

Britain? They may be classified roughly as news-
print, kraft wrappings, boards and writings, which
are here dealt with separately.

Newsprint.—There are in England 12 newsprint
mills of importance with a potential production of
450,000 tons (2.240 lbs.) per annum. A pre-war con-
sumption of over 600,000 tons per annum left 150.000
tons available for Scandinavia. Germany, Finland and
Canada. Post-war production and consumption will
not be relatively different.

How much of this excess demand Canada will even-
tually supply, rests entirely with the Canadian manu-
facturer. The industry has been fortunate in getting
a srrpat deal of publicity, the results of which have
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ndt been without some embarrassment to the repre-

sentatives of such Canadian newsprint makers as arc

represented in London.
. Articles in the principal British trade journals de-

IvDted to the publishing business, addresses to news-

paper publishers' assoeiatious and talks with mdnid-

Hal publishers have brou^'ht many -enuine enquiries

and offers of business whieh eould not be accepted

immediatelv, owin<r to inability to obtain the necessiiry

shippins? accommodation, if for no other reason. These

demands are likelv to continue. Canadian newsprint

is undeniablv popular with the British publishers and,

in view of tlie excellent sellin^r arranircments that have

been made bv some of the Canadian newsprint mills,

the British market should prove one of prime im-

jT^rtance in the near future.

The present market price of newsprint in England

is 31/4 cents per lb. This shows no indication of weak-

ening. The recent change in working conditions and

the' extra cost of running mills on the 3-tour system

have more than offset any decrease in the cost of raw

materials. At the time of writing, the market for

both meehanical and chemical pulp has sufficiently

strengthened to warrant a statement that prices tend

to higher levels rather than lower. The present price

of 31
'i
cents per lb. represents, with exchange at $4.34,

a value of $117.52 per 2.000 lbs. whieh, after deduct-

ing $37.50 per 2.000 lbs. to cover freisrht. insurance,

and landing charges, represents approximately 4 cents

per lb. at seaboard.

Kraft Wranpings.—Kraft paper is en.ioying an in-

creasin<r jionularity in Great Britain, and there are

now 14 mills manufacturing this class of wrapping,

to the gradual exclusion of the thick but weak, com-

mon brown wrapping formerly nsed.

Pew British mills have been able to tnrn out a real-

ly first class kraft paper on account of their having to

import all supplies of pulp in a flO per cent drv state re-

sultinff in a conseanent weakening of fibre. For rears

it has been assnnied that the secret of successful kraft

paper rested with the Enropean manufacturers, and

it is conseqnentlv gratifying to Canadian manufac-

turers to learn that not only is Canadian kraft be-

coming a formidable rival to the European srades

but that it is being eagerly sought by an increasing

number of buyers.

More attention should be paid to color and finish.

The British market prefers the rich srolden-brown

shade as indicating strength and the smooth fini.sh of

mills such as Torps Brug.. samples of which have been

sent to all Canadian kraft mills. Tn M.G. srrades a

hisrhlv polished surface is demanded and Canadian
manufacturers will do well to par their eomptetitors

the compliment of imitation in this respect.

The Scandinavian and Finnish mills are in verv

close combination, and a convention price of £5?

per 2.240 lbs. for nnglazed kraft and £53 0.0 for M.C.

eraft is stated to be the current price. Both of these

ar° c.i.f. British ports. At a Canadian exchancrp rate

of st;4.34 to the pound sterlinsr. this would represent

.*2ei.46 per 2 OOO lbs. and *205.36 per 2.000 respective-

ly, netting $8.20 and $8.40 at seaboard.

It must be remembered that the control of the con-

vention is not absolute. In fact, prices have been

made as low as £47 per ton (2.240 lbs.") The dav that

restrictions on imports were removed, a Manchester
firm by the name of Felber .Tucker were busilv offer-

insr the product of a mill called Munksjo at £46 per

ton c.i.f., this M.G. paper being kraft colored M.G.

sulphite, so that unfair as well as keen competition

must be expected.

The large markets for kraft will be found in Lon-

don and Manchester. Active competition may be ex-

pected from Sweden, Norway, and Finland, but there

is no reason for discouragement in this fact. It may
surprise some to know that the 14 mills which prac-

tically cover the kraft paper industry of Sweden have

14 Fourdrinier and IS Yankee machines with a total

tonnage of 60,000 tons per aniuim. The four mills of

Norway with six Fourdrinier machines and four

Yankee machines produce 32,000 tons per annum.

Two mills in Finland produce between them less than

15,000 tons a year.

In figurhig the available genuine kraft paper out-

put of Scandinavia at around 110,000 tons per annum,

no consideration is given to the many substitutes which

appear on the market in the shape of colored sulphite

papers.

The pi-esent production of kraft paper in Canada

is about 55,000 tons per annum. Can it be possible

that the manufacturers of kraft are less ready to seek

the initiative than the manufacturers of newsprint

paper? It is incoAceivable that Canada shall take

second place to Scandinavia, with its small and, in

many cases, far from modern mills. Inasmuch as

kraft paper is a highly specialized product, manufac-

turers who intend to maintain an export business in

Great Britain and elsewhere will do well to prevent

overlap])ing and duplication in their efforts to secure

business there.

Boards.—The board business is one in whieh Cana-

dian manufacturers have taken no small part in the

past 15 to 20 years and there are but few suggestions

to offer to Canadian mills. Canadian board is very

popular with British box-makers on account of its

rigidity, good appearance, and easy working proper-

ties. It would have been an easy matter to have sold

twice the quantity disposed of in the past few months
had shipping space been available to transport it to

market.
Other lines of boards that are becoming popular are

test-board for paper cases and different varieties of

folding box-board including good grades of white

lined, or what is known to Canadians as patent coated

boards.

The largest manufacturer of boards of the cheaper

varieties is undoubtedly the Thames Paper Company,
whose products have a most familiar appearance until

one learns that they are produced in a box-board
mill run on American lines, the softness of the boards
themselves being a characteristic resulting from the

soft paper stock employed. Pieces and samples of

these boards are on file at the offices of the Associa-

tion.

Writing and Printing Papers—It is doubtful whether
any permanent market in Great Britain for printing

papers or cheap writing papers is possible, with the

exception of specialties and a limited quantity of

high-grade bond papers. The continued use of hard
bond papers is a matter of educating the consumer.
An aggressive campaign would no doubt result in a

good market for the more expensive qualities of paper.

The British mills have no reason to fear foreign

competition on writing papers, the qiiality of their

products strongly entrenching them in the home mar-
ket. It is a great tribute to their general efficiency

that the.v have been able to return to pre-war stand-
dards in the course of a few months. Great care is

exercised by the British mills in making high-grade
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papers and special attention is given to the sorting,

finishinfT and packing of such grades. Their efforts in

these directions excel those of other countries. Mills in

Canada and the United States are too prone to sacri-

fice quality for production, and while it is true that
the look-through of a paper has little to do with the
printing qualities, it is nevertheless difficult so to

convince a British paper buyer.

Canadian manufacturers undoubtedly have a great
deal to learn in regard to finishing and packing. If

every mill executive would maJce a point of demand-
ing service in this respect, a marked difference in the
attitude of buyers towards our products would follow.

Some other lines of paper which should be consider-
ed by Canadian manufacturers are

:

Wall-Paper.—During the year representatives from
different wall-paper manufacturers have endeavored
to purchase their supplies of paper from Canadian
mills, but in every case difficulties as to size as well
as the lack of tonnage have stood in the way of any
considerable development of trade along this line.

While it is true that the British demands for small
lots of different colors do not make the business at-

tractive to the average large production mill, there is

sufficient of the white material to make it worth
while.

Papers writh M.G. Finish.—Under this heading
ma3' be considered kraft and sulphite wrappings, light-

weight papers known as "caps" and litho or label

papers.

The experience of the Wayagamack Paper Com-
pany with M. G. kraft will demonstrate the heavy de-

mand for this grade. Nor is this demand likely to

decrease in the future, as the consumer is constantly

finding new uses for kraft paper, both in unglazed
and M.G. glazed finishes. The old style heavy, brown
wrapping paper is rapidly giving place to the light

and strong kraft. The use of M.G. paper must not be

considered as a fad, but rather as a sensible idea. In

Manchester and other large packing and shipping

centres, goods are wrapped in M.G. paper so that when
stored on shelves or elsewhere they may not collect

dirt or dust as readilv as when unglazed paper is

used. The weights ruii from 24 x 36, 24 lbs., to 90
and 100 lbs. per ream in broad stripe, narrow stripe,

and plain finishes.

A great deal of M.G. sulphite is used in various

weights, running from the very light 24x36, 11 lbs,

500s, which is known as "M.G. Sulphite Cap" by
thicknesses of 1 lb. per ream up to 24 x 36, 24 lbs.,

when it is known as an M.G. sulphite wrapping.
The light-weight "caps" are used for millinery and

flour bags and also for store wrapping paper. In

connection with the use of this payer for bags it must
be remembered that while .sugar is sold to include the

weight of paper, flour and millinery bags bring no
profit to the retailer and the lightest article serves.

Sized and heavy-weight M.G. sulphite is used ex-

tensively for envelope work both in white and colors.

While some qualities of M.G. papers are pure

sulphite pulp, others are mixture of sulphite and
mechanical pulp in various proportions.

The prices for these qualities are on file at the offi-

ces of the Association, together with regular sizes.

The consumption of "M.G. Caps" alone, outside of

M.G. wrajjpiiigs and envelope papers, is estimated as

being between 35,000 and 50,000 tons per annum, of

which the British mills supply about 10,000 tons.

Whether it would prove a profitable undertaking

for a Canadian mill to go into the manufacture of M.
G. caps on an extensive scale would depend on the
ability of the mill to secure pulp at a low and constant
figure.

M.G. litho paper constitutes a line peculiar to Great
Britain. It is a bleached paper glazed on one side
and unglazed underside. It is used for poster work,
can labels and board lining, the rough underside be-
ing specially suited to pasting work. While this
paper has not hitherto been made in Canada and only.
a small amount imported, its possibilities are immen.se,
providing it can be marketed at a reasonable figure
Leatherboards.—A specialty of Sweden and Finland

not as yet produced in Canada. (There is one leather-
board null, at least, in Canada.—Ed.)
Glazed Imitation Parchment.—A line of bleached

and unbleached sulphite papers which have a con-
stant sale m all parts of the world. Made bv Nor-
way, Sweden, Germany, Belgium, Austria, and Great
Britain. It is u.sed very extensivelv in India for
writing purposes, in Japan as a substitute for the real
Japanese vellum. In Great Britain, its uses are for
wrapping and bag-making purposes.

It is a line of paper which .should be seriouslv con-
sidered by one or more Canadian mills
Real Featherweight Book.—Recent samples show a

decided improvement in the quality of British manu-
factures, and it will l,e difficult for Canadian mills to

.
secure business on this line.

Note.—The next is.sue will contain Mr. Dawe's re-
marks on "The Pulp Situation."

BEARS KILL TREES.
Hundreds of trees in the Northwest, including

IJouglas fir, white fir and western white pine have

A?° .Tnn"'^-''
f^^^^asred by bears peeling the bark.

About 100 trees to the square mile have been peeled.

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.
United States Gov3mment Tax On Freig-ht Charges
Canadian importers of goods from the Ignited States

have experienced considerable annovanee owing to
the wrong interpretation which is apparentlv being
placed on U. S. Government Treasury Decisions Nos.
T. D. 2889, 2917 and 2928, providing for 3 per cent
tax on freight charges.

Under the.se decisions the tax in question is not as-
se.ssable on property moving under a through bill of
lading from a point in the United States to Canada

;

but m order to ensure this exemption from taxation
It is necessary that certificates be made out on forms
prescribed by the Treasury department, namelv form
798 and form 799.

These certificates .should be on file with the Railway
asrent at shipping point when goods are offered for
shipment, and all importers should see that their ship-
pers arrange to have the necessary forms filled, so as
to ensure shipments coming through without the tax.

In cases where the tax has already been collected,
the consignee paying the freight charges mav file a
claim for refund, with the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, U. S. Treasury Department. Washington, D.
C. These claims should be submitted on Form 46,
which may be obtained from the Treasurey Department
and if an application is made also for a c'opv of Treas-
ury Division T. D. 2917, the applicant will "obtain full
particuars in regard to documents required in filing
such claims.
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THE •WEDGE" SYSTEM OF TESTING PULP.'

By SINDAIL aud BACON.

The wedge system of sampling bales of woodpulp
now long established and accepted as the most cor-

rect method of sampling pulp baled up in the form
of sheets can easily be adapted for taking samples
from pulp packed in roll form. The wedge system is

based upon the principle of drawing equal sized pieces

from equal volumes of pulp and in practice the bale

is divided up into five volumes from each of which
volumes a wedge is cut in size strictly proportional to

the volume it represents. These volumes need not
necessarily be of equal size, so long as the wedges
cut are proportional.

In our book "'The Testing of Woodpulp," we have
fully set out the application of this system to sulphite

Fig 1. Fig. 2.

rolls showing that if the roll is divided into five equal
sized volumes, the five sample pieces would then take
the form of five equal sized strips cut from various
points in the roll. The disadvantage of the method
described is ob\ious, since one must mark out the
exact position of each strip and these positions vary
with the diameter of the roll.

_An easier method is to take the five strips at equal
distances apart starting from the eenter or the circum-
ference of the roll varying the width of strip cut, so
that the strip is proportional to the volume it repre-

Trom "The Paper Makers' Monthlv Journal." May
15, 1919.

sents. We may proceed to show the methods by means
of the diagrams in Fig. 1.

A complete wedge sample cut from a bale is shown
in Fig. la. This is simply the theoretical wedge that

might conceivably be cut from the bale. In actual

practice five thin wedges are taken at selected dis-

tances apart commencing near the top of the bale.

To obviate errors, due to possible inequalities in mois-

ture, these wedges are not all cut from one side of the

bale, but alternately from the long and short sides.

The theoretical wedge sample cut from a roll is re-

presented in Fig. lb. The wedge in this case com-
mences at the center of the roll, widening out towards
the circumference as shown. The exact width of the

base of the wedge is merely a matter of convenience.
A simple plan would be to select the first strip about
one inch down into the roll from the circumference

cutting same five inches wide as indi-

cated at Fig. lb mark five. The fifth

strip could be taken about one inch

from the centre of the roll, and this

would be one inch wide. The other

strips would be equal distances apart

being cut 4 in., 2 in. respectively, as

-shown in the figure.

The five pieces in themselves con-

stitute a "wedge" corresponding to the

wedge shaped piece marked in the de-

.sign. The sampling process would then

resolve itself into slitting the roll down
to the centre by any convenient method
and cutting the sample strips five in

number, equal distances apart being
the proportional widths 5. 4. 3, 2, 1.

With the first strip .5 ins. wide, the

weight of sample is somewhat excessive

in larger consignments, and the chem-
ist might be disposed to cut the strips

2V2 to 1/4 in. This is a matter of con-

venience.

The simplicity of this .system as com-
pared Mith that in which it is supposed
tile roll is divided into five equal vol-

umes is illustrated in Fig. 2.

If the roll is divided into five equal
volumes as represented by the circles.

Fig. 2a, the strips which have then to

be cut of equal width must be taken
at varying distances apart. The dis-

tances for a roll 24 ins. diameter taken
from the centre are 31/0 in., 61/0 in., 8V2
in., lOin. and II14 in. respectively.

If the strips are cut of varying width 5 in., 4 in., 3
in., 2 in. 1 in., they are taken at equal distances apart
as shown in Fig. 2b, and this method clearly offers an
easy effective system.

The Abitibi Power and Paper Co. pays about $400,-
000 a year to settlers for pulpwood, in addition to em-
ploying hundreds of men in mill and forest. Yet it

has been intimated that the public is not getting a fair
return for the initial concessions which enabled the es-

tablishment of the plant.

It is better to be warm than to be fashionable.
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A Coming Industry for Canada; Manufacture of Strawboard*
By W. A. BELL.

(American Straw Board Company.)

Corrugating strawboard is made from straw. Most
of the strawboard mills are located in Ohio. Indiana
and Illinois. The reasons are two : first, being central-
ly located, shipments of the manufactured product
can be sent to the east, west, north or south to better
advantage from this territory; second, on account of
fuel. Coal is plentiful in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois,

and freight rates less than they would be from other
territory.

Wheat raised in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois is what
is known as the winter variety. It is planted in the

fall, stays in the ground through the winter and is

harvested between the middle of June and the last

of Jul.y. Wheat is cut by reapers which bind it in

bundles or sheaves. (This is a sheaf of wheat taken
from the field.) These sheaves or bundles are gather-

ed up by the harvesters who follow the reaper and
put into piles or shocks, where it stays until the

threshers put it through the threshing machine. The

on the railroad we have to pay freight on the water
as well as the straw, as the railroads will not make
any allowance for damp straw.

After the straw is baled, it is taken to the nearest
railroad, loaded into cars and shipped to the mills.

Ten tons of dry straw is about all that can be put in

an average car.

When the straw reaches the mill, it is unloaded on
to wagons, hauled to the straw yard and piled into
large piles or ricks, which contain all the way from
600 tons to 1,200 tons in each rick. Some mills pile

their straw in large ricks and others in small ricks.

A mill manager who has had several fires in his pile

of straw at the mill usually prefers to pile it in small
ricks. His reason is that if fire starts in his straw
.yard and the straw is piled in small ricks, he has a
better chance to save at least a part of it than he
would have if it were piled in large ricks. On account
of fire hazard, insurfi"''!^ fnjiinfmi."; iiisist that the

Photo No. 1—Straw Carriers into Rotary House. Photo No. 4^-Pile of Cooked Straw in Stock Pit.

threshers go from one farm to another, and it ma.v

be three or four weeks after the wheat is cut before

it is threshed.

The threshing machine separates the grain from the

straw. The grain falls through the thresher, conies

out at the bottom, where it is put into sacks while

the straw is carried on through the machine and

blown out through a stack or large pipe into a pile.

Later on the straw is baled. This is done by running

through a hay or straw press. (I have here a bale

of straw which weighs about 70 lbs.) As there was
no rain between the time this straw was threshed

and the time it was baled, it only weighs about 70 lbs.,

while if there had been heavy rains after this straw

was threshed and before it was baled, this same bale

would weigh as much as 85 or even 100 lbs. When
the shippers send wet straw to the mills a deduction

is made for the water, but if wet straw is shipped

•Delivered at the Convention of the Mid-West Bos
Company.

straw be piled a certain distance awaj' from any
building connected with the mill. Usually it must be
piled at least 2,000 ft. away from the mill.

When we are ready to use the straw in the miU, it

is unloaded on wagons and hauled from the straw
yard to the carrier, which carries it to the straw room,
which is the second floor of the rotary house.

In order that you may follow me in my descrip-

tion of how we make strawboard, I have here a num-
ber of photographs showing the different processes

through which we put the straw as it goes through
the mill. These photographs are numbered from one
to nine. These I will distribute among you so that

all will be able to follow the process with me.
Photograph No. 1 shows the straw carrier which is

made of two endless chains about five feet apart, con-

nected with an iron bar every five or sis feet. There
is a platform on each side of the carrier; as you look

at the photograph, the side nearest you is where the

straw is unloaded from the wagon on to the carrier

platform, where the wire bales are cut and the straw
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is thrown onto the carrier proper. On the far side

of the carrier you will note a freight car. When we
unload the straw direct from the cars we have the

car placed at this platform and the straw is taken

from the car on to the platform where the wire on the

bale is cut and the straw put on the carrier. The
straw is carried up the chute shown in the photo-

graph between the carrier platform and the building

into the straw room.
Photograph No. 2 shows this straw room, which is

the second floor of the rotary house. At the top of

the i)hotograph in the peak of the roof you will note

a continuation of the carrier. On the bottom of this

carrier you will see eight different slides or trap

doors. When the men determine where they want
the straw, they open the trap door or slide in the

l)ottom of the carrier over where they want the straw

dropped, and as the straw comes over tlie carrier, it

drops through the traps onto the floor.

You will note on each side of the floor in Plioto-

graph No. 2 a square opening. Under each of these

openings is a manhole in a rotary or cooker. Photo-

grapli Xo. ' sliow> a rotai'v. Tl:i • ••.T,t^• ,,'

in the rotary a certain length of time it is removed
by taking off the iron covers of the two man-holes,
one at the top and the other at the bottom, letting

the stock drop out of man-lioles as the rotary turns
around.
Under cacli rotary is a short carrier which carries

this straw from under the rotary to the main carrier
which runs the full length of tiie rotar.v room through
the center and between the two rows of rotaries. This
main carrier carries the straw into the stock room,
which is shown in Photograj)!) No. 4. (I have a sample
here of straw which has been cooked in the rotaries,

which I would like to have .vou examine.).
You will note in the foregrotnid of Photograph No.

4 a stream of dark water which is running from under
the pile of cooked straw. After this stock is dropped
into the stock pit (Photograph No. 4) it is permitted
to stand initil water drains off it. In this way Ave

remove a great deal of the lime water that was
mixed with the straw in the rotar.v. Along the wall

on the right hand side of the stock pit. Photograph
Xo. 4, .vou will note short carriers. These carriers

i-nrry the strick from this stock room uj) into the

Photo No. 5—One of 21 Beaters with Washers. Photo No. 6—Jordans.

these in this mill, all of .spherical t.vpe. Tli<> rotar.v has

a man-hole at the top and the bottom. These man-
holes arc closed with an iron lid that is bolted down,
making it air-tight when closed. In Photograph No.
2 in the foreground .vou will note an iron lid, which
is one of the covers for the man-hole. The straw is

put through the square opening in the floor over the

man-hole into the rotar.v, and when the rotary is filled,

lime water, which is slacked lime diluted with water,

is turned into the rotary through pipes. You will

notice in Photograph No. 2 on each side of the room
near the floor under the windows iron ])ipes. and
from it are connections which stand up along side of

each window. When these pipes are let down, the

end will come over the man-hole into the rotary.

These suppl.v pipes under the windows carry the lime
water. After the proper amount of lime water is

put into the rotary, the iron cover of the man-hole is

put on, bolted down tight and the rotary then
started to revolve. Steam is turned into the rotary
through the pipe which you will notice in the axle,

shown in Photograph No. 3. The mixing of the steam
and lime water bring about a chemical action which
separates the fibre of the straw, and after it is kept

beaters. The cross carriers run in pits under the pile

of cooked straw, and these pits are covered over with
short heav.v planks. When the.v want stock in the
beater room these short planks are pulled out from
under the pile of cooked straw and the stock drops
down on to the carrier, is carried up into the beater
room and dropped into the beater as shown in Photo-
graph No. 5. The carrier is above this beater, and
the stock drops into the beater through the square
box, on which you will note in the photograph is a

picture of a girl in a bathing suit. On the lefthand

side of the beater shown in Photograph No. 5 under
the large oval cover is the beater roll, which is a

large roll with iron bars running the full length and
placed one next to the other about one inch apart.

This beater roll revolves over what is called a bed
plate, which is composed of iron bars placed in the

bottom of the beater. This beater roll j-evolving

causes the stock to move around the beater, and it

travels toward you as .vou look at the photograph. On
the right hand side is the washer, which is octangular,

covered with fine copper wire, and rests on the mov-
ing stock. The weight of this washer resting on the

stock takes up the dirt.y water which goes through
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the fine mesh and is carried out through the inside.
On the opposite side of the beater there is a pipe
dopositiiifr just as much clear water as is taken out
through the washer.

The stock remains in this beater until it is thorough-
ly beaten up and at the same time washed until all

of the lime which was put into the rotary is washed
out.

From this beater the stock is dropped into large
cisterns or chests, and from these chests it is pumped
up to the Jordans which are shown in Photograph
No. 6. The stock is pumped into the boxes you will

s?e above the Jordans and flows into the Jordans
which are cone shaped refining engines.

After the straw is run through the Jordan it is

dropped into another cistern or chest, and from this

chest it is pumped up to the screen and after flowing
over the screens it is dropped into the settling chest
at the wet end of the cylinder machine. Here a large
volume of water is mixed M-ith the stock, the water
coming through the large iron pipe shown in the

photograph.

From here the stock flows down into the cylinder
chest. You will note the top of the cylinder chest

which is just under the white felt is lower than the

top of the settling chest, and the water seeking its

level, flows down of its own weight.

From the cylinder chest it is gathered on to the

cylinder, which is covered with fine mesh .copper
wire. On the inside of the cylinder the level of the

water is lower than it is on the outside, and the

water with the stock mixed with it, seeking its level,

flows against this wire screen. The water goes
through, leaving the straw stock deposited on the

surface of the cylinder. The cylinder revolves toward
you as you look at the photograph. The wet felt

traveling with the cylinder lifts the stock off the

cylinder and carries it on this felt over or around
a wood roll and away from you as you look at the

photograph between two press rolls, the top one of

which is a suction press roll. This is a round brass

tube the width of the machine with holes bored all

through it, and when the wet felt with the stock on
it goes between this top suction press roll and the

bottom rubber covered roll, the suction on the inside

of the top or press roll draws the water out of the

felt and stock into the cylinder. Most of the water
in the stock is removed by this suction press roll.

The stock travels on with the felt until it meets the

top felt, which you will notice in the photograph is

just beyond the step-ladder. From this point the

stock travels between the two felts, under the second

press roll where the remaining water is pressed out.

From here the straw stock is sufficiently formed and
dry enough to carry itself, and the top felt is turned

back and up, and the lower felt on which the stock

was originally gathered, turns back and under.

The paper is from here carried over the hot cylin-

ders and dried, and comes out on the other end of

the machine. Here we find the calenders, where the

finish is put on the sheet and the winder, on which
the rolls are slit and wound.

PROSPECTS POOR FOR LOWER PRICES,
The following letter and chart were prepared by

the American Writing Paper Co., and reproduced in
Canada by the Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited.
It is good reading.

Merchants are great critics of manufacturers. As
practical men, they mu.st beware of "parlor econo-
mics." The new theme, which from a mote is becom-
ing a beam in the eyes of many, is that prices must
drop because increa.sed production is bringing about
lowered costs. If the whole truth were expressed
in that short phrase, why then are commodity prices
still high? Many industries are laboring under pro-
ductive overloads. Are some profiteering? Are
prospects good for lower prices?

It is the Fine Paper Industry that we are primarily
interested in. Examining it for answers to these
queries, what do we find? The chart attached pictures
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The .sulphur-dioxide fumes escaping from the

dmnps of waste around the nickel mines in the Sud-
bury region of Ontario are said to amount to one

thousand tons a day. No satisfactory method of sav-

ing this sulphur has yet been devised.

the price course of the six principal commodities used
in Writing Papers. This enables us to compare the
base point at July, 1913, standing at 600 (6 x 100),
with the total at the Armistice date of 1268, and to
take note that to-day a total of 1450 points has been
reached. Since the Armistice, then, the advance in
points has been 182 or nearly 15 per cent. Under-
stand, we are dealing in indices of commodity prices;
to translate these figures into cost per pound of paper
would require the averaging of grades and quantity
furnished, not pertinent to this inquiry. Without go-
ing further (which Avould show additional increases)
the fact is apparent that capacity production does
not bring us, in the Fine Paper Industry, to any
lower stage of prices.

The reason for this is that we did not meet the in-
creased cost due to the lowered production of last
spring by any price adjustment. We unfolded our
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umbrellas and weathered the bad spell. Present prices,

based on increased costs, are therefore as firm, if not

more thoroughly fixed, than at any normal period

ever experienced by this industry. The queries raised

are therefore readily answered for us in the negative.

We aim in this letter to signify much, yet to be

brief. This is our excuse for not amplifying our

points. It were well, nevertheless, to cast an eye over

other burdens of production that are stabilizing the

present levels and which make, paradoxically, for cer-

tainty in the uncertainty that is widely prevalent.

CONSTRUCTION.—In the building trades, prices

are stable. Labor contracts in the main are upon a

three vear basis with increases agreed upon for 1920

and again for 1921 and 1922. Materials are firm.

This situation affects similarly our maintenance and

repair costs.

TRANSPORTATION.—Higher costs are in the air

and will settle down upon us in a short time.

TAXES.—It is probable that an attempt will be

made to redistribute taxes in a more uniform and
equitable way but the total amount cannot be reduced

this year or next.

INFLATION.—Says the Federal Reserve Board:
"The war is over—in a military sense—and while the

bills have been settled by loans to the Government,
these obligations, so far as they are carried by the

banks, must be absorbed before the war chapter of

the financial history of the country can be closed."

Says the Secretary of the Treasurer: "Gross public

debt will reach by June 30, 1920, a total of, say, $26,-

516,506,160" (Canadian, March 31, 1919, $1,574,531,-

032.4-i). Therefore, say we: No deflation in currency

in sight. High rates must continue to rule against

the present dollar value.

The only real practical way to stabilize the whole
situation for ourselves—both merchants and manu-
facturers—is to maintain a level and large volume
of business. Every energy must be exerted to bring
about an increased use and consumption of paper,
large stocks must be carried at all distributing depots
and mills, and production must be kept up. We shall

do our duty in this connection. Your cooperation is

solicited.

SHORTAGE OF DRUNKS CLOSES "PAPER
PICKERY."

Camden, N. J., November 1.—Camden's municipal
workhouse was closed today for prohibition. Known
as the "paper pickery" and famous as an institution
for the utilization of human derelicts, the workhouse
since 1912 has been operated by habitual drunkards
committed there by the police magistrates. Waste
paper gathered by the Highway Department has been
baled by the prisoners, and the city has been reaping
a yearly profit of $4,000 over the operating expenses
and the cost of boarding the inmates.

In addition, all the brooms for the street-sweeping
machines and the handbrooms used by the street
cleaners were made by the prisoners at nominal cost.
Only three workmen have been at the pickery for the
last week. Their sentences were up some time ago,
but they preferred to remain, because they had no
other place to go.

ACTIVE FOREST PROPAGATION PROPAGANDIST
Taking advantage of the growing inti-rest in pub-

lic affairs throughout the Prairie Provinces, Mr. Rob-
son Black, Secretary of the Can. Forestry Association,

accompanied by a motion picture operator, addressed
thirt.v public meetings between October 14th and No-
vember 1st. Mr. Black found the public interest in

questions related to provincial forest management
strikingly intensified as compared with four or five

years ago. Western Canadian Clubs, Boards of Trade,

Bankers and Mortgage Loans Association and other

representative bodies held lunclieons and dinners in

nearly all large cities in order to provide an oppor-

tunity to hear forest conservation addresses. At some
of the evening meetings in places like Calgary, Prince

Albert and Winnipeg, tlie attendance of men ran as

high as 600.

The chief point in the addresses was an outline of

the extent of the prairie province forests and their

present wretched condition owing mostly to unre-

stricted forest fires. Instead of an increasing variety

of wood-using industries, the larger mills were giving

up operations and enormous areas—as, for example,
40,000,000 non-agricultural acres in Saskatchewan

—

were being turned into permanent wilderness. The ef-

fect of burned forest upon irrigation was also discuss-

ed in detail and proved one of the hardest liitting

points in the whc)e conservation argument. The in-

dustrial potentialities of spruce-growing lands, the

need of provincial and Dominion co-operation in de-

barring the annual fire plague, the value of tree plant-

ing to crop production were other points treated by
Mr. Black. The Forestry Association is endeavoui'-

ing to establish a resident Western propagjandist and
to engage a children's lecturer. The latter would

give his entire time to school addresses in all parts of

Canada and would make generous use of motion pic-

tures. In this way, scores of thousands of young men
and women annually would become personally acquaint-

ed with the interesting handling of the natural resour-

ces. An appeal will be made for better financial sup-

port of the Forestrj^ Association which has a slight

government revenue and a national membership of ten

thousand.

BORING THROUGH KNOTS AND SPIKES.

In mill repair work, a man cannot pick the place

to bore a hole but he must work to the mark, no

matter if a broken spike, a fierce knot or a rusted-off

bolt already occupies the place where a hole is

needed. It is in such cases that the skill of the mill-

wright becomes manifest. He will dig in with a cold-

chisel and cut off the offending bit of metal, or he

will, perhaps, be able to drive in a drift and force the

metal to one side, after which the hole may be con-

tinued.

Sometimes it is necessary to weld an extension to

the shank of a twist drill and remove the bit of hard

metal in that manner. To guard against trouble in

this direction, especially in small shallow holes, the

up-to-date millwright adds to his kit a set of twist

drill bits. These most excellent tools are like cigars,

only "more so"—they don't give a continental who
uses them or what they are used on, and they will go

right through wood, steel or knots.—Millwrighting.

She ate a solid pound of candy every day—and yet

she belonged to a temperance society.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
Londou, October, 23rd, 1919.—The Trade Board fig-

ures for September have some interesting features and
among them is the fine .shipment of newsprint from
Newfoundland. These returns are growing .steadily

each month, as the following figures for imports

—

which include paper of all kinds and boards—and
exports show:

—

1918. 1919.

Tons. Tons.

Imports 8,4531/2 42,595

Januarv-September 84,251 222,596

Exports 1,872 4,269

January-September 22,449 29,795

I have also quoted the figures for the nine months
and made a comparison for the corresponding period

of last year. The newsprints imports were received

from the following sources in September:

—

1919. Jany-Sept.

Cwts. Cwts.

Sweden 18,339 225,593

Norwav 21,325 171.047

U. S. A 15,223 46,877

Newfoundland 201.760 558.330

Other Countries 93,239 .349,7.50

Canada is included in "Other Countries" and. of

course, the figures under this heading relate mostly
to the Dominion. It will be seen that Newfoundland
mills are Sweden's and Norway's greatest competitors

in the British market and the paper is much appreciated

here.

The Pulp Imports.
Usually at this time of the year wood pulp supplies

received from different sources are heavy, but I

notice the figures are somewhat disappointing for

September and for the nine months. They show that

all is not well in the mills. No doubt the strike and
the scarcity of labor at the beginning of the year
had a material effect and accounts for the small in-

crease. The imports were as follows:

—

Sept. 1919. Jany-Sept.
Tons. Tons.

Chemical wood pulp 41,138 262,286

Ground wood pulp 48,539 398,694
The figures for 1918, the corresponding period,

were:—Chemical wood pulp 21,640 tons for the nine
months 160,345. The moist ground wood was received
from the following sources :

—

Sept. 1919. Jany-Sept.

Tons. Tons.
Sweden 3,005 69,119
Norway 14,432 229,203

Canada 28,1.54 52,886
Other Countries 2,038 16,600

Here we have a valuable rise in Canada's export
trade to this country and a sign of progress in the
market here. For comparison I will quote the U.S.A.
exports here and Canada's for three vears.

1914.*' 1917. 1918.

Tons. Tons. Tons.
Bleached chemical pulp (dry)—
Canada 306
U. S. A 1,114 860 208

Unbleached chemical (drv)—
Canada '.

.

.

12 13,522 1,649

U. S. A 182 19,456 2,256

Chemical (wet)—
Canada 1,461

U.S. A

No Boom Predicted.
In some of my recent notes I indicated the idea of

a boom in the British paper trade. There was a great
deal of talk about it in the press and other circles,

but from recent returns and conversations I have had
with millmen I am now convinced that some of the
mills here are not yet successful in reaching their full-

est capacity, in production. Some had to close down
during the strike and others are so much behind in

their production that new business is refused, because
they find it somewhat difficult to produce their old
orders. Therefore, to talk of a boom in the British
paper industry, is rather an early matter.

Mr. Lloyd Harris.
Mr. Lloyd Harris, the Canadian Trade Commissioner,

is on iis way home. Before leaving he was entertain-
ed at luncheon by the Canadian Association and there
was a very distinguished gathering to meet him, re-

presentative of law, journalism, military, naval, pulp
and paper. I feel we have lost a valuable man. In-
directly I have heard eulogistic expressions of Mr.
Lloyd Harris's work and the capable way he handled
business concerning the Dominion. What is Eng-
land's loss is Canada's gain. Shrewd and level-head-
ed, Mr. Lloyd Harris made hosts of friends here. Lord
Beaverbrook, who knew Mr. Harris like a book, regrets
his departure, and Colonel W. Grant Horden, M.P.,
who presided at the luncheon, hit the nail on the head
when he said:

—"I do not think there is to-day a liv-

ing man with the same extensive knowledge of the
industrial and trade position of Canada or one more
capable of developing Canadian trade than our guest
Mr. Lloyd Harris." Is not this a great compliment
paid to a great man in the presence of a critical and
great audience? Mr. Harris was out and out for Can-
ada and its trade and a more general or kind-hearted
representative one could not conceive. On this side
of the water we are all the poorer for want of his^

presence and sound judgment.

Now that the British market is thrown open to
foreigners, the question of giving Canada preference
in it must be tackled—and tackled with a vengeance.
We would get nothing unless we ask for it, and if

we cannot get it by asking we must demand it from
the Imperial Government. Canada has sacrificed a
great deal in this war. She gave her best—her boys
and her money—and in return she must enjoy a free
and open market in this country. That is the feeling
among Imperialists to-day and it behooves Cana-
dian millmen to take up the subject without further
delay.

I strongly advise the pulp and paper men of
Canada to study the editorial article that appeared in
the "Pulp and Paper Magazine," under the caption
of "Turning Down Orders," of October 2nd. It sum-
marises the whole position and my advice to manu-
facturers is to state their terms to the Imperial Gov-
ernment and demand them. What is the position to-
day? The biggest and most successful newspapers in
the country are printed on Canadian paper to-day, the
sulphite from the Dominion is equal to the Scandi-
navian and the ground wood is a grade better. Con-
sequently the question of giving preference to Canada
must be taken up before it is too late and surely the
Dominion has some strong men to persuade the author-
ities here. Look at the shipping side of the question.
It is a scandal to see the way the manufacturers are
handicapped to-day over it. Canada must demand
her rights, but these she will not realise until her
voice and power are heard and felt.
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A HANDY TRUCK FOR BIG ROLLS.

Anybody ean handle a 1,138 pound roll of newsjirint

with one hand—it's all in the method.

A hig 72-in. roll of newsprint used to be bufjbear for

the men in the .shippinp: room to handle. It took a

skilled truckman to <ret the balance and then it was
.some knack to hold this balance so that the weifrht of

the roll would rest on the wheels of the trucks and not

on the truckman "s sho\dders or <ro spinning: off to the

front. When loading on or off of a truck these heavy
rolls presented their problem also. Two or three men
were often required to handle one roll, and then there

was the danprer of losinfr the balance of the roll and the

consequent danger to the men and the straining: of

strength to get the roll back on the truck.

It took the ingenuity and resonreefulncss of Mr.
William Page, of the shipping room of the Central

Ohio Paper Co., to make a simple device for the truck

with which he or a novice may handle a roll of paper
of any size with one hand—and without the slightest

danger of the roll getting the best of him.

How did he do it? Three pieces of 2 x 6 about twt)

feet long, four bolts, two iron hinges or brackets, a

large ball bearing i-evolving caster and a few iron
braces and screws were his materials. Two of the 2 x
6's were bolted together and notched at the top to fit

the uppermost round of the truck. The uppermost
round Avas taken for the brace because the center of
gravity of the truck loaded or unloaded would then be
a trifle closer the handles of the truck than the wheels
and this would keep the truck from tipping up. The
other 2x6 was fast^'ned on one end to the axle of the
truck by iron brackets and at the other it was fastened
to the bolted-together 2 x 6's—the two pieces making
a perfect right angle. The large revolving caster was
then put in place.

Whether the truck is loaded or unloaded the weight
of the truck and its load is now carried on the front
wheels and on the large revolving caster. And another
feature is that the upright brace is not fastened to the
truck so that the truck can easil.y be tipped downward
to get a purchase.

Here we have efficiency and safety. If the idea is

worth anything to you iise it. We are glad to pass it

along.—From "Copco Facts," published by Central
Ohio Paper Co., Columbus, Ohio.

NEW CATALOGS AND PUBLICATIONS.

Belt Speeds and Horse Power.
Messrs. Sadler & Ilawdrth. manufacturer of

"climax and "amphibia" waterproof leather belts,

have just distributed a luiiquc and helpful souvenir.
This consists of a celluloid envelope witli two slits on
each side. Inside the envelope there slides a piece of

cardboard with a table printed on each side, one re-

presenting Amphibia and the other (•liinax belts. The
tables carry figures showing speed of belt in linear feet

per minute, the horse power transmitted for each
500 feet of speed for various widths of belt from 1 to

10 in. for Amphibia and 10-20 in. for Climax. By
sliding the card so that the speed in question comes
opposite the speed slot one reads the horse power for
both double and single belts of that particular speed
without being confused with irrelevant figures.

We are sure Sadler & Haworth, 511 William St.,

Montreal, will be pleased to send a calendar to any-
one interested.

Beveridge Calendar.

The JJeveridge Paper Com]Kiny, Limited, Montreal,
have recently sent out a very attractive little calendar
of post card size with a return postcard on which the

recipient of the calendar ma,v indicate his needs in the
line of paper. The calendar bears the statement "We
do not want all the business, but we would like to have
yours."

Sw3nson Evaporators.
The Swenson Evaporator Co.. of Chicago, which has

siiiiplied a large number of installments for paper
viiills has issued a four-page leaflet describing a new
t.\pe of evaporator for liquids that are damaged by
hiffh temperatures. Illustrations and diagrams are in-

cluded.

Another Jeffrey Cata,log.

Jeffrey Catalog No. 210 describes the.ir pivoted

pocket carrier and shows a member of typical illustra-

tions. One of the features is the ease Avith which the

automatic tripper can be located at anv point in the
horizontal runs. It is particularly adapted to the con-

veying of coal, ashes, lime-stone and other mineral
substances used in pulp and paper mills. At the end
of the catalog are a few pages devoted to the Jeffrey
single roll coal crusher which can be used to advantage
in connection with mechanical stokers.

TEST LINERS AND CHIP BOARD.

The affinity of paper for water necessitates that

great care should be taken in the handling of test

liners, for if it is allowed to absorb excess moisture,

the fibres will swell and become limp, and pull apart,

leaving a weak Mullen test. The essential part of test

liners is a good strong fibre, not only for good bend-
ing scores, but a good puncture test.

In the manufacture of chip board, .voti have one of

the cheapest papers made. No Kraft pidp or any sort

of fibre papers are used in the manufacture of this

grade. The paper stock used in this srade is mostly
the refiise of paper stock after the better grades have
been sorted out, alouEr with boxboard. scrap, etc.

This grade goes through the same manufacturing
process as the test liners, but is not treated in any
special way with chemicals like test liners, and is run
more bulky, not being calendered very hard. As it

contains little fibre, it offers a ver^- slight resistance to

puncture tests.—Fibre Containers.
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The Duties of a Third Hand
By PAUL SMITH.

This article is the third and last of a series by Mr.
Smith in the "Paper Industry." Articles explaining
the duties of machine tenders and back tenders have
already appeared in the Pulp and Paper Magazine.

Now, Mr. Third Hand, did it ever occur to you, that

you would be a fine back tender if you were given the

opportunity. Sure it has, for any normal he man wants
to go ahead and not be a stiek-in-the-mud. But, along
comes some croaker, who shoots it into j'ou that you
don't stand a chance, because the Boss Machine Ten-

der does not like the kind of necktie you wear, or be-

cause he has a thirtj^-second cousin that was born for

the special purpose of getting the next chance as a

back tender, and ten times out of nine, you swallow
line, hook and casting rod.

The result is that j'ou go around with a chip on your
shoulder, slack up in your gait, and swear to yourself

that you aren't going to do any more than you have
to, and every time anyone needs j'our assistance, you
are going to be "lookin' the other way." If you have
anything at all from your neck up, you find that after a

few day's experience along this line, you are work-
ing harder than ever, because the rest of the crew is

treating you likewise and letting you go it, on your own.
When you come to, its already all over but the shouting,

and somebody else who wears the right kind of a neck-

tie, has got the new opening for Back Tender.

Cleanliness.

Don't let the croakers get your nann.v. keep a stiff

upper lip and work together with the balance of crew,

set an example for the Fourth and Fiftli hands to fol-

low, and see that they do follow it. Be sure that you
have their assistance in keepinsr your machine and ma-
cliine room floor spotless, jiicking up any solid ob.iects

such as iron, glass, or wood, so that no one may be en-

dangered thereby, and prevent any of the finished rolls

from being damaged. At the same time do all you
can to learn the duties of the back tender, and you
will be surprised how soon you get your advancement
and how pleasant it will be for to get along in your
new position, when yon are prepared to fill the bill.

The Back Tender Understudy.

Make a study of where the exact statioTis of the fourth

and fifth hands ought to be to accomplish the best re-

sults with the least amount of effort. See that they
keep the calenders, reel and winder looking like new all

the time, and that they assist you in keeping the doctors
on the press and calender rolls clean, being sure that

they use the steps provided and that their shoes, if they
are wearing any, are in condition to get a firm foothold

that will prevent their slipping and injuring them-
selves.

Whenever the Wires, Felts, or Jackets, are being re-

newed or repaired be sure that you are on hand, readj'

to make yourself useful to the machine and back ten-

ders while this work is going on. This will enable you
to learn considerable of the duties pertaining to the
position of back tender, which is the next step in your
advancement, and the position which you should be
ready to fill at any time the opportunity offers. You
are the back tender's understudy, therefore you should
be ready to play the part at a moment's notice. The
real mea.sure of your efficiency is, how much assistance

you give the machine and back tenders, in case of mis-

haps, breaks, changing of the wires, felts or jackets ; the
care you exercise in removing all defective spots in the
reel and the perfection of the splices you make ; so that
no complaints from the customers come into the front
office about the paper made on your machine.

Washup Duties.

Whenever a washup is called for, you should be ready
to double up the felts, and pull them out again after

they have been washed, being very careful not to stand
in front of the presses when doing so, as it may be the
cause of serious injury or loss of life. Should the wash-
ing of the felts be finished before the wires are cleaned,
give a hand on the wires, or do any other work that the
machine tender believes needs immediate attention to

permit of starting the machine in the shortest possible

time.

When the back tender is putting the lever weights
on the presses »and calender, go right along with him
and assist him in making the necessary adjustment,
after you have made sure that the doctors on all the
press rolls are cleaned thoroughly.

Starting Up.
After the pai)er is on the wire, it is your duty to

be prepared and ready to skin a tail for the back
tender, to enable him to lead the paper over the dry-
ers. This should be done quickly and accurately so
that it will not br<'ak and require a new start,

losing a lot of valuable time. Just as soon as the paper
has been taken over the dryers, take your station in

front of the calenders, ready to pass the paper through
the calender stack, being extremely careful when throw-
ing the paper into calender rolls, not to get your fingers
pinched. When the paper has come through the last

pair of calender rolls, help the back tender to get it

started on the reel.

Inspection.

After the paper is started on the reel, inspect the re-

wind and slitters, reporting to the machine tender any
defects that may need repair or renewal. Mea.sure the

distance between the slitter knives verj- carefully, to see

if the measurements conform with the sizes ordered on
the machine order ticket, so that there will be no chance
of slitting the rolls the wrong width. See that there

are enough cores of the right diameter and width at

hand, to last your full tour, and remove any oversize or

bastard cores to prevent any of them from getting mix-
ed with the right cores, being sure that you do not leave

any standing on end, as they are apt to fall and injure
somebody, and have a set of the proper sized cores

placed on the shaft in line with the sheet. When the
reel is full and the next reel started, get the full reel

over to the rewind immediately, to prevent any possi-

bility of the reels accumulating, which will cause con-

fusion and delay trying to catch up again, being careful
when transferring reels not to hook up the yoke shaft
while the reel is still moving: be sure to wait until it i.s

at rest.

Making a Perfect Splice.

Be sure that all crushed spots, slime holes, imperfect
paper and breaks in the reel, are torn out and replaced
by a good splice. This is one of your most important
duties, as the finished paper is judged, in a large meas-
ure, by the kind of splices made, and it is up to you to
make all your splices as perfect as possible, so that there
will be no complaints from the customer on this score,

as it reflects not only on the entire machine crew, but
seriously injures the reputation of the mill. In making
a splice be sure you always have in mind the following
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dont's, for it will then be well nigh impossible for you

to make a poor splice:

Don'ts.

Don't lay the tape any closer than one-half inch to

the trimmed edge of sheet when making splice.

Don't trim the tail of the sheet any closer than one-

half inch to the splice; trimming the sheet too close

may cause the tape to squeeze out over the edge.

Don't let the tape lap over the edges of the reel, as

it will cause several thicknesses of paper to stick to-

gether when the roll is being unwound.
Don't try to seal a splice with a cold sealing iron, it

can't be done.

Don't bring your iron across the splice with a hop,

skip and a .iump effect, but draw it slowly with the

same amount of pressure through the entire length of

the splice.

Don 't make a splice with the tail end out of true with

the edges of the reel, as it will throw wrinkles in the

sheet.

Don 't forget to insert a flag to mark every splice you

make in a roll.

Correct Record of Finished Paper.

After the rolls are run up to the right diameter, help

to take off and weigh them, giving the correct weight

to the back tender, who will write it down on the ma-

chine production chart for his tour of duty.

The real secret of successful accomplishment, for any
third hand, is to always work with and never against

the balance of the machine crew; never holding back

when he can be of assistance to the machine or back

tenders, and always being ready to instruct the fourth

and fifth hands in the proper performance of their

work. If this course is followed consistently, j'ou will

find that you are accomplishing more and better work
with less effort for every one concerned, and that you
will be slated to fill the next available o]iening for back
tender. The crew wherein every member is properly

trained in the performance of his duties aiid where they
are always ready to assist one another in all emergen-
cies, will accomplish its work with fewer mishaps and
less confiision, which means with less effort on the part

of the individual members composing the crew.

EFFECT OF TIME OF CUTTING TIMBER ON ITS
DURABILITY.

Many of the theories which have been advanced re-

garding the durability of wood attribute too mnch im-
portance to the time of cutting. As a matter of fact,

the time of cutting has ver^^ little effect upon the
durability or other properties if the timber is properly
cared for after it is cut. The method of handling
posts, poles and logs at different times nf the year,
however, does influence their durability.

Late Spring and Summer Cutting.
Posts, poles, and other ronsrh products cut in late

spring and early summer are more likely to be attacked
by insects and fungi because the wood is freshlj' cut
and in the most favorable condition for attack at a
time when insects and the spores of fungi are most
active. Seasoning also proceeds more rapidly during
the warmer months and may cause excessive check-
ing. If the wood is peeled when cut and piled openly
on skids for seasoning the opportunity for decay will

be reduced to a minimum, but checking will not be re-

tarded. In no case should the wood be allowed to lie

in direct contact with the ground. If checking is an
important consideration it can be reduced somewhat
by loeatiirg ]jite§ in a shaded but (\r\- place. The bark

peels most easily in spring. It can be removed at any
other time of the year but the labor and expense will

probably be greater.

Timber cut in late fall and winter seasons more
slowly and with less checking than during the w'armer
months, and when proper storage or handling is im-
practicable, winter cutting is best. Fungi and insects

do not attack wood out of doors in cold weather and
by the time warm weather arrives the wood is partly

seasoned and somewhat less susceptible to attack. It

is for this reason that winter cutting is advantageous
and not on account of a smaller amount of moisture or

sap in the wood in winter as the popular belief has it.

There is practically no difference in moisture content

of green wood in winter and summer.—Technical

Notes, U.S. Forest Service.

WATERPROOF EXPORT PACKAGES.
The waterproofing of export packages is very im-

portant. Hardware, textiles, clothing, food products
such as biscuits, crackers, candy and breakfast foods,

furniture, vehicles, and many other products, require '

waterproof protection. The hazards of damage by
moisture may be any or all of the following, damp-
ness in the hold of the ship, surf spray in unloading
in lighters, or heavy rains. "When ports and terminals

are congested, packages often lie around for days with

no covering. Machinery and vehicles should be well

slushed with a compound which is stiff enough to ad-

here and not drop off and which does not contain grit

or any injurious acid.

The War Department used a compoimd consisting of

four parts light slushing oil and one part white lead

with good results. Boxes, crates and bales should be

lined with a strong, strictly waterproof paper. The
standard paper adopted by the "War Department for

this purpose was duplex asphaltum waterproofed paper

made of two sheets of No. 1 sulphate kraft cemented to-

gether with asphaltum. This paper was found to have
remarkable resistance to the penetration of water and
also possessed of great strength. For lining boxes and
crates the weight of the paper used was two 30-pound

papers cemented together and the weight used for

bales was two 60-pound papers cemented together with

the outside sheet also saturated with asphaltum.

Marking and packing are very closely related in that

if a package is improperly marked and goes astray

all the attention paid to good packing is lost. In many
cases foreign buyers give marking directions, and

these should be carefully followed. The destination

of the goods and other markings should be plainly

stenciled in large letters with waterproof stencil paint.

Some foreign countries have marking rules, and in

the ease of shipments to these countries these rules

sliould be complied with. Duplicate markings

should be placed on a tag inside the package so that

the destination of the package can be learned if by any
'possibility the markings on the outside become defaced.

—Association News.

CUTTING OF TIMBER SUPERVISED IN QUEBEC.
It is the intention of the Provincial Government

to survey carefully the cutting of timber tliroughout

the lumber camps of the province. A large number
of inspectors from the department of Lands and For-

ests, under the direction of Mr. G. C. Piche, chief of

the Forestry Service, have started their organization,

and will visit more than 2,000 of these camps dur-

ing the coming winter.
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Prices Will Stay Up in Britain
(From our London Correspondent.)

London, October 29, 1919.—On every side I am
hearing complaints of the high cost of paper at pres-

ent in England, except in the case of newsprint. It

was hoped at first by the consumers that when the
markets were thrown open to foreign countries there

would be a reduction in prices, but experience now
proves that there is likely to be no change. The posi-

tion of the manufacturers today is that coal is so dear
and pulp so high in values that they cannot sell at

lower rates. Added to these there is the great in-

crease in the wage bill of a mill, the high cost of re-

pairs and chemicals, and lastly, the slowness of trans-

port and high cost and scarcity of freightage at sea.

To forecast what the future has in store for the mills

and consumers is a difficult problem. Buyers want
the cheapest market, but it is difficult to get and
the prediction of millowners now is that prices of

paper will go up again. Since 1914 the advance in

all kinds of papers is considerable and five times

more is paid for esparto papers. The labor problem
has all along been a knotty question in the mills and
outside them. Threats are still hanging in the air and
this week negotiations are going on over agreements
arrived at some weeks ago. There is a feeling of un-

rest pervading these Islands just now and it is feared

no papers will be reduced in price until the economic
situation is solved.

Paper Situation; Comparisons.
In the production of fine papers, such as writing

and printing paper, we must remember that Germany,
Austria, France and Italy are out of the market. No
supplies are arriving from these countries, where
the demand exceeds the supply. In Italy for in-

stance, the Government has announced that they will

relieve paper of all import taxes up to the 31st of

December next. This is unusual for the Italians and
it shows the dire straits the country is in as regards

the supply of paper. Finland is also manufacturing
very little paper, as the country is not settled yet and
many mills are still closed. Therefore the only coun-

tries manufacturing paper for export today are Can-
ada, IT.S.A,, Scandinavia and the United Kingdom,
newsprint being exported from Scandinavia, Canada
and the States, Consequently, except in the case of

newsprint it must be expected that with keen • com-
petitors like Germany and Austria out of the market
prices will be on a high level. Fine printing paper
in 1912 was imported here from Germany to the ex-

tent of 3,2091/2 tons, and kraft paper reached 40,420V2
tons; fine printings on reels, 5,670% tons. Today the

market is minus d supply of this total. There is an
ample supply of newsprint in the market here and
the Canadian and Newfoundland jiroduets are quite

evident. By the way Germany in 1912 sent the

United Kingdom 34,827 tons of unbleached sulphite

and 2,080 tons of bleached sulphite. Canada's quota

of ground wood was 42,398 tons.

Imports of Kraft.

The British market is a good one for kraft paper
and large quantities are imported from Scandinavia.

Russia, Germany, Austria and one or two other con-

tributing sources are out of the market since 1914

and there was a slight falling off in the supplies from
Canada. In 1918 Canada sent 68V? tons, compared
with 971/2 tons in 1914. On the other hand British

mills sent tn Canada 804 tons in 1914 and 241/0 tons

in 1918. These figures are recorded in a return just
issued by the Trade Board. The bulk of the supplies
during the war were received from Scandinavia and
the U.S.A. Today kraft is firm in price, with a ten-
dency to react a higher level. Usually at this period
of the year there is a good demand for all kinds of
kraft. Consequently, an enlivened market is expect-
ed within the next month.

Pine Printing' Paper.
Printing paper turned out by the mills and suitable

for a good class of trade such as book-work, govern-
ment documents and books, commercial trade, etc.,
finds a good outlet within the Empire. In 1914 about
79,376 tons were exported, in 1915, 72.829 tons, and in
1918, ll,298i/o tons. Canada took 36i/o tons in 1918,
compared with 4,036i/2 tons in 1914, "Australia and
New Zealand are the best customers of the British
mills for printing paper.

New Firms.
Since the signing of peace it is remarkable to walk

round London and see the number of new firms that
have come into existence as papermakers' agents and
paper merchants. They are springing up like mush-
rooms all over the place. Some combine printing and
paper selling together in a small way. These young
offsprings are watched with a lynx eye by the old
established and staid agents and merchants who can
tell you just as much about the manufacture—and
who is and who is not making it—of paper as the
mill owner himself. It may be a healthy sign for
these mushroom firms springing up. I hope it is in
these hard times and I hope they will have success.
The more paper sold, the more pulp is needed.

Newsprint.
During the last fortnight there has been a slight

falling off in the consumption of newsprint from the
newspapers' point of view. This is probably accounted
for by the fact that many of the newspapers during
a period of dullness have reduced the size of their
sheets or knocked off several editions. I was look-
ing at one office the other night and found that close
on 11/2 tons had not been used during the day and
night, which, if circumstances were otherwise, would
have been easily eaten up and probably more with it.

Prices of newsprint today are firm ; Norwegian £32
a ton in London.

Pulp News.
Pulp prices remain unchanged. There is a ten-

dency for quotations to harden for sulphite for de-

liveries in December and January. For moist ground-
wood the demand is fair and prices show no altera-

tion.

Large shipments of pulp have arrived during this

month from Canada on the steamers "Gyp," "Man-
chester Hero," "Kanawha," "Canadian Signaller."

and "Greldale." The shipments consist of ground
wood and unbleached chemical—the former amount-
ing to 10,704 tons from Chicoutimi and the latter to

1,160 tons.

Good supplies are also being received from Nor-
way. At this time of the year supplies are heavy
from this source on standing contracts.

There is a strong rumor in London that pulp prices

all round will shortly reach another high level.

Photographic Paper.

The first sign of any reduction in the price of paper
has come to my knowledge this week and it refers to

photographic paper, a large amount of which is now
being used since war ended. A I'ash discount is given.
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Technical Section

A-3. Algerian mallow (Lavatara cretica L.) as paper-

making material. [Lu mauve d'AI^'erie et son utilisa-

tion en papeterie.) L. Viclal & E. Douron. Le Pape-

tcrie, 41, 192 (July 25, 1919). The possibility of util-

izing this plant was studied in 1918 by the French

School of Paper-Making at Grenoble, at the suggestion

of Mr. Michony. The latter has devised a simple and

practical means of separating the bast fibres by means

of a rotting process which is carried out in the tield as

soon as the plant is cut, and which requires but very

little water, an important point in that country. The

report of the school on this fibre was essentially as

follows: It is a jute substitute, derived from a plant

closely allied to that which furnishes jute, and having

the same appearance and microscopical cliaraetei-istics.

It is less highly lignified, and consequently more sup-

ple. The fibres are composed of ligno-cellulose, and

are colored golden yellow with ehlor-iodide of Zn and

red with phloroglucine hydrochloride. They contain

57 per cent cellulose. For paper-making they may be

subjected to a slight cooking to retain the maximum
strensth, or to a thorough cooking to obtain a bleach-

able pulp. On a laboratory scale, bleaching hot with

IS per cent bleaching powder did not give satisfactory

results. Sheets of paper made from the pulp were

quite strong, especially those from the unbleached pulp

The pulp consists of practically pure cellulose, the

fibres being about 2 mm. -x .02 mm. It has a high

felting power and the tenacity is slightly inferior to

tliat of jute. If the cost is sufficiently low it would

be useful for paper-making; but otherwise it could be

used for textiles.—A.P.-C.

B-2. Forest uiv3stigation. Amer. For., July, 1919,

1). 121S. Discusses the program of forest research

now undertaken in the United States. The necessity

for more accurate information as to forest conditions

is fully realized, in order to formulate plans of cutting

which" shall leave cut-over lands in a condition to pro_-

dnce another forest. See also editorial at page 1237

of same issue.—C.L.

B-2. Forest opportunity on pine lands in the south.

F. W. Beslev, State Forester of Maryland. Amer. For.

April, 1919.' p. 983. "The forests of the south have

been the chief source of timber supply for more than

two-thirds of the population of the United States for

many years. The exhaustion of the original forests is

not only going to remove a chief source of wealth to

the south but is going to have a far-reaching effect in

the country at large." Little can be hoped for through

private ownership under present conditions, and it is

not likelv that much can be expected from private

initiative* for many years to come. It is manifestly the

duty of the State'to lead the way and to place timber

growing in the south upon a permanent basis.—C.L.
"^

B-2. Use but do not abuse farm woodlands. C. K.

Tillotson, U.S. Forest Service. Amer. For., Nov., 1919,

p. 656. Gives rules for the utilization of material

from farm woodlands.—C.L.

B-2. Is there profit in planting timber trees?. .G. C.

Piche. Can. For. J. Sept. 1919, p. 368. Develops the

argument that reforestation of non-agricultural lands

witl be profitable, and discusses the means by which

this may be accomplished.—C.L.

B-2. When tr3es grow—A novel study. Prof. J. S.

lllick. Can. For. .1.. Sept.. 1919, p. 351. The results of

daily measurements of 200 trees, with bearing upon
the question of planting and trans-planting.—C.L.

B-2 Hatching trees by the million. G. C. Piche. Can.
For. .T. Sept. IHUI. (i. 3.').'). Describes the nursery and
reforestation wnrk of the Qufhee Forest Service.—C.L.

B-2. Future facts that the present must face. Hon.
E. A. Smith. Can. For. J. Sept., 19TJ, p. 362. Discusses
the researeli work handled thraufrh co-operation be-

tween the Crown Land.s Department of New Brunswick
and the Commission of Conservation.—C.L.

B-3. Tree Values. Albert F. W. Tick. Amer. For.
Dec. 191S. p. 722. Diseusses tree surgery.—C.L.

B-9. A National forest policy. . . Henry S. Graves,
Forester U. S. Forest Service. Amer. For. Aug. 1919,

p. 1281. Discusses the need for a National forest
])oliey in the Ignited States to provide for the perpetua-
tion of the timber supply. Advocates a Federal act

authorizing the Secretary of Agriculture, in co-oper-
ation with any state to formulate iilans for forest pro-

tection and for the control of timber cutting within
that state : such plans to become effective only after the

state legislature has passed appropriate leprislation, in-

cluding adequate appropriation to co-operate with the

Federal Government in putting them into effect. This
raises the whole question of enforced forestry practieo

on privately owned timl)er lands, chiefly valuable for
forestry purposes. See also discussions of the propo.sed

program by R. S. Kellogrg, Secretary, News Print
Service Bureau. Geo. H. Wirt. Chief Forest Fire War-
den of Pennsylvania, and Alfred Gaskill, State For-
ester of New Jersey, at pages 1282 to 1284 of the same
issue.—C.L.

B-9. A National Forest Policy.—Why and how. Amer
For. ilay, 1919. p. 1049. A disr\nsion of the forestry
program advocated by Colonel 11. S. Graves. Forester
U. .S. Forest Service. 97 per cent of the timber and
other wood products used in the United States is ob-

tained from privately-oMTied forests and less than two
per cent of the saw mills of the countrv are operating
on public forests. Private owners hold four-fifths of

the standing timber in the United States. If provision

is to be made for adequate timber supplies in the future,

particularly saw timber, some provision must be made
under which the forest lands noV in private owner-
ship will be devoted to forestry.—C.L.

B-9. Forestry as a vocation.. .Prof. H. H. Chapman,
Yale Forest School. Amer. For.. May, 1919, p. 1075.

Discusses forestry as a profession and forecasts the

extensive employment of foresters by private as well

as Governmental agencies.—C.L.

B-4. Forest casualties of our Allies. P. S. Ridsdale.

Editor. American Forestry. Amer. For.. ^Nlarch, 1919,

p. 899, and April, 1919. p. 963. Describes forest con-

ditions in France, Belgium, Great Britain and Italy

and the work of the American forestry regiments. The
war losses and loss in reproduction value of the des-

troyed forests of France is estimated at eight hundred
million dollars. It will take France fully 100 years

to fully recuperate from these forest losses.—C.L.
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K-4. The use of esparto pulp in the manufacture of
paper. (La pate d'alt'a dans la fabrieation du papier.)

E. Ariiould. Le Papier, 22, 250-3, (Aug. 1919.) This
pulp is prepared by an alkaline treatment which effects

a complete separation of the cellulose from the ligneous

and other substances of the plant, followed by a spe-

cial process of refining, and finally by the usual bleach-

ing with chloride of lime. The resulting product is a

very high grade pulp, serving as an admirable filler in

high grade papers, but altogether unsuited to be used

alone, except in certain very special kinds of paper for

which there is not much demand. It follows that the

use of esparto is not likely to be greatly increased in

the near future, unless some process is devised whereby
the pulp will be given properties enabling it to be u.sed

in papers of a certain streugtli. The possibilities in this

direction are very gi'eat, and the asuthor is at present

working on such a process and has great hopes of suc-

cess.—A.P.-C.

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS.
(From La Papeterie.)

Quest. 1. I have just started working a-s foreman

in a mill making semi-fine papers. I notice tliat there

are many breaks in the dryers but hardly anj' at the

wet presses. The tensiou of the sheet varies astonish-

ingly at the dryers. There arc also many breaks at

the calenders. Could somebody tell me what percent-

age of broke should normally occur at the dryers and

at the calenders?

Ans. A frequent case of breaks is to be found in

the improper relative adjustments of the various parts

of the machine. A change in the adjustment of one

part frequently requires a change in the adjustment

of other i)arts, and this is often overlooked. At the

wet end of the machine this merely results in a slight

defelting of the fibres, and ther;' is usually no break;

but at the dryers the fibres will not yield so readily,

aiul the sheet breaks. If the dryers drain intermit-

tently the drying will be irregular and this will result

in breaks.

Quest. 4. Can any absolutely permanent glaze be

obtained A\ith only one glazing, or are two glazings

lu'cessary to obtain the desired result?

Ans. A washable glaze is obtained by coagulating

the eelloid (gelatine, casein, etc.) \'arious gelatine

coagulants may be used, but the most convenient on

the whole is chr(uuc alum. The ])ermanence obtaini'd

in this way is usually sufficient, though not absolute,

especially wilh aniliin\ Better results are obtained with

casern by adding formaldehyde (as a 10% solution)
to the bath, in amounts not exceeding 2^/, of the dry
weight of ca.sein. If the results obtained are not satis-
factory, the amount of formaldehyde may be increased
by adding alternate portions of formaldehyde and
ammonui. the latter retarding coagulation which would
otherwise occur before the bath could be utilized. The
ammonia evaporates on the dryers and the excess of
formaldehyde gives the required permanence. There
is always the danger, however, that traces of ammonia
will remain, which in time might change the color;
and moreover ammonia cannot be used M'ith all colors!
In this case the paper may be subjected to the action
ot a 5-10-/; formaldehyde solution. In the case of
glossy pai)ers, glazed with gelatine and chrome alum,
the permanence is appreciably increased by calendering.

Question 9.—In the mill where I am machine tender
it often happens that purely chemical pulp is not suf-
ficiently hydrated. In spite of my putting in all the
size, the sheet is already drained when it reaches the
first suction box; it becomes "fuzzy" at the couch
rolls; and then breaks. Could somebodv help me out
of the difficulty?

"

First Answer:—If the .sheet is too much drained
when it reaches the first suction box,

—

. Raise the end of the wire so as to give more slope.
The water will thus remain longer on the wire.

2. When making paper entirely from chemical pulp,
remove some of the table rolls.

3. Increase the frequency and decrease the ampli-
tude of the shaking.

If the sheet is "fuzzy" at the upper couch roll, the
most practical method is to place a vessel of soapy
water (or water in which sliced raw potatoes have
been steeped) under the doctor. A strip of felt dip-
ping into the water and touching the couch roll will
keep the latter moist.—Maurice Cartiaus, Paper-mak-
ing engineer.

Second Answer:—This defect is often noted in
papers made from chemical pulp, and especially in
thin papers. It is usually due to "pitchy" sulphite,
and nearlj- always to insufficient beatina' or refining.
To remedy these defects as far as possible on the ma-
chine use a large amount of size and a rather intense
shaking so as to obtain a better felting in the sheet
and to decrease adherence as it passes through the
first couch roll. This is also the best way to make up
for insufficient beating. Tighten as much as po.ssible

the ju-esses of the felt and of the first couch roll.

—

Microphotograph showing' cross section of a section of a piece of fine writing paper, cut across the
machine direction. Magnified 196 times.—Courtesy of H. N. Lee, formerly microphotographist, Forest Pro-
ducts Laboratories of Canada.
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
The manufacture of paper stock from cotton lint-

ers, a recent discovery that may serve as a solution

of tlie problem of replacinpj the rapidly diminishing

supply of raw material obtained from pulpwood, is

to be undertaken by the Proctor & Gamble Company,
the widely known Cincinnati soap concerns. It is re-

ported that this company, operating through its sub-

sidiary, the Buckeye Cotton Oil Company, includes in

its plans the erection of two paper mills—one to be

located at Memphis. Tonn., and the other at Augusta,

Ga. The present program, if carried out, will have

the wheels of the new plants turning before next

spring when it is expected that an average of 75 tons

of chemical pulp from cotton linters will be pro-

duced daily at each mill. Shipments of this product

will be made principally to northern paper mills.

Announcement has been made of proposed develop-

ments by the Crown-Willamette Paper Company of

its holdings in the Youngs river district, a few miles

above Astoria, Oregon. The plans call for the erec-

tion of a 60-ft. dam to electrically harness Youngs
river falls. Power will be furnished for an electric

plant which will be the center of a number of indus-

tries to be located in that vicinity. The company an-

nounces a proposal to erect a grinding and pulp mill

with a capacity of 100 tons of paper pulp daily. Work
of clearing the site for the dam has been completed.

The Royal Card and Paper Company of New York
City recently received authorization from the Secre-

tary of State at Albany, N.Y.. to increase its capital

stock to $300,000. The company was originally in-

corporated with a capitalization of $150,000.

The first shipment of aniline dyes, 165 barrels, that

has eome from Germany since April, 1917, arrived

last week in New York City by the Holland-America

liner Nieuw Amsterdam, consigned to the New York
Color and Chemical Company. 98 John street. It was
said by an official of the company that the dyes would
be disposed of at practically the same rates that pre-

vail in the American market. The importation is

merely a drop in the bucket, the official said, and

would have no effect on the market. It consists of

dyes in which there is a shortage in the United States.

The semi-annual meeting of the American Pulp and
Paper Mill Superintendents' Association held Thurs-

day and Friday of last week at the Hotel Congress,

Chicago, brought together superintendents from

nearly every mill in the country. A program had been

arranged which provided something to do for prac-

tically everj- minute of the visitors' two days stay in

Chicago. A dinner and entertainment in the Floren-

tine room of the Hotel Congress Thursday evening

and a banquet served in the same place the following

night were among the chief social events for the

gathering and visits of inspection to the plants of the

United States Rubber Company and the Chicago Mill

and Lumber Company were made by two parties of

attending members at the conclusion of the first day's

business session. The meeting Friday afternoon was

a combined one of the printing and paper mill su-

perintendents. Among the principal papers read at

the several sessions were the following. "Industrial
Relations," by George P. Ilambrccht, chairman of the
Industrial Commissions of the Ignited States and Can-
ada; "Paper Mill Cost System," by W. T. Schmitt,
assistant treasurer of the American Writing Paper
Company; "Preservation of Paper Mill Roofs," by K.
Barth, wood preservative expert of the Barrett Com-
pany; "Manufacture of Coated Papers," by E. T. A.
Coughlin, of the Monarch Paper Company, and "Test-
ing of Papers," by Otto Kress, of the Forest Products
Laboratory of the University of Wisconsin. A meet-
ing of the Kalamazoo branch of the association was
held at the Park-American Hotel, Kalamazoo during
the week of October 19.

An investigation to include both laboratory and
field tests will be undertaken by the Paper and Tex-
tile sections of the Bureau of Standards at the re-

quest of the War Department for the purpose of ob-

taining a material that will serve as a satisfactory
substitute replacing jute burlap in the making of

sandbags and for camouflage work. Jute burlap will

be used as a standard and the substitutes must at least

equal it in strength and durability. Samples of avail-

able material are now being obtained for the tests.

It is desired, if possible, to find a substitute material

produced in the United States so that there will be

a large supply on hand at all times. Sisal hemp and
low-grade cotton fabrics, reinforced paper, and also

crinkled and smooth paper will be used i)i the ex-

periments.

Included in the scope of the fourteenth decennial

census in the LTnited States on which the actual enu-

meration woi-k will begin Januarj' 2, 1920, will be

forestry and forest products, two subjects never cov-

ered specifically by any preceding census. The com-
pilation and gathering of statistics bearing on these

matters will be in charge of a special force of ex-

perts. The accurate and comprehensive figures

gathered concerning this vital natural resource will

be much in demand, and the comparisons made with
conditions existing before the war will be of great

interest.

Because of the treniendous domestic demand for

newsprint. American exporters of paper are experi-

encing great difficulty in obtaining a sufficient quan-

tity of paper to supply their foreign customers. The
insistent demand for newsprint has sent the price up
over seven cents a pound with the result that several

manufacturers have turned their mills over to the

manufacture of newsprint in preference to other

papers. This has resulted in a shortage in other

papers with a consequent increase in price. One au-

thority in the trade, however, is of the opinion that

the high level in the matter of prices has been reach-

ed. The fact that the Scandinavian countries, Eng^
land and Belgium, are rapidly increasing their pro-

duction of paper, he declared, would have a tendency
to stabilize the price in foreign markets and would
eventually have a direct effect on the American
market.
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J. R. Evans, Montreal, representing the Export
Association of Canada, who is leaving for Melbourne,
Australia, was in Toronto recently calling upon the

paper trade in the interest of export to the Antipodes.

Good progress is being made on the survey of the

forest resources of Ontario by Roland D. Craig of the

Commission of Conservation, and his staff. The re-

naissance work for the Ottawa River drainage
area has been practically completed. Mr. Craig re-

ports that all the timbermen and pulpwood limit own-
ers have been very obliging in furnishing information

and data and are anxious to see the survey completed
and liave it made as reliable as possible in order that

reasonably accurate particulars of the actual forest

situation in the province may be available.

The Kipawa Fibre Co. expect to have their new plant

at Temiskaming turning out sulphite pulp next month
and have let contracts for fourteen houses for the em-
ployees of the firm and more dwellings will be erect-

ed later on.

The Diamond State Fibre Co., Bridgeport, Pa., who,
it has been rumored, intended opening a branch in

Toronto, report that their plans are not yet fuU.v de-

veloped and a definite decision will not be reached
for some time yet.

The Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Co, Nashua,
N. H. who are establishing a Canadian branch in

Peterboro, Ont., are enlarging their plant at Middle-
ton, Ohio, and the capacity of the factory there will

be doubled, according to present plans and specifi-

cations.

J. A. Bothwell of East Angus, Que., President of

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association, recently
entertained at the St. James Club, Jlontreal, in honor
of Lieut. E. D. Hyndman, M.C., of Sherbrooke, who
was one of those decorated by the Prince of Wales
with the Military Cross for valiant service overseas.

It is understood there will be no change in the name
of the Toronto Paper Manufacturing Company, which
was recentlj' acquired by the Howard Smith Paper
Mills of Montreal. The selling in Toronto and
Ontario of the Cornwall mill and the mills at Beau-
harnois and Crabtree Mills, will be done by George
A. Davidson, sales manager and C. F. Mansell, for
very many years connected with the Toronto Paper
Mfg. Co. W. J. Wallace will continue as mill man-
ager and will still reside at Cornwall. The executive of-

fice will be located in Montreal. The new machine for
the Howard Smith Paper Mills for the Beauharnois
mill is built and the new finishing room is nearly
completed, the roof now receiving attention. The
new chimney, which will be 153 feet high, is up 110
feet. The new machine will be in operation in Jan-
uary next. It is understood that the Howard Smith
Paper Mills propose changing over the Toronto Paper
Mfg. Co., putting one machine on bristol boards,
lengthening out the other machines and increasing
the capacityof the plant to, at least, fifty tons a day.
The Beauharnois division will make twenty tons, the
Crabtree Mills twenty tons and thus the total output

of the Howard Smith Paper ]Mills will be about ninety

tons a day. Equipment will be added to the sulphite

plant at Cornwall, which will augment production to

thirty tons a day. The Howard Smith Paper Mills,

in. order to manufacture economically intend to spe-

cialize in their different plants and will as far as pos-

sible confine each division to certain grades of paper
and it is hoped to export a certain amount of the pro-

ducts.

N. G. Czowski, Montreal, manager of the Canada
Box Board Co., spent a few days in Toronto last week
on business and reports that the plants of the com-
pany are rushed with orders and are working to

capacity.

Chief Justice Falconbridge, of Toronto, recently

delivered judgment in favour of the Attorney-General
of Canada in his suit against the Tliorold Pulp Co.,

of Thorold. The company is assessed $16,949 for sur-

plus water used and wasted above the conditions of

d twenty-one year lease to draw water from the old

Welland canal for the purpose of manufacturing pulp
Carl Sorenson & Co., of Fort William, Ont., have

established camps in the neighborhood of Fort Frances,

Ont., and intend to take out a large quantity of timber,

railway ties and pulp wood.

S. J. Moore, of Toronto, President of the F. N. Burt
Co., Limited, was re-elected President of the Canadian
Wm. A. Rogers Co., Limited, at the annual meeting
held last week in Toronto.

The first of the two new 166 inch machines, which
are being installed at Espanola, Ont. by the Spani.sh

River Pulp and Paper Mills, is now in operation and
was started ten days ahead of schedule time, making
five machines now in operation and increasing the

output fifty-five tons a day. The new machine is

running in perfect order.

A provincial charter has been granted to the Ste.

Anne Lumber Company, Limited, with headquarters
in Montreal and a capital stock of $.500,000. Among
the powers conferred on the organization are to manu-
facture groundwood and sulphite pulp, paper, card
board, etc.

Gagnon & Fils & Cie, Limited, with headquarters
at St. George in Beauce county. Que., have been grant-
ed incorporation to manufacture and deal in pulp,
paper and wood products and carry on a general mer-
chandise business. The capital stock is $99,500.

Many friends of John F. Ellis, of Toronto, late
President of the Canadian Paper Trade A.ssqciation
and head of Barber-Ellis. Limited, congratulated
him heartily this week on the celebration of his seven-
ty-fourth birthday. Mr. Ellis is enjoying good health
and has been in the paper line all his life, having es-

tablished the present business of which he is President,
in company with the late John R. Barber, of George-
town, Ont., in 1876. Mr. Ellis is a former President
of the Canadian ^Manufacturers' Association being one
of the oldest members and is the Trea.surer of that
organization. He was also one of the founders of the
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Commereial Travellers' Association and has held many
other hifrh and responsible offices.

The Hay Stationery Co., Ltd., with a capital stock

of $125,000 and head offices in London, has been

granted a federal charter to nianufactnre, buy, sell

and deal in account registers, loose-leaf, accounting

systems, account books, stationery, etc., and to carry

on the business of printers, publishers, lithographers,

engravers, envelope, paper box manufacturers, etc.

The incorporators are John H. Hay, M. G. Hay, B. H.

Vantuyl, and A. J. Warrick, all of London.

A charter has been granted to the Great Eastern

Paper Co., Limited, ilontreal, with a capital stock

(if $.'),0{)0,00(). to carry on the business of lumbering

and the hnnber trade in all its branches and all other

business incidental thereto, and to manufacture antl

deal in logs, lumber, timber, pulp, pnlpwood, paper,

etc. The incorporators are Jolm W. ("ook, K.C'., Allen

A. Magee, T. H. Ileney and AL Goudrault and others.

Hon. Frank Carrel, i)roprietor of the Quebec Tele-

graph and member of the Quebec Legislative Assem-

bly, was recently lionored by Queen's University,

Kingston, when "the degree of L.L.D. was conferred

upon him in recognition of his valuable services to

journalism and his contribution to Canadian literature.

Engravers ^NLichinery Company, of Canada, Limited,

has been granted a charter with a capital stock of

$50,000, and head offices in Montreal. The company

is empow\M-cd to plan, design, build, manufacture and

sell and deal in machines of any kind used in the

art of engraving and lithographing, and to buy and

sell etching tools, diamond points, steel dies, copper

plates, lithographic stones, etc.

The Specialty Paper Mills. Ltd., has been incor-

porated with headquarters in (Camden East, Ont., and

a capital stock of .$325,000. The company is empow-

ered to purchase, sell, import, export and deal in all

kinds of paper and products of paper as well as timber,

wood, wood pulp, sulphite, etc. The incorporators of

the new company are : George O. Comfort, Carthage,

N.Y.. Chas. B. Wing, Cincinnati, Ohio, W. E. Honpt,

L. F. Houpt, and Edward Kener of Buffalo, N.Y.

The company has taken over the paper mills at Cam-

den East. Ont., which until recently were owned and

operated bv the Bathurst Lumber Co., of Bathur.st,

N.B.

The Dominion Chantauquas, Limited, have been

granted a charter with a capital stock of $24,000 and

headquarters in Toronto, to organize, maintain and

operate courses of entertainment commonly known as

Lyceum courses, to book talent for individual stands

and transact similar business from time to time. Among
the powers conferred upon the new organization is

to publish books and periodicals and distribute ad-

vertising matter in .support of the various schemes of

the Chautauquas.

A new road from Mouteith to Iroquois Falls, Ont.,

will next year put the residents of the paper mill town
in communication with a source of vegetables, etc.,

at the Government Experimental Farm. It is expect-

ed that the missing link, a bridge 400 feet long across

]\Ieadow Lake, will be built this winter.

Caleb and Joshua, alias John Yanier and Chas. ]\Iur-

tagh, have returned to Iroquois Falls after an in-

spection trip into the matter of costs of living in similar

towns in Ontario. Their report includes the prices of

about 150 items of groceries, meat, and supplies. From
a comparison of prices it seems that the Abitibi people

are as well off as their brother paper makers else-

where. In many cases things cost less in the far

north than in a much larger i)lace like Sudbury or

the Soo.

Plans for financing tlie merger of the Howard Smith
Pulp and Paper Company and the Toronto Paper Co.,

will include the calling in of the present issue of $475,-

000 preferred stock paying 7 i)er cent and giving in

return the new issue paying 8 per crnt.

It is stated by the Financial Post that the Abitibi

Power and Paper Co. will have doubled its present

output of 70,000 tons of newsprint in the next year

or so.

J. J. Carrick of Port Arthur, spent several days in

Montreal last week. Mr. Carrick has cutting rights

on the Pic River timber limits and proposes to build

a newsprint mill—sometime.

PRICE BROS. TO BUILD A NEW MILL.
C^uclici', Xdvciiilicr, 11.—A big moNcmi'iit for the

further dcvcloinnent of the pulp and pai)cr industry

in Canada will be started in the province of Quebec
shortly by the firm of Price Bros, ami Company.

Statistics show that the manufacture of pulp and
paper is one of the greatest industries which Canada
possesses at the present tinn-. the daily output of )iai)ei-

in this country being 2.200 tons as compai'ed with

2,000 tons in the United States .

Of Canada's daily output, 260 tons are manufac-
tured at Longuiere and Kenogami by Price Bros., and
Company, and machinery is being installed to bring
this output up to over 300 tons a day.

The firm has plans for further expansion and in an
interview given to-day. Sir William Price, the presi-

dent of the company, outlined his j)lans as follows:

"My board has definitely decided to start work
without delay on a large newsprint mill in the Sague-
nay district, with a capacity of between four hun-
dred and five hundred tons.

"Work has already been started on the necessary
water power and by ^lay of next j'ear, construction
of the mill will be under way.
"A further machine is now being erected in our

Kenogami mill. This machine would have been work-
uig now had it not been for the strike in England.
This brings our present output up to 270 tons or, in-

cluding Jonquiere, 325 tons perday of jiaper and board,
in addition to sulphite pulp.

"When our new plant is operating our total output
of paper and board will be in the neighborhood of 800
tons per day."
With the erection of the plant a new town will

spring into existence. The site is about three or four
miles east of Chicoutimi and the town will be called

"Saguenay."
It is situated on tide water, and free from the usual

tide delays that are experienced at Chicoutimi. An
excellent level plain stretches to the south and west,
and the whole area is most fittingly adapted for a large
manufacturing and industrial centre.

With the forced ending of the coal strike in the
United States by reason of action of the courts, it is

to be hoped that an agreement between miners and
operators will be reached which will prevent a re-

currence of trouble.

NO RE-OPENING U. S. INQUIRY.
The plea of the American publishers for a re-open-

ing of the newsprint inquiry t" n.lni't new evidence
bearing on the price for a p rti'in (,f last year has
been emphatically denied by ;lie Court.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, November, 10.—Newsprint grows scarcer

all the time, the demand increases each week and the

value of paper and pulp stocks continues to ascend on

the stock markets. The situation is becoming alarm-

ing and there is little relief in sight in overtaking the

call for newsprint on all sides. The big companies

are making extensions and the new machine of the

Spanish Kiver Paper Mills has been set operating at

Espanola with another to follow in a few months.

One of the interesting announcements of the week
is that the Great Lakes Paper Company is about to

erect a huge plant just east of Port Arthur with an

output of over a hundred tons a day. There will be

a groundwood pulp plant of one hundred tons a day
and a sulphite pulp plant of twenty-five tons. The

total expenditure on the enterprise will be between

four and five million dollars. There is room in Can-

ada for this undertaking and others like it.

Another evidence of the reaching out of Canadian

mills for the sulphite pulp trade is the journey of Sir

(leorge Bury, liead of the Whalen Pulp and Paper
Mills, of Vancouver, to China and Japan to develop

business and the increase of the annual production of

their mills from 56,000 tons to 75,000 tons. The scar-

city of groundwood pulp keeps up and there is a large

number of inquiries constantly coming to hand. Prices

range from forty dollars up to forty-five and forty-

six per ton, according to the location of the mill,

quality of the product and how urgently it is required

by the purchasers. It is intimated that the figure

will go still higher. Reports received from the Crown
Timber Agents of Ontario are to the effect that set-

tlers and others will take out an increased supply of

pulpwood this season and there "avIU be a ready mar-
ket for all of it. Already considerably increased

prices are being asked.

One of the main topics of conservation at the pres-

ent time is how high will newsprint prices go in Can-
ada and what will the mills get for the eighty-five or

ninety per cent proportion of their product which
they export. It is probable that the figure in the Do-
minion will reach four cents and for the commodity
delivered over the border the quotation may be four

and a half. All manufacturers are up against higher

costs and pulp, coal and other supplies, not to speak

of wages, count in the computation. Conditions now
resolve themselves into supply and demand and one

favorable factor is that the U. S. Circuit Court

has refused the application for a review of prices.

The manufacturers have thus scored a victory and
publishers may be glad to get supplies of raw material

at any price before 1920 terminates.

All lines of paper are in steady demand and toilet

and tissue mills are running farther behind in orders

while coated paper plants, although operating with

double shifts, are unable to catch up. Many new firms

are getting out literature of an advertising character

and are using coated stock. Printing establishments

are decidedly busy and paper box companies have
all they can attend to. Girl help is scarce and pack-

age goods (not referring to girls) are coming more and
more to the front. During the period of the European
conflict there were many concerns who, in order to

cheapen production, did away with containers but

that day is now passed, wax paper is also greatl.v in

demand and all plants are rushed to the limit.

Jobbers report that business is so brisk that they are

getting behind in shipments and deliveries to them
are delayed in many instances. Wrapping papers are

very firm in price and a leading kraft concern has sent

out notices that, after January l.st next, all deliveries

or orders taken will be on whatever prices prevail

at the time of shipment. One eastern Canadian Com-
pany rejiorted this week that they were refusing more
orders for their various lines than they were accept-

ing.

In boards of all kinds the mills are behind and will

accept no orders that do not take in the full width

of tlie machine. It is necessary for them to get the

maximum ()uti)ut possible to keep up with the trade

that is coming their waJ^ Prices remain firm. Manu-
facturing stationers are rushing out papeteries, high

class envelopes and allied lines for the Christmas busi-

ness which is expected to be the largest on record.

Thus the whole story in the paper arena is one of

expansion and production. Many mills would like

to take aboard more export business but are unable

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill, NEW YORK

Write us when
you have any

surplus of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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to do so owing to home consumption. Blotting papers

will soon be turned out in Canada in larger quantities

than ever and one mill Avill specialize on this line. The

trend of affairs is that the paper business in Cauda

is going to be more highly specialized from now on

and the dav of running off half a dozen kuids ol paper

on the one' machine is rapidly passing. Then several

new ranges will soon make their appearance such as

bristol board, vegetable parchment, etc. There will

also not be much overlapping in the business and this

should tend to increase production. There has been

a rumor from some time that the Rathurst Lumber

Companv, which now produces about sixty tons daily

of sulphite and sulphate pulp respectively, would turn

their attention to the erection of a paper mill but

general Manager Angus McLean reports that nothing

has been finally decided as yet regarding this and no

decision will be reached until next year. In the

meantime the company is developing its water power

on the Nipisiguit river at Grand Falls, twenty miles

from Bathurst, putting in two units of 4,500 h.p. each

and will be running all their industries by electricity

a vear from now.

The demand for high-grade sulphite pulp is excep-

tionally active at present and the prospects are very

bright.' Li regard to sulphate pulp, the market is

soiitewhat quieter owing to the fact that there is more

or less Scandinavian kraft coming into the United

States recently and is being sold at cut prices; in fact

the Scandinavian pulp is being sold at a figure under

the cost of production. It is understood that the

mills, who are holding some of this kraft pulp in

Scandinavia are being forced by their banks to realize,

and as they have special freight rates coming to the

American side, they can bring their pulp over for

very low carrying charges. It has been stated that

the freight on pulp from the Scandinavian mills to

the United States is only about 25 per cent of what

it costs Canadian manufacturers to ship their kraft

pulp from Canada to the British market. The Cana-

dian manufacturers feel this is rather a bad handi-

cap, and it is seriously interfering with the market

of kraft pulp from the Canadian mills to the United

States.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, November, 8.—Business of consistently

good volume continues to be reported in all kinds of

paper and the market is in a firm position. Demand
has settled down to a point where it is not character-

ized by as large a degree of excitement as was in

evidence a short time ago, but the movement of paper

into consuming channels is unchecked and mills with

few if any exceptions are operating full and shipping

out all of their product about as quickly at it becomes

available.

The coal strike has a dampening influence on the

manufacturing situation, but thus far no reports have

been received of mills being compelled to close down
for want of fuel. As matters stand, the majority of

paper mills of the country have sufficient coal on

hand to last them for several w^eks, while as far as

newsprint mills are involved, the probabilities are they

will not experience any great difficulty in securing

coal as they have been placed on the Government
priority list. Should the strike be continued for any
appreciable length of time naturally the paper in-

dustry-, together with other manufacturing industries,

will be seriously affected, but present indications

are that the backbone of the strike has been broken

by the firm stand of the Government and the prob-

abilities are the mining of coal will soon be resumed
in normal fashion.

Offerings of roll newsprint for prompt delivery

have about disappeared from the market. Mills in

common are sold far ahead and have none of their

product to dispose of in the open market, having

their hands full in trying to keep contract customers

supplied. Spot jn-ices therefore are nominal, and all

manner of quotations are heard of. Sales are said to

have been made at beyond 6 cents a pound at the mill,

and judging from the keen demand and the urgent

need of publishers, this price or any other is not im-

probable. Daily newspaper proprietors in various sec-

tions are adopting measures seeking to relieve the

stringent shortage of newsprint which is constantly

growing more acute. The policy most are pursuing
is to limit their editions to a fixed number of pages
and copies, with the result that they are daily leaving

out columns uiion columns of advertising. One local

newspaper has made a practice for the past several

weeks in printing a statement on its first page every

day giving the amount of advertising it has been
obliged to omit, and almost every day something like

thirty or forty columns of display advertising l^ave

been omitted.

The wrapping paper market is in a firm position,

buyers operating actively and freely meeting the quo-

tations named. Tissues are quotably steady and sought
in good volume. The book paper situation exhibits

little change notwithstanding the continuance of the

printers' strike in New York City. Local demand re-

mains quiet but mills report little let-up in buying
activity, which would indicate that consumers outside

of this city are increasing their purchases. This
seems quite likely in view of the large number of

periodicals which are being printed outside of New
York as a result of the printing trade strike here.

Fine papers are moving in large volume at firm
prices. Mills in general are reported running at

maximum capacity and to be finding a ready market
for all of their output. Export business is cutting
quite a swath in the fine paper trade at present, ship-

ments to foreign countries showing a gradual and
steady increase. South American countries, it is

understood, are purchasing large quantities of the
cheaper grades of writing papers in the United States,

and manufacturers are said to be diverting such sup-
plies as they have no market for here into such chan-
nels.

Boards rule firm and are moving in a consistent
manner. Buyers have let up in their operations to an
extent, as they usually do at this season, but mills are
kept bus.y delivering on back orders and it can safely
be said that the average board manufacturer still has
two to three weeks' business booked, which should
keep them engaged until ju.st before the turn of the
year when box manufacturers ordinarily resume pur-
chasing. News board is quoted at $65 per ton and
plain chip board at $60.

GROUNDWOOD.—Strength characterizes prices on
mechanical pulp and available supplies are at a very
low ebb. Spot offerings, in fact, have practically
disappeared and transient buyers are experiencing
increasing difficulty in locating pulp irrespective of
the prices they are willing to pay. Behind the
strong groundwood market is the active demand for
and voluminous production of newsprint paper, which
is absorbing all the .supply of pulp to be had. When it
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is uiulcrstodd that the consumption of newsprint

duringr the jiast several months has been runnin'r

something like 25 per eent in excess of the normal

production, the brisk demand for mechanical pulp can

be readily explained. Bids of $40 per ton for No. 1

spruce frroundwood for prompt delivery are frequent-

ly turned down by manufacturers, most of whom are

liot in a condition to enter into engagrements for im-

mediate shipments, being sold up for some time. Re-

jiorts are heard off and on of transactions at as high

as ^'iO. and in view of the strong position of the mar-

ket and the increasing demand, almost any price ap-

jiears probable.

t'lIEMK'AL Pl'LP.—Chemical woodpulps are (luot-

ably steady but lacking in fresh market feature. There

is a steady movement of supplies into consuming chan-

nels hut demand it not excited and i)roduccrs seem to

be filling the wants of buyers without undue trouble.

New.sprint sulphite is probably the most actively

sought grade and sales at 3.50 to 3.75 cents a pound

at pulp mills are quite numerous. Many mills are sold

up on this grade of sulphite and are out of the mar-

ket insofar as prompt shipnu-nts are concerned. There

is also a good call for domestic bleached sulphite, of-

ferings of which are light, most producers having dis-

po.sed of their output for several months ahead and

being indisposed to enter into engagements further

off. Kraft is steady at a quotable basis of around

$80 per ton for No. 1 domestic pulp, and soda pulp

and Mitscherlich sulphite find a ready market. Re-

ceipts from foreign sources continue light and as the

time for the freezing over of the Baltic is drawing

nigh supplies from Scandinavia are likely to grow

smaller from now on.

RAGS.—^Paper-making rags are moving toward

mills in limited quantities and there is little or no

change of note in market prices or conditions. Low
grades chiefly used by roofing felt manufacturers

lead the demand, and activity in this class of material

seems to be sustaining values on the better qualities

in the face of their slow movement. Roofing rags

of No. 1 grade are selling at between $2.70 and $2.80

per hundred pounds f.o.b. New York and of No. 2

quality at .$2.60 to $2.70. Felt manufacturers as a rule

report having fairly large supplies on hand, but it is

understood most of them have bookings far ahead
for their product and are pursuing a policy of con-

stantly adding to their stocks of raw material. In

the better grades of rags. No. 1 packing of whites

leads the demand, and .sales of repacked stock at

$7.50 to $8.00 are reported and of miscellaneous pack-

ing at $6. Thirds and blues are moving only in scat-

tered directions and at relativel.v low prices, sales of

repacked blues being noted at $3.75 to $4.00 f.o.b.

New York.

PAPER STOCK.—Business of fair magnitude in

passing in waste paper. Demand runs mainly toward

the low-priced descriptions used by box board mills,

but there is a consistent and fairly voluminous move-
ment of high grades into consuming channels. Prices

are generally maintained and such alterations as have
occurred have been invariably in an upward direction.

White news is in a very strong market position, this

being attribut-^d to the scarcity and high cost of

groundwood. which prompts consumers to look for

this grade of old paper. Sales at .$2.10 and $2.15 per

hundred pounds f.o.b. New York have been recorded

and reports have been received, though unconfirmed,
of transactions at even higher levels. Another active

item is overissue newspapers, which are sought by

board manufacturers at prices ranging between $1.15

and $1.25 at shipping points. Folded newspapers are

firm and moving regularly at around 85 cents per

hundred ])ounds New York, while No. 1 mixed paper

is being absorbed in good volume at a price basis of

75 to 80 cents. Flat stock is still more or less neglect-

ed and dealers report offerings of heavy books and
magazines at $2 New York to be resulting in few
orders, mills as a rule seeking to buj' at cheaper fig-

ures. Shavings are (piotably steady with No. 1 iiard

whites held at $5.25 to $5.50 and No. 1 soft whites at

$4.00 to ,$4.25.

OLD ROPE AND I'.ACUJING.—Occasional sales of

No. 1 ^lanila ro]ie at $6 per hundred |)ounds New
York are reported, but c^irrent demand from mills is

weak, and most buyers are seeking to acquire suji-

plies at cheaper levels. Old bagging is in limiteil

call and consumers appear to be securing all the stock

wanted at a ])rice basis of about $2.75 for No. 1 scrap.

MILLION DOLLAR FELT PLANT NEARING
COMPLETION.

There is a fine ijiew factory now under con-

struction in Hamilton, Out., for Porrits & Spencer.
Canada, Limited. _ Building operations have been in

progress for some time and the announcement that the

premises will likely be ready for occupancy about
December 1st next, is of deep interest to both the pulp
and paper and the textile industries, for the company,
as a branch of the English concern of Bury, England,
are to engage in the manufacture of paper makers'
felts. The building is already half completed and
when the machinery and plant are installed the out-

lay will represent in the the neighborhood of a mil-

lion dollars. The decision of the English firm to es-

tablish a plant of this extent in Canada was reached

after a careful survey of the textile and pulp and
paper felts in this country and the investment of this

amount of money in what will be the largest factory of

its kind in Canada, reflects the company's faith in

the possibilities and further future development of

the two industries in the Dominion. Already enjoying

a big trade in Europe and on this side of the Atlantic,

the firm is establishing the present enterprise in order

to handle Canadian demands and its export business.

The factory, which has been designed by the W. J,

Westaway Company, Main and McNab streets, Hamil-

ton, is being constructed on Lottbridge Street in the

east end of the city and is on the main line of the G.

T. R. to Niagara Falls. In addition to commodious
and well-equippeed manufacturing departments, pro-

vision has been made for every modern convenience

for the comfort and health of the employees, including

first aid quarters, dining room and the latest system

of forced hot water heating.

The buildings are constructed of brick walls, steel

beams, reinforced concrete, plank roofs and steel sash.

The picker room is isolated from the storage by fire-

proof construction and the whole plant has been de-

signed to use all the natural light possible. "W. H.

Yates. Jr.. of Hamilton, is the contractor and good

progress is being made with the work.

Twenty-five employes of the Eastern Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Me., became American citizens the other day.

They expect a larger number on the next naturaliza-

tion day. How many Canadian mills are trying to

make Canadian citizens of their foreign help?
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£ EDITORIAL i
^ m

MAKING USE OF THE ASSOCIATION.
Tile offiets ot tlie Cauadiau Pulp aud Paper Assoeia-

tioii have been moved from the Shaughnessey Building

to Rooms 701 and 702 Drummoud Building. This is

the second move that has been necessitated in the past

three j'ears on account of the growth of the Association

and the extension of its activities. With every move,

and in fact every mouth, the Sf;rvices of the Association

have been developed so that members uow have many
advantages that m ere hardly thought of five years ago.

One of the reasons, other thau the necessity for more

commodious quarters, for moving the association offices

was to get a location more convenient for the members

and others who frequently or occasionally visit them.

Aside from regular and special meetings of executives

of the Association and of the ISections which may be

held in the Association rooms, there are probably many
thousands of visits to Montreal each year by people

connected with the pulp and paper industry either as

producers or consumers. Both of these classes are cor-

dially welcome at the Association office, we understand

from the secretary, and more calls from such people

would not only be of advantage to the secretary of the

Association but also to the visitoi-s. In the first place

it would serve to increase the ability of the office to

act as a clearing house for information an.l advice.

It would also serve to put the mill in touch with trade

possibilities and conditions and would put consumers in

touch with sources of supply and general mill condi-

tions. The advice of the secretary as to where a person

might go for a certain grade and where a mill might

find a customer for a part of its output or an indication

of what might develop into a profitable line to intro-

duce is all a form of service which works both ways.

The editor recently had the pleasue of calling at the

new offices and found Mr. Dawe and Mr. Beck suffici-

ently settled to transact all necessary business and well

on the way to the arrangement of the association lib-

rary, files and other machinery of the office. Large

wall charts on which information relating to the vari-

ous grades of pulp and paper are plotted regularly

show not only the present conditions of the various

lines as to shipments, stocks and production, but they

also serve the general tendencies. The relations be-

tween the conditions in the various lines can also be

discovered by a comparison of the various curves. The

secretary is doing some interesting work and his efforts

will not only be encouraged but assisted and improved

by frequent visits from men who are interested in

these things. It is only bj^ a close co-operation and

an intimate understanding, such as can be possible by
a frequent personal contact that the Association will

be boiuul together and become a real force, not only for
the development of this jiartieular industry but also
a.s a social and industrial bulwark of the Dominion.

"COMING CONVENTIONS CAST THEIR
The title of this editorial is incomplete. It resembles

the statement that "Coming events cast the shadow
before", but it seems a little unfair to include the word
•shadows' because that implies that an opaque body
is an obstruction to rays of light. We prefer to think
of the conventions of the Pulp and Paper Association
and the meetings of the various sections as sources
of light rather than obstructions to it. Consequently
it would seem fair to say that "Coming conventions
cast their radiance before". Such a prediction, how-
ever, may be a little bit premature at the present time
but from the experience of a little over three years
with Canadfan conventions there is every assurance
that such a statement is not all together unfounded.

It is approximately three months until the annual
meetings take place but the success of a meeting de-
pends on three factors, the enthusiasm of the crowd
when the members get together and discuss matters
of importance and mutual concern, on the good fellow-
ship which grows with the personal contact at frequent
meetings, and perhaps most of all on the careful pre-
parations which must be made many weeks in advance
of the event.

Many things have happened since the last annual
meeting and we are now back on a peace basis, or
shall be as soon as the Order in Council expires which
fixes the i)rice of newsprint. The country is not back
on a pre-war basis and perhaps never will be. In many
i-e.spects it would be decidedly better if the world
should forget the conditions of the ]ire-war basis.
Probably a majority of such conditions are no longer
desirable. The experience of the past five years should
have developed a desire and a purpose for better con-
ditions thau ever existed before and a determination
that many practices which previously we looked on
as tolerable are no longer in accord with the spirit of
the world. If Canada, along with other nations has
not emerged from the conflict with the determination
to make things better, then the great lesson has not
been learned and the greatest good has not been de-
rived from this monstrous evil.

With the labor organizations meeting in an inter-
national convention to establish some basis of fairness
for the competition of the laboring man in one country
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with the laboriiifT man in aiuillu'i- it IjcIihovos every em-

ployer of labor in Canada to see tlial his workmen labor

under the best available conditions. Sueh a matter as

this does not ii-siially ai)i)ear on the program of a nianii-

faeturer's eonvention but we venture to say that there

are few items of more importance to a mill's eeonomic

condition than tiie quality of housing and degree of

contentment enjoyed by the employees. It is essen-

tially an economic problem for the management to

provide suitable housing at an attainable price but the

effect is like the course of a boomerang in that it comes

back in the health, eontentedness and efficiency of the

workmen. Of course, efficiency may be interpreted

in the terms of decreased cost of production or in terms

of a sufficient increase in wages to make possible tlie

payment of the slightly higher rent that will be neces-

sary for a j)ropcr tyi)e of dwelling. Looking at it

either way. an investment in lualtli and contentment

is highly desirable.

Technical Section meetings arc looked forward to.

not only by the members of the Technical Section but

also by the maiiagoments of the mills . More and

more of the managers are coming to attend the Tech-

nical Section meetings and so come directly in touch

with the important scientific topics that are being

discussed by their chemists and engineers. The past

year must have seen many developments of value in

a technical sense which could be properly discussed at

a technical meeting without exposing mill secrets.

Some technical workers have no doubt come up against

problems which present puzzling points and many of

these no doubt have already been met by other mem-

bers of the Association. A discussion of these, either

in o])en meeting or in conversation with friends, would

make work easier. A number of suggestions for dis-

cussion have appeared in the various paper journals re-

cently and a discussion of them would be of immense

value to the industry. A few suggestions would be.

the estimation of the pereentajif of grouudwood and

sulphite pulp in newsprint and ollici' papers; tlie heat-

ing value and method of application of the combus-

tible matter in waste sulphite liquor; and the destruc-

tion of pulp by fungi and bacteria and possible remed-

ies.

The last iteni has been found of such extent and im-

portance by the investigations so far undertaken at the

New York State College of Forestry and at the For-

est Products Laboratories that the American Techni-

cal Association has passed a resolution asking Con-

gress to appropriate $50,000 for the investigation of

this subject. The statement is made that the injury

to pulp wood and wood pulp causes a loss of $30,000,-

000 annually to the pulp and paper industry of the

United States. In proportion to wealth and population

the pulp and paper industry of Canada is of infinitely

more importance to the Dominion than is this same

industry to the United States. Consequently an equi-

valent loss of Wood and \\ odd pulp here is (if enor-

mously great'r import.

The matter of ilelei-iiiiiiiiij.' llic |irrcciilagc of fibres

is one that is worthy (d' eonsideralile study and atten-

tion as it is an evrry da.\' mill pi'olilcin that many mills

do not pay sufficient attention to.

Xow is till- time for mrndiers to begin collecting in-

formation anil ideas . Suggestions for the pi'ogram

of the section meetings and of the Association meeting'?;

will be very welcome by the committees in chai'gc. In

fact the committees cannot be ex))ected to hatch satis-

faetorv ideas uidess members of the Association and

the Tecdinical Section take the troidde to la\' a few eggs.

THE INDEX, GENTLEMEN, THE INDEX!
What a ri'lii'f to .sa,\ . after wcai-y moiitlis ol' waiting,

that the index for the Pulj) and l'a|ier Magazine for

1918, Volume XVII is really ready for distribution.

Send in .\-our requests, there are plent.\- of copies. Of

course we think it is a good job. It ought to be for

the time it took. It contains titles of articles, authors

of articles, authors of abstracts, titles of abstracts in-

dexed b.v subjects and classified, and an index or key to

the classification by topics.

COBWEBS.
Our heartiest congratulations to 'Slv. and Mrs. Koy

L. Cami>bell on the birth of a son. We hope he is as

liajipy da.\s and as slee])y nights as oui- own husky nIT-

spring.

The wheels are turning again in Xew York. At

least enough are moving in the printing trade to en-

able our contemporaries to resume i)ublication. They

have been through a trying time. We hope it will not

be repeated.

From the result of the Victory Loan it would seem

that previous loans might have succeeded without the

tax free provision and so saved the Government a lot

of money. The ])rincipal thing now is to s|)end it

wisel.v, not ])olitically.

We had dinner last week with a friend who was born

in England but had lived thirteen yeais in the United

States without having visited Canada before. The

things that struck him with particular force seemed

to be the opportunity of having jam and tea for break-

fast and to see a duplicate of a London "bobby"" on

the street corner.

^Ir. Lloyd Harris reports that Europe is getting

down steadily to work and that Canada and the Ignited

States must do the same. There is still an enormous

waste to nudie up. If other industries were as indus-

trious as pidp and paper there would be little com-

plaint of lack of lU'oduction.
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Canadian Pulp and Paper in the British Market

The last issue of the Pulp and Paper Magazine con- "'U Conditions—Packing and Weight—The pulp to be

tained the report of M. A. L. Dawe on the paper Situa- f^^f^^
in bales of declared uniform weight, or a specification

/^
, , i- • I. 1 • '" "^ given stating the weight and number of each bale. The

tion in Eng-land. Following- is a continuation of his prke is per ton of 2.240 ibs. i.ois kiios gross for net.

remarks, "(2) Definition of 'Air Dry'—By air-dry weight is under
stood 90 parts of absolutely dry pulp and 10 parts water.

THE PULP SITUATION. "(3) Quantity—Should the buyers question the quantity of

pulp invoiced, the dispute shall be forthwith determine-d by an

Canadian mamifactuiTrs of pulj) will be interested agreed qualified analyst acknowledged good standing. In the

in rea.ling an article bv .Mr. G. R. Hall Caine, former f^'«"' °^ ^u^'^rX^'.l
'° *"''

^pp°'"""^"V °/ ^" ""^''f'
'^^

^ •
I- r< D •

I
buyer shall submit three names from a list of analysts ap-

Deputy Paper Controller of Great Britain, although proved by the British and Scandinavian Pulp and Paper As-
they may not agree with all the point.s raised therein. sociations to the seller, one of whom must be selected. The

Afr' Caine savs- "^'^^ must take place within 10 days of the claim being made.
"The analyst shall, at the consumer's mill, or at anv public

"There has never been such an opportunity for Canada, in
^.^arf, dock or station in the United Kingdom, forthwith

both the paper and wood pulp markets, as exists at the present g^mple and subsequently test the pulp, and determine the
moment. The Paper Industries Enquiry Committee, which was qu^my to be re-invoiced. Not less than half the parcel in
set up by the President of the Board of Trade to investigate dispute shall be availabe, otherwise no caim is permissible,
the serious position in which British paper-makers found ..^he samples to be drawn from accurately weighed and
themselves after the armistice, on account of the cancelling

^^^^^^ ,,^,gj, ^^ ^^^^^^^. ^^ possible in the manner agreed puon
of large orders of paper for war purposes, has shown a strong

j^y ^^^ British and Scandinavian Pulp and Paper Associations,
preference for paper manufactured within the Empire. Apart ^j ,^^gj ,% of the bales to be sampled, but in no case less than
from that, the atmosphere has been prepared among British

^j^ j,^,^^ .j.^^ analyst may at his discretion, within three
paper-makers and users for paper and pulp. Considerations ^^^.^ ^^^^ ^ further 2% of the parcel.
of sentiment have their part in creating this atmosphere but ,-,^^^ .,^^..^^^, j^ ^^^ ^j^.,, .„„, ^^^ ^^^j^ ^^ f„l,„^^. ^^^^ ^^^^^^^
the business side also enters into it, inasmuch as many Brit-

,,,,^ ^j^^^,^ ^^^ difference not exceed 0.5% the pulp shall not
ish makers rightly or wrongly feel that they have not been

„^ reinvoiced and the costs shall be borne by the buyer,
treated fairly by the Scandinavian pulp mills^

. ^ ... , ,
(4) Quality—Any dispute as to quality shall be referred to

The Scandinavian pulp people, knowing that British mak-
arbitration. Should the delivery of pulp be found, upon ar-

ors could not obtain supplies of wood pulp from Canada or
^^^^^^^^ „„t ^^ i.^ reasonably equal to the sample sold upon.

America during the war on account o the shipping d'"'cuU.es
.^ ^^^„ ,^^ ,^^^ ^^ ^^^ arbitrators or umpire to decide whether

exploited the situation and raised their prices to such high ,, u n i • . j . i . ^ , „. „ii„«.„„„„
,

'
, ^ , , „ . the pup shall be rejected or taken at an adequate allowance,

levels as to make the price of iiaper m our country a very ,, ,, , ,, ., , . i -i i i * „• ,-
. . T^ ^. „ .]. . , 1, J . luUv half the ]):ircel must be available for examnation.

serious question; in fact, the British paper-makers had to pay „,-.-. .1 . n,i, > ,, ^_ ... ,., ; j .. .,, t „ i„ (o) Force Majeure—The buyers or sellers may suspend
something like four or five times the pre-war price for pulp. .... j A.- • . j. .. i,..... .1, ^ .V. . . X. J, r deliveries under this contract pending anv contingency be-
with the consequence that their prices to consumers had to .... . , ^. ,. ; J? j »v, t ^
, . , , . 1 I « „ • 1 , .', vond their control which prevents or hinders the manufacture
b,. raised, and a great deal of recrimination arose between - ' .,

, . „,,_
.. _ , , . „. „ ... . of paper or the manufacture or delivery of pulp, viz.:—The act
the makers and consumers of paper. The British paper- . ,, , ... , , . , ,.. i,, j .j . . . ,„ , V, 1, » . n->« « Ti, „ . • 1 u 1 J of (Jod. war, strikes, lockouts, drought, flood, accidents, total
maker, who has to import 90% of the material he u.ses, had

, ^- . . • ^ .. ^ . . c„ .. , . • . .V, • « . ij ij or partial fire, obstruction of navigation bv ice at port of
no effective defence against the raising of prices. He would , . . , , j . .. . ., ,., „.i.

have gladly obtained his supplies from Canada, but the short- shipment, and loss and detention at sea or the like. The party

age of shipping blocked that road. The moment sufficient
effected shall give prompt notice to the other party of the

shipping can be obtained for transportation there will be a '^'\"«^ ^"'' commencement of such suspension, and also of

market in this country for anything between .500,000 and 800,-
"'h^" 't ceases to have effect and deliveries shall be resumed

000 tons of Canadian pulp per annum. The pre-war im- "•" "^^^ according to the production of the sellers or the con-

portation of woodpulp into England was about 1,200,000 tons sumption of the buyers. \\ hen such suspension shall have

per year, of which about 90% came from Scnndinavia. There- ^""','""^'' f"''
""f

calendar month, the delivery for that period

fore, I say the British paper-maker is ready and anxious to
«hall be cancelled, unless otherwise agreed. For each succeed-

take Canadian pulp." '"S Penod of one month the .same course shall be taken. In.

./-,,. n ,. i.1 • i the case of single cargoes or deliveries at longer intervals than
As Canadian manufacturers are aware, the imports „„^ ^„„,^ one-twelfth, of a year's deliveries shau be can-

and general pulj) business of Great Britain are closely celled for each month's suspension,

associated with the British and Scandinavian Wood- "in the event of the works of either buyer or seier being

pulp Association, which COnsi,sts of bona fide manu- 1"'^^ destroyed by fire and not rebuilt, tnis contract to
' ' p

, 1 .be null and void.
facturers of pulj) as well as agents and merchants in .,,g, ^^^^^^ „, Contract-Shouid the buyers refuse to take
the same commodity, delivery of pulp during the currency of this contract, except-

To mv knowledge, this Association does not engage ing for reasons covered by clauses 4 and 5, the goods cannot

in anv statistical work, such as that carried on the Can- aft^J^aj-d^ be claimed, but may be sold by the sellers, after

. • . . . .... 14 days notice, for the buyers account. On the other hand,
adian I'nl|) and Paper As.sociatlon, its principal tunc- failure of the sellers to make delivery entitles the buyers, after

tion being to provide a uniform contract note for flie 14 days' notice, to purchase against them. Each delivery

trade and to ensure uniform testing methods, ""<^<''' this contract to be treated as a separate contract, and
oil .. ,1 • ... ^ i. 1 , 1 , ,

failure to give or take any delivery shall not void the con-
Ihe tollowing is tbe note tor woodpull) ad()|ited by tract as to other deliveries.

this A.SSOciation and also the conditions of sale:— ..(y. Default, Bankruptcy or Insolvency—if the buyers make

"CONTRACT NOTF FOR WOODPCLP" default in any payment in terms of contract, or become sub-
^

ject to the Bankruptcy Laws, or being a joint-stock com-
( Adopted by the British and Scandinavian Woodpulp and pany (whether constituted under British ur Foreign Laws)

Paper Associations.) become insolvent, or go into liquidation, or have a receiver
AI appointed at the instance of the debenture holders or other

creditors, the sellers ma.v, at their option, withhold or re-
We have this day fuse to make further deliveries.

Quantity and Description of ^oods:- „,g) ^j^^ Limit-All claimfe must be made in writing within
Mode and Place of Delivery.

-,^ ^^^^ ^^^^j. (jpij^.^r^. of the consignment at the consumer's
rime of^ Delivery:

^^^1,, ^.y^^^f ^^ station in the United Kingdom, and no claims
rice.

,„ ^ . . . ,. ... -J. posted after said period shall be recognised.
Terms of Pavment;— (Cash before delivered if recpiired)

Remarks- "'"' Duties—In the case of duties being imposed at British

Subject to the conditions printed un the back hereof. ''"''« «" woodpulp. such duties shall be bdrne by the buyers.
"(lOl Arbitration—All disputes under this contract shall

be settletl in the United Kingdom by arbitration under the
Arbitration Act. 1889. Each party to appoint an arbitrator,

19 who upon questions of quality shall be an e.xpert in paper
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or pulp, and they to appoint their umpire before proceeding

on the reference. If either party fails to appoint an arbit-

rator within 14 days of notice in writing, requiring him to

do so, the arbitrator appointed by the other party shall act

for both parties, and his award shall bind both parties as if

he had been appointed by consent."

The rules for testing follow in detail, together with

tiie names of the analysts who are authorized by the

Association to test pulp. Tiie system that is utilized by

them is the Wedge System, and. if any menibere are

interested in getting a complete article on this sub-

ject, thcv should refer to the" Paper Makers Monthly

Journal'"' of the 15th May, 1S)19, where M('^^sIs. Siiulall

& Bacon explain their method very fully. I have also

some reprints of this, which may be useful to some

ot the members:

—

Rules for Testing—"Rules for Sampling Woodpulp for Mois-

ture Tests—Approvt-a by the British and Scandinavian Pulp

and Taper Associations, and referred to in Clause 3 of the

Contract Note for Woodpulp.
"1—Samples to be cut by the 'wedge' system. The wedges

or triangles to be drawn from the centre to the outside, with

base angles of 24 degrees or 12 degrees, according to the size

of the parcel.
"2—Templet stamped by the Associations, to be used for

regulating the size of each wedge.
"3—Two per cent, of the bales (but not less than six) to

be sampled, and the Analyst to have exclusive rights to re-

turn within three days and take a further two per cent, should

he deem it advisable.
''4—The selection of the bales for testing to be left entirely

to the discretion of the Analyst.
"5—Five sheets from each bale to be sampled. The first

sheet of No. 1 bale to be drawn ot zero (or. say the outside

sheet) ; the second sheet at five inches downwards, the third

sheet at ten inches downwards, th fourth sheet at fifteen

inches downwards, and the fifth sheet at twenty inches down-
wards.
"Samples of the second bale to be drawn at 1, 6, 11, 16 and

21 inches downwards, and so forth, different sized bales pro
rata. The object of this Is to have the outside sheets in fair

proportion.
"The wedge-shaped sample, as described above, to be drawn

from each of the five sheets of a bale and the wedge to be
cut right through the sheets or slab of pulp. The sheets are

to be considered as divided into 16 or 32 wedges or triangles,

and at each cutting the wedge next in rotation is to be taken.
"More than half of the parcel must be in existence for test-

ing when the Analyst arrives, otherwise no claim is permis-
sible.

"The following analysts are authorized by the Associations
to test pulp:^
Davis Bros., Manchester. Clayton Beadle & Stevens.
Orace, Calvert & Thompson. London.
Manchester. C. J. Waterfall. Bristol.

Manchester Chamber of Com- Redmond & Gemmell. Edin-
merce Testing House. Man- burgh.
Chester. Tatlock & Thompson. Glas-

S. T. Skelton, Blackpool. gow.
Sindall & Bacon, London. Wallace & Clark, Glasgow.
Douglas Bowack, F.C.S., Lon- J. & H. S. Pattinson, New-

don. castle-on-Tyne.
Cross & Bevan, London. Victor G. Jackson. London.
"American anal.v.sts recognized by the Scandinavian

Wood Pulp Associations:

—

Emil F. Johnson, New York. Wilkie & Co.. Baltimore.
Stillwell & Gladding. New Emerson Laboratories.
York. Springfield, Mass.

Arthur D. Little. Boston. Felix Paquin Galveston
Hemlin & Morrison, Philadel- Texas.

VMa,. L. A. Becnel. New Orleans."
Markets for Pulp in Great Britain. One of the pur-

poses of my visit to Great Britain was to endeavour
to assist the Canadian Trade Mission in securing ad-
ditional freight space for the large volume of pulp
which was then ready to be shipped to England, but
for which it had been impossible to obtain space.

'

Me-
chanical pulp, necessarily, received the first attention
as being the most urgent. As a result of the courtesy
extended by the Shipping Controller, I am able to
report that the bulk of the mechanical pulp that was
l.ving in Canada last May is now on its way to Great

Britain. The.se sliiiuucnts inehuled pulp from the

Chicoutimi Company and the Gulf Pulj) & Paper Com-
panj' of Clark City.

One of the difficulties in getting boats chartered

in the early part of the year was the ever-present fear

of re-direction. In other words, it might be possible to

charter a boat either for a trip or on a time basis, but

it was extremely difficult to induce the Shipping Con-

troller to grant anj^ protection from re-direeion to some
distant point, (^n this mater being explained to the

BrUish Paper Controller, it was taken up officially

with the Shipping Controller and an unofficial promise

secured that all boats which could be obtained for pulp

traffic would receive favorable consideration b.v the

board in regard to licenses. After that date, no boats

submitted by the brokers in London on behalf of the

interested firms had any difficulty in getting the ne-

cessary permits.

The subject of prices is naturally of interest. In

July prices for mechanical pulp ranged around £7

a wet ton (2,240 pounds) c.i.f., British ports. By Aug-
ust this price has risen to .£8 a wet ton (2,240 pounds)

although it was reported at that time that pulp was
being sold from Chicoutimi on the British market at

£6 10s. per wet ton (2,240 pounds). The price of

£8 a ton was still current for Scandinavian makers in

September and there Avas no sign of any weakness in

the market, but rather of strength.

A great deal of discussion is heard regarding the

possibilities of Finland coming into the market, and
the likelihood of their doing so supjiorted to some
extent b.v the fact that the British pmiiid sterling at

the end of August had a purchasing power in Finland
of 50s. Whether the high cost of materials and labor

are sufficient to overcome this remains to be seen.

CHEMICAL PTTLP.

Nominal prices current, Julv 14th. 1919:

—

c s. d.

News Grade Sulphite 22

Easy Bleach 24

Bleached 23

Sulphate 21

Prices current, August 15th, 1919 :

—

£ s. d.

News Grade 22 10

Easv Bleach 26

Bleached 35

Easy bleaching pulp in September showed an in-

crease to £28 and offers have been made to Canadian
firms of £28.

Talks and correspondence with the leading British

manufacturers indicate that there is every possibilit.v

of substantially increasing the quantity of Canadian
easy bleaching sulphite pulp of good qualit.v and not

requiring more than 6-8% of bleach and it will be well

to mention here that the entire market in Great Britain

of bleached sulphite is said not to exceed 30,000 tons

per annum. Certainly, on account of the fact that

most English mills have their own bleaching plants,

they prefer to pui;cliase easy bleaching qualities.

The following is a list of some of the principal users

of eas3' bleaching and bleached pulps :

—

ENGLAND
Allen, J. & Sons. Ivybridge, Devon.
Bathford Paper Mills Co., Ltd., Bathford Paper Mills.

Nr. Bath.

Bury Paper Making Co., Ltd.. Gigg Mills. Bury Nr.
l\Tancbester.
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Croinpton & Brothers. Ltd.

James E. Elton Paper Mills, Bury, Nr. Manchester.

Cannon & Clapperton.

Dickinson & Co., Ltd., John, Croxley Mills, Watford.

Dickinson & Co., Ltd., John, Nash Mills, Heme!
Hempstead, Herts.

Duxbury & Sons, Ltd., Yates, Heapbridge Paper Works,

Bury, Lanes.

East Lancashire Paper Mill Co., Ltd., Radcliff, Nr.

Manchester.
Fi.sher & Co., Ltd., Kettlebrook Mill, Tamwortli.

PJetcher & Son, Ltd., Robert, Kearsley Paper Works.

Stoneclough, Nr. Manchester.

Fourstones Paper Mill Co.. Ltd., South Tyuc Mill,

Fourstones, Northumberland.
Golden Valley Piiper Mills, Bittou, Nr. Bristol.

Grosveuor, Chater & Co., Ltd., Abbey Mills, Greenfield,

Holywell, Flintshire.

Grove Paper Mill Co., Ltd.. New Mills, Nr. Stockport.

Hartlepool Pulp and Paper Co., Ltd., West Hartle-

pool, Durham.
Help Paper Co., Ltd., The, Devon Valley Mill, Hcle,

Nr. Cullompton, Devon.
Hendon Paper Works Co., Ltd., Sunderland.
Hook & Co., Ltd.. C. Town.send. Snodland, Kent.

Makin & Son, Ltd., J., Disley Mills, Disley.

Marsden, Chas. & Sons.

Northfleet Paper Mills, Ltd., Nnrthfleet Mills, Xorih-

fleet, Kent.
Olive Brothers, Ltd., Woolfold Mills. Bury. Lanes.

Peebles & Sons, Ltd., A. M., Rishton Mills. Rishton,'

Nr. Blaskburn.
Peebles & Son, Ltd., A. M., Whiteash Paper Mills,

Oswaldtwistle, Nr. Accrington.
Pirie, Wyatt & Co.. Ltd., St. Cuthbert's Works. Wells.

Somerset.

Ramsbottom Paper Mill Co., Ltd., Ramsbottom, Nr.
Manchester.

Reed & Co., Ltd., Albert E.. Horton Kirkby Mills,

South Darenth, Kent.
Reed & Co., Ltd., Albert E.. Tovil Mills, Maidstone.
Reed & Smith. Ltd.. Dart Mill, Buckfastleigh, Devon.
Reed & Smith, Ltd.. Silverton Mills, Nr. Cullompton,

Devon.
Richardson, Ltd., W. H. & A., Springwell Mill, Jarrow-

on-Tyne.

Sommerville & Co., Ltd., R., Creech St. Michael, Nr.
Taunton.

Turner Paper Mill Co., Ltd.. Rawcliffe, Goole, Yorks.
Team Valley Paper Mills, Ltd., Gateshead- on Tyno
Wiggins, Teape & Co., Ltd., Buckland and Grabble

Mills. Dover.
Wiggins, Teape & Co., Ltd., Withnell Fold Mills,

Chorky, Lanes.

Wilkinson, Geo. H., Wycomb Marsh Mills, High Wy-
comb, Bucks.

Wrigley & Son, Ltd., James, Bridge Hall Mills, Bury.
Lanes,

and many other small mills.

IRELAND
North of Ireland Paper Mill Co.. Ltd., Milltown Mills^'

Ballyclare. Co. Antrim.

SCOTL^VND
Annandae & Son, Ltd.. Polton Mills. Midlothian.
Brown & Co., Ltd., James. Esk Mills, Penicuik, Mid-

lothian.

Brown, Stewart & Co.. Ltd.. Overton Mills. Greenock.

Brown. Stewart & Co., Ltd., Dalmarnock Mill, Bridge-
town, Glasgow.

Bruce & Sons, Ltd., Henry, Kiukith Mills, Currie,
Midlothian.

Caldwell & Co. (Papermakers) Ltd., Inverkeithing
Paper Mills, Inverkeithing, Fifeshire.

Carrongrove Paper Co., Ltd., Carrongrove Paper
Works, Denny, Stirlingshire.

Chalmers & Sons, Ltd., Thomas, Lock Mill, Linlithgow.
Clyde Paper Co., Ltd., Clyde Mills, Rutherglen, Nr.

Glasgow.
Collins & Sons, Ltd.. Edward. Kelvindale Paper Works,

Maryhill, Nr. Glasgow.
Collins, Ltd., John, Stoneywood Paper :\Iill. Denny,

Stirlingshire.

Cowan & Sons, Ltd.. Alex., Valleyfield Mills, Penicuik.
. Midlothian.

Craig & Sons, Ltd., Robert, Caldereruix Paper Mill,
by Airdrie, Lanarkshire.

Craig & Sons, Ltd., Robert, Moffat Paper Mills. Air-
drie, Lanarkshire, N.B.

Culter Mills Paper Co., Ltd., Culter Works, Peter-
eulter, Aberdeen.

Guard Bridge Paper Co., Ltd.. Guard Bridge, Fife-
sliire.

Hill. Craig & Co., Balerno Bank Mills. Balerno,
^Midlothian.

Invertsk Paper Co., Ltd., Invercsk Mills, Musselburgh.
N.B.

Pirie & Sons, Ltd., Akx., Stoney^vood Works, Bucks-
burn. Aberdeenshire.

Sommerville & Son, Ltd., William, Dalmore Mills, Mil-
ton Bridge, Midlothian.

Tiat & Sons, Ltd., Thomas, Inverurie Mills, Inverurie,
Aberdeenshire.

Tod & Sons, Ltd., John, St. Leonard's Mill, Lasswade,
Edinburgh.

Trotter & Son, Ltd., Y., Chirnside Paper Mill, Chirn-
side, Berwick.shire.

Tullis, Ru.s.sell & Co., Ltd., Anchmutv Mill Markinch,
Fife.

Tulliss. Russel & Co., Ltd., Rothes Mill, Markinch Fife
Weir, Ltd.. J. A., Forth Mills, Nr. Alloa.
Westfield Paper Co., Ltd., Westfield, Bathgate.
Hendon Paper Mills

A NEW LINE FOR ST. LAWRENCE WELDING.
Some time ago the edi'tor had the plea.sure otf

visiting the Montreal plant of the St. Lawrence Weld-
ing Company and saw a huge piece of machinery be-
ing repaired by their electric welding process.' No
doubt the possibility of making repairs in this manner
was an instance of saving several hundred dollars.
The company has now branched out on a new line and
will manufacture steel tanks for air, liquid, and solu-
tions in all shapes and sizes. They are equipped to
manufacture these articles both welded and riveted.
;\Ir. Thomas Gulley, who was formerly boiler inspector
for the Delaware & Hudson Railroad and who has had
six years' experience with the Welding Company, will
have charge of the new department. Mr. T. W. Rod-
gers, who was recently with Darling Brothers, is now
sales manager for the St. Lawrence Welding Company,
and Mr. A. M. Barry, who has had many years' experi-
ence in welding and other mechanical work, is manag-
ing director.

Accidents are someone's fault; don't let them be
vours.
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THE TESTING OF TAR ROOFING BOARD.
Boanl iiiiprofriiiiti'il with hot tar, distiUoil and pro-

pared in a special manner, is called tar rootint; boaril.

The iiiiprefrnation of the raw hoard with tar is ooii-

diieted hy passing: it throujrh a hot bath of tar, the

character of which differs according; to the nses to

whieli the finished board is to be put. The tarry coni-

poinul may consist of residues of the distillation of

lubricatinfj oils, or of petroleum, or in the better kinds

of a tar oil to which natural asphalt or tar asphalt is

added.
After the board has been passed through the im-

prefrnatinf? bath of boiling hot tar, it is dusted lightly

with sand free from clay or loam. This prevents the

rolls from sticking together when coiled.

The board to be impregnated should be strong and

homogeneous, and should be composed, if possible, of

40 per cent of rags, but should contain neither straw,

mechanical woodpul)) nor loading. The higher the per-

centage of rags in the composition, the greater the

faculty for absorbing the impregnation, and conse-

quently the resistance to inclement weather will be

greater. It will be evident that mechanical durability

is also a very important factor.

Tests of tar board should cover the following points:

1. Determination of thickness without the sprinkling

of sand.

2. Determination of resistance to folding.

3. Determination of the extent of impregnation.

4. Determination of the absorbent power and of the

impermeabilit}'.

The thickness is measured in the usual manner by

means of any kind of board micrometer, after having

carefully removed by rubbing the sand from the sur-

face.

The determination of the resistance to folding af-

fords a very useful indication as to the quality of a

tar roofing board. It is accomplished by cutting strips

2 to 21/2 inches wide and 8 inches long, and bending

one of these strips carefully and without exercising

any traction over rods of 20, 15, 10, 5 and even 2 milli-

metres of diameter. The fold is examined, if neces-

sary, by means of a magnifying glass, to note the de-

velopment of cracks. One of the strips is also bent

double, without using a rod, the operation being re-

peated a certain number of times, the fold being con-

stantly examined.

As "a rule a good tar board should not break before

three or four foldings.

For the determination of the degree of impregnation,

the percentage in w^eight of the tarry substances is de-

termined, according to Waurriniot's Manual for Test-

ing Materials, in proportion to the weight of the board,

the sand being previously removed.

For this purpose a piece weighing about 3 oz. is

cleaused to i-emove the sand, then dried for an hour

in a current of air at 30 deg. C, and divided by means

of scissors. After weighing, the pieces are placed iu

an Erlenmeyer flask, provided with a cooler. Chloro-

form is poured into the flask, and the tarry substance

is dissolved by causing the mixtui'e to boil and shak-

ing it frequently. The solution is then allowed to cool,

and is decanted in the flask in an oblique position for

about twelve hours. The solution is then filtered by

passing through a dry, weighted filter, and the eon-

tents of the filter are washed out with chloroform.

The solvent is then distilled and the residue of distilla-

tion dried in a stove at 100 deg. C. to a constant Aveight.

The weight of this residue of distillation shows the

contents of tar of the sample.

According to the degree of impregnation, llic ab-

sorbent power of the tar board varies. In order to

determine this, a sam|)h' of about Ki inches on each side

is weighed and allowed to niiiain in water, at a teiu-

pi'ratnre of 1.") to 20 deg. (
'. fur twenty-foni- hours. It

shonlil not timeli tlu' bottuni on either of its surfaces,

nor weigh down so that the e(Hitai'l with the water be-

comes general.

The absorption, under these conditions, shmilil not

exceed 15 per cent. In well impregnated lioard. the

gain in weight is only 5 to 7 per cent.

In determining the impermeability, the following ex

])eriment is employed. A piece 4 inches by 4 inches is

taken iu the centre, of the size of a rolling pin: a rim

of asphalt of about a quarter of an inch is made; after

this has solidified, there are placed on the sample three

or four glass cylinders of about 4 square inches in see

tion and 12 inches in height, which are filled with

water to a height of 10 inches. The moment at which
drops begin to form on the under surface is observed,

which should not occur in the ease of a well tarred

board until after a period of five or six weeks.

—Le Papier.

CHANGES IN STAFF OF BUNTIN REID CO.

-Ml-. ('hai-Jes Iv .Mien, who for a nnnd)er of years has
lieeii connected with the selling staff of the IJnntin-

Keid Company, wholesale paper dealers in Tortjuto.

will shortly resign his ])osition representing this firm

in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec and begin-

ning the the first of January will assume the position

of manager of sales. With the experience Mr. Allen

has had on the road and being in constant touch with
customers and having derived a full kiu)wledge of

their requirements he will be in a position to deal rriore

intelligently with each individual customer's rccpiir"

ments.

Since the cessation of the War the Buntin-Reid
Company have considerably enlarged their business.

They have jiist arranged for additional floor space in

their building, comprising about six thousand square

feet and have been adding to their large stock of flat

papers a full line of the Holland Paper Company's
papers, including sujierfine linen record, Earnsclifl'e

linen bond, white and colors, Empire Ixmd, and Col-

onial bond : also Howard Smith Paper Mills lines of

Belfast bond and Victory bond. These lines are ear

ried both in white and colors and a large stock will

make it possible for customers to get prompt service:

service being a feature with this firm, and under Mr.

Allen's management they expect to improve the serv-

ice, making it better and even more efficient than it

is at the present time.

Mr. George Downie. who for a number of years has

been head salesman in the firm of Buntin-Reid, will

shortly go on the road, covering the Province of On
tario in the interests of the firm. Mr. Downie is ;i

thoroughly experienced paper man, having spent tlr

best part of his life in the firm that he is now engagi d

with, and being thoroughly competent in all branches

will be a worthy successor to Mr. Cha.s. E. Allen, who
is giving up the position to assume the duties of Sales

Manager for the Buntin-Reid Company.

Jlr. Walter Lambert, of Montreal, who has done

considerable work for the pulp and paper industry

as structural engineer, is leaving in a few days for

Europe to re-establish connections with Old Country

shipping interests.
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NEW MILL SURE FOR PORT ARTHUR.
Large bodies move slowly. The big newsprint mill

predicted for Port Arthur when J. J. Carriek obtained

the Pic River timber limits, several years ago, will

soon be a reality. The Port Arthur "News-Chronicle"
of Nov. 7, tells the glad tidings as follows:

Definite announcement of the location of a five mil-

lion dollar pulp and paper industry at Port Arthur
was made today by Mr. D. M. Hogarth, M.P.P., who
returned to the city last night, after a two weeks' con-

sultation with the promoters.
The new company is to be known as the Great Lakes

Paper Company, Limited, with headquarters at Port
Arthur.
The men principally interested in the company are

Mr. Lewis Alsted, president of the Combined Locks
Paper Company, of Combined Locks, Wisconsin* one
of the most influential organizations in the United
States; Mr. George Seaman, president of the Seaman
Paper Company of Chicago, and one of the largest

plants of its kind in the world; Mr. James Whalen, a

director of the Whalen Pulp and Paper Company,
President of the Port Arthur Shipbuilding Company,
and well known in fiuancial and business circles,

throughout Canada and the United States.

Contracts for power were signed by the company
and the Hj^dro-Electric Commission last week and
everj'thing is in readiness to proceed with the pre-

liminaries of construction.

The engineers in charge of the work are from the

engineering firm of Hardy Ferguson, of New York,
and men are expected to arrive in Port Arthur the first

part of nest week to make arrangement for founda-
tion. The work is to be done this winter if the

weather conditions permit. In any event a large gang
of men will be employed in the spring. Work is to be
rushed to completion so that the first unit may be
ready for operation in December, 1920, and the pulp
and paper mills ready to turn out products bv June,
1921.

The Units of Construction.

The first unit of construction is to be a groundwood
mill, capable of turning out 30,000 tons annually, a

sulphite mill to produce 7,500 tons annually and a

newsprint mill to turn out between 33,000 and 35,000

tons per year. The plant will be built so that it can
be extended from time to time as conditions warrant.

The power to operate the plant is to be furnished

by the Hjdro-Electric Power Commission from the

Nipigon River development. The company has signed
contracts for a minimum of 12,000 horse power and a

maximum of 16,000 horse power to be delivered at

the plant at a cost of $17.50 per horse power. The
price of power is to be reduced as additional energy
is taken by the company, and in the event of the

price being reduced by outside consumers taking the

power, the company is to enjoy the benefits of a re-

duction.

It is understood the new company will nse the Pic

and Black Sturgeon pulpwood limits for supply of

raw material.

Long Negotiations.

The location of the mill at Port Arthur is the result

of negotiations, dating back to the sale of the Pic and
Black Sturgeon timber limits, purchased by tender

by Mr. J. J. Carriek, of this city. Mr. Carriek enter-

ed into negotiations with a number of influential pulp
and paper men in the United States and Canada and
arrangements were made a year ago for the construc-

tion of the plant, but the uncertainty of securing a

satisfactory contract with the Hj-dro-Electric Com-
mission at the time forced the promoters to look to

other fields. Port William was considered on the
grounds that a suitable supply of power could be ob-

tained from the Kaministiquia Power Compan.y, but
this summer a number of business men went to Toron-
to and secured from Sir Adam Beck a promise of cheap-
er power, which would enable the company to locate
in this city. The contract for power was signed only
recentlj% after a prolonged discussion between Mr.
Alsted, on behalf of the company, and Sir Adam
Beck, Chairman of the Hydro-Electric Commission.
The prices and quantities agreed upon by the com-

pany and the Commission were officially approved on
Tuesday last and ratified yesterday by an Order in

Council. The contract is for 16,000 horse power at
$17.50.

Since the signing of the contract, applications from
other outside concerns for blocks of power, have been
received at the offices of the Hydro, and it is certain
other industries will follow the Great Lakes Paper
Company.
The company located at Port Arthur because of

the advantages here as compared with othei places.
The company is assured of an inexhaustible supply
of pulpwood which can be transported by water, and
an ample and uniform supply of electrical energy at
reasonable rates. There is a good market for both
skilled and un.skilled labor. There is also the ad-
vantage of good freight rates on finished products
into the territory betw^een Buffalo and Kansas City.
The Pulp and Paper Company is relieved of making
large investments for a supply of water power and the
providing of suitable living accommodation for its

employees.
The site is in JMcIntyre township just outside the

northerly limit of the citj-. The site, which con.sists
of over a hundred acres, has been given by Mr. J. J.
Carriek, who. it is said, was one of the prime factors
in getting the mill located here.

TRANSPORTATION TOPICS.

S.S. Service—Canadian Atlantic Ports to Australia and
New Zealand.

The New Zealand Shijiping Company will jiave the
Steamer "Orari" on the berth at West St. John to sail

about December 15th for Auckland, Wellington, Lyt-
tleton, Timaru, Melbourne and S.ydney.

All requests as to space and rates should be ad-
dressed to the New Zealand Shipping Company,
Limited, 213 Board of Trade Building, Montreal.

Increase in Canadian Paper Rates.

Railways operating in Eastern Canada have served
notice on the Canadian Manufactitrers Association
that (effective January 2nd, 1920) they propose to

cancel existing commodity rates carried in their spe-

cial paper tariffs, on less than carload shipments; ar(d

they also propose to transfer from Group "A" to

Group "B" a number of paper articles, such as paper
bags, egg case fillers, carpet lining, toilet paper and
wrapping paper.

These changes will affect rates on paper and paper
articles between practically all points in Ontario and
Quebec east of Fort William, and the paper trade has

been advised in detail of the proposed changes, so that

the.y may take whatever action they consider necessary

prior to the new tariffs filed by the railways.
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The Making of Logging Roads in the Winter
\V. I,. Statli^', C'auiuliaii Fairbanks Morse Co..

Ltd.. Montreal.

With the present high cost of labor and material,

and with the consequent increased cost of deliveriuo:

the logs on the landing; or at the mill, the attention

of the operator is drawn to labor saving devices and

modern methods more than ever before. Especiall.v

is this true when the maintenance of the main arteries

of the logging roads is considered.

This very important factor is too often overlooked

by the operator, who fails to realize that the intelli-

gent expenditure of time and money on the main-

tenance of his roads means a greater amount of logs

on his landing or at the mill in a shorter proportion-

ate time, as well as increased profits.

The lumberman of to-day employs practically the

same methods in his winter road maintenance that his

PICKING UP .\ LOAD OF LOGS .^T THE YARD.

predecessor did fifty years ago. This is not through
the lack of initiative on the part of the lumberman.
for the lumberman of to-day is a wideawake, progres-

sive, energetic business man, but is due rather to the

fact that improvements in winter road-making ma-
chinery have not kept pace with improvements in

other branches of the industry. The usual mode of

building up a logging road is as follows

:

The average logging road follows along the water-

course of a small stream. The logs on the water-

shed of this stream are cut and, to use the logging

term, are "snaked out" and yarded at some conveni-

ent point along the main road. This part of the

work does not entail a great amount of road work, as

the logs are usually "twitched" or hauled to the

yards on a jumper.- A jumper is a sled with wooden
runners, and is usually hewn out and built by the

shanty mechanic. The end of the log is supported on
this sled, the bark is hewn from the lower side of

the end of the log which comes in contact with the

ground or snow and the logs are hauled by this method
to the yards. The roads follow the line of least re-

sistence and no great effort is made in clearing the

roadway, as only sufficient imderbrush is cleared to

enable the horse or team to pass through.

The logs are cut and yarded in the fall or early

winter before the snow is too deep. In the meantime,

a crew of "swampers" are kept very busy clearing

the main logging road which follows along the bank
of the stream, to a point where the stream forks with

some other tributary, or to where the stream is suf-

ficientlv large to enable the logs to be floated to the

mill.

The roadway is cleared ordinarily about 15 feet

wide, trees are cut down low at the stump, water
holes are skidded (bridged), the knolls are cleared

awa.v and all underbrush removed. The road termin-
ates at the landing, at some point where the banks are

suitable for placing the logs. The banks are cleared

and the trees are felled to make a skidwa.v, upon
which the logs are rolled and left until the spring
thaw, when they are floated to the mill.

After sufficient snow has fallen to make good haul-

ing, "the road is broke." This means that teams are

driven over the road for a few trips with only the

light sleds: after the snow is packed to a certain ex-

tent, light loads of logs are hauled over the road with

the rear part of the load dragging. This packs the

snow and levels the knolls so that the roadway ini-

]iroves rapidly.

A long scraper is then used to level off the knolls.

This consists of a framework of two 3-inch by 10-

ineh timbers about 18 feet long, with a horizontal

scraper knife between the two. The scraper is drawn
over the road, levelling the knolls aiul filling the hol-

lows with snow until the road is in proper condition

so that better loads are hauled with every passing

day.

But the road is not completed yet, for men are at

work skidding sliding places, filling holes with snow,

cutting down knolls and preparing the road to carfy

ST.\KTIN(; THK IA>AI)—A .STRENUOUS MOMENT.

the heavy loads which will be hauled over it. The
skilled lumberman lays a good deal of stress on hav-

ing a good hard bottom for his road, and when it is

reasonably level, he endeavors to maintain it in that

condition.

By this time, hauling starts in earnest. The oper-

ator figures he has 50 or 60 days for hauling and
uses a proportionate number of teams to handle his

cut in that time. A crew is maintained at the yards

and at the landing for loading and unloading the

teams. On a packed snow road, if the road is reason-

ably level, the teams are hauling from 1.500 to 2,000

feet per load. The progressive operator is not satis-

fied for he realizes that he can increase the efficiency

of his teams 100 per cent by icing his road. Places
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;irp clearpcl at oonvenient poiuts along the road
where water is accessible, and tanking teams are kept
busy sprinkling tons of water on the np grades and
level parts of the road. Straw, rotten wood, or dirt
is placed on the heavy down grades, and in some dis-

tricts special apparatus is used to ease down the
heavy loads. The tanking teanjs very often do their
work by night when the eold night air freezes the
water and makes it possible for the heavy loads to

glide easily to the landing.

The operator is happy when he has a good road and
the teams are loaded 100 per cent, but owing to our
inclement winter climate, his contentment is short-
lived. The road is no sooner in perfect shape, than
a snow-.storm comes, and during the storm the teams
can haul only 25 or 50 per cent of their capacit.y loads.

An operator with 20 teams has an expenditui'e in

equipment, men and supplies of approximately $500

a few trips over the road with if, the banks are
formed so high that it is difficult to remove the snow
out of the road. The road rapidly becomes high and
difficulty is experienced with the heavy loads cutting
out. A heavy rain means that the operation is tied
up, until it freezes again with resultant delay and
expense.

The accompanying photographs show a Lombard
.steam tractor with its loads of logs. These pictures
illustrate to the reader what a good road means to
the operator. The first one was taken after a ten-
inch snowfall and shows the tractor with three loads
of approximately ten thousand feet. The second il-

lustrates the same tractor on the same road with a
load of sixty thousand feet. This picture .shows the
tractor with three loads, but the full load when the
picture was taken, was five sets. In other words,
six times the quantity of logs were hauled by this

per day. The storm continues for possibly two da.ys.

As soon as it subsides, three or more teams are sent

over the road with the plow, consisting of hewn tim-

bers bolted together to form two spreading wings.

The plow is weighted and dragged over the road, run-

ning the snow to a bank on both sides. The tanking

teams follow behind the plow and with good luck

and fine weather, in two or three days the teams are

working well once more. The operator now has a

good road with ample snow and is not praying for

more, as a two days' storm can easily mean a loss

of several hundred dollars to him.

Snow storms, however, are common occurrences in

our vigoroiis winter climate and storm follows storm

until the operator must increase his force, or leave

liart of his cuts in the yards. The plow which he has

been using no longer works satisfactorily, for, after

THK .STADIG SNOW PLOW .JlT WORK.

tractor, when the road was in good condition, as were
hauled by the machine after a ten-inch snowfall. The
same proportiobate difference is found when the
hauling is done with teams.
The operator has long felt the necessity of a prac-

tical winter road-making machine. This need has
led to the development of the rotary snow plow.

This machine is a proven success in country high-
ways and suburban work, and promises to "have a
great field in the maintenance of logging roads. The
accompanying photographs show the machine at rest
and in operation. The horses are not required to do
very heavy work, as the machine slides on runners
and the front sled is high enough to clear a 24-inch
bank of snow without dragging. If desired, the ma-
chine may be set to an offset on the front and rear
sled, so that when cutting the bank away in widen-
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ing the road, the horses travel on the part of the

road already cleared. In one traverse the machine
clears a space 5'/2 feet wide. The depth of it and

the slope of its surface may be regulated by moving
the rotary cutters as the machine passes along. Thus,

the surface of the road can be made of uniform

height. An uneven tilted surface can be levelled ; or

a 22-inch comb or ridg^, 1 inch to 4 inches in height,

can be left by centre plow adjustment. In two tra-

verses (out and return) a road 11 feet wide can be

cut, and this width can be increased by additional

traverses, the snow being thrown beyond the part

already cleared.

With this machine on a logging road the road could

be maintained 100 per ccut eftiuient at all times. If

during a storm the operator would operate this plow

ahead of his teams, he could haul as good a load as

he could before the storm began.

The snow thrown out of the road would never form

a bank, and the road could be maintained with a good

hard bottom at all times. The expense of tanking

the road would be reduced at least 75 per cent. The
water would be confined to the ret. formed by the

rotary cutters, in which the sled runners travel. If

a good ice bottom were once secured, it could be

maintained at a small expense, for, during the storm

the rotary cutters on the plow could be set at the

proper depth to remove only the snow down to the

ice surface. With this machine a good iced road

could be maintained without the expenditure of tank-

ing the road after every snow flurry. One team of

horses and two men on the Stadig plow could main-

tain a logging road so that full capacity loads could

be hauled regardle.ss of stormy weather. The saving

to the operator would be great, and it would seem

as if every operator must see the advantages to be

gained.

A GOOD OLD FRIEND.

As a life-long reader of the Youth's Companion and

an admirer of its ideals as well as its articles, the editor

is glad to be of some service bj' in.serting the following

notice. Being both Yankees we get a favor in return.

Only $2.50 Everywhere in North America.

Thirty-five volumes of the best reading—in weekly
installments— for less than five cents a week. That
is just what The Youth's Companion offer for 1920
really means. The contents of the next volume, which
will include 8 serial stories, over 200 short stories, fifty

or more articles by men of distinction, sketches, and
special departments, would make 35 good volumes
(at $1.65 each) if published in book form. And there
is now a uniform flat price of $2.50 to all subscribers,

in Canada and the United States.

If you subscribe as soon as you see this notice you
will receive all the extras mentioned in the following
offer, including many of Capt. Theodore Roberts's
Up-river Folk Stories.

New subscribers for 1920 will receive

:

1. The Youth's Companion—52 issues in 1920.

2. All rrmainin? weekh* 1919 issues.

3. The Companion Home Calendar for 1920.

All the above only $2.50 everywhere in North Amer-
ica.

THE YOUTH'S COINIPANION,
887, Commonwealth Ave.. Boston, Mass,

New Subscriptions received at this Office.

GROUND TO DEATH IN PAPER MILL.

Quebec, Nov. 17.—John Johnson, laborer, 48 years

old, and married, was instantly killed Friday after-

noon at the pulp mills of the News Pulp and Paper

Company, at .St. liayiiiond, Port Xeuf county. Johnson

was caught by the machinery and thrown through an

opening barely four inches high between two huge

rollers, llis entire body passed through this narrow

opening, coming out at the outer end, barely three

inches thick. The body had been spread to a length

of over twelve feet when it rolled through the four

inch space between the press.

FOREST CONSERVATION URGED ON AMERICAN
PAPER AND PULP ASSOCIATION.

The report of the Committee on Forest Conserva-

tion of the American Paper and Pulp Association sub-

mitted last Friday to the convention of the associa-

tion held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York
City, finds the forestry problem to be one beyond

the power of the individual timber-land owner to solve

and states that its solution may be effected only

through a full co-operation between the owner, the

Government and the public.

According to this report the production of pulp-

wood for the paper industrj' of the United States in-

creased 15,9 per cent from 1899 to 1918, while the cost

increased 633 per cent in the same period.

Following are the principal recommendations em-
bodied in the report.

"A forestry survey and land classification to de-

termine w-hat we have in the way of present supplies,

and the areas which may properly be designated as

necessary for watershed protection and as affording

opportunity for future timber supply.

"A great enlargement and extension to all ap-

propriate parts of the country of the public purchase
oi' cut over lands, for which ample precedent has been
established in the East, by both Federal governments
and by some of the States. National forests in the

West created by the setting aside of land from the

public domain now contain some 135,000,000 acres.

The best interests of eountr,y would seem ultimately

to require at least twice the present area of public
forests.

"A much more vigorous and general extension of

Federal co-operation with the States in fire preven-
tion along the line of the Weeks Law, coupled with
such additional measures in the different States as

will most reduce the fire hazard and afford opportuni-
ty for natural reproduction.

"The- States, through the adoption of uniformly
fair forest taxation laws, the establishment of forest
nurseries and the preparation of forest working plans,
should offer every possible encouragement to the
owner who Avishes to grow timber on his land.

"With a few notable exceptions, forest planting has
not yet been seriously undertaken in the United States.
In the Northeastern States 75 per cent of the region
is potentially forest land and should be kept in condi-
tion to furnish a permanent .supply of raw material
and the w-ater power for our basic industries, among
v.hich pulp and paper manufacturing takes first

rank."
The committee making the above report consisted

of Frank L. IVIoore, president of the Newton Falls
Paper Company of Watertown, N. Y., chairman;
R. S. Kellogg and W. E. Haskell of the News Print
Service Bureau; D. A. Crocker of New York and C.
H. W'oreester of Chicago.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
(From Our London Correspondent.)

London, Nov. 7.—Somewhat belated reports have
come to light about the annual meeting of the Em-
ployers Federation of Papermakers in the United King-
dom, which was held in Manchester on October 17 last.

According to the reports nothing new was reported of

interest to the paper industry as a whole. The presi-

dent, who i.s Jlr. C. R. Seddon, of the La:ca^hire Paper
Mill, reviewed at length the economic position prevail-

ing in England to-day, the attitude the Government
had adopted and was likely to adopt, and the great
achievements of the Federation. I must say I feel dis-

appointed as I would like to have heard something
about foreign competition and the efforts that are be-

ing made to. speed up production, prices, and other

elements appertaining to the paper industry. The pulp
situation was also carefully ignoreel ; but the question

of employment was given consideration and the pro-

nouncement made that the evolution of the paper in-

dustry into the 3-shift system from the two shifts had
created a greater market for more skilled labor and
that skilled labor could not be obtained. Of course
in many mills today it is met by working overtime.

The industry, conseciuently, must resort to the task of

training skilled hands and in this the mill will play

an important part.

New Board Mill.

Messrs. Lever Bros, of Port Sunlight, near Liverpool,

the great soap manufacturers, owing to their vast re-

quirements have decided, in conjunction with the

Thames Paper Co., Ltd., to establish a new board mill.

The output will be about 1,000 tons a week and ma-
chinery will be installed as soon as possible. Anything
Messrs. Lever Bros, put their hand to is generally a

success and the Thames Paper Company have also

a splendid record, their mill at Purfleet is a most up-

to-ilate and flourishing concern. The new mill at Liver-

pool will be on the same liiu's as the one at Purl'lect,

which has also an output of about 1,000 tons a week.
Newsprint.

Newsprint is still in good demand and prices are un-

changed, though it is rumored that in Norway there is

a feeling to advance quotations. However, sellers of

newsprint here cannot complain of conditions. News-
papers are swallowing up all they can get and the

quality of the paper on the whole is good. In other

classes of papers, trade during the past week has been

stimulated by elections all over the country which

naturally brought into consuming channels large quan-

tities of cardboard and cheap printings. The demand
was good. Now that the labor market has righted it-

self again, the mills in England and Scotland are mak-
ing up for the time they have lost. They are busy on

home and export account and for fine papers there is

a tendency to advance prices. No jiaper has yet ar-

rived from Germany or Austria.

Pulp.
,

The supplies of sulphite and ground wood this month
from Canada should be good. October .shipments were
very fair—one week the supplies reached 3,946 tons

of ground wood and 811 tons of unbleached chemical.

The market at present is healthy and some transac-

tions for forward business have been completed. These

cover part of 1920. For spot delivery prices are un-

changed. Sulphite is much sought after and large

dealings are being done in ground wood. This ac-

counts for the heavy shipments from Norway, which

in one week reached 4,146 tons, compared with 3,946
tons from Canada. Needless to say, Canada is hold-
ing her own in this market for ground wood and the
Norwegians know it. Too much attention cannot be
given to the subject and the market wants careful
studying and careful watching.

The Newspaper Siller.

It is said that the amount of newsprint consumed in
the States per head is greater than in any other coun-
try. This may be attributable to the size of the news-
papers in the States, which are considerably larger
than those of the United Kingdom, but when "the sell-

ing averages are worked out it will be found that the
sales per head are not much behind those of the States.
Morning papers here publish three and four editions
and evening papers go up to seven and eight editions.
These editions mean a big consumption of newsprint,
and Mr. Alexander McLellan of the Association of
News Agents stated the other day that a street news-
paper seller at a southwestern railway station in Lon-
don drew a clear profit of £1,250 a year. One can
imagine what these street sellers must put through
their hands to accumulate this vast sum out of two
and four cent papers. I am wondering if there is a
street vendor in New York or Montreal who can beat
this income. London has five millions of people, but
it is a great reading populace and it is nothing for a

man to get through five editions of an evening paper
and probably two morning papers. Of course it all

tells in favor of the newsprint mill and the newspaper
seller in the street.

Newsprint in France.

The French newspapers are to cost more. A meeting
of the proprietors was held this M'cek at which the ad-
visability for raising the prices of all papers was dis-

cussed and it was agreed to put on an extra two cents.

The increase is due to the greatly increased cost of

newsprint and the increased cost of production.

Notelets.

The annual dinner of the British Paper Makers As-
sociation is fixed for the new j'-ear. It is preceded
usually by the annual meeting.
The V. C. china clay worker was presented with a

substantial sum of money by his comrades working
in the clay pits with him.
The minimum time rate of wages for male workers

in the paper bag trade in England has been fixed at
Is, l%d per hour and 8d per hour for women. These
rates will take effect from 25th November.
There is a brisk demand for China clay from Amer-

ica and the difficulty in getting it away from Corn-,
wall lies with the shipping companies. Fowey is con-

gested.

The demand for all kinds of chemicals used in paper-
making is good and prices unchanged.
Night schools for teaching papermaking are now

open for the winter months.

PLEASE CHANGE IT.

In Mr. Sutermeister's excellent article on the Manu-
facture of Soda Pulp there was unfortunately in-

cluded a small error. On page 263 of the Pulp and
Paper Magazine for March 13, 1919, and on page 24
of this reprint of the article, the figure for alkali con-

sumed per cord of gum aud poplar .should be 1022

instead of 680 ll)s. Copies of the reprint (SO pages),

including the correction may be had for 75 cents each.
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Condition of Paper Supplies in 1919.

Tho I'ollowiug review iueliules a .summary ut the

production, shipments and stocks of paper by grades

for the first nine months of 1919, together with charts

showings the trend of stocks, by months, in paper mills

of the United States.

Production, shipments and stocks of paper by
grades for the first nine months of 1919.

Stocks Production Shipments Stocks

Jan.

Grade. 1, 1919.

Newsprint (tot.). 19,408

Standard News. . 15,656

Bookpaper 28.431

Paperboard 46.196

Wrapping 40,499

Bag 3,408

Fine 34,576

Tissue 5.400

Hanging 2,933

Felts & Building. 7.699

Other Grades . . . 11,310

2. Trend of Stocks of Wrapping Paper and Newsprint
Paper for the first nine months of 1919.

nuie nuie (Sept.

months months 30, 19)
1.009,917 1,010,994 18,331

910,752 912,065 14,343

652,519 652,675 28,275

1,389,924 1,385,018 51,102

501,415 497,702 44,212

122,683 122,075 4,016

245,472 244,701 35,347

110.134 108,842 6,692

66.453 63,832 5,554

194,730 194.438 7,991

141,430 135,052 17,688

Total .199.860 4.434.677 4,415,329 219,208

1. Trend of Stocks of Paperboard, Fine Paper, Book-

paper and all Other Grades for the

first nine months, 1919.
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The figures on production indicate that newsprint

production will be approximately the same as the pro-

duction of 1917, which represents an increase of abotit

6 per cent over 1918. The figures for all grades except
newsprint and hanging, indicate that the production
for 1919 will be somewhat less than for 1918. Total

figures of all grades for the industry indicate a de-

creased production for 1919 of about three per cent

over 1918.

The trend of stocks shows an abnormal increase for

most of the grades for the first four months of the

l)eriod. This was largely due to lack of orders. Stocks
of practically all grades have declined since the month
of ]\Iay. The most pronounced decreases occurred in

newsprint, wrapping and paperboard. These grades

represent about 70 per cent of the total production of

all grades manufactured and approximately 60 per

cent of the total stocks.—Federal Trade Commission.

•Includes "Felts and Building." " Tissue" and
'Specialties"" not othenvise classified.

NEW YORK PAPER STOCK PRICES.
PAPEK STOCK—Most kinds of old paper are mov-

ing in consistent fashion and at steady prices. Demand
for high grades has continued to improve this week
and, partly as a result of this and partly because of the

limited production owing to the recent printers' strike.

quotations have been advanced a few points. Soft

white shavings of No. 1 quality have sold at $4,371/^

per hvuidred pounds f.o.b. New York and $4.25 is now
the lowest figure named on this description of stock.

Flat magazines also have strengthened in value, sales

at $2.10 to $2.15 New York having been recorded,

whereas a few days ago offerings by packers at $2

were numerous. Hard white shavings are firm at a

quotable range of $5.25 to $5.50 and No. 1 kraft paper

at around $3.25. Low grades hold steady under a

good movement toward box board mills with folded

news selling at 85 to 90 eeiits per liuiiilrcd ikhuuIs and
No. 1 mixed paper at 75 to SO cents.

BAGGING AND KOPE—Current deiuaiul for old

bagging is rather quiet, yet packers as a rule are in-

disposed to do business at the prices bid by mills and
the market is possessed of a steady tone. Consumers
offer' in the neighborhood of .$2.75 per hundred pounds
at shipping points for No. 1 scrap b\it sellers contend

they cannot profitably produce bairging to sell at this

price and are demanding higher figures. Old rope is

sought in scattered directions at $6 or slightly less i)er

hundred pounds. Dealers are booking orders for small

tonnages at the present basis of t|uotations but seem

eautious about entering inio en<ragements involvini;'

large amounts. ])res\nnab]y antieipatiuL' a rise in the

market.
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How a Pair of Overalls Paid a
Paper Maker

It is seldom one reads such an intimate and interest-
ing' account of why a man has succeeded as in the fol-
lowing: abstract from the Literary Digest of Mr. Fris-
liie's experience with the paper mill at Cornell, Wis.
It is likely that many of our best mills are run by men
who likewise have the confidence of their men, a clear
\ision, a keen imagination, and a big heart.

Early in life C .0. Frisbie discovered that it pays
sometimes to do the unusual thing. Often in later
years he has put into practice the information gained
liy that discovery, and nearly always with profit to

himself and his associates. Mr. Frisbie is now the
[iresident of a wood products company, of which con-
cern he took charge some five years ago when its for-

tunes were at a decidedly low ebb. Although at that
time he knew exactly nothing about the making of

paper, he has been able to pull the company of the
"slough of despond," and in a recent number of

System (New York) he tells the interesting story of

liow this was accomplished, largely through a com-
mon-sense application of the principle that it pays oc-

casionally to disregard precedent and to do what com-
monly "isn't done." Before beginning the account of

iiis ex])erience with the wood products company, Mr.
Frisbie relates the incident which taught him the value
of "doing what the other fellow doesn't do." He was
a boy of fourteen at the time, and had just started to

work for Armour and Company of» Chicago as office

messenger. In this place he heard, among other things,

that P. D. Armour was in the habit of spending holi-

days at his offices. While, as ho confesses, this prac-

tice did not appeal strongly to young Frisbie, he de-

cided that if the boss could stand it he could too, and
so when the Fourth of July came around that year, the

boy spent all day at the office as usual. The only other

man there that day was Mr. Armour, but he did not
notice Frisbie until late in the afternoon, when he in-

quired of the boy what he was doing there. Upon be-

ing informed b.v the latter that he was working, the

great man responded. "All right," adding, "Get your-

self a new suit of clothes, son, and send the bill to me."
The incident made a deep impression on the young
man and in all his subsequent career in business he has

borne in mind "the power which comes from a proper

disregard of the deadl.v rut." The circumstances of

his becoming connected with the wood products com-
pany Mr. Frisbie then relates as follows:

"More than 30 years after P. D. Armour showed me
that it pays to do what the other fellow isn't doing,

the real worth of lack of precedent was brought home
to me by Charles G. Dawes, president of the Central

Trust Company of Illinois and now a brigadier general

with the American Expeditionary Forces. It hap-

pened in this way. I was connected with the Chicago

Tunnel Company at the time and through that interest

had become well acquainted with Mr. Dawes. One day
he sent for me.
" 'There's a paper mill and power plant up at a

little Wisconsin town called Cornell," he began. 'Some
friends of mine have money in it. I'd like mighty well

to have you run up there, look it over, and tell me
what you think of it.'

"Off I went to Cornell to examine a paper mill for

Mr. Dawes. The oddity of it made me look forward.

1 di(ln"t know the first thing about paper mills, here

I was going to diagnose the ailment of a sick paper
mill. The confidence with which I looked forward to
that little jaunt was greater, perhaps, than might have
been warranted if I had not been trained by P. D.
Armour to welcome the unusual.
"A few days later I returned to Chicago and made

my report to Mr. Dawes. He thought for a moment.
Then, 'Frisbie,' he said, 'how would you like to go up
there and take charge?'
"I nearly collapsed. The trip I had supposed to be

merely a personal favor to Mr. Dawes.
" 'Why, I don't know the first thing about making

paper," I exclaimed.
"'No!' he replied, 'you have that in your favor.
You're not handicapped by precedent. I don't know
just Avhat's the matter up there, but I'm convinced that
a different line of attack is needed. I'd like to have
you take hold.' "

So Frisbie and his family moved to the little town
HI the Wisconsin woods and took up their abode there,
a proceeding which in itself was unusual for a man who
had spent most of his life in a big city,. The presi-
dent of a concern is usually pictured as a man who
wears a white collar and nicely creased trousers every
day, but after he had been on his new job a day or
two Mr. Frisbie concluded that this was a precedent
he might very appropriately smash, wherefore he pur-
cha.sed and donned a pair of good overalls—blue ones,
of cour.se. We read further:
"I put in my time those first few weeks studying

men and machines, both—thanks to my overalls'—at
first hand. You can learn a lot from your men if only
you make it ea.sy for them to teach you.
"For example, one night I came to a small room

they called ther 'barker' room. In here revolved large
drums with knives around the edges. They took the
bark off the log.s. This apparatus had been designed
to operate 10 hours a day, but couldn't keep up to
schedule even by working 24.

" 'Pete.' I said to the big red-headed foreman of
this department, "you know something about these
machines and I don't. Now, just why won't they keep
up the pace?'
"Pete stopped chewing and looked at me in amaze-

ment. When he realized that the president of the com-
pany was willing to put faith in his judgment, he
opened up like a machine gun

:

" 'Well, it's this way, Mr. Frisbie. See those knives
there? See 'em jam at every cut? Makes the motor
hot and forces us to shut down about half the time.
There you are. That's the reason. Now if you could
put some discs on the drums and locate 'em right so
the knives would clear I've always figured it would do
the trick.'

"By midnight that night, under Pete's guidance, the
first trial disc was in place. The adjacent knife didn't
jam any more. With all the drums equipped the bark-
ers kept ahead of the mill on a regular 10-hour
schedule. _ .

"A week later I met Pete in the yard and slipped
a greenback or two into his hand.

" 'What's this for?' he wanted to know.
" 'Your scheme about the barker.' I said.

"Pete looked at the monev inquiringly.
" 'Mr. Frisbie,' he drawled. 'I've made that sug-

srestion a hundred times around here; but I'm only a
barker man.'
"I had to show him it was straight business with us

before he would take the money. From that time on
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practical hints flowed in from every direction.

"Without the least hesitation I'd fire a superintend-

ent at any time who wouldn't listen to his men's sugr-

gestions. Its pays to get out from behind your desk

and get behind your men. Suppose I hadn't bought
any overalls nor chummed up with the barker foreman.
"In short, it was the men themselves, through sug-

gestions like this, who got the mill running better than

it had been."
Mr. Frisbie presently had things running smoothly,

so far as the operation of the plant was concerned. But
there was still something wrong, and it proved to be

another precedent. The mill had been built primarily

for the purpose of making paper, and paper it must
make, in the opinion of the stockholders, even under

conditions that rendered it impossible to operate at a

profit. This opinion was not shared by the president.

He concluded to take up the manufacturing of some
product that would yield an adequate return. Finally

somebody suggested wall board

—

"I sent men around the country to investigate. Their

reports came back dead against it. But after fair luck

with my blue overalls I thought maybe I could put on

some mental overalls, buy a mileage book and find

out more by myself. With Mr. Dawes' remark in mind,

I wondered if it weren't barely possible that my in-

vestigators had been hampered by precedent. So I

traveled to see for myself, and—we decided on wall

board.

"But it would take som*; money for any kind of a

start, however modest. There were new machines to

purchase and a new building. I was told, would be re-

quired in which to house them. Our directors—they

had long been fed up on costly experiments—turned

me down flatly.

"But I didn't feel that I ought to let that stop me.

So I didn't. Once convinced that wall board could

save the day. I went right ahead against the directors'

decision and bought the machines anyhow. Then we
set them up immediately and began manufacturing

wall board in the basement of the main mill building.

"During that embryonic period my position was de-

fined accurately by J\Ir. Irving Osborne, our largest

stockholder. He met me on the street one day and

assured me that, whatever way the property went, I

would get all the credit, or all the blame. I may add.

as a corollary, that some months latter at a business

luncheon in Chicago. Mr. Dawes referred to the com-

pany's progress in a someAvhat complimentary manner;

to this I felt it safe—^because of time elapsed—to reply

with a confession

:

" 'Mr. Dawes,' I said, 'so far we've been making

wall board against instructions. I'm still waiting for

your directors to allow us to start.'
"

Mr. Frisbie 's next problem was to sell the product

of the mill. In this matter also he pursued an imusual

course. He went out on the road with the company's

salesmen. He says many of their customers wondered

why he did not stay at home where a president right-

fully belongs, but he wanted to get acquainted with

the 'men on the road and also with the customers. So

he continued his travels until he felt that this purpose

had been accomplished. At length the business had

been firmly re-established on a sound basis, and was

in a flourishing condition. Its president now found

time to turn his attention to other matters. There

were two factions in Cornell, one favoring the town

and the other the mill. The mill had the upper hand

all the members of the town board beingr mill men

While it was not the usual thing to do. the president
suggested to his men that the town board ought to be
made up of the men of the town rather than of the
mill men, with the result that all the mill men mem-
bers were taken off the board. Later tlie town was per-

mitted to pipe its water supply from the jiremises of

the mill without charge. So more friendly relations

were established between mill and town, and on ac-

count of his efforts to bring this about Mr. Frisbie was
elected town president. Later he interested himself
in the church affairs of the town and was made Sun-
day School superintendent, of which experience he
gives the following account, ending up with a brief ex-

position of his philosophy:

"You often hear it said that business and religion

don't hook up together. My opinion is that any suc-

cessful business won't pull well without it. But I'm
speaking of religion in a broad sense as distinct from
the dogmatic attitude of: 'this creed's good, that one's

bad.'

"One of the first moves we made at Cornell to get

two pastors there, a Catholic and a Protestant. I have
always thought that religion of some creed or other is

needed—that it is almost essential—in making any
group of workers content with life.

"One day I walked into the little hall of one of the

churches. 'Who's your Sunday School superintend-

ent?' I inquired of the pastor.

"He admitted there was no one for the .job but him-

self.

" 'If you want me to,' I said, "I'll be your superin-

tendent myself. "What do you say?'

"You never saw a more surprised minister. From
that time on, as long as I lived in Cornell, I was super-

intendent of the Sunday School. And I got results that

benefitted me as well as the church's Svniday School.

"What I'm driving at is this: Practical religion is

largely a question of loosening up with yourself and

not being afraid of tackling the job that needs a bit

of your own personality.

"If j'^ou're by nature too lazy to make an announce-

ment or teach a class or step out from the crowd in

any way, you are likely to feel that religion is imprac-

tical—that it is all right for those who like it. but only

for them.
"Well so is business—unless j'ou are willing to do

some things that the other fellow don't or won't.

"Religion is about what you make it. anyway. So is

business. And in making either religion or business

worth while you can't get far by drifting along too

much with the ma.iority.

"I never advocate attempting the unusual just be-

cause it is out of the ordinary. There's nothing in that

but disappointment. Some bedrock criterion is needed

with which to measure the value of every project.

"My own experience in business leads me to believe

that one test can always safely be used to tell be-

forehand whether a radical stand is warranted. If

the test is negative, better stick with the crowd ; but

if it is positive, don't be afraid to' break with pre-

cedent."

The high finish on brown wood board is obtained not

only by the mechanical treatment of the finished pro-

duet. The addition of paraffin, talc, and eraphite in the

beater, and the employment of well cooked cellulose

and hot-ground wood-pulp readily enables the desired

high finish to be obtained. When the board is finished

by means of agate, soap-powder gives only a unstable

glaze.
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Technical Section

B-3. "Tree wireless"—A new application. Douglas
R. P. Coats, Cau. For. J., Sept., 1919, p. 348. The use

of trees as wireless aerials.—-C.L.

B-3. The holocaust in Minnestota. E. G. Gheyney,
Am. For., Nov., 1918, p. 6-13. Describes the great for-

est fires which occurred in Minnesota during Odtober,

1918. See also pp. 648 and 655 of the same issue.—C.L.

B-3. Prevention of fire losses. Smith Riley, Amer.
For., Aug., 1919, p. 1260. Discusses forest protection

with particular reference to conditions in the Colo-

rado district.—C.L.

B-3. Forest destruction prevented by control of sur-

face fires. Joseph A. Kitts, Amer. For., Aug., 1919,

p. 1264.—C.L.
B-3. Insects in their relation to forestry. Dr. R. W.

Shufeldt, Amer. For., July, 1919, p. 1221.—C.L.
B-3. Biplanes to be used for forest fire patrol work

in Quebec. EUwood Wilson, Amer. For., July, 1919,

p. 1238.—C.L.
B-4. Wood used in the co-operage industry. Hu IMax-

well, Amer. For., July, 1919, p. 1208. Contains valu-

able statistics and information relative to the suit-

ability of various species of wood for use in the co-

operage industry.-—^C.L.

B-4. War's destruction of British forests. P. S. Rids-

dale, Amer. For., :\lay, 1919, j). 1027.—C.L,

B-4. The uses of wood—Wooden boats and their

manufacture. IIu Ilaxwell. Amer. For., April, 1919, p

973.—C.L.
B-4. A maritime pine operation in France. Capt.

John D. Cuthrie. A.E.F., Amer. For., Nov,, 1919, p.

657.—C.L.
B-4. The uses of wood; wood used in the manufac-

ture of handles. IIu Jlaxwell, Amer. For., Nov., 1919, p.

679.—C.L.
B-4. Walnut in the war. Amer. For., Oct.. 1918. p

579. Discusses particularly the campaign to secure, i"

the United States, adequate supplies of walnut for the

manuFacture of gun stocks and proiieller blades.—C.L.

B-4. The uses of wood; the employment of wood as

house finish. Hn Maxwell, Amer. For., Oct., 1918, ])

593.—C.L.
B-4. The uses of wood ; wood in the manufacture of

boxes and crates. Hu Maxwell, Amer. For., Sept..

1918, p. 533.—C.L.
B-4. The uses of wood—wood used in vehicle manu-

facture. IIu JIaxwell, Amer. For.. Feb.. 1919. p. 845.

—C.L.
B-4. Th? uses of wood; wooden artificial limbs. IIu

Maxwell. Amer. For., Jan., 1919, p. 807.—C.L.

B-4, Effect of the war on forests of France. Col.

H. S. Graves. Chief Forester, U.S. Forest Service.

Amer. For., Dee., 1918, p. 709.

B-4. The uses of wood; wooden furniture and th3

place it fills. Hu Maxwell, Amer. For., Dec, 1918, p.

731.—C.L.
B-4. The uses of wood. Fencing materials from for-

ests. Hu Maxwell, Amer. For., March, 1919, p. 923.—

C,L.

B-5. Why wood is best. Alfred Gaskill, State For-

ester, of New Jersey, Amer. For., April, 1919, p. 991.

Discusses the many uses for which wood is pre-emi-

nently adapted

—

G.Tj

B-5. Forast research. In the war and after. Earle
H. Clapp, U.S. Forest Service, Amer. For., March,
1919, p. 947. Discusses the work of the U.S. Forest
Products laboratories at Madison, Wis., in connection
with the war uses of different species of wood. This
laboratory performed services of the very greatest
value in. connection with the prosecution of "the war—
C.L.

^
B-7. Photographing forests from the air. Lt. Lewis,

R.A.F. Di.scus.ses the feasibility of forest mapping by
photography from airplanes. Amer: For., July 1919
p. 1206.

S-9. Tests prove forest's effect on streams. Can
For. J., Sept., 1919, p. 364. The Swiss Federal Station
of Forest Research has demon.strated the direct con-
nection between forests and the control of floods, also
in the prevention of drought.^C.L.

B-9. Forests and floods in China. Prof. H. H. Chap
man, Amer. For., Feb., 1919. p. 835.—C.L.
B-9.—How Forestry and tree culture concern the dis-

abled soldier. W. M. Ilussie, Red Cross Institute,
-Viiier. For., Dee., 1918, p. 725.—C.L.

B-9. Control of private cutting. Prof. W. D Clark
Amer. For.. Jan.. 1919, p. 818.—C.L.

B-9. Forestry—The relation of wood to the develop-
?^cnt of civilization. Wm. Carson, Amer. For , Aug
1919, p. 1297.—C.L.
D 4. Manufacture of fibrous pulp suitable for paper-
making from sawdust and wood waste. Eng. Patent
N. 117,086, J. C. Van Wessem, Bloemendaal, Holland.
J. Soe. Chem. Ind., 38, 496 A. (1919). Sawdust, or other
wood" waste previously reduced to the fineness of saw-
dust, is moistened with a regulated quantity of water
not exceeding 60 per cent of the dr.y weight of the
wood and fed by a screw conveyor into a grinding mill

in whicli it is ground to a fibrous pulp which is not in

a pasty condition. The heat generated in the grinding
mill should be such as to raise to a temperature not ex-

ceeding 90 deg. C. and to evaporate the moisture to

such an extent that a fibrous pulp is manufactured con-
taining not more tlian 30 per cent of moisture.—A.P. -C

N.-4. Methods of economizing fuels. (La question

due charboii.) Lc Papier, 22, (Aug., 1919). The fol-

lowing methods of economizing fuels should be given
much more attention than they usi;all.v get. Increase

in the development of water-power; washing coal to

remove some of the impurities, thereby increasing its

efficiency ; use of low grade fuels, such as lignite and
peat; keeping a close watch on the consumption of

coal in mills and factories and using all modern im
provements in methods of firing, etc.; centralizing the

generation of mechanical power wherever possible ; use

of powdered coal. The advantages of the latter are

:

in-actically perfect combustion (98 per cent) ; utiliza-

tion of very low grade coals (as high as 45 per cent

ash or as low as 5 per cent volatile) ; the CO.j content

of the flue-gases is always above 16 per cent ; the CO
content is always below 0.5 per cent; the evaporation

never falls below 9 lbs. ; absence of C in the ashes

;

automatic removal of the ashes; automatic control of

the heating, reducing labor to a minimum, 1 nuiti being

able to attend to a batterv of 10 800 h.p. boilers.—A.

P.-C
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UNYim STATES ^OTES
Paper Makers and Publishers Agree.

All interesting feature of the speeial meeting; of tlie

American Newspaper I'uhlisliers Association lield last

week at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City

to consider the newsprint shortage, was a conference

between a committee of the publishers and a commit-

tee representing the manufacturers—the American

Paper and Pul]i Association, which met in annual ses-

sion at the same hotel. And for what was said to he

the first time, representatives of the newsprint industry

were invited to address the publishers on the question

of prime mutual interest. Sentiment among the pub-

lishers was unanimous for reductions in the size of

newspapers as a means of conserving newsprint.

Among recommendations made in a set of resolutions

adopted by the Publishers Association was a suggestion

that all daily and Sunday newspapers be asked to con-

form to the regulations laid down by the "War Indus-

tries Board last year, although that board is no longer

functioning. Increased advertising and subscription

rates, substitution of adjustable monthly or quarterly

advertising rates for yearly contracts, restriction of

advertising space and no hoarding of print paper, are

among other means urged in the resolutions to meet

the threatened newsprint famine. The white paper

and legislative committees of the association are di-

rected to urge the enactment of such legislation as

will permit the development of w-aterpower so that

timber lands in the United States may be made fully

available for the manufacture of wood pulp, lumber

and paper, and to urge the taking of steps by Con-

gress that will induce the Canadian Government to re-

peal the Order in Council prohibiting the export of

wood cut from Crown lands. R. S. Kellogg, secretary

and sales agent for the Newsprint Service Bureau

:

Thomas Walker of the H. D. Craig Company, and

Chester W. Lyman of the International Paper Com-

pany were appointed from among the manufacturers'

representatives by Franklin P. (Jlass, president of the

association, to the committee charged with the sifting

of suggestions and the drawing up of resolutions. Th''

publishers were told by Mr, Kellogg that the mills are

unable to increase production as they are running at

full capacity.

A paper testing machine which is expected to render

valuable service to the paper industry by supplying

data regardiug the strength of i)aper—data difficult to

obtain heretofore—has been invented by a member of

the staff of the Forest Products Laboratory at j\Iadi-.

son. Wis. The difficulty in testing the tearing strength

of paper has always been in securing a constant force

of value. Irregularities in the paper structure, due to

its fibrous nature, make the reading of the force re-

quired to tear the paper very uncertain. The machine

now Hearing completion overcomes this difficulty bv

yieldiug an average force for the entire tear. It

simply measures the work done in tearing the strip

Dividing the work done by the length of the tear gives

the average tearing force. The length of the tear is

the same in all cases, so that the machines can be

calibrated to read the average tearing force.

The lif>t annual meeting of the Cust Association of

the Paper Trade Industry was called to order last

Wednesday in the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York
City, with President D. E. I^urchell of Bangor, Maine,
in the chair. This organization is a branch of the

American Paper and Pulp Association which met two
days later at the same place. Mr. Burchell spoke of

the meeting as one called to show pi'ogress rather than

achievement. At a gathering held a year ago only

three concerns reported that they had adequate cost

accounting .systems in operation. To-day, said Mr.

Hurchell, every concern in the paper trade in the coun-

try is convinced of the necessity of co!5t accounting,

which it is hoped, the members of the association will

help them to obtain.

Speaking to the members of the Southern Logging
Association at the annual convention of that organiza-

tion held last week at New Orleans, La., J. F. Kidd
of Lake, Miss., declared that hundreds of tons of saw-

mill waste which could be used for newsprint and other

coarse papers, are being burned every da.v. He as-

serted that there are millions of feet of stumps and
small timber in southern cutover lands which could be

used to furnish raw material for newsprint. "I under-

stand," said Mr. Kidd, "that many small town weekly

and semi-weekly newspapers have been forced to su-

spend publication because of the high cost of new-

sprint, and that even some of the city dailies are hav-

ing a rocky road to travel, but it seems to me that

there is inefficiency and neglect of opportunity some-

where when raw material is being wasted in quan-

tities with a market crying for the products which

could be manufactured from this wastage." He ad-

vocated the establishment through the Southern timber

belt of either pidp or paper mills to convert into paper

what "now goes up in smoke."
Under a bill recently introduced in Congress by Re-

presentative Christopherson of South Dakota, exporta-

tion of newsprint paper would be put under a ban.

Penalty for violations of the proposed law would be

a $10,000 fine or ten years' imprisonment.

One of the most important features of the special

meeting of the American Paper and Pulp Associa-

tion which was held last Friday w. the Waldorf-As-

toria Roof Garden. New York Cit.v. was the report' of

the committee on forest conservation. This report is

in effect an exhaustive survey of the natural resources

of the country in relation to its supply of wood suit-

able for the making of paper pulp. The recommenda-

tions made by the committee involve not only a na-

tional forest policy but also have direct hearing on

the needs, policies, and conservation plans of several

States. The report shows that the available estimates

disclose an indicated original forest area in the United

States of $.50,000,000 acres. The present area, based on

the same estimates, is but 550.000,000 acres. Two mil-

lion acres of this are practically merchantable timber,

•2.50,000,000 acres have been partly cut and burned

over, with a fair natural reproduction, and 100,000,-

000 so badly cut and burned that extensive planting

will be needed to restore this acreage to anything like

a productive element in national life.
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D. F. Coot.s, representiug the Whitiug Paper Co.,

Holyoke, Mass., was in Toronto this week calling upon
the trade and reports that all the mills in the New
England district are rushed with orders.

J. F. Ellis, President of Barber-Ellis, Limited, To-
ronto, and wife are spending a few weeks on a holiday

trip to Boston, New York and other cities.

Isaac Wilcox, who looks after sales in Canada for

the Smith Paper Co., Lee, Mass., manufacturers of

tissue paper, was in Toronto recently on business.

The various paper manufacturers and wholesale
paper firms in Toronto donated a page advertising

space one day last week in the Toronto papers in the
interest of the Victory Loan, the announcement being
"An Exchange of Monev That Pavs.

"

W. H. Sherriff, of the Hodge-Sherriff Paper Co.,

Toronto, has returned from an extended and success-

ful business trip to Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonton
and reports the paper business as being active in the
western provinces.

George 0. Comfort, of Carthage, N. Y., who is well

and favorably known in Canadian pulp and paper
circles, was in Toronto during the past week on his

way to Camden East, Out., where he will be in charge
of the paper mill in that town which has been taken
over by the newly incorporated Specialty Paper ]Mills.

Limited. Mr. Comfort is one of the directors of the

new company.
H. C. Courtney, of Beauharnois, Que., superintendent

of the Howard Smith Paper Mills, spent a few days
in Toronto last week calling upon old friends in the

trade.

An addition is being erected to the envelope factory
of Barber-Ellis, Limited, at Brantford. The extension
which faces Marlborough .street, is 100 x 100 feet, two
stories high and is being built of steel and reinforced
concrete with brick facing. The main factory is

about 800 X 100 feet. It is expected that the work
will be completed eai-ly in the new year aiul much
additional room will be provided so that the company
will not only be in a position to increase its output
but also to render better service. The envelope factory
of the firm has been rushed with business for many
weeks.

It is understood tliat the sales offices of the Howard
Smith Paper I\Iills, and the Toronto Paper ilfg. Co.,

the former now located at 120 Bay street, Toronto,
and the other in the ilail building on the same street,

will be amalgamated after the first of the year and
that the new quarters will be in the Royal Bank build-

ing, corner of King and Yonge streets. Toronto.
The Nashua (jummed and Coated Paper Co., of

Nashua. N. H.. who are establishing a branch factory
in Peterborough, Ont., expect that the alterations to

the building which they will occupy, will be completed
in a few weeks and that manufacturing will start in

January next. The building at Peterborough has
seventy thousand feet of floor space and the company
will make non curling gummed papers, cloth lined
papers, box stay, sealing tape, gummed cloth and
])lain and printed wax papers of all grades. The

Canadian business will be managed by Robert A.
Brown, who has been identified with the Nashua
factories for some time in an executive capacity.
United Lumber, Limited, with head office at Fred-

erieton, N. B., and a capital stock of $24,500 has been
incorporated to carry on a general lumber and pulp-
\vood business.

Sir Harry Brittain, M.P., who is paying a visit to
Canada at the request of the British press, spent a few
days in Montreal and Toronto and addressed the Cana-
dian Club in Toronto on the Imperial Press Confer-
ence which will be held next summer in the Dominion.
Sir Harry was the originator of the first Imperial
Press Conference, held in Britain in 1909 from which
great benefits resulted throughout the whole Empire.
All the .iournalists who will be present at the second
Imperial Press Conference next year will be the guests
of the Dominion Government.

JIauy friends in the paper trade were shocked last

week to learn of the sudden death of William P. Ry-
rie. who pas.sed away at his apartments 755 Yonge
street, Toronto. He had been attending a reception
in the Masonic Temple in honor of the recent election
as an active member of the 33rd degree Supreme
Council of the Masonic Lodge in Canada and had just
returned to his abode when he expired. Mr. Rj'rie

had been for some time in poor health and had in-

tended going to Florida to spend the winter. He was
sixtv-two years of age and had held many high offices

in the ^Masonic circle. He was unmarried and leaves
one brother, James Ryrie. of Ryrie Bros., .iewellers,

of Toronto. The deceased had spent all his life in

the pulp and paper business and for many years was
managing director of Becker and Co. of America and
exported thousands of tons each year of sulphite pulp
to the Old Country. When the war broke out and ex-
port could no longer be carried on, he organized the
Ryrie Paper Co. He was also President of Hyslop
Bros., Toronto, and a director of the National Club.
Few men in America were better posted on the pulp
business than Mr. Ryrie, who was highly esteemed
and respected.

A charter has been granted to Khaki Call, Limited,
Toronto, with a capital stock of $100,000 to engage
in the printing and publishing business.

A federal charter has been granted to Porrits and
Spencer (Canada), Limited, with a capital stock of
one million dollars and headquarters in Hamilton. As
announced in the last issue of the "Pulp and Paper
Magazine, the company, which will engage in the
manufacture of paper makers' felts will begin opera-
tions next month, their extensive buildings being
nearly completed .

Photographic Arts, Limited, has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $100,000, and headquarters in
Montreal, to acquire as a going concern the business
carried on in Ottawa by Fred. M. Switzer and the
National Enaraving Co., Limited, as engravers, litho-
graphers and photographers. The new company is

also empowered to conduct business, not only in these
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lines but also as publishers, embossers, bookbinders,

paper-makers, envelope and paper bag makers, etc.

A federal charter has been granted to the Rose

Lithographic Corporation of Canada with a capital

of $50,000 and headquarters in Montreal. The com-

pany is authorized to acquire, ooperate and maintain

plants for the manufacture of groundwood, pulp,

sulphite, paper, cardboard, paper materials, etc., and
to carry on the busines.s of stationers, lithographers,

publishers, wall and ceiling paper manufacturers, etc.

The Canadian Pad and Paper Company, Limited, is

a new conserve with a capital stock of $40,000 and
headquarters in Toronto, to conduct the business of

stationery manufacturers, lithographers, engravers,

printers and ilcalers in paper and paper products,

etc. The incorporators are: Roy C. Hill, Stanford G.

Wilson, George Hill, all of Toronto, and John Cooper,
Schomberg, Ontario.

The Diamond State Fibre Co. of Canada have been
granted letters patent to carry on the business of

manufacturers of and dealers in goods, wares and
merchandise, of every description, and to act as com-
niissiou agents, brokers, ete. The headquarters of the
company are at Bridgeport, Penn., and the provi-
.^ional directions are : Jas. S. Lovell, Wm. Bain, E. H.
Stewart and others, of Toronto, where a Canadian
branch will be established.

The Brown Corporation recently entertained a large
party of bankers in a trip to the big sulphate mill at
La Tuque and to the Gouin Dam at La Loutre. They
were greatly impressed. A personal inspection of the
possibilities for industrial development, based on (Can-

ada's wood and waterpower will convince anj^ sensible
financier that investment in the pulp and paper in-

dustrj' is safe and sound.
The newest member of the Technical Section is Mr.

I. J. Gartland. Union Bag & Paper Corp., 1970 Wool-
worth Bldg., New York City.

FOE A BETTER SPIRIT IN B.C. CAMPS.
In the "Canada Lumberman and Woodworker"

for September 1, ]Mr. Nubaum Henderson, Superin-
tendent of the Shantymen's Christian Association,
gives a few suggestions regarding the M'ork which
that organization is doing among the logging camps
of British Columbia.
The results of the friendship of Association work-

ers for the men of the camp and of the work which
Catholic priests and Protestant missionaries have
done among them are apparent, Mr. Henderson
writes, both in the lessening of reckless living and in

the spirit which is revealing itself in these lives of
merest and discontent.

Mr. Henderson pays tribute to the fundamental
religious teaching which has helped to keep the
lumberman, as a class, sane and secure from being
swept into the whirlpools of Bolshevism. On the
other hand, Mr. Henderson arraigns on the basis of

"poor biisiness" the selfish short sightedness of those
industrial employers who keep their men working
seven days in the week and in other ways show that
they regard them as tools, not as human beings. They
will presently reap what they have sowed—a liarvest

of discontent, embitterment, Bolshevism. The ar-

raignment may well go far, for the man who prepares
the way for Bolshevism to enter into the mind and
heart of a fellow being is a traitor to his country and
to the principles for which his countrymen have
given their lives.

All the missionaries in the world would find it dif-

ficult to reach men M'ho feel that they are not having
a square deal. All changes toward better living con-

ditions, such as Dr. Henderson describes in his gra-

phic picture of a comfortable Western logging camp,
will tend to keep men contented, knowing that they

are living as self-respecting men have a right to live.

Contentment makes more possible a receptive atti-

tude readiness for a deepening of the spiritual life.

And—in an ever-widening circle—true religious faith,

like the winds that sweep through their great forests,

will clear from their minds and hearts the poison

of rancour and bitter discontent and leave the nation

safer, saner, more protected by these gallant woods-

men sons of hers.

INTERNATIONAL PROCESS CO. ON PEACE BASIS.

Because of the War Activities of its entire per-

sonnel, the International Process Company of 5 Beek-

man Street, New York City, has been practically un-

able to conduct business during that period ; in fact

its techincal staff has only recently completed an ela-

borate report to the Chief or Ordinance, U.S.A. on

"Investigation and Experiments to determine the pos-

sibilities of Wood Fibres as a substitute fur Cotton in

the manufacture of Smokeless Powder."
The war work of the laboratories and miniature

pulp mill at Stamford, Connecticut, necessitated many
additions and improvements in equipment so that it is

now in excellent condition to investigate and test

raw materials for paper making or for nitrating and
to report on the possibilities of vegetable fibre for any
purpose, as well a.s by-product recovery in connection

therewith.

The International Process Co. was incorporated in

1908 to investigate and exploit processes and appar-

atus for pulp manufacture, and to develop commercial
plants based on such proces.ses and apparatus as were
found practical, and efficient. Its Consulting Chemi-
cal Engineers, Mr. Carl P. Carlson, of Langbron, Swed-
en, was the pioneer inventor and designer of apparatus
for the manufacture of Kraft papers, and M. A. W.
Wearn. the Mechanical Engineer of this Company, was
with Mr. Carlson as engineer in the design of much of

the equipment that made the Carlson Mills so success-

ful in Sweden, Norway and Finland, where sulphate

processes were first developed.

At a recent meeting of the Coini)any. Mr. .To.seph

G. Mayo, President of the Trons'de Board Corporation
to Norwich, Conn, was elected a director and Vice
President of the Company. Mr. Mayo was General
Manairer of the Southern Paper Company's plant dur-
ing 1915-1916 and afterwards General Manager of the

mills of the Mattasami Pulp and Paper Co. at Smooth
Rock Falls, Ontario.

The International Process Company is now in a

po.sition to serve the pulp and paper trade as Chem-
ists and Engineers, supply machinery, and take re-

sponsibility for its installation and operation.

Research work to determine the use of by-products
of wood is one of the important functions of the com-
pany; in discussing the plans of the company Mr.
Sawtelle said that it was now owned exclusively by
American capital, and that all its machinery would
^e built by American manufacturers.

A piece of lime kept in a tool chest will prevent
the tools from rusting.—Millwrighting.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, November 17, 1919.—Everything in connec-

tion with the paper line goes on with a swing and

orders are getting farther behind. Collections are

good, business comes without the asking and the only

question which arises is how to get out the necessary

quantities. Every mill in the Dominion is speeded up
to capacity and prices are very firm. Newsprint

grows more scarce every day and the circulation of

all Canadian dailies is now at top notch mark. Each
•week brings further news of the immediate develop-

ment of the trade and extensions to plants. Last

week the news was flashed over the wires of the big

undertaking of the Great Lakes Paper Co. at Port

Arthur, and this week comes the tidings that Price

Bros, and Co. will erect a new newsprint mill in the

Saguenay district with a capacity of five hundred
tons. Saguenay will be the name of the new town
and it will be located about four miles east of Chicou-

timi where the largest groundwood plant in Canada
is very busy on mechanical pulp. Thus one more town
will be brought into existence through pulp and paper
activities and, within the last decade, there has been
probably a dozen different centres, which have sprung
into being. Before the end of 1920 it is expected
there will be produced daily in the Dominion over

three thousand tons of newsprint.
The manufacture of mechanical and sulphite pulp

is also being increased in like proportion and Can-
ada is now striking a stride in the industry which
will steadily increase. The added tonnage would all

find a market even if it could by magic turn be turned
out over night. The American market and the de-

mands abroad would then not be satisfied. Ground-
wood pulp is commanding almost any price and the
question is not a matter of quotations bui where can
the mills, who desire to purchase, have their require-

ments filled. The advance in prices is bound to have
a corresponding effect on the cost of paper and mills

are now figuring on readjustments which are likely

to go into effect at the beginning of the year. The '

general opinion prevails that values will ascend on
every line of paper before there will be a fall and no
one looks to any commodity ever getting back to the
figures that prevailed before the war.

There has been a stiffening on certaui lines of

writing paper, bonds and ledgers and all mills making
wrappings and kraft are sold up for months ahead.

One firm, which has been making poster paper, has

gone out of that line in order to devote more atten-

tion to their other ranges and the price of tag manila

has been advanced half a cent. It is expected that

new quotations will soon come out on sulphite pulp

and prices for the finished product will be rearranged
accordingly.

Jobbers are complaining about not being able to get

deliveries and the box making plants are being rush-

ed to capacity. They cannot secure female help to

turn out the goods and some of the industries in Can-

ada have stopped taking orders. New plants are be-

ing started and still the cry for more goods keeps up.

One of the largest customers is the candy industry

which, due to heavy shipments of confectionery to

England, are calling for more boxes than ever before.

Wax paper plants are rushed to the utmost and the

fact that several American concerns are establishing

branch factories in Canada, shows how great is the

development in this country. Inquiries come con-

stantly to hand for export and only a limited amount
of this business can be taken on. Some paper mills

are giving customers a pro rata allowance in paper in

an effort to preserve an even balance and to deal with
all firms impartially and no speculative buying is be-

ing engaged in. Printers are all working to the limit

and more printed matter is going out through the

mails than ever before. Cost counts but little in

preparation of the jobs and the question arises when
can you deliver the goods and in what quantities?

The war has brought about many changes in the pub-
lishing field particularly in the military arena and
farmers' papers which call for much paper. It is now
rumored that the Farmers' Sun in Toronto, wliieh has
been a weel\lj', will soon come out as a bi-weekly.

This move may be the preliminary to another daily

paper and a publication in the interest of the Farmers
is about to be launched in St. John, N. B. Other
week-end publications have increased, labor journals

are enjoying a wider circulation than ever and, with
the change in the trend of political affairs, new open-
ings in the publishing line are presenting themselves.

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill. NEW YORK

Have an extensive

and steady market

for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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Every coated \<.<\h-v |>i;iiii m Canarla has recently
extended its output and still eaunot keep up with
orders. The saiue eonditiou applies to toilet and tis-

sue produetiou and the mills are from three .to four
months in arrears. Bread wrapping is eoniing to
the front again and sul]>hite papers have a large call.

Possibly no better evidence of expansion is indicated
than that a million dollar plant has been established
in Hamilton for the manufacture of paper makers'
felts and that Paper making machines are now being
turned out in Canada for the first time and the first
one, which will be wholly of Canadian make, design
and build, will be in operation early in the new year
in an eastern mill.

The postal authorities of Toronto have sent out
notices that there are approximately ten thousand
letters mailed daily in the city in foolscap-size
envelopes, the contents of which are confined to one
sheet of letter size paper which could with economy
be enclosed in a No. 7 or No. 8 envelope. A call ha's
been made upon business firms, in the interest of more
expeditious handling of the mails, to use smaller
envelopes, which run less risk of being damaged or
torn. It is also urged that mail matter be posted
earlier in the day to facilitate despatch, and equalize
the work of the office.

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, November 1.).—The increasing shortage

and rapidly mounting cost of newsprint has finallv
caused newspaper publi.shers in the United States to
take definite and concerted action toward relieving the
market situation which for some weeks has been
steadily becoming more serious. At a meeting at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in this city last Wednesda.v,
called by the president of the American Newspaper
Publishers' Association for the express purpose of con-
sidering the paper situation, more than 100 prominent
publishers of daily newspapers from all parts of the
country passed resolutions favoring a return to war-
time limitations on the use of newsprint, and pointing
out that only through a procedui-e of this sort could
the present available supply of paper he made suf-
ficient to go around. Present at the conference were
several well known representatives of paper manufac-
tures, including R. S. Kellogg, sec. of the Newsprint
Service Bureau; Chester W. Lyman, of the Interna-
tional Paper Company, and Thomas Waller, of H. G.
Craig & Company, paper merchants and distributors.
Each of these men. in brief addresses, advised the
newspaper proprietors that the paper mills of the
country and Canada could not hope to fill the demand
for newsprint at the prevailing rate of consumption.
Mr. Kellogg cited statistics showing that the consump-
tion of newsprint has for some time past been fully 10
per cent in excess of the production, which accounts
for the serious shortage of newsprint. The resolutions
adopted by the meeting urge that all publishers of
daily newspapers limit the size of their editions and to
adhere strictly to their limitations, which, if generally
followed, will effect a reduction of approximately 33
per cent in the volume of paper consumed.
The market for newsprint continues uninterrupted in

its climb upward. Demand has reached an acute stage
and little fresh supply is being offered in the open
market, only occasional lots of small tonnage being
available for prompt shipment. Actual sales have
been recorded within the past few days at 7 cents' per
pound f.o.b mills, and there is no question that con-
siderable quantities could easily be sold at this and

even higher figures. Manufaciurers as a rule are sold
ahead, not for a month, but for five and six months,
while some have dispo.sed of their output for a year to
come, and are consequently out of the niai-ket as re-
gards additional sales.

The fine paper market appears to be steadily grow-
ing stronger. Export business is gradually increasing
and domestic buyers are enlarging their operations as
well, so that mills are getting all the orders they can
comfortably accommodate. Prices are firm and the
tendency is upward. Low grades of btnids and ledgers
are moving in relatively larger volume than high-
priced papers, and producers in frequent cases are jack-
ing up prices.

Wrappings are firm and moving in a consistent
manner. Mills are well provided with business cover-
ing several nuuiths ahead and are cautions in accept-
ing further orders. Quotations are firmly maintained
but generally unchanged at about 9 cents for No. 1

kraft and IIV2 cents for No. 1 jute. Tissues are in

good demand and quotably steady. No. 1 white tissue
is quoted at $1.10 to $1.20 and No. 2 white at around
$1, while manila tissue of No. 1 quality is selling at $1
to $1.10.

Book papers retain their strong undertone, and while
most manufacturers and dealers continue to name the
same ])rices, reports have been heard of some ad-

vancing q\u)tations on forward shipments, which would
indicate that mills are declining to accept more busi-

ness at the present basis of prices. The strike of print-

ers in New York fails to have other than a sentimental
influence on the market, and it seems safe to say that
consumption—in the aggregate—has suffered but
little, if any, whereas any loss that has been sustained
is likel.y to be made up when printing establishments
locally resume operations on a normal scale.

The board market appears to have taken on a firmer

aspect notwithstanding that ordinarily at this time of

the year demand eases off, boxmakers for the most
part holding aloof as buyers until after the holidays.

Prices are firm and mills are operating at maximum
capacity. News board is selling at $65 per ton and
plain chip board at $60.

GROUND WOOD—Quotations on mechanical pulp
are strictly nominal. Practically no spot lots are

available, grinders as a unit being sold ahead for a

Jong time and having no prompt shipments to offer.

Reports are heard of sales in the open market at be-

yond $50 per ton, and in view of the circumstances sur-

rounding the situation, it seems more than probable

that consumers have paid such record-breaking figures

for pulp. Those producers having occasional parcels

of ground wood to dispose of to transient buyers are

pursuing a policy of insisting that bii.vers take equal

amounts of stored pulp along with freshly ground pulp

and in this way are removing all their stocks which
have been held in store. Ground wood which has lain

in the open for a year and longer is said to be selling

at $40 and more, reflecting the acute need of con-

sumers for supplies.

CHEMICAL PULP—All grades of sulphite pulp are

moving steadily and at firm prices. Paper mills are

freely absorbing such lots as are offered and are meet-

ing the prices asked without hesitation. Sulphate

pulps, on the other hand, are comparatively quiet, al-

though there is sufficient business activity to sustain

values, and no change is reported in quotations. Ar-

rivals of foreign pulp have been rather large during

the past fortnight. Four or five steamers have dis-
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for balance of this year and over first six months
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charged cargoes at New York, but the bulk of this

supply lias been sold to arrive and tlie influence on the

market has been negligible. No news has yet been re-

ceived to the effect that the Baltic has been closed but

it is presumed by local tradesmen that navigation over

this waterway is about over for the season. Newsprint

sulphite of donii'stie origin is selling readily at $70 to

$75 a ton at pulp mills and the majority of transactions

are at the higher level. Sales of foreign kraft pulp at

$82 a ton ex dock have been recorded, while domestic

kraft of No. 1 quality is available at $80 and doubt-

less at slightly lower figures. Easy bleaching sulphite

is actively sought and is offered sparsely. Very little

of this kind of pulp is coming in from Scandinavia and

domestic manufacturers are sold well ahead.

RAGS—Some grades of papermaking rags are im-

proving in demand and the market is characterized by

more activity than has been evident in recent weeks.

No. 1 packing of white rags is moving freely toward

mills and sales of repacked whites at $7.75 and $8 per

hundred pounds New York and of No. 1 miscellaneous

packing at $7 to $7.25 have been noted. Choice grades

of twos and blues also are in a livelier market posi-

tion, while roofing rags maintain their strong under-

tone under a brisk inquiry from felt manufacturers.

No. 1 roofing rags are selling at close to $60 a ton f.o.b.

shipping points, sales at this basis being definitely re-

ported in the middle West, while Eastern mills are

paying between $2.80 and $2.90, or $56 to $68 a ton.

Bags from abroad continue to arrive in large quanti-

ties but according to talk heard in the ti-ade consider-

able dissatisfaction is expressed by consumers over

the quality of the material coming in from Europe, and

indications are that a good many buyers are switching

their purchases from imported to domestic rags.

Dealers in and around New York feel confident that

the domestic market has a more active period ahead

of it than has prevailed thus far this year. They base

their contentions on the large volume of material being

consumed by paper mills and on the poor quality of

the rags coming here from European countries. There

is consequently a lack of selling pressure and prices

in general display a steadiness reflecting the bullish at-

titude of packers.

Note: For waste papers, rope and baggng. See ]>. lUU
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DOX -T RESEGE.

Never since wood pulp has been used for the mauu-

iaciure of newsprint has the fibre of the forest attain-

ed such an importance to the daily life of e\Qry person

who reads the newspaper. The consumer, that is the

publisher of the newspaper, particularly in tlie United

States is faced with a very serious problem and the

smaller the publisher the more difficult is his position.

The large dailies in the big cities are consuming an

amount of newsprint which is simply astounding and

due to their large revenues from the advertising which

is being thrust upon them thej^ are in a position to bid

vei'V high for spot lots of paper in addition to their

contract supplies. This condition was not so serious

when contracted amounts were sufficient but when the

ionsumi)tion of paper passed this point and began

to eat so rapidly into surplus that spot lots have been

Mlniost entirely bought up, these publishers are now
ready to pay practically any price so long as they can

gi't the paper. We have now approached, if not arriv-

ed at, the point where no large newspaper can get the

amount it wants without robbing somebody to get it.

There is no need of quoting figures as a bare statement

of conditions is sufficient to show the gravity of the

situation from the publisher's point of view. It sim-

|)ly means that if the papermakers supply large dailies

who iUf able to pay what would be impossible prices

to the small publisher, many of the latter will have to

i|uit.

The matter as it applies to the manufacturer is more

than one of simj)l.y making paper and shipping it, it is

a matter of maintaining a reputation for doing the

right thing that will long outlive the present temporary

and more or less artificial demand for newsprint. It

is a big temptation for a mill to disregard the need of

the man who has bought on a comparatively low figure

in order to supply the demand of a possible purchaser

who is able to pay a very much higher price. It may
appear sharp for a business man to accomplish deals

of this kind, but it is certainly far from practicing fair

play. The paper maker is under a moral obligation to

supply a legitimate customer and especially one who
has been led to believe that his normal requirements

will be filled. Many small papers and a number of

large ones as well have not made agreements for assur-

ed future supplies, partly through their own reluct-

ance and partly because of the attitude of some mills

and of the uncertainty of government regulations. It

is not right that they should be victims of misfortune if

it is possible to keep them supplied with a reasonable

amount of newsprint.

In spite of the very profitable market in the United

States at the present time and in spite of the present

sacrifice of very attractive profits by catering to this

extra demand, instead of cultivating the more perman-

ent market which has been opened up in Great Britain,

it woidd certainly appear to a spectator on the side

lines as if the game would ultimately be won by the

more careful and conservative tactics of playing for

the permanent market. There is in sight an increased

production of about 70,000 tons for next year on this

continent and it is quite likely that this would natur-

ally be absorbed by the normal increase in the news-

paper publication, if the industry wants to take ad-

vantage of the present abnormal condition it would
seem to us that a better way would be to absorb only

so much of it as can be supplied by the switching to

newsprint of machines making paper for which the de-

maud is less. Beyond that we would say, "Let the

new'spapers take care of themselves." It is a poor
farmer who buys more seed potatoes than he has land

to plant.

FIDDLING ON THE ^AME l:iTEING.

We are not brmging up the coal question again at

this time for lack of something else to talk about but

because th« coal situation in Canada is not at all sat-

isfactory. Were it not for the delightfully cordial re-

lations that exist between this country and the United

States the Norh American continent would be in an
exceedingly serious position in regard to the supply of

coal for the coming winter. Things are bad enough

as they are, but with both countries making every

effort to assist each other in the present trying cir-

cumstances the prospects are not altogether without

hope. .When it is necessary to reinstate the fuel con-

trollers of war time and to re-establish restriction ad
regulations and to make such arrangements for the

coaling of ships as has recently been done it is cer-

tainly the duty of every user of coal to economize to

the utmost.

Outside of improvements and repairs on the equip-

ment for generating, distributing and utilizing heat

it is possible for the management of every pulp and

paper mill to make a special appeal to the man be-

hind the shovel so that the coal will be used under the

boilers to the best possible advantage. At this point

it may be said that appealing to the fireman or the

steam engineer will not suffice if the appeal is not

supplemented with instruction and helpful suggestions.

Many a fireman believes he is doing his very best when
he keeps his eye on the steam gauge and his hands on
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the shovel. What he should do at the same- time is

to have his mind on the fact that he is shoveling money

into the furnace and that it is up to him to find out

and use the best method of making the best use of the

coal. This education in heat conservation must go to

nearly every man in the plant, at least to those who

are allowed to touch a steam valve. Heat costs more

than money this j'car.

May it not be that our waste of coal is typical of

other wastes and that serious effort to avoid wast«

in one respect may assist us in developing a better

practice in other matters with distinct benefit to the

industry and its prospects. There is no question but

that we must save coal. It is not altogether a matter of

money, it is a matter of being able to get it. "When a

mill in West Virginia that has a coal mine almost at its

back-door, has to shut down for lack of fuel it is eas-

ily seen what a predicime'nt a mill one thousand miles

from a coal mine is likely to find itself in when coal

supplies are cut off at the source. There has been an

enormous decrease in the production of coal and the

most careful consumption of available supplies will be

a serious strain on the amounts available. The coal

miners' strike has been called off, but that has not

put the miners back at work, and their return will not

ensure an adequate production.

In addition to presenting such opportunities the Pulji

& Paper Magazine is always glad to give special alteii-

tion to requests for particular information. It is not

possible for an advertiser to tell all about his wares i;,

ihe limited space of an advertisement so that it is fre-

quently our pleasure as well as privilege to put inquii'-

ers in touch with sources of .supply for various types

of material. Of course, all of the firms who manufac-

ture and deal in pulp and paper mill equipment are
J

not represented on the advertising pages of this maga- ^

zine, but we are sure that there is little that cannot

be obtained from those who do and we also feel sure

that the material or service furnished by them will give

satisfaction. So we would say to our readers, don't

neglect an occasional survey, if not a regular perusal,

of the advertising pages of your trade journal.

THE ADVERTISING PAGES.

There are three classes of readers of every trade

journal, those who turn first to the editorials and other

reading matter, those whose interest lies first in the

advertisements, and those who have the time and inclin-

ation to read both the reading matter and the adver-

tisements. It is surprising how much a person con-

nected with the pulp and paper industry can obtain by

looking carefully through the advertisements of the

magazines relating to his work. There is very little in

the way of equipment, processes or engineering ser-

vice connected with the industry that cannot be obtain-

ed from the firms there represented. Besides an in-

dex of equipment the reader has here an extensive

source of information to which he is always welcome.

Such information regarding pulp and paper making

processes and apparatus is important not only to th;

purchasing agent, but even more so to the superinten-

dent, foreman and workman in the mill.

Besides the advertising of supplies and service for

the manufacturing departments, the Pulp & Paper Mag-

azine presents each week the business cards, as it were

of manufacturers of and dealers in pulp and paper.

These are intended to ser\'e as an introduction of the

dealers to the manufacturers who may have material

to dispose of and to introduce the manufacturers of

paper also to the many readers both in and outside of

the industry who must oocasionally purchase supplies

of these products. Thus we serve a double purpose in

the dissemination of this type of information.

COBWEBS.
In an editorial in a recent number of the Fourth

Estate it is .stated that publishers should increase their

advertizing rates so as to decrease the volume of ad-

vertising by 50 per cent and to effect a needed saving

in newsprint paper. A significant sentence reads:

—

"Probablj^ the real reason why the publishers have not

done this before is, as one of them recently remarked,

that they can 't trust each other to keep an agreement

;

but The Fourth Estate dislikes to believe that any such

feeling will in this crucial period prevent the owners

of daily newspapers from readjusting their businesses

on safe and sane lines, just the same as those upon

which other businesises are conducted."

This is a very important statement in view of the

eertaiu howl that would be created if manufacturers

were to even consider the possibility of an agreement

to raise their prices. Perhaps publishers are exempt

from laws that affect ordinary people.

There has been appearing in one of the British'

Paper Journals an advertisement for a chemist for

a Canadian mill. A number of Canadian mills al-

ready have British chemists trained in English or

Scotch universities who are giving excellent service.

It is a sad commentary, however, on our own methods

of instruction as well as on the lack of co-ordinate

effort between the universities and the industry that

it seems necessary to go so far away for a chemist.

We happen to know of an English chemist who wants

to come to Canada and we congratulate him for want-

ing to come but we really would like to see more Can-

adian trained chemists and engineers as well as more

Canadian trained pulp and paper makers in our in-

dustry. It has been asserted that the young Canadian

paper maker does not have the same sense of re-

sponsibility or the same degree of attachment to a

position that seems ingrown with men from the other

side. This may be a natural trait or a national trait

with the Old Countrymen but in either case it is cer-

tainly one that might well be imitated here.
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Destruction of Wood Pulp by Fungi
By Otto Kress'. C'. .1. Humphrey-, C. Audrey Richards'

The Fo;:ests Products Laboratory has, in the past,

received numerous request.s from pulp mills for in-

formation relative to the prevention of the decay of

pulp wood and wood pulp, by the various molds and
fungi and possibly bacteria, which cause this de-

terioration. In view of the limited appropriation

available for this work and the numerous other urgent

problems requiring the attention of the section of

pathology, it was found impossible to study this prob-

lem intensivel}-. Recently, however, some of the pulp

mills have again requested the Laboratory to study

this problem, and in view of the increasing cost of

pulp wood and wood pulp, an instigation of this prob-

lem, of which this paper is a preliminary report, is

under way.
The Laboratory was furnished, by a cooperating

paper mill, witli a shipment of approximately 1000 lbs.

each of infected and freshly ground groundwood. The
pulp had partially dried during shipment, the clean

pulp being 42.8 per cent bone dry, while the infected

pulp, as received at the Laboratory, averaged 41 aS

per cent bone dry.

Our cooperator described this shipment as follows

:

"One lot of pulp is freshly ground pulp from aj)-

proximately 70 per cent spruce and 30 per cent lia!-

sam, ground at close to 70 H.P. witli a 10-eut, screw
thread burr at 160 deg. temperature. The other pulp
is of similar wood and similar grinding, except that

it was stored for six months in a dark, high basement
where it quickly became infected, as the laps show.""

The pulps as received were studied both as to their

paper making qualities and as to the organism caus-

ing the deterioration and their possible control.

Physical Characteristics of the Clean and Infected

Groundwood :

Figures 1 and 2 made under the same magnification

showing the typical appearance of the infected and
clean groundwood. clcMrh- indicate the effect of the

infection on the wood pulp fibre. The fibre length

of the infected pulp averaged 0.25 m.m., while the

clean ground pulp gave an average of 1.09 m.m. As
can be seen from Fig. 2, the fibres of the infected pulp

have been destroyed to a considerable extent, the re-

sulting pulp being brash and brittle, in some of the

Fu). I.

C'lraii (lri))(ii<hrn(i<l I'lilp

' Otto Kress, in charge. Section of Pulp and Paper.
- C. J. Humphrey, Pathologist, Bureau of Plant

Industry.
^ C. Audrey Richards, Assistant in Forest Patho-

logy, I'.nreau of Plant Industry.

Fig. II.

Infected (Jroundivuod Fulp x 125.

infected areas the pulp crumbles to a dust when a

sample is rubbed between the fingers.

Chemical Characteristics.

Samples of both the infected and clean groundwood
pulps are being studied to determine their more im-

portant chemical constants. It is hoped that the in-

formation to be obtained from a stud.v of the chemical

composition of the two pulps can be correlated with

their i^hysical and paper making characteristics.

To date only the cellulose determination has been
made, showing a yield of 50.7 per cent for the in-

fected pulp and 57.8 for th" clean groundwood pulp.

The results of this investigation and the interpreta-

tion of the data obtained will be presented as a paper
at a future date.

Freeness Test.

Separate portions of the infected and clean ground-
wood pulps were shredded in a Williams shredder and
lien opened up in a small beater under as near iden-

I'al beater conditions as possible. The resulting

j.ulp was piit through a small hand .screen, pressed
under a wine press, sampled for moisture and tested

for freeness by means of a Skark Sedimentation Tester.

The results of the tests are given in Table I, while
Figs. 3 shows the curve which indicates the far greater
freeness of the infected pulp over the fresh pulp.

In this connection the difference in feel of the same
jiereentage of suspension of both clean and infected
groundwood pulp is of interest, the infected pulp,

due to its shorter fibre and high percentage of fibre

fragments, giving apparently a suspension of less

density than is obtained with the clean pulp.
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Shark Sedimentation Test on Infected and Clean

Groundwood Pulps.

In fee ted Cleai.

Time Groundwood (Inumdwood

Seconds Discharge. Discharge.

C.C. C.C.

15 160 !)0

80 230 125

30 230 125

40 270 155

GO 305 175

75 330 195

!)0 355 215

105 380 230

120 400 245

135 420 260

150 425 275

165 435 290

180 440 295

195 310

210 320

225 330

240 340

255 355

270 360

285 368

300 372

Behavior Towards Dyestuffs.

Comparative (lyeiiiir.-^ were made usiujjr aeid. hasie

and direct cotton colors on both clean and infected

pulp to note any possible differences between the two
stocks. The infected pulp was coiisiderahly darker

and duller so makinpr the hand sheets, made from the

dyed infected pulp, very much duller than the sheets

prepared from the clean pulp. The depth of color

produced on both stocks with the three classes of dye-

stuffs used was practically identical.

Paper Making Characteristics of the Two Pulps.

Under as nearly identical beater and paper machine
conditions as possible, runs were made of infected
and clean groundwood pulp into waterleaf paper.

Table II—Strength Test on Waterleaf Paper Made
From Infected and Clean Groundwood.'

Lbs.
Run I

]

Infected } 73
Groundwood

J

Run II
]

Clean ) 72
Groundwood

j

Run III
]

Infected ] 79

Groundwood
J

Run IV
]

Clean } 59
Groundwood

J

.46 3fi 2200 3..S

Huns 1 and 2 were made under onliiuiry conditions

with recirculation of the white water. As the ex-

perimental machine at the Lal)oratory is only a 15

inch machine, witli a very limited output of paper per

hour, it was thought advisable to make comparative

runs 3 and 4 Avithout circulation of white water. In

this way. it was possible to obtain some idea of the

relative loss of stock by carefidly weijrliinj.' tiie pulp

into the beater, al.so the finislied paper and the small

amouid of broke produced.

According to this procedure, the conversion loss of

the clean pulp was 7.5 per eetit while the infected

pidp lost 16.0 per cent. Table II shows the comparative

strength tests on waterleaf all firoundwood pulps.

The paper made from the clean ground wood showed

2'/2 times the bursting strength and double the tensile

strength of the paper made under similar conditions

from the infected pidp. Under mill conditions infected

irroundwood pulp is used sparingly in the furnish, but

results obtained indicate that in such a furnish con-

siderable excess of sulphite or other higher grades of

pul]) must be used to counteract any decrease in

strength of the finished paper.

460

440

420

400

380

360

340

320

300

£80

„ _ P a" •= £ 24(3

c 5

III u 220

beo. l«a "Su §c ^^-
= S =^ = .= 1 ^-0 200
."O ^°? 2 Bo ' —

t

S a 5QS
|S2
COsc K d5 111 189

Lbs. Lbs. Meters Per ren t No

'i6o
.16 12 1030 2.5

140

.42 31 1920 3.8 2
IZO

.17 12 1220 2.3
IOC

80

* All strength tests made at approximately 65 per
cent relative humiditv.

30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300

TIKE In SECOrroS

Fiy. 111.

"^tdiincHtniiiiii T(sf on Clean atid hifcclcd Groundwood

Pulp.
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111 ninniiiji- the infected firoiiiKl wood on the experi-
mental paper machine, it was noted that the stoek was
considerably freer than clean ground wood and also
had a decided tendency to stick to the eoneh, press
rolls, etc. Further, the stock foamed badl.v, and it

was thoup:ht that this might he overcome by sizing.
Tests made using, respectively, 1 per cent size with 2
]ier cent alum, and 2 per cent size with 2y^ per cent
alum did not overcome the tendency to foam. While
the foaming ofifered no special difficulty on the experi-
mental machine, it is believed that it would under com-
mercial mill conditions.

Appearance of Finished Papers.
The paper made from the infected pulp was con-

siderably darker than the paiier made rrom tlie clean
pulp. Color readings were made by the Ives Tint
Photometer and are given in Table TTT,

Table III.—Tb3 Photometer Reading of Papers Made
from Infected and Clean Pulps.

Parts Parts Parts Parts
Blue Green Yellow Black

Infected ')0.5 58.0 66.5 125.0
Clean 60.5 67.6 77.0 94.9
The paper made froiu the infected ])ulp was not at

all ink resistant as compared with the jiaper made
from clean piilj), the infected pnlp showing, by the
flotation test, ajijiroximately 1/30 the ink resistance of

the paper made from clean pulp. Xo difficulty was
experienced in sizing the infected pulp so that the

resulting paper would be ink resistant.

The paper made from the infected pul]) was ex-

tremel.v dirty, containing ajiproximatel.v twenty times
as many specks per unit area as was found in the

clean grouudwood. The ma.jorit.v of the specks are,

in our opinion, due to the conversion of the original

fibre into a fibre-less mass by the action of the wood
destroyers. These fibre-less masses break down under
the roll and form the small specks which are found
in the finished jiaper.

It was thought that through the decay of the pulp
the ash content of the ]inlp miglit be raised above that

ordinarily found in clean groundwood. This was not

found to be the case, the ash of the infected pulp be-

ing .40 per cent against .44 per cent for the clean pulp

Conclusions Regarding- the Comparative Paper Mak-
ing Qualities of Clean and Infected

Groundwood Pulp.

Infected groundwnod pulp, of a condition similar to

the shipment received at the laboratory, had the fol-

lowing drawbacks in comparison M-ith clean pulp made
from similar wood and under similar conditions.

1. Decided decrease in fibre length, so afPectinir the

.vield, felting quality of the stock, strength of the

finished paper, and slowness of the stock.

2. Infected pulp is too free. While groundwood
pulp is often considered too slow, the exti'eme freeness

of the infected pulp would ofPer difficulty in carry-

ing the necessary water on the paper machine and in

securing a good formation in the finished paper.

3. Infected pulp is very much darker, thereby- dull-

ing either white or colored sheets in which it is used.

4. The yield of finished paper based on the per-

centage of groundwood used is decreased approximate-

ly 10 per cent.

5. Tlie strength of the finished paiier is decidedly

reduced. In a groundwood sulphite furnish this de-

crease in strength would necessitate the use of a

larger percentage of the more expensive sulphite pulp

in the furnish.

6 Infected pnlp on the paper machine offers dif-
ficulty in sticking to the couch and press rolls and in
excessive foaming.

7. Infected pulp Mill require more sizing.
8. Infected pulp will make a very dirty sheet.

{To be Continued.)

PACKING FOR EXPORT.
The packuig of goods for export is not a matter to

be lightly passed over, nor one that can safely be left
to the discretion of an untrained shipping clerk. On
packing depend the arrival of the goods at the station
of the foreign buyer, the amount of rail and ocean
freights charged for their transportation, and often
the_ amount of customs duty that mii.st be paid before
their admission to the country of destination. It is
a subject that calls for close, intelligent study.
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

has_ sought to aid new exporters to foreign fields in
their packing of numerous articles on correct pack-
ing received from consular officers and of a mono-
graph (Packing for Export, edition now exhausted)
containing .suggestions for the preparation of Amer-
ican merchandise for shipment to foreign countries;
and the bureau believes that the following British
views on the sub.jeet—which have special reference to
Latin-American markets—should be of interest. In
its September 4 issue the British (government) Board
of Trade Journal says:
The acting British consul general at Valparaiso

states that the packing of British manufactures for
the Chilean market is frequently contrasted with
United States packing, to the disadvantage of the
latter, and while American packing is a by-word for
its defects, by comparison British ])acking is remark-
ably good.
But there are exceptions to the rule, and it should

also be borne in mind that the American mistakes
are largel.v due to the many firms coming into the
competition for the first time, and they will learn by
exjierience. Doubtless there are many exporters to
Chile from the United Kingdom who thoroughly_
understand, either from personal observation or
through directions from their buyers, what is requir-
ed in the way of packing, marking and .shipping for
Chile. Some importers send their sujjpliers printed
directions on these matters. There are, however, al-

ways some firms, and more now than ever, which are
newly interested in this trade, and which would wel-
come a repetition of general advice, while even more
experienced firms have something to learn from spe-
cial expert advice resiiecting particular goods.
Stenciling—Essentials of Packing

—

Study of Tariffs.

Of general warnings, one that the shipping com-
lianies find frequently disregarded is the stenciling

regulation. It is obligatoi-y that all ca.ses, bales, etc..

for Chile should have stenciled on them in black
characters the port of destination as well as the net
and gross weights in kilos. The letters should be at

least 2 inches high. Yet consignments eontinuall.v

arrive at Valparaiso bearing niark.s and numbers
other than in stencil, and consequently the goods have
to be re-marked before they can he cleared. In order
to avoid confusion these marks and no others should
be ])ut on the tops of cases.

In res])ect of cases containing assorted goods facil-

it.v and economy in clearance through cu.'^oms is

gained by stating the weights of each kind of goods
sci)arately on all the documents.—Commerce Reports.
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THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN.
(From tlio Christian Scii^nco ^louitor.

)

Like the keeper of the lij?ht in a lonely tower
anchored to the rocks possiblj' tiftj' miles off the coast,

the warden of the forest, particularly in the moun-
tainous sections of the northeastern part of the United
States, keeps his lonely yet interesting vigil. As the

keeper of the light is versed in the lore and traditions

of the sea, so the sentinel in the forest tower reads

and interprets the language of the woods and forests.

He knows the mountain paths and bywaj's, can tell, at

a glance, the geographical position of every hill in the

distance, and can point out and name the score or more
of villages hidden in the valleys behind sheltering trees

or intervening ridges. In his months or years as a

ranger or traveling supervisor, he has learned the

topography of the region over which he watches, and
is able to read it as he would read an open book. But
he has other aids, of course, and is not compelled to

depend entirely upon his memory. Tn the center of his

observation tower will be found a circular map. show-
ing in detail the topography of every acre of woods
and forest land within his district.

The extent of this district varies, of course, the

area depending upon the range of vision possible from
the tower, which is naturally placed upon the highest

point available. Practice in observing and "locating,"

supplemented by the right kind of knowledge, makes it

possible for the towerman to indicate, by reference to

his map, approximately the exact point at which smoke
or fire appears. Previous information furnished by
the local fire warden may have assured the sentinel

that the smoke may come from a brush fire made by
a farmer or woodsman in clearing land, or from the

camp fire of a tourist or hunter. Lacking these as-

surances, the towerman acts promptly and effectively.

With his telephone in the lookout tower he calls, in a

moment, the deputy nearest the point under observa-

tion, with the result that the fire is stopped before any
considerable damage results. These details, furnished

by the local warden, are recorded, along with such

other facts as are regarded important, in the tower-

man's logbook, to be in turn submitted to state and
federal authorities.

A casual visit to the quiet observation tower of a

warden in the great wooded sections of the New Eng-
land states, for instance, perhaps on a day when the

clouds are low and the thin mists from the coast are

idly drifting inland, may convince an uninquisitive

sightseer that his quest has been vain, if he has come
in search of the unusual or the exciting, liut if the

visitor has known the lighthouse keeper, the proto-

type, in many waj's. of the quiet man who sits in the

warden's tower, or if he has himself, at some time,

lived and dreamed dreams in solitary places, he will

not find it difficult to persuade his host to talk. It

has been said, and no doubt truly, that those who talk

little quite often say much. Perhaps they say much
becaiise they talk only of the things about which they

know much. So, at any rate, it seems to those who
listen to the quiet story which the toAverman tells of

his work and his experiences, of the co-ordinated ef-

forts among states and federal departments for greater

efficiency in the important undertaking in which he

and others are engaged. He seems, ahnost uncon-

sciously, to speak the langiiage of the forests and moun-
tains, not in dialect or colloquialisms, but in the

language of the man of books and of the vast open
]ilaces. where expression is free and men are unafraid.

The story has ended in the hour which has quickly

passed. Within that hour there has apparently been
wrought a strange but unmistakable transformation.
Where sat the towerman, one, perhaps, of a legion of

his fellows, sits a sage, a scholar, a teacher.

BOOK REVIEW.
LUMBER AND ITS USES.

By R. S. Kellogg, N.P.C. Book Compajiy, Inc., New
York, price $2.00.

Those who ksicw this valuablr book in its first edit-

ion will gladly welcome its n aiijx'arance in revised

and enlarged form, containing 392 pages, exclusive of

30 pages devoted to [)hotos. The book, true; to its name,
takes up the structure and physical properties of wood,
grading, standardization and measurements of lumber,

and the many uses to which lumber is put. Some typi-

cal sections are : Shipping Weights, Wood Preservation,

Fire Resistance. Commeieial Woods, a section which
contains much important data concerning the char-

acteristics and factory uses of the principal kinds of

lumber wood in the ITnited States as well as of tln'

most widely used imported woods. The value of th's

section is enhanced by the tables which, like those

throughout the book, are compiled and arranged with
careful thought of the greater convenience and use

fulness to the busy seeker after information.

A helpful chapter at the close of the book is headed
"Sources of Information about Timber". This con-

tains a great deal of useful information in itself and
includes, moreover, lists of publications of The Forest

Service, The Department of Agriculture, and The
National Lumber ilanufacturers Association.

Lumber and its Uses is not too technical to be highly

readable and instructive to the person who knows
little of this eminently important phase of a nation's

indu.strial life. To the craftsman who would learn

naore of forest products and to the man who would use

it as a reference-M-ork or refresh his knowledge of the

great forest.s, this book, with its lucid, attractive style,

its excellent plates, and definite, accurate, well-arrang-

ed information, will be an invaluable possession.

The author hardly needs an introduction. Mr. Kel-

logg 's long connection with the wood using industries

as secretary of the Northern Hemlock and Hai'dwood
Manufacturers Association and the National Lumber
Manufacturers Association and in other cajjacities

gives him the right to speak with authority.

RECOVERY OF WAX FROM WAXED PAPERS.
Under this heading Mr. M. S. Salamon writes, in the

Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry that it

may be of interest that in this particular case Britain

is ahead of the United States. The initial experiments
were carried out some eighteen months ago. and
showed that the only commercially successful process

involved the extraction of the wax by means of a

vf)latile solvent. In the last nine months there has

been in course of erection at Nuffield. Surrey, a plant

capable of dealing with large quantities of waxed
paper, and also special machinery for preparing the

material for extraction and for handling the various

products after extraction. This factory is practically

ready to start operations. In addition to reclaiming

the waste waxpaper, the plant will also deal with

waxed paper or board containers, such as have been

used so extensively for storing .iam. margarine ami
other foodstuffs.
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Tentative Rational Classification of Papers
(Translated from La Papeterie, 41, 306-10, Sept. 10, lltlll. for the Pul]) aiul Paper ilagazine,

by A. Papineau-C'outure.)

Here is a suggestion from France on a question

that is attracting the attention of many paper makers
in America.

Why should we not attempt to evolve a classifica-

tion of papers which, by means of a few conventional

signs, would enable the competent buyer to specify

in his order the composition, the strength, and the

amount of loading which are best suited to his pur-

pose? This would have the further advantage of en-

abling the laboratory:—1st. To determine definitely

to what class of paper a given sample belongs; 2nd.

To determine if the buyer has received the goods he

called for and whether or not he ha.s any grounds for

complaint; 3rd. To accumulate data respecting the

results obtained by the use of various qualities of

paper for a given purpose, and therefrom to arrive

at a rational classification enabling both the manu-
facturer and the buyer to ascertain the intrinsic value

of the goods offered by jobbers. The papers which
are in greatest demand and which the manufacturer
keeps in stock should bear the distinctive class marks,

as should also the tariff' and the invoice. And if, along
with this classification, a standard order form were
adopted, wherein would be described clearly all the

specifications of tlie order, it would be a great boon
to the manufacturer, the middleman and the buyer.

The need of such a procedure has long been felt, espe-

eiall.v when supplying paper to public administrations.

Why, thjcn, should it not be applied to all paper trans-

actions?

In LS!)3, the Prussian (iovernment made a certain

classification, which we have already discussed (La
Papeterie, 41, '.»^. June, 2."). lltlft. Pulp and Paper, 17,

736, 191!).); but this system, based on a theory which
was too exclusive, too Prussian, was far

from being satisfactory.

The classification which we recommend would
greatly simplify the cumbersomeness even of the best
drawn up specifications. Of course this is only a sug-
gestion, a trial, which can doubtless be improved,
but which we think worthy of consideration. We
propose that the different qualities of papers be di-

vided into IS classes, according to their composition,
called A, B, C, D , R, as shown in the fol-

lowing table.

Maximum
Class. Composition of stock loading

(Ash)
Per cent.

A 100 per cent rags (hard rags and
cotton) bleached 5

B 75 per cent rags and 25 per cent
chemical woodpulp, bleached . . 10

C 50 ])er cent rags and 50 per cent
chemical woodpulp, bleached . . 10

I) 25 per cent rags and 75 per cent
chemical woodpulp, or esparto,

bleached 15
E 100 per cent chemical woodpulp,

bleached 20
F 50 per cent chemical woodpulp and

50 per cent esparto, bleached . . 25

Gr 50 per cent chemical woodpulp and
50 per cent straw, bleached . . 25

H 25 per cent chemical woodpulp and
75 per cent esparto. Bleached . . 10

I 25 per cent chemical woodpulp and
.75 per cent straw. Bleached . . 10

J (Absorbent). 25 per cent chemical
woodpulp and 75 per cent cotton.

Bleached .... 5

K 100 per cent .sulphite or soda pulp.

Semi-Bleached 5

L 100 per cent sulphite or soda pulp.

Semi-bleached 10
M 75 per cent sulphite with 25 per

cent .jute of jute substitute. No
groundwood 15

N 50 per cent suljihite or soda with
50 per cent jute or jute sub-
stitute. No groundwood 15

75 per cent sulphite or soda with
25 per cent groundwood .... 15

P 50 per cent sulphite or soda with
50 per cent groundwood .... 15

Q 25 per cent sulphite or soda with
75 per cent groundwood .... 10

R 25 per cent chemical woodpulp with
75 per cent .semi-chemical pulp 10

N.-B.—The superiority of one paper over another
does not necessarily follow from its class letter, as
the quality is greatly affected by the manner of prepa-
ration of the stock, which may give the finished pro-
duct appearance and sti-ength of a different class of
paper.

Classification according to streng^th.—The strength
is determined by means of the Leunig or Persoz dy-
namometer.

Class No.
Breaking length in M. *

.

Class No.
Breaking length in ^L *

.

1 2 3 4
4000 3500 3000 2700

5 6 7 84
2400 2100 1800 1600

The strength of the paper is measured transversely
to the length of the sheet. If it is determined by a
plunger-type of tester (e.g., the Mullen or the Nooley
tester,) it must be expressed accordingly. We have
decided to specify only the transverse strength, as, in
the majority of ca.ses. if this is up to specifications
the longitudinal .strength will be sufficient.

Examples. *

I.—Suppose we wish to specify a paper made with
25 per cent rags and 75 per cent chemical woodpulp,
having a transverse breaking length of 3000 m., we
would express it as follows:—D-3-15 (1) indicates the
composition, 3 a breaking length of 3000 m., and 15
the percentage of loading, or rather of ash).

*The breaking length is the. length of a strip of
uniform thickness and width, which, if it were hung
up at one end, would break under its own weight. It
is independent of the width and thickness of the strip
and increases with the quality of the paper.— (Trans-
lator's note.)*
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I._To cxprpss tlio sin'ciricMtions for a paiirr re-

quiring very jrroat strength; e.g., for public registers,

the following designation would be used :—A-l-lo,

to which would be added, liighly sized, creamy white,

150 g. per sq.m., medium calendered, size .etc.

III.—The designation of a fine grade paper for illus-

trations, uncoated (e.g., for catalog), requiring con-

siderable strength and durability, would be p-2-lo, to

which we would add, semi-sized, creamy white, 70 g.

per sq.m., heavily calendered, size etc. The

manufacturer will use 2."i per cent of No. 3 cotton and

75 per cent sulphite, and sufficient loading to yield

15 per cent ash.

IV.—High grade paper for a de luxe edition :—F-

4-15, to which we would add. semi-sized, colored,

bleached esparto, 00 g. per sq.m.. machine finished.

size etc.

V>_High grade note-paper:—F-5-15, laid, octavo,

gelatine sized, white 100 g. per sq.m., ordinary calen-

dered, size. etc.

VI.—nigh grade typewriter paper :—B-2-10, gela-

tine sized, laid, quarto, pale azure, lightly calendered.

35 g. per sq.m.

VII.—Paper for dictionary :—l)-2-15, three-quarter

sized, vellum, creamy white, good calendering, 45 g.

per sq.m.. size, etc.

VIII.—Paper for scholars' note-books:—6-5-20,

highly sized, vellum, creamy wihte, good calendering,

SO g. per sq.m., size, etc.

IX.—Copying paper or first quality unsized peel:

—

A-2-5, white or yellowish, unsized, calendered, 22 g.

per sq.m.. size, etc.

X.—Paper for bills of lading, etc. :—D-2-15. three-

quarter sized, white or bluish, calendered, 40 g. per"

sq.m., size. etc.

XI.—First quality blotting paper:—J-5-5, unsized,

no finishing, 80 (or 120) g. per sq.m., size, etc.

XII.—Pergamyn paper:—E-5-5, three-quarter sized,

white or yellowish, hydrated stock for grease proof,

calendered, 43 g. per sq.m., size, etc.

XIII.—Kraft paper for wrapping, extra strong:

—

K-1-5, three-quarter sized,tan color, calendered, 45 g.

per sq.m.

XIV.—Semi-white bag paper:—M-3-15, three-

quarter sized, 55 g. per sq.m., glazed on one side or

machine finished.

XV.—Ordinary wrapping paper:—N-3-15, three-

quarter sized, glazed on one side, 80 g. per sq.m.

XVI.—Jlanila wrapping paper:—R-5-10, half-sized,

65 (or 80) g. g. per sq.m.

XVII.—Paper for book covers:—^P-5-15, three-quart-

er sized, calendered, color, etc., 90 g. per sq.m.

Xr\nil.—Toilet paper:—N-5-15. half-sized, glazed on

one side, natural semi-white, 30 g. per sq.m.

XIX.—One ply white pasteboard for millinery use

:

—G-5-10. three-quarter sized, calendered, glazed on
one side, 2-50 g. per sq.m.

XX.—Strong semi-white pasteboard: — N-3-15,

three-quarter sized, calendered, 250 g. per sq.m.

XXI.—Postcard:—^F-5-20, highly sized, calendered,

115 g. per sq.m., size, etc., color.

XXII.—Ordinary printing paper:—H-6-10. three-

quarter sized, calendered. 55-90 g. per sq.m.

XXIII.—Low grade printing paper:—P-7-15. three-

quarter sized, calendered. 55-90 g. per sq.m.

XXIV.—Newsprint :— Q-7-10, half-sized, machine
finished, 45-60 g. per sq.m..

XXV.—^Paper for posters:—P-6-15, half-sized.

ealciidored or gia/.od on one side, color, etc, 50-60 g.

per sq.m.

Proposed order Form.
1.—Serial Number.
2.—Name of paper
3.—Composition and strength (according to above

classification.

4.—Quantity.
5.—In rolls or reams, flat or folded.

6.—Size of rolls.

7.—Weight per ream of sheets.

8.—Weight per square meter.

9.—Vellum or laid.

10.—Direction of wire-marks.
11.—With or without watermark.
12.—Glazed with zinc, calendered, or glazed on one

side.

13.—Degree of sizing (with rosin).

14.—Gelatine sized or not.

15.—Coated or uncoated.

16.—Color.
17.—Stability of color.

18.—Longitudinal direction of paper.
19.—Purpose for which paper is to be used.

20.—Sample to be duplicated as regards

Special Specifications as regards:

—

a.—Purity of the stock.

1).—Whiteness of the stock.

c—Bulk.
d.—Absorbability.

e.—Porosity.

f.—Opacity.
g.—Suppleness.
h.—Elongation.

i.—Appearance by transmitted Ji-iht.

j.—Finish.

k.—Regularity- of thickness.

1.—Flatness.

m.—Calendering.
Avoid as much as possible the presence of:—Free

acid or chlorine, lack of uniformity of color, rust,

spots, transparent spots, creases, folds, roughness,
tears, holes.

Additional particulars ;

—

Price per kilo or per ream.
Delivery to be made in reams, half reams, quarter

reams, wrapped up, with or without tag. The reams
to be flat or folded in books of .sheets.

Rolls to be on cardboard or wooden cores of
diameter and hole of mm.

ilethod of packing.
^Maximum weight per package. Contents.
Distinguishing marks and numbers.
Method of transportation.
Time of deliverj-.

Method of payment.
Address of consignee.
y^-B-—The allowance for poor quality, waste, ir-

regularity, etc., are those laid down in the "Code des
Usages Commereiaux et Industriels en Papeterie."
As a matter of curiosity let us suppose that our

proposed classification had been adopted by the French
National Printing Bureau, and let us see how much
.simpler would be the specifications, especially as re-
gards the technical conditions imposed for each lot
of paper. Taking the specifications for Jan. 1st.,

1914. we would retain columns 1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 11, and
would replace 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, which deal with the com-
position, strength, and loading, by one column. By
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adding- a coluiiJii, "Method and degrees of siziugs,"

we would obtain the following table:

—

Composition Method and

Lot. No. Strength and Loading, and degree of sizing

1 and 2 A-2-5 Highly sized. Gelatine

3 A-3-5

4 A-3-5 Rosin

5 B-7-5

6 B-5-5

7 and 8 B-4-5

9 B-5-5 Unsized.

10 B-4-5 Three -quarter sized.

11 D-5-15

12-16 inc. P-5-15

17-24 inc. G-5-15

N.-B.—In exceptional cases it may be well to spe-

cify that the longitudinal strength shall be at least

50 per cent greater than three-quarters of the average

strength.

Note.—If a paper maker were handed an order in

the form suggested he should have little trouble in fill-

ing it satisfactorily and if asked to quote on such a

specification there would be no excuse for wild bids.

—Editor.

NIGHT SCHOOL POPULAR AT GRAND MERE.

The Laurentidf Ni^ht Si-hool classes are now in full

swing and the attendance records show that a large

number of the residents of Grand "Mere are taking ad-

vantage of this excellent opportunity of securing sup-

plementary education at a nominal cost.

The registration night brought out no less than 150

pupils, and every evening since then additional pupils

have enrolled. The French classes are attracting many
of the members of the English-speaking section of the

community, while the class in elementary Engli.sh was
so large that it will have to be divided into three sec-

tions. In addition to these, there are classes in Ad-
vanced English, Advanced French, riieniistry. Pliysics.

Bookkeeping, Mathematics, Stenogi-aphy, and Survey-

ing, according to an account in the last issue of Le Di-

gesteur.

A feature of this year's classes which promises to

prove particularly popular and useful is the course in

paper making. It is planned to have practical lectures

l)y the heads of the different Laurentide departments

ujion the various processes in the manufacture of pa-

per. On the opening night Mr. Ellwood "Wilson, who is

in charge of the course generally, talked on the nature

and importance of forestry work in general and in con-

nection with the pulp and paper industry in particular.

Mr. "Wilson's lecture was heard by a crowded class

room, a number of ladies being among those who en-

rolled for the course.

Mr. Wilson sketched briefly the progress of forestry

in Europe from the earliest known supervised forest in

Switzerland, about 1300, to the present time. He de-

scribed the enormous benefits derived from such super-

vision. The speaker then went on to enumerate tli.'

effect of forests—or the lack of them—on climate,

stream flow, and supply of wood. He spoke of the ter-

ribly wasteful exjiloitatioii of Nortli American forests,

started by tlie early settler's need for clearings for his

house and farm, and engendered by our comfortable as-

surance that there was wood in perpetuity.

A gloomy picture was painted of the real situation in

our forests as a contrast to the supposed condition, and
the need of immediate action to retrieve what might
easily become a desperate case was emphasized. Mr.
Wilson gave a brief but interesting resume of the needs

of the forests belonging to paper mills, telling of con-

servation through proper methods of cutting and of re-

forestation by organized effort. The operation of nur-
series and planting was sketched. Some interesting fig-

ures on the condition of the Company's limits were giv-

en, and the plans for the future were outlined.

In the course of the lecture Mr. Wilson paid a tribute

to the provincial forest administration and called at-

tention to the fact that the Laurentide Company had
a definite policy on the forest problem long before any
other paper company on the North American contin-

ent and has made considerable progress in practical

directions. Other countries are only just beginning

to emulate its example.

In speaking of tentative arrangements for the other

lectures of the course, Mr. Wilson announced that be-

ginning Monday, November 10th. Mr. Small would
talk on the lodging department's activities. It was ex-

pected that IMr. Small would occupy two eveninsrs for

an hour each evening. Monday, November 17th, Mr.
Charters will describe the work of taking the lea's from
the river, storing them on the big pile, and also the pro-

cess of groundwood pulp manufacture. He will also

probably take two or more evenings. Other lectures are
being arranged for.

On Friday, November 7th, ]Mr. Wilson delivered a

second lecture, his subject being "Wood Structure and
Properties Relative to Pa])er-Making." The course will

hist all winter.

PROPOSED SPANISH PAPER TRUST.

Commercial Attache Chester Lloyd Jones, Madrid, in

United States Commerce Reports.

It is rej)(>rted that a new trust to control the entire

paper market of Spain is in progress of formation. The
present offices maintained by La Papelera, the so-called

paper trust, will be discontinued, their place being
taken by a merchantile society of limited liability of

which all manufacturers of whatsoever class of paper
will be mend)ers. The new coni])any will have control

iinly of the sale of paper and will not be concerned with
manufacture.

It is said that the new organization will start opera-

tions at the beginning of 1920, that it already is as-

sured the co-operation of all paper-making organiza-

tions and firms and that committees are at work to de-

termine what action should be taken to give to the in-

dustry the strongest manufacturing, mercantile, finan-

cial, and legal position.

All purchases of Spanish paper will have to be made
through the trust and all sales must be made through
its mediation. It is planned, therefore, to eliminate

all competition in prices. The sharp rise which has

recently occurred in the auotations of the shares of

La Papelera, the present paper trust, is attributed to

the favorable reception which the nlans for the new
organization have received. There is a strong feelin?

among Spanisli pajn r iiinnufacturers in favor of

greater pi-otect idii to the domestic paper industry:

and the jtroposed organization would be a decided

asset in tirging such claims mion the Cortes, which
.Tt the end of this and the beginning of the next year

''will have the new tariff bill under consideration.
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The Formation of Froth
Written and Illustrated by James Scott.

(Kroiii tlu" Pai>cr-^Iakcr aTid r.ritish l';i])or Tradi'

.Iniirnal.)

One doei5 not need to emphasize the fact that when
froth is at all abundant in pulp it is capable of prov-

ing to be an intolerable nuisance: it is only too plain

to those concerned in the manufacture of paper. Some
of the substances desifjned for the prevention or

diminution of the trouble may be satisfactory, but

the better course is to handle only those poods which

are likely to yield little or none of the objectionable

condition. Froth arises in a variety of ways, the chief

of which will be briefly described. If anythiufr used

in pulp is impure—the term does not necessarily mean
bad or defective, but unsuitable—the bother will be

accentuated to an extent dcpendincr on the proportions

of the undesirable ingredients.

The reason why froth is always white, whatever

happen to be the colors of the substances from which

it is produced, is that the light is reflected, and refrac-

ted from the ho.sts of convex surfaces. The blackest

of ink will give a white froth, which is accounted for

by this explanation. "When froth appears to be slightly

tinted, it is because some of the ingredients can be seen

through the transparent films, or else occur inside them

as tiny particles.

Fig-. 1.—Magnified pulp froth bubbles, composed of air
enclosed in films. These are always dark, witii
bright spots and lines. Actual diameter of space
about l-24th of an inch.

Pulp froth is foiind on close examination to contain

a lot of soapy compounds, loadings, carbonic acid gas

(i.e. CO,) and slender fibres. Among the principal

items responsible for the development of these results

are rosin size, in which free or uncombined alkali such

as soda carbonate is in excess. Either too much soda

has been used, or else it has been improperly prepared,

so that a percentage of it remains in an unaltered state.

Alum is another .source of the trouble. This is a

compound of sulphate of alumina and sulphate of pot-

ash, and if it carries an excess of sulphuric acid it is

almost sure to become objectionable. It is most notice-

able in mills where back water into which it has flowed

is repeatedly used. It rrjeascs CO. from the lime car-

bonate and other carbonates which are nearly always
present in water, more particularly if it is at all hard.

If there is any free soda carbonate the alum will

almost certainly develop a lot of the bubbling gas.

When bleaching powder has been added too liberal-

ly, and is retained as such instead of having been
washed out, or has not been entirely neutralized with
anti-chlor, undue frothing must be expected.
Pigments, of both organic and inorganic origin and

nature, are liable to produce froth. Included in the
former class are the orange, pink, and red lines, the
effects of which are too well-known to require reitera-

tion. They have to be very carefully managed.
Among the second lot are the various ochres, and
these, too, may often be very annoying.
Too ranch starch is bad in this direction, and if it

has had a chance to combine unequally with clay it

will become unnsuall.v froth making. If water con-

taining starch and clay is kept for a inconvenient
length of time, the liquid will seriously ferment. Air
sucked up in pumps is another prolific frother.

The reader will be aware that even plain water
can be caused to rise into bubbles if it is violently

agitated, but the thin films thus due to the temporarv
entanglement of air rapidly subside. If a little soap
is mixed up Avitli the water, however, we secure bub-
bles which last a longer time, because the films con-

sist of stiffer material. It is on this behavior that the

formation of froth in the beaters depends, and its

amount varies, being much less where absolutely fresh

water and high grade commodities are dealt with.

It is worth mentionino- that CO.^ (carbonic acid gas.

or carbon dioxide) is the compound gas consisting of

carbon and oxygen which are disengaged from aerated

mineral waters when bottles of these things are newly
opened. It has previously been compressed into the

contents, and is released when given the opportunity.

But in the ordinary wa.v the bubbles would vanish

quite quickly, and as the attractiveness and tastincss

of the beverages are largely due to its presence, makers
habitually incorporate with the liquid small quantities

of some harmless substance such as gum arable, so

that when emerging the films of the bubbles will last

for a longer period unbroken, as they consist of layers

of which the gum forms a fair proportion. In this

ease intense and prolonged frothing is desired ; with

the paper-maker the reverse is aimed at : so that con-

trary methods must be devissed, and ingredients likely

to saponify discarded.

Saponification practically means soap-making, and

weak acids and alkalies are necessary in the process.

It is customary now to substitute the term hydrolysis

but there are so many varieties of the latter that it is

apt to be misleading if too exclusively used. Water
is always necessary, and the substances are decomposed

in its presence, and chiefly with its help.

The greater the amount of saponifying material, the

more minute and persistent will be the components of

the froth as a rule. ' When it resembles a sort of white

cream, in which separate bubbles are not distinguish-

nble by the naked eye, it will disclo.se on magnification
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a large number of minute glistening films, among
whicJi will be detectable detached fibres, odd, shape-

less pieces of matter, flakes, and lumps of gelatinous

refuge.

Froth may be prevented by taking care in connection

with the following subjects

:

Continuous use of back water should be discarded.

It has been advised, and painstaking makers are well

acquainted with the necessity, that beaters should be

preferably thickly loaded.

Alum should always be tested to see whether it con-

tains any free sulphuric acid. This means an excess

beyond that necessary to evolve a sati.sfactorj' com-
pound. Thorough washing out of bleach residues is

imperative; as is also the case with all free acids and
alkalies. Even when anti-ehlor has apparently ef-

was hindered by using only the purest ingredients.
These oils simply spread the films flat.

The froth oil, which finds so wide an acceptance, and
is considered very handy for the purpose of allaying
the trouble, is a compound consisting of bleach, linseed
oil and turpentine ("turps"). A layer of it is depiet<^d
in No. 3, after thorough shaking. The globules in-

dicate one oil in another, and get so flattened in films

that they hold down superficial substances, and pre-
vent them rising as bubbles.

It may be noted that solution of zinc chloride will

prevent decomposition of starch and clay. This liquid
is made by dissolving zinc—it is best in the form of

dust—in hydrochloric acid until effervescence ceases.

Froth should not be regarded as an unavoidable im-
pediment, but a state needing elimination.

Fig. 2.—Magnified transparent layer of crystaUlne
matters from dried films of pulp froth; the dis-
tension of which, in solution, enables the bubbles
to form. Actual diameter of space about l-24th of
an inch.

Fig. 3.—Magnified drop of froth oil, containing globules
which flatten on the surface of pulp liquor into
discs which amalgamate and hold down the floating
substances. Actual diameter of space about l-24th
of an inch.

fected its purpose, retention of any of it will be liable

to detrimentally react with other substances and cause

frothing.

Extreme agitation should not be allowed, and fresh

water is always to be preferred for the dilation of the

stuff at the feed box.

It is inadvisable to use new rosin size, and the less

free soda carbonate it contains the better. It is worth
mentioning that air bubbles, although they look quite

sparkling to the naked eye, can always be determined
microscopically, and are then revealed as dark, almost

black objects, with lines and summit spots of luminous
brightness. This appearance is due to interference

with the passage of light through them. On the other

hand, globules of oil are quite clear and transparent,

while those of other substances have equally distinct

aspects, by which their group-character can be re-

cognized, although analyses would be required to de-

cide exactly of what substance they were composed.

Some air or froth bubbles are shown in No. 1, while

a layer of froth, after discharge of its gases and eva-

poration is shown in No. 2.

The application of turpentine (commonly called

"turps"), or else paraffin, has frequently been found

of great service in preventing froth, but it would be

much more advantageous if the formation of froth

THE FRENCH-AMERICAN BANKING CORPORA-
TION.

Pulp and paper manufacturers who are interested

in French business will be glad to know about the
French-American Banking Corporation and the service

it offers.

This corporation, which is located at 67 William
Street, New York City, was organized last April with
a capital of .^2,000,000 and a surplus of $500,000. all

paid in. Half of the stock is held by American inter-

ests and half bj' French. The American interests are
the First National Bank of Boston and the National
Bank of Commerce in New York, each holding one-
quarter of the stock. The French participant is the
Comptoir National d'Escompte de PariS; which holds
one-half of the stock.

The interests behind the corporation represent com-
bined resources of one and a quarter billion dollars.
It was organized to promote trade between France and
the United States, aiming to place at the disposal of
American business men banking facilities in France
as advantageous as Frenchmen themselves have.

In a local house organ we notice this apt definition
of salesmanship: "Salesmanship is the art of selling
goods that don't come back to people who Do."
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WHY IS A BEATER?—An ANSWER.
This letter is a reply to "Qiiestiouer, " page S70,

Pulp and Paper Majraziue of Canada for Oct. 2. As
the jiresent eontribiition does not seem to cover all

the ])()iiits ill the question, other replies are requested.
Ilavintf studied the beating process in my capacity

of a papermaker and mill engineer, I noted with great
interest that our young "Questioner" takes a keen
interest in beaters. Paper is certainly made in the

iieater. a Jordan acting as an additional refining sur-

face for the jiurpose of removing such fibre bundles
as would dog the screens. In fact a Jordan is mostly
used for the purpose of speeding up production and
to give the stock a character, which, owing to the lack
of a properly dimensioned beating surface, could not
be obtained without it. Our old paperinakcrs did not

know of it.

As set forth in my "Efficiency of Beaters," which
was printed in the columns of this magazine in 1914.

a beater acts as a dissolver, as a mixer and as a disin-

tegrator. The furnish plus a given quantity of water
is being propelled in the tub for the purpose of ob-

taining the speediest possible dissolution so as to pre-

l>are the stock for disintegration by the beating sur-

face. In order to attain a uniform mixing of the

furnish with the water, the roll is provided with pro-

lielling spaces, the latter varying in size in accordance
with the nature of the furnisli. Furthermore, owing
to the circumferential velocity of the roll, and owing
to the air. adhering in bubble shape to the surface of

the fibres, the flybars may be secured in a way and
manner to remove the entrained air from the spaces

lictween the flybars. Therefore I arrange flybars

spirally, that is to say, similar to the teeth on spiral

gears. Thus, I obtain not only a superior scooping ef-.

feet and with it a higher propelling efficienc.v. but I

also propel the stock from tJie midfeather to the out-

side.

No doubt, our friend has noticed that paper stock

travels much more slowly along the midfeather, which
means that this stock will not pass the bedplate as

often as would the stock which travels along the wall

of the tub. Consequently, by scooping such stock

against the outer wall, a thorough mixing of the

furnish is obtained at a saving of power.

The beater roll is a paddle wheel, and must be com-

pared to an impeller of a primitive form, if the fly-

bars are arranged in the old-fashioned straight man-
ner. It is therefore of foremost importance to increase

the propelling effect of any roll to the maximum pos-

sible result obtainable. Therefore, the depth of the

spaces between the flybars and the shape of such

spaces is as important as is the velocity at which the

stock travels towards and into the beating surface.

The faster the stock travels, the less power is i-equired

to accelerate the stock in the tub to the velocitj' of

the roll. This sounds like lifting ones self by ones

boot straps, but. is not so. It must be kept in mind
that a certain weight, comprised of stock plus water
must be brought to the circumferential velocity of the

roll, as otherwise the roU would be unable to propel.

This is borne out by the fact that the circumferen-

tial speed of a roll is limited and must be kept below

say 28 feet per second. With increasing speed (above

28 feet) a marked decrease of circulation can be no-

ticed, the stock b^ing unable to enter the spaces be-

tween the flybars in an orderly manner.

The kinetic energy, being contained in the stock,

which is scooped up between the flybars must be used

to lift the stock as high as possible. In fact I design
my backfall in an advancctl manner, ba.sed upon the
diflusioii vane principle of a high efficiency centrifugal
pump. Naturally, the mechanical mixture of water
plus stock does not follow the hydraulic laws of pure
water. Indeed very much depends upon the con-
sistency and the nature of the stock.

But it can be said that in foUow-ing practical data,
paper stock may be elevated much higher than is or-

dinarily the case, which permits me to use a sloping
bottom of the tub.

This means, that by making use of the kinetic energy
contained in the stock (when between the flybars), the
circulation and the mixing efficiency of a beater can
be very much increased without any additional ex-

penditure of power. In fact power can be saved to a

considerable extent.

With a backfall jiermitting this, with a sloping bot-

tom and by means of a. properly curved and rounded
off tub, 1 have beaten all rag stocks of heaviest con-

centration without using the paddle during the whole
beating process, starting up excluded.

In weighing the above, one can readily see, that
the idea that a fast circulation requires an increased
expenditure of power is an exploded theory.

Having dealt with the beater as a mixer, I shall

discuss the lieating surface. No doubt, it is of little

use to circulate stock without affording the same a

most energetic brushing of the gentlest possible char-

acter. Although a great many beating devices have
been constructed to improve the beating by means of

a roll, it must be borne in mind that the roll still re-

presents the most flexible fibre preserving apparatus
known. Fibres should be reduced to the size wanted
and should not be "broken down."

Fibre bundles, crowding on top of each other should

be given the opportunit.v of lifting the beating organ,

as is the roll, during disintegration. If forced through
a pre-adjusted reducing surface, with no flexibilit.v

provided for, the fibres must suffer. The beating pro-

cess must be compared to an application of a pressure

suitable for the furnish, a series of edges of the re-

ducing bars pulling and drawing the fibres to the de-

sired shape and thickness. With changing pressure

and by providing more or less fly and bedplate bars,

a variation of the product can readily be obtained. To
change the number of fly and bedplate bars is beyond
the beaterman's capacity. His duty is to vary the

l)ressure upon the fibres and thus to produce the paper
desired.

Naturally, the consistency of the stock is also of im-

portance to him, a thin furnish producing a free stock,

a thick furnish a slower stock. It is therefore the duty

of a mill engineer to provide a maximum number of

bedplate bars, as it is of no avail to try and save money
by purchasing a cheaper, narrower bedplate.

This does not mean that a wide bedplate can be in-

serted in any beater. The roll must be heavy enough

to allow for this, as otherwise a very poor disintegra-

tion would result. This means that all rag stock re-

quires a heavier roll than an all-wood furnish. I am
accustomed to classify the beating surface according

to the flybars actually coming in contact with the bed

plates. Let us consider the roll at rest and lowered

upon the plate, and a heavy sheet of board placed be-

iween bedplate and flybars. The imprints represent

the actual beating surface, which can be expressed in

square inches. Ordinarily, this could be calculated

.just as well, if the diameter, the width of the roll, the
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thickness of the fl.ybars, the number and thickness of
tlie bed plate bars are known.
The actual beating surface being ascertained, the

pressure per square inch beating surface can be derived
by dividing the total weight of the roll by the beating
Mirfaee fin square inches).

This goes to show that the roll must have a given
weight for a certain stock, and proportionate to the

Liitter's strength of the stock.

As mentioned above, it is of no avail to circulate

tlie stock without affording the same a maximum
brushing. Thus a relatively heavy roll and a very
large beating surface are the most economical attri-

butes which any beater of a fast circulation can have.

Such a beater requires less power on the basis of

100 lbs. of paper. It saves space, prevents the forma-
tion of lumps in the sweeps, needs little attendance, is

a first class mixer and produces a better paper all

around. It is a well known fact that stock, having
become water logged, will settle quickly again, no
matter how often it is stirred by hand, and only a

rapid circulation can keep the stock and the- water
well mixed. The larger the beating surface, the less

strain will be thro^^^l upon the Jordan, which is in-

tended to act as a safety catch for fibres not properly

reduced or other fibres by nature thicker and stronger.

It cannot be considered good practice to degrade

the beater to a doubtful mixer and to use the Jordan
as almost the sole beating surface. The plug of a

Jordan being surrounded by fibres is fii-mly held in

lH)sition, thus forming a rigidly adjusted space whence

the fibres must be discharged in a reduced form. How-
ever it is not the object of papermaking to break up
any furnish into the stock desired, but to use the

cheapest possible furnish.

Relatively cheap fibres yield as strong a paper, pro-

viding thry are treated under flexible pressure. If

rigidly adjusted reducing apparatus is used to reduce

fibres, a stronger and therefore more expensive furnish

must be used, which does not increase dividends.

And that is what we are after: DIVIDENDS.
—LEO SCHLICK, M.E.,

Consulting Designing Engineer, Boston.

LESS THAN FOUR DAYS' SUPPLY OF
NEWSPRINT.

Comparing the stocks on hand at the domestic mills

on October 31st with their average daily production

based upon the weekly and monthly reports for the

18-month 's period ended September 30, 1919, the fig-

ures of the Federal Trade Commission show that:

—

Newsprint paper mill stocks equal sl'g'htly less than

4 lays' average output.

Book paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 9

days' average output

Paperboard mill stocks equal slight).'- less than 8

days' average output.

Wrapping paper mill stocks equal slightly less than

17 days' average output.

Bag paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 5

days" average output

Fine paper mill stocks equal slightly more than 28

days' average output.

Tissue paper mill .stocks equal slightly more than

13 days' average output.

Hanging paper mill stocks equal slightly more than

13 days' average output.

Felts and building paper mill stock- equal slightly

less than 7 days' average output.

Miscellaneous paper mill stocks equal slightly less

than 27 days' average output.

Total paper mill stocks of all grades equal slightly
more than 10 days' average output.

Imports and Exports,
Newsprint is the only grade of which the United

States is a heavy importer. Practically all of this ton-

nage, the value of which amounted to $3,308,723 for
September, 1919. is imported from Canada. The value
of the exports of newsprint in September, 1919,
amounted to $491,539, a decrease from August of more
than 43 per cent.

Newsprint, book paper and fine paper were the
principal grades exported, the combined value amount-
ing to .$1,941,276 for September, 1919.
The value of the total imports of all grades was

slightly greater than for Aueust, 1919. and exceeded
September, 1918 $303,491. The value of the total ex-
ports for September, 1919, was $326,486 greater than
the value of the exports for September, 1918, but was
less than the value of the imports for September,
1919.

WISCONSIN PAPER MILL SOLD.
The Marinette and Menominee Paper Company mills

at Marinette, Wis., have been purchased by Herman
Elsas, president and manager of the Continental Paper
Bag Company, New York.
The consideration is reported to have been $1,500,-

000.

CARL RIORDON HEADS ALUMNI.
At the dinner of graduates in Montreal last Satur-

day, a Montreal branch of the University of Toronto
Alumni Association was organized. Ci'rl Riordon oc-
cupied the chair and became first president of the
Montreal branch. W. J. Francis is vice-president, and
Roy Campbell, secretary.

Both president and secretary are prominent figures
in the pulp and paper industry of Canada.

FEDERAL TECHNICAL EDUCATION BEGUN.
Ottawa, November 24.—It is expeoied here that

Professor Gill, of Queens University, who was last
week appointed Director of Technical Education for
Canada, will commence his duties immediately in con-
nection with the administration of technical educa-
tion throughout the Dominion, as provided for in the
Technical Education Act pas.sed at the regular session
of Parliament. The expenditure of $700,000 in the
various provinces is proposed, and it is expected that
Prof. Gill will at once confer with representatives of
the various provinces in regard to tlie detail of the
organization work.

SMALL INCREASE CAPITAL OF HOWARD SMITH
PAPER MILLS.

Shareholders of the Howard Smith Paper Mills, Ltd,,
are being advi.sed by circular that the directors of
the company decided at a recent meeting to increase
the common stock capitalization of the enterprise
from the pre.sent total of $1,162,500 to $1,250,000. The
additional $87,500 par value of the stock is offered at
par to shareholders of record of November 29 next
in the proportion of one share of new for every 13 2-7
shares of old stock held. Fractional shares will not be
issued, subscriptions for full shares onlv being ac-
cepted.

The right to subscribe for the new shares will ex-
pire at the clo.se of business on December 13 next
with payment in full a week later.

At yesterday's price of $143 for the stock, the value
of the rights to the new issue would wjrk out around
$3.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.

A-14. Detection of soda and sulphite wood pulps in

paper. K. Wasieky. Papierfabrikaiit. 191S, 16, 'J12-3,

•>"8-9 Z angew. Cliem.. 1918, 31, Ref.. 371;

thru J. Soc. Chem., Ind., 38, 1919, p. 131A. Pieces

of the paper to be examined are boiled up once with a

0.2 per cent aqueous solution of Gentian violet, al-

lowed to remaiu in the liquid for two minutes, rinsed

with 95 per cent alcohol and steeped for two minutes

in 95 per cent alcohol containing 0.5 per cent HCl.

They are subsequently washed for 15 minutes in 95

per "cent alcohol, which is renewed once, and finally

washed in water. Papers made of pure soda wood

pulp lose the color entirely, whereas sulphite papers

are stained a deep violet. Papers of mixed composi-

tion may be analysed with an accuracy of about 5 per

cent by "comparing them with known standards.—A.P.-

0- "
. . ,

Clarification of waste liquors contarmng paper pulp

and alkaline substanoss. IT. Ilofer. Sillein, Hungary.

German Patent No. 309.406. J. Soc. Chem. Ind.. 38,

409A (1919). The liquor is treated with Zn salts, espe-

cially ZnSO^. which reacts with the alkaline substance

present (resin size, calcium hydroxide, etc..) to form

a precipitate which carries down with it the suspended

paper pulp. The clarifying effect of Zn salts is better

than that of the Al compounds commonly employed.

The Zn salts may be partly replaced by Mg salts.

—

A.P.-C.

K-5. Apparatus for crushing paper pulp and other

fibrous material. (Appareil a broycr la pulpe de papier

et les autres matieres fibreuses. Fr. patent No. 490,-

877. Chas. Menzies Cowan and John Brown. Le

Papier, 22, 196. (July 1919). Consists essentially of

one or more pairs of grooved rolls. The grooves are

longitudinal and inclined to the axis of the rolls, the

inclination being in opposite directions for the two

rolls of any pair. They may be rotated at different

speeds andthe distance "between them is adjustable.—

A.P.-C.

K-6. Process for de-inking paper. (Procede pour en-

lever I'encre d'imprimerie dn papier.) Fr. patent No.

492.195. Societe Jesperen. La Papeterie, 41, 196,

(Julv 25, 1919). Milk of lime is added to the paper

either before or after pulping, but preferably before.

The beating is continued until the mineral oil_ rises to

the surface, carrying the ink with it, and it is re-

moved by suitable means. The process is inapplicable

if the vehicle contains no mineral oil.—A.P.-C.

K-18. Process for making pasteboard. (Procede

pour la fabrication des carton.) Fr. patent No. 492,-

096. Cellulose & Papiers. La Papeterie, 41, 195,

(July 25. 1919). Pulp which has been partially

gelatinized during an alkaline cook, and which is con-

sequently useless for making paper, is mixed with a

requisite amount of good pulp, or with ground cork,

sawdust, etc., or with both, according to the nature of

the gelatinized pulp, and the whole worked up into

pasteboard.—A.P.-C.
, ,, . ,

L-4. Paper sacks. W. Herzberg. Mitt. k. ilatenal-

pinif.. 36, 230-7. (1818). J. Soc. Chem. Ind., 38,

4.^8A. (1919). Results are given of tests applied

tci sack.s from strong i)api'r pasted together
with good adhesive. Sacks accepted for packing su-

l)erphos]5hates were made of three thicknesses of paper
showing a mean breaking strain of 4.48 kilos, when
tested in strips 180 mm. long, 15 mm. wide, at 19 deg.

C, and in air with 65 per cent moisture, while its re-

istance to folding, i.e., the number of double folds by
Schopper's method) was 186. Sacks for table salt

were made of three thicknesses of paper showing a

breaking .strain of 4.S4 kilos, and fohliiig resistance of

518. while those for cement were of paper with an

average breaking strain of 4.5 kilos and resistance to

folding of 1.598.-A.P.-C.
L-0. Improvement to machinery for making seam-

less pulp tubes. i I'erfectionneinents aux appareils

pour la fabrication des tubes en pate a papier sans

joint.) Fr. patent No. 491,136. Calvert Thame. Le
Papier. 22, 233-4. (Aug. 1919). When the tube has

been made to a suitable thickness, the shutter which

closes a slit in the cylinder is allowed to drop, thereby

slightly decreasing the diameter of the mould, and the

tube can readily be withdrawn.—A.P.-C.

R-1. The paper industry in Switzerland. (L 'Indus-

trie papetiere en Suisse. Le Papier. 22, 249, (Aug.

1919). Also. Kev. Univ. Papeterie, 2. Nos. 3, 10,

(Aug. 15, 1919). The Swiss paper industry has been

very seriously affected by the lack of raw materials

during the war, and at the present time the outlook

seems verj' serious owing to the lack of demand for

paper. The Swiss paper manufacturers have formed a

company with the object of centralizing sales and dis-

tributing orders to the various mills in such a way
that the work shall be done in the most advantageous

and economical manner possible.—A.P.-C.

R-1. The paper industry in Roumania. (L'industrie

papetiere en Roumania.) Le Papier, 22, 249, (Aug.,

1919). There are 7 paper mills in Roumania, with a

total capital of 18,708.000 fr. In 1913 they used 1,-

768,850 fr. worth of domestic raw materials and 823,-

599 fr. worth of imported raw materials. For 1914

the figures were 4,513,999 and 1,051,000 respectively.

The value of the paper was 10,561,000 fr. in 1913 and

10.822,657 fr. in 1914. Owing to the high cost of fuel

and of raw materials no paper is exported, but in 1913

3 619 tons of pulp were exported, of a value of 824,965

fr.—A.P.-C.
R-1. The paper industry in Finland. (L'mdustne

papetiere en Finlande.) P. F. Le Papier, 22, 200.

(July 1919). A short sketch of the development of

the paper industry' in Finland from its origin to the

present day.—A.P.-C.

R-5. Exports of paper from England to France. Le

Papier. 22, 259-60, (Aug.. 1919). Graphs are given

showing the exports of printing paper and of writmg

paper for the first six months of 1917. 1918. and 1919,

respectively.—A.P.-C.

R-5. The French paper trade during 1917, 1918, 1919.

(Le commerce du papier en 1919 [cinq premiers mois]

.

Annees 1919, 1918, 1917.) Rev. Univ. Papeterie, 2,

No 8, 6-8 (Aug. 15, 1919). A detailed statement of

the paper trade of France during 1917, 1918, and the

first 5 months of 1919.—A.P.-C.
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R-7. Practical training of the paper-maker. How to

become machine-tender. (L 'education pratique du
papetier. Comment on devient condueteur de ma-
chine.) E. Arnold. Le Papier, 22, 2301-1, (Aug. 1919).

A description of the various stages tlirough which the

young paper-maker must pass to qualify liim to be ma-
chine tender, and advice as to how he should tackle his

work. (Cont'd.)—A.P.-C.
R-12. Congress of French paper manufacturers.

(Cougres des fabricants de papier.) Le Papier, 22, 201.

(July 1919). The 52nd Congress was held in Paris on
June 3rd, 1919, 86 firms being represented. The eight-

hour-day law and a bill concerning hydraulic power
were the principal subjects of discussion.—A.P.-C.

TECHNICAL ASSOCIATION PAPERS.
1 have before me a cojjv of "Teclmical A.ssoeiation

Papers, Series II," which in itself more than justifies

the maintenance of the Technical Association of the

Pulp and Paper Industry, and which in itself is worth
more to every member of the organization than it

costs him to meet his annual dues. Of course I do not

liretend to be sufficiently versed in the technology of

papermaking to appreciate fully the significance of

the scientific discussions contained in the review; but

it requires nothing more than ordinary coinmonsense
and a casual examination of the book to understand its

great value to one who seeks to master tlie art.

The Technical Association is one of the youngest
members of the trade organization family. It was
onl.y a few short years ago that a few enthusiastic in-

dividuals brought it into being. At that time most
of the men connected Avith the industry looked upon
it as a harmless, though altogether unnecessary institu-

tion. Some regarded it as simply one more added to

that already countless number of associations of no

practical value, and with little excuse for their being

except to ait'ord an outlet for the theoretical views of

overeducated cranks. I had some such notion myself.

It was not long, however, until the association began
to fill a long-felt want and to prove itself of immense
value to the industry. Instead of contenting itself with

being merely a praiseworthy association, it has de-

veloped into a veritable school in which the technical

science of papermaking is taught.

Fortunately this organization fell into .good hands
at the very beginning and has had competent manage-
ment ever since. This has enlisted the sympathy and
support of the best informed men in the industry, who
are generously UTidertaking to distribute among their

associates the benefits of their painstaking labors.

No man who is well up in the art of papermaking, and
whose ambition it is to keep up, can afford to disre-

gard the work of this association ; much less can one

who is just beginning his study of the many scientific

problems invf)lved afford to miss this practical school-

ing. In my opinion everv concern engaged in the

manufacture of pulp or paper can do itself no better

service than to put into full membership in the Tech-

nical Association every man in its employ who has

charge of any technical process connected with the

operation of the plant. And this is true, although they

nuiy seldom have the opportunity to attend a meeting.

A careful study of the literature of the association

must inevitably add to the value of the service of the

student. It is the cheapest way lo belter manufactur-

ing results of whicli T lia\T any kiniwli'dgr.

One need (>nl>- take a casual survey of the contents

of the publication recently issued to appreciate its

value, It begins with a carefully prepared article on

Analytical Jletliods for the Pai)er Industi-y, by W. H.
Gesell, chairman of the Committee on Standard
Methods of Testing Materials, T.A.P.P.I. : a compre-
hensive and thoroughly practical treatise. This is fol-
lowed by an analytical and descriptive studv of
Vegetable Fibres Used in Papermaking bv Fred C.
Clark, chairman Committee on Paper Testing. Then
comes a most helpful compilation of the Literature of
the Paper Industry, by Miss Hubbard, of the Com-
mittee on Bibliography. So we might continue; but
this suffices to indicate the kind of matter that covers
the 118 large pages.
A good portion of the book is devoted to a full

report of the proceedings of the fourth annual meet-
ing of the Technical Association, not only reproduc-
ing the formal papers but likewise giving the sten-
ographic notes of the informal discussions; all of which
are intensely interesting and instructive to paper-
makers who want to become more efficient.

I may be pardoned for referring so often to the
work of the Technical Association when T say it is be-
cau.se its work appears to me to be of incalculable
value to the industry, and will become more so. If
you have not seen "Technical A.ssociation Papers," get
it without delay.—C.F.M., in "Paper."
We second the motion.—Ed.

CORRESPONDENCE RE ESTIMATION OF PULP.
Having received an inquiry as to whether the double

stain and the use of the filarmicrometer .should not be
included in what might be called a standard method
of estimating sulphite and ground wood in newsprint
paper, "Snowslioe" states his view as follows:

In reply to your questions re my article on "Estima-
tion of Pulps in Paper" in Pulp and Paper Magazine.
I would observe as follows

:

I find the distinction between 'sulphite and ground
wood when properly stained with iodine absolute. The
ground wood appears as a strong yellow while the
sulphite is colorless and the ditferentiation is almost
perfect under the microscope. It is snb.stantially im-
po.ssible to mi.stake mechanical fibre (stained) for
sulphite, but there ma.v be a slight (ver\' slight)

tendency on the other hand to mistake a .sulphite fibre

here ami there for gr(nind wood, but it is of no
moment.
The solution used is as follows:

Water 60c.c.

KI f) grams.
I^, 3.45 grs.

Glycerine 6 c.c.

Double staining is quite unnecessary, as the single

stain differentiates perfectl.v if properly carried out.

As to fibre micrometer measurements of fibres, this

would have to be done with very considerable care or

the results would be misleading and the time taken
would likely be altogether too long for ordinary tech-

nical work in i)apermills.

Doubtless an elaborate and painstaking examination
(if a ground wood and sulphite mixture with micro-

meters and special stains M'ould eliminate the jiersonal

equation to a large extent, but it would be a useless

refinement as regards newsprint paper, due to the

variation in relative content of the two fibres.

As to the experience necessary to estimate i^nvjund

wood and sulphite rapidl>' nmlcr llii' micriisc()]je, it

is chiefl\- a mailer of a lilllc jiaiiislakiiig pi rsislciice in

examining definite known mi.xtnres properly staiiiccl

with iodine.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
(Ki'diu Our l,oii(l()ii ('oiTfsjiondeiit.)

liOiulon, i:Uli November, 1019.

The coiistitiitioii (if Heiitley atid Jackson, the well-

known firm of ))apermitkers enfrineers, has underjroiie a

ehange. Mr. Georfre Beiitley has left the firm after a

lonjr and honorable eareer. and his retirement as an ac-

tive worker will be nnieh rejrretted. lie occupied the

liosition of chairman and under his fruidance the firm

made rapid strides, their well-known papermakin;.' ma-

chines beinjr notable for success all over the world. To-

day Bentley & Jackson are full-up with orders and their

future jiromises to be a busy one. Mr. Jame.s Nuttall

and his three sons will now control the firm and in

their hands the success achieved in the past will be con-

tinued and eidianced in the future. The retirement of

Mr. OeorfTc Bentley severs a valuable link from en-

j.'ineerin<r circles. TTis keen foresiprht and .shrewd busi-

ness disposition was valued in the paper industry of the

T'nited Kinjidom and at times like the present when the

economic position requires the experienced and skilful

handling of an expert, Mr. Bentley's i-esourceful know-

ledge should be missed. However, Mr. Nuttall. Sr., who

has over fiO years experience with Bentley & Jackson.

Ltd., is the right man in the right place and vei-y high-

ly respected. What he does not know about papermak-

ing engineering is not worth knowing.

Pulp from Canada.

Shipments of pulp from Canada are increasing dur-

ing the past six weeks, the latest Government returns

showing that 7,707 tons of ground wood and 1,660 tons

of sidiihite have arrived in one week. In ground wood

the Dominion is getting a fair share of the market here,

the arrivals for the week under consideration being 7.-

707 tons compared with 1,716 from Norway and 411

tons from Sweden. A return of this character must

be satisfactory to pulp men in Canada, because I have

seen the times when the Dominion did not even appear

in the list for ground wood. If there is a demand now
for Canadian pulps surely the future must increase that

demand. There is only one point to be considered and

ihat is—study the market and its wants. Then look

after your shipping. The pulp market today in Eng-

land is firm and a fair amount of busines,s is being

done. Norwegian prices in London today are as fol-

lows: Bleached sulphite £36; easy bleaching sulphite

£29 to £30; strong .su]j)hite £25 to £25 10s ; easy bleach-

ing soda pulp £24 10s; strong soda pulp £23; ground-

wood (moist) £7 15s 6d to £8 c.i.f. British ports. For

delivery next year add 10s all round. The Norwegians

see that in Canada they have a serious competitor in

the British market. The feeling, however, is to keep

trade within the Empire.
Paper and Prices.

Newsprint is not changed much in prices, but for

other papei-s there is a stiffening in quotations. I was

speaking to a master printer this week and he says com-

plaints are rife against the mills over prices, these be-

ing treble today what they were in 1914. He con.siders

there should be a tendency to reduce quotations now
that the raw materials market lias settled down. Nor-

wegian quotations are about as follows : £48 a ton for

unglazed and M. G. kraft; ^I.G. pure sulphite, thin .sub-

stance of d.c. 7 lbs., £65 per ton; friction glazed leather

boards £31 od per ton; wood pxili) boards £26 to £27 a

ton. English kraft paper is £53 10s a ton and English

bank paper 8d per lb. and fine printing paper 6d per

111. The London Master Printers have deprecated the

action of one of the British mills. One of its members
said that his firm sent an order for paper within a

week of the (piotations rising. The mill dallied with

the order for a week and then stated th(>y would take

one-third of the order at the price quoted, pl\is 5 per

cent, and that the two-thirds of the order remaining at

a price ruling when the paper wa.s delivered. It is now
contended that the Government helped paper manufac-

turers during the war and such action as indicated

above does not help industry and was not fair play.

l)articularly when the mill had had rnw material in

stock. "Master Printers arc bring urged to take action.

Mill Profits.

The Star Pajter ]\rill, Lancashire, rcjiorts a dividend

of 3s per share on the preference shares and a dividend

of 5s per share (and a bonus of 5s per share) on the

ordinary £5 .shares. £15,314 is being carried forward.

For the half year to 0,'tober, 1918, the ordinary shares

got 10 per cent per annum and a bonus of 15s per share,

while in the following month a bonus of 100 per cent

was paid in shares. The Star IVTill is a progressive con-

cern and a valuable ad.junct to an industry.

Japan Wants Pulp.

A good deal of information has reached London to

the effect that Japan wants pulp. It is difficult to un-

derstand why this should be the case, and inquiries

should be minutely made before any business transac-

tions are entered upon. Through various sources here

they are asking for pulp. The United States usually

have a big share of supplying the Japanese market.

Chemicals.

The market for chemicals is brisk and there is a good

deal of business passing on home and export account.

Bleaching powder is £15 to £17 for export and alum
£19 per ton. Very little in the wa.y of caustic soda

is being offered. Soda crystals are firm at £6 a ton for

export. Sulphur is scarce and very firm

Notelets.

Brother F. J. Bobeer Farrel has been installed "Wor-

shipful Master of the Papyrus Lodgi- of Freemasons for

the ensuing year. The instp.llation dinner that follow-

ed was greatly enjoyed by the paper and pulp men
present.

The steamer "G^-p" has arrived with 1.357 tons oF

"Toundwood from Chicoutimi. The "Keyingham" and
"Leicester" have also reached port with large cargoes

from the Dominion.
Mr. Alexander Turnbull succeeds Mr. E. Chalmers

as managing-director of Messrs. E. Chalmers & Co.,

Ltd., papermakers, of London.
A Finland pulp maker wants £30 a ton for easy

bleaching. snl|)hite. but the quality of it is not stated.

Similar offers are being made to Poland in its unsettled

state of political strife.

The students of London University and Bart's Medi-
cal School had a "rag" this week. Outside the "Daily
News" office w-as a wagon full of newsprint and the

students made a platform of the newsprint from which
speakers addressed their confreres. It is unusual to see

a meeting outside a newspaper office in the heart of

London—and particularly a students' assembl.v. Let

us hope iMcGill will not follow the cxaTuple in Mont-
real.

Early to bed and early to rise.

Keeps the blues from your brain.

And the red from your eves.
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The Aliitilii Company's locomotive was suffei'ing

from pleurisy, at least there was serious trouble with
its chest. By burying the chest in the forge tire and
working in very uncomfortable positions, Mr. Morley
and his crew closed the cracks.

Iroquois Falls has a by-law requiring all children

to be in doors by eight o'clock, unless accompanied
by a guardian.

During the last week in October, the four machines
of the Abitibi Power and Paper Co. made 1,428.27

tons of newsprint.
The Laurentide Companj^ in October made a daily

•average of 215 tons of newsprint, 45 ton's of board
and 12 tons of wrapper.
One hundred and eight emploj^ees of the Lauren-

tide Company have been in the firm for twenty years
or more.

Reports are just ''leaking out," as it were, of the

fine time the Belgo-Canadian Pulp and Paper Co.

gave the Canadian Export Paper Co. officials on
October 2Sth. The operations were carried out under
Work Order 205, issued by ]\Ir. Stadler.

Mr. G. F. Steele is in England in the interests of

the Canadian Export Paper Co. Mr. Wm. C. Powers
is in charge of the London office.

T. Marshall Dix, Vice-President of the Spaulding

and Tewsberry Co., of Boston, ]Mass., was in Toronto re-

cently calling upon the trade.

George C. "Winlow, of the Canada Pai)er Co., Toronto,

returned lately from a successful two weeks' deer liunt-

ing trip in the vicinity of Penetanguishene.

I. n. Weldon, of Toronto. President of the Provincial

Paper Mills Co., and X. L. Martin, of Toronto, seci-e-

tary of the Canadian Paper Trade Association, have
returned from a deer shooting expedition to Hartle.y

Bay in the French river district. There were some fif-

teen members in the party, of whicli J. G. Gaudaur, of

Atherly, former champion oarsman of the world, was
one. The Hartley Bay Hunt Club secured their full

complement of deer, which they report as plentiful.

There were shipped on the Temiskaming and North-
ern Ontario railway during Aug. 10,582 cords of pulp-

wood, which i'ei)rcseiits an increase of 1.517 cords, or

16.7 per cent compared with the previous month. Dur-
ing Aug. there were also shipped 5,968 tons of wood
pulp and 6,062 tons of i)aper. The former represents

an increase of 2,987 tons or 100 per cent and the latter

127 tons or two per cent as compared with the previous
month.

Rev. "Walter Cox, rector of Christ Church, Gan-
anoque, Ont., who is a toriner Grand M :ster of the In-

dependent Order of Oddfellows in the province of On-
tario, will resign his charge at the end of the year and
remove to Toronto where he will engage in the pub-
lishing line. He has purchased the Dominion Inde-
pendent Oddfellow, of which paper he will assume the
editorship.

The Globe has begun the erection of a large addition
to its premises on Yonge Street, Toronto in order to

afford accommodation for the printing department.
The extension will cost $35,000.

The capital stock of the Georgetown Coated Paper
Mills, Georgetown, Ont., has been increased from $100,-
000 to $500,000 by the creation of 4,000 shares of new
stock of $100 each. The company is erecting a large
extension to their buildings and will install additional
equipment. Good progress is being made on construc-
tion work.

James A. Cook & Son, Limited, has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $60,000 and headquarters in
Toronto to carry on the business of stationers, printers,
lithographers, bookbinders, envelope and paper bag
manufacturers, etc.

P. J. Niven, who has for some years been in the tim-
ber license department of the Ontario Government, has
been appointed secretary of the Department of Lands
and Forests, and also secretary to the new ilinister.
Hon. Beniah Bowman. Mr. Niven succeeds C. C. Hele,
who, after several years service has resigned and has
taken a responsible position with a Toronto financial
firm.

Many eastern friends in newspaper and publishing
circles have learned with regret of the death of Hon.
F. L. Cartei'-Cotton, of Vancouver, who in ]S87 found
cd the Vancouver News-Advertiser now incorporated
with the Vancouver Sun. He retired from .iournalism
in 1910 and was for many years a member of the Brit-
ish Columbia Government.

G. H. Askwith, assistant sales manager of the Rioi--
don Pulp and Paper Co., Montreal, was recently operat-
ed upon for appendicitis and is now well on to the road
to recovery.

The Riordon Pulp and Paper Co., Montreal, have tak-
en a progressive step and registered a trade mark for
their products. A circle encloses a maple leaf with the
words "Maple Leaf Bleached Sulphite" in the centre.
The iiame of the firm and the words "Made in Can-
ada" are printed around the inside of the circle.

The paper box factory of ,Moirs, Lii'iited, chocolate
manufacturers of Halifax, which was located at Bed-
ford, N.S., was destroyed by fire recently. The firm
will rebuild.

Mile. Faymonville of Brassels, Belgium, whose broth-
er is in business in that city has been calling upon the
paper trade in Toronto in the interest of the export
business and has been introduced to a number of lead-
ing commercial and manufacturing firms by the Com-
mercial Intelligence Department of the Toronto Board
of Trade.

At the annual meeting of the Association of Cana-
dian Advertisers held in Toronto last week, W. C. Betts
of Jlontreal, was. elected President : D. G. Clark, of
London, vice-president; J. R. Kirkpatrick, of Toronto,
treasurer; aiul :\Iiss Clotworthy, of Toronto, secretary.
James Edgar, who has been postmaster of Peter-

borough, Ont., for the past eight years, passed away
recently at the age of fifty years. Before his appaint-
ment to the post office he was engaged in the whole-
sale paper business in that city for a long time.
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McCaskcy yvs-tems, liiniitod. Carlaw Ave., Toronto.

who have outirrown tlifir pnwiit pri'iiiisses, inti'iid if-

movin<r to (ialt where tliey have secured larger quar-

ters, havinj.' Iioujrht a larpe manufactiiriii),' phnit. Tliey

will employ about a hundred hands. Tlie firm manu-

facture account registers and eouuter eheek books.

Newsboys, of Torouto, who enlisted during the war,

have ou their return found that tlieir newstands on

leading corners have been taken up liy others who stay-

ed at home and among the occupants are foreigners. Re-

turned representatives have appeared before the Board

of Control in Toronto asking that the privilege of erect-

ing news-stands ou the city sidewalks be extended to

overseas men in preference to others, owing to the diffi-

culties of finding openings in the business. The matter

will be looked into.

Hon. T. D. Pattullo, ]\Iinister of Lands for the Brit-

ish Columbia government, was in Toronto last week oii

business and reports that there are splendid prospects

of the rapid development of the pulp and paper busi-

ness on the Coast and that all the mills are ru.shed with

orders.

The Beaver Board Co., of Thorold, Ont., have com-

menced the construction of an addition to their plant

which will cost $75,000. The 6. C. Carswell Construc-

tion Co., Limited, of Torouto, have been awarded the

contract. The extension will be of steel and mill con-

struction upon a concrete foundation.

General C. IL Mitchell, who is the new Dean of En-

gineering, as well as an old graduate of the Faculty of

Applied Science, University of Toronto, closed his ad-

dress before the Ontario Section of Mechanical En-

gineers last week with a description of after-the-war

conditions at the University and drew some deductions

as to the trend of engineering opportunities in differ-

ent channels, as indicated by the tendency of certain

branches, notably mechanical engineering and engineer

ing chemistry, to push ahead at the present time.

Mr. J. A. Hanrahan of the Gulf Pulp & Paper Com-

pany, Clarke City, Que., has been spending a few daj-s

in town. ^Ir. Hanrahan has been combining business

with pleasure and previous to visiting Montreal had

ten days in New York. He reports that they are very

busy down at the mill and are expecting to make two

more shipments before their freezing up.

It is reported that the Mattagami Pulp & Paper Co.

of Smooth Rock Falls, Ont., will establish its purchas-

ing office in Montreal.

Mr. Chas. AY. Mullen, of Bangor, Me., who is the

prime mover of the Great Eastern Paper Co. was in

Montreal this Aveek. The company's office will prob-

;i)ily lif opened there in the near future.

SMITH PAPER MILLS GETS TIMBER LIMITS.
The Toronto Paper Company, recently acquired by

the Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited, has a sulphite

mill of 20 tons per day capacity. This is being in-

creased by the new owners to 30 tons per day.

The same interest, it is understood, have also ac-

quired valuable timber limits, with saw-!nills, etc., con-

taining over 500,000 cords of pulpwood, or sufficient

to supply the company's needs for over 20 years.

These valuable acquisitions make the company self-

contained.

The capacity of the combined companies is now
154,000 lbs. per day of writing, book and ledger

papers.

A dangerous man is one who acts with no thought
of consequence to others.

BROWN CORPORATION HAD BIG FIRE.
Trois Pistoles, (.Jut'liee, Nov. 2;{.—The disastrous

ronflagration that i)roke out at the I'.rown Corpora
t ion's pulp and lumber mills last Thursday afternoon
is still smouldering and though there is some slight

danger of it spreading large gangs of men are work-
ing night and day in endeavour to extinguish it entire-

ly. Aided by the rain which has been falling all after-

noon and evening, it is hoped to get it entirely under
control soon. Unless it should succeed in reaching the

mill or some of the houses, no further damage can
ensue as practically all the wood and pulp that could
be destroyed is already lost.—Quebec Chronicle.

«

A "MOOSE " STOEY.
Three hunters went out in search of game,
Pounsford, Duncan and Blucier by name.
They pitched their camp on the trackless snow
For you see—they had nowhere to go.

High o'erhead the North Lights swept
As three brave hunters warily crept,

Through the forest, deep with gloom
And filled with the silence of the tomb.

With eyes forever on the ground
And ears alert for any sound
With rifles slung across their back
They followed up a Bull Moose track.

Through thickets dense they followed close

Every tree, a lookout post;

Through valle.vs deep, o'er mountains grim,
A slushy stream they had to swim.

Across an open plain they go.

And lose the tracks in the boundless snow.
They looked around in vain for more

—

But that old Moose had been chased before.

As finally they quit at last

A monster shadow flitted past.

And stopped beside the sluggish stream
A regular old hunter's dream.

"I see him," shouted Pounsford, "There!
"I'll have that Moose, I do declare."

Duncan says "By Gosh, you're right,

'.Just half a mo', to adjust my sights,"

Blucier as quickly followed suit,

And got his rifle set to shoot.

The three guns sighted and loaded full.

They fired and killed—a farmer's mule!
They came up close, their prej' to view
The sight they saw made them feel blue.

Their eyes just couldn't leave that mule
Whose head they had with lead pumped full

;

(And still today it makes them sick

To think of how they fired too quick).

—Machine Room Poet.

Port Arthur, Ont..

November 12, 1919.

Note : The editor is not responsible for these senti-

ments. The "poem" is given publicity by special re-

quest and—well, we are a long way from Toronto and
Port Arthur.

*l

We make way for the man who boldly pushes past
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, November 24, 1919.—From jjreseiit appear-

ances new.sprint M'ill soon be as high in price as

some grades of book and writing papers,—that is if

the purchaser wants spot delivery. In fact, he is lucliy

to get a supply at any price and a visitor from Bal-

timore to Toronto during the past week related several

instances where jobbers in New York ^'.nd other cities

were offered ten cents a pound for what stocks they

had on hand and stated that, on the other side of the

line, the existence of several weekly papers was
threatened owing to shortage in supplies. Several

rural publications in Ontario have been dangerously-

near getting out of raw material and have sent insist-

ent messages to manufacturers to see that their wants
were looked after. Production is being speeded up in

all the mills and the larger plants never turned out as

much news as they are doing at i)rescnt. With the

Christmas advertising campaign close at hand there

will be a greater call than ever during the next few
weeks.

In other lines of paper the situation is getting to b"

nearly as bad and the question is asked, what about
prices at the beginning of the new year? Will they go

up? Large publishers and consumers of newsprint arc

being urged to conserve their supplies and, at tlie meet-
ing of the Canadian Press Association which will be

held in Toronto this week, it is expectcu that some ac-

tion will be taken in regard to ensuring ample sup-
plies for the coming year and also certain recommenda-
tions made with respect to the conservation of raw
}naterml generall}'.

With regard to prices of paper the Victoria Pa])er
and Twine Co. of Toronto and Montreal have sent out
a notice to the effect that it is seemingly useless to

agitate for lower prices until the world's starved con
dition is remedied and the productive capacity of the
world catches up with the needs of the consumer.
"This can never be done" states the company "as
long as the present labor unrest exist.^. and the only
satisfactory solution of the problem appears to lie in

industrial peace and increased production. We urge
our friends and customers to elimin.ite all possible
wasteful methods, purchasing only such goods as will

take care of their present needs and those of the im-

mediate future. B}' all assisting in this, more rapid re-

coverj^ to a sensible level of trade conditions can be

made and the present spasmodic, chaotic and dispro-

portionate conditions wiU give way to ; conservative

and sound basis of doing business.

A thorn in the flesh of paper manufacturers is the

probable shortage of soft coal. Roughly speaking, it

takes a ton of coal to produce a ton of paper and the

quantity which some mills have on hand is not reas-

suring. Receipts of bituminous coal \n Canada from
the United States have been very small during the past

two weeks. Much of that which has been in transit

has been commandeered by the federal uvithorities and
the situation lu-s become so serious that, it is rumored,
the train service on the railways may have to be cut

down in order to conserve supplies. One leading paper
firm has inserted a clause in all its literature to the

effect "that all agreements and contracts entered
into on orders taken are accepted contingent on
strikes, a^-cidents, fires or other causes b-»yond ou'
control, including shortage of coal s;ipply. " The
latter clause has been added recently. Another that
has hecn iiicori)orated is that all quotations are sub-
ject to iiinnediate acceptance.
The production of Canadian newsprint mills during

the first ten months of the present year exceeded those
of a similar period during 1918 by eight per cent or
45,940 tons and with an almost similar increase across
the border, the su])ply is still about twenty-five per
cent shy. The ([uestion now arises, will the news-
papers combine to curtail con.sumption and would ad-
vertisers give help by assenting to restrictions in

space? If some move like this is not undertaken what
will the future bring forth? Then ther- is a growing
shortage of groundwood pulp and pric^'.- remain very
high. Sulphite pulj) is also in strong d^^'iiaiul particu-
larly bleached. All paper box factories are rushed;
book and -vriting mills have all the business they can
aMenil to for months ahead. Wrappinu' papers of all

kinds arc getting scarcer all the while and stocks
with the jobbers lower. Demand keeps away ahead
of production and the shortage is each week ac-
centuated. Business with wholesale pa])er houses is

now very lively and November has moved a record

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
8311

50 E. 42nd STREET telephones 8312 murray hill, NEW YORK

Write us when

you have any

surplus of Ground Wood
Bleached or Un-

bleached. We are

always in the mar-

ket.
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breaker with many ol ihci.i in the volume of turn-

over.

Coated paper plants report that business keeps up

reniarkahl.v well and toilet and tissue mills have iill

the orders" they ean look after for months ahead. Spe-

eialtv mills are turninfr down business owing to lack

of faeilities for meetinjr requirenuMits and other de-

l)artments of produetion have the same story to relate.

In the ra-r and jiaper stock line, the nurket for waste

paper is generally weak and the mills are holding off

from huving. so dealers report. A fairly good demand

has .set in for No. 1, soft white shavings and white

l)lanks but all other lines are charaeteri.sed by the

luarkinsr of time whieh may not ehange until after the

holiday .season. No. 1 shirt cuttings are in aetivc re-

quisition but other grades are not so strong. The

American market looks better and an inerea.sed call

is expected from Canadian mills in the near future.

There is a scarcity of supplies in many kinds of cut-

tings owing to the tendency to utilize all waste

wlierever possible.

The Saguenay Pulp and Power Co. which controls

the Chicoutimi Pulp Co.. the largest producer of wood

l)iil|) in the world, the St. Lawrence Pulp and Lumber

Corporation, the Saguenay Light and Power Co.. the

Koherval-Sagueiiay Kailway Company and the Chi-

coutimi Poi-t Co., iiave placed on the mr.-ket $1..500.000

serial gold bonds bearing interest at six and a half

per cent. Hon F. L. l>«i(iue. President of the Company,

states that the output of the mills at Chicoutimi and

Val .Talbert has been maintained at full capacity since

the first of the year. The stocks of mechanical pulp.

which had grown to over 60,000 tons in the early

months of 1919. have all been sold and shipped and

steadily higher prices have been secui-ed for it as well

as for the entire output since that time. The pulp,

which the companv sold last year and during the first

six months of 1919, brought from i|;2fi to $29 per ton

and lias now advanced to over $40. The last sales were

made at $42.50 per ton. In regard to the chemical pulp

operations of the company at Chandler, many ira

jirovements have been carried out and the output has

i)een augmented by 40 tons a day. and now amounts
to 112 tons and, at the same time, operating costs hav"

been reduced by over $10 per ton.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B, Mill

Crouiidwood pulp $43.00 to $45.00

Sulphite, ncAvs grade $75.00 to $80.00

Sulphite, easv bleaching *92.00 to $95.00

Sulphite, bleached $115.00 to $120.00

Sulphate .$87.50

Rag and Paper Stock Prices.

F.O.T.. Toronto
\o. 1 white envelope cuttings $4.75

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.25

White blanks $1.75

Heavy Ledger Stock $2.65

No. 1 magazine $2.10

No. 1 book stock $1.65

No. 1 manilas .$2.30

No. 1 print manila $1.55

Folded news .$1.10

Over issue, news $1.20
Kraft .$3.50

No. 1 clean mixed papers 90c
Xo. 1 shirt cuttings 14' oc to 15c
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 13-13^c
No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings lie
No. 1 blue overall cuttings lie

lUeached .shoe clip 12c

White cotton hosiery cuttings 131/20

Light colored hosiery cuttings lie

New light flannellette cuttings 10V2«
No. 2 white shirt <'uttings He
Citv thirds and blues (repacked), No. 1 4V^c.

KloVk and satinettes $2.70

Tailor rags $2.80

(Junny bagging : 3=;:ie to 4c

Jfanila rope 6c

NEW YORK MARKETS
.\ew York, .Xovember 2-.—So many changes in

paper ]n-ices are occurring these days tnat it is diffi-

cult to say at the I'lose of each week just what has

pi-oven the feature of I he market for tin few ]n'eccding

days. Standing out lyroininently above all other de-

velopments during tlie past several weeks has been
the strength displayed by newsiu'int paper, the steady

advance in prices, on which has appa^-ently not yet

been checked. Sales of s]>ot lots of newsprint in rolls

have been made this week at S cents a pound, i)rob-

ably a record-breaking figure for mnvy years. Even
at this price, buyers have met uilli untold difficulty

in locating available suiiplies of jirint jiajjcr, and Ih?
great bulk ol' deinaiid from transient .-oiirees has re-

mained unfilled. The situation in newsprint has reach-

ed that stage where it re(niires the abilitv of a fortune-

teller to say what is going to happen The potential

recpiirements of the countr\- at large are of such
magnitude that there seems no (|uestien that manu-
facturers will fall far short of lilling them. News-
])apcr publishers throughout the States have been oper-

ating at a rate during the past few months where it

was only a matter of time when sill i-' serve stocks

woiild be totally obliterated •iiul wher'? mills simj^ly

would not lie able to cone with the needs of con-

sumers. That time evidenth' has arrived and consumer:-!

are paying the penalty in the fonn of high prices for

their reckless consu:M]it ion when they lu.d reserve sup-

plies to draAv on.

Naturally the only solution of tlie situation is

either a prompt reduction in the voluiiu^ of consump
tion or a quick increase in the production of paper.
As it takes time for manufacturers to broaden the
scope of their operations through the installation of

new acquisition of raw material, publishers have come
to the realization that it behooves them to take the
only means possible to relieve the market by cutting
down their consuni])tion of j^aper to a level more in

keepinfr with, the produetion of mills, and are wisely
following this procedure. In nearly evi-ry daily news-
paper one runs across at present can b" found in some
])roiiiinent position a notice to the effect that "such
and such number of columns of advertising have ne-
cessarily been omitted from this i.ssue because of the
shortage of print paiu'r." While the adoption of this

policy is expected to relieve the market situation to a

degree where demand for newsprint nrobably will

ease up. there is scant likelihood that consumption
will fall to a sufficient extent to have material in-

fluence on market prices on paper. It is a foregone
conclusion that every newspaper publisher is not goiuL-
to refuse to carry adverti.sements if there is a possi-
bility of securing the necessary paper on which to
print them. The reduction in the size of daily papers
has become imperative because publishers with verv
few exeeiitions have sunk into their reserve stocks
to such a deiith tiiat th.ey are at a loss to fathom where
they are to acquire sufficient supply to keep them
running even on a normal scale during the next few

I
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months

of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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months. Aud that thf prevailinj; tijrht .•ondition cu

the market will exist for some time to come seems as-

sured by the fact that numerous consumers have con-

tracted "for newsprint at present high prices for

delivery as far ahead as a year.

Prices on book papers are gradually strengthening.

In view of the situation in the printing industry in

the East, which is still more or less handicapped by

labor troubles, this is surprising, and some are led to

believe that the rising market for newsprint is at the

bottom of the advance in book paper prices. Doubt-

less there have been a good many fresh orders for

book papers placed with mills by consumers who have

found it necessary to move the scene of their opera-

tions temporarily, but on the other hand, it is quite

likely that a considerable number of orders have also

been" cancelled, and with one offsetting the other, it is

questionable whether aggregate demand has increased

recently to any material extent.

Coarse papers continue in a firm position aud are

moving in consistent fashion. Mills in general are sold

up for some time and are reluctant to enter into addi-

tional engagements. Tissues are quotably firm aud in

good demand. Fine papers are sought in gradually

increasing volume and manufacturers are operatinir

their plants at as large capacity as prevailing labor

conditions will permit. The board market is firm and

active. Prices are more or less stationary but there

are no signs of easiness in any quarter.

GROrXDWOOD—According to talk in the trade,

sales of spot lots of spruce groundwood have been

made at as high as -160 per ton at grinding plants.

Demand shows no abatement aud the great bulk of it

is going unfilled owing to the inability of manufac-

turers to supply all the pulp wanted. Consumers who
ordinarily co'ver their forward requirements by con-

tract purchase and transient buyers alike are eagerly

seeking pulp and are freely meeting the figures a.sked

which lends support to the reports that Xo. 1 ground-

wood for prompt delivery has fetched up to $60 de-

spite the contention of many members of the trade

that the actual market value of mechanical piilp is

still around $50. So few offerings are made that it is

difficult to obtain a definite line on prices, most of the

quotations named being purely of a nominal character.

CHEMICAL PULP—Late advices from Scandinavia
say that the upper portion of the Baltic has frozen

and that navigation in the lower regions is daily be-

coming more difficult. Mills in Sweden are reported

sold up for some months and to be naming high prices

on such amounts of pulp as they have to dispose of

during the next few months. Importers here lay stress

on the increasing difficulty in .securing sulphite in

sizable quantities in Sweden and assert that indica-

tions point to a shortage of Scandinavian pulps for a

long time to come. Domestic sulphite of all grades is

moving actively and at firm prices. Unbleached pulp

of newsprint quality finds a ready sale and the occa-

sional offerings of domestic bleached sulphite are

promptly snapped up, while easy bleaching sulphite

is in pointed demand and is available in amounts far

too small to satisfy the wants of buyers. There is not

relatively the firmness characterizing quotations on

soda and kraft pulps as is evident in .sulphites, yet

consumers are absorbing these grades in a consistent

manner and prices are maintained.

RAGS—The rag market displays a decidedly firmer

undertone and business along certain lines is broaden-

ing. New cuttings of practically every description arc

sought by mills in larger volume and dealers are mov-

ing up prices and seem to be getting the higher figures

without trouble. Old white rags also are in a livelier

position and roofing rags continue to move in good
volume. In the face of these developments in the

domestic market, rags from Europe are coming in in

large quantities, which would indicate that paper
manufacturers arc .switching an appreciable portion

of their buying from foreign to domestic stock. Taking
all the talk regarding the poor quality of European
rags at present heard in the trade, this tloubtless is

the case. Sales reported include Xo. 1 white shirt cut-

tings at 15.50 cents delivered mills, Xo 1 washables
at 9.50 cents, light silesias at 11 cents, Xo. 1 old re-

packed whites at 8.50 cents, repacked thirds and blues

at 4.25 cents and black stockings at 3.25 cents. Roof-
ing rags are firmly quoted at a basis of around 2.75

cents for Xo. 1 packing at shipping points, with in-

dependent mills reported frequentlj' granting slight-

ly higher figures. r

MILITARY MATERIAL FOR CAMPS AND STORES.

There is to be a sale of military stores, including dry

goods, hospital furniture, bedding, hardware, leather

goods, junk, etc. Sales will be made bj- sealed tender.

Persons desiring to tender are requested to register

their names and addresses with the Secretary of the

War Purchasing Commission. Booth Buildiug, Ottawa,

stating the class of goods in which they are interested,

whether new or second-hand, or both. Tender forms

with full details of the goods and places at which sam-

ples may be seen, will be mailed when ready to those

who have registered as requested above. Pulp and pa-

per mills, especially those operating stores or camps,

should be interested in this announcement.
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Weighing standard roll

of news print paper on

Fairbanks Dial Scales.

Cut Time
and Labor Costs
— stop aud figure out the time wasted in weighing and

computing weights. It amounts to considerable in a

year.

FAIRBANKS
Dial Scales

eliminate all the waste time and labor it is possible to

save. They i)ut your weighing on an efficient basis.

The plainly graduated dial does this.

Ask us about these scales, and the

work they will do in your plant.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,
LIMITED

ST. JOHN,
OTTAWA,
CALGARY,

OUECEC,
WINNIPEG,
VANCOUVER,

MONTREAL,
SASKATOON,
VICTORIA.
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ANOTHER SOURCE OF SULPHUR.
Foi' some time there have been occasional suggestions,

more or less practical, for the utilization of the vast

amount of sulphur dioxide which is annually wasted in

eonection with the use of the sulphide ores of Ontario.

A method of utilization of this gas which gives every

promise of success is reported to be in operation in con-

nection with the Tacoma Smelter in Washington. The
sulphur dioxide is li(iuified and since in this condition

it is quite readily separated from air and other gases

it can be placed in suitable containers and shipped to

sulphite mills within reasonable distance.

The onh' places so far considered as a source of sul-

phur dioxide gas from Canadian mills that until last

week had come to our attention were the operations in

the Sudbury district of Ontario. The mills which are

likely to find it most convenient to use liquid sulphur

dioxide are those of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper

Mills, Limited, although it is possible that other Can-

adian plants may find it possible to do so. Within a

fairly short and direct shipping distance of Sudbury we
find the three mills of the Spanish River Company, the

three sulphite mills in the Niagara district, the new
Kipawa Fibre Company at Temiskaraing and possibly

even the Abitibi and Mattagami Mills near Cochrane.

It was our pleasure a short time ago to hear a paper

read at a meeting of the Montreal section of the Society

of Chemical Industry on the ""Zinc and Lead Deposits of

Gaspesia.'" It appears that there is a particularly rich

deposit of blende and galena in a vein which has out-

crops almost in the centre of the Gaspe Peninsula. If

these ores are transported to some point on the Bale des

Chaleurs to the south to be smelted there would be avail-

able for cheap transport a considerable amount of sul-

I)hur dioxide gas. From an operation handling 100

tons of lead per day we should have available about ten

tons of sulphur dioxide or the equivalent of about five

tons of sulphur. If this were depended on as the en-

tire sulphur supply for a pulp mill it «an be seen that

at ordinary rates of consumiition such an amount would

satisfy a mill making only about 20 tons of pulp, but

if used simply for strengthening the acid in a sulphite

plant it is impossible to predict how large a plant could

be served because of lack of information on the amount

of strengthening that would be possible or necessary.

These points are mentioned because in the discussion

of the paper it was suggested that the sulphite industry

would furnish a market for a by-product of the mines

in the maner indicated. No doubt the development of

these deposits will in time make larger amounts of sul-

phur available in the form of liquid sulphur dioxide,

and if the smelters are located on tide water there are a

number of mills which can very easily be reached by

transportatiug the gas in tanks loaded on scows. In the

immediate vicinitj' there is the mill a Chandler and it

would not be a very serious matter to tow the scows

to Bathurst and Chatham and they might even be mov-

ed up the Saguenay to Ha ! Ha 1 Bay and Chicoutimi.

If tank cars were used it would then be possible to

reach the Nashwaak mill at St. John, N.B., the Fraser

mill at Edmunston and many others in Eastern Can-

ada. It is likely to be some time before such an exten-

sive market will be served, but it is interesting to con-

sider possibilities.

THE BOOK PAPER SITUATION.
A question has come in regarding the probable trend

of the book paper situation in view of the present con-

dition in the newsprint market. It is impossible to

make a definite prediction so that we hesitate even to

offer advice on the subject, but if our thoughts can be

of any service wc are glad to pass them on for what they

are worth.

It is our opinion that the book paper situation wiU
bring a good many worries, but is not likely to become
as serious as that of newsprint. And we further be-

lieve that the newsprint situation is not likely to get

much more serious than it is at present vinless coal sup-

plies are entirely cut off, although the market will un-

doubtedly remain exceedingly tight for at least six

months, and the mo.st careful conservation of available

supplies will be necessary in order to enable everybody

to have absolutely necessary amounts of paper. The
distribution of available supplies will have to be very

carefully carried out, and it will not surprise us if the

distribution of newsprint becomes the most important

function of the Paper Controller.

Associated with the newsprint situation is the mar-
ket for groundwood and as the supply of this material

is so dependent on fluctuations in water power the

available amounts have recently become quite limited.

The shortage of ground wood for newsprint on this con-

tinent has also been seriously affected by the large in-

crease in shipments to Great Britain from sources

which, during the war, supplied a considerable amount
to Canadian and American newsprint miUs. A revival

of interest in box-boards is further restricting the sup-

plies of ground wood. There is likely, however, to be

some relief in the matter during the coming year
through new production if, in the meantime, consumers
are willing to restrict their demands to the lowest pos-

sible amount. Furthermore, it is not unlikely that the
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present wave of advertising will die out somewhat and

newspaper sizes come back more nearly to normal.

The situation in book papers appears to us somewhat

different and as some of our readers may have better

advice on the subject we should be glad to have them

express their views. In the first place it seems that

while magazine advertising has increased considerably,

the increase is by no means as great nor has it been

as rapid as in the case of newspapers. There has been

some increases in the capacity of sulphite mills, at least

in Canada, recently, and there will be still further sup-

plies shortly available, although the market is tighten-

ing now, and production is approaching the capacity of

the mills.

Most magazine papers are made with a basis of wood

pulp, although some contain considerable amount of

waste papers. Of course, the larger the amount of pa-

per consumed, the larger the amount available in the

form of waste, although the percentage returned to the

industry is likely to decrease as the consumption of

paper by publications increases. The wood fibre prin-

cipally used is chemical pulp and this is not much af-

fected by water conditions, although the production

ma ybe very seriously interfered with if the coal situa-

tion is not soon remedied. The third principal ingre-

dient of book papers is china clay and the supply of

this material is dependent principally on transportation

facilities. One feature of the use of chemical pulp that

is encouraging is the fact that when a pinch comes it

is possible to crowd the digesters a little and so increase

production to meet any important increase in demand,

considering, however, that the quality of the paper

would necessarily suffer from such a move.

It is probable that there will be some pinch experi-

enced by magazines \ising the cheaper grades of paper

containing ground wood, because of the general effect

of the newsprint situation and this may extend some-

what to the higher grades of book papers. Considering

such factors as we are able to estimate it looks as though

magazines would have enough paper to meet their win-

ter's requirements if supplies are used carefully, and if

there are not very many new publications started. The

suspension of publication for some time by a number of

the New York publications will doubtless tend to relieve

the market for a time, but it is likely that this loss will

eventually be made up and the demand increased accord-

ingly. Productive capacity in book mills has not been

increased very much, and some machines may even be

put on other grades, so that magazines will do well to

keep as small as possible and cut out every ounce of

waste.

Calendar. Last year an appropriate series of cartoons

represented various personages connected with the Ger-

man forces as learning the principles of Safety First

through sad experienci-. This year a number of moi'

homely topics form the basis of the cartoons.

Without in any way attempting to reflect on, or in-

terfere with the good work which the National Safety

Council Calendar will accomplish, the Ontario Pulp

& Paper Makers' Safety Association in its campaign

for reducing industrial accidents has produced an all-

Canadian calendar. We have been favored with an ad-

vanced proof of the cartoons and we must confess our

surprise at finding that such an excellent piece of work

has been accomplished as a first attempt. We trust that

a number of these will be placed in every pulp and

paper mill in Canada, not only for the message they will

bring but also for tiie effect that they will have in uni-

fying the Safety First movement throughout tlie Do-

minion. Because of the need of creating more interest

in the Safety MovtMnent in the homes a very suitable

gift to each employee would be a Canadian Safety

Calendar for Christmas. The cost is only 30 cents each

for 100 copies or less, and 25 cents each for more than

100. For orders of 250 or more, the safety slogans will

be printed in both French and English, if desii-ed.

The calendar is all-Canadian^ideas, drawings, pa-

per, and printing.

CHAii. F. HAMLYN, SUCCESSOR TO G. B. VAN
BLARICOM.

Three, perhaps four, generations of editors of the

Pulp and Paper ^Magazine have enjoyed the cheerful

service and hearty assistance of George B. Van Blari-

com, as representative and reporter in Toronto. Oui-

friends tell us that Van, as he is generally known,

though a frequent, was always a welcome visitor, and

that he could be depended on to get things straight.

But Van has a bigger job, and as Editor of the Canada

Lumberman has found it difficult to do the extra work.

The publishers of the Pulp and Paper Magazine have

established a member of the editorial staff in Toronto,

so Mr. Van Blaricom is handing the reins, or should wc

say the lines, over to Mr. Chas. F. Hamlyn. We trust

he will receive the co-operation and the welcome of those

in the industry with whom he comes in contact, so that

his work may be a real service to the industry.

CANADIAN SAFETY CALENDAR.
The National Safety Council which operates from

Chicago and has been doing some exceedingly import-

ant work in reducing accidents throughout the United

States and in many Canadian plants has found a very

effective instrument in the form of its annual Safety

COBWEBS.
The Toronto "World" says in a headline, "The Can-

adian Press Association Bears Triplets." It might be

observed that Caesar anticipated the outcome of the re-

cent C.P.A. meeting when he wrote, " 'Gall' is divided

into three parts."

The index for the Pulp and Paper Magazine. 1918,

Vol. XVII, may be had on application.

Count Bentinck was certainly in luck to have Bill

HohenzoUern cut up his Avinter fuel.
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Compressed Air in the Pulp and Paper Industry
PART 1—HOISTING WITH COMPRESSED AIR

By F. A. .MrLEAN, Canadian IngersoU-Rand Co.

Compressed air in the mine, macliine shop and
foundry, has been so thoroughly and successfully ap-

plied that no one engaged in these industries would
think of trying to operate their plants without its help.

The use of compressed air in the pulp and paper in-

dustry might be said, however, to be only in its infan-

cy or in the experimental stage of development, some
of the mills having installed compressed air equip-

ment only as a sort of last resort and then with per-

haps a rather dubious view of its ultimate value to

them.

That compressed air has not been more widely used

in the paper mill may be due to the prejudice which
exists in many sections against trying out new methods
of doing things which are apparently being done well

enough at present, and to the fact that the advocates
of compressed air have been so busy working out the

various problems in the transmission and use of com-
pressed air in other industries that they have had little

time or inclination to study all of its possible applica-

tions in the pulp and paper industry.

With the modern trend of scientific management in

the paper mill and many other industries has come a

demand for anj' device or method which would reduce
manufacturing costs and increase production ; and
this has led many of the more progressive manufactu-
rers of paper to investigate some of the many possible

applications of compressed air, with the re.sult that

compressed air is coming into much wider use ii. this

industry than has been the case in the past, and un-

doubtedly it ma.y be predicted that the day is not far

distant when every mill will have its compressed air

piping .system which will be considered equally as im-

portant as the steam and water pipes now in use.

In an article in The Paper Industry some time ago.

Mr. C. J. Billingham enumerated over two dozen dif-

ferent uses for compressed air in the paper mill, which
covered ventilating and blowing systems, coal and
ash handling systems, dust collection, cooling and ab-

sorption systems, hoisting and pumping with com-
pressed air and many other applications, a proper
description of which would fill a good sized book.
To aover all of the possible applications of com-

pressed air in the paper mill in a magazine article or

even a series of articles of moderate length is mani-
festl}' impossible, and it is intended herein to consider
only a few of the better known of its many possible

applications which are long past the experimental
stage.

Hoisting With Compressed Air.

Every time an employee of an industrial organiza-
tion calls a fellow workman to assist him in lifting

or handling material, their employer is losing money.
Chain blocks, while of considerable assistance in re-

ducing this waste, are not wholly desirable, as no
matter how easy it may be to raise and transport a

load through their use, they depend on human energy
for their power and as the day progresses the work-
man through fatigue will not be able to maintain the
.^ame working speed that he was capable of at the bf-

ginning, and there is always the liability of the man
injuring himself by trying to raise too heavy a load.

The use of a power operated hoist enables the work-
man to maintain the same speed throughout the day,

and the matter then rests on the selection of the hoist

best adapted for the work to be done. In the selection

of hoisting equipment the question of power economy
should be an important consideration and from this

standpoint alone the air hoist deserves attention. As
an example we may consider a plant in which there

are ten 1 ton air hoists in use. If each hoist through-
out the plant is used six times an hour or an average
of one air lift a minute for the plant, the air consump-
tion would be about 7i/g cubic feet per minute at a

cost of 00.28 of a cent or approximately 20 cents for

an entire day, if one hoist was in use all the time.

Due to the fact that compressed air may be readily

stored, it is more economical than electricity, as a

four ton electric hoist will draw at once whatever cur-

rent may be necessary to lift the four tons, requiring
a source of supply of considerable capacity, and while
a four ton air hoist will consume the same amount of

power to lift its load, it may be taken from an air

receiver where it has been accumulated gradually from
a comparatively small compressor unit.

Air Hoists.

Pneumatic hoists maj' be divided into two general

classes, the direct acting of straight lift type in which
the load is raised by the air under pressure acting
directly on a piston rod and hook to which the load
is attached, and the rotary geared motor driven types
in which a number of reciprocating cylinders and
pistons or an engine of the square piston or Dake type
is used to transmit a rotary motion to the hoisting
drum. Hoists of the motor driven types are capable
of much longer lifts than the straight lift type.

Straight Lift Air Hoists.

The straight lift air hoist is probably the simplest

and cheapest type of power hoist obtainable, consist-

ing essentially of a cylinder containing a single acting
piston and rod which passes through a stuffing box in

the lower cylinder head and terminates in a hook to

which the load is attached. The valve which controls

the admission of air to the under side of the piston is

operated by a double ended lever to which pendant
cords or chains are attached.

In the earlier forms of direct lift hoist, dirt and
moisture were some times drawn into the upper part
of the cylinder from the atmosphere by the suction
created by the down stroke of the piston, thus limit-

ing the usefulness of the hoist in dusty places or where
the air was laden with chemical fumes.
To overcome this trouble, the Canadian Ingersoll-

Rand Company, brought out what are known as their

class A. and B. hoists.

In the class A, or single acting type, the exhaust air

passes from the lower to the upper part of the cylinder
and live air is used only on the lifting stroke. To raise

the hook, the admission valve is opened and the air

passes from the receiver to the lower part of the cy-

linder, raising the piston. When the load has reached
the desired height the cord is released, the admission
valve clo.ses, and the load remains stationary. To
lower the load, the exhaust valve is opened by pulling
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the other cord which allows the air to pass from the

lower part of the cylinder through the exhaust valve

into the upper part of the cylinder.

As the air is thus exhausted to the upper part uf the

cylinder, the piston and load descend by their own
weight. On the next upward stroke the air above the

piston is exhausted into the atmospher.?. This style of

hoist is suitable for use in places where a quick acting

type is required, such as in liftiii>r rolls of paper, hand-
liu'J' timber, and in stores and shipping rooms for hand-
ling supplies and finished products.

The class B or Air Balanced Hoist differs from tlie

single acting type principally in the •onstruction of

the vlave mechanism which is similar with the exceij-

tion of a third cylinder which acts as a check valve

and hold the load from falling in case the hose be-

comes detached, bursts, or if for anj' other reason the

air pressure is suddenly cut off. In this type the lower
part of the cylinder is always open to the air pressure
which passes through the check valve before enterine

opened. The steadiness ajid accuracy of control of this

hoist make it suitable for use in such work as may be
handled by the single acting type, and, in addition, it

may be used in placing parts of machinery, in erecting

and repair work, etc., as the load may be raised or low-

ered a fraction of an inch at a time thus allowing it to

be i)laced with pi-ecision ;is there is un fluctuation of

the piston.

A unique eheck \alve used on this hoist allows the

load to be raised, after which the hose may be dis-

connected and the hoist moved rapidly on a trolley to

another part of the mill and the load lowered into the

place desired, without the slightest lowering of the
load during transit. The valve is easily adju.sted and
affords a wide range of sjjceds.

As no air is drawn in from tho outside in either the
class A or B hoist during operation, there is no chance
for moisture or dust to enter and their use is permiss-
able in places where dust or strong chemical fumes
aboinid which would prohibit the use of the old

fashioned type.

Obviously the eapaeity (jf a j;iven hoist will depend
on the air ])ressure on wliieli it is o])erated and the

Jib Crajie mounted on outside wall of

building for loading and unloading
material

Air operated Jib Crane serving machine tools in the
repair shop.

following table shows the lifting capacity of the seven
standard sizes of elass A and B hoists at various air

pressures

:

the cylinder. To lower the hook the air is admitted to

the upper part of the cylinder, balancing the air press-

ure in the lower part of the cylinder and allowing the

piston and load to fall by their own v.sight with the

assistance of the unbalanced pressure on the upper
part of the piston. To raise the hook the air in the up-
per part of the cylinder is allowed to exhaust into the
atmosphere, and the jjiston is raised by the air press-

ure below.

Any possible leakage which may occur around the

piston will have no effect on the height of the load
as it will be automatically compensated for by the
air in the receiver. The pressure above and below the
piston keeps the load absolutely steady, there being
no .sudden movement, or jerking of the piston, and the
load is lowered quickly, owing to the unbalanced
pressure on the piston, when the exhaust valve is

Diam. For .Shortest Lifting
in ijength o\er all C'apacitv in Pounds

inches Add to Lift At A ir Presstires of

Ft. Inch. (iOll)s. 80 lbs. 100 lbs.

3 1— 2 360 480 600
4 1— 3 640 850 1070
;> 1— 5 1000 1360 1670
6 1— 6 1450 1920 2400
8 1- 5U 2560 3400 4300

10 1— 8V^ 4000 5350 6700
V2 1—lll.s r^750 7700 9600

.V tlisadvantage of the direct lift hoist is the head
room required and to overcome this difficulty and
render it possible to secure the benefit of the eco-

nomies offered by this type of hoist, it is often pos-

sible to place the cylinder in a horizontal position, and
use a rope or chain to get a vertical lift, as shown in

the accompanying illustration.
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When used in this way it is possible to secure a

double lift without increasing the ength of the piston
stroke. A double acting type must be used, however,
in order to force the piston back to the head of the
cylinder when there is no load on the hoist, but as the
pressure required to do this is slight, there will be very
little strain on the stuffing box.

These horizontal hoists are usually special arrange-
ments designed by maniifacturers of compressed air

appliances to best suit the conditions of head room, etc.,

which are peculiar to a given installation.

The mobility of the straight lift air hoist is some-
what limited by the length of its hose. Small electric

hoists which do not employ trolley wires have a limited

range of movement also, and depend on flexible cords

for their connection to the poAver supply. On air

operated travelling cranes and other places where a

moderately long hose is necessary, hose travellers or

carriers are used. These consist of rings attached to

the hose every 10 or 12 feet and arranged to slide on

an iron rod. As the hoist is moved inward the hose

hangs in loops which prevent it from dragging on the

floor. For longer runs it will usually be found better

to use quick acting couplings which will permit the

hose to be disconnected and the load to run to the de-

sired place, where another short hose can be quickly

connected and the hoist refilled n-ith air. For use on

trolleys of moderate length and -here the lifts are

short and frequent the straight lift air hoist has no

equal and will readily save its first cost in a very short

time. Air hoists also eliminate all danger of fire or

shocks to the workman Avhicli sometimes occur even

with properly designed electrical hoisting equipment.

One of the first mills in Canada to adopt the air

hoist was the Lake Superior Pulp and Paper Com-

pany who several years ago installed a compressor and

Table of Hoisting Costs.
Effective Maximum Cu. ft. of Cost of

-Vrea Weight Free Air per Air
Lifted 4-ft. Lift per Lift

Diam.
of Cyl. of Piston

3 6.87

Horizontal thrust air hoist for use where the head

room is limited or where a long lift is desired.

about a dozen straight lift air hoists. The illustra-

tion shows two straight lift air hoists in operation on

a paper machine in the mill of the Brompton Pulp

and Paper Company at East Angus, Quebec.

In commenting on the cost of hoisting with com-

pressed air, Mr. Frank Richards, managing editor of

Compressed Air Magazine, estimates that at a gauge

pressure of 100 pouuds, compressed air costs about 5

cents per 1,000 cubic feet of free air, and basing his

determinations on this, the rated lifting capacity of

various sized hoists, their free air consumption per

lour foot lift at 90 pounds pressure and providing a

margin of 30 per cent to cover such contingencies as

taking up the slack in the rope, the means of attach-

inf the load, etc., he has compiled the following table

of'costs per 4 foot lift and per 100 4-foot lifts:

9

10

11

12

12.22

19.09

27.49

37.42

48.87

61.85

76.36

92.39

109.96

.618

1.099

1.718

2.444

3.367

4.398

5.566

6.872

8.315

9.896

1.67

2.97

4.64

6.68

9.09

11.88

15.03

18.56

22.46

26.73

$ .000084

.000149

.000232

.000334

.000455

.000594

.000752

.000928

.001123

.001337

Cost of
Air per

100 Lifts

$ .0084

.0149

.0232

.0334

.0455

.0594

.0752

.0928

.1123

.1337

Direct Lift Air Hoists suspended from
travelling trollies over paper machine
in the mill of the Brompton Pulp and

Paper Co., East Angus, Quebec.

Th3 Imperial Type Motor Air Hoist.

The direct lift hoist, since it is the simplest and earli-

est type of air hoist developed, is more widely used
than the improved motor driven type, although the

latter was designed to improve some of the features

of the former.

The power unit in this hoist is a small three-cylinder

reciprocating engine or motor similar in design to

those used on the earlier types of pneumatic drills

and reamers. The crank remains stationary and the
cylinders revolve around it on a somewhat similar

principle to that of the well known Gnome and Le
Rhone engines which have proved so successful in the

development of the modern aeroplane.

The air admission and exhaust is controlled by ports
in the stationary crank shaft, thereby eliminating
valves and their necessary gearing. The motor is

geared to the hoisting drum in the small sizes b.y means
of a worm and worm wheel : and by the addition of

spur gears in the larger sizes. This method of con-

struction does awaj' with the necessity for brakes to

hold the load steadily in any position. The valve is so

arranged that it Avill close automatically when the
pendant operating cords are released, and being of

the reversing type, it readily allows the motor to be
run in either diredion. An automatic stop is provided
which closes the valve when the load has been raised
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to the maximum height, and prevents the hook from

being run up too far, should the operator forget to

release the valve cord, which sometimes occurred in

the earlier types of hoists with more or less disastrous

results.

The three radial cylinders useil in this motor are cast

in one piece and revolve about the crank. They are

provided with a tapered bronze Inisliing which is

adjusted for wear by simply driving' on its larger end.

As the thrust of the pistons is always outward and

pressure is always exerted between the pistons and the

evlinder heads, the cylinders are forced to a tight seat

on the crank and leakage of live air is practically

impossible, which with the exceptionally short poi-ts

used reduces the air consumption to a minimum. This

hoist is provided with phosphor bronze bearings

throughout and lubrication is provided for by partially

filling the motor casing with oil which is flooded ovei'

all of the working parts when the hoist is in opera-

tion. As the hoist is provided with an outside exhaust,

and there is no air pressure in the casing, there is no

Imperial Type Motor Hoist.

tendency for oil to be blown or forcfd from the casinsr.

drying off the bearings and shorteniuQ- the life of the

hoist.

A swivel hook which turns on bull bearinus allows

the load to be turned in any direction without twist-

ing the hoisting ropes, and to remain in the desired

position without swinging back, which is of value

when delicate ad.justments of the load are desirable.

One of the principal advantages of this type of hoist

is its steadiness in operation and its absolute freedom

from vibration, made possible by the balanced motor

which, with the worm gear drive, transmits a steady

motion to the hoisting drum, resulting in a steady

uniform lift with no .ierks, jars, or vibration. These

hoists are obtainable in five sizes, as shown in the ad

joining table.

The makers of the "Imperial" Motor Hoist also

market a stationary' air motor of the same general con-

struction which may be used to "powerize" existing

hand operated hoists and cranes, or drive any ma-

chinery requiring power within its capacity.

Imperial Motor Hoist suspended from a trolley

serving machine tools.

Imperial Motor Hoists.

J
c

a
Ft.

Lift

per

min.

80

lbs.

F'ressure

M:\x.

Lift

P<

o
o

X.

If
L-

oo

1000 82 20 1/4-'x42'10" 4 45 270 %"
L'oon 16 20 Vi''x42' 10" 4 4.5 270 %"
4000 8 20 .5 a6''x42' 10" 4 45 395 %"
7000 8 20 %''x96' 6" 10 80 785 3/4"

10000 7 20

(To

%'
be

'x96' 6"

concluded

10

. 1

80 785 %"10

ABITIBI TEACHING PAPER MILL OPERATION

All interesting course of lectures will soon be under
way at Abitibi Power and Paper Co.'s mill.

The cour.se which is to be given to start with will

cover the industry in a general way from the prepara-
tion of the ground for the planting of a tree to the
operation of the finished paper on the printing press.

Where possible the lectures will be accompanied by
lantern slides and operating charts. After each talk an
opportunity will be given to discuss the subject by all

those interested.

When the preliminary course has been completed
classes will be formed, ijarticularly for the men in the

mill, which will specialize in the different branches of

the operation.

The Committee at present is made up of ^Messrs. K.

W. Sterns. R. W. Hovey, and H. J. Buncke.
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Destruction of Wood Pulp by Fungi
i'.y Ottii Kress. (' .1. 1 Iniriphr.-,\ .

(
'. Aiulrey Hichards.

(CoiiL'hicled I'roni last issue, i

Decay and Molding of Wood and Groundwood Pulp.

In au article on the "Factors Influencing the Value of

Pulpwood, '" Wells,* points out very clearly that the

production of groundwood pulp at any mill would be

greatly increased if sound green wood were to be used

instead of logs which have been stored in the yards

for a period of one to three years. Under present con-

ditions of storage there is considerable loss in using old

wood, due to tlje action of wood-destroying fungi and
the work of burrowing insects in the stock. Nor does

this loss stop when the wood is converted into pulp, as

any fungus infection |)resent will continue to develoji

when the pulp is placed in storage, and it is probable

that here the greater losses occur mainly through the

ravages of molds anfl wood-destroying fungi.

Fkj. IV.

A sinfjic hij) of I'lilj) showiiifj Deterioration <lu( tn n

Wood-destroi/ing Fuufjus.

The deterioration of pulp is due principally to two
classes of fungi, namely, the wood-destroying fungi
and the molds. In either class there may be a con-
siderable number of different kinds, separable i)otani

cally, but we are not here concerned with tlie slightly

varying action of individual species 1)ut with the

groups collectively. The two principal classes, how-
ever, should be kept clearly in mind when discussing

their action on pulp.

The wood-destroying forms are iindoulitedl.x' the

more important in reducing the .\ ields and physical

properties of the pulp and pa])er into which such stock

is converted. These organisms represent the "'higher

fungi," so-called because of their more complex cycle.

In the complete life cycle we distinguish between the

vegetative, or growing, stage and the fruiting stage.

The first stage consists of fine interwoven cotton-like

threads, termed mycelium, which is very often white,

but varies from yellow to brown, as in the "red-rust."

These threads permeate the pulp and have the power
of dissolving the wood fibre and eventually rediicing it

to a friable, or crumbly, mass which may present a

bleached or a browned appearance, depending on the

organism present and the residues it leaves behind.

The fruiting stage of wood-destroying fungi is rarely

seen in pulp but if infected laps were exposed to the

right conditions of air, and in some cases light, fruit-

ing bodies of definite form would develop on the ex-

posed surfaces. These fruiting-bodies are what we

have in mind when we speak of mushrooms, toadstools,
conchs, brackets, etc., and are formed for the sole

purpose of producing seed-like bodies termed spores,
which have the capacity of germinating imder favor-
able conditions of air and moisture to reproduce the
vegetative stage of the fungus which causes the real

destruction in the pulp.

Infection of sound wood or pulp by wood-destroying
fungi occurs in three ways:

1. By spores which are produced on fruiting

bodies, and which blow about and lodge on the
material.

2. By another type of spores, occurring directly

on the mycelium of some of the wood-destroyers,
which functions the same as the spores just men-
tioned. These spores maj^ also be readily distrib-

uted by the water used in the manufacturing pro-

cess.

3. By direct overgrowtli of mycelium from one
piece to another, due to contact.

The wood-destroying fungi which are to be found
in pulp may be the same .species which are found in

the pulp wood before grinding; in other cases they
may have been introduced after storage.

The second class of fungi, which we term "molds'"
differ from the wood-destroying fungi in not actively

attacking the wood fibre and hence are far less import-

ant in reducing yields. The.v are very conspicuous,

however, usuall.x' much more so than the wood-destroy-

ers as they produce very marked discolorations vary-

ing from bright hues to browns and blacks, which con-

trast markedly with the nearly whitish background
of the pulp.

* Wells, Sidney D., "Factors Influencing the Value

of Pulp-woods." Paper. '2nd January, 1918.

Fig. V.

Srrernl Laps of I'lilp. nhowing the Damage Done by

Wood-Destroi/ing Fungi, Associated with

Various Molds.

These "molds" belong to the "lower fungi," i.e..

those forms which produce no large definite fruit-

bodies comparable to the mushrooms or conehs of

wood-destroyers. The vegetative stage is quite similar

in appearance to that of the wood-destroyers. The
mycelium, however, is very often covered with masses

of spores, often colored, which may give a powden-
appearance to the spots or affected areas. The wood-
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destroyers never produce colored spores on tlie mycel-

ium. Where spores are present they are always color-

less and usually so scattered that they produce no

powdery effect.

To the inexperienced it is not always possible to dis-

criminate between the mj'celium or vegetative stages

of molds and wood-destroyers in pulp but the helpful

characteristics may be summarized as follows:
Molds. ' pulp, particularly in the ad-

1. Do not cause marked vrnced stages of growth,

deterioration in the strength 2. May or may not discolor

of the pulp. the pulp, but if so, are likely

2 Produce discolorations to be brown and in compar-
in scattered spots or small atively large continuous

patches, varying from pinkish patches due to the spread

to Kreen, yellows, browns and of the mycelium; more likely

blacks. to be at the exposed edges

3. The discolored spots or of the laps.

areas are often powdery in 3. Infected areas not pow-
appearance due to large dery in appearance,

numbers of spores borne on 4. Mycelium may be fluffy

the mycelium. and glistening. but more
4. Mycelium, where in evi- usually compacted into mem-

dence. is usually interwoven braneous sheets or strands

and cottony in appearance, which are usually white to

never compacted into mem- yellowish or brownish. In

braneous or fan - shaped the "—"1 rust" we get yellow-

sheets or strands. ish, fan-shaped areas or

Wood -destroyers. strands, which are finer and
1. Cause marked deteriora- radiately fluffy at the grow-

tion in the strength of the ing margin.

Fig. VI.

The White Mycelium of a Wood-Destroying Fungus

Growing on the Inside of a Lap of Infected Pulp.

As before mentioned some of the molds produce
powder}' masses of spores on the surface of the pulp,

making very showy spots. There are others, however,
which grow inside the lap, apparently producing no
spores externally hut giving a distinct and character-

istic discoloration to the pulp.

The most familiar of the molds producing abundant
spores on the surface of the pulp is the so-called

"cooty mold." There seem to be several fungi pro-

ducing dark colored spores which are all designated
by this term. Upon examination of "sooty pulp"
with a hand lens one is almost always able to dis-

tinguish readily brownish-black and greenish-black

varieties of molds.

There are at least two other species of molds which
produce a gray to black discoloration of the pulp.

One of these produces irregular, scattered areas, the

other fine, dark gray or black wavy lines.

Still another mold produces dark brown, round, de-

finite spots from an eighth to a half inch in diameter.

No spore production has been observed on the surface

of these spot«.

There are similar spots with sharply defined black
margins and also somewhat smaller, jet-black spots.

Both the brown and black spots may extend through
or only part way through the lap. The brown spots

have been found by splitting apparently clean pulp.

Kathei' conspicuous types of ])iiikisli ciimamon
colored areas are frequently found in stored pulp.

There seems to be no surface fungus growth but the

spots are apparently produced by a light pinkish mold.

Very little beyond the generalization given, is known
concerning the action o f molds upon the pulp fibres.

Investigators disagree concerning the production by
them of enzymes which act upon the ccllidose. How-
ever, according to a rather recent author* some bac-

teria and fihimeiitous fungi "dissolve" cellulose to

a certain extent. About twenty cellulose-destroying

fungi were identified by this investigator. Among
these, Penicillium pinophilum, which has been fre-

quently isolated from pulp, was found to produce a

very active cytase, an enzyme which acts upon cel-

lulose. Aspergillus niger, which likewise occurs in

stored pulp was also among the thirty-nine molds
tested which gave positive results.

Accepting those results, we should expect to find

that at least some of the other species of molds so

frequently found on pulp are also to some extent ac-

tive in destroying the cellulose.

Figures 4 to 6, inclusive, represent typical examples
of molds and wood destroyers present in the shipment

i)f infected pulp.

Experimental Study of Groundwood Pulp De-
terioration.

Three series of tests have been started to determine
the value of the addition ut' antiseptics to fresh pulji.

For the first series, thirty-six antiseptics were used.

Twenty-five and fifty cubic centimeters, respectively,

of the solutions were sprayed on two sheets of pulp ap-

proximatel.v 12 x 12 inches. Half of these were in-

oculated with a water suspension of the spores of

eight molds and two wood-destroying fungi, which
were originally obtained from infected pulp. Thes^

sprayed sheets, together with some unsprayed sheets,

were then placed in a humidity chamber to await de-

velopments.

The second series of experiments was similar to the

first but a larger amount of pulp was sprayed with

each antiseptic. Sixteen or twenty sheets of pulp, ap-

proximately 24 X 12 X 1/^ inches, were \ised. Half of

these were pressed in a hand press after being sprayed.

After inoculation the sheets were also piled in the

humidity chamber. Twelve antiseptics were used.

In the third series, some pulp was sprayed with six

different antiseptics, as it went over the wet machine.

The laps thus prepared were then taken from the

press roll, inoculated and also piled in the humidity
chamber.

Altogether, tests are under way using thirty-seven

different antiseptics. The results of these tests will he

published at a later date.

Remedial Measures.
In a consideration of the funs>us proljlem with rela-

tion to stored pulp it should always he kept in mind
that the conditions which permit the development of

the molds will also allow the growth of wood-destroy-
ing fungi, so that any measures taken to control one

•Scales, Freeman M., "Some filamentous fungi

tested for cellulose destroying power." Bot. Gaz. 60:

149-1.53. 14 Au.. 1915.
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flass will in gejieral assist in the control of the other. cellulose and then dissolved in carbon disulphide. The
Sanitation is the big factor in controlling the de- product, alkali-cellulose-xanthate, is a viscous solu-

velopiuent of molds and wood destroyers at pulp stor- tion popularly called "viscose," and after being filter-
age yards, just as it is in the case of controlling any ed and allowed to ripen by standing is forced through
fungus infection. capillary tubes into a liquid which solidifies the

This sanitation should preferably begin in the se- threads which are when completed, similar in ap-
lection of trees for pulping, as only sound trees can pearance, dimension and chemical qualities to the fibre
produce a first-class pulp. produced by the silk-worm. This silk fibre or thread

It would be preferable to maintain as low a reserve is u.sed in the precise manner in manufacturing as are
of wood in the yard as possible in order to avoid in- the threads produced by the silk-worm, which are
fection of the wood. Peeled wood will suffer less from of similar composition and characteristics The arti
insect attack than wood in the rough. For woods for fieial product has, in fact, greater brilliancy bein»
chemical pulping, the chipping, drying and baling of more lustrous than natural silk but a somewhat
the wood would, no doubt, tend to avoid infection with harsher feeling. Some of the early shortcomino's of the
subsequent decay.

,
^ , ^ , „ , . ,

artificial product, lack of strength and elasticity, have
Ihe wood storage yard should be well drained. been considerably le.s.sened, and these artificial silks
Freshly cut wood should never be piled on top of are now used in fabrics for both warp and filling

the supply on hand. The practice of dumping the fresh thread.s, for hosiery, dress trimmings, upholsteries and
material in a heap on top of old wood, forms an ideal rug.s, also taking the place of reaf silk for insulating
hot-bed for the growth of wood-destroying fungi and electric wire and making durable mantles for incan
molds. It would be well worth the added expense to descent lights.

pile each new supply of wood separately, on founda- "The production of artificial silk in the United
tions which would preferably permit of ventilation States has been greatlv stimulated during the war
throughout the pile. period. Formerly considerable quantities of this maThe yard should be kept clean of all waste, and terial, which has been manufactured in Europe forweeds should not be allowed to grow up around the several years, were imported into the United States
foundations shutting off the ventilation. especially from Germany, Austria-Hungary Belgium'

But even after every precaution has been taken up France and the United Kingdom, buf the reduction in
to tbe actual production (.f ihiIj), sanitation must not ff"s suppl.v from abroad led the American manufacturer
then be neglected. The moisture conditions in the piles to "get busy," and he turned out in 1914 300 000 lb f
of pulp laps are ideal for the germination and growth the artificial silk, in 1917. 6.500.000 Ib.s and in 1918
of fungus spores; hence, old infected pulp left in the pre.sumably about twice that of 1917 since the
yard should be removed from the vicinity of the new tity of manufactures from this material exported in
piles to prevent further infections. It might also prove 1919 was double that of the preeedino- year and th
advisable to spray the ground on which old infected value nearly three times as great as one" year earlier
pulp had been piled, with an antiseptic, before using Meantime, the importation of artificial 'silk which
the same space for the piling of fresh pulp. amounted to over $4,000,000 in the year preceding

Although spraying the laps of pulp as they are the war. is now only about one-fourth' as much as in
placed in storage might check fungus attacks some- ''9''4. although the prices are, of course practieallv
what, the best method seems to be to spray the toxic double those of the pre-war period '

"
"^

•

substance on the pulp as it goes over the wet machine.

In this way the antiseptic is evenly distributed through- CLEAN THE FURNACE, SOOT WASTES HEAT
out the lap. The Broke Hustler says:

'

'

)JTw{!l
'" """7'^«"t" ''^''^'•i"^ on the con.servation of

ARTIFICIAL SILK FROM WOOD PULP. t]^:„2!rco^*""p '^"^ '^'"^ ^"'^ ''''"'tten regarding

The following article compiled bv the National City Zt elnMv iZnrlZT' "l/"?' '^'^ '"''*'°° °^
D 1 £ ivT -5? 1 ii 1 .L e A • -i

equally important trom the househo der's stnn/l

steps m the manufacture of what might be called An examimtinn nf r,iov,-,. i *•
'""^ ""^i "c uniisea.

wooden lee coverings f"
exam nation of many heating svstems shows thatAN ooaen leg coverings. „.,,,,. ,,

*^'^"«'f''^i'ahlf Quantities of .soot have been permittedFifteen million pairs of silk stockings, the pro- to remain rlpnAoJfari ^., *^i * • V iJ*^r™"iea

duct of the American forest, were sent out of the waterh'rL efp -etn in! n" J'T i'''^'^''^'^^
^*'*-

United States last year to compete with the product fire pofron^a;com nli^^^^^^^ T} ^^^^^f'"""' ^^^

or the Oriental silk worm. Not that these American he i^ maramouTof h^ft ' ^''l^
"^- ^P^^-^i^?

silk stockings actually grew on the trees, but thev ^ra ure S theTa^ '""' *''""

were made from wood pulp, the product of American j?
"''

is de'onstrat.d tv ,1
^' seriousness of

forests. The rapid growth in the art of making Lo s n CoiX t vh o^
artificial silk in {he United States is illustrated b.v en!^^ in Thickne.^s "f Soot '

" '' ^'^^'''

the fact that 15,000,000 pairs of stockings manufac- Thickness of '^nnt t
tured from artificial silk, and worth $7,677,000, were Clean " P^*" ''*'"^-

exported from the TTnited States in the fiscal year l 30 ,-,jpj", 0- ^

191!), against onlv 6.000.000 pairs in 1918 and 2,000.- 1 TRi,-,r.h ^- ^

not) in 1917. 18i"^ 26. 2
. _. , _ l-5-inch AK nA Simple Process. .M6-incli o"The process by which the forests are turned into 69.

silk stockings is a comparatively simple one. Wood 'Tic better tr. h^^^ i„r,«i,«^ i 1 » .1
pulp is treated with caustic soda to form a sodium have lunTed at all

"" "'^''' '"
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U. S. NEWSPRINT PAPER REVIEW.
The increase in the production of newsprint in Oc-

tober, 1919, over October, 1918. amounted to more
than 19 per cent for Total Print and more than 17 per
cent for Standard News, according to the Federal
Trade Commission.

Mill stocks of both standard news and total print

decreased during October, 1919.

In addition to the stocks given above, 931 tons were
reported on hand at terminal and delivery points on
October 31, 1919.

The imports of ncMsprint for September, 1919, which
were all from Canada were 6,244 tons less than for

September, 1918. The exports for September. 1919.

were 3.313 tons less than for September, 1918.

The tonnage to "Other Countries" under the "Ex-
ports of Newsprint for September, 1919," includes 192

tons to China, 147 tons to Canada, 134 tons to Aus-
tralia, 121 tons to Peru, 98 tons to Uruguay, 93 tons

to Hongkong, and 75 tons to the Philippine Islands.

The imports of mechanically ground wood pulp for

September, 1919, were 2,065 tons less than for Septem-
ber, 1918. The exports of domestic wood pulp were
2,200 tons greater than for September. 1919.

The imports of chemical wood pulp for September,
1919, were 6.468 tons greater than the imports for

September, 1918. The bulk of this tonnage was un-

bleached sulphite and sulphate from Canada. The
chemical pulp imported from Norway, Sweden and Fin-

land in September. 1919, totaled 8,740 tons.

Jobbers' Tonnage.
Jobbers stocks of both rolls and sheets decreased

during October, 1919.

Commitments reported in the month of October,

1919, to sell roll news were 5,671 tons greater than

commitments to buy.

Commitments reported in the month of October.

1919, to sell sheet news were 1,634 tons less than com-
mitments to buy.

Publishers' stocks decreased 6,300 tons during the

period, which was counter-balanced in part by an in-

crease of 3,231 tons in the newsprint in transit.

Sixty-four publishing concerns held about 56 per

cent of the total stocks at the end of the month.

Mill Prices to Publishers.

The weighted average price of contract deliveries

from domestic mills to publishers during October, 1919,

f.o.b. mill in carload lots for standard news in rolls

was 1!3.725 per 100 pounds. This weighted nveray.' is

based upon October delivei'ies of more than 88,000 tons

on contracts involving a total tonnage of more than

one and a half million tons of paper manufactured in

the United States. These contracts, most of which ex-

tend until December 31. 1919. include a few long-

term contracts made prior to the war at very low

prices.

The weighted average contract price based on de-

liveries from Canadian mills of more than 17.000 tons

of standard roll news in carload lots, f.o.b. mill, in

October, 1919. was .+3.666 per 100 pounds. This

weighted average is based upon the October deliveries

on contracts involving more than 200,000 tons of Can-

adian paper. The greater number of these are short-

term contracts covering the year 1919.

The weighted average market price for October of

standard I'oll news in carload lots, f.o.b. mill, based

\ipon domestic purchases totaling more than 9.500 tons

was $4,937 per 100 pounds.

SOCIALISM AND THE BALANCE SHEET.

Here is another storj- of the human side of the paper
mill that has just come in from our New Hampshire
correspondent.

We have just visited a little three-machine mill in

New Hampshire belonging to the International Paper
Company. Its daily output averages about forty-eight
tons, and it also has its own gronndwood mill, witli an
average daily production of about twenty tons.

It presents a very interesting case of what can be
accomplished with poor cquijunent but able manage-
ment, for until a few years ago it belonged, to local

interests and was steadily losing money.
It was bought by the International Paper Company

at a time when they purchased several mills of about
the same capacity, and for a long while i)rove<l rather

a dismal proposition even for them.
The output of the mill up to that time had been con-

fined to news, and it was only natural that a plant

with old and small machines could not compete with

the rapidly progressing newsprint plants that were
springing up in the middle west and in Canada.
But about twelve years ago this particular mill was

put under the management of Mr. G. ^l. Dunham, who
had managed successfully an International plant at

Pearcefield, N.Y.. and who had had considerable other

experience in the managerial game, both in this coun-

try and in England.
Mr. Dimham saw the futility of contin\iing on a

newsprint basis, and changed the mill's product to

specialties—such as half tones, special suiiplements.

rotogravures, etc.

From a losing proposition, the mill changed over

night to a substantial money-maker, and has not failed

to show a handsome profit for any single month since

Mr. Diuiham took control.

From an industrial standpoint we thought this case

particularly interesting, for the reason that after

spending several days among the men of the mill, we
found that for the most part they had been there

since the place was started, and had continued in their

various departments under several different manage-
ments and in all kinds of financial weather.

The whole organization runs wonderfully smoothly,

and it is very evident that a wholesome respect is en-

tertained for "the old man." as Manager Dunham is

referred to. And yet one can hear among these men.

just as he will any ])lace else wliere Labor is concen-

trated, the remark that smacks of Socialism and which

is to the effect that i)rofits are the direct fruit of Labor

itself, and that the only thing that witholds these

unpaid wages from Labor is the Capital behind if.

which is protected by capitalistic laws.

In a nutshell, this institution, with the same equip-

ment and with virtually the same organization of

around two hundred mi n was. mitil the advent of Mr.

Dunham, an uiHlcsiral)le bnsinrss. and by tliis alone,

the mill has lieconit' une (if the cnmpany's steady prn-

fit-nroducers.

How sti'ange it seems that men who have the in-

telligence that so many of these workers have, shoidd

fail to see that the success of any undertaking of a

business nature, while dependent to a large extent on

capable labor in all its departments, is a minus quan-

tity in its own business world if it is with(Uit the in-

dispensable services of a wise, able and experienced

pilot

!
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Canada and U.S.A. Newsprint Supply
(By A. E. ( 'ailiuaii, StatUf it'laii, Canadian Export

Paper Co.)

At tlie present time the United States is facing a
serious shortage in newsprint paper. It is evident
that something has to be done to limit the nse of
paper during the next year or some smaller publish-
ers will have to go out of business. Various remedies
have lieen suggested, such as raising the advertising
rates, limitation of sizes, etc.. but famine conditions
still continue and no concerted plan of action has
been decided upon. As Canada is the chief source of

supply of newsprint to the extent of around 600,000
tons a year it may be of interest to obtain details of

the production and developments in this country.
Canada is in the enviable position of still having

enormous resources in pulp wood; large areas' of

for( sts are j'et untouched, and scientific reforesta-

tion has been going on for years past. The exhaus-
tion of resources which is becoming so acute in the

United States is not likely to happen in Canada at

least for very many years to come.

Thi' exports of pulp wood from Canada, practically

all of which wei'e to the United States, have been as

follows

:

Year Cords Value
1904 497.238 *1.788.049

1905 593,624 2,600.814

1906 614,286 2,649.106

*1907 452.846 1,99,S,,S05

1908 901,861 4,6.55.371

1909 794,986 4,356.291

1910 965,271 6.076.628

1911 926,791 6,092.715

1912 879,775 5,697.910

1913 1.003,.594 6,806.445

1914 1.089.3S4 7.388.770

1915 1.101,914 6.817.311

1916 879,934 5.743,847

1917 9.s2,671 6,448,189

1918 1,002,127 8,339.278
* Total for nine months—change to Fiscal Years.

Thus Canada has supplied to the United States an

enormous quantity of raw materials in addition tn

which she has shipi)ed large qiuintities (if wood iiulii

as shown in the following table:

Exports of Wood Pulp to the United States.

Mech. Pul|) Chein. V\\\\>

Year Tons Tons
1908 113,679 32,326

1909 154,179 37,336

1910 208,125 41,329

1911 219,240 38,279

1912 167,448 51,488

1913 137,922 60,188

1914 190,095 105.575

1915 170.804 147.694

1916 193,799 164.441

1917 274.761 197,629

1918 215,585 232,586

Coming to the manufacture of newsprint: the total

daily production of Canadian newsprint mills is esti-

mated at 2,775 tons a day, or nearly 850.000 tons a

year. Of this production the greater part is exported

to the United States. In 1918 the latter country im-

ported from Canada 596.270 tons of newsprint paper,

representing over 70 per cent of Canada's total pro-

duction.

Expansions are now under way or already provided
for by several of the Canadian mills which will in-

crea.se this capacity by 300 tons per day and by Janu-
ary ls{, 1921. the total production of newsprint will
be in the neighborhood of 925,000 tons annually. These
figures do not take into account several other projects
which are started or for which plans are being made.

It is confidently predicted that in ten years from now
Canada will be producing as much as 2,000.000 tons
of newsprint per year; a quantity equal to the present
annual production in the United States. It is highly
probable that the large exports of pulp wood and
wood-pulp which have beeji made in the past to the
United States will not continue to increase but will
rather decline as Canadian manufacturers realize the
benefits to be gained by converting the raw materials
into the finished article in their own country. At the
pre.sent time restrictions are laid on the export of pulp-
wood from Crown Lands, a state of affairs which our
friends to the south are very anxious, naturally, to

have done away with.

It was suggested in an article on the newsprint
situation by a leading New York daily, that one of the
reasons for the shortage of newsprint in the United
States was the fact that Canada was shipping enormous
quantities of paper to overseas countries and inferring
tluit the Unite<l States publishers were suffering ac-

cordingly. In this connection we give a list of the total

exports of newsjn-int for the past few years showing
the quantities exported to the States and to other
countries. It does not appear that this contention is
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ivell-grrounded. The tigures are as follows:

To U.S.A. Other coimtries Total

Year Tons Tons Tons

1913 108.803 37,988 U6.791

1914 . . 253.062 39,517 292.579

1915 314,477 50,125 364.602

1916 407.701 55.503 463.204

1917* .. 481.621 58,678 540.309

1918 549.075 .56,018 605.093

1919 594.003 68,424 662.427

•Figures are for fiscal years ending ending March 31.

It is very evident from the above table that the pub-

lishers in the States are not being •starved" by Can-

adian manufacturers in order to feed other countries.

On the other hand it might be pointed out that the

exports of newsprint from the United States show

considerably greater increases than do the Canadian

exports to other countries.

For the past five years the exports of newsprint

from the United States to overseas countries have

been as follows

:

Year Tons

1913 -13.276

1914 61,239

1915 55,056

1916 76,443

1917 97.544

1918 96.646

1919 (9 Mos.) 93,665

If we look into the causes of the present newsprint

shortage we shall find it to lie on the faihire of the

papermakers of the United States to look ahead far

enough and to make arrangements during the last few

years to increase their production. This was largely

due to Government price restrictions which kept fresh

capital out of the business. Added to this is the enor-

mously increased circulation of the newspapers in the

chief cities and the tremendous gain in advertising

which has necessitated large increases in the number
«>r pages issued by the leading newspapers. An an-

alysis of the number of pages issued by the leading

New York newspapers for the first eight months this

year shows an increase in pages of over 18 per cent.

This increase combined with a great increase in cir-

culation of these papers will account for a tremendous

increa.se in the consumption of newsprint.

The newspapers all over the country tell the same

story. The total advertising carried by the news-

papers in Chicago, ililwaukee. San Francisco. Wash-
ington, Philadelphia, Buffalo and other cities for the

first eight months of this year is in most eases equal

to and in many cases greater than the total advertising

for the whole year 1918.

The Chicago Tribune states the case very suceintly

when it says (November 8) : "the present situation is

the result of shortsighted attempts in the past to re-

triet the price of paper, which has kept capital out of

the industry." The production of newsprint in the

United States has not kept pace with the increased

demand as is shown by the fact that the production

for the first nine months of 1917 was 934.097 tons

while for the first nine months of 1919 it was only

910.752 tons, a loss of 23,345 tons. In addition to

which exports from the United States show consider-

able increases.

If we total the production and the imports and de-

duct the exports we find that there is actually less

paper available for consumption than there was in

1917. This result gives the quantity of newsprint

available for consumption in 1917 (1st 9 mos.) 1,282,-

436 tons against 1919 (1st 9 mos.) 1,271,227 tons,

whereas Canada's exports to the United States show
an increase from 406,773 tons to 454,140 tons.

The figures show that Canada has not suffered so

much as the United States from short-sightedness al-

though there have been restrictions and limitations but

production lias increased, although not so rapidly as

the increased demand. If, however, the present rate

of increased prochiction is maintained it should catch

up witli the demand in the course of twelve months or

so. In the meantime it looks as if the United States

publishers will have to settle among themselves who is

going to get the paper.

I9\3 "rt- 15

PORT ARTHUR WORRIED.
A rumor that the (iovernuient ma.v cancel the price

of $17.50 for Xipigon power has caused some uneasiness

in Port Arthur. It is largely on the basis of this figure

that the Great Lakes Paper Co. agreed to locate in the

easterly Twin City. The loss of a $4,000,000 dollar

mill would be a great misfortune, so a deputation lias

gone to Toronto to wait on the Government.

A flower looks better than a rusty can. and smells

better.
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EXPORTS INCREASE 31/2 MILLIONS.

Canadian Exports of pulp and paper during Septem-
lit*r 1919 amounted in value to $8,330,557, as compared
with $6,410,990 in September 1918, a gain of $1,919,567.
The increase for the first six months of the fiscal year
1919 was 31/0 millions over the same period in 1918.

Another gratifj'ing feature is a falling off in the ex-
ports of pulpwood logs of $333,060, the amounts be-

ijig $884,575 in September 1919 as compared with $1,-

217,635 in September, 1918. The details:

Month of September 1918. 1919.

Paper and boards $3,489,328 $4,587,579
Chemical pulp 2,584.097 3,231.576

Mechanical pulp 337,565 511,402

$6,410,990 $8,330,557

An interesting fact showing the world-Avide develop-
ment of what is Canada's greatest exporting industry
is disclosed in an analysis of the shipments of newsprint
paper- amounting to 53,975 tons valued at $3,842,641.

Shipments were inade to United Kingdom, United
States, Argentine, Australia, Brazil, South Africa,

New Zealand and Pcrvi and other countries.

Ptilp and paper exports for the first six months of

the fiscal year are as follows:

—

Six Months. 1918. 1919.

Paper and Ixianls $21,821,915 $27,119,246

Chemical pulj) 15,903.189 14,008.388

Mechanical pulp 2,512,086 2,618,338

Total $40,237,190 .$43,745,972

The Howard Smith Paper Mills. Ltd., are making a

iiew line of ledger papers. Progress and A'ictt)ry, to

correspond with their high grade sulphite bonds of

the same names. There is an excei^tional demand for

these bonds and from the sample of the ledger paper
examined its success is also assured.

WIRE LACING.

An Asset to Modem Belt Practice.

There is little doubt but that the present vogue for

'Wire Lacing is amply justified by the service and satis-

faction that this class of belt joining gives.

The smoothness of the joint, eliminating the jar

caused by the nu)re bulky joint in the case of leather

lacing, being one of the main features of its claim.

That there is strength enough in the material of which
the modern wire lace is made has been amply proved

and the growing popularity that it now enjoys shows
that the belt users of the Dominion are fully alive to

its advantages.

Of course the endless belt, where practicable, will

alwa.vs hold sway but where a jointless belt is not pos-

sible and where, on account of the small size pulleys
'

used, the belt must have all the flexibility possible,

the use of the wire lace is undoubtedly the simplest and
at the same time the most practical solution of the

situation.

The fact that the hole where the wire penetrates the

leather is so small means that the fibres of the belt are

not cut as in the case where a leather lace is used and
the perfect "staggered grip" now possible with the

modern "mounted on the strip" style of clips makes
the po.ssibility of breakage at the joints almost a neg-

rigable factor.

One of the main objections to the old time wire clips
was the po.ssibility of the wire pulling loose and stand-
ing off from the belt, a fruitful cause of accidents both
to machines and workers as the sharp point coilld, and
often did, inflict .severe cuts on the arms and hands
of pa.s.ser.s-by. However this is amply overcome in the
modern clips as the ends are turned so that the pull
will tend to anchor them more firmly in the leather
instead of putting them outwards.
Another point that is well worth considering along

this line is the ease with which a joint can be made
with a wire lace.

—"The Amphibian."

GOING TO SCHOOL IN A LOGGING CAMP.
The "Canada Lumberman and Woodworker" for

September 1 pul)lishes an interesting, thought-provok-
ing article, "The Camp School and What It is Carry-
ing Out," an account of educational work and pos-
sibilities among Canadian lumbermen. Its author is

Raymond C. Dearie, M.A., Ph.D., who bears the of-

ficial title of Eastern Inspector, Frontier College.
Dr. Dearie's presentation of the work and its needs

is direct, sincere, convincing. It appeals to the sense
of justice of those who readily accept the principle
of supplementary .education for the ambitious indus-
trial worker in the city, but gives little thought to
the frontier laborer whose ambitions and desires are
not unlike those of his city brother and where con-
tributions to national productiveness are often far
greater. Why, indeed, should he not have an equal
chance for acquiring knowledge and increasing his

mental vitality?

Especially significant in these times of longing for
a deeper and more firmly welded national life is Dr
Dearie's belief that the j)resence of foreigners in the
lumber camps is a vital argument for an educational
training which shall give these men an understand'n<r
of the meaning of Canadian citizenship. The possible

results are as far-reaching as the imagination.
Dr. Dearie's plea for greater co-operation from em-

ployers is not, however, based upon theoretical re-

sults to be gained. Those who are acquainted with
tlie work of the Reading Camj) Association since its

founding by ]\Ir. Fitzpatrick of Queen's University,
know of its splendid achievements and are glad that
it has acquired its charter under the name Frontier
College. The regret is, as Dr. Dearie points out, that
because of lack of fiind.s, this work at present can
reach only sixty or seventy camps a year.

The call for instructors to join the staff of this

unique college and go out as comrades and keepers
of the frontiers men must be a challenge to young
men of education, • determination and undimraed
vision. It must, morever, bring to the minds of all

of us the realization that the time has passed when
we can soothe our consciences and clear our garrets

by making up a box of aged magazines for the men
in the lumber camp. We are no longer free to disre-

gard their intelligence and oiir responsibility.

Educational work in the lumber camp is a move-
ment which has progressed, as great movements do,

brough the unwearying struggles of a few forward-
looking men. It needs now the definite understand-
ing and the practical interest of those who look be-

yond the present and see the great human and na-

tional-invigorating possibilities of this work which
has been proved in the testing, to be of immeasure-
able worth.
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Technical Section

COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SECTION CONSIDERS
IMPORTANT BUSINESS.

On the IHtli ot XovcmlHT all tlio members of the

Coimeil of the Technical Section gathered at the Seere-

tarv's office to consider plans for the coming annual

meetinjr and to deal with some other important phases

of the'^work of the Section. Amon-r the topics dis-

cus.sed was tiie progress that is beinjr made in the pre-

paration of manuscript for the Text Books and the pro-

posed contract between tiie McCiraw-IIill Book Com-

panv and tiie Joint Executive Committee representin<;

American and Canadian papermakers. The editor of

tlie Text Books reported that work is progressing well

with the mannseripts and the Council expressed satis-

faction at the progress which has been made.

The Secretary reported that a considerable number of

stwd.'Hts had found employment during the summer

months in a number of mills and that on the whole they

had given very good satisfaction and many of them had

been invited to return. The greatest success in the em-

ployment of students both from the point of view of the

student and of the mill occurred where the management

took pains to make a careful preparation and schedule

.so that the student had a definite plan to work on. A
number of the students have prepared essays and these

are due tiy the first of December. Chairman Stadler

was empowered by the Council to appoint a committee

who should act as judges of these essays.

A matter that is of prime importance to the pulp and

paper industry in Canada and is intimately connected

with the work of the Technical Section is the condition

of the Forest Products Laboratories. During the past

two years there has been a general exodus of men from

the Laboratories to the industrial field with a conse-

([uent disruption of the very competent staff that has

been doing such excellent work at this institution. For

some time past the Pulp and Paper Association has been

trying to work out some scheme by which the Forestry

Branch could be assisted and supported in carrying out

the work of the Laboratories. This has been a diffi-

cult matter, but from the the report of the secretary it

seems that a working agreement will soon be possible by

which the Association will be able to render valuable

assistance to the work of the Laboratories by giving

such financial help as will enable the government to ob-

tain and keep a fully qualified man as superintendent

of this important department.

The matter that perhaps aroused the greatest interest

in the meeting was the discussion of arrangements for

the annual gathering of the Technical Section, which

it was decided to hold on the day previous to the an-

nual meeting of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Associa-

tion. The actual date has not been finally determined.

but it is expected that the next meeting of the Executive

of the Association will decide on the last Friday in

January, which would bring the T. S. meeting on Thurs-

day, tlie 29th. A number of interesting suggestions

we're brought forth and discu.ssed by the Council. It

would be a little premature to mention these sugges-

tions as they have not yet been passed on by the Com-

mittee on Program and the success of some of them will

depend upon their being cai-efnlly worked out before an

announcement is nuide. It is certain that they will be

i-eceived witli great interest and that the meeting wWl
uphold in every respect the reputation of the Section

for enthusiastic gatherings and valuable discussions.

WILL A STONE ROLL WORK?
A reader of the Pulji and Paper .Mai;a/.ine asks

whether a granite press roll will work on a machine
more than 160 inches wide. From the editor's recollec-

tion of a visit three years ago to the mill from which
the query comes, they are making book ])apers from
sidphite |)ulp iu\d old papers. No doubt other read-

ers are also considering the question of putting in

stoiu' rolls so that a full discussion will be of rather

wide interest. We believe there are no mechanical
difficulties in the way of manufacturing the roll, prov-

iding the stone is obtained. It may be like cooking the

hare—the first thing is to catch the hate. The stone

can be had but it nmy take some time to get it.

But let us hear from those who are making and those

who are using such rolls.

THE USE AND ABUSE OF CHAIN BLOCKS.
I would suggest that anyone having cause to use

chain blocks be told to use a rope or rope blocks to

|)ut them up or dowi}, writes J. M. Mark in "Makin'
Paper." Seven-eighths of all the bent shafts and broken
wheels are caused by letting them drop to the floor.

A ton chain block weighs 90 i)0unds, which is too

nuich weight to try to lift standing on a ladder. Very
few chain blocks are broken by ordinary use. It is the

abuse they get that break them. If there is a heavy
load to lift, don't use two small chain blocks to take

the place of one large one. By using two small ones

the load may all come on one block, causing the block

to break and letting the load drop and hurting some
one.

"WOOD PULP AND ITS USES."
The first consignment of .six books on our order for

"Wood Pulp and Its Uses," by Cross. Bevan & Sin-

dall has just arrived from London. The invoice has not

come in yet, but the price will doubtless be $2.00, the

same as for the first edition. Five cents should be add-

ed for postage, and remittance made by mone,y order.

BO. A Canadian lumber raft to cross the oceaji pro-

pelled by its own steam. Weekly Bull., Dept. of Trade
& Commerce, 20, 1158-63, (1919). Descriptions are

given of a demountable ship made of 2,000,000 ft. of

cut lumber, which is to be built in B.C. and whiet
will make the journey to the United Kingdom under

its own steam, of a Swedish raft put together at

Haparanda, Sweden, and floated to Copenhagen, of the

Ba.vley Trans-Oceanic Timber Transport (as described

by the designer), and of the Benson log rafts, which

are made up at Clatskanie, Oregon, and journey to

San Diego, Cal. (1.200 miles).—A.P.-C.

Don't allow rubbish to accunuilate in or near build-
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UMTED STATES ^OTES
With the aequisition recently of part of the capital

stock of the Hercules Paper Corporation by a group of
financial interests headed by Josephthal & Co., and
Morton, Laehenbruch & Co., it is expected that there
will soon be instituted a policy of expansion aiming to

establish this company as one of the largest paper
making concerns in the United States. The Hercules
Paper Corporation was incorporated some months ago
in New York State and operates at the present time
two mills, one at Cornwall-on-the-Hudson and the other
at Rock City Falls, New York. It was announced after

the recent deal had been concluded that a third proper-
ty is to be taken over in the immediate future. Of the
capitalization of 100,000 shares of no par value. 55.000
have been issued in exchange for the two properties

purchased by the company and the remaining 45.000

have been underwritten by the interested banking
syndicate. The offering of the stock will be privately

made.
A resolution urging on all members to take steps to

reduce the consumption of newsprint paper 10 per
cent during the coming year was adopted by the South-
em Newspaper Publishers' Association at a meeting
held last week at Birmingham, Ala. Plans outlined

include reduction of type, head and illustration sides,

decreased reading matter and advertising space, the

latter to be affected by increased rates, and also ad-

vances in subscription rates to meet white paper cost

and expense of delivery.

Public ownership of timberland, with private cut-

ting and marketing, is discussed in a recent editorial

in the San Francisco Bulletin as the probable, and per-

haps, inevitable means of averting a continuance of the

threatened ])aper famine. "SmalliT papers and cmi-

siderably increased advertising rates," says tlie Bul-

letin, "appear to be among the certainties of the larlv

future. There is a world-wide shortage of paper and
nothing but a substantial reduction in the size of daily

and other journals can avert a famine, which would
send largf numboi-s of weaker publications to the wall.

At the present rate of consumption the newspapers are

about ten per cent more paper than the annual sup

ply, which means for the year a shortage of approx-

imately 300,000 tons. The manufacturers do not appear
to be responsible. They have enlarged their plants

and are maintaining a 100 per cent production; Init

they cannot keep pace with the deiiiinid, and mainlv

fur the reason that they cannot obtain sufficient I'aw

material. Outside the plea for much smaller newspapers

there are various recommendations for meeting the

situation. Chief among these is a plan for the public

ownership of timberland, national nr State, with

private cuttinu' and marketing, it is urged, and with

much force, that large pro.iects for the growing and

conservation of timber trade cannot be undertaken bv

jirivate corporations. It is too hmg for corporation

capital to wait for a return, and, moreover, the enter-

prise is too hazardous. But the nations and States can

wait for returns, and the development and conserva-

tion of forest>< are work which can be satisfactorily

conducted under piiblic ownership.'"

Through a recent re-organization of the Kalamazoo

Trading Company, dealers in paper stock at Kalama-
zoo, Mich., the I. V. Sutphin Company of Cincinnati,
Ohio, which has acquired the interests of the trading
compan}''s New York stockholders, now controls seven
plants in all, located at Cincinnati, Toledo, Atlanta,
Nashville, Indianapolis and Kalamazoo. The Kalama-
zoo concern, known as one of the leading paper stock
houses in the United States, having been engaged in

this line for the past 50 years, will have for its offi-

cers under the re-organization, Albert F. Meisterholm,
president and manager; Stuart B. Sutphin, vice-

president ; William Burke, secretary and Sam. V. Sut-

phin, treasurer. F. C. Sunblad, formerly president,

and John French, secretarj'-treasurer, have retired.

The capital stock has been increased from $30,000 to

$50,000.

In an address to the Washington section of the Am-
erican Chemical Society, Dr. Charles H. Herty declared

that German dye manufacturers are at work producing
immense quantities of colors with which they hope to

regain their old trade prestige, and urged the passage

of protective legislation for the American dye indus-

tries. He favored the Longworth licensing bill as

a means of assuming temporary control of the situa-

tion. Dr. Hert}' has just returned from Gennany
where he made arrangements for the importation

through government channels of a limited amount of

vat dyes for use in the United States. German d.ye-

makers, Dr. Herty said, are confronted with a coal

shortage and transportation difficulties, but in spite

of these handicaps they have expanded their plants,

laid in great stores of raw materials and are now turn-

ing out colors in enormous quantities.

BRO"WN CORP. LOST 3000 CORDS OF PULP WOOD
In addition to the earlier report of the Brown Corp. 's

fire, it has been learned that one mill was destroyed

and another damaged at Lobin, near Trois Pistoles,

with 2,000,000 feet of lumber and 3.000 cords of pulp-

wood. The fire was caused by children playing with

matches in a nearby residence. The estimated loss is

$1,000,000, covered by insurance.

J. C. YULE JOINS KENWOOD MILLS.
Kenwood Mills, Ltd., announce the engagement of

Mr. J. C. Yule as their Canadian representative, in

the sale of Kenwood felts and jackets.

Mr. Yule, who, by the way, is a Canadian, will be

located in Arnprior, and his time will be devoted ex-

clusively to the development of the Canadian busi-

ness.

Mr. Yule has spent nineteen years in the actual

manufacture of news and similar papers. Most of

that time in charge of the manufacturing end in ad-

dition to that he has had eight years' experience in

the sales and executive end of other paper lines. He
is a brother of Mr. Watson Yule, of F. C. Huyck &
Sons. Mr. Yule's experience and advice are at the

service of the industry.

The new shipping building at Grand Merc is prac-

ticallv finished ami is being used.
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Dr. Juclson F. Clark, of the firm of Clark & Lyford.

Ltd., Forest Engineers, has gone to California for the

winter months on account of his health. Dr. Clark

still retains his interest in the firm and expects to re-

turn to Vancouver during the summer months.

Mr. P. L. Lyford of this same firm made a rather

iiiiportaiit insi)ection and cruising trip during Sep-

tember to Southeastern Alaska. Mr. Lyford made the

trip in the interests of Eastern capital to report on the

timber of Southeastern Alaska for pulp wood in con-

nection with the development of a large paper plant.

Mr. R. IL Thompson, formerly City Engineer of Seat-

tle, the man wiio became known prominently in wash-

ing the hills of Seattle into the Bay, made the trip in

connection with the same interests to report on the

water power in connection with the contemplated

plant.

The Batiuirst Lumber Company, Limited, of Bath-

urst, KM., liave purchased two large sized barking

drums from the Canadian Barking Drum Company,
Limited, to take care of extensive alterations they are

uuiking in their wood room. The Donnacona Paper

Company and the New Ontario Colonization Company
have also installed extra drums which were secured

from the same company.
The new building erected by the Vegetable Parch-

ment Comjiany at Merritton is about completed and the

installation of machinery is now in progress. The com-

pany expects to start operations about Jan. 1st next.

Representatives of one of the Detroit papers are said

to have been looking over the ground in the St. Cathar-

ines district with a view to erecting a mill for the manu-
facture of news print. While no definite announcement
has been made as yet it is considered possible that a

site may be selected in Thorold on the ground occupied

by the pulp mill recently burned and that next year
may see the new institution in operation.

The management of Dextrine Products at Thorold
reports that while the company was unable to expand
owing to lack of tariff protection on their output, yet

their years' turn-over was fairly satisfactory, the ship-

ments having totalled about 180 tons at $180 per ton.

The prodiu't of the company is used for sizing and ad-

hesive purposes in paper making.
As marking the completion of forty years of service

with the Canada Paper Co., Toronto, by W. L. Young,
the popular accountant of the firm, the members of the

staff waited upon him the other day and presented him
with a we'1-filled wallet. H. B. Donovan, the sales

manager, made the presentation, accompanying it with
a few well-chosen words of appreciation touching Mr.
Young's long and faithful service with the company
ami incidentally referring to the fact that Mr. Young
bad entered the firm's employ as an office boy. Mr.
Younir made an effective reply in which he dwelt upon
the friendships he had formed among all ranks of the

company and the lovaltv and co-operation of the office

staff.

Among the prize winners in the recent window-dress-
iuL' contest in connection with the Victory Loan adver-

tising eamijaign was E. 11. Wilkinson of the Wilkiusun

Paper Co., 76 Bay Street, Toronto, who won the fourth

premium ad incidentally a good deal of praise for his

effort A Vickers Vimy flying nuichine formed the

centre of the display with red. white and blue stream-

ers. Back of the aeroplane was a solid block of toilet

paper rolls enclosed in white wrappers which revealed

the words "Buy Victory Bonds." In one corner was

an owl surveying the scene from a fir tree and wearing

an investor's button, which indicated the proverbial wis-

dom of the bird in his financial outlook. One part of

the display constituted a globe showing the British Do-

iiinions aiul back of it was a picture of John Bull bear-

ing the words "Our Empire Trade Needs Credit." Rope
arranged iu form of letters spelling the word "Invest"

was attractively-' arranged on the floor of the window
and with other decorative effects the display was one of

the most attractive seen in the city.

It is the aim of the Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers'

Safety Association to have at least one of a cleverly de-

-iigned calendar placed in every pulp and paper mill in

the ])roviiice with a view to further propaganda in con-

nection with their work. The designer of the calendar

is A. P. Co.stigane of Toronto, the Association's en-

gineer. At the top of each monthly sheet is a suitable

illustration showing how many accidents around the

mills are attributable to carelessness, oversight and neg-

lect, and as these are prominetly displayed everyone

about the mills is likely to be impressed by the ideas it

is intended to convey. The calendar is a novel and ef-

fective one.

A charter has been granted to the Delphic Press.

Limited, with headquarters in Toronto and a capital

stock of $20,000, to carry on the business of printing

and publishing. Among the incorporators of the com-
pany are William S. Spotton, H. M. Halliday, George
Harris, all of Toronto.

A charter has been granted to the Brennan Show
Card System to manufacture, operate, sell and deal in

show cards and display advertising signs and to instruct

pupils in the art and business of showeards, etc. The
head(|uarters of the company are in Toronto and the

canital stock is $40,000.

The announcement is made that a federal charter has

been granted to Howard Smith Paper Mills. Limited,

with a capital stock of .$7,000,000 and chief place of

business at Montreal. The company is empowered to

acquire and purchase as going concerns the businesses

at present carried on in Montreal and elsewhere by the
Howard Smith Paper Mills, Limited, and the business
recently carried on in Toronto and Cornwall at the To-
ronto Paper Manufacturing Company. The company is

also empowered to buy, .sell and deal in jiaper, pulp,
pulpwood, etc.

The Caimdiaii I'acific Railway have adopted a new
standnrd t'onri I'or presentation of overcharge claims.
Provisiiiii JN iiutde for settinL' forth all particulars of

claims, such as description of shipment, name and ad-
dress of shipper, amount claimed, etc. The form, which
has been approved by tlie Freight Claim A.ssociation
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aad luteistate Commerce Commission, will be put into

general use among the shipping firms using the C.P.R.
as carriers.

The name of the new Empire Wall Pjrper Company,
Limited, Toronto, has been changed to the Empire Wall
Papers, Limited.

At a meeting of the directors of the (ilobe Printing
Company held in Toronto on Thursday of this week,
William Findlay was appointed business manager. Mr.
Findlay, prior to joining the Globe staff as ad-

vertising manager last January, was connected with
the Journal Dailies of Otfawa. He succeeds J. F. Mac-
Kay, who went to the Russel Motor Company.

Muller, Flowers Co. of St. Catharines, are now doing a
large amount of electrical repair work for pulp and
l)aper mills. This consists mostly in making coils for
motors, wiring transformers, etc., much of which work
was formerly done across the line.

Winter sports are receiving attention at Iroquois
Falls. A snow-shoe club is being formed, with the in-

tention of using logging camp 15 as a club house, and
the new skating rink is to be finished by Dec. 15.

The Abitibi Company's townsite office was gutted by
fire recently, and many records were destroyed. By
working all day Sunday, the office wa.s repaired, even
to the electric lights and ready for business on Monday.
An overheated furnace is suppo.sed to have caused the

fire.

The MacLeod Pulp Company property at Milton,
Nova Scotia, changed hands last week, having been
purchased by Frank F. J. Barnjum of Annapolis Royal
N. S., and associates. This property consists of two
groundwood mills with a present capacity of 100 "wet

tons per day of groundwood pulp, a water power de-

velopment of 5,500 h.p. and an undeveloped power of

2O,O0O h.p. which is the largest water power in Nova
Scotia. As Mr. Barnjum now owns 825,000 acres of

fee timberlands, all tributary, either by stream drive

or short rail haul, to these mills, it makes a strong

combination. Extensions are planned, it is reported.

CANADIAN PRESS ASSOCIATION INC.—THREE
SECTIONS.

Toronto, November, 29, 1919.—The Canadian Press

Association, Inc., last night completed the business of

its three-day annual convention, the sessions of which

were held in the King Edward Hotel, under the chair-

manship of W. J. Taylor, the president. The conven-

tion just closed marks the end of the Canadian Press

Association, as at present constituted, although the or-

ganization remains, but with a wider and more efficient

scope for its activities. It was decided to enlarge the

sphere of the Association by creating three separate

bodies within its membership, each of which will have

its own business office and manager.
These three bodies will serve respectively the daily

newspapers, the weekly newspapers and trade and class

publications. Each of these bodies will fix its own mem-
bership fees to meet the cost of the increased service it

proposes to give its members. Each of the three bodies

will be affiliated with the Canadian Press Association,

Inc., and will constitute its entire membership as mem-
bers of the parent organization, which will be operated

under the direction of a council composed of ten dele-

gates from each of the three bodies. This council will

elect annually the president and officers of the Asso-

ciation. The annual meeting of the parent organiza-

tion and the three affiliated bodies will be held at the

same time and place. A committee of fifteen, represent-

ing each of the three sections, evolved the plan in re-

sponse to the desire of many members that each sec-
tion should be empowered to extend its service in as
large a degree as its members desired and were willing
to pay for. The new daily newspaper division in par-
ticular is planning a large extension of its service to
daily newspapers. The president, directors and vari-
ous committees will continue their present duties in the
Association until December 31st.

M. R. Jennings of the Edmonton Journal was elected
president of the Canadian Daily Newspaper Associa-
tion, and A. E. Cainan, of the Picton Gazette, heads the
Weekly A.ssociation. The trade and class section have a
committee of ten and will select its officers later.

In his annual address. President Taylor referred to
the generosity of the publishers in helping to make the
Victory Loan the success it was and said: "I would
.say that among other things the press should cultivate
a keen eye for social and industrial justice, that it

should advocate and continue to advocate the abolition
of privilege and concern itself with the interests of the
masses, and it should prepare itself to speak in a way
that succeeding generations will reap the benefit by
courage and energy and a sincerity and honesty of pur-
po.se. Too much of the prosperity of today is .super-
ficial. If ever there was a time when the" press of a
country should be persistent in preaching thrift and
economy it is now. In order to decrease the national
debt and rectify the unfavorable trade balance with the
States, unnecessary imports should be decreased. The
agitation for shorter hours and higher pay at the same
time seems to have become a disease. The continuance
of this joint demand means to me that in the final
analysis, labor is, after all, merely committing suicide.
Economy and honest work have been proven to be the
way to true happiness and prosperity."

Enthusiastic endorsation of the Empire Press Union
Conference to be held in Toronto in August and Sep-
tember of next year was given during the session. It
was unanimously resolved that an executive committee
consisting of Lord Atholstane of the Montreal Star, J.
E. Atkinson of the Toronto Star, P. D. Ross of the Otta-
wa Journal, and W. J. Taylor of the Woodstock Sen-
tinel Review, be appointed to make all necessary ar-
rangements in Canada in co-operation with the Empire
Press Union. The Conference has received assurance
that a number of most distinguished journalists in the
Empire will attend, including Lord Northcliffc. Loi'd
Burnham and Sir George Riddell.

SWEDISH PRODUCTION OF WOOD PULP BELOW
NORMAL.

Advices received in New York from Stockholm re-
port that during the first seven months of this year
the production of wood pulp in Sweden amounted to
about 23,400 tons of bleached and 293,000 tons of un-
bleached, compared with a normal yearlj' output of
about 58,000 tons of bleached and 810,000' tons of un-
bleached. Swedish manufacturers, the advices state,
have experienced an active demand since the middle
of July. England in particular being a good buyer.

FOREST FIRES IN QUEBEC.
The past fire season in Quebec has been, from the

standpoint of weather, one of the worst in j-ears, but
the number of fires was not large. There was practical-
ly no difficulty with settlers. The worst fires were
caused by dam-keepers and river drivers of operators.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, November, 29, 1919.—A visit to the pulp

and paper mill.s in the St. Catliarines district reveals

the fact that in no other line of industry in the eomi-
try are the mills running at so high a pressure in order
to meet the great demands that are being made on
them for paper, both for home and export trade. Partic-

ularly is this so in connection with newsprint. With
newsprint selling at 7c per pound in New York, it is

on record that one of the Canadian mills was offered
an order for fifteen cars at iSc and flatly turned* it

down, declaring that their order.s for other lines of

paper would not justify them in changing over the

machines even at the price offered. It is estimated
that the production of newsprint at the present time
is about ten per cent below consumption and the mills

appear to be totally unable to meet the requirements.
As far as the demands upon the output of the mills in

the St. Catharine district are concerned, the mill man-
agers thei'e say that they arc booked up for months
ahead and unless provision is made for increasing the

output, in the way of additional plants, the scarcity

and consequent high prices will continue indefinitely.

The situation is relieved to some extent, however, by
the excellent position of all the mills in regard to the

coal .supply. Practically all of them arc stocked ahead
for the winter months and the coal shortage, due to

the strike in the United States coal mines, will not
hamper the mills unless it is unduly long continued.
Another bright ray is the fact that negotiations are

said to have been opened by a Detroit newspaper firm
of publishers with a view to erecting a paper mill at

Thorold on the site of the pulp mill, recently burned.
While nothing definite has been arranged as .vet it is

known that the enterprise is under consideration.
In accounting for shortage of newsprint, it should

also be stated that not a few of the larger Canadian
mills are practically out of the market because the.v

are tied up with contracts for next year and there are
few new mills starting up. Only a small percentage of

the mills are in a position to take care of the current
trade.

Tissue paper mills and the makers of kraft papers
are all busy and are experiencing difficulty in meetins

the tlenuuuU made upon tlieiii. Witli L'hrisimas only a
f€w weeks away there has been a big demaiul for crep.-

tissue and other specialties and to meet this the Inter-
lake Tissue Mills at Merritton had to shut down their
toilet making plant and turn it over to the manufac-
ture of their special lines, orders for which are suffi-

cient to keep this department going for six months to

eome.
In book and bond papers prices remain firm with a

continued big demand. Most of the Canadian mills
are away behind with their orders and in some cases
it will be several months before they catch up. The
Toronto jobbers are clamoring for bigger supplies
which the mills cannot furnish, particularly in coated
stock. One cause of the big demand for coated book
is that many firms during the war ])eriod were bus\
with war contracts and did not have to use paper and
printers ink to keep themselves before the public. The>
had all the business they coidd handle and it didn"l

need advertising. A new era came with the comple
tion of hostilities and now many firms that were hand-
ling war work have to resort to publicity through cir-

culars, booklets, etc., etc., in their search for new
avenues of trade.

The demand for ground pulp is reflectetd in the in-

adequate production of the paper mills and other

classes of the material as well are being turned out in

far similar quantities than are required to meet the

calls of the publishers and other paper users. One
manufacturer of groundwood pulp said that a mill

with groundwood to sell could get pretty nearly any
price that was asked, so great was the demand. There
are man.v firms that want it and want it badly and
are willing to pay any price to get it. The particular

man referred to added, however, that his mill w^ould

continue to supply the smaller users who were ex-

periencing the greatest diffieultj' in getting supplies

rather than the big concerns which, although hampered,
were in a more independent position by reason of their

size and consequent influence. The manufacturer of

ground^vood pulp quoted, expressed the belief that if

the production of paper should not be considerably in-

crea.sed during the next few months and the shortage

relieved, some of the smaller publications would be

Scandinavian American Trading Co,

50 E. 42ncl STREET telephones 8312 murray hill,
8313

NEW YORK
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for KRAFT PULP
When you have

any surplus to

offer write us
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compelled to go out of business. This view is not gen- newspaper publishers are exerting exery effort to
erally held, however, most of the paper and pulp locate available supplies of newsprint and the market
makers believing that things will right themselves in is in a condition where they are meetiuo- with little
time. In this connection it is interesting to quote the success in doing so. It is a fact that a ""-ood many
figures of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association mills have switched from other grades of paper to
which reports that the daily production of newsprint news and are perfecting plans to continue runnin<r on
IS over oOO tons greater than indicated in some statis- the latter for an indefinite period, yet the increased
tics published some days ago. The actual production production is falling far short of eoveriuo- the wants
figures at this time are 2,775 tons a day or S00,000 tons of buyers, which situation convevs a single thought
a year. Expansions now under way or already provided namely, that consumption is of such large volume that
for by a number of companies will increase the output there is not sufficient machinery in the paper mills of
by an average of 300 tons a day or 90,000 tons a year, al- the country to cope with it. No further change in
though, it is predicted, the maximum increase will not prices on ncAvsprint has been recorded but for that
be achieved before January, 1921. The Spanish River- matter quotations are mainly nominal and almost any
Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, are the largest produ- prii-e mentioned as having been paid seems highly
cers, their daily output being 500 tons. One of the two probable. i5etween 7 and 8 cents per pound at mills for
standard Fourdrinier paper machines recently standard roll news is the range generally heard on
purchased from the Pusey Jones Co. is now hi opera- spot shipments, but there are few lots being offered
tion, and when the other commences running six at any price.
machines in all will be devoted to the making of news- The .strike of printers and pressmen in New York
print. It is also interesting to note that the company has terminated and the resumption of full operations
has this year erected fifty houses for their workmen l,y the various printing establishments in this city is
at Espanola. i-reative of more demand for book papers as well as
Paper and pulp prices are quoted as follows:— for fine papers. Prices are strong in every respect and

Pulp Prices.
^

the tendency is upward. Manufacturers are extra eau-
F.O.B. Mill, tions aliout accepting additional orders, partly because

(Jroundwood pulp $42.00 to $45.00 they are sold so far ahead that thev are not desirous
Sulphite, news grade ro.OO to $80.00 „f committing themselves further, and partly owing
Sulphite, ea.sy bleaching $92.00 io $95.00 to the uncertainty regarding their supplies "of fuel.
Sulpiiitc. bleached $115.00 to $120.00 This latter factor is becoming of greater importance
Sulphate $87.50 every day and there is no denying that imless some

^^P^*"- relief is soon afforded from the shortage of coal rapid-
Thc only changes m paper prices recorded rei-ently \y growing acute, the majority of paper mills of the

are in the following lines: Fuited States will be obliged to close down.
Natural grease proof 16c The board market has taken on a stronger complex-
Bleached grease proof 18c ion as a result of the refusal of manufacturers to book
Genuine vegetable parchment 26c i.rders pending the settlement of the coal miners
Bleached white glassine 25c strike. Sales have been reported in the jobbing trade

at advanced prices and the general trend of quotations

NEW YORK MARKETS. '^ upward, which is unusual for this time of the year

New York, Noveml)er, 29.—Bearing significance in when the movement of the market invariably is in an

that they reflect the heavy consumption of paper of opposite direction.

various kinds and the steady diminution of stocks in GROUNDWOOD.—Shortage of available pulp and
both manufacturers' and dealers' hands, the statis- strength in jirices are the two main characteristics of
tics gathered by the Federal Trade Commission oo the the groundwood market. Buyers are eagerly inquiring
paper market for October show that mill stocks of all in all directions for supplies and are meeting almost
grades of paper decreased 20,960 tons during the month. any figure quoted so long as they can secure much-
Details of the amounts of various stocks were pub- needed pulp. Just what actual market values are is

lished last week. problematical. Very few offerings of No. 1 freshly
Judging from the conditions prevailing during the Ri'ound spruce pulp are being made for prompt delivery

month now coming to a close, mill stocks of paper are producers with rare exceptions having their output
doubtless smaller at present than they were a month sold on contract for some months to come. Business
ago. Consumption during the past few weeks has, if in the open market therefore is confined principally
anything, increased for all kinds of paper with the to scattered transactions wherein this or that mill has
po.ssible exception of book papers, whereas the strike a small tonnage of i)ulp to let go of. Reports have been
of coal miners has necessitated many mills reducing heard of sales of spot pulp at $60 a ton f.o.b. shipping
operations to a point whei-e production has been mat- points, and while this figure is believed to be slightly

erially lessened. The Commission's figures bring out one above average market levels, there .seems no reason to
very salient point and that is the depleted condition doubt that ground wood has realized as much
of stocks of newsprint. With the mills of the country CHEMICAL PULP.—Business of consistent volume
having aggregately only four days supply on hand, it is

i^.^^ i^g^,, ^,^,„p ^j^j^ ^^.^^j^ ^^ chemical wood pulp and
no wonder that offerings are so limited that consumers tjjg ,„arket displays a firm undertone Consumers are
are pxi)erien.iug such difficulty in obtaining print piaenij;- orders in as guarded a way as possible, pr;--
paper. siimal)ly with a view to keep from exciting the market,

Every iieiceptible factor points to continued but offering of any kind of pulp do not remain long
streiiglh in the paper market. Demand is still on the unabsorbed on the market, and, as regards some qualF-
rise ami the potential requirements of consumers are ties of pulp, there does not appear to be enough to go
of such magnitude that indications are there will be around. Bleached and easy bleaching .sulphites parti-
no recession oF demand for a long time to come. Daily cninrly are scarce. Leading jiroducers of these grades
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are ^^^tually out of the market as sellers aod those
consumers unprotected by contract supplies are having
difficulty in locating all the pulp wanted. News-
print sulphite also is a firm item and is selling freely
at $70 to $75 a ton at pulp mills for promi)t shipments.
Kraft is quotably steady but there is nut tlu' pinch to

supplies that characterizes most kinds of sulphite and
consumers are covering requirements at quoted market
prices without trouble. Domestic kraft of standard No.
1 quality is selling at 3.75 to 4 cents a pound and
foreign kraft at 4 to 4.25 cents.

RAGS.—The market for papermaking rags is steadily

growing stronger and sharp advances in prices luive

been recorded dtiring the past few days. Demand from
consuming sources has broadened to a cDiisiderable

extent, and recent lasge purchases ai)i)ear to have re-

duced unsold stocks of certain kinds of rags to a |M>iiit

where further enhancement of values is likely. The
situation in old white rags is rapidly getting into a

booming condition. This is apiiarently due not so nnieh
to any unusually heavy demand as to the limited

stocks available. Dealers and packers, arguing that

they cannot replace holdings at a profit under prevail-

ing labor costs and having light stocks on hand, arc

insistent on higher prices in almost every selling trans-

action and evidently are getting the figures asked.
Sales of No. 1 repacked whites at 8.50 cents delivered
mills have been reported and of No. 1 miscellaneous
packing of whites at S cents. Thii-ds and blues are quot-

abl}' stronger, sales of repacked blues at 4.50 cents
delivered mills and of miseelaueous packing at 4 cents

being recorded. Roofing rags are firm and moving
actively. Quotations in the East are at a basis of .$57

to $58 a ton f.o.b. shipping points for No. 1 roofing,

while "Western mills are reported paying $62 to $63
New cuttings of all grades are in good demand and
tending upward in price.

PAPER STOCK.—In company with most other kinds
of papermaking material, old papers are moving in
large tonnage and at rising prices. The market this
week has exhibited a greater degree of firmness than
for some time, and, judging from the manner in which
consumers are buying and from dealers' reports con-
cerning the difficulties they experience in locating
fresh supplies in the packing trade, the advance still

has .some distance to go before it is hailed. Sales of
heavy book stock have been recorded at 2.;{0 to 2.40
cents per pound f.o.b. New York, establishinET prices
on this grade on a higher level. No. 1 hard white .shav-
ings have sold at 5..50 cents and No. 1 soft white shav-
ings at 4.25 to 4.50 cents. Kraft i)aper has been under
brisk inquiry and No. 1 i)aeking of old kraft has readi-
ly fetched :^.25 lo 3.35 cents a pound New York. Low
grades are quotably higher. transa<-tions having been
noted in flat folded newspapers at 95 cents per hundred
pounds New York and in No. 1 mixed pajjcr at 85 cents.
Overissue newspapers are in pointed demand and are
hard to obtain in sizable quantities. Dealers are ask-
ing and getting 1.30 to 1.35 cents New York for No. 1

packing.

OLD HOPE AND IJAGGING.—Old rope and bagging
rule quotably steady under a fair movement of sup-
plies into consuming channels. Mills are buying these
materials in relatively smaller amounts than some
other descriptions of raw .stock but there is neverthe-
less sufficient business activity to maintain prices on
firm levels. Old No. 1 scrap bagging is selling at 2.75

to 2.85 cents a pound f.o.b. shi])pi7ig points, and the
manner in which numerous dealers are retaining stock
indicates that they anticipate an advance in prices.

Gunny is in moderate call at a quotable ba.sis of around
3.25 cents. No. 1 Manila rope is selling at 6 cents or a

shade lower per pound f.o.b. New Yoi'k.

This curve, prepared by A. E. Cadwan, statistician for the Canadian Export Paper Co., shows the main
I'ason for the present scarcity of newsprint in the T^nited States and for the strength nnd trend nf them;irkct.
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Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export
for balance of this year and over first six months

of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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BE THE BEST OF WHATEVER YOU ARE.
If you can't be a pine on the top of the hill,

Be a scrub i nthe valley—but be

The best little scrub by the side of the rill

;

Be a bush if you can't be a tree.

If you can't be a bush be a bit of the grass.

Some highway some happier make.
If you can't be a muskie then just be a bass

—

But the liveliest bass in the lake!

We can't all be captains, we've got to be crew.

There's something for all of us here.

There's big work to do and there's lesser to do.

And the task we must do is the near.

If you can't be a highway then just be a trail.

If you can't be the sun be a star;

It isn't by size that you win or you fail

—

\<o the best whatever von ai-e!

WILL MAKE WIRE CLOTH.
A plant is at present \inder const nict ion at Niagai'a

Kails, Ont., for the Niagara Wire Weaving Co., Limited.

a new company in which Mr. Hamilton Lindsay, Presi

dent of the Lindsay Wire Weaving Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, is principally interested. The company is s|)end-

ing about $220,000 in plant and equipment, and will

employ about loO hands in the manufacture of wire

cloth and wire-weaving machinery. The market for

these ])rodncts will be largely in Ontario and Quebec,

they being used in pulp and paper mills and other in-

dustries.

GOING TO EUROPE.
The Canadian Kxpurt I'aper Company, of Montreal

is sending Mr. W. (}. Mitchell abroad to make a study

of conditions in the pulp and paper industry in Scan-

dinavia, Fiidiind. and Russia.

STEEL
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is well done.
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Mono
Gas Analyses.

CO2; Combustible Gases; SO2; Oxygen; Hydrogen; Nitrogen;

Sole Canadian SeUing .\ftents:

Pulp & Paper Mill .\ccessories Limited, Montreal
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lirNDlK KOIAK^ Bl I \(:M[NG boiifr

STEEL PRESSURE AND STORAGE TANKS
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The Biggs Boiler Works Co.

Dept. G, AKRON, OHIO, U.S.A.
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Weighing standard roll

of news print paper on
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Cut Time
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— stop and figui-e out the time wasted in weighing and

computing weights. It amounts to considerable in a

year.
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The plainly graduated dial does this.

Ask us about these scales, and the

work they will do in your plant.
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m EDITORIAL m
m

A BASELESS RUMOR.
A silly rumor that is causing much uneasiness in

newspaper circles in the United States is to the effect

that after the first of January the export of Cana-

dian newsprint will be prohibited in order to supply

the Canadian and British publishers. We wish to

state emphatically that no such order-in-couneil has

been issued, nor is it contemplated. The Controller

has stated that Canadian publishers will be assured of

necessary supplies and it is to be expected that Brit-

ish contracts will be honored, but, on the other hand,

Canadian mills are entering definite agreements with

Americans and will carry them out.

The newsprint consumed in Canada is only about

10 per cent of the production, so our neighbors need

not be alai-med about action on this side of the line.

They will get what paper is coming to them, but if

they don't cut down their consumption the amount

available will be decidedly inadequate.

The situation in Canada is largely one of distribu-

tion and this will be taken up at a meeting of both

parties, called b}' the Controller for Tuesday next at

2.30 P.M. in the Windsor Hotel, Montreal.

A BOOM IN BOXES.
For a number of years the principal development in

the manufacture of paper has been in connection with

newsprint and the growth of this branch of the indus-

try in Canada has been truly remarkable. One of the

reasons for this has been the fact that the power re-

quired and the raw material required have been avail-

able in close proximity over a large portion of the area

of the Dominion and because the expansion of this

industry on the American side in localities convenient

to the large consuming centres is practically impossible.

The growth in the demand for newsprint paper is

likely to be parallelled to a considerable extent by an

increase in the production and the multiplication of

uses for boxboard. There are many indications that

we are at the beginning of what might be called the

fibre container age and the basis for the manufacture

of these products will also be found, like newsprint, in

the forests and water powers of Canada. One of the

most important recent developments along, this line

is the requirement beginning the tenth of December

that packages weighing more than 25 pounds will not

be accepted for tran.sportation by the American Rail-

way Express unles.s protected by a fibre or wooden con-

tainer. For packages of ordinary weight the fibre box

is without any doubt the best container to use. This

is true not only of shipments of miscellaneous <roods

hut even more particularly for standard products. The
fibre box is no less useful for freight shipments than

for express shipments and the mortality is surprisingly

small. In fact an extensive test on a shipment of goods

for the American army in Europe showed the loss of

only 5.4 per cent of the packages against a usual loss

in army transport of 15 or 20 per cent, and a consid-

erable number of these could easily have been sent

through to their destinations had there been facilities

for making simple repairs, which in the case of the fibre

box are often more easily accomplished than with the

wooden case. The saving of freight, the saving of space

and the convenience and rapidity- of handling which are

characteristic of the fibre container are all points of

considerable importance to both shipper and consumer.
The newsprint mill is gradually coming to supple-

ment the Canadian pulp mill and machines for the

manufacture of other grades of paper are also becom-

ing more numerous in the Dominion. These will, of

course, convert our pulp, which is an intermediate pro-

duct into the more valuable finished article in the shape
of various grades of paper. Without looking very far

into the future it can readily be seen that there is an
excellent opportunity developing for an extension of

some of the present pulp mills, particularly those manu-
facturing groundwood and .sulphate pulp, into mills for

the manufacture of cardboard, fibre board and contain-

ers. It is not unlikely that there will be a demand
for the various classes of board that will neces-

sitate the erection of new pulp mills to supply the raw
material. For the present it is likely that a consider-

able proportion of these boards will be exported to the

United States and Great Britain. In the course of time

doubtless other markets will also be developed, in fact

large quantities of knock-down boxes are already be-

ing .shipped to South America.

The pulp and paper industry is not the only one

in Canada which is rapidly growing and the develop-

ment of other industries all have an indirect effect

and some of them a direct effect on our own. The one
which is most likely to have a considerable influence

on pulp and paper manufacturing is the preparation

and packing of food products. This includes the enor-

mous fish industry and prospects for important de-

velopments also in the export of canned vegetables and
both raw and canned or preserved fruits. In addition

to this we might mention that the fibre barrel is just

coming to be a factor and will in time be an important
factor in the transportation of cement, flour, colors and
many other products. In addition to these uses for the
large fibre containcf. a few nf which have been men-
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tioned, there are the inuumerabk' uses aud the increas-

ing demand for the paper box in its multitude of forms,

sizes and finishes.

One of the important factors in the future of the

fibre container is the advance that has recently been

made in process for rendering the material highly water

resistent, if not actually water-proof.

Our remarks so far have been with the fibre contain-

er made from wood pulp principally in mind. It would

not do however, to disregard other Canadian raw ma-

terials which can, and probably will, be extensively

used in the manufacture of containers. Enormous

quantities of cereal and flax straws are annually de-

stroyed and entirely wasted except for the small value

of the ashes as a fertilizer. Straw is extensively used

in the United States for the manufacture of corrugated

board and boxes and is used there and elsewhere for

book covers and bleached straw pulp is used to some

extent for the manufacture of featherweight papers.

These uses apply principally to the cereal straws. Flax

is grown in E\iropc principally for the fibre which is

manufactured into linen textiles whereas in Canada the

use is for the seed and the straw is practically neglect-

ed and wasted. Tests have shown that this material

can be manufactured into high grade papers by care-

ful cooking and bleaching but it is altogether likely

that a superior grade of container board, combining

both bulk and toughness can be manufactui'ed from a

combination of flax and cereal straw. The develop-

ment of such an industry would not only use profit-

ably much of the waste material from our Western

prairies but would furnish an industry to make use of

the water power and coal' which are available in a

number of localities in the West.

The growing demand for paper boxes and fibre con-

tainers will not only furnish additional employment in

factories for Canadians and their resources but this

industry will form the basis for an allied industry to

manufacture this material into boxes and we may look

for a considerable development along this line. The

knock-down box, which is readily converted into a firm,

dependable container by the application of a few strips

of a tough gummed paper makes it possible to ship

the material in very little space and at small expense

to any point where it is to be used. Canadian kraft

paper is just the stuff for these gummed strips and a

new Canadian factory will soon be in operation for

making this gummed paper.

It is therefoi-e with great confidence in the possibili-

ties for large developments in the manufacture of box

and fibre boards and their conversion that we hazard

this forecast of the future.

COBWEBH.
It is gratifying to note that the new Minister ol

Education for Ontario is big enougli to recogni/.t

and adopt many of the points in the plans of his pre

decessor. Ontario may be expected to lead the Do-

minion in educational matters under such leadership.

The pulp and paper industry is deeply interested and
vitall.y concerned in Dr. Grant's work.

A paper exporter in Montreal could easily dispose

of 3,000 tons of newsprint a month. Besides this,

there are large calls for kraft and other grades. It

is interesting to note that the South American and Far
Eastern markets are turning more and more to Can-

ada. It is certainly a misfortune that cannot be over-

come that the natural growth of the industry has been

so interfered with during the past few years.

It has been intimated that the freight classifica-

tion of wrapping paper, is to be changed and

that the change would add three to five cents

per hundred pounds to the present rates. It

is pointed out that wrapping paper takes up 57-60

cubic feet per long ton while newsprint requires about

80. Nor is M'rapping paper so liable to damage. If

this is true, it seems strange that this grade alone is

moved into a higher class. The discrimination can-

not be on a value basis, as wrappings are generally

worth less than news and coating stock. If a change

had to be made it would seem only fair at least to

treat all alike. But why pick wrapping paper to be

the goat? Perhaps the railways pity the poor pub-

lisher. Of course we know the Government Railways

are running behind, financially, and increasing rates

is probably easier than increasing operating efficiency.

When so many concerns from other countries, par-

ticularly from United States are coming to Canada

to establish branch factories it is both interesting and

encouraging to hear of Canadian manufacturers ex-

tending their operations to other lands. Perhaps the

latest instance is the establishment of a wax paper

plant in England by the Anglo-Canadian Wax Paper

Co., of which Mr. H. B. Hart of the British American

Wax Paper Co., Toronto, is managing director. There

are certainly great possibilities in the use of wax

paper and it is gratifying to see Canadians so far

in the lead in making use of this product.

With Japanese labor agreeing on a 9^/^ hour day, it

is easy to see where we get off unless each man can
and does do 25 per cent more in an hour than this

progressive Oriental.

"The Income Tax aud the Average Man" is the

title of a booklet just sent out by the Royal Securities

Corporation, Montreal. Anybody may have a copy and

the majority of Canadians will need one, since the low-

est taxable income is $1001, the tax on it being $.04.

It is probably the clearest explanation of this puzzling

business that Mr. Average Man is likely to get hold of.

Leani and voti lead: loaf, and you lean.
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Thirteen Thousand Brain Power at Your Service

One of the most remarkable propositions that has
ever been made for the purpose of improving the

possibilities of service to the industries of the country
by an educational institution has just been worked
out by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
This action is not only confirmation of the adage that

necessity is the mother of invention but it is an im-

portant indication of the extensive field that so far

has not been thoroughly cultivated and planted with

the seeds of pure industrial and education co-opera-

tion. No institution is better able to offer this service

of consulting engineers than M.I.T. For years known
as Boston Tech, with students numbering from a few
score at the start only a bare fifty j'ears ago to a stu-

dent body now numbering 3,100 and occupying the

most magnificent and best equipped educational plant

in the countrj-, it is no longer simply Boston Tech. The
school is now more properly known by its correct

name as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

but even that intimates a restricted field which is

quite inappropriate. Just to mention the name Tech-

nology almost anywhere in the world centers' atten-

tion on the school by the Charles.

Technology for fifty years has been supplying the

world with the best, unquestionably the best, engin-

eers and scientists and the teachers of countless more
scientific and technical men and women. The work
of the Institute is the foundation stone, and often the

super-structure as well, of very many of the success-

ful business enterprises on this continent, not to men-

tion the labors of her graduates in South America.

China, Japan, Europe and Africa. Every industry in

Canada and the United States—and the list promi-

nently includes the pulp and paper industry—owes

the Institute a debt, not only of gratitude, but also

of cash.

It is necessary, pitifully and forcibly necessary, to

provide approximately adequate salaries for the in-

structing staff' whose devotion to ideals and duty has

been no less than a sacrifice to their own and succeed

ing generations and an uncompensated contribution

to many successful industrifs. President ;\Iaclauriti

and his associates have worked out a dignified, busi

nesslike plan whereby Industry may contribute to

Education and get more than it gives. Technology

graduates cannot give the money that is required, be-

cause they haven't enough. I\Iany are already giving

beyond their means and in addition they are now
ready to give their experience and their ability, if, in

exchange, the Institute they love so well may benefit

by the exchange of their collective brain power for

the coin of industry.

The following letter, which the Editor has just re-

ceived from President Maclaurin. will explain the

plan and it certainly should be received enthusiastic-

ally by many concerns in the pulp and papei- industry.

''You wiil be interested to learn tluit the Insti-

tute's Executive Committee has approved a plan and

form of contract whereby the industrial organiza-

tions of the country may come into the closest asso-

ciation with our Institution.

'The plan in substance is that this li>stitutio)i

shall establish changes in its organization and become

a source of information for technical research and

knowledge, to advise where special problems requir-

ing investigations, tests or research can best be done.

whether in our laboratories or by outside experts.
"The industrial organizations contracting with the

Institute will under proper conditions have the oppor-
tunity of utilizing its great plant, the most modem
of its kind, of conferring with its technical staff and
of availing themselves of its great libraries and val-

uable teclinical files.

"Perhaps the most important information which
will be available is the record of qualifications, ex-

perience and .special knowledge of our thirteen thou-
sand and more alumni from which source industrial

organizations will be able to learn where to obtain
special knowledge and information, and where men
can be obtained for special problems or permanent
emplo.vment.

"In addition, a record will be maintained of under-
graduates and of their qualifications and availability

''or employment.
"Some of these privileges are now open to the in-

dustrial organizations of the country but it is now
planned to make a business of organizing the re-

sources of the Institute so as to give to industry a

more effective service. It will be of great advantage
to all concerned to have this service rendered as a

matter of business. It will stimulate the corporations

to make a greater use of the opportunities that arc

available and it will put the Institiite on its mettle

to make sui-e that the corporations get a real return

for the payments that are made.
"It is believed that this plan carried out in a sys-

tematic manner will prove of great value to industry

in general and at the same time will permit industry

to aid in the support of this Institution upon which

it so vitally depends for its supply of trained men.

"Yours sincerely,

"RICHARD C. MACLAURIX.'
The agreement reads:

—

Industrial Agreement
MASSACHITSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Agreement made this .... day of .... 19.. be-

tween , hereinafter referred to

iis the Company, and the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.
The Comjiany agrees to pay to the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology a retainer of dollai-s,

in five annual installments of , payable on

the second day of January of each year from 1920 to

1924, inclusive.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology agrees

to make available to the Company, during the five

years 1920 to 1924, inclusive, its libraries and files,

and to arrange for conferences with its technical staff'

on problems i)ertaining to the business of the Com-

pany.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology further

agrees to maintain a record of qualifications, experi-

ence and special knowledge of its alumni that .shall be

as complete as practicable, and upon request to ad-

vise and assist the Company to obtain:

Information as to where such knowledge and ex-

perience are available.

Information regarding men for special problems.

Information regarding men for permanent em-

ployment.
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology further
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agrees lo mnmtaiu a list of undergraduateB who may
wish positions upon graduation ; to advise the Com
pany upon request as to the records and qualifications

of these men. and to arrange for interviews with them.

The Massachusetts Listitute of Technology further

agrees that in case the Company at any time during

the period covered by this contract should have spe-

cial technical problems requiring extended consulta-

tions, investigations, tests, or research work, it will

advise the Company where this service can best be ob-

tained. If,' in the judgment of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Teclmology, this service can best be ren-

dered by its staff or in its laboratories, a member of

its staff shall undertake such service for a fee to be

mutually agreed upon by the parties hereto.

(Signatures.)

REVENUE FROM INDIA'S FORESTS £1,000,000

Pulp and paper made from bamboo and elephant

grass promises to have considerable prospects of be-

coming a commercial product of immense importance,

according to Mr. R. S. Pearson, Forest Economist of

the Poorest Research Institute, of the Government of

India, situated at Dehra Dun, who was visiting Mon-
treal last week.
The chief object of Mr. Pearson's visit was to study

methods used at the Forest Products Laboratories of

Canada, 700 University street, which are conducted by
the Forestry Branch, Department of the Interior, and
also to gather information as to the laying out of sim-

ilar laboratories, purchasing of experimental equip-

ment, and also to gather experts to carry on research

in the various departments of forestry.

Speaking on the subject of pulp made from Bamlioo,

Mr. Pearson, said:—

•

"One of the investigations that is being carried out
by the Forest Research Institute, and which has led to

commercial results, was the inquiry as to the value of

bamboo for making pulp for paper. It has been re-

cognized for the past ten years that there is a steady
decrease of the world's pulpwood suppl}', and that

Canada is the only Country from which large supplies
can be obtained for 10 or 15 years hence.
"As Scandinavia and the United States have already

depleted their pulpwood resources to practically ex-

haustion, and India finding it has hugs quantities of

bamboo, which are now practically a waste product,
India is trying to chip in to the huge industry.

"As far as we can see at present India has an ex-

cellent opportunity of taking a great and important
part in the pulp and paper industry. I am afraid that
unless Canada looks after her interests better than in

the past, she may find herself in the same boat as the
United States, Norway, Sweden and other countries
who formerly boasted of "unlimited supplies " There
is no such thing as unlimited resources of pulpwood
in Canada, much as I would like to believe these boast-
ings.

"By investigation, both in the field of silviculture
and in the laboratories, as far as utilization is concern-
ed, every effort should be made to foster this great
industry. Canada is said to be the third largest wood
producing country in the world,—in fact counting Rus-
sia out, Canada is second,—and Canada has a^ fair
chance of becoming first. But we must remember that
it is not difficult to drop from first or even third place
without measures being taken to conserve the existing
forests. And the groundwork for this is research,
!^uch as the Forest Product.s Laboratories arc doin"

and should do to a far greater extent. Your Laborato
ries should receive for greater support from the Gov-
ernment and the commercial industries which they

benefit.

"Comparing the work done by the Indian Govern-
ment, I think we are in the lead. The Forestry Depart-
ment of India was inaugurated only 60 years ago, and
already it has 240,000 square miles of state forests. A
large pro{)ortion of these forests are int'.'nselj' worked,
and for the remaining part working jilans are being
prepared. The net revenues are over one million pounds
Sterling, and is rapidly increasing year by year When
the problem was first undertaken the forests were not

yielding 50,000 pounds Sterling.

"To show how seriously the Government of India

takes her forests, Mr. Leete, the Chief Conservator of

Forests of the Province of Burma, was sent over to

Canada and the United States two years ago, to study
saw-mill and lumbering operations. Now they have
sent me, and they propose sending a dozen engineers

for at least a year to Canada and the United States, to

be trained in logging operations. Both Australia and
South Africa have sent men on the same mission as the

Indiai Government, and I think it is hitrh time for Can-
ada to get a move on. Though your supply of timber
is extremely large it is soon exhausted if not taken in

hand by capable and scientifically trained men.
"There is no doubt that both the United States and

the Canadian Forest Products Laboratories are suffer-

ing seriously from the continual change of experts, due
probably to low pay. This results in discontinuity of

investigations, and interferes with the value of the re-

sults obtained. It is a vei'y serious uuitter to incur

the loss of confidence in such institutions by the com-
mercial communitj'. If the commercial community
have no faith in the Institution the results of i-.nportant

investigations are largely nullified. The results are also

liable not to be accepted by the people to whom they
are of greatest value. Personally I am convinced that

until the state recognizes that their officials be paid

better this state of things will exist. This the Govern-
ment of India has recognized and we are going ahead
to replace our present large buildings and 45 acres,

by an immensely larger institution on 1,300 acres of

laud, and the new buildings and equinment will cost

about 400,000 pounds Sterling. The appropriation for

salaries of staff will be an additional 25,000 pounds."
—M. H.

THAT STONE FACE.
"Say, that boss is an old grouch," said one em-

ployee to another a few days ago in one of the Crown
Willamette mills. "Which man do you means?"
"Why, that felloAV with the stone face." said the

first. "Oh, you don't know him.'" said the second.

"He's a fine fellow, one of the boys—not only jolly,

but a regular wag and wit."
"Well, then, what does he go around with the stone

face for? He looks like a perpetual grouch. Put him
on, if you know him."
Now, Mr. Foreman, Mr. Superintedent, Mr. Man-

ager, put on a smile. Most any of you would rather
see your men smile, and so would your men rather see

you smile. Get the habit of smiling and that stone

face will wear out.—Makin' Paper.

It is estimated that if the forests of the earth were
completely stocked and scientifically worked, they
would yield annually the ftu-l equivalent fif from 'W

lo 120 times the present consiuni)tiou of coal.
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Compressed Air in the Pulp and Paper Industry
PART 1—HOISTING WITH COMPRESSED AIR

Hv K. A. .MfLEAX. Cauadian Ingersoll-Rand Co.

[Cuncluded front Lust Issue.)

Air or Steam Hoists for Hauling.
Due to the maimer of .'suspension and to their short

I'ange the direct lift or "'Imperial"' type air hoists

are seldom adapted to pulling or hauling loads in a

horizontal position and while they are probably the
most suitable for general use in the pulp or paper mill,

and are unexcelled for short straight lifts and for

transferring material from one building to another,

etc., there will often occur many situations in which a

highl,y portable hoist of ragged construction and
longer lift could be used to better advantage ; such as

for hoistio/g ashes in the power plant, switching small

cars, snaking timbers, moving trucks and packages in

the warehouse, taking down and erecting piping, shaft-

ing, machinery, and general hauling and lifting in

construction aud maintenance work.

Little Tugger compressed air windlass, set for hauling
or hoisting.

For work of this class the "Little Tugger" type will

quickly save its cost, as it is light in weight, easily set

up and taken down, and may be mounted in any posi-

tion, overhead, on the floor, bolted to a flat timber, or

circular column 41/2 inches in diameter, as may be

most convenient. It can be operated by unskilled help

and will reduce the cost of many hoisting jobs now
being done by hand.
The motive power of this hoist is provided by an

engine of the Dake or square piston type, which gives

four power impulses per revolution, making the hoist

veiy steady in operation, and as there are no dead
centres, it may be started in any position. The engine

is readily reversed and is controlled by a small lever

on one end of the drum housing. When this lever is

pulled forward the load is raised and when it is thrown
backward the load is lowei-ed. The reverse may be

used as an auxiliary to the regular brake if desired.

When the throttle lever is released, it is returned auto-

matically to central position, cutting off the air and

stopping the hoist. This control is very sen.sitive and

the hoisting speed may be varied at will.

Power is transmitted to the drum by means of a
clutch and gears which are controlled by"a clutch lever
located on the end of the drum housing opposite the
throttle. Cords may be attached to the control levers,
if desired, and the hoist operated from a distance. The
gears are cut from steel and run in an oil bath which
also lubricates the various bearings. The engine is
lubricated by oil from a reservoir in the cylinder cast-
ing, and the drum bearings are supplied from a large
oil cavity in the centre of the drum which only re-
quires an occasional filling.

The brake, which is of the band type lined with
"Raybestos," is actuated by a long lever attached to
the base of the hoist and operates through the medium
of a double screw on which are cut right and left hand
threads. With this arrangement the brake will stay
in any position in which it is put, either on or off, with-
out the use of ratchets or toggles. The brake is adjust-
able for wear and the brake lever may be placed in the
position most convenient for use in cramped or close
quarters, for use in which this hoist is particularly
.suitable owing to absence of exposed moving parts oV
projections which might injure the operator. As the
drum is mounted independently of the engine shaft,
wear and friction from the brake band load are
eliminated.

A useful feature in these hoists is the clutch me-
chanism as it enables one man to operate successfully
the hoist for haulage w^ork, as he can leave the hoist
and carry the rope to the desired point, whereas in
hoists not equipped with this clutch, it is necessary to
pay the rope out under powei-, necessitating the serv-
ices of two men, one to run the hoist, and the other
to carrj^ the rope.

These hoists are obtainable in two styles, for wire or
manilla rope, known as the 1-H and 11-H Little Tug-
ger and are supplied for operation on either steam or
air. Larger valve clearances are allowed and a lubri-
cator and drain cocks are supplied when it is desired
to operate the hoist on steam. Machines intended for
operation by steam are designated as 1-HS and 11-HS.
Both styles develop 2i/^ horse power and the drum

capacity is 700 feet of V^ inch or 4.50 feet of 5/16
inch wire rope in the 1-H or 1-HS machine and 300 feet
of % inch manila rope in the 11-H or 11-HS size.

The 1-H and 1-HS Little Tugger have a lifting capaci-
ty of 1000 pounds, and the 11-H and 11-HS style 600
pounds at 85 feet per minute, or smaller loads at higher
speeds, on a steam or air pressure of 80 pounds. The
1-H and 1-HS hoists will haul any load where the pull
on the rope does not exceed 14,290 poimds on a 5
per cent grade and the 11-H and 11-HS hoists 40 per
cent less. The air consumption of the 1-H and 11-H
hoists averages about 165 cubic feet of free air per
minute when they are lifting their maximum loads at
85 feet per minute.

Conclusion.

There ai-e only 600 working minutes in each 10 hour
day and if a machine and man are forced to stand
idle for 6 minutes 20 times a day their efficiency is

redticed hy 20 per cent and not only is ton high a
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price paid for non-prodiietive labor, but prcviuction is

reduced throu<rh the enforced idleness of the machine.

By the proper selection and location of air hoists this

loss can be reduced or done away with.

Figuring on a basis of cost of installation, main-

tenance, and power consumption, air hoists cost less

per year and will stand up to their original capacity

and last as long, or longer, than any other type of

power hoist at present available.

INDUSTRIAL UNREST IN JAPAN
Informatiim iveeivetl ifroiii rclialilc soinves indi-

cates that Japan is by no means escaping its share

of the industrial unrest so widespread in Europe,

America and Australia, according to the Labor

Gazette.

Prior to the outbreak of the war there was, gen-

erally speaking, no labor problem in Japan, though

industrial conditions were marked by long hours and

low wages. There were no trades unions or similar

organizations. The situation has, however, undergone

a radical change. There are now, it is reported, un-

mistakable signs of the development of a labor move-

ment in Japan on organized lines. During the latter

half of July and the early part of August, 1919, an

unprecedented series of strikes took place in various

parts of the country, particularly in Tokio and its

neighborhood. Considerable unrest has been occa-

sioned by the great advance in the cost of living gen-

erally, and particularly in such important staples as

rice and sugar. This advance was believed by the

people to be largely due to profiteering on the parr

of certain large dealers. A contributory cause was

the resentment widely felt among the working classes

at the enor^pous profits received by certain other

classes of society during the war period of unprece-

dented prosperity, and at the extravagant style of liv-

ing adopted by "them, in sharp contrast to the suffer-

ing of the workers themselves, whose wage increases

were entirely absorbed by the enhanced cost of living.

Reports show that the claims of the strikers in

nearly all eases were for increases in wages of from

30 to' 50 per cent, though in some instances as much

as 100 per cent was demanded. Other questions, such

as shorter hours, improved working conditions, a

share in profits, etc., are being urged in a lesser de-

gree. In practically all cases a speedy settlement was

ot^taJned through partial cwupliance with 'the de-

mands of the strikers, and many threatening move-

ments have been anticipated by vohiutary concessions

on the part of the employers. The employes of the

Tokio municipal electric railway were granted an in-

crease of 60 per cent, but otherwise the rates of in-

crease granted do not appear to have exceeded 3.5 per

cent, while in most cases the concessions amounted to

from 10 to 20 per cent.

The printing industry was perhaps the one most

widely affected by the general unrest. In Tokio a

strike of some 1,500 newspaper employes took place

to enforce demands for a 30 per cent increase of

wages, for a twelve-hour day with overtime to be

paid at double rates, for a holiday on Sunday with

wages, and for an improvement in working conditions

generally. It is noteworthy that the claim for a

shorter "dav was limited to a maximum of twelve

hours, tending to show the excessive hours normally

prevailing. A settlement was reached after the strike

had lasted one week, many of the demands of the

strikers being conceded. With respect to overtime a

compromise was reached, it being granted that over-

time exceeding four hours in the case of male workers
and two hours in the case of females and minors
should be paid at the rate of time and one-half, and
that bonuses should be granted for regular attend-
ance. It is not stated whether the Sunday holiday,

with or without wages, was granted.
Viewing industrial conditions in Japan in their rela-

tion to those in British countries, it is intimated that

"the ratio of Japanese and Britisli labor efficiency

is at the best not higher than 2 to 3, so that if the

general demands for an eight-hour da.v and an in-

crease in wages be conceded, as will perhaps happen,
the danger of Japanese competition in the world's
markets should be appreciably lessened."

It is reported that there has been formed in Japan
an "official" organization under the name of "Kyo-
chokwai"—Society for Co-operative and Harmonious
Working—for the pui'pose of adjusting difficulties

between capital and labor. The avowed object of this

society is the settlement of labor disputes ih an ami-

cable and peaceful manner, but it is alleged that its

real purpose is to protect the existing form of govern-

ment and to suppress the growing spirit of Bolshevism

within the country.

PROTECTIVE TELEPHONES IN N. B.

The construction o fthe forest protection telephone

line by the N. B. Forest Service is proceeding very

satisfactorily. About 22 miles have been built, leav-

ing 18 more to construct in order to reach the Bald
i\It. Lookout Station. It is expected that the work
will be completed about December loth. Since the

arrival of snow the transportation of wire and provi-

sions has been rendered much easier. The construc-

tion party consists of 7 men and necessary teams Mr.

H. C. Kinghorn is in charge. The lin^ is being built

in the most modern method of tree construction. Tie

wires are stretched across the road between opposite

trees; the main telephone wire is attached to the tie

wires by split insulators in such a position that it re-

mains suspended over the centre of the portage and
about 15 to 18 feet from the ground, very similar to

the method in which a trolley line wire is supported

in the middle of a street. The wire is thus kept free

from contact with the brush on each side of the port-

age road. Any overhanging branches are trimmed off

with a special tree trimmer which easily removes
branches up to 2 inches in diameter. The main line is

kept reasonabl.v tight by being snubbed to a tree by
a strain insulator once every half mile. Sufficient

slack is left in the wire to allow several trees to fall

across it and bring the main line to the ground with-

out breaking it or its supports. When the fallen trees

are cut out the line springs up to its place. If the

main line is not broken messages may be sent over it

even if several trees are lying across the wire. Tele-

phones are being in.stalled at convenient points about

10 miles apart. Bald Mt. which will be the upper end

of the line, is apin-oximately 60 miles from Newcastle,

and when telephone connection is completed the line

will be of considerable local value as well as serving

the purposes of better forest fire protection. The party

working on this line are practically all returned men.
including the chief and two linemen. The.v expressed

their keen appreciation of the gift of h dozen pair-

of heavy woollen socks recently donated them by th»-

naughters of the Empire.

Opals are considered unlucky; many men have been

known to marry the girl to whom they presented one.
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The Training and Qualifications of Paper Mill Chemists
By E. Sutermeister, Westbrook, Me.

The Pulp and Paper Magazine frequently receives

inquiries as to the duties and qualifications of the
paper mill chemist. Our contemporaries evidently
have had similar questions, for we find the following
excellent information in Paper for Sept. 10, 1919.

It was not so very long ago that the paper mill which
employed a chemist was a rarity and the manager or

owner of that mill was regarded as a sort of addle-

pated philanthropist or even worse. At that time paper
was being made and sold at a profit by men who had
learned the art from their fathers and grandfathers,
so what was the use in taking up newfangled notions.

Gradually, however, conditions in the industry
changed, profits diminished and competition increased

;

customers became more fussy in their demands, and
papers which were formerly considered perfectly

satisfactory were now pronounced entirely worthless
for the printing of certain grades of work. The com-
plexity of the situation was still further increased by
the introduction of mechanical and chemical wood-
pulps and other fibrous raw materials, as well as by
improvements and innovations in the printing indus-

try, all of which demanded improved papers with cer-

tain properties emphasized to bring out particular

features in the final print. All of these factors exerted

their influence in the same direction and the result

has been that more and more mills have come to rely

upon chemical knowledge for the solution of many of

their difficulties and now it is the rule, rather than

the exception, that any progressive mill will have a

chemist, or a corps of chemists, or at least will retain

the services of a reputable consulting firm.

Points on Training and Qualifications.

The problems relating to the establishment of a

laboratory have been discussed by many writers and
from numerous points of view but comparatively little

is usually said about the problems which the chemist
will have to solve or about the training and qualifica-

tions which he should have. These points are fre-

quently brought up by students and young men who
are interested in the industry and expect to make this

phase of its technical side their life work and it is

always difficult to give them a satisfactory answer.

The following notes are the outcome of an attempt to

review intelligently some of the points which experi-

ence has proved to be important, and to give the

young chemist a slight idea of the scope of the work
which he will have to undertake.

A short time ago the writer was asked why a paper
mill needed a chemist ; the speaker could not see why
chemical knowledge was necessary in the making of

such a simple thing as a sheet of paper. This is the

attitude which has tended to delay progress in the in-

dustry and which it has been necessary to combat in

order that the chemist might be permitted to con-

tribute his .share toward its advancement. Very for-

tunately it is now generally recognized that a chemist

can be of some use in a paper or pulp mill and if he

is the right sort and is given proper support his serv-

ices will be of great value.

Testing Supplies and Raw Materials.

In the comparatively simple matter of testing sup-

plies and raw materials there is a very broad field for

the wike-awake man. A brief review of some of the

materials used in pulp and papermaking will show the

scope of such work : for the sulphite mill there are
sulphur and lime or limestone and in some cases py-
rites; the soda mill uses lime, but in a difiierent way,
and also soda ash. Both mills use wood, and if mak-
ing bleached fiber they will use bleaching powder or
its equivalent. In the paper mill there are clay, rosin
size, alum, colors and occasionally other materials such
as sodium silicate, starch, glue, etc. If the plant also
makes coated paper there are included in the raw ma-
terial list casein, glue, starch, satin white, blanc fixe

and a good many odds and ends which may be used
from time to time for special purposes. The boiler
house and mechanical department add coal or fuel oil,

lubricating oils and greases, belting, metals and alloys
and innumerable other things. Now the testing of
many of these materials is not confined to a simple
analysis, in fact many are not analyzed at all, as such
a procedure would throw no light upon their relative
value, yet all must be tested in some way which will

tell the superintendent whether he is getting standard
materials to work with.

Changes in Raw Materials.
Going one step further in the manufacture we have

the raw materials undergoing changes of all sorts
which have to be watched to see that uniformity is

maintained. As an example, consider the case of sul-

phur which is burned to sulphur dioxide, which is in

turn absorbed in milk of lime, or by limestone and
water, to form the cooking acid for the sulphite pro-
cess. This entire process must be carefully watched
and constancy of results maintained for if variations
of too great magnitude occur a poor "cook" is likely

to be obtained which may cause the paper made there-
from to be down in color, or tender, or full of shives.

Similarly the lime and soda ash in the soda mill are
converted into caustic liquor whose strength must be
kept constant in order to insure good cooking results,

and at the same time the best possiole utilization

of both lime and soda must be a.ssured as well as
the lowest possible loss in the waste sludge.

Where Lack of Chsmical Training is a Handicap.
Neither of these lists is anywhere near coniplete,

nor could they be made so within the scope of this

paper, but they illustrate the type of work which
might perhaps be classed as routine tests and analyses.

The tests are however not so cut and dried that the}'

can always be safely entrusted to a man who has
been trained to do them parrot fashion. If this is

done the very points which are likely to lead to im-

provements, either in methods of testing or in manu-
facturing, are likely to be overlooked. In many mills

such tests are carried out by a boy or young man
selected from the mill workers because of his appar-
ent ability, and if the selection proves to be a good
one verj' good results will follow. If he is as wide
awake as he should be, however, there will often be

times when his results will appear to him to be ab-

normal and then his lack of chemical training will be

a great handicap to him, and to the mill, unless he

has a well trained chemist to appeal to for explana-

tions.

The Field of Work.
In addition to such routine, or semi-routine, tests

there is another very large class which is more or less

of a research nature. Such work cannot pos.sibly be
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initiated by a routine man, nor eau it be carried out
by him after it is planned, except in so far as parts
of it can be laid out in sufficient detail to enable him
to follow every step exactly. Even then it is apt to

be found that some step was not so fully explained
as it should be, the assumption being that the work-
er knew how it should be done, and that a part of

the work has to be repeated if all of the desired re-

sults are to be obtained. There is no limit to the

field covered by such work. It includes practically

all of the problems relating to the determination of

the efficiency of processes and the improvements
which can be made and also the investigation of new
processes or suggested new materials to see whether
it is worth while to change. In most of this work
there are no beaten paths to follow and the chemist
is obliged to lay out his own plan of attack to cor-

respond to the problem in hand and the results de-

sired. This adds to the difficulty of the work but

also makes it intensely interesting. It puts the work-
er on his mettle, gives him a spirit of rivalry or com-
petition and rewards him with a satisfied feeling

when the obstacles have been overcome and the de-

sired result achieved.

Scope of the Problems.
This particular semi-research phase of the work is

the part which keeps it from being drudgery ; if one
never knows what he is going to be up against when
he goes to work in the morning he has got to be

alert and ready to tackle any kind of a problem.
A brief review of a few of the problems which have
come under the observation of the writer will give

a slight idea of the scope of such work. For lack of

space these can only be listed by title

:

Studies of the rosin sizing of papers.

Greases and graphite lubricants.

Experiments with acidproof irons for sulphite

work.
Tests of various fillers.

Studies on the effect of humidity on papers.

Investigation of frothing in beaters and coating

mixtures.

New fibrous raw materials for papermaking.
Methods of purifying brine.

Studies of causticizing operations.

Tests of multiple effect evaporators.

Tests of the durability of papers.

Packings to be used in a sulphite mill.

Studies of the rate of growth of spruce and
poplar trees.

Investigations relating to the testing and use

of casein.

Examination of defective electrical insulations.

Studies of pulp-washing problems.
Tests of efficiency of waterproof wrappers.

This gives but a slight idea of the variety of ques-

tions which will be put up to the chemist after he
has once established a reasonable reputation. It is

really astonishing how much he is expected to know,
and anyone is likely to ask him any sort of a ques-

tion from the best cure for warts up to how to make
sulphite fiber without sulphur.

A third class of work is that which may be re-

garded as of a strictly research nature. While the

dividing line between this and the last class is some-
what vague yet there is a difference which cannot
be overlooked. Such problems as the utilization of

waste soda and sulphite liquors, or the preparation

of useful materials from by-products can be regarded

only as research problems. Pulp and paper-making
offer comparatively few opportunities of this nature
and they are such that they cannot be undertaken
by any small mill with a moderate output.

The Qualities and Training Required.
So much for the work which a paper mill cliemist

is likely to have to perform;—the next question is

regarding the qualities and training which will en-

able him to do it successfully.

Considering the routine man who learns to do his

work by rule-of-thunib methods it may be said that

honesty, industry, and a reasonable amount of mani-
pulative ability are the prime requisites. A little

chemical knowledge will do no harm but it is not a
necessity, as anyone, with a little patience on the
part of the instructor, can be taught to make weigh-
ings, test acids and alkalis, read burettes, hydro-
meters, etc. The honesty of one doing this type of

work should be absolutely beyond question, for the
very nature of the work makes it impossible to check
the results without repeating the tests. Again in the

case of the collection of samples, which is often dele-

gated to the routine man, his reliability must be cer-

tain, for a dishonest man could more easily take one
large sample from one package than collect a com-
posite sample from say, forty individual packages.
Dishonesty along these lines is of course detected
sooner or later but in the meantime important de-

ductions are likely to be made on insecure founda-
tions.

The routine man must of necessity be industrious

for he usually has enough to keep him pretty busy.

Here again honesty enters, for a good part of his

work is often done where he is not directly under the

observation of his chief and he can, if so inclined,

spend more or less of his time loafing in various parts

of the mill. The factor of industry may be construed

as including that of speed and reliability. One can-

not be considered industrious who works very rapidly

but also so carelessly that he has to repeat much of

his work. There are many who mistake rapidity of

motion for efficient work and such should have no
place in the handling of routine tests. While speed

is quite desirable it should never be obtained at a

sacrifice of accuracy; it is safe to say that one test

well done is better than any number which cannot

be relied upon.
One of the best qualifications which a candidate

can have for the position under discussion is the

possession of so called "horse sense." Some will do

their work well and quickly but at the same time

greatly reduce its value by failure to see wherein the

tests are abnormal. One who goes to his chief and
calls his attention to .such results adds greatly to

the value of his work, because he enables rapid ad-

justments to be made when processes need correction.

This habit of watching his tests, noting how they

differ from the ordinary, and thinking what .such

differences mean is one of the most valuable assets

for a routine man and one possessing such ability

should be treasured accordingly.

For the second class of work, that including much
of a research nature, a very different type of man is

needed and his training mu.st be very thorough and
of as broad a nature as possible. Such training can

be obtained only in one of the best colleges or uni-

versities and usually by the expenditure of four years

of time. To employ any one for such work who has

had less training is to invite disappointment, but on
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the other hand simply giving the work to a college
man does not by any means insure its success, since
many graduates do not have the necessary qualifica-

tions.

It is an unfortunate fact that the average college
graduate is a pretty "green" specimen and that his
training is defective in many ways. If he has a
thorough foundation in analytical chemistry, in the
properties of the elements and their compounds, and
has alo a knowledge of where information is to be
found and the best means of digging it out that is

about all that can be expected and it will enable him
to build upon a fairly secure foundation.
As in the case of the routine man the chemist

should be absolutely honest and reliable. There are
many cases where the evidence can be i)resented in

two ways and there is great temptation to so present
it that it makes a good case for one's eiiii)loyer.

Usually, however, there are little indications which
make it appear more probable one way than another
and these should never be minimized or concealed be-

cause of any such desire. There are a good many
disputes regarding the quality of goods delivered, in

which the chemist will take part, and it does not pro-

mote good feeling or a sense of fairness to find that

he is always on one side regardless of the evidence.

He should regard it as his duty and privilege to

present the facts in every case, for it is only by facing

the truth that any substantial progress can be made.

Mistakes of the Young Graduate.
The question of tlisputes leads to a consideration of

the accuracj^ and care i-equired in commercial work.
Too often the young graduate starts with th;- idea

that "any old thing will do." This is one of the

greatest mistakes he could make and unless it is at

once corrected will lead him into endless troui)le, foi

it will cause, him to draw unjustified conclusions

which may be very expensive later on ; will result in

the rejection of perfectly good materials which will

later have to be accepted with apologies, and will

ultimately give his superiors a feeling of doubt re-

garding all his work. When this stage is reached his

usefulness will be at an end. It is perfectly true that

-part of the work need not be of the highest accurac.x

because the results do not demand it, but nnich which

is done must be of full.v as high a grade as that done

in any college laboratory. The chemist who habitual-

ly holds himself up to this grade of work is in a po-

sition to command the respectful attention of any-

one who is inclined to doubt the results of his work
and ninety-nine times out of a hundred he can win

his case. It also keeps him in such good training that

he is better able to handle the very accurate cases

which come up, and some oi' them involve work
which has proved puzzling to many a college pro-

fessor. On the whole too great accuracy is much
safer than too careless work and it can be attained

without the expenditure of very much extra time.

Knowledge of Apparatus and Equipment Neo?ssary.

Ingenuity is a quality which will make any chemist

much more valuable. Many times he will be called

upon to work out new methods of testing, or to con-

duct tests under abnormal conditions, and his ability

to get results under such conditions will not only give

him a feeling of satisfaction in his own accomplish-

ments but will eventually win him promotion. In-

genuity along such lines cannot be attained Avithout

a comprehensive knowledge of the apparatus and

equipment used in nthfv industries as well as a ver>-

Ultimate acquaintance with the processes of pulp and
papermaking. The chemist should therefore seize
every opportunity to become familiar with other in-
dustries, even though they may have no direct bear-
nig on his own, for bits of information picked up in
this way will be continually turning up at the right
moment to help in the solution of some difficult
problem.
Cultivate Observation Through Reading Detective

Stories.
Referring once more to the college training of the

average chemist there are one or two points in which
he is generally totally lacking. Possibly these can-
not be inculcated in his course through college but
it would probably be worth while to try. The most
important of these is the study of human nature, or
the mental and emotional characteristics of his fel-
low mortals. The average young man is generally
unable to see why different personalities require dif-
ferent treatments in order to make them respond but
if he could start his work with that principle firmly
fixed in his mind he would be saved much trouble.
Another suggestion for training along a totally dif-

ferent line would be the inclusion of a comprehensive
course of reading of detective stories, especially the
Sherlock Holmes stories by Conan Doyle. Such tales
lay particular emphasis upon careful observation and
scientific deduction of facts, and they cannot fail to

be of immense value to the chemist who has to dig
out the obscure reasons for quite obvious phenomena.
This suggestion may seem fanciful to some, but tie
writer knows that in his own case the information
gained from an early and comprehensive course of
Sherlock Holmes has proved of very great value in

after life.

The mental attitude of the chemist toward his work
has an important bearing on his failure or success.

As in all other lines of endeavor if he regards his

work merely as his "meal ticket" it will prove to be
that and nothing else. If, however, he develops a pride
in his "job" and endeavors to turn out high class

work largely for the satisfaction of knowing that he
has done well, then he is almost certain to be a suc-

cess. Even if this procedure does not win him pro-
motion fast enough in the situation he occupies he
will find it of great value in enabling him to obtain

a better position.

Truth is the Talisman.
As already noted the whole effort of the chemist

should be to bring out the truth and he should under-
take his work with an absolutely open and unbiased
mind. In starting any investigation he may have
some idea of how it is going to turn out and what he
is going to prove but if he gets tliis so firmlj' fixed

in his mind that he cannot accept results contrary to

his expectations his work will be of little value. The
paper industry in particular seems to be one in which
it is extremely difficult to obtain concordant results

and for this reason the unprejudiced mind, with its

ability to weigh and carefully classify evidence is the

one most likely to be successful in this work.
Another requisite for the success of the chemist

is the ability to co-operate with all kinds of people.

The stand often taken by the mill operatives is that

they have made paper a good many years without a

chemist and that they do not need his help now.
Opposed to this is the opinion of the young chemist
that the unscientific, i-ule-of-thumb methods used in

the mill are obsolete and that if he is oulv given suf-
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ficient authority he will promptly revolutionize th«

industry. There is more or less truth in both of

these viows and if the chemist does not possess good

sense and much tact there is likely to he a long and

disagreeable period of adjustment before his work
will begin to have much effect on mill operations. It

is here that the study of human nature comes to the

front most strongly and if the chemist is at all

capable in this line he will gradually win over those

who were at tirst opposed to him or at least doubtful

of his ability to help them. Until this is accomplished

he will be of value only in strictly laboratory work,

for the co-operation of the mill hands is absolutely

essential in any tests made on a manufacturing scale

and if they do not approve of the chemist they are

very apt to do something to his test which makes his

results valueless. Even if they do not show active

opposition they are pretty sure to withhold informa-

tion which might make his test more of a succe.ss

and many a one of them goes off to start a good laugh

among his fellow workers by telling about the "fool

mistakes" the inexperienced chemist made. The only

means of preventing such a situation from develop-

ing is to instil into the chemists mind the simple idea

that until he has gained considerable experience in

manufacturing lines his best policy is to keep his

eyes and ears open and his mouth shut unless he

opens it to ask questions. Unfortunately very few

young graduates have the self-restraint necessary to

cariw out this course so that in most cases a period

of friction is pretty sure to intervene before the

chemist becomes a really useful member of the or-

ganization.

From a consideration of the desirable character-

istics which the chemist should possess it would seem

that he must be a sort of super man" and that it

would be impossible to find one who would fill the

specifications. As a matter of fact, very few have

all the desired qualifications and it is usually a ques-

tion of selecting the most likely candidate and by

patient work helping him to develop along those lines

in which he is most conspicuoush- weak. Given such

a policy and a willing and intelligent candidate and

the result will be a chemist who will be of great

value to the paper manufacturer.

OVERCOME BY FUMES AT PAPER FIRE

London, Dec. 4.—Twenty-five firemen were over-

come by fumes in a big paper warehouse fire in South

London today. Thev were dragged unconscious from

the buildine by their comrades. Six men were sent

to a hospital in a serious condition.

GREAT LAKES PAPER CO. WILL PAY $1,000 TAX
The Townshir) of Shuniah, a suburb of Port Arthur.

Ont.. will be the actual location of the new mill of

the Great Lakes Paper Co. The township will re-

ceive an annual property tax of .$1,000 for 20 years.

This does not include school or local improvement

taxes.

The company will start with two machines, making
33.000 tons of newsprint per year and later add two

more. When these are in operation the total will be

brought up to six. About 5.50 men will be employed

in the mill at the start.

WILL IT HAVE AN EGG-SHELL FINISH?
The Odell Poultry Supply Corporation of Decatur,

Illinois, is a new comer in the industry that has just

Egg Cartons, and a new tvpe of packing board. The
authorized Capital is .tTOO.OOO.OO.

The Corporation controls several Patents on improv-

ed types of Eggs Containers, Parcel Post Packages,
Egg Cartoons, and a new type of packing l)oard. The
company jiroposes to manufacture tliese patented

articles and also expects to do a jobbing business and
will manufacture corrugated lioxes. The company
also proposes to operate a box board mill with a

capacity large enough to supply it with all the board
it will require at the beginning of operations.

The management states that there are many details

of organization yet to be arranged and announcement
will not be made until later of its ])ernianent officers

and directors. It is understood that a number of

business men well known in the trade will be on the

Board of Directors and manage the company's affairs.

The management states that the new egg containers

it will manufacture will eliminate practically all of

the loss in egg handling brought about through break-

age, leaky eggs, etc. The location of board mill and
factory has not been announced.

Jlr. W. T. Seibels. ex-business manager of the Na-
tional Poultry, Butter and Egg Association, is a

director and First Vice-President of the new corpora-

tion.

As Uncle Eben says, "It's better to agree with a

man as much as you kin. It makes })im feel good
natured and you don't have to listen to so much talk."

HARVEST^TIME. By Jdrvis.

li i^ estimated that one of the Peruvian rain trees

will oh the average yield from nine to ten gallons of

water each- day. Courtesy of "The Mill" (Eastern Mfg. Co.)
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
(From our London correspondent.)

Building operations having ceased during the years
of the war it looks now as if the papermakers and
makers of boards will have to solve some problems
to supplement the ideas and inventions of pioneers

eii^'aged in dealing with the shortage of houses and
dwellings. In England today there is talk of paper
houses at £260 each. The Premier of England has
plans these houses already before him and I find

that the buildings have ordinary foundations with
walls constructed of double sheets of papier-mache,
which are stayed by tubes of papier-mache disposed
at suitable intervals apart and set transversel.y be-

tween the panels of papier-mache sheets. The frame
work is iron carrying the roof and slates, and it is

fully anticipated the houses will meet the requirements
of the ilinistry of Health. If this new venture is

not condemned, the inventions will undoubtedly open
up new inroads into the paper and board industry
and will once again set the mill ebemi.sts and engin-
eers busy to meet the new elements. Mr. F. Shapley,
of Bristol, is already at work on the new idea in

England.

Paper Dealers' Dinner.

The paper dealers, stationers, and kraft men, held

their first little dinner, since war broke out, the other
night and Mr. W. J. Whyte, of Messrs. Edward Lloyd,
Ltd., presided. The President gave the dinner the

finishing touch when he observed that round the

tables they found men of every class of paper rub-

bing their shoulders together. Mr. Whyte is retiring

from the Presidency and at the end of the year he
retires from Messrs. Kdward Lloyd, Ltd

In Bankruptcy.

The ravages of war on industries were echoed in

a small hearing that came up before the London Bank-
ruptcy Court this week when a promoter of companies,
Mr. Alfred Harvey, Regent Street, S. W., stated that

bis insolvency was attributable to the liquidation of

Flax, Ltd., registered in Canada, and Oil Processes,

Ltd. In the former he had 4,636 $100 shares and ow-
ing to the outbreak of war his income derived from
these sources was cut off. The debtor's liabilities

amounted to £34,281.

To Be Married.

Next week the second daughter of Mr. F. E. Becker,

head of the firm of Messrs. Becker & Co., Ltd.. the

importers of Canadian wood pulps, will be married
in London to Major Matthew Haj', a son of Professor

Hay, of Aberdeen University. Much interest is being

taken in the social event among pulp and paper. The
bride is at present living at the Donside Mill, near
Aberdeen.

Pulp Prices Soaring.

The market here is hardening. Sulphite, sulphate

and soda pulps are changing hands on higher levels

and sellers of sulphite have disposed of a large por-

tion of next year's production. Moist groundwood
is also being quoted at higher prices. News sulphite

is up to £27 a ton, easy bleaching £32 and bleached to

£38.10. Moist groundwood is £8.55. Transport is one

of the difficulties still to be contended with and if

this element is not closely watched a mill will find

itself in difficulties. Papermakers are making efforts

to keep pulp prices down among all grades, but sell-

ers are very firm as they have many troubles such as
the high shipping rates, scarcity of tonnage and the
ever increased cost of production. During the past 10
months Finland has send some fair supplies to relieve
the market.

Paper Outlook.
The paper mills of the United Kingdom are enjoy-

ing a busy time and competition is now being felt.
This is to be seen in prices, the North differing from
the South. Newsprint remains unchanged. There
is a big demand for kraft paper and prices are high.
As the economic position in this country is being
brought more into line with that of pre-war days;
there is a stronger demand for more paper and the
outlook is very good for mills and dealers. Indeed,
some dealers have already booked up orders to the
end of 1920 for kraft and fine grade papers. Of news-
print there are ample supplies owing to recent large
shipments. Photographic paper is much in demand
and new plant is, in one instance, being laid down to
cope with the market. Newsprint is se^lling at 6 to 8
cents per lb. according to the source of supply.

Americans Look Round,
It is surprising the number of American inquiries

that are reaching England for various grades of
papers. They are also after waste papers and other
raw materials. In some cases Americans are making
tours, here in order to survey the markets and see for
themselves how matters stand. Vast quantities of
China Clay are also going to the States. During the
past month the exports of fine printing and writing
papers to the States have considerably increased, par-
ticularly in the ease of printings.

BRITISH PAPER TRADE FIGURES
Throughout the newspapers here announcements

are made that Messrs. Price Brothers are starting up
a new mill. Some of the papers comment verv lu-
cidly on the new scheme and among them I will quote
the "Westminster Gazette," which savs: "It is an-
nounced that a firm in Canada has decided to put
down mills capable of manufacturing about 3,000 tons
a week of newsprint. The message will be welcomed
everywhere, for anything that promises to give relief
to the present situation in regard to newsprint is a
"Godsend." If Canada can do anything to reduce the
prices the Colony will render a' public service. It
was characteristic of the present Government that
after the armistice it should have appointed a com-
mittee to consider what should be done to prevent the
British market being flooded by cheap paper. On
that committee the paper-making interests had a ma-
jority, and naturally it was found that time was re-
quired to enable the British Mills to accommodate
themselves to world conditions. The time was given,
and when the restrictions were removed prices were
raised, and the English mills were still unable to meet
the demand for British paper. Prices .show no symp-
toms of falling, and will not until we get new sources
of supply. As usual after such inquiries, the protec-
tion was given to people who required no help and
the real victims were put at the mercy of the inter:
ests." Here Canadians have an editorial comment
which is worthy of consideration, because it ema-
nates from the monied classes and from a source
which is usually in support of paper makers of the
United Kingdom.

.,
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British Imports of Newsprint
The Trade Boaril figures for Oetober show a consid-

erable increase in the imports of paper. During the

month newsprint was received to the extent of 10,669

tons as against TOr'i tons in Oct., 1918) the total for

ten months being TS,247-J.i tons, compared with 12,761

tons for the same period last year. Unreeled paper
arrived to the extent of 1,649 tons (as against 775 tons

in Oct., 1918) and for the ton months the figures arc:

9,716 tons 18 ewts., compared with 8,646 tons in 1918.

Wood pulp board shows a big increase in the arrivals

for October—5,879% tons being imported and for the

ten months 35,818 tons as against 12.436 for the cor-

responding period in 1918. Xewfoundland is at the

head of the list for newsprint.

Newsprint Sources

Taking all the imports, newsprint, paper-hangings,

packings and wrapping, mill and wood pulp board,

the imports and exports were as follows, together

with the figures for 10 mouths:
Oct. Jan.-Oct.

Imports (tons) 50,9841/2 273,581

Imports (for 1918) 7,236% 91,488%
Exports (tons) 4,354 34,149

Exports (for 1918) 2,311 24,760

The chief sources from which newsprint is received

are as follows, and the values for the 10 months:
cwts. £

Sweden 260,552 435,539

Xorway 211,008 364,994

U. 8. A 63,970 95,232

Xewfoundland 558,330 905,734

Other countries 471,096 665,006

During October last shipments arrived as follows:

—

Sweden, 34,959 cwts. ; Norway, 39,901 ewts. ; U. S. A.,

17,093 ewts.; Newfoundland, nil; other countries,

which include the supplies from Canada mostly, 121,-

346 ewts. Unreeled paper was received to the ex-

tent of 1,649 tons in October (as against 775 tons in

Oct., 1918) and for the ten months 9,712 tons, com-

pared with 8,6411/2 tons in 1918. The chief sources

of supply were Sweden, Xorway, Belgium and U.S.A.

During 1918 Canada sent 7,069 tons of wood pulp and

mill boards, compared with 8,490 tons in 1914.

Exports to Canada

The exports of the British mills to Canada during
October and for the 10 months were as follows;

—

Oct. Jan.-Oct.

Writing paper 49 cwts. 163 ewts.

Printing paper 148 cwts. 348 cwts.

Other papers 81 cwvs. 1,020 cwts.

There is a material increase in the exports of paper
from here to the Dominion. France, India, Australia

are among the best markets for the mills of the United
Kingdom. During the past 10 months the value of

the exported paper to Canada reached £11,163. Of
pasteboard, millboard and cardboard, made in mills

here, Canada last year only received 27 tons as against

134 tons 11 cwts. in 1914.

Pulp Imports

Shipments of pulps to the British buyers have con-

siderably increased, the arrivals being as follows, in

tons :—
Oct. Jan.-Oct.

Chemical Pulps 42,911 305,197

Ground Wood 55,077 453,771

The value of the chemical pulps for the ten months
is recorded at £7,838.902 (as against £7,332,993 in

1918) and for the ground wood £4,274,853 (compared
with £3,055,320 in 1918).

Ground wood was received from the following coun-
tries during the past 10 months:

—

Oct. Jan.-Oct.
Sweden 7,757 76,876
Norway 17,587 246,790
Canada 81,814
Other countries 16,600

It will be .seen from these figures that in ground
wood supplies Canada is occupying a prominent posi-

tion and Norway is today her greatest competitor.
Sulphite is arriving from Russia, Sweden, Norway,
Canada and other countries.

Notelets
(inniiul wood is active at recent quotations.
A French decree has been issued here stating that

the prohibition of the import of paper and newsprint
is rescinded as from November 18.

The announcement that newsprint is scarce in Amer-
ica was received with some diffidence here. One has
only to look at the imports of jiaper here from Amer-
ica each month.

Col. W. W. Murland, D.S.O., has left for Canada.
He contends that we are not producing enough paper.

Bninner Mond & Co. are paj'ing a dividend at the

rate of 10 per cent per annum. They are starting a

new works for their ammonia soda process.

In October 19,234 tons of China clay was exported
to U.S.A., Canada and other places, compared with

18,818 tons for the same period in 1918.

The Wall Paper Manufacturers, Ltd., have made a

profit of £336,614. They recommend 8 per cent divi-

dud on the ordinary shares with 2 per cent interim

already announced, making 10 per cent for the year.

Messrs. Pirie's Photographic Paper Co., Bucksbum,
Aberdeenshire, are erecting a new mill.

Social evenings among mill hands are now being

encouraged and jiromoted amongst the British mills.

It used to be annual dinners and dances.

The British paper mills are now free from labor

troubles. Everybody is busy and the three-shift sys-

tem is giving more employment.

BRITISH EMPIRE TIMBER EXHIBITION NEXT
YEAR.

The Senior British Trade (_;omniissioiier in (janada

and X'ewfoundland is informed by the Imperial De-

partment of Overseas Trade in London that the de-

partment is orgajiizing an exhibition of timbers grown
within the British Empire, to take place in London
from 5th to 17th. July, 1920.

It is proposed that the exhibition should include:

—

(a)—^Specimens of timber (polished and unpolished).

fh)—Timbers used as flooring, panelling, etc.. furni-

ture, ply wood and woodenware generally.

(c)—Wood pulp.

The principal object of the exhibition is to bring

prominently before the users of timbers the full range
of those grown in the British Empire and to demon-
strate the chief uses to which these may be ]iut.

Safety, like table manners should be taught early.

—Safety begins at home.

Trees are being systematically planted along the
great wall of China. Good for China

!
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Why Is A Beater?
We have here a second reply to letter of inquiry en-

titled "Why is a beater?" Are there any more re-

plies? Some questions are still unanswered.
The Editor,

"Pulp & Paper Magazine of Canada,"
Dear Sir,

I have just read with much pleasure—in .vour issue

<;f (3ctober 9th—the "Fool Questions" which to my
mind contain a good deal of wisdom.
The history of the beater is old and long ; the beater,

itself, is one of the few appliances which has sui-vived

almost in its ancient shape.

In many Canadian and U. S. A. Mills, beaters are

now merely Cinderellas, and just barely tolerated as

a more or less u.seless go-between, between the Jordan
engine on the one side, and the mixing chest on the

other.

In other mills the process which goes on in the beat-

ing engine is looked upon as something occult, which
must not be disturbed if the quality of the paper is

to be maintained.

Considerations such as these are likely to be re-

spon.sible for the flat bottomed, rectangular packing-

case shaped, beater trough, and the survival of the an-

cient beater form.

This simple device docs away with the waste of
power, in deflecting the stuflf from its natural course
by a doctor, to force it at an unatural angle over the
backfall. It also permits making use of a head equal
to the entire diameter of the i-oll, to accelerate the
speed of circulation.

The results of this application of scientific principles
are astounding, and I am sure will almost seem in-

credible to man_y experienced paper makers.
I hope to find an opportunity soon of placing one of

these beaters in a Canadian mill, where the people who
come from Missouri can see its effects for themselves.

This new beater was worked, in my presence, with a
dry stuff consistency of 17 per cent, although 14 per
cent to 15 per cent dry stuff consistency is the aver-
age.

Your "Young friend" undoubtedly knows, that 4
per cent to 6 per cent dry stuff consistency is at pres-

ent usual in the average beater.

The speed of circulation in the new beater—meas-
ured by myself—with 15% dry stuff consistency
had been well over 55 ft. per minute, partl.v due to

the circular and dished form of the trough, and part-

ly to the large diameter of the roll and the efficient

utilization of the power.
It is a revelation to see the work of this beater, and

I might almost say that a positive leap of the stuff

takes place in it, as against the slow action of gravity

r-

The cutting of the fibres between the revolving

roll and the bedplate is, however, not the only object

of a beater, and if iiothing else except the cutting were
done, it would be difficult to make wet papers, or, in

fact, anything very different from hlottings, filter

ings, and the like.

The rubbing of the fibres^during the circulation

in the beater—against each other, and against the

beater walls, gives a very i^ronounced effect.

The remarks of your "Young fi-ieud" appeal to me
very much, perhaps because 1 am an old hand at the

game.
I send you, separately, 2 blocks with which you may

care to illustrate the remarks I propose to make, con-

cerning a new beating engine, in which onlj- the roll

and the bedplate of the old Hollander have been re-

tained, but which in all other respects is thoroughly

modernized on scientific principles, and 1 therefore

trust it will find favor even in the critical eyes of

your correspondent.

The trough of the new engine is circular, and

thoroughly dished in all its parts.

The beater roll of large dimensions carries the stuff

right over its apex, whence it falls steeply into the

trough channel.

in the old Hollander.

The length of the trough of the new engine is

materially shorter than that of the old one, while the

roll is larger. For instance, in an 1100 lbs. engine it

is 67 inches dia., so as to give a fall of 5 ft. 7 inches

over the short distance which the stuff has to pa.ss

through, from the apex of the beater roll until it reach-

es the bedplate again.

The natural result is a largely increased output of

well beaten stuff, in -a materially reduced time.

Your correspondent will also see that the mixing
action in this beater must be most energetic, because

the stuff is, on each of its journeys round the trough,

forced to pass from the outside to the inside' wall of

the trough.

If a canister of the slowest mixing earth colour is

carefully dumped into any single spot in the beater,

it will be found to colour the whole of the contents of

a 1100 lbs. engine, absolutely evenly and uniformly,

in less than five minutes.

The beating operation is one of considerable interest

and importance to the paper making industry, and
that is my excuse for venturing to take up so much of

your valuable space.

ROBERT J. MARX, London.
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BRITISH DARE CONSERVE PAPER
A clear warning to newspaper puhlisluTs on this

side of the Atlantie al)out the prodigral eonsumption
of paper was uttered by Mr. George F. Steele, presi-

dent of the t'anadian Export Paper Company, Lim-
ited, who has just returned from a visit to the Old
Country that was just as brief as it could be, since he
only spent two days on that side. "There is a world
shortagre of pajier; everywhre it is the same tale,"

he said. "'There is plenty of opportunity to sell pa-

per, but the difficulty is to meet the demand. Pub-
lishers on this side will have to face the situation

;

otherwise thei'e are froing to be some suspensions of

papers very soon if they don't take warning?."
As to the situation on the other side, Mr. Steele

frankly said that in the ei)mpass of so short a visit he
could scarcely be exiiected to have had time to take
much stock of things. He admitted that the English
newspapers which during the war had shrunk down
to two or three pages owing to the gi'eat dearth of

paper, had begun to grow again, and that he saw over
there a copy of The Times which was a forty-page

issue. "The English publisher seems to show some
good sense and sound judgment, because he does not

attempt to drive his automobile at sixty miles an

hour." which figure of speech was taken to mean that

the American publisher is using up all his material

without any regard for the future famine. Mr. Steel

told of a statement made to him by a "Winnipeg editor

who on returning from the other side had declared

that "it was a disgrace and a humiliation to find out

how much better the British publishers handled their

business than the publishers nn this side of the At-

lantic."

The Advertisers

The lexplanation oft'ered by ilr. Steele of this better

management on the other side was that the English

publishers were not afraid of the advertisers, but

faced the situation resolutely by not hesitating to put

up advertising to a rate of a dollar a line in order to

make up for reduced space. Apparently the adver-

tiser was not thereby driven away.
Regarding prices, Mr. Steele said the price in Lon-

don was about eight cents per pound, and in the first

half of next year the price to the United States con-

sumer would be four and a half cents the pound.

AUSTRALASIAN STEAMER LINES WOULD HELP
PAPER MILLS

For the purpose of inaugurating steamship service

to A\istralia and New Zealand from Vancouver under
the auspices of the Canadian Govern"eiit Merchant
Marine, and for studying the possibilities for estab-

lishing similar lines to South America and other parts

of the world, R. G. Vaughan, superintendent of the

Canadian Government Merchant Marine recently

visited Vancouver.
The line to Australia and Xew Zealand will be es-

tablished almost immediately, or just :'s soon as the
ships are available. Four ships will start on this

service with the intention of giving a monthly service.

Other sei'vices, such as that to South Africa, or to

the Orient, will be established as soon as there is rea-

sonable prospect of business offering both going and
coming. Mr. Vaughan said.

$9,1'71.]56 for imports and $4,419,827 for exports. In
1917 the imports and exports were valued at $17,602,-
087 and $8,120,108, respectively, and in 1918 at $14,-
166.307 and $4,948,038. In 1913 both imports and ex-
ports of raw materials were composed wholly of cot-
ton and woollen rags. Imports of semi-manufactured
products as well as exports were eomi)o.sed of pulps
and cellulose. Of the inanufaclured goods nearly
$500,000 was cigarette paper sent principally to Aus-
tria-Hungary, Turkey and Eg>pt ; $950,000 "was writ-
ing paper, of which Central and South America took
more than half, Argentina and Brazil being the prin-
cipal customers; $100,000 was envelopes, nearly all

going to Argentina ; $100,000 was tinted paper of all

kinds, shipiied princii)ally to Brazil; $140,000 was
cheap wrapping paper, going mainly to Egypt and
IVlalta; and the remainder was printed matter and
small ((uantities of other pajjcr manufactures.
The market in Italy is much the same as in all other

countries as regards paper, which is scarce and high
priced, says Mr. C. T. F. Dumont, American Consul at

Florence, who goes on to suggest that in view of the
((uantities of thin, cheap writing paper used in all

Latin countries in Europe and of the quantities ex-

ported by them to Latin America, some American
firms may consider it worth while to undertake its

manufacture in the United States for the export trade.

Imports of cotton, woollen and mixed rags have
been included in this category, because they appear
in the Italian i)aper schedule. As an actual fact, it is

likel.v that little of them enter into the manufacture
of paper in Italy. The country prodiu'cs more than
enough fibres of vegetable origin for tiiis purpose,

and these imports really belong to the cotton and
woollen tables, as they are used principally in the

manufacture of shoddy for clothing and blankets.

In the period 1910-1913 imports of cellulose aver-

aged 83,500 tons a .year, of which in 1913 Germany
furnished 38 per cent, Austria-Hungary 37 per cent,

and Norway 17 per cent. The small quantities of wet
pulp imported came from Austria-Hungary. In the

same period imports of dry pulp averaged 9,848 tons,

of which Austria furnished 67 per cent. Germany 18

per cent, and Norway 10 per cent.

AMERICANS TO TAKE OUT PULP-WOOD
The Nyando Pulp and Paper Company of Roches-

ter, N. Y., is about to commence operations at Windigo
and will shortly open up a large pulp-wood camp.
The wood will be taken out during the winter and
shipped to the mill in the spring. Mr. Thomas Bev-
eridge of St. Ignaee. ^Michigan, superintendent for the

company, is on the scene of operations.

The Nyando Pulp and Paper Company is the con-

cern which, a couple of years ago, purchased practi-

cally all the timber holdings of Messrs. Hogan Broth-
ers, Fort William, on the Lac de ]Mille Lac, said to be

one of the finest tracts of spruce in Ontario.

POSITION OF PAPER IN ITALY
The customs valuation of Italy's triad e in materials

for paper manufacture, paper and books in 1913 was

SQUARING UP YOUR DEBTS
When vfiu began work you borrowed something.

You borrowed the experience of men who had been
at work before you. From the older men you se-

cured the information which has enabled you to carry
on your work.

It is up to you to pass on this help to the young
men—the new men—who are working with you.
Show them how to work safelv.
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UMTED STATES NOTL^
A resolution proposing iuvestigatiou of 'every

matter touching the high cost of print paper to pub-
lishers," was introduced in Congress last week by
Representative Ricketts of Ohio. Specifically the pos-
sibility of a monopoly in the print paper industry-
would be probed, and the "reason for the apparent
discrimination"' between the metropolitan and small
city dailies in the distribution of paper.
Emil J. Hansen, who has been connected with the

Northern Paper Mills of Wisconsin for the past eight
.vears, has resigned his position as sales manager -with
the Northern Paper Company to- take up work in the
near future in a similar capacity for the Fort Howard
Paper Company. The latter concern, which was or-

ganized early in the year, has its paper plant at Green
Baj% Wis., nearly completed, and will begin actual
operations within a short time. Its main product will

be paper towels, tissue paper and allied lines.

The Medical and Hospital Supply Branch, Surplus
Propei-ty Division, of the War Department at Wash-
ington, D.C., has advertised the sale by informal bid
at six cities of large quantities of cellu-cotton for
paper manufacture which have been declared surplus.

The raw material thus offered for sale is described as

being of the highest quality of wood cellulose—an
absorbent product made from wood, suitable for use
as a bleached sulphite pulp. Approximately 270,000

lbs. of this cellu-cotton is stored at the present time
in various quantities at Atlanta. Philadelphia. Chi-

cago, St. Louis, San Antonio and at San Francisco:

The forest patrol service in San Diego County, Cal-

ifornia, which is usually withdrawn in Xevember,
when more or less precipitation occurs, continues to

be retained this year mainly because the danger from
forest fires, due to a long continued drought, is con-

sidered just as great now as in August. At present

the cool nights with necessity of fires, increase the

danger of conflagrations, and until the long-waited

rain falls, the patrolmen and rangers will have to con-

tinue maintaining guard in the forests at all hours.

The Star Box and Paper Company of Chattanooga,
Tenn., has purchased machinery and let out contracts

for the construction of a $100,000 paper box plant at

Nashville. Tenn. The plant is expected to be in oper-

ation by April 1, 1920. The company, which will en-

gage in the manufacture of corrugated shipping

paper and is planning an output of from one and a

half to carloads of manufactui'ed goods per day, is

arranging to supply six or seven of the Southern

States. The officers of the company are : John Steg-

meier. president, and John (f. Kain. secretary.

R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the News Print Servie?

Bureau, New York City, basing his opinion on figures

recently submitted to him in a report from the Cana-

dian Export Paper Company. Ltd.. of Montreal, has

issued a statement in which he declares that the scar-

city of newsprint paper in the ITnited States cannot

be attributed to largely increased shipments by Cana-

dian concerns. Canadian exports during the first

eight months of 1919, ended August 30, are shown
by the figures sent to Mr. Kellogg to have been 42,-

704 tons in 191S and 47.860 ton-; in the same months

of 1919. The United States, according to Mr. Kel-
logg 's own figures, is credited with shipping 69,586
tons of newsprint overseas in 1918 and 88,933 tons in

1919. Canadian shipments, according to the Montreal
authority, have increased 12.7 per cent, while those
from the United States have gone up 27.6 per cent.

"These figures from official reports," said Mr. Kel-
logg, "show that for the eight months ended August
30 overseas shipments on newsprint in Canada -were

possibly 5,000 tons heavier in 1919 than in 1918, and
that the exports of newsprint from the United States
were approximatel.v 19,000 tons greater this year
than last. However, the total quantity of newsprint
exported from both countries is a very small propor-

tion of the domestic consumption."
In an endeavor to bring down the soaring prices

of milk to consumers in New York City, an independ-
ent delivery company, it was announced last week
by the Metropolitan Health Commissioner, is about
to begin distributing fluid milk in paper containers.

As a start about 6,000 quarts are to be placed on the

market at a reduction of four cents from the present

price charged for milk delivered in glass bottles.

The paper containers, according to the Health De-

partment report, have been subjected to every possi-

ble test with the result that they have proved to be

the equal of bottles in every vital respect.

Mr. Janies A. Connors of the James W Sewall office,

Old Town. ]\[aine, timber cniisers and foresters, has

returned from northern New Hampshire and Vermont,
where he has been cruising large areas of timber-

lands. Mr. Connors reports considerable optimistic

feeling as to the future forest values throughout that

part of the country. Mr. W. P. Billings of the same
office, is engaged in estimating on some 70.000 acres

of land in northern Elaine.

BARNES BUYS PEJEPSCOT MILL
Canadians, especially in Southern Quebec, will be

interested to know that Julius H. Barnes, Wheat Di-

rector of the United States, has with associates, pur-

chased the majority stock of the Pejepscot Paper Com-
pany and its subsidiaries.

The property includes the paper mills, timber lands

and a fleet of tugs and barges. The purchase price

is said to have been $750,000. The property owned
by the company consists of four lumber mills located

at Great Salmon River.Martin's Head, Cook.shire and
Sawyerville, Quebec; two pulp mills (mechanical) sit-

uated at Pejepscot Mills and Topsham Mills, Me., with

a daily capacity of 150 tons of groundwood ; a chem-

ical pulp mill at Lisbon Falls, Me., with a daily ca-

pacity of 40 tons of sulphide fibre and three newsprint

mills at Lisbon Falls, having a total daily output of

160 tons.

Callitypy is the name of the new method of prepar-

ing cop.v in typewriting for the magazines that have

eliminated the typesetting machine and are printing

direct from photogravure plates. The n^w process de-

serves a name that sounds less like a survival from thp

bad old davs of tongue-tied bibulosity.
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A-l, F-0. Pulp suitable for paper from the trunk

and leaves of the banana-tree. Vr. patent No. 493,-

305. R.C'.L. Blancliin. La Papeterie, 41, 400-1, (Oct.

10, 1919). The cookinj; is carried out in digesters

under the follo-wiug conditions: wood 1000 kg.; XaOH
(as a 3° Be solution) 70 kg.; cooking pressure 4 kg.

(about 53 lbs.) ; time of cooking 4 hours. The spent

liquor contains about 80% of the original NaOH and

is recovered. The yield varies from 35-40%, accord-

ing to the moisture content of the wood.—A.P.-C.

A-l. Pulp from pine n3edles. Fr. patent No. 493,-

551. R. Aries. La Papeterie. 41, 403, (Oct. 10, 1919).

The process presents no new feature, but is simpler

than the preparation of pulp from wood as there is

no barking, chipping, nor knot extraction. It is sim-

pler than treating straw as the latter must be crushed

to remove knots.—A.P.-C.

A-2, K-6. High grade papers from second-cut cot-

ton linters. . The Paper Maker. La Papeterie, 41,

411, (Oct. 10. 1919). Higli grade papers can be made

from second-cut cotton linters cheaper and more eco-

nomically than from wood. The supply of linters m
the U. S". would be about 600 tons a day. (See full

text. "Paper" June 18 and Pulp & Paper Mag. Aug.

21-28. 1919.)

A-3. Bagasse paper. From World's Paper Trade

Rev. La Papeterie, 41, 407-11, (Oct. 10, 1919.) The

problem of the manufacture of bagasse paper has

long been satisfactorily solved. The maiu difficulty

at the present time is that a sugar factory operates

only during a few months in a year, and bagasse will

not keep any length of time.—A.P.-C.

A-14, K-0. The diseases of paper. (La flore du

papier). F. H. La Papeterie, 41, 394-7, (Oct. 10,

1919). A short description of a few of the numerous

fungi which have been identified on paper.—A.P^-C.

B-2 Exp3riments in scientiiic cutting. W. R.

Brown. Can. For. J. April, 1919. page 169. Discusses

the results of experimental cutting under observation

by the Brown Corporation during the past 25 years.

Shows that observation of the diameter limit method

is liable to result in serious loss through windfall.

The hardwoods greatly retard the growth of the coni-

fers. Balsam fir tends to more plentiful reproduction

than spruce. Advocates clean cutting, leaving occa-

sional seed trees, and utilizing the hardwoods wher-

ever possible ; otherwise girdling. The present method

of cutting on Brown Corporation lauds is to follow

a nine-inch stump diameter rule for spruce and pme

and cut the fir and other softwoods clean, being very

careful to protect and save all the young trees and

sprout growth possible when getting out the mature

timber. Every tract proposed for operation should

have its specia'l study and> its operation determined by

a trained forester.—C.L.

B-2. Limit holders to experiment with slash dis-

posal Can. For. J. March, 1919, page 132. Sugges-

tions by A. L. Dawe, Woodlands Section, Canadian

Pulp & Paper Assn! with regard to experiments in

slash disposal.—C. L.

B-2. The miracle of Gascony's pine. Brig.-Gen.

J. B. White. Can. For. .1. Feby.. 1919. page 61. How

l)ine ])lanting converted an mit-at-elhows desert into

the richest French depailiiiciit.—C.L.

B-2. Where do the seeds come from? Can. P'or. J.

Fcby,, 1919, j.age 62. Reviews bulletin by J. V. Ilof-

man, U.S. Forest Service, on the natural reproduction

from seed stored in the forest floor. Shows as a re-

sult of investigations made in the West, that large

quantities of tree seeds are stored in the forest floor,

and give rise to a new crop after cutting or burning,

where the burn has not been too severe.—C.L.

B-2. The making of a spruce tree. Dr. C. D. Howe,
Can. For. J., Fehy. 1919, p. 59. The beginning of a

scries describing how a tree is made and tracing its

life hi.story from the very beginning through its in-

fancy, youth, maturity, old age and decay. For the

second and third of this series, see Can. For. J. for

March, p. 114, and April, p. 186.—C.L.

B-2. Replanting barren lands in Canada. Clyde

Leavitt, Can. For. .].. Dec. 1918.. p. 1992. Describes

the ])lanting program of the Lanrcntide Company and

the Riordnii I'ul]) and I'ajier Company.—C.L.

B-2. Women a success in planting work. G. P.

Gordon, Can. For. J., Dec. 1918, p. 1961. Women are

being used to a very considerable extent in forest

planting ojieratioiis in Great Britain.—C. L.

B-2. The high mortality of balsam fir. Dr. C. D.

Howe, Can. For. J., Nov. 1918. p. 1929. In the mixed

forests of the hardwood and softwood type in the

province of Quebec, a very large proportion of the

coniferous regeneration is balsam, while only a com-

paratively small percentage is spruce. The liability

of balsam to disease renders the problem of the repro-

duction of the forest one of great importance. In the

virgin forest it takes from 150 to 200 years to make

a spruce tree 12 inches in diameter at the present rate

of growth, in the mixed forests where there is a cover

of hardwoods. This situation greatly emphasizes the

necessity for finding some way to utilize the hard-

woods.—C.L.

B-3. The probable cost of a<eroplan»^ patrol. Can.

For. J., March 1919. p. 126.—C.L.

B-3. Guarding 21 million acres by co-operation.

Arthur H. Graham, Can. For, J., March. 1919. p. 130.

Describes the work of the Ottawa River Forest Pro-

tective Association during the season of 1918.—C.L.

B-3. A machine to locate forest fir3s. Can. For. J..

April. 1919. p. 149. Describes the Osborne Fire-

Finder. This instrument is now in use by the Do-

minion Forestry Branch at Kamloops. B.C.—C.L.

B-3. British Columbia reduces fire hazards. M. A.

Grainger, chief forester. Can. For. J., April, 1919, p.

152. New legislation renders obligatory the burning

of debris in commercial operations, under centain

conditions.—C.L.

B-3.—The aeroplane in B.C. forests. Can. I- or. J..

Dec. 1918, p. I960.—C.L.

B-3. Sur^'eying by camera from the air. Lt.-Col.

Cull, D.S.O.. R.A.F.. Can. For. J., Jany., 1919, p. 20.

Discussi^s tin' USPS (if nircraft in forest mapping.

—

C.L.

B-3. Combatting insect foes of the forest. Dr. -1.

M. Swaine. Can. For. J.. Jany. 1919.. p. 12.—C.L.
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B-3. Hydroplane for forest protection. Hv Sor
gius, Can. For. J., Dec. 1918, p. 1970. See also p 1976.

—C.L.

B-3. Forest protection in British Columbia. Clyde
Leavitt, Can. For. J., Nov. 1918, p. 1931. Advocates
a material extension of the fire patrol organization
with particular reference to areas of young forest

growth.—C.L.

B-3. A new forest insect enemy of the white birch.

Dr. J. M. Swaine, Entomological Branch, Can. For. J.,

Nov., 1918, p. 1928. Much damage is being caused to

white birch, parteularly in the province of Quebec
by the bronze birch borer. Yellow birch is not so

seriously affected.

B-3. Winter injury to trees, 1917-18. W. T. Ma-
coun. Dominion horticulturist. Can. Foi-. J., Nov., 1918,

p. 1917.

B-3. Erosion in the Appalachian and Piedmont
regions. R. 0. E. Davis, Amer. For., Sept., 1919, p.

1350.

B-3. Forsst losses on the Italian front. N. C.

Brown, U. S. Trade Commissioner, Amer. For., Sept.

1919, p. 1315.—C.L.
B-4. The tree-soldiers of France. Ma.ior Barring-

ton Moore, Can. For. J., Feby. 1919, p. 68. Discusses
the forestry- situation in France and the work of the

American Forestry Corps.—C.L.

B-4. Building up new trade means building up new
forests. Sir Geo. E. Foster, Can. For. J., Jany., 1919.

p. 6. "Canada must supervise and imjirove her meth-

ods of cutting and very possibly limit the yearly cut

in the interest of future generations. Canada must
protect her forests from fire by the Avise expenditure
of money in guarding and supervision. Canada must
fit herself diligentlv to the task of afforestation."

—C.L.
B-4. New use of birch for paper making. CUyde

Leavitt, Can. For. J.. Nov., 191S, p. 1922.—C.L.
B-4. The uses of wood Floors made of wood.

Hu. Maxwell, Amer. For.. Si)et., 1919, p. 1343.—C.L.
B-9. Photographing forests from the air. Lieut.

Lewis, RA.F., Can. For. J.. :\Iarch, 1919, p. 110.—C.L.
B-9. Lumberman and the tree supply. W. Gerard

Power, President Canadian Lumbermen's Association,

Can. For. J., March, 1919, p. 115. Advocates exten-

sive investigations to determine the amount and loca-

tion of existing forests, the amount of annual growth
and methods of increasing same, and a soil classifi-

cation to facilitate the direction of settlement to dis-

tricts offering the greatest prospect of success, non-

agricultural lands to be withheld from settlement for

forestry purposes.—C.L.

B-9. Does the West need forests? Robson Black,

Can. For. J., March, 1919, p. 118. Advocates the trans-

fer to the Dominion Forestry Branch of the control

over cutting regulations on Dominion licensed Crown
timber lands in the western procinves.—^C.L.

B-9. The day after tomorrow. Robson Black, Can.

For. J., Feby., 1919, p. 74. A plea for consti-uctive

public action in establishing wise methods of handling

forests.—C.L.

B-9.—Do forests increase rainfall? Dr. B. E. Fer-

now. Can. For. J., Dec. 1918, p. 1965. "The forest

condition, due to its lower temperature and greater

relative humidity is favorable to precipitation as

against the open field with its higher temperature and

drier air, which furnish less favorable conditions for

precipitation. Extensive forest areas are as a rule

favored by large rainfall, but it is an open question

w liether the forest is the cause or the result. We must
doubt, however, whether the small woodlot is a rain-

maker." See also Can. For. J., Feby., 1919, p. 54.

—C.L.
B-9. New ways in the woods. EUwood Wilson,

Can. For. J., Nov. 1918, p. 1934. Emphasizes the ne-

cessity for a careful study of forest conditions, with

a view to carrying out practices calculated to repro-

duce a forest of valuable species.—C.L.

B-9. The case of Nova Scotia's forests. Robson
Black, Can. For. ,J., Nov.. 1918. p. 1940. Advocates the

employment of a Provincial Forester in Nova Scotia,

to organize and develop the fire ranging staff, and to

carry on a campaign of education for the proper pro-

tection and management of the forests of the province.

—C.L.

B-9. The new birth of forestry. Prof. Filibert

Roth, Can. For. J., Nov., 1918, p. 1924. Discusses for-

estry developments in Europe and the need for greater

attention to the reproduction of the forest on this

continent. "The growing of timber is a national func-

tion."—C.L.

B-9. Where th,3 forest dollar goes. Robson Black,

Can. For. J., Dec., 1918, p. 1979. "Of every dollar

that comes out of a log four parts go for wages and

supplies and the other part pays taxes and interest

on the investment."—C.L.

D-5. Ground wood pulp from waste wood. Eng.

patent No. 117,086. J. C. vanWessen, Holland. Chimie

& Industrie, 2, 963, (Aug., 1919).—A.P.-C.

F-5. Process for obtaining chemical woodpulp.

Eng. patent No. 116,288. Aktiebolaget Cellulosa,

Sweden. Chimie & Industrie, 2, 963, (Aug., 1919.) It

is obtained by the action of NaOH liquors, free from

S, containing 60 g. NajO per 1, in presence of a catal-

yst, such as Ilg. The air in the wood is eliminated

either by soaking or by putting the boiler under a

vacuum.—A.P.-C.

K-23. Water- and acid-proof paper. D.R.P. No.

307,867. Ucddenlieimer Kupferwerck und Siid-

deutsehe Kabel Werke Akt. Ges. Chimie & Industrie,

2, 964, (Aug. 1919). An exidising agent, e.g., minium,

(red lead) is added to the stock, and the air-dry paper

made from it is treated with a drying oil.—A.P.-C.

K-24. Proper care of stocks of paper. Preceptor.

La Pai)eterie, 41, 403, (Oct. 10, 1919). Storehouses

for paper should be kept dry and at such a tempera-

ture that the moisture content of the paper will not

fall below about 7%. There should be but little light,

and the paper should be wrajjped up and completely

protected from sunlight.—A.P.-C.

L-4. Manufacture of hollow articles from cellulose.

D.R.P. No. 307,256. Chemische Fabrik von Heyden,
Akt. Ges. Chimie & Industrie, 2, 964, (Aug., 1919.)

Moulds lai'ger than the required objects are placed
in a cellulose solution; the cellulose is precipitated on

the mould ; this is removed and placed on a smaller

mould to dry.—A.P.-C.

R-2. Historical notes on the paper trade in France.
Part 2. H. F. La Papeterie, 41, 398-9. (Oct. 10,

1919.) A short historical sketch of the attempts made
to obtain raw materials other than cotton, and a short

description of the preparation of the rags for making
paper by hand. (Cont'd.)—A.P.-C.

R-5. Thr? Japanese paper market. From World's
Paper Trade Rev. La Papterie, 41, 422, (Oct. 10,

1919.) The article gives figures( for the Japanese
paper trade from 1913 to 1918.—A.P.-C.
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^Kai^F^^
The death took place in Bame on November 3Uth

of R. B. Weldon, brother of I. H. Weldou, President

of the Provincial Paper Mills Company, Toronto, and
of T. A. Weldon, Vice-President of the same company
at Thorold. Deceased was a resident of Toronto be-

fore moving to Barrie fifteen years ago. He was in

his 51st year and is survived by his widow and four

sons.

The Windsor Paper Company, Limited, has been

incorporated under the Ontario Companies' Act, for

the purpose of manufacturing and dealing in paper
made from any material. The incorporatoi's are Ar-

thur Cecil Cleverley, Thomas Charles Hawkins, Ken-
neth Douglas MacPherson, Mabel Hawkins Dwyer and
Bessie McLeod, all of Windsor.

A company known as the Colonial Printing Com-
pany, Limited, has been organized in Toronto and
has been granted a charter by the Ontario Govern-

ment to carry on J)usiness of printers, publishers,

metal and tin plate printers, etc. The incorporators

are Henrj' Welch, Samuel Snider, George Wilkins,

Thomas Hubert Wilson, Stanley Rowland Jefferess,

all of Toronto.

The Toronto office of the Georgetown Coated Paper

Mills has been moved from the Atwell Flemming
Building to rooms 3 and 4 Phoenix Building, comer
of Victoria and Adelaide Streets, where J. A. Wil-

loughby, president, and F. H. Gage, sales manager,

have their quarters.

D. H. Hudson of the Hudson Paper Company, Win-
nipeg, was a business visitor to Toronto this week.

Mr. Hudson is on a buying trip in the East.

Ossian Ray of the Canadian Export Paper Com-
pany, Montreal, was in Toronto this week callLug on

the trade.

Kenneth Lyons of Maurice O'Meara Company,
paper dealers. New York, spent some days in Toronto

this week.

A number of the paper mills in the St. Catharines-

Thorold district have adopted an auxiliary method of

conserving their coal suppl}'. With a view to stop-

ping the leakage of coal from the dumps they have

erected steel wire fences around the precious product

and a strip of barbed wire along the top renders it

difficult for anyone, not used to negotiating No Man's
Land in France, to go over the top and carry off the

black nuggets, while the fence is so arranged that it

is impossible to get through it. This means of pro-

tecting the coal has been found necessary by reason

of the quantities that were being purloined from the

piles.

A company has been established in Peterborough

for the manufacture of paper boxes, cardboard and
other paper products, which will commence operations

during the next month. A number of Peterborough

men have taken stock in the new enterprise. A build-

ing has been secured and machinery ordered. The
city was not asked for concessions or assistance of any

sort.

The sympathy of the paper trade will be extended
to George C. Wiuslow of the sales department of the

Canada Paper Company in the serious accident which
befell his father, Robert C. Winslow, aged 72 years,

who was struck by a street car on Wellington Street,

Toronto, receiving injuries from which it is thought
he cannot recover. Mr. Winslow was for many years
the accountant for D. D. Hawthorne & Co., having
been in the boot and shoe business for many years.

A. P. Costigane, secretary and engineer of the On-
tario Pulp and Paper Makers' Safety Association, has
already received orders for 10,000 of the All-Canada
Safety Calendars, designed to sju-ead the gospel of

Safety First throughout the Canadian paper mills,

p^ach sheet of the calendar contains a striking draw-
ing illustrating the wisdom of taking no chances by
the men while working in the mills or out of them.

Advices have been sent out by some of the paper
mills that they will in future charge an extra quarter
cent a pound for wrapping papers btuidled. The mills

point to the rising price of twine and all classes of

cordage, together with the higher wage scale, in justi-

fication for adding the extra quarter of a cent for

bundling.

James Fisher has resigned the position of manager
of the Toronto office of McCouuell & Fergusson and
will shortly organize a new agency to be known as

"The James Fisher Company. Associated with Mr.
Fisher as members of the new company will be Messrs.

W. H. Bowman, E. W. Reynolds and W. ;M. Chisholm,

all of whom have been connected with McConnell &
Fergusson and are well and favorably known in adver-

tisig circle. Mr. Fisher came to Toronto from Strat-

ford, where he was business manager of the Stratford

Herald for some years. Mr. Reynolds was for seven

years on the editorial staff of the Toronto Globe and
Mr. Bowman spent twelve years as copy writer and
advertising counsel with the firm he is now leaving.

Mr. Chisholm is a Nova Scotian but a graduate of the

Ontario Agricultural College. He has been in the ad-

vertising game for several years.

3Ir. Pierre Rollaud late of the Clarq & Turgis,

wholesale paper dealers, of Paris, France, has joined

the staff of the Buntin Reid Co., Toronto, as their

Eastern representative, and will visit the customers
in the territorj' of Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. Mr. Rolland has had many years experience
in the paper business, and comes thoroughly qualified

to take up his new duties.

The Ottawa Car Manufacturing Company, Limited,
are erecting a new brass foundry on Slater Street^

Ottawa, in close proximity to their main plant. Con-
struction work is well under way and when completed
this foundry will be one of the most up-to-date in

Canada. The main building of the foundiy is 50 ft.

by 112 ft. with extra buildings for coke storage, metal
storage and so forth. This extension was made neces-

sary on account of the rapid growth in this firm's

business, a considerable volume of which comes from
the pulp and paper industry. Mr. T. Ahearn is presi-
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dent, W. y. Soper vice-president, W. M. Arnold, gen- CANADA BOX BOARD PLANT FOR TnpnwT^neral manager, and W. H. Inglis, who has had many At the n, n i

l-l^AWT TOR TORONTO
years' experience with several of the largest foundries Pomnn,.,-

^'^.°"f\™eeting of the Canada Box Board
on the continent, is superintendent of their foundry. DeoemW \Zq '

. f
'"^ Toronto on the first day of

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Wa- nnerltinl ,
'

^^^'^^^^^oiT "Port for the year's
yagamack Pulp and Paper Company, held in Mont- ,J^^r^ fZ, T &''^'"'^ff

'^^'^ following directors
real, Norman J. Dawes was elected a director. He is p a r ^it

Honorable M. J. O'Brien, President,
a director of the Windsor Hotel Company in Mont- q j, nZf Jw 'f

"president, Honorable E. D. Smith,
real, and managing director of National Breweries, Walker

'> A. O Bnen, 0. A. Porritt, J. R.
Ltd. Th
The Hon. Beniah Bowman, Minister of Lands and ,„an7crpT^f'°f\r°*' It*"

^""'P^^iy remain under the
Forests in the new U.F.O.-Labor Government, accom- Porritt

" '
Gzowski and Mr. O. A.

panied by his wife, paid a short visit to Iroquois tv,q .-.^ i

Falls recently. , ^"^ company has under contemplation the erec-
^';!" ".* f I'P-to-date plant in Toronto, and the exec-iitive IS hard at work on the nlans

BRITISH COLUMBIA NOTES '^ ^-

The Ocean Palls plant of the Pacific Mills Ltd., is WHERE 977ii TfkiMo nn xm^T.^ .^
operating twenty-fo/ir hours a day, seven days a week. Tre Don

^^^^ ^^^ ^^=-
shutting down for repairs only when absolutely neces-

o,.;.,. „ h«
"°'^ ^^

""T PJ^f^^i^^S' 2,775 tons of news-
sary. The plant is being operated continuously in an The above es^'

^} „. ^.^°"* 800,000 tons a year,
endeavor to get the production up to the limit, par-

fj,g Canadian P?
is otficial, being vouched for by

ticularly in newsprint, which is being shipped to sev- nnep \^ ync/1
^^ a"« i^aper Association. This ton-

eral points in the States as well as supplying local ^ '
°'^'^' "P ""' *°"°^^--^ =

customers. Orders are way ahead of supplies and it Abitibi Power nnri p n Tons
looks as though these conditions would be sustained Belo-n Can«ri;.„ p i

P*^I Ti°'"P'^"'^ 240
for some time to come. ^R Booth

^ ^' ' ^^"" ^°"^P^^^>' • 200
The Canadian Mercantile Marine's new steamer, Bronmton piiin a ri p r<

^^^
'Canadian Importer," was launched from the Cough- Canada Paper Com .^^^ '"'''""' ^^
lin shipyard on Saturday, December 6th. It is re- Donnacona Paper

p^^""^' 35
ported that this .steamer will be outfitted and ready E. B. Eddy Coninanv ^^^
to sail January 15th. Besides other merchandise they Fort Frances Puln ai i V c ^^
will carry a certain amount of newsprint destined for Laurentide ConimnW • ^P^'" °'"P'"i.^' 150
Australia. This will be the first steamer sailing with News Pulp and PaiLr c" - ^^^
a cargo for New Zealand and Australian ports. It is Ontario Paper Comnanv

""^'^^"•^ SO

hoped to have four steamers handling freights be- Pacific Mills Limited ^^^
tween' Vancouver, New Zealand and Australia be- Powell River Company Liniite 1

~^^

tween now and next June, 1920, according to officials Price Brothers & Company ^"'^

of the Canadian Mercantile Marine. This means much Spanish River Pulp an 1 P n ^^'^

to the pulp and paper industry as well as other in- St. Maurice Paper Company^*''"
"'"'"•' •• •• ~^00

dustries in British Columbia. As fast as boats are 100

being obtained from the plants other lines of trans- Total
portation will be opened by this company, touching Optimists in the paner'inrlnct.'.,

" "-," '/
^'''''^

the Orient, Siberia, South Africa and the west coast ten years at the r.rP«PnV ,y^ predict that within

of South America, it will take a little time to get all be producin- two million''t''
P„^°^'''^^''*' Canada will

these routes into operation but it will be compara- M-hieh is eaulvalent tn +l,o t T1 "ew.sprint a year,

tively soon and new channels of trade will be opened print in the United States in th''°°'"'"''/Qio
"^ "^''''

to manufacturers of pulp and paper products. »
' ® ^'^ar 1918.

Mr. George Whalen of the Western Pulp and Lum-
ber Company will return to Vancouver the latter part CONDENSERS, PUMPS, COOLING TOWERS ETC
of the week after an extensive business trip which has Revised and enlarged Bulletin No 112 R
taken the past three or four weeks. Mr. Fryer of the titled "Conden.sers, Pumps, Cooling Towers 17t

^°'

same company has sailed for the Orient m connection has just been published by the Wheeler C 1 'jt

with business for the company. Engineering Co., Carteret N.J This hulTr ^^f
Beaver Cove Lumber and Pulp tlompany, Ltd., are trates the latest developments in condenser t"

^'

operating their lumber and shingle mill but owing to It shows a .surface condenser containino- ,50 nnn 11'

unfor.seeu difficulties in .securing machinery for their of surface. Sixteen condensers of approximaf 1^*^+1

pulp mill this part of their plant cannot begin opera- size are now under construction, These w II f-^
tions before January l.st. This is disappointing owing approximately 1,000 miles of tubino' Th l^^n

+•"

to the condition of the market and the fact that they shows photographs of a number ot^ actuaf
• ^Y/"

are in receipt of many orders for pulp which they tions of surface condensers It illustrate
^"

^ i**"

are unable to fill at the present time. scribes surface condensers, jet conden.sers barometrL"—

—

condensers, the Wheeler-Edwards a
"'^'^omexnc

The pulp wood in the block pile of the Laurentide Wheeler rotative dry vacuum pump'^the^ \?i, V^*^
Company is estimated by the engineering department, turbo-air pump, the patented Wheeler steam r-''
The cubical contents are measured with surveying in- pump, Wheeler centrifugal pumps for all

^^^

struments. On account of the uneven way in which natural and forced draft coolino- tower* fp/r^'*^f"'
the pile is formed it is necessary to allow 167 cu. ft. heaters and Wheeler evaporators" and drverr

'^^

to the cord although when pro,)erly piled a cord of A free copy of this bulletin will be sent to resn
'

wood occupies only 12S ft. ble persons upon application.
sponsi-
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS
Toronto, Dec. 6.—While eoiulitions generally in the

paper trade are unchanged in respect to prices and
almost universal shortage as compared with the de-

mands in practically all lines, and while the paper
industry is undergoing a boom seldom equalled in its

history, thei'e is a distinct feeling of anxiety among
the manufacturers in connection with the failing coal

lupply. With prices in all lines firm and the demand
more than the mills can supply there is the spectre of

closing factories before the industry at the present

time. Take the case of the tissue mills. This branch
of the paper industry is dependent upon such manu-
facturies as those engaged in confectionery, boots

and shoes, etc. According to the present outlook,

there is every possibility of factories df this character

being closed for lack of fuel which, in turn, will react

on the prosperity of the tissue paper makers. In-

deed not a few of the paper mills themselves are dis-

playing considerable anxiety over the situation and
although a number of the mills in the St. Catharines-

]\Ierritton-Thorold district say they have coal enough
for about three months, there are other mills in Can-

ada that are faced with the possibility of closing down
unless a month's time disposes of the crisis. One of

the biggest paper mill companies with offices in To-

ronto has only .sufficient coal to put them tlirough

for a little under a month and if none is available

before then they will have to close doM'n. lu addi-

tion to this somewhat gloomy outlook there is the

possibility of shipments being reduced owing to the

cutting otf of some of the freight trains, a prospect

that is causing publishers a good deal of anxiety,

owing to the already great difficulty in getting hold

of newsprint. The scarcity in this commodity con-

tinues, the demand far out-weighing the supply with

no prospects of the situation being relieved in this

respect.

It has already been noted that Canada is now pro-

ducing newsprint at the rate of approximately 2,775

tons daily or at the annual rate of nearly a million

tons. These figures are given added weight by reason

of the report from Swastika, in Northern Ontario, that

the suggestion has been seriously made looking to the

thorough investigation of the (los.sil)ilitieb of the com-
mercialization of the numerous sulphide dikes which
occur in various parts of Timiskaining. These dis-

tricts include Whitney Township at Porcupine, Otto
and Ebj' Townships in the Kirkland Lake area, as well

as a pyrite dike south from Larder Lake. It is re-

ported that the sulphur content of the ore in some
cases runs upwards of fort}' per cent. It is pointed
out as being quite remarkable that with such indicated
resources at home the consumers of sulphur should
find it necessary to import the article from across the

line. It is claimed by mining engineers that provided
the Northern Ontario deposits could be worked with
commercial success and be made to compete with the

imported article as regards price and an assured sup-

ply, the cost of producing newsprint in Canada could
lie reduced by about a ton. This, in turn, would
indicate the possibility of saving about $1,000,000 to

the paper industry of the Dominion and at the same
time contribute to the upkeep of a number of the

country's mining enterprises.

In all lines of the envelope, blank book, writing

paper and papeterie branches of the jiaper trade, busi-

ness is booming and the output during the past sev-

eral months, for the fall and winter trade, has been

greater than every before. In the lines mentioned and

in the specialty lines there have been vastly increased

sales, one Toronto concern reporting an increase of

over one hundred per cent as comjiared with the fall

of a year ago. This business record has been achieved

despite the fact that the manufacturers of these lines

liave been for some time under the handicap that the

l)aper mills have been, and are now, oversold for sev-

eral months ahead and it is very difficult to get de-

livery. While the Provincial Paper Mill at George-

town has doubled its coating mill capacity there was
no material increase in the raw stock output, witi

the result that while the output of coated papers was
considerably added to, the situaticm was not greatly

improved in the line of feather weight papers. Or-

ders for ledger and bond papers placed with various

mills last May in many eases have not been filled yet.

There is some question among Canadian jobbers and

manufacturers as to whether or not the mills are un-

Scandinavian American Trading Co.

50 E. 42nd STREET
8311

TELEPHONES 8312 MURRAY HIIL.
8313

We are always in the market

and ready to pay good prices

for SULPHITES

NEW YORK

Bleached and Unbleached of

Canadian manufacture.

Write and let us show you

what we can do.
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dulj- attentive to the export, trade and m this connee-
tion it is stated that one Ontario paper mill has un-
dertaken to deliver 250 tons a month to a Montreal
jobbing firm, most of which will eventually be for
export. Naturally, deals of this nature more or less

tie up the manufacturers for the home trade.

As indicating the big development in the finer

grades of paper in Canada since the war, one of the
largest manufacturers in Toronto stated that his firm

were buying all their fine writing papers, high-grade
ledgers and bonds and linen face papers from Cana-
dian manufacturers now, whereas before the war
these were purchased in England and the United
States. This is due to the enormous business the mills

are getting following the big development of the

paper industry in Canada. The firms which make up
the product that comes from the big paper mills, of

course, shared in the general development, for the

demand for their goods increased as supplies became
available but not sufficiently to meet requirements.

So it is that when the statement is made that the i-e-

cent output of the manufacturers has increased one
hundred per cent and that there has been a big devel-

opment in the paper industry, it does not mean that

the demands of the country in these lines are being

met. The numufacturers of envelopes, writing papers

and kindred lines could sell a great deal more goods
if they could get the paper to make them up. While
the output has been increasing the price has been ad-

vancing also, a condition created partly by an increase

of thirty-three and a third per cent in wages. This,

and other causes, means that values as they existed a

year ago are no guide as to what they will be in the

future. Prices in these lines are established in the

Spring and it is expected that the prices to be fixed

in the coming Spring will show a marked advanc'

over the values at present in force.

Some improvement has been made in the jobbing

trade by the mills in reducing the number of grades of

cheap, white writing papers. Heretofore it has been

considered that too many grades of these papers were

being manufactured, making the handling of them
cumbersome for the jobbers and delaying production

as well. It is considered that the reduction in this

line will result in no inconvenience to the market,

while the printer will welcome the change.

In groundwood pulp the demand coutiniies to ex-

ceed the production and the mills are running at full

capacity in an endeavor to catch up with their orders.

From $38.00 to $40.00 is the ruling price.

Prices of rag and paper stock are still on the up-

ward trend and the general demand for all grades

keeps up. The past ten days saw No. 1 white envel-

ope cuttings go to $-1.80 and No. 1 soft white shavings

underwent a ten cent increase. Another five cuts

was added on to white blanks and heavy ledger stock

while magazine and book stocks also went up corre-

spondingly. The prices below govern for the time

being but the dealers in these lines say that the price-

are liable to go higher before they descend.

Rag and Paper Stock Prices
FOP,. Toronto

No. 1 white envelope cutting- • • $4.80

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.35

White blanks ^l-**-''

Heavy ledger stock $2.80

No. 1 magazine f^'^n
No. 1 book stock $2.00

No. 1 manilfi- $2.30

No. 1 iii-int iiijuiila $1-5^)

Folded new* $1.10
Over issue, news $1.20
Kraft $3.50
No. 1 clean mixed papers $1.00
No. 1 shirt cuttings WV^c
No. 1 unbleached cotton cuttings 13c
Xo. 1 fancy .shirt cuttings lie
No. 1 blue overall cuttings lie
l^leached shoe clip 12c
White cotton hosiery cuttings 13V2C
Light colored hosiery cuttings lie
New light flannelette cuttings lie
No. 2 white shirt cuttings lie
City thirds and blues (repacked), No. 1 4y2C
Flock and satinettes $2.90

Tailor rags $2.80
(iunny bagging 3%c to 4c

-Manila rope 6Vic

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York, December 6.—The serious situation in

age is creative of additional strength to paper prices.

Jlills making various kinds of paper and situated in

different parts of the country are, because of the un-
certainty surrounding future operations being obliged

to refuse business, and buyers of paper consequently
are encountering increased difficulty in covering
their wants with the natural result that prices, al-

though nominal to a degree, are mounting at a steady
pace. How badly paper manufacturers as a whole
are hampered by a lack of fuel is difficult to say.

Individual cases are reported where mills have been
compelled to practically shut down, and while in-

stances of this sort are exceptional there is no deny-
ing that virtually every manufacturing establishment
is affected to some extent, so that production is ma-
terially suffei-ing. ^Moreover, unless some improve-
ment in the situation is brought about in the very
near future the probabilities are that the majority
of paper mills will have to close down. Newsprint
manufacturers are more fortunate than their brother

papeiMuakers. They are on the priority list of the

Fuel Administation and coal is being supplied them
through the good graces of the Government in prefer-

ences to other consumers. Some paper mills are said

to be burning oil and in this manner to be meeting
Hie emergency with considerable success.

Demand for all kinds of paper shows no abatement.
Rather, it seems to have quickened this week, though
the increased inquiry probably can be attributed to

the extra efforts buyers have been forced to exert m
locating suj)plies. Current demand is decidedh- in ex-

i-ess of the offered supply and, as is to be expected

under such conditions, prices are firmly on the up-

trend. Further sales of newsprint in rolls for spot

delivery have been recorded at 7.50 to 8 cents per

pound., and consumers who have bid these prices have
frequently been unsuccessful in finding news avail-

able. Transient buyers are reported to be in a serious

predicament. Their stocks in many cases have beer

entirely used up and they are meeting with scant

success in their efforts to acquire additional sup-

plies. Mills with few if any exceptions have all they

can attend to in keeping contract customers supplied

and few sizable lots of newsprint find their way into

the open market. Jobbers, it is reported, are securing;

as high as 9.50 cents a pound for newspaper in small

quantities, and reports have been heard regarding
sales liy manufacturers to exporters at close to this

Fijiure
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The fine paper market is eharaeterized by aliuos;

the same degree of firmness as that prevailing in

newsprint. Available supplies are tightly held and

manufacturers are doing little offering, most of theiu

frequently refusing to accept orders even from reg

ular customers. New England is possibly more

serious affected by the coal shortage than any other

part of the country, and most of the writing paper

mills are located in that section. Producers o^

boxed writing papers are doing a rush pre-holiday

business and are unable to cope with Uie demand for

papers of this sort. Jobbers tell of experiencing in-

creasing difficulty in aeqtiiring supplier, and with the

law of supply aiid demand holding full sway, prices

are consistently advancing.

Book papers of all kinds are in pointed demand and

mills are shipping out their product the minute it be-

come available. The upward movement of prices is

unchecked and consumers seem willing to pay almost

any figure within reason to cover their wants. Tissue

papers are firm and readily sought. Wrapping and

other coarse papers are moving in steady fashion and

at strong quotations. Cover papers are firm and ii.

brisk demand.

Prices ou board are rising. Eastern mills are ob-

taining $65 a ton for chip board, and in some cases

more, whenever they can make prompt deliveries.

Most manufacturers, however, are out of the market,

having sufficient orders booked to keep them engaged
for several months, aud being unwilling to enter into

further engagements pending improvement in the

fuel situation.

GROUND WOOD-Offeriugs of mechniacally ground

wood are light and are quickly snapped up by .siuxious

buyers, who, to say the least,,are having difficulty in

filling their needs. Grinders in the majority of cases

are sold ahead for two or three month- and are de-

clining to accept additional orders excepting in

an occasional way when they fiind themselves

with extra lots of pulp on hand. Prices are

strong, although it is a difficult matter to state just

what actual market values are. Reports are heard of

sales of spruce pulp at $50 a ton at pending plants,

while on the other hand it is definitely known that

business has been done at as much as r60 f.o.b. pulp

mills. Most local dealers are refu.siug io quote, hav-

ing no supply at their command and finding it next

to impossible to locate pulp TO sell.

CHEMICAL PULP.—Chemical wood pulps have

been in a little less demand this week. The tone of

the market has lost none of its streiigth and there

have been few lots of pulp offered which have no1

met with a quick sale, yet inquiry ha^ diminished to

an extent and demand has has not b°^ii characterized

with the .snap that has been such a feature of. the

market for some time. Dealers and importers at-

tribute this to consumers hoding off in btiying owing
to the uncertainty resulting from the coal situation.

With paper manufacturers in numerous cases not
knowing whether they will be operating a few weeks
hence, it is but logical that they should refrain from
stocking up in raw material. Nevertheless business
of fairly good volume is current, and sales of un-
bleached sulphite of newsprint qualitv at $75 a ton

aud of bleached sulphite at $120 have been noted.
Several sizable consignment of Seaiidinavinn pulps
have been received, but, having been sold to arrive,

have had no perceptible influence on the market.
Kraft pulp can probably be secured at slight reces-

sions in price but this is tlie only sign of easiness in

quotations.

RAGS.—Demand for rags at present is rather div-

ided. There is a keen inquiry for certain classes of

material while other rags are being noticeably ne-

glected by buyers. White rags of practically all qua-

lities are moving. Old No. 1 repacked whites of

choice quality are selling at 8 to 9.50 cents per pound
and the indications are that there is not enough suji-

ply to go around. New white shirt cuttings also are

actively sougth and are bringing 15.50 to 16 cents

a pound at shipping jioints. Another class of rags

in good demand is roofing stock. Felt manufacturers
are placing orders with apparent random and are

granting decidedl.v higher prices. Sales in the East

have been recorded at $60 per ton for No. 1 packing,

v.-hile Western mills have paid as much as $68 in

some instances for domestic rags. Most descriptions of

new cuttings are moving steadily and at advancing
prices. New blue overalls, muslins, silesias, white

lawns and shoe cuttings meet with a ready sale and
sellers say thev_are obtaining attractive prices. Old
thirds and blues, on the other hand, ire relatively

quiet and quotations remain on a more or less sta-

tionary level, repacked blues being available at 4.25

to 4.50 cents at shipping points.

PAPER STOCK.—Waste papers are in a firm mar-
ket position and prices on most grades have scored

further gain during the present Aveek. Consumers
are buying in large volume and dealers and packers
assert that regardless of the efforts pursued they are

having trouble in locating all the material needed to

satisfy the wants of customers. Shavings are uj) in

price, 4.50 cents f.o.b. New York being about the low
est quoted on No. 1 soft white shavings now, while
No. 1 hard whites are readily commanding 5.25 to 5.50

cents. Kraft paper has moved up a peg ov two in value,

sales of No. 1 packing of old kraft at 3.50 cents New
York having been recorded, while flat stock of all

kinds is active!}- sought and is fetching higher prices.

Heavy books and magazines have sold at 2.50 cents

New York and mixed books at 2 centr. Newspapers
are firm and in good demand. Folded news is quoted
at $1 to $1.10 per hundred pounds at shipping points,

while overissue newspapers are worth 1.35 to 1.45 cents

a pound and white news 2.25 to 2.50 cents No. 1 mix-
ed paper is being bought in large tonnage by board
mills at a price range of 85 to 90 cents per hundred
pounds New York.
OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—The market for old

rope displays a stronger tone and some consuming
mills have advanced prices a shade, sales of No. 1

domestic ]\Ianila rope at 6.25 cents a pound having
been noted. Old bagging continues quiet and prices

are irregular, some dealers offering No. 1 scrap at

2.75 cents f.o.b. New York, with others refusing to

sell for less than 3 cents.

NOT AN ACCIDENT
Insurance man, putting question to a eowboy
"Ever had any accidents?"
"No," was the reply.

"Never had an accident in your life?"

"Nope. A rattler bit me once, though."
"Well, don't you call that an accident?"
"Hell no 1 He bit me on purpose!"

Always bend nails down before throwing boards
aside. Many serious injuries result in stepping on
protruding nails.
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WOOD PULP TRADING CO., Ltd.

501 Fifth Avenue, Astor Trust Building

Rio de Janerio, Brazil. Cor. of 42nd Street Buenos Aires, Argentine.

NEW YORK CITY

Are in a position to place large quantities of pulp for export

for balance of this year and over first six months
of 1920. Quotations solicited.
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TRADE INQUIRIES.
Details can be had by Canadian firms by addressing

the Department of Trade & Commerce. Ottawa, giv-
inp the immber of the item.

Boards and paper.—A firm of wholesale board mer-
chants and paper-mill agents in Nottingham. Eng-
land, would be glad to hear from <'anadi<ui manufac-
turers of boards and papers of all kinds seeking an
exi)')rt outlet.

Wall paper.—Inquiry is made on behalf of one of
the largest firms in Buenos Aires who buy largely in

England and the United States, but now desire to get
in touch with manufacturers of wall papers in Canada.
Full particulars with prices, commission allowed, de-
signs, time required for delivery and export terms.
Catalogues must come by book post, otherwise duty
has to be paid or rather fiscal stamps placed on each
package by the receiver.

Papers and Pulp.—A Canadian resident in Japan,
who has gone into business as an importer and ex-
porter of pulp and papers, would be glad to hear from
Canadian firms with reference to handling their prod-
ucts in Japan. This company has from one customer
alone booked orders already this year with credits

amounting to over yen 2.000,000 to cover purchases.
Papermakers' felts, wires.—Also other papermak-

ers' supplies of all kinds are wanted from Canada by
a well-connected Canadian importing house in Yoko-
hama which has lately been organized. "7

A commission merchant of Cairo, Egypt, who is a
British subject, and has been dealing largely in Amer-.
ican goods, desires to obtain from Canada, among
other articles: 500 to 1,000 tons newsprint, printing
paper and envelopes; wood of all sorts, (planks, win-
dows, doors or anything for constructing houses.)

Chemical wool-pulp.—An Edinburgh, Scotland, firm

would like to secure an agency from a Canadian firm

exporting easy bleaching sulphite wood-pulp.
Newsprint.—A correspondent in Sweden asks for

competitive quotations from Canadian manufacturers
of news paper in rolls 183 centimetres wide. .^00 tons

monthly.
Millboard.—A Manchester firm are open to pur-

chase large quantities of millboard suitable for man-
ufacturing cardboard boxes. Samples should be sent

and prices must be c.i.f. Manchester.
Cardboard.—A Manchester firm maniifacturing

i-arilboard boxes can take larire quantities of card-

board or similar material if samples and prices d/d
Manchester are satisfactory.

Lumber, wood-pulp, codfish and grain.—A firm in
Madrid with agencies in Barcelona. Bilbao and Gi.ion.
desire to hear from Canadian exporters of i-odfish.

Iniiilier. wond-imlp and grain.

Wood-pulp and lumber.—A French firm with offices
in JMarstiJIfs, (Icnoa. and Barcelona ask for Canadian
w(Hil-|)ul|i and lumber.
Wood-pulp.—The most important importers of

wood-i)ulp in Spain would be glad to receive offers
from Canadian exporters.

High-class paper and stationery.—An English house
at Madrid would lu' irlail to enter into relations with
Canadian I'.ximrtrrs of jjaper and stationery.

PAPER MILL MEN SPARE THE TREE!
Save your clean waste paper for the beaters and

thereby be a patriot. This is what II. L. Baldensberg-
er Chief of the Waste Reclamation Service of the De-
partment of Commerce, says

:

"Waste paper utilized in the making of paper
material, serves as a good substitute for wood pulp.

It require eight trees of mature growth to produce a

ton of paper, and every ton of waste which can be

substituted, will save eight trees for other purposes.

"In our urban centres we send annually to the dump
thirteen tons of usable waste material for every thou-

sand inhabitants, twenty per cent of which is waste
paper.

"Based on the approximation of our population, we
are sending each year to the dump 150,000 tons of

waste paper, an amount that represent the loss in

substitution of at least 1,200,000 trees of mature
growth. '

'

Conserve and utilize all the waste paper around
the plants and you are helping to conserve our forests.

SACRIFICE VIENNA FOREST FOR FUEL.
Paris, Xov. 24.—The actual fuel shortage in Aus-

tria has resulted in mutilation of the famous Vienna
forest by the desperate population, according to des-

patches from the Austrian capital to-day. So many
trees have been cut out that restoration of the forest

is considered impossible, the despatch said. The gov-

ernment has been unable to restrain the people from
obtaining fir wood from the forest.

Pulp Mill Diffuser Sup.^ ice Pulp & Paper Co.

STEEL TANKS AND
STEEL STRUCTURAL WORK

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Causticizers, Diffusers, Water Tanks,

Penstocks, Buildings, Smoke Stacks, Roof

Trusses, Etc., Etc.

A large stocTc is carried and we can fill

your requirements ver>' quickly. Please let

us know your needs.

MACKINNON STEEL CO., LIMITED
SHERBROOKE, - - QUEBEC.

MONTBHAI. OPFICi:, 404 NEW BIBKS BTTIIiDIITa.
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Weighiriii standard roll

of news print paper on
Fairbanks Dial Scales.

Cut Time
and Labor Costs
— stop aud figure out the time wasted in weighing and

computing weights. It amounts to considerable in a-

year.

FAIRBANKS
Dial Scales

eliminate all the waste time and labor it is possible to

save. They put your weighing on an efficient basis.

The plainly graduated dial does this.

Ask us about these scales, and the

work they will do in your plant.

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co.,
LIMITED

ST. JOHN, QUEBEC, MONTREAL,
OTTAWA, WINNIPEG, SASKATOON
CALG.\RY, VANCOUVER, VICTORIA.
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mmmmmmmmMmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmu,
TEE i^AFETY ,'SECTWN FOR EXGIXEER.S.

The National Safety Council, to which many paper

mills belong, is made up of a number of sections some-

what after the fashion of other national associations.

One of the important divisions is Pulp and Paper Sec-

tion. Last year Canada had the honor of furnishing

the chairman of the section in the person of Mr. A. P.

Costigane, Secretary of the Ontario Pulp and Paper

Association, and this year is represented by Mr. Gr. W.
Dickson of the Eiordon Pulp and Paper Company, as

vice-chairman. The Council is composed of both firms

and individuals and through its work in the past few

years has brought the Safety First Movement from

what was considered somewhat of a fad to a position

where it has now become one of the strongest forces

in improving the welfare of workers and as a conneet-

uig link between management and men. There is prob

ably no better common ground for effective effort be-

tween the workman and his foreman and superinten-

dent than the chance of co-operating for the improve-

ment of working and living conditions.

Improvements in processes and machinery, while they

come largely at the suggestion of workmen, are neces-

sarily developed by men of some engineering training

and experience. This is just as true in making equip-

ment safe as it is in making it effective. Among the

firms and individuals making up the National Safety

Council there is a large body of competent and special-

ly trained engineers having to do with practically every

phase of technical work. And every engineer is a ])o-

tential safety expert of the best type. In order to

unite the vast amount of experience and ability of these

engineers in an organization which will be best able

to advance the cause of Safety First there is being

formed an Engineering Section of the National Safety

Council.

The Technical Section of the Canadian Pulp and

Paper Association should be deeply interested in this

Engineering Section. The engineer is in many respects

an interpreter for both the management and the men

as he is at once an employee and a dirctor of opera-

tions. On him falls the burden of inventing or apply-

ing safety equipment and he should be very closely

connected with all safety work. A workman may recog-

nize an unsafe condition, in some cases by observation,

but usually only by experience and even then may not

have any idea how to overcome the difficulty, and may

not even have the sense to take proper precautions. An

engineer should certainly be better able to anticipate

trouble and should be ((Tialified to remedy the sit\ia-

tion, either by the invention of a proper safeguard or

the wording of directions to, and the personal instruc-

tion of the workmen.

The Engineering Section plans to bring together

these engineers who form so important a part in one of

the most necessary activities of our industrial organiza-

tions. It takes a chemical engineer to appreciate chemi-

cal haazrds and know how to avoid them and while he

may recognize a mechanical hazard or an electrical haz-

ard, as a rule he would not be qualified to attack the

problem in an intelligent manner. It frequently hap-

pens that one kind of hazard can only be overcome with

the assistance of a person trained along another line, as,

for instance, the frequent need of mechanical know-

ledge in working out a chemical process. There is fur-

ther not only room biat actually need in the Engineer-

ing Section for all kinds of engineers and we are quite

confident in assuming that among the pulp and paper

mills will be found some of the most enthusiastic and

helpful members of the new section. The Technical

Section now has a committee on Mechanical Standards

which has already recognized important possibilities of

improving the safeness of machinery. It is but a short

step therefore to the enrolling of such men and many
others in the new division of the Safety Council. This

should have the full support of the members of the

Technical Section and particularly of the mills employ-

ing engineers in any capacity. The qualifications for

•membership are severe enough to insure a high stand-

ard while being sufficiently liberal to bring in all of

those whose membership is likely to contribute to the

value and effectiveness of the Engineering Section. It

is a pleasure to know that Canada and the Pulp and
Paper Industry is represented on the Executive Com-
mittee by Mr. Costigane and we are confident that he

will not only bring his broad experience and excellent

qualifications into a very useful field, but that he will

have the full support of the technical men in the whole

Pulp and Paper Industry.

SOURCE OF PAPER ON "FUNGUS IN PULP."
The omission of a paragraph from the Pulp and

Paper Magazine for November 27 makes it appear
that the article on "The Destruction of Wood Pulp
by Fungi" was written specially for the Magazine.

That is not so. It is an extract from a paper read by
Dr. Kress at the Fall meeting of the Technical Asso-

ciation of the Pulp and Paper Industry, which should

have been given credit for it.

This sub,iect is to be discussed at the annual meet-

ing of the Technical Section of the C. P. & P. A. in

Montreal next month.
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WILL TEE SWORD DROPf
Since the famous case described in Greek literature

there has been no more interesting instance of the

suspended sword than that which has been dangling

over the heads of the Canadian newsprint manufac-

turers for the past three years or so. Not satisfied

that their natural respect for the law would be suffi-

cient to persuade the manufacturers, if they were at

all recalcitrant, to comply with certain order.s-in-

council, a sword has been hung over their heads. It

has been lield by a stout string, however, no less than

the honor of good citizens. Of course the trouble was

about the price and distribution of newsprint in Can-

ada, principally about the price with the other consid-

ration originally largely a "blind." Now the assur-

ance of a supply is the important point. This supply

is a very uncertain quantity, largely because the manu-

facturers have been discouraged as to extension of

plant and because, owing to price restrictions in Can-

ada, are looking for more equitable compensation else-

where. If any of them fails to supply its shares to

Canadian customers that mill is threatened with being

prohibited from exporting any of its product.

The whole trouble comes down to the price of news-

print in Canada. The manufacturers are tired and

sick of being obliged to meet part of the legitimate

expense of newsprint to publishers especially when

doing so is simply enabling the papers to carry more

advertising and make correspondingly bigger profits.

The publishers can get the paper if they will pay a

fair price. Otherwise there will be continued diffi-

culty in their getting supplies, from what appears to

be the trend of feeling. If the newspaper is such an

important public necessity as the Government .seems

TO think and the publishers are too impecunious to

pay their bills, let the subsidy be borne by the whole

public; not by a very small group. Perhaps then the

people will ask and determine whether such support

is really necessary.

As for putting such an embargo into effect, let two

or three mills close down and we believe there would

be such action by the United States Government

urged immediately by the American publishers, and

very likely taken, that the Government supporters

of Canadian publishers would find themselves in a

very uncomfortable position in the eyes of the general

public.

The situation is very well expressed in the follow-

ing editorial from the Montreal Gazette of Dee. 16

:

The Price of Newsprint.

It would be difl:'icult to find a more convincing ex-

ample of Government bliundering than is afforded by
the restriction in the price of newsprint to Canadian
publishers. -Here is one of the most important indus-

tries in the Dominion, an industry indigenous to the

soil, an industry which has grown so rapidly that week-
export of its product now reaches $1,000,000, and yet

this great industry is threatened to be throttled if

any manufacturer has the temerity to disregard any
order issued by the Paper Controller. In a moment of

weakness, or in fear of the power of the press, the
Government strained the War Measures Act by ap-
pointing under that authority a Paper Controller, di
recting him to limit the price of newsprint to Cana
diau publishers and to arrange that they be alvvay.s

supplied with as much paper as (ksired at the fixed

price. Now, if this be sound policy why was it re-

stricted to feeding the mind? Mental pabulum is an
excellent thing, but not so essential as food for the

body. Why did not the Government empower and di

rect a Food Controller to fix the price of wheat and
beef and bacon and dairy products at a low figure for

home consuini)tion and prohibit exports of foodstuffs

until the Caiuidian people were gorged, allowing the
producer to sell thereafter his surplus abroad at pre
vailiug market prices? The two cases are identical in

principle, differing mily in tiic ntnulier of voters af-

fected.

Needless to say, the policy of the Goverunuiut in

the matter of newsprint is utterlj' vicious. Newspa-
pers ought not to be i)laced in a privileged class, even
if they do wield influence enough to make Ministers

quail. Newspapers are a commodity like any other

merchandise. If his raw material, newsprint, rises in

price, the publisher has the option of reducing the

size of the publication or increasing the selling price.

Not the slightest eft'ort has been made by publishers

to meet the situation by the former course and the

worst offenders in the unnecessary consumption of

paper are in the Northwest, whence the complaint of

shortage of supply has come, leading to the new pro

hibition on exports. What right or reason have news-

paper publishers to ask special treatment from the

Government, treatment that means bonusing of their

business at the expense of the manufacturer? Infin-

itely more rational would be a demand from urban

dwellers that bread and meat and milk should be sup-

plied them at less than market price at the expense

of the farmer.

The paper-making industry, greatly as it has grown,

would have had a still larger expansion during the

last two years but for the meddling and muddling of

the Paper Controller at the instance of the Govern
ment. It stands today in the forefront of exports of

manufactures. It is an industry to be stimulated, not

discouraged. One could understand the undignified

attitude of many Canadian newspaper publishers if

the paper mani:faetiirors were in a combine to undul\

enhance prices, or if they sold their product for export

below the home consumption price ; but these things

are not alleged, nor does such a condition exist. Do-

mestic requirements have first call. What the manu-
facturers do rightly complain of is that of all Cana-

dian products, whether of farm, forest, fisheries or

factories, theirs alone is singled out for discrimina-

tion, they only are compelled to sell their goods below

the figure obtainable abroad. If the price of news-

print to Canadian publishers is .vet longer to be re-

stricted, thei^ equally should the Paper Controller

restrict the consumption by limiting the size of news-

papers, and if publishers contend such action would

be interfering their business, equally can the manu-

facturer retort that the course of the controller is un-

justifiable interference with theirs. Th"-, order-in-coun-

cil which has produced the friction should never have

been passed. More than that, it should not have been

solicited and until it is rescinded neither the press

nor the Government will, in this regard, cease to stand

in a pitiful position in the public eye.
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Cost System as Aid to Paper Mill Superintendents
i,By W. T. SCHMITT, Aiuericau Writing Paper Co.)

^Ad Address to the Paper Mill Superintendents Association.)

1 have been asked to address you gentlemen on the

subject of Cost Systems in Paper llill^. I do not

propose to enter into a lengthy discussion of the rela-

tive merits of the various methods of Cost Finding as

practiced by different concerns. 1 do not think you
would be interested m that phase of the subject. Any
(est system which is built upon recognized fundamen-
tals and essentials and gives you correct results and
lielps you to make a better product at the cheapest

possible price will fill the bill as far as you are con-

cerned. I suppose that almost all of you are satis-

fied to leave the working out of the mass of details

to your dear enemies the Cost Accountants. What
all of you, however, are, or should be, interested in

is the cost of the product you are making, what most
of you are not interested in is the method of cost ac-

counting, and what many of you positively, dislike

about cost sj'stems is the Cost Accountant. I have

already referred to your dear enemy, the Cost Ac-

countant.

There is no denying the faet that in the pa.st there

has been a little antagonism between Paper Mill Super-

intendents and Cost Accountants. The fault as is usual-

ly the case was more or less mutual. Man.v of the

older cost system were not sufficiently flexible for

the needs of an industry as complex as the Pulp and
Paper Industry undoubtedly is. JIany of the Cost

Accountants thought that a Paper Mill could be run
somewhat like a set of accounting books, and that as

long as they had worked out a Cost Sj'stem that work-

ed beautifully in theory that all the^' had to do was
to install their system in the mill

;
provide a plentiful

supply of complicated forms which to anybody who
had not studied modern accounting methods looked

like inscriptions on an Eg.vptian tomb and the thing

.vas done.

In other words they tried to make the mill fit the

sj"stem. Then when results were less than zero they

would raise a holler about lack of co-operation on

the part of the Superintendents. On the other hand
there is no "denying the fact that man}' of you gentle-

men have not given to cost finding the serious con-

sideration which owing to its great importance this

subject is entitled to. Many of you have been a little

suspicious of the Cost Accountant and disliked to have
him prowling around in the mill stud.yiug the manu-
facturing processes. Some of you undoubtedly were
afraid of interference with your ways of doing things.

When we started to install our new cost system at

the De Pere plant, our Superintendent. Mr. Charles

Garvin, reminded me very forcibly of a part of an old

nursery rhyme about the man in the moon who sails

in the sky. The part I am referring to is '"and the big

bear growled." Well, gentlemen, that was in the be-

ginning, but the big bear is not growling any more.

He has recognized the benefits that he is deriving from
our system and the help that it is giving him.

I was reading the other day the excellent paper on

the Pulping of HemloL-k W^ood bj' Mr. 'Council and
was very interested in what he had to say about the

relative importance of the two questions, how much
sulphur are you using per ton of pulp, and how much
pulp are you producing per cord of wood. Well,

gentlemen, right here is where an effective cost s.vs-

tem steps in and not only provides the answer but
brings out strongly the relative importance of the

points. It certainly shows up the high spots and pro-

vides an antidote for pi-e-conceived or suggested ideas

as to what is important in the manufacturing process.

It would require some salesmanship to make an ex-

ecutive believe that the article the salesman is selling

is of prime importance when the monthlj- cost sum-
maries which tie up with the ledger .ind therefore

with the profit and loss account deny this statement

and deny it convincingly and insistentl}^

Another point that suggested iteslf to me was in

Mr. Bert's very interesting paper on a ."Standard quali-

ty of chip board. Mr. Bert referred to the so-called

improved methods of sorting raw stock now being
practiced by the large packers and the great differ-

ence in the quality of various lots received. Here also

an efficient Cost Sj'stem is invaluable to you. You
know though personal observation that a certain lot

of raw material is not up to standard and lodge a

complaint with the purchasing department. But can
you tell just how bad the lot was, how much more it

cost you to sort this lot than an average lot, how much
it retarded your production therebj' boosting the

cost?

An effective cost system will give .vou correct an-

alysis of every lot which passes through j'our sorting

department, thereb.y enabling the purchasing depart-

ment to get back at the shipper and eventually weed
out the trusting souls who profess to believe that

board or paper can be made from rubber boots or

horse shoes. As Mr. Bert says, if you want to stan-

dardize your finished product yoxi have to begin with
the standardization of your raw material and in order
to set up certan standards you have to have reliable

data which an efficient cost system will give you.

I will take a fine paper mill for example. The rag
report will show you at a glance whose rags are good
from your point of view and whose rags have been
subjected to the improved methods of certain packers.

Your report will show you exactly how many pounds
of baled rags it took to get a bleach of say 10,000 lbs.

of thirds and blues for instance, the weight and na-
ture of the out-throws and the number of hours it

took to sort the bleach, and finally the average weight
and price per ear of boiled rags as they leave the

botaries.

From these reports you can easily establish stan-

dards, that is to say; you can stipulate that the amount
of out-throws should not exceed a certain percentage
of the baled weight, that the rag room cost, in other
words, the number of hours it should take to sort a
bleach of any given kind of stock, should not exceed
a certain amount. Shipments that do not come up to

these established standards are then automatically re-

ported by the Cost Department to the Purchasing
Agent with all the supporting data, the shipper can
be warned, a charge back can be made and in case of

repeated offences of the description the shipper's

name can be taken off the list of supplies.

The same principle, of course, applic; to all other
materials used in the manufacture of paper and in

this way a good cost system will help j-ou to stan-

dardize your raw materials. You not only have to

standardize your furni.shes. In theory this is a simple
thing but your know better than I do how difficuilt

it is to translate this theory into practice.

Again I take a fine paper mill for an example. Here
you have quite a formidable number of standard
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grades for which you have worked out standard furn-

ishes. How do you know that your instructions are

being followed conscientiously all the time unless the

consumption of the various raw materials as shown
on the monthly summaries of beater orders tallies

with the consumption of the various raw materials as

shown on the monthly summaries of beater orders

tallies with the consumption shown by the montl:-

ly inventories? You specify in your standard furnisii

1 car of one kind of stock. li,4 ears of another kind.

and V^ car of yet another kind, and so nuuiy pounds
of a certain grade of sulphite. How do you know that

the car weights for every engine are approximately

the same? You know tb.at if you start digging from

tlie top of a drainer that has been standing for some
time you have more volume of stock to fill your beat-

er than when you dig from the bottom or up and
do\ni. The latter I guess is the method most in use.

Here again the Cost Accountant helps you with a

system of car equivalents, an accumulation of figures

which eventually gives you the correct average Aveight

for every ear of stock regardless of grade, provided,

of c(>urse, that all stock is dug in the same manner.
Then there is the question of machine broke coining

back into the beaters. In the case of a high rag con-

tent paper the machine broke may cause quite a dif-

ference in the qualit.v of the first few thousand pounds
as compared with the balance of the run unless the

furnish for .such beater engines as receives a fair sup-

ply of machine broke is changed so as to neutralize

the effect of the machine broke. Here again an ef-

fective cost system will give you the closrst control and
help you to standardize your furnishes

Speaking of broke, I know that this is a sub.iect of

equal importance to all of you. Anv Superintendent
who says that he makes no broke and it not interested

in the sub.i'ect runs the danger of being bracketed
with Ananias. There will always be broke in a paper
mill and lots of it, and while a cost system cannot
prevent broke, from being made, it is the most effec-

tive barometer that you could wish for. It will tell

vou in detail where the broke is made and when, and
in many instances, the reason. It will tell you how
nmeh maehii^e broke there is in the total, how much
calender broke and the cause of same, and how much
sorting broke and the reasons for it. There may be
many reasons, dirt, crushed sheets, crinkled sheets,

uneven sheets, off color, etc., and these reports that
come to your desk from the Cost Department everv
morning show you eorrectlv and insistentlv inhere it

is necessary for you to take steps to remedv the fault.

If the dirt is due to careless sorting of rass. here is

vour chance to go right after the machine tender,
here are the figures which they cannot argue against.

Perhaps the paper is being sorted too eloselV be-
cause the customer demands a sheet that is rather
better that the price he is prepared to pay warrauts.
Well, here are your figures right at the beginning be-
fore any great damage is done and large contracts ac-
cepted by the sales department. The figures show
that the thing cannot be done at the price and it is

nn to the Sales Department to convince the customer.
Then there are the comparative statistics which a good
cost system will give you without any additional
trouble. You know, of course, from your machine
reports how mu(Jh paper is made per inch per hour,
but do you know the efficiency of your super-calen-
ders, sheet calenders, cutters, etc? These details arc
contained in the figures which the Cost Department
has to complete anyhow in order to get correct costs

and they provide excellent help to y. ii in dctectuig

and weeding out loafers.

An effective cost system is the iiios! valuable ser-

vant that you Superintendents can wish for if yon
will only use it right. You have your fingers on the

pulse all the time, there is no operation that is not

analysed for your benefit, there is no argument that

you coidd wish for in the discussion of your mamit'ac-

turing methods that an effective cost system will nor

readily supply and there is this further point, a point

which you are vitally interested in because it affects

your pocket books, and this point is that you know
all the time whether or not you are making money.
Your cost reports show you if you are getting danger-

ously near tlie limit and almost invariably show you
at the same time the reason why, and right then is the

time for you to get busy, and ti]) the scales the other

way.
I suppose that most of you have some kind of a

l)onus agreement. Now I ask you, gentlemen, is it

not a nice feeling to know all the time that your bonus
is a certainty. Would you not rather have this certain-

ty that be dreaming of a limousine and at the end of

the year this limousine fade into a flivver or worse,

if there is such a thing. One objection that I have
heard a good many times is that the cost reports are

nothing more than a post mortem, something like a

Coroner's inquest. Well, that was true to a large

extent of the older systems and the reason was that

these systems had not been in use very long and did

not go quite far enough.
Cost Accountants after all are not prcphets and cost

accounting is an exact science. Before any science can

become exact and thus u.seful, reliable data have to

be collected that represent actual happenings over

an extended period. These have to be carefully

analysed and classified and then they can be used

for intelligent cost estimates. This, however, takes a

little time. A cost system to be u.seful and effective

should be an evolution and not a revolution. As Mr.
Hutchinson, the treasurer of our company, said at one

"f the meeting of the Cost Association, you can put

in a cost system over night but it woul'^1 cost .vou a lot

of money. Time is needed to collect the data and
the data have to be supplied by you uul those under
your direct control.

The best Cost Accountant is helpless without the

hearty co-operation of the Superintendents. The more
heartily you co-operate, the sooner will yon get correct

cost figures and correct cost estimates are based on
actual manufacturing experience in your own mills,

based on data supplied by you. They represent ac-

tual facts and there is no guess work about them.
Take for instance a rag content paper. You know
that there is waste in every kind of rag, new or old.

The Cost Department has collected data to show the

l)ercentage of out-throws for every kind of rag that

you use.

Now if you take a lot of 10,000 lbs. as a basis and
.vou say that you need so many thousand pounds of

this kind of rag and so many thousand pounds of that

kind, it stands to reason that .vou mean s'.fvssed weight.

On the other hand, the cost of the out-throws sorted

out of the baled rags has to be considered and a p.n-

centage has to be added to the net cost of the dressed

rags to take care of this difference. To this you add
your average conversion cost, also compiled by the

Cost Department, and you arrive at your estimated

cost of half stuff. Then you proceed to the furnisii.

You know that different kinds of rags have different

vields.
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The percentage of shrinkage during the various

manufacturing processes up to and including drain-

ers has likewise been cornpik'd by the Cost Depart-
ment. If your shrinkage be 15 per cent it stands to

reason that a net quantity of say 5,000 lbs. suitable for

the beater represents about 5800 lbs. of half stuff plus

out-throws from baled rags. The latter have been
taken care of in half stuff estimate and the shrinkage

has to be taken care of in the furnish estimate.

After adding the cost of the pulp you arrive at the

total cost of fibre to which you add your process, .sup-

plies, color, etc. You know now that you have 10,-

000 lbs. of furnivsh ready to go on the paper machine
and from your machine reports you get the actual

weight of rough pa))er made and jou will find that

there is a shrinkage. This shrinkage appears to be

particularly high in cheaper grades that contain clay

filler, more especially if the furnish was not properly

sized.

You add to this your machine conversion which in-

cludes beater and Jordan charges, tub sizing, drying

and all finishing charges, absorbing as you go along

the estimated percentage of broke for every depart-

ment, your charges for general finishing and you
arrive at your estimated manufacturing cost to which
is still to be added the cost of packing and shipping.

These estimates will form the basis for the sales

price to be established by the Sales Department, the

sales prices including, of course, additi(mal items such

as general overhead, ca.sh discount, frciglit, etc. The
importance of these cost estimates, from your point

of view, lies in the fact that they serve as a constant

check on every department. They give you esti-

mated average costs for every manufacturing depart-

ment and the individual production reports which are

figured out daily by cost department show you
whether or not you are keeping within a reasonable

margin of your estimated cost.

I know that many of you have highly efficient cost

systems in your mills and that yon are thoroughly
familiar with the workings of such a system. To
those of you not familiar with the subject, all thi-;

may sound rather formidable but it is nf.t so in actual

practice. We have a pretty complicared mill at De
Pare where we make pole-dried, air-dried, and ma-
chine-dried papers, all of which have to be kept rigor-

ously separated in our Cost Accounting. We have
from 500 to 700 production orders per month and yet

all this work is taken care of by a cost clerk, a young
girl and a calctilating machine. I admit that our
cost .'system is highly refined but we need that kind
of a system in our concern. You may not need any-
thing so elaborate.

In fact, the simplest kind of a cost system will do
for many mills as long as it is based on the correct
ftindamentals and essentials. But in your own busi

ness and for your own protection you should insist on
having an efficient cost system in your Mills and bear
in mind that the Cost Association of the Paper Indus-
try is ready and willing to give expert assistance to

an.ybody wishing for same. No matter where you will

be situated or what your troubles may be there are
willing experts at your disposal who will install new
systems, overhaul existing systems, help you to solve

difficult problems if you will only let theiii know
yotir needs.

There afe local organizations affiliated with the
cost association almost everywhere now. meetings' of

cost men are held at regular intervals' when 'Icnotty

points are discussed and ideas interchanged.' See to

!t that your cost man attends these meetings regular-
ly, drop in yourselves when you feel Hke it, you' will
be surprised at the benefits that you personally can
derive from this and the valuable practical aid that
.vou can give to the cost men. You have nothing to
fear from any cost system. If your manufacturing
methods were faulty you would not be in the prom-
inent positions you now occupy.

It is for you to tell the Cost Accountant the things
you do and he will tell you how much it costs to do these
things. It is not for him to suggest that things should
be done in this way or that ; it is for him to apply the
correct principles of cost finding to the data fur-
nished by you and devise a system that will meet the
conditions peculiar to your particular IMill. Co-opera-
tion in this as in all other things spells success and
the closer the co-operation between your and your
Cost Department the greater the benefit to yourselves
and your Companies. Bear in mind that a mill that is

making money and plenty of it can and does com-
mand the best talent in the country and sound manu-
facturing methods backed up by an efficient cost
system will carry you to the ])innacle to which yon
all aspire.

POSSIBILITIES FOR PAPER PLANTS IN THE
WEST.

In commenting on the opportunities for the de-
velopment of the pulp and paper industry, the
"Medicine Hat News" said a few days ago :—
"In the interior of ea.stern parts of British Colum-

bia, and more especially along the lines of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway through the Crow's Nest Pass,
as well as in the central parts of Alberta, Saskatche-
wan and Manitoba, there are large areas of suitable
timber available. In addition to this there are nearby
water powers and railway transport to make easily
obtainable suitable locations for mills and economic
methods of handling both the raw material and the
fini.shed product.

"Western Canada has the wood and the water
powers, it also has the rivers and streams for driv-
ing the logs, and means of transportation by rail is

getting more efficient and easy of access year by year.
Pulp and paper can be produced as economically in
the west as in any other part of the Dominion. It is

an industry which will stand the fullest investigation.
The market's demand is incessant and growing year-
ly by leaps. The Canadian capitalist must hasten
the development of paper mills in the west, and take
advantage of the great home market there is there for
paper produet.s.

"In Western Canada there are over 550 daily and
weekly newspapers and magazines published with a
daily, weekly and monthly circulation of over 1,000,-
000 copies. The construction of new railroad lines con-
tinues at the rate of 1,000 miles or more per annum
(branch and main lines), and )iew towns are opened
up at the rate of 150 to 200 each year. The larger pro-
portion of these towns grow into the newspaper stage
at a very early date. The demand for paper of all

kinds within the next ten years will be enormous, an 1

should be the means of supporting a large number of
paper mills, as well as building up thriving commu-
nities.'' •

Before empty acid carboys are loaded for returning
care should be taken that they are empty. Leaving
acid in them wastes acid and endangers those Avho
handle the carbovs.
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Pringle Would Make Price at Least $75
It was intimated at the newsprint enquiry Tuesday,

by Commissioner Pringle, at the Windsor Hotel, that

he and the Government are anxious to drop Govern-
ment control of the industry and the fixing of prices,

but that this could not be done as yet, without pro-

ducing a chaotic state of affairs. Mr. Prinf?le re-

fused to issue any order fixing prices, but intimated
he would make suggestions as to price to the Gov-
ernment, and leave it up to them to settle the matter
and take the responsibility, remarking if he were to

fix the price it would not be less than $75 a ton. He
further intimated that he was preparing to drop the

work, and would clear up the matters now before him,
after which his business with the inquiry would cease.

Sharp criticisms of the paper control were made dur-

ing the meeting, ^Ir. Aime Geoffrion, K.C., for Price

Bros., Quebec, challenging the jurisdiction of the

Government in such matters, and intimating that his

clients would refuse to obey any orders issued.

Mr. Henderson said:
—"Since Mr. Geoffrion has

stated his position so definitely for Price Bros., I will

state my position for the Booth Company. We have
always queried the jurisdiction of this Commission,
but during wartime we submitted as a voluntarj' act,

without admitting jurisdiction."'

Commissioner Pringle asked: "Surely the Govern-
ment has the power to license exports?"

Mr. Henderson replied:
—"Absolutely not. There

is no power in Parliament to prohibit an export today
of newsprint, or say that J. R. Booth cannot sell his

newsprint where he pleases.'"

Senator Ross said that even though a state of war
existed, and admitting that the Dominion Parliament
during wartime had such powers, it is apparent that

hostilities had ceased.

Mills Stopping Supply

Mr. Montgomery stated that the gist of the whole
matter was the great difference in price between Can-
ada and the United States. Canadian mills bearing
more than their share of the financal burden of sup-

plying Canadian papers did not wish t"- continue

longer making such a sacrifice.

After some discussion as to ])?rcentages to be sold

in Canada, Commissioner Pringle said: "Every mill

must produce its proper quota for Canadian tonnage,

or suffer such penalty as the Government imposes.

If thfy are not satisfied thej' can go to the courts and
fight it out."

Publishers in Caiiatla, said Commissioner Pringle.

did not seem to have paid sufficient attention to this

condition. The estimates for newsprint in Canada
for 1920 were vastly ahead of those for 1919, which in

their turn were greatly ahead of those for 191 S. while

there was no evidence of any attempt to economize.

Intolerable, Says Eddy Co.

Mr. J. F. Orde, K.C., Ottawa, made a statement for

the Eddy Co. He said that it had been recognized

that there was difficulty in securing proper distribu-

tion, in face of the "recognized injustice of a reduced
price for Canada,'" and provision had been made for

the paj'ment of dift'erentials between mills. The Eddy
Co. practically sold its full output in Canada, which
put them at a disadvantage as compared with export-

ing mills. The Eddy Co. had loyally followed the

orders, and sold its output to Canadian publishers

at the fixed price, while other mills were reapmg much
larger profits in the United States, while the Eddy Co.
had at times to sell at a loss, or at a very narrow mar-
gin of profit.

"The situation has now become intolerai)le, " said
Mr. Orde, "and the Eddy Co. has made up its mind
that in future it will not .supply to the Canadian con-
sumers more than its i)roper quota of its 15,000 tons
annual output. The Eddy firm supplied al)out 100
Canadian i)ublicati()ns, large and small, and luid re

ceiyed recently orders far above normal. They had
notified these publications that during the present
month they would fill orders at the Controller's price,

but that after this month the publishers must look
elsewhere for their supplies. The firm would .select

their customers for the necessary 12 per cent to be
sold in Canada, and tell the rest it could not supi)ly
them with more.
Mr. P. B. Wilson, of the Spanish River Pulp & Paper

Co., said that the whole trouble was that the price

here was fixed lower than they could get elsewhere.
The solution was that the publishers would get the
paper if they would pay the price.

This ended the general discussion, and Commissioner
Pringle closed it by saying he did not propose nmking
any order.

"I purpose making a recommendation to the Gov-
ernment," he said, "and if thej" see fit to make an
order and take the responsibility, it is their's not mine.
I have doubts as to mj^ jurisdiction or how long it will

last, and when I am asked to make an order for six

months I have grave doubts as to whether my juris-

diction would last for that period. Therefore, it

seems to me the responsibility rests with the Govern-
ment.

Would Fix Reasonable Price
"If I were fixing a price," said the Commissioner,

'"I would fix not less than $75 a ton, knowing condi

tions as they are, and I am satisfied the larger pub-

lishers would be satisfied to pay that if they were ab-

solutely sure of their supply. I would suggest to the

Government to get away from questions of actual cost

and reasonable profit and fix what they consider a

reasonable price under the circumstances.

FRENCH PAPER MILLS STRIPPED BY HUNS.

Mr. Clarence Kinne, secretary of the Bagley and
Servall Co. has just returned from a business trip to

France.

"Business in France is good. There is lots of money
circulation, but the people think thai they are the

only nation in the world that is hit by the high cost

of living," said Mr. Kinne. "As a matter of fact

the costs are no more than here.

"Some of the paper mills in the devastated section

of France are again in operation and others are being

rebuilt as rapidly as possible. I was in one mill where
the Germans had taken off six machines and one of

the machines was recovered. I was in another mill

which the Germans had stripped, taking three ma-
chines. Not a pound of machiner.y was retrieved

there. One mill which was destroyed estimated that

it would cost about $5,000,000 to repl.i.ce it without
counting the loss of business for five years.'"

Because of the longshoremen's strike in New York
Mr. Khine was compelled to wait in the harbor at

Havre three weeks before he conid sail for home
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Will a Stone Roll Work?™It Will
The following data is furnished by Mr. W. B. Camp-

bell, of Process Engineers, Montreal, in answer to the

query in last week's issue regarding the use of stone

rolls ou wide machines. He has given more informa-
tion than was asked for, but the additional remarks
will be of interest.

One of the fruitful sources of breaks on a paper
machine trouble is at the wet presses.

The ideal wet press should permit the employment
of any desired pressure on the sheet, without causing

it to stick to the top press roll, or to break. The press-

ure should be even and uniform. With most classes

of papers the drier the sheet can be made in the wet
presses, the better it improves the feel and strength:

less work remains to be done by the dryers, and the

many advantages of drying at low temperatures and
with a reduced steam consumption are attained. It is

true that the life of the wet felts is slightly diminish-

ed by the use of high pressures at the wet presses,

but this drawback is far outweighed by the advantages
secured.

It is clear, however, that increased extraction of

moisture in the presses cannot be economically effect-

ed at the expense of frequent breaks of the sheet.

A single break in a news machine 200" wide, run-

ning at 600 ft. a minute, represents an appreciable

loss. While this loss is perhaps more apparent in a

fast running machine, it is scarcely le<;s important in

a slow machine making better class papers, which
have a correspondingly higher value.

Breaks must be avoided, and at the same time the

sheet must have a good finish.

The original Fourdrinier machine was equipped
with iron or brass top press rolls, and, notwithstanding
the enormous strides that have been made in many
directions in its improvement, little improvement has
been made until a few years ago, in connection with
the wet presses. Numbers of machines are still fitted

with brass and steel top press rolls. Countless ex-

periments have been made with doctors of every con-

ceivable kind to keep the rolls clean, so as to avoid
the sticking and breaking of the sheet. Some degree
of improvement has indeed been attained in this waj';

but the heart of the trouble lay all the time in the

material of which the top press roll was built.

With the development of the fast-running news
machine wood became perhaps more widelj* employ-

ed for top press rolls. The primary object of this

was to reduce the cost of these large rolls, but it was
also found to slightly minimise breaks. The paper ad-

heres less to wood than to metal because air is con-

fined and compressed in depressions m the wood as

explained later in connection with the stone roll.

Wood, however, has many disadvantapres.

Wooden top press rolls crack and wrrp. They wear
very rapidly and, even with the utmost care in the se-

lection of the log, the wear is nearly alwaj'^s uneven,

necessitating constant retrimming and frequent re-

newal of the roll. Furthermore considerable difficulty

is experienced in firmly securing the trunnions on
the shaft in a wooden roll. The enormous width of the

modern machine, and the consequent difficulty of

finding suitable logs accentuates these drawbacks.
Moreover, with practically unbeaten stuff containing

free rosin it is particularly difficult to keep wooden
top press rolls properly doctored and clean.

About 15 years ago experiments began to be made
with the use of certain classes of stone for top press
rolls. A large number of different stones were tried,

and finally a special type of natural porphyry was
found to be the only stone to really meet all the ex-
acting conditions required.

The following is a minor example of one of the diffi-

culties met with. During the tests a certain stone
was tried. It appeared for a time to be perfectly suit-

able. After being used for a while, however, the
sheet commenced to show discoloration and this was
eventually traced to excess of iron in the composition
of the natural stone of which the press rolls were
built. That fact alone, of course, rendered the stone
unsuitable.

During the exhaustive trials it was found, that while
several classes of stone worked and even worked well
for short periods, eventually the surface commenced
to disintegrate. Fine particles of stone began to
break off into the sheet, soon followed by larger pieces
and the roll became useless. A further and most im-
portant problem presented itself with the employ-
ment of stone.

With metal rolls the securing of the shaft of trun-
nions to the body of the roll was a simple matter.
With stone it was found that no ordinary method of
construction would do, if immovably true trunnions
to withstand high pressures and speeds were to be
obtained. The trunnions were apt to loosen and, in

some cases, the stone roll itself broke.
In the end the complete solution of this problem

also was found: It embodies a solid through-going
steel shaft, fastened to the stone in such a way that
any shifting is quite impossible. The hundreds of
Marx crystalline stone wet press rolls, some of which
have been at work for many years, are proof of the
perfection of this fastening, as well as of the entire
suitability of the special stone employed.
The theory of the action of the stone wet pre.ss rolls

may be of some interest. The surface of the roll, al-

though highly polished and of great toughness, pos-
sesses a large number of tiny depressions, or inter-
stices. These are so small that there is not the slightest

trace of them visible in the sheet, but they are never-
theless responsible for the entire absence of sticking at
the presses, even with the highest pressures. As the
sheet is nipped between the press rolls, the air in each
of these small interstices in the top stone roll is com-
pressed. The moment the sheet passes out from the
nip, the air expands again and pushes the sheet off

the surface of the roll.

The stone being so hard, wear is exceedingly small
and must always be even, along the whole face. Any
ordinar3' doctor can be used. A medium hard bronze
doctor is recommended as very suitable, but this ma-
terial is not essential to the efficient working of the
rolls. Regrinding of the face is veiy seldom neces-

sary. When required it can be carried out on an or-

dinary roll grinder, with an ordinary grindstone, with-

out any difficulty. In short, these crystalline stone

wet press rolls really approximate to the ideal re-

quirements laid down at the commencement of these

notes. They not only are a material source of econ-

omy from the point of view of production and main-
tenance ; but they also give an improved finish to the

sheet. The latter is an effect of more outstanding im-

portance with some classes of papers (such as booJs
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papers) than with others; but with no class of paper

should it be disregarded.

Finally. Marx orystallint- stone wet press rolls are

made with unvarying and complete .success for every

width and type of machine, from a narrow laboratory

paper-making machine, such as at MeGill University,

to a 240" roll for the largest modern fast running

news machine.

THREATENS TO STOP NEWSPRINT EXPORT.

The Canadian Pulp and Paper Association head-

quarter^ in Montreal was notified on Saturday that

the Government at Ottawa had issued a new order-in-

^.-ouncil empowering the Minister of Customs to stop

the exportation of newsprint paper from any manu-

facturer in Canada who fails to comply with any order

issued by the Paper Controller. This is the second

time that an embargo on the export of newsprint has

been invoked in order to enforce the rulings of the

controller.

The new order arises out of attempt.; by the Papei

(.'ontroller to compel the manufacturers to continue

supplying Canadian newspaper publishers with papei

at a price considerably below that obtainable for the

same paper sold for export, and the notification, served

upon the controller by certain of the -uanufacturers,

that they will cease on the first of January next to

supply paper in Canada on any such conditions.

Certain western newspaper publishers, who have

had difficulty in obtaining their supplies of paper at

the Government fixed price, have also invoked tht

powers of the Board of Commerce in Winnipeg with a

view to getting that body to determine what is a fair

maximum profit for a ton of newsprint. The board

has already laid the foundation for such interference,

by formally declaring newsprint to be a necessary of

life within the meaning of the Act constituting the

board, which it is empowered to do with any commo-
dity. Should the board proceed upon the request of

the western publishers it may undertake to determine

the selling price of newsprint in Canada despite the

fact that a controller already exists for that purpose

;md that the controller's findings are already subject

to appeal to the paper control tribunal, a court spe-

i-ially set up and authorized to deal with the sub.ieet.

This control has been in existence for nearly three

.vears and was originally instituted as a war measure

under the atuhority of the War Measures Act.

Settlement not so Near.

Meanwhile some of the manufacturers, who have

long chafed under the somewhat unusual restrictions

imposed upon their industry, are preparing to combat
these latest attempts to control their right to conduct

their business in their own way.

The Fort Frances Pulp and Paper Company. Limited
which operates a 150-ton-a-day mill at Fort Frances.

Out., has issued a writ, directed against Controller

Pringle, the Minister of Justice and the Manitoba
Free Press Printing Company, which is designed tc

test the question of whether the War Measures Act is

still in existence insofar as the regulation of the sale

of newsprint paper is concerned, inasmuch as the

war has been over virtually for i^'ear or more. This
writ was to be served Monday. The outcome of this

action may have far reaching effects since it will ne-

cessarily raise the whole question of the validity ot

the extension of the War Pleasures Act beyond the

actual cessation of war.

From the foregoing, it will be seen that a peaceful

settlement of the .controversy which has involved the

paper manufacturers and the newspaper publishers of

Canada for the past three years is not so near as it

appeared to be a few weeks ago. Th-> whole trouble

is said to arise out of the fact that there is a world-

wide shortage of newsprint paper at the present time,

leading to an extraordinary demand and usually high

prices in the open market. Publishers in the United
States who have exhausted this year's contract allow

ances of paper find it difficult to get temporary sup-

plies to tide them over, and are bidding high for any
available tonnage. The contract price, for both Am-
erican and Canadian-made paper, in the United States

for next year's supply, now ranges from $80 to $90

a ton. The Canadian manufacturers, however, under
the guise of a war measure, are still compelled to

supply Canadian publishers with paper at $69 a ton,

and claim that they are thereby deprived of the op-

portunity of obtaining from $11 to $21 a ton more
for it in the open market. Since Canada is now con-

suming about 85,000 tons of newsprint a .year, this is

said to work out at a loss to the manufacturers at

the rate of from $!):35,000 to $1,785,000 ,i year, depend-
ing upon whether the maximum or minimum price is

taken as the basis of cahnilation.

Output 800,000 Tons Yearly.

Canadian paper mills are now turning out approx-
imately 800,000 tons of newsprint a year, of which,
as has been stated, not more than 85.000 tons are con-

sumed in Canada. The great proportion of the remain-

der is exported to the United States. Exports of paper
for the first nine months of this year, not all news-
print, reached a total value of $42,884,409, an increase

of $10,862,144 as compared with the corresponding
period of 1918. They average more than $1,000 000 a

week. The manufacturers claim they have always
made concessions to their Canadian customers, whether
under Government compulsion or not. They saj', how-
ever, that every attempt to restrict the price in the

home market has had a corresponding ill-effect in the

export market. They instance the fact that in the

States an agitation is on foot to retaliate against Can-
ada's discrimination in the price of paper by creating

a similar discrimination in the price of American
anthracite coal supplied to this country. Congress hav-

ing- already been petitioned to take action to that end,

They also say that in New Zealand the newspaper pub
lishers have asked their Government to rescind cer-

tain tariff preferences accorded imports from Canada
on account of the fact that Canada sells paper cheaper
at home than it does in New Zealand, arguing that the

cheap price given to Canadian publishers is made up
in part by an excessive price charged against New
Zealand customers. Other countries are taking a
similar attitude.

The manufacturers also say they cannot understand
why an industry which is creating foreign business for

Canada at the rate of $5,000,000 a month, chiefly in

the United States and performing a valuable service

in helping to offset the present adverse trade bal-

ance against Canada in that country, should not be
permitted to export to its fullest abilit.v. They say that
the troubles between themselves and Hie publishers
and the Government in Canada will never be definitely

settled until the situation is looked at and treated
from an international standpoint and not from one of

domestic convenience onlv.

An argument generally takes a curious form. It

always has two sides, but onlv one end.
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Making Paper From Waste Sugar Cane
Bv CHAS. W. MASON.

Readers of the Pulp and Paper Magazine in some of

the mills in Canada, Scotland and the United States

will remember Mr. Mason, who is now superintendent
of the interesting paper mill which is described and
illustrated in this article. The great success of the

use of paper for killing weeds in the cane fields has

had wide publicity through articles in the Scientific

American, Literary Digest and the paper journals.

We are to have the opportunity of telling a little

about the mill where the paper is made. The author

has not touched on the questions nf fuel, water, labor.

I
;^i^

m.\jL iitiff mift ffi;

First paper mill in the Hawaiian Islands.— View of the paper
mill buildings of the Olaa Sugar Company.

etc., but perhai)s he will tell us more about that and
the problems of manufacture in another contribution.

Mr. Mason says the climate in the middle of the

Pacific is ideal and he likes the place, people and the

work. He sent along some samples of crushed cane

raw and cooked, and, paper before and after saturat-

ing. Of quite as much interest, however, were the

pictures of Hawaii and the pieces of lava from the

eruption last summer.
The mill of the Olaa Sugar Company was built to

meet the special needs of one company brought about

by two factors of the raising of the sugar-cane—the

growth of weeds which in the rainy districts is very
rapid, and the great difficulty in procuring common
labor. It was this labor shortage which set Mr.

The digesters, capacity 14,000 lbs. each.

Eckart, the general manager, to thinking of ways and
means of preventing the weeds from growing, and he
finally resorted to the use of paper for covering the

young sugar-cane. He experimented first with build-

ing paper. Although the results from this were en-

couraging, the paper proved to be somewhat too

strong to allow the young cane-sprouts to force their

way through. It was, therefore, decided to build a

mill and manufacture from refuse bagasse, a paper
which should exactly fill the requirements.
Arthur D. Little of Cambridge, Mass., engineered

the proposition and carried out a series of experi-

ments for the company. The mill was built and set

in operation by Mr. 0. D. Glass of Chicago.
The equipment of the plant consists of two globe

rotaries of seven tons capacity each, four 1,000-lb.

Kmerson. beating engines, two Emerson Jordans and

and Pat the chief cook.—Pat is not

\e might suggest, but a Japanese.
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The Beloit 2-mould cylinder machine, 72 inch, trim Saturating plant. Two Moore and White 48 inch machines.

one 80'" two-mould cylinder machiue, made by the

Beloit Iron Works. The saturating plant consists of

two 40" Moore and White saturating machines. It

is in charge of Mr. P. J. Connley of San Francisco,

who is well known in the saturating business on the

Pacific coast.

Dry part of paper machine.

The bagasse looks like poor raw material from

which to make paper. Nevertheless, it makes very

suitable sheet for use on the field. What is required

here is a sheet with a very low bursting strength. If

the bursting strength is too high, the cane is unable

to force its way through and the sheet must then be

split with a knife. However, after considerable ex-

perimenting we have been able to turn out a sheet

that exactly meets our needs.

The bagasse is cooked for twelve hours with lime

under 60 pounds steam pressure. It is then blown ofl:

and allowed to remain on the floor for three or four

ilays before being u.sed. The exposure to the air for

this length of time causes the paper to work better

on the machine and to saturate more easily.

From the machine the paper is conveyed to the

saturating plant where it is run through the asphalt.

The jumbo rolls are allowed to stand for twenty-four

liours to give a chance for the asphalt to soak in. The

Laying the pape
end ot nape

=-K?«*i»t.Ofl«^?e

the cane field

from growling.

' jt^^-

it the weeds
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Young sugar cane sprouting through the paper.

|)a|)cr is then iim over the winder and put up in .i

convenient size to be handled on the fi.ld.

By doing away with the necessity for repeated
weediugs the use of the paper on the field reduces the

cost of labor 50%, increases the yield and causes a

better and stronger cane, with a higher extraction, to

be obtained.

The accompanying photographs show tlic process

from the digesters to the cano-field.

I

USING LIQUID SULPHUR DIOXIDE
At the Camas mill there is being used in the making

of sulphite cooking liquor an interesting chemical

which is termed liipiid sulphur dioxide. This material

is used in place of sulphur in the acid-making system

by the Crown Willamette Paper Co au'l its use is an

interesting development for several reasons.

In the first place, it is a by-product material which
formerly was a waste incidental to the smelting of

copper ore.

In the large smelter near the city of Tacoma the

smelter engineers have installed a process for recov-

ering this valuable material from their stack gases,

and it is this material that the paper mill is using

to replace sulphur in its acid-making process.

Another interesting thing about this material is that

it is, as its name implies, a liquid gas. In fact, the

gas comes to the mill in tank ears, just as fuel oil or

any other liquid might, were it received by rail. The
liquid gas, however, has a property different from
that of fuel oil, namely, not remaining in liquid form
unless it is confined in a closed tank under pressure.

Remove the pressure and the liquid turns into gas;

apply pressure to it and the gas reverts again to a
liquid. As a I'esult of this peculiar property, the

gas when received at the mill in the tank cars is in

liquid form, but thei'e is about 40 to 50 lbs. of pres-

sure in the ear. It is therefore an interesting prob-
lem to get the liquid out of the car into the storage
tanks, at the same time maintainint;- sufficient pres-

sure so as to keep the gas in a liquid form. How this

is done, a study of the accompanying diagram will

show. As indicated on this diagram, two pipe con-
nections are made to the tank car wh.^n the gas is to

be unloaded. One of these connections is simply into

the top of the car, and leads from the pressure side

of the gas pump cylinder, as indicated in the diagram.

The other connection is to a syphon pipe which ex-

tends down to within an inch or so of the bottom' of

the car. It is through this connection that the SO^
in liquid form leaves the car and is delivered into

the storage tanks. What takes place in the unloading
of this material is as follows

:

The connections to the car are made, then the gas

pump is started. This pump draws the sulphur diox-

ide gas from the top of the storage tanks and delivers

it, under pressui'e into the top of the tank ear. As
a result of the decreased pressure in the top of the

storage tank, resulting fi-om this pumping, together

with the increased pressure on top of the liquid ga^

in the tank ear, this liquid gas in the car is forced

by the pressure above out though the syphon gas pipe

extending nearly to the bottom of the car, into tlv

storage tanks at the mill. In this way gas is alway>
maintained in liquid form and the unloading of the

tank cars is simply accomplished.

When the gas is to be used in the acid plant, it is

first run from the storage tanks to another tank loe

ated near the acid room. .To effect this transfer
of liquid gas the piping is so arranged that the same
gas pump that is used for utiloading the tank car is

also used to pump gas from the top of the acid room
tank to the storage tanks, in tlie same way that thiv

gas is handled while the tank car is being emptied.
The tank near the acid room is buried in a pit and

cast-iron radiators are installed under the tank. These
are necessary, for as the pressure in the tank is re-

duced by drawing off gas, the liquid sulphur dioxide
tends to cool and frequently a heavy frost forms oli

the shell of this tank. The heating eoils compensate
for this cooling effect and tend to keep up the pres.*!-

ure of the gas in the tank.
There is a pipe leading from this tank which carries

the gas to the reducing valve, where the pressure is

dropped from that of the tank, say about iO#, to a

lower pressure, at which pressure the gr<s is introduced
into the gas line leading to the Barker acid tower,
this gas line being the one which carries the gas from
the sulphur burners to the Barker tower after this

gas has passed the water cooler in which it is cooled
On account of the chemical formation of liquid sui

phur dioxide, it requires 2 lbs. of this material to re-
place 1 lb. of sulphur. ,/

In the Camas plant, liquid sulphur dioxide has been
used in comparatively small .quantities for a littll

over a year, and its operation is very satisfactQi'y

—

Makin' Paper. .! '
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NEWS IS $150 IN NEW ZEALAND.
A recent visitor in Montreal was ^li-. 1'. Iv Jones,

at" \V. II. Simius c& Sons, Limited, Christclmrch, New
Zealand, chairman of the Importers" Committee of

the Associated Chambers of Commerce, of that coun-

try. Mr. Jones is visiting Canada with a view to look-

ing into trade conditions and of promoting commerce

between Car.ada and New Zealand. He carries a

letter of introduction from Premier :\Iassey to Sir

George E. Foster, Minister of Trade and Commerce,

and another to the Montreal Board of Trade from the

Chamber of Commerce of Christchurch.

"New Zealand is anxious to promote trade with

Canada," said Mr. Jones, "and I am here to find out

the best methods for doing it. We are particularly

interested in seeing if we cannot secure a greater

share of the printing paper produced in Canada, as

New Zealand, like most other countries, is exper-

iencing a shortage of that commodity .just at present.

"We favor Canadian paper and admit it free of

duty, while imposing a 20 per cent ad valorum import

duty upon paper coming from outside the Empire, but

we cannot understand why we should have to pay a

higher price for it than that paid by Canadian con-

sumers, ordinary printing paper selling here at a price

of $69 a ton costs in New Zealand the equivalent of

.)!150 a ton which, of course, includes the cost of

transportation. We cannot understand why there

should '. e this discrimination in price and that is one

of the things I have come to look into.

"Publishers of newspapers in New Zealand have

become ver.v much interested in the question and

have made representations to our Government in re-

gard to it. They believe that if the discrimination

continues, the preference given to Canadian paper in

New Zealand should be removed and the market there

opened to all comers on an equal basis. If that is done

there is a good chance of Canada losing our market

as Norway and Sweden, relieved of the duty, could

lay down paper in New Zealand cheaper than Canada
can do it, and if they once secure the trade they can

be depended upon to hold on to it. In the present

state of things Canada may not attach much value

to this trade, but in a year or two conditions will

probably change and Canada will be looking for new
luarkets."

Canadian paper men with whom Mr Jones talked,

r-xplained that the fixed price in Canada was a com-

pulsory one and did not necessarily reflect the actual

value of the product, but the visitor took the view-

that if paper is sold in Canda at less than a fair price,

whether under compulsion of not, such price must

have the effect upon export customers, who probably

have to pay a higher price on account of it. He
thought that was hardly in keeping with the spirit

that ought to prevail between fellow members fo the

British Empire.

Mr. Jones says that shipping conditions between

Canada and New Zealand have materially improved
n the last three months, and now offer practically no
obstacles to trade between the two countries. He
says that New Zealand has its share of labor troubles.

although they are not as acute as they appear to be

on this continent. He also says that the cost of living

does not present quite so formidable a problem over

there as here.

"We can still buy eggs at a shilling a dozen and

butter, cheese, meat and other things in proportion,"

he said, adding that financially New Zealand is in a

highly flourishing condition, having disposed of great

stores of foodstuffs, wool, etc., to Great Uritain, for

cash and at a good price. The country is now in the

throes of a general election campaign, which cul-

minates in two weeks' time.

CAR LOADING A REAL ART,
The finishing rooms in the Jlills of the Abitibi Power

and Paper Company have developed the art of car load-

ing until it has become a science. So exacting and ex-

tensive are the precautions taken against damage to

the huge rolls of paper while in transit, that little short

of an actual railroad wreck can harm the newsprint
while on its w-ay to its destination.

The procedure is explained thus by The Broke
Hustler:

The empty freight car is first placed on a siding by
the railroad compan.v, where an inspector goes care-

fully over it to see that it is thoroughly watertight.

Bad cars are rejected at once, and any that the Inspec-

tor is in the least doubtful about are subjected to a

water test. If this test is passed satisfactorily the car

is then switched to the Train Shed in the Mill where an

experienced cleaner cleans it out thoroughly and goes

earefull.v over it with a smoothing board for nails and
bolt heads. The cleaner extracts all nails and other ob-

tructions that he finds, and turns it over to a second

inspector.

This man is equipped with a cluster of powerful

electric lights which illumine everv corner of the car

with a strong light. He goes over every part of the

ear with extreme care, marking all pro.]ections such as

nails tliat have been overlooked, or bolts heads, with

a piece of chalk. The car then is put in charge of the

car liners who extract all nails, and cover any pro-

jection that cannot be removed with thick strips of

wrapper. The ends of the car are then furnished with

bumper blocks, each consisting of two six inch strips

of eight thicknesses of wrapper. This is an efficacious

protection from jolts or jars of any kind. The sharp

corners of the door posts are also covered with six inch

strips of eight thicknesses of wrapper, and the car is

again gone over under the glare of strong electric lights

and tested with a straight edge to see that smooth sur-

faces are ever.vwhere presented to the rolls.

The rolls are then loaded and pushed tightly togeth-

er with an instrument known as a "roll pusher,"

those in the doorways being toe-blocked with trian-

gular shaped blocks of wood nine inches long and four

inches high. A two inch plank, six inches wide, is

nailed across the inside of the doorway to prevent the

roll from falling against the door, and finally the door

is closed, and strips of tar paper are nailed along its

top and both its sides and are battened down with

strips of half inch wood one inch wide.

FORESTRY ENGINEERS MEET IN JANUARY.
A meeting of Forestry engineers will be held a1

the Parliament Buildings in Quebec e?-ily in January

when over fifty engineers will attend. The conven-

tion will probably last three days when many inter-

esting matters dealing with forestry in general will

be dealt with. The Association of Forestry Engineers

will also choose its officers for the coming year. Hon.

^fr. Mereier will probably attend the convention.

Abitibi stock at 203. Laurentide at 270. What next

V

We are glad the miners are back at work—20

below zero in St. Anne's Wednesday.
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REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE.
B-9. The West asks for its forests. Kobson Black,

(Jan. For. J., Dec. 1918, p. 1967. A brief discussion
of the agitation in favc-r of turning over the natural
resources of the Western provinces, with particular
reference to the forests, to the respective provincial
governments. Shows that the forests of the prairie

provinces are greatly depleted by fire, that the forest

revenues are very small as compared with the cost of

their protection and administration, and concludes
T.hat the transfer by the Dominion Government of the

forests in these provinces, to the respective provincial
governments, would presumably not be in the interest

of efficient fire protection.-—C.L.

B-9. New Brunswick to the fore! and why? G. H.
Prince, Provincial Forester, Can. For. J., Dec, 1918.

p. 1982. Discusses the progressive policy now in ef-

fect in that province. Increased efficiency is noted,
particularly in connection with forest protection and
forest research. Political*patronage has been elimi

nated from the fire ranging service.—C.L.

B-9. Manitoba 75 per cent under forest. Can. For.

.[., Jany., 1919, p. 13.—C.L.
B-9. Reconstruction! and the call of the forests!

EUwood Wilson, Can. For. J., Jany., 1919, p. 1.5.—C.L.

B-9. The problem of Ontario's pin 3 supply. W.
K V. Atkinson, Can. For. J., Jany., 1919, p. 18.—C.L.

B-9. Coupling the forest to the fruit farm. Geo. P.

Melrose, Can. For. J., Jany., 1919, p. 8. Describes how
British Columbia's richest valleys depend upon nat-

ural water storage of wooded mountains.—C.L.

B-9. Reconstruction is a conservation qui3stion.

Gifford Pinchot, Can. For. J., Jany., 1919, p. 3. "In
many ways the forest is the fundamental natural re-

source, for it not only supplies a basic raw material

of modern civilization, but makes it possible for us to

get and use the other raw materials which it does not

itself supply. RecunNtruction can not be successfully

handled by neglecting the forests."—C.L.

B-9. Floods and erosion, cause and cure. 8. T.

Dana, U. S. Forest Service, Can. For. J.. April. 1919.

p. 159.—C.L.
B-9. The significance of our eastern forests. Dr.

B. E. Fernow, Can. For. J.. April, 1919, p. 178. Ex-

plodes the fallacy of inexhaustible forest resources in

Canada; discusses the rapid growth of the pulp and

paper industry in Eastern Canada.—^C.L.

B-9. Canada's woodpile as an industrial magnet.

Can. For. J., April, 1919, p. 180. Answers the argu-

ments by certain United States paper manufacturers

who desire to secure the modification or abolition of

the embargo on the export of Crown lands pulpwood,

•

particularly in the Province of Quebec. Shows that

Canada now exports more than one million cords of

pulpwood per year, presumably cut from settlers' lots

and freehold lands neither of which are subject to the

embargo conditions. Advocates the retention of the

existing embargoes.—C.L.

B-9. World demand shortens life of our forests.

F. J. Campbell, President Canadian Pidp & Paper

Assn., Can. For. J., Feby., 1919, p. 79. Discusses the

forest resources of Quebec and their relation to the

ever-increasing demand for pulpwood.—C.L.

AiiOC\AT\OH—

-

B-9. The State's duty in managing forests. Hon
E. A. Smith, Minister of Lands and Mines, New Bruns-
wick, Can. For. J., Fcby., 1919, p. 66. Discusses New
Brunswick's progressive forest policy.—C.L.

B-9. An Imperial forest policy. Sir John Stirling
Maxwell, Can. For. J., Jany., 1919, p. .56. Advocates
giving Canadian woods an equal chance in the Brit-
ish market by levying import tax on timber from Rus-
sia and Scandinavia.—C.L.

B-9. Nova Scotia gettaig ready. Hobson Black,
Can. For. J., Dec. 1918, p. 1986. Reports the forestrv
conference held at Halifax Dec. 10, at which was dis-
eu.ssed the proposed appointment of a Provincial For-
ester.—C.L.

B-9. A national forest policy. Wilson Compton.
secretary-manager. National Lumber Manufacturers'
Association, Amer. For., Spet., 1919, p. 1337. Dis-
cusses from the viewpoint of the lumberman and polit-
ical economist, the national forestry program advo-
cated by Col. H. S. Graves, Chief Forester, U. S. For-
est Service. Possession of cheap and plentiful timber
is not necessarily a symptom of national wealth. Re-
moval of original forests from the soil of the United
States without provision for forest renewal on mosi
of the land thus cleared is not necessarily a national
misfortune. The extent to which non-agricultural
land should be devoted to forestry is primarily de-
pendent upon the extent of the demand for forest
products. The growing of timber crops is the proper
business of the Government rather than of the lum-
berman. The private owner of timberlands is imder
no greater obligation to use his land permanently to
grow timber than the owner of agricultural land is

to use the land to grow crops, if the growing of crops
is unprofitable. See also discussion on pages 1339 to
1342 of same issue.—C.L.

B-9, Mexico as a source of timber. Austin F.
MacDonald. Amer. For., Sept., 1919, p. 1361.—C.L.

B-0. Returned soldi3rs in forestry courses. Can.
For. J., April, 1919, p. 147. Describes the five months
course in forestry for returned Canadian soldiers at

the University of British Columbia, maintained by the
Department of Soldiers Civil Re-establishment. 21
men were enrolled in this course last winter.—C.L.

ADHESIVE FROM WASTE LIQUOR.
An interesting picture in a recent number of the

Digester .shows a few of the members of the Lauren-
tide Paper mill staff trying to pull off a head that was
struck on a roll with the new adhesive prepared by
their research department. This new material, which
is obtained by the evaporation of waste sulphite
liquor at a very low cost, will be produced shortly in
quantities sufficient to replace the glue and paste used
in the finishing department and the mixture used in
in the core department. An appreciable saving will
be effected by this new process.

Consolez-vous I Si quelqu'un a pris votre ehevre, il

aura la peine de la nourrir cet hiver, which, by inter-
pretation, Cheer up! If the other fellow gets your goat,
he will have to feed it this winter."
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Althoufrh at ilii' last session of Coii','ress no appro-

priation was made for the continuation of tests on

plant paper fibre made for the Government by J. S.

Merrill, until recently in eharjre of tlie pnjjcr labor-

atory of the Uureavi of Plant Iiidusti>. Dei):irtmeiit

of AjTriculture, this important work will be carried

on by Crane & Co., of Dalton, Mass., with which con-

cern Mr. Merrill is now associated. Crane & Co were so

much interested in the develo])ment of the process thnt

they offered to finance a continuation of the work
under Mr. Merrill's direction when it became manifes*^

that it had to be abandoned by the frovernmeiital

bureau because the necessary funds had not been

provided.

The National Paper Can Corporation, Rochester, .\.

Y., is listed among recent incorporations. The new
concern will manufacture and trade in all appliances

for containers or holders of foodstuffs, chemicals an.l

merchandise, etc. The capitalization is stated to be

1,000 shares preferred stock, par valu" $100 each, an.l

800 shares common stock of no par value.

Representative Anthonj' of Kansas, himself a news-

paper publisher, is about to introduce in Congress a

bill which it is designed to accomplish an im'mediat?

reduction in size of newspapers, magazines and other

publications through an order of Congress to the

Post Office, Department to refuse to accept as mail
voluminous publications. The limitations proposed in

Mr. Anthony's measure would be kept in force until

July, 1921. Many papers, particularly those in the

smaller cities, will soon be forced out of business un-

less a general reduction order is enforced, said Mr.
Anthony in discussing the newsprint shortage last

week. "The paper situation," he said, "has been
made acute through a greatly increased demand, due
to an unexpected volume of advertising, and at the

same time a decrease in production. The trouble ap-

parentl.v is that no one newspaper or group of news-
papers or publications is willing to take real steps to

conserve paper, fearing its action will drive advert-
ising to its competitors. In that case it is the dnt.v

of the Goverrment to step in. Many papers in smaller
cities have wired me they are unable to make contracts
at any price for next year. The paper simply cannot
be had, and the price has jumped from about 2 cents

a pound before the war up to 10 and even 15 cents
now. I have not compiled definite figures, but in

general I believe my bill will cut down the paper used
in week day papers one-third, reduce the Sunday
consumption one-half, and decrease the paper used by
magazines 25 to 30 per cent."
A notice of dissolution was recently filed with the

Secretary of State, New York, by the Cascade Wood
Products Company of St. Regis Falls, N. Y.
In urging the Senate to act on pending legislation

to permit hydro-electric development in navigable
streams, Senator Jones of Washington pictured ho\X-

a coal crisis such as the country now faces would be
alleviated under proper water power development.
The ultimate development of all the power available
innavigable streams, the Senator pointed out, would
be equal to 780,000,000 tons of coal. The bill calling for

such development is now in the Senate, having already
been passed by the House. Its immediate enactment

i> ;iil\ii,-atci| liy (Mjxcninrs of scM'ImI Stah's ami li\ thr

JIayors of a number of cities throughout the country

Telegrams promising support of the measure have been

sent by the executives of New Hampshire, Rhode Is-

land, Indiana. .Michigan, North Dakota and Colorado

to JIayor Corn-lius F. Hums of Troy, Chairman of the

executive board of the Now Fork State Conference o*"

Mayors who sent out a message directing attention to

the need for utilizing water power as a practical

means of aiding fuel conservation. "The serious coal

situation confronting the nation has brought to our

attention most forcibly the need of conserving our

fuel supply," wrote Mayor Burns. "It is nothing

short of criminal to have the surplus waters of the

country running to waste when their utilization would
mean a tremendous supply of electrical energy the

absence of which at the present time is placing in

jeopardy our industrial life."

Operations have been resumed at the international

Paper Company's Niagara Falls mill, where writing

paper will be manufactured. Considerable attention

is being given in brokerage circles to the speculative

possibilities of International Paper common. This

stock sold up to 82 early in November. Earnings thi'-

.vear for the common will probably equal $25 a share,

which means that in the four years ei'ding with the

c'lrrent one the company will have earned a total of

$102 on its stock without having disbursed a cent on

dividends. International paper is unable adequately

to supply the American orders with new-sprint, to say

nothing of foreign orders which the company might

accept if it wished even greater profits. Contracts

covering the first quarter of 1920 are being closed at

$90 a ton, compared with a price of $75.05 under
Government control.

KELLOGG IN TIMBERLAND EXCHANGE.
William L. Hall having completed tv.-enty years ot'

work in foresti'y with the Federal Government an-

nounces his retirement as Assistant Forester in the

Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, ef-

fective November 24, 1919, and his association with

R. S. Kellogg and others in the organization of Hall.

Kellogg & Company, 1449 Otis Building. Chicago.

This is an organization having for its principal pur-

pose the conducting of land exchanges between timber-

land owners and the Federal Government on the Na-
tional Forests and elsewhere.

The work will contribute to the further development
of the Nation's forest policy by active aid in the con-

solidation of Federal, State and private timberland
holdings for better administration and operation.

BUYS BATHURST POWER PLANT
Mr. Jolm P. Legor. who has been suppl.ving clectrii-

lieht and power to Bathurst for fifteen vears under
the Jiame of the Bathurst Electric and Water Power
Co., Ltd., disposed of his interest in that concern on

Wednesday. Messrs. P| J. Veniot and Angus McLean
closed the deal for the purchasers, who we understand
are a syndicate of well known provincial capitalists

shortly to bL> incorporated for the purpose of greatly

developing the power possibilities of the Tetegouchi>

River.—Gloucester Northern Light.
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The death took place iu Toronto on Sunday last ol'

Robert C. Winlow, father of Georgo Winlow, of the

sales department of the Canada Paper Company. De-

ceased, who was in advanced years, w-.'-' injured some

days ag:o by being struck by a street car on Welling-

ton Street. He was a well-known and highly respect-

ed citizen of Toronto.

P. B. Wilson, Vice-President of the Spanish River
Pulp and Paper Mills, Limited, has just returned to

Canada after three months sejourn in England. The
trip was one in which Mr. Wilson combined business

and pleasure for his old home is in the Isles and na-

turally Mr. Wilson spent some time around his old

haunts.

John Thompson, a pioneer printer of St. Thomas,
Ont, and for several years a member of the reportorial

staff of the St. Thomas Journal, died after a long
illness. The late Mr. Thompson was one of the first

reporters in St. Thomas Abd was associated with the
Journal when it was in the weekly class

C. P. Crandall, of the Montreal Star, has been ap-
pointed honorary secretary of the executive commit-
tee of the Canadian Press Association in charge of the
Imperial Press Conference to be held in Canada next
Summer. The conference will be attended by the lead
ing publishers o" the whole empire a'-.d they will be

taken from ocean to ocean in special trains as guest-^

of the Canadian publishers. It is estimated that the

newspapers represented by the visitors aggregate
over one million reader*.

It is announced that John W. Tibbs. News Editor,

has been appointed News Manager of the Canadian
Press Association and that his functions have been
extended. Editors and correspondents of the Maritime,
Ontario and Quebec Districts will be responsible to

him for the news of their various districts. W. P.

Robinson, who was the chief operator, has been
promoted to be Night Editor at the head office. F.

A. MacDougall has been made chief operator. V. M.
Kipp, British Columbia News Superintendent, has
been appointed Acting Assistant General JIanager
for the West.

'I'hi' fourth out-of-town luncheon of the Toronto

Carton Clul) was held on December yth at the Kerby
Hou.se in Brantford. All of the Hamilton Members
were iu attendance together with a good representa-

tion of the clubs at Toronto, Brantford, Guelph, Kit-

chener and Gait. Those present were driven in the

morning to the factory of the Canada Glue Company
where an interesting time was spent in seeing the

different processes in connection with the manufac-

ture of glue. The luncheon took place at one o'clock

and afterwards a pleasant and profitable time was
spent in discussing matters of general interest to the

paper box business.

A deputation from Fort William is e.vpeeted to wait
on the Ontario Government in Toronto this week to

ask that under a lease for pulpwood limits on the Pie

River granted the Great Lake Paper and Pulp Com-
pany influence should be brought to bear to have the

mill located withiin either of the Twin Cities. At
present it is said to be in the intention to locate the

plant outside POrt Arthur. On Tuesday a deputa-
tion waited on the Hvdro-Eleetric Power Commission
hoping that some influence could be exerted there

owing to the fact that a contract for power must be
entered into with that bOd.y. It ,was found, however
that the matter was entireh' one for ^he nabinel.

The Provincial Paper Mills, head office Toronto,

whose stock is listed on the stock exchange, has in-

creased the dividend on its $2,481,300 common stock

from 4 to 6 per cent, the first dividend at the new rate

being announced on December 8th. The 4 per cent

rate has been in force for several years

George E. Scroggie has been elected a director of

the Toronto Mail and Empire, while W J. Darby has

been appointed treasurer and George M. McTaggart
circulation manager.

The Diamond State P'ibre Company of Canada, Ltd.,

are starting a warehouse and factory at 455 King St.,

West, Toronto, where they will carry a complete

stock of fibre sheets, rods and tubes and manufac-

ture special shapes to suit any specifications, such as

bushings, washers, gears, discs, etc. The sheet fibre

stock will consist of trunk fibre, insulating fibre and

mechanical fibre in any specifications desired. The
firm will also carry the Diamond State Fibre Com-
|i:iny's receptacle line, consisting of waste baskets,

warehouse cars, etc. The protective paper stock will

consist of glassine, grease proof, vegetable parch-

ment, parchmoid and filter paper.

Ramsey and Ogle is the name of a new firm to enter

the paper trade in Toronto. They hav? opened a job-

bing business at 76 Pearl Street and will spacialize

in job lots of all classes of paper. W. B. Ramsey of

Ritchie and Ramsey is one of the partners.

The two weekly papers in Tillsonburg, Out., The
liiberal and The Observer, have been amalgamated
and a joint stock company has been formed whicli

will take over both offices and begin the publication

of the Tillsonburg News on December 26th. The
new company is known' as the News Printing Com-
panw of Tillsonburg, Limited. P. E. Aldrieh is Presi-

dent; John Law, Secretary and H. P. Johnston, Busi-

ness Manager. The publication office will be in the

ju-emiscs now occupied by the Observer, a paper that

w;is established by William Law in June 1863.

A circular just issued from the office of Lord At-

holstan, of Montreal, Chairman of the General and
Excfutivp Cnrnmittep'5 for the Imperial Press As.soc'a-
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tion, urging that no effort be spared in the attempt

to make the visitors welcome and their stay a pleas

"ire bears the signatures of many of Canada's prom
ineiit men. Sir Robert Borden heads the list which
iiiulndes all the Cabinet Ministers. Hon. W. L. Mae-
kt u/ie Kin^, Leader of the Opposition, Hon. W. S.

Fielding and others. Arrangements ore under way
/or the elaborate entertainment the visiting .ionrnalists

r'niiii beyond the seas.

The Canadian Barking Drum Company, Limited,

whose Toronto office is in the Royal Bank Building as

assignee of Herbert Guettler, have secured Patent No.

194,245 on "U" Bars in Canada, which are being sub-

stituted for the old type of angle irons, in connection

with the peeling of pulp timber, and which are said

to be giving satisfactory results.

Senator Ross of the Fort Frances Pulp and Paper
Company has taken out a writ against the Paper Con-

troller, R. A. Pringle, K. C, the Minister of Justice

and the iLuiitoba Free Press, which is of a mos.t im-

portant nature, not only to the F"'ort Frances Com-
pany but to the Dominion at large. The writ, which
his been issued by Messrs Pringle and Guthrie, wil!

raise the question as to whether or not the Dominion
War Pleasures Act is now in force. There have been
dift'erent views expressed upon this question and as to

who is right seems about to be determined by the

courts.

By the purchase of the Macleod Pulp Mills at Mil
Ion. Nova Scotia, by Frank J. D. Barnjum of Annapo-
lis Royal, N.S., one of the largest holdings of fee laud
piilpwood in Canada, 850,000 acres and which is being
continually added to, Avill now be manufactured into

pulp and paper in this countrj- instead of being shipperl

?s raw material to the United States.

?'r W. W. Hughes, who has been secretary of the

>ntr.al Branch of the Canadian Manufacturers"
.\ssocition for the past three years, has resigned in

order to enter into business on his own account, as an
importer and exporter, with considerable capital back-
i) -r his work. Mr. Hughes will be succeeded by Mr.
1? W Gould, who has been engaged in newspaper work
'

' Montreal for the past few years, and in other jour
ii.ilistic capacities in England and Canada for a nuni

ber of years.

FATALITY AT BATHURST PULP MILL
Mr. Philip Chassi, an employe of the Bathnrst Luni

ber Co. at the pulp mill, was instantly killed November
30 while assisting to move a heavy disc in the wood
room. This disc slipped as it was being placed in po

sit ion and fell upon the unfortunate man. crushinir

his life out instantly.

Dr. R. G. Duncan was immediately notified and

after hearing th? witnesses' account of the accident,

decided that an inquest was not necessary. The dc-

cea.sed had been employed at the pulp mill for about

a year, coming here from St. Anacht, Que. His rp

mains were taken to his former home on Monday,
accompanied by Mr. Pat. Cormier of East Bathurst,

and by his wife and one child who comprise his sur-

viviiiLT family

HOWARD SMITH PAPER MILLS, LTD., GETS
NEW CHARTER.

Shareholders of the Howard Smith Paper Mills,

Limited, at a special general meeting held this week,
confirmed the .sale of the enterprise as a going con-
cern to a new company recently incorporated under
the same name, with an authorized capital of $7,000,-

000. About 90 per cent of the i.ssued capital stock
was re|)resented at the meeting and the proposal rec-

oiiiiiieiidi tl by the board of directors was adopted
without a dissenting vote.

Under the conditions of the sale, one share of 8
per ceiitcumulative preferred stock of the new com-
pany, iiarticipating up to 10 per cent, will be given
for each share of the 7 per cent non-participating pre-

ferred stock of the old company, while holders of the
i)ld common stock will receive two shares of new for

'acli one presently held by them.
Tlu' new company undertakes to pay the common

sluireliolders of the old company the dividend of •')

per cent recently declared for the year 1919. No
change in the management of executive is involved in

the transaction.

The I'eorganization enterjirise will operate three di-

visional plants for the manufacture of bond, ledger

and other high-grade papers, these being situated at

Meauharnois and Crabtree Mills, in Quebec, and
Cornwall, Ontario, the latter being the property of the

Toronto Paper Manufacturing Company recently n>-

'piired by the Howard Smith enterprise.

The Howard Smith Paper iMills, Limited, has made
stead}' progress since its formation in 1912, and all

three of its divisional plants, it is stated, are running

at full capacity with orders for several months booked
ahead. The capacity of all the plants is now being

substantially increased by the installtion of additional

paper .machines and other equipment to meet the in-

creasing business. The amalgamation under one man-
agement of the company and its resources makes the

Howard Smith Paper iMills, Limited, by far the largest

producer of high-grade pa)iers in Canad;i and one of

the largest in the world.

BATHURST ON THREE TOURS
A radical change in ths hours of labor of their

workmen at the pulp mill and also in the rates in pay
in effect was put into force December 1 by the man-
agement of the Bathurst Lumber Co.

Instead of operating the plant by two shifts of

eleven and thirteen hours each d-dv, the modem sys-

tem of three shifts of eight hours each has been adopt-

ed, while the rates of wages for the new periods have

been made the same as was formerly paid for ten

hours, plus an advance of 10 per cent, or the equiv-

alent of eleven hours previous pay.

This means a substantial reduction in the hours of

labor of the workmen 'with a very slight reduction

in wages, and works out so far to the great advantage

of the men. A very pleasant feature of the new ar-

rangement is that it was made voluntarily by the

company without any pressure or hint of pressure o'

complaint of any kind from the employes. It means

an additional expense to the company for wages o'

about 30 per cent and the employment of a consider

ably larger force, but there is every reason to believ.

that the change will be beneficial from the company's

viewpoint as well as from that of the men.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, December 13, 1919.—Barring advances in

prices in a few lines of paper and the soaring prices

of newsprint there is no change in the .situation as far

as the pulp, fibre and paper trade is concerned. Pros-

perity still attends the manufacturers and in but very
fcAv lines is there any possibility of meeting the de-

mands that are being made. Business in all branches
of the paper trade is exceedingly brisk, production
continues to fall far short of the demand and every
industry is working at full capacity in an endeavor
to catch up with orders, which, in some eases

are months behind. Some indication of the man-
ner in which newsprint and pulp prices are
mounting was seen this week, when a Toronto
jobber was quoted a rate of $74.25 for a ship-

ment of four carloads of groundwood pulp which
is considered a somewhat remarkable price when
sulphite is obtainable at .$90.00. But it bears out the

statement previously made in these columns that th.-

pulp mills and particularly the ncM's print mills, can

get almost anything that is asked for their products.
Sales of groundwood pulp as high as -150 are known
to have been made altiiough the ruling price is $45 at

the mill. The Toronto jobber who received the quota-

tion of $74.25 on a four earload lot declired that it was
a bona fide offer and that there was no possibility of

a mistake on the part of the typist.

There is a big demand for pulp. Those engaged in

selling the raw material in the way of timber say that
the supply is limited. Owing to the fact that labor
has been hard to get and that it has been high this

year, the cutting of timber for pulp in most districts

has not been so extensively gone into. Because of this

shortage of production two of the mills at Thorold
are said to have been rather severely up against it and
had great difficulty in securing enough wood to grind.
Conditions such as these shed some light on the short-

age and high price of news print.

The tissue mills are all doing a big business and the
demand for all lines keeps up. Prices of several grades
of light weight tissues have advanced five per cent
and colored sulphite wrapping paper have gone up
half a cent a pound. Paper towels have rdso undergone
a slight increase in price.

The paper bos factories have never . xperienced sr-

busy a time and with the production far behind the
demand and with most of the mills piled up with
orders that thej^ have not been able to fill, trade ii!

this branch of the paper industry continues to boom.
Prices remain firm and the demand somewhat unean:-
fortably great from a manufacturing standpoint, th^

makers declaring that they are turnirg out all the

goods that labor and their equipment and raw materia:
will allow of. Mills at Montreal, Frankford and
other centres report that they are swamped M-ith

orders. The same conditions are found in the tag
and cover stock branches of the trade, the demanci
there being far greater than the mills can supply.

Owing to the fact that production has not kept pace
with the demand and that the mills are turning out

ver.y little more than before the war, th.-re is a general

scarcity of book papers, particularly coated stock,

and jobbers have had orders on hand for months that

they have been unable to fill. In bond papers all the

better stocks and colored papers are advancing in

price, most of the colored lines underg^>ing a cent and
a half a pound increase on December 1, while most o*'

the white bonds remain unchanged. Shortage of color-

ing material is ascribed as the reason for the advance
in price of the colored bond. The quality of the dyes
being used is the subject of some com]:>laint although
it is recognized that the best available are being em-
ployed and despite the hate of every thing German en-

gendered by the war, many paper-makers would wel-

come the chance to get hold of the better class dyes
Avhich apparently only Germany can produce. Book
papers,, aside from the coated stock, remain unchange-:^

in j)rice with a big demand and the mills unable to

keep up with the calls for goods. About the only

class of paper stofek that is coming through freely,

and which answers to the demand for it, is the Bris-

tols. Most of these boards are imported from the

States and the mills that were closed during the war
are now running, with the result that stocks are quite

easy to procure and orders are promptly delivered

des|)ite the fact that there is a big demand for them.
Thei'c is a big demand just now for cheap writing

Manila which is almost impossible to get. The Canada
Paper Company are about the only people making

Scandinavian American Trading Co.
83U
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this line and there are many calls for it. One To-

ronto jobbing firm have had orders on their books

for six mouths for this line of stock and they have

been unable to secure it for their customers.

Pulp Prices.

F.O.B. Mil!

(Jroundwood pulp ... . $42.00 to $45.00

Sulphite, news grade . . . . $75.00 to $80.00

Sulphite, easy bleachintr . . 1=92.00 to $95.00

Sulphite, bleached ... $11500 to $120.00

Sulphate $87.50

NEW YORK MARKETS.
New York. December. 13.—F^irmness continues to

characterize the paper market in all its branches and

there is no let up in the amount of business being

transacted. Jobbers report consumers to be buying

in a consistent manner and in large volume, while

manufacturers as a unit tell of having all the orders

that they can comfortably accomodate for the present

and for several months hence.

The news of the settlement of the strike of soft coal

miners was received with joy by the paper trade. The
shortage of coal as affecting the paper manufacturing
industry was rapidly reaching a stage of acuteness;

in fact, quite a number of mills situated in different

parts of the country have been obliged, because of the

lack of fuel, to close down for short intervals within

the past fortnight. With mining resumed, it is to be

hoped that shipments of coal will soon be forthcoming

at a more or less normal rate and that paper manu-
facturers will accordingly be occasioned no more dif-

ficulty because of a dearth of fuel to run their plants.

The tightness of the newsprint market becomes more
impressive every day. The situation is now attractins

the attention of Congressional leaders in Washing-
ton, who, as is usually the ease, are seeking some means
to relieve the newspaper publishers of the country from
conditions for which the publishers themselves are

principally to blame. A bill was introduced in the

Senate on Friday by Senator Jones of New Mexico
which would restrict the use of newsprint by making
the postal rates on newspapers of more than 24 pages
five times the present rate. The purpose of the Bill,

Senator Jones stated, is to keep the big city new.'i-

papers from "'gobbling" newsprint, thereby making
it almost impossible for small town and country papeis

to get paper.

Predictions that some of the small town newspapers
would be compelled to cease publishing as a result

of the paper shortage have become a reality. A daily

paper in a town in Pennsylvania suspended this week,
announcing that it was unable to obtain supplies of

newsprint. That other papers will likely be affected

is generally admitted. The newsprint market con-

tinues exceedingly firm. Offerings are very light and
buyers are meeting any price within the bounds of

reason to get supplies. Metropolitan newspaper pub-
lishers are restricting their consumption to a rigid

degree. Hardly a paper in New York fails to leave out

a good proportion of the advertising offered it every
day. As an example of the heavy volume of adver-

tising newspapers are carrying may be cited the case

of one local afternoon daily, which one day this week
printed 32 pages of 8 columns, or 256 columns all told,

of which total 246 columns were advertising, leaving
a bare 10 columns for reading matter.

The book paper market is strong and active. Mills

are running at full capacity and are sold up for a con-
- derable period, contract customers having acquired

practically the entire output. Tissues are firm and in

steady demand. Wrappings and other coarse

papers are moving in a consistent way and at main-

tained prices. Fine papers meet with a voluminous de-

mand and rule very firm in price.

The board market has .strengthened. About the low-

est price named on plain chip board by mills at pres-

ent is $62.50 a ton and most manufacturers are refus-

ing to accept orders at less than 65. Virtually every

mill is confining its orders to those coming from
regular customers.

GROUND WOOD.—Firmness characterizes quota-

tions on groundwood and while demand is not as point-

ed as it has been recently, there is no supply going

abeggiug in the market. Rather, buyers are still en-

countering considerable difficulty in covering their

wants, producers in the great majority of cases hav-

ing their output contracted for and therefore being
unable to accept additional orders. The latest figures

issued by the Federal Trade Commission show that

during the month of October domestic mills consumed
and shipped 8,653 tons of groundwood in excess of

what they produced. Prices range from $50 a ton up-

ward, with even stored pulp held at $45. and higher.

CHE^IICAL PULP.—Chemical wood pulps are in a

steady market position, quotations ruling strong and
demand being of a consistent nature. There is not the

excitement among buyers to secure supplies as was
in evidence a short time ago but available pulp is

quickly absorbed and the market seems virtually bare
of important accumulations. Leading producers of

bleached sulphite of standard quality report securing
6 cents at the mill without trouble for all the pulp
they have to offer, while unbleached of newsprint
quality is selling steadily at 3.50 to 3.75 cents per
pound and domestic ea.sy bleaching at 4.50 to 4.75 cents.

Kraft pulps are moving in less volume than sulphite

yet there is sufficient business activity in this end of

the market to firmly sustain values and No. 1 domestic
kraft is readily bringing 3.75 to 4 cents.. Nothing of

importance is reported from foreign P'llp centers ex-

cepting that the market in Scandinavian countries,

remains very firm.

RAGS.—Papermaking rags of nearly all descriptions
are in good demand and prices evince a strong upward
tendency. Consumers are placing orders for all

classes of material in steady fashion and show little

reluctance about meeting the prices asked on such
stock as they desire. Roofing rags especially are
strong. Felt manufacturers, judging from their efforts

to obtain supplies, are consuming large tonnages of

rags and are leaving no stone unturned to cover re-

quirements as far ahead as possible. No. 1 roofing
rags are selling at beyond 3 cents a pound in the East,
while sales have ben reported in the West at close to

3.50 cents. White rags of various descriptions are in

active call. No. 1 white shirt cuttings are moving
freely at 15.50 to 16 cents a pound at shipping points,

while old No. 1 whites are fetching 9 cents and higher
from mills. Thirds and blues are quotably higher,
sales of repacked blues having been recorded at 4.50
to 5 cents a pound f.o.b. New York. Packers are hold-
ing unsold .stocks of rags with a tenacity which indi-

cates that they anticipate further sharp advances in
prices or else that they are experiencing difficulty in
replacing the material disposed of.

PAPER STOCK.—Board manufacturers have con-
tinued to buy low grades of old paper in rather re-

stricted fashion this week owing presumably to th>?

coal situation, and this has promoted a somewhat
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riisiiM- uiuiertoiu' in priccN ou tliosp I'lasses of stuck

.•onsumed by them; othenvise, the iii<i'-ket is strong

ami comparatively active. Shavings, fiat stock, kraff.

nianilas and. in fact, all the better <iiialities. are m
jrood demand and quotations on them are firm. 8hav

injrs meet with a ready sale at steady prices, mills pay

injr in the neighborhood of o.50 cents for No. 1 hard

whites, 4.75 cents for No. 2 hard whites and 4.50 cents

for No. 1 soft white shavings. Heavy l)ooks and mag-

azines are moving actively at a price basis of around

2.50 cents at shipping points and there have been in-

stances where consunVrs having granted higher

prices. Kraft paper is freely .sought at :{.50 cents per

pound, while No. 1 Manila paper is quoted at 1.60 to

1.75 cents. Two exceedingly strong items in the trade

at present are No. 1 overissue news and white news

cuttings. The latter, which consist of newsprint shav-

ings or cuttings, are commanding a price above what

standard newsprint in rolls sold at before the war.

Consuming mills bid 2.50 cents a pound and are not

getting all the supply wanted. Overissue newspapers

are quotable at around 1.50 cents per pound at .ship-

ping points.

OLD ROPE AND BAGGING.—Old Manila rope is

a bit higher in price, an advance in (piotations having

been promoted by increased demand from consuming

quarters. Sales at 6.25 to 6.37V2 wit-^ " poun'l ?'>!'•

New York have been recorded, and, evidently looking

for a further rise, dealers are booking orders cautious-

ly. Old bagging ules comparatively quiet. Buyers do

liot show the interest in this commodity that they do

in other kinds of ])apennaking material and offerings

by dealers of No. 1 scraj) bagging at ''i cents at the

point o fshipment frequently are going nnacccptccl.

PULPWOOD AND PAPER
Such work as the following editorial in tlie (Que-

bec Telegraph is one of the most potent factors in

promoting a national realization of the importance of

the forset to the people of Canada. The newspapers

have a fine opportunity to do a grand service by

jiointing out the need of conserving and cherishing

our national resources and demanding a proper de-

velopment and ntilizatioii of them.—Ed.

It has recently been pointed out by Mr. W. L. Ed-

monds, writing in the Toronto Globe, th:it ]5aper manu-

facturers, publishers and politicians in the United

States are becoming much perturbed over the pulp-

wood situation. For some time past they have been

growing more and more anxious in regard to the out

look. And this anxiety has been materially increased

l>y a report of the Congressional Forestry Committee

to the effect that after a superficial survey, it has

l)een discovered that there is such a scarcity of wood
pulp in the country, which in turn has affected the

supply of paper, that some of the smaller newspapers

may be forced to suspend publication. As a result

of this discovery the Forestry Committee has decided

upon a more thorough and extended investigation.

From this and other facts it is perfectly clear that the

United States is destined to become more and more
dependent npon Canada for its supply of both pulp

and paper.

The fact that American capital lias liecoiiie intei--

ested to a very large extent in the pid]) and paper

industry of the Dominion has been pointed to as an

evidence that those engaged in paper jnanufacturiiig

across the border have been manufacturing across the

border have been fortifying themselvs against such

an eventuality as a shortage of the United States sup-

ply of vnw material. It is cvceetliugly difficult to

place a limit upon what the fut\ire demands of tlic

Anu'rican paper iiicii uiay he upon our pulpwood or

its luauul'actured products. That it will necessarily

he very great is shoMii by the extent to which the

export trade has increased during th<» last few years.

In 1!)14. the export trade in paper, pulp and pulp-

wood was valued at $22,120,943, while in U)l!) it has
reached tiie astounding figure of .^1^2.01)2,776, or an
increase of over 271 per cent. In printing paper the

increased value Mas $26,212,cSlf), or 267 per cent, in

wood i)ulp, $25,761,184 or 324 jier cent, and in pulp-

wood, $7,1)117,630 or 108 per cent. Almost everybody
is aware of the enormous expansion which the busi-

ness has taken in Canada. In 1900 the value of the

entire output of Caiuidian pulp mills was but $8,627,-

647. The census foi- 1917 gives the total for that

.\ear as ,$96,340,324.

That this expansion is still on the increase is shown
liy the number of new mills in course of erection and
the extent of the additions being made to exisiting

industries. Such an enormous employment of the

raw materia! cannot hut lead to enquires as to the

possibility of its eventxial exhaustion. In this con-

nection, however, there is a distinction to be made
lietweeii the forests and the mines. While minerals
do not reproduce themselves, forests, under favorable
conditions, do. .Moreover, some of the foremost
authorities on the subject in the Dominion claim that

with natural rei)roduction. artificial planting and
proper conservation tlie.v can be maintained for all

time. It is known that the Department of Lands and
Forests is actively encouraging the ^vork of refore-

station and setting out millions of young nursery trees

every year. The Laurentides and other large pulp
concerns are going largely into the same admirab!}'
constructive conservation work. The greatest danger
of all to the existing and future supply of jjulpwood
is from fire, which in the past has worked more de-

struction to the forests than the axe of the lumber-
man. Here, too, the local government, the lumbermen
aiul the pulj) manufacturers are fortunately working
together with great system and a tho'-oughness that
promises good results. This is as it should be, for
never before in the history of the country was there

greater need for employing the most efficient methods
of conserving the raw material of which we are so

rapidly strip|)ing our forests.

CANADIAN MILLS GET BRITISH BUSINESS
<>i!e of tile must important developments in connec-

tion with the Canadian newsprint industry is the large

orders that have been booked in Great Britain by
Canadian companies. This business has been show-
ing tremendous increases during the past few months,
as a result of the efforts of the Canadian Export
Paper Company. whi.eh handles the output of a num-
ber of Canadian mills.

It is expected that there will be a further expan-
sion of this business during the next couple of years,

as reports indicate that the English papers prefer to

do business with the Canadian mills as against com-
jianies operating in Norway and Sweden. Already
several large shipments have been landed in Englaiul

and it is exiiected that from now on considerable car-

go space will be available foi- regular shipments from
-<'anadian ports to Linidon.

\Vi' know quite a few who ''get by,"' but they don't

seem to "gct-cni."
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"iMfrru Qll)rt0tmas"

Two little words of friendship,
Two little words of cheer.

Two little words we love to send
To good friends far and near;

Two little words of blessing
That brightt-n wintry weather.

Two little words just made to link
The hearts of friends together.

SETTLED AT LAST.
What will without doubt be the last order-iu-eoun-

cil for the regulation of newsprint paper in Canada

comes as a Christinas present to both the manufac-

turers and publishers. The terms of the order are

probably as fair could be by expected or accepted

under the circumstances. A guarantee to the pub-

liKhers that they will receive necessarj^ supplies of

paper for six months at $80 is generous treatment,

'ihe inference that the law of supply and demand shall

again rule after six months is as fair to one side as it

is to the other. That period should provide time

for such change in policy on the part of the consumer

as the trend of events in the meantime may dictate.

If prices of all commodities remain high and the de-

mand for newsprint, by reason of extensive circula-

tions, and advertising, great, then the price will surely

be as high as at present if not higher, and wise pub-

lishers will trim their sails (and their sales) accord-

ingly.

The Canadian publishers have the advantage over

'.heir American confreres in two ways, first as to price

and second as to the length of time the order covers.

They have what amounts to a six months contract at

680. Across the line the publishers are glad to make

contracts for three months at $90. Stability of price

and certainty of supply are very important considera-

tions and the Government has done weH in-so-far as

these happy conditions have been bro-ight about.

As to the papermakers, it looks as if the margin of

$10 that they lose is the price of relief from unneees-

sc ry restrictions after a definite period of time. This

will permit them to adjust prices in accordance with

changes in costs and conditions. Of course, some

publishers will find it awkward to bo on the same

l)iisiness basis with their suppliers of newsprint as they

are with dealers in ink and machinery after having

been subsidized at the expense of the papermakers

for several years by order of the Government.

With the experiences of these past few years, we
may all feel sure that if the publication of newspapers

ill Canada is ever threatened by unf?,ir practices on

the part of the papermakers, the Government will find

some means of protecting from the wolves, the delicate

members of the fold of Canadian businesses. The
Board of Commerce is the logical agent for handling

such matters although its activities so far have

not been crowned with any marked success. But the

publishers need have no fear of ill-treatment at the

hands of the manufacturers; they are not inclined to

rjturn evil for evil but desire only to do business ac-

cording to business principles. It does not pay to

gouge a customer, as the Scandinavian papermakers
and pulp makers are finding out in their relations

with some Englishmen. Canadians may well consider

the matter carefully M'heu such opportunities arise.

An interesting feature of the new order is the atti-

tude of the Finance Minister. From one of apparent
indifference to the Pulp and Paper Industry on the

part of this department there seems to have come
about an appreciation of what the industry means to

the Dominion. A great stir was made over the ship-

ment of $20,000,000 in gold to the United States, but
the pulp and paper mills ship the equivalent of that

every three months or less. The present Finance
Minister realizes the value of these exports to every
Canadian due to their effect on the exchange situa-

tion, not to speak of the many other benefits they
bring in the way of employment and purchasing power.
It is almost as if the football had becom.e the goal-post.

COBWEBS.
A newspaper dealer in a small town in New England

has had as many of 2046 copies of a certain Boston pa-

per left over in one month. In spite of numerous pro-

tests, this dealer has been receiving 30 or 40 copies

per day in excess of the number ordered. A few in-

stances like this would keep more than one small paper
on its feet.

The principal exports from the Philippine Islands

of interest to Canadians are Manila hemp, sugar and
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cordage. The Islands imported in 1918 paper and its

manufactures worth 3,G83,982 pesos (1,841,991) and

books and other printed matter valued at 1,211,292

pesos ($605,646.)

The Saturday Evening Post may be said to be en-

deavoring to conserve paper if its advertising rates

are an indication. It is reported that the inch rate

has been made $1.40. At this rate a page would cost

$6,860.

It now remains for some enterprising concern to

run tractor trains on the ice from Clarke City to bring

out some of that $50 groundwood.

Has anybody tried to save that expensive ground-

wood pulp by substituting clay for a filler and using

more sulphite?

Textile, electric and many other concerns will be

glad to hear that vulcanized fibre and its multitude

of conversion products will soon be manufactured in

Toronto. The Diamond State Fibre Co. is coming

North.

Toronto is getting to be quite a paper center. Can-

ada Box Board Co. is also talking of establishing a

plant there.

An estimate of Canada's fire losses for November,

1919, puts the figure at $2,339,870, as compared with

$1,023,388 in October and $1,059,580 in November,

1918. Two fires last month caused a loss of $1,150,-

000, the Brown Corp's. lumber mills $800,000 and

Laval University $350,000. According to the Mone-

tary Times, about 45 per cent of the fires this time

of year are caused by heating apparatus. Surely an

intelligent people can be instructed or obliged to be

more careful. Not only is property destriyed, but

frequently life also.

For once, our youthful craze for collecting stamps

has proved useful. The advertisement of a firm dealing

in foreign pulp contains the word "Suomi." We
guessed it meant Finland, and on making inquiry,

find we were right. Others have wondered about the

meaning of this word.

The discussion of the Anthony Bill in Congress

brought out some interesting comment on the news-

papers as profiteers. The sentiment seemed in favor

of cutting down the large papers to allow enough for

the small paper.

The paper miU established at New Wiju, Korea,

some time ago is now reported to be in working order,

and the machines have made a trial run with satis-

factory results. Preparations are in progress to start

the manufacture of paper. The pulp-producing ca-

pacity of the mill is 1,000 tons a month.

A Bolshevik by any other name can raise just as

much hell.

LOYALTY.
(By Elbert Hubbard.)

Loyalty is a quality which prompts i person to be

true to the thing he undertakes. It means definite

direction, fixity of purpose, and steadfastness. Loyalty
supplies poise, power, purpose, ballast, and works for

h'^alth and success.

Nature helps the loyal man. If you are careless,

slipshoil, indifferent. Nature assumes that you wish
to be a nobody and grants your desire.

Success hinges on loyalty. Be true to j'our art, your
business, your employer, your "house."
Loyalty is for the one who is loyal. It is a quality

woven through the very fabric of one's being, and
never a thing apart. Loyalty makes the thing to which
you are loyal yours. Disloyalty removes it from you.
Whether anyone knows of our disloyalty is really of

little moment, either one way or the other. The real

point is: how does it affect ourselves?
Work is for the worker. Love is for the lover. Art

is for the artist.

The menial is a man who is disloyal to his work.
All useful service is raised to the plane of art when

love for the task—loyalty—is fused with the effort.

No one ever succeeded in business, or can, who
wears the dial off the clock." Such a one may not be
disloyal—he maj' be merely unloyal ; but he is always
ripe for a lay-off, and always imagines some one has
it in for him.
And he is right—everybody and everything, in-

cluding Fate and Destiny, Clio and Nemesis, has it in

for him. The only man who goes unscathed is the one
who is loyal to himself by being loyal to others.

Loyalty is the great lubricant of life. It saves the
wear and tear of making daily decisions as to what
is best to do. It preserves balance and makes results

cumulative. The man who is loyal to his work is not
wrung nor perplexed by doubts—he sticks to the ship,

and if the ship founders, he goes down a hero with
colors flying at the masthead and the band playing.
The hospitals, jails, and asj'lums. and sanitariums

are full of disloyal people—folks who have been dis-

loyal to friends, society, business, work. Stick and
if you quit, quit to tackle a harder job. God is on the
side of the loyal.

THE DAM-KEEPERS DIDN'T DO IT
Mr. Arthur H. Graham, chief fire inspector of the

Ottawa River Forest Protective Association, calls our
attention to a statement made in the magazine for De-
cember 4th under the title "Forest Fires in Quebec,"
to the effect that the worst fires were caused by dam-
keepers and river drivers of operators. Mr. Graham
says:

"We believe this must surely refer only to some par-
ticular part of the province. This Association patrols

approximately 32,000 square miles of Crown 'Timber

Lauds and the fires caused by dam-keepers and river

drivers of operators and other causes by lumbermen did
not exceed 5 per cent of our total number of 227 fires.

'

'

We are verj' glad indeed to have this note from the

Association, and trust that the good results obtained
from their efforts will be an example and an incentive

to other parts of the Dominion in the matter of forest

protection. We regret that the report was erroneous in

regard to these particular limits and hope that this

figure really does not apply to any lack of care on the
part of pulp and paper companies elsewhere.

Southern Russia requires paper and machinery.
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Rags—Their Source, Classification and Assorting
By HENRY ATTERBURY, of Atterbury Bros., Inc.,

New York.

The article which is here presented was pre-

pared for the Textbook on Pulp and Paper Manufac-
ture, under the direction of a Joint Educational Com-
mittee representing the industry in Canada and the

United States. This article is published in the offi-

cial organs of the Technical Association of the Pulp

and Paper Industry and the Technical Section of the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association as an assist-

ance to the work of the committee. The reason for

thus publishing this and perhaps, at a later date, other

portions of the textbook, is to obtain as many criti-

cisms and suggestions as possible at this stage, so that

the books will be practically correct when they appear.

Before beginning a description of the present

method of collecting, assorting and packinsr rags for

use in paper-making, a brief reference to the history

of the industry, which has only reached its present

volume within a comparatively few years, mav be

in order. After it was found that Papyrus. Parch-
ment and Vellum were insufficient to supnlv the de-

mand and the then known world was still srroping

for substitutes, in the year 704. Samarcand was ean-

tured by the Moors and it was discovered that the

people there were manufacturinc paper from rags.

The business was almost immedia^tely transferred to

Spain and thence to other countries, but for 1100 years

it was carried on in almost as primitive a way as when
discover at Samarcand, and there was but little im-

provement in method until the beginning of the nine-

teenth century. Cotton rasrs were used almost exclu-

sively althouffh linens were used to a limited extent.

Up to the year ISOO. the averasre output of a mill was
only about .5 reams per dav. the raars were not bleach-

ed—white raors being used for white paper, aiid light

colored rasrs used in makinsr a nrintinrr paper of oua-
lity somewhat like what is to-dav known as granite,

and a better grade composed of white and colored

rags having a hairy appearance. The dark colored
rairs were used in the manufacture of wrapping paper.
It will be seen therefore that there was little assort-

ing to be done and that the quantity required was not
large. About 1801 in this country, stronger efforts

to increase the supply of rasrs were started, and cur-

ious advertisements appeared in the newspapers, among
them the following by John Clark and Company, of

Martinsburg, N. Y.

:

"Sweet ladies, pray be not offended.
Nor mind the jess of sneering wags.
No harm, believe us, is intended.
When humbly we request your rags."

and the followinsr by Zenas Crane of "Walton, ^lass.,

February 8th, 1801

:

"Americans, encourage your manufacturers and
they will improve.

Ladies save your rags as the sub-
scriber intends to erect a paper mill in the fol-

lowing spring, and the business being ver\- bene-
ficient to the community at large, they flatter
themselves that they shall meet with due en-
couragement, and that every wom.TU who has at

heart the good of her country and the interest

of her family, will patronize them by saving her
rags and send them to the manufactory or the
nearest storekeeper, for which the subsbriber
will give a generous price."

The state of Massachusetts also appointed one man
in each town who was authorized to receive rags and
the housewives were notified by advertisements or

otherwise, to save them. The shortage in supply
however never qualified the demand until the year
1865, when the discovery that wood pulp could be
used in the manufacture of paper, apjieared to have
solved the difficulty. The increase in the amount
of paper manufactured since then however, has man-
aged to keep pace with the supply of rags and other
material, until we not only use all the rags gathered
in this countrj', but are looking to almost every other
country in the world for supplies. Before the war,
large quantities were imported from Gf'rmany, France.
Egypt, Japan and othe countries and the probabili-
ties are that they will again furnish us a portion of our
.supply as soon as the ravages of war and the shipping
situation will permit. From very humble beginnings
and within a comparatively very short time, has de-
veloped therefore, this large business of collecting and
sorting rags.

At present in this country, the method pursued in

the collection of rags is about as follows: the small
dealer or retailer, usually with a horse and cart and his
.string of musical (?) bells, starts upon his rounds,
visiting his cu.stomers once a week or once in two
weeks and purchasing from them, bottles, old iron,
metals of all kinds, rubber, woollen and cotton rags,
paper, and in fact almost every kind of wa.ste ma-
terial. Inasmuch as we are interested only in the cot-
ton rags we will not follow him in his disposal of the
other purchases, except to say that his profits on
metals, rubber, etc., enable him to continue the busi-
ness in which otherwise he would find it difficult to
make living wages. His business has been assisted
recently through the Secretary of Commerce at Wash-
ington who, in pursuance of his plan for conserva-
tion throughout the country of waste material, has
sent broadcast, circulars calling upon housewives to
save rags, metals, old papers, etc., and other material
usually classed as wa.ste, and .sell them to dealers in
such material in the nearest town. The former
method of paying for such material in tin ware or
similar goods has been largely discontinued and cash
is now generally paid, although in some remote coun-
try districts the peddler with his tin and wooden
ware may still be seen, and in many towns the store-
keeper still takes in trade rags, metals, etc.. keep-
ing them until he has accumulated a sufficient quan-
tity for a shipment of the state of the market is such
as to induce him to sell. When held by the store-
keeper the rags are msually sold to the' dealers as
mixed rags, consisting of woollens and all grades of
cottons packed together. The collector usually dis-
poses of his woollens and cottons roughly as.s'orted,
weekly, to a larger dealer who is supposed to grade
them more closely and who sells to the mill direct, or
to another dealer in some of the larger cities, when
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the stock is agaiu overhauled and repacked in a man-

ner better suited to the needs of his partienlnr cns-

tomer. The rags, therefore, quickly pass through

three or four hands before they reach the paper mill.

The woollens are sold to the least dealer, mixed, and

bv him sold to a packer specializing in woollens, who

assorts them into thirty or forty different grades

suitable for mills making different kinds of woollen

goods, or to shoddy manufacturers who break them

up into shoddy, or' as it is now called
'

'
reworked

wool.
'

'

Assorting the stock is done mostly by women, who

first pick out the number one whites, consisting of

large, clean pieces, and the number twc whites, which

are a little off color or somewhat soiled. In some

sections the number two whites are packed with the

large light colored rags and are called Twos and Blues,

hut in most places they arc packed by themselves and

the colored rags, if not too dark in color are packed

together and are called Thirds and Blues The Blacks

and the very dark colored rags are packed together

and shipped to the manufacturers of Roofing Paper.

There is, as maybe supposed, considerable difference

in the quality of these various grades depending upon

the packers, and it is a little difficult to draw the line

as to just what should be put in and the quantity.

The National Association of Waste Trade Dealers and
The Waste Merchants' Association of New York have

both endeavored to meet this condition and in con

.iunction with the American Pulp and Paper Associa-

tion have abreed upon a classification for the differ-

ent grades which shows just what .should be packed
in each, as follows:

Extra No. 1 White Cottons—^Largo, clean, white

cottons, free of knits, ganzies, canvas, lace cur-

tains, collars, cuffs, shirt bosoms, bed spreads,

new cuttings, stringy or mussy rags

No. 1 White Cotton—Clean, white cottons, free

of lace curtains, ganzies, and canvas.. Need not
be as large as Extra No. 1 White Cottons. Must
not contain mussy or stringy rag.s.

No. 2 Whites—Soiled, white cottons, free of

dump rags, street rags, scorched rags, paint,

greasy rags or oily rags. Also free from button
strips and seams from higher grades of Whites.
Mixed Whites—Should contain .it least 40 per

cent of No. 1 Whites and not more than 60 per
cent of No. 2 Whites. They must not contain

any of the material prohibited in the grades of

which they are composed.
Street Whites—Should be soiled white cottons

from street or dump collection. They are likely

to contain some foreign material resulting from
the manner in which they are collected, but they
must be dry.

Twos and Blues—Should be rags of strictly

house collection and should consist of No. 2 White
Cottons and Light Blue Checks and Prints. They
should not contain the seams or buttons taken from
higher grades of Whites, nor should they cintain
Dark Blues of any description. They shall not
contain old corsets, small nieces of new raes or
rags smeared with paint, oil or grease, nor should
they contain any scorched rags.

Thirds and Blues—Should be rags of strictly

house collection, and may contain light pinks,
grays, greens and blues, but should be free from
dark red. black, brown, quilts and feather ticks,

canvas, tent^ and awTiinirs. 'spnm^ and strippi!'?*

from higher grade rags, or rags smeared with

paint, oil or grease, small pieces of new rags or

fine cut iiiiis-;y rags.

Miscellaneous Blues—Should be rags of all co-

lors, free of solid black or satinet, street or dump
rags must not be present in excess of 25 per cent.

Old Blue Overalls—To contain clean blue over-

alls only, free from oil, grease or paint and are

understood to be free of miners' garments.

Ulack Cotton Stocking--—To con.sist entirely of

black cotton stockings in which white feet or ed-

gings are permitted.

The Association of Roofing Manufacturers has class-

ified the grades of acceptable and non-acceptable

stock in Roofing Paper manufacture, together with the

penalties to be imposed in ease their orders are viol-

ated, as follows:

No. 1 Roofing Rags—Soft rags containing a

percentage df wool. Satinet garments, includ-

ing men's coats, pants, vests, mixed linsies, seams,

women 's coats, sacks and cloth skirts, all con-

taining a portion of wool fibre.

No. 2 Roofing Rags—Cotton rags. Large and
small cotton rags, including linings (without seams
attached") silk rags, rag carpets, print rags and
stockings.

No. 3 Gunny-Babbing— Free from fertilizer,

pharco.o.l, coal and cement sacks, chemical, lime

and plaster bags.

No. 4 Brussels and Hard Backer) Carpets.

No. 5 Roofing Rags— (A'l Tailor rags free from
all rubbish and paper.

(B) Taylor rags to con-

tian not more than 10 per

cent paper.

('C) Tailor rags to con-

tain over 10 per cent and
not to exceed 50 per cent

paper.

Penalties.

Sellers .shall furnish the buyers with disposition or-

ders for rejected material within five days after re-

jection has been made and the seller been notified.

Otherwise it is the buyer's privilege to store the goods
at seller's expense, or make such other disposition as

may be necessary.

The question of quality is still unsettled however,

and there is a variation of price according to the

reputation of the packer, and poor stock is still ac-

cepted when goods are scarce, while grounds for re-

jection are good when it is more plentiful. The diffi-

culty seems to be that the small unreliable packer in

competition with his honest assqciate will smuggle in

a few bales of poor stock which the shipper is unable

to detect and will be most strenuous in denying that

his goods are those complained of. This is the reason

why the large and reliable packer now repacks every-

thing irrespective of the seller which, although it en-

tails considerable expen.ses is compensated for by a

great reduction in his bills for allowances. Disputes

over mixed rags are also numerous, as unprincipled

storekeepers or packers who sell them will occasionally

assort from them a quantity of high priced woollens

or the large whites and light colored cottons to be

sold as Wii)ers for which, of course, he receives a much
higher ])rice, and there is no standard as to just what
c|iuintity they should contain, most of the contracts
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reading, "Containing all the woollens, whites and light

colors."

When the different assortments are made the rags

are packed in large power presses and the goods are

then ready for shipment to the different mills.

Tn the purchase of new stock, (new white and color-

ed shirt cuttings, new collar cuttings and similar

stock), owing to the fact that they are produced
generally in large quantities, and the producer desires

therefore to get as near to the consumer as possible,

the small packer is generally eliminated and the

goods are purchased by the large packer direct on

contract usually running for a year. In times of de-

pression the packer is often obliged to carry a large

.stock, which as the price is high involves a large in-

vestment and therefore only concerns having a large

capital can afford to do the business.

The methods used in assorting and packing ai'e prac-

tically the same as in old cottons.

Owing to the small quantity of linens made in this

country compared with Europe, there was not, until

the European supply was entirely cut off by the war,

any attempt made to a.ssort or pack linens, either old

or new. Since 1915 efforts have been made to assort

or pack linens here, but the amount produced is very
limited and the business will undoubtedly be abandon-
ed as soon as it is possible to resume shipments from
Europe.
There is eonsilderable difference in the packing and

assorting of rags in Europe from the method pursued
in the United States and Canada, caused principally

by the difference in the cost of labor. On this side

of the water the ob.iect aimed as it the production of

the largest quantity obtainable with the smallest

amount of labor, whereas abroad they look more to

the production of uniform grades irre.speetive of the

cost of so doing. This causes a larger increase in the

number of hands employed, but increases the number
of grades very materially. A packer in Europe will

often employ from three hundred to four hundred
hands and turn out oidy the same amount as would
be packed here with a force of thirty or forty. The
number of grades is, however very much larger. For
instance, in France they make four or five different

grades of "White Cottons besides the same number
of White Linens as against two or three grades of

White Cottons containing all the Linens which we
make. They pack two or three grade<; of Blue Cot-

tons and four grades of Colored Cottoni? all of which,
with us, would be packed together in Twos and Blues
or Thirds and Blues. They assort and grade all the

Cotton Stockings according to color, etc., most of

them being used for extracting the dye;^ and for var-

ious purposes, whereas with us Black Stockings only

are assorted and all others are jiacked into such grades
as they are suited to. (Whites, Thirds and Blues, etc.)

They assort from their Print Cottons those that
contain the fast dyes, whereas with us no attention
is paid to the fact of whether the dye is fast or not.

These different assortments were those made before
the war and whether, owing to the increased ocst and
scarcity of labor they will be abandoned or not. re-

mains to be seen. French rags are very clean, clean-

er than an.y, except the w^ashed rags from Italy and
are of a fine texture as a rule.

Italy has for many years imposed a tax upon the
exportation of rags. This tax is so high that only
the best grades can be exported. Consequentl.v only
number one and number two white cottons and first

and second quality of White Linena tog:ether with a

few of the best grades of Blues are exported, all the
other grades being consumed at home The White
Linens and Cottons are generally washed and dried
before shipment and are exceedingly clean and of a
bright color. They are of a thick texture and ex-
ceedingly soft.

Germany, before the war, was one of the largest
exporters of rags to the United States. Assortment
was about the same as in France, there being a pre-
ponderance of Blue Cottons and Linens, the texture
being as clean. They assort, however, about as many
grades and the methods of assortment are about the
.same. The principal grades exported, are Blues and
Prints with a small percentage of Whites. The lower
grades are consumed mostly at home. There are sev-
eral large packing establishments in Germany, each
of them covering .several acres, but their use or labor
in the past has always seemed extravagant. The rags
are generally assorted upon an upper floor and drop-
ped into bins on the floor below, where a circular
railway carries a press to the front of each bin and
the rags are then packed by hand into the press. This
entails considerable extra labor which could be avoid-
ed by the use of one or two power presses fed from
above by chutes. Probably the high cost of labor, as
well as its scarcity, owing to the war, will bring about
improvement in its use in the future.

Little Belgium enjoyed the distinction, prior to 1914.
of producing more rags, in proportion to its popula-
tion, than any other nation in the world. Ghent
was the centre of the industry, although there are
many establi.shments in other parts of the country.
The quality of the rags and their general assortment
was about the same as those of Germany and the re-
putation of the stock for uniformity and general
honesty stood high. Owing to the number of Linen
factories in the country it produced largely new Linen
Cutting which enjoyed a high reputation.

Holland for its size and population produces a good
many rags which have a good reputation for qualitv
and cleanliness. The rags are strong and bright. ITn-
fortunately some of the packers are in the habit of
buying i-ags from other countries and shipping them
as Dutch, which has hurt the reputation of the stock
somewhat. A rag of pure Dutch origin is however of
excellent quality.

Scandinavia does not produce many rags although
there are some large establishments in Denmark. Most
of this stock is sold in England. The rags are clean
and of good quality. The assortment is about the same

'

as in Germany.
Great Britain has many large establishments pro-

ducing rags but a very large percentage of the out-
put is consumed at home and only the lowest grades
are exported. The paper manufacturers are obliged
to buy a good portion of their supplies from the con-
tinent and from other parts of the world in spite of
the large production in London, Manchester and Glas-
gow. England and the United States are the laregst
importers of rags in' the world.

Austria Hungary has for many years prohibited
entirely the exportation of rags unless a corresponding
quantity is imported by the shipper. The import need
not be of the same quality grade or price as the ex-
port but a shipment of woollen or linen rags may be
offset by a similar quantity of cheap cottons or a
shipment to the United States may be balanced by a
return of the same quantity from France. There are
some transactions entered into with other countries
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but the amount of business is very limited owing to

the red-tape involved.

Russian rags have heretofore been assorted, packed

and shipped almost exclusively from Germany. Inas-

much as Russia has always grown large quantities of

Hemp and the peasants have spun mu..-h of this into

cloth, the rags received from there are mostly a very

heavy home spun Linen and as the peasant does not

willingly part with his clothes until they are almost

beyond repair they are covered thick with patches

and are far from the washed rags of Italy in cleanli-

ness. Cottons are also packed to some extent but not

nearly so extensively as Linens. These latter are

assorted for color and strength into seven or eight

different grades and are highly esteemed for adding

.'.trongth to the paper. The business has of course

been "entirely cut off by the war and whether it will

be resumed in the old way only time can tell.

In Egypt and northern Africa rags are brought

from the interior many miles on canal back and sold

to dealers in Cairo, Alexandria and otbiv- coast towns.

It is interesting to see the Arab with his camel loaded

with several hundred pounds of rags for which he

will receive an equivalent of only a few shillings,

travelling from the interior many weary miles and

finally reaching his destination to return at once with

the few purchases he can secure for tho small amount

received and yet Egrypt produces thousands of tons

of rags yearly. Owing to the long camel journey or

for some other reason Egyptian rags are always dis-

tinguishable by their odor, which is different
'
from

that of any other collection. There are but few rags

produced in other countries of northern Africa. Tunis

.collects a few which are shipped almost entirely to

Prance and Algiers produces some, but collections in

Morocco and Tripoli are neglis'ible. The Egyptian rags

are very dusty and dirty, composed mostly of Blue

and Black Cottons and are exceediufflv tender. For
certain kinds of paner. particnlarlv blottingr, they are

much liked, but owing to the high cost of freight,

shipments have been made scarce since the war be-

gan, but will be resumed as the softness of the rag

renders it essential for the hisrher qualities of blotting.

Japan formerly shipped larsre quantities of rags to

the TTnited States, the bales bein? of uniform size

contp^ninsr four hundred pounds each and composed
of White and Blue Cottons, the latter largely pre-

dominating. Thev were of nice quality, very clean

and were much liked by our manufacturers. Of late

years no shipments have been caused by the growth
of the paper industr^^ in Japan and consequent use

at home of their own waste material.

China has never shipped raffs to this country to any
extent. Those that were sent were of small size cot-

tons and mixed. The testure was very light.

There are few shipments of rasrs from South Am-
erica and the collections in the large cities are very
small. A few come from Mexico and Cnba but in

jreneral it may be said that raqrs are collected largely

only in well populated countries, and to a limited ex-

tent only in those that are more spars'^ly settled.

Imported rags are by regulation of the United
States Government required to be disinfected under
supervision of the consul and a consul's certificate

attached to each set of papers before the rags are al-

lowed entry at the Custom House. The disinfection

is generally done by spreading the rags on racks in

an air tight chamber and exposing them to the fumes
of carbondioxide for a period of twenty-four hours.

The door of the chamber is sealed bv the consul or his

representative and opened only by him at the expira-

tion of the alloted time. The rags are then immediately
packed and the bales stamped "Disinfected in ac-

cordance with the regulations of the United States

Government under the supervision of ".

Although there is little doubt that the disinfection is

sometimes done carelessly there is likewise little doubt
that in the main it is properly performed.

There are certain characteristics in :'ugs by which
an expert can almost distinguish from what section

of the world they originate and one fainiliar with the

business can almost always tell without trouble the

original home of ea)ch bale.

THE SONG OF THE SULPHITE MILL
the heavy air of the Sulphite Mill,

(And the fumes will get you yet)
;

And it's Goddam hard to work with a will,

But the Boss, he say too much time we kill,

And the pay no high cos the labor no skill

—

(But your throat you dare not wet.)

Wlien the sulphur she burn blue and blue.

And the place so hot and stinking;

And mebby if Big Boss only knew
How much more easy to say than do:

"Increase Number 1 and keep up Number 2,"

Then praps he do some tall thinking.

Now the \.\s digester's fiiU and hot

And the Sulphite she cook steady;

And praps you are thinkin<r what's better forgot,

How wood and iron and everything rot.

And Laborers too most as likely as not—

•

But yoii have to be there and ready.

And the fumes will come some time some day.

The grey-green fumes and you can't get away.

The green-ffrey fumes and you try to pray:

"Sacre! Mon Dieu! Sacre! Sacre!"
Then it's blood at the nose and pain in the chest.

Stabs at the heart and stabs in the breast

:

"Just carry him out—fresh air is the best,

"Unfasten his clothing—let time do the rest;

"Call it accident forty-one."

So it's accident number forty-one,

Donat Bourassa—the son of a gun,

Got a bit gassed on account of a leak.

Dropped in his tracks with a sort of a squeak.

Couldn't explain—^thougrh he tried to speak;

In a day or two he'll be right as can be

—

(But I'm thankful it didn't happen to me.)

GEORGE W. E DANIELS.
Editor's note: Don't compare this with Drummond

:

do a little thinking, then a lot of practicing.—Safetv
First.

THE HICKORY TREE.

The hickory tree is said to have derived its name
from the Indian word "Paweohiccora." This was a

kind of dressing eaten with hominy which the squaws
made by crushing hickory nuts in a wooden mortar,
adding water until it formed a milkv liouid. Early
settlers are supposed to have shorten-^d the name to

hickory. The Indians got a large nart of their winter
food from hickory nuts, some tribes in the South
gathering as much as a hundred bushels per family.
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Practical Belt Lacing Directions
Description of the "Hinge" and the "Straight stitch"

methods—the two most common plans.

There are several methods of joining the ends of a
belt by means of raAvhide lace leather. The two most
common and practical plans for lacing belts are known
as the "Hinge" lacing and the "Straight Stitch"
lacing, which are described as follows in the house
organ of Sadler and Haworth.
Whatever style of lacing is adopted, it is imperative

that the ends of the belt to be joined should be cut at
exactly right angles to the sides of the belt, and that
the lacing be under uniform tension in order that the
belt may run absolutelj- true when put into operation.
Cut the ends of the belt to be joined perfeetlj' true
with a tee-square. Punch two rows of holes in each end
of the belt. The holes in the second row should be
punched directly back of those in the first row. The
holes in both ends of the belt should also be exactly
opposite.

Directions for Lacing.
Put the lace through hole No. 5, drawing ends even.

Butt the ends of belt together and pass each end of

the string of lace between the ends of the belt as

shown in the illustration.

Pass No. 1 lace up through hole No. 8, down between
ends of belt, up through No. 5, down through No. 2, up
through No. 5, down between ends again.

Put lace No. 2 down through hole No. 8, up through
No. 11, down through No. 8, up between ends down
through No. 4, up between ends, down through No. 7,

up between ends, down through No. 4, up through No.

1, down through No. 4, up between ends, down through
No. 7, up through No. 10, down thi'ough No. 7, up be-

tween ends, down through No. 4, up through No. 1.

Punch hole with belt awl and fasten in usual manner
directly back of hole No. 1.

To finish the other side, put lace No. 1 through hole

No. 9, down between ends, up through No. 6, down be-

tween ends, up through No. 9, down through No. 12,

up through No. 9, down between ends, up through No.

6, down through No. 3, up through No. 6, down be-

tween ends, up through No. 9, down through No. 12,

then fasten end of lace back of hole No. 12, in the usual

manner.
The illustration used with these instructions shows

only three holes to each row. The same instructions

apply whenever any old number of holes are required

to each row—simply start with the centre hole.

When the width of the belt requires the use of an

even number of holes in each row, begin with either

one of the two centre holes and follow the instructions

already given.

Cut the ends of the belt to be joined perfectly true

with a tro-square. Punch one row of holes in each end

of the belt. The hole in both ends should be exactily op-

posite.

No holes should be less than one-half inch from the
edge of the belt, nor nearer the end than one-half
inch. The holes should be spaced about three-quarter
of an inch from centre to centre.

Directions for Lacing.
Butt ends together. Put lace through No. 3 and No. 8

from the grain side, drawing ends of lace even. See
the following illustration.

Put No. 1 lace through hole No. 3, down through
No. 8, up through No. 4, down through No. 9, up
through No. 5, down through No. 10, up through No. 5,
do\ra through No. 10, up through No. 4, down through
No. 9, and up through No. 3. Punch hole with belt awl
and fasten in usual manner directly back of hole No. 3.

Put lace No. 2 up through hole No. 7, down through
No. 2, up through No. 6, down through No. 1, up
through No. 6, down through No. 1, up through No.
7, down through No. 2, and up through No. 8. Fasten
lace in usual manner directly back of hole No. 8.

The illustration used with these instructions shows
five holes to each row. The same instructions apply
wherever any odd number of holes are required to
each row. Simply stai't with the centre holes.
When the width of the belt requires the use of an

even number of holes in each end of the belt, lace in
accordance with the following direction.
Butt ends of belt together. Put lace up through holes

No. 3 and No. 6, from flesh side (see illustration),
drawing ends of lace even.

Put lace No. 1 down through hole No. 7, up through
No. 4, down through No. 8, up through No. 4, down
through No. 8, up through No. 3, down through No. 7,

up through No. 2. Punch hole with belt awl and fasten
in usual manner directly back of hole No. 2.

Put lace No. 2, do%vn through hole No. 2, up through
No. 5, down through No. 1, up through No. 5, down
through No. 1, up through No. 6, down through No. 2,

and up through No. 7. Fasten lace in usual manner
directl}' back of hole No. 7.

The illustration used with these instructions shows
only four holes to each row. The same instructions
apply Mhenever any even number of holes are required
to each row.

FREIGHT RATES CONSIDERED
An important meeting of paper and pulp men and

jobbers was held in Montreal ilonday at the Pulp
and Paper Association rooms to consider the pro-
posed change in the classification of pulp and paper.
Among those in attendance were John Martin, Nor-
man Martin, Mr. Monroe and ilr. Dawson of the

Canadian Paper Trade Association, and A. L. Dawe,
T. J. Stevenson, Guy Toombs, A. D. Huff and Mr. Mac-
Farlane of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

A meeting with representatives of the railways will

be held on January 6th. The inauguration of the
new rates is postponed to February 2.

Ml Mm

12 3 4

1.—starting a "Straight Stitch with odd number of holes.

2.—Starting a "Straight Stitch" with even number of holes.

3.—Starting a "Hinge" lace

4-5.—The Straight Stitch" on Grain (left) and flesh sides.
6-7.—The "Hinge" lace looks alike on both sides and gives

very pliable joints.
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Pulp and Paper Possibilities in New Brunswick
Within the past decade the capital invested in the

Canadian Pulp & Paper iudiistrv has increased from
less than $50,000,000 to nearly $200,000,000, or nearly
four times, the production increased from $10,000,-
000 to $100,000,000. ten times, and exports from
$5,000,000 to over $63,000,000. twelve times, per an-
num. That this expansion is of a healthy financial

character is evidenced nearly every week by new in-

stallations or the extension of existing plants, involv-

ing the expenditure of millions of dollars for ma-
chinery alone.

The Dominion Pulp and Paper Census recently is-

sued for the year 1917, shows however that New
Brunswick, whatever the cause may be, does not par-

ticipate to the extent it should in this devel()i)ment, ex-

porting as it does 61.0 per cent of its total pulpwood
production, as against an average of 29.6 per cent for

the whole of Canada. The percentage of consumption
by provinces during 1917 was as follows : British Co-

lumbia 99.9 per cent. Nova Scotia 96 per cent, Ontario
86.4 per cent, Quebec 63 per cent, and New Bruns-
wick 39 per cent, the latter having fallen from 49.1

per cent consumed of that produced in 1915.

Practically all the pulpwood imported by United
States mills is fjom Canada, and the president of one
of the largest pulp and paper companies there is au-

thoritj' for the statement that there is not a stand
of spruce today east of the Rockies that would justify

the erection of even a fifty ton mill, and wood costs

there have gone up nearly 60 per cent in the past

three years. Maine, New York, Wisconsin, New Hamp-
shire and Pennsyh'ania are the leading States in pulp
production in the order given, these producing 76.9

per cent of that eountrj-'s total make of woodpulp in

1918, in which year the pulpwood imports were 33

per cent in excess of 1917.

The great mills of New York State, owing to high

costs, now draw upon New Brunswick wood as well

as that of Quebec Province, and it may be taken as

a natural sequence that the equally important con-

cerns just over the border in Maine will continue to

do so to an even greater extent, although it is open
to question whether this wood always comes from
lands privately owned.
New Brunswick's forest lands in which spruce and

balsam fir predominate, cover two-thirds of the area

of that Province, and its water powers in connection

therewith, estimated at 300,000 h. p., are but five per

cent developed.
In view- of this, what is said by the Chief of the

Quebec Forestry Service, applies equally to New
Bninswiek, viz.:

—"Instead of depriving ourselves of

wood with little profit, we could use it to supply our

own mills and instead of getting an average of $7.40

per cord, we should by transforming the wood into

mechanical pulp have a value of from $20 to $40 per

ton. If transferred into chemical pulp the prices

W'ould vary between $60 and $90 per ton, and for

newsprint paper they would return from $40 to $60

per ton." (This statement is old but the truth is still

good.—Ed.) On such a basis allowing one and a half

cords to a ton of newsprint at $60, the return from the

pulpwood exported from New Brunswick in 1917

would have brought $6,250,200 instead of $1,145,967,

its value in the rough.

Presumably the export of pulpwood will continue

to some extent, especially where land is being cleared
for agriculture and private lands to which restric-

tions do not apply, are not pi-ovided with other means
of disposal. However, such exportable wood need
not be sent out so extensively as heretofore, if pulp
and paper makers wish to conserve their own supply
by purchasing more extensively of the wood out on pri-

vate lands, the ratio of such purchase in 1917 being
but one cord to five exported. Having already seen
the need of tree planting for future sujjply, the con-
servation of limits by purchase of wood being export-
ed seems reasonable.

Consider the ratio of consumption in New Bruns-
wick mills to have been doubled, so that it would have
been in 1917 m.7S% compared with 86.4 per cent
made use of by Ontario mills of the total production

This Map shows the proximity of pulp mills to forest
areas.

of that year. To thus have doubled the output of
chemical pulp alone, would have brought six addi-
tional mills of the present t,vpe to New Brunswick, or
as an alternative, an installation of $7,000,000 in the
way of one or two larger mills producing paper as
well as pulp. It would have given full-time employ-
ment for one thousand men, representing an added
population of five thousand people in one or more
new towns, in a new sparsely settled ?ection, a paj--
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roll of close upon one million dollars per annum, a
home market for 85,000 tons more of New Brunswick
coal, and 5,000 tons of limestone and lime, while to

feed the clothe this small industrial army, the farms
and factories of New Brunswick and all branches of

production would correspondingly be benefitted.

That New Brunswick labors under no serious geo-

graphical disadvantage in marketing its product is

shown by the neighboring State of Maine, leading the

State of New York in the amount of wood consumed
by its pulp and paper mills, and the fact that one of

the most active mills of that Province ships its output
of chemical pulp to Kalamazoo, Mich., twelve hundred
miles by rail. Furthermore, the overseas demand has

opened up new possibilities abroad, which according
To the map. New Brunswick is in a good position to

take advantage of. One of its most progressive lum-
bering concerns having recently gone progressive lum-

the manufacture of cliemical pulp is an indication of

the turn of the tide in that province with respect to

raw wood exported and also points t) be increased

l)rofit of employing to the full extent the waste which

By comparing this Map with the other it will be seen

that New Brunswick has a large number of water

powers available for convenient use in connection

with pulp and paper mills.

results from the operation of lumbering which is said

to equal at least twenty-five per cent of the cut.

The United States Forest Service has found in that

country hundreds of communities are suffering be-

cause the resoui-ce supporting their chief industry has

been exhau?vted, sawmills and woodworking estab-
lishments closed, subsidiary interests can no longer
exist, the population moves away, farms are aban-
doned, roads and other public improvements deteri-
orate, and whole township and even counties are im-
poverished. This is not an occasional occurrence, it

is the history of millions of acres of land once produc-
tive and now an economic desert. Let New Bruns-
wick take head and build wisely.

H. P. TIMMERMAN,
Industrial Commissioner, Can. Pac. Ry.

P. S.—There are no paper mills in either New
Brunswick or Nova Scotia, no ground wood mills in
tlie former and as yet no chemical mill in the latter.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver, Dec. 16. 1919.—With the shortage of

paper .so great that the newspapers are talking of re-
ducing the size of their publications, the cry is for
pulp, and more pulp. The Province of British Colum-
bia is becoming more and more the bright .spot in the
American Continent where the pulp manufacturers
see a most favorable chance to help overcome the
great shortage.

With the Whalen Company increasing their output
in great jumps, the Pacific Mills working seven days
a week, and shipping paper and pulp all over the
Avorld, the Powell River plant working to the limit,

the Beaver Cove plant starting up the first of the
year and other companies getting ready to start oper-
ations, 1920 will see a boom in pulp manufacturing in

British Columbia that will swell the output of pulp
from British Columbia to figures little dreamed of
two years ago.

Without doubt in the next month or two there wiU
be several new companies reported as starting active
operations. The world is calling for British Columbia
pulp and this wonderful province will surely deliver
tlie goods.

The Port Alice plant of the Whalen Pulp & Paper
Co employs 500 hands, turns out 70 tons of pulp and
200,000 feet of lumber per day. The company also

has nine logging camps on Quatsino Soimd and has
brought Davis rafts from the mainland. Coal is at

present being used by the company, but a tunnel is

being driven through the mountain tapping Victoria
Lake, which will give over 300 feet head and great
power, dispensing with the steam plant.

RoUand Paper Company Limited, Montreal and St.

Jerome, are sending out a handsomely printed and
lithographed book showing samples of their Eams-
clifife Linen Bond which is now being made in eight

tints as well as white, and a copy of this may be ha^d

by anyone on application.

$100,000 FIRE LOSS AT CHICOUTIMI
A disastrous fire occurred at Chicoutimi, P. Q., last

Saturday. Three business blocks, 22 houses and half

as many stores were destroyed. Among the offices

was the office of the agent of the Crown Lands. None
of the records were saved, and this is a bad loss for

the entire district. It is expected, however, that du-
plicates of the regisration deeds burned may be avail-

able from the records of the Crown Lands Department
at Quebec.
The loss is estimated tonight by city officials of Chi-

coutimi at close to $100,000, and there is practically

little insurance.
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Book Reviews
••MILLWRIGHTING" by Jas. F. llubart, Publishers

lIcGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, reviewed
by A. P. Costigane, Secretary ami Safety Engin-
eer, Ontario Pulp and Paper Makers' Safety As-

sociation.

Many text books are issued which assume that the

readers know the fundamentals, when it is really for

the purpose of grasping the fundamentals that the

buyer purchases a bood. Oftentimes, too, when a pur-

chaser gets a suitable edition for reference, the index

is verj' poor and misleading. In this reference book
these essentials have been very painstakingly attended

to.

The very general character of the book, containing

as it does information which is fully reliable, makes
it a valuable source of information not only to the

workman for whom it is primarily intended, bnt also

to the contracting engineer.

Although much useful information on levelling up
foundations is given, a description of the Abbey level

might have been included. The Abbey level is a very

handy instrument bnt is not much used on this con-

tinent.

Particularly good is the advice to inspectors of

work being done to specifications, to allow small de-

partures from the strict interpretation, provided the

work does not suffer, rather than rigidl.v adhere to

the letter of the contract, which latter attitude on the

part of the inspector leads to general dislike and in

many cases to unnecessary expense. Inspectors

should be men of sound judgment and endowed with
common sense based on experience.

The writer has frequently come across errors in-

volving serious cost which the contractor could have

pointed out while the work was in progress, but hav-

ing been told to do so as the engineer and his eon-

tract called for, the contractor's good-will suffered

and things were allowed to go on nntil the mistake

became apparent to the inspector or his principal.

This should also be borne in mind when laying out

foundations to machine builders' plans. These plans

usually allow for the worst conditions, but when
ground is available, sound judgment would eliminate

much of the material and excavation.

Sound advice is given to leave ample working room
around machines. The inference being that although

everything looks right on paper, the millright should

see similar machines under working conditions before

fixing the drawing dimensions. If such a precaution

was general there would be fewer accidents due to

overcrowding of machinery.

The chapter on shafting, particularly in regard to

the use of pillow blocks or wall brackets rather than

hangers, on account of the end sway looseninsr and
weakening the bolts holding them, might be followed

with much advantage. It is to be regretted, however,
that for the same reason a warning is not sounded

against fl.ving hangers to the ceiling or battens on the

ceiling, by means of lag screws, a practice which is

unfortunately too prevalent and which on the score

of Safety cannot be sufficiently condemned.

The layout of shafting from drawings in a method-
ical manner, and use of the particulars given in re-

gard to belting, roller and ball bearings, would, if car-

ried out, do much to remedy the hap-hazard methods
of tackling the question of transmissions, too often

considered a necessary evil rather than the primary
means of production.

In a book of such a nature it would probably have
been worth the author's while to have said more on
the scraping and fitting of bronze bearings to make
them a good fit, attention being given to ample side

clearance on the case of split bearings. Another point
worthy of mention is the tendency to cut down the

thickness of circular busliings; when this is done
trouble usually follows. Circular bushings should be
of sufficient thickness so that when they warm up
they do not buckle slightly inwards and cause heat-

ing of the bearing.

Particular note should be paid to the calculations

in regard to belt i)ulls. It has been observed and
wondered at, that there are so fcAV accidents through
all machines being set on one side of a building, some-
times on three or four floors. The steady thrust on
tlie sides of a building through this strain does not
appear to be given much consideration. Pleavy ma-
chinery .stiffens the main floor and all the belt-pull

on the overhead shafting tends to pull the roof toward
the wall, whereas a little consideration in balancing
would lead to greater safety and certainly fewer
transmission troubles.

The excellent description of setting and lining up^
machines has reference to single spindle machines, as

nothing has been said about taking diagonal measure-
ments of multiple spindle machines to check contor-

tion in the frame, a point likely to be a source of trou-

ble if the one spindle nearest the driving pulley was
lined up.

Other chapters on piping, boiler setting, useful hints

ets., are as much as the millwright requires, making
up a most complete and niceh' balanced information

book on a subject which has until now been very in-

completely covered.

PROTECTION OF STEEL
A paper on the subject of paint for the protection

of steel work was read at a recent meeting of the En-
gineering Institute of Canada by Mr. John Grieve of

the Dominion Paint Co., who spoke of the importance
of co-operation between engineers and manufacturers
of paint, and the desirability of the former acquiring

a greater knowledge of the value of paints for the pro-

tection of steel. He gave examples of bad specifica-

tions of paints, the terms being so indefinite as to pro-

vide loopholes for the supply of inferior materials,

which yet meet the specifications. Incomplete speci-

fiactions were the cause of much trouble to the en-

gineers. In some cases engineers and manufacturers
co-operated, the latter being consulted on all points

as to the value of paints for particular purposes, a

course he recommended both as fair to the manufac-
turer and a protection to the engineer. The removal
of scale was a most important point, as neglect to do
this led to considerable trouble, while the purchase

of standard paints of good quality was the only course

to obtain satisfactory results.

One cause of great expense was allowing structures

to remain so long unpainted that corrosion attacked

not only the shop coat of paint, but the field coat as

well. The cost of paint on steel structures varied

from 3 to 13 per cent., according to the value of the

structures, and the conditions to which they were ex-

posed. In purchasing paint the cost should not be

based upon the cost-price per gallon.considerations as

to quality and suitability for the job, etc., should enter

into the question.
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How Pulp Flow Is Regulated

The operation of the slush sj'stem of combining
groundwood and sulphite pulps at the mills of the
Laurentide Companj' is described in a recent number
of Le Digesteur, mill organ of the company.

The former and usual method in most mills even
now, was to run the sulphite over the wet presses
and make it into laps which contained about 36 per
cent air dry pulp. These laps were then weighed and
sent to the beater room where they were unfolded
and beaten up with the proper amount of groundwood
and again reduced to about 3 per cent pulp. It can
readily be seen what a waste of time and power it

was to squeeze the water out of the pulp, weight
it, truck it to the beater room and then put some
more water in again. The reason why this apparently
inefficient and round-about method was used was be-

cause there was no known reliable means of being
sure of just how much water there was in the pulp
in the slush state, except by testing, which required
several hours and was impracticable. So it was neces-

sary to run the sulphite into laps which were known
to be around a 36 per cent test in order that the beater

room might know just how much sulphite was put
into the paper. It might be added, for those not versed
in paper making, that sulphite is worth three times
the amount of groundwood and furnishes the long
fibre which holds the shorter groundwood fibres to-

gether into a sheet of paper. The amount of sulphite

to go into the beaters must be accurately known, for

if too little is used the paper is weak, breaks on the

machine, and is not up to Laurentide 's standards. On
the other hand if more than enough to bring the sheet

to requisite strength is used it is mereJ}^ a waste of

good money.

But a machine has now been invented which is so

made that it will keep the percentage of stock to

water in the slush practically constani Enough so

for practical purposes. This machine i« the Trimbey
Regulator, made in Glen Falls. After many tests it

has proved out the claims made for it. The operation

of it, in brief, is as follows:

A pump lifts stock to a head-box which connects
with a valve through a pipe to the Trimbey head-box.

The valve is so adjusted that only a small proportion

of the stock being pumped enters the Trimbey. In

the bottom of the Trimbey box is a small outlet into a

large brass cj'linder with a goose-neck and short

length of pipe at the bottom. This cylinder is bal-

anced on a beam with a weight at the other end. The
stock flows from the head-box to the Trimbey box,

from there to the cylinder where it passes slowly out

through the goose-neck and pipe at the bottom. If

the stock has too little water it becomes thick and has
difficulty in passing through the goose-neck and so

rises in the cylinder and moves the beam and by means
of a ratchet mechanism opens a water valve in a pipe

leading to the suction of the pump furnishing the

stock. The water enters and mixes with the stock and
reduces it to the proper consistence. In ease the stock
becomes too thin the action is just the reverse of that

described; it runs freely from the cylinder allowing

it to rise which shuts off the water to the pump and
makes the stock thicker and dryer.

The entire slush system required considerable new
apparatus and time to install. In the sulphite screen
room basement two large concrete tanks were made
to hold unregulated and regulated stock and two
pumps were placed, one to pump the unregulated

stock to the Trimbey regulator and ihe other to
pump the regulated stock to the sulphite measuring
tanks in the decker room.

In the sulphite screen room are hix pneumatic
thickeners which take the very thin stock of about 2
per cent test and remove enough water so that it tests
about from 4 to 5 per cent. This thickened stock drops
into the unregulated stock chest which feeds the
regulator.

The groundM'ood department did not require so
many changes as did the sulphite because it was al-

ready equipped with deckers which thickened the
stock to nearly the right consistency so all that it was
necessary to do was to install a regulator and a tank
for receiving the regulated stock.

In the beater room the most radical changes are
seen. Large tanks connect at the top with the sulphite
measuring and groundwood regulating tanks. At the
bottom they are connected to a large pipe line leading
to the chest of the various paper machines and also
to a rotary pump for mixing the sulphite, ground-
wood, coloring, alum and the other materials used in
making stock for the paper machines.

All the valves in the beater room end are what ar^
known as "Butler" valves as they were designed by
one of the Laurentide engineering staff. They are
operated by water pressure and may be controlled at
any distance.

These valves are all controlled from a panel placed
in the beater room. On this panel is also placed pneu-
meracators which are attached to and indicate the
amount of stock in any of the tanks. This control
i)oard is one of the prettiest pieces of apparatus to
watch in the Avhole system. It is so ]aid out and
painted that it practically gives a picture of just what
is happening in the entire process of mixing the
materials and sending the finished stuff on its way
to the paper machine.
Each tank has its own square on the panels, con-

taining the handle for controlling the valve and the
recording and non-recording pneumeracators. The
.squares representing the different materials are paint-
ed different colors to make it easier to understand
while the pipe lines are laid out in white. It seems
almost magical to watch; the control lever is moved
and then the needle on the indicator obediently re-
sponds as the tank begins to fill. Then the stock is

dropped to the next stage and the needle for the emp-
tying tank drops while the others slowly rise. The
whole process thus goes on, the big valves working
silently and everything at the eommaid of one man
on the control board.

SCANDINAVIA SUPPLIES FRANCE AND
ENGLAND

The efforts to supply domestic markets just now is

occupying the attention of the International Paper
Company's officials to the exclusion of European busi-
ness. With no means at hand to increase output to
any large extent in the veiy near future it is practi-
cally certain that domestic demands will keep the mills
of this country and Canada busy at least until 1921,
and that only small lots of newsprint will be available
for export.

Due to the shortage, exports of newsprint the past
few months have been dwindling steadily. The Scan-
dinavian countries, Norway, Sweden and Finland,
have been supplying considerable pulp and newsprint,
to French and English markets recently.
Export prices for American and Canadian news-

print this week ranged between .•i!l60 and $180 a ton.
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BRITISH TRADE NEWS
I I'Vdiii Our LoiiiliMi C'on-es|)oiuU'Hl (

Loiuluii, Dic\ 4.—The paper industry of the United

Kiiifrdom is enjoying: a brisk and prosperous spell,

l)artieularly in the newsprint and kraft sections. For
raw materials there is consequently a more improved
(lenuuK-l. Up to the present time quotations for paper

do iu)t show any niatorial increase and the only high

levels reached are recorded among the dealers who,

outside of contracts, obtain higher prices for spot de-

liveries of fine papers. Newsprint rcnuiins un-

changed; but the demand is good and supplies so far

arc plentiful in the market. Most mills are engaged
ill working off contracts on home and export account

and the relations existing between employers and em-

ployees are most cordial. Indeed, mills could do with

more skilled labor. The war has robbed them of their

best and it is now that mills miss them in the speetl-

ing-up operations. Of courss the three-tour system

has made openings for more labor, which means a

bigger wage-bill, and comparing the wages of a mill

i.xlay with those of twelve months ago I find they are

up 55 per cent. When one considers the high-rate

of wages, the high cost of coal aud raw materials, and

the freights existing on the railroads, it is remarkable

how the British mill man can derive a decent profit

on the sales of his papers at their present prices. In

addition to these difficulties he has to face foreign

competition and an erratic paper market.

Competition and Paper Prices

Competition in the English pai)er market today is

very keen and we are getting back to something like

the experiences that confronted siellers in pre-war

days. However, the war has made the British papei-

mill man more alert and he is now doing business in

a way that he would never dream of before hostilities.

He is out to keep the foreigner as much as possible

away from the market and high freights at sea are

helping him in many eases. For instance, good Eng-

lish kraft can be bought up to £58 a ton, whereas for-

eign, or Scandinavian, is a couple of sovereigns dearer.

There are other instances. Dealers in foreign mill

papers are, consequently, in an awkward position aud

added to this there is the fact that buyers for the time

being are inclined to trade within the Empire.

Mr. Dawe's Report.

Mr. A. L. Dawe's re])ort on the British paper

market, as published in the "Pulp and Paper Maga-
zine" of November 13, has been read with much in-

terest. It is notable for the spirit of impartiality

that pervades it and some good sound common sense

is laid dowai for Canadians to study. Indeed, some

paper makers speak vei\v highly on the report and con-

sider the subject has been handled in a fair and mas-

terly manner. "The British market is no place for

weaklings or quitter.s," says Mr. Dawe. In these

words he hits the nail upon the head. If Canadians

want trade here they mu.st "stick it," study the mar-

ket, cater for it. and Canadian ])aper is bound to win.

The Pulp Market
At the time of writing I find the pulp market in

a very satisfactoi-y position. It only remains for

transport facilities to improve and were these recti-

fied we M'ould he in the land of milk and honey—for

the time being. Buyers are plentiful for groundwood.

sulphite and sulphate, and sellers, while anxious to

do their best, are naturally trying to reach the top

nuteh in prices. It is reallj- a little rush before the

winter and hard months set in properly and at the
same time the paper mills are for the moment getting
through a lot of raw materials. Supplies of pulps
from Scandinavia and Canada are flowing in satis-

factorily and some fine shipments from the Dominion
liave arrived ,notably ground wood. Buyers are here
now and this week everything is merry and bright for
all CDiicenu'd.

A Valued Pulpman
Whi!;' Mr. Fred Becker has been giving his daugh-

ter. Eily, a fatherly hand-over in marriage to the care
of Major Hays of Aberdeen, the emi)loyes of Becker
«.t Co., Ltd., have been honoring aud cementing their

friemlship with Mr. George Buchanan, one of the di-

rectors, who has just completed 25 years with the firm.

Mr. Buchanan, like Mr. Becker, is one of the moving
figures in pulp circles and is highly respected and
valued in British business. He has done much for
Cauda. Becker's employees have given Mr. Buchanan
a massive silver tea serice to eelcbate his quarter of a

century Avith them and the present caiiie as a great
surprise, to the recipient.

Paris Troubl3s
I learn today that the strike in the Paris newspaper

offices is fizzling out and once agaui the papers are
reajipearing, -including the continental edition of the

Loiidori "Daily ^lail." The strike has been a sore

blow to paper mills and sellers of pulp. For some
days the city has been without a newspaper. France
gives employment to about 30,000 hands in paper mills

and 470,000 hands are engaged in the production of

books, newspapers and catalogues, so that it will be

seen the printers by going out on strike have givcji

two industries a very serious set-back. One of the

novelties during the strike was a consolidation paper,

representing the most important of the daily journals.

Prices in Paris

The paper mills are now being the object of attack

in France. It seems that before the war a duty of 10

francs per 100 k.g. (about 2 cwt.) was imposed on for-

eign paper over a certain weight. During the war
the French mills agitated and got a temporary in-

crease of 50 per cent on these duties with the result

that newsprint costs 125 francs and heavy paper for

illustration work runs up to 300 francs. The mills

want to maintain their war prices and they are about

to ask for legislation to protect them. They are being

opposed, it being contended that the excessive import

duties should be removed to help trade.

Notelets

G. P. Steele, Canadian Export Paper Co., has been

on a visit here. We like to see Canadian paper men
here studying the market.

The employees of H. D. Pochin & Co., china clay

exporters, have thanked the firm for keeping all

workers fully employed during the war—not an easy

ta.sk in the trying period of reduced trade.

Thos. Owen & Co., Ltd., Cardiff, who make news-

print, are paying an interim dividend of 2s per share

on ordinary shares for the past half year.

A pulp store 80 ft. x 50 ft. at the Galloway Paper
Mills near Edinboro, and all the pulp in it has been

destroyed by fire.

Canada in 1914 imported from the British mills 202

tons of wall papers (printed) and in 1918 about 12

tons—a rediaction of 190 tons.

Eout the rat and rap the fly, for health and safety,

that's why!
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Technical Section

A-l. Wattle bark as paper-making material. Le

Bois, thru Papeterie, 41, 45,"), (Oct. 25, 1919). Spent

wattle bark yields 2S-359( (according to the method
of treatment") of an unbleachable pulp, suitable for

dark wrapping paper. Tests on a commercial scale

jielded 18-30%. The wood yielded 46-50% pulp, but

the fibers are short and the paper not strong. It

could be used for the manufacture of straw-board,

e.speciall.y if mixed with longer fiber such as that from

the bark.—A.P.-C.
A-3. Paper-making prospects in Egypt. Paper, 25,

371, (1919). The important paper-mf(king materials

available are rice straw, colored cotton rags, and
waste paper, which would limit manufacture to cheap-

er papers, cardboards, and wrapping papers. Papyrus,

reeds, and bagasse ma.y eventually be convertible to

good white paper by new and improved methods.

Assuming a 50% yield of pulp from rice straw on

the average of all qualities of paper imported into

Egypt, 40.000 tons of straw Avould be equivalent to

the yearly imports. About 230.000 tons of straw ore

produced yearly.—A.P.-C.

A-3. Esparto. (L'alfa). J. Cittanova. Le Pa-

pier, 22, 270-2, (Sept. 1919). A sketch of the esparto

industrv in Africa, and of its use in paper-making.—

•

A.P.-C."

A-3 Weed-grasses as a source of paper pulp.

(Developpous 1 Industrie de la pate a papier). Jean
Letorre. Rev. Univ. Papeterie, 2, No. 9, 4-5. (Sept.

15, 1919). Discussion of a bulletin of the Academic
d 'Agriculture by Felicien Ifichotte. The present

sources of jvaper are:—First, wood pulp; Second,

waste from spinning mills; Third, old rags; Fourth,

old bagging and cordage ; Fifth, esparto and its sub-

stitutes; Sixth, waste paper, Seventh, cereal .straws.

For various reasons the production and consumption
of esparto pulp will remain stationary : there is al-

ready' shortage of spinning-mill waste, lags and waste
paper ; and cereal straws should be used for agri-

cultural purposes. Wood, therefore, remains prac-

tically the only important source of supply. The use

of ws'od as a source of paper was a big mistake in the

first place, as the paper trade consumes wood ten

times as fast as it grows. The use of grasses should

be encouraged as much as possible. These may be

divided into two classes, those which .are already cul-

tivated for some other purposes, such as the sugar-

cane and pineapple, and those generally known as

"weed," amongst which is esparto. The latter offer

a very wide field, and include both terrestrial and
aquatic varieties. They should be studied with a

view to determining the extent and feasibility of work-
ing existing growths, and the advisabilitj' of intro-

ducing them into barren and marshy lards in Europe,
America and Africa. Another possible source of paper
is pineapples. Fr. patent 493,551, R. Aries, covers a

process for making paper pulp from pine needles.

—

A.P.-C.

A-4, 5. Methods of sampling pulp and other test-

ing methods. W. H. Cjessell. Chairman of Committee
of T. A. P. P. I. Paper, 25, 296-30:;, (1919). The
Canadian Committee on Testing Moisture in Pulp (E.

B. Slack, chairman) find that the strip method is sat-

isfactory for ordinary wet machine lajj pulp and also

for sheet pulp from Roger's wet machine, and that the

wedge method is more accurate and gives lower re-

sults for hydraulic pressed pulp. For the bale pulp in-

sufficient work was done to make any definite re-

commendations. A method for testing moisture in

roll pulp is given. A set of rules for official weigh-
ing and testing of pulp, formulated by F. W. Williams
as a basis for discussion, and also the official rules of

the Ass. of Am. Woodpulp Importers are given. No
progress has been made as regards testing moisture
in rags. A comparison of the Na.^S„0, method, NaNO^
method, and NH^Cl and NH^OH methol of determin-
ing ALOv. in alum showed that the first two checked
very well and were more accurate and lapid than the
NH^OH precipitation. The specifications for CaO for

cooking rags should call for a minimum content of

available CaO and a maximum limit for SiO„. The
U. S. Government is investigating ihe numerous
methods of determining available CaO in lime. The
Association enquires as to the exact conditions under
which bleaching powder is used in pulp and paper
mills. R. W. Sindall is endeavoring to form an Eng-
lish association similar to the Can. and Am. P. & P.

A. v.-hich would co-operate with the latter in estab-

lishing standard method.'; of testing.—A.P.-C.

A-14. Effect of humidity on the strength of paper,

Paper I\Iaker"s ^Monthly J. Papeterie, 41, 455, (Oct.

25, 1919). Hygrometric conditions greatl.y affect the

strength of paper a decrease in humidity being ac-

companied by an increase in strength and by a de-

crease in elongation and resistance to folding, and
vice versa. In certain cases resistance to folding is

decreased bj' excessive humidity.—A.P.-C.

A-14. Testing paper at the bureau of standards.

Paper, 25, 358, (1919). The reading in the determina-

tion of the tearing strength of paper are affected by
the length and breadth of the sample, the rate at which
pressure is applied, the length of the fibers, and the

condition of the end of the sample, i.e.. whether clamp-

ed or left loose. Tests are being run to determine the

deterioration of paper. Samples which had been
tested in March 1909 showed an increase of 20% in

alcohol extract and a decrease of 27 per cent in

strength, which may be due in part to errors in form-
er methods of testing.—A.P.-C.

B-2. Reforestation in France. ...J. Micol de Porte-

mont. Papier, 22, 290-2 (Oct. 1919). A discussion

of the urgency of restoring the French forests and of

the advantages of the various kinds of poplar for

this purpose.—A.P.-C.

B-3. Conservation of the French forests. (Ressus-

sitons nos forets). -I. Micol de Portemout. Le Papier,

22, 268-70. (Sept. 1919). An analysis of the timber
resources of France, of the consumption before the

war, and the probable consumption for the next few
years. This will be much higher than in pre-war
years, owing to reconstruction and to the practically

certain increase in the consumption of paper. It would
be inadvisable to curtail French exports, but imports
should be cut down as far as possible. The only solu-

tion lies in reafforestation, which should .be started

immediately and pushed vigorously, together with a

more complete utilisation of the wood.—A.P.-C.
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UMTED STATES AOTES^
A bill appropriating: $1,000,000 for a survey and de-

velopment of a national program looking to the con-
servation of present resouree of material for makng
print paper and to reforestation of are.-.s for making
future supplies may be produced, was introduced last

week in the Senate by Senator Poindexter of the State
of Washington. Drastic proposals for reducing con-

sumption of paper had been urged, said the Senator in

explaining his measure, based on the assumption that

the supply of pulpwood was nearing exhaustion.

Whether that was true, he said, could be known only
from a proper surv'ey, such as never had been made.
He insisted that there is pulpwood in the Northwest
ample for many decades to come : that only two suiall

mills are making paper in Washington, and that paper
can be made there on an enormous scale cheaper than
in the East and delivered by sea transportation below
Eastern prices. "If the pulpwood supply in the North-
west actually exists," Senator Poindexter said, "the
survey will go far toward compelling Eastern paper
manufacturers to abandon their claims of acute scar-

city and stop profiteering." The consert'ation and
survey measure sets forth the following facts : The
pulpwood used in the United States last year for the

manufacture of all kinds of paper and wood pulp
amounted to 5,500,000 cords, of which 1,800,000 cords
were used for newsprint. Of this two-thirds was im-

ported from Canada. Approximately one-half of the

newsprint produced in the United States was manu-
factured in mills in the State of New York. It is es-

timated that the pulpwood stand in New York will

be entirely exhausted within eight or ten years. It

is also estimated that the pulpwood stands of the

Northwestern States will be exhausted within ten to

twenty years.

Due to the non-arrival of several consignments of

newsprint at its plant, the Pittsburg "Post" was com-
pelled for several days during the week of December
8 to curtail the size of editions to eight pages, barring
all advertisements, and carrj-ing only news. It re-

appeared in its regular size last week when the amount
of print paper required daily began to reach its press-

rooms according to schedule.
While stopping recently at Kalamazoo, Mich., where

he inspected several of the big paper-making estab-

lishments, Walter Sessions of St. Austells, England,
one of the three managing directors of English China
Clays, Ltd., a concern which turns out over 500,000
tons of clay annually and controls a great proportion
of all high grade clays suitable for paper making,
stated that one of the objects of his visit to this side

of the Atlantic was to look over the American busi-

ness situation with a view to considering the future
requirements of the trade so that plans can be made
To meet the demands likely to be made iipon the com-
pany with which he is associated. "The English Gov-
ernment," he said, has co-operated with us to revive
our business with the close of hostilities. Our ship-

ping port, Fowey, Cornwall, has been materially im-
proved and working hours lengthened to overcome
the scarcity of labor. Through arrangements with
the Shipping Board we have been able to charter fif-

teen ocean-going steamers for our use exclusively,

thus making it possible to insure prompt and adequate
shipments to the American market."
While conceding the necessity of immediate reduc-

tion in the use of print paper on the part of all publi-

cations in the country, the prevailing opinion among
more than a dozen newspaper and magazine publish-

ers who appeared last week at the hearing before the

House Post Office Committee on the Anthony Bill

was that the threatened shortage could be better met
by voluntary agreements of publishers with the Gov-
ernment than by direct restrictive laws Strong oppo-
sition to the Anthony measure, which if enacted would
exclude from the mails all publications not conform-
ing to certain size limitations, was expressed by the

ma.iority of the publishers. The general opinion was
that the matter should be turned over to the Federal
Trade Commission, with a request from Congress to

determine what reduction is necessary te assure a

just supply to all. The Commission, it was pointed

out, has complete figures on paper production and con-

sumption, and can designate a percentage reduction

for all publications that will relieve the situation. All

the publishers present promised that any conclusion

by the Commission would be complied with volun-

tarily. This plan was proposed by Frank P. Glass of

Birmingham, Ala., President of the American News-
paper Publishers' Association, and Bradford Merrill,

of New York, president of the association's conser-

vation committee. A 10 per cent reduction in the

paper used by the newspapers would relieve the

shortage, Mr. Merrill, thought, although, he said, the

publishers would be willing to leave the percentage to

the Commission.
An addition to its plant at Edgemont, Ohio, by

which 8.000 square feet of increased floor space will

be had, is being erected by the Standard Register

Company. This concern is regarded as one of the

heaviest consumers of register paper in Ohio. A mod-
em printery is part of the equipment of the present

plant.

UNCLE SAM TO SAVE NEWSPRINT
Washington. Dec. 19.—A movement was started in

Congress today looking to a reduction in the amount
of newsprint paper used by Government departments.
Chairman Steenerson, of the House Post Office Com-
mittee, introduced a resolution calling on the depart-

ments to report immediately the amount of print

paper used by them and whether a ten per cent re-

duction could be made. The departments also would
be asked to state whether the large amount of printed

matter furnished newspapers which do not request it,

could not be discontinued.

To determine whether newspaper publishers abide

by the request of the Post Office Committee to reduce

their consumption of newsprint by 10 per cent for the

next six months. Chairman Steenerson introduced a

resolntion asking the Post Office Department for

comparative weights of newspapers entered at first

and second class post offices for the last six months,

and for the next six months. Action on the reso-

hitions was deferred.
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lu view of the fact that there is considerable com-
plaint among the manufacturers of paper with the

cheaper dyes they are under the necessity of using in

their colored bonds and other lines, it is interesting to

note that the Canadian Trade Commission states that

it is prepared to receive applications from Canadian
firms requiring German dyestuffs, upon which the

Allied Governments have an option under the Peace

Treaty. Interested parties are invited to communicate
with the Canadian Trade Commissioner and obtain

forms on which applications may be made for estimated

requirements for the next six months It is stated that

any demand which appears to be excessive will not be

acted upon until the matter is investigated and found
satisfactory. The applicant is obliged to sign a declara-

tion that the dyes asked for are unobtainable on rea-

sonable terms from British, Swiss or United States

sources.

Work has been commenced on the hydro power plant

on the Saguenay River in connection with the pros-

pective construction by Price Bros. & Co. of what will

be the largest pulp and paper mill in the world. The
mill is expected to have a capacity of between 400 and
'500 tons of newsprint. The creation of a town
ofg Saugenay is involved, to be located three or

four miles east of Chicoutimi, which will have a popu-
lation of about 7,000 people.

On April 1 next a new weekly paper, to be called the

United Farmer, will be published at Moncton as the

official organ of the United Farmers of the Maritime
Provinces. George F. Chipman will be tlie Managing
Director and G. G. Archibald, Editor, and the paper

will be published in conjunction with the Grain Grow-
ers' Guide of Winnipeg. It will be owned jointly by
the United Fruit Companies of Nova Scotia, the United

Farmers' Co-Operatiye Company of New Brunswick
and the United Grain Growei-s, Limited, Winnipeg.

A despatch from New York states that the Inter-

national Paper Co. is diverting fifteen maeJiines which
have been manufacturing fine paper, to the manufac-
ture of newsprint. It is estimated that the machines
diverted will have a daily capacity of 200 tons, and will

add approximately 60,000 tons a year to the company's
present output. Action of officials of the company in

diverting these machines is in response to world-wide

demand for newsprint which is likely to continue for

some time. This .year's output of newsprint of the In-

ternational Paper Company will amount to around
.315,000 tons, exclusive of fine papers. Production of

newsprint in 1918 was around .390,000 tons. Shrinkage
in production this year compared with 1918 is ascribed

to continuation of war-time restrictions placed on the

industry and general poor labor conditions.

Of considerable interest to the Canadian pulp and
paper industry is the statement made by a United
States Senator while urging the enactment of a bill for

a Government survey of pulp timber in the Northwest.

He declared his belief that this timber would supply
enough pulp to end the present shortage of newsprint

paper and supply all publishers for decades to come.

"If the pulpwood supply actually exists," he said,

"the survey will go far towards compelling Eastern

paper manufacturers to abandon their claims of acute

scarcity and stop profiteering." He proposes an ap-

propriation of one million dollars for the survey. It

will be found, he says, that newsprint can be made in

Oregon, Washington and California at a cost that will

permit the product to be sold at prices far below those

now being charged by Eastern mills.

The announcement was made in Toronto this week
that J. C. Ross of Montreal had been appointed editor

of the Farmers' Sun and his many friends are congrat-

ulating him on his new appointment. Mr. Ross was
born near Embro, in Oxford County, Ontario, and com-
menced his journalistic work with the Toronto Globe as

special representative at Cobalt during discovery and
boom days. Eight years ago he went to The Journal
of Commerce when the Journal was publi.shed in Mont-
real, but resigned his position when it was changed
from a daily to a weekly. Mr. Ross then became spe-

cial representative of The Globe, but shortly after re-

entered ti'ade journalism. W. L. Smith is at present

acting as editor of the Farmers' Sun. Mr. Ross has

also served as acting editor for the Pulp and Paner
Magaizne during the absence of Roy Canmbell in Eu-
rope in 1916 and of the present editor in Western Can-
ada in 1918.

Canadian newspaper circles were interested in the

despatch from Washington this week which stated that

ever.y newspaper in the United States had been called

upon by the House Post-Office Committee to reduce its

consumption of newsprint paper by ten per cent for

a period of six months, in an effort to relieve the pres-

ent serious .shortage, which the committee had been
told threatened the destruction of a number of small
papers. Voluntary co-operation of publishers would
obviate the necessity for repressive Government action,

stated the committee, which added that if the publish-

ers carried out the voluntary conservation plan, further
action on the Anthony Bill, to limit the size of news-
papers and periodicals using the second class mail,

would have to be stopped for the present at least.

A visitor to Toronto this week was E. S. Crabtree,

formerly manager of the Houpt Paper Mills at Camden
East. Mr. Crabtree is now with the Bathurst Lumber
Company.
Some further particulars are now available concern-

ing the expansion of the Canada Box Board Company,
Limited, which organiaztion held its annual meeting
in Toronto recently. The Company has several sites in

view on the city's water front and when the location

is selected a mill will be erected with a capacity of 40
tons of the finer grades of box board a da.v. The mill

will be equipped with the latest and best machinery
available and the program of expansion also includes

additional installation of equipment in the company's
plants at Frankfort and Montreal. It is learned that

J. G. G. Kerry, President of the Northumberland Paper
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and Electric Companj-, manufacturers of various kinds

of board at Campbellford, Ont., and associates, have

bought out the interests of the late Robert Kilgour in

the Canada Box Board Company, which gives the in-

terests associated with the Northumberland the control

of the Canada Box Board Company. It is understood

that the plant will be operated under separate man-

agement for some time but consolidation will doubt-

less be effected in tia- near future

A QUESTION OF MILL SITE
Tile llydro-Electrie Power Commission of Ontario

have had conferences lately in Toronto with delegations

representing Port Arthur, P'ort William and the prin-

cipals of the Great Lakes Pulp and Paper Company,

which organization is preparing to erect a four million

dollar plant for the manufacture of pulp and paper

adjacent to the twin cities. The visit of the delegations

to the Commission had to do chiefly with the power

that will be required to operate the plant. This will

amount to from thirteen to sixteen thousand horse-

power and it will be supplied from the Nipigon De-

velopment Works, the contract being made direct with

the Ilydro Commission.

While the matter of power had to be arranged with

tlie Commission the delegations also took up with Sir

Adam Beck the question of a site for thhe proposed

mill and in this, of course, they were passed on to the

Ontario Government. Naturally. Port Arthur and Fort

William want to share alike in the benefits to be derived

from so important an industry. Fort William wants to

have the mill on a site between the two places. There

is a free site available east of Port Arthur, it is said,

and if the mill is located there the municipality will

probably agree to extend the street railway and the

telephone system to the site and also put down a mac-

adam road. There are timber limits east of Port Ar-

thur adjacent to the proposed site, which are said to

liave been transferred to the company by one of the

promotors who secured them from the Government and

which naturallv promise to influence the company to

locate there where the pulp timber can be easily and

economically handled. These facilities, however, do not

loom so large in the eyes of Fort William as thev ap-

pear to its rival and the delegation from Fort William

i^ said to have asked Premier Drurv to cancel the sale

of the timber limits in order that Fort William claims

to have the mill located between the two places miffht

be advanced with sreater chances of successful results.

The Government is considering this phase of the mat-

ter now, but it is understood that the Government is

averse to interfering in the matter, taking the ground
that it is up to the company to listen to the arguments
of the rival claimants and then decide the issue for it-

<.'lf.

tention to ship to the Wayagamaek plant at Three

Rivers by means of steam bai-ges.

This new acquisition will place the Wayagamaek
Company in a very strong position as it will now have
very valuable limits in the St. Maurice district on the

north shore of the St. Lawrence and the Breakey
limits on the south shore.

It is understood that it will not be necessary for

the company to effect any additional financing in

connection with this important purchase.

WAYAGAMACK BUYS PULPWOOD LIMITS
The Wayagamaek Pulp and Paper Company has

made a most valuable addition to its holdings of tim-

ber limits by the purchase of the well-known Breakey
limits in Gaspe, on the south shore of the St. Law-
rence. The Imits, which are situaed on he York
River, cover a total of 450 square miles and will be
particularly valuable to the Wayagamaek Company,
Rs 90 per cent, of the timber on the limits is spruce,

which is just the kind of wood the company requires

for the manufacture of kraft products.

The York River is driveahle through the entire

length of the limits now acquired, and it is the in-

KIPAWA MILL STARTS WITHOUT A HITCH
The offit'ial annoiinei nii'iit was made last week that

the Kipawa Fibre Company, which is controlled by
the Riordon Pulp & Paper Company, was now operat-

ing their new pulp mill at Temiskaming, and the pulp

shipments would be commenced next week. Of the

output, nearly the whole amount will find a market
in the United States. The parent company's product

to the exten of 90 per cent also goes to the States.

Here, too the exchange situation favors Riordon and
it was stated that if the premium from New York
funds remained at 8 per cent for a year the advan-

tage to the company would be more than sufficient

to pay the entire common stock dividend. The pro-

duct of the Kapawa Compan.v is claimed to be by far

the finest grade of pulp made on the American conti-

nent and quite equal to the best that Scandinavia

produces. Very rapid progress has been made on the

Kipawa mill and the fact that the output is being

shipped this year comes well within the estimate made
manv months ago.

U. S. OWNS ALASKA FORESTS; DEVELOPMENT
HINDERED

Competent observers claim that the Territory of

Alaska can furnish an abundant and perennial supply

of wood pulp tinil)er. and representatives of capital

interested in the industry have been looking the ground
over and seem to be of the same opinion.

If the supply is there it should be iitilized. The stands

of our Northeastern States r.re approaching ex-

haustion, and while Canada still has an abundance of

suitable timber, the Canadians insist that the profit

of its exploitation shall accrue to Canada and not to

us. As we should doubtless feel the same way if we
wei'e in the place of the Canadians, we are hardly in a

position to complain. In so far, however, as American
citizens owti Canadian timber land in fee. we might,
if we chose, start a quarrel closely resembling that

which we have with I\Iexico over oil land. Canada,
however, is different.

But the Alaska pulpwood timber should be utilized.

It is stated that the reason why it has not alread.v

been exploited is that it is all on Government land,

and it will not pay to cut the timber under the regu-
lation of the Bureau of Forestry, which requires that

the cutting must be so done as to assure reproduc-
tion on the cut-over lands.

It appears to be the fact that cutting will not pay
unless a clean sweep is made without too much un-
productive labor in the interest of renewals. It is

claimed, however, that the Alaskan fir forests will re-

produce themselves under any circumstances, as the
growth is spontaneous and very rapid during the
short summers, and that with few restrictions in cut-

ting, forests will reproduce themselves forever.
It is stated that relief is expected either from the

Forestry Bureau or Congress, when large operations
may be expected at once.—San Francisco Chronicle.
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CANADIAN TRADE CONDITIONS.
Toronto, December 20, 1919.

—"Even more acute''

describes the situation in regard to the paper situation

this week. Practically all classes of paper,, from news-

print to wrapping paper, are undergoing the same
experience as to shortage of manufacture and increas-

ing demand, and the manufacturers and jobbers are

at their wits' end in their efforts to respond to the

calls of the consuming public. There appears to be

no serious attempt at economy or eon.servation of sup-

ply. The supplies are gradually used up as soon as

they can be delivered, and orders upon orders are

going into the mills on the off-chance of securing a

portion of a shipment at least. One big Ontario paper
mill, devoted chiefly to book papers and bonds, has

ceased booking orders. They also buj' paper when
they can, but, unable to secure any stock and with their

own manufactured lines sold up months in advance,

they simply ration their output to their customers, big

and small alike, as far as possible and when they have
any paper ready to ship they send out notices that they

are sending what paper they can spare at prices pre-

vailing at time of shipment. Practically all the mills

have withdrawn their price lists, and the future holds

no promise of clearing up the uncertainty *:hat exists

in regard to prices, .supply and demand generally

throughout the ti'ade.

While the pulp and paper companies are thriving

under the high prices prevailing, the shortage, particu-

larlj- of new.sprint, continues to cause great uneasiness.

The consumers of newsprint saw brightened prospects

when it was announced that the Dominion Paper Con-
troller had been given power to prohibit the export of

the output of any concern which disregarded the Con-
troller's regulations as to price or supply to Canadian
newspapers. Of the 800,000 tons of newsprint annu-
ally i^roduced by the Canadian mills from Canadian
pulp, from 80 to 85 per cent has been exported, and
it was considered that the remainder ha.s been suffi-

cient to meet the demands of the Canadian publishers.

In connection with this the Paper Controller has fixed

the prices. It is sai dthat as a result of tlir- paper famine
in the United States, and the fact tliat tliere is no

longer a fixed price there. Canadian mills have shown,

in some cases, an inclination to disregard the regula-

tion and to export their output to its full extent. The

Paper Controller, however, has announced that! he

does not propose to bar the export of newsprint and

puts it up to the Government. While not prohibiting

the export, Mr. Pringle has laid it down that each

Canadian mill will supply its proper quota to Cana-

dian publishers or suffer a penalty, and if they are

not satisfied as to this they may have recourse to the

courts. It is contended by some that the gist of the

whole matter is the great difference in price between

Cauda and the United States. Canadian mills bearing

more than their share of the financial burden of sup-

plying Canadian papers, do not wish to continue longer

making such sacrifice, while willing to bear their share

of the general burden. In this connection one of the

Companies, in whose mill newsprint has been manu-
factured for many years as one of the lines, has noti-

fied their customers that they had been manufacturing

and supplying newsprint at a loss throughout the war,

and that they were now going out of that branch of

the business just as soon as circumstances would per-

mit.

In the meantime the paper eompanie are proving

that the extraordinary rate of exchange in respect to

Canadian and United States money is not an unmixed
exil. for it has been pointed out on the streets here in

Toronto that the pulp and paper companies in Canada
have struck what almost looks like a bonanza in the

fact that their export of pulp and paper to the States

is paid for in the currency of that country. This

means that they are getting substantial benefits

through the exchange rate which should help some
in the paying out of dividends.

Last March the price of kraft was fixed at 9 cents

and it has not varied since then. The demand for this

of paper keeps up, and all the mills that are making
it are booked away ahead and have more orders than

they can fill. The same conditions hold good in re-

spect to envelop, papeterie and other stationery lines

and prices in these goods remain firm with an ever-

growing demand which the mnnufaptnr"rs find it hard
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to meet owing to the continued shortage of paper

There is no change in the market as regards wrapping

papers, although the jobbers and manufacturers are

somewhat disturbed by the announcement that the

Canadian Freight Association proposes to transfer

wrapping pajiers from Group A. to Group B.. leaving

newsprint and unfinished paper in rolls for coating

and unfinished wrapping in Group A.. This will mean

an increase of from three to five cents per one hundred

pounds on wrapping ptiper. It is pointed out that

wrappmg papers have an advantage in storage in cars

according to ton weight, and as the competition in this

line of paper manufacture is very keen, the wrapping

paper men cannot see why they should be called upon

to meet the added expense of a change in the grouping.

Several meetings have been held between representa-

tives of the pulp and paper industry and the railway

interests in regard to the matter, with the result that

the date on which the change is due to become effective

has been postponed imtil Feb. 2nd.

During the week two announcements were made

that should have bearing on the paper situation. One

of them is that the Kipawa Company's mills have been

eomplited and are operating, and the shipment of pulp

will be begun during the present week. As may be

recalled, the Kipawa Company is a subsidiary of the

Riordan's. and its mills were constructed during the

past year for the purpose of manufacturing bleached

sulphite pulp. About 95 per cent of the product of the

mills will be sold in the United States, a fact which,

with New York funds at anything like their present

premium, will result greatly both to the advantage of

Kipawa and the Riorden Pulp and Paper Com-
pany. The other announcement comes from the North

country where the M. J. O'Brien Company interests

continue to evince considerable interest in connection

with the installation of a large pulp and papr mill near

the north end of Lake Temiskamiug. The M. J.

O'Brien Company, a $20,000,000 corporation, control-

ling, among other things, two important silver-pro-

ducing mines, namely the O'Brien at Cobalt and the

Miller Lake-O'Brien at Gowganda, also controls a part

of the Des Quinze power which will develop upwards

of 100,000 h.p. It is now stated that the corporation

is investigating the various methods employed in other

plants and is considering the possibility of electrically-

heated boilers, etc. ; this, presumably due to tho fact

that power may be generated at a comparatively low

cost owing to the size of the flow to be dealt with.

In the meantime Canadian stocks have behaved fairly

well under the exchange situation. Some of them have

even made an advance, and Spanish River Pulp and

Paper, Laurentide and Abitibi securities have reached

the highest point they have ever touched. It is stated

that contracts now being entered into for 1920 between

Canadian producers of new.sprint paper and consumers

of that product in the United States are being made
on the basis of $4.50 per 100 lbs., or at the rate of

$90.00 a ton for yearly requirements. One prominent

financier in Toronto made this statement: "The Can-

adian manufacturers have been able to further enhance

the splendid industrial prosperity enjoyed during the

current year is a development of out standing interest

to holders of pulp and paper stocks, which for mouths

past have, as a group, been the most active and spec-

tacular issues on the Canadian market."

The rag and paper stock market is in a rather un-

settled condition, some lines undergoing an increase

and others dropping off a bit. Those handling the

commodity in Toronto say that some mills are paying
the top notch price for some grades while other mills

are not buying at all. In a general way, however,

there has been a marked stiffening of prices, while the

week saw tag manilla jumji half a cent a pound, cover

papers, owing largely to the cost of raw material, un-

derwent an advance of from one half to one cent per

])Ound.

As this correspondence was about to be despatched

came word from Ottawa that the price of newsprint

in Canada is to be raised to $80,00 per ton, f.o.b. mill,

on Jan. 1, 1920. The price now being paid by the

Canadian newspapers is $G9.00 per ton. For the re-

mainder of 191!) the iiriee will remain at $G9.00 per ton.

Ra^ and Paper Stock Prices.

No. 1 white envelope cuttings $5.00

No. 1 soft white shavings $4.50

White Blanks
"

$2.25

Heavy Ledger Stock $3.00

No. 1 magazine $2.40

No. 1 book stock $1.90

No. 1 manila $2.70

No. 1 print manila $1.55

Folded news $1.00

Over-issue news $1.25

Kraft $3.50

No. 1 clean mixed papers ' 80c
No. 1 shirt cuttings 151/2C

No. 1 luibleached cotton cuttings 13e

No. 1 fancy shirt cuttings lie

No. 1 blue overall cuttings lOV^c
Bleached shoe clip IIV2C
White cotton hosiery cuttings 14c
Light colored hosiery cuttings 10c

New light flannelette cuttings lO^Ac
No. 2 white shirt cuttings IOV2C
City thirds and blues (repacked) 43/^c

Flock and satinettes $3.25

Tailor rags $3.00

Gunny bagging 2»%e to 4c

^lanila rope 6i/4c

NEW YORK MARKETS
New York. Dee. 20.—The ajiproaeh of the Christmas

and New Year holidays has little influence of a deter-

rent character on the paper market. Business in all

lines of paper continues active, and the chief detriment
to a fm-ther increase in trading is the shortage of

available paper for distribution purposes. Mills in

various parts of the country continue to keep out of the

market as sellers, excepting as regards occasional lots

of their product that thej- find themselves possessed of

over and above their contract requirements, and job-

bers and consumers are finding it a more and more
difficult matter to locate available supplies.

Prices on all descriptions of paper are firm, and the

tendency in most eases is still upward. Buyers are
overlooking questions of cost in their anxiety to cover
their wants and are readily meeting the quotations
named whenever they are given an opportunity to se-

cure stock. The newsprint situation is just as strong as

ever. Publishers are rigidly living up to their agree-
ment to curtail their consumption, but this affects the
current demand but little, if any, because practically

every newspaper proprietor in the States is endeavor-
ing to buy as far ahead as possible. There seems no
doubting that the shortage of newsprint is likely to be
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more seriously felt in the future than it has already

been. When those publishei-s who hitherto liave been

proteeted by contract supplies find tlicniselvcs going

short, demand will in all probability assume even broad-

er proportions. Jlanufacturers are acting cautiously

and are booking orders for future delivery only for

specified periods and generally only from regular cus-

tomers. Spot lots of news are readily fetcliing S cents

per pound in the open market, and sales liavc been re-

corded at higher levels.

Fine papers are enjoying a period of record-break-

ing activity, and the price tone is exceedingly tjtrong.

Witli raw material costs on the rise, mills i)roducing

bond, linen and ledger papers are finding it impera-

tive to advance prices on their product, with the re-

sult that f|uotations are changing rapidly and invari-

ably in an upward direction. Export demand for

writing papei-s siiows no abatement : rather, it is on the

increase, and manufacturers could unquestionably ac-

complish a great deal more business in foreign fields

were they not seeing to it tliat domestic customers are

first supplied, which leaves them only a limited tonnage

for shipment out of the country.

Wrapping and other coarse |)ai)ers are firm and

in steady demand. The in-e-holiday activity in this

class of paper ha^ in-obably exceeded that at any other

time .in the history of the industry, and indications

point to a continuance of bi<r business far into the com-

ing year. Tissues are moving in a consistent manner

and at strong tiuotations. Book papers are in equally

as firm a position as heretofore. Jlills with very few

exceptions are sold so far ahead that they are disinclined

to accept further orders, and they are operating at

capacity production in an effort to make as heavy de-

liveries as they can. Some discussion has been heard

regarding the possibility of daily newspaper i)nblishers

using book paper in place of newsprint should the suji-

ply of the latter become lighter. This aiipears to be

out of all question, however, mainly for the fact that

should even a small number of newspapers switch to

book paper the consumption of this class of paper

would be increased to such an extent tlnit mills would
simply be unable to cope with the situation and prices

doubtless would rise out of reach not only of news-

paper publishers bi;t eiistomary consumers of book

papers as well.

The board market is firm and active. Buying has

not been quite as voluminous within the past several

weeks, but those in search of supplies have experienced

trouble in placing orders, which has promoted a

stronger undertone to values. A pood many board

mills have been in a bad way for want of coal and have

refused to enter into engagements while running on

piirt-time schedule.

GROUND WOOD—Mechanical pidp is in a very

strong market position. Demand shows no abatement

aiul supplies are beine moved into consiiming channels

as quickly as they become available. The market is

unusually bai-e of siirplus pulp, mills having disposed

of their output for some time ahead and having sold

the greater part of their stored supply, so that buyers

find it no easy matter to place orders. Prices are on

about the same level, though they are nominal to a

degree. Most local dealers and mill agents, when a<ked

to quote, advise that they have no pidp to offer for

delivery several months hence, and therefore can merely
say what they believe ground wood to be worth. Quo-
tations range from $50 a ton at griiuling mills upward.

with stored J)ulp of far from No. 1 quality (romuiantling

as high as $45.

CHEMICAL rULP—Chemical wood i)uli) js sought

in comparatively large volume although aggregate de-

mand does not approximate that of a few weeks ago.

Consumers are buying in a more cautions maimer, evi-

dently exerting every effort to keep from I'umiing the

market up against themselves, yet few offers of pulp

are going unabsorbed and dealers and importers report

being occasioned no difficulty in disposing of all the

>~u|)i>ly coining their way. There is a well defined belief

among sellers that paper manufacturers in a good many
cases have failed to cover forward rc(|uircmcnts next

year as far ahead as they ordinarily have at this sea-

son, and expectation consequently is rife that demand
will ])roadcn to a marked extent soon after tiie turn of

the year. Domestic bleached sulphite of standard No.

1 quality is quotable at 5.75 to 6 cents a pound at pro-

ducing mills, and leading manufaeturcrs of this grade

of pulp are .said to be having no ti'ouble in obtaining the

higher figure for their sulphite. Easy bleaching sul-

piiites are in active demand and held at strong prices,

domestic ea.sy bleacliing being quoted at 4.50 to 4.75

c-ents a pound and foreign at 5.75 to 6 cents.

RAGS—Although demand for papermaking i-ags has

eased off to a slight extent, presumably because of the

year-end approach and inventory-taking by paper mills,

the tone of the market is fully as strong, and prices on

some grades of rags have advanced to new high levels

this week. White rags are particularly sti'ong. Dealers

and pac^kers openly comjjlain of the light supplies of

this class of material coming forward from cellecting

sources and say that they are finding it next to impos-

sible to cover the wants of all their customers. Sales of

No. 1 repacked whites, have been recorded at S).50 to

10 cents a pound delivered mills, while miscellaneous

packing is freely fetching 9 cents delivered. Roofing

rags have strengthened a bit in the Eastern market.

Sales of No. 1 roofing have been reported at 3.25 cents

a pound and more, f.o.b. New York, wliile No. 2 packing

has fetched 3 cents. New cuttings are very firmly

held at high prices with the movement toward mills of

sufficient volume to give the trade an active complex-

ion.

PAPER STOCK.—Demand for old paper this week
has been somewhat spotty. Certain grades have been

freely sought by consumers, while others have been no-

ticeably neglected, with the result that there has been

a more or less irregularity to prices. Shavings have
moved in good volume and prices are firmly maintained

at around 5.75 cents f.o.b. New York for No. 1 hard
whites and 4.50 cents New York for soft white shavings

of No. 1 (piality. Books also have met with a read}'

sale at a (piotational range of 2. .50 to 2.60 cents at ship-

ping points, while flat folded newspapers are in excel-

lent demand at 1.05 to 1.10 cents a pound New York.
Mixed pai)er, on the other hand, has receded in price

owing to a falling off of demand, sales having been

noted at SO cents per hundred pounds and less at ship-

ping points. Over-issue newspapers are in urgent call

and are commanding remarkably high figures, mills

jiaying more than 1.50 cents f.ob. sliippinp jmints in

some instances.

OLD BAGGING AND ROPE.—The old n.pe market
disjjlays a steady undertone and sii|)plies are moving
into consuming channels in consistent fashion at a pi'ice

i-ange of 6.25 to 6.50 cents per pound New York for

No. 1 Manila rope. Old bagging continues to be main-
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ly neglected by buyers and the market is featureless and and personal comforts of the populace to enforce pre-

tending lower. The fact that dealers and packers arc ferential treatment of selected trades which are power-

holdingr stocks, however, acts to maintain quotations ful because they control some necessity of civilized

without chanpre. I'^p-—Iron and Steel of Canada.

UNPOPULAR STRIKES FAIL.
The present position of the labor unions is not unlike

that of Germany, Austria and Russia before the war.
Each of these countries was possessed of a conscript

army, trained with the leadinp: motive of quick mo-
bilization and instant action. The rulers of these

countries were poor keepers of the peace. One was an
old man in his dota^re, the other was weak and ill-

advised, and whether the third was a knave or a fool,

the world has not decided, and yet each of them pos-

.sessed a deadly weapon ready for instant use. The
inevitable happened.
The leaders of labor have learned the power of the

strike, but tlioy have not learned the responsibility of

power or the penaltj' of its use. The.v are beinp: tau}?ht

today. The fiasco of the London and Liverpool police

strike, the equall.v flat failure of the Boston police

strike, the repudiation of the OB.U. in Canada, the

failure of the steel strike in the States, and the re-

sentful temper shown by the British publie towards
the strikinjr railwaymen, all point tn the fact that

thinkiiifr men are realizing: that the health and lives,

the earnings and occupation of men should not be .ieo-

pardized by a never-ending' succession of strikes. The
executive of the railwaymen in Britain called a strike

without taking: a vote. This procedure does not differ

in principle from the action of a general staff in

adopting war measures without consulting a parlia-

ment. The principle is inherently wrong. It is one

of the principles the war was fought to break and dis-

credit.

It may be that socalled 'labor' has had its fling, for

unfortunately there is only one way to prove that

certain theories are wrong, and that is to try them
out. Some very far-sighted and statesmanlike utter-

ances have been made by labor leaders recently, and
it would appear as if many men in the ranks of the

unions were becoming afraid of some tendencies that

have shown up more clearly within the past few
months. One thing however is quite clear, namely.
that if labor unions want to exert their political power
they must do so through the legtimimate channels of

the vote, and must not use their power over the lives

A LUBRICATED PLUG VALVE.
The pulp and paper industrj' in Canada will be in-

terested in the new plug valve known as the Nord-
strom Lubricated Plug Valve, which the Merrill Com-
pany of San Ffaiiclsco, Cal., are placing on the Cana-
dian mai'ket, and which is particularly adaptable to

pulp and paper mill conditions. Already several mills

in Canada are equipped with the valves and they are

giving splendid satisfaction. The basic principle of the

Nordstrom valve is the combination in a plug valve

nf lubricants, conduits and lubricant chamber at the

l)ase of the plug so positioned that when pressure is

applied to the lubricant screw the pressure operates
to lift the plug from its seat and to distribute the

lubricant over the bearing surfaces.

This type valve can't stick and it will not leak. For
the reason that the bearing surfaces are at all tiiues

protected by a film of lubricant an all iron valve will

in most instances have an unusually long life, even
when handling acid or caustic fluids which would
cpiickly destroy the usual gate valve or plug cock.

All types of this valve have a full 100 per cent open-
ing in the plug. The plug opening has parallel sides

and in the flanged valve special attention has been
paid to the flow lines in order to secun- maximum
hydraulic efficiency.
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